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For romance, win a softer, smoother complexion.

You can— with your very first cake of Camay—
when you change from careless cleansing to

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Doctors

tested Camay’s daring beauty promise on scores

and scores of complexions. And the doctors

reported that woman after woman— using

just one cake of Camay—had fresher, clearer,

softer skin. Even younger-looking skin!

MRS. MORTENSON'S STORY

MRS. ROBERT MORTENSON

Singin’ in the snow, and planning a "honey-

moon holiday” every winter. "Bob and I

want to stay young,” confides Helen. "I

like to hear his compliments—and to keep

them coming, my complexion stays on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet.” For your lovelier

Camay complexion, follow the instruc-

tions on the Camay wrapper.
Be saving—with everything! Make your Camay

last — it’s made from precious materials.

Rocking chair romance. Engaged, the happy
light in Helen’s eyes is matched by the

glow of her complexion — clear, smooth,

radiant. "My skin responds to Camay care”

says Helen. "Really, my very first cake of

Camay brought the livelier sparkle that a

girl wants in her complexionr”

the former Helen Ann McManus of Newark, N. j.

Bridal portrait painted by



CUPID: What a couple! Coldest little romance since the

Ice Age! Mister Frozen Face and Miss Poker Face! . . .

Sis . . . don’t you ever smile?

GIRL: Smile? Me? I-

CUPID: Marshmallow, don’t you know that even plain girls

get dates if they go around gleaming at people? Try it,

Sis! You—

GIRL: But-

CUPID: “But,” nothing, Baby! That “pink’s” a sign you’d

better see your dentist! And in a hurry!

GIRL: Dentist? I haven’t got a toothache!

CUPID: Dentists aren’t just for toothaches, Dear. Yours

might say that “pink’s” a sign your gums are being

robbed of exercise by soft foods. And he

might suggest “the helpful stimulation

of Ipana and massage.”

GIRL: Hold it, Little One. I can smile, yes. Gleam . .

.

No. Not with my dull teeth. I brush ’em like

clockwork, but they just won’t gleam.

CUPID: Hmmm. Any “pink” on your tooth brush lately?

GIRL: But what about my smile?

CUPID: Plenty, Precious. Because Ipana not only

cleans your teeth. With massage, it’s designed to help

your gums. Massaging a little extra Ipana on your

gums when you brush your teeth will help them

to healthier firmness. And healthier gums mean

brighter, sounder teeth. A smile that gets you

a date with somebody besides that Fugitive

from a Snow Shovel. Try Ipana, Angel, today.

IPANA AND MASSAGE
1
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We’re embarrassed! Caught, as it were,
with our paws down! \ i

Just when our Dictionary of
Superlatives has disappeared,
along come not one — but
two magnificent M-G-M musicals
. . . “The Harvey Girls” (ahhhh!),
and“Ziegfeld Follies” (more ahhhh!).

“The Harvey Girls” is the romantic,
wide, wild West—set to wonderful music
—in Technicolor! And it stars our own
honey-voiced, vivacious Judy Garland!
It couldn't happen to a nicer picture.

Besides lassoing our heart with her
grand portrayal of one of the adventur-
ous Harvey Girls, Judy sings the
nation’s top tune, “On the Atchison,
Topeka, and the Santa Fe”!

Supporting our scintillating Judy G.
(for Glamorous, for Gorgeous, for
Garland) is a swell cast of favorites,

headed by John (handsome he-man)
Hodiak, Ray Bolger, and Angela Lans-
bury. You’ll love ’em all!

Ten more top tunes, besides “Atchison”,
from the popular pens of Johnny Mercer
and Harry Warren, earn “The Harvey

Girls” a double-E
award— for Excellent
Entertainment ! That
goes, too, for the di-

rection o f George
Sidney (‘‘Anchors
Aweigh”) and the
production of Arthur
Freed (“Meet Me In
St. Loui s” and

“Ziegfeld Follies”—see below!)

Hold on to your heart... or you’ll lose
it to

—“The Harvey Girls.” As we did!

And speaking of Girls leads us, naturally
enough, to ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,
a huge, star-studded Technicolor spec-
tacle. Only Vincente Minnelli could
have directed, only Arthur Freed pro-
duced. And only M-G-M could have
brought it to the screen.

Its roster of Stars reads like

the Who’s Who of Show
Business from A to Ziegfeld:
There's Fred Astaire, Lu-
cille Ball, Lucille Bremer,
Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Lena
Horne, Gene Kelly, James
Melton, Victor Moore, Red
Skelton, Esther Williams
and William Powell! If it’s

true that “Names make
News”— here’s the Movie
News of the Month!

Flo Ziegfeld would have been proud of
“Ziegfeld Follies” on the screen.

One of the biggest follies would be your
failure to attend. — Jle.o

Let’s Finish The Job! Buy Victory Loan
Bonds at Your Movie Theatre
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OHS THOSE HARVEY GIRLS
They know the way to a man’s heart!

See them woo the West from the

wicked can-can dancing girls!
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It’s lovely, lyrical Judy and
a gorgeous bevy of beauty...

it’s M-G-M’s musical romance
of a hold and golden era in....
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JOHN HODIAK • RAY BOLGER * ANGELA LANSBURY
and PRESTON FOSTER • VIRGINIA O’RRIEN • KENNY RAKER

MARJORIE MAIN • CHILL WILLS
Screen Play by Edmund Beloin, Nathaniel Curtis, Harry Crane, James O’Hanlon and Samson

Raphaelson • Additional Dialogue by Kay Van Riper • Based on the Book by Samuel Hopkins

Adams • Words and Music by JOHNNY MERCER and HARRY WARREN • Directed by

George Sidney • Produced by Arthur Freed • A Melro-Goldwvn-Mayer Picture



INSIDE STUFF

PHOTOGRAPHS BY HYMIE FINK

Peacetime salute to fa-

mous favorites back
from the war: Navy
Lieut. Henry Fonda
(left) and his wife take
in the Ice Follies. It’s

civvies and laughs for
Cesar Romero (right)
out of the Coast Guard,
also at the Ice Follies.

Jack Briggs (below) put
away his Marine greens
and stepped out for a
Ciro’s celebration with
his very special date

—

his wife Ginger Rogers

News of Our Boys: Capt. John Ham-
ilton, or Stirling Hayden to fans who
remember the blond actor before he
changed his name, did a wonderful
job in the war, operating a small
fishing boat along the Dalmatian and
Albanian coasts as head of an O.S.S.

air rescue team. He also aided fliers’

escapes to Italy, carried supplies to

O.S.S. agents in Yugoslavia and
Greece and aided Marshall Tito’s

Partisans in guerrilla warfare against

the Germans. But now that it’s over
nothing can induce him or his beau-
tiful wife Madeleine Carroll to re-
turn to Hollywood, we hear.*
Navy Lieut. Richard Ney, after

three years in service, is back in

Hollywood again, as actor, husband
of Greer Garson, and a civilian.

Richard is asking for his release

from M-G-M because he believes
he shouldn’t be at the same studio
as his famous wife and trade on their
relationship.

Bill Holden went back to Colum-
bia after his discharge but isn’t

slated for a picture for several
months. Studio can’t find one for him.
Robert Sterling got out of the

Army in time to combat a stomach
ulcer. But thanks to the care of wife
Ann Sothern, he’s well again and
ready for work at M-G-M.

Victor Mature, who did such a

swell job in the Coast Guard is doing
another of those song-composer
super musicals (remember Vic in

“My Gal Sal”?) for Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox.
Fans who have written for infor-

mation on Jeffrey Lynn will be sorry

to hear there is no word of his

returning immediately. Jeffrey is

with the Army Intelligence (G2) in

Great Britain.

Few people realize the dangers un-
dergone by Navy Lieut. John How-
ard, who commanded a mine sweeper
in the European theater. With his

ship once blown from under him, it

was up to Howard to see that his

men were rescued and returned to

port. After serving the past year as

instructor at Cornell University, the
former actor is expected to be out
soon and back home again.

Table-talk: Hollywood tongues cer-

tainly have plenty to talk about this

month. A lot of it was about the
bust-up of Sonja Henie and Dan
Topping. And (Continued on page 6)
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ANN DVORAK
Republic Pictures Star

Try this famous
3-WAY MEDICINAL

TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood’s most beautiful stars use
this overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment.
You, too, can make your hair look lovelier,

more glamorous, with an overnight application.

Glover’s will accentuate the natural color-tones

of your hair with clear, sparkling highlights—

freshened radiance—the soft, subtle beauty of

hair well-groomed. Today—try all three of

these famous Glover’s preparations—Glover’s
original Mange Medicine—GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo—Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treatment. Ask
for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or Drug
Counter—or mail the Coupon

!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR

FREE TRIAL!
Send Coupon for all three
products in hermetically-
sealed bottles, with com-
plete instructions for
Glover’s 3-Way Treatment,
and useful FREE booklet,
“The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

GLOVER’S, 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 551. New York I, N. Y.

Send Free Trial Application package in plain wrapper
by return mail, containing Glover's Mange Medicine,
GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo and Glover’s Imperial
Hair Dress, in three hermetically-sealed bottles, with
informative FREE booklet. I enclose 10c to cover
cost of packaging and postage.

Name
Address

City Zone . State

INSIDE STUFF

Still in uniform, but not for

long—Vic Mature at Somerset

House with Buff Cobb, the

lady he sees the most of

Tea for two at the Crillon:

Ann Sheridan and Steve

Hannagan (on a Hollywood

visit) in a gaiety mood

( Continued from page 4) if you re-
member Cal tipped you off to this

months ago—in the face of all the
denials Sonja was making at the time.

But now the cat is out of the bag

—

and so is at least part of the reason for

the rift. Sonja has decided to divorce
Dan. She was waiting only for his re-

turn from Honolulu where he’s been
serving as a Marine—so they could
make a joint announcement. But then
he got here late and she had to leave

for her ice-skating tour before they
really had a get-together about the

whole thing. But they won’t get to-

gether—not in the real sense. And Dan
has his next bride all picked out. She
is beautiful brunette Kay Sutton, a

former movie actress—once married to

cameraman Eddie Cronjager.
Before Sonja took off she did the

town (and how!) with lots of beaus,

including Bob Walker—and even one
date with Helmut Dantine—but mostly
with Van Johnson. Saw them every-
where together—parties, night clubs

—

even on shopping tours. Wouldn’t even
venture a guess as to how “serious”

Van and Sonja might be—but they

seem to have a lot of fun together.

That gal, after leading a very quiet life

around Hollywood for years, has really

stepped out lately. Gay—and spending
money like mad—and for her that’s

news!
Then there was all the gab about the

Keenan Wynns and Van Johnson mak-
ing up again after their perpetual
threesome was broken up and they
didn’t speak for weeks and weeks.
They’re speaking—but you certainly
don’t see the three of them around
together “as perpetually” as of yore.
One thing a lot of Hollywood did see,

though, that caused comment and a
little surprise was Van Johnson with
Cornel Wilde and Peter Lawford exit-
ing from a big premiere together. And
who do you think got the biggest cheer
from the sidelines that included every-
thing from bobby-soxers to gray haired
ladies? Cornel Wilde!

Flynn Again: Well, that much re-writ-
ten book of Errol Flynn’s is finally

about ready to come out on the news-
stands. It will be called “Once Upon
A Smile.” More Flynn news concerns
his pretty Nora who is heading for
Mexico again. And don’t be surprised
if she sees a lawyer about a divorce
from Flynn while she’s there. Wouldn’t
be surprised if her getting a divorce
would come as a big surprise to Flynn
—and we doubt if he wants that. But
Cal frankly thinks that Nora is fed up
and ready to call it quits. And there is

good reason to believe that at last she
has another heart interest—and he is in

Mexico, though an American. Hope it

brings her more happiness than the
Flynn flams. ( Continued on page 8)
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Pact fa/t afoaf

This season the accent’s on the

rear view of your hair-do ... so

keep that back hair smooth as

honey and neat as a button.

If your page-boy gets straggly

between settings, try rolling up

those stubborn ends on strong, firm-

gripping bob pins every few days.

That means DeLong Bob Pins, of

course. They’re made of a special

quality steel, the kind that doesn’t

lose its taut springiness . . . they

really do have the

Stronger Grip
Won’t Slip Out

You’ll never be satisfied with wishy-

washy bob pins, once you’ve used

DeLong’s dependable products.

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
p SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS & EYES HOOK a EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

Blossom-ing: Margaret Whit-

ing puts a flower in Bill

Eythe’s buttonhole at Som-

erset House as Bill smiles

(Continued from page 6 )

Tid-bittinq: Jeanne Crain is dividing

her time about equally between Paul
Brook, her long-time steady, and Rory
Calhoun, new young find of David
Selznick’s . . . Meat shortages don’t

bother the Phillip Dorns. Not as long

as they can get the ingredients for

“hutspot.” That’s a Dutch dish, based
on a three-hundred-year-old recipe

that consists of onions, carrots, potatoes

and beets mashed together and cooked
in a pot. Phillip and his wife are mad
about it and have it at least once a

week . . . Cleatus Caldwell (Ken Mur-
ray’s ex) and Bob Hutton are more that

way than ever. But are at the point

where they have a spat once in a while.

She’s a knockout—it’s a wonder the

Hollywood wolves haven’t stepped in

and snatched her away from Bob. You
can bet they’ll try the moment they
think they have a chance . . . Gail Pat-
rick has opened that shop to sell infants

clothes and toys for children which her
husband, Arnold Dean White, is manu-
facturing. It’s the cutest shop in Bever-
ly .. . Esther Williams is now in Mexico
making a picture—and Ben Gage is

mooning around—just waiting for her
to come back and be his bride.

Of Bing: Bing Crosby went to the

hospital and columnists and air-talkers

had him there with everything from
kidney trouble to a broken leg. But
actually he was in there for the second
time and being treated for a low-grade
infection that has bothered him for a

long time. He’s so tired too. And

INSIDE STUFF

The feminine touch:

Here Jeanne Crain does

the honors in the flower

department for Paul

Brook—at Mocambo

swears he won’t make a picture or do
any radio work until after the first

of the year.

Slinging It: Anne Baxter was going
around to parties with the swankiest
sling a girl ever carried her arm around
in. Yes—you heard right—a sling. Anne
showed up place after place, with her
injured hand and arm just as dressed
up as she was, because the sling was
black satin, trimmed with black sequins.
Sometimes she’s with John Hodiak—
and sometimes she isn’t. And when she
isn’t—he isn’t so happy.

Quip a la Garson: “Gogo,” Greer Gar-
son’s giant French poodle, muscled in

on so many pictures during a recent
portrait-sitting Greer was having, that

the photographer remarked, “Greer

—

your dog sure is hammy.”
Greer twinkled and answered, “It

certainly couldn’t be the company he
keeps—could it?”

A Line or Two: Shirley Temple found
.er husband, Sgt. John Agar, doing
K.P. duty when she visited him in Salt

Lake City. John is now overseas . . .

Gary Cooper’s daughter has eyes and
a smile just like his . . . Deanna Dur-
bin and Judy ( Continued on page 10)

A



HEADING YOURWAY...WITH HAPPINESS

. .

.

with inimitable Bing at his best!

. . . with all the heart of incomparable Ingrid

!

. . . made by the deft touches of Leo McCarey

who gave you "GOING MY WA Y”

!

Rainbow Productions, Inc., presents

Crosby Bergman
-LEO McCAREY'S

with HENRY TRAVERS • WILLIAM GARGAN
Produced and Directed by Leo McCarey

Screen Play by Dudley Nichols • Story by Leo McCarey
R K O

Released thru RKO Radio Pictures R
^.
D!°

For the first time in screen history Three Academy Award Winners in One Picture!

BERGMAN
Best actress for

"Gaslight”

CROSBY
Best actor for

"Going My Way”

McCAREY
Best story and
best direction

"Going My Way”

.
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MAKE THIS REVEALING TEST—
Remove one side of your make-up
with your present "beauty" cream,
the other with Albolene. Wet some
cotton and wipe the Albolene-treat-
ed side. How clean the cotton stays!
Then wipe it over the "beauty"-
creamed side. See the telltale
smudge from left-on dirt . . .

*ALB0LENE CLEANSING CREAM
LIQUEFIES INSTANTLY

on application—and a cream must

liquefy to float off beauty-blurring

impurities gently, effectively

Only a cream specially made for super-

cleansing can give your skin the beauty

of a Floating Facial—a cream so light, so

pure and crystal clear—a cream that lit-

erally floats away old make-up rubble,

dirt, dust, grit and skin scales, even stub-

born cake make-up, without irritating

rubbing or tedious “double creaming.”

And Albolene lubricates as it cleanses—

a

“must” for dry, flaky skins.

This lovely, quick-liquefying cream
tissues off so easily. AW-cleansing—no
fillers, chemicals—none of the water most
“beauty” creams contain. Leaves skin

miraculously cool, soft, dewy-moist—im-
maculately clean! That’s why new make-
up on an Albolened skin can be such a

freshly radiant base for clear, breath-

taking make-up effects.

Thrill to a Floating Facial this very

day. It’s so modem, so effective! Albolene

is the salon-type cleansing cream at a

fraction the cost. Sizes at 10^, 25$, 50$,

and the big economy 16 oz. jar at $1.00.

~-and McKesson makes it

INSIDE STIFF

Powell pow-wow at Mocanibo—Bill and wife Diana

with Bill’s furlough-ing son, Lieut. Bill Powell Jr.

(Continued from page 8) Garland have
become great telephone friends these
days, discussing their prospective babies
. . . Red Skelton is out of the Army
and back in Hollywood looking well
and practically cured of his stutter . . .

Irene Dunne took a room in the hos-
pital to be near her husband, Dr. Fran-
cis Griffin, during his recent critical

illness.

Things to Come: Mr. Samuel Gold-
wyn, Hollywood’s astute producer, paid
Cal the compliment of running, in his

own projection room, several uncut
sequences from Danny Kaye’s new pic-

ture “The Kid From Brooklyn.” The
film was then in the midst of produc-
tion with Vera Ellen rehearsing more
dance sequences on a nearby stage and
Danny recording some of the zaniest

lyrics yet to be heard.
Mr. Goldwyn kept calling attention

to the cleverness of Vera Ellen. He’s
right, too, the lady is both talented

and cute. He also ran the novelty
number of the picture depicting gla-

morized cows with glamour gal milk-
maids. Which ought to end the milk-
men’s strikes.

La’er, we saw Vera herself going
through the strenuous, back-breaking
work of still another dance number
in rehearsal. Couldn’t help but com-
pare the girl we saw, disheveled and
weary from hour upon hour of re-
hearsal, with the one we’d just seen,

so fresh and easy, in the finished pro-
duct that occupied but a scant few
minutes on the screen.

Return of the Bey: It was the cocktail

hour when Turhan Bey rang Cal’s

doorbell. With his short crew haircut,

deep tan and immaculate uniform, Tur-
han looked younger and better than
we’ve ever seen him. And certainly

more enthusiastic over his role of a GI
than he’s been over many a movie role.

With the intelligent approach he has
toward everything, he told us what he
thought he should do in regard to the
Army. Instead of expecting or even
wanting an (Continued on page 12)

Premiere news—Hurd Hatfield takes in the “Captain Eddie”

premiere with his best girls, Virginia Hunter and his mother



Great talent sparks the screen with

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
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INSIDE STUFF

TAKE IT FROM A SWEATER GIRL

WmBsm
YOUR SWEATERS

AND GOOD-BYE

TROUBLES

( Continued jrom page 10)
immediate release, he looks forward to

serving overseas in the hope that he
can establish even further his part in

the great plan Americana.
“As a GI I have met new people, peo-

ple outside the world I’ve lived in,” he
said earnestly, “and from them I’ve

learned so much and want to learn
more.”
Odd how little Hollywood under-

stands or appreciates the keen mind
and intellectual depths of this young
foreigner.

Connubial Bliss Around Town: Cal look-
ing for news, wandered into Saks and
right off spied June Allyson and Dick
Powell. “I’m buying my mother a fur

coat,” said June, “and my husband
insists Mother is fat. She isn’t at all.”

Dick only grinned. We liked the way
June caressed the words “my husband,”
and their obvious happiness in each
other.

Speaking of happy marriages, it’s

pleasant to observe how very close are
Betty Grable and Harry James. Lunch-
ing recently in the Twentieth Century

-

Fox commissary, we noticed .he pair at

a wall table for two completely en-
grossed in each other and oblivious of

everyone else.

One of the things that makes John

Itemed—Don De Fore and his Mrs. check

up on current news—at Somerset House

GrM0rTt

Instantly relief from head cold dis-

tress starts to come when you put

a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril.

It soothes irritation, shrinks swol-

len membranes, helps clear cold-

clogged nose and makes breathing

easier. Also—it helps prevent many
colds from developing if used in

time! Try it! Fol-

Vffl low directions in

WlUnw the package.

VA-TRO-NOL

To keep precious sweaters longer lasting

and lovelier looking . . . wash them in Wool-
Foam. Leaves them luxuriously clean, soft

and fluffy! Colors stay bright! Fibres stay
alive! Economical! One 25^ box washes 16
sweaters or woolen equivalent.

At Department, Drug,
Grocery Stores and
wherever magazines
are sold . . . 25c—Also
Economy Size: 50c

McuU WWoot
(mj a Wool Fkuw.
WOOLFOAM CORP.

New York 11. N. Y.

Romantically speaking—Bob Hutton and

Cleatus Caldwell (ex-Mrs. Ken Murray)

smile as they dance to Mocanibo music

Payne a much-liked person in the town
of Hollywood is his easy naturalness
and friendly manner. Fun running
across John and Gloria De Haven, that
adorable wife of his, at The Players the
other night.

Gloria, who was going for her dessert
in a big way, said, “I shouldn’t, you
know. I mustn’t gain another pound.”
Her baby, she said, was expected in a
matter of weeks.
We couldn’t help but feel the com-

patibility between John and Gloria, and
we were sure of their happiness when
John grinningly said to Cal, “I never
feel so married as I do when I’m trying

to locate Gloria’s gloves everywhere
we go.”

Random-izing: Odd sight; Little June
Haver, with her sister, her mother,
two other girls and one lone soldier, at

a front-row table at Ciro’s—and having
the time of their lives! . . . Jinx Falken-
burg, on the set of “Meet Me On Broad-
way,” reading a cookbook like mad.
Her darling husband, Lieut. Col. Tex
McCrary was arriving home from
Tokyo—and Jinx had no intention of

being anything but the perfect bride . . .

Jimmy Stewart, back in Hollywood

—

back in civvies, back to chumming
around with his old pal, Henry Fonda,
and trying to put back some of the

weight he has lost. And managing to

find time to beau Anita Colby to parties

and places. (Continued on page 14)
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Can you avoid catching cold?

And ifyou do catch one is it

possible to reduce its severity?

Oftentimes—YES.

I
t is now believed by outstanding

members of the medical profes-

sion that colds and their complica-

tions are frequently produced by* a

combination of factors working to-

gether.

1.

That an unseen virus, entering

through the nose or mouth, probably

starts many colds.

2 . That the so-called "Secondary
Invaders”, a potentially troublesome

group of bacteria, including germs of

the pneumonia and streptococcus

types, then can complicate a cold by

staging a "mass invasion” of throat

tissues.

3 . That anything which lowers

body resistance, such as cold feet,

wet feet, fatigue, exposure to sudden
temperature changes, may not only

make the work of the virus easier but

encourage the "mass invasion” of

germs.

Tests Showed Fewer Colds

The time to strike a cold is at its

very outset ... to go after the sur-

face germs before they go after you
. . . to fight the "mass invasion” of

the tissue before it becomes serious.

The ability of Listerine Antiseptic

as a germ-killing agent needs no elab-

oration. Important to you, however,
is the impressive record against colds

made by Listerine Antiseptic in tests

made over a 12-year period. Here is

what this test data revealed:

That those who gargled Listerine

Antiseptic twice a day hadfewer colds

and usually had milder colds
, and

fewer sore throats , than those who did

not gargle with Listerine Antiseptic.

This, we believe, was due largely

to Listerine Antiseptic’s ability to

attack germs on mouth and throat

surfaces.

Gargle Early and Often

We would be the last to suggest

that a Listerine Antiseptic gargle is

infallibly a means of arresting an

oncoming cold.

However, a Listerine Antiseptic

gargle is one of the finest precaution-

ary aids you can take. Its germ-kill-

ing action may help you overcome
the infection in its early stages.

Lambert Pharmacal Company

St. Louis, Mo.

Germs reduced as much

as 96.7%, in tests.

Actual tests showed reductions

of bacteria on mouth and
throat surfaces ranging up to

96.7% fifteen minutes after the

Listerine Antiseptic gargle, and
up to 80% one hour after the

Listerine Antiseptic gargle.

AT THE FIRST SYMPTOM LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
p
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i

pure, white odorless
*

LOTION Safely

[MOVES HAIR

*
1 . A fragrant white lotion without

bad clinging depilatory odor.
Painless . . . not messy, quick
to use. As simple to remove as

cold cream.

No razor stubble. Keeps legs

hair-free longer. Economical!
Does not irritate healthy, nor-
mal skin.

Removes hair close to skin,

leaving skin soft, smooth,
clean, fragrant.

Cosmetic lotion to

2.

remove hair

49$
plus tax

On sale at good

Drug and Department Stores

*5

w* a ~ „• Jim. . ... /mm,
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«» KURLASH
(Now back after a wartime absence

)

Your eyes become the center of

attraction with this magic Eyelash
Curler. In just 60 seconds, Kurlash

sweeps your lashes skyward — makes
them appear longer and eyes larger,

brighter, more appealing! Easy—
Kurlash needs no heat or cosmetics.

Absolutely safe to use — as lashes

are curled against rubber cushion.

At drug and dept, stores. Still $1.00.

NEAT EYE BROW CARE . . . Make
grooming easy, safe with Profes-

sional Twissors, the scissor-handle

tweezer — 50c.

FOR SHINING LASHES . . . Impart

dewy sheen to lashes, lids and eye-

brows with rich oily-base cream
Kurlene — 50c, $1.00.

KURLASH
"Beautiful Eyes Have It"

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.
Rochester, N. Y. • New York City

Toronto, Canada

Donna Reed, with husband Tony Owen at Mocambo, picks sequin brilliancy

for her dress and jacket. A white evening dress spells charm on Marie McDonald,

with her Vic Orsatti. You’ll find more full-color fashion news on page 71

( Continued from page 12)
Cal Observes: Cary Grant has

changed. Glimpsed in Romanoffs re-

cently we couldn’t help but notice a

vague, hurt sort of look in his eyes and
a restraint in his manner that is so

different from the friendly Cary of sev-
eral years ago. Perhaps his divorce
from Barbara Hutton has cut more
deeply than Hollywood imagines.

With Barbara preparing to leave

Hollywood for New York, rumors of

her engagement to actor Philip Reed
grow stronger. Perhaps we’re leading

with our nosey chin, but Cal bets his

last two-dollar bill that marriage will

never take place.

We couldn’t take our eyes off that

happy group of people dining at the

new Beverly Hills Club. And what a

reunion it made with Col. Jimmy Stew-
art, Maggie Sullavan’s husband Leland
Hayward, and Lieut. Henry Fonda
with his wife Frances all united again.

When Chester Morris and his cute wife

walked in, both Hank and Jimmy be-
gan pulling imaginary cards and rabbits

from people’s ears in imitation of Ches-
ter’s magic prowess . . . Which reminds
us of a session we had recently at

Romanoffs with Chester in rare form.

The late diners simply thronged around
our table and even Joe and Peppi, the

head waiters, took part in the magic act

that Chester put on.

social or professional lion can be dif-
ficult for a man. He feels it entering
a room full of people. He senses it in
restaurants—everywhere. I myself have
no fear or self-consciousness of people
and I think Clark knows that and it

gives him a sort of comfort.
“I have other beaus, of course.

There is really nothing serious about
our friendship. We have fun together
and that is that.”

It is obvious Anita has fun with
Jimmy Stewart too. See them every-
where together, which may or may not
mean something. Incidentally, Jimmy
and Clark are also good friends.

And Gable has other dates too—the
stunning Dolly O’Brien, currently
visiting Hollywood. Clark gave her a
big rush when he spent so much time
in the East last year.

The Truth Is: The Herbert Marshall
separation proved a surprise to Holly-
wood at large, but rumors that all was
not well with the Marshalls had been
whispered about for some time.
The marriage of Angela Lansbury

and Richard Cromwell was not a hasty
one as so many suppose. Angela and
Richard have been in love for a year
or more. In fact, every time Cal drove
up to a friend’s home on Miller Drive
there was Angela’s blonde head over in

Richard’s garden.

Gable: “You’re good for me,” Clark
Gable once told his favorite girl friend,

Anita Colby.
“You see,” Anita told Cal, “being a

Sinatra: Driving up in front of our
apartment one Saturday afternoon, we
happened to glance across the street

at a man (Continued on page 16 )
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INSIDE STUFF

Ikby-planning and prettier than ever—Dorothy Lanionr

looks over the handieaps in races at Hollywood Park

Winning—Merle Oberon smiles approval from her table

looking over the Hollywood Park racing excitement

( Continued from page 14) in a baseball
uniform. Above the short socks Cal
noticed two remarkably slender legs.

We looked again. Yes, it was Frankie-
boy himself, standing with several Bev-
erly Hills High School boys. A few
co-eds stood at a distance while Frank
talked with the boys.

Seems Frank joins some of the boys
tor a session of baseball nearly every
Saturday afternoon.

And speaking of Sinatra fans, Joan
Birdwell, fourteen-year-old daughter
of Russell Birdwell (famous press

agent for some of our movie people),

had seen “Anchor’s Aweigh” fourteen

times when we talked with her, so

great is her admiration. But she

gives it with dignity by reminding
other fans “Mr.” Sinatra does not ap-

prove of squealing and embarrassing
howls. Joan refuses to use the influence

of her famous dad in wangling an
introduction to Frank which would be

so easy

Warner’s Party: The invitation bade
Cal to a welcome-home party for sev-

eral of its actors back from service.

Lieut. Wayne Morris, muchly deco-
rated, was still in uniform because he
couldn’t find a civilian suit to fit him.

Gig Young told of a friend who
visited his father-in-law in Santo

Tomas prison. The prisoner insisted

Bryon Barr and not Gig Young was
the name of his son-in-law. He hadn’t

even heard the studio had changed the

actor’s name from Barr to Young.
Ronald Reagan seemed happy to be

back again. John Garfield spent a good
f fifteen minutes telling what a magnifi-

cent performance Lana Turner gives

in “The Postman Always Rings Twice.”

Close-up—Harry James adjusts glasses

for wife Betty Grable, also at the races

John is also in the picture, but you
wouldn’t know it to hear him rave over
Lana.

Elliott Roosevelt in civvies, with Faye
Emerson, stopped for a chat. Faye had
just come from tennis and explained the
curl had been literally bashed out of

her hair. Its smooth straightness with

a braid coil in the back looked mighty
attractive. Elliott told some interesting

war stories with many a tender glance

at Faye in between. Zach Scott and his
clever wife were here, there and every-
where. But take our word for it, the
cutest trick we’ve met in a long time
is Pat Morris, Wayne’s charming wife.

Yeu Tell Me: Why Edgar Bergen kept
his marriage a secret so long.

What is the thing that hinders George
Raft from securing a divorce after

over twenty years to find happiness in

marriage? And because of it will he
lose the girl he loves, Betty Doss, as
he did Betty Grable?
How come Louise Allbritton prefers

to remain a bachelor girl? Is it because
she’s more interested in accumulating
annuities than wedding rings? Or
hasn’t the right man come along?
Did you know Dane Clark is coaching

for his bar exams next year? But why
does he think Hollywood will ever let

him become a lawyer?

Return: Gossip has it Maurice Che-
valier is coming back, at last freed of

all suspicion of sympathizing with the
Nazis. Heavens above, the memories
that Frenchman brings back! The glo-

rious romantic something he brought
to pictures, and the gloomy, moody,
unfriendly man he was off the set.

We remember standing in the wings
of a theater just before he made his

entrance onto the stage.

“Smile, please, Mr. Chevalier,” the

stage manager moaned.
“I know when to smile,” he answered

in gloom-laden tones. Just then the

orchestra struck up his cue, out stepped

Chevalier, straw hat on one side, lower

lip comically protruding, oozing sex,

humor, charm, wrapping up the audi-

ence and taking it home.
16



Christmas Gift Special
No. 2 120. Front cen- cr^-.
terpanelisfour-piece

7

f -
matched American
Walnut stump V —
flanked with side siightb high., in

panels of matched
XT ^ • r» 1

to OPa4 rulings.New Guinea. Border .... ,

of cross-grained Other Lane Chests

Zebra wood. Beauti- at P°l,“ lar Pnces -

ful Waterfall top and front base rail of
matched Oriental wood. Balance of
chest American Walnut. Has Lane
patented Automatic Tray.

>1 MILLION MAIDENS YEARN^
FOR THIS ROMANTIC

LOVE GIFT ^
Lane Cedar Hope Chests can he had in
many styles, woods and prices to har-
monize with all furniture—modern or
traditional.

Only LANE Has All These
Guaranteed Moth Protection Features $fP
1. The only tested aroma-tight cedar chest in the world.
2 . Exclusive aroma-tight features assure guaranteed i 11T1» n - ! '- -inch aromatic Red

Government recom-
Lane-welded veneers will not peel. 5. Chemically treated In-
;~.a Sew—prevent stickiness and add life to the chest. 6. Free

moth protection. 3. Built of ?

Cedar in accordance with U. S.
mendations. 4. I ..

' *

teriors even aroma flow—j , .... „„ „„„ MUU 111V lllv v ..VOk , . . v%
moth insurance policy written by one of world’s largest insurance companies.

I
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...that someone’s going to give me an excit-

ing Christmas package by Richard Hudnut!

1. Gemey Luxury Set. ..glamour in a box! Toilet Water,

Dusting Powder, Sachet. 5.50

2. Violet Sec Set. ..Toilet Water and Dusting Powder in

a nostalgic, haunting fragrance. 2.50

3. Yanky Clover Gift Set ... light-hearted scent in Dust-

ing Powder, Toilet Water, Sachet. 3.75

4. Yanky Clover Toilet Water. ..one of America’s best-

loved scents. 1.00

5. Gemey Perfume. ..with the sparkle and glitter of her

holiday mood. 5.00 to 15.00

all prices plus lax

NEW YORK



A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good ; two checks,

^ Spellbound (Selznick International)

S
PELLBOUND you, the audience, will be
through most of this picture which stars

Ingrid Bergman as a doctor of psychiatry
who wears hornrimmed glasses and talks
like a text book until she meets Gregory
Peck who would make any damsel take
t)ff her specs and look twice. Especially if,

as Ingrid does, she finds Gregory in trouble.
They fall in love and then discover he

doesn’t know who he is because of am-
nesia brought about by a deep-rooted
psychological illness. Then they discover
that he is wanted for murder. Under the
spell of her love for him, Ingrid helps him

escape the police and then comes her des-
perate effort working through psychiatry,
to bring back his memory and discover the
truth about his past, though in her attempt
to do so she may herself be murdered.
What more would a director like Alfred

Hitchcock and performers like Ingrid Berg-
man, Gregory Peck and Leo G. Carroll (so

good as the retiring doctor of the institu-

tion where Ingrid and Gregory work)
need to produce a film which for the most
part lives up to its title?

Your Reviewer Says: Tops in spellbinding.

^ The Stork Club (Paramount)

THE day was when Betty Hutton was
both loud and funny. In “The Stork

Club” she’s more loud and less funny
through no fault of her own, we may say.

There just isn’t enough newness in the
story to lift it too far above average. On
the other hand, there’s sufficient good
music and liveliness to keep it above
average.
Knowing Mr. Sherman Billingsley per-

sonally, we doubt if the writers had any
serious intention of capturing his real

personality. It looked to us as if he were
dragged in for story purposes only. But
the Stork itself is authentically presented
and that’s gratifying at least.

Don De Fore is most personable as the
lad who returns from service with a band

recruited from his buddies. He finds his

girl friend Betty Hutton, hat check girl

at the Stork, established in a swanky hotel
suite with bills paid by an anonymous
admirer. Naturally Don suspects the worst,
as who wouldn’t, and there’s much to-

doing back and forth before Don realizes

Barry Fitzgerald, the old codger Betty be-
friends, is really her benefactor.

It all ends up with Barry reunited with
his wife Mary Young, Betty and Don en-
gaged and Mr. Billingsley going right on
with the club.

One or two of the numbers are catchy
and Andy Russell, who makes his singing
debut, is sure to click.

Your Reviewer Soys: Well, it’s loud anyway.

^ Fallen Angel (Twentieth Century-Fox)

N EWS. It’s Dana Andrews again—in

almost as good a job as “Laura.” He’s
naughtier this time and a little harder-
boiled. But when did that ever stop the
feminine trade?

Also, the murder isn’t as much of a
mystery as it was in “Laura,” if you’re one
who likes his mysteries veiled. But the
picture is still strictly intriguing, with
provocative situations to carry the inter-

est along.

Dana is a rolling stone who falls under
the dark spell of a money-minded waitress
who will marry him only if he produces
the cash which will keep her in the style

to which she is not accustomed. To get
the money he pulls off a twenty-four hour
marriage with a moderately rich local girl

in the town. Then comes the murder and

Dana finds himself in a trap he hadn’t
bargained for. Nobody asked us not to

tell the story but for your sake we won’t
say any more.

Alice Faye returns to the screen in the
dramatic role of the girl Dana marries for
expediency and she makes her thoughtful
and appealing. But we could have used a
song in there, Alice. Linda Darnell as
the waitress more than fulfills the promise
she gave in “Summer Storm” of being a
lady men go mad for. She’s really ex-
cellent.

Anne Revere as the sister of Alice and
Charles Bickford as a detective both turn
in strong performances.

Your Reviewer Says: Fallen angel finds
wings.

(Continued on page 20)

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 22

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 98

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 24

e

very good; three checks, outstanding

Tender interlude: Ingrid Bergman
and Gregory Peck in “Spellbound’

Enchanting eve: Don De Fore and
Betty Hutton in “The Stork Club”

Dramatic intensity: Alice Faye and
Dana Andrews in “Fallen Angel”
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“This Love Of Ours” is tenderly told

by Charles Korvin and Merle Oberon

i^This Love Of Ours (Universal)

WOMEN will like it for two reasons:

The emotional mother-love theme
and the handsome new hero, Charles Kor-
vin. Men may wonder a little at it all and
critical audiences deplore the plot leak-

ages.
Nevertheless we wager it will have

tremendous drawing power
.
at the well

known Box Office.

To get to Korvin first off, he’s a Hun-
garian. dark-eyed and dimpled chin with

a manliness tremendously enhanced by a

fetching accent. He performs well, too,

which is about as cozy a combination as

one could ask.

Miss Oberon, lovely as usual, gives an
emotionally strong performance unen-
hanced by clothes that fail to camouflage
the fact Miss Oberon is too hefty. Much
too hefty.

The story has Merle a French dancer

who meets and marries a young French
doctor, becomes the mother of an adored
little girl and then is deserted by her hus-

band, who suspects her of intrigue with

another man.
Her years of searching for her child

bring her down the path to playing the

piano in a night spot while Claude Raines

performs as a caricaturist. Korvin, the

doctor who has risen to great heights as a

research scientist in America, saves Merle’s

life when she attempts suicide. Her read-

justment with her daughter claims the

latter part of the film.

Sue England as the twelve-year-old

daughter is a talented youngster. We liked

Raines, too, and Carl Esmond as the

other man.

Your Reviewer Says: Sentimental melo-
drama.

/ She Went To The Races (M-G-M)

S
OME people bet on horses for excite-

ment, some for fun, some for need, but

never have we heard of four professors,

three men and a raring tearing beauty of

a prof, betting in order that science may
be comfortably advanced.
Maybe because of the novelty of the

idea it seems such a sprightly little episode

in our movie-going life instead of a dull

lull. And maybe because Frances Gifford,

the beautiful professor, has a rival in the

equally beautiful Ava Gardner, with James
Craig caught somewhere in the beautiful

middle, it looks even more enjoyable than

it is.

In order to help Edmund Gwenn, Fran-
ces decides to apply science to her bets,

and what’s more it works. And what’s
even more, she applies her tactics to the

The Shadow Stage
winning of Craig from Miss Gardner and
wins again. Ava, by the way, is well on
her way toward being a good actress.

Edmund Gwenn, that fine actor so no-
toriously overlooked in Hollywood, hasn’t
nearly enough to do. Sig Ruman, Reginald
Owen and Charles Hallon contribute to the
lighthearted fun that was so very much
appreciated by the audience.

Your Reviewer Says: Shucks, we always lost

at the races.

Sunbonnet Sue (Monogram)

George Cleveland owns a bowery
saloon where his daughter Gale Storm

nightly sings ditties—new and old. But
uptown the saloon keeper’s society rela-
tives manage to get the place closed lest

it become a blight on their social standing
—or sitting, or whatever. So Gale moves
in with the swanks in order to get her
daddy reestablished in the business of bar-
keeping.

That’s about all there is to it except
Phil Regan is the politician who loves Gale
and sings Irish tenor on the side. Minna
Gombel, Charles Brown and Alan Mow-
bray are in it.

Your Reviewer Says: Yeah, but what’s that
title got to do with it?

The Spider (20th Century-Fox)

THE most important thing about this
* story, thinly spun out by The Spider is

the acting of Nick Conte as a detective.
He’s good. He shows promise of becoming
even “gooder.” Fay Marlowe, the girl who
involves Conte in a lot of backstage, front
stage and middle stage killings, is also

a gal of promise and let’s hope this is one
promise she keeps.
Your favorite villain Kurt Kreuger is on

hand with Martin Kosleck to lend some-
thing or other to a picture that most defi-

nitely does not come off. John Harvey and
Cara Williams are in it too.

Your Reviewer Says: Won’t you walk into
my parlor—

?

Man Alive (RKO)

J
UST because a man forgets his wife’s
birthday, we are plunged into all sorts

of ridiculously tedious goings-on, just as
if it were our fault and we should suffer
too. Gosh, we didn’t even know she was
alive so how could we remember?
Anyway, Pat O’Brien is the culprit who,

to forget the enormity of his crime, pins
one on, exchanges clothes with a fellow
drunk who promptly dies leaving Pat’s
wife believing herself a widow.
How easy for Mr. O’Brien to open his

ruby red lips and say, “I ain’t dead, honey,
honest I ain’t.” But no. He heeds the
advice of Adolphe Menjou, a showboat
character, and rolls over and plays dead
while Rudy Vallee, the old suitor, courts
his pretty wife Ellen Drew. That will give
you all a fair idea.

The cast, including Minna Gombel,
Fortunio Bonanova and Jack Norton are
too good for this sort of thing.

Your Reviewer Says: You can send us the
flowers.

Club Havana (PRC)
0

|_1 ERE is a story pregnant with plots,
' * counterplots, west plots, north plots,

south plots and old man Plots himself. For
instance, we have the usual young-in-
lovers—Tom Neal and Dorothy Morris.
Then there’s a romance gone askew with
Margaret Lindsay and Don Douglas, the
askew-ers. Paul Cavanagh and Renie
Riano are a twosome with Paul, a pro-
moter, going after Renie for her money.
Singer Isabelita and pianist Eric Sinclair
go gooey, to say nothing (what got into

Cupid do you suppose?) of a thing of sorts

between gangster Marc Lawrence and the
switchboard operator Sonia Sorel.

The numerous romances are all wound
round by the tuneful music of Carlos
Molina and his musicians and Isabelita’s

singing. The other people are Ernest Truex,
Pedro de Cordoba and Gertrude Michael.

Your Reviewer Says: Love must be catching
this season.

Yolanda And The Thief (M-G-M)

OOPS, it’s not so good. With elaborate
color, a gay locale and bright stars to

make this a good picture, it just isn’t. So
let’s face it.

To begin with, it’s icky. No eighteen-
year-old girl we know behaves with such
outlandish naivete as Lucille Bremer who
firmly believes Fred Astaire is an angel
from heaven (literally believes it) who
can’t eat or drink but can play the harp
well.

That Fred and his friend Frank Morgan
are two confidence men out to get the

girl’s money makes the “you’re my angel”

dialogue that runs all through it, a bit

hard to stomach. (Continued on page 22)
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The evil allure ofa
woman... too willing

to he/p him forc/et!

The new dick powell’s

NEW, GREAT DRAMA OF ~

The Buenos Aires

underground is the setting

for this discharged Hero’s

avenging crusade ... to find

the fiend who murdered his

wife, destroy him!

r
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• Loco's 3 rich oils dean,

brighten and glorify your hair

All at the same time, Laco’s three

rich oils—oliveoil, castoroil and coco-

nut oil—give triple-action results.

Your hair is cleaned, it gleams,
it’s glorified! It is left so shining-

soft, you create hair-dos of mag-
netic charm. And no after-rinse is

needed. Laco Shampoo contains

no alcohol, no free alkali. At toilet

goods counters—everywhere. Laco
Products Inc., Baltimore 24, Md.

P
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LACO
GENUINE CASTILE

SHAMPOO
for triple-action results

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to real*

I dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

^American School, Dpt.H-192, Drexel at 58th,Chlcago37

EYES DEAD
TIRED?
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

tired? Do they smart
burn from overwork,

sun, dust, wind, lack of

sleep? Then cleanse
and soothe them

the quick, easy
way — use

Murine.

Eyes
and

WHAT
IS MURINE?
Murine is a scien-

tific blend of seven
ingredients — safe,
gentle, and oh, so soothing!

Just use two drops in each eye.

Right away Murine goes to work
to relieve the discomfort of tired,

burning eyes. Start using Murine toda;

%URME,
A EVES

SOOTHES • REFRESHES

(Continued from page 20) But there are
bright moments

—

a dance by Astaire dur-
ing the carnival scene is clever but—come
to think of it—even that is overbalanced
by a lengthy and heavy dream dance
routine in which Fred wrestles with his
conscience. Seems to us M-G-M should
do a bit of wrestling with theirs after
saddling this onto the public.
However, it will probably rake in the

take-in and some folks (who are these
people anyway?) may like it up to the
point where a real cigar-smoking angel
shows up. Then we defy anyone to be
happy.

Your Reviewer Says: Thumbs down on this

one.

^People Are Funny (Paramount)

XA/ITH the title copped from a radio
show, producers Pine and Thomas go

all out for radio personalities, with Art
Linkletter, who serves as emcee of the air

show sharing the spotlight with Rudy
Vallee supposed to be a fussy sponsor, un-
happy with his own show and determined
to land Jack Haley as a substitute. In
and out of the affair pop Ozzie Nelson, the
Vagabonds, Bob Graham and Frances
Langford to sing a number or two. Philip
Reed and Helen Walker are the “so in

love” duo.

Your Reviewer Says: Nope, you can’t dial this

one out unfortunately.

Scotland Yard Investigator

(Republic)

I

F ALL the movie art thieves who have
tried to steal da Vinci’s “Mona Lisa”

were laid end to end, we’d personally
jump up and down on them with the
greatest of glee. Erich Von Stroheim is the
conniving scoundrel behind the latest theft,

with poor Aubrey Smith left in one heck
of a mess. Doris Lloyd and Forrester
Harvey are outstanding as typical cockney
finaglers. Stephanie Bachelor and Richard
Fraser are fair as the romantic interest.

Your Reviewer Says: No wonder the old girl

smiles.

Strange Confession (Universal)

ION CHANEY, a chemist, lured into
*” hurrying through a medical discovery
by his wife Brenda Joyce who is anxious
for easy living, embarks for South America
for a precious herb necessary for the medi-
cine. While there, he learns the uncom-
pleted drug has been given his ailing son,

who died because of its imperfection. En-
raged, the chemist returns and promptly
hacks off the head of the laboratory boss
and presumably carts it around in a bag
while making his confession. Now really!

J. Carrol Naish is the headless wonder
and we must have two heads for sitting

through this one.

Your Reviewer Says: A fine way for people
to behave!

Jeep Herders (Planet Pictures)

I—I ERE come the jeeps, the motorcycles
' * and the parachutes to fit into civilian

life, and judging from the action they
might as well be back at the front.

The story, strictly juvenile-minded, tells

of a returned G.I. who finds his dad about
to be driven off his Western range. So the

G. I. signals for his soldier buddies who
arrive like a motored division to take

over. June Carlson, Johnny Day, Pat

Michaels and Steve Clark are the princi-
pals involved.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, seems like jeeps
can be used for everything these days.

^ Don’t Fence Me In (Republic)

D OY ROGERS almost gets this story
stolen from him by cute Dale Evans

who travels west for her magazine to dis-
cover whether Desperado Wildcat Kelly
died in 1910 as reported, or not. Seems to
us a little late to bother. Nevertheless Dale
goes, meets up with Roy who helps a little

and hinders a little, but everything comes
out even in the endj and doesn’t it always?
There’s some good old-time Western stuff

worked in so plausibly as to be accepted
without question, and some pretty good
warbling by Dale, Roy and of course those
Sons of the Pioneers.
Others in this above average goodie

include “Gabby” Hayes, Robert Living-
ston, Moroni Olsen, Marc Lawrence and
Lucile Gleason.

Your Reviewer Says: A recommended Rogers
film.

Danny Boy (PRC)

C* HILDREN and even grown ups wl"
love dog pictures will be pleased with

this story of Danny Boy, a canine wno re-
turns from war with battle fatigue only to

be handicapped by a meanie civilian and an
even meaner rancher. When the dog es-
capes, he viciously attacks his persecutors,
which results in the dog’s being condemned
to death.
An overdose of sentimentality creeps

in now and then, but on the whole it’s a
fair picture of its kind.
Robert “Buzzy” Henry plays the dog’s

owner. Ralph Lewis is good as a Mar.ne
veteran.

Your Reviewer Says: Aimed at the heart.

Best Pictures of the Month

"Spellbound

”

"This Love Of Ours”

''Fallen Angel”

Best Performances

Ingrid Bergman and

Gregory Peck in

",Spellbound

”

Dana Andrews and

Linda Darnell in

"Fallen Angel”

Merle Oberon and

Charles Korvin in

"This Love Of Ours”



CINEMODES
• Stiff, heavy materials, fashioned
into skin-tight dresses, whether for

day or evening, are popular this

season. Sonja Henie could have
been poured into the divine cock-

tail dress she wore at a recent

party. It had a tight bodice, short

sleeves and a short, tight skirt with

just a suggestion of a drape across

the tummy. The fabric was a rich,

shiny black and white candy-striped

satin. With this costume Sonja
wore a huge diamond and emerald
bracelet and diamond earrings.

• Greer Garson, happier than she’s

been in a long time because Richard
Ney is home from the war, is ex-

pressing her gay mood in a stun-

ning evening dress of black and
white plaid taffeta. A large strik-

ing plaid it is, too, and it has a

huge bustle on her you-know-what!
The taffeta is so stiff and heavy
it rustles like mad when she walks,
and, so feminine!

• Merle Oberon has been going in

for the finest, most delicate lacy
openwork gloves ever seen. She
has them in beautiful white lace

(some with fingertips, some coming
only to her knuckles). Merle loves
them so much that she wears them
with dinner clothes as well as eve-

ning clothes.

• Matching shoes and gloves of
lizard are now the Hollywood vogue.
Black, brown and Kelly green are
the most popular.

• Though Joan Fontaine wears
expensive housecoats as dinner
dresses when she dines out, when
she entertains at her home her
favorite costume is a slack ensemble
of rough crepe in various fuchsia
shades. The blouse is tailored and
as pale as the edge of an orchid.
The trousers are much deeper; a
reddish purple. The bolero jacket
is a shade in between—but it

sparkles with buglebeads of the
same color. Joan’s open-toed
wedgies are especially made and
dyed to blend with these ensembles.

• Slick tricks to keep you in there
pitching when competition is keen:

If you have plain pumps or
ballet slippers, slip ribbon under
the soles and tie around your ankles.

Cut your slacks off to make the
new knicker length that’s so smart
this year and so wearable.

Go through old trunks in the
attic and if you’re lucky enough to
find cut steel buckles, put them on
your party shoes.

Make a turban and matching
gloves out of the wonderful new
print fabrics for spring—stunning
with a monotone suit or dress.

See page 71 for Photoplay’s
full color fashions.
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Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTIC
SIMPLE

CHEST COLO
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL

The moist heat of an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice relieves cough.

“Station tightness of chest mus-
IRRITATION

SIMPLE

SPRAIN, BRUISE

SORE MUSCLES
CHARLEY HORSE

cle soreness due to chest
cold, bronchial irritation

and simple sore throat.

Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice just hot enough

to be comfortable—then feel the moist

heat go right to work on that cough,

tightness of chest muscle soreness.

Does good, feels good for several hours.

The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

tice also relieves pain . . . reduces swelling,

limbers up stiff aching muscles due to a simple

sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or

condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in

tube or can at any drug store NOW.

rAntipklogistine
TheWhitePackage with the Orange Band

STAR**
0

/sTYtw*^^.^;

STARCROSS APRONS.

Smart design, gay print patterns,

plus sound workmanship make

these aprons real down-to-earth

values. Available in extra size and

medium coveralls, bibs and band

styles—an apron for everybody

at a price anybody can afford.

STARCROSS

POTHOLDERS

More than just ornaments

—

these potholders really hold

hot pots . . . ! Cotton filled,

quilted, securely tape bound,

centers finished in white, solid

colors, or sparkling floral

prints with contrasting colored

bindings. Several popular

styles.

STARCROSS PRODUCTS ARE

SOLD THROUGHOUT THE

UNITED STATES

STARCROSS
INC.

GREENVILLE, S. C

\I\/V Indicates picture

rated “outstanding” when
reviewed W Indicates picture rated

“very good” when reviewed

S/ Indicates picture rated

“good” when reviewed

yyANCHORS AWEIGH—M-G-M: If you want
to laugh and be enchanted, this bewitching piece

about two gobs (Gene Kelly and Frank Sinatra) and

a gal (Kathryn Grayson) will give you a joyful

evening. So good you’ll wish it were longer. (Oct.)

APOLOGY FOR MURDER—PRC: Faintly rem-

iniscent of “Double Indemnity, ’ this has Ann Savage

as the nasty one who lures newspaperman Hugfi Beau-

mont on to murder. The story hits a vacuum every

so often that leaves the audience wondering what

they’re wasting their time for. (Dec.)

BEHIND CITY LIGHTS—Republic: Lynne Rob-

erts is a country girl who isn’t satisfied with her

farmer beau, William Terry, so she goes on to the

city only to discover that the new love she meets

there is a jewel thief. Esther Dale as her aunt and

Peter Cookson and Jerome Cowan as the city slickers

contribute to the proceedings. (Dec.)

yBOSTON BLACKIE’S RENDEZVOUS—Colum-

bia: Chester Morris as Boston Blackie is one of the

best detectors in the whole movie business, what

with trapping a mad strangler with the greatest of

ease Nina Foch is the girl who almost gets strangled,

Steve Cochran is the boogey man, and George Slone

the dumb stooge. (Dec.)

l/CAPTAIN KIDD—Bogeaus UA: Charles Laugh-

ton chortling and strutting is real fun, even if this

is an old tale, and Randy Scott as a nobleman posing

as a pirate didn’t convince us. Barbara Britton is

pretty; John Carradine, Reginald Owen and Gilbert

Roland add to the hokum and fun. (Nov.)

CARIBBEAN MYSTERY, THE—20th Century-

Fox- Strange to find James Dunn playing another

standard movie detective after his hit m ‘‘A Tree

Grows In Brooklyn,” this time m a Caribbean

jungle with hidden treasure and corpses. Sheila

Ryan is a victim, Eddie Ryan, Virginia Walker,

Leslee Gray and Reed Hadley do their best. (Oct.)

1/CHEATERS ,
THE—Republic: A fine cast here

scores a message of Yuletide good will, headed by

Toseph Schildkraut and Billie Burke. Ona Munson

is the kidnapped heiress held by the Pidgeon family

trying to cheat her of an inheritance. Eugene Pal-

lette, Anne Gillis and Ruth Terry help. (Oct.)

1
/yCHRlSTMAS IN CONNECTICUT—'Warners:

Barbara Stanwyck gets trapped when her publisher,

Sydney Greenstreet, insists she entertain sailor Den-

nis Morgan at her farm with her husband, baby and

luscious cooking, none of which exists. Her frantic

attempts to supply them as pictured in her magazine

column provide lots of laughs. (Oct.)

COME OUT FIGHTING—Monogram: Leo Gorcey,

Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell and other unreformed

Eastside Kids get mixed up with the police again,

this time innocently on account of their practicing

for the interborough boxing tournament, if you care.

June Carlson, Amelita Ward, Addison Richards and

George Meeker are in it too. (Dec.)

DANGEROUS INTRUDER—PRC: Veda Ann Borg

is the unfortunate victim struck by a car and taken

into the home of a paranoiac killer who has murdered

his wife and servant and is starting on his step-

daughter. Richard Powers saves them in time. (Nov.)

DANGEROUS PARTNERS—M-G-M: How can a

studio which has turned out such fine movies also

turn out little baddies like this? James Craig has to

be a heel and then turn hero in it, Edmund Gwenn has

to be a Nazi agent, and Signe Hasso a much put-

upon heroine. We’re still mixed up. (Nov.)

i/DOLLY SISTERS, THE—20th Century-Fox: Re-

puted to be a biographical film of the famous Dolly

Sisters who sang and danced their way to interna-

tional fame, it is instead the same old Technicolor

musical you’ve been seeing for years. Betty Grable

and June Haver are the sisters, and John Payne is

the man whom Betty loves, renounces and picks up

again. With S. Z. Sakall and Frank Latimore. (Dec.)

1
syDUFFY’S TAVERN—Paramount: All Para-

mount stars (except Hope) arriving at Duffy's to

help Archie out of a jam makes this fun all the way,

with Victor Moore staying off the police as Archie

introduces the acts: Crosby, Goddard, Ladd, Lake

and many more. Ed. Gardner in his original radio

role. (Oct.)

yENCHANTED FOREST, THE—PRC: A charm-
ing, truly different movie, with Harry Davenport
as a sort of forest hermit who rescues a baby and
raises the lad amidst his forest friends until the
mother, Brenda Joyce, returns to the woods. The
little animals of the forest capture the honors from
the human actors, lending it all a Walt Disney flavor
that is charming. It’s in cinacolor which is new and
exciting. (Dec.)

FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO—RKO : Poor old
Falcon, Tom Conway, running into a murder on his
vacation-bound train! Of course, he solves every-
thing, but ends up pretty tired. Rita Corday is a
pretty ingenue. (Oct.)

1/FIGHTING GUARDSMAN THE—Columbia:
Old world whoop-la, packed with fights, brawls and
romantic shenanigans. Willard Parker is the noble-
man who aids the peasants in taking arms against
Louis XVI, and he and his friends steal the royal
taxes to divide it among the poor. Anita Louise is

the girl Willard loves, Lloyd Corrigan the king, and
the cast includes John Loder and Janis Carter. (Dec.)

yFIRST YANK INTO TOKYO—RKO : Tom Neal
is an American major who speaks and looks Japanese,
so he steals into a Tokyo concentration camp in order
to find an American engineer who knows the secret
of Ihe atomic bomb. As well as the engineer Marc
Cramer, he finds his fiancee, Barbara Hale. It’s got
some pretty hectic moments of suspense. (Dec.)

GAY SENORITA, THE—Columbia: Jim Bannon
attempts to reconvert an old Mexican quarter into a
huge warehouse for his uncle, until he falls for Jinx
Falkenburg, who is the daughter of one of the old
families. (Nov.)

GEORGE WHITE’S SCANDALS OF 1945—RKO:
Another backstage saga: Joan Davis teamed with Jack
Haley for comedy, Martha Holliday with Philip
Terry for romance, Gene Krupa and Ethel Smith for
music, but a story you could improve without much
effort. (Nov.)

L/l/HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY—
M-G-M: The charming tale will carry you straight

to a happy and delightful story-book land, where Rob-
ert Walker is the bellhop assigned to Princess Hedy
Lamarr in a famous New York hotel. June Allyson
is the little cripple Bob really loves. (Oct.)

HIDDEN EYE, THE—M-G-M: This time Edward
Arnold, as the blind detective with the smart dog
Friday, catches a crooked lawyer who is after an in-

heritance by slowly murdering each heir. Frances
Rafferty and Paul Langford are the romantic two-
some and Ray Collins the bad man. (Oct.)

I
/yHOLD THAT BLONDE—Paramount: Eddie
Bracken is a kleptomaniac who attempts to follow his

psychiatrist’s advice and find himself a girl. So he
not only finds Veronica Lake, but also swipes her
compact in which is hidden the combination of a safe
holding a priceless necklace. From then on the farce

gets faster and sillier, but you’ll find yourself laugh-

ing all over the place. (Dec.)

HOLLYWOOD AND VINE—PRC: James Ellison,

a New York playwright, is introduced to a would-be
actress, Wanda McKay, through her dog, and she, un-

aware of his importance, helps him find a job as

soda jerker while his producer, his director and his

girl go crazy, but it really isn’t very good. (Nov.)

yyHOUSE ON 92nd STREET—20th Century-Fox:
The FBI’s factual account of German agents seeking

the secrets of our atomic bomb, how nearly they

succeeded and how our men out-guessed them. With
the exception of Lloyd Nolan, all FBI members are

played by themselves. Bill Eythe plays the young
American of German extraction whose patriotism is

tested and not found wanting. Signe Hasso and
Gene Lockhart play very clever spies. (Nov.)

\/IN HOLLYWOOD—M-G-M: Real corn, but a

little better than average Abbott-Costello fare, with the

boys playing studio barbers who decide to turn agents

and get rich. Their only client, Bob Stanton, almost

gives up before finally becoming a star playing oppo-

site the girl he adores, Frances Rafferty. (Nov.)
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Are you in the know ?

yiSLE OF THE DEAD—RKO: Superstitions,
horror and drama are expertly woven together for a

pretty solid little scare-’em-to-death. When Boris
Karloff, a Greek general, takes war correspondent
Marc Cramer to the island of the dead to see the
crypts, he finds them empty, and the horror begins
right there. Ellen Drew is a victim of the evil eye,

and Karloff does a splendid job. (Dec.)

\/JEALOUSY—Republic: Fair but not too logical

is this storv of the suicidal husband of a girl taxi
driver who falls in love with a doctor fare. We liked
the people in it: Jane Randolph, Nils Asther, John
Loder and Karen Morley. (Oct.)

1/JOHNNY ANGEL—RKO: George Raft in a war
background story with Signe Hasso as the French
girl he loves and Claire Trevor the villainess he pre-

tends to love in order to solve the mystery of what
happened to his father’s abandoned ship. Hoagy
Carmichael sings a pleasant song or two and Raft
is typically tough with a heart of gold. (Nov.)

|/s/KISS AND TELL—Columbia : You’ll laugh till

your sides ache and have yourself a wonderful time
in this ludicrous picture about a secret bride who’s
about to have a baby. Shirley Temple comes into
maturity as the sister of the secret bride groom, and
Jerome Courtland is a sensational newcomer. Walter
Abel and Katharine Alexander as Shirley’s parents,
and Virginia Welles as the bride all add to the
laughs. (Dec.)

yLADY ON A TRAIN—Universal: Even if you’re
a Durbin fan you’ll probably wonder how Deanna
ever got so precocious, artificial and silly that it will
almost embarrass you. David Bruce doesn’t help
much as the mystery writer she plagues for help in
solving a murder she saw from her train window.
(Nov.)

L/LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE—Republic:
Why Virginia Bruce should imagine for one moment
that anyone wouldn’t see through her French gover-
ness disguise is beyond us. Edward Ashley is her
long-suffering husband, Victor McLaglen is the but-
ler and Helen Broderick and Nils Asther contribute
some good acting. Little Jacqueline Moore is a cutie-
pie child. (Dec.)

I
/^LOVE LETTERS—Paramount: A strange and
sometimes eerie film, the love letters written by
Joseph Cotten to Jennifer Jones for a soldier pal
begins a story of mystery and beauty. Ann Richards,
Anita Louise, Cecil Kellaway and Gladys Cooper
complete the splendid cast. (Oct.)

MAMA LOVES PAPA—RKO: Leon Errol’s legs
still collapse and so does this story of a playground
commissioner who gets drunk and exposes the crooked
manufacturer of playground equipment. (Nov.)

yMAN FROM OKLAHOMA—Republic: Roy Rog-
ers has a field day in an exciting wagon race in this
real old-time western movie. Pretty Dale Evans and
that smart horse Trigger help this one along. (Nov.)

yyMILDRED PIERCE—Warners: Joan Craw-
ford is back in her best performance in years as the
mother who sacrifices everything to her selfish, self-

centered daughter, excellently played by Ann Blyth.
Jack Carson, Bve Arden and Lee Patrick as Joan’s
friends and Bruce Bennett as her former husband are
fine. It’s a don’t-miss. (Nov.)

yON STAGE EVERYBODY — Universal: Jack
Oakie can’t endure the word radio, so he ends up
happily broadcasting. Pert Peggy Ryan is again his
daughter, intrigued by Johnny Coy (whose dancing
is sensational), although they are growing up in the
old vaudeville tradition of their parents. (Oct.)

OUTLAW OF THE ROCKIES—Columbia : An-
other Western, with Charles Starrett two people all

at once, one the Sheriff and the other the Durango
Kid, a mounted Robin Hood, of all things. Anyway,
the townsfolk think Charlie helped his pal, Tex Hard-
ing, to break jail, so Tex goes it alone as the Kid, and
there’s a lot of chases with some singing thrown in.

Carole Matthews is Tex’s girl friend. (Dec.)

yyOUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES—
M-G-M: A series of heartwarming sketches of Nor-
wegian people in Wisconsin. Margaret O’Brien and
Butch Jenkins are so natural and lovable you forget
they are acting. As Margaret’s parents, Agnes
Moorehead and Edward G. Robinson are understand-
ing and perfect. James Craig and Frances Gifford
furnish just the right romantic note. (Oct.)

yyOVER 21—Columbia: If fans worried that Alex-
ander Knox might be typed after “Wilson” they
will exult in the beautiful job he does as an ex-
newspaper editor competing with the younger men
in Army Officer Candidate School. Irene Dunne as
his wife struggles with bungalow life, comforts her
husband and placates Charles Coburn, publisher of
the paper. The three turn in a solid hit. (Oct.)

yyPARDON MY PAST—Mutual-Columbia: Fred
MacMurray plays a dual role in this happy comedy
of a soldier who returns from the wars to be mistaken
for a Mr. Pemberton who owed money to a gangster
and left his wife, Rita Johnson. William Demarest
is MacMurray’s pal, Akim Tamiroff the gangster
who wants his money back, and Harry Davenport and
Douglass Dumbrille are also very good. (Dec.)

( Continued on page 97)

How to belittle a too-big foot?

I I Wear shoes with instep interest

I I
Choose cut-out foes

I I Shun fussy, light-hued shoes

To "shorten” king-size tootsies, mind all

three admonitions above. Choose shoes with

a bow (or suchlike) at the instep. Go in for

open-toed, sling back types. But not for you
the over-elaborate light hued models— they

make your foot conspicuous. Be as cautious

in choosing sanitary protection. Remember,
Kotex is the napkin that is really inconspicu-

ous, for those flat tapered ends of Kotex
don’t show . . . don’t cause revealing out-

lines! And Kotex’ special safety center gives

you extra-special protection. That’s why
there’s no need to worry about accidents.

Is this the technique for a—
I I

Water wave

I I Pin curl wave

I I Finger wave

You, too, can set a pin curl wave! Starting at

forehead, moisten small strand of hair with

water or wave lotion. Hold strand taut . . .

wind "clockwise” in flat coil from ends to

scalp, and pin flat. Alternate the winding di-

rection of each row. It’s smart to learn little

grooming aids. And to discover, on problem

days, how Kotex aids your daintiness, your
charm. Now, Kotex contains a deodorant.

Locked inside each Kotex, the deodorant

can’t shake out—for it’s processed right into

every pad, not merely dusted on! A Kotex
safeguard for loveliness.

Should you let him pay your
way if

—

I I It’s a pre-arranged date

I~1 You meet unexpectedly

I I You never saw him before

Whether you meet him at the

movies or the "Marble Slab,” go

dutch—unless it’s a pre-arranged

date. He may not have the moola
to spare. And you don’t want to

embarrass him. Know the right

thing to do at the right time. At
"those” times, you’re always at

ease when you choose the right

napkin for comfort. That’s Kotex!

Because Kotex has lasting softness

—different from pads that just

"feel” soft at first touch. Kotex is

made to stay soft while wearing.

t*>
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'
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More ivo/ne/i c/ioose KOTEX

f/ian a// of/jer sawifary aa/tA/as
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In the next issue of this magazine you will read what we

label the year’s most important Photoplay story. It is the

story of the stars and the picture which you, the nation’s

movie-goers, have chosen as your favorites of 1945. Your

selection has been made through Dr. George Gallup’s famous

movie-goers’ poll, conducted by his Audience Research or-

ganization which last year for the first time made it possible

for the public to name its own Award stars. Nothing Photo-

play has done has given its editors a greater sense of pride

than this—to he able to award the Photoplay Gold Medals to

those performers and that picture each year voted by you as

the People’s Choice. Last year “Going My Way” was your

favorite picture, Greer Garson your favorite actress and Bing

Crosby your favorite actor. What picture and what stars

have you selected this year on whom Photoplay will bestow

its honored medals? For the first time anywhere, the

answers to these questions will be made public in the

February issue. Your copy will be ready for you on the

newsstands January 11 or shortly thereafter.

’Pe<rfde& (tyoice
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Tinsel-trimmed, happy-hearted! Here’s

how the stars are celebrating this

first peacetime Christmas . . .

D
ECEMBER 25, 1945—the Christ-
mas all the world has been
waiting for. Because it’s peace

again and

—

Bette Davis is sending for the first

Christmas tree she’s had from But-
ternut, her New Hampshire farm. . . .

Alan and Susie Ladd have started
giving each other their presents
already; so they’ll find themselves
shopping all over again on Christmas
Eve, as usual. ....

Elizabeth Taylor’s negotiating with
M-G-M’s wardrobe department for

the blue and cerise silk with “The
Pi” on it that King wore in “National
Velvet,” for his Christmas. . . .

Lucille Ball is addressing cards
she had made the first year she and
Desi were married when, proud of

her new married name, she ordered
hundreds and hundreds. . . .

Joan Crawford’s knitting like fury
—to finish all the extra things she’s

decided to make for people; even
though the Crawford-Terry library

out Brentwood way has been piled

with lavishly wrapped gifts for

weeks. . . .

Ronald Reagan has asked Jane
Wyman to get his Santa Claus outfit

down from the attic—which means
Maureen again will have to pretend
Daddy is fooling her. . . .

Sonny Tufts is suggesting, hope-
fully, that he’d appreciate it no end
if his family and friends would omit
gadgets, desk sets and such, which
he never quite knows what to do
with. . . .

Kathryn Grayson’s tree will be
crowned with the same bright star

that has winked down at her from
tinsel-hung branches ever since she

was a little girl. . . .

For my friends in Hollywood, as

for people everywhere, this will be
a glorious Christmas. Both those

who were away at war and those

who waited at home these last four
years are prepared to sing Christmas
carols at the top of their voices and
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mean them with all their hearts

—

especially the parts about “peace on
earth” and “good will toward men.”
Cute little June Allyson is having

her first real Christmas tree in her
first real home—the honeymoon
house she shares with “Richard”
Powell. Obviously June is going to

make up for all the homespun holi-

days she’s missed. She’s going to

have a big tree and make-believe
snow and beneath the tree, inside a

little white fence, she’s going to place
little deer and sheep. It’s going to

look for all the world like a Christ-
mas postcard at the Powell’s this

year. And June is going to leave
the tree up until the needles fall off

—or “Richard” calls enough.
“What do you want for your best

present, June?” I asked.
“I already have it!”

“What is it?” I persisted. “Some-
thing you wear? Something you
have for the house?”
She smiled. “It’s a lifetime devo-

tion. It’s Richard.”
My friend Van Johnson’s one of

those “give - me - a - dozen - of - this -

kind” shoppers when he sees any-
thing he likes—like red leather ad-
dress books which can be stamped in

gold with the names of the people to

whom he gives them.
Van, who’s a dear and has great

enthusiasm for life and Santa Claus,
hoped to get home to Newport,
Rhode Island, and visit his father
this year. But his working schedule
forbids this so he’ll make “glug,” a
traditional Swedish drink, for his

Hollywood friends. Even now, in

fact, he’s stocking up on brandy and
nuts and raisins. “Glug,” for the in-
formation of all non-Scandinavians,
is a wonderful concoction that you
set afire and drink hot.

Van likes to tell how his father
used to come home early on Christ-
mas Eve to set up the little village
that always stood under their tree.

“He’d take ( Continued on page 90)



BY ADEEA ROGERS ST.JOHNS

The sun-up swim is a before-breakfast ritual for Ted
and Betty who’ll appear next in “The Stork Club”

The Briskins at home. They met in Chicago—he took his

T
HERE is only one way to begin a story about Betty
Hutton and that is to answer the question every-
body inevitably asks when her name is mentioned.

Is Betty “like that” off the screen?
If you ask service men out in the Pacific they will

tell you Hutton is like that—dynamic, vivid, laugh-
making, indestructible and unchangeable—in mud up
to her hips, in a wardrobe mildewed by tropic heat, in

pouring rain, in tents, in airplanes or jeeps.

Ask her best friends and they will say, hesitatingly,

“Well, yes, of course she is but—there’s another side

to Betty—not many people know about that.”

Ask her bridegroom, Ted Briskin, and he just grins

at you, a grin dizzy with happiness and the vision of

a future that is certainly never going to be dull.

So the answer to that question is like the answer to

lots of others—yes and no.

Two things struck me head-on the first time I met
Betty Hutton, having driven up a mountain road that

twisted and turned around strange corners to have
dinner at her house high in the Hollywood hills. First,

she is in person so much prettier than I had somehow
expected. Or perhaps it’s just that on the screen so
much of the time she is being “like that” that you
don’t get a chance to notice.

So when she came into the room, which was bright
with the slanting rays of the sunset, in a stunning
beige tailored frock, amazement gripped me. Natu-
rally, I had come to meet a comedienne—the screen’s

first comedienne, and women who can be really funny
are rare indeed. My mind had been running along
that groove, so I was really surprised when I saw the
stunning brown-eyed blonde, the elegant way she
wore her clothes, the lovely legs and pretty feet.

Didn’t last long.

Ten minutes later we were on the floor while Betty
30



nerve in hand, phoned and Betty forgot her Emily Post

spread out hundreds of pictures of her trip to the

Pacific and with roars of laughter and moments of

real tears, reminisced about them. This was the
night we got caught in the mud and they had to haul
us out with ropes—see? This was the time all my
clothes fell apart with mildew when I took ’em out
of the suitcase and I had to give my show in a rain-

coat I borrowed from a sergeant. See that kid there

—the one on the end? He wrote an awfully good
song—I sang it for them when I gave a show at his

camp. . . .

Betty talks about that trip to entertain the men at

war on the strange islands of the Pacific as though it

was the greatest adventure of her life, as though
they’d done her a favor to let her go, as though she
could never get over the things she’d seen and done.
And every once in a while she looks up and you find

that her brown eyes are full of tears and she says
with a gulp,“They were so swell. Honest, they were
so wonderful. Not a squawk, always seeing the funny
side of everything. I knocked myself out trying to

give them as good shows as possible but no matter
how much you did you never felt it was enough.”
The second thing that surprised me about Betty

Hutton was a sort of guilelessness. You would, in a
way, expect Betty Hutton, who was a terrific stage
sensation on Broadway before she became a big time
movie star, who’s been in show business all her life,

to be maybe a little—hard-boiled, sophisticated,

worldly. I don’t mean to imply that Betty doesn’t
know her way around in this great big world,
because she certainly does, but she is basically one
of those naive and trusting souls who believes the
best of everybody, gets her feelings badly hurt if a
pal lets her down, and pours herself out with joy
and gladness and if a few of ( Continued on page 66)

• noted n'viler meets a notable girl and

goes beyond her bubbling surface to give

you this true fncture. of(ffyeltyfjfutton
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AH Hollywood has been wondering

about Anne Baxter and John Hodiak, but it

scoop to get the answer to the

took another Parsons

puzzle

F ALL love stories came out the same way,
I think I’d stop writing and go into something
exciting like the grocery business.

Now take John Hodiak, tall, dazzling smile,

eyes with the warmth of sunshine. Mix him
with Anne Baxter, tip-tilted nose, the cool-

ness of a girl whose beauty and wit never has failed her.

A romance story you can tell the ending of from the

beginning?
Hollywood thought so. I thought so. Six months ago

John and Anne were everywhere together. There was
a glow on their faces that neither vitamins, exercise nor
lots of sleep can manufacture.
As suddenly John and Anne were no longer constant

companions—or even casual. To everyone who knew
them it seemed obvious that Anne had given John up
and that whatever happens to hearts when they’re sup-
posed to be broken was happening to John’s heart.

Then, just a few weeks ago, they were together again,

John and Anne, and for anyone to see who cared to

look, John’s heart was again in his eyes. And in Anne’s
there was once more that glow.
So obviously, a romance that began and then had

paused, had gained new strength; love, tested through
separation, was proving greater than any doubts, ques-
tions, reasoning.
Now Anne has talked to me about herself and John.

In fact I am the first to ask her direct questions on this

subject and to get direct answers.
Let me tell you what she had to say about this love

story with an ending so different it even surprised this

veteran of a score of Hollywood years.

When Anne came into my house wearing a smart, but
plainly tailored, brown suit with a brown hat and veil,

she looked not so much like an actress as a senior at

finishing school. I thought to myself, “What is it about
you that gets ’em and keeps ’em?”
Certainly she is not a woman’s idea of a femme fatale.

There is nothing of the obvious siren about her. Nor is

she the other extreme—the clinging vine. To the naked
eye of even the most smitten of her admirers she must
seem what she is—a nice girl of a good family.
And yet—there is something about Anne. Perhaps an

aloofness, an air of touch-me-not. Perhaps that is what
does it. A connoisseur of women (Rudolph Valentino)
told me once long ago, “Men fall most deeply in love
with women who do not return their love.”

When I asked her whether she was going to marry
John Hodiak, there was no indecision in her reply. “I

like John, like him a lot. But I have no intention of
marrying him—now or ever.”
She was sipping coffee because she drinks coffee any

hour of the day or night to soothe her nerves, much as
a cocktail puts the tired business man back on his feet

after a trying day.
She has a beautiful mouth. It is strong and curves

slightly when she smiles and her smile is her loveliest

expression.
She smiled now as she added, “I am only twenty-two.

It is silly for me to talk of marriage until I know I am
in love—and so far I never have been.”
“But you split with John,” I persisted, “and then made

up. Wasn’t that because you missed him, because you
really like him?”
“Of course I like him,” she said quickly, “but not

enough—to marry him.”
“Perhaps you are like your grandfather,” I said, think-

ing of Frank Lloyd Wright, one of the greatest architects
who ever lived and whose love life was blazened in the
newspapers years ago. He has been a gentleman who
believes in living his life as he sees fit and who hasn’t
always seen eye to eye with the conformists.

“I’d like to be like him,” Anne laughed, “but I guess
I’m too conventional.”
There is a feeling of luxury and well being behind

all of Anne’s words. Because she has known no other,

it is a background she takes for granted. I contrasted
that with what I knew of the (Continued on page 69)
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She’s the reason beaches are beautiful

—this Esther Williams of

sparkle and the natural warmth . . .

the streamlined

Decoration for a patio—Esther Williams, of “Easy To Wed”

34

We who are on the sidelines, watching
Susan Peters’s great fight hack to health
and happiness, are proud to play a part
in the opening of another door in her
talented life—that of author. This is the
second in the series in which Susan talks
intimately about the people she knows
in Hollywood.

—The Editors

A
S my first journalistic effort, in last

month’s Photoplay, I had the pleasant
task of photo-typing Van Johnson.

That called for the feminine angle. In
all fairness I should let my husband do the honors
on Esther Williams, but then I’m the one who
started this.

Esther Williams, as you know, is bathing suit

spelled backwards, sideways, upside down or in

Hindustani. You might call Esther the female coun-
terpart of Van in that she has the same effect on
men that Van has on the girls, to wit: All the
swooning isn’t being done on the distaff side this

season. They’ve both had the proverbial “meteoric”
rise to fame and the effect has been the same on
both of them. They haven’t changed a bit.

Esther is what you might call startling. Every-
thing she says or does seems spontaneous—like the
first blast from a radio after it warms up. This trait

is a fault in most people—they speak before they
think. The surprising thing about Esther is that
her every word or action is an honest sounding
board for her true character. No pretense, no lily

gilding. She is what she is—and that’s plenty.

The first time I met Esther was one crack of

dawn in 1941. I was sitting in the M-G-M make-up
department with my eyes half shut and she was in

the next chair with her eyes wide open. I don’t

like much of anything that early in the morning,
most of all talking. Esther perks that early in the
morning, and talks.

“Hello,” she said, “my name’s Williams. I’m
being made up for a test for a Hardy picture.”

Susan: (icily) “So am I.”

Esther: (gayly) “What’s your name?”
Susan: (growling) “Peters—and I have to wear

a bathing suit and I don’t like me in bathing suits

—except when I’m swimming.”
Esther: (sweetly) “I don’t know why. I should

think you’d look wonderful in a bathing suit.”

Susan: (almost nicely) ( Continued on page 92)
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There are four

Jones

Jennifers and all of

them arresting—but the wonder comes

when you add them up together

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

She always wanted to be sophisticated—and is!

T
O really know Jennifer Jones is to know the four Jenni-
fers—the little girl, the woman, the mother and the star.

There is the child-like faith of “Bernadette,” the senti-
ment of “Love Letters” and the emotional fire of the half-
breed gun-girl in David O. Selznick’s “Duel In The Sun.”

She’s a combination of the little girl who once never wanted
to grow up and the girl who later wanted to grow up very
fast, to become sophisticated; something which until now
she could never convincingly be.

This was her dream when she sighed away long afternoons
in her father’s theater in Tulsa, Oklahoma, watching Joan
Crawford and spent hours at home before a mirror husking
her voice into Sylvia Sidney’s low tones. She wanted to do
dramatic things, to slink and sob and stir the soul. This is

the Jennifer who, when being interviewed at Republic Pic-
tures the first time for a 'horse opera, draped herself dramati-
cally over the office chair and lowered her voice a la Crawford
for a scene from “The Shining Hour.” Which prompted a
confused studio executive to say when signing her, “You

—

er—seem to have two voices. It’s the voice you’re using now
that I want you to use.”
Bernadette is growing up in many ways now. She still

believes miracles happen, but now she wants to know how
and why. She’s eager to catch up on everything she’s missed.

To meet interesting, famous people she hasn’t known. To
learn foreign languages, political history and even how to

cook a steak, which she’s never successfully been able to do.

She has become more poised and self-confident, dresses fash-

ionably and is socially sought after by the elitest elite.

Yet for the most part, she is still the Jennifer who came to

Hollywood with her fingers crossed, (Continued on page 86)
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Song and tlun

Alana and her kitty—Daddy will

record this with his movie camera

Alan, of “Two Years Before The Mast,” getting a work-out on the lily pond

BY ELSIE JAMS Sue Carol. Not a bad approach,
I admitted. Sign them Up first and
then marry them. A pity though for
any young leading man to marry, I

thought—then . realized that I was
thinking of another generation where
the marriage of a star was concealed
like a birthmark.
A couple of years tore past. Then

I started seeing the name “Alan
Ladd” not only on the marquees but
in columns, trade papers and the
advertisements of that aforemen-
tioned school for hope-to-be-hams.
Bent on seeing how my “light come-
dian with a nice little voice” was
fulfilling my earlier prediction, I

went to see “This Gun For Hire.” ' If

you saw it, you have had your laugh
on me. I shivered, thrilled and cried
right along with all the rest of the
gals.

My tears were shed mostly for the
studio, which permitted a character
like the one that guy Alan Ladd
made live to be killed off. He could
still be hiring his gun out at a much
higher fee in a different country
every six months.
Anyway, I became a Ladd fan,

wired for sound. The thing that puz-
zled me most was—where did that

voice come from? The same slight

built-for-dancing chassis—and out
comes a speaking voice, which must
make even Orson Welles lend a quiz-
zical ear. It couldn’t be the Army
(which I (Continued on page 89)

H
E’S an attractive kid . . . nice
smile. ... I’d say he would make
a very good fight comedian. . . .

Should do well in musicals. . . . Has
a nice little voice and is obviously
built for dancing.

That, dear Ladd fans, is what old
Know-it-all Janis said about your
hero nine years ago after seeing him
in a performance given by one of

those schools where stage-struck
kids go to master the tricks of

Thespis!
I met The Ladd after the show.

His eyes were drenched with dreams
of the future and his heart was right

behind his smile. I liked the name

—

Alan Ladd. “Great for the marquee,”
I told him—and added, “I’ll be
watching for it.”

I had quite a wait but every now
and then I’d read something about
him. The first item which impressed
me was that Sue Carol had signed
him up. Sue Carol was a fairly

successful little dancing ingenue,
who for some strange reason had
become an actors’ agent. Of course,
there was nothing strange about her
wanting to manage Alan Ladd. I

thought what a cute song and dance
team they would make. Maybe she
was going back to dancing? She was
certainly too pretty to be sitting

around producers’ offices, trying to

sell the looks and talents of others.

The next time I read about Alan
Ladd, he had married his manager,



Ever hear Ladd sing? Ever

see him dance? Clear away

the gun smoke and prepare

yourself for an eye-opener

Alan edits his own film—is an avid take-movies-at-home fan

Double take—Wife Sue and little daughter Alana pose for papa’s camera. “How about me?” quacks the duck
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It’s a melody meant for two

—

a hard-earned dream with a happiness

dividend for Cornel Wilde and his Pat

BY SARA HAMILTON

i

Avid sportsman— and a

good sport. Pat joins Cor-

nel in one of his favored

pastimes — surf-fishing

Schoenbaum



She was a mode] when he first saw her on the street and fol-

lowed her. They ate fish on due bills those first lean months

FW1HE over-all picture of a man’s personality,
'K i the understanding of what makes him tick and
K go, cannot be obtained from a short visit or

even a casual acquaintance. Like the jumbled
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, it rounds out and takes
form through the years as each piece is fitted into

the pattern.

With Cornel Wilde the pieces began to fall into

place some five years ago. A knife, a fork, a spoon
became part of the pattern. Or at least they showed
plainly the impulsiveness that is so much a part
of him. Once the knife and fork and spoon belonged
to Cornel. They—and the rest of the set—are now
ours. Ours for fifteen dollars, the price set by
Cornel himself. ,

He came one day to our home with a chest of

silver under his arm.
“Are you sure, Cornel, you want to sell this

silver?” we asked.
“Yes, my wife’s parents sent us a set of fine

silver, so we really don’t need this.”

Realizing the money was probably a momentary
need, for this was long before his success, we tried

to hint that one could somehow survive a fifteen

dollar crisis without sacrificing one’s needed posses-
sions. Impulsively, Cornel ignored hints and was
sure he’d never regret the sale.

He does. That he unhesitatingly says so testifies

to his readiness to express regret over an impulsive
act. But it doesn’t stop him from going right on
leaping into one thing after another.
“We’re moving again,” he’d tell us back in those

pre-Chopin days when things were thin and meager
for the Wildes.
“Not again!” we’d protest. “But you just bought

that wicker furniture for $95 (a big sum in those
days). Thought you were going to stay settled for

awhile—at least until you found a permanent

Two beautiful people—he’s dark, she’s blonde, look
alike in spite of that, have similar temperaments



Whether fishing or acting he’s a hard
and conscientious worker, this erstwhile
Aladdin of “A Thousand And One Nights”

When day is done and shadows fall—Pat and Cornel dream by firelight

home.” And then we’d all laugh resignedly.

Yes, it did look as though Cornel and Pat (blonde and
lovely Patricia Knight) had a perfect mania for buying
and selling. Maybe, their friends would remark, they
should forget about pictures and make a furniture broker
of Cornel. Yet what could they do? Because they
couldn’t afford to go to a regular furniture store and
select everything at once, from divan to washing machine,
they would pick up a piece here, a piece there, within
their means. Often these things wouldn’t jibe with what
they would have to buy later when they moved and so

the merry business went on. It must have been wearing
and tiring and seemingly without destination. It gave
them some laughs, though, at themselves, as well as the
decorative misfits they managed to acquire.

But here is the catch. Cornel is still “in the furniture
business,” so to speak. Success full upon him, the moving,
buying, selling, exchanging, coming, going, goes right on.

Especially the moving.
“There’s no use in showing me the house you’ve taken

in the canyon,” a close friend told him a year or so ago.

“You won’t like it and you can’t sell me on the idea that

you will.”

In vain Cornel tried to convince his friend it was the

place at last for him and Pat. “Look up at those stars,”

Cornel insisted. “And the moon over the hill.”

“You can see the stars from down on Wilshire Boule-
vard where you belong. And you can see the moon, too.

I tell you you won’t like it. Not one bit.”
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They match their many moods—here it’s youthful rollicking

Cornel laughed. But in three weeks he and Pat had
bade adieu to the canyon home and spent the summer
at the beach while the lease ran its course—an extrava-
gance that seemed to worry them not at all.

C VEN now they have bought a new home—their twelfth

move in five years, and are preparing for more of the
same—coming, going, buying, selling, moving.
Why? Well, for two reasons mainly. First because

Cornel’s restless nature keeps him on the move and be-
cause, through a geographical accident of birth he’s un-
able to escape that which he seeks to escape. His Hun-
garian mind, at times heavy and moody, will never quite,

permit him to put completely behind him the almost
savage cruelty of past years of poverty, fear and humilia-
tion. It stalks him even as he goes from one place to

another, to shore vacations, to mountain places, to New
York, to still another house.

It was the kind of unhappiness books are written
around, with Pat, lovely, blonde and fragile, taking a job
in the chorus of a New York show when Cornel was
jobless, so that he need not relinquish his search for work
in the theater. And Pat in the throes of a breakdown
from overwork and heartsickness over their plight. And
eventually losing the child they were planning for.

Instead of seeking the companionship of others during
these long, tragic months, they’d stay home, day in and
day out. Sometimes they wouldn’t even answer the tele-

phone. It was pretty bad, all (Continued on page 102)

The sun is dazzling—and so is the future

of Cornel, who earned his bright present
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Color picture* by Eatabrook

Profiled with roses—Maria Montez, starring in “Tangier”

It’s written in the stars

that theirs is a lasting love



Bagdad beauties and fabulous queens are the Montez mirage. Here is the real Maria

BY DIANE SCOTT

I
IKE the Bagdad beauties in whose filmy garb she’s

risen to fantastic film fame, Maria Montez has veiled

the real Montez under a mythical personality that goes

with the Arabian princesses, the cobra women and queens
of the Nile.

The haughty-appearing actress who ran up a reputation

as a flashy phony with queenly manners and explosive

outbursts is a legendary lady. As much so as the screen
Montez who walks beside panthers in jungles, rides white
horses and rubs magic lamps.

She’s the result of a puzzled Dominican girl, beautiful

but without acting experience, who arrived unnoticed in

Hollywood and realized that she would have to be spec-
tacular if she opened any magic doors for keeps. To out-
Hollywood Hollywood. Which she did.

This is the mythical Maria. A Montez mirage.
Remove the veils and you’ll find the devoutly religious

girl who dislikes parties and prays nightly before a
lighted candle on the mantel of her bedroom to the little

figure of San Antonio to help her get the thihgs she wants.
“He’s the one Maria has a deal with,” Jean Pierre

teases her.

The real Montez is a very intelligent young woman, a
student of theology, who’s now keeping the oil burning at

three a.m. working on a novel called “Reunion In Lillith,”

the story of a girl who works to discover the key to God.
A far cry from the veiled beauty is the girl who frankly

idolizes her dashing Jean Pierre and watches with mother-
ly concern over the three sisters for whom she sent to

come live with her. The same Maria who shares the bill-

ing at home—and gladly—with the three sisters and four
cats, including “Gallante,” “the gentleman cat who turned
out to be a mother.” (Continued on page 81) Jean Pierre works on his war diary, she on a novel

Singing “Santa Lncia” and “La Marseillaise” with vim—Maria, her sisters and Jean Pierre
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Topside, portside—it’s all suimyside up for

Gene Kelly who rides the tides unchanged from

the guy who taught dancing in Pittsburgh

\

BY GEORGE FRAZIER

I

N New York one morning a few months ago Lieutenant
(j.g.) Gene Kelly was having breakfast in a Chock
Full o’ Nuts when a waitress suddenly tapped him on

the shoulder.

“Say,” she said. “You’re Gene Kelly, aren’t you?”
Kelly looked up at her. “Nah,” he said. “Kelly?

Who’s he?”
“Gene Kelly, the dancer, of course.”

“Gene Kelly, the dancer!” he said indignantly. “What
would he be doing in this uniform?” He dismissed the
idea with a contemptuous wave of his hand. “They’re
all sissies, those dancers.” He paused for a moment and
then, in a confidential voice, said, “You know something,
though? Lots of people tell me I look like Gene Kelly.
Yeah, lots of people.”
Now, such stories about movie stars are not espe-

cially novel. Nor, in most instances, are* they especially

true either. In the first place, movie stars don’t usually
patronize such unglamorous places as Chock Full o’

Nuts. In the second, if they do, they are not likely to

kid around with waitresses. In the third (and this is

awfully important) they are only too happy to acknowl-
edge their identity. Not hide their fight in any bushel.
In Kelly’s case, however, the story is gospel rather than
the apocryphal product of a press agent on the lookout
for the human-interest angle. •

Although he is now, on the strength of his mirac-
ulously versatile performance in “Anchors Aweigh,”
one of Hollywood’s most valuable male commodities,
Gene Kelly is not appreciably changed from the way
he was, say, ten years ago. His behavior in New York,
for example, is marked by ho more ostentation than it

was in the hungry days when he was a chorus boy in

“Leave It To Me.” He puts up at the modest Algonquin
rather than the gleaming Waldorf. He does his drinking
amid the earthly conviviality of Louis Bergen’s some-
what aromatic saloon on West 45th Street rather than
in the scented glitter of the Stork. He eats his meals at
either Chock Full o’ Nuts, Bergen’s, the Algonquin or
a hamburger stand on Eighth Avenue (which he iden-
tifies merely as “that real dirty place”), rather than
at “21.”

“Please believe me,” he says, jutting his chin for-

ward. “I enjoy those chocolate (Continued on page 68)

Courtesy of Look

We three—here’s what it means in the Kelly . family

:

Cute little Kerry, pretty redheaded Betsy and Gene



T
HE big man in the burnt cork sat nervously twisting
a black derby in his efficient-looking hands. At
regular five-minute intervals he snatched a turnip

watch from his pocket in a vest that was plaided
violently in shocking pink.

It was March 23, 1945 and Jack Carson was becoming
a father for the second time. At that particular moment
he could easily have wrung the hand of the guy who
once opined, “Nothing is bom without pain.” Jack was
having a tough time of it.

The enormity of the moment engulfed him. His palms
were damp; his lips uncomfortably dry. He revolved
on his vertebrae under the suspicious scrutiny of the
other expectant male parents in the hospital Fathers’
Room.

If he’d forgotten about his incongruous get-up it was
only because of the frighteningly fast way things happen
in Hollywood. Twenty minutes before he’d been re-
hearsing his “Solid Citizen Of The Solid South” number
on a Warners sound stage for “The Time, The Place And

The Girl.” Then the starting gun had sounded, via a
hasty phone call, and he’d broken his previous speed
record in getting to the maternity ward.
The other men shot him a second disapproving look.

“I—I’m an actor,” Jack explained apologetically to the
fathers-to-be and they stopped staring long enough for

him to rub most of the tell-tale cork from his big, un-
happy face.

Swiveling the spotlight onto himself has never been
one of Jack Carson’s favorite tricks. But his main con-
cern that day was not for himself, but for Kay, his wife,

and for the smaller Carson character who was emerging
into a new and wonderful world.
To pin a “simple and shy” label on a guy who packs

a solid 200 pounds on his six-foot-two frame seems a
little incongruous. But to be factual about it, Jack
Carson is a shy and simple kind of guy.
True enough, years back when he was relegated to

the realm of guys who periodically and cinematically

lost Ginger Rogers to other men, Jack was just the Joe
48
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Carson, of the big heart,

of the level head—of the “look at life

and laugh” theory

BY MICRELL NOVAK

Home and a happy set-up for Jack, of “Mildred Pierce”

Jerk of RKO pictures. New to Hollywood, not sure of

what was expected of him, he acted the J. J. role off-

screen, too. His bulky frame with the rolling gait

became a familiar sight on the lot. His hat brim was
perennially pushed up college-wise in front. His gum-
chomping jaws worked monotonously and thoroughly
twenty-four hours a day.
But those who knew him “when” and still count him

among their friends know that Jack Carson was no more
Joe Jerk then than he is today. He was just a big
scared kid from Wisconsin, who finally made the grade
in show business, his first, last and only true love.

He’s still scared. He has a quick tongue and a quicker
wit and he works them both overtime when he gets the
shakes or is hurt. But his is just the common or garden
variety of defense.
Proof of this particular shy pudding comes from Mrs.

Carson who canaried on Jack’s air show as Kay St.

Germaine for a whole year. They’d been married quite
a while before Jack confessed (Continued on page 70)

A feet-on-the-furniture place for the comfort-loving Carson

Great fun between two pals—Jack and his replica son
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Biggest event'. In Margaret’s life, was being made “Prin-
cess White Little Flower” by the Shoshones of Wyoming,
recently—wearing a feather war-bonnet bigger than she
was and sitting through a rain and hail storm while the
tribe trotted out its best ceremonial dances in Margaret’s
honor.

Event which impressed her not all: Lining up with
Bergman, Crosby et al to receive her Oscar as the Best
Child Performer of ’44, which, after all, is just part of the
year’s work for an actress.

Unconscious event: Occurred in the maternity division of

a Los Angeles hospital, January 15, 1937, to interested

spectators, Gladys and L&rry O’Brien, with Margaret not
yet registering. Mother was formerly a dancer, known as

Gladys Flores, and aunt, Marissa Flores, is a dancer cur-
rently under contract to Metro.

She plans to add doing a Mexi-
can hat dance to her repertoire
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Snapshot snippings to reveal

the wonders of the littlest best

cover girl, Margaret O’Brien

Favorite color scheme: Pink and white and blue. F’rin-

stance, her portable dressing room at Metro, which has a
peppermint circus-top ceiling, blue calico walls and divan,
white circus horses for lampstands and white butterfly

knobs on the blue bookcases.

Personal color scheme: Dark brown pigtails, the biggest
gold-brown eyes and the smallest red mouth on the screen
and skin like the pearly inside of a sea shell.

Most feminine trait: A great awe and admiration for

Clark Gable. On the occasion of their broadcast together,

Clark spent a half hour getting chummy before they went
into rehearsals (which bodes all right for the Feminine
Wiles department, .too!).

Favorite fault: Not picking up scattered toys, books and
what not, in her own bedroom— (Continued on page 94)

Expert advice from expert Mickey Mel-
rick for Maggie, starred in “Bad Bascomb”
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Johnny has a go at a Fred Astaire leap. He’s long been an Astaire admirer

I

T took Johnny Coy two years to

conquer Hollywood. Johnny, be-
ing a modest boy, isn’t at all sure

he has made the conquest. Under
pressure he’ll admit that the going
is beginning to look pretty good.
The signs are unmistakable. Even a
fellow with a dire inferiority com-
plex has to sit up and take notice
when the fan mail begins to pile in.

Johnny is sitting up, but he would
be the last one to say he is sitting

pretty. He’s got a lot of work ahead,
a lot of serious, grinding work. He
doesn’t mind that. In fact he is'

jumping at it. He’s jumping because,
first of all, a dancer with Johnny’s
vitality just naturally jumps at the
drop of a hat, and second, because
he knows that his chance has come
and he wants to climb up there -with

everything he has.

To speak of Johnny as having
“conquered” Hollywood may sound
premature. The facts, though, are
otherwise. Six months ago he was
knocking his brains out, (which in

a dancer means he was dancing his

head off) on his routines for “Bring
On The Girls” and “Duffy’s Tavern.”
When the pictures were released his

dancing attracted attention but no-
body knew who he was. The few
letters that came into the studio
asked in effect, “Who was that sailor

who did the dance in ‘Bring On The
Girls’ ”? Or what’s the name of the
fellow who did the dance number in

“Duffy’s Tavern”? The trouble was
Johnny’s name didn’t click with the
public because he had no definable
part in either picture, no role in

which he could be identified from
the cast. Even among the studio-
wise newspaper and magazine writ-
ers in Hollywood the name of Johnny
Coy meant little or nothing.
Then Paramount loaned Johnny to

Universal for two pictures, one of

them was “That’s The Spirit,” and
when it was released the fans who
had seen Johnny in the earlier films

and wondered who he was, knew.
Teamed with Peggy Ryan he had
an acting job to do in addition to

his dancing. It was easy to spot him.
The resultant fan mail was a sur-
prise to Johnny and a bombshell to

Paramount executives. The latter

woke up to (Continued on page 80)
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He’s a Montreal special—Johnny

Coy, whose Highland Fling flung

him all the way to Hollywood

BY THORNTON DE1EHANTY Kitchen snitching is the extent of his culinary efforts.
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Another pipe

—

making his pipe-

collection reach -the high point of 601 !

5W *?'uut6 SiKOtna—

A miniature juke box to

to his hoard of music

boxes

0
?vi tfal butted—

A shot of Adrenalin!

TOalien 'Ptdyea*—

0?o*

A real romance instead of all

flashes-in-the-columns

Another pinstripe suit—because he wears

them so well
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0?vi potent THitc&um—

A new picture every week—as a present to us,

not to him

llluttratmd
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A bunch of bananas and

ten loaves of bread—to add
i'i \

~
I forty pounds to his larikier-than-ever frame

Two dozen automo-

bile trips across the

desert; his pet peace-

time pastime

0?o* flo&t &cUl—

A set of tie, socks and handker-

chief—that all match! (Just for

a change, John—though Santa

likes you just as you are!)

flute rfUcftot—

Five more of her favorite things in life: Those chic

dressy suits

0
?<n *%und 'ZfutfielcL—

A new car for him to dent,

bump and smash until it

looks just like his old one!

A skull cap—and no tassles, pompoms or

ribbons, please!

&eatta ^unSct

—

A carton of chewing gum—her favorite between-shots

occupation

floAt *ifrod6€l6-

His heart’s desire: A wed-

ding to a wonderful girl

By Bakalar



BY CAMERON SHIPP

Lizabeth is fascinated by color. Her
clothes bring out her “bright” preferences

I

A
N excellent picture called “You
Came Along” revealed that Pro-
ducer Hal B. Wallis had picked

for himself a very neat apple in the
person of an ash-blonde girl called

Lizabeth Scott. He plucked her,

practically, from an upper on the
Super Chief as she was getting out
of Hollywood for good, muttering
unmuffled imprecations upon the
moronic ingratitude of an industry
that did not appreciate her.

Still suspicious and inclined to

claw in self-protection, Miss Scott
was, thrust into “You Came Along”
and emerged a star. Fan mail is

now inundating her like frantic

answers to a “housework wanted”
advertisement.
She has been compared with

Lauren Bacall. That’s one we can
dispose of briskly. Lizabeth resem-
bles Lauren precisely to the extent
that both of these lovely girls, by
astonishing coincidence, possess
equal numbers of eyes, legs and
arms. They have low voices. So, for

that matter, has Lawrence Tibbett.
Lizabeth lives in a small apartment

with no telephone. She ignores the
folk-ways of Hollywood and has re-
jected the friendly overtures of the
community, such as, specifically,

binges at night clubs and dates with
wolves.

It’s no good, so far. With only one
starring role to her credit and with
no social record at all in this factory
town where rumors are epidemic,
Lizabeth is as unrevealed, actually,

as Gypsy Rose Lee in an 1890 bath-
ing suit. It will take time. As a
matter 'of fact, the impact of this

girl’s personality is as sudden as a
storm and as complex as a love
affair.

She is, to begin with, a lot more
pumpkins than you see on screen.

Her cheek bones are high, her eyes
wide, her complexion rich cream.
She can wear a sweater and does.

Any male with reasonable eyesight
observes that she is smick-smack.
Her eyebrows are uneven. Her
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voice is not husky, but authentic

contralto. She squeezes her eyes
tight when she says something im-
portant and makes a fist. She re-

leases the tension with a laugh

—

laughing at herself, as likely as not.

She talks fast, enjoying the sound
of - words and reaching for words
with color in them.
She invites exploration but chal-

lenges you to find your wgy. She
opens doors, then slams them.
Her twenty-third birthday, Sep-

tember 29, Lizabeth celebrated by
hurrying to make-up, to wardrobe,
to rehearsal, to tests and to confer-
ences in preparation for her co-
starring role with Barbara Stan-
wyck in Mr. Wallis’s “Love Lies

Bleeding.” In this she has the part

of a girl named Toni, described by
Lizabeth as a “vixen with a heart
of gold.” She and Miss Stanwyck
have only one scene together. Each
plays her role opposite men. The
chances are excellent that the in-

teresting (Continued on page 95)

doesn’t know tipped her off to be a model

One gal’s castle—Lizabeth finally found a little apartment and moved in
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IF YOU WERE FRANK
mm - •

The two Nancys—at the back of the house the Voice bought

I

F you were a house guest of the
Frank Sinatras, you’d be in for a
handful of delightful surprises

—

and our first advice to you would be,

“Forget any impression you’ve ever
had about Frankie. Forget bobby-
sox. Forget ‘overnight’ success—for-

get everything!” You’ll see why for

yourself.

Let’s say it’s late Sunday morning
as you drive up the tree-lined
country road toward “Warm Valley,”
the name of the Sinatra house

—

which is in the Toluca Lake district

of San Fernando Valley. You’d pull

up in front of a rose-beige stucco
Mediterranean house, two stories

high and spread across the width of

its lot. Before the house, screening
its lower floor from the street, is a
high rose-beige stucco wall with a
white circular wooden gate set into

its center—and since the gate is

locked, you’d ring the bell beside it.

Once John, the courteous colored
butler, had let you in, you’d find

yourself standing in a sun-soaked
flagged patio with a fountain in the
middle of it. You’d cross this behind
John and he’d usher you into one
of the most charming homes you’d
ever set foot in. You’d remember
suddenly that the Sinatras only just

finished completely doing it over

—

and that it was formerly owned by
Mary Astor.

But you’d get only the briefest

glimpse of its coolness and beauty
before John had whisked you through
it and onto the sloping back lawn,
which sinks down to the edge of

Toluca Lake itself—with its rippling

water dotted with gaily flagged
floats, skimming sailboats, fishermen

Musical nursery—the toys play gay
tunes for little Nancy and Frank Jr.
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Yow’d hear sweet music, see

colorful comfort and have a

jam session with the neighborhood kids BY ELEANOR HARRIS

SINATRA S HOUSE GUEST

Pause for reflection—Frank, starred in
“Anchors Aweigh,” in the patio of his home

sitting in rowboats pulling bass from
the lake’s depths and with patches

of water lilies decorating the oppo-
site shore. Sitting watching this

panorama over his late Sunday
breakfast is Frank himself, at a

bright green umbrella-table set high

on the lawn next to the house. At
sight of you, he jumps up and greets

you hilariously, his eyes more blue

than you remembered against his

tanned face, and his brown hair

short-cropped and curly above it.

He’s dressed in casual brown slacks,

a blue shirt with its collar open and
its sleeves rolled loosely below his

elbows and his quick feet are slid

into moccasins.
“John, could you bring more cof-

fee?” he suggests, to the butler as

you sit down at the table beside
him—and (Continued on page 84)

Fresh flowers for the dining room
which looks out over Toluca Lake.



Robert Alda—ironic brown eyes, wavy black hair and the infectious grin

Joan and Bob who first met in a delica-

tessen—have been married eleven years

Or Robert Alda, 165 pounds of

perpetual motion—the man whose Gershwin

made history—and Alda

BY

HARRIET EATON

DISCOVERY IN



When “Rhapsody In
Blue” finally opened in

New York City, fifteen

months after it was fin-

ished, the theater ushers
couldn’t help noticing the small middle-aged woman
who sat in the same seat day after day, watching the

screen with unchanging pride and eagerness. They
also noticed the bulging purse she carried. But they
never found out who she was—Mrs. D’Abruzzo, mother
of the picture’s star Robert Alda. And they never
found out what was in her overflowing purse—letters

from dozens of Robert Alda’s relatives in the Armed
Forces all over the world, who had seen the picture

in Africa, Germany, Italy, England and all the islands

in the Pacific months before his own mother could see

it in the United States. And months before the rest

of America saw it.

What America saw was, a new star in the making

—

Robert Alda—a young man with ironic brown eyes,

wavy black hair and a grin as infectious as a song.

Mr. Alda is five-feet-ten-inches, 165 pounds of per-
petual motion—both in his personality and in his

personal history. There is nothing he hasn’t done

—

and there’s almost nothing he isn’t doing right this

minute!
For instance, right now he may be carrying on his

farmer’s life in California—which would make any
normal farmer turn white overnight. Overnight, you
see, is when Bob does most of his chores. If there is

a row of trees to chop down, he drives his yellow road-
ster up to the scene of. action, turns on his headlights

—

and" chops all night long .until the last tree has crashed
to the ground. “You get two days’ work done in one
night’s time,” is his explanation.
Or take the wallpaper sequence: One Friday after-

noon he decided that three of his farmhouse rooms
could do with some repapering. At once he set out
to buy paper, paste and brushes; and at ten o’clock
that night (after a leisurely dinner) he set to work,
aided by his brother-in-law and a farm worker. The
three men worked all night long and all the following
day until five-thirty in the afternoon. Then they slept

for five hours, rose again and worked from ten Satur-
day night until six o’clock Sunday morning. By that time
the three men were finished— (Continued on page 88) Harmonious note: It’s always so with Bob and Allie

The man they love: Joan

Alda and little son Allie

corner Bob—next to be

seen in “The Man I Love”
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I Do?

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

XT DEAR MISS COLBERT:
I think it is a great privilege, indeed, to have the opportunity

to seek advice from someone who tries as sincerely as you do to be of
real help.

Here is my problem. I am now twenty-eight. I graduated from
grammar school at thirteen and went to work to help my family. I

am engaged to marry a fine man of thirty, who is now in the armed
forces. Once when he and I were casually discussing education and
I mentioned how important I consider it, he said he was graduated
from high school, naming the school, and asked me where I had
earned my diploma. I mentioned a school nearby to save my pride.
Deep within me I harbor a feeling of inadequacy because I really

can’t boast of a diploma. By working hard, saving and studying
whenever I had a minute, I have now amassed enough money to
secure a college education and I know that I can pass the entrance
exams because I have prepared for them.
Miss Colbert, my fiance will soon be returned from Europe; he is

planning to marry me and to establish a home. Should I sacrifice a
home and children—the very things a woman lives for with the
man she loves—in favor of a university education which I feel would
greatly enrich my life?

Eleanor G.

Dear Miss G:
I agree wholeheartedly with you that education enriches life.

However, in the gentlest way possible, I must disagree with your
interpretation of education.

I think you have been making yourself miserable by telling

yourself that an educated person is only one who has attained,
first a high school diploma, then a university degree. Yet, in the
history of America, some of the most “educated” speeches ever
made, that is the most timeless, the most significant, the most
humanitarian, were made by a man who did sums on the back of
a coal shovel, and studied his lessons alone before a fireplace:
Abraham Lincoln.
One of my favorite definitions is this: An educated human being

is one who has never stopped learning. Bearing in mind that
description, I would say that you are a well educated person.
When your fiance comes back tell him about yout educational

background. Explain to him your desire for more education. I am
sure he will admire you more for this eagerness. Then marry
and have children. Continue your reading and your already horizon-
expanding study . . . but forego formal university training. At the
present time, I feel certain that you are ready to begin the training

of children who will grow up to be assets to the community in which
they live—just as you are.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My mother is American and my father is Chinese and we

live in a small town. There aren’t any other Chinese-American chil-

dren in the class and the American children don’t seem to want to

associate with me. They don’t criticize me or say anything unpleasant
to my face—they simply leave me out of their groups.

I really have swell parents, we have a nice car and we are building
a home in one of the best sections of town, but still I don’t click. I’m
not bad looking and my mother buys nice clothes for me, yet I don’t

get by. I can’t understand why I can’t make friends.

Helen Y.

Dear Miss Y:
I wish you had told me whether you have always lived in this

town, or only recently moved there. I assume the latter, for if you
had grown up with the other children. Pm sure there would be no
feeling of strangeness between you and your classmates.

However, if you are new in town, you are simply going through
the usual experience of strangers in a new locale. Don’t let it

bother you. It will be easy to make friends, if you don’t worry
about it too much.

The first step is to make a friend of each of the girls who sits

next to you in class. And don’t say that you’ve tried. Perhaps you
haven’t tried in the right way. When one wears a new dress, or a

new sweater, or does her hair a new way—comment on it favorably.

If you are having trouble with some subject, ask one of the girls

—who is an excellent student—if she can help you for five min-
utes some afternoon. Walk down to the drugstore with her and
buy her a coke.

Study everything you can about China and the Chinese ; know
something about Chinese history and philosophy. Be proud of
your Asiatic parentage, as you are proud of your Caucasian. You
are doubly gifted, because you have inherited the intellectual riches

of both the East and the West. You (Continued on page 64)
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Fibber McGee and Molly in"On
the Night Before Christmas" $2 .75 '

The Great Gildersleeve, Hal

Peary, tells 3 fairy tales. $3.50'

Familiar Hymns, sung by world-

famed St. Luke’s Choristers. $2.50'

Music for Dreaming, featuring

the music of Paul Weston. $2 50

THIS

MODERN
AGE

This Modern AGEpresentsVol.4

in "History of Jazz" series. $4.25'

New Capitol Phonographs, designed

and styled by Hollywood Sound Engineers,

and embodying the latest developments in

electronics, will offer a thrilling new experi-

ence in tonal brilliance, .clarity and balance.

Ready soon at your favorite record store.

Slack s Boogie Woogie features

FreddieSlack’s 8-beat piano. $2.50'

Margaret O’Brien narrates

"Two Stories for Children" $2.75*

Christmas Carols, by the world-

famed St. Luke’s Choristers. $2.50*

Cowboy Tex Ritter, in favorite

Western songs and stories. $2.50*

King Cole Trio presents eight

varied popular selections. $2.50*

Hawaiian Music in the distinc-

tive Harry Owens manner. $2.50*

Capitol Sapphire
Needle, a thoughtful

and practical gift, is

guaranteed for finer

tone, less record wear

and less needle noise.

Gives up to 10,000

plays. At your record

dealer . . . $2.50 plus to«
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What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 62) should he the

most interesting girl in your school.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I was married secretly on January 8,

1943, just four days after my husband was
commissioned a second lieutenant in the

Air Force. The reason we kept the marriage
secret was this: He and I had been in a

car smash-up the previous summer and I

had suffered a blow over the eyes that

rendered me temporarily blind. I recov-
ered gradually so that I can now see with
glasses. We had announced our engage-
ment in the spring of 1942, but after my
accident Al’s parents disapproved of our
marriage. They said it was unfair of A1 to

marry me as—if anything happened to him
—I would be a responsibility on their old

age. Of course, they didn’t think I was
going to recover at that time.

A1 was shot down in December, 1944, but
the fellows at his base wrote saying that

they thought A1 might be a prisoner. How-
ever, I have never heard a thing from him
and neither has his mother, so I am afraid

that he was never a prisoner.

My girl friend, who was my maid of

honor at our wedding, says that I should
announce my marriage. She says that if

I ever married again, I would have to tell

my second husband that I’m a widow;
she also says there is some legal question
involved. I disagree with her.

Would you announce the marriage at

this late date if you were I?

Belinda P.

Dear Mrs. P:
Probably your girl friend is merely a

lover of drama—hence her eagerness to

have you announce, so belatedly, your
marriage and your widowhood.

The legal question to which she refers

is thiss When your husband is presumed
to be dead by the War Department, his in-

surance will be paid to the beneficiary
named in his government policy. Since
your marriage was secret, it is reasonable
to presume that his parents were the bene-
ficiaries.

Were you to announce your marriage
now, the parents of your husband might
conclude that you wished to participate in

the insurance payment. To judge by your
letter, l would say that you are not at all

that sort of person.
It seems that you have nothing to gain

by announcing the marriage, and—on the
contrary—would be placing yourself in

a censurable position. As for revealing
the fact of your first marriage to your
hypothetical second husband, that should
be a problem easily disposed of when the
time comes.

So, it seems to me that the secret should
be kept—with one exception: Your letter

has failed to state whether your own par-
ents know of this marriage or not. I

think you should explain the situation to

them, but there, the matter should rest.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Two years ago I was going steady with

a boy who was, as I, a sophomore in high
school. Bob had definite ideas about what
a girl had to do to go with him, so I am
horribly ashamed to say that I did what
he expected. After a bit I got sick of Bob’s
ways, so we broke up.

But through Bob I had met Cary, a new.
boy in town. He liked to dance, swim,
bowl, or just get a gang together at some-
one’s house and pop corn. He was always
a perfect gentleman. I fell in love with him,
and I mean love. He is going into the peace-

time Navy in about six weeks.
One night Bob came into the drug store

where some of us were playing the juke,
and made a fresh remark to me. I said I

didn’t like his language, so he snapped,
“Don’t put on airs, you . . and he called
me a name that is never said in public.

Cary was going to flatten Bob, but the
boys stopped him, saying he’d better talk

it over with me first. On the way home
I told him about my experience with Bob,
and explained how ashamed I was. He
left me at the door and he hasn’t called or
been near me since.

I’ve cried myself to sleep every night

=rrm

coal io you,

—

SURVIVAL TO THEM
In Europe and in the

Far East millions are

dreading the winter.

Aged farm couples,

babies, school children,

the sick, emaciated ex-

prisoners of war, living

in unheated rooms,

ask for things you no

longer use—your old coat—baby

blankets long stored away—shoes

too shabby for you to wear.

Last spring horrified Americans

donated old clothes to approxi-

mately 25,000,000 people. This

winter the need is far greater. The

Victory Clothing Collection for

overseas relief has set a hundred

million garments as its goal. In

each community, newspapers and

radio stations will announce the

collection plans and depots.

c Glean Gut <Ulose
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since, and I wish I could die. I’m afraid

my Mother is going to hear about it and I

just couldn’t stand that.

Shirley B.

Dear Shirley:
I wish every girl, tempted to accede to

the demands of a ivolf, could see your let-

ter. It proves one important point: Men
do tell. Not all of them, of course. But
it would be a foolish person who counted
on the protection of another's silence.

As for your own present problem : First

of all, stop crying. If you shed tears

enough to fill the Pacific, the flood tide

ivouldn't change anything. Don't make
your mother miserable by causing her to

share your burden. You made the mis-
take, now you must live it down.

Don't discuss the situation with your
friends. Pretend that Bob and Cary never
existed. Say to yourself each morning,
“Here is a new day that I can live exactly
as I wish." Then live it constructively,
without wailing for the past or fearing the
future. Simply start at once to be the
great girl you really are; you will be sur-
prised to discover that, in a short time,
this tempest will be forgotten—if you
give no further cause for suspicion.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I married the world’s most wonderful

man last December. I had thought at other
times in my life that I was in love, but
those brief fascinations were nothing com-
pared to what I feel for my husband. How-
ever, we are frightfully different. I am an
American citizen, but I was born in Eng-
land. I was taught to respect literature
and to enjoy the classics.

My husband is the practical type; he
claims that poetry doesn’t teach a person
anything which can be applied toward
building a future. As my eyes are weak, he
scolds me for reading.
Another point of dissension is the fact

that his mother was the world’s best cook,
whereas I’m still learning. All that my
husband has eaten, he owes to my angel
cookbook. But I try, really I do.

Now that we are expecting a child, I

want my husband to be attentive and as
thrilled as I am, but he never discusses it.

I am worried about our marriage be-
cause small arguments are as destructive,
perhaps more so, over a long period of
time, than one huge quarrel that can be
patched up and can be used to intensify
love. What can I do to overcome the lack of
understanding between us?

Mrs. Sona D.

Dear Mrs. D:
It is probable that, originally, the dif-

ferences in temperament between your-
self and your husband were a source of
wonder and delight to both of you. How-
ever, the daily wear of marriage puts a
premium on temperamental likeness.

Since you love your husband and since
you are aware of the danger of the pres-

ent disharmony between you, why don’t
you make the concessions? Why don’t
you try to conform to his ideas?

As he is undoubtedly away for many
hours each day, you might set aside an
hour or even two hours for undisturbed
reading of the poetry you love. Touch a
book at no other time. By adopting that
plan, your reading hours will seem doubly
pleasant to you, yet your husband will

not be disturbed by them.
Spend the rest of the time learning to

cook the dishes his mother excelled in
preparing; take an interest in your hus-
band's business affairs (if he will let you),
and school yourself to avoid sentimental
conversation. Many men get to be all

wrists and necks and feet at the mention
of tender topics, after marriage.

If you try to be like your husband, in-

stead of different from him, if you try to

conform to his general notions—since he
won't conform to yours—you should be
able to make your marriage happy.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-four, married to a man

twenty-six, and we bave a daughter, four.

We got along fine for our first six months
(we have been married five years). Then
I began to learn his true character. He
gambled so that I had to go to work to pay
off his debts, as he had taken company
money and he would have gone to jail.
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When Sally came I almost died and so

did she. My husband wasn’t even home
to take me to the hospital. However, I

thought the baby would make a difference

in his attitude, but he simply got worse.

Finally I had to give up our home, store

my furniture and move in with his family.

A woman can take a lot from a man
she loves, but when I learned that he was
running around, I couldn’t take it. I tele-

phoned this girl and asked if it was true

that she was planning to marry him. She
said she had no intention of marrying him,

that she was just dating him for fun and
that he had told her he was single. My
husband wouldn’t believe this until she had
told him off—plenty. So you see, most
women are really fine and decent.

My husband joined the Navy and our
final decision was to forget the past. He
wrote regularly during boot camp, then
stopped, except when he wanted money.

I’ve been working, saving, and putting
aside the allotment checks, but his de-
mands for money have grown so great that

there isn’t much left. Yesterday he called

for more money and I refused, saying that
the war is over. He hung up on me and
said that was the last I would hear of him.

Is any man worth this sort of a life? Do
you get letters from other women who have
to put up with this sort of thing?

Adelaide M.

Dear Mrs. M:
Yes, I’m sorry to say that I receive a

great many letters from women who are
patiently enduring all manner of brutality
from their husbands. And for what ? For
the sake of children, usually, or for the
sake of appearances, or because our so-

ciety still views marriage as the only nor-
mal state for an adult woman. Some-
times, of course, the wife is still desper-
ately in love with a husband who sounds
as if he would be good only for a croco-
dile dinner.

If your religious beliefs forbid divorce,
it would still be possible for you to seek
separate maintenance from your husband.
You are self-supporting and certainly
your life would be happier if you no lon-
ger had to suffer the hurt and humiliation
heaped upon you by this man.
When a marriage brings happiness,

contentment and a sense of fulfillment , it

is surely a good marriage. When it sup-
plies you with nothing but misery, it

should be terminated—not in divorce, if
such a thing is contrary to your ethics,
but in separation.

Claudette Colbert

Ojuul

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

Cd(audette Cdolbert?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colbert
feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.

MARIE McDonald, a hunt stromberg star, appearing in the

EDWARD SMALL COMPANY PRODUCTION, "GETTING GERTIE’S GARTER"

YOU can have “Hands that Delight”.

Have Marie McDonald’s own lovely hand care—

Jergens Lotion.

The Stars use Jergens Lotion Hand Care, 7 to I

NOW MORE EFFECTIVE THAN EVER. Thanks to
wartime research, Jergens scientists can now
make your Jergens Lotion even finer.
"My hands feel even softer, smoother;"
"Protects longer;" women said after
testing. Those 2 skin-smoothing ingredients
many doctors use are included in this even
finer Jergens Lotion. In the stores now —

-

in the familiar bottle — still 100 to

$1.00 (plus tax). Lovely! None of that

oiliness; no sticky feeling.

JERGENS LOTION
Now more Effective than ever— thanks to Wartime Research

T
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Life of a

(Continued from page 31) her pearls are
cast before swine it doesn’t matter too
much.
Betty Hutton climbed like a sky-rocket

to stardom while I was living in New
York. Being a complete pushover for her
type of comedy, I became a double-dyed
Hutton fan after seeing “Star-Spangled
Rhythm.”
So I was really excited one night at

LaRue on the Sunset Strip when I discov-
ered myself at the next table to Miss Hut-
ton. My ear, which has been extended for
years as a newspaper reporter to catch any
bits and pieces of news, kept twitching in
the direction of Betty Hutton and her
party, which consisted of Mr. Ginsberg,
head of Paramount Pictures, Otto Premin-
ger, director of “Laura” and his beautiful
wife, who in private life runs Betty Hut-
ton a close second for wit.

I couldn’t hear much. But I found my-
self beaming with pleasure because my
favorite comedienne was doing as good a
job off the screen as she did on. The table
was in a constant roar of laughter.
That was when I determined I had to

meet Betty Hutton. And got myself in-
vited to dinner because Betty said she
liked my stories and—-this is as great a
compliment as I know how to pay her—

I

believed in her sincerity.

T
HE house on the hill was a pretty fan-
tastic affair—at least it seemed much

too French and formal for Betty. Also, it

was on four floors, climbing up—or down
—the hillside, and since, due to the usual
reasons, there was only one telephone,
Betty ran up and down like a rocky moun-
tain goat. But the house brought out the
exciting fact that Betty had just bought a
house—she only rented the eagle’s nest, as
she called it—out in Brentwood, that it

was the first thing she’d ever owned in her
whole life except the clothes on her back
and the wheels on her car and that she had
never been so happy about anything in her
life.

“Wait till you see it,” she said. “Just
wait! It’s the most beautiful house in the
world. I’m going over to Europe and do
some entertaining for the men over there

—

I think they need it worse now that they
aren’t fighting a war, just sitting around
waiting—and when I come back, Mama’s
going to have the house all ready for me.”
Then, you see, she hadn’t even met Ted

Briskin, who is now her husband. In fact

she said she didn’t think she’d ever get
married at all. At least she didn’t have
any plans that way.
Her courtship and marriage seem to me

the most Huttonesque comedy-drama pos-
sible. When she told me about it on her
return, I felt that it simply couldn’t have
happened any other way.
Miss Hutton left Hollywood for Chicago,

New York and overseas, heart whole and
fancy free. In Chicago, she stayed over a
couple of days. When she was head-
lining at Chicago’s top night spot, Chez
Paree, Betty used to go out to a cafe called

the Singapore for steaks. She’s a two-fisted
eater, and never puts on any weight—how
could she the way she burns it up? So she
took her hairdresser, who was traveling
with her, and a gentleman who is an old
friend and business associate, and off they
went.
While Betty was doing justice to a

real Chicago steak, she felt that some-
one was staring at her, not an unusual
thing for a lady as well known as Hutton,
but this, she said, felt different. This was
—a personal feeling. Turning around
finally she saw two men at an adjoining
table and one of them was tall, dark and
in her dazzled eyes quite the handsomest

Dynamo

man she had ever seen in her life.

Her impulse was to smile at him and
say come on over and have a drink. But
she remembered she was Betty Hutton and
that you really didn’t do things like that
and after a while the men got up and left.

“I felt awful,” Betty said. “I was furious
at myself, I wished I’d never heard of Emily
Post or if I had that I’d thrown her out
the window. I wished I had whipped over
and done something about that young man
because it isn’t often you see anybody that
makes you go all hot and cold like that,

but no, there I sat, and let the handsomest
man I’d ever seen in my life walk right out
of my life. I could have yelled.”
But just then the head waiter came over

and said that Miss Hutton was wanted on
the phone and a voice which increased the
hot and cold feeling up and down Betty’s
spine said, “You don’t know who this is,”

and Betty said cheerfully, “Oh yes I do.”
“Look.” the voice said, “I know a lot of
people in Chicago and you know a lot of
people, we must have one friend in com-
mon who can introduce us. I’ve got to
meet you. My brother, Phillip, who is with
me thinks he knows the man with you.
You ask him if he knows Phillip Briskin.
Anyhow, I own a factory here in Chicago
and I have lived here all my life and I am
a respectable citizen and my father was
before me—so what can we do about it?”

IT TURNED out her escort did know
* Phillip Briskin and Phillip’s brother Ted,
the handsome one, and Ted was all for com-
ing back at once and joining them and
being introduced, but Betty fell under
the Emily Post spell again and said, “No,
no, the headwaiter and everybody will

think you picked me up—I’ll meet you
outside in twenty minutes, have you got a
car?”

In twenty minutes she found out. In
fact she said naively, “It’s not right. No-
body as nice as you can have such a
beautiful car!”

She felt the same way when she woke
up the next morning, having been returned
safely to her hotel by Ted Briskin when
everything in Chicago had closed up and
there was no place they could be together.
When he phoned she said she just didn’t

believe it. He couldn’t possibly be a
respectable—and wealthy—manufacturer
of cameras. It was too good to be true.

He was probably a gangster or a confidence
man. Ted said he’d prove it to her. If she’d
be dressed in fifteen minutes he would
take her out to the factory and show her
his name on the door—Theodore Briskin,

President, and he would take her through
the factory, which he did.

To their chagrin, they also got Betty
back in time to make the New York train.

The following day, Mr. Briskin made a
train for New York also and they had two
enchanted weeks in New York before she
sailed. In Paris she did her shows until

she wore herself down to a state that

caused the doctors a good deal of concern
and they put her to bed for a rest. It was
then she got a cable saying, “Come home
as soon as you can and marry me. You
need somebody to look after you.”
So Betty took a plane, and they went out

to Chicago, she and Ted, and got married.
“I had to wire ahead to have them put

some new plaid wall paper on the bed-
room,” Betty said, “because it was all sort

of pale blue. But isn’t it wonderful? I’d

never lived in the new house and Ted and
I moved in together.”

Briskin has several factories scattered

over the country and is about to start

one in Los Angeles—he’ll probably make
it his head office.

I asked Betty how she happened to be-
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come a comic, at which she’s so good.

Betty looked at her mother, who is as

blonde as Betty and quite evidently her

favorite person.
“I guess,” Betty said, “it was because I

had a beautiful sister.”

On the mantel was a picture of Betty’s

sister Marion. Betty brought it to me.

“Isn’t she beautiful?” she said.

“I was a funny looking kid all right,”

Betty said. “You know—scrawny and

—

well, just funny looking. Marion was so

beautiful there wasn’t any use competing

with her. Nobody ever knew I was on
earth. Or if they did they thought I was
a blot. If I wanted a beau, I had to do some-
thing. So—I was funny. I thought maybe
if people had a good time around me it

wouldn’t matter that I wasn’t beautiful

like Marion. I had to work like a beaver,

and Marion just had to be there, but I

didn’t mind because she was such an angel,

really. Well, it turned out I was pretty

funny and so I decided to go on the stage.

Mother and I went to New York—and the

rest of that is just like every other success

story and I think it’s pretty dull myself.

I had some lousy breaks and was broke and
didn’t eat and went home twice and finally

got a chance and knocked it over and here
I am and I still have to work like a beaver
where lots of other girls are just beautiful.”

“It wasn’t dull,” Mrs. Hutton- said

quietly. “It was exciting and if Betty
hadn’t been unconquerable—”

“I know, Angel,” Betty said, “but it’s

the same old story. It was exciting to you
arid me because we might starve to death
if it came up black, or go places and be a
movie star if it came up red, but there
isn’t a new gag in it.”

You could go on like that for hours about
Betty Hutton, but I can sum it up in a few
words now. Betty wants to get some roles

that give her more scope—not to put
aside her comedy, but something with more
reality underneath. She thinks—and she is

right—that comedy and tragedy are pretty
closely mixed up in real life and she’d
like a story that mingled them, too. She
takes other people seriously—especially
their troubles—but never herself.

Sometimes when you meet a person
you’ve admired a great deal on the screen,
you’re in for a disappointment. Not Betty
Hutton. Ask the fighting men. They met
her wherever the going was toughest. A

i one-woman show, pouring out everything

,

she had, doing her stuff at the peak and
more. They weren’t disappointed in Betty.

I don’t believe she ever disappointed
anybody in her life!

The End
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(Continued from page 47) doughnuts at
Chock Full o’ Nuts. I always enjoyed
them. Why should I stop enjoying them
just because I make a hit picture?”
Although Kelly’s contract with M-G-M

is as a producer-director, he sees no
immediate likelihood of his taking ad-
vantage of the terms. For the present
he intends to confine himself to acting and
devising and executing dance numbers.
“When I’m too feeble to walk around

the set or emote, I’ll probably direct,” he
says. “When I get real tired, I’ll produce.
They’re very nice about all that at Metro.”
At thirty-three, Gene Kelly is quite pos-

sibly the youngest performer—if not in

years, at least in attitude—working in
pictures today. There is about him and
his artistry the wonderment of childhood,
the sad searching loneliness which seeks
companionship in the fairyland of the
imagination. It is an abiding, cherished
faith in make-believe. It is the thing that
Chaplin had. It is the steadfast refusal
to admit that there is no Santa Claus.
When you consider the ones who are
so patently youthful, Kelly’s youthful-
ness becomes all the more shining and
unstudied. For all too often the patently
youthful ones are really old beyond their
years.

AN the other hand, there is Kelly and
his imagination, which is as big as the

world, and is pure childhood and, as such,
is just about the nicest thing on the screen
today. It is well for all of us that Kelly
has had the persistence to induce producers
to give his imagination free rein.

When he was making “Cover Girl” he
tried to explain a novel dance idea to one
of the executives. “I get in a conflict with
my conscience,” he said. “I struggle with
my alter ego and throughout the whole
number I dance with myself.”
“You dance with yourself?” said the

executive. He looked at Kelly queerly
for a moment and then began to shake his
head. “So you dance with yourself,” he
said, and turned and walked away.
Fortunately, however, Kelly’s enthusi-

asm finally prevailed and the result was
the high spot in “Cover Girl.” Similarly,
the dance which he does with animated
cartoons in “Anchors Aweigh” was ap-
proved only after Gene had argued
fiercely in its behalf.

Kelly is convinced that Hollywood has
only begun to explore the possibilities of
fantasy. He would like to make some
such children’s classic as “Heidi” with a
child actress like Margaret O’Brien. In
this he is as much a business man as he
is a visionary and, as proof, he points to

the enormous popular success, not only of

his own numbers, but of practically any-
thing to Disney. As further proof, he
could point to the way in which his
Columbia recording of the cartoon dance
is selling. It will doubtless continue to sell

for a long time too. For fantasy is time-
less and its appeal is universal.

If, however, Kelly, the artist, is de-
voted to make-believe, Kelly, the man,
is just as firmly repelled by it.

Off the screen, he neither looks nor be-
haves like a Hollywood personality. He
is good looking, but not handsome. His
clothes are neat without, however, making
him a candidate for a list of the best-
dressed men. He has a nice smile, uses
expressive profanity and is shorter than
he looks in movies. He is a hot jazz fan.

He graduated from the University of Pitts-
burgh but he does not look particularly like

a college man. His one concession to his
calling is an occasional show of concern
over a balding spot on the back of his
head.

Kelly and his wife, a pretty redhead
who, as Betsy Blair, was in “Panama Hat-
tie” and “The Beautiful People” on Broad-
way, bear slight resemblance to a typical
Hollywood couple. Although she wears
a mink coat, she wears bobby socks and
saddle shoes with if. Their Friday nights
in New York are not spent at vaselined
El Morocco. They are spent instead at

Polish Hall, a dilapidated Greenwich Vil-
lage building where a lot of earnest coup-
les who have taken the trouble to learn
English gather to do strenuous folk dances.
It is worth noting that at Polish Hall, the
Kellys are treated like any other couple
with the price of admission.
The Kellys’ parties, which are unclut-

tered by celebrities, are largely given over
to a fiendish game called Indications in
which one person acts out the title of a
book, play or song in pantomime. On a

recent occasion Gene was trying to act
out “How Green Was My Valley.” His
pantomime was not especially communi-
cative to his side and finally someone shook
his head in disgust and said, “Kelly, you’re
a lousy actor.”

“Sssh,” said Gene, putting his finger to
his lips. “Don’t let Metro hear you.”
“Don’t worry,” said Betsy. “I’ll always

love you even if you can’t act.”
“You!” said Gene with a mock sneer.

“You and that good notice George Jean
Nathan gave you.”

ACTUALLY, Betsy, did get a laudatory
notice from Nathan. It was for her

performance in “The Beautiful People.”
When it appeared that Gene would be
shipped to Okinawa with a photographic
unit, she decided to join a road company of

“The Glass Menagerie.” She changed her
mind, however, when the atom bomb made
his trip unnecessary. At the moment she is

considering several play offers to return
to Broadway.
Kelly himself would like to get back

on Broadway when he is released from the
Navy. Metro, for its not entirely un-
selfish part, is all in favor of this, provided,
of course, that it owns the movie rights

to whatever vehicle Kelly chooses. Right
now it appears that it might be “Futurosy,”
a musical which takes place in the year
2046. It is sheer fantasy, of course, and,
as such, Kelly’s dish. His name in the
cast would be a pretty good guarantee
that it would have some marvelous danc-
ing. Kelly is probably the most accom-
plished dancer in show business today.

Kelly himself would deny this heatedly,
however. He is convinced that any such
distinction belongs to Fred Astaire. He
looked upon his chance to dance with As-
taire in “The Zeigfeld Follies” as the most
extravagant compliment ever paid him.
Perhaps it is this quality which gives him
such understanding of the typical movie
fan. “They see you and they think, ‘My
gosh, a movie actor!’ That means, as far

as they’re concerned, that you got a mil-
lion bucks and make love to Rita Hay-
worth every night. Wonderful, isn’t it?”

A few months ago a teen-age boy to

whom he had just given his autograph in

the lobby of the M-G-M building on
Broadway said to Gene, “What’s Rita Hay-
worth like in person, Mr, Kelly?”

“Rita Hayworth,” said Gene in a rever-
ent whisper, “is just like your sister.”

A mist came over the boys eyes and for

a moment it seemed as if the beauty of it

all were too much for him and he was
going to cry. Kelly turned to his com-
panion. “You see what I mean,” he said.

“I know Rita Hayworth, so I’m a very
important guy. Wonderful, isn’t it, being
a movie star.”
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Surprise Ending

( Continued, from page 33) struggles of

John Hodiak’s youth.

“Perhaps your family doesn’t approve
of John?” I asked, remembering the story

I had heard that the elder Wright, upon
being told Anne had made up with Hodiak,
remarked: “What? That peasant?”
“That’s ridiculous,” Anne replied and

her eyes flashed with the first strong emo-

!

tion she had shown. “I have met John’s
family and they are charming, warm
people. My parents know John and like

him. Because we were born in different

walks of life wouldn’t make one bit of dif-

: ference if I were ready to marry. But you
see,” she remarked with a return to her
hitherto unruffled poise, “I’m not.”

“Unlike many other girls in pictures who
have married actors and been very happy,
I can’t quite convince myself that two
careers in one family would work. Actors
have to be self-centered. It’s part and
parcel of being a success in any line. But
in acting, particularly, you have to con-

' centrate on yourself—everything from
your waistline to your next role. When
both husband and wife are so occupied, it

is a terrible strain on marriage.

“On the other hand,” she added quickly,
“if I ever really fall in love with an actor
I’ll marry him.”

In a way I hate to write that Anne has
no intention of marrying John because he
is so desperately in love with her. I re-
member when she broke with him the
first time how he went to the desert and
saw no one he knew for weeks, how he
never dated another girl.

I’ve watched them together so often in
cafes—Anne so poised, John so ardent in
his devotion. It is my opinion, verified
now by Anne, that this girl has never been
in love. Not with John who loves her so
much, not with Bill Eythe who carried so
bright torch, not with young Oliver
Thorndykd. Not with any of them.

It is also my opinion, not verified by
Anne, that she would be a much greater
and more charming star if she could fall in
love. She began so promisingly. At one
time I thought she was going to be the
young Katharine Cornell of the movies.
Then she seemed not to be getting any-
where fast while little Jeanne Crain and
June Haver at Anne’s studio seemed
dramatically to be going past her. Neither
Jeanne nor June is a better actress. Yet
there is a warmth about them. Whereas
Anne is the most difficult girl I know to
penetrate beneath the surface of ac-
quaintanceship. She has the reserve of a
debutante well born and of an adored child
always handed everything on a silver plat-
ter. If I seem too harsh in my judgment of
Anne, I don’t mean it that way.

I guess what I actually mean is that I

would like to get John Hodiak off in a
:
quiet corner and say to him:
“Look here, young man, you’re going

about this the wrong way. Try sweeping
her off her feet. Make her jealous by
flirting with another girl. But do some-
thing, anything, except sit there mooning
at her.”

5

Dealing with Anne is dealing with a
very independent young lady who lives
all by herself and who likes her life as a
bachelor girl. If it’s to be John who wins
her away from her present “perfect ar-
rangement” he has work cut out for him.
But one of these days I have the feel-

ing Annie is going to fall all the way in
love and these men who have dreamed
about her even after she says it is finished
may get out a very old, very favorite
record, “I cried for you, now it’s your turn
to cry over—somebody else.”

The End

BING CROSBY, Starring In "Road to Utopia/' a Paramount Picture

FRESH, TINBLf FLAVOR
*«

f cm protected again

by a metal can!
CALOX Tooth Powder, back again in a

handy metal container, has beett favored

by many movie stars for years.

They rely on the gentle, multiple-action

of the five different cleansing and polish-

ing ingredients in CALOX for sparkling

teeth and a dazzling smile!

li/'DWffillStO

You’ll like the cool, clean taste, the re-

freshing sensation CALOX gives you.

Best of all, you’ll like your lustrous new
CALOX smite. Buy a can of CALOX today!

Made by McKesson & Robbins, Inc., at

Bridgeport, Conn.

/* Guaranteed by
t Good Housekeeping i

P
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#3021 BLOUSE
White rayon crepe with tuxedo*

stitched tucks and
^embroidered daisy <

neckline. Sizes 32
‘

to 38.

MI 11c niTUf

$098
ui tic riiTui

#3022 SKIRT
Gathered skirt of spun rayon that

buttons down the back. Rich black,

brown, dark green,

lime, aqua, powder
blue, American ^ M
beauty. Sizes 9 to 15.

fill 10c NUKE
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Big

(Continued from page 49) he’d been in

love with her since their initial handshake.
Kay took the news in shocked stride.

“Why, Jack,” she gasped, “you never even
called me by name the entire year!”
Jack blushed. “I was afraid you didn’t

like me,” he mumbled humbly.
On the air Jack’s always the patsy. A

wise-cracking, fast-talking, smug kind of

guy who always gets tripped up. His roles

on the screen fell neatly into the same
pattern. Not long ago he wore his “ani-
mated gag” label quite proudly. Then he
wound up with the role of the suicidal hus-
band in Warner’s “The Hard Way,” and
found himself being patted on the back
quite congenially by the critics. He cov-
ered up for that one by referring to him-
self as the Burbank Charles Laughton.
But the laughter and excitement soon

died down and Jack went back to his

musicals and his rivet-gun delivery.

D IRECTOR Mike Curtiz, looking for the
right actor to lend charm, warmth and

that wonderful, intangible human element
to the second husband’s role in “Roughly
Speaking,” thought of the great comic’s

late bid for dramatic fame and took a
chance. Rosalind Russell seconded the

motion and one of the most charming pic-

tures of the year was made with Jack as

co-star.

Jack turned in a performance that had
audiences alternately holding their sides

with laughter and weeping into their

kerchiefs. A guy who can wrap human
emotions around his bulky little finger

like that is an actor to be reckoned with.

Jack was pretty pleased. Not with him-
self. But with the picture as a whole.

And the fact that its great audience recep-
tion proved one of his pet theories.

“I say this sincerely,” he says, waving
his tremendous hands in the air, “and I

don’t refer to myself in particular. But
I believe that a good, straight comedian is

a much better actor (when he’s playing

straight) than a ‘heavy’ actor, because
he’s been schooled in the art of timing and
because he has to have a tremendous
feeling for lines and the exact way in

which to deliver them in order to con-
vulse an audience. He has to work hard
and honestly for laughs. It’s tougher
than you think to make a group of people

let down their reserve, and whoop.
“I set out to make a go of drama be-

cause I wanted to prove to myself that my
theory was right. And I think I have.”

If “Roughly Sneaking” hasn’t proved it,

nothing ever will.

Jack still has a soft spot in his heart

for the script—and for Mike Curtiz.

“This may sound corny,” Jack says

warmly, “but I don’t think that basic tal-

ent ever changes. It’s what you do with
it that counts. Sometimes you work with
a director who lets you get by with little

pieces of business that you think are

pretty swell. But they usually smell up
the projection room. Another guy—like

Mike—can take the same little gags and
polish them up into a smooth perform-
ance.
“That Mike—” he says, with the typical

Carson grin, “there’s my favorite man.”
Jack furnishes no bait for the gossip-

mongers’ hooks. ' He’s a family man—
and loves it. His self-imposed standards

are so down-to-earth, they bear repeating:

“I believe in the Golden Rule,” he says

with complete sincerity. “You know

—

‘Do unto others. .
.’ I don’t think there’s

any other way to live, even though it’s not

easy sticking by that code in Hollywood.
“To me the most important things are

keeping my self-respect and personal in-

tegrity. If those remain intact they auto-

matically take care of everything else.”

Guy

Jack’s personal world revolves around
Kay; Jackaboy, aged four (the Carsons’
first edition)

;
Germaine Catherine (the

March 23rd second printing).
“Germaine was a week old,” Jack says,

“when I introduced her to Jackaboy. ‘Here,’ I

I told him, ‘is your new baby sister. She’s
yours. You’ve got to see that she gets
the proper care.’

”

No child psychologist’s plan, but Jack’s 1

own idea to give Jackaboy a sense of being
needed, despite the small, new baby.
“My kid always has an early breakfast,”

Jack says. “Then he sits with me while
I eat. We share toast and peanut butter
(I like peanut butter for breakfast!). Jack-
aboy took his toast the other morning and
started out of the room. I asked him
where he was going. ‘I’m going to give
half the toast to my baby,’ he told me.”
Jack grins. “Gee, he’s a wonderful kid.

“We’ve got a great place for a kid,” he
goes on. “Two-and-a-half acres. Noth-

;

ing gaudy. But for me it’s pretentious.

We have a front and back garden and a

World War II vet to take care of it. The
deer come down from the hills every day
and Jackaboy’s trying to make pets of

them. We have what he calls ‘coyotitty '

bow-wows.’ He’s heard them howl and
he thinks they’re great. The house it-

:j

self isn’t really big. About ten rooms. ;

Comfortable and roomy. We’ve been buy-
ing stuff slowly, making sure we got ex-
actly what we wanted. What with short-

ages, it’s been a long pull. The living

room is still bare. But we don’t mind.
“Postwar plans?” He looks thoughtful.

“Well, better call them post postwar plans.

They’re still awfully nebulous.
“I’d like to buy my father’s old house on

Lake Pewaukee in Wisconsin. Sure,” he
'

says proudly, “where else? It’s near the
|

school where I’m going to send Jackaboy.
I don’t especially want him to go
through college. Degrees are great if a

guy really wants them. But I want Jack
to be an unhampered kind of kid. If he
wants to be an actor, I’ll be happy. It’s an
ideal life and how else can you make more
dough more easily?

“Until all that gets around to happen-
ing,” he laughs, “there’s always my pal

Dennis (Idol of Millions) Morgan, the

golf course, maybe another good human
picture.” In all a pretty good set-up for

a big guy with a bigger heart.

The End

Be dramatic in this black wool dress

designed by Troy Stix. The red

leather shoulder strap attached to the

black attache’s bag stresses the

diplomatic trend so important in

fashion this winter. Also in brown.
Sizes 8-18. About $65.

At Bloomingdales, New York, N. Y.

Jersey beret by Madcaps. In all

colors. About $5.95. At Bloomingdale’s,
New York

Modeled by Paulette Goddard,

star of United Artists’ “The Diary

Of A Chambermaid”

For stores where this hat and

dress are available see Page 78.





Here Clare Potter, one of America’s foremost designers, achieves

the always-to-be-desired casual look with a long-sleeved

blouse fashioned from an amusing .print and a velveteen skirt. Sizes

10-18. About $45 at B. Altman and Co., New York, N. Y.

Both dresses worn by PAULETTE GODDARD, famous for her typically

American chic as well as performances like her Celestine in

United Artists’ “The Diary Of A Chambermaid.”

- oats



Blue is romantic . . . Corselet belts are a high

fashion note . . . And there’s subtle charm

in this Jeanne Barrie dress of rayon crepe styled

by Winfield. Available in rose, gold, aqua and navy.

Sizes 10-18. About $12.95 at Arnold Constable, New York, N. Y.

Worn with this dress are Baum Martin skins. Hat by John-Frederics, Inc.

For other stores where the dresses 'on these two pages are available see page 7# All Photographs by Ben Studios



Pastel jerseys are in great favor . . . This dress of Wyner jersey styled by Rae

Mar, accented with leather buttons and belt and draw-string cuffs, is flattering and

oh-so-wearable. Available in yellow, pale blue, cherry and shocking pink.

Sizes 9-15. About $23.00 at The Halle Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.

Worn by Anita Louise, charming star of Columbia’s “The Bandit Of Sherwood Forest.
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For other stores where this dress is available see page 78



Blouse illustrated in white only. Sizes: 9 to 15 Juniors. About $3. At leading department stores.
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Bine again—one of this winter’s favorite colors . . .

A Joan Miller two-piece dress of J. P. Steven’s wors-

ted . . . with a gay little peplum at the back of the

jacket. In pale green, pink or yellow. Sizes 9-15.

About $22.95 at The May Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Neither snow nor rain can mar this coat of brown

lambskin. It is finished with the Winslow plastic

process—the latest news in furs. Sizes 12-20. About

$139.00 (plus tax) at Mandel Brothers, Chicago, 111.

All wool white turban with gold paillettes by

Madcaps. Available in all colors. About $5.95 at

The Halle Bros., Cleveland, O.

^ Under your fur coat—a Kay Whitney print with a

soft French look. Availably with a green, pink or

blue background. Sizes 12-20. About $6.00 at Crow-

ley, Milner Co., Detroit, Mich.

Pamela Britton, the vivacious blonde who stole

Frank Sinatra’s heart in M-G-M’s “Anchors Aweigh,”

models these Photoplay Fashions.

For other stores where these clothes are available

see page 78



shown on preceding pages are available from Coast to Coast

in the following stores
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Romantic date blouse

with quaint lace trim

and sweet pearly but-

tons. Angel white

only. Sizes 32 to 38.

At leoding stores or write:

BAR-RODA BLOUSE CO.

135 West 36 Street, New York

Black wool dress

Boston, Mass.—Jays, Inc.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Abraham & Straus

Dayton, 0.—The Rike-Kumler Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The May Co.

San Antonio, Tex.—The Vogue, Inc.

For shop in your city write:

Herbert Sondheim, Inc.

530 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Red beret

Boston, Mass.—Wm. Filene’s Sons Co.

Cleveland, 0.—The Lindner Coy

Indianapolis, Ind.—H. P. Wasson & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Bonwit Teller, Inc.

Portland, Ore.—Chas. F. Berg, Inc.

For shop in your city write:

Madcaps
28 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Print blouse and velveteen skirt

Baltimore, Md.—Schleisner Co.

Chicago, 111.—Martha Weathered

Memphis, Tenn.—Helen Shop

Philadelphia, Pa.—Mrs. Franklin Shops

Washington, D. C.—Julius Garfinckel

& Co.

For shop in your city write:

Chas. W. Nudelman, Inc.

550 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Blue dress with leather belt

California—Hale Bros.

Chicago, 111.—Mandel Bros., Inc.

El Paso, Tex.—Popular D. G. Co.

Memphis, Tenn.—Goldsmith’s

Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Co.

For shop in your city write:

Jeanne Barrie

128 West 31st St., New York, N. Y.

Jersey dress with leather buttons
and belt

Chicago, 111.—Chas. A. Stevens & Co.

Evansville, Ind.—De Jongs, Inc.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Wm. H. Block

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Kaufman,’s

St. Louis, Mo.—Famous & Barr

For shop in your city write:

Rae Mar Juniors, Inc.

2570 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

Two-piece blue dress

Chicago, 111.—Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.

Cincinnati, 0.—The John Shillito Co.

Denver, Colo.—May Co.

New York, N. Y.—Bloomingdale’s

Seattle, Wash.—The Bon Marche

For shop in your city write:

Rhea Mfg. Co.

1983 South Allis St., Milwaukee, Wjs.

Fnr coat

Boston, Mass.—Wm. Filene’s Sons Co.

Cleveland, 0.—The Halle Bros.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Ed Schuster & Co., Inc.

New York, N. Y.—Arnold Constable

For shop in your city write:

George Altman Co.

333 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

White wool turban

Indianapolis, Ind.—H. P. Wasson & Co.

New York, N. Y.—B. Altman & Co.

Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank Co.

For shop in your city write:

Madcaps
28 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Print dress

Dallas, Tex.—W. A. Green Co.

Des Moines, la.—Younker Bros., Inc.

New York, N. Y.—Gimbel Bros.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Gimbel Bros.

St. Louis, Mo.—Famous & Barr .

San
.
Francisco, Cal.—The White House

For shop in your city write:

Reliance Mfg. Co.

212 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
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^ / TO STAR YOU-fh

You're his leading lady, his

sweet scenario. ..in a romance-styled

Johnnye Junior. You're smooth 'n

dateable! The featured star of his fashion

show. 'Swonderful what a

Johnnye Junior can do for a gal...

(with a guy in mind).

SWEET SIREN — Grosgrain ribbon

trimmed two-piecer with figure hugging

button-front jacket and front 'n back

kick pleat skirt. Of Folker Fabric's

"KOOL-TOUCH". In Junior Sizes 9 to 15.

Budget Pleasing Priced.

Modeled by YVONNE de CARLO
Starring in Universal's Technicolor

Production "Frontier Gal".

For Name of Store Nearest You Write

KORACH BROTHERS
CHICAGO

Member Chicago Fashion Industries
p
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• ay goodkye to icy feet!

Pedees assure extra foot warm tk
and longer stocking life • absorb

perspiration and protect against

friction! S-t-r-e-t-c-b-a-b-l-e from

tip to toe without binding

elastic . 'they bold tbeir shape

witb glove-like fit For greater

comfort tbrougb wintry

Pedetsays

Made by
HERBERT HOSIERY MILLS, INC., NORRISTOWN, PA.
Distributed by GUS GRISSMANN CO.. 389 FIFTH AVE.. N Y.

In Canada: Herbert Hosiery Mills of Canada. Ltd.. Toronto. Out.

Behind the scenes with

GERTRUDE NIESEN star of \
the Broadway musical hit

*

follow The Girls." Here, too,

Peter Pon bros shore the spotlight.

BRASSIERES • GIRDLES

Johnny Jump-up

(Continued, from page 52) the fact that

they had a dancing-actor on their hands,
an up-and-coming Gene Kelly for which
any studio would give its eye teeth. Hasty
conferences were held; Johnny was sum-
moned to the studio and given acting tests.

Three pictures were lined up for him.
Johnny had been planning a trip to Rio de
Janiero to fulfill a night club engagement,
but he had to cancel that. Johnny had ar-
rived the round-about way. It took a B
picture at another studio to win him recog-
nition on the home lot.

Until recently Johnny has led a pretty
mixed-up life. Uncertainty and frustration

played an important part in his boyhood
—partly due to the fact that he was the
only boy among seven children. He was
literally in the middle, with three older
sisters and three younger.
His mother was ambitious for the older

girls to go on the stage. This was odd
in view of the fact that there is no theatri-

cal tradition in Johnny’s family. When
his sisters showed no inclination for a
stage career it never occurred to Johnny’s
mother that a male member of the family
might fulfill her dreams. In the early

days in Montreal, where Johnny was born,
the boy was left pretty much to his own
devices. His parents took it for granted that
when he graduated he would follow his

father into the railroad business.

|

OHNNY didn’t graduate from school.

He discovered an irresistible lure in

the Scottish bands which used to parade
the streets of Montreal and in the kilted

Highlanders who would break into the
wild gyrations of the Highland Fling. The
music of the bagpipes sent strange vibra-
tions through Johnny’s arms and legs.

One day in the presence of the family
at home he broke into the routine of the
Highland Fling. His sisters gaped and
his father looked on with a faint disgust

but his mother took it differently. In
spite of her astonishment it dawned on
her that perhaps here in Johnny were the
potentialities she had looked for in vain
in her daughters. Johnny was nine at the
time. He was promptly encouraged to keep
on with his specialty.

Four years later a national competition
in the Highland Fling was held in New
York. Johnny was taken there by his

mother and he walked away with first

prize.

Johnny’s mother was convinced that he
was destined for show business. Johnny
was brought back to Montreal to study
dancing. But Johnny’s father was skeptical.

What assurance was there that Johnny
could make good in the unpredictable world
of the theater?
This conflict between Johnny and his

father became more serious in the next
few years, and when it was finally resolved,

it carried an element of tragedy which has
left its mark on Johnny.
Johnny and his father had a quarrel.

It was at the time Johnny had made up
his mind to go to New York and seek a

career. His father had argued against it.

During the argument, Johnny almost

struck his parent. He stopped himself

just in time. There was bitterness be-

tween them but they remained on speaking

terms. The father came home one even-
ing and said he had just seen a movie.

He urged Johnny to go and see it. The pic-

ture was about a boy who did not get along

with his father. They had a fight and the

boy struck his father. A short time later

the parent died and the boy, overcome with
remorse, changed his ways.
The parallel was obvious to Johnny but

he made no mention of the picture. In-

stead, a short time later, he left for New

York as he had originally planned. Time
went by and Johnny was struggling with-
out much success. He had not written his
father nor heard from him. Then one
day his father came to New York and
looked up his boy. Johnny, filled with
remorse, asked his father to forgive him.
They had a reconciliation and to celebrate
they went to a restaurant for dinner.
Johnny recalls that in spite of their recon-
ciliation there was an inexplicable sad-
ness about that evening; he remembers
too that the orchestra in the restaurant
played ‘Auld Lang Syne’ as ' they were
leaving. The next day the father returned
to Montreal. Three weeks later Johnny
received word that his father had died.

It was coincidence, of course, but Johnny
has not been able to shake off the feeling
that the incident had a fatalistic touch.
Especially because on the day he was noti-
fied of his father’s death Johnny signed his
contract with Paramount.
You might get the idea from this that

Johnny is a moody person, given to fore-
boding and to fits of gloom. As a matter
of fact, he’s a sensible, practical-minded,
hard-working, fun-loving lad. He mixes
these various qualities because he has a

variety of interests.

A T the studio they’ll tell you no one
works harder than Johnny. Joe Lilley,

Paramount’s musical arranger told me he
had never worked with a smarter fellow.

Paramount executives who don’t want
to be quoted think that Johnny Coy is as
good with his feet as Gene KellyJ Fred
Astaire or Paul Draper. He is most
frequently compared with Gene Kelly,
probably because of the expertness of
their tap dancing and also because both are
regarded as actors as well as dancers.

In spite of the comparison with Kelly,
Johnny’s real hero is Fred Astaire. When
Johnny was thirteen he saw “Flying Down
To Rio” and from then on made Astaire his
model, and has never missed one of his
pictures. He thinks so much of Astaire
that he is afraid to meet him. The oppor-
tunity came recently when a friend offered
to take Johnny to the Astaire set and intro-
duce them. Johnny begged to be excused.
He preferred to keep his idol on a pedestal.

Off the lot and away from work Johnny
is happy-go-lucky. He lives in a modest
apartment not more than a stone’s heave
from Hollywood and Vine with his pretty
sister, Molly, who came on from Montreal
to keep house for him, remind him of his

appointments, sew buttons on his shirts,

and go out with him to parties. Johnny
doesn’t care for night clubs or the jitter-

bug joints; he prefers making music with
a few friends like Robert Walker and Mar-
garet and Barbara Whiting, or pushing
back the rugs and jumping.
He has a 1942 Ford which is constantly

breaking down, not through any fault of

the car’s, but because its owner forgets to

put oil in the crankcase or neglects to check
the water in the radiator tank. It is ru-
mored he once left the car out all night

and someone stole its engine.

He considers that he owes what suc-

cess he has achieved to Mary Martin
more than anyone else, for it was during
the brief run of that ill-fated show,
“Dancing In The Streets” that his dancing

won Mary’s admiration and caused her to

wire Buddy De Sylva, to keep an eye on
Johnny. After the show closed Johnny
was engaged by the Copacabana, New
York’s smart night club and it was there

that De Sylva saw him and signed him up.

Mary Martin can take a bow for Johnny
Coy who is taking plenty of bows on
his own.

The End
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Mythical Maria

(Continued from page 45) From the day
she arrived in Hollywood, Maria knew
she was no flower bom to blush unseen,

but she could see that she might easily be
one, if she didn’t do something quick.

For arriving at the same time were the

famous foreign stars, Michele Morgan and
Signe Hasso, whose $2000 a week made
Maria’s $125 look mighty small. The papers
were full of them and Maria told an
acquaintance, “Brother, have I got myself
a job! But I promise to you within
three months from now you won’t be’ able

to pick up a paper without seeing Maria
Montez.”
Three months later a New York column-

ist wrote in PM, “Who in heaven’s name
is Montez? I can’t pick up a paper with-
out her. I know she goes out with all

the wolves. I know she never has time
to read a book. Or doesn’t she know
books are written?”
Within a few months things were mucho

Montez. Like her ancestors, the Spanish
Conquistadores, Maria had set about con-
quering Hollywood. She prepared for

battle with no holds barred. She girded
her loins with a leis, rode magic carpets
in filmy nothings, rubbed the magic movie
lamp and was soon given an “open ses-
ame” in movieland.
She became so valuable to the studio

that on one occasion when she had a
stormy session with the New York office,

prompting them to wire Hollywood saying,
“Can’t something be done about Montez!”
the studio wired back, “Are you kidding?
She’s made us $5,000,000 in two years. And
you’re trying to tell Montez what to do!”
A little later they gave her a $25,000 bonus
instead.

S
HE recognized that Hollywood is a
show town—and that you must give

them a show. Like the pink-spangled
circus queen who draws the eyes of all to

the top of the big tent, Maria sparkled
and spangled too. She drew the press to

her like a magnet, talking colorfully in
phrases that make them look like better
writers than they are. She paused in
doorways of night clubs giving photogs
her sexiest smile.

Typical of the hard-working Montez
was this first campaign, in which she used
the same rules for success that she uses
now—courage, self-confidence, hard work
and enthusiasm. “Enthusiasm is most im-
portant,” she says. “I always put every bit
of enthusiasm into any picture I’m going

!

into. I go in and do the best I can do.
“Everything I want I get,” she says.

“But I work very hard for it. And San
Antonio helps me. Most boys and girls
think they can come here and sit and let

everybody work for them. You’ve got to
give.” »

She’s keeping San Antonio pretty busy
now with “deals” about the baby ex-
pected in February. If it’s a boy, it will
be named Claude, after Jean Pierre’s best
friend, Claude Dauphin, well-known
French actor.

If a girl, it goes under the historical
name of Marie Christine, after the famous
Spanish Queen from whom Maria herself is

descended. This she learned only recent-
ly when the government sent her a claim
to enter for some property in Spain, going
to the heirs of Fernando Munoz, Duke de
Riansares, second husband of Queen Maria
Christina, who it seems was Maria’s great-
grandfather.
“Now I know where I get all my spunk!”

was Maria’s first comment. “I know
always there is a title in the woodpile
somewhere.”
Maria is a very positive person in her

likes and dislikes. She minces about noth-

ONE MOTHER TO. MOTHER
Think of the improvements that are helping modern
mothers raise healthier babies. For instance,
wider knowledge of infant nutrition, strict care
in sterilizing babies' utensils, and — not the
least — the introduction of prepared baby foods.

Special Smile for Mother
It’s that feeding-titne smile that mothers who
serve Gerber's know so well! Lucky babies begin with
Gerber’s, the strained foods with these four advantages:

(1) Cooked the Gerber way by steam to retain precious
minerals and vitamins. (2 ) Famous for smooth, uniform
texture. (3 ) Made to taste extra good. (4 ) Laboratory-
checked at every step.

Mother, be sure to get Gerber’s — with "America’s
Best-Known Baby” on every package!

Baby’s supply of precious iron, gath-
ered during the prenatal period,
often runs low at about three months
of age. That’s why so many doctors
recommend Gerber’s Cereal Food
and Gerber’s Strained Oatmeal, both
of which have generous amounts of

added iron. Both are pre-cooked—
mix right in baby’s dish by adding
milk or formula, hot or cold.
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Remember, it is always wise to check your

baby’s feeding program with your doctor
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erber’s
FREMONT. MICH. OAKLAND, CAL.
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Cereals Strained Foods Chopped Foods

1 5 kinds of Strained,

Foods, 8 kinds of
Chopped Foods, 2
special Baby Cereals.

© 1945, G. 1\ C.

Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. FI -6, Fremont, Michigan

My baby is now months
old. Please send me samples of
Gerber's Cereal Food and Name
Gerber’s Strained Oatmeal.

Address. City and State.

P
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PAZO RELIEVES THE
TORTURE OF SIMPLE PILES

’M SO THANKFUL, PAZO

BROUGHT RELIEF FROM PAIN

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain,
torture, itching of simple piles. Re-
member, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt,
comforting relief to millions. It gives

you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

HOW PAZO OINTMENT WORKS
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain
and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened,
dried parts, helps prevent cracking and
soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling
and check minor bleeding. 4. Provides
quick and easy method of application.

SPECIAL PILE PIPE FOR
EASY APPLICATION

Pazo ointment tube has a specially de-
signed, perforated Pile Pipe, making
application simple and thorough. Ask
your doctor about wonderful Pazo oint-
ment and the soothing, blessed relief

it gives for simple piles.

PAZO SUPPOSITORIES TOO!

Some persons, and many doctors, pre-
fer to use suppositories. So Pazo is also
made in handy suppositories. Same
soothing relief! Get Pazo in the form
you prefer, at your druggists today.

A Product of

THE GROVE LABORATORIES INC. • St. Louis, Mo.
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As long as our supply lasts
you may obtain one of these

handsome simulated diamond rings
Tor only $1.94. The stone is flashingly

.
brilliant, approximately 1-carat size and set

In the HEAVY “Drosperity” mounting. Choice yellow
gold color effect or white gold color effect. If you wear~ ‘

‘ your friends will surely think you are
“in the money," for it is hard to
tell this ring from a genuine diamond
costing many times more. Be the first
in your neighborhood to own a “pros-
perity’’ simulated diamond ring. Looks
like a million. SEND NO MONEY. Just
send us name and address, and ring
size. Pay postman $1.94 plus C.O.D.
charges and oostage. If vou send $2
with order we pay all postage Order

GUARANTEE
Wear ring 10
days. If not
pleased return
and get your
money back.

HAREM CO.. 30 Church St„ Dept. Z-387, New York 7. N. Y.

ing. She has moods and mads. Either
very high or very low. And a high tem-
per that frequently goes off—always at the
wrong time. She gets very discouraged
because she doesn’t have better control of
it. It isn’t uncommon for her to say “I
hate you!” to an acquaintance, just on the
spur of the moment, and then later on at
home that night lament to Jean Pierre,
“Why do I do that? Why do I say I

hate them when I like them? If only I

didn’t do that.”

“You must control it, Cherie,” he con-
soles.

And she does—until the next time.
She never thinks, lives or acts in a

small way. She’s very big-hearted, gen-
erous, despises stingy people, goes into
childish enthusiasm over any thoughtful-
ness extended her and has for her best
friend at the studio the wardrobe woman,
who shadows her devotedly, and would
swing a wicked scissors at the slightest
word against her.

S
HE gives the studio lot a shot in the
arm whenever she comes on. There’s

always the feeling that with Montez about
something will happen. It usually does.
They miss her friendly “Hello, my pet,”
that can be heard on a clear day . . . way
out on Lankecheim Boulevard. When she
checked back on the studio lot recently
to make wardrobe tests for “Tangier,”
she urged George Waggner, the producer,
to start the picture immediately, because
of her impending blessed event. “Why?”
he asked. “Are you fighting against time?”
Said Maria significantly, “No-o-o—against
volume!” It was all over the lot in an
hour.
“Tangier” marks a milestone in Maria’s

career. Her “unveiling” into a modern
dress role, something she’s fought for for
so long. For this one, in which she portrays
an international thief, she has chic clothes
“right from the Rue de la Paix,” she
says, excitedly. “The most beyooootiful
negligee. And eight hair-dos. Very chic.”

This is her first picture since the three
month’s suspension, which with true
Montez forthrightness she took rather than
star in a period Western after she’d been
promised a modern role. “I want to get
away from fantasy,” she said. “My roy-
alty begins to bore me a bit. I want to
play a down-to-earth girl.” So she was
promised a modem part.

“I have made eight costume pictures
and I feel that is enough,” she says. “By
over-using the hen you can stop the golden
egg. And I don’t want to stop that for
a long time.” That’s another one of her
requests to San Antonio—to take care of
the golden egg.
Both Jean Pierre and Maria will tell

you that she is very psychic. “I have fan-
tastic things happen to me,” she says.
She’s been able since childhood to sense
things about people she loves. When Jean
Pierre was injured in a jeep accident in
which his general was killed, Maria wrote
him from Hollywood, “I feel like a hunted
animal. I’m afraid something happens to
you. I cannot eat or sleep. I am so un-
happy waiting to hear from you . .

.” It

was the same day of the accident.
She’s a great believer in astrology. So

much so that the noted astrologer Carroll
Righter is almost a member of the family.

He influences just about everything in

their household but the cats.

Maria says she regulates herself by
astrology. “I follow it like a barometer.
If it says rain, I take my umbrella. If

sunny, then I take nice cool clothes. It has
helped me a great deal. In moments when
I feel very low, I look at my chart and
realize that it is only a cloud—and there

is a silver lining. Good days follow bad
ones.”

Recently, Carroll Righter startled her by

saying he wouldn’t be surprised if she has
twins. “You have a double sign—Gemini

—

a double personality. Gemini often have
twins,” he said.

“Oh no!” said Maria. “It is too hard to
get one of anything now.” Referring to
baby clothes.

She will tell you that her Gemini and
Jean Pierre’s Capricorn are very lucky
for each other. You don’t have to know
this to know that the marriage of the
dashing, gay, blond French star and his
dynamic dark Maria is a heavenly thing.
Something was in mid-heaven at the right
time all right, but whether it was a planet
or just Jean and Maria looking at each
other across a table at “21”—you have a
feeling that there’s a lot more than astrol-
ogy that’s right with their marriage. That
they’re so much in love they could throw
the whole zodiac away.
There’s a tender gaiety about them. An

almost reverence in the softness of Maria’s
“Yes, Cherie,” and Jean Pierre’s “My
pretty one” . . . “My angel . . “Mon
Bijou.”
Ask him what Maria is like and he says,

“Contrary to reputation. Just exactly
what people think she is not. She thinks
very deeply, has great depth, is interested
in writing, painting, music and religion.
They do not know the real Maria,” he says.
And Maria: “I love my Jean Pierre very

much. He is a wonderful person and I

am a very lucky girl.”

THEY complement each other, the fiery,

moody Spanish girl, and the gay young
Frenchman, with the unruly blond hair
that he hates to comb and doesn’t, when
he can get by with running his fingers

through it instead. He’s fairly loaded with
charm, not of the hand-kissing variety,
but a sincere friendly gallantry.
He’s most thoughtful about presents,

sends Maria roses on the thirteenth of
every month (their anniversary), as well
as on practically any other day. And he
spends much time designing golden clips,

bracelets or rings to have made up for

her, “So she will have something different

from any other woman,” he says proudly.
There’s no career jealousy between

them, nothing but pride in the accomplish-
ments of each. Jean Pierre likes women
who have individuality and personality,

who do things. And Maria is very proud
that he is playing opposite Ginger Rogers
in “Heartbeat.” “It is very good for him.
She is very big,” she says.

They have many tastes in common. Both
like to read. Both spend much time writ-
ing, Maria in the upstairs bedroom typing
on her religious novel and Jean Pierre
down in the study working on his “Diary,”
which he kept while serving overseas with
the First Free French Army.

Parties are the one point on which they
differ. Jean Pierre loves large parties,

crowds of gay people. .Maria doesn’t. “I

don’t like people in multitudes,” she says.

“I like a few people. Lunch with a girl

friend maybe, but not big parties . .
.” But

comes an invitation, Jean Pierre says
happily, “Let’s go.” And they go.

With the tender concern of any mother,
Maria watches over her three attractive

sisters, Adita, nineteen, Consuelo, eight-
een, and the blonde Lucita, seventeen,
whom she worships and sent for to come
from Barahona in the Dominican Repub-
lic to live with her.

Maria is so proud of them, loves to buy
them pretty clothes, approves their boy
friends and will tell you that they are all

very well behaved girls. “You may not be
good for anything,” she told them, “but
you can at least be good.”
When Jean Pierre came home from the

wars, Maria thought it might be wise to

get an apartment for the sisters. “You
cannot do that!” he protested. “That is



ridiculous. It is all so very gay!”

Gay is a mass of understatement. It is

indeed gay. Tres gay. Quadruple gay.

They all live in Beverly Hills in a

spacious rambling Italian-style stucco

house with green shutters, red tile roof,

olive and poplar trees and masses of purple
Bougainvillea, that Jean loves because
they give “the feel of France.”

Over the front door is a little grilled

balcony that Jean Pierre refers to as “our
Mussolini balcony where you make
speeches.” You can imagine the surprise

of the conservative Ronald Colman, whose
estate faces the balcony, if he ever made
one. And you can also imagine Jean’s do-
ing it.

While he is internationally outnumbered,
four to one, Jean Pierre is the undisputed
Monarch of the Montezes. The tri-color

flies high. Along with their beloved
“Santa Lucia,” you’ll hear them giving out
with “La Marseillaise,” around the piano.
And you hear the sisters going around
the place singing bits of a gay little French
song Jean Pierre is teaching them, “II

M’a Dit Je Vous Aime” (“He Told Me I

Love You”) in their Spanish French. “Sing
eet, Ba-bee,” they beg him. Then he
teaches them another line.

In the evenings you’ll usually find

them all gathered around the combination
record player in the den, playing their be-
loved Spanish records with the rolling

guitar rhythm, with the sisters ad libbing,

rumba-ing, snapping their fingers.

Maria, looking very pretty in a colorful

taffeta housecoat, will be getting into a
Spanish groove. “Isn’t that dee-vine?” she
says. “Pretty sexy, what?”
“You play those Spanish things all day

and night. You drive me crazy!” says
Jean Pierre. But he snaps his fingers too.

This is the home of the un-mythical
Montez, who looks around her at the gay
group she loves and tells San Antonio
that night, “Maria is a very lucky girl.”

The End
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“MY TRUE STORY”

THE

An exquisite ballerina, the former Tilly Losch is one of today’s

most beautiful society favorites. Unbelievably bright blue eyes accent

the creamy loveliness of her skin. "Three or four times a week I

have a 1-Minute Mask with Pond’s Vanishing Cream,” the Countess

says. "It makes my skin look brighter . . . smoother!”

The lovely Countess of Carnarvon—she's delighted with Pond's 1-Minute Mask

Hear real life stories

on your radio taken

from the files of

TRUE STORY MAG-
AZINE. A different

story every day re-

vealing the troubles,

triumphs, loves, ad-

ventures of real

people. Don’t miss

them

!

Every morning Monday thru Friday
9:00 CST, 10:00 EST, 10:30 PST,

11:30 MST

All American

Broadcasting Co. Stations

Try the Countess* new heauty mash—today

!

Light, silky powder base . . .

Pond's Vanishing Cream is light . . . ungreasy—
an ideal foundation! Just slip a fingertipful over

your face—and leave it on. It smooths . . . it

protects . . . it holds powder tenaciously!

Cover your face— all but your eyes—with a cool, white Mask of

Pond’s Vanishing Cream. Leave on for one full minute.

The cream’s "keratolytic” action loosens and dissolves tiny bits

of dead skin and imbedded dirt particles ! After one minute, tissue off.

Your complexion is "re-styled”! It

feels softer, finer-textured! And it

looks so different— clearer, brighter!

Now your make-up goes on with smooth
new glamour. Looks fresher . . . longer!

Get a BIG jar ofglamour-making Masks!
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If You Were Frank Sinatra's House Guest

e

• Made on a face cream base. Yodora is

actually soothing to normal skins.

• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.

• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Ndver gets stiff or grainy.

Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.

• Tubes or jars, 10$, 30$, 60$.

• Yes, Yodora is a gejitle xj??*'*'

deodorant. Try it—feel (coodHousekeepngJ

thewonderful difference ! 'SSg&s

deodorant

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn,
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PEERLESS

PEERLESS

These ore the new
streamlined pen and
pencil sets that are

literally flying over

paper to make writ-

ing history.

New York 11, N.Y.-Dept. W

(Continued from page 59) then you notice
Frank’s breakfast companion. It’s his five-

year-old daughter Nancy Sandra, and as
Frank introduces you, she bobs a polite

curtsey. She’s in a fresh pink dress, with
a matching pink bow in her hair, and she
informs you easily that she always has
Sunday lunch while her Daddy eats his

Sunday breakfast.
It’s some breakfast, you observe to your-

self, as Frank continues to put it away

—

prune juice, bacon and eggs, toast, cereal

and coffee. (But you haven’t been around
Frank long enough yet to find out he eats

enough every day to satisfy four people

—

and none of it ever finds a spot on his

lean, slight body to cling to!) While Frank
is still eating it and talking excitedly to

you about this beautiful lake situation for

a home, John, the butler, ushers—with
complete dignity—a whole covey of awe-
stricken toddlers out of the house and onto
the lawn. Nancy Jr. greets them glow-
ingly—all of them are her neighborhood
friends. Solemnly she introduces each
small fry separately to her father, who
just as solemnly acknowledges each intro-

duction. Then they all pull up chairs and
sit gaping soulfully at Frank, their chins

barely reaching the table-top. Finally, one
boldster can stand his self-imposed silence

no longer. He lisps, “Mister Thinatra, on
your nexth Hit Parade, would you thing

Wove, Wove, Wove?”
That breaks the spell—all the toddlers

begin giving Frank advice and suggestions

on his singing. And he sits weighing each
suggestion until finally his wife makes her

first appearance on the back lawn. Gaily

she shoos them all down to the lakefront, to

Nancy Jr.’s sandbox—which is shaped like

no other sandbox in the world. It’s sunk
into the lawn with curved edges like

a pond; and beside it are swings, see-saws
and bars which Frank himself bought for

Nancy Jr.’s fourth birthday—and himself

set up. A high wire fence edges the lake’s

edge, for the children’s protection.

BUT now you’ve forgotten the crowd of

toddlers completely, for you’re meeting

Mrs. Sinatra . . . For she is one of

the loveliest girls you have ever met. She
has beautiful, thick black hair in a smart

pompadour, enormous dark brown eyes

and a snowy smile against a flawless tan

complexion. She’s a tiny person, five-feet-

two, with a slim figure clad in gay Mex-
ican-type clothes.

For a few more minutes the three of you
sit there—with Frank pointing out his rose-

beige colored sailboat, the Nancy I, moored
to the landing. It was a gift from his good

friend and arranger-conductor, Axel Stor-

dahl. He also points out his green and
burnt orange lawn furniture, which he

himself bought. Suddenly, though, he has

one of his flashes of nervous energy—he’s
on his feet, enthusiastically telling you he

wants to show you through the newly-

bought house. With his arm around pretty

Nancy Sr.’s waist, he leads you through

the screened-in porch overlooking the

lake, to the living room. The porch itself

is delightful, with its flagged stone floor

and bamboo furniture.

The big living room has pale green

carpeting and white plaster walls. Two
wide matching sofas in dubonnet face each

other over a low mahogany coffee table

before the fireplace—which is set into a

ceiling-to-floor section of flagstone. On the

hearth is a set of old apothecary tools in

burnished brass; and you also notice the

vivid flowered drapes at the many French

windows which are repeated in a big wing

chair and in a tiny chair for Nancy Sandra.

The outstanding piece of furniture is the

baby grand piano, on which are busts of

Chopin and Gershwin and a lovely old-
fashioned china basin in blue and white,
filled with California flowers. “None of us
play, but Nancy and I longed for a piano,”
Frank says.

The tour of the house continues. Frank
pushes you into his “den,” which is a casual
music room. It’s completely paneled in red-
wood; and set in one paneled wall is a bar
which looks like a half-barrel. The sofa
and one chair are dark red leather, and
there is a soft-hued Oriental rug.

DUT mainly you see music in this room

—

^ on the wall hangs a framed quotation
from Schopenhauer: “Music is the only
form of art which touches the absolute”
. . . and there is a large, long, two-shelved
bookcase packed solid with portfolios of

symphonic recordings of the classics—one
of the biggest privately-owned symphonic
collections in America. Frank’s only con-
cession to popular music stands in a nar-
row shelf across the room: ten portfolios

of his own recordings, made alone or with
the Dorsey or James bands. But now
Frank’s dragging you to one of the paneled
walls to show you the room’s most prized
possession—the two record turn-tables he
himself set behind paneled doors, one for

large records, one for small; and the loud-
speaker, set above them into the wall.

“Took me hours to make it,” he says
happily. “And eventually, I’m going to

set the speaker in the ceiling—so the whole
room will be flooded with music, with the

ceiling giving it resonance and sound.”
While he’s talking, you notice the three
silver trophies Frank has won for the past

three years from Down Beat Magazine, as

America’s best vocalist. You also notice

Frank’s numerous pipe racks—bristling

with some fifty pipes. And you can’t miss
his music-box phobia, in this room or else-

where. Cigaret boxes, vases, beer steins,

cocktail trays—all of them play tunes.

There is even a cake plate which plays

“Happy Birthday To You,” and a blue milk
mug for Nancy Jr. which trills out “For
He’s A Jolly Good Fellow” . . . and now
Nancy Jr. comes in proudly lugging one
of her Daddy’s presents to her: A sky-
blue organ-grinder music box slung over

her shoulder by a strap. Grinning at you,

she grinds out Brahms’ “Lullaby.”

“But why not all the music?” Nancy
Sr. demands of you. “After all, this is

the house that music built!” However, now
you’re interrupted by the Sunday swarm
of Frank’s closest pals—the Bill Goodwins.
Elsa and Morris Stoloff (he’s the musical
director of Columbia Pictures), Axel Stor-

dahl, A1 Levy (Frank’s business manager)
and comedian Phil Silvers. All of you go

straight through the sun-filled dining room,

with you peering hastily at its wall-filling

window that almost brings the lake into

the house, at its rose-splattered wallpaper
above walnut wainscoting and its truly

distinguished Chippendale dining set.

Next stop—the playroom.

The furniture in this room was brought
intact from Frank’s New Jersey home—and
it was worth bringing 3,000 miles. There
are two hickory barrels with round tops

for tables and four barrel-chairs set around
each one, cushioned in yellow, blue, green
and red leather. The bar itself is dvk
brown hickory, too, with three high chairs

of hickory drawn up in front of it. Plaid

drapes in red, white, blue and green hang
at the windows, matching the upholstery

on a hickory couch. There’s a slot machine,

a juke box and a pin-ball machine. Here
you all settle down for talk on politics

and radio and Sunday supper; and from
here you all go into the living room after

dinner for singing and piano playing.

You’re sleepy by the time everyone goes
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home and glad to be led upstairs at last

to your quarters . . . which are on the
upstairs “play-deck” overlooking the
moonlit lake. To reach it, you tiptoe

through the pink and blue bedroom shared
by Nancy Jr. and her aunt, “Tina” Bar-
bato, who is Nancy Sr.’s attractive sister

and secretary. On the deck proper, you
find yourself looking down a long, narrow
sleeping porch, with a red tile floor and
three walls of windows. A white picket
fence separates one end of the porch which
is choked with Nancy Jr.’s dozens of dolls,

playhouses and toys; the other end is

devoted to a large, comfortable couch
which is yours for your stay!

I

N the morning, after you’ve recovered
from the shock of waking up to a glis-

tening lake view, you can’t resist exploring
the upper floor before you go down to

breakfast. Why, you haven’t seen the
baby yet—two-year-old Frank Wajjne
Sinatra Junior! So you peek into his room,
which opens off the end of your play-
deck. There you meet his pretty nurse,
Miss Hewett, as well. But the baby is as
handsome as the nurse is pretty—he has
velvety brown eyes and the widest grin
you’ve seen. He lives in a cheerful room,
too; circus scenes on the wallpaper above
the white wainscoting, and the furniture
is waxed birch.

You wander out again and pause on
the threshold of Frank’s and Nancy’s room.
The extra-wide double bed has a pale blue
coverlet on it, from which peeps a rose

and blue flowered chintz flounce that

matches the drapes at the windows. The
carpeting is a darker blue and the wall-
paper has wide white and pale blue
stripes. Nancy’s dresser is heavy mahogany,
with a choice collection of perfume bottles

on a tray . . . but now she herself catches
you on the threshold and she laughs and
shows you hers and Frank’s separate dress-
ing rooms.
His is a dark paneled room, with rust-

colored plaid wallpaper—and plenty of

closet space behind sliding doors for his

thirty-five sports suits; and room also for

his many shoes. Hers has dainty pink
and blue wallpaper and mirrors; and off

her dressing room is the pale green bath-
room with pale yellow fixtures.

By this time you’ve seen the whole
house, and all of its dwellers—the four
Sinatras, Tina Barbato, Miss Hewett and
John and Fostina (she’s the excellent
colored cook). You’ll soon and often meet
Richard Lisella, who is Frank’s good-
natured secretary-chauffeur-companion

—

and who’s in and out of the house as much
as if he lived there. You know that he
drives three cars—a station wagon, a black
sedan, a green coupe.

You know that Frank finds energy in all

the food he eats and that he likes spaghetti
three times a week, fixed any way at all.

You know that his midnight snack is al-
ways eaten in his den, with symphonic
music flooding the room and Nancy sitting
nearby—and that this is the only hour of
the day when he’s relaxed, and when
they’re alone together to discuss their
family and their lives. You know that once
in bed, he always reads for an hour

—

mainly biographies of composers.

VOU know that he’s twenty-eight and
* Nancy’s twenty-seven, though they both
look like high-school kids.

You know that eventually he’d like
four children, because he was a lonely
only child; and that some day he’d like
to be a discoverer of new talent in singing
or instrument playing.
And you know that you thoroughly re-

spect and like Mr. Frank Sinatra and all
the Sinatras—and that you want to be
asked back the minute you’ve left!

The End
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The Amazing Miss Jones

(Continued from page 36) and still crosses it disastrous. However it seems to have structive ones, about money “If I had athem to make anything she really wants brought me good luck.” dollar I’d live on it If I had a million-
come true. The same impulsive wide- She has been deeply hurt—because well—I’d live on that too ” she says
eyed girl with so much eager enthusiasm, Hollywood reporters try to tear her per- Which is why she now has a businesswho sees everything as though she’s seeing sonal life apart. She can’t understand manager who’s doing his best to see that
it for the first time. Who believes in why people want to pry every emotion she won’t ever have to live on one buck
everyone, puts people she likes on pedes- out of you and give them to a curious She loves buying expensive presents, likes
tsls and then dies inside when they fall. public to try on for color and size. And shopping for clothes and can

?

t resist any
This is the same girl who told us when she’s refused to discuss it, saying, “Things cute little suits or toys for the boys, resent-

she got the role of “Bernadette,” “You just happen and there’s nothing that can ing it bitterly when the business manager
have to believe in miracles to make them be done about it. And that’s all.” sends anything back,
come true. Who am I to be getting a She’s naturally shy and it embarrasses “I’m going to talk to him,” she rebels,
break like this? It doesn’t happen in fifty her very much to talk about herself. “But that’s what you’re paying him for,”
years. There’s no reason that it should Though she will enthuse all over the she’s reminded,
happen to me, except a miracle.” place about Ingrid Bergman, who has al- “Yes, I know, but—”
We were lunching with her in the ways been an idol of her’s, or over the Recently when her good friend, Anita

studio commissary just before the Academy ability of Gregory Peck. Colby, lovely women’s director of Selznick
Awards were announced and remarked International Studios, lost a valuable brace-
conversationally that this was one time DED CROSS headquarters will tell you let, Jennifer gave her some prolonged ad-
she could wear her fingers perpendicularly, plenty about Jennifer’s Nurse’s Aide vice about the importance of being sys-
just like everybody else, without lapping work. The shift she took at the hospitals tematic, lecturing her about how she
them. “You can’t lose,’ we said. from 6: 00 a.m. until noon. The way she should take better care of her things. Anita

‘Oh don’t say that,” she said. And the stumped and pleaded for more Nurses’ agreed with her. Then upon arriving back
cottage- cheese salad went unnoticed Aides in cross country recruiting drives. at her office, found a letter on her desk
while she crossed both digits carefully. But it’s been a closed topic with her. from Jennifer’s old friend in Tulsa, Sister
“You can always flop. Ursula, of the Monte
Its bad luck to be — Cassini School, in
sure. Unless I’m not ——— which the Sister
quite sure about reminisced about her
something, it never “darling,” as she calls

“iSS Tas

r'g
the

STAR GAZING?
unusual beauty that used to leave her

readying for ufuS Then here
’

s > our chance to vote for color portraits of the man star Jay^heT boots^be-
descriptions. Her rich and t }le woman star whom you’d like to gaze at hind the radiator, and
autumn coloring sug-

^

e when she first started
gests that she is a in Photoplay’s Color Portrait Poll to drive a car—you
“dynamic dryad.” ' don’t know how we

She’s intensely _ all prayed in Chapel

faTh^kgushS and ^lll out the coupon heloic and send it to
right.”
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moves as though she COLOR PORTRAIT EDITOR Anita took one look
were jet-propelled. at the “systematic”
with a breathless 205 East 42nd Street. New York 17. N. Y. Jennifer—“Well, Miss
eagerness that gives Jones, what is this?”
the buoyant feeling jfT), / f she said. Jennifer
of walking on clouds. lease print color portraits of grinned, realizing that
There are no middle she’d been caught,
emotions, nothing but “It’s still a good idea,”
highs and lows. She (.Man)

she sajd.
can make a game of She calls Sister
very hard work and Ursula “one of the
enjoys people who are v most understanding
fast on the quip, likes women and one of the
to be kept keyed up (Your name) .

most tolerant ever
and amused. ' known.” Neverthe -

She has but one less, she’s a little

goal: To become a — worried over a letter
truly good actress. " ~

she just received from
With the determi- the Sister, in which
nation of her Sooner forefathers who She might tell you about the first time she stated that she was glad she didn’t do
planted their stakes in the Cherokee Strip, she ever made a hospital bed, doing “Laura.” “It’s such a worldly part,” she
she’s made a “run” of her own on Holly- everything wrong and drawing the sheets wrote.
wood and won. She would tell you that so tight the G.I. would’ve been bed-fast “Oh . . . My!” wailed Jennifer. “Wait
the Oklahoma mistletoe hangs ever over for life. He watched, shaking his head. until she sees Pearl! I’ll have to write and
her head—that she has verily been kissed “You haven’t been here long, have you?” prepare her for it right now.”
by the Gods. “I’ve been very lucky,” she he finally said. Or about the tough Sarge ITiat she gives a bang-up performance
says. who protested about any “dame” washing as the gun-gal who rides the ranges with
But luck has had nothing to do with him. When he finally took a good look a carbine, proves just how good an actress

the zooming career of this versatile star, at her he said amazedly, “Whad d’ya know? Jennifer Jones is.

who has run the gamut from saint to sin- Bernadette’s giving me a bath!”

ner on the screen and has to re-prove She’s still a little self-conscious and CHE comes from Tulsa where they know-
herself with every role, because she is so gets stage fright in front of an audience. ~ eth little of the grapes of wrath, but
good an actress that many people believe Parties with crowds of famous people much of the grapes of wealth. Despite the

she is the part. They said, “She is Berna- sometimes scare her too. She’s one of hardy trouping she did with tent shows,
dette. She’s a one-parter. She’ll never those who straightens her shoulders, the circus her dad owned and the fact that

do it again.” After “Since You Went remembers the Alamo and takes one last the famous old frontiersman, Pawnee Bill,

Away,” they said . . . “well—maybe two.” fast gulp before she enters the room. But adopted her for his protege, Jennifer never
“Love Letters” broke them down again. once there, she never wants to go home did like westerns. She went for dreamy
And they will quit counting when they and her warm smile and interest in love stories. Sophisticated stuff. The only

see her as the volatile Pearl Chavez, who other people make her the center of a thing she ever wanted to ride was an
flames her way across the screen in the group everywhere she turns. Plus the elephant. And never did.

stormiest love scenes ever filmed. fact that she looks into their eyes when “I don’t understand horses,” she says

She isn’t superstitious other than that— they’re talking to her, instead of over their even now.
even to the point of being married to Bob shoulders, taking in a fast census of the Pawnee Bill, very proud that she made
Walker in a red velvet suit, concerning room. her first movie bow as what he called “a

which she wrote in the first biography she Impulsive and generous by nature, heroine in dramas of the fine old West,”

filled out, “My friends probably thought Jennifer has no notions, that is no con- visited the set to wish her luck



But though she hung on to the horses and
got through okay, she wasn’t happy in

Westerns. She wanted to stir the world
in things like “Wuthering Heights” and
you couldn’t very well face Heathcliffe

from atop a horse.

Later when she started “Duel In The
Sun” and had to run and jump on horses,

she wished she’d learned all the western
tricks. She spent weeks learning to ride.

She took a great physical beating in this

one. For the last scene, in which, she
shoots it out with Peck, she crawled over
the desert, through brush and cactus, over
rocky crags, until her knees were bleed-
ing and she was bruised all over. “When
it’s hurting you like that, how can you do
it?” she was asked.

“I forgot about it. I was Pearl. If I’d

felt it, I wouldn’t have been. And it

wouldn’t be any good.”
She’s very sensitive, reacts to people

instantly, feels instinctively whether they
like her or not and anyone on the set

whom she feels isn’t “with” her throws
her completely off.

Jennifer’s the best customer the “Dog
Wagon” on the lot has. Twice a day when
she’s working, they see her fast stride

coming in their direction, and hurriedly
slap on a hamburger “with.” Hamburgers
with onions are her favorite food. She’s
always hungry, sometimes eats five meals
a day, and it’s nothing unusual for the
gate man to see her rush through at 6:00
a.m. wearing a chic suit and carrying a

script and two bananas and apples under
her arm. She seldom gains weight.

Possessed with a great flair for clothes,

she prefers feminine soft dressmaker
suits, usually in warm shades of honey,
brown, blue or green, that complement her
own jewel tones. She likes gold chokers,
and sweaters with turtle necks, saying,

“I love that high choky feeling.”

It’s hard for Jennifer to see bad qualities
in anyone. She believes in people very
much and won’t listen to gossip at all,

usually countering but fast with, “I think
they’re charming,” even if she doesn’t know
the person who’s under fire.

CHE’S a wonderful mother to Bobby, five,^ and Michael, aged four, beautiful chil-

dren with dark hair, big blue eyes and pink
cheeks. Perfect for quality, color and size

—and definitely all man.
She spends hours dreaming up their

future, sometimes worrying about them
a little too. “Michael will be all right,”

she says, “he’ll always end up head first.

He can take care of himself. But I’m
afraid some girl will break Bobby’s heart.

He’s so kind.”
They’ve never seen Jennifer on the

screen, but they saw their father, Robert
Walker, in “See Here, Private Hargrove,”
and marched around the back lawn for the
next two weeks shouting orders, very
military little men, with their little hats
on the backs of their heads.
They were so thrilled about going to

Tucson with their mother on location, be-
cause she told them there were Indians
there. Then were broken-hearted whea
they went to a rodeo with their nurse and
didn’t see any. They greeted a tired Jen-
nifer that night accusingly, “You said
there’d be Indians,” they said.

“Darling, we’ll find one tomorrow.”
“I want one now,” said Bobby, sobbing.
“You can’t expect Mother to invent one.”

“I don’t care
—

” he kept crying.

So later that night Jennifer and Anita
scouted around town and bought some
Indian headdresses and hung them over
the bed posts of the boys’ beds. At 6:00
a.m. the next morning two happy little

warriors descended on them with a wild
whoop, saying, “Look at me, Mom—I’m

an Indian. Look at me—

”

Another time when she’d promised them
a whistle to go with their little Keystone
Cop suits, she spent hours combing the
shops in Beverly Hills. “You wouldn’t
have a whistle . . . just any kind of a
whistle,” she said, wearily. Finally buy-
ing an air raid warden’s rain coat to get
the one attached to it.

They live in Bel-Air in a comfortable
white house with green shutters, and a
green lawn inhabited by a red scooter, a
tricycle, a wagon, a small bar on which
the boys work out chinning themselves
and a large bar “for when we grow.”
Recently when we were invited to tea

Jennifer came rushing in bi-eathlesslv
looking super sophisticated in a smart
toast-colored wool suit.

Presently there was a babble of voices.

“It’s the boys home from school.” she said.

“Hey, Mom, where’s the surprise? Hey,
Mom . .

” they called, then hit the front
door like twin meteors, chasing a visiting

cocker spaniel around the room twice, be-
fore they realized they had company.
“How do you do?” said Bobby, politely.

Mike eyed us gravely. “I can hang by
my toes,” he said.

“Where’s the surprise?” they repeated.
Jennifer sent the nurse upstairs after

it, explaining that this was “surprise” day.
“We have special days,” she said, "and
this is the day I promised them a present.

It’s another scooter. I like them to share
things, but they were so nice about the
one I gave them last week that I got them
another one today.”

“Isn’t it a nice surprise?” she asked
them, looking at the red scooter
We couldn’t help thinking that no matter

how many contrasts, no matter how many
Jennifers, the one who crosses her fingers

stays well ahead.
The End
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Discovery in "Blue"

(Continued from page 61) but so were the
rooms!
His home is as chaotic as his theories,

what’s more. He lives in a charming two-
story house. In its ten rooms by rights there
should live only Bob’s family—his wife
Joan and son Allie, aged nine. But no.
There are also five others: Charles Miller,
a playmate of Allie’s whose family has
been house-hunting vainly for months;
Bob’s brother-in-law, Frank Brown; a
cook-and-outdoor-worker named Harold
Wolf; a governess-tutor for Allie named
Miss Bush; and Joan’s ten-year-old sister

who lives with them five days a week for tu-
toring with Allie. Sundays, the Alda home
is overrun with friends from burlesque
days—Abbott and Costello, Phil Silvers,
Red Marshall, Rags Ragland among them.

THIS environment of Bob’s may sound
’ bewildering to you; but to him it spells

serene contentment. His personal history,
as we’ve said before, is also perpetual
motion. He began it with the slightly ro-
coco name of Alphonso D’Abruzzo. (Once
in show business he slapped the first two
letters of both names together to make
Alda, and tried to forget his past—until
little Allie was born. Then Mrs. Alda
promptly named him Alphonso Jr. and the
cycle started again!)
Bob was the oldest of three children.

Father D’Abruzzo was a barber who
worked on United Fruit steamboats. When
he finally decided that the only way to see
his family was to stay home, he barbered
at the Shelton and Barclay Hotels in New
York City. Father D’Abruzzo, who was a
gregarious man, liked to get his family
settled around the dinner table for five

hours at a stretch. After the meal was over
everyone sat talking for hours until Mr.
D’Abruzzo said, “How about a little

music?”
That would be the signal for an unholy,

though harmonious, uproar. Bob would
spring to any one of three instruments

—

the piano, guitar, or clarinet. Sister Ann
tried to get to the piano first. Brother
Vincent settled behind his drums. Two
uncles who played in a small harmony or-
chestra would get out their saxophone and
banjo—and Father D’Abruzzo would pluck
complacently at his mandolin.
And from this swarming home life, Bob

went out into the city alone from the time
he was five years old. At five, he once
guided his grandfather home from Al-
bany by train and subway. By the age of

eight he knew the city like the back of his

hand. He graduated from Stuyvesant High
School effortlessly at the age of sixteen.

Then he went to New York University
where he studied architecture—for a rea-
son: Father D’Abruzzo had talked his son
Bob into a fine job with the excellent archi-
tect firm of Cross & Cross. He did it

while shaving the brothers Cross. During
his freshman year at college, Bob was
blissfully happy—he was studying archi-
tecture in the mornings, and earning money
by it afternoons. Everything was very fine

indeed. Everything but the calendar. It

was 1929.

When the smoke from the stock market
crash cleared away, Cross & Cross were
lying among the debris and Bob was
minus a job. “Nobody wants me to work
for a living—so I might as well sing for

it,” he decided. He then entered his first

amateur singing contest—and shortly
thereafter he won one. It was at the
Manhattan Academy of Music, it was
“Merely Mary Ann,” and it was $25. And
Bob was ecstatic. He sang from then on
for several years, always as an amateur, at

contests, dances and weddings. When he
wasn’t singing he was working, first as a

clerk in a department store, then as a
singing usher at the Orpheum Theater on
86th Street. There he met another singing
usher, Frank Brown, and they discovered
they lived in adjoining apartment houses.
So they began journeying homeward to-
gether on the subway every midnight. Once
on their block, Frank would say, “So long,
Bob—gotta go eat the bedtime snack my
sister’s fixed for me.”
But one night as he went absently

through the delicatessen door he bumped
head on into a heap of packages that was
coming the other way—and when the pack-
ages had settled on the sidewalk, Bob dis-
covered the loveliest blonde he had ever
seen in his life. You can guess who she was
—Joan Brown, Frank’s sister. From then
on, Bob spent his midnights hanging around
the delicatessen waiting for a glimpse of
Joan—until finally the Browns took pity
on him and asked him to join them at their
bedtime snack.
A year and a half later they were mar-

ried—in as crowded a wedding as Bob’s
whole life had always been.
A year after their marriage Bob went

into burlesque. “But, dirty or not, burlesque
is full of the hardest-working, most seri-
ous-minded people in the world,” Bob says
now. “All burlesque actors want to buy a
farm and retire—and me too! Which I

finally did, after years and years.” Bob was
a veteran of ten years in the show world
when he walked into his agent’s office one
day in 1943 and said, “What’s new?”
“Only new thing I can think of is a

talent scout from Hollywood—if that’s

new,” said the agent. Neither he nor Bob
thought that a screen test would mean
more than a small stock contract. But once
tested, Bob was instantly chosen for the
role of Gershwin in “Rhapsody In Blue.”

It was during the shooting of the pic-
ture that tragedy came to the little Holly-
wood cottage in which the Aldas were
then living. After much dinner-table
discussion, Bob and Joan Alda had de-
cided to send small Allie to a widely
known military school in Hollywood. Ten
short days later as he started off to school
he suddenly crumpled on the front door-
step. His parents learned at the emergency
hospital that their only son was stricken
with infantile paralysis. For months he
was in bed; and then the doctor ordered
the outdoor life of a farm until he had
entirely regained his strength.

So that is why the Aldas own a farm.
Now Allie walks as erectly as ever and
next year he can go back to school. Mean-
while he tries to keep up with his father,

who keeps the quiet farm in a turmoil. -

Of all Bob’s night-time laboring ordeals,

Joan likes best to remember his Christmas
Eve of last year. Late in the day, Bob
decided Allie might like a playhouse for

Christmas. No sooner thought than done.
He began hammering together a small
house, ten feet by seven. Its walls were
knotty pine, its roof lipstick red, and inside
were a little table-and-chair set and a brick
fireplace. Naturally, “Santa Claus” stayed
up all night to finish it.

The worst of it is that, though Allie

liked it, he has enough of his old man’s
blood to want to convert it into a work-
shop immediately. This he did. He has
now finished rigging up his first invention
in it—a malted milk mixer which he built

from scratch even to the motor. Any time
his industry lags, he can look out the
playhouse window and see his father hard
at work—building a badminton court.

Only his father has one advantage over
him: some night he’ll stay up all night to

finish it—while Allie has to go to bed with
his own inventions half-done!

The End



Song and Gun Man

(Continued from page 38) know takes

down a lot of things)—he hadn’t been in

yet. Could it be marriage? Maybe—from
finding out that one wins more arguments
in a lower key. Before I could launch a
good snooping mission, Alan went into

Uncle Sam’s show, where the answer is

“Yes, sir!”—no matter what quality of

tone says it.

Time loped by. I saw the films the studio

had saved to release while Alan was in

service and decided one of my first post-
war acts would be to find out whether
only his voice had changed. Presto! Alan
is invalided out—is making pictures again.

I called Paramount—this was just before
Alan and the studio had their falling out

—

and learned Mr. Ladd was working on a

very important picture
—

“Calcutta.”
Going into Paramount Studio is like

going home to me. Inside, however,
there are many changes. Where once
was a lovely open park with buildings
built around it, there now stand buildings
with nothing built around them but more
buildings. Strange what success does to

beauty. I was happy to see the dear little

street of dressing rooms intact. It’s a row
of small houses—they’ve still got trees in

front of them but the buildings across the
way are already leering suggestively.

I walked along this half a block, which
should be called “The Street of Stars,”

toward the Ladd’s little house. Susie had
said she would meet me there. Suddenly,
ahead of me and walking like a dancer,
was “Slim Hips” himself. The smile is the
same, the heart still seems to be behind it,

and the voice in casual conversation is just
the voice of a man instead of the kid I said
would make a good light comedian.
These little houses are done up to suit

the occupants. Most of same have long
leases with heavy options. Alan led me
into his, with its fine old English prints.

“Gosh!” I said, “this is swell!”
“Susie did it all,” said The Ladd.
“Where is she?”
“She’ll be here. Want some coffee?”
“No, thanks.” To myself I observed

—

Susie knows her stuff! She had told me
she thought there had been enough writ-
ten about herself, the baby, the home, etc.

—I should write about Alan himself.
From twelve to one, Alan and I gabbed.

I asked him what role he would like to
play if he could have his choice.
“A good one,” said my friend.

We talked about all sorts of things but
every time I’d drag the conversation

Here's how
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around to Alan Ladd, the silence thickened.
I said, “Alan, you seem a bit in doubt

about yourself and what you want to do.”
“I’m far from that,” he answered briskly,

“I’ll tell you what it is, Elsie. Things have
been so unsettled for me as they have for

everyone. Sue and I haven’t been able
to plan ahead for the last three years.

We bought a lot in Holmby Hills, began
dreaming up a house—then we heard I

was to be called back into the Army
again. They didn’t accept me. I’m start-

ing this picture with great hopes.”
Susie arrived before I could abuse him

into further confessions and we went to

lunch in the commissary. He’s a “big
shot” on the lot all right. I know the
signs—a table was there in a packed room.
It was not reserved because Alan thought
I might like to eat in the dressing room.
Sue thought I ought to see folks, as I go
so rarely to studios. The table was there
just in case someone, who rated it, had
forgotten to make a reservation.
Higher-ups stopped by—I said, “Ladd is

doing all right, isn’t he?”
“A hundred thousand fan letters a

month,” was the answer.

LROM the commissary, we went to the
* set.

John Farrow was directing. He is still

that Johnny Farrow, who used to go down
to the bottom of our swimming pool and
stay there until my mother would start

looking for something with a hook on it.

Up he’d come, grinning and not even short
of breath. It was fun seeing him.

A scene was being rehearsed. They
went over it again and again. “That’s
roughly it!” says Farrow. “Roughly” is

right—-it’s one of those typical barroom
fights but with the Caste of India on it.

The Ladd is stepping lightly around the
set between rehearsals, singing “Bell
Bottom Trousers.” The gang seems to like
him, which I like. All the success in the
world means nothing if the folks, who help
you make it, are not for you.
The Ladd does all his own fighting,

spurning a double. I asked Susie if she
wasn’t afraid something would happen to
his “pretty puss.”
“He knows most of the tricks,” she said,

“And, anyway, I don’t hang around the
set all the time like this. I’ve got lots to
do between the baby and. . .

.”

“The baby is enough, I imagine,” I said.

I stayed until they finally took the scene,
then thanked everybody for a lovely time
and started to depart. As I was leaving,
the producer of “Calcutta” was saying to
Alan, “You sing, don’t you?” The Ladd
allowed as how he did. “How would you
like to do a musical?” said the producer.
Wouldn’t it be funny if I was right about

my Song and Dance Man? After all, why
shouldn’t Ladd have a little fun?
Though he hasn’t been a “great” long, I

think The Ladd will be able to take it. I

mean success. If the head is not turned by
the first three hits, and it certainly hasn’t
been, it’s a pretty safe bet that the old
crown can settle down in perfect safety.

The Ladd’s got a mighty nice head for it.

The End

Christmas Day in Hollywood

(Continued from page 29) the bathroom
mirror off the wall,” Van says, “put it on
the floor and blanket it with white cotton
for snow. Then he’d set up little stores and
houses, steepled churches, railway sta-

tions and tracks, with electric trains run-
ning in and out.”

For a long time Van was convinced this

was canta’s artistry. Then one Christmas
eve Mr. Johnson, coming home early, was
surprised to find Van setting up the little

town. Whereupon the two looked at each
other— and Mr. Johnson knew his freckled
boy was growing up.
Some stars will spend Christmas under

the hot desert sun at Palm Springs. Others
will drive to Nevada or Arrowhead for

winter sports and snow. Still others will

go home. . . .

T
HAT handsome young Irishman, Bill

Eythe, hopes to get home to Mars, Penn-
sylvania. He adores to ski on Reservoir Hill

with its beautiful view of the country cov-
ered with cold crusty snow. Christmas
carols he sings with his family when they
return from midnight mass. He even loves

the colored shirts and striped ties he re-
ceives although he wears only white shirts

and solid colored ties.

Clark Gable will spend the holidays in

New York or Florida. The ranch again will

be closed. When Carole Lombard was alive

the ranch was a festive place at Christmas.
The other night the Gable ranch saw

its first party in several years with Clark
entertaining about twelve of us at a charm-
ing buffet supper. Among the guests were
Victor Fleming who directed “Adventure,”
which brings Clark back to the screen,

Diana and Bill Powell and Mrs. Jay (Dolly)

O’Brien. We had barbecued lamb that was
delicious.

I asked Dolly O’Brien—it’s with her
and her large family that Clark will spend
the holidays—if she and Clark would
marry.
“We’re much too old friends to marry,

Clark and I,” she answered.
Semi-tropical California never pre-

sents a proverbial Christmas scene.
The snow is artificial when Santa moves
down Hollywood Boulevard in that $25,000
sleigh that has been in storage for the dura-
tion. The sun is hot. Poinsettias grow wild
instead of in pots fluted with crepe paper.
But the spirit of Christmas is wholly real.

John Payne plans to be the biggest kid
of all. This is his first Christmas at home
in a long time. Vividly he recalls another
Yuletire—a Christmas eve he spent on a
troop train. It was jammed. Some cars
carried civilians. War wives, with six-

and seven-weeks-old babies, were hurry-
ing to get to their husbands by Christmas
Day. Some of the babies were crying.
The troops were sleeping four deep in

the aisles, with Johnny on the bottom of
the stack part of the time. Fourteen Negro
soldiers were aboard.
As the darkened train whistled mourn-

fully across the country the Negro soldiers

began to sing, “Holy Night, Silent Night.'”

And, suddenly, Johnny wasn’t as homesick
for Christmas in Hollywood as he had
been. He knew there’s only one place to

celebrate Christmas—in your heart.

This year, because Gloria De Haven
Payne’s baby is expected about the twenty-
fifth of December Johnny is happily plan-
ning three trees, one for their living room,
one for Gloria’s pretty bedroom and one
for the hospital, just in case.

Above all Johnny and Gloria would like

twins for Christmas ... a boy, Michael,
and a girl, Kathleen.
Robert Walker will spend Christmas

Eve at Jennifer Jones’ house decorating
the tree for his sons, Bobby, five, and
Michael, four. Although Bob and Jennifer
are divorced, Christmas continues a very
happy and cooperative occasion in their

lives. ,

Joan Leslie and her folks open their

gifts early Christmas morning. Later, how-
ever, at their big dinner table, there are
more presents—but strictly the gag variety.

“It depends,” Dennis Morgan says, “upon
how long we can keep Stanley, Kristin and
Jimmy in bed what time presents are
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opened in our house. Usually it’s not too

long after dawn. After breakfast, comes
church. I sing at Hollywood’s First Pres-
byterian.”
Frances Langford sings in church on

Christmas too, always.
June Haver got a card this year—as she

does every Christmas—that made her
cry. . . .

One Christmas Eve, years ago, when
June was a little girl, she visited a
children’s hospital in Cincinnati and sang
carols. All around in the dusk eager chil-

dren in beds and wheel chairs listened

to her sweet young voice while a pseudo
log on a make-believe Yule hearth cast

shadows on their faces.

At the far end of the room, however, a
large screen shut off one bed.
June sang “Jingle Bells,” “Little Town

of Bethlehem,” “It Came upon the Mid-
night Clear” and finally “Silent Night.”
The children loved it. But there was no
movement of any kind and no sound from
the bed behind the screen.
Later June received a letter that read:
“Thank you, Child, for your singing. I

won’t forget it, ever. You see, my little boy
and I were behind the screen there at the
end of the ward. He was terribly ill but
begged so hard to be at the entertainment
that we wheeled his bed in that far. While
you sang “Silent Night”—like an angel

—

he passed on.

“He was smiling. I’ll never forget it or
you.”
And she never has. Every year June

gets a Christmas card that says, “Thank
you.”

THE Lawfords—Peter, Lady Lawford and
Sir Sidney—are looking forward to this

Christmas in their white bungalow out
Westwood way. It will be a very different

Christmas from the first they spent in

America, in Florida. Most of their friends
in England were in the war. The Lawfords
had no money; they felt terribly cut off,

and alone. Peter’s present for his mother
was two gold fish from the dime store.

This year, however, they’ll sing “Good
King Wenceslas” before a fireplace in

which California eucalyptus logs will burn.
There’ll be presents all round. And, as in

England, all will join in mixing the plum
pudding; with everybody making a wish as
they stir the ingredients in the large vat
with a huge wooden spoon. Then Lady
Lawford will drop in the proverbial shill-

ings and half crowns and sixpence.
“I used to eat myself sick,” Pete says,

“trying to get a piece of the money.”
For Lionel Barrymore, Christmas is a

day of memories. On the day before
Christmas, some years ago, his wife died.

So Lionel spends the holidays quietly
now, between church and home. His only
activity is his Christmas Eve appearance
for the reading of Dickens’ “Christmas
Carol” over a national hookup. . . .

Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli,
both of them darlings to whom I’m de-
voted, haven’t planned where their tree
will stand because carpenters, paper
hangers and painters have taken over
their beautiful house which must be en-
larged to accommodate the expected baby.
Judy and Vincente are sure of only one
thing—they’ll have a tree; even if they
have to set it up outside in the middle of
their badminton court.
Randolph Scott always has his best

friend, Cary Grant, for cocktails on Christ-
mas afternoon. And after a mid-after-
noon dinner the Scotts usually drop over
to Bob Hope’s or Bing Crosby’s. It’s at
high noon, however, that the Scotts hold
their big celebration. An eggnog party
for the cowboys with whom Randy has
played in Westerns!
A wonderful, magical day—Christmas!

The End
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to a perfect, soft, natural-looking

permanent— done at

home— in three hours or less with the

simple, ready-to-use Crowning Glory Cold

Wave Permanent Solutions . . . Simply put
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CHILDREN’S HAIR, TOO
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little girl’s hair will be

accented by a natural-looking

Crowning Glory Permanent
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clear Crowning Glory
Solutions are as effective
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baby hair as on yours.

your hair in curlers, dampen each curl

with Crowning Glory and, in less time than

you believe, you have a lovely new

permanent— ready to set in your own most
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flattering style . . . And all you need is-

CROWNING GLORY!
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22 POUNDS

BEFORE

IN 5 WEEKS
New Friends and Interests

Make New World for Her

Helen Shariter never wanted to
believe anything. She thought
she was meant to be stout and
unattractive. A friend told her
how the Bonomo Culture Insti-

tute Home Course helped her
and persuaded Helen to send
for it. These pictures show the
amazing improvement in 5 short
weeks.

tt

/didn'tbelieve* it.

1

UNTIL/

Says
HELEN

SHARITER
of

New York
City

SUCCESS THROUGH BEAUTY
Many girls say they don’t care
how they look. Actually they do.
Ask yourself! “What do I want
more than anything in this
world?” A normal girl will say,
“I want to be attractive, popu-
lar . . . successful!”

You can, if you’ll try! Thousands have made a
new life for themselves through the Modern
Beauty Methods of the Bonomo Home Course.
Mr. Bonomo, director, has had over 20 years’ ex-
perience in Hollywood and New York helping stars
of stage and screen to success through beauty.

NOT JUST A
REDUCING COURSE

With over 200 how-to-do-it
photos you’ll learn simply and
quickly . . . How to Make up
Properly; the correct Hair-Do
for You; How to Dress Better
and save money; How to Move
Gracefully; and many more
valuable beauty hints.

SEND NO MONEY
Mr. Bonomo makes you this
offer. “Send for this Course
today—try it for ten days. If

you don't see a marked improve-
ment in yourself ... If you
don’t agree it’s worth more
than courses costing 10 times as
much—then return it and your
money will be promptly refund-
ed. Remember, I only ask you
to try.”

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Complete

Home Count

$6)95

JOE BONOMO
world famous

beauty authority
and publisher of
“Beautify Your

Figure’,
your guide to
Grace. Beauty
and Charm . . .

at all newsstands.

Joe Bonomo. Personal PleaseBONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE. Dept. 231 p rint
1841 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.

Send me in plain wrapper complete Bonomo Institute
Home Course in Success through Beauty of Face and
Form. I'll deposit with postman $2.95 plus postage. If not
delighted. I may return Course in 10 days and my money
will be refunded.

Name

Address

City Zone State

Check here if you enclose $2.95 for delivery postpaid.
(Canada and Foreign $3.50 with order.)

My Hollywood Friends

(Continued from page 34) “Thank you.”
Esther: ‘Are you Susan Peters?”
Susan: “Hmmm hum.”
Esther: “My gosh, all I’ve heard since I

signed with Metro is Susan Peters. You
see. I'm coaching with Lillian Burns and
she thinks you have so much talent, so
much dramatic instinct. . .

I suddenly noticed that my eyes were
open, as though someone had thrown water
in my face and that this gal had realized
I was grumpy about something and was
going to snap me out of it! Well, I un-
burdened my soul and confessed that I

was unhappy about the test because I knew
I was wrong for it—bathing suit or no
bathing suit. I noticed that she was right
for it. By the time we both had our faces
on we were good friends.

“I hope you get the part,” I concluded.
“I hope I get it too,” came the honest

answer, “but if I don’t I hope you get it.”

I was right about that test. Esther in a
bathing suit was like the invention of talk-
ing pictures and her water technique
caused a new sequence to be written. It in-
volved an underwater kiss that no other
girl in pictures could have done and which
nearly killed Mickey Rooney!

D EOPLE are inclined to think actors are
alike and that we see each other con-

stantly. It isn’t true. Particularly when a

player is new and rising. You rush from
picture to picture, coach to coach, studio
to home, to work, and so on. That was true
of Esther and me in 1941.

Nevertheless I kept hearing of the
Williams legend that was building up
around the studio. There was the classic

story concerning one of the most stellar

of Metro’s personalities. Esther bumped
into him one day. “Hi,” she cried, “you
sure look handsome with your teeth in!”

He stopped and gazed at her aghast. “Mi-
gawd! You mean to say they show?” It

killed Esther. It killed the whole studio
when the story got around. The point is

that Esther didn’t know the gentleman
went in for store-boughten choppers! Her
crack had been meant only as a ‘hep’

greeting—no malice aforethought. Inci-

dents like this are as regular as breakfast,
lunch and dinner with Esther, who swims
in where most folks fear to tread.

Esther has learned to be serious about
her career. I think the “acting business”
was more or less a lark to her at first. But
it so happens that this “acting business” is

a highly competitive field. Esther had spent
her life as a swimmer, making a show of

highly competitive fields and this new-
found profession presented another race

to win. She will knock herself and every-
body else out to be best and best she will
be. It was this quality I believe that turned
her from a beautiful doll who called her-
self “just a stale swimmer” into a trouper
who can stand up against Bill Powell and
co-star with him in “The Hoodlum Saint.”

This sense of competition led her into
some pretty funny situations. She once
told me about her first important date. She
and her boy friend set up a swimming date.
Esther raced him to the end of the pier,
plunged in the water, and headed out to a
float about a mile away. She glanced back
and saw the boy following her. She swam
faster. She looked back and saw him still

following She swam faster. The third
time she looked, the poor guv was head-
ing back for the pier at a slow dog-paddle!
That ended a beautiful friendship.
But even this blow could not dampen

Esther’s spirits for long. For she is the
healthiest, most buoyant personality I have
ever known. She loves all sports. She likes
practically everyone. She never tires. But
with it all she never gets excited—without
some good reason for it. Most important
of all, Esther’s health is mental and psy-
chological as well as physical and her
good humor, lack of fear and hatred of
pretense are expressions of it.

The only time life for Esther wasn’t a
clear-cut matter of black and white was
in the matter of her marriage to Dr.. Kov-
ner. To those of us who watched her
she had the air of earnestly working
at a task that confused her. Dr. Kovner
was intelligent and very charming, but
the fundamental incompatibility between
them was quite obvious. That’s not true
with Esther and Ben Gage. These two
frolic around together, always in the same
laughing mood. By the time you read
this, I expect they’ll be married and I per-
sonally think they’ll be very happy.

In conclusion I would like to add that
the only competition in which Esther comes
out second best is the race with Father
Time. I am one of those punctual nuts. Six
o’clock means the hands straight up and
down to me. To Williams, six o'clock means
quarter to seven and, more often than not,

eight o’clock or even ten or even to-

morrow. This leads to her eating dinner
around elevenish rather than seven. This
makes her hit the downy more often at

two than at midnight so she averages
about four hours sleep per night with the

result that she always looks absolutely
fresh, perfectly groomed and never tired—
which isn’t right, but it is Williams, and
that’s very right, isn’t it?

The End

Engaging: Esther Williams and Sgt. Ben Gage dine
out and talk over their exciting Mr. and Mrs. plans
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Halo Chokers

with Velvet Ties
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i PEARLS
Imagine! A Thrillingif lovely 16-inch

HALO ’PEARL NECKLACE
With Sterling Silver Safety Clasp

YOURS
FOR ONLY

$098 TAX INCLUDED
POSTAGE PAID

A Halo String of Beauty Is a Joy Forever

There is something about a string of pearls that helps a lovely lady put her

best face forward! So, if you have longed for the elusive beauty and

charm which pearls inspire, and have heretofore permitted a price you

couldn’t afford to stand in your way of pearl ownership, you’ll welcome

this opportunity to acquire an exquisite Halo strand of extravagant beauty

at a truly low affordable price!

A Few Pearly Words of Wisdom Why Halo Necklaces Are Preferred!

* Halo Beads Are Uniformly Perfect • Halo Beads are Enduringly lovely

* Halo Beads Are Coated with a Pearl * Halo Safety Clasps are Sterling Silver

Essence that is the Essence of Loveliness • . . . and Halo Necklaces Cost No More

"Wear At Our Risk" Money- Back Guarantee of Satisfaction

We want you to be as proud and pleased to wear a Halo necklace as we
are to have made it possible. That’s why you can wear it for 5 whole days

at our risk after the postman delivers yours. Then, if you are not delighted

with it, if you can bear to part with it, if you can give up the praise and
compliments that its wearing has brought you — simply mail it back and
we will refund your money cheerfully — and that’s a promise!

iispi

NEVER BEFORE

SO MUCH
PRECIOUS

BEAUTY

FOR SO

IITTIE COST

Ideal For

Treasured Gift Giving!

Halo Pearls For All Occasions
1 -strand 16" Halo Necklace—Sterling Silver Gasp . $2.93
2-strand 16" Halo Necklace—Sterling Silver Clasp . 5.98

3-strand 16" Halo Necklace—Sterling Silver Clasp . 8.98

2-strand Halo Choker with Velvet Ties 5.98

3-strand Halo Choker with Velvet Ties 8.98

2-strcnd Halo Bracelet—Sterling Silver Clasp 2.98

3-strand Halo Bracelet—Sterling Silver Clasp 4.49

it Assorted Size Halo Earrings on Sterling Silver 1.49
Above price* already include tan

LUXURIOUS SATIN-LINED JEWEL BOX INCLUDED

1, 2 and 3

Strand Halo

Necklaces with

Matched Bracelets

and Earrings

TTiva, C&ttp&n, Tb-efeuf
| <

NATIONAL NOVELTIES - Dept. N40, My Total Order

I 608 South Dearborn St. - Chicago 5, 111.
Amounts to $

|

Please rush Halo *Pearls in Gift Box as checked off below. If not de- .

- lighted after 5 days I may return them for money back without question.
0

J
I understand prices already include tax which you are paying.

I 1-Strand 16" Halo Necklace (5 $2.98 2-Strand Halo Bracelet @ $2.98 ®

I 2-Strand 16" Halo Necklace @ 5.98 3-Strand Halo Bracelet @ 4.49 I

j

3-Strand 16" Halo Necklace @ 8.98 Halo Button Earrings @ 1.49 |

|

2-Strand Halo Choker @ 5.98 Mark Earring Size

J
3-Strand Halo Choker (§> 8.98 Small Q Medium Large .

CHECK ONE
f~l I am enclosing $ __ jQ Send my Halo *Pearls C.O.D. I will I

Send my Halo *Pearls Prepaid pay postman $ plus postage |

Name I
Please Print Clearly p

Address .

j

City .Zone State
|

P
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AVAILABLE tor

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Radios

Vacuum Cleaners
Electric Fans

Electric Heaters
Aluminum

Cooking Utensils

Electric Irons
Electric Roasters
Electric Mixers
Waffle Bakers

Silverware
Carpet Sweepers
Electric Shavers

Infra-Red Health Lamps
Electric Heating Pads

Electric Cookers
Christmas Tree
Lights complete
Pressure Cookers

Send Stamped Return Envelope for Prices

JOSEPH WINKLER & CO.
667-671 NO. CLARK STREET

Dept. M-1 CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

'DON’T CUT CUTICLES^
This clever preparation re-

moves rough, dead cuticle

without scissors, and helps

keep nails more flexible, easy

to shape. Manicare brings

out their natural beauty. It is a cuticle oil

and a stain remover, all in one.

Keep nails nice. Avoid hangnails or brit-

tleness. Use Manicare!

*yUa/nica’te^^
Plus tax

Sold by leading department stores,
L drugstores and 10(* stores 1

AwayGo Corns
instantRetief

D- SchollsZino-pads

The i nstant you apply
soothing, cushioning, pro-
tective Dr. Scholl’s Zino-
pads on your corns or sore
toes, tormenting shoe fric-

tion stops; painful pressure
is lifted. Separate Medica-
tion s&r e included for
speedily removing corns.
Cost but a trifle.

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands —Brownatone is

guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
Imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 60c
and $1.65 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATOM Dept. 281, COVINGTON, KY.

Maggie's Scrapbook

(Continued from page 51) comes a time
when a gal gets tired of being a perfect
lady all day, and it makes her “feel at
home,” she says.

Unfulfilled Ambition: (This year) To be a
lady jockey, like those she saw in Mexico.
(Last year) To be a war-nurse. (Before
that) To be a nun and attend church every
day at the Shrine of Guadalupe.

Report Card: Memorizes the pages of her
schoolbooks so fast teacher has to think
up trick questions to be sure she is re-
citing from knowledge and not “by heart.”
Even so, Maggie wishes “school would last

longer every day.”

Current Crush: Roddy McDowall, who sent
her a note signed “Love—-” and made her
blush, and who, when she autographed
his copy of “Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes,” kissed her on the forehead. Which
is different than having grown-ups kiss her
in the commissary and which she’d be hap-
py if they wouldn’t do.

Tragedy Of Her Life: The day Francesca,
her canary, flew out the window and
never came back. She is trying very hard
to love the three canaries she has now,
because they can’t help it if they are “very
homely,” and not smart enough to ride on
her shoulder the way Francesca did.

Preferred Pals: A cocker spaniel named
“Maggie” after herself, who can stand on
her hind legs and dance; a collie named
“Laddie,” who can’t do anything because
he’s made of imitation fur, but gets a place
on her pillow every night.

What Makes Grown-ups So Puzzling:
Because they can’t see at a glance when
she comes to breakfast wearing a sheet
and carrying a lighted candle, that she is

being Bernadette—and because they make
her put down the candle long enough to

eat her egg. And because they don’t
understand that when she’s playing an
imaginary bull-fiddle and singing, she’s

“having a baby—” like June Allyson did,

in “Music For Millions.” (She’s decided,
after seeing how easy it is. someday to

have a very large family, all babies.)

Actress She Wants To Be Like: June Ally-
son—to talk like June, walk like June,
and “be” June. For awhile she was afraid
she would grow up to “be” Hedy Lamarr
(which is no reflection on Miss Lamarr,
except that she doesn’t have blonde hair)

.

What She’s Apt To Be: A complete success
in the romance department when she’s

ready for it. Mostly because of that
deceptively fragile look, like a piece of

thistle-down ready to be tossed by any
strong wind, which even now has the male
sex always protecting her.

Most Unconscious Talent: An ability to

mimic anything or anybody.

What’s Nice About Being A Pin-Up Girl:

Getting souvenirs from the fighting men.
A German helmet, a compass off a ship
and some rosary beads from a G.I. in

Italy are her most treasured.

Current Excitement: The promise of one of

Lassie’s pups, soon to arrive by litter.

What She Has No Idea Of: (Because
Mother won’t let anyone give her such
notions) that her first major role in

“Journey For Margaret” was one of the
greatest emotional performances ever
given, even by an adult. That she is the
Smallest Great Dramatic Actress in the
world!

The End

Don't
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diamond” rings
IMITATION

Just to get acquainted we will send you smart
new yellow gold plate engagement ring or wed-
ding ring. Romance uesign engagement ring set with flash-
ing, imitation diamond solitaire in sentimental, orange
blossom mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed, yel-
low gold plate in exquisite Honeymoon design. Either ring
only $1.50 or both for $2.79 and tax. SEND NO MONEY
with order, just name and ring size. Pay on arrival then
wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order
now! EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 63-BN. Jefferson, Iowa

PHOTOS ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 inches
ON FINE DOUBLE
WEIGHT PORTRAIT
QUALITY PAPER

49*
3 for SI .00

Send Photo. Snapshot or negative,
(any size). Original returned un-
harmed. Pay postman plus postage,
or send money and we pay postage.

OIL COLORED (9&*

NATIONAL ART STUDIOS Lacrosse. Wise.

BE A NURSE— Study at Home
1 High School not necessary. No age limit. Send
|
for FREE* ‘Nursing Facts' ’and sample lesson

| pages. Earn while learning. Act novel

I Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
1160 N. Wacker Drive Chicago 6. All.

I Mail us $1.05 and we 1

I will send you 4 boxes I

of ROSEBUD Salve I

I (25c size) and will in-
I elude with salve this ;

|
lovely Solid Sterling l

I Silver Blrthstone
f

]
Ring, your size and

[1 month. You can sell
[the 4 salve and get back your $1 .00. The |

5c extra is for U.S. SalesTax on ring, somake remittance $1.05.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70. WOODSBORO. MARYUHI.

SAMPH
FABRICS

Write me, and I’ll send you this big package of
^actual sample fabrics and styles ABSOLUTELY

FREE. -o. ’ll see gorgeous, newest style
dresses—1 ovely lingerie—hosiery

—

“ men’s shirts and socks—all at LOW
PRICES. Take orders from friends

" and makemoneyinsparetime.
Get FREE Samples! Send no

|

money for this big-profit
line of .sample fabrics and

!
styles. It’s yours. ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now.

(IELVILLE CO.. Dent. 4058. CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

HEADACHE!
If you are one of the few who never have a head-

ache, be grateful—you don’t know how lucky you are.

If you are one of the few who have frequent or very
severe headaches, see your doctor.

If you, like most of us, have only an occasional
headache, try DR. MILES

ANTI-PAIN PILLS
They can relieve promptly. Take Dr. Miles Anti-

Pain Pills for Muscular Pains, Simple Neuralgia, and
Functional Monthly Pains. Get DR. MILES ANTI-
PAIN PILLS at your drug store. Regular package
25c. Economy package $1.00. Caution; read direc-

tions and use only as directed. Miles Laboratories,
inc., Elkhart, Indiana
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She’s Impact

(Continued, from page 57) complexities of

Lizabeth Scott will begin to reveal them-
selves here. And that there will be more
exciting impacts as Lizabeth matures.

I

WAS a peculiar, precocious child,” she
says. “When I was thirteen, I used to

watch Deanna Durbin on the screen and
feel like a complete flop. She had done
so much; I had done nothing. Also, I

had a complex about my voice, which was
deep even then. I went from voice teacher
to voice teacher trying to become a colora-
tura soprano.”

Lizabeth’s second major frustration was
Tallulah Bankhead, an extremely healthy
actress. After drama school, Lizabeth was
Miss Bankhead’s underst.udy in “Skin Of
Our Teeth.” For seven months, she sat

from 7 p. m. to 11 p. ,m. and Miss Bank-
head never turned up ailing. It was enough
to shatter a girl’s faith in the common
cold. Eventually Lizabeth quit, having
played one performance in seven months.
She lived part-time in her small room

and chiefly at El Morocco, “Listening to

all the dull talk. I said, ‘Look here, little

Scott, we have got to do something about
you.’ So I began hitting the streets at
10 a.m., haunting producers.
“One day I met a girl on the street and

she said, ‘Say, why don’t you model?’ ”

It’s sad, but Lizabeth can’t remember
that girl’s name. Her entire career hinged
on that remark.
“So I went to Harper’s Bazaar and they

took pictures and I didn’t know what to

say I was worth. A friend told me $15 was
tops, so I said $10. That was $10 for one
hour. I had worked two hours. Twenty
dollars. Pretty wonderful.”
Just two years ago on her birthday eve,

Lizabeth went night-clubbing for what
turned out to be practically the last time.
“Two men stared at me from an oppo-

site table. Flattering, but I thought per-
haps they stared a little too hard. Finally,
a waiter came over and asked if Mr. Hal
B. Wallis could have my name. I was so
untutored then that I had never heard of
Mr. Hal B. Wallis, but I sent him my
name—and he and his friend burst out
laughing. The friend was Irving Hoffman,
the columnist, and he came over to ex-
plain. Mr. Wallis had been told I might
be a good bet and he intended to see me
the next morning at 11 o’clock. They were
laughing at the coincidence.”
Lizabeth went home at 2 a.m. and the

following things happened:
A bird flew in her window and scared

her. She telephoned the management and
said she was being attacked by a monster.
A telegram came bidding her to report

next day to play the lead in “Skin Of Our
Teeth” in Boston.
And the message confirming the appoint-

ment to see Hal B. Wallis appeared.
She sent him the following telegram:
LIFE IS CHAOTIC. MUST LEAVE FOR

BOSTON TO PLAY IN SKIN OF OUR
TEETH. WHAT NOW?
She left for Boston.

I IP to this point, she had been known
as Elizabeth Scott. On her way to

Boston, she dropped the “E” because
that made her name come out in thirteen
letters. She believes thirteen is lucky.
“Anyway, it’s better showmanship,” she
says. She was a hit in Boston, returned to
New York with clippings, a small repu-
tation, no work and no reply from Wallis.
Lizabeth’s mother, who lived in Scran-

ton, Pennsylvania, and is a patient wo-
man, decided at this point that Lizabeth
had better settle down and become a
proper young lady. As strategy, she cut
her allowance to $10 a week. This was

1jyoimy zy'e

WN'T THINK SHE 'KNEW \T ALL',,.

Ignorance of these Intimate Physical Facts

has wrecked many a happy marriage!

What a different story if only this young
wife knew the real truth about intimate
feminine hygiene. If only she realized

how important douching two or three
times a week often is to feminine cleanli-

ness, health and marriage happiness. If

only her knowledge of douching was
modern, scientific and up-to-date!

And it would be if she’d use zonite
in her douche because no other type
liquid antiseptic-germicide of all those
tested is so powerful yet so safe to
delicate tissues. Justaskyourown Doctor.

Principle Discovered By Famous

Surgeon and Renowned Chemist

In this day of enlightenment—it’s ridicu-

lous to even think any well-informed and
careful woman would use weak, home-
made mixtures of salt, soda or vinegar in

the douche. She certainly should know by

Zonite
FOR NEWER

illfeminine iiyyiene

now that these ‘kitchen makeshifts' DO
NOTand CAN not give the great germicidal

and deodorizing action of zonite.
Yet zonite is positively non-poison-

ous, non-burning, non-irritating. It con-

tains no phenol, creosote or bichloride of

mercury. You can use zonite as directed

as often as necessary— it’s harmless!

All Drugstores— No

Prescription Needed

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power-
ful no germs of any kind tested have
ever been found that zonite will not kill

on contact. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in the

tract, but you can be sure that zonite
immediately \cW\ss\\reachable\Wmg germs
and keeps them from multiplying. Buy
zonite today!

FREE!
For frank discussion of intimate
physical facts—mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. PP-16, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.,

and receive enlightening FREE booklet

edited by several eminent Gynecologists.

Name

Address

State-
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny

tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don’t
work right in the daytime, many people have to get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart-
ing and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong witn your kidneys or bladder. Don’t neglect

this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.

When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also

cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

WEDDING
|AND

ENGAGEMENT \

TEN DAYS’ TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY

RING
Introductory offer: With
every order for smart,
new. Sterling Silver Soli-
taire engagement ring we
will include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita-
tion diamonds matching in
fire and brilliance the
beautiful imitation Dia-

mond solitaire engagement
ring (the perfect bridal pair).
Send no money with order. Just

name, address and ring size. We ship both
rings in lovely gift box immediately and
you make just 2 easy payments of $2 each,

total only $4. We trust you. No red tape as

you make first payment and 20% Federal tax
to postman on arrival then balance any time

within 30 days. Money-back guarantee. Act
NOW.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. ST-371, Jefferson, Iowa

LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME

Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc-
tion of one of America's

noted designers. Complete materials, blocks, etc.,

furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu-
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave.. Deot. 191 Chicago I, III.

What gives each file

a guiding mark
Like lighted street

signs, after dark?

IdmtdOtt
INDEX TABS

At Stationery Department* Everywhere

P

BEAUTIFUL
FINGERNAILS

Don’t be embarrassed by
short, broken, thin nails. It’s

so eas^ to cover unsightly
nails with NU-NAILS. Applied
in a jiffy, they bring you long,
lovely nails that everyone ad-
mires. Can beworn any length
and polished any shade. Help you
overcome nail biting habit. Set of
10 only 20c at all 5c-l0c stores.

NILMAII C ARTIFICIALnU-DM FINGERNAILS
1525 W. Hwrison St. Dept. 11-A, Chicago

to encourage Lizabeth to forget New York
and the stage.

It was November, and the fashion photo-
graphs taken the previous August appeared
in Harper’s Bazaar, five pictures in all.

Lizabeth received another telegram:
SAW PICTURES IN HARPER’S

BAZAAR. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
COMING OUT FOR TWO WEEKS? EX-
PENSES PAID. CHARLES FELDMAN.
When an important agent sends for a

girl who isn’t working, the girl goes. Liza-
beth arrived with $30. She was rejected
by no producer who tested her. They
were all interested. They all said some-
thing would turn up. She saw Hal B.

Wallis again, before he left Warner Bros.,

and he said he was interested. But he
could do nothing at that time.

“I did a little modeling and I had $200
when I gave up all hope and made a reser-
vation East. I was practically on the
train when a call from Mr. Wallis’s office

stopped me. He gave me a one month’s
option, until he could start his new or-
ganization at Paramount. It wasn’t too
encouraging, but he picked up that op-
tion. . .

.”

And starred her in two pictures.

She prefers motion pictures to the stage.

“The theater is basically good, basically
wonderful, but actually, the stage is as

prescribed as—well, as a fourteen line

sonnet. It’s traditional and can’t change.”

CHE is fascinated by color, as the most^ casual observer can see by the way she
dresses. If her sweater, which she wears
as if sweaters were invented for her alone,

is blue, her kerchief is three other colors.

It is natural to ask a twonty-three-
year old girl if she is in love. Are you
in love, Lizabeth?
“No. But I want to be.”
The suggestion was made that Lizabeth

would be a lot of fun to be in love with.
“I would want to be in love with a man

who would love me so intensely, so—so,

well, I will fall in love some day and I

will be very much in love indeed.”

She suddenly opens her eyes, says:

“But it hasn’t happened yet. Almost.
I am pretty analytical. I look the man over
sharply. No, I don’t mean to see if he
deserves me, but to see if he could share
an intense love like that

”

Lizabeth will admit that she is a good
self-appraiser. “Sometimes I am flabber-
gasted by my own instincts. They reveal
themselves to me with shocking clarity.

My family was too analytical, almost too
well informed, if that’s possible. Too
tenuously intellectual. I want to be warm-
er than that. I still take little Scott by the
scruff of the neck, and say, ‘Look here,
little girl, what are you doing?’
“A long time ago, I used to say a thing.

I know now that it was valuable. I said:

‘I don’t know how, I don’t know where,
I don’t know when, but I will.’

“A bromide, perhaps. But I said that
many, many times and I’m not ashamed to

say it now. I’ve learned that a thing like

that is psychologically important.”
At one time, before she made up her

mind that she would become a star (it

never occurred to her to dream about
being merely an actress—she dreamed
about being a star), she was fascinated by
a lady reporter, name of Dorothy Thomp-
son. What might have happened in in-
ternational journalism if it had acquired
a reporter as determined as Lizabeth, and
sultry and gorgeous to boot, is interesting
fodder for a winter evening’s discussion.
Possibly it is true that nothing is hid-

den from the camera. One thing can be
set down for certain: It will take many
cameras and many pictures to reveal all

the facets of this young woman. Mean-
time, what we have, boys, is sheer im-
pact! The End

( ^ MATERNITY From

DRESSES mBttkm
The newest in smart Maternity ’

Dresses for home and street wear.
Darling frocks for comfort and concealing lines. All at
surprisingly low prices. A dress for every occasion.

rpiTFfrom HOLLYWOOD
r It New catalog sent upon request in plain
" wrapper, free. Write today.
JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 21, 5071 Hollywood
Blvd.. Hollywood, California.

NEW CHEMICAL MITT ___
Sensational I DRY Window Cleaner! Use9 *^ no water.no
messy liquids. Chemically Treated. Simply glide over win-
dows; leaves glass sparkling clear. No heating water, no

heavy buckets to carry. No rags, powders, sponges, cham-r . .. w tony. 11UIOBD, vuwuors, opoiiges, Ol
Ois. No mess or muss. No red chapped hands. Dust, dirt, gri

tog disappear like magic. Wonderful for auto windows, urindshieieldst

SAMPLES FOR AGENTS SamP le offer sent^niMri.1.0 ryn MUCHId mediately to all who
Bend name at once. A penny postal will do. SEND NO MONEY—
just your name. KRISTEE CO., 454 Bar Street, AKRON, OHIO.

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced perm a- ~mm
nently in this beau-
tiful onyx like ring I
featuring the New

Magnified Setting. Will last a lifetime! Inde- {
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents ,r_

, d
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. L^peruy painio

(Photos Returned.) 25c eitra)

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. C-60. CINCINNATI. O.

STOP Scrafchinq
ItMay Cause Infection
Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete's foot, pimples—other itch-
ing troubles.Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D.Prescription.Greaseless, stain-
less.Calmsitchingfast.35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your

t for 0. D. 0. Prescription.

Be anARTIS
LEARN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME

!

Trained artists are capable of earning 530,
$50, $75 a week, by our practical method.
Step by step we teach you COMMERCIAL ART,
DESIGNING and CARTOONING all in ONE
complete course. FREE BOOK—“Art for Pleas- <

ure & Profit” describes training and commercial
opportunities in art. Write today. STATE AGE.
STUD.O 86 1C, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115— 15th ST.. N. W.. WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

SHORTHAND in

A Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs or

symbols: uses ABC's. Easy to learn; easy
to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job.

Surprisingly lew cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in

leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.

Speedwriting, Dept. 601-6, 55 W. 42 St., N. Y. 18

10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

Jost sell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box,
remit the $1.00, and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red plastic
tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold FoiL Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
pencils and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1.00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 14. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.
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Brief Reviews

(Continued from page 25)

\/\/PARIS UNDERGROUND—Constance Bennett-

UA: Taken from the best-selling novel, the story is

beautifully acted by Miss Bennett, Gracie Fields and
George Rigaud, who are smuggling English fliers out

of France. Kurt Kreuger is the Nazi captain. (Oct.)

I/\/PRlDE OF THE MARINES—Warners: This
fine human-interest picture is a tender love story of

hero A1 Schmid, beautifully played by John Garfield,

who was blinded on Gaudalcanal, and the woman who
loved him, Eleanor Parker. War scenes are realistic

and gripping. You’ll love Dane Clark and newcomer
Tom D’Andrea. Don’t miss it. (Oct.)

RADIO STARS ON PARADE—RKO : Frances
Langford as a night club singer in peril from her
racketeer boss meets up with a pair of so-called

comics who put her on the radio. The Town Criers

and Skinnay Ennis go into their acts too. (Nov.)

RIVER GANG—Universal: Gloria Jean is an in-

hibited sort of girl, kept in a fairy-tale daze by her
pawn broker uncle John Qualen. When a priceless

Stradivarius is stolen, a gang of kids, including Gloria
and led by Keefe Brasselle, begin running down clues.

Gloria sings one number well, and shows considerable
improvement in the acting department. (Dec.)

ROAD TO ALCATRAZ—Republic: This isn’t about
Alcatraz, but about a lawyer, Robert Lowery, trying
to discover who committed a murder, with circum-
stantial evidence pointing to himself. (Oct.)

SHADOW OF TERROR—PRC: PRC was making
this picture about the atomic bomb even before the
real one hit Japan, but being a “first” is about its

only claim to fame. Richard Fraser as the chemist
working on the bomb is attacked, has amnesia, is

tortured and finally pulls through. (Nov.)

^SHADY LADY—Universal : Ginny Simms is

Charles Coburn’s niece who tries to keep her card-
sharp uncle straight. Martha O’Driscoll, in love with
Alan Curtis; Joe Frisco in a few very funny moments,
and Kathleen Howard, for whom Coburn pretends
love, fit into their roles very cozily, but it’s Coburn’s
trouping that really carries the picture. Robert Paige
is Ginny’s romantic moment. (Dec.)

SHANGHAI COBRA, THE—Monogram : Charlie
Chan goes on his placid way solving murders, this
one’s by cobra poison. He is hindered, as usual, by
his amusing (?) son Benson Farg and his chauffeur
Mantan Morland. (Nov.)

SONG OF OLD WYOMING—PRC: Bad boy out
west, A1 LaRue, turns good boy too late and gets shot
for it, after having done his own mother out of her
cattle business. Jennifer Holt and Eddie Dean pro-
vide the romance. (Nov.)

^SPANISH MAIN, THE—RKO: Photographically
beautiful, romantic, but repetitious in theme is this
old story of the pirate, played by Paul Henreid, who
kidnaps Maureen O’Hara on her journey to wed
the Spanish Viceroy Walter Slezak. Maureen is fan-
tastically beautiful, but somehow Henreid never be-
comes the dashing pirate who robs and pillages Span-
ish ships. With Binnie Barnes. (Dec.)

\/*ySTA TE FAIR—Fox: The tender, homey story
for the whole family, a Technicolor dream, all about
the family that found excitement, love, glory and
experience in their adventure from the farm to the
State Fair and back home again. Jeanne Crain and
Dana Andrews, Dick Haymes and Vivian Blaine,
Charles Winninger and Fay Bainter, make up the
group who might be your next-door neighbors. (Nov.)

^SUNSET IN EL DORADO—Republic: Roy Rog-
ers has a story his fans will love, photographed beau-
tifully and directed well. Dale Evans, growing
weary of her beau and his descriptions of the West,
hies herself off to mythical El Dorado, and finds Roy
Rogers waiting at the end of the trail. Roy and Dale
sing several numbers in fine style. (Dec.)

TELL IT TO A STAR—Republic: Alan Mowbray,
Franklin Pangborn, Eddie Marr and Isabel Ran-
dolph may give you a few laughs in this story of an
imitation colonel and a would-be songstress. (Nov.)

\/\/THAT NIGHT WITH YOU—Universal : A
little honey of a movie, with Franchot Tone as a New
York theatrical producer who suddenly finds himself
confronted with a grown daughter. Susanna Foster
is the cutie who pretends to be the daughter in order
to gain a theatrical career, and Louise Allbritton
proves her fine flair for comedy in her choice role of
Franchot’s cynical secretary. (Dec.)

\/)/THE LOST WEEKEND—Paramount: A new
kind of horror tale is this story of an alcoholic on a
weekend binge and his experiences that range from
frightening to degrading. Ray Milland hits his peak
in his portrayal of the man beset with a craving beyond
and outside himself, Phil Terry is his older brother,
Jane Wyman the girl who loves Ray and Howard
DaSilva the understanding bartender. (Dec.)

L/]/THREE STRANGERS, THE—Warners: Peter
Lorre, Sydney Greenstreet and Geraldine Fitzgerald
are wonderful in this slightly less wonderful story of
murder and madness, which deviates to a secondary
theme with Joan Lorring and Robert Shayne which
is rather confusing (Nov.)

Genuine Simpson Ground Pitch

Polished Lens
Extremely Simple, Foolproof
Operation
Takes 16 pictures on any
Standard No. 127 Film

Also Takes Excellent Pictures In

Full Color
Level View Finder

Imagine getting a genuine Photo Master with a ground

and pitch polished lens in the face of one of the most dras-

tic camera shortages in our history! A camera designed to

take pictures in full color as well as black and white I A
camera that will enable you to graphically record the events

and people of the present for you to enjoy in the future.

Yes, start today to take pictures of things as they happen.

It’s a real thrill that will bring you reflected pleasures for

years to come. So order your Photo Master now! And if

after the postman delivers it you don’t think the #3.98 you

paid for it is the best #3.98 you’ve ever spent—return it

within 10 days and we’ll refund your money cheerfully—

*

and quick as a flash! Since you can’t lose, why delay?

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR CAMERA
| NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. PC- 1 1

5

|
608 So. Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, 111. '

Rush Photo Master at #J.98 with Carrying Case for only
|

2
2c extra. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back if returned !

I within 10 days.

CHECK ONE
|

I
I am enclosing $4 tor payment in full. Send Camera and Cate a

I Postpaid.

I Send Camera and Cate CO.D. I will pay pottman $4 pltu pottage.
|

*| If you want 3 roll* of No. 127 Film (enough for 48 pictures) ^
I for only 81 c pint pottage and handling cotti CHECK BELOW.

J

| I am enclosing $4.96 for payment in full. Include 3 rollt of I

Film postpaid. I

Include 3 rollt of Film C.O.D. I will pay postman $4.96 plus postage.

Name

| Address -

jcity-

Thrilling Work COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating- vocation learned at home by those
with aptitude. Thrilling pastime. Koehne method
brings out life-like colors. Free booklet.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan. Deot. 1381. Chicago SEASY TO LEARN

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction." describes the BogueIJnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

tering—successful for 45 years. Benj. N. Bogue,
Dept. 1179, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 Nortn Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

FREE — ENGRAVING— NEW
NAME or INITIALS on 1946

14k Gold Finish

FRIENDSHIP

PIN
Send 42 cents, plus 8c
Federal Tax, in Coin,
Stamps or Money Order.

TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
1301 SURF AVE., Dept. 300-P, BROOKLYN (24), N. Y.

EVERYDAY GREETING CARDS
Extra cash—earn it easily— even in spare time—showing friends and
neighbors thrilling new Everyday Greeting Card Assortments. Gor-
geous 16-Card All Occasion Assortment onlySl.OO—big profit for yon.
Includes Birthday, Get-Well, Baby Birth, Friendship, Sympathy and
Anniversary Cards. Other fast-selling Assortments including Easter,
Humorous. Gift-Wrapping. Personal Stationery. Samples on approval.
Also excellent fund-raising opportunity for organizations. Write now.

WALLACE BROWN. INC.
D
£/eW YORK

N E W Tiny Pocket Size RADIO!
Slips in your pocket or puree

—

Wt.
only S ozs! Complete READY TO
PLAY ae shown with self contained
phone for personal use. Smooth
durable black and silver plastic
case. Has patented Fixed Crystal
Slide Timing Dial

I

NO TUBES.
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC
PLUG IN REQUIRED— Little if

any upkeep cost ever. Should last

for years. USUALLY RECEIVES
LOCAL BROADCASTS CLEAR-
LY. without outside aerial wire.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according
to instructions sent with each radio.
Can be used in homes, offices, hotels,
cabins, bed. after hours, etc.

CElin ONI V tl AA (cash, money order, check) and payVIILI 41.VU postman $2.99 plus delivery fees on ar-
rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR CHIL-
DREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Newest Practical NoveltylGet your
PA-KETTE RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. ORDER TODAY—NOW! Dealers in most cities.

Dept. WIFW-1 PA-KETTE RADIO COMPANY Kearney, Neb.

FULL OF FIDGETS,
NERVES ARE TENSE,
CAN'T SIT STILL
A MINUTE

DR. MILES

NERVINE
The hurry, worry, noise, confusion and ex-
citement of modern living, put an extra
strain on the nervous system. When nervous-
ness makes you Jittery, Cranky,Wakeful, try

Dr. Miles Nervine
Dr. Miles Nervine is made in liquid or effer-

vescent tablet form, both equally effective,

Get it at your drug store. Caution; read di
rections and use only as directed. Efferves
cent tablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $1
MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart, Ind

TAKES A GLASS OF
MILES NERVINE,
FINDS CALM AND
COMFORT IN IT.

P
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GIVE YOU
A RAPID

COLD WAVE
permanent

New! Quick! Sensational! Treat yourself
to a TWURL Permanent Cold Wave—
easily—comfortably—at home in 20 to 60
minutes, depending on type of hair. With
TWURL you can achieve gorgeous soft,

natural-looking hair . . . deep-set, glamorous
curls that last longer and are easy to manage.
No fuzzy, kinky
hair annoyance.

Try TWURL to-

day! Re-style
your hair . . .

and look your
loveliest tomor-
row! Also fine

for children's
hair. Remember
-TWURL con-
tains an exclu-
sive ingredient
that makes hair

lustrous.

REMARKABLE VALUEI
$2 00 plus 304 Federal Tax

Complete Home Kit Includes Curlers, Tissue,

Neutralizer, Wave Solution and Instructions.

Money refunded if not satisfied.

If your dealer does not have TWURL,
use coupon below.

Beauty Research Laboratories. Inc. Dept. P

1511 West 25th Street. Cleveland 13. Ohio.

Please mail TWURL Permanent Cold Wave
Kits-Price 52.00 each, plus i0<t Federal Ta*. Enclosed

find 5 (check or money order). Postage and

packing prepaid.

Name

Street and Number

City State

t

^Victory
LOAN BONDS
AT YOUR MOVIE THEATRE

yy'y'TRUE GLORY, THE—Released by Columbia:
We cannot speak too highly of this great undertaking,
which is produced by the American and British mili-
tary; Capt. Garson Kanin (of Hollywood’s “Man
To Remember”) and Britain’s Carol Reed (“Night
Train”). It is a great and immortal document of the
war years of all the Allies, told of, for, and by the
people. (Nov.)

V'UNCLE, HARRY—Universal: The Hays Office
ruined this one, not allowing a movie crime to go
unpunished, but up to the disappointing denouement,
this is a good yarn with suspense and interest. You’ll
feel sorry for George Sanders, hoodwinked by his
oyer possessive sister Geraldine Fitzgerald into losing
his fiancee Ella Raines. (Nov.)

WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF—M-G-M:
Superb I There’s Ginger Rogers’ and Walter Pidg-

eon's dramatic, adult love, and Van Johnson's and
Lana Turner’s tender one. There’s Xavier Cugat’s
sambas and Keenan Wynn’s and Bob Benchley’s spe-
cial brands of comedy. (Oct.)

WHITE PONGO—PRC: This is the tale of a white
ape. for which A1 Eben, Robert Frazer, Maris Wrixon
and Lionel Royce, in a jungle expedition, are search-
ing. The white ape has a battle with a black ape over
the heroine, but all ends well. (Nov.)

\S'SYOU CAME ALONG—Hal Wallis-Paramount:
Carefree humor blends with tender pathos in a touch-
ing story of two fliers, Don DeFore and Charles
Drake, sticking by their fellow-flier Bob Cummings.
They all go on a Bond tour chaperoned by Lizabeth
Scott of the Treasury Dept. She and Bob fall in
love, have a short but ideally happy marriage. (Oct.)

Casts of Current Pictures
CLUB HAVANA—PRC: Bill Porter, Tom Neal;
Rosalind, Margaret Lindsay; Johnny Norton, Don
Douglas; Marcella, Isabelita; Lucy, Dorothy Morris;
Willy Kingston, Ernest Truex; Mrs. Cavendish, Renie
Riano; Hetty, Gertrude Michael; Jimmy, Eric Sin-
clair; Rogers, Paul Cavanagh; Joe Reed, Marc Law-
rence; Charles, Pedro de Cordoba; Myrtle, Sonia
Sorel; Iris and Pierre, Played by themselves.

DANNY BOY—PRC: Jimmy, Robert “Buzzy”
Henry; Joe, Ralph Lewis; Margie, Sybil Merritt;
Mrs. Baily, Helen Brown; Mr. Andrews, Walter
Soderling; Mr. Dunkell, Joseph Granby; Pudgie,
Michael McGuire; Rinkie, Bobbie Valentine; Louie,
Charles Bates; Tuffy, Larry Dixon; Mrs. Johnson,
Eye March; Danny Boy {Dog), Ace; Judge Carter,
Richard Kipling; Sergeant, James Metcalfe; Mr.
Johnson, Tay Dunn; Baggage Man, Pat Gleason;
Jackie, Eric Younger; Hal, Myron Wilton; Con-
ductor, Hal Carlson; Leader, Billy Bernard; McKay,
Sam Ash; Bit Man, Hugh Murray; Bit Woman,
Hazel Boyne; 1st Little Girl, Pamela Payton; 2nd
Little Girl, June Hedin.

DON’T FENCE ME IN—Republic: Roy Rogers,
Roy Rogers; Trigger; Gabby Whitaker, George “Gab-
by” Hayes; Toni Ames, Dale Evans; Jack Chandler,
Robert Livingston; Hen4^1 Bennett, Moroni Olsen;
Cliff Anson, Marc Lawrence; Mrs. Prentiss, Lucille
Gleason; Cartwright, Andrew Tombes; The Governor,
Paul Harvey; The Sheriff, Tom London; Gordon,
Douglas Fowley; Tracy, Stephen Barclay; Chief of
Police, Edgar Dearing.

FALLEN ANGEL—20th Century-Fox: June Mills,
Alice Faye; Eric Stanton, Dana Andrews; Stella,
Linda Darnell; Mark Judd, Charles Bickford; Clara
Mills, Anne Revere

; Dave Atkins, Bruce Cabot;
Madley, John Carradine; Pop, Percy Kilbride; Joe
Ellis, Olin Howlin; Johnson. Hal Taliaferro; Mrs.
Judd, Mira McKinney; Minister, Broderick O’Far-
rell; Hotel Clerk, Jimmy Conlin; Bank Clerk, Leila
McIntyre; Waiter, Garry Owen; Sheriff, Horace

Murphy; Maid, Martha Wentworth; Detective, Paul
Palmer; Newsman, Paul Burns; Plain Clothes Man,
Herb Ashley; Shoe Shine Boy, Stymie Beard; Bus
Drivers, William Haade, Chick Collins.

JEEP HERDERS—Planet Pictures: Helen Martin,
June Carlson; “Gimpy,” John Day; Bob Martin, Pat
Michaels; “Pop” Martin, Steve Clark; Feets, Ashley
Cowan; Fatso, Slim Gaut; Thatcher, Paul Bradley;
Tony, Dale Van Sickel; Smitty, Tom Steele; Brook-
lyn, Saul Gorss; Jug, Richard Fitch; Hollister, Fred
Kennedy; Butch, Frank McCarroll; Morris, Victor
Metzetti.

MAN ALIVE—RKO: Speed McBride, Pat O’Brien;
Kismet, Adolphe Menjou; Gordon Tolliver, Rudy
Vallee; Connie McBride, Ellen Drew; Aunt Sophie,
Minna Gombell.

PEOPLE ARE FUNNY—Paramount: Pinky Wil-
son Tack Haley; Corey Sullivan, Helen Walker;
Ormsby James, Rudy Vallee; Leroy Brinker, Ozzie
Nelson; John Guedel, Philip Reed; Luke, Bob Gra-
ham; Art Linkletter, Himself; Grandma, Clara Blan-
dick; Mr. Pippensiegal, Roy Atwell; Rev. Allen,
Wheaton Chambers; Jerry, Casey Johnson; Dancer,
Rosarita Varela; Dancer, Lillian Molieri; Aimee,
Barbara Roche.

SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR—Republic:
Sir James Collison, Sir Aubrey Smith; Carl Hoff-
meyer, Erich Von Stroheim; Tony Collison, Stephanie
Bachelor; Sam Todworthy, Forrester Harvey; Ma
Todworthy, Doris Lloyd; Mary Collison, Eva Moore;
Inspector Cartwright, Richard Fraser; Jules, Victor
Varconi; Henri, George Metaxa; Professor Renault,
Emil Rameau; Waters, Colin Campbell; Col. Brent,

Frederic Worlock.

SHE WENT TO THE RACES—M-G-M: Steve
Canfield, James Craig; Dr. Ann Wotters, Frances
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Gifford; Hilda Spotts, Ava Gardner; Dr. Peeke, Ed-
mund Gwenn; Dr. Gurke, Sig Ruman; Dr. Pembroke,
Reginald Owen; Jeff Habbard, J. M. Kerrigan; Dr.
Collyer, Charles Halton; Mason, Chester Clute; Bar-
tender Skelly, Frank Orth; Joe Henandez, by Himself.

SPELLBOUND—Selznick International: Dr. Con-
stance Peterson, Ingrid Bergman; J. B., Gregory
Peck; Matron, Jean Acker; Harry, Donald Curtis;

Miss Carmichael, Rhonda Fleming; Dr. Fleurot,

John Emery; Dr. Murchison, Leon G. Carroll;

Garmes, Norman Lloyd; Dr. Graff, Steven Geray;
Dr. Hanish, Paul Harvey; Dr. Galt ,

Erskine San-
ford; Norma, Janet Scott; Sheriff, Victor Kilian;
Stranger, Wallace Ford; House Detective, Bill

Goodwin; Bellboy, Dave Willock; Railroad Clerk,

George Meader; Policeman, Matt Moore; Gateman,
Harry Brown; Lt. Cooley, Art Baker; Sgt. Gillespie,

Regis Toomey; Dr. Alex Brulov, Michael Chekhov;
Secretary, Clarence Straight; J. B. (as a boy), Joel

Davis; J. B.'s Brother, Teddy Infuhr; Police Cap-
tain, Addison Richards; Ticket Taker, Richard
Bartell; Dr. Edwardes, Edward Fielding.

STRANGE CONFESSION—Universal: Jeff Carter,
Lon Chaney; Roger Graham, J. Carroll Naish; Mary
Carter, Brenda Joyce; Dave Curtis, Lloyd Bridges;
Stevens, Milburn Stone; Tommy Carter, Gregory
Muradian; Brandon, Wilton Graff.

SUNBONNET SUE—Monogram: Sue, Gale Storm;
Danny, Phil Regan; Casey, George Cleveland; Mrs.
Fitzgerald, Minna Gombell ; Joe Seeney, Raymond
Hatton; Jonathan, Alan Mowbray; Milano, Charles
Julels; Flaherty, Billy Green; Hurley, Charles D.
Brown; Julia, Edna Holland; Masters, Gerald O.
Smith; Burke, Jerry Frank.

THE SPIDER—20th Century-Fox: Chris Conlon,
Richard Conte; Lila Neilson, Faye Marlowe; Garonne,
Kurt Kreuger; Burns, John Harvey; Barak, Martin
Kosleck; Henry, Mantan Moreland; Lt. Castle, Wal-
ter Sande; Wanda, Cara Williams; Lt. Tonti,
Charles Tannen; Jean, Margaret Brayton; Bartender,
Harry Seymour; Florence Cain, Ann Savage; Du-
t relic, Jean Del Val; Mrs. Dutrelle, Odette Vigne;
Johnny, James Flavin; Picket, Roy Gordon; Police
Inspector, William Halligan; Radio Cops, Lane
Chandler, Eddie Hart; Pretty Girl, Margo Woode.

THE STORK CLUB—Paramount: Judy Peabody,
Betty Hutton; /. B. Bates, Barry Fitzgerald; Danny
Wilton, Don DeFore; Tom Curtis, Robert Benchley;
Sherman Billingsley, Bill Goodwin; Gwen, Iris

Adrian; Coretti, Mikhail Rasumny; Mrs. Bates, Mary
Young; Jim, Andy Russell.

THIS LOVE OF OURS—Universal: Karin, Merle
Oberon; Tuzac, Charles Korvin; Targel, Claude
Rains; Uncle Robert, Carl Esmond; Susette, Sue
England; Chadwick, Jess Barker; Dr. Wilkerson,
Harry Davenport; Dr. Lane, Ralph Morgan; Dr.
Bailey, Fritz Leiber; Tucker, Helen Thimig; House-
keeper, Ferike Boros; Dr. Barnes, Howard Freeman;
Dr. Melnik, Selmer Jackson; Dr. Dailey, Dave Wil-
lock; Anna, Ann Codee; M. Flambertin, Andre
Chariot; Vivian, Doris Merrick; Jose, William Ed-
munds; Mrs. Dailey, Barbara Bates; Ross, Leon
Tyler; Woman, Cora Witherspoon; Evelyn, Maris
Wrixon; Call Boy, Robert Raison; Nanette, Evelyn
Falke; Susette, Joanie Bell.

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF—M-G-M: Johnny
Parkson Riggs, Fred Astaire; Yolanda, Lucille Bre-
mer; Victor Budlozv Trout, Frank Morgan; Aunt
Amarilla, Mildred Natwick; Duenna, Mary Nash;
Mr. Candle, Leon Ames; School Teacher, Ludwig
Stossel; Mother Superior, Jane Green; Puppeteer,
Remo Bufano; Padre, Francis Pierlot; Taxi Driver,
Leon Belasco; Gigi, Chislaine Perreau; Police Lieu-
tenant, Charles La Torre; Major Domo, Michael
Visaroff.
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Complete security for glamour-

going or business -bound hair-

styles is yours with Grip-Tuth

HAIRTAINERS *— the comb
that won't fall out and so elimi-

nates hairfussing! Each tooth is

a tiny spring that g-r-i-p-s securely— hair

strands can’t slip through. A neat trick for

all hair-dos and any hair texture

!

BUY HAIRTAINERS*—on sale at lead-

ing beauty salons and notion counters.

ORDI NARY COMB lets

hair strands slip through.

HAIRTAINER*

grips hair here

Mfd. Proc. Put. No. 2.196.816 DlADEM , I NC. ,
DEPT. MF-1, LEOMI NSTER, MASS. .HAIRTAINER Trade Mark ReB. O.S.Pat.Off.

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new 10K
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing. Rose cut dia-
mond solitaire in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wed-
ding ring is deeply embossed, 10K yellow gold, set with
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both
for $9.95 plus postage and 20 o/D Federal tax. SEND NO
MONEY with order, just name and ring size. Pay on
arrival then wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee.
Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 71-DS, Jefferson, Iowa

Premiums USSs,? Sand No
GIVEN! Money Now!

Send name and address! Girts! Boys I Ladlss! Attractive
Wrist Watches with face smaller than a dime, rings, dishes*
jewelry; other personal and household premiums or CASH
COMMISSION easily yours! SIMPLY ffivo colorful pictures
with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild
burns sold to friends at 25c a box (with popular picture) and
remit amounts stated for premium wanted, as explained in
catalog sent with order, postage paid by us. Our 50th year.
Write for trial order of salve and pictures on trust to start.
WILSON CHEM. CO.. Dept. 65-49 TYRONE. PA.

THE WAR IS OVER
but the paper shortage isn’t.

THUS
the demand for Photoplay

is still

800,000 copies more than

we can supply you!

Until we can satisfy this demand

we suggest that you place a

standing order with your newsdealer

to be sure of your copy each month.

The February Photoplay will be

on sale January 11 or as

soon thereafter as

transportation permits f^oqledqe
SHELVING

I made my kitchen

look gay, colorful, just

like new, with beautiful

Royledge shelving ! Only 6<t for 9 feet

of crisp, decorative Royledge. Simply
lay Royledge on shelves and fold

—no tacks, no trouble. At 5-and-10's,

naborhood, and department stores. V
v
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Yuletide tips for a beautiful

you — and a beautiful time

“Harvey Girl” Angela Lansbury in her new home

Y OU’VE been grinning and bearing it

long enough. This year, the lid’s off!

Have fun during the holidays. It’s coming

to you. The war’s over and if you don’t

snap at every chance to have a good time

you might as well curl up on the sofa for

a quiet evening at home with a good book
—and like it! But why let that fagged out

feeling and the fact that you’re not a

femme with time to spend leisurely doll-

ing up for a big holiday date keep you
from looking and feeling your sparkling

best?

Here are the pet formulas of some of

your Hollywood sisters for freshening up
quickly after a hard day’s work at the

studios and maintaining the high beauty

rating expected of them.

Angela Lansbury, that British lovely

with the peaches-and-cream complexion,

has a salty answer to the problem. First

she goes to work on her face with cleans-

ing cream—slathering it on generously so

as to remove as much of the dirt and grime

in this first clean-up step as she can. That
done, she gives herself a soap facial, work-
ing the creamy suds well into the pores

with a complexion brush, so that every

stubborn dirt particle is dislodged and can

be rinsed away.

Now here’s her special salt treatment:

Making a heavy paste of plain table salt

and refrigerator-chilled water, she pats

it on like a mask. When almost dry, she

removes it with warm water. Try it for

a smooth, glowing skin that will give the

lie to the look that used to be!

p Gail Russell gives with another tired-

look chaser. Raining light but brisk little

blows with the soft, padded underpart of

her fingertips on her face, she pats away
until the circulation is stimulated and the

natural freshness is restored.

Paulette Goddard holds on to her hair

and tugs it! Taking a handful at a time,

she pulls all over her head. This is not

only a good scalp tingler, she says, but

it is also a great help in relieving nervous

tension.

You might go a step further and give

your tresses a good brushing with a clean,

stiff-bristled brush. Brush from the roots

out. Bend your head low so you’ll not

just swish over the top layer, but will

reach every hair of your pretty head. For
extra hair glory, before brushing sprinkle

just a little toilet water or cologne on

your hairbrush.

Vivian Blaine says her eyes often look

droopy after a hard day. To open them
up she wrings out cotton pads in hot

water and places them over her closed

lids. Then she alternates by placing cotton

pads wrung out in ice-cold water over

them.

Although this hot-cold water treatment

works like magic for eye opener pur-

poses, you might like to cleanse and
brighten your orbs by using an eye wash.

If you have time, lie down in a darkened

room, relax, and place on your closed lids

any one of the good eye pads on the mar-
ket

But to get back to Vivian Blaine, and
another trick she has for making her eyes

look larger and brighter. When making
up, she uses a very little pale blue eye

shadow.

Eye make-up, you know, may be had in

many flattering colors. Become as used

to wearing it as you are to wearing lip-

stick, which came into its own in the

Twenties, after the last World War. A
shade to enhance the natural beauty of

your eye coloring, or one to pick up your

dominant costume color is what the eye-

make-up-wise beauty uses these days.

That’s what lends the final note of enchant-

ment.

Maureen O’Hara, when in need of a

mental lift after a particularly tiring day,

gets contrary with her hair. Up it goes,

if she’s been wearing it down all day!

Down she lets it fall, if it’s been upswept

since early morning!

She also says she finds a too-bright lip-

stick only accents that tired look, and so

she substitutes a softer-hued one, with

rouge to match.

Veronica Lake’s pet remedy for coaxing

back her flagging energy to its maximum
peak is to get rough with her towel dry-

ing. After her shower she massages her

arms, legs and entire body like mad with

the bath towel to bring the blood to the

surface. This stimulation, she will tell you.

restores her pep in the twinkling of an

eye.

So now you’re on your own . And
a Beautiful New Year to you!
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WHY BE NEGATIVE . . . WHEN YOU CAN BE POSITIVE

WITH

wt Lod ora nt
The Fragrances that stay

Perspiration-Proof

I

The Masculine

Entrust yourself to L’ORLE LODORANTE—the original and exclusive double-action

fragrances for Men and Women. Thanks to our famous Lorlizing discovery these

fragrances possess a positive refreshing deodorizing quality and can be used freely

all over the body. More important, these fragrances stay perspiration-proof all

day long.

$1.00 to $3.00 (plus tax) wherever toiletries are sold.

Feminine Fragrances

.

. . Masculine Scents . . .

1. Cafe Society 2. Trespass 4. Synopsis 130. Tumbleweed 133. Boots & Saddle 134 Field & Stream

6. Beware 10. Dare Me 30. Tumbleweed 135. Stick & Ball 143. Skiing 145. Clover Hay

Parfum L’ORLE, Inc. 6 East 39th Street, New York 16, N. Y. Made in U. S. A.

K APR A

P
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Hungarian Rhapsody

(Continued from page 43) right. They
couldn’t eat, they couldn’t sleep. They
exhausted themselves with their own un-
happiness—delivered in the large economy-
sized packages by a heartless fate.

“Has it affected you much, do you think,

Cornel?” we asked him recently.

“No,” he said thoughtfully. “But it does
seem a pity it happened to us while we
were so young.”

He’s thirty now and the unhappiness
is only just behind him. So closely be-
hind him he still lapses into what close

friends describe as a “Hungarian funk.”
Cornel’s and Pat’s love for each other

was the force that kept them going through
those eight years. But to say the Wildes
have always been complacently happy in

each other and to envision them always
the soul of harmonious accord is wrong.
They fought consistently during the first

two or three years of marriage. But—they
fought things out and settled them.
“We fought our way to a lasting mar-

riage,” Pat says. “Now we have a thorough
understanding of each other and a solid

foundation for life together in the future.”

WHERE most husbands resent a wife’s

taking a career, Cornel has long insis-

ted Pat be given her chance in pictures.

Not only has he helped her every step
of her way toward this end but, at

Twentieth where she was recently signed
to a contract, made her test with her. And
when it was over, and the contract signed,

you’d have thought it was Cornel, himself,

who had won, at last, the break. He called

all his friends and went around the lot

beaming until people asked him if he had
discovered a gold mine.

“Better than that,” he’d tell them, and
launch into a glowing description of the
talent and beauty of “Patricia Knight.”
Around the Twentieth lot the word is that

the two of them will make a picture to-

gether. Cornel would like nothing better.

Heaven knows, Pat’s blonde fairness, her
youth and divine figure surpass the screen
attributes of many stars of today. Together
they turn heads in a town where beauty
is commonplace.
Oddly enough, except for the color of

their hair, they look enough alike to be
brother and sister.

Cornel is not always understood by
people with whom he comes in contact.

He delights in rubbing some people the
wrong way by refusing to conform to

Hollywood’s caste system. It dates back
to his early fight for recognition when he
landed here. Those were bitter days for

Cornel, and for Pat, too, because she
believed in him and hated to see him hurt.

They’re over now. But a determination
was born of them never to be pushed
around again by Hollywood. Cornel, fight-

ing to regain his confidence in himself,

vowed to strike back someday, some-
way . . Yet with security now his, and
stardom, he is slowly accepting the fact

that he no longer has to battle every inch

of the way in his profession, and the
change this sure knowledge makes in him
is marked. He isn’t striking back, after

all. He has too much to do and it doesn’t

seem important now, anyway.
Of course, hangovers from those early,

bitter days persist, not so much in Cornel
himself, as among people who knew and
worked with him and didn’t understand
him at all—who perhaps didn’t try.

There was, for instance, the test which
gave Cornel his original contract with
Twentieth Century-Fox and which Cornel
wrote himself. He used to have that test

run over and over again. But you have to

remember this. He was ambitious and
frustrated. He had a tremendous urge to

work and there was no work. His morale
sagged and his confidence was just about
gone. The one tangible thing he had to

hang onto was this test. Surely, it must
have been good, and he must have been
good, or he wouldn’t have been signed . . .

So he used to go over on the lot every
so often and ask to have it run just for the
simple reason that to see it bolstered his
morale. He wasn’t egotistical. He was just
a heartsick young man catching at straws.
But of course, his “fair weather friends”
chose to misunderstand. They spread the
story that he was so fond of seeing himself
on the screen that he was running the
sprockets off his test.

GIVE

ClJislor 0\enny .ft 9L,J

Striking fiercely and without warning,

polio in the past has left twisted

bodies in its wake. There was little

we could do then, however—the ene-

my had to take its terrible toll.

BUT NOW, through the latest meth-

ods of treatment, Infantile Paralysis

patients are restored to useful, inde-

pendent lives. It takes time, patience

and money to train experts in the im-

portant new Sister Kenny technique—
that is why you are asked to contribute

to the Sister Kenny Foundation.

Your contribution may be used to

defray the cost of treating some child

by the advanced Kenny Method.

Let us stand between our children and

Infantile Paralysis.

Now there is no longer the problem of

not enough work; there is almost too much
work. He finished “The Bandit Of Sher-
wood Forest” at six o’clock one evening
and two hours later, having packed his

clothes and bolted his dinner, was in the

Twentieth Century-Fox barber shop hav-
ing his hair cut for “Leave Her To
Heaven.” And an hour after that he was en-
route to Bass Lake, Northern California,

for his first day’s work. He slept in the

automobile en route, arrived at five in the

morning, shaved and went to work—in a

love scene with Jeanne Crain. He’d only

met her fifteen minutes before which is,

of course, beside the point, although in-

teresting. Yes, he’s busy enough, now

He has a fetching, but slightly off-key
sense of humor, a sort of perverted sense
of the ridiculous that requires under-
standing, just as American humor so often
becomes a puzzler to foreigners. For in-
stance, all through the Arizona location
jaunt for “Leave Her To Heaven,” the
troupe kept the juke boxes ringing with
Chopin’s Polonaise as played by Cornel in

“A Song To Remember,” in the hopes of
getting a rise out of him. At Prescott he
turned the tables. He gave one of the
local urchins a dollar to feed the box
wherever the movie company went. And
so the Polonaise went on—and on—and on.

His impersonation of Charles Boyer is

frightening in its realism. He uses it to

confuse his agent and friends over the
phone into a state of bewilderment.
He chuckles at the casting agent who

once commented, “Too much personality
for the screen.” And the one who claimed
he could never be anything but a heavy.
He doesn’t mind Pat telling of the

time in New York before their marriage
when they had a date to go to the beach.
With his overnight bag containing his

trunks and towels he called at the hotel
for Pat only to be told she’d just left with
a certain actor. Furious, Cornel ran out
and spotted Pat and the actor down the
block. Running up he let fly his suitcase
at the actor’s knees. The actor crumpled
like an accordion. Of course it turned
out Pat was on the way to the drugstore
for a cup of coffee and the actor just hap-
pened to be going that way too.

Cornel is the soul of conscientious en-
deavor, both in his career and in his

marriage. The flattery of established and
beautiful stars never touches him. In his

wallet he carries the pictures of the two
people alone who own his heart and
loyalty—Pat and Wendy.

If ever anyone has the right to harbor
grudges, it is this actor who took an un-
merciful shoving around from Hollywood.
But he seems to have forgotten it. Even
those dreadful times when an M-G-M cast-

ing agent and talent scout persuaded Mr.
Mayer not to sign Cornel at the very last

minute with the remark—“If he’s a lead-
ing man, I’ll eat him.”

“I hope you’re right,” Mr. Mayer said,

putting down the pen. “You’ll hear from
me if you’re not.”

We hope he’s hearing. But although it

seemed one blow too many at the time,

Cornel has long since forgotten—or at

least forgiven.
The way he was slipped to Columbia by

his studio in exchange for Alexander Knox
to play “Wilson” was a caution. His studio

was sure they’d put over a terrific deal on
Columbia. After “A Song To Remember”
they weren’t sure of anything. But be-
fore they could grab Cornel back, Colum-
bia had already contracted for two more
with Twentieth’s “unknown.”
More important than masculine charms,

and he’s loaded with them, is his good
sportsmanship. One of his vfery first acts

in front of the crew and cast of “Leave
Her To Heaven” called for him to plunge
fully dressed into a mountain lake. Every-
one watching knew the water was icy.

Cornel didn’t. He made the plunge and
came up without a word or look of sur-

prise or protest.

“Sorry,” the director said, “but the cloud

formation was wrong. Do it again.”

He never flinched. In dry clothing he

once again made the icy plunge.

The crew smiled at one another know-
ingly. For Hollywood forgives anything—
if one is a good sport.

In more ways than one, Cornel has

proved he’s just that—a good sport.

The End



"Petite” for children

"Suave" for the elite

Know the Joy of

by tonight

give yourself

"Glamour" for 'teen agers

COLD WAVE
CONTAINING "KURLIUM”*

Yes!—with the new Charm-Kurl Supreme Cold Wave
kit it’s done in 2 to 3 hours at home! Contains the

same ingredients used by beauty salons giving
COLD WAVES costing up to $10.00, $15.00 or
more. The result will be luxurious curls and waves

that are natural looking and easy to manage.

!)ti Gady ad Gamlurt<t i/ousi Jicud!
• Perfect comfort—no machines, no heat
• "Takes” on fine or coarse hair

• Ideal, too, for children's hair

• Your permanent will last months and months
• Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

Each kit contains a 3-ounce bottle of salon-type COLD
WAVE solution with "Kurlium,”* 60 curlers, 60 end tis-

sues, cotton applicator, neutralizer and easy-to-follow
instructions. It’s complete, there’s nothing else to buy.

Plus 14c Tax

The new Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLD
WAVE Home Kit is for sale at Depart-

ment Stores, Drug Stores, 5c-l0c Stores.

Get one today— thrill to new-found
glamorous hair beauty by tonight.

* Only Charm-Kurl contains "Kurlium,"*
the quick working hair beaulifler. It's the
nation's biggest Home COLD WAVE valuel
*”Kurlium” is U. S. Registered. No one
else can make this statement.
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leaves your hair so lustrous,

yet so easy to manage?

earn About Hair-dos

From the Girls who Know
Lovely Lily Carlson, glamorous New
York model. Cover Girl and Drene Girl . .

.

poses for many famous fashion photo-

graphs. She wears her Drene-lovely hair in

many exciting styles.

In Front of the Camera, Lily chooses

this center-part upsweep to go with the

jersey dress by Joel. "See how my hack

hair is combed up into shining rolls. Twist

strands of pearls around velvet ribbon for

the matching comb and choker.” That

polished-smooth look of Lily’s hair is due

to Drene with Hair Conditioning action.

Sh<iampoo with

Hair Conditioning Action

Only Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action

will make your hair look so lovely!

Drene your hair and bring out all its gleaming beauty,

as much as 33% more lustre than any soap.

Drene is not a soap shampoo.

It never leaves any dull, dingy film on hair, the way all soaps do.

Such manageable, satin-smooth hair, right after shampooing

. . . now that Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning action.

Complete removal of unsightly dandruff too . .

.

when you shampoo your hair this glamour way.

So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioning action,

or ask your beauty shop to use it.

•In Private Life, Lily often wears thisi

shining example of a casual, soft hair-do.

"Remember,” says Lily, "the more simple

your hair-do, the more important its

gleaming beauty.” She knows that only

Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning

action will make her hair look so lovely.
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GIRL: Ail right. And what if I am?

Everybody can’t be a rich, beautiful, glamorous,

witty heiress with beaus all over the place

sending Valentines all the time!

CUPID: True, my ferocious little fruitcake, true.

But everybody can smile . . . and you don’t! Don’t

you know a sparkling smile gets more men than

home cooking?

GIRL: Sure. But my smile’s as sparkling as a boiled potato!

CUPID: Ever try brushing your teeth?

GIRL: Did I ev— ? Listen, my fresh little friend, I brush my teeth

regular as anything! And they still don’t sparkle. And what’s more

I’ve even begun seeing “pink” on my tooth brush lately!

CUPID: Oh? And what’d your dentist say?

G I R L : Dentist? What dentist? Who said any—

CUPID: Well of all the waffle-brained—! Listen, Sis, that “pink”

on your tooth brush is a warning to see your dentist right away!

Because he may find your gums are being robbed

of exercise by today’s soft foods. And he may suggest

“the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA AND MASSAGE

G I R L: My smile. We were talking about my smile.

Remember?

CUPID: Sugar, we still are! Don’t you know that a

sparkling smile depends largely on firm, healthy gums?

And this Ipana not only cleans teeth, it’s specially

designed, with massage, to help your gums. Massage

a little extra Ipana on your gums when you brush your
teeth, and . . . bang! You’ve started yourself on the

road to a sparkling smile! Okay? Then get

started . . .Today, Sugar. Ipana and massage.
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Published n The greatest

this space star of the

every month screen

!

It was a best-seller... a header’s Digest
classic ... a Book of the Month. And
now it’s The Picture Of The Year.

It’s W. L. White’s “They Were Expend-
able”— carved out of some of the most
dramatic events of alftime.

This is M-G-M’s heart-stinging story

of some of the most heroic headlines
of recent years.

The story of “Brick”, who loved a boat;
of “Rusty”, who loved a girl.

Robert Montgomery (back on the
screen after his war-years with Uncle
Sam’s Navy) is magnificent as “Brick”,
who’d rather command a PT-boat than
a battleship. The part’s a natural for

the star who was skipper on a PT-boat
when they were shooting for keeps.

John Wayne is “Rusty”, who scoffs at

the “sea-going mousetraps”. But that
was before the fighting started !

There’s a tremendous thrill in watching
those suicidal “sea-scooters” in action!

The thrill of battle, of terrible peril.

And a surge of pride that will quicken
the beat of your heart.

There’s a thrill, too, in the romance
between the hard-bitten PT-boat Com-
mander and the Army nurse. Lovely
Donna Reed makes a perfect “Sandy”,
dungareed angel of mercy who tends
wounds and steals hearts.

There’s a gripping sense of realism in

“They Were Expendable”—evidence of

the directorial deftness of Captain John
Ford, U.S.N.R., the expert screen play
of Comdr. Frank Wead, U.S.N. (Ret.),

the excellence of the action photog-
raphy. Cliff Reid is associate producer.

Jack Holt, Ward Bond and a consum-
mate cast back up the stars with
stellar performances.

The screen can offer no greater

thrill than this story of gallant

men and women who never
expected to return. “They
Were Expendable.”

.

We salute them. — Jieo-
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(BKAUSt THEY JUST FINISRED A BIG PICTURE)

Robert Montgomery (don’t you feel

like shaking his hand and saying:

"Welcome home, Bob!”) plays"Brick.”

He’s in love with a couple of tons of

wood and steel, a PT boat. John Wayne
is "Rusty”. . .afraid of only one thing in

the world, losing Sandy. Lovely Donna
Reed is Sandy, the nurse who heals

heroes’ wounds, and steals their hearts.

Here’s the thrilling picturization of

the terrific best-seller that has taken

America by storm, "They Were Ex-

pendable.” Acclaimed by the reading

public as a Reader's Digest classic,

then as a Book-of-the-Month . . . and

now as an M-G-M film destined to be

called the Picture of the Year. Here’s

roaring action . . . suspense with a

wallop., . . flaming romance as real as.

flesh and blood can make it. The

screen can offer no greater thrill than

" They Were Expendable."

p4e6mfs~

THEY WERE EXPENDABLE
itaMinfr

ROBERT MONTGOMERY- JOHN WjWE
u-iTH DONNA REED . jack holt . ward bond

A JOHN FORD PRODUCTION . BASED ON THE BOOK BY WILLIAM L. WHITE
Screen Play by FRANK WEAD, COMDR. U. S. N. (RET.) • Associate Producer CLIFF REID

DIRECTED BY JOHN FORD, CAPTAIN, U. S. N. R.
A METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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No women allowed

—

Dana Andrews with
returned service
men. Bob Preston
and Vic Mature, goes
in for man talk

Lens event—the Press Photographers’ Ball at Ciro’s.

Hedy Lamarr and John Loder among glitter guests

P
ress Photograph ers' Ball: Everybody
turned out for the annual Press Photog-
raphers’ Ball which was held at Ciro’s. And

that was the first time that Lana Turner
popped out without Turhan Bey after their

sudden bust-up. And even though he was
with Ella Raines and took her out a lot after

that, don’t for a minute believe that she is the
one who broke up the romance. Ella’s heavy
date is really Paul Fix, who is in the process
of getting a divorce. And don’t be surprised
if they marry when he gets it. Lana’s dating
with Steve Crane ( Continued on page 6)

Tuneful two-ing—Beverly Tyler and Tom
Drake do the honors at the same party

I



SHE MADE

A CAREER

OUT OF LOVE

winked an eye from behind her fan,

Smiled just once, and caught a million dollar man!

She took all his dough, ’cause she had a way of knowing

That he couldn’t take it with him where he was going!

and the duke were a handsome pair
Jj|

Soon they were married— with a son and heir.
/v

But kitty had her eyes on his bank account,

And she got what she wanted, thanks to Paramount!

/V'ty' as a duchess was a sight to behold.

No man could resist her in satin and gold.

She started holding hands with a conquering hero,

But at the end of the game his score was zero!

was real!y waiting for a certain guy,

The conniving gent who put that gleam in her eye.

She drew a circle that took him in

Because Kitty was a woman with a will to win!

From rags to ermine Kitty made no stop.

On a ladder of husbands she climbed to the top.

WMjir
R/m|
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HOLLYWOOD’S
RISING, YOUNG STARS
AGREE —

vans . . . appearing

in "SOMi OF ARIZONA,”
a new release by Republic
Productions, Inc., says: "A
PERKY, LITTLE SINGING
CANARY ROOSTS YOUR
SPIRITS . . . HELPS MAKE
EVERYr HAY RRIGHTER t"

A canary is so easy to care for, so

radiant with happiness that you, too,

will agree, "Canaries are wonderful pets !”

Have a canary for your very own . . . or,

for a delightful gift to someone you
love, give a songster

!

To keep your canary at his peak of

happiness, feed America’s favorite bird

diet—FRENCH’S Bird Seed (with Bird

Biscuit)— the time-tried canary food

containing 11 proven aids to canaries’

health and song.

LARGEST

SELLING

BIRD SEED

IN THE U.S.

INSIDE STIFF

The bridal pair, Ben Gage and

Esther Williams alight from

their car at their wedding

reception. The marriage was

in a small, simple church.

En route to the reception Ben

ran out of gas, had to coast

down hill to a gas station

They had to dash from

the reception to catch a

Mexico-bound plane for

their short honeymoon

(Continued from page 4) doesn t mean
anything either. And as for Rory Cal-
houn—well—he’s good looking and very
devoted but Cal wouldn’t make any bet-

on this being the real thing, either.

That was the night that Vic Mature
debuted with civilian clothes—and also

debuted with June Haver. They’ve
been dating like mad ever since. John
Wayne, Joan Davis and Kathryn Gray-
son (who has made up with John Shel-
ton yet again). It was a thoroughly
gay affair.

Wedding Bells: At five -thirty on the

Sunday afternoon of November 25,

1945, young Jane Powell’s lovely voice

suddenly rang out over the small group
gathered in the Westwood Congrega-
tional Church. Janie was singing, “I

love you, I love you, that’s all that I can
say” at the wedding of Esther Williams
and Ben Gage.
Almost a year ago, you see, when

Esther and Ben had their very first date
the orchestra played that tune and the

night Ben first proposed to Esther the
band played it. And when finally, after

much deliberation, Esther accepted
Ben, Ben had it played. Then when
they quarrelled and made up they made
up to that tune. So they simply had
to get married to it.

It was a small wedding because
Esther and Ben wanted it just for their

closest friends and their families. Ben’s
eighty - two - year - old grandma made
her first air trip to arrive in Hollywood
for the occasion. In fact, the whole
Gage clan was there which is quite a

group and Ben’s older brother Captain
Charles Gage was best man. There was
a bigger crowd of Williamses, though.
Movie celebrities were kept out, ex-
cept for Ben’s ushers who were his

pals, Sonny Tufts, William Tracy, Ed
Gardner and Ed Morgan. Esther had
no attendant save her matron of honor,
Malvina Pumphrey, who has been her
publicity representative and closest

friend throughout her movie career.

Esther wore ( Continued on page 8)
6



Once Again an EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT, achievement from Warners!

»n»iniwHlli

DIRECTED BY PR

S.Z’CUDDLES' SAKALl

PRODUCED BY

VICTOR FRANCEN
JOHN LITEL D BUTLER ROBERT BUCKNER

ORIGINAL SCREEN PLAY BY ALAN LEMAY AND *». R. BURNETT • MUSIC BY MAX STEINER
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NOW. . . Let the Magic of

add Color and Sparkle to

Here s Glamour Made Easy
. .

.
yes, in just

3 minutes — at home — you can give your
hair glorious new color, with Marchand’s
wonderful Make-Up Hair Rinse. So easy to

use, it goes on and washes off with as little

fuss as your facial make-up!

Many Different Color Effects . . No mat-
ter what shade your hair may be, with this

thrilling hair “make-up", you can highlight

and brighten its natural shade . .
.
give it a

definitely warmer tone, or add a soft cop-
pery glow . . . even blend little gray streaks

in with your original youthful shade!

Not a Permanent Dye . . . Marchand's Rinse
is absolutely harmless — as safe to use as
lemon or vinegar And these delicate tints

do so much more for your hair!

After your shampoo, simply dissolve a pack-
age of Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse in

warm water and brush or pour it through
your hair. Almost instantly dulling soap film

disappears, your curls sparkle and gleam as
they never could with a shampoo alone!

12 Smart Shades
. .

. you can get the very
color effect you want with this modern Hair
'Make-Up. Try it, after your next shampoo!

Made by the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair If ash

INSIDE STUFF

Hayride motif— Jess

Barker and Susan Hay-

ward at same party

( Continued from page 6) a pink Irene
gown with a matching pink hat and Mai
wore a brown one and even though no-
body ever sees the groom, Ben pointed
out that he was wearing a blue pin-
striped suit. That was because he was
conscious of having got out of uniform
only the day before.
But if they had so few stars at the

church, the Gages had them by the sky-
ful at Malvina’s house for their wed-
ding reception. The whole Metro list

was there, half of. Paramount and
three-quarters of Twentieth, with Lana
Turner grabbing the spotlight because
she never moved from a corner where
she was huddled with Bob Hutton and
he never moved his hand that was
tightly grasping hers. Esther and Ben
towered above the crush. In fact just
before they went dashing away to the
airport, where they were to fly down to
Mexico for a week’s honeymoon in
magical Acapulco, the saucy mermaid
murmured, “Now everybody can see
why I fell in love with you, Ben boy.
It’s because you’re the only man in the
world who makes me look dainty.”
What did six-feet-five Mr. Gage do

then? He lightly picked up the five-foot-
ten-inch glamour girl, who’s been said
to have a perfect profile all over, and
took her out to their car and whirled
away in a cloud of congratulations.

Bet: If all the pictures you see of
Catherine McLeod, Frank Borzage’s
discovery (who will practically be
starred in her first picture, “I’ve Al-
ways Loved You”), have her dressed to
the teeth—or posing behind stoves and
such—don’t be surprised. Something
new under the Hollywood sun is the
bet that Borzage’s publicity man has
made with him ( Continued on page 10)

The Ladd and the lasses—Alan Ladd chats

with Diana Lynn at Press Photographers’

Ball. Beverly Tyler is in the background

Lucky Frank Latimore rates June Haver

for this close-up of fun for two

—

also at the Press Photographers’ Ball



RADIO PICTURES
presents
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RADIO

7%c ccufot T&&6/
Hollywood called this story

“impossible to produce.” Such

mounting suspense...such daring

emotional power...such difficult

starring roles. Yet, here it is,

in all its flawless fascination!

p
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“One Rose,by those Fair Fingers cull’d,

were worth a hundred kisses’l r„,„„

INSIDE STUFF

t

Nice going, Mr. T.... but can fingers

stay“fair”and make with the mop ?

It can be done! Yes.. . in spite of scrubbing floors

. . . scouring . . . cooking ... all the hard housework

in the world . . . Pacquins Hand Cream still helps

keep hands adorably soft and smooth. Use Pacquins

regularly for whiter, smoother-looking hands.

Ask your doctor or his nurse about

keeping hands in good condition in spite of 30 to 40

soapy-water scrubbings a day. Pacquins was original-

ly formulated for their professional use . . . and their

hands get really hard treatment! Pacquins is super-

rich with humectant, an ingredient that helps parched,

roughened skin feel softer, more supple. Pacquins

is pleasant to use too. Snow white . . . not greasy!

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN. CENT STORE

arnaim
HAND CREAM

Creamy - smooth ... not sticky, not
greasy. More hands use Pacquins than
any other hand cream in the world!

(Continued from page 8) that this tal-
ented girl can be “sold” to the fans
without leg art or any kind of a sexy
picture build-up whatever. Also, he’s
gone even further and bet that Cath-
erine can get reams of publicity with-
out any romance yarns too. Well

—

we’ll see!

Temperament Dept: Edward G. Rob-
inson walked off the “Strangers” set
at three A.M., because he said it was
taking too long to get a certain few
shots—and that his sleep is more impor-
tant than somebody’s fiddling around
to get an arty effect. Can’t blame him.
Paul Henreid is under suspension at

Warners for refusing a role in “The
Beast With Five Fingers” and Robert
(Gershwin) Alda will replace him.
Annie-pie Sheridan’s long and costly

fight with her studio over the kind of
roles she wants to play is over. She
should be tearing herself away from
Steve Hannagan long enough to be in
front of the cameras again by the time
you read this.

That Sanders: The day was bright and
sunny so Cal hied himself down to the
beach house of George Sanders to pay
an afternoon visit.

Never quite knowing how Georgie
will react (our last experience was
brutally amusing), we found him en-
sconced in a Marion Davies guest house
which he had (Continued on page 12)

Cute solo—Ann Miller gets

ready to go into her dance

at the Photographers’ Ball
10



M\ita LOUISE

Screenplay by Wilfrid H. Pettitt and Melvin Levy • Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN and HENRY LEVIN • Produced by LEONARD S. PICKER and CLIFFORD SANFORTH
11
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EDDIE BRACKEN
star of Paramount's

lias Ills bathroom papered with

music scores! That’s so he’ll never

run out of inspiration while sing-

ing in the shower.

An even brighter idea, says

Eddie, and one that should

be in everybody’s bath-

room, is Calox Tooth Pow-

der for cleansing and pol-

ishing teeth .Calox contains

five different ingredients to

help remove all kinds of

surface stains and bring

out all the natural lustre

of teeth. No wonder it’s

the personal dentifrice of

many famous movie stars!

Calox does even more than cleanse

and polish. It actually sweetens

your breath, and leaves your

mouth feeling clean and minty-

fresh. That’s why Calox is known

as“The Breath-less Beauty Den-

tifrice!’ Try Calox Tooth Powder!

* Guaranteed by *2

Good Housekeeping
S. If DlflCTlVt CM V

<PvetmtP

INSIDE STUFF

Comedy cul-u p— Cass

Daley takes the bows—at

Press Photographers’ Ball

(Continued from page 10) sub-rented
from Geraldine Fitzgerald. He couldn’t
have been more mellow, more affable,

more charming. And in those white
shorts he certainly is what the ladies

term a fine figure of a man.
In fact, Cal made a discovery that

day he’d like to pass on to you Sanders
fans. He’s shy. It’s revealed in his

nervous laughter, in a wistful hope-
fulness that everything is going along
all right. He played first (and he plays
well) some songs with slightly risque
lyrics, and then several of his own
melodious compositions.
He told us, too, of the afternoon he

and Mrs. Sanders had gone out on their

beach to discover a woman lying there
in such a way they feared she was
dead.
When the former Falcon, that know-

all detective who is now played by
George’s brother Tom Conway, at-

tempted to arouse the woman, a bottle

of liquor and a half emptied bottle of

sleeping tablets rolled into the sand.

He quickly summoned the police.

“And right there,” George told us, “I

found I’d been doing that Saint detec-

tive all wrong. Instead of any brilliant

deducing or far-flung logic, one police-

man calmly straddled the sleeping

woman, picked up the bottle of liquor,

took a drink and passing the bottle

around, said, “It’s good. Have a swig.”

Somehow, the idea amused George
immensely. In fact, everything about
his life these days (except* that awful
ending on his picture “Uncle Harry”)
seems to please him. Perhaps it’s be-
cause he’s passing through what he
chooses to call his “beach phase.”

Line-o'-Type: Bob Taylor back in civ-

vies is a sight for weary eyes . . .

Lauren Bacall (Continued on page 14)



Ihe tyieat Stow- and \'Dwecfoz of "Woman in the Window . . .

.

can only end

in MuAcfet!

A DIANA PRODUCTION

Produced and Directed by

FRITZ LANG

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

JESS BARKER • MARGARET LINDSAY - ROSALIND IVAN - SAMUEL S. HINDS
Based on the novel "La Chienne" Screenplay by DUDLEY NICHOLS Art Direction by Alexander Golitzen
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Help Nature shed beauty-concealing "Top Skin"

Quick, easy Twin Treatment speeds up removal of dry outer skin flakes.

Helps protect pore openings against clogging . . . blackheads.

Claim your right to the beauty of a clearer, tive Twin Treatment. Edna Wallace
younger-looking skin. Not with creams Hopper White Clay Pack each week-and
and lotions galore. Just this simple, effec- Homogenized Facial Cream each day.

Once a week . . . this exciting Beauty Mask!

Spread Clay Pack over clean face and neck. Relax.
Feel its stimulating effect on your tense, tired skin.

Wash off when dry (about 8 minutes).
Notice the new youthful bloom on your cheek—

a

bewitching glow from Clay Pack’s gentle blushing
action. Your skin seems firmer, finer-textured— free

from unlovely "top skin”. How glamorous your
make-up will look now on the clearer smoothness of
your skin—a dazzling, alive look you’ll want to keep.

So you’ll never miss a day’s beauty care with Hopper
Homogenized Facial Cream.

Daily... this protection for your lovelier underskin!

Faithful daily use of Facial Cream will help make
your weekly Clay Pack even more effective. This ex-

quisite blush pink cream not only cleanses marvel-
ously but lubricates better because it’s homogenized.
Wonderful as a powder base—and a night cream, too!

Pat on with upward, outward strokes! (See dia-

gram. ) Remove with tissues. Your skin feels soft and
baby-fresh, as dry, rough spots seem to disappear.

Your mirror— and admiring eyes—proclaim your
lovelier-looking complexion.

Twin Treatment

for a lovelier, younger look

Like to see the man who writes the

Saint series? He’s Leslie Charteris

with Eve Arden who’s painting

on freckles at Photographers’ Ball

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued, jrom page 12) and he
Bogie dress exactly alike around th
house—gray flannel slacks and nev
woolen shirt . . . Lew Ayres lunchini
with friends in the M-G-M commissar;
had everyone looking his way—an<

with admiration which is good, sinci

Lew left that studio under a cloud
Good to know his sincerity is at las

appreciated . . . Fred Astaire says he’

laid aside his dancing shoes foreve
after completing “Blue Skies.” He’

!

visiting his sister Lady Cavendish ii

the East . . . Jackie Cooper, wearing ;

commendation ribbon from Vice-Ad
miral W. L. Calhoun, will be out of th
Navy in February. He’s been all ove
the South Pacific in the past year and i

half . . . Everyone complimenting Bil

Williams on his good sportsmanship ii

losing the lead at the last minute ii

“Till The End Of Time” to Guy Madi
son, and even agreeing to play a mino
role. Not many of our eager youn:

players can “take it” that well.

Star Reports: Dotty Lamour (she’

been looking so beautiful all the tim
she’s been waiting for her blessed even
to event) is saying that she positive!;

expects her baby to be born on Nev
Year’s Eve . . . Don’t believe all thos'

yarns about the dates that Marth;
Vickers and Jimmy Stewart are sup
posed to be having. At this writin;

they haven’t even met yet! . . . Som
press agent must be awfully busy wit!

nothing to do! And as for Jeanne Crab
dating Kurt Kreuger (who is reall;

mad about Cathy Downs)—they don’

even know each other—and that’s m
kidding . . . Robert Taylor will be bacl

on the screen before you can say Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer. And his first will b<

“You Were There” . . . Susanna FoS'

ter is driving (Continued an page 16!
14
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You’ll see all the hilari-

ous slunfs that make

America Roar from coast-

lo-coast every week.1

funny"

starring

i

JACK HALEY

P/onihe air. - .

on-jbe scrs®2'

Because Paramount Has Doubled

The Fun By Adding The Radio Favorites

of 50 Million Listeners, Plus

Famous Screen Stars

!

Jack Haley

Helen Walker

Rudy Vallee

Ozzie Nelson

Philip Reed
with

The Vagabonds

Bob Graham • Roy Atwell

Art Linkletter
and the

People Are Funny

Radio Show
Guest artist

Frances Langford
Produced and Directed by SAM WHITE

Screenplay by Maxwell Shane, David Lang

Original Story by David Lang

A Pine-Thonr.as Production

A Paramount Picture
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HOW TO

Copyright 1946, International Silver Co., Holme* & Edward* Div.,

Meriden. Conn. In Canada: The T. Eaton Co.. Ltd. °Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

50c Just Red is so right it’s the only

plus tax shade offered in

’‘LIPSTICK
ROGER &GALLET
Perfume • Dry Perfume • Lip Ade * Toilet Soap

INSIDE STUFF

There’s Hope—Bob and his

pretty Mrs. in attendance

at Wynn Rocamora party

(Continued from page 14) Universal
mad by refusing the parts currently be-
ing handed her. She is determined to

take a three-year suspension, if neces-
sary—and do nothing but study for the

opera! She even turned down the
chance to play Magnolia in the revival

of “Show Boat” on Broadway—saying,

“When I go to New York it will be for

grand opera and nothing else!” She
sang for the late Jerome Kern just be-
fore he died—and he raved about her
voice. Now—Susanna is just sitting at

home, but planning to go to Carmel,
California, and do nothing but study
indefinitely ... If Lauren Bacall is an-
noyed at the panning she got from most
reviewers on “Confidential Agent,” she
isn’t showing it. But she is mad at

her director and discoverer, Howard
Hawkes—who told her in no uncertain
terms that she is no Duse in “The Big
Sleep”—and she won’t even talk to

him! In fact, she has told the studio she’ll

never make another picture for him. . . .

Romance: If Bonita Granville is

really serious about director Bruce
“Lucky” Humbei'stone as reported,
handsome George Miller back in Bos-
ton is going to be mighty blue. In fact,

George telephoned Cal all the way from
Boston recently and the conversation
got around to Bonita. We took it he
cared.

Handsome Richard Derr out of uni-
form and back in Hollywood took up
the threads of romance with Anne
Baxter exactly where they left off,

which once again has John Hodiak do-
ing the spots by himself. Dick was the

lad, you remember, that Anne accom-
panied as far as Arizona when he de-
parted for the Air Corps. That’s how
much she cared.

That Wilde Mon: The “Centennial
Summer” group was out on the back of

Twentieth Century-Fox, so we hopped
in a friend's car and drove out to see

the company at work.
A train of the earliest possible vin-

tage with its dinky engine and huge
bell stood on (Continued on page 19)

Same party—Continental

Dantine chats with Dorothy

I.amour and Carole Landis



She creates the most mischievous

LOVE SITUATION IN HISTORY!

{because she knows, but definitely,

everything about love)

Watch (f^yLCiACL/ in

The Year’s Greatest Motion Picture Event

NOEL COWARD'S

Blithe spirit

How to kiss . . . and hold your man!

How to stay in his life!

How to make the competition look pale!

in Blushing TECHNICOLOR

with

REX HARRISON • CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

KAY HAMMOND and MARGARET RUTHERFORD

A Two Cities Film • Released thru United Artists

Coming soon to your favorite theatre to bring you the best laughs ever!



Queen of the winter scene with sparkling hair!

All aglow in the sunlight or firelight.

That’s Drene-lovely hair.

Cover Girl Shari Herbert shows you

these exciting hair-dos to go with the things

you’ll do and the clothes you’ll wear

on a gay winter week-end.

“Changing your hair style is part of the fun,”

says Shari. “And your hair is so easy to fix

after a Drene wash. This wonderful shampoo

with Hair Conditioning action

leaves hair so smooth and easy to manage.”

You’ll love the way Drene brings out

all the gleaming beauty of your hair . . .

as much as 33% more brilliance than any soap.

Drene is not a soap shampoo.

It never leaves any dull dingy film on hair

the way all soaps do.

Fashion models, like Shari Herbert,

are always so smartly groomed.

No unsightly dandruff, not when
you’re a Drene Girl! Start

today. Use Drene Shampoo with

Hair Conditioning action or ask

your beauty shop to use it.

% WINGING DOWN A SKI SLOPE, you

want a hair-do that stays put. “So

fasten your hair at the nape of your

neck with a barrette,” advises Shari,

“and comb under into a smooth page-

boy.” No other shampoo . . . only

Drene with Hair Conditioning action

. . . will make your hair look so lovely.

Wonderful Hair-dos for Vour liinler M/eek-End

# GLAMOUR BY FIRELIGHT. . .“Change to something romantic for evening,”

Shari says. “Sweep up your hair and arrange in four or five long shining curls.”

For that wonderful shining-smooth look, follow Shari’s example and be a Drene

Girl. So simple yet really dramatic!

Sh,i cimpoo with

Hair Conditioning Action -

leaves ^our hair

so lustrous, yet so

easy to manage.



( Continued from page 16 ) a short run
of track. Cornel as a Frenchman stood

with two dogs, one under each arm,
ready to alight from one of the cars.

Speaking with the most intriguing ac-

cent imaginable, he stepped down and
handed the dogs to Constance Bennett.

There was only one catch. He d'dn’t

hand them quite far enough and the

bewildered dogs found themselves
hanging limply down over la Bennett
who clutched them by their necks

under her arms. It was a sight to cause

even the cameraman to roar.

The next take was even more fun.

The little train, which was to advance
not more than six feet, kept right on
going through the papier mache built-

up platform, plowing on through the

phony building front. Colored porters

flew in every direction while the chil-

dren in the film, who had been playing

hopscotch on the sidelines, came run-
ning over to watch.
Cornel joined us for a chat and to

report the grand news that his wife

Pat had been signed by his studio.

Incidentally, little Jeanne Crain is a

pleasing sight in her costume for this

picture which, from Cal’s view on the

sideline, looks mighty intriguing.

Party News: Photoplay’s editorial di-

rector Fred Sammis found himself the

guest of honor at a gay cocktail party

given by the magazine’s reviewer,

Sara Hamilton. Friends of both Sara

and Fred came early and stayed late.

Lana Turner, looking too beautiful,

came with hej adoring new swain, Bob
Hutton, who t fid one and all he was in

love and that was that. Tall and lovely

Mrs. Errol Flynn, who came with Hurd
Hatfieid, caught every male eye—so

loveiy, so diff -rent looking she is. Cor-
nel Wilde and his beautiful wife Pat,

who has just been signed by Twent.eth,

exchanged studio gossip with Dana and
Mrs. Andrews. Mark Stevens, recuper-

Guest of honor, beautiful guest—Fred R.

Sammis, Photoplay’s editorial director,

with Lana Turner at Sara Hamilton party

The Spool Cotton Company, Dept. P-246
54 Clark Street, Newark 4, New Jersey

Enclosed is cents for 10-cent books checked.

“Doilies,” No. 217
“100 Edgings,” No. 218

“Bags,” No. 219

“Gifts,” No. 226

“Hats and Accessories,” No. 227

“Hats,” (easy favorites). No. 220

“Accessories” (hair ornaments, jabots, blouses,

jewelry, etc.). No. 221

“Pot-Holders,” No. 222
“Chair Sets,” No. 223
“Woolies for Babies,” (knit and crochet).

No. 224

Name

Address

To greet the editor— Hurd Hatfield

and Nora Eddington, at Hamilton party

INSIDE STUFF

ating from a nervous siege after playing
the romantic lead opposite Joan Fon-
taine in “From This Day Forward,”
came with his lovely wife, Annelle.
Richard Derr, who is John Hodiak’s
stiffest competition for the affection of

Anne Baxter, brought charming Doro-
thy Blanchard of M-G-M. Sara’s
neighbors, Alexis Smith and her hus-
band Craig Reynolds, greeted fellow
Warnerite Wayne Morris, back in civ-
vies, and his charming wife, Pat. Ann
Sothern and her husband Bob Sterling,

also in civvies, found author Lieut.

Clair McKelway who does those terrific

profiles in the New Yorker both amus-
ing and interesting. Louella Parsons,
Dane Clark and Helmut Dantine were
in a huddle over scoops while Chester
Morris fascinated our handsome edi-
torial director with stories of his magic.
Cal arrived with his friend Lieut. Ted
Tewksbury and found it one of the
gayest parties of the season.

A Roof, Please: The police officer
drove by the parked car slowly and
drove on. An hour later as he drove
by again, the car was still there. Wan-
dering over, the officer peered in at a
girl huddled in the front seat of the
car—alone. He tapped on the window.

“I’m sorry, officer,” the girl said, “but
I frankly have no place to go. I can’t

get into a hotel and the room I’ve been
living in over a garage is no longer
available becawse the house was sold.”

The officer peered at the occupant.
“Say—are you—what’s your name?”

“Olivia de Havilland,” was the reply.

Next day, the actress who actually
had no home was given an apartment

HUNDREDS OF WONDERFUL, SMART

NEW FASHIONS YOU CAN

Crochet!
QUICKLY! EASILY! ECONOMICALLY!

JUST 10 CENTS EACH!
Mail Coupon Today!

“White House.” one of 17 exquisite new doilies in Book
217. Many famous prize-winners included. Easy, quick

patterns, complete directions.

100 smartest new edgings
for linens, gilets, baby
clothes, etc. in Book 218.

High-fashion bags, wash-
able! Complete directions

for 17 bags in Book 219.

Book full of adorable ani-
mals, pot-holders, slippers,

bags, aprons in Book 226.

Whv pay $40 for a cro-

cheted hat? Make it your-
self 1 14 styles in Book 227.



ACT I: Back Home to Mother
Mary expected sympathy from her

mother when she left Joe after that

last big quarrel. But what she got was

better — good, sensible advice! “Of

course you know about feminine hy-

giene,” her mother told her, “But

Joe and Mary, together again— and

now their love is even more beautiful

than at first! Yes, Mother certainly

knew best. Since Mary started using

Lysol always in the douche, she knows

listen to me, dear . . . now-and-then

care isn’t enough. A wife shouldn’t

risk her marriage happiness by being

careless even once!” She advised

Mary to use Lysol disinfectant for

douching— always.

for herself how thoroughly this proved

germ-killer cleanses. Lysol is far more
dependable than salt, soda or other

homemade solutions'. Really does the

job . . . easily and inexpensively, too.

INSIDE STUFF

found by director Mitch Leisen.
Which reminds Cal that even brash

Vic Mature, now out of the Coast
Guard, has found the housing shortage
a problem. Warned by the Beverly
Hills Hotel he had stayed his limit, Vic
laughed and ignored the caution. That
night he returned to his hotel to find

his belongings packed and waiting for

him in the hotel check room. Vic, who
once lived in a tent, doesn’t mind. He’s
living in his dressing room on the set

of “Three Little Girls In Blue.”

interesting People: Carmen Cavallaro
flies down from San Francisco’s Mark
Hopkins Hotel every week to pinch hit

for Bing Crosby on the radio, and then
flies right back for his ten o’clock show.
When Cal asked Carmen if he minded
the constant air travel, he frankly ad-
mitted he viewed it gloomily. What
these talented people go through to

keep the show going is really some-
thing.

Kenneth Hopkins, who creates those
gorgeous bonnets for the stars, has hit

his peak in a new creation made from
long feathers and called the Cal York
creation, because it pokes its way into

everyone’s business.

Rex Harrison, the famous English
actor, and his lovely wife Lilli Palmer,
are seen everywhere in Hollywood.
Rex will make several pictures, in-

cluding “Anna And The King Of Siam,”
for Twentieth. Cal noticed how very
attentive Rex was to his lovely wife,

and to his luncheon guest Ernst Lu-
bitsch one day at Romanoff’s. In fact,

the only time his eyes strayed was
when the meat table rolled by. And
then the Englishman stared almost un-
believingly. Kind of brought a lump
to the throat remembering those hard
times over there.

Van and Sonja: Hollywood is watch-
ing with interest Sonja Henie’s report

to the Chicago newspapers on her ro-
mance (it says here) with Van John-
son. Cal made it his business to go
straight to headquarters and get the

truth as of today. And here it is. Van
is not seriously considering marriage
to anyone—he is not planning to spend
any time in the future in Chicago and
if they meet in New York—well, he’s

been planning that venture for months.
So there it is.

At Romanoff's: Hurd Hatfield greeted

us joyfully. He explained why a piece

of white tape covered his face. It seems
the bobby-soxers went so crazy for

Hurd after the sneak preview of “Diary
Of A Chambermaid,” they all but tore

him to pieces. Cal remarked that Hurd’s
face was either disintegrating through
sin in movies or disintegrating through
fans after movies. Dorothy Parker in

rare form explained that the paper bag
on her table contained bones for her
dog left from her dinner. “Everybody
sends back their unfinished meat,”
Dorothy complained, “while my poor
dog sits home, reading a cook book.”

Check these facts with your Doctor

Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of

every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
Lysol solution ... al

-

ways ! Powerful cleanser

—

Lysol’s great spreading
power means it reaches

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germs. Proved germ-killer
—uniform strength, made
under continued labora-
tory control . . . far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-caustic — Lysol
douching solution is non-
irritating, not harmful to
vaginal tissues. Follow

Copyright, 1945, by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine Hygiene use
Disinfectant

easy directions. Cleanly
odor— disappears after
use; deodorizes. More
women use Lysol for
feminine hygiene than
any other method. (For

FREE feminine hygiene
booklet

, write
Lehn & Fink, 683
Fifth Ave., New
YorIf 22, N.Y.)

always I

ACT II: Love is a Wonderful Thing!
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CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of the House of Tangee
and one of America’s foremost

au thorities on beauty and make-
up. Mrs. Huhn is the creator

of that exciting new lipstick

color, Tangee Gay-Red and of

Tangee Pet a l-Fi nish Cake
Make-Up as well as many
other cosmetic triumphs.

“In lipsticks, Tangee Gay-Red

is tlie hit-color ol I lollywood!

In Hollywood — city of beautiful women — Tangee’s newest

color creation in lipsticks ... Gay-Red ... has made a sensa-

tional success. Stars and starlets . . . members of the motion

picture colony . . . agree that this is the lipstick shade to make

lips look young and gay!

se

At last . . . a perfect cake make-up! Some cake make-

ups you've used are good in one way... some in another...

but the new Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up is ideal in

every way. It’s easy to apply— stays on for extra hours— is

designed to protect the skin— and does not give you that

wearing-a-mask look.

an see liow heautilul you can

MRS. ADOT.PHE MENJOU, wife of the

suave and distinguished screen star

and a reigning beauty in her own right.
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A reliable guide to reeent pictures. One check means good; two cheeks, very good; three checks, outstanding

Coming your way: Ingrid Bergman and
Bing Crosby in “The Bells Of St. Mary’s”

Blithely speaking: Constance Cummings
and Rex Harrison in “Blithe Spirit”

W The Bells Of St. Mary’s (RKO)
THE men who made “Going My Way” a
* memorable treat have done it again in
“The Bells Of St. Mary’s.” Crowded with
moments of tenderness, sly humor and
sheer everyday human-ness, “Bells” comes
close to walking hand in hand with “Going
My Way.”

Director Leo McCarey is again the genius
who guides the actors down the pathway
of naturalness. All the little everyday
things that automatically escape notice be-
come moments of enchantment due to the
McCarey touch.
Bing is again the priest who takes over

the parish school of St. Mary’s, with Ingrid
Bergman the Mother Superior. And if

their performances don’t put them both in

the running for the Academy Award and
Photoplay’s Gold Medal, then we’ll await
breathlessly for the ones that surpass them.
The story is the fragile uninvolved one

of a run-down parish school that needs
a new building. When Father Bing takes
the helm, the sisters take new hope and
together they actually will, pray and cajole
the new building into existence.
Joan Carroll is splendid as Patsy, the

little girl who almost doesn’t graduate.
And notice Martha Sleeper, a really fine

actress who plays her mother. Ruth Don-
nelly plays Sister Michael; William Gar-
gan, Patsy’s father; Eddie Tyler, the boy
who becomes the winning pugilist under
the guidance of Mother Superior; and Una
O’Connor, the housekeeper. All are so
outstanding in their roles.

A little lengthy perhaps, slow in spots,
“Bells” nevertheless remains a film every-
one will see and

—

Your Reviewer Says: A film that most peo-
ple will love.

Blithe Spirit (Two Cities—UA)
IT’S blithe, all right, this British variation

on the American “Topper” theme. You
wouldn’t believe in advance of seeing it

how many laughs you’d get out of a tri-

angle in which the “other woman” is a
ghost. You wouldn’t, that is, unless you
were a Noel Coward fan and knew the
delightful twists the gay and satirical

Mr. C. could get out of such a situation.

Of necessity, the picture sacrifices some
of the naughty humor of the highly suc-
cessful play but it gains over the theater

version in the trick spook effects which
the camera makes possible.

The story has Rex Harrison a popular
English novelist who has been happily
wedded to his second wife for five years.

The fun begins when, in an effort to get
material for his new book, he entertains

a local seance-sender who brings back his
first wife from the spirit world and doesn’t
know the formula for getting rid of her.

The two women battle it out, with Rex
in the middle.
Harrison gives another of his clean-cut

performances, richly shaded with humor.
Kay Hammond as the ghost wife ably sup-
plies the feminine feline touch and Con-
stance Cummings makes a good job of the
flesh-and-blood spouse. But the outstand-
ing characterization is Margaret Ruther-
ford’s medium, a lusty, gusty dealer in
spirits if ever there was one! Hollywood
could make good use of her.

Your Reviewer Says: It may not make you
believe in spirits but you’ll have a lot

of fun.

(Paramount)

Romantically enticing: Paulette Goddard
and Ray Milland, starred in “Kitty”

^ Kitty

B
ACK in the Eighteenth Century lived a

wench called Kitty, played with expert
understanding by a Twentieth-Century
doll called Paulette Goddard. To Kitty,

the guttersnipe who becomes a duchess
and a “loidy,” Paulette gives warmth and
understanding, and in so doing really

proves herself a fine actress, even if her
cockney accent does slip once in a while.

Lavishly produced, “Kitty” is an impor-
tant picture, for several reasons: The sets,

the direction and the cast—the very feel-

ing of the picture is big time. The story

has been cleaned up a bit in the transla-

tion from novel to screen, but the essen-

tials are there to keep the story going.

Ray Milland is excellent as the cold,

calculating and deeply impoverished young

(Continued

nobleman who finds Kitty posing for

Thomas Gainsborough, takes her home
and eventually promotes her for his own
advantage. If Mr. Milland seems overly
cold and entirely unsympathetic, it’s be-
cause the role calls exactly for that

interpretation.

Director Mitch Leisen has written class

all over the production. The presence of

Patric Knowles as Ray’s rival, Cecil Kella-
way as Gainsborough, Constance Collier

as Milland’s aunt, Sara Allgood as Old
Meg and Reginald Owen as the Duke
enhances the affair and adds to the well-
roundedness of the enticing and certainly

different story.

Your Reviewer Says: Do get “Kitty” wise.

on page 125)

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 126

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 133

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 129
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Why, the nerve of her! MY EDDIE!
Sure! Eddie had been avoiding her lately but she

foolishly put it down to the fact that he was very

busy. Certainly she never expected anything like this

. . . another girl getting engaged to him under her

very nose! Laura never guessed the real reason*.

Few things equal halitosis (unpleasant breath) *

for raising a barrier between people. The insidious

thing about it is that you, yourself , may not realize

when you offend, and even your best friends won't

tell you.

Isn’t it just common sense to be constantly on
your guard against this condition? After all, Lis-

terine Antiseptic offers such an easy and wholly
delightful precaution. Simply rinse the mouth with
Listerine Antiseptic morning and night, and before

any date where you wish to be at your best. How
it freshens! How it sweetens! How it deodorizes!

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic

origin, most cases, say some authorities, are due
to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles

clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic

halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors

fermentation causes. Almost immediately your
breath is fresher, sweeter— less likely to offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Before any date

Listerine Antiseptic
for oral hygiene



Are you in the know?
THE EDITOR TARES

For that wee-waisted look, she'd better—

Give up breathing

Minimize the midriff

Try corset laces

The "doll-waisted” style and your chubby

waistline don’t seem made for each other?

Better minimize that midriff! Stand erect, feet

together, arms stretched overhead. Bend torso

right and left as far as possible (feel the pull!)

. . . working up to 25 times daily. On "certain”

days you can look trim, even in your snuggest

outfit. With Kotex, no revealing outlines nag

you — for Kotex has flat tapered ends that don't

show. And to help you stay dainty, there’s a

deodorant in Kotex. Gals who rate appreciate

this grooming aid!

Does a square shaped hand indicate —

An inquiring mind

An impulsive nature

A dynamic personality

Your hand can reveal your traits and tem-

perament! Have you a square shaped hand?

If so, palmists say you’re a practical soul;

self assured. You have an inquiring mind—
which is good, for it helps you make wise

decisions. And when you inquire about sani-

tary protection, and learn that Kotex has

lasting softness (doesn’t just "feel” soft at

first touch) . . . that Kotex is made to stay

soft while wearing . . . it’s ten to one you 11

decide on Kotex. Because you value real

comfort. No wonder you’re self-assured!

More wo/wen choose tCOTEX*

than a// other sanitary napkins

If the lady doesn't laugh, would you

consider her—
A pickle-pan

Dracula's mother

Justified

*T. M. Rea. U. S. Pat. 08.Contains a deodorant

at no extra cost!

This little lap-lander didn’t mean to

tumble. But to the lady it’s the last

straw. She’s tired of being pushed

around by boisterous characters. The

lady’s justified. Accidents and a "who
cares ?”attitude too often go together.

That’s worth pondering.. . on"those”

days, as well, for if you use care in

choosing a sanitary napkin, you’ll

choose Kotex — and avoid mishaps.

Yes, Kotex’ exclusive safety center

gives you extra protection from
problem-day accidents!

TOT to be outdone by the ubiquitous Cal,
I we arrived in town for a roaring fort-

night of—let’s call it work just for the
fun of it! Early port of call was War-
ner Brothers and a luncheon which began
with Alexis Smith (so much warmer than
the girl you see on the screen) presently
enlarged by the addition of Dane Clark,
who dropped in from a gym workout and
lunched on a diet of talk (he’s reducing!).
Then Zachary Scott came along. He’s high
voltage, that one. Piercing black eyes and
an engaging smile that can go satirical at
the drop of a bromide. . . He and Dane
had a jam session on the woman they
considered the most attractive in Holly-
wood. No not Lana Turner—it’s Judith
Anderson. . . Then to see Ida Lupino and
ask her if she would give us the story
of her battle with infantile paralysis, to
give heart to others. Ida enthusiastically
agreed and you see the result on page 58.

A
Helen Ferguson, who used to be a star

in silent pictures and is now a very suc-
cessful personal representative, was hav-
ing a gathering of her brood. And quite
a brood. . . Jeannette MacDonald getting
ready for her new season in opera but
not half so concerned over it as over not
making any mistakes in understanding the
problems of her returned warrior, who
was there looking mighty handsome. Gene
Raymond fans will be glad to hear that
RKO had loaded him up with scripts to

choose the one he prefers. . . . Loretta
Young, who with her charm, could make a

mummy feel at home. . . Ruth Hussey’s
husband, Captain Longenecker, who was
at his best when you asked him about
Ruth and he could talk about her great
success in the Broadway smash hit, “State
Of The Union,” even though it means they
must be apart for a bit. . . Irene Hervey
and Allan Jones, full of their Italy camp
tour and the depressing current reaction of

Italians to Americans. . . And Lieut. Bob
Stack, the best-looking thing in Navy
blues that ever came down the pike.

Wonderful evening of gab with Adela
Rogers St. Johns at her charming home,
The Hill. A covey of grandchildren sur-
rounds her most of the time. All of which
Adela adores. She’s a magnificent mat-
riarch.

Over to Twentieth for lunch with John
Payne. Johnny’s an earnest guy these

days. You won’t discover how articulate

he is unless you head into some of the
subjects that interest him—like what GIs
are really thinking as they come home.
He picks them up along the highways to

get their reactions.

Dinner with Glenn Ford, Gig Young and
Eleanor Parker. Our host, Warners’ genial

Jerry Asher, staged the party in the Quar-
rel Corner (because so many couples have
fought there) of The Beachcomber’s. No
significance to the title that night—all very
happy, particularly Gig and Glenn who
were celebrating their civilian return.

Eleanor has a warm and intriguing dignity.

. Sunday dinner with Maria Montez
and her Jean Pierre Aumont in their

lovely new Beverly canyon home. Maria
serenely happy in her approaching mother-
hood; Jean Pierre, proud and radiant. At
cocktail time in trouped Maria’s three

sisters. Each greeted the master of the



-n Sweater traps more

than men, my pet!

home with an affectionate kiss on his
forehead—and he loved it!

A breakfast to remember with Elsa
Maxwell in her charming bungalow. Elsa
was steaming up for a blast over her radio
program at those who would subject our
war hero dogs to vivisection. . . . Then
back to Paramount to meet Joan Caulfield
who is Bing’s leading lady in “Blue Skies.”
She’s genuine—and smart. If you’re not
careful, you’ll find she’s getting you to
talk about yourself instead of her.

Visited Leo the Lion's lot where Lana
Turner and John Garfield were doing a
hot scene for “The Postman Always Rings
Twice.” Lana looked like a 1946 snow
maiden with her glistening almost-white
hair, white polo coat and beret. John was
taking a workout on a bicycle between
shots. There was the same old challenge
in his eye but a new underlying gentle-
ness caused by the death of his little girl

and now the expectation of a new baby.

Luncheon with Charles Korvin and Dan
Duryea. More than one woman’s share!
Charles, who is called Geza, has more than
one man’s share of charm. Dan, who walks
with that same loose grace you see on
the screen, took us over on the set of his

new picture, “Come On Along,” which has
the trio of stars that made “Woman In
The Window” so exciting. . . A visit with
Joan Fontaine, who was bubbling with
happiness over her new RKO picture,
“From This Day Forward” . . . Then a
hello with Harriet Parsons, Louella’s
daughter and producer of “The Enchanted
Cottage”—a gal to make us all proud of
our sex.

Highlight: Luncheon with Samuel Gold-
wyn, engineered by no other than our own
Sara Hamilton. He said she wrote the best
reviews in Hollywood. We agreed! And
it was then that we made plans for Mr.
Goldwyn to carry on his splendid cam-
paign in Photoplay against gangster films.

You’ll see his article in Photoplay soon.

Out to the back reaches of Glendale to
visit with Bette Davis at Riverbottom. As
enchanting a piece of river bottom (which
is exactly what it is) as you’ll ever see.

Beyond the low-walled garden lies the
swimming pool (we forget these days what
a wonderful swimmer Bette is)

,
at one end

of which is the most immaculate little

stable in the world. There we admired
Bette’s part-Arab palomino and the junior
palomino which Bobby, Bette’s sister, and
her small daughter ride. It was good news
to see her looking so well—gingham dress,
sandals and hair tossed in the sun like a
little girl’s. Think her imminent marriage
to her Laguna artist beau had a good deal
to do with it.

Going-away Party: Our colleague, Ruth
Waterbury, who’s name you’ve seen count-
less times in this magazine, gave it in her
attractive home atop Laurel Canyon. The
Terrys were there, Joan Crawford and
Phil, Esther Williams, the ace clothes de-
signer Howard Greer who is one of the
real wits of Hollywood, and our good
friends Anne Baxter and John Hodiak.
Was it fun? Right up to four in the morn-
ing when we reluctantly went home!

. . . Helen Gilmore

YOU'RE so CUTE. So curvaceous. And
you could be so alluring in a sweater.

If only it didn't trick you into trapping

underarm odor!

Winter or summer, your bath washes away
past perspiration, but it can't protect you
against underarm odor to come. Smart girls

count on Mum for that.

Mum

Warm winter clothes increase your
chances of offending. For even in freezing

weather, there’s a heat wave under your

arms. And odor can form without any
noticeable moisture and cling to those

close-fitting wools.

So take half a minute for Mum. Clinch

your bath-freshness for the day or evening.

Keep yourself nice to be near.

Gentle, velvet-smooth Mum won’t irri-

tate skin or harm fabrics. It’s safe, sure—

can be used before or after dressing. And
Mum won't dry out in the jar.

For Sanitary Napkins—Mum is gentle, Safe,

dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Product of Bristol-Myers
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION
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THE person most surprised at Bette Davis’s wedding to William Grant

Sherry was Bette herself. For Bette, always practical and never impulsive where her

private life is concerned, shattered all precedents when she was wooed and won within the brief space

of thirty days’ time.

Bette met Sherry (she never calls him by anything but his last name) at Laguna Beach where she was

vacationing at Windswept, her mother’s charming cottage. It happened during the last golden

weeks of October. Outside the Pacific crashed on the shore. Inside the party was gay. Sherry, tall

and bronzed with an athletic build, looked around uncertainly. He had been brought by a friend.

The three years behind him in the Navy as a pharmacist’s mate were no help in preparing

him for the tempo of cocktail banter. Besides, small talk for him had never been easy.

Then he heard Bette’s voice, compelling and warm. He heard her sudden, lusty laugh.

Before he knew it, he had gravitated toward her and (Continued on page 123)
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Again this famous national poll of American movie-goers registers

Y
OU, the movie-goers of America, again have chosen
the most popular stars and the most popular motion
picture of the year. . . .

At the beginning of 1945, Photoplay, for the second
year, launched a coast-to-coast poll of movie-goers
when they gave our Audience Research organization the
signal to put our scientific polling methods into action

again. Immediately our investigators went out to ask
men and women, young and old, rich and poor, in subur-
ban, rural and metropolitan areas, the names of the
stars and the pictures they liked best. As these reports
flooded into our research offices our machines—which
record four hundred votes a minute—began pounding.
Then our statisticians—supplied with the machine counts
—undertook their calculations.

( Editor’s note: So that there would he no leak in this

poll—the only one of its kind in existence—individuals
working on different parts of the undertaking had no
way of knowing what the final results would be.)

Late this summer, you will remember, when the race
was half run, a report to date was published in the
September Photoplay.
At this time the five most popular feminine stars,

listed alphabetically, were Ingrid Bergman, Bette Davis,
Judy Garland, Greer Garson and Betty Grable. The
five most popular male stars, listed alphabetically, were
Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby, Cary Grant, Bob Hope and
Spencer Tracy. The nine favorite pictures, alphabeti-
cally, were “The Keys Of The Kingdom,” “Meet Me In
St. Louis,” “Music For Millions,” “National Velvet,”
“Objective Burma,” “A Song To Remember,” “Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo,” “To Have And Have Not” and
“Winged Victory.”
At this point, however, the voting and the subsequent

tabulations were only half done. Week by week, month
by month thereafter the top names changed. Even on
the day this issue of Photoplay was due to go to press
the final results remained uncertain. Arrangements
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MEDAL AWARDS for 1945

f

“The People’s Choice” of the most popular stars and picture for the year

J'Director ofj\u<iiencc f\.esearch , Inc.

were made with the printers to hold these pages open a
few days longer. During this time, our statistical work-
ers stayed on the job day and night. Finally the results

were rushed to Photoplay’s editors. Here they are:

The People’s Choice for 1945

—

The most popular feminine star: Greer Garson.
The most popular male star: Bing Crosby.
The most popular motion picture: “The Valley Of

Decision.”
This is the second time Greer Garson will have re-

ceived the famed Gold Medal from Photoplay’s editors,

for she was voted the most popular feminine star last

year too. All of which is understandable. Miss Garson
has had a succession of strong pictures in her career.

In 1942 there was “Mrs. Miniver” and “Random Har-
vest,” followed by “Madam Curie” in 1943, “Mrs. Park-
ington” in 1944 and “The Valley Of Decision” in 1945.

This past year Miss Garson faced keen competition
for top place. The voting for the four feminine stars

who vied with her for this honor was strong. In the
end, however, Miss Garson was definitely ahead. Listed

alphabetically, the four other most popular stars are:

Ingrid Bergman, who has been steadily climbing
towards the top and who, judging by this year’s figures,

may very well reach it next year after “Spellbound,”
“Saratoga Trunk” and “The Bells Of St. Mary’s” have
had general release.

Bette Davis, seen this year in “The Corn Is Green.”
Judy Garland, with two to her credit, “Meet Me In

St. Louis” and “The Clock.”
Betty Grable, whose major release in 1945 was “Dia-

mond Horseshoe.” “The Dolly Sisters” was released
too late in the year to be seen generally.

Miss Garson, it is interesting to note, is popular
with all groups. It was, however, the members of

her own sex—especially women over thirty and then
women between eighteen and thirty—who rolled
the Garson score up to the ( Continued on page 85)
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Beginning The Life of Van Johnson—
A Distinguished Biography

BYADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

Van’s dad, Charles Johnson, finds time to
keep a scrapbook on his son’s activities

t

30

I

PON a bright morning a sports car drove through the deserted
streets of the lovely little town of Beverly Hills, California.

The young man at the wheel was alone, he drove carefully

as became the Sunday peace, nobody noticed him as he parked
and went into the beautiful little church.
In the back row, he knelt down in his accustomed place and

began his prayers, for he had been taught to pray for wisdom,
for guidance, above all for strength. So though his prayers were
for his father, whom he loved better than anyone else in the
world, and for his friends, they were also for himself. It was
wonderful to be a movie star, but it was also a grave respon-
sibility, though as a rule one couldn’t say much about that.

The thoughts that kept pace with his prayers were humble
and earnest.

How strange and startling it had all been, and in some measure
still was. No question about the joy of achievement, the rich

rewards of that swift and sudden success. His heart was full of

gratitude. Never in the dreams which had warmed him in the
cold and terribly lonely days of fighting for the smallest toehold,

had he anticipated anything like this. He had asked only for a

chance to fulfill that ambition which had come to him so

strangely, so unexpectedly, one day in a neighborhood movie
house in Newport, Rhode Island.

But there had been heartaches, too. He still had to ask for

help against the bitter disappointment which swamped him
when he thought about the war and the fact that he, alone of

his generation, it seemed to him sometimes, hadn’t shared in the
fighting and the victory. Everyone had been kind to him. Only
nobody seemed to realize that it made him sometimes feel apart
from his own kind, that he yearned to have shared with other
men of his age the trials and triumphs and that sometimes when
he saw their camaraderie the old, cold loneliness came over
him again.

There had been a great deal of loneliness in his young life,

he should know how to handle it, but he never quite got used
to it.

Kneeling there, he thanked God sincerely, devoutly, for hav-
ing saved his life, because he believed that it had been a miracle,

that time when he’d smashed up in an automobile accident and
almost died.

But now, so they told him, he was facing the toughest test

of his short life. The men who had been ( Continued on page 119)
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It was to have been wedding bells—but now Lana Turner

Tongues wagged as usual when
Lana danced with Steve Crane
at the Photographers’ Ball . . .

P
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BY LOUELIA

T
HE decision of Lana Turner and
Turhan Bey to end their romance
on the eve of their marriage

—

actually two weeks before the date
set for their wedding—hit Holly-
wood, accustomed as it is to sur-
prises, right between the eyes.

Later in this story I am going to

tell you why Lana and Turhan
parted. It has never before been
printed in any magazine or news-
paper.
The romance of the beautiful

blonde Turner girl and the sultry

Bey was one that everyone in our
town was sure would reach the altar.

Lana was deeply, sincerely and hon-
estly in love with the young Turkish
actor and didn’t care if the whole
world knew it. To all appearances,
he shared her grand passion.

From the very moment she real-

ized that her romance was serious
and that she loved Turhan with her
whole heart, she never paid the
slightest attention to any one of her
other admirers.
Lana loves to dance. She is a fun

girl and she likes to go to night
clubs and spend an entire evening
in the midst of gaiety and music
and laughter. But not once after she
admitted the sincerity of her fond-
ness for Bey did she go out with
another man. She was promised to

Turhan.
One night during this time she

came to my house from work. She
was tired and in one of her confi-

dential moods. I like to think I am
one of the few people to whom she
unburdens herself. Looking at me,
she said suddenly:
“Turhan has changed me. I am

grown up now. When I marry him,
I am going to be the best wife in

the world. You know, Louella,” she
added, “loving him the way I do, I

wish I had never married before.

I hate to think of all those youthful
indiscretions and the really childish

things I used to do.”

Lana has now reached the ripe

old age of twenty-four, and when



talks with touching honesty of her break with Turhan Bey

0 . PARSONS

she spoke of her misguided youth,
I couldn’t refrain from smiling.

“I’ll never again, no matter how
depressed I get or blue or disgusted
with life, enter into a marriage un-
less I do it with dignity. I want a
real wedding and no midnight visit

to Las Vegas or any other matri-
monial mart. That’s what Turhan
and I plan.”
Turhan, you see, was no sudden

passion in Lana’s life. Day after day,
hour after hour, they were together
for over a year.
Then—out of the blue—it was all

over!
Buzz, buzz, buzz went the rumors.

Chatter, chatter, chatter went the
tongues. What had happened?
You know me. I’m usually not a

shy girl when it comes to getting at a
story and I can ask stars anything
from how old they aise to why they
are getting a divorce and whom they
plan to marry next. But, for once,
I hesitated to call this girl who is

my close friend.

I reckoned without Lana’s friend-
ship for me!
When I did talk with her about

this parting she confided—as she has
done so often in the past—many se-
crets to me. What I am going to tell

you now is the true story—and the
only quoted interview she intends
to give.

The ending was cruelly abrupt.
Turhan telephoned her one night
and was as ardent as usual. “I’ll call

you tomorrow night, dear,” he said
in parting. And never called again!
Lana waited and waited.
“Why should he have acted like

that?” I asked her. “Surely some-
thing between you must have hap-
pened.”

“Nothing,” she replied, “absolutely
nothing. There was no quarrel, no
bitterness. What I have told you is

all there was to it. He telephoned
and said, ‘I’ll talk to you tomorrow
night’—and I never heard from him
again. I don’t know what happened
—whether I ( Continued on page 97)

. . . Turhan attended the same
party but instead of Lana,
his partner was Ella Raines
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A miss with magnificent balance

—

afraid and brave, shy and sure—high-flying,

down-to-earth Eleanor Parker BY JERRY ASHER

T
O date Eleanor Parker has played opposite
Errol Flynn, John Garfield, Dennis Mor-
gan, Paul Henreid, Dane Clark, Gig Young

and Helmut Dantine. Ask her which Holly-
wood star thrilled her most, and she’ll an-
swer, “Elsie the Cow.”

It isn’t that she’s being facetious. On the
contrary, she bemoans the fact that she’s

lacking in humor—at least about things per-
taining to herself. Her deference to the
beautiful bovine is all tied up with senti-
ment. Like this:

The very first day the Very impulsive Miss
Parker arrived in Hollywood, five years ago,

she announced to those within earshot, “I

want to see a movie star.”

Eleanor had a friend who had a friend at

RKO. Studio admission was fairly simple.

On this particular day, however, production
was limited to one picture, “Little Men.”
Elsie the Cow was the only star working.
Just being inside the burly gates was sheer
ecstasy for the movie-struck maid from
Cleveland, Ohio. She stood there enraptured,
as Elsie benignly coddled her million-dollar

cud for the camera. “At that propitious mo-
ment,” reminisces Eleanor, “Elsie looked as

glamorous as Garbo!”
By every law of human nature, Eleanor

Parker should be beset by a neurosis. Para-
doxically enough, however, there’s a balance
that is so disgustingly normal, it even startles

its lovely mistress. Twenty-three years of

solid self-analysis enabled her to arrive at

a practical conclusion.

“There’s one side of me that yearns to live

in a small town, be married, and raise lots

of children,” is the way Eleanor categories

it. “And yet, I love ( Continued on page 67)

Miss Info-mal: Eleanor at home with her Siamese Tai-Chi-Po
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There’s a dream in his eyes as he tells

you of big timber and fighting fish—for these

are the things that count with Dennis Morgan

Dennis revels in recalling a five-point deer he bagged on a hunting trip
for benefit of Stanley Jr., Jimmy and Kristin, while Mrs. Morgan referees

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

IT 0 MATTER how great the film
IW fame of Dennis Morgan, how

many millions his fans, how
varied his roles, his most convincing
portrayal will always be that of
Wisconsin’s favorite son. Alias

—

Badger Boy.
No movie scene grips the heart of

this good-looking, husky Warner
Bi others star like the remembered
one of Wisconsin evergreens against
the snow. No director can arouse
the emotion that one duck can by
flying too near the blinds. No
amount of glamour could evoke the
gleam that comes in his eye with
the mere mention of muskellunge.

It s all in his face and his voice
when he tells you of battling the
muskies. Of lakes fringed by cat-
tails and loaded with fish. Of the
smell of spruce and Norway pine.
You can see that Dennis Morgan

is a very sentimental person with
emotional depth and a nostalgia for
things that mean much to him. And
you can imagine how he must have
stirred the listeners back home read-
ing poems on the Milwaukee radio
station on his poetry program en-
titled “Down A Country Lane.”
His best friend and fellow Badger,

Jack Carson, will tell you that “Stan
and I are still country boys in the
Holly Woods. You can only trans!
plant so far, you know.”

There’s no more contradictory-
looking person in pictures than Den-
nis, who appears the perfect screen
smoothie with his wavy hair, flashing
smile and collar-ad contours that
make the girls swoon and sway. Ac-
tually he’s movieland’s most down-
to-earth un-Hollywood star.

Little things never bother him. He
saves his energy for the king-size.
Such is also true of his golf game

according to his golfing pal, Carson,
who readily admits that “Stan hits
the ball farther than I do—but I
seem to win oftener.” He kids Den-
nis about swinging a golf club like
a baseball bat. As if he were knock-
ing the ball into left field. “He loves
long drives,” (Continued on page 11 1

)

Angling—with Stanley Jr. and Kristin
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Home is the flier, Jim Stewart with Anita Colby

W
HEN you give a party—whether it be in Hicksville, Paris or
Hollywood—remember two things:

1. You rmist be hard-hearted and ruthless. I ask no one to

a party, including my best friends, unless I know they will mix
well with my other guests. One wrong person will ruin a party
as quickly as one wrong ingredient will ruin a cake. Ordinarily,
I’m a kind person who likes everybody. But when it comes to a
party I love the party best. In proof of this, when several glamour
girls asked to be invited to the party I gave recently at Romanoff’s,
I told them firmly my guest list was full.

2. Never have too much space. At my party, the Champagne
Room at Mike Romanoff’s restaurant, which holds thirty people
comfortably, was crowded with sixty guests. So there weren’t
any dead spots.

All right, then! If you want to have a good party, do not invite

one wrong guest and do not have too much space—whereupon
everybody will have a wonderful time.
This year, frankly, I didn’t know quite what manner of party

to give for my glamorous Hollywood friends. I wanted it to be a
party as memorable as that I gave last year for three hundred

Darryl Zannck and Jack Warner judge entries in the savory race
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A famous hostess gives you her

magic formula—with results as

gay- as her glittering guests

Joan Fontaine, Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert concoct rare-
bit and such in the competition while Ronald Colman kibitzes

guests to celebrate the liberation of France. At that time Evalyn
Walsh MacLean, with whom I was staying, kindly allowed me the

use of her garden. Incidentally, the silver plaque I had made for

General de Gaulle which all the stars signed at this party now
hangs over his desk in his office at the Hotel de Ville.

-This year my newspaper column, magazine features and broad-
cast five times a week made a party for anything like three hun-
dred people impossible to undertake. So I decided to have the
smallest “big party” anybody in Hollywood had ever dared give.

I hit on a wonderful idea for this party, bom of all the talking
Hollywood’s glitter boys and girls do about their cooking. My
good friend Joan Fontaine will talk about her culinary achieve-
ments for hours. Claudette Colbert, French bom, runs a gracious
establishment for her charming husband, Doctor Joel Pressman.
Sonja Henie and her mother supervise the entire cuisine, with
the food often Norwegian in character, when Sonja gives one of

her fabulous parties.

For my prizes I went to Lackritz who designs beautiful jewels
for the stars and considerably flattened my bank account buying
wrist watches, cuff links, brooches, little (Continued on page 70)

Kitchen boy Van Johnson copped Sonja Henie’s chef hat
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The loot from his gin rummy winnings—Dane

invests in recordings, usually on the jive side

Repeat sessions—gin rummy with hopeful Margo usually loser

alahai
You can’t always see the gauntlet

when Dane Clark throws it down,

but the results are unmistakable

T
HE first thing you discover about Dane Clark is that he
would be a colossally useful man to have on your side

in a fight. He has the great essential that belongs to a
fighter: A gigantic heart. When he believes a thing, he
believes it, not with a single layer of skin as is the human
inclination, but with his entire vital, intense soul.

When he went into university, Dane was promptly asked
to join a fraternity. H$ thought that was a great thing;

that is, until he discovered that his best friend had not
been bid.

“But, gosh, why?” he asked, deferentially, as becomes a
frosh. “He’s really a swell guy. He has a lot to contribute
to fraternity life and he’d bring plenty of stuff to the
chapter.”

“He’s broke flat,” someone pointed out.

Dane lifted his bewildered eyebrows. “Broke—sure. He
doesn’t have any money . . . but then, I don’t have any
money, either. You guys took me, and I’m not half the
fellow he is.”

Said another member of the chapter, “Well, you’re an
athlete, and you can bring that kind of prominence to the
chapter. This other fellow hasn’t a thing to offer except,
maybe, brains.”

That did it Dane Clark handed in his pin because he
couldn’t see an advantage in belonging to a group in which
money, family, and/or muscles sounded the open sesame,
whereas the possessor of mere brains could wear his
knuckles down to a nubbin without the magic rock’s open-
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Dane does the cooking here. Margo

the tasting. His next, “A Stolen Life”

BY FREDDA DUDLEY
Color Photograph* by Fink

ing to give admittance to him.
Usually, Dane’s expression of a convic-

tion hasn’t been so peaceful. During a New
York political campaign some years ago,

Dane was standing in a theater lobby, pa-
tiently waiting in line, when the loud-
mouthed man behind him said something
about “that crippled fool.”

Clapping a mental lid on his blood pres-
sure, Dane turned around to the man and
said, “There are some of us here who feel

that people don’t speak of a man’s physical
handicap that way.”
“Who asked you what you thought?”

sneered the Claxon. “I’ve said it before
and I’ll say it again.”

That was his error. Mr. Clark’s fist landed
right where the words failed to emerge.
The gentleman, thus silenced, swung a hay-
maker at Dane’s head, missing him a mile,

but by that time, the noisy one’s friend had
joined the fray. Before it was over, quite

a jubilant little melee resulted, with most
of those present on Dane’s side.

Don’t gfet the impression that Dane’s re-
sponse to his own difficulties is always fistic.

When he makes a fist, it is usually in behalf
of a friend or a (Continued on page 11 7)
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OCCASIONALLY wonder if Harry James ever says
to Betty Grable, “Why don’t you get your feet off that

chair? I’m tired of looking at your legs.” ... I would
like to see Bob Hope do something and not write a book
about it . . • I like Jack Henley’s line about the housing
situation. He said, “It’s so difficult to get a house or an
apartment that even the hermits are living together . . .

I would like to ask Ted
Briskin, who recently
married Betty Hutton, if

she is always that ener-
getic ... Van Johnson
appears happier when
mobbed by bobby-soxers
than when he is dancing
at Ciro’s ... I have had
my fill by now of that

cliche sequence at the
Hollywood Bowl in mu-
sicals. However, I can’t

get enough of Gene Kelly
dancing and they can
overcrowd a picture with
him as far as I’m con-
cerned.

* * *

When I meet Ingrid

Bergman I always think
that she has just finished

scrubbing her face with
soap and water ... I

haven’t read the book “A
Bell For Adano” and I haven’t seen the movie “A Bell

For Adano” and if they make a song out of it, I’m not
going to listen to it either ... I wish though that they
would release the Hammerstein-Rodgers’ song, “Boys
And Girls.” I’d bet on it to be on the Hit Parade ... I

wonder why Joe Cotten walks along Sunset Boulevard
wearing white gloves ... A favorite comedian of mine
is Groucho Marx and on meeting Carole Landis recently
he said, “Carole, you look like a million dollars—and
you’ve got the money invested in the right places.”

* * *

I want you to know that of all the night clubs in

Hollywood my favorite is one that you seldom read
about. It is the Cafe Gala on Sunset Strip where John
Walsh entertains by singing the songs of the hit Broad-
way shows . . . Another good show is the floor show at

the Schwabadero, and a stellar attraction is Helmut

Dantine, who can be seen at the magazine rack looking
through the fan magazines for pictures of himself. I like

Ida Lupino’s sly remark about Dantine: “His bite is

worse than his bark.” ... I was in a restaurant the other
night and heard Claudette Colbert, seated in the next
booth, say to the waiter to change her cup. “Do you
want tea?” the waiter asked. Claudette replied, “If that’s

tea, I want coffee. If that’s coffee, I want tea. Just
change it.” . . . Lauren Bacall was a fashion model before
she became an actress and now I think, from the adver-
tisements in the fashion magazines, that all models are
trying to look like Bacall. But they haven’t got that
Look.

* * *

The movies go to the extreme when they have the
heroine masquerade as a boy and then expect us to

believe that the hero doesn’t recognize her just because
she is wearing a pair of trousers-—as if anyone wouldn’t
know Marlene Dietrich because she had on slacks. It is

a little too much to make us believe that a Rita Hay-
worth or a Lana Turner is a boy and that no one knows
that they are sweater girls just because they have on
trousers. Ah, those movies, but we love them, don’t we?
... I have seen Errol Flynn at the bar at The Players,
alone and trying to make a date over the phone. This,

you will admit, is unusual for a man who has won the
title of “The Wolf” ... I have a very rare photograph
of Don Ameche showing him without his smile. A pho-
tographer snapped it when he wasn’t looking ... I think
that Jane Russell would be one of the biggest stars in

pictures if she were as alluring on the screen as she is

when she dances at Mocambo . . . There is no actor in

Look ! Look ! Look ! Too many
Bacalls in too many places!

All those in favor of more
hoofing from Kelly say “Aye”
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Mr. S. gets the Dantine dope from Helmut

Is Flynn floored for a last-minute fill?

town who is as frank as Humphrey Bogart who refers

to the make-up department as “Boystown” because the

actors go in looking like old men and come out looking

like boys . . . I’ve never seen Greer Garson on the

screen or in person but that I haven’t had the desire to

tickle her ... I know of no actress whose voice fasci-

nates me as much as that of Tallulah Bankhead.
* * *

I love pictures about Hollywood and the best line I ever
heard uttered in a picture about the cinema city was
the producer’s remark in “Boy Meets Girl”: “Sometimes
I don’t think the industry is worth the sacrifice.” ... I

can’t reconcile myself to the fact that Basil Rathbone,
who scares people in those thriller pictures, is today
the leader of Hollywood’s society set. And what’s more,
I don’t give a darn about Hollywood society . . . When
it comes to choice remarks my favorite character, Mike
Curtiz, is still the leader. While directing a scene re-
cently he said to an actor, “How can you be so dumb?
I taught you everything I know and still you don’t
know anything.” ... I will bet that you have often won-
dered about the trademarks of the different picture
companies used at the start of every picture. I know
that I have and a little investigation revealed that the
lion trademark of Metro is the idea of Howard Dietz.
He was then working for an advertising agency and
when told to suggest a trademark, Dietz, only recently
out of Columbia University, took their symbol, the lion.

These days Howard Dietz is vice-president in charge of

advertising and publicity for M-G-M, the studio of Leo
The Lion . . . The Paramount trademark, the rugged
mountain peak encircled by stars, was the result of a
merger between the Famous Players organization and
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company. Each unit

in the merger insisted on keeping its own trademark.
However, it was decided that the distributing agency,
Paramount, should have a distinctive trademark of its

own. As the most paramount thing they could think of,

they drew a rugged mountain peak. As the picture

company was selling stars, they added a ring of stars

around the mountain, then lettered the word Paramount
across the mountain in the same manner that it is used
today . . . The queer noises you hear at the beginning
of every RKO picture duplicate the sound of a radio
transmitter sending three V’s—used as a test signal

—

and then the word, “A Radio Picture,” and then three
more V’s in Continental Code . . . Sam Goldwyn didn’t

have any difficulty find-
ing a trademark—he
merely used his name.

I am a pushover for

Paulette Goddard and
have yet to see her at any
time or any place when
she wasn’t attractive . . .

I like to visit sets where
chorus girls are working,
for they are not only good
to look at but often say.

amusing things. Because
of the Johnston Office

ruling that chorines can’t

be scantily clothed, a
chorine who had to put on
more clothes remarked,
“My goodness, I’ve been
draped.” ... I must admit
I was amazed when I

read that Fred MacMur-
ray made more money
than any other actor in

Hollywood, but the Gov-
ernment must know what it’s talking about ... I like

this story of the writer who said to Gene Fowler: “I’ve

been writing for the movies since talkies and recently
I’ve discovered I can’t write.” “Then why don’t you
quit?” asked Fowler. “I can’t,” said he, “I’m making
too much money.” And that’s Hollywood for you!

Don’t get excited; that’s

prop money Fred’s burning

Sketches by Secco
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June comes in on a breeze

—

When she comes to the end of a perfect day . . . June catches up on letters

with the courage of youth and

the freshness of a high wind

BY ELSIE JANIS

S
HE is no bombshell—she is a hustler with good old

Middle-west energy and alacrity, somewhat along
Presidential lines.

It’s a very pert little “puss” that balances between
rather broad shoulders, which accentuate her slimness
of hip. She must hide out in the shade of some shelter-

ing palm for her skin is white. That, in California, is

another bit of evidence that the little Haver gal is en-
tirely different.

I had heard all the Haver hullabaloo about how she
played a piano solo with the Cincinnati Symphony at seven
. . . had her own radio program at eleven . . . sang with
name' bands at fourteen . . . and, at sixteen, under contract
to Twentieth Century-Fox, became weary of being told

she wap too young for this part or that one, so had
written and made a test to prove she was not too young
and unsophisticated. Result—she hustled herself right
into the embryo vamp part in “Home In Indiana.” Seeing
her in “Where Do We Go From Here?” I knew where
she was going—forward under her own steam, but the
speed with which she has done it sent my crystal ball

spinning.

When she was chosen to play one of the Dolly Sisters

with Twentieth Century-Fox’s Number One Belle, Betty
Grable, playing the other, I felt that a new entry in the
Blonde Star Sweepstakes had arrived. Even Hollywood,
with its flair for altering biographical epics, couldn’t leave
one Dolly Sister on the cutting-room floor. Bent on
learning more about this ex-child wonder, I contacted
the source most apt to be “in the know”—Mrs. Haver.
June would be so happy . . . Would I care to come to

their home? Sure! “Tomorrow June has re-takes . . .

Wednesday she has to go to court.” (When you’re under
age, you can’t even get a raise without court approval.)
“Thursday? June is very much upset about the delay
but the studio is rushing her around so. Do they always
do that, Miss Janis?”
“They do, Mrs. Haver, when they find a new box-office

baby. Don’t you start to worry until they stop rushing
her around.”
“Thursday afternoon then,” said Mrs. Haver. “June

will pick you up in her car.” (Continued on page 93)
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Melody miss . . . June plays the piano too
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On the trail of Robert Mitchum, who’s a seamy-sided

idealist—a cynic with a sentimental heart
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T
HE laundry and cleaning situation being what it is,

possibly a motion-picture star named Robert Mitch -

um can be of some service to you. This is a gag.

Mr. Mitch,um does not take in washing. But if you
enjoy the de-starching or deflation of stuffed shirts

and a thorough polishing off of old ideas, Mitchum is

your man.
He has devoted his lifetime—twenty-eight years—to

examining the ordinary facts of life with critical and
rolling eye, coast-to-coast, and although he is a happy
young man, not leading charges against windmills and
trying to remake the world, Mitchum has arrived at

some points of view which are unusual.
He is even impatient with so-called “tolerance,” a

word too glibly used these days.
In Hollywood, where glitter is almost taken for

granted along with celebrity, the only shine about
Mitchum is the sheen on his blue suit. But RKO and
David O. Selznick have plans about even that. He is

one of their best bets and they naturally want him to

look nice, but as of this writing, Mitchum owns three
suits only, one of which doesn’t fit. He is as bored as a
small boy with the idea of being dressed up.
Meantime, although his career was interrupted by

the Army and he is only now making his first picture
in eight .months, he is the object of enormous specula-
tion by young women from Park Avenue to Puget
Sound. The young women have discovered something
about Mitchum’s face that excites ( Cont’d on page 103 )

He’s forever blowing bubbles—to amuse his two small sons

BY CAMERON SHIPP

Bob is a Home man—helps Dorothy dress Jerry and
Chris. The finishing: touch here—hair combing



BY SUSAN PETERS
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In her world from a wheel chair,

Susan Peters shares with you her

warm impressions of people she

knows. This month it’s “The King” Clark Gable

J
UDY GARLAND once sang a song called “Dear Mr.
Gable,” at which exact moment Judy and I were
kindred spirits. Shucks, I knew the lyrics before

she sang them. Clark Gable! He wasn’t so much a heart
throb as a symbol . . . but heart throb ran a close second.

It’s been quite some time now since Judy sang that
tune, but Mr. G. still stands for something pretty won-
derful in my mental notebook.
He really knows the art of being a public personage

backwards. There is one star about whom I have never
heard an unkind word. Mention his name to anyone
with whom he has worked and you evoke a eulogy.
Crew members, directors, actors, producers, make-up
men, cameramen, writers, executives—everybody loves
the guy.

It’s fascinating to observe the effect of his entrance
into such a blase room as the studio commissary. Stars
by the gross walk in every day and nary a head turns,

but when Mr. Gable arrives it’s an epidemic. Everyone
turns to look at him.

I’ll tell you another thing about Clark (which I’d

never dare call him in person) : He commands respect
without trying. I can’t think of any attribute more
desirable in a person of importance. I’ve seen clamoring
crowds wait to catch a glimpse of him in person and
from the hubbub I expected him to be mobbed. Some-
thing magic happens when he appears. An aisle opens
up and with a grin and a “hello” he walks through
unscathed. I’ve seen dignified men approach him and
say, “Excuse me, Mr. Gable, but I’m Mr. Smith of

Amalgamated Stuff and I’d like you to know how much
enjoyment your pictures have given my wife and me.”
No ogling, no wisecracks, no pretense, no mush. Just

sincere admiration and appreciation for a great man.
While Clark was in the service a crop of new male

stars developed. I’ve invariably compared them with
him and to me they’ve all fallen short so far. In my
estimation only three male stars have deserved the
adjective “great”; Valentino, Gilbert and Gable—said

she, sticking her chin way out.

There’s a similarity between great stars and great

race horses. There have been hundreds of horses that

have shown brilliant form and intense speed in sprints,

but when urged over a long stretch have lacked the
stamina to match their speed. The Man O’Wars, Sea-
biscuits and Whirlaways have been few. So have the
Gables in acting. He’s been running in front a long
time, and he’s just getting his second wind. You’ll

understand what I mean when you see “Adventure.”

|

MUST confess to you that I am digressing from my
' original plan to tell you about my closest, oldest

Hollywood friends. Clark Gable is a new friend—but
a very welcome one.

I first met him in the hospital about a year ago where
he was a fellow inmate. He had been in an auto accident
and was confined for a few days, and you know why
I was there.

We had the same doctor, and when he told Mr. Gable
I was there, “The King” came to see me. It would have
been so easy for him to come barging into my room
unannounced, but no, he called on the phone first to

see what time would be most convenient!
We set a time (I somehow managed to be very, very

free of engagements, you understand) and Mr. Gable
arrived right on the dot. (Continued on page 95)

Turn-about: Clark turns reporter and takes notes on Susan



heck

Photography was much more than a hobby. As Geza Karpathi he roamed

Europe; lived by his camera; through it, met James Hilton in England
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BY FAITH DENNISON

A
BOUT a year ago in an unpre-
tentious little picture called “En-
ter Arsene Lupin,” which was

released unheralded and unsung by
Universal, a new magnetic field was
set up by one Charles Korvin. So
great was the attraction that by the
time the picture was seen nationally,

the heretofore unsuspecting studio
was trying to purchase a war-weary
but still serviceable dragon wagon
in which to pack Mr. Korvin’s fan
mail from post office to fan mail
department.
But Universal learned fast. Instead

of slapping this Comstock Lode into

the next script coming up on the lot,

irrespective of color, race or accent,

as most studios would have done,
they put Charles Korvin under
wraps until a suitable story could
be found. It proved to be one called

“This Love Of Ours” which starred

the incandescent Merle Oberon. The
results for Mr. Korvin were even
more incandescent.

Charles Korvin was bom Geza
(pronounced Gay-zah) Karpathi in

a small town in Czechoslovakia, but
his family moved to Budapest when
he was very small. By the time he
had completed a very few years of

schooling, two facts had presented
themselves: Geza was bored to the
point of coma by classes in formal
education and he was intrigued to

the point of running away by the

world that spread out in all direc-

tions from the hub of Budapest.
When he stood on a highway, it was
as if he stood in the palm of a huge
and native hand, peering out along

the fingers that stretched straight

and white and fair, to touch other
fingers leading to other palms and
thence to other fingers. To him, the
earth was spanned by hundreds of

outstretched hands. Sometimes the

fingers curled to beckon to Geza.



It was postponed—his Holly-

wood invasion— but when

Charles Korvin finally hit

town he took it by storm

Piglet—the king of his famous pig collection

His wanderlust was shared by a

pair of his more adventurous friends.

One of them said one morning, “Let’s

go to Istanbul.”

Geza always combined his adven-
turous longings with a sane sense of

limitations. “With what kind of

money?” he inquired.

The friend pulled a head of happy
lettuce from his pocket and peeled
off a few leaves. They were of im-
pressive size and crispness.

“What is holding us back?” in-

quired Mr. Korvin. “Why are we
delaying?”

Istanbul lies south and east of

Budapest some 640 miles, as the
dream flies. The boys didn’t get to

check the Dardanelles, the Bospho-
rus, the Mosques, the veils and other
items of interest because the authori-
ties began to take an interest in the
young travelers. Seems that Geza’s
friend had acquired his wealth in an
anti-social way. A member of his

family had an extensive chemical
laboratory; the friend, stricken by a
need to get away from it all, had
hocked a few microscopes and other
paraphernalia.
When this was discovered, Geza

and his friend were apprehended by
the proper authorities and sent home.

Temporarily discouraged; Geza re-
turned to school and discovered, to

his delight, that he had overlooked
the single excitement in the curri-
culum: Dramatics. He proved to be
resourceful in this course, so re-
sourceful in fact that his cousin, a
short, plump chap who had always
aspired without outside encourage-
ment, to the drama, said heavily,
“Geza, it is you and not I in our
family who will probably prove to

be the actor. If you can pass the
entrance examination at The Acad-
emy, I will pay your tuition.”

That did (Continued on page 98)

Charles and Helena love cooking—with all the spices and wine

The star of “This Love Of Ours” loves music and
has a treasured collection of over 600 record albums
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Lauren
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"Baby" ami "Bogjic" have busy been

Publicly trying out Lohengrin.

Since fcbev've fallen in line with Cupid s

"Home Sweet Home” is their favorite tlieme.
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D
ANA ANDREWS—star. Here he is at the top of the tree. Or to be more

accurate, under one with Jeanne Crain in “State Fair,” Twentieth Century-

Fox’s rollicking, tuneful, one-hundred-per cent American musical.

One-hundred-per cent American, too, is his starring role as a hard-boiled,

fascinating guy in his latest, ‘Tallen Angel.” Like the cop he brought to life

in “Laura,” this is sure-fire Dana fan fuel.

Yes, Dana has arrived. And he hitch-hiked to success! Here is his story-

reenacted for you by Dana and the actual people who have figured in his life. . . .

PHOTOLIFE OF DANA ANDREWS

54
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California, here I come! That might have been his theme song when Dana took off from Texas equipped with plans

and a thumb. He got the ride, but Hollywood was still evading. Seven more years were to pass before Dana got

his breaks—seven years of varied and uncertain activities—and faith in the future he had set for himself

fore the California trek, there was college, with Dana a grid-
n king. He majored in psychology, law and English, but
nething was missing—even then his heart belonged to dramatics

The movie career dream crystallized in his home
town, Collins, Miss., where he got a job as a sound
effects man in a theater. The theater couldn’t afford
sound equipment, so Dana made gun shots, screams,
fire sirens. Once he even fooled a sound expert in the
audience who didn’t know it was a silent picture
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In Hollywood—with studios, big and small, his neighbors
and yet as far away as the moon. He managed to eat by
many different jobs—one of which was driving a school bus

A career as a figure man held little appeal to Dana when
he was an accountant for an oil company. The yen to

crash Hollywood’s golden gate kept growing stronger

Does he duck when the fans pursue? No, he
doesn’t. Dana knows that it’s to them he owes
his greatest debt, and one he can never repay
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Dana read the murder masterpiece, “Laura,” and did some
fast talking to Director Otto Preminger. He got the role of

the tough hut romantic cop and then and there made history



Another of his jobs—in a gas station. A gas company exec-

utive drove up, saw him and paid him $50 a week to study dra-

matics—Dana to pay ten per cent when he paid off. He did

“Home Sweet Home” is his favorite melody. He
shares it with Mary, David (by his first marriage),
little Kathy and the newest addition, baby Stephen

They made it real. Dana and Mary Todd played roman-
tic parts opposite each other when both were at the
Pasadena Playhouse, but the curtain didn’t go down
on this sweetheart act. Off stage—they were married

So you see the Andrews present is successful,

wholesome and full. With his family, Dana lives

in a big house with enormous grounds—a house
not all decorated yet, but equipped with nu-
merous electrical gadgets—like buttons to open
the gate—a delight to young David who pulls

them apart to see what makes them tick. Dana
is the handyman—cooks, helps with the house-
work and because he was once a plumber’s
assistant, can take faucets and pipes in his

stride.

It’s a merry household. Mary is a mimic
and could be an actress, but Dana prefers her
as a straight wife. There’s a well-trained (by
Dana) cocker spaniel named Michael, one nurse
and one detachable phone which they carry all

over the house and never can find when it

rings. Currently Dana’s mother is staying with
them—and currently too Dana and Mary are
getting about to the night spots. He feels Mary
has it coming to her after being tied down so
long, since Kathy and Stephen came close to-

gether. Sentimentally, their favorite spot is the
Bar of Music which was where they did their

courting.

Dana’s next picture is “A Walk In The Sun,”
after which he gets on his horse and rides for

Universal’s “Canyon Passage”
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her frank account of how she fought and won

BY

As told to Ruth Waterbury

I

T WAS in 1935 that I decided to bring my
younger sister Rita over from England to join

me and my mother in Hollywood. The reason
wasn’t alone that mother and I had been missing
Rita. More potent than our loneliness for the kid

was our knowledge that she wasn’t in good
health. My father was playing in London at that

time and he could, of course, have seen to it

that Rita went to one of the superb Harley Street
specialists for diagnosis, but Connie—that’s my
mother—and I felt that if Rita did need surgery,
she also needed a mother to be near her while
she underwent it. Fathers are very wonderful
people, but mothers display a kind of maternal
genius—so I was to learn—when sickness hovers
over their young.
Connie and I picked Rita up at the Los An-

geles Union Station. Barely giving her sufficient

time to unpack, I rushed Rita off to a specialist

the day after her arrival. While she was in the
doctor’s sanctum sanctorum, I waited in his outer
office. There my eye fell upon a medical book
lying open at a chapter headed “Poliomyelitis.”

The word meant only one thing to me—

a

chance to play the game my father had taught
me as a child, that old trick of seeing how many
small words I could extract from one very
big one.

As I stared at poliomyelitis trying to break it

up into “limit” and “soil” and such, my eyes
began picking up bits of the text below it. “The
incidence of the disease is often like that of

influenza,” I read. “Characterized by loss of

appetite, insomnia and severe headache,” said
another spot on the page. “Limbs suddenly be-
come too painful to bear weight of slightest touch,
even of sheets,” said another line.

I turned the page and there were photographs
of patients in traction. My mind jumped. I real-
ized I had seen similar photographs in the daily
papers. Why, this poliomyelitis must be infantile

paralysis! I went back to the beginning of the
chapter and read it straight through before the
doctor issued out of his private office with my
weeping little sister.

“He wants me to take an examination where I

have to swallow a lot of colored inks, or some-
thing, while he looks at them through the X-ray,”
sobbed Rita. “Oh Ida, I’m afraid. I know it will
hurt. I know—I know. . .

.”

“Nonsense,” I said briskly. “Why, it hurts so-

little that I’ll take it just to prove that to you.”
The doctor agreed and I took the test, where-

upon the top of my head nearly blew off. I kept
on smiling while I wanted to collapse with pain,

but Rita was sold by my performance and took
her test and I saw that she wasn’t acting. It

didn’t hurt her! The doctor looked at the two
of us. “The younger sister is merely run down,
needs rest and a better diet which will make her
right very soon,” he said. “But the older sister

has a very bad kidney condition which requires
immediate surgery.”
Well, that was a poser! Refusing to take the

specialist’s word, I went to a little neighborhood
doctor to check up on the greater man’s diag-
nosis. “You’re fit as a fiddle,” said the little man.
I chose to believe him. After all, it was a much
more comfortable verdict!

About three nights later I awoke in a state of

pain such as I had never experienced until that
kidney examination, only, this pain was even
greater. My head was thumping, I was feverish
and my legs and arms were so sore I wanted
to writhe from under the weight of the sheets
and blankets upon them. I attempted to call

Connie, two rooms away from me, but my voice
was too weak to whisper. I tried to get out of

bed but the soles of my feet burned so with agony
that I couldn’t step on them. My head pushed
itself forward at an awkward angle and I couldn’t
pull it back into place. My right arm struck out
crazily and my right hand was balled into a fist

and wouldn’t open.
It took me twenty minutes to crawl the twenty

feet to my mother’s room, but during that twenty-
minute nightmare I faced the appalling truth.

Because of that silly word game I knew exactly
what was the matter with me. I, Ida Lupino, was
an infantile paralysis victim! Perhaps if I’d gone
for the kidney operation, the doctor would have
detected the other illness about to smite me.
But that was too late to think about now. All
I could think of was anything, anything that
would stop my pain.

The doctor was soon there. He confirmed my
self-diagnosis. He punctured my spine and just
before the blessed peace of an opiate knocked
me out, I heard his whispered words to Connie,
“I am hopeful, since she (Continued on page 96)
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Jeanne started acting

at eight, won beauty

contests and a contract

at sixteen. Currently in

“Leave Her To Heaven”

Youthful fling—Jeanne takes

the jump in jubilant stride



BY DOROTHY DEERE

Eager—as a brand new day . . .

Confident—like the morning sun . . .

Naive yet knowing—little Jeanne Crain

^^\OT SO long ago a GI newly returned from over-

IVm Seas stopped off to visit some friends in Flagstaff,V/ Arizona. Gas rationing had not yet been lifted, but

the friends were willing to give their all. They had

enough gas in the tank, they told him, to take a sight-

seeing trip to the Grand Canyon. Or, they could drive

out and watch a movie troupe shooting scenes for Leave

Her To Heaven” on a location site forty miles out of

Flagstaff.
, ,

“Hmm—” pondered the GI, “I always did want to see

the Big Ditch. But who’s in the movie troupe?”

“Well, it’s^fnostly men—” hesitated ^the friend. Only

one actress—name of Jeanne Crain

“That’s enough!” said the soldier, grabbing his cap.

“What’s the Canyon got that’s any Grander than that

Crain?” •

“Nice discriminating lad,” agreed the troupe, after the

GI had visited and gone. “Yeah—” said Producer Bill

Bacher when he heard about it. “Still—the guy was

merely trading one scenic wonder for another!

Everyone knows the phenomenal things Nature can do

when she really puts her mind to it, and experienced

Hollywoodians agree with this GI that little Miss Crain

is one of them. Russet hair, green-gold eyes and a lush

red mouth, all put together in one of those wildly lovely

arrangements which sometimes occur when a girl has

Irish in ^her veins. A figure—well, good little bathing

suits hope Santa will bring them Jeannie. ...

Bom and raised just a short splash from the Pacific,

she was winning bathing beauty and magazine-cover

honors before she finished high school. And before she

could get to college she had not only a movie contract,

but her choice of three. Only three, because that s the

entire number of talent scouts (Continued on page 107)

ince time with Paul Brinkman at a Western party

The sisters Crain—Jeanne and blonde Rita at

Bass Lake on location. Rita is Jeanne’s stand-in



YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWERED RY

CLRUDETIE COLRERT
Star of

“Tomorrow Is Forever"

• DEAR MISS COLBERT:
About twelve years ago I had to stop school and go to work in

a mill. There I met Bill who was so nice and friendly; he helped
me when I was on piece work so that I took home a wonderful pay
each week, and he took me home every night. Sometimes I had a
Sunday date with him.

After six years, he left town and I never heard from him again..

I then had to face the fact that Bill did not love me.
After much persuading from my folks I went out on dates and

met Charlie. After we had gone together for two years, he asked
me to marry him. I told him about Bill, but he said he thought that
was a teen-age fancy, so we were married—that was six years ago.

Two years ago I received a letter from Bill. He was in the Army.
I showed his letter to my husband, who said, “Well, answer it if

you want to.” So I did, and until two weeks ago I had two letters

a week from Bill. He made love to me in every letter and sent me
lovely gifts.

He came home with a discharge about five weeks ago and I have
neither seen him nor heard from him. Was he just making a fool

of me again, taking advantage of my love as he had done for twelve
years? Will I go on all my life just waiting for a little sign of real

affection from him? What do you think about this entire situation?
Anne Farrell W.

Dear Mrs. W:
I think that, unless you change your ways, you are going to ruin

your life beyond the power of anyone to repair it.

You say in your letter, “1 then had to face the fact that Bill did
not love me.” Apparently those words didn’t really mean any-
thing when you wrote them, because it seems to me that you have
never accepted the fact that Bill does not love you. And he doesn’t.
A man who loves a girl does not show her kindness for six years,
then leave and neither write, call, nor reappear for four years.

Yes, he wrote to you when he was in the Army. Undoubtedly
he knows that you have alicays had a great weakness for him ; when
he was lonely and homesick and disgusted with the Army he turned
to the one quarter from which he was certain to receive sympathy.
It was the sympathy that was important to him—not the person
who supplied it.

Incidentally, what a sweet man your husband must be! I don’t
know many husbands who would sit calmly by for two years while
the wife in the household went mooning around about a man who
teas just passing the time of day with her.

Forget Bill. Turn to that wonderful husband of yours, and
thank heaven for his patience and understemding.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m a girl of sixteen who is a little confused. About a year ago I

met a nice soldier who is six years my senior. He was with me
all that evening. The next day he went away, but before he left, he
asked me to write to him. At first his letters were friendly, then
he said he was in love with me and asked me to visit his family.

I did, and they are swell. They liked me too.

Now, he’s coming home and wants to get married. I don’t want to
say yes just yet because I feel I don’t know him too well. On the

•other hand, I don’t want to say no because when I get to know him
better I might want to marry him.
How can I refuse to marry or to be engaged to him now, but yet

keep him interested, in case of the future?
Bettie S.

Dear Miss S:
It seems to me that you have the answer to your problem beau-

tifully stated within that problem.
There is really no trick to postponing a decision for the pres-

ent, yet retaining a boy friend for the future. So many girls

seem to think that some sort of black magic must be brewed
to control a love affair. All you really need to do is to tell this

boy exactly what you have told me. Tell him that you like
him, admire him, and want to know him better. Ask him to
give you that opportunity.

If he is really worth having, he will respect you all the more
for your mature point of view. You need have no fear of losing
him. As a matter of fact, he is likely to be even more ardent
and sincere in his courtship than ever before.

Claudette Colbert (Continued on page 88)

C'oCiA-

end/
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;iimSTINA 1MIII H NEWBKUHY, II

daughter of

Lt. Col. and Mrs. Phelps Newberry

engaged to

James Douglas Darling, II

^^^iristina and Jim met early last

spring in Overbrook— one of Philadel-

phia’s fashionable “Mainline” suburbs.

A few weeks later Christina said “Yes”

. . she’s another charming Pond’s bride-

to-be— tall, slim, with shining dark hair,

green-gray eyes.

Christina has a happy little way of

knowing just what she likes and why.

And Pond’s Cold Cream is one of her

“likes.” “I don’t see how there could be

a nicer face cream anywhere,” she says.

This is how she uses Pond's: She smooths

silky, fragrant Pond’s Cold Cream on face

and throat—then smacks over it lightly to

help loosen and dissolve dirt and make-up.

Tissues off.

She rinses with more Pond’s—using quick

Mttle whirls of her fingers to work it all

around. Tissues again. “This second cream-

ing is grand to make your face feel extra

clean and soft," she says.

Christina’s complexion is beautifully soft and smooth

She’s Lovely! She uses Pond’s!

You'll find Christina's way of using

Pond's Cold Cream delightful. Copy her

twice-over Pond’s creamings every night

and every morning— for in-between-time

freshen-ups, too! Watch your skin look

softer, smoother, prettier! It’s no acci-

dent so many more women and girls use

Pond’s than any other face cream at any

price. Ask for a luxurious, big jar at

your favorite beauty counter, today. Start

your Pond’s beauty care tonight!

A few of the many
Pond’s Society Beauties

MRS. MORGAN BELMONT THE LADY GRENFELL

THE MARCHIONESS OF CARISBROOKE

MRS. RICHARD C. DU PONT

GLORIA VANDERBILT STOKOWSKA

CLOTHING NEEDED! Christina helps regu-

larly at the Needlework Guild in Detroit. Here

she is helping to pack new clothes to send

away. “Never have so many people needed

'just everyday clothes’,” she says. There

are clothing relief agencies you can help.

ASK FOR A MG JAR OF POND'S!
You’ll love the luxury-size jar. It has

a nice wide top that lets you dip in with

both hands so you whisk out all the

cream you need with one sweep of

your fingers . Get a big Pond’sjar today

!
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tfltadw of tM r ^wcestors/
If you had attended Romanoff’s “Come As Your Ancestors”

party, could you have guessed the stars behind the

masks? If not, try page 106

1. A gala night out for a beautiful lady and her handsome spouse
from an age gone by when smelling salts and gallantry were very

much in style. The lady could pin a gold medal on her ornate
dress if she wished—the man. Navy overseas service ribbons

2. If you’ll stop looking at her figure and peer
behind the mask you’ll know this lovely lass

A prince in tatters. The royal
gent is host Mike Romanoff

3, A gay Caballero and a cute toreador. We’ll give

you this hint. The mustache isn’t really his and
we’re sure none of his sires came from south of the

(Continued on page 66) border. The girl was easily the belle of the ball
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Vari$ said—
WBARRy had

^^p4v
c

C3W<m<x^ /

Capitol says—
hear JOHNNY MERCER,the pied pipers and Paul weston's orchestra

>- in their rockin' recording of—

from the Paramount picture "Road to Utopia" w

backed up by an oldie-newie 'IF I KNEW THEN'

featuring the same terrific combo!

vKON SALE NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE!

It*, boP .

^

%L0it!A ! 1foe,Pied Vipers

p
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*fhade*v of the\f Castors/
(Continued from page 64 )

4.

The farmer in the
dell hr ings along

two beautiful dolls. He’s
from Arkansas where the
wheat and corn grow
tall. The tot with her
doll is not his daughter,
but the girl he married
not many months ago

5.

Eek! Ready to run? You
wouldn’t if you saw them

without the make-up and
mask. The derelict is mar-
ried, just out of the Navy.
Thp skeleton could rattle

plenty of bones in celebra-
tion of his record as a flier

6.

They could be teen-agers
staying out too late. But

they’re not. Those smiles are
because hubby is home from
the wars. Tip : He once got
an Academy Award playing
the souse friend of a gambler



Miss Paradox

(Continued, from page 34) acting. I don’t

think I could exist and not be an actress.

Strangely enough, I never think of myself

as an actress. I think of myself as being
two people. I don’t pretend to thoroughly
understand either. Others seem to find me
a great deal more confusing than I have
ever appeared to be—to myself.”

Confusing indeed! Sheer, unmitigated
understatement. There was that time
Eleanor’s neighbors out Toluca Lake way
were so horrified they summoned the po-
lice. The new blue-eyed girl with the

brown silk hair naturally aroused their in-

terest. Every day at sunset she walked
an English sheep dog (named Bobby Lee),
and a Siamese cat (actually called Tai-
Chi-Po) . No one seemed to know who
she was.
Then one night the neighbors heard

blood-curdling shrieks coming from the

new girl’s house. Louder and louder they
rang. Unable to stand it any longer, the

neighbors summoned the police and
charged in a body on the house down the

road, expecting to be greeted by nothing
short of murder. Instead, they were greeted
by Eleanor, eyes gleaming like twin sap-
phires. Even their startled faces failed to

subdue the note of happiness in that husky,
grated-velvet voice.

“Oh, I’m so terribly sorry,” she explained.
“You see, I’ve been acting at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse. Warner Brothers
just signed me to a contract. I’m going to

play a small part in a picture called ‘Buses
Roar.’ I’m supposed to scream, and I’ve

never been able to. Every night I’ve gone
to the top of Lookout Mountain and prac-
ticed. I just couldn’t. Self-consciousness,
I guess. Anyway, a friend loaned me his

home recording machine. I made up my
mind I was going to overcome this handi-
cap. And I have! Would you like to hear
some of the screaming records I just

made? I really think they sound very
natural!”

T
ODAY, the only screams emanating
from the Parker household are those

produced by fans who have seen Eleanor’s
trouping in “The Very Thought Of You,”
“Between Two Worlds” and “Pride Of The
Marines.” There’ll be more of them after
“Of Human Bondage” and “Never Say
Goodbye” are released. In the first named,
Eleanor portrays the slatternly Mildred,
remaking the role that cascaded Bette
Davis to fame. Everyone, including Direc-
tor Edmund Goulding, thought Warner
Brothers insane when the fragile-like
Eleanor was even considered. Wise in the
ways of Hollywood, Mr. Goulding compro-
mised and made a test. He’s still shouting
her praises.

Eleanor doesn’t know how she got
through it. All day long she clutched a
bottle of smelling salts in a tight fist.

Testing for any part still remains one of
her unconquered fears. There are others,
too. Her shyness, for example. It sweeps
over her at the oddest times. She doesn’t
know why, because it’s never consistent.
It brands her as anti-social, colorless,
sometimes even creating the impression
that she’s a mental lightweight. Again that
magnificent balance comes to her rescue.
She refuses to allow her shyness to root
itself and corrupt her life.

“I enjoy anything if I enjoy the company
I’m with,” says Eleanor. “I remember back
in Cleveland when we were growing up.
Girls didn’t like me. I got along better
with boys. I was a hellion. I was mean
and dominating. Boys never held grudges.
They’d forgive and forget. I looked on
the boys as friends. Other girls looked at
them as future husbands. My sister Mil-
dred never understood me. She said I

"They ainurft
weaned me !

”

"I’ve been on a queer diet the last year or two . .

.

sometimes I wondered if I’d ever see any more

Fels-Naptha Soap.

But a fellow who’s always had the best doesn’t

give up easy. And now that I’m getting my

Fels-Naptha, the laundry work in this house is

strictly pre-war.

I do a family-size wash without a quiver, finish

the job on schedule, and believe me—those clothes

are really white again!”

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY

*’
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treated each boy differently. It was be-
cause in each boy I found a different but
mutual interest.

“I’ve never been able to control my
moods. I still can’t today. I went to one
Hollywood party and was so wound up I

monopolized the entire conversation. The
next night at another party, I felt so shy
I couldn’t even remember my host’s name.
I dread getting all dressed up and going
out. After I’m once there, I sometimes en-
joy myself more than anyone else.”
Eleanor has another fear she finds more

fascinating than frightening. When visit-
ing high places like the Washington Monu-
ment and the Statue of Liberty, she gets
an urge to jump. Not because of suicidal
intentions; to the contrary, she feels her-
self being drawn by the pleasantest of
sensations. The same feeling sweeps over
her in a recurring dream, where she is

always flying. Finally she discussed it

with Dr. Bert Frohman, Hollywood’s well
known psychoanalyst.

“It's very understandable,” he told her.
“The desire to fly, to be suspended in mid-
air, is all tied in with your ambition to
soar to the highest pinnacles. That feeling
of being high up on your own power is a
fulfillment of achievement.”
Whenever she can, Eleanor avoids shop-

ping. It goes back to when she was a little

girl, and her mother took her shopping.
They rode on a bus and she got sick to
her stomach. In the store, while pulling
the dress over her head, the saleslady
snagged the hooks in her tresses and al-
most suffocated her. To this day, if her
arms aren’t free, Eleanor gets panicky.
She can’t ride in buses, street cars or taxis,
has to avoid winding roads unless she is

driving.

THE failure of her short-lived wartime
marriage to Dr. Fred Losee in no way

destroyed Eleanor’s idealism. She knows
she seeks only what exists in books and
the movies. Still, she goes on seeking. A
man who subordinates himself to a woman
she considers a weakling. The over-
dominating male ego, disgusting. A blend
of the two, she thinks, should prove most
interesting. Handsome, blond Joe Kirk-
wood Jr., professional golfer, is the current
contestant.

Being sentimental to a dangerous de-
gree, Eleanor instinctively protects herself
by making no claim to sentiment. A fa-
vorite evening at home is spent lying
tummy-to-floor, shoes nonchalantly kicked
off into forced landings. Before her are
bulging cardboard boxes. Eleanor takes
inventory—paper napkins, floaters (ad-
vertisements for school dances), her own
essays and poetry, drawings of the Clipper
and Mayflower, oilcloth maps, precious
letters from friends, report cards, paper
dolls, each in a bag all its own, her first

baby doll with its bonnet covering a taped-
up china head, her very last doll, that
short gold necklace with its three faded
enamel hearts (it seemed long when her
aunt gave it to her), those Janet Gaynor
scrap books, that Janet Gaynor poster she
bought from a cowboy in Arizona.
Eleanor fondles each object as if she

had never seen it before. On her canopied
bed (that still has no canopy) hangs a
celluloid-framed religious picture, a Sun-
day school prize for perfect attendance.
A “Dictionary Of Thoughts” establishes

each day’s philosophy. Eleanor can’t bear
to listen to “Auld Lang Syne”—“A New
Year’s date with me is not fun. I go com-
pletely to pieces.” She loves all dramatic
recordings, especially Caruso’s “Pagliacci.”

Especially Caruso. Period.
Around the house, Eleanor never wears

make-up or curls her naturally straight

hair. She dislikes routine, especially in

her mode of living. She prefers staying up
at niaht, sleeping most of the day. The
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roar of the vacuum cleaner sends her
scurrying from the house. Fortunately,

her understanding maid performs all do-
mestic duties while Eleanor is at the
studio. While she loves her home, she has
definite ideas that are completely revolu-
tionary to the rules of decorating; she
limits her household activities to empty-
ing the ash trays and straightening the
pictures.

Eleanor sleeps in roomy, over-sized pa-
jamas. She loves to eat raw potatoes, pie

dough and ice cubes (so help us!). She
loves the taste of pumpkins and orange
juice, yet she detests the color of orange.
Shoes are her main extravagance. She
buys them by the dozen pair, limits herself

to wearing a few special favorites. Hats
are her pet obsession. She never wears
them. She thinks she should. However,
she’s always buying them because over-
zealous salesladies convince her they
are becoming.
There was a time when Eleanor was

sensitive about being tall and skinny. Be-
ing in pictures taught her the advantages
of being slender and willowy. Open
closet doors annoy her. Quiz programs,
bridge, coffee for breakfast, playing
charades in front of strangers, being
rushed when dressing, people who kick
the back of her chair at the movies, people
with whiney voices, people who are phony,
people who are helpless—add little to the
peace and tranquillity of her daily ex-
istence.

B
ALANCING the ledger, she loves go-
ing through empty houses (with no

intention of buying), Ingrid Bergman
(she wishes she had her accent), Cary
Grant, Clark Gable and Robert Cum-
mings (in the movies), solid colors, con-
servative dresses, earrings, and more
earrings, red nail polish, because it’s “so
much fun to pick off,” golfing, ranch
life, blue jeans, brass, copper, the mem-
ory of her first kiss (he was five; his
name was Jackie Reed), that feel of
mud squooshing through her bare toes
when she hiked in the rain at Martha’s
Vineyard, the thought of wearing spangled
pink tights in a circus, her drawing board
where she sketches, her collection of silly-

faced stuffed animals, the red leather-
framed picture she has of Ingrid Berg-
man, her mother who understood and
encouraged her emotional nature, her
father (he teaches mathematics in a
Cleveland high school) who influenced the
practical side.

With one possible exception, Eleanor
Parker thoroughly enjoys being who she
is. It’s only when she’s forced to live up to
the illusion of being an actress that it

makes her wonder if she made the right
choice.

“Why you don’t look or act a bit like
a motion-picture star,” people invariably
tell her. She gives a sickly grin, looks
embarrassed, and feels as though it’s her
sacred duty to grow instantly two heads.
“Before I worked with Errol Flynn, I

had always regarded him as a great per-
sonality,” says Eleanor. “After I had
worked with him a few days, I discovered
he was also an excellent actor. Errol is a
very intelligent man. He treats people the
way they want to be treated. He was
never anything but nice to me, always
kind, always considerate. I hadn’t known
him before. The first day he walked on the
set, he looked at me quizzically for a mo-
ment. Then he said, ‘Hello, Grandma.’ He
called me that for the rest of the picture.
I don’t know why.”
Perhaps, if the truth were known—be-

cause Eleanor Parker is the prettiest, the
most unusual, the most glamorous “Grand-
ma” that Errol Flynn has ever seen in
his entire life!

The End

eldssableskin-withtbe
smoothness

skin troubles you now?

,
i Cream Beauty Treatme

s new l-^r
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ith thrilling Jergens Face
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l0oth dry skin in no time.

Easy to give yourself this exciting 1-Cream Beauty Treatment

Here’s all you do for your daily smooth-skin treat-

ment— simply use this new Jergens Face Cream (but

faithfully), as though it were 4 creams:

1. for regular Cleansing and Make-up Removal

2. for Softening

3. for a velvet Foundation—every time you make up

„ 4*. as a Night Cream— effective against dry skin;

"Crow's-feet" helps prevent dry skin lines

Skin scientists make Jergens Face Cream for you—the same who make
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See lovely results, using Jergens Face Cream this way. 10^ to $1.25
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I Give a Party

This woman knows comfort.

Security, too—
Meds’ extra protection

Will give both to you!

Go anywhere, poised and happy, for

Meds internal protection frees you

from pins and belts, from revealing

lines and ridges. And Meds’ exclu-

sive feature-the "SAFETY-WELL”
gives you the self-confidence of its

extra-protection!

• Meds alone have the "SAFETY-
WELL”— designed for your extra

protection.

• Meds are made of real COTTON

—

soft and super-absorbent for extra

comfort.

• Meds expand quickly and adapt them-
selves easily to individual needs.

eds
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

P

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,

smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.

(Continued from page 39) gold earrings,
cigarette cases and such. Human nature is

pretty much the same everywhere with
everyone loving presents and surprises;
but the stars who work so long and hard
are like children about presents. It doesn’t
matter that the girls have the most won-
derful jewels in the world and the men
could buy out most jewel shops; their eyes
shine over any little present which signals
their success in a game or competition.

THE night of my party the stars arrived
at Mike Romanoff’s Champagne Room

glittering in their best bibs and tuckers. . .

.

Claudette was divinely chic in a green
gown splattered with glittering sequins. . . .

Rita Hayworth wore rose satin. . . .

Jennifer Jones found new and greater
beauty because of the new way she is

doing her hair and because of her beauti-
ful long black net dress. . . .

Sonja Henie’s orange metallic cloth with
glittering swags of sequins had a deep
decolletage. . . .

A strapless black gown, complemented by
a demure little cape with ruffles, enhanced
Joan Fontaine’s classic beauty. . . .

Clark Gable brought Mrs. Jay (Dolly)
O’Brien who has wealth, wonderful child-
ren and even a couple of grandchildren.
Dolly, however, looked so perfect and so
feminine in her gown of soft pink lace that
all the glamour girls eyed her. Clark is

really devoted to Dolly. Their friendship,
you can tell, is based on one of the best
things in the world—a mutual sense of

humor. No one can laugh like Dolly and
make Clark laugh as she does without
having an exciting lead to his heartstrings.

Alexander Korda looked more distin-

guished than any man there. . . .

Gary Cooper was the most handsome.
There was a stir when Walter Wanger

arrived with his lovely wife, Joan Bennett.
She wore a simple emerald green gown
with long sleeves and her hair piled high
upon her head in a coronet. “There’s
Hedy!” several exclaimed as Joan came in.

She resembles Hedy Lamarr closely. How-
ever, as this international beauty and her
big handsome husband, John Loder, were
not present, Joan was perhaps the most
beautiful woman there.

Jimmy Stewart, recently back from the
war, brought the lovely Anita Colby, “The
Face.” Anita wore a brown gown covered
with loops of bronze beads. Very lovely.

It wasn’t long before Clark and Jimmy
got together and sat talking, talking, talk-

ing . . . Every time I went near them I

hoped to hear the name of Dolly or Anita;
but not at all. It was the bombers in

which they eloped to the sky that they
were intent upon. And I thought how
hard it will be for any girl to win and
hold down to a fireside these boys who
have lived in the sky with danger.
Mike Romanoff’s chef excelled himself

for the dinner. We had:
Consomme

Cheese Straws
Lobster, Au Gratin
Supreme de Capon

String Beans
Mixed Green Salad

Creation “Romanoff’s”
Petit Fours
Demi Tasse

Champagne Roma 1945

When dinner was over, I made a little

speech . . . “My dear friends,” I said, “I want
to test your abilities in a direction which
I feel is very important in this post-war
world of reconstruction—cookery!

“In England there’s a famous dish called

the savory. We do not know it very well
in this country; but, following the dessert

in England, it comes to the tables to leave

a savor in the mouth ... It consists usually
of cheese or eggs or fish.

“Now I’m going to select three couples
and ask each in turn, to invent a savory. . .

.”

At this moment Romanoff’s chef wheeled
in a table holding three chafing dishes
which were alight and bowls of garlic, i

sardines and sour cream, little curls of
anchovy, great wedges of cheese, rounds
of tuna fish and bits of toast.
“My first couple,” I said, “is Miss Sonja

Henie and her kitchen boy, Van Johnson.
“My second couple is Joan Fontaine and

Mr. Clark Gable.
“My third couple is Miss Claudette Col-

bert and Mr. Arthur Hornblow Jr.
“And I nominate Joseph Cotten to act

;

as a lone wolf.”
Romanoff’s chef tied aprons on the girls 1

and placed chef hats on their heads. By *

this time my prospective chefs looked a
j

trifle alarmed. Joan Fontaine removed her :

cape and settled down to her chafing I

dish with a little laugh. Clark Gable :

wore that Pennsylvania Dutch look which I

always means he’s ready for business. I

Claudette and Arthur Hornblow pro-
ceeded meticulously. So did Sonja. Van ;

sizzled with excitement. Joseph Cotten
j

instantly pounced upon a sardine which
he stuffed with anchovies and garlic,
warming it tenderly over a chafing dish
flame. When no one would accept this ’

morsel from Joe, he ate it himself.

|

ANNOUNCED producers Jack Warner,
Darryl Zanuck, David O. Selznick, Louis

B. Mayer, Spyros Skouras and Walter
Wanger would be the judges.
David O. Selznick and Walter Wanger, !

however, absolutely refused to taste the
savories. “What?” they said shaking their
heads determinedly. “Eat what the stars
have concocted? We wouldn’t think of it!

]

It’s sure to be pure arsenic.” Jack Warner
alone tasted every specimen and there was
a moment or two when he looked a little

green around the gills.

Sonja and Van concocted a Scotch wood- •

cock—a dish consisting of a little round of

toast, with a gob of scrambled egg topped
by a curl of anchovy—which tasted not
bad at all and brought them first prize,

j

Sonja was triumphant and Van, like a boy ,

of sixteen in his enthusiasm, whispered to i

me. “Jeepers, Elsa, what a party!” It didn’t
|

take Van long to capture Sonja’s chef’s hat.

And he wore it all evening—in spite of !

Sonja’s efforts to reclaim it.

Joan Fontaine and Clark Gable won the :

second prize for a Welsh rarebit of an in-

credibly stringy consistency.
Third prize went to Claudette Colbert

and Arthur Hornblow, for a most imagi-
native savory which they lovingly termed
“Angels On Horseback.” Other guests,

however, had other names for it.

It was all great fun. And we laughed
so hard and so long that there was a

great crush in the powder room before the

dancing began while make-ups were re-

paired.
Irving Aronsohn, who played for my

parties years ago in Paris and who is now
at Metro, and his lively little band kept
my guests happy for many hours.

There were prizes for the dancing too. . .

.

Lenore Cotten finally danced with Joe
in spite of the sardine stuffed with garlic

and anchovies which he had consumed.
She couldn’t refuse his pleas. Who could?

I’ve never known any one who had more
spontaneous combustion. . . .

Orson Welles was too tired to do his rum-
ba which is one of the best. As you know,
Orson broadcasts Sundays and now is not

only writing and producing, but directing

and acting in “The Stranger,” the mystery
play and thriller (Continued on page 72)
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—hake yourVitamins
^y. for better results •

Take them in fortified food — the delicious Ovaltine way!
Of course, the whole subject ofvitamins is new.
We learn more about them every day. And
today, millions are learning a new and better

way to take their extra vitamins— a more mod-
ern, more natural way that can do more good.
Discarding earlier methods of taking vitamins
alone, they now take them in fortified food!

For latest evidence shows that vitamins do
not work alone. They work most effectively

in combination with other food elements

—

which are absolutely necessary for best results.

This is the reason so many people are chang-
ing to Ovaltine. A specially-fortified food, it

contains — besides vitamins — nearly every
precious food element needed for good health.

Especially, those elements necessary for vita-

min-effectiveness.

For example, Vitamin A and protein are
both necessary in cell-building— and they’re
both in Ovaltine. Vitamin and fuel-food
also act together for vitality— and they’re both
in Ovaltine. Vitamin D, Calcium and Phos-
phorus can’t work without each other— and
you get them all in a glass of Ovaltine made
with milk!

So why not change to Ovaltine, as so many
people are doing? If you eat normal meals,
including citrus fruit or tomatoes, 2 glasses
of Ovaltine should give you all the extra vita-

mins and minerals you need for robust health.

3 out of every 4 people should get extra vitamins or minerals—according to Gov-
ernment reports. Reasons include vitamin deficiencies of many modern foods
—also loss of vitamin-mineral values due to shipping, storing and cooking.

more FOOD -ENERGY
Than 2 dishes of Ice Cream ...

. . . more IRON fhan

3 servings of Spinach

. . . more VlTAM I N G than

3/4 pound of Sirloin Sfeak.

more Vitamin a
Than 2 servings of Peas

.

more NlAClN -than

5 slices of Enriched Bread*.

.

. . more CALCIUM and PHOSPHORUS Than

2/4 servings of American Cheese

more VITAMIN 0 fhan

10 ounces of Buffer..

more VITAMIN Bi than

3 servings of Oafmeal...

- . . more PROTEIN
Than 3 Eggs

c



MARSHA T,IN METROGOLDWYN-MAYE A LETTER FOREVIE

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP

'Vl&iO' onXd

fif Powder

I. Big $1 box Woodbury Film-Finish Powder
2

.

Star-styled lipstick—keyed to your skin-type I

3

.

Matching rouge—your just-right shade

Boxes of Film-Finish Powder, 25fi and I Off, plus ta>

Sweaters go to parties this year . . .

especially sweaters of black chenille

with a dramatic necklace of pearls

and gold, like this sweater by Groblue.

In white also. Sizes 10-20. About $35.00

at Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago, 111.

Worn by JOAN CRAWFORD, of the

great beauty, star of Warner

Brothers’ “Mildred Pierce”

For other stores where this

sweater is available see page 78

(Continued jrorn page 70) which soon will
be off the William Goetz conveyor belt. . .

.

David O. Selznick danced beautifully
with Jennifer Jones. . . .

Arthur Hornblow whirled Mrs. Lewis
Milestone around like a dervish. “He’s
thinking of his coming marriage to

Bubbles Schinasi,” she whispered to me,
breathlessly “and he can hardly conceal his

great joy. . .
.”

KK Y FAVORITE dancing couple, Darryl
and Virginia Zanuck, won first prize.

Their rumba was very smooth—professional
actually. I told the Zanucks I could get
them $2,000 a week at the Wedgwood
Room at the Waldorf. “If all else fails,”

said Darryl, “I’ll call on your good graces,
Elsa, to put in a good word for me.”
Speaking of dancing, Rita Hayworth

tells me she tried to get away from it in

her new picture, “Gilda,” and that she
almost convinced her studio of the advis-
ability of this when the fans began writing
in and mowed her plans down.
Hollywood, you’ll be interested to know,

has great respect for the acumen of the

fans, who really seem to have a sixth

sense. I, too, am for the fans! When
they speak with hundreds of thousands of

voices and raise one name above the rest

you can count on the person who bears
that name being a valid and authentic
personality.

That’s what gives the Photoplay Gold
Medals, just presented again this year,

their special significance . . . Because they
are awarded on the basis of a movie-goer’s
poll conducted by the noted Dr. Gallup.
This is the only national recognition the
fans themselves have had in registering

their favorites and that’s why Hollywood
has awaited the results so eagerly.

It’s been fun writing about my party.

I’ve enjoyed it again in retrospect. How-
ever, I must explain it was a wonderful
party not because of me but because of my
guests. In all the world there’s no more
perfect place for a party than Hollywood.
There the imagination, talent and wit are

as boundless as the sea and a hostess has
only to draw upon it. Perhaps that’s why,
when giving a party in Hollywood, I strive

to depart from the banal. After all, drinks
at a bar, dinner and dancing afterwards
are not good enough for the glamour boys
and girls who contribute so much as

guests.

There you have the real secret of

a perfect party! A hostess and guests who
work together to make it fun!

The End





The new round shoulder line has a magical slimming effect

—

and magical chic in this Kasha jersey designed by Joset Walker.
Available ' in gray, champagne beige, blue or absinth.

Sizes 10-16. About $35.00 at Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y.

Belt and bag by Phelps Associates

Worn by JOAN CRAWFORD

For other stores where this dress is available see page 78
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. . . are dresses in which each size is cut in

three different ways—to fit, in turn, the

short, medium or tall figure . . .

Here Virginia Mayo, golden blonde star of

Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Kid From Brooklyn,”

wears a Murray White sized-to-height dress

in a delightful bow-knot print of a Ben

Rose fabric by Crown Test. Also available

with an aqua, lime or blue background.

Sizes 8-20. About $9.00 at Kaufmanns,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

For other stores where this dress is available see page 78

SHORT MEDIUM TAEL

* *#>*
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so nice

/ m

to com

For church on Sunday . . . Sunday night supper . . .

for the theater . . . for cocktail dancing . . .

for all the things that are such fun to do together—

-

a black and pink spun rayon, designed by David Crystal.

Also in black with blue or yellow. Sizes 10-20.

About $16.95 at Filene’s, Boston, Mass.

For other stores where the clothes on these two pages
are available see page 78

All photographs by Ben Studios
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JANE RUSSEIX, sensational star of Howard Hughes’

“The Outlaw” now being released in its original form
after a four-year fight over censorship, models these Photoplay Fashions

When he takes you out let him be proud of you . . .

Be pretty and smart too in this all-wool

white shag shorty coat with real silver buttons, a

“Hoot-lass Bonnie” original. Also in pastel

colors. Sizes 10-18. About $35.00 at Gimbel

Brothers, New York, N. Y.

Beret with gold medallion, in all colors, about

$2.98 at Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa.
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When you’re alone with him . . . for lamplight evenings

and leisurely Sunday breakfasts ... be enchanting

in a gay housecoat of Bates cotton

designed by Edward Macksoud. Sizes 12-18.

About $16.95 at Macy’s, New York, N. Y.
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JERKIN SUIT

n t|l
°

JUNIOR

(?-UAttd jo*

A monogram-magic jerkin suit of

Raylinen, with roomy pockets, pleated

all-'round skirt, and zipper

placket. White, pink, natural,

maize, black. .Sizes 9 to 15. VI
OPA Prices. . . .

.
. . . . . • Postage

195

'Ptampe 'VciwUff yKattctf “Savi 7t»t

JO KAYE INC.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

The clothes shown on preceding pages are available from Coast to Coast
in the following stores:

Sweater

Cleveland, 0.—Higbee Co.

Detroit, Mich.—E. Siegel Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.—I. Magnin & Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer & Fuller Co.

For shop in your city write:

Groblue Sportswear
1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gray Jersey dress

Buffalo, N. Y.—L. L. Berger, Inc.

Chicago, 111.—Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.

Kansas City, Mo.—Harzfeld’s

Washington, D. C.—Julius Garfinckel
& Co.

For shop in your city write:

David Goodstein
550 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Sizcd-to-hcight bow-knot print

Boston, Mass.—R. H. White
Buffalo, N. Y.—Wm. Hengerers
Los Angeles, Cal.—May Co.

New York, N. Y.—James McCreery
Washington, D. C.—Hecht Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge &
Clothier

For shop in your city write:

Lou Schneider
512 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Beret with gold medallion

Albany, N. Y.—Whitney’s
Chicago, 111.—Goldblatt Bros.

Hartford, Conn.—Sage, Allen & Co.

Tulsa, Okla.—Brown-Dunkin

For shop in your city write:

Salfair
65 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Pink and black dress

Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field & Co.

Cincinnati, 0.—Lawton Co.

Dallas, Tex.—Neiman-Marcus
New York, N. Y.—Best & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Blum Store

For shop in your city write:

David Crystal
498 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

For shop in your city write:

Murray White Co.
1400 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Shortie coat

Chicago, 111.—Maurice Rothschild

Detroit, Mich.—Kline’s, Inc.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Broadway Depart-
ment Stores

Minneapolis, Minn.—Jackson Graves

Housecoat

Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field & Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Kaufmann’s
Ridgewood, N. J.—Lolita Merrihew
St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer & Fulton

Washington, D. C.—Julius Garfinckel &
Co.

For shop in your city write:

Edward Macksoud
45 East 30 St., New York, N. Y.

ar can tedt true love ?
TUNE IN

66

you

MY TRUE STORY”
Hear real life stories on your

radio taken from the files of EVERY MORNING

TRUE STORY MAGAZINE. A different Monday thru Friday

story every day revealing the 9:00 CT - 10:00 ET

troubles, triumphs, loves, adventures 10:30 PT- 11:30 MT
of real people. Don't miss them!

ALL AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. STATIONS

78



FLIRTATIOUS". ..A Carole King Original. A heart winning twosome with Valentine lace around the large, square collar and

a dainty bow-in-back above a flaring pert peplum. Of American Beauty Rayon Crepe. Junior sizes 9 to 15. About $15.00.

Exclusively at one fine store in your city.
79



ALLURA

somer. .'.especiallycou.

wken it’s tailorei

ders and defines tke pockets. Tke

fly-front skirt is cut strai^kt-

away for slim smartness. 100%

worsted loomei exclusively for us

ky tke AMERICAN WOOLEN CO.

Sizes 9-15. Around $35.

Consult with your Local Retailer,

or write LOU SCHNEIDER
512 SEVENTH AVE. • NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

80



Left: Sizes 9-15 Juniors and 32-38. Colors: white,

maize, pink, lime, shocking, aqua.

Right: Sizes 32-38. In white only.

About $3. At leading department stores.

81



FOR you FROM CALIFORNIA

The new freetime look, confidently

expressed with broad T=squarc shoul=

ders to dramatise your tapered waist,

winged push«up sleeves and saucy

Peter Pan collar. Cohama Pine=

brooke, a superb rayon gabardine,

in melon, apricot, mint, aqua, grey

or white. About $20 at better stores.

Write shions, Los Ansclcs 14, for store nearest you Western Fashion Authentics

82



CIMMOOES
• The premiere of “Spellbound”
brought out the stars in their best

bibs and tuckers. Lana Turner, who
becomes more and more beautiful,

if possible, wore a tight-fitting

white crepe gown with a low V-neck,
a high back and tiny short sleeves.

The skirt was so snug that its deep
slit was really a necessity and the
neckline, sleeves and bosom were
beaded with white crystals.

• Guy Madison’s first civilian date
was Joan Leslie. Joan was equal to

this occasion in a stiff satin danc-
ing dress with a full skirt and a

tight bodice that was held in place
by tiny shoulder straps. It was
Striped gaily in pistachio green,
salmon, forest green and black.

Joan’s coiffure was a crown of tiny

curls.

• Greer Garson, lunching with
Richard Ney at La Rue the other
day wore a winter white gabardine
dress with a wide brown leather belt

that was studded with nailheads. In-

to her low neck Greer had thrust a
bright yellow scarf. She carried
matching yellow gloves, a large
brown raffia bag and wore brown
leather wedgies. No hat obscured
her shining hair. The elegance of a
mink coat flung over her shoulders
completed her smart ensemble.

• Winter white is the Hollywood
rage. Connie Moore has a new
white flannel suit striped in brown.
The jacket is a cardigan and the
pegged-top skirt has a brown snake-
skin belt. With this suit Con-
nie wears a brown jersey blouse
with a turtle neck. Her shoes and
shoulder bag are brown snakeskin.
Her tiny round felt hat is winter
white.

• Leah Rhodes, who designs many
of the clothes you see in Warner
Brothers’ pictures, says: “Now, af-

ter years of wardrobe restrictions,

has come the time, in my opinion,
for women to be their most glamor-
ous. We should all try to be as
original and distinctive as possible.
Remember, even the simplest black
dinner gown will become outstand-
ing with the addition of interesting
accessories . . . contrasting colored
chiffon scarves tied about the waist
. . . a large and gay sequined eve-
ning bag . . . unusual jewelry. . .

.”

• Photoplay’s fashion editors, in
turn, suggest:

Gay buttons strung together for
a different looking choker. . . .

.Two blending tones of veiling on
an old hat for a new look. . . .

The sleeves cut out of an old
wool dress and the armholes wid-
ened to make a good-looking
jumper. . . .

A flower boutonniere on your suit
lapel for a fillip of color. . . .

A tiny sachet of your favorite
perfume in your handbag so every
time your bag is opened friends will
sniff appreciatively.

Look what's for you. .. Real-form Lastex

2 -way stretches with the wonder-

ful Raschel knit fashion to fit

features that give such

blessed comfort and

control. Won't roll,

creep up or run.

358 F

'

frh Ave., New Y of |<
t

Pull-ons, panel- front girdles and panty

girdles.. . also with zippers. Up to $5... at your

favorite store. Write for booklet. Dept. P

Endorsed by

John Robert Powers

trade mark

Herman & Co.

creators of
MOVIE STAR SUPS

Dept. 0
159 Madison Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

Write for free

booklet — "A
Word About
Modeling"
John Robert
Powers

At leading stores or write:

BAR-RODA BLOUSE CO.
135 West 36 Street, New York



BY JOFFE JEWELS FROM JOHN RUBEL

Fatal Apple' Match Box (Nail Enamel, lipstick, Adheronl $1.75*

for matching lips and fingertips

How old is tradition? Sometimes not very . . . Such cherished American

fashion traditions as nylon ... and Revlon ... for instance. Both, great

American discoveries in glamour, high-fashion ... wear, wear, wear!

Revlon's new “Fatal Apple" Nail Enamel and Lipstick are sensational

!

But . . . always . . . the smart Americanism is one of Revlon's 21 fabulous

color originals . . . with that incredible

"stay-on" fast becoming a great American legend!
COPYRIGHT 1946,

REVLON PRODUCTS CORl

m
Plu s Tax



Photoplay's Gold Medal
Awards

(Continued, jrom page 29) winning place.

The fact that Bing Crosby this year
again out-distances all other male stars

in popularity is not likely to surprise any-
one. Bing, even while he lives, is an
American legend. Except for Bing’s guest
appearance in “Duffy’s Tavern” he had
only one new picture this year, “Here
Come The Waves.” “The Bells Of St.

Mary’s” had not opened when our polls

closed. Nevertheless, wherever our investi-

I gators went, north or south, east or west,

the one name that was included again and
again was “Bing.”
Bing’s competition also was greater this

year. Listed alphabetically, the four men
who fought for the first place Bing finally

won were Humphrey Bogart, Cary Grant,
Bob Hope and Spencer Tracy.

Until the last twenty-four hours of poll

computations it looked as if “Thirty Sec-
onds Over Tokyo”—high when the race
was half won—would be the final winner.
However, every hour the results varied,
swinging between “Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo”; “A Song To Remember,” also

high at the halfway mark; and “The Valley
Of Decision” and “Anchors Aweigh.” Then
slowly but surely “The Valley Of Deci-
sion” emerged above the rest. The final

results show the ten favorite pictures of
1945. in the order of their popularity, to be:

1. “The Valley Of Decision”—Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer—Produced by Ed-
win H. Knopf—Directed by Tay
Garnett

2. “Anchors Aweigh”—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer—Produced by Joseph Pas-
ternak—Directed by George Sidney

3. “Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo”—Met-
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer—Produced by
Sam Zimbalist—Directed by Mervyn
LeRoy

4. “A Song To Remember”—Columbia

—

Produced by Sidney Buchman

—

Directed by Charles Vidor

BRASSIERES 79^ to *1.50

FOUNDATIONS *2.50 to *6.50

Bestform Foundations, Inc. • 64 West 23rd Street, New York 10, N.Y.

Girdles

Brassieres

All-in-ones

SUM asa STEM!
A casual just a bit on the

carefree side . . . with tall

cool stripes to sing of spring!

For flattery— the shirred

waistline and smooth fly-front.

Pink, grey, aqua, char-

... S|fl95
treuse. Sizes 10 to 18. 1U

Tic- A-Tac
it’s a Brighton fabric

II ITTLE MAM'S
Six Stores in Michigan

Alma • Ionia • Greenville • Midland
Mt. Pleasant • Cadillac

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
Gittlcman s style shops, Alma, Michigan
Please send me the above molly malone dress for
which 1 enclose $10.95 plus 15c for postage

Size

Name

Address

Cash

Color ( state 1st and 2nd choice

)

City Zone State _

Money Order C 0 D _Gregory Peck (with his wife) showed the
greatest gain in popularity this year in
Photoplay’s national poll of movie-goers

85



5. “Meet Me In St. Louis”—Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer—Produced by Arthur
Freed—Directed by Vincente Min-
nelli

6. “National Velvet”—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer—Produced by Pandro S.

Berman—Directed by Clarence
Brown

7. “Thrill Of A Romance”—Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer—Produced by Joseph
Pasternak—Directed by Richard
Thorpe

8. “God Is My Co-Pilot”—Warner Broth-
ers—Produced by Robert Buckner

—

Directed by Robert Florey
9. “Hollywood Canteen”—Warner Broth-

ers—Produced by Alex Gottlieb

—

Directed by Delmar Daves
10. “Son Of Lassie”—Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer—Produced by Samuel Marx
—Directed by S. Sylvan Simon

The winning picture, unlike “Going My
Way” awarded the Photoplay Gold Medal
last year, did not rate first in all groups.
It was liked by all groups but it was not
a top favorite with men under twenty-five
or -movie-goers in rural areas.

“The Valley Of Decision” was the over-
all female choice and “Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo” the over-all male choice. However,
girls from twelve to seventeen preferred
“Meet Me In St. Louis,” though boys those
ages chose “Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo.”

In order to be eligible for the 1945 Award,
a picture had to be seen by at least a third

of the people interviewed before our polls

closed in the middle of November.
This requirement ruled out pictures like

“The Bells Of St. Mary’s,” “Saratoga
Trunk” and “The Lost Weekend.” They
will be included in next year’s poll. Still

other pictures which opened earlier but
still had not been shown to a sufficient

audience were “Mildred Pierce,” “Spell-

bound” and “Weekend At The Waldorf.”

Judging by the popularity these three films
have enjoyed thus far, they will stand high
in next year’s poll. Four other pictures
which ranked very high among the people
who had seen them but had not yet been
seen by quite enough people to qualify
were “State Fair,” “Wonder Man,” “The
Story Of G.I. Joe” and “Pride Of The
Marines.”

In any poll there are extra findings
which are interesting. Last year, for in-
stance, we reported that Van Johnson and
Jennifer Jones had made the greatest gains
in popularity. This year Van Johnson
came within an ace of being in the top
five actors. Jennifer Jones, on the other
hand, has continued to gain popularity, but,

because of a long gap between pictures
she did not attract new followers at the
same rate she did in 1944. “Love Letters”
came along too late to influence the vote
sufficiently.

This year Gregory Peck is the actor
with the greatest gain in popularity, while
Margaret O’Brien and Lauren Bacall are
a dead tie for this honor among the
feminine stars, an interesting study in op-
posites.

So the voting and the final computations
for the People’s Choice of stars and pic-

tures for 1945 ends. To Greer Garson
and Bing Crosby go the Photoplay Gold
Medals as the top stars of 1945. And to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Edwin H. Knopf
and Tay Garnett, the studio, producer and
director responsible for “The Valley Of
Decision.”
Now the poll for 1946 begins. It promises

to be as exciting as surveys of public
opinion always are—and as interesting.

For in the mind of anyone familiar with
polls, there is no doubt as to the aware-
ness, common sense and good taste of the
American people.

The End

Jliiten /

RADIO THEATER
Monday, January 14

for the broadcast of

"The Valley Of Decision”

WINNING PICTURE

TBinr marm a c r.

GIRDLES, PANTIES, BRAS

For you with the young figure, the

slender figure, the figure mode for

clothes! FORTUNAS know how to flat-

ter, how to control, but lightly! Make
you feel comfortably at ease. At better

stores everywhere.

of

PHOTOPLAY’S GOLD MEDAL AWARD
with its original cast

ALL CBS STATIONS
Photoplay Gold Medal Awards are

based upon a poll of America’s movie-going

millions by Dr. George Gallup’s Audience Research, Inc.
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in a Gail Gray Junior Classic$4lwatj$ a jiiciufie oj .

.

At leading stores throughout the country ..For store in your city, write. DEPT. P2, JACK WASSBRMAN CO., 225 W. 35 St., NCW York 1

Dresses with plenty of date appeal! That’s what

they are saying about Gail Gray Juniors! And no wonder—see the gentle

detail of this rayon taffeta and crepe frock. Note how affectionately

it hugs a junior figure. In navy, black or brown with

contrasting monogram. Sizes 9-11-13-15. Under 36.
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PEERLESS (PjbvuyiZ.

i

14 WEST 1 7TH STREET, NEW YORK 1 1, N. Y. DEPT.W
Manufacturers for over a 9 uar *er °T a Century.

SEAL-COTE
Use Over Your Favorite Polish

What Should I Do?

(Continued, from page 62 )

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m nineteen, and the mother of a six-

months-old baby. My husband is in the
service. I was sixteen and he was twenty
when we were married, and we were
really happy then.
When my husband was overseas I met

a boy named Harry with whom I fell ter-
ribly in love. However, Harry and I de-
cided to stop seeing each other because we
didn’t want to do anything we would re-
gret later.

When my husband came back, I told
him about Harry, because I think that two
people should know as much as possible
about one another. George said that he loved
me and intended to keep me as his wife so
that I should forget Harry.

I tried to do just that and devoted myself
to being a wife. I was thrilled when I

learned we were to have a baby.
My baby was born prematurely, at eight

months, and even though the doctor ex-
plained it to George, he said he was no-
body’s fool, and left me. However, he says
he will never give me a divorce. Harry is

in the Army of Occupation, but he has
written to me constantly. Finally I an-
swered, and since that time—as I told him
everything—he wants to marry me when
he gets home. He knows, of course, that
the baby is George’s, but he says that any
baby of mine must be a wonderful kid and
that he could love him as his own.
My parents and George’s parents are

horribly opposed to divorce, and they say
George will come to his senses and “for-
give” me. I don’t want to be forgiven for

something I didn’t do—do you blame me?
What would you do in my place?

Gerry Lee M.

Dear Mrs. M:
It seems to me that you should look

into your own heart for a solution.

Your actions have been fair and hon-
orable and you have surely fulfilled your
obligation to George by remaining his

wife. If he, in an obviously unfair act,

chose to leave you, then surely you need
feel no sense of obligation to maintain
your marriage, despite what those not
intimately involved in your life may say.

On the other hand, there may still be
some spark of love in your heart for

George. If there is, you should simply
bide your time. If George is worthy of
being your husband, he will come to real-

ize the folly of his act and beg you for

forgiveness.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I was married when I was fifteen, had
a baby when I was sixteen, and learned, at

seventeen, that my husband was untrue

to me. When I learned about my husband’s

infidelity, I withdrew into my former girl-

hood world. In the afternoon I left my little

boy with my mother and went to movies,

or swimming, or bowling with girl friends. I

had nothing to do with other men but when
my husband learned that I was away from
home every afternoon, living a life of my
own, whereas he lived a life of his own at

night, he tried to kill me.
I left him, and he promptly sold our fur-

niture and our home and spent it on wild

living. When he was broke and sick, he
came back to me. He was so pitiful, and
he promised so solemnly to change, that

we set up housekeeping again.

Now he is worse than ever; he questions

me when he comes home at night, making
me account for every instant of the day.

I am not allowed to have friends, and
I lie about my mother’s visits. Even his

own mother avoids us to forestall trouble.

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!

No need to guess . . . look for the

famous Blue Swan Undies . . .

in whispery soft fabrics cleverly

styled to fit and flatter.

Empire Slate Bldg., N.Y.C.

See your Dealer JlP=agD. or write direct

hehese are the new streamlined pen

and pencil sets that are literally flying

over paper to make writing history.

CHECK THESE FEATURES

/ 14 kt. Gold Iridium Tipped Point,

y Automatic Leak-Proof Lock Section.

/ 14 kt. Gold Plated Sterling Silver Caps,

Clips and Lever.

J Unbreakable barrels in color. Your choice

of Ebony Black, Burgundy, Navy and
Battleship Grey.

J Pencil propels, expels and repels—writing to

the very end of the lead without fussing.

V Inner sectiohs of the pencils are sturdily rein-

forced with aluminum.

Is® «



. . . for you and every figure-type in

Miss Elaine's * precisional sizing and

styling. Example . . . CharmElaine

nightie for the youthful full-busted,

normal hipped figure. Under $4 at

good stores everywhere; write us,

we'll tell your where.

'Ree. V. S. Pal. Off

THE SEL-MOR GARMENT CO. • ST. LOUIS

My little boy, who is now five, has to
endure the third degree about what goes
on around the house all day, too. When
the baby gets into mischief, my husband
makes him get down on his knees to apolo-
gize. The only article of clothing I have
bought in ten months is a pair of un-
rationed shoes.
Do you know of any kind of work I can

get to do at home? If I could earn a little

something, perhaps I could clothe myself
and the baby, and eventually do something
about building a decent life for myself.

Mrs. Durward B.

Dear Mrs. B:
Have you, at any time, consulted a doc-

tor about your husband’s behavior? It

would seem to me that when a man lives

as you say he does, and when on one oc-
casion he has tried to take your life, he
must have some serious mental trouble.

The effect of his behavior upon the
mind of your small son can’t be mini-
mized; it is frightening to forecast the in-

fluence this early experience might have
upon the little boy.

There are, of course, many ivays in
which you could earn money, but I don’t
feel that your problem is increasing
your income. I think it lies in getting
your emotional life adjusted. You should
consult a doctor about your husband,
then perhaps persuade him to see a
psychiatrist.

I have assumed, of course, that your
husband is working. That being the case,
he appears to refuse to give you adequate
money for your creature needs. I men-
tion this because he must have money
enough for medical care. If he has not,
there are excellent free clinics in the city

in which you are living.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
There are five of us girls who want to

go to New York, but our parents refuse to

give their consent. Two of our number
want to act, so they plan to go to the New
York School of Dramatic Art. One wants
to go to a business college there. The re-
maining two (myself included) want to

study interior decorating. We also believe
there is more opportunity in a large city.

This is no girlish adventure. We want
to make something of our lives. We plan
to take an apartment together. None of

us dates much, drinks, or smokes.
We will graduate in June, 1946, and we

want to leave immediately. We expect
little or no financial support from home,
as we all intend to work. We think this is

a fine chance to start out on our own. Our
parents expect us to go to State College, so
it’s not a question of our being at home.

Don’t you agree with us? I’m sure that if

our parents read your approval, it will help
towards getting their consent.

Janie B.

Dear Miss B:
I would like to assure you that parents

are quite wonderful people in most in-

stances, and their greatest interest is in

the welfare of their children.
Which prefaces my statement that I

think all five of you girls should go to

State College and take your degrees. Uni-
versity training tvill give you the cultural
and educational background that will

make it possible for you to folloiv your
chosen professions more effectively.

I don’t wish to go into detail, but New
York is not a place for an eighteen-year-
old girl alone. Nor for five such girls to-

gether. And finding work there is not at
all easy. I was brought up in New York,
so I know what I’m talking about. Luckily,
I had a home and a family there, or life

could have been grim indeed.
Go to college, then start your careers.

Claudette Colbert

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD!

Styled and
Produced in

CALIFORNIA

This stunning fly-front jumper can be worn

with a blouse now—and as a cap-sleeved

DRESS later! You’ll love the trim waistband,

rows of stitching, and rich year-around

rayon fabric. Sizes 10 to 20. $598
plus postage

Aqua Powder Blue Red Navy

“BLOUSE BEAUTY”—Snow-white royon.

High neck . . . ruffled cuffs. Sizes 32-38.

$3.98 plus postage. White only

SEND NO MONEY— WE MAIL C. O. D.

BITTY CO-CD ofHOLLYWOOD
Dept. 401, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, DEPT. 401

6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif,
j

Please send me "Pretty Pastel" Jumperat $5.98 plus postage. I

Aqua Powder Red Navy

(Mark 1st & 2nd Color Choice) ,

Sizes 10 12 14 16 18 (Circle size wonted) I

Please send me “Blouse Beauty” at $3.98 plus postage. I

Sizes; 32 34 36 38 (Circle size wanted)
|

NAME |

ADDRESS.. I

CITY .ZONE .STATE !

P
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Y*»—there’s nothing like bright, sparkling

hair to make a girl more attractive AND—
to bring a flood of Valentines to her door.

Who*'. the secret

of such glamor-

ous hair? It’s sim-

ple—when you use

Nestle Colorinse.

For Colorinse fills

your hair-with

glowing high-

lights—adds radi-

ant color and

gives your hair a softer, silkier sheen.

Sue how gleaming

hair makes your

eyes and your
whole face
brighter! Start to-

day to use Nestle

Colorinse and dis-

cover for yourself

that glamorous
hair is one sure way to a man’s heart.

Aik your beautician for on Opolistont Crime Wovi

by Nestle— originators of permanent waving

yte&t&c
COLORINSE

In 10f and S5t slztt.

At beauty counters

everywhere,

k

l KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LOJIG

Delicately perfumed Nestle

Hairlac keeps all styles

hairdos looking well-groomed ft /

1

/I
If))

throughout the day. Also adds
/

sheen and lustre to your hair
i

2 Vi oz. bottle 250.

Tieatfa.HAIRLAC

uear Miss Colbert:
I am married, aged twenty-five, and have

a daughter five. Four months ago I was
expecting our second child. One afternoon
I had planned to play bridge, but began
to feel ill, so went home and there sur-
prised my husband and his brother’s wife.

As a result of this shocking experience,
I lost the baby and nearly died myself. My
husband has really been despondent about
it and has begged me to forgive him, and

—

above all—to say nothing to his brother
or his brother’s wife, or to his parents
about it.

I have told him that we might be able
to make another start, if we could move
to some other state and get away from the
entire family, but he doesn’t want to do
that. My husband belongs to a very large,

clannish family, which has a finger in about
half the pies in this town.

I simply think I can’t go on; when I see
my sister-in-law at family affairs I want
to scream out to everyone what she is.

That, or strangle her.

What would you do? Lose your mind by
staying and forgiving such a husband, or
strike out for yourself with a five-year-old
daughter?

(Mrs.) Bradene C.

Dear Mrs. C:
It is my belief that your choice of a

future depends entirely upon what you
really think of your husband. If you still

love him and believe in him , you must
tvipe out the entire incident from your
mind. Forgetting an unhappy experience
is almost more important than forgiving,
otherwise you will continue to torture
yourself and life will be unbearable.
Furthermore, there were two persons in-

volved in this affair, and if you are to
forgive your husband and forget it, the
same must apply to your sister-in-law.

As far as running away is concerned, I

do not believe that is a solution. You can
escape from everything—except yourself.
If you have faith in your husband and
want to remain his wife, it makes no
difference where you are. If you are go-
ing to be haunted by thoughts of your
sister-in-law, you could go to Timbuctoo
and not escape from thoughts of her.

I am very much afraid that unless you
can cast all bitterness and memory of this

episode from your mind, there is no hope
for happiness for you.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m seventeen, and the youngest in our

family. The other four are married and
scattered all over. My mother has been
dead for three years, so I have been keep-
ing house for my dad, who is a wonderful
man. He treats me lovingly and has al-

ways done everything possible for us.

My best friend is a girl nineteen, who
is sweet and pretty and full of fun. She
has always spent a good deal of time
around our house, and now my father has
fallen in love with her and wants to marry
her regardless of the fact that there is

thirty-five years’ difference in their ages.

She likes my father—everyone does

—

but she told him honestly that she had no
intention of marrying him. This hurt him
very much, of course, so he has told me
never to see her again.

The whole thing has me worried almost
sick. Do you have an idea how I can con-
vince my father that this girl is still a good
companion for me, even though she doesn’t

want to marry him?
Betsie T.

Dear Miss T

:

In a case of this kind, rare as it is, I

think you should please your father. Im-

WfLL YOU WEAR THIS LOVELY

BONNIE GAVE FASHIONS—Dept. 5-B
168 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, 111.

Please send smart 2-WAY JUMPER. I’ll pay
postman $7.98 plus postage on arrival with un-

derstanding I may return purchase for full re-

fund if not satisfied in 10 days. (Mark 1st and
2nd choice color selection).

Navy niBrown Aqua Black Gray
(Circle Size)

12 14 16 18 20

Please send BLOUSE at *3.98 plus postage.

White Black (Circle Size).

32 34 36 38 40

Name

Address

City Zone. . . .State

Note: Order 2 Jumpers for only $14.50 plufl

postage. — ————— —

10 DAYS' TRIAL!
Wear this Jumper and blouse at MY RISK. If in 10 days

you are not completely satisfied, return for full refund.

DOUBLE-DUTY-DOUBLE-BEAUTY!
5 LOVELY COLORS

A Jaunty Jumper and Smart Dress all in one! That’s

the newest Bonnie Gaye fashion created in Holly-

wood to thrill you with its enchanting figure flattery.

Wear it with the crisp high neckline blouse as a

jumper ... or as a smart cap-sleeved dress without the

blouse. Fashioned in a crisp, fine quality all season

fabric; slenderizing waist-band ; smart stitching ’round

the neck and down the front; full skirt with pleat all

make it style perfect! Sizes 12 through 20 and only

$7.98 plus postage. An original Bonnie Gaye created

in Hollywood.

BLOUSE: A heart stealer with high round neckline

and smart gathered fullness. Long sleeves. Lustrous

rayon. Black or White. Sizes 32 to 40. Only $3.98

plus postage.

SEND NO MONEY—Check size and color choioi

and mail coupon. Pay postman C.O.D. charges. If,

after 10 daysyou are not satisfied return for full refund.

For Prompt Delivery Rush This Coupon!



agine how embarrassing it would be for
him to have this girl around your home.

To have only one girl friend at your
age isn’t a good idea. You should have at

least six whom you see regularly, instead

of concentrating on one. This girl will

probably marry some boy her own age
before long, at which time you would
more or less go your separate ways, any-
how.

If your father has been in a mental
state in which he could fall in love with a
girl thirty-five years his junior, it would
indicate that he is rather lost and lonely.
From your letter I would imagine that
your father and mother were very happy
in their marriage, so the loss of his wife
must have been a terrible blow. In a con-
fused way, he is probably seeking to re-

establish the comradeship he knew. If
you can understand this, I’m sure that you
will spend more time with your father,
and be willing to accede to his wishes in
the matter of your girl friend.

Claudette Colbert

(Note: In the August issue of Photo-
play we published a letter from a girl who
was wretched because of buck teeth,

and was convinced that her life was be-
ing ruined. Miss Colbert recommended
that the girl see a competent dentist at

once. The letter published below was
sent in by a charming woman who pre-
fers to remain anonymous, hut who has
sought to add some personal experience
to the advice already given.)

Dear Miss Colbert:
After reading Frona T’s letter in the

August Photoplay, I was consumed with
pity for this young girl, since I have had
two friends who had the same miserable
trouble. One is in her thirty-fifth year,
and has never had a boy friend because
she feels that as long as her teeth are
“good” she should keep them.
The other girl reached the ripe age of

thirty-seven years (pitied as an “old
maid”), and appeared homely to all of us
because of her teeth.

Finally she had the four front teeth
removed, and was fitted for a partial den
ture. Presto! The change was marvelous.
She really turned out to be a very attrac-
tive and lovely girl. Her entire attitude
changed and instead of being shy, ner-
vous and anti-social, she simply bloomed.
A year later she became the bride of an

influential and well-to-do business man
who gave her a beautiful home.
So why bother with teeth that wreck

one’s happiness?
Mrs. Rennie F.

OJLAJte

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

Cdfaudette CJU?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colhert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.

LOUISE ALLBRITTON, APPEARING IN ••TANGIER,” A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

YOUR HANDS can speak love’s language.

Use Louise Allbritton’s personal hand care— this

famous Jergens Lotion.

The Stars, 7 to I, use Jergens Lotion

NOW EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE-thanks to wartime
discoveries in skin-care. Jergens scientists
now make Jergens Lotion more effective
than ever. Women tested this even finer
Jergens. "My hands feel smoother, softer,"
"It protects my hands longer" ;

they said. Included in this post-war Jergens Lotion
-those 2 ingredients so special for
skin-smoothing that many doctors use them.

In the stores now; no change in the

bottle; still 100 to $1.00 (plus tax).

Thrilling to use! Never sticky;
none of that oiliness

!

itig, SofitstT Q<5o?vaUe, 4-4cmd!s

“’JERGENS LOTION
Now more Effective than ever—thanks to Wartime Research^rrru- =rrrr>



IT USED TO HAUNT

ME, TOO -TILL

MODESS WITH THE

TRIPLE -PROVED

DEODORANT CAME

ALONG /

WHEN YOU GIVE

To The QA Of®
YOU GIVE

To Qjour Q (J (Joe

The War is over—but those service

men and women who have not yet

been discharged still look to USO,
their “home away from home,”
for off-duty recreation.

On February 4, 1946, USO will

celebrate its Fifth Anniversary.
Since February 4, 1941, a billion

service men and women. Army
and Navy wives, have made use

of USO services.

USO recognizes its responsibility to

continue through 1946 and into

1947 the services for which it was
organized. It plans:

1. CONTINUANCE of clubs for

men and women in camps in

this country who are newly-

inducted or awaiting dis-

charge or redeployment.

2. CONTINUANCE of clubs for

convalescent wounded in more
than a hundred hospital areas.

3. CONTINUANCE of clubs

overseas for service men and
women who are garrison

troops or who are awaiting

transportation home.

4. CONTINUANCE of services

at station lounges to troops-

in-transit, their wives and
families.

5. A CONSIDERABLE IN-
CREASE in USO Camp Shows
performances in Europe and
the Pacific, to provide needed
American entertainment for

occupation troops or men
awaiting shipment home.

%

Let’s get behind the USO by
contributing to their efforts

through the local Community
War Funds.

Why wonder whether you’re likely to

offend—now that Modess offers you
the triple-proved deodorant?

It’s been proved effective hy Modess
scientists; proved a winner in 26 tests by
independent laboratories; proved a favor-

ite way to guard daintiness by girls who’ve

tried the New Modess.

NO SEPARATE POWDER, no nuisance!

A SOFTER NAPKIN! Remember that three

out of four women voted Modess softer to

the touch in a nationwide poll.

SAFER! 209 nurses, in hospital tests, proved

Modess less likely to strike through than

nationally known layer-type napkins.

YOU PAY NO MORE, so ask for luxurious

new Modess with Deodorant today. Box

of 12 costs only 22fb

FREE! Send today! For your copy
of “Growing Up and Liking It”—

a

bright, modern booklet on the how
and why of menstruation — write
Mar ha Steele, Personal Products
Corp., Box 343-F, Milltown, N. J.

Modess comes two ways:
Full size and Junior size.

If you prefer a slightly

narrower napkin,a6k for

Modess Junior.

H/j/ have doubts? UseMODESS-
with the triple-vroved

DEODORANT

!
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Hustle-along Haver

( Continued, from page 45) She arrived in

an enormous cream-colored car. She was
Snow White driving a bus. She did not

hurry across the lawn, but I’ve never seen

such small feet set down with more pur-

pose. I had expected a whirlwind. I

reaped a spring breeze. As we shook

hands, I felt like that afore-mentioned
sheltering palm. She is tiny!

I lured her into my back yard for a few
moments of once-overing. She wore a

simple ice green dress. It had some sort

of pleasant trimming—no jewel of any
kind and no handbag. Having careered it

since the age of five, she must have heard
endlessly a voice saying, “Don’t slump in

your chair, June,” for she sits beautifully.

“How come you can do so many things?”

I asked.
“I have been working all my life,” she

answered. As I watched her blue eyes,

which twinkle rather than sparkle, I

realized that this nineteen-year-old really

has already lived one life. She sat there

as calm, collected and cool as the fig tree

behind her.

“What a sweet garden!” She looked
around appraisingly.

“It will be a long time before our gar-

den is this homey. We’ve just moved into

our house. Lots of things aren’t finished

yet . . . but shall we go now?”
Disapproving of women drivers with the

exception of myself, I was not too sanguine
about being whisked around by this small
number in that big crate—but she does
not whisk, nor spurt, nor speed—just

hustles along confidently. She talked

steadily but never turned to look at me

—

eyes straight ahead, no sudden stops. I’ll

bet she could handle a bus at that.

First person singular is strangely ab-
sent in “Hustle-Along’s” chatter. It’s “we
like this” or “we do that.” “We” means the

whole family—there’s Mother, two sisters,

a brother-in-law and even a Grandmother
in Santa Monica.

T
HE Havers do not live in Beverly Hills.

They live in the opposite direction from
the section toward which it is the chic

thing to be moving these days. They live

in a younger set of Hills called Cheviot.
As we approached them, June said: “I love

it over here, don’t you? When I ride in the
morning, it’s so quiet, almost like the
country.” She is so dainty that I hadn’t
thought of a horse entering the scene
“How do you keep that white skin? Do

you ride complete with parasol?”
“No! I ride very early before the sun

gets hot.” She smiled so patiently I felt

slightly on the verge of second childhood.
“Here we are!” She pulled up in front

of a medium-sized white Colonial house. I

was surprised to see other houses to the
right and left of it. I had forgotten the
Havers are still just nice folks. The barred
gates and wired fences come later.

We went into a rather stately drawing
room first. I’m sure the Havers, like my-
self, still call this kind of room—“the
parlor.” “The house is Colonial, but we
like French things, so this room . .

June’s voice trailed off.

“I think it’s swell!” I said, and won-
dered where the Havers (like all families
with a drawing room) really enjoy life.

“Come and meet Mother,” she said. Sure
enough! Through a door and into a room
with nice comfy chairs and two big
couches, looking out on the garden.
Mrs. Haver is a brunette—a pretty one.

She looks as young as her blonde daugh-
ters and just about as surprised that they
are hers as everyone, who sees them to-
gether, must look. A very bookable sister

act, I’d say.
“Are you sure these ‘slick chicks’ are

really yours?” I asked.

Divinely beautiful Powers Models keep

their hair naturally glossy and shining

bright for days with Kreml Shampoo

1. The very first advice John Robert Powers
gives his 'million dollar' Powers Models is

"Use only Kreml Shampoo if you want your

hair to be naturally lustrous, silken-soft with

its glossy sheen lasting for days.”

2 . Kreml Shampoo actually 'unlocks’ all the

natural sparkling beauty and highlights that

lie concealed in your and every girl’s hair.

3 . It thoroughly cleanses scalp and hair of dirt

and loose dandruff.

$

4 . Kreml Shampoo leaves hair shining bright

for days.

5 . It positively contains no harsh, drying

chemicals.

6. Instead, Kreml Shampoo has a beneficial

oil base which helps keep hair from becom-
ing dry or brittle.

7 . Kreml Shampoo rinses out like a charm. It

never leaves any excess dull soapy film.

Prepared exclusively by the makers of famous
KremlHair Tonic. All Drug, Dept., lOpStores.

A product of R. B. Semler, Inc.

KREML SHAMPOO
FOR SILKEN-SHEEN HAIR—EASIER TO ARRANGE made by the makers of famous kreml hair tohic



“Oh! yes, indeed, and you should see
the youngest. She is our sophisticated

one. She works at Saks. She models.”
“No ambition for the flickers?”

“No! And as June has the talent, I

think all our efforts should be concentrated
on her. Don’t you think so?” I agreed
heartily. Mrs. Haver has a soft voice, but
the middle-west whispers through.
“Wouldn’t you like a cookie?” (“Hustle-

Along” speaking) “Evelyn makes them. I’ll

get some.”
The cookies arrived, carried by “Hustle-

Along.” “They look good,” I said.

“They’re the only thing I can make,”
said Evelyn.
Mrs. Haver said nothing. She looks and

acts the least like a mother of any I’ve seen
—but the girls are the best behaved I’ve

seen. Maybe it’s a new system.
“Did Hymie Fink get a group picture of

you three?”
Two definite “oh! no”-s mingled.
“Oh, no, we like being in the back-

ground,” Mrs. Haver explained.
“Where does all of June’s go-get-it-ness

come from?” I asked Mrs. Haver.
She smiled gently. “My mother has it

and, of course, I have always advised June
about what is wrong and right.”
“And I always listen to her because

she’s always right,” June added.
I asked Evelyn what she did beside

being married. “I’m June’s stand-in when
my husband’s away.”
The Haver firm is a closed corporation

and very heart warming.
“Would you like to see the telegram

Rosie Dolly sent me?” June asked.
It was a very nice message of congratu-

lation on Hustle-Along’s portrayal of Rosie
in “The Dolly Sisters.”

It’s so quiet in Cheviot Hills that a lapse
in dialogue is noticed. “It’s very restful

here,” I said.

“We like it.” Mrs. Haver looked around
quietly. “I looked at places in Brent-
wood and out that way, but I couldn’t see
paying the prices they asked.”

I found out several things on the way
home. June likes most everybody . . . she
likes most sports . . . but she likes most

—

work. She thinks it takes plenty of same
to get ahead and stay there.

If she has a secret love, it’s hers. But in
that case, it doesn’t interfere with her see-

ing plenty of Vic Mature who’s a civilian-
about-town after his Coast Guard duties.

I asked her if she had any particular
ambition. “Just to keep on going up

—

I mean, in ability as well as in billing,”

she said.

We talked about giving shows for sol-
diers. It seems that when Fox Studio had
nothing for their sixteen-year-old find to
do, they flung her to the wolves in uniform.

“I felt I couldn’t do enough for those
boys,” she said, “And, you know, it was
the fact that they liked my dialect songs
and my dancing that gave me courage to
fight for my chance at the studio.”

We were passing said studio at the mo-
ment. “It’s nice to be so near to where
you work,” I said.

“Wonderful—in the mornings when I’m
late. Our house is halfway between Fox
Studio and M-G-M,” June smiled wisely,
“I could walk to either one if I had to.”

And don’t think she wouldn’t!
I have a feeling Hustle-Along won’t

have to walk anywhere any more unless
she wants to—not even home from a ride.

She’ll twinkle him out of it.

The End
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My Hollywood Friends

(Continued, from page 49) I must have
startled him for at that time I was a bag
of bones and had my hair in pigtails which
I am told made me look a sharp twelve.
I was almost completely hidden by strange
bottles, tubes, lamps and other weird hos-
pital gadgets. But if he was dismayed
he certainly didn’t show it. He grinned
and introduced himself (as though that
were necessary!) and put me completely
at ease. In five minutes I had forgotten
all about my appearance and felt that I

was at once quite beautiful, charming and,
believe it or not, very healthy. His manner
and conversation made me forget he was
Clark Gable, the star, but vividly aware
that he was one of the most gracious
men I ever mei
We talked about the studio, people and

stuff, and from the deep interest he showed
when I was talking you’d have thought
I was Einstein explaining the theory of

relativity.

He looked wonderful. He was wearing
sensational matching pajamas and robe
and a big white bandage on his forehead.
Several times he asked my nurse if he
was tiring me, but even she was too far

gone to answer him! Finally, after a
long wonderful visit, he left, but not with-
out asking if there was anything he could
get for me. I told him there was nothing
—everyone had been so kind that I had
everything. Nevertheless, the next day a

huge basket of flowers arrived with a
card from Mr. Gable saying how much
he had enjoyed our visit and expressing
his hope that I would be well very soon.

Of course there were repercussions. My
nurses weren’t themselves for days! That
afternoon of the visit the girl who brought
my dinner tray asked my nurse if she
might see me for a minute. I told the
nurse to show her in but first borrowed my
nurse’s fountain pen, thinking the girl

wanted my autograph. She burst into the
room and stood shaking like the pro-
verbial leaf.

In an attempt to put her at ease, I said,
“Hello, I’m Susan Peters. Did you want
to see me?”
She gulped and her eyes bulged slightly

as she said, “Was Clark Gable really here

to see you? What’s he like? Is he as
handsome as he is in pictures?”

I said, “Yes, wonderful, yes. . .
.”

With that the young lady floated out
of the room in a glazed daze and I humbly
returned the fountain pen to Nursie. I

knew how she felt. I was happy as a
garden of larks myself that this charming
man had lived up to all my dreams.

A LL of which may give you some idea of

why I decided I wanted to write about
Mr. Gable. Reason one: I figure if

you’re going to write you might as well
write about the best! Reason two: No
matter what you write you can’t go too far

wrong on Gable! Reason three: I could
be the lucky girl who would get the one
and only interview Clark has given out
since his return from service. Reason
four: It would be nice to talk to him again.

I called, he accepted and he arrived at

our house at Malibu Beach (a long haul
from town) on the dot. This visit told

me far more about him than the first.

I saw a touch of the little boy in him
when he became enthralled with Hymie
Fink’s new camera. I saw too, a touch of

loneliness when he spoke of Carole Lom-
bard . . . their fishing and hunting trips

together and the wonderful times they had.
He was leaving on a fishing trip the next
day. Fishing trips aren’t the same any more
but above all he wanted to be away through
the holidays. However I felt somehow he’d
be much nearer a real Thanksgiving alone
by a stream in the north woods.
Clark Gable is a more handsome man to-

day than ever. He looks young and strong
and at the same time mellow and dignified.

Age plays strange tricks on some, but each
new year does Mr. Gable a favor. He’ll

retain that crown he’s worn so long.

He’d like to do a picture for Metro in

London. He liked doing “Adventure.” He
likes the script for his next, “Lucky Bald-
win.” He’d like Lana Turner for his lead-
ing lady. He must like being a wonderful
guy because he does it so well.

I like Mr. Gable.

Next month Susan talks about another
Hollywood favorite—Lucille Ball.

Sweet-sharing for
Dick Quine and his
Susan Peters, in a
smart Tina Leser
blouse with pink ele-

phants outlined in
sparkling sequins.
For more fashion
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My Fight for Life

(Continued from page 59) acted so quick-
ly, that we have caught this virus in time,

but she will reach the crisis in six days
and then we shall know.”

I have always known that Connie was
both a great clown and a great actress,

but during those grim days hers was such
inspired clowning that I laughed over my
terror. I kept trying between the laughs
to push in my own little frightened words.
“Suppose I can never act again. . .

.”

“Then, Ida, you’ll write or something.”
“But suppose I can never walk again?”
“Then you’ll make a beautiful recliner,

like Madame Recamier or somebody.” Con-
nie made it all a big joke. And because her
courage and will were stronger than mine,
her thoughts forced me to think as she
was thinking and I began to consider writ-
ing and painting and wondered if I had
any talent for either of them.
The five days of pain and terror dragged

by and I determined I would not go to sleep
that sixth night at all, but I guess they
drugged me on the sly and I did tumble off

only to awake suddenly in the pitch dark-
ness and to know that my entire right side
was numb. I pinched myself with the
fingers of my left hand. I saw them pinch
down from my right shoulder to my right
foot but I felt nothing at all. I began to
sob hysterically.

Connie rushed in to me, and gathered me
up in her arms and only the left side of

me could feel her tender nearness. “Darling,
darling,” she said, “it isn’t until we are
forced out of doing the ordinary things that
we discover the true depths of our capacity
to conquer life.”

I hardly heard her then. I was lost in
sorrow, washed over with self pity. I

thought of how Paramount had held up my
picture waiting hopefully for my return.

I thought of how they had kept on paying
my salary. I thought of how my father
had got the news of my illness from the
headlines in a London paper, even before
my mother’s cable had reached him, and
how he’d been so stricken that for the first

time in his life he hadn’t been able to go
on and give a show. I sobbed and thought
of suicide, while Connie carried me to a
rocking chair and started rocking me back
and forth. Then it happened.
Like a generator being turned on, I

felt the blood rushing through my side.

It was warm, tingling, like a limb that had
fallen asleep coming awake again. There
was no pain; but there was sensation.

Now I began to cry tears of joy, for I

knew I had passed the crisis and would
recover.

IT was eight more weeks before I could
• step out of bed, many more months
before I could leave the house. I had
heat treatments and therapy of many va-
rieties. I have never entirely regained the
use of my right hand. I doubt if you’ve
noticed that on screen. Most of my friends
haven’t even noticed that in private life,

but my right hand can’t actually grasp
things and I can’t stretch it out flat.

The reason I mention it is because that

right hand has been a lesson that my battle

with infantile paralysis taught me. I know
from it that if you ignore your own handi-
caps other people are never conscious of

them. I was one of the very, very lucky
ones. They caught my illness in time, I

could afford the right treatments for

recovery and I escaped almost unscathed.
I am truly glad I did not escape entirely

unscathed. I say that here in all sincerity.

I say it also on my hospital tours when I

go into the wards where the boys have

bad physical injuries. A handicap, if you
rise above it, teaches you toughness, the
toughness of the human spirit. The boys
who have lost a limb but have sur-
mounted the handicap know that spiritual

toughness, that “substitution” of an inner
quality for a lost, outer ease in walking
or holding a book or whatever. All of a

sudden, I know, they discover they are
seeing more observantly, listening more
keenly, experiencing more sympathy for

the quiet courage of average, daily living.

That quiet courage in daily living is

demanded of all of us, but for the invalids

it is hardest. That is why it is well that

we have a yearly reminder of the devas-
tation that just one illness alone can cause.

In the case of poliomyelitis, with all the
millions that have been made available
through the yearly March of Dimes for re-
search, it still can neither be prevented
nor cured. The doctors have at their com-
mand only palliative and reconstructive
treatments of the disease, aimed at re-

pairing the crippling after-effects.

But the work, the study, the research,
the care, is going on at Warm Springs and
Hickox, at the Kenny Institute and other
foundations. It must go on, until the virus
can be captured and conquered, and little

children and adults can be freed from
its attacks. But the work can be speeded
up only if you and I and you and you
and you, all of us, give to the yearly
drives as much as we possibly can. For
if we win out over this disease, we can go
on to another and another until we may
one day have conquered all the ills that

beset mankind, including the greatest
mental one—war.
At least it’s worth giving a dime for a

try at it, isn’t it?

The End



And So Goodbye

(Continued from page 33) did something

—

or whether someone told him some un-
truth about me.

“I was crushed, at first. Then I decided
if he was that kind of person I might as

well know it—and certainly it was better
to know it before we were married than
after. The thing that worries me now is

that everyone will think that I don’t know
my own mind. I suppose they will say, ‘It’s

the end of another romance with that
Turner girl. She must be frivolous and
insincere.’ You know that isn’t true. I

really loved Turhan from the bottom of

my heart.”
I couldn’t help marveling at Lana’s hon-

esty and truthfulness. I know few girls

who would say that the man had broken
off the romance. The average girl would be
inclined to say, even if her heart were
breaking, “Oh, he’s a pain in the neck. I’m
sick and tired of him.”
But not Lana. Not one word against Tur-

han will she utter, though she is deeply
hurt, and doesn’t hesitate to say so.

If Lana has no added word to say about
Turhan’s behavior, I am not so reserved.
I have a few remarks to make—one of them
being that I have never known a real

gentleman to be so inconsiderate as his

actions seem to me to be. If there was some
reason he didn’t want to see her and talk
with her, shouldn’t he have told her? Was
he reluctant, perhaps, to admit to the girl

who loved him that his mother had decided
he shouldn’t marry? Or did another young
lady catch his attention, and was he
ashamed to tell the woman who had
given him such real love that he was in-
volved in a flirtation? I’m not saying. I’m
merely asking.
When I next talked to Lana, it was over

the telephone, for she had slipped out of
town to an Arizona hotel where she had
gone to get away from all the talk.

I believe that being alone for even such
a short time has helped. Now she is mainly
hurt that two people who had been as
close and as good friends should part with
such abruptness. And it is obvious, al-
though her voice was steady and not emo-
tional, that she is worrying about that old
bugaboo, “What will people say?”

“It is so bad for me, with Cheryl grow-
ing up, to have everybody think I don’t
know my own mind. I knew my mind
for a long time about Turhan. Because of

my little girl, I don’t want it said that I

turn lightly and frivolously from one man
to another.”

THE unfortunate thing about Lana is that
* she is one of those colorful women who
can’t walk across the street without having
it made a major event. She, more than any
girl in Hollywood, is reminiscent of the
old-time stars and movie queens of former
days. If she dances more than once with
any man, every column has it that she’s
in love “again.”
While her hurt with Turhan was still

fresh in her heart, she was dismayed that
her name was linked immediately with
three other men—Rory Calhoun, Bob Hut-
ton and her ex-husband, Steve Crane.

“Louella,” she said over the phone, “I’ve

no heart interest now. I’m not interested
in anyone. I’m not planning an elopement
on the rebound, or a marriage in a hurry.
I’ll tell you first when and if I plan to
marry again.

“It doesn’t mean a thing if I go out
dancing with one of the boys I know. I’m
young. I like to dance. I have no intention

of sitting home just because the gossips
have me marrying every man I so much
as nod to.”

“What about Steve Crane?” I asked.
“Of course I see Steve,” she answered.

“We have a deep mutual interest in our
daughter. She loves her father and I think
it is right that she should. I have little pa-
tience with mothers who fail to teach their
children to respect their fathers, even
though there has been a divorce. I talk
about her daddy to Cheryl and when Steve
is with her, and he often is, he talks about
me. I want her to grow up feeling she has
both a loving father and mother. As I told
you once a long time ago, one of the things
I loved best about Turhan was that he
adored Cheryl.”
One of the things that Lana can’t under-

stand about Turhan Bey is that he is the
first man she has ever parted from who is

not her friend. Even when romance is

finished, and whatever has been between
them is over, the men in Lana’s life remain
her pals.

The first beau she ever had in Hollywood
was good looking Greg Bautzer, a young
attorney. They broke up—both married
other people—and Greg went into the
Navy. But when he came back to Holly-
wood and heard of the break-up of her
romance with Bey he flew to Arizona to be
with her and to cheer her up.
With such friends in her life I couldn’t

help wondering what attracted her so
deeply to “the Turkish delight.” I remem-
ber, once, saying the same thing to a very
good friend of hers and asking what made
her go overboard for him.

“Well,” our mutual friend replied, “I

think it is because he is a cosmopolite. He
is a foreigner and has all the social graces.
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Turhan spells romance with a capital R—
from his sleek appearance to the way he
talks. I don’t mean that his flowery ways
are the only reason Lana fell so much in

love with Turhan. But, loving him—she
was fascinated with his old-world manners.
She’s a romanticist herself, you know.”
Since Lana divorced Steve Crane and

during the time she was in love with
Turhan, she grew up. You may say that
twenty-four is not very old for a girl to

settle down. Yet Lana has changed her
ideas and her outlook on life. I believe
motherhood has given her a fresh view-
point—one that is going to help her get
through her troubles. Her responsibility to
Cheryl and her realization that she must
live her life so that the little girl will

respect her will guide her future actions.
She is impulsive and emotional, I know,

but Lana is not stupid. She’ll certainly try

not to make the same mistakes again.
This doesn’t mean that men won’t con-

tinue to flock about her. No woman can
be as beautiful and as magnetic as Lana
Turner and not have the opposite sex
around her like clouds in an electrical

storm. But as for marriage, we have Lana’s
own words for it: “I’ll never again enter
into a marriage unless I do it with dignity.”

The End

Czech and Double Check

( Continued, from page 51) it. Geza dis-

covered that, to appear before the exami-
nation board, he must learn portions of

three different plays. Earnest, for the
first time in his life, he studied until the
lines ran together across the page.
When he entered the examination room

and scrutinized his examining board—peo-
ple bearing some of the most famous names
in all Europe—Geza felt like a balloon
barrage in a pin factory—only scraps of

a beautiful memory remained. He read
lines in Scene I that belonged in Scene
III; he inserted, in Scene III, bits of busi-
ness that belonged in Scene II. He failed.

When Geza’s older brother heard of the
wreck, he slid one arm around Geza’s
shoulder and said, “Don’t let it throw
you. Every good, successful actor has
had at least one total failure in his life.”

Because Geza and his brother were de-
voted, those lines were like an unfurled
banner; spiritually, Geza picked himself
up and got a job with a Budapest reper-
tory theater. He had managed to save a

little money when he received a letter

from his brother, who had gone to Eng-
land, suggesting Geza accompany him to

America.
You may imagine his abysmal disap-

pointment, upon reaching London, to dis-

cover there was a mix-up on his visa and
his brother would have to go on without
him. Geza stood on the docks until the ship
blurred into the fog. He was cold; he was
hungry and broke. His brother had paid his

room rent for a week, but he was faced with
the immediate need of getting a job.

Because he spoke no English, Geza
knew that he had to find a job in which the
back, not the head nor the tongue, was
valuable. Next scene: A sweating guy
working as a stevedore. In three months
he had saved enough to buy a camera.
With this equipment, Geza was sent by a

friend to the offices of the Keystone Com-
pany. They agreed to buy, for a reasonable
sum, any news pictures Geza secured.
Because the British are a sentimental

people (no matter how rigidly they try

to disguise the fact) Geza did very well.

He snapped affectionate scenes of babies
crouched to feed ducklings, of lovers lying

side by side in a public park.
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One day he was seated in a newspaper
office waiting to display his pictures, when
a fellow waitee said to Geza, “I say, you’re
Hungarian, aren’t you?”
Korvin indicated that in the main, that’s

what you might call him. “I’m very much in-

terested in Budapest,” the gentleman said

warmly and proceeded to discuss the coun-
try with Geza. From that topic they ad-
vanced to a discussion of mountain climb-
ing, which proved to be a prime hobby
of both. The Englishman explained that

he was a book reviewer and that through
the mountaineering books he had re-

viewed, he had first become interested;

after that he had used his holidays to

conquer mountains throughout Europe.
When the men parted, they exchanged

cards and thereafter became fast friends.

The book reviewer-mountain climber was
a chap named James Hilton, who was

—

within the years that followed his meeting
with Geza—to write such classics as
“Goodbye, Mr. Chips” and “Lost Horizon.”
Each week, after Geza had sold the pic-

tures necessary to pay the rent and board
bills, he tried to branch out into the
theatrical profession. Through a friend
he was sent out to a British film studio
and there worked as a bit player.
Having accumulated enough money to

return to Budapest, he did so in fine style,

but after he had renewed old acquaint-
ances, spent all his money, and become so
thoroughly at home that he felt as if he
had never been away, he was stricken by
an urge to see Paris. He set forth with
just enough cash to take him by third
class to Munich.
There he worked in the freight yards
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until he had passage to Augsburg. From
Augsburg he went to Heidelberg, then
back to the freight yards until he had the
ticket price to Nancy.
He finally arrived in Paris at six A.M.

one blissful morning with twenty-five
francs in his pocket. A friend who was
night clerk at the Hotel Radio on Place
Blanche got him a job as porter.
As L’Hotel Radio was the hangout of

vaudeville performers, Geza was accepted,
not as a porter, but as a respected friend
by many of the guests.
Meanwhile, Geza had enrolled at the

Sorbonne. During classes there Geza met
and fell in love with an American girl.

Unhappily enough, as autumn approached,
this girl made plans to return to the States,
so Geza determined to tell her goodbye, not
in Paris, but in Cherbourg. There he
planned to stand on the dock, suffering as
deeply as possible as her boat was ab-
sorbed by the sea.

In order to do this, he went to the
manufacturer of scenic and pastoral post
cards and suggested himself as a country-
side roving photographer. The deal was con-
summated, and Geza again invested in a
camera. With him, to cover the country-
side, went another cameraman from the
same company.

After having bade his sweetheart a ro-
mantic goodbye and having made her a
promise to see her soon in the States,

Geza and his friend toured Normandy,
Brittany, and the south of France. (Inci-
dentally, he did see the girl, about two
years later. Atop a Fifth Avenue bus they
agreed that their romance had folded its

tent like the Arab.)

B
Y the time Geza and his buddy had
reached Marseilles, Cameraman Korvin

had picked up a fine cold which developed
into a flourishing case of flu. Even so,

he planned to go to North Africa with his

friend. When the boat sailed, however, Geza
was too ill to go. He waved a feeble goodbye
to his traveling companion, then returned to

their shabby hotel.

Somehow he recovered without taking
pneumonia, but by that time his petty
cash was very petty indeed. He returned
to the docks and made friends with two
Italian boys who were driving to Paris
with a load of oranges; they said he might
ride in the truck with them.
Back in Paris, Geza did not return at

once to his old hotel. When he did, two
days later, he learned that his beloved
older brother had returned from America
and had stopped off two days to see Geza.
Not being able to locate that elusive
being, the brother had proceeded to the
family home in Budapest. But he never
reached his destination. Geza received a
letter from his sister a few weeks later,

bearing news that their older brother had
been killed in a train wreck.
The loss of his brother was a staggering

blow. That, in itself, would have been
grief enough, but it carried with it the
connotation of permanent defeat for Geza’s
secret and unchanging hope that one day
he would reach the States. Always his

brother had been a major part of that

dream; with the death of the brother, the
dream, too, died.

Geza then got a job conducting a party
into the Alps for three months of skiing.

There was healing in the lofty peaks; there

was timeless, age-old acceptance in the in-

evitable snow. Having lost a world within
itself, Geza discovered the world without;
for the first time in his life, he became po-
litically minded. He became aware of the

implications of the blood-soaked Spanish
war. He had long talks with a liberal

friend of his, Peter Rhodes.
“Why don’t you do something about it?”

asked Rhodes. “You have the under-
standing; you have the freedom of action,
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the absence of binding emotional ties. I’ll

introduce you to a man who could use

your help as a cameraman.” And he in-

troduced Geza to Dr. Norman Bethune,
the celebrated surgeon who was perfecting

the first blood preservation banks by the

use of sodium citrate. He felt that if a

few reels were made, showing exactly

how great the need was, and how aid

would be administered, philanthropical

organizations would donate financial sup-
port and supplies.

AS A photographer, Geza covered the
** siege of Madrid. When it became clear

that the liberal forces in Spain were with-
out hope of victory, Geza returned to Paris

with Dr. Bethune. He was without plans

of any kind.
Said Dr. Bethune, “Why don’t you come

to America with us?”
Geza looked at the good doctor. Then

he turned to the night-darkened window
and saw himself reflected; himself, eight

years after his high-hearted trip to Lon-
don, that trip ending on the docks amid
the sound of an alien language; himself,

six years after his arrival in Paris with
twenty-five francs in his pocket; himself,

older, more chary of dreams, more hard-
ened of spirit, more shaken than he had
thought he could ever again be. “Amer-
ica!” he said.

Twenty-four hours later, after a series

of incredible marathons, he was on the boat.

A day outside of New York he was
wandering around the boat, taking pic-

tures. On the deck above he noticed a

blonde woman staring down. “Why so un-
happy?” he called, and snapped her pic-

ture.

“Geza!” she screamed.
He shook his head. He looked again.

She had been joined at the rail by a

shouting man—and then Geza recognized
them: James and Alice Hilton. They fell

into one another’s arms.
The Hiltons told of Alex Woolcott’s

plumping “Goodbye, Mr. Chips” and “Lost
Horizon” into the best-seller class and of

their subsequent sale to studios. Geza out-
lined his career to that date.

The result was that Geza accompanied
the Hiltons to Hollywood and remained
with them until it became clear that he

Baby stayed home. Virginia (“Deadpan”)
O’Brien and husband Kirk Allan at Giro’s
on first fling since birth of their baby
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needed stage training before he could get
a picture break. He went East, enrolled
at the Barter Theatre with Bob Porter-
field in Abingdon, Virginia, and spent
three fruitful seasons there. After that,
he worked in a play called “Winter Sol-
diers,” an experimental effort, but his
ability was such that—after three weeks

—

he was signed to play the male lead in the
Broadway production of “Dark Eyes.”
Having become an actor of unassailable

position, Geza promptly went to work in
his spare time at the Stage Door Canteen
as pick-up man. It was his job to collect
what had already been donated, and to
cajole a few additional items, if possible,
from the persuadable tradesmen. One
night one of these observing characters
inquired, “What ever became of the beau-
tiful girl who used to do this work?” And
the ‘beautiful girl’ was described.
The next time Geza encountered this

Helena Fredericks, he said, “Hi, beautiful.”
She promptly turned in an excellent imita-
tion of a B-29 passing a sparrow. It re-
quired eight months of diplomatic ap-
proach before she gave Geza a date, and
two years of patient persuasion before
she consented to marry him. She is sorry
now that she delayed so long.
From “Dark Eyes,” Geza was signed to

a long termer by Universal, and came to
Hollywood. He and Helena live in a sunny
apartment stacked with a magnificent
Capehart and a collection of recordings
extensive enough to make G. Schirmer
wince with envy. Their idea of a superb
evening is a small dinner with friends
(Geza will, if he has time, prepare chicken
paprika and mousse chocolate) and an
evening of soft music and lively conver-
sation.

A VERY jaunty home life, all in all. If

Geza darts in during the middle of the
day, or late in the afternoon when Helena
is somewhat delayed, he is inclined to
scribble endearing messages, or caustic
wisecracks on the enameled doors of the
kitchen cabinets with a soft chalk espe-
cially purchased for this purpose.

It is likely that Helena, rather than an-
swer Geza’s messages by word of mouth,
will post a written reply for all the world
to see. Sometimes these messages, if

particularly hilarious, are left for weeks
at a time.

Whipping boy of the Korvin menage is

a fanciful creature named Piglet. Piglet
gets blamed for everything from an over-
draft at the bank to a glass ring on the
coffee table. Piglet is argumentative,
destructive, noisy, jealous, possessive and
opinionated. Beside him, the two other
members of the Korvin household glisten
with lambent righteousness. Piglet is the
patriarch of such a collection of pigs as
few persons have ever seen outside the
confines of a state fair. Pigs laughing,
pigs sleeping, pigs smelling flowers, pigs
of china, glass, gingham and wood parade
across the Korvin mantel.
Evenings at the Korvin apartment are

spent listening to symphony music, carry-
ing on enlightened conversations with a
few choice friends, or in taking long hikes.
Geza is an ardent liberal and studies
world affairs like a Conference delegate;
he talks little, never makes a rash nor a
challengeable statement and can be counted
upon at all times to be on the side of
honesty and unequivocal justice.

As soon as possible, Geza and Helena
want to build their own home—they are
spending their newly released gasoline in
searching for a happy spot.

Probably the most exciting truth about
Geza is this: No Hollywood script ever
handed him to enact will equal in excite-
ment his own spectacular history. He is

a troubadour of our time.
The End
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Off-trail Hombre
(Continued from page 47) them. They like

a certain wickedness in it. He is as like-

able as a story-telling range hand and
quick to turn an anecdote to his own ad-
vantage. He has been around, this fellow

has, and he thinks about things, but he still

has not managed to curb either his opin-
ions or his muscles
He likes to listen as well as to talk. He

has a fabulous memory for names, can even
recall the initials of persons in Georgia and
South Carolina who befriended him when
he ran away from home at fifteen. He is

excited about what’s happening in labor.

He likes hot stews and baseball games,
arguments, parties in small, obscure places

and being let alone.

He does almost as much housework as

his wife, sees no reason why he shouldn’t
wash the dishes. He is a young man in a

hurry, but he has found time for omniv-
orous reading, which is reflected in his

conversation. His small house is usually
jammed with GIs on leave, or with GIs
just out of the Army. His appetite is enor-
mous, but his waist is as slim as a debu-
tante’s. He ignores the fact that he is

famous and seems to have no craving for

fancy things to buy with all the nice cab-
bage soon to drop in his lap. He is proud
of his two children. All this sounds very
normal. Mitchum is unpredictable.

N|OT long ago, he was out riding with
the lady he works for and there was a

little accident. Something about a grazed
fender. Mitchum stopped his car and made
inquiry of the other driver as to his brains,

breeding, sobriety and all-around ability

to stay out of booby hatches. There were
three men and a girl in the car. The men
climbed out and hit Mitchum. Mr. Mitchum,
who is six-foot-one and weighs in at a lean

180, hit back, successfully. Fact is, he was
beating the be-daisies out of his three op-
ponents when, all of a sudden, he realized
that the girl in their car was laughing fit

to kill.

“Some rugged feller,” she chortled. This
made Mitchum laugh too. He then realized
for the first time that his wife was whaling
him about the head and ears with a shoe.
Come to find out, too, that he had inter-

rupted a wedding party and had given the
bridegroom a bloody nose. They all went
off then and had a drink and became good
friends.

Things like this are always happening
to friend Bob, but don’t conclude that the
foregoing observations provide the master
key to our hero’s character.
He is actually the innocent bystander

type, the kind of guy who strolls into a bar
to quaff a sarsaparilla and winds up de-
fending the honor of some blonde—who
immediately attacks him for having slugged
the escort who slapped her.

He’s a paradox, a combination of a sopho-
more with hard muscles, seamy-sided
cynic, idealist—and Hollywood’s gift to

sensitive young women.
He admits that his formal education is a

scandal to the jaybirds.
At Haaren High School, Tenth Avenue

and Fifty-ninth Street, New York City, Bob
played the G-Melody saxophone in the
school band. It was not his idea. He was
being “adjusted,” according to modern edu-
cational psychology, because he had ac-
quired the habit, apparently unbreakable,
of popping his teacher with a peagun.
His marksmanship became so uncannily

accurate that the principal expelled him.
Bob’s mother, though, was a woman of

good will who thought this was most
unfair. She demanded a trial before the
school board. The school board members
adjusted their pirtce-nezzes and declared
that Bob required (Continued on page 105)
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(Continued from page 103) “adjustment.”

There ought to be something, said the

school board, taking an awful chance, in

which Bob was really interested.

“Music,” said his mother, for no good
reason, except that she was quick-witted.

“Sure,” said Bob. “I want to play the

saxophone.”
Upshot of this incident was that the

principal made Bob a present of a saxo-
phone. His mother, that remarkable wom-
an, taught him to play it. She had never
clapped eyes on a saxophone before in her
life, but she was a determined woman.
She also taught a sister to become an ex-

pert dancer, although she herself could
never dance a step. She did this by dancing
with her fingers. Bob says that anybody
in the world can learn to play the saxo-
phone in two hours, but he hopes not.

He got out of saxophoning, and out of

school for good, by dropping a cannon
cracker into a brass horn in the midst of a

quiet passage of the “Poet And Peasant”
overture. In fact, he got out of four suc-
cessive high schools by similar methods.
He wouldn’t have known what to call it

then, but he was protesting against regi-

mentation with the only weapon he had

—

mischief.

AT TWENTY our Mr. Mitchum turned
up as aide and business manager to

Carroll Righter, the distinguished astrol-

oger, and for two years interpreted the
cosmos to dowagers and other strictly first-

class members of society at Bar Harbor,
Newport, Philadelphia and various dwell-
ing places of the rich and credulous. This
was dinner-jacket stuff and handsomely
profitable.

Bob, who is not an astrologer himself,

says that Mr. Righter was entirely too sin-
cere, that he himself had commercial ideas
which did not always appeal to the man
of science. But the astrological trips had
brought him to California several times and
thus, by a series of accidents, into the
movies.
He began, as every movie-goer probably

knows by now, with Westerns, although he
couldn’t ride, made twelve Hopalong Cas-
sidy films before being graduated into
“regular” pictures. He had married Dor-
othy, the girl he had fallen in love with
when she was fourteen, he sixteen, and he
had brought his whole family, mother, step-
father, brothers and sisters to California.
He had earned, all told, about $15,000 as
a movie actor when the war broke. He
had been rejected several times, had
worked at Lockheed for dreary months
before he finally got into the Army. And
he was flat, stony broke because of many

severe family illnesses. Off went Private
Bob Mitchum.
You know just what happened to him

in the Army. Wrong. It was bad, of

course. Regimentation, the bawling orders
of captains and sergeants who were civilians

too a few months ago, and the grind of

physical exercise designed to test a man
past endurance were—well, twelve million
men know what that was like. So we
would expect Bob to spend most of his

Army career in the guard house. He
didn’t. His Army career went like this:

First, it was tough to live down being
an actor. Actors are not popular in armies
until they prove themselves. Bob began
inspiring his platoon to prance down drill

fields even when the men were fainting
from twenty-two-mile hikes on the double.
He became a buck sergeant shortly after

completing basic training. He kept his

squad spruce by staying up nights to help
men polish rifles and make packs. He
won a sharp-shooter’s medal. He was
recommended six times for Officer Candi-
date School.

“I couldn’t take being an officer,” he says.

“I couldn’t make men do things. I would
be sorry for them, let them drop out when
they were tired. I might even have been
promoted to company commander. That
would have driven me crazy. I couldn’t
be an MP, either. They asked me to be
one because I was big. I said no, because
all the men would have run all over me.
I can’t say no to them. I can’t say no to
anybody.”
He was finally discharged because of his

dependents—the dependents being his en-
tire family of mother, brother and sister,

wife, and two small children. He returned
to Hollywood as broke as a haberdasher in

a nudist colony.
“Consider a field of flowers. Any kind

of flowers: Daisies, snapdragons, roses,

sunflowers, goldenrod or buttercups. They
all lean the same way with the wind.
They all look the same way for the sun.
Their roots all grow the same way seek-
ing water. People are like that. All people
are like that.”

This is not something he learned in the
Army, but the Army confirmed his belief.

“Nobody is ever wrong, about anything. I

quarrel with pleas for ‘tolerance.’ Things,
small differences, races, should be accepted,
not ‘tolerated.’ I think international con-
gresses will settle nothing, flat nothing. In
the Army, we saw it proved that we were
all in the same boat. If one man failed, if

something was wrong with just one man in

a company, we would all fail. We might
all get killed. I heard thirty-year-old men
cry all night. We accepted it. We were

A Mitchum scram-
ble—Bob gets a com-
plete going over on
the living-room floor
from bis two small
sons, Jerry and Chris

• -
1 Theatre
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able to talk about it. People are all the
same. If we would just get people to recog-
nize the fundamental fact, everything would
be fine. And we could forget, too, the differ-

ent colors of different nations on the map.”
The actor whose face looks attractively

evil to the ladies of the audience is a
home man. He married the girl he fell in
love with at sixteen and he has stayed
married.
“Women tolerate you,” he says. “Women

are kind.”

THERE are two small boys, one four and
• one two. The younger child started talking
at the age of five months. Bob spends end-
less hours with them, chiefly playing sol-
dier. He shops for them, buying impracti-
cal presents. He wipes the dishes. He
plays chess with his wife. They may occa-
sionally go out in the evening, and gener-
ally when they do, they seek a quiet spot
that celebrities pass by. There they are
joined by Bob’s soldier buddies and the
evening is spent in talk and argument.
Aside from GI gear, including a sub-

machine gun which Bob has provided for

the small fry, the current chief entertain-
ment at the Mitchum homestead is bubble-
blowing. Bob is also expert at fairy tales,

which he embellishes with dramatic touches
never dreamed of by Hans C. Anderson.
“Kids trouble? Not to me. They give

my wife an awful time. Run all over her.

She’s all tired out. I come in from merely
acting and lay down the law. They mind
me, too. When I was a drill sergeant, my
voice could be heard a mile from the
parade ground.”
He is an actor who never talks about

acting. He is under a twin contract to

David O. Selznick and RKO and at the
moment is working in “They Dream Of
Home” with Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madi-
son and Bill Williams. The story is about
returned Marines, a subject on which Bob
is articulate. He frequently disagrees with
his producer about the tone and the mean-
ing of certain scenes.

Actually, there is less pretense in this

young man than there is in a bank
statement. Lean and hard from the Army,
he would be a tough man in a brawl. This
is a good thing. He looks like the kind
of a guy that the average citizen would
enjoy taking a poke at; and this is the
kind of a look that women describe as “im-
moral.” And that is precisely why an
average citizen wants to take a poke at

him.
After the average citizen picks himself

up, friendship and mutual admiration are
likely to blossom. Bob did all right in the
Army, didn’t he? He lives right. Loves
his wife and plays with his children and
can’t seem to hang on to a dollar, like the
rest of us. An off-trail hombre who rides
high when he can, but who doesn’t do any
beefing when he can’t.

The End

^\\ade^ 1 / tM r hn s\0fs!

Take a bow if you figured out the

masked stars on pages 64 and 66
this way:

1. Greer Garson and Richard Ney
2. Carole Landis

3. Van Johnson and Lana Turner

4. Dick Powell and June Allyson

5. Henry Fonda and James Stewart

6. Mr. and Mrs. Van Heflin
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(Continued from page 61 ) who happened
to be present the night she attended a

Hollywood “little theater” performance.
In the movie town, however, mere beauty

does not constitute a phenomenon. But a

rising young actress who forgets how she
looks most definitely is. Drop in on a group
of Hollywoodians at a party and you’ll

find everybody giving off personality
waves as diligently as an anvil gives off

sparks. The vivacious type is being vi-

vacious, the moody type is being moody,
the simple type is being simple—it’s busi-
ness. Everybody except Jeannie—she’s

sitting quietly in a corner, watching people
“project” all over the place and wondering
how they do it. Later, when most of the
observant males have just naturally shifted

to her corner of the room, everybody is

wondering how she does it. Everybody ex-
cept Jeannie, who hasn’t really noticed the
shift.

This is not to say Jeanne doesn’t know
she is pretty, because it would be rather
unintelligent not to know it. One of her
talents is sketching and recently, when
her younger sister Rita was too busy to

model for her, she did a self-portrait from
her reflection in a mirror. It was an en-
tirely frank self-appraisal, neither ex-
aggerated nor diminished. It’s nice to have
better-than-standard equipment—but hav-
ing it, so far as she is concerned, only
makes it more imperative to find out what
the girl in the mirror can do with herself.

“I want to play a great role—greatly,”

she says seriously, because she is undoubt-
edly one of the most serious youngsters on
the whole West Coast.
Her studio hasn’t any doubt that she’ll

do it. And the critics who picked her as

a “comer” in her very first performance, in

Scenic Wonder
“Home In Indiana,” are currently pinning
typewriter ribbons on themselves because
of her latest and really solid acting job in

“State Fair.” But to the young lady her-
self, each picture she has made is just a
stepping stone toward an ambition she’s

been working on since the ripe old age of

eight. When you are young ambition is

a very fine thing—but also, it aches.

C HE IS still very close to that first camera
^ experience, when she and screen part-
ner Lon McCallister spent most of their time
between scenes, perched on a fence, argu-
ing over who was the more terrified.

“Nothing can be worse than your first

picture,” she’d insist. “You have abso-
lutely nothing to fall back on—no previous
experience—no other performances to your
credit—just nothing!”
“But you’re wrong,” Lon would tell her.

“Nothing could be worse than your second
picture. You got by in your first one

—

everybody said nice things about you—pre-
dicted you’d be even better next time. If

you flop now, you’re letting them down.
Your second picture is a responsibility!”
Nor will she ever forget the day she saw

her first rushes, and ran from the screening
room crying.

“I was just horrified. The way I used my
hands—the way I walked—it was all so
different than I’d imagined I’d been doing
it all this time. I was broken-hearted—

I

thought I just couldn’t go on!”
She still views herself on the screen with

an un-chummy and critical eye. “I’ve

found out it’s not your first, nor your
second, but every picture that’s a re-
sponsibility. I’m still scared to death
every time I test for a part. Luckily, once
I’ve started working I get so interested in

what’s happening to the person I’m play-
ing, I forget what may be happening to me.
But looking back, I guess your first picture
is like your first date—I’ll always be sen-
timental about ‘Home In Indiana.’

”

While she’s talking, you think about all

those romance rumors that inevitably must
cluster around her warm-thatched head.
For instance, the widely accepted supposi-
tion that she and clean-cut young McCal-
lister are definitely “interested” in each
other. Ask her about it and she answers
the same way she does every other ques-
tion—truthfully—only you’ll have to figure
out what that truth means, all by your-
self.

“Oh, yes—we do think a lot of each
other. He’s such a fine person, in every
way. We have so much fun together. . .

.”

Fun is fun, but (all by yourself) you get
the idea that the most of the Crain-McCal-
lister attachment is the mutual intensity of
two very young people who completely
understand each other’s big and little

moments. Could be love, but it sounds
more like that fine and tender “special
feeling” which exists between two who’ve
shared a fall in an elevator, or maybe a

climb up a peak, together. At any rate,

their “Diane” and “Chico” nicknames for
each other are based on an ambition to do
“Seventh Heaven” someday when Lon has
shed his uniform.
And then, there’s the conjecture cur-

rently aroused by the off-again, on-again
two-ing of Jeanne and dashing Paul Brink-
man who looks too exactly like Errol Flynn
to go unnoticed, and when the girl he pre-
fers on his arm happens to be as spec-
tacularly lovely as Jeanne, it is something
for the romance scouts to get excited about.
She enjoys going places with him—she says
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“Parents are positively people. Remember,
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. . . they want to understand.
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so: “He is very interesting—with such per-
fect taste. You always know it’s going to be
a wonderfully planned, perfect evening.
But no, I wouldn’t like to have you call it

‘serious.’
”

Rumor says it is serious on the young
man’s part. And that the “now-you-see-
’em, now-you-don’t” status of things is be-
cause Jeanne’s mother thinks nineteen is

too soon for her daughter to make any
permanent romantic commitments. You
suspect that in this particular case, daugh-
ter thinks so, too.

Says a very close friend, “Jeanne is just
young enough to be intrigued by a night
club date now and then and Paul’s hand-
someness has a very high polish. On the
other hand, a good time for good times’
sake doesn’t mean as much to her as it

does to other kids. I can’t imagine her
being any more than temporarily inter-
ested in anyone who doesn’t have an urge
for accomplishment as strong as her own.”
And then, just to make it harder, there’s

Lieutenant Henry King Jr., who recently
showed up at the “Captain Eddie” pre-
miere with a broad, white-flashing grin

—

and Jeannie. The son of Director Henry
King, the Lieutenant is tall and dark-
haired, and except for the fact that he
hasn’t been around Hollywood too much,
people might have been expecting him to

become the second “movie” member of

the family. It’s a little early to make any
predictions about the team of Crain and
King Jr., but it can be stated they’ve been
getting in a lot of dancing and laughing
together.

XX EANTIME, on the subject of love in gen-
' v * eral, Jeannie ’s for it. She likes to dis-

agree with theories. Example: That one
about “actors shouldn’t marry actors,” be-
cause she thinks it depends on what kind
of people are under the make-up. Mostly,
however, she just likes to disagree with
theories:

“I’m tired of all this scientific approach
to love and friendships. I can’t believe that
emotions should be plotted and solved like

a mathematical problem. My pet aversion
is professionally down-to-earth people—
especially the kind who want to cure youth
of its foolish notions—
“Youth is always in search of an ideal—”

explains the little lady who ought to

know. “You need a little recklessness and
a little bravado, to make you think you
can find what you want. Of course, you’re
apt to make mistakes—even though you
try not to—but even that’s better than not
trying anything at all.”

So far, she’s kept her own slate singu-
larly free of those “mistakes.” A rare com-
bination of dreamer and do-er, she has
picked her opportunities and gently, but
firmly, made the most of each one.

The Crain’s very first dramatic venture
occurred, as already mentioned, at the early
age of eight. She played the lead in a
school play titled “Scarface,” which had
nothing to do with Chicago’s tommy-gun
set, but concerned a scar-faced Indian
maid “who was beautiful inside.” With her
face dutifully puckered by collodion scars,

she kept an audience of patient relatives

from squirming in their seats, and after

that she kept on getting leads. The audi-
ences got bigger, and so did she, and pretty
soon it was an established fact that some-
day she would be a professional actress.

It almost happened when, at the age of

fifteen, she accompanied her class on a

tour of the RKO Studios. Orson Welles,
sitting at a nearby table, sent his secre-
tary over to offer her a screen-test for

“The Magnificent Ambersons.” Facing a

camera was different than facing rela-

tives, and movie make-up made her feel

like someone she’d never met before. She
was petrified. The verdict on the test was
that she “had something in person that
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didn’t come through on the screen.”
The time was not yet mellow—but she

didn’t give up. Just worked harder at her
school theatricals, and in her spare time
picked up a few spare titles. Grid Queen,
and Miss Long Beach in the Miss America
pageant, including a large silver cup for

being second runner-up to Miss America,
herself. Many a kid would have considered
any one of these plenty good enough to tell

her grandchildren about someday, but
Jeanne also went after the dramatic title

at an interscholastic Shakespearean con-
test, and won it.

The night she bowled over the three tal-

ent scouts at the Max Reinhardt Theater in

Hollywood, she was actually intent on per-
suading Reinhardt to give her a tryout. It

was a Saturday night and after the per-
formance she went home blissfully un-
aware that anyone might be interested in

her. Next day, being Sunday, she picked
off the title of Camera Queen at a Long
Beach bathing beauty contest. Her pic-

tures appeared in Monday’s Los Angeles
papers and in addition to the three talent

scouts, two agents called her home.

JEANNE, however, had left with the first

phone call. It was from Ivan Kahn, talent

scout for Twentieth Century-Fox and she
never has checked on any of the others.

Two years after her first screen test she
was facing the cameras again

—

“This time I had more poise—and what
really helped was that I had a great deal
more determination. But I still didn’t feel

like myself. I was all dressed up in a very
tight black satin gown, with my hair in an
elaborate up-do. Supposed to be a Zeigfeld
Girl, but believe me, the sixteen-year-old
school girl still showed through.
“They gave me a contract, and said they

believed I might develop into a leading
lady—after I grew up. Then not a single
thing happened for five whole months!”

In her customary manner, she kept busy.
Strictly on her own, she worked at lowering
her voice, and trying to walk better. Then
one day when she had just returned from
the beach with sunburned nose and breeze-
roughened hair, a call came from Darryl
Zanuck. Mr. Z. took a look at her and de-
cided her original test had been “too old.”

“I want you to play a scene in a picture
we’re about to make,” he told her. “The
roles are already cast, so you won’t need
to feel any strain—it’s merely a test.”

There was another newcomer testing

with her—a blonde youngster named June
Haver—and they did a scene from “Home
In Indiana.” Next day the whole picture
was re-cast—Mr. Zanuck had found two
brand new stars.

The first thing she did when she had
signed her contract was to go on a “book
binge.” She bought four or five volumes
at a time and pretty soon her mother had
to warn her that too many tomes would be
like too much dessert, and there wouldn’t
be any thrill to it. Currently, she limits

herself to buying one book a week and
lingers delightedly over the choice.
Becoming a star has meant that she can

glam but not glitter, because the fifteen

per cent of her salary she actually receives
amounts to just about what Sally Steno
gets to hold in her little hot hand. As a
minor, protected by California law, she has
fifty per cent put away each week in a trust
fund. Taxes get twenty-two and a half
per cent, her agent ten per cent—divide the
rest up between insurance, charities, et cet-
era, and you’re lucky to squeeze out a
new hat to match the dress you just
bought. . . .

She still lives in the five-room bungalow
apartment in Westwood she lived in when
discovered and gets a ride in the family
car each day to the studio. The family
consists of mother, Loretta Carr Crain,
some of whose ancestors were members
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"Yes, this happened
to me I"

Mrs. Laurene Donaldson loses 57
pounds, becomes a slender beauty

“I can hardly believe it myself,” says Lau-

rene Donaldson of Connersville, Ind., when
she looks at these pictures. “It’s like being

a new person, living in a new world.

“For several years, I had been getting

heavier. Finally I faced the situation. I

weighed 186 and had to wear a size 40 dress

—at the ripe old age of 26, mind you! Al-

most in desperation, I enrolled for the

DuBarry Success Course. The first week I

began to look and feel better. I went

through the Course again and again and in

seven months lost 57 pounds. Now I wear

size 14, find more styles to choose from,

and for less money. My skin and hair show
great improvement. I feel so buoyant I

want to sing again—and I do, all day long.”

of the old Irish nobility, and dad, George
A. Crain, who is head of the English and
Language Department at Inglewood High
School. Sister Rita, blonde and slender,
goes to U. C. L. A.—and has none of that
reticence in bragging about Jeanne that
Jeanne has herself. Too, she is wonderfully
cheerful about sitting for hours with
strange drapes on her head for her sister’s

sketching.
Art still holds a cherished place in those

dreams of Jeanne’s. Someday she hopes to
go to Italy to study, and to France. From
her dad, she has learned to speak French
so fluently, she is widely supposed to be
half-French. “They’d know I wasn’t if

they ever saw me try to cook—” she says.
“I’m just not handy around the house.
Once, someone wrote a story about how
domestic I was and the family laughed
loud and long, for a whole week—

”

Off-screen she wears peasant blouses and
skirts as often as she can and looks like

something picked off a peach tree. Blue
is her favorite color but she usually buys
something green, and in “Leave Her To
Heaven” she wears a watermelon pink
affair that does amazing things to her hair.

The “Heaven” role is one of the most
important she has had so far—also one of

the most disconcerting. Her first day’s
shooting consisted of takes and re-takes of

a fervent love scene with Cornel Wilde
and it wasn’t until along about evening
that someone remembered she’d never met
the gentleman in real life, and introduced
them! But introduction or not she’s giving
it all she has. It’s all tied up with being
a great actress.

“When I was a little girl, my mother
started telling me, ‘If you know you can do
a thing and you want to do it desperately
enough, you’ll do it

— ’ ” she says earnestly.

“And it works out, too.”

Eager—like a brand new day, with a lot

of things to do, is Jeannie. And confident

—

like that morning sun, before it’s been up
long enough to get blase or brassy. There
isn’t anyone exactly like her in all of

Hollywood.
The End
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Badger Boy

(Continued from page 36) Jack says.

He’s a champion athlete, is crazy about
tennis, swimming, hunting and fishing, and
can swing a mighty wicked baseball bat.

So much so that he works out with the
Chicago White Sox whenever they’re train-

ing on the West Coast.
One of the biggest thrills of his life was

attending his first World’s Series in Chi-
cago this past year. For ten years he and
his dad, Frank Morner, had been planning
to go, but it had never worked out. When
they finally made it, Dennis took along his

old friend Scully Gustafson, owner of the
sporting goods store in Park Falls, who’d
never seen one either. Dennis knew sev-
eral of the players, had played ball with
them when they were first breaking in

on the Coast, and they were invited to sit

on the bench with the Cubs. He says his

dad is prouder of that than he’s ever been
of his being a movie star. “He thought I

was really in, knowing the ball players,”

he says. “Dad was really impressed.” Add-
ing with a grin, “And so was I.”

Though Dennis is actually a mixture of

Swedish, Scotch and Dutch, he is con-
stantly being mistaken for Irish by good
Irishmen who get very sentimental when-
ever they see him, thinking they have a

kindred son of Erin in their midst.
One evening he was having dinner with

Jack Carson in the Brown Derby when a

well-dressed woman approached their

booth with the familiar fellow-Irish look
in her eyes. “Shure and it’s Dennis Mor-
gan!” she said in a thick Irish brogue. “I

know a good Irishman when I see him.”
Carson laughed. “He’s the world’s big-

gest Swede, lady,” he said. “His blarney is

strictly a la carte.”

Upon which Dennis thanked her in a

perfect Irish dialect and she went away
still misty-eyed. She knew when Irish

eyes were smiling. Couldn’t fool her!

\A/ ITH the exception of Carson, whom
’ ”

he’s known since Milwaukee days,
Dennis has very little to do with the
movie great. To learn about the real Mor-
gan, you’d have to go to folks like Don
Philips, American Airlines pilot and an
old college classmate; Dave Willock, radio
actor, who worked on the Milwaukee sta-

tion with him; Bill Milich, Nevada rancher;
Oscar Kittredge, cattle rancher; Matt Fin-
nigan and Nick Long, hunting cronies in

Klamath Falls; Charles Hirt, choir director
of the Hollywood First Presbyterian
Church; and his Swedish pal, Scully, at

the fishing emporium back home.
His singing teacher, Mario Silva, says

that Dennis makes a swell Boy Scout when
he goes along with him on fishing trips.

That he does all the dirty work, gets up
early, makes the fires, “and you’ve never
eaten such fish as he can cook!”
The last time he went back to Park

Falls with him, they were having a big
war stamp drive and Dennis readily vol-
unteered to help them raise money by
singing on a program at the Rex Theater,
where he used to watch Westerns as a
boy They got back from fishing so late

that night that there wasn’t time to go
to camp and change clothes, so they hur-
ried on down to the show. It was inevit-
able, with Dennis unshaven and dirty,

wearing his old fishing clothes, heavy
boots, lumber jacket and the like, that
some lady would request something like

“The Flower Song.” He always thinks of
that rendition whenever he sings it now.
Jack Carson was selling insurance when

he first met Dennis in a little eatery near
the radio station. They used to meet and
toast their futures with mugs of root beer
and vie at shooting the pin ball machines.
Carson is an ex-football tackle on the

BARBARA MALE starring iu
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booklet. I enclose 10{1 to cover cost of packaging
and postage.

Please print plainly

Address ...

City.. Zone. Stale.



Enjoy a unique bathing experience! A
bath unusual . . . exotic! Try aTUBLET
BATH. S ophistication cis instan

to its enchantment
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Your choice of four exquisite fragrances:

Gardenia, Apple Blossom, Whispering

Pine, Lavender— $ 1 .25, box of 1 6 Tublefs,

plus Fed. Tax. J

Carleton, Wisconsin, team while Dennis
was on the Carroll College team, and today
the two ex-gridders still kid each other
about the terrific tackles they made. Jack
calls Dennis “The Carroll Comet” and he
comes back at him with “The Carleton
Flash.” When Jack introduces Morgan on
the many Army camp shows they do to-
gether, he usually introduces him as “The
Grand Old Man of the Screen.” Adding,
“He’s a very conceited guy. Always sing-
ing about himself—‘One Alone.’

”

The paths of Dennis, Jack and Dave
Willock all led eventually to Hollywood.
They got together when Willock was mak-
ing a hamburger at a drugstore on Wil-
shire one day and Dennis came in. “Why
didn’t you get in touch with me?”

This was also his greeting to the pilot,

his old Carroll College glee club pal from
Waukesha, Wisconsin, when they met in

a Burbank cafe, after Don Philips was
transferred out here by American Air-
lines. It seldom dawns on Dennis just
how famous he is.

When Dennis was soloist with the college
glee club, his friend Don always accom-
panied him at the piano whenever the
glee club entertained. Dennis loves to get
the husky big pilot in front of a crowd of
people now and tell about the time he
was singing “The Garden Of Tomorrow”
for the Rotary Club in Baraboo, Wisconsin,
and Don got stage fright and stopped play-
ing right in the middle of the piece, leaving
him to finish it alone. “Stan didn’t even
look at me,” he says now. “Just went right
on singing without any accompaniment.
Then we did ‘The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi’
for an encore.” Dennis introduces him
now as “Here’s the guy who forgot the
music, and then we did an encore!”

fN ENNIS just naturally loves to sing,

whether it’s around a campfire, in the
church choir, for the Rotarians, or a com-
mand performance for his mother, singing
her favorite, “Just For Today.”
Recently he recorded for Columbia

Records two beautiful arrangements of

“The Battle Hymn” and “The Lost Chord,”
with the Cathedral Choir of the First
Presbyterian Church in Hollywood, under
Charles Hirt’s direction. Dennis is one of

the most faithful members of the church,
whose congregation never think of him
as a motion-picture star, but simply as an
extra-good Presbyterian. He’s very active
in all church affairs, sings solos whenever
they’re requested, and is an active member
of the music committee. When he heard
recently that they needed $3,000 for a grand
piano for the church, Dennis offered to

sing with the choir in concerts in many
cities to raise the money.
The Morgan home, high up in the hills

near Pasadena, is as near as you can
get to Wisconsin in Hollywood. Going up
there, you wind around on a road lined
with heavy Deodar pine trees, until you
reach 1 the magnificent manor that faces fire-

pathed mountains and is surrounded by
four acres of cypress and pine.

It’s a fabulous estate, with a castle-like

house, a lodge house, two guest houses, a

barbecue house, stables, formal rose gar-
dens, assorted fish ponds with arched
bridges over them, and a seventy-five foot

swimming pool. The house is a beige
Mediterranean-style stucco, with red
tile roof, high ceilings, sweeping stair-

ways that go with the sound of flashing

blades and plumed gentlemen dueling
down, and a living room so large that it’s

still unfurnished—because they can’t find

a big grand piano or furniture that will fit

in.

Dennis bought the estate, formerly
valued at $300,000, mostly for the altitude

and the pine trees, not for a castle. As he
says, he just wanted a place “big enough
for the kids to get (Continued on page 114)



o H, most gracious Valentine’s Day . . ,

when Cupid wings in again to aim his bow and arrow

at the hearts of one and all! For just a day

—

a fleeting moment— affection finds a way to speak

its piece. But how shall it be said?

At the greeting card counter of your

favorite variety store, you will find a "just right” Golden Bell

card to carry your message . . . delicately, sincerely,

mischievously or perhaps with a touch of

"guess who?” Whatever the way, Golden Bell

greetings always ring true.

GREETING CARDS BEARING THE GOLDEN BELL TRADE MARK
ARE FOUND WHEREVER VARIETY STORES SERVE THE PUBLIC

S3

&
Copyright 1945, Gartner & Bender, Inc.
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LADIES!
SIMULATED

HARD TO
TELL FROM
THE GENUINE

MATCHING m
WEDDING BAND a
SET WITH

T
FLASHING STONESI
Never before a value like this! A stunning Engagement
Ring. Choice of yellow gold color effect or white gold

color effect or genuine sterling silver. A knock-out with
a simulated diamond in center, and simulated dia-

monds at sides. Get it at the unbelievably low price of

just $1.94. Practically GIVEN AWAY. To introduce
this amazing value, we offer a Matching Band absolutely

without extra cost. Hurry! SEND NO MONEY— just

name, and ring size. 10-day money-back guarantee.
Pay postman $1.94 plus postage and C.O.D. charges
for ring and get wedding band without extra cost. If you
send $2.00 with order we pay postage. Write today.

HAREM CO., "The House of Rings”
30 Church St., Dept. R-524 New York 7, N. Y.

NOW ... a unique way to
avoid embarrassmentofunwanted hair. Painless,

easy, effective, inexpensive . . . without shaving,

pulling or harsh chemicals.Givesa smooth, dainty
appearance. It was developed by ayoungwoman
cursed foryearsbyuglyunwanted hair. Itworked
charmingly. Her poise, love and happiness
returned. She has helped thousands who voice

everlasting gratitude. Now, no one need know
you have a superfluous hair problem.

FREE.--Send No Money
Accept FREE WONDER METHOD booklet “How to Over-
come Superfluous Hair Problem. rv Gives complete facts

and proof of results. Sent with TRIAL OFFER in plain en-

velope. No obligation. Write ANNETTE LANZETTE* Box
<J040 r Merchandise Mart, Dept. 500, Chicago 54, III-

DON’T DYE GRAY HAIR
. . . until you try the new
color-control method of

Mary T. Goldman’s! Then
watch your hair take on the
beautiful, natural - looking
color you desire, quickly

—

or so gradually your friends
won’t guess.
Simply do this: Buy a

bottle Mary T. Goldman’s
. . . just comb it through your

gray, bleached, or faded hair. See how this

new scientific color-control gives you the
youthful hair shade you want. Pronounced
harmless by competent medical authorities

(no skin test needed). Will not harm your
wave or change the smooth, soft texture of

your hair. It’s inexpensive and easy to apply,

too. For over 50 years millions have found new

hair beauty by using Mary T. Goldman’s in
the privacy of their homes.

So help yourself to beautiful hair—todayl
Buy a bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s at your
drug or department store on money-back
guarantee. Or, if you’d rather try it first,

mail coupon below for free test kit.

_ Mary T. Goldman Co., 937 Goldman Bldg.

I St. Paul 2, Minn. Send free sample. Check color |

| Black Dark Brown Light Brown

|
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn.

^

|
Name

|

|
Address

I^C/ty
State .j

(Continued from page 112) out and play.”

But make no mistake—Dad likes the space
of the place as well as the kids.

One afternoon Mrs. Morgan came home
from shopping to find Dennis, in an old

sweater and jeans, in the top of a

tree in the back yard, sawing away like

mad and yelling down “Timber!” at her.

He was getting rid of a bough on the tree

that was knocking some sunshine off the
back porch. He spent another day clean-
ing pipes and drains on top of the house
and, he says, “Fixing the leak in the study
roof.”

“There wasn’t any leak in the study
then,” laughs his wife, “but when he got
through walking around, there was.”
The next time it rained, out came the

kitchen utensils to catch the new leak.

“I knew there was one up there some-
where,” said Dennis triumphantly.
The Dennis Morgans, like the Don Ame-

ches, have some sort of marriage record
for Hollywood. They were childhood
sweethearts, starred opposite each other
in college plays and went together all in

all six years before they were married.
As motion-picture star and wife, they work
together now with the same cooperation
they gave each other on their physics les-

sons at Marshfield High. Dennis will tell

you, “Lillian is a very fine companion,”
which is the highest praise he has for one
of the opposite sex. She can swing a mean
fishing reel and she frequently accom-
panies him on hunting trips, wears red
flannels, woolen shirts and waterproof
pants and sweats it out beside him in the
pouring rain in the duck blinds.

T
HE charming Mrs. Morgan with her calm
manner and genial good nature is a

perfect complement for the restless, ener-
getic Dennis. Neither imposes his or her
will on the other. Neither is sensitive.

Neither is good at remembering anni-
versaries. They both forgot the last one
and the aftermath of the whole thing is

the magnificent hand-carved dining room
suite they now have. It was built by the
Italian Government for their display at

the Chicago World’s Fair and Lillian had
been crazy for it since she saw one piece of

it in a Pasadena warehouse. When Dennis
remembered that he’d forgotten their an-
niversary, he remembered the suite.

A homebody at heart, Morgan is a

wonderful father to their three children,

Stanley Jr., eleven, Kristin, eight, and
three-year-old Jimmy, who is the image of

Dennis, has his personality and the
old familiar one-sided grin. When he’s

home, Dennis is usually out in his “woods”
with the children, riding horseback with
Kris, booting a football with Stanley or

teaching him to shoot a rifle and aim a

bow and arrow at a bull’s-eye on a tree.

Big Stan and Little Stan are great pals.

The boy is quite an accomplished little

pianist and can accompany Dennis on
songs like “Oh, What A Beautiful Morn-
ing” or “The Desert Song.” He plays for

him frequently when they have company,
sitting very erect at the piano, saying im-
portantly, “What key do you want it in,

Daddy?” Very much the little man.
Anxious that they shall grow up nor-

mally, without being in any celebrity-

conscious atmosphere, Dennis sends them
to the public school at La Canada, about
a mile from the house. He’s most active

in school affairs, and always on hand
cheering from the bleachers, at any school
function in which they appear. He’s mak-
ing plans now for them to attend a small
college like his own old alma mater, where
everybody knows everybody, and where
they keep the friendly small-town neigh-
borly feeling Dennis values so much.
His friends will tell you that he really

follows the Good Book page by page
on this one. No (Continued on page 116)
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£he StoppedofNothing

NotSven
NEVER was there a woman whose appearance so

belied her true self! Ellen Berent’s beauty, stun-

ning in its perfection, made easy conquests of men.
But she was so insanely jealous that she could not

bear to share any part of a man’s love with anyone
else—or with anything! And so her lovely face be-

came a mask for a diabolical heart. She plotted

against anyone whose mere existence challenged her

mania for being loved completely. She lied, cheated,

deceived. It didn’t matter who seemed to stand in

her way—an innocent boy . . . her own sister . . . her

unborn child ... all became objects of her suspi-

cious hate. When all else failed, there was—murder!
You’ve probably never read a book like this. It is

a story of such power and fascination that "it will
hold you from start to finish with your spine crawl-
ing like an inch worm and invisible hands massag-
ing your scalp”—in the words of the Boston Post.
“Leave Her to Heaven” is a nation-wide best-

seller which will soon be seen by millions as a
moving picture. Will you accept a copy of this 360-
page book now, practically as a gift, with member-
ship in the Dollar Book Club?

Murder
TO HOLD THE MAN

SHE LOVED!

Over 1 ,000,000

People Have
Bought This Bookl

“Will hypnotize

you until you
have turned the

last page !”—
New York Times

“A wholly credi-

ble story of an
amoral woman.”
—Chicago Sun.

Dollar Book Club Membership Is FREE

!

THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB is the only book

Club that brings you newly printed, current

hooks by outstanding authors for only $1.00 each.

This represents a saving to you of 50 to 75 per

cent from the established retail price. Every

Dollar Book Club selection is a handsome, full-

sized library edition, well-printed and bound in

a format exclusively for members.

Although one outstanding book is chosen each

month for exclusive distribution to members at

$1.00 each you do not have to accept a book

every month; only the purchase of six a year is

necessary. In fact, for convenience, most mem-
bers prefer to have shipped and pay for books

every other month.

The Economical, Systematic Way to

Build a Library of Good Books

Dollar Book Club selections are from the best

modern books—selected from the important new
titles submitted by leading publishers. Such
outstanding best sellers as A Tree Grows in

Brooklyn, The Razor’s ESge and A Lion Is in the

Streets were all received by members at $1.00

each, while the public was paying from $2.00 to

$3.00 for the publisher’s edition at retail. A
membership of over 500,000 enables the Club

to offer book values unequaled by any other

method of book buying.

Choose Your First Selection From These
Best Sellers

Upon receipt of the attached coupon with a 3c
stamp you will be sent a copy of "Leave Her to
Heaven.” You will also receive as your first selec-
tion for $1.00 your choice of any of these three
best sellers:
• Lusty Wind for Carolina. The swashbuckling
new novel that takes you back to the days of
pirates, duels, sea battles and reckless love.
• Hungry Hill, by Daphne du Maurier. The latest
and most entertaining romance by the author of
“Frenchman’s Creek” and “Rebecca.”
• The Strange Woman, by Ben Ames Williams.
The unforgettable story of “A Maine Cleopatra”
by the author of “Leave Her to Heaven.”
Every other month you will receive the de-

scriptive folder called The Bulletin, which is

sent exclusively to members of the Club. The
Bulletin describes the forthcoming two months'
book selections and reviews ten or more titles
(in the original publishers’ editions selling at
retail for $2.50 or more) available to members
at only $1.00 each. If you do not wish to pur-
chase either or both of the two new selections
for $1.00 each, you may notify the Club any time
within two weeks, so that the books will not be
sent you. In any case, you may purchase any of
the other titles offered for $1.00 each. There are
no dues or membership fees.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
When you see "Leave Her to Heaven” and your
first selection and consider that these books are
typical of the values you will receive for only
$1.00, you will realize the great advantage of free
membership in this popular Club. Don’t miss this
wonderful offer. Mail the coupon now. DOUBLEDAY
ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, Garden City, New York.

II

MAIL THIS
COUPON
Doubleday One Dollar Book Club,

Dept. 2MFW, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me free as a Dollar Book Club
subscriber and send me at once “Leave Her to
Heaven’’ for the enclosed 3c stamp. Also send
me as my first selection for $1.00 the book r

have checked below.

Lusty Wind for Carolina Hungry Hill

The Strange Woman
With these books will come my first Issue ol

the free descriptive folder called “The Bulle-
tin’’ telling about the two new forthcoming
one-dollar bargain book selections and several
additional bargains which are offered for $1.00*
each to members only. I am to have the privi-
lege of notifying you in advance if I do not
wish either of the following month’s selec-
tions and whether or not I wish to purchase
any of the other bargains at the Special Club
price of $1.00 each. The purchase of books is

entirely voluntary on my part. I do not have
to accept a book every month—only six dur-
ing the year to fulfill my membership re-
quirement. I pay nothing except $1.00 for each
selection received plus few cents shipping cost.

Mr.
Mrs.

St. and No.. .

.

City
Zone No.
(if any)

State.

If under 21
Occupation Age please

Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St.. Toronto 2.
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Motkea, Nour Relieve

MtobolCohk
11ii6 Modem Mfaq
SPECIAL PENETRATING-STIMULATING ACTION

WORKS WHILE CHILD SLEEPS. ..TO BRING COMFORTING RELIEF

RSE—Study at Home
No age limit. Send
'and sample lesson
. Act now!

Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
N. Wacker Drive Chicago 6. III.

And mother, remember this . . .

Only time-tested Vicks VapoRub
gives this special penetrating-
stimulating action that starts to

work at once— and keeps on
working for hours—to help relieve

coughing, upper bronchial conges-
tion, muscular soreness or tight-

ness. Mother,<
you’ll like the re-

’

suits, too. Try it.

VICKS
. w VapoRub

R
OLL Developed, 8 prints, 25c.
Reprints, 3c. Jumbo size 30c per roll. Jumbo
reprints 4c. 35mm rolls developed, printed, size

3 X4 x 4*2 $1.00. Prompt service, high quality velox
prints. Church Studio, Desk 11, Enterprise, Ore.

Can’t Sit or Stand Still?

Are there times when you are Wakeful, Restless and Irrita-

ble? These discomforts, as well as Headache, and Digestive

disturbances,maybe causedbyNervousTension. DR.MILES
NERVINE helps to relax Nervous Tension. Get it at your drug store in liquid or efferves-

cent tablets. Caution; read directions and use only as directed. Effervescent tablets 35c
and 75c, liquid 25c and $1.00. MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart, Indiana.
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( Continued, from page 114) one who goes
to the Morgan home ever leaves empty-

j

handed. It just can’t be done. Their friends
always find themselves leaving with may-
be a dozen eggs, a chicken, some bubble
stuff for the kids or a fifteen pound Ched-
dar cheese the folks sent from back home.
Dennis can spend hours thumbing

!

through mail order catalogues, studying
the garden equipment, tools or hunting
stuff. While the sight of the handsome
star wandering around the various depart-
ments is a familiar one to the clerks of
the Glendale Sears and Roebuck store.

He usually goes over there in a big hurry,
just to be gone a minute, then stays for
two hours. One time he went for a hunt-
ing cap, and came out with two fire extin-
guishers, a floor mat, bubble stuff for the
kids, and a DDT spray gun.
He loves to give informal parties, spur-

of-the-moment stuff. On his way home
from the studio he’ll gather up a group
of friends and bring them in for dinner.
An unsurprised Lillian, who’s well used
to her husband’s impromptu social sched-
ule, just tells the maid to add eight or ten
extra plates. If a friend protests that it’s

an imposition, Dennis just brushes it off,

“Nonsense. There’s plenty of everything.”

DENNIS is a confirmed deadline-beater,
always waiting until the last minute to

do things, then running like mad. But he
always manages to get under the wire.
He rarely gets excited about anything, just
goes along taking things in stride.

The nearest his family ever saw him get
to being excited, was when he was sing-
ing on the Milwaukee station. He was
eating dinner with them one night when
a special radio broadcast came on that
he’d forgotten he was to be on. “I’m sup-
posed to be singing on that tonight!” he
said. Then jumped up from the table,
sprinted off, and a few minutes later the
others heard his clear, calm tones in “The
Desert Song.” They relaxed. Stan had
cleared the wire again.

His easy-going manner sometimes give
people the mistaken idea that he is a very
stoical Swede. Those folks should see him
after he gets back from a hospital tour,
when it takes weeks for him to get over
the memory of the way the boys could grin
up at him from hospital beds and sing har-
mony with him.
They should listen when he tells about

the Bond tour he made through Wisconsin,
and about how Mike Zoler, a little old
Greek who ran the candy shop in Wau-
kesha where Dennis used to wash dishes
after school, had scraped together $25 and
waited for Dennis to come to town to buy
a War Bond from him. He hits bottom
whenever he thinks about how proud Mike
looked to be buying it from him.
Or . . . they should just be around when

he’s talking about the blue lakes, pine trees
and the muskellunge that are ever beck-
oning to this Badger Boy.

The End

QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT

On sanitary napkins, Quest powder deodorizes completely

about a beautiful girl,

u>
with lovely pictures in color

in March Photoplay.

On sale February 13, or

as soon thereafter as

transportation permits
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(Continued from page 41) cause in which
he believes. In matters of personal con-
cern, he is inclined to take it easy.

When he first came to Hollywood, he
worked initially for director Lloyd Bacon,
conceded by all to be a gifted operator and
a fine person. Dane isn’t content to let it

go at that; he will sing Mr. Bacon’s praises

to the skies.

However, those first days were rugged.
Dane didn’t know that Lloyd Bacon is a
director who loves his little joke. During
a good many of the scenes, Dane was hang-
ing to the side of the boat, clinging pre-
cariously with all available muscles, while
he was doing what he thought was a whale
of an acting job.

Mr. Bogart, watching from a tilted can-
vas chair, was wont, upon the completion of

each scene, to observe laconically to Mr.
; Bacon, “Lord! Where are they getting
actors nowadays? From the Department
of Sanitation?”
Mr. Bacon would shake his head lugu-

briously. “Let us,” he would plead in a

patient voice, “try that last take just once
more. Don’t be nervous. We don’t ex-
pect too much.”

Finally, after a particularly trying day’s
shooting, during which Mr. Bogart was
more caustic than usual, and Mr. Bacon
more resigned, Dane simply walked off

the set. He didn’t pop anybody, he didn’t
even have the angry, driving urge that
would have made direct action possible.

He was as sunk as the Maine.
Stopping in at a little restaurant fre-

quented by picture people, he met a friend
from New York days. The friend clapped
Dane on the back. “So you’re the most
promising actor to come out of New
York in five years!” jubilated the friend.

“So you are stealing Bogart’s picture! So

Galahad in Gloves

you can do more with an eyebrow than
most actors can do with jeweled juggling
clubs! Boy, are you terrific!”

Dane sat down. “Are you ribbing me?”
he demanded heavily.

“I’ll say I’m not. Bogart and Bacon
were in here last night and I’ve never
heard such praise in my life.”

With difficulty, Dane controlled his im-
pulse to go around kissing tables, chairs
and utter strangers in a small restaurant.
And he had a moment of quiet thank-

fulness, too. “Gosh, just think how I’d

feel now if I’d gotten so mad I had popped
one of those guys,” he breathed.

T
HERE is still another side to Dane—

a

great tenderness. Recipient of this side is,

of course, his auburn-haired, blue-eyed
wife, Margo, whom he usually calls “Red.”
He met her when both were working in

New York. Their life together consists of

a series of Mr. and Mrs. Thin Man epi-
sodes, without the oofully, oofully fey
quality. Dane and Margo are always sen-
sible in a mad°sort of way.
They have had, for instance, a perennial

gin rummy tournament in progress since

their marriage. Every time Margo picks up
a deck of cards she says with decision,
“This time I’m going to town. I’m going to

trim you down to the seams of your
pockets, then I’m going to clip the seams.”
She never does. She hasn’t won more

than a dozen gin rummy seances since the
cellophane was torn from their first set of

spotted cardboards. Dane keeps track of
his winnings, in a desultory sort of way;
he figures that he now has amassed
enough to buy every recording ever waxed
by Dorsey, Goodman, Teagarden and Art
Tatum.

The four are Dane’s idea of solid jazz
and swing. Margo, who is a concert pianist

with degrees from the Sorbonne and
several continental music schools, is a
classicist. When she married Dane, her
musical taste was strictly long-hair, di-
vision of Liszt, Chopin, and Bach. “I don’t
see what it is that you admire so lavishly
about modern music,” she said to Dane,
evincing both astonishment and a willing-
ness to be converted.
Dane has been occupied with the con-

vincing ever since. He can talk jive with
Beale Street accuracy; he knows his Dixie-
land.

Another talent of Margo’s is a consider-
able ability as a designer. She makes all

her own clothes. The first gift Dane bought
her, after they were married, was a delft

blue corduroy loafer jacket.

To prove that Mr. Clark is a diplomat
of stature, consider his reasons for select-

ing this particular gift: First of all he liked

the color and he knew that it would be
lovely for Margo; also he wanted to in-
troduce her to the calm, unbusy aspect
of a solid color for the reason that Margo
was, at the time, going through her plaid-
print-checked era; finally, Dane admires
straight, clean line in the cut of feminine
clothing. He wanted Margo to experiment
with the California, in exchange for the
Manhattan, approach to clothing.

He didn’t imagine at the time how
successful he would be in converting his

wife. Nor how deeply he was going to

get involved. Not long ago Margo was
working on a new frock which had intri-

cate, but very suave lines. After she had
accomplished the basic design she said

to Dane, “It isn’t quite right. It needs
something . . . Hmmm. I know. Remem-
ber that dress Janis Paige was wearing on

EACH KIT CONTAINS:
3 lull ounces of salon-type cold wave
solution with KURLIUM*, 60 curlers,
60 end tissues, cotton applicators,
neutralizer and complete instructions.
Only Charm-Kurl SUPREME con-
tains KURLIUM* the fast acting
hair beautifier which assures perfect
results on any head of natural hair.

KURLIUM is U. S. Registered

KNOW THE JOY OF

In 2 to 3 Hours at Home
Give Yourself the NEW

Complete Cold Waving process takes

only 2 to 3 hours.

Cold Wave means longer lasting curls

and waves.

Perfect comfort—no heat, no machines
or heavy clamps.

"Takes" wonderfully on soft, silky hair

and on coarse hair too.

Ideal for children—gives long curls that

comb out beautifully.

ycwed

SUPREME

7tow ONIY

with KURLIUM*

98* Plus 14c Tax

"Glamour"
for teen agers

The new Charm - Kurl Supreme Home
kit gives a better Cold Wave, because it is

given closer to the scalp by an entirely new
gentle process, resulting in longer lasting,

softer, lustrous natural looking curls. In

fact, the result produced by the new
Charm-Kurl Supreme will compare with
any beauty shop cold wave costing up to

$15.00 or more. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money back.

“Petite"
for children

"Suave"
for the elite

F
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Make it a death sentence

It’s criminal. Boss, the way worms have
been stealing my energy and making
me thin and dull and dragged out. Let’s

make those gangsters pay the penalty!
Sergeant’s SURE SHOT Capsules

will clean out my worms . . . fast.
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the set while you were making ‘Her Kind
Of Man’? Well, do you remember how
that yoke was set? And how those rows
of buttons were arranged?”
Dane’s memory can’t be described as

photographic, but it is a remarkably exact
facility. “Sure. It’s like this,” he an-
swered, and tried to describe the frock.

“I’m not getting it,” complained his wife.

“It’s too difficult to explain verbally. I

wish you’d sketch it for me.”
Whereupon, Mr. Patent Leather Kid

Clark sat down and did so. It was not,

naturally, strictly from Adrian, but it was
good enough for Margo to copy with
results that Dane desci'ibes as super.
The Clarks are avid and discriminating

j

readers, who enjoy long discussions of
the books they have finished. Being read at
present is “Brook Willow” by Nelia Gard-
ner White, which Dane considers a great
book. Currently under hot discussion is

Philip Wylie’s controversial book, “Night
Unto Night.” Margo considers this a com-
prehensive work, penetrating and vital.

Dane thinks that Mr. Wylie writes a book
in much the manner of a hymn writer
turning out a hymn, or a small boy giving
excuses for not practicing his piano les-

sons: Too many repetitions, and too round-
about a method of getting to the point.
Having finished a book, or having

listened to a symphonic radio program,
Dane and Margo like to drive to the beach
and hike for hours along the shore. During
these strolls they seldom talk much; walk-
ing hand in hand, they sense the night, the
delicate, sandy spume thickening the sea-
side air, the furling of the ocean’s wanton
petticoats.

Dane and Margo have never been night
club habitues. When they first came west,
they couldn’t stand the financial traffic

of gay night-lifing, and when things be-
came plushier for them, they weren’t in-
terested. They subscribe to the theory
that once you’ve seen one night club,

you’ve seen them all.

AAOREOVER, they had a dream. They
' v * wanted to build a house. Sunday after

Sunday they drove around Southern Cali-

fornia, studying sites. This district they
found too hot; that too windy; another
presented too great a fire hazard, and a
fourth was too far from the studio. But,

at length, they found exactly what they
wanted: A knoll, mainly flat, consisting of

three acres overlooking the Riviera polo
field. After a conference so brief that it

amounted to Dane and Margo looking into

one another’s eyes and smiling, they made
a deal with the real estate agent, and
bought the property.

“It will be years before we can build,”

Dane said. “But now we’ve really got
something to work for.” On Sundays, after

that, they packed picnic lunches and drove
out to spread a blanket on their plot of

ground. There they devoured cold chicken,
potato salad, and a thermos of coffee; then
they stepped off rooms, talked about the
advantages of stucco over fieldstone walls
—on and on.

Then came the great day when an archi-
tect was employed. Margo said laughingly,
“In order to cart to the architect all the
data we’ve amassed, we’ll have to rent
a trailer.”

At present, the Clarks plan to build their

house late in 1946. In 1947, they will in-

stall a swimming pool. In 1948, they would
like to build stables and buy horses to live

in same.
When Dane was describing his dream

house to Humphrey Bogart, Bogie shook
his saturnine head. “What’s the idea of

sinking so much in a house? You’ll just

get it built, then you’ll find another spot
you like better. I sure can’t see the
extravagance of spending so much cash
on the place you live in.”
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Dane grinned. “I guess we’re all ex-
travagant about something. Me, I don’t

spend a penny on boats nor yacht fees,

so I figure that I’m entitled to the recrea-

tion of building a home.”
Bogart grinned back. “I see what you

mean,” he said.

O NE of the pieces of equipment planned
for the Clark garden is likely to be

widely copied. It’s an antique item with a

fascinating history.

When Dane first was signed by War-
ners, he was short of funds. But he had
to have transportation to the studio, so he
invested in a Model T. Price: $85.00.

It was a fugitive from a high-school
rally, happy cracks were painted all over

the body, the horn was zoot, and the fend-
ers were retractable. But it got Dane to

the studio with the regularity of payroll

deductions. All four tires had to be re-

capped, and occasionally Dane purchased
a forty -five-cent condenser, but aside

from those minor repairs, upkeep was nil.

To do justice to their new house, Dane
and Margo will have to purchase a new
car (Margo drives a less spectacular sedan),
and the flivver will be put out to pasture.

It is to be painted white; the running
boards and seats are to be fitted with
boxes, then the whole thing is to be
planted—a method of bringing the coun-
tryside to the car after many years of

vice versa.

And there in the patio, surrounded by
his house and his swimming pool and his

paddock, it is possible that Dane will use
his spare hours between pictures to con-
tinue his writing. Unknown to most fans
is the fact that Dane has sold around thirty

radio plays, which have been produced
on the East Coast and in Hollywood.
From this auspicious beginning, Dane

would like to extend himself to serious
fiction.

Anyone who knows Dane Clark, and
who understands his intensity, his con-
viction, his powers of concentration, and
his idealism, is willing to predict great
literary as well as great dramatic horizons
for the vital guy whom his friends call

“Bemie”—Dane Clark.
The End

Heart of a Yankee
(Continued from page 31) lucky enough
to go were coming back from the battle-
fields of the world. The Gables, the Ty
Powers, the Montgomerys and Taylors and
Heflins and Stewarts. Competition was
going to get very, very tough.
He had had things pretty easy up to

now.
But Van Johnson knew better than that.

He knew it hadn’t been easy, though some-
times when he thought back he didn’t
quite know how it had all happened.
He was born, the boy who was to be-

come the great idol of the United States
during the war years, in Newport, Rhode
Island.

Across the tracks, as the phrase goes,
lay the great, fantastic houses of Newport
society leaders who came to spend the sum-
mer. Brilliant balls and fabled dinners,
exclusive debuts and social weddings were
held there and Bailey’s Beach was the
most exclusive strip of sand in America.
None of the much-discussed “400” were

aware of the birth of a baby boy to a
family named Johnson in Newport.
The baby boy was going to change all

that. By 1945, Newport would be more
famous as his birthplace than it had ever
been as the center of social activities.

The Johnson home was back from the
beach, though the ceaseless sound of the
breakers reached it and the little boy, as
he grew up, was always conscious of them.
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. . . avoid crowds when you have
a cold. Not only do you expose
yourself to other germs, you ex-

pose other people to yours! If you
must be near others, use absorbent
Sitroux Tissues for protection.

... eat the right foods! Have
- plenty of citrus fruit in the house—oranges, grapefruit, lemons. Get
plenty of rest, too. Avoid draughts,

especially when sleeping.

. . . use absorbent Sitroux Tissues

for "overblown” noses! They’re
kind to tender skin—more sani-

tary, because you can so easily

dispose of them! Saves laundry
bills, too. (Use sparingly, don’t

waste Sitroux. * )

lt|eS *
* TUsues. And,

SITROUX
TISSUES

He remembered going to sleep by their

rhythmic lullaby. It was an old-fashioned,
two-family affair, exactly like all the
others in the block, scrupulously clean
and built to withstand weather.
Upstairs lived Mr. Crosby, the landlord,

and his friendly, cheery wife who was to

play a part in the formative years of the
baby whom Charles and Loretta Johnson,
after a discussion, named Van.

“I never lived in but the one house until

I went to New York,” Van Johnson told

me. “We lived very plainly. When Mrs.
Crosby brought us down some of her
baked beans it was a big treat. My father
and I did the cooking and I guess we
weren’t the best of cooks. My father be-
lieved in a physical culture routine. He
had about a dozen pictures of Bernarr
Macfadden on the walls and we used to do
all the exercises and follow the diets. Of
course that was all after my grandmother
died.”

As a child he never knew his mother
well enough to remember her, and he
didn’t know why she went away when he
was three. His father never talked about it.

So he accepted the fact as part of his ex-
istence. Later he was to come to know her
on his own, but for the time being he sub-
stituted his father and his grandmother,
who spoiled him and in her quiet New
England way surrounded him with af-

fection.

A good many other people were impor-
tant to him in those growing-up years.

First, there was Miss King,, his first-

grade teacher.
“I think I must have been very fortu-

nate in my teachers,” Van Johnson says
now, “I didn’t notice it then, but when you
look back things stand out. They must
have been good teachers because they
made me interested in what I was sup-
posed to learn. Miss King had the first

graders, and she taught us our alphabet
and syllables, and I guess we were average
kids. But right now I can remember that
she convinced me that it would be a great
adventure to learn my letters because then
after a while I could read.”

T
HREE things stood out in those early
years, especially after he went to high

school. His father, his first love, and slow-
ly, like a tide surging up to take possession
of him, the world of the motion picture.

For it was the motion pictures them-
selves that lured Van Johnson away from
the town where he was born, away from
his father and the plans they’d made for

Van to take over the little real estate
business. Nothing anywhere in his back-
ground ever touched the theatrical pro-
fession. Nobody in his family had ever
been on the stage, nobody in Newport ever
had had anything to do with the movies,
nobody had ever even been to Hollywood.
Yet every step of the way, every impulse

that led him to the vast M-G-M studios
and the big sound stages and the bill-

boards out in front that now say “Van
Johnson in

—
‘30 Seconds Over Tokyo,’ or

‘Weekend At The Waldorf,’ or ‘A Guy
Named Joe’ ” is poignant and real to Van
himself.
One night not long ago he stopped by

my house to have dinner. As a family, we
are fond of Van. He has things we prize

—

gaiety, good manners, a magnificent and
noble appetite which endears him to our
cook, a nice ability to listen to his elders
and betters, a sincere interest in what is

happening to other people. He brings
large boxes of candy which the grand-
children appreciate mightily, he remem-
bers to ask who won the last football game
at Beverly Hills High School, he puts an
extra log on the fire if he notices it has
burned down.
These are things which we expect and

are pleased to find in a young man who

me
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might have been spoiled by so much adula-
tion. There is nothing spoiled about Van,
nothing different from the other young
men, friends of my sons and daughter,
except a more vivid zest for life and the
enormous personal charm which he doesn’t

push but which nothing can dim.
On this special evening somehow the

conversation drifted to work—to profes-
sions—to the chances that sometimes con-
trol a man’s choice of a job—to the boys
coming back from overseas, to the people
who have a definite urge and those who
just follow a trail toward making a living

or one already marked by family ties.

“I was supposed to be a bookkeeper in

my father’s real estate office,” Van said,

“but—I didn’t like bookkeeping much.”
He wasn’t, at first, inclined to explain

how he went on the stage and came even-
tually to Hollywood. But we convinced
him we wanted to know.
Somehow he managed to impart a deep

emotional reality and sincerity to his story.

He took us along with him into the little

neighborhood movie house in Newport—
the Bijou. We saw quite clearly the tall,

blond youngster, muffled to the chin dur-
ing the snowy winters, a woolen cap pulled
down over his ears, going into that dark-
ened house to sit hour after hour, com-
pletely entranced by the people and the
stories that unfolded before him.

THINGS were pretty quiet, pretty routine,
‘ not very exciting in the boy’s life—and
there wasn’t any reason to think they ever
would be. The small real estate office was
drab enough, and his father never had had
much ambition. His father cared about
music, passionately, deeply. He came home
early on Saturday to listen to the opera
on the radio, he had all the symphony
concerts listed. He believed in plain living

and high thinking, he was quite content
to make a living, to sit in the real estate
office and wait for business to come to

him. He didn’t, he often told the boy, think
happiness came from chasing dollars or
fame, he’d seen more men broken by it

than by anything else. If a man had
enough to eat and a roof over his head
and books and music and the sea, if he
had friends and time to think and medi-
tate, what more could he want?
Young Van saw it that way, too, some-

times. Yet all the time inside him there
was something that wanted more than
that, something that wasn’t content to

settle down—maybe it was just youth.
There was a young and very attractive

teacher named Winnie Tripp who taught
him shorthand in high school. Leading
lady in the faculty play put on every year.

He had a great admiration for her and she
taught him so well that even now he can
take dictation as fast as most people. But
she taught him something more than
shorthand, though he didn’t know it until

later. She had, he remembers now, the
prettiest laugh he’d ever heard. And she
liked to laugh.
And there was Miss Phennenmiller, who

taught bookkeeping. It shows something
of Van Johnson himself, though he didn’t

tell it for that reason, that he regarded her
highly because she traveled a great deal,

she was always going to Providence, for

instance, to hear lectures, and in the sum-
mer she went to Europe, and on holidays
she often took little trips to the big cities.

What impressed Van was that she always
kept a notebook full of odd little reminders
of things to tell her classes—she made
notes on the lectures she heard, she kept
a record of what she saw.

“I always thought,” Van Johnson said,

“it was swell of her to take all that trouble
and make those notes so she’d have things
to tell us. Most of us never went anywhere
and it made a lot of difference to me the
way she told things.”
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There was, too, all through that time the
close intimacy with his father. All year
round, they went swimming together.
“Dad,” Van says, with his warmest smile,
“was one of those guys who’d break ice to
go swimming. We spent a lot of time at
the beach in the summer. Dad used to just
lock up the real estate office, he said it

wasn’t as important. In the winter, we’d
go swimming with nothing on but trunks
and Dad always wore and made me wear a
knitted woollen cap to keep my head warm!
We sure must have been a funny looking
pair, but it was wonderful.”
One heartbreak he had. He never made

the dramatic club at high school.
So he was a normal boy, out for athletics,

swimming every day even when it snowed,
going shopping on Saturday nights with
his Dad according to the old New England
custom, going steady with the same girl

from kindergarten until they graduated
from high school. A little girl with sunny
golden hair, voted the prettiest girl at
Rogers High School four years in a row.
Yet all the time Van Johnson had a se-

cret life of his own. And that secret life was
in the movies.
When he first came to Hollywood and

sat around for six months with nobody
even bothering to speak to him, he almost
lost heart. But each time it was the
memory of those days in the movie theater
that held him. Of the day when suddenly,
watching a Garbo picture, it came to him
in a sort of blinding shock that maybe he
could get into the movies.

“I SAW what those people did on the
* screen,” Van Johnson said, almost shyly.

“I went every single minute I could get
away from school and from my home work.
I sat through a picture two or three or four
times, and I saw it every day I could. I

used to look around the audience, too, and
my eyes were accustomed to the darkness,
and I’d see the faces of people I knew very
well, but they didn’t look at all the same.
I’d see girls that were just—well, plain
and uninteresting, and men I didn’t even
like, that were crabbed and cranky, and
women that looked tired and overworked
when you saw them on their front porches,
and even some of the folks you knew were
—people my father said didn’t have any
character or principle at all. But in the
movie house they all looked different,

happier, more alive. I could almost feel

how they had forgotten their own lives,

and troubles and—maybe the narrowness
of existence, how for a while they were
carried out of themselves and could live so

much more, so many more lives.

He’s a big guy, this Van Johnson, he sort

of overflows even a big brown leather
chair, and he sat sprawled out and intent,

trying to make us see the whole thing.

Because plainly it had been the turning
point in his life.

“I didn’t seem exactly to think about it,

like you would say to yourself, ‘I will do
this or that.’ ” He went on, “but I was all

set, I knew in—two seconds—that I had to

make a try at it. I had to try to be one of

those people I’d seen on the screen. I

knew it was crazy—I knew I was just a
half-baked kid—I knew my father’d be
disappointed—I had to try it. I knew how
tough it would be, how hard for an un-
known to get a chance—or rather I thought
I knew how tough it would be.”

He stopped and grinned, and said quiet-
ly, “But I didn’t. I didn’t have any idea

how tough it would be. Maybe if I had I

wouldn’t have left Newport. I didn’t have
any idea really, what any of it was going
to be like—New York, or Hollywood, or

—

what it would be like if I made good.”

But he found out as you’ll see next
month when Adela Rogers St. Johns tells

you more about this exciting Yankee.

FACE LIFTING without

SURGERY or PEELING

FACE MOLDING
Entirely different from regular facials. Face

molding restores sagging muscles to their nor-
mal position. Lines and sags will disappear.

Don’t rub up on your neck. To do so you
rub the lines from your tummy into your face.
No excuse for anyone to have a double chin.
Lotions for pimples and acne.

Mr. Gardner, one of the world’s greatest
facial experts with 32 years of experience
brings you all of his facial methods, including
priceless secrets, in his new illustrated book
with photographs and sketches that anyone
can easily master.

$2.00 at newsstands or send check or money
order to

GARDNER'S BEAUTY CLINIC
612 13th Street N. W.

Washington, D. C.

She Got ^40r
for a Half Dollar
y will pay CASH for]

(PINS, BILLS and STAMPS!

POST YOURSELF! It pays!/
I paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowtyfc
ofTexas, forone Half Dollar: >

J.D.Martin ofVirginia $200.00 *

for a single Copper Cent. Mr.
'

Manning of New York, $2,600.00 for fts*

one Silver Dollar. Mrs . G. F. Adams,Ohio,
received $740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices

for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.

I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!
1894 S. Mint; $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) r

and hundreds of other amazing prices ior coins. Send 4c for \
Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to

B. MAX MEHL, 357 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.l

Remember Your Loved One!—
Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER

PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Made Design with

YOUR PHOTO HAND-PAINTED IN

OIL. Permanently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crystal.

WATER-PROOF—DUST-PROOF WILL NEVER FADE.

SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail a photo or clear

snapshot which will be returned in good order. When
your Photo Ring arrives, pay the postman $4.49 plus a

few oenta postage. LIFETIME GUARANTEE OF
SERVICE. MADE TO SELL FOR $7.50. Maas pro-
duction and direct sales to you make this value possible.

Send in a Paper Strip with your
ring finger measure for correct size.

FISK INDUSTRIES, Dept. 125^m Fisk Building. 250 W. 57 St.. N. Y. 19,

$449

All
Federal
Taxes
Ino.

Mid DRAWforMONEY ! 1

: B e An Artist!

|q|1
< Trained Artists are Capable of
< Earning $30. $50. $75 a Week
y. It’s pleasant and interesting to
S study Art the W.S.A. way. COM-

MERCIAL ART, DESIGNING. CAR.
TOONING all in ONE complete
home study course. No previous
Art experience necessary — hundreds

{ have profited by our practical meth-
\ ods since 1914. TWO ART OUT-
\ FITS furnished. Full information
—in FREE BOOK. ‘‘Art for Pleasure

and Profit.” Write today. State age.

FREE BOOK qives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART. |
Studio 862C, 1115— 15th St.. N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

j
City . Zone ( ) State..
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The three keys to harr allure

-

in Laco Shampoo! Three rich

oils—olive oil, castor oil and

coconut, oil -give triple ac-

tion results! They chan, gleam

and glorify your hair. It s lett

so wondrously manageable.

No special after rinse needed.

Laco Genuine Castile Shampoo

contains no alcohol, no free

alkali, no harsh chemicals. At

all toilet goods counters —
everywhere. Laco Products*

Inc., Baltimore 24, Maryland.

LACO
GENUINE CASTILE

SHAMPOO
MWG-2-46

WRIST WATCHES FOR ALL
GIVEN
Perfect time-
keepers, Four
popular models

Get a handsome watch for your very own. Given to you for

selling Garden Spot Seeds at 10c per packet and rj-jnittimj

per catalog. Nothing to buy. Sentjl for 40 pkts seeds TODAY.
A -post card will do. * ^
Lancaster County Seed Co.» Sta. 279 * Paradise* Pa*

G e|n Ul'N'E* $9

DIAMOND RIN
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new 10K
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing. Rose cut dia-
mond solitaive in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wed-
ding ring is deeply embossed, 10K yellow gold, set with
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both
for $9.95 plus postage and 20*70 Federal tax. SEND NOMONEY with order, just name and ring size. Pav on
arrival then wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee.
Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 79-DS, Jefferson, Iowa

RubberHeels x.Soles

Invitation to the Wedding of

Bette and
William Grant Sherry

(Continued from page 27) was telling her
about the Navy and himself and his paint-
ing.

To his surprise the words came easily.

And he knew somehow that this was all

because of Bette’s eyes—warm and inter-

ested and incredibly blue.

Being a small, rather unconventional art

colony, Laguna offered ample opportunity
for the two to meet again. And they did—
on the beach. Often Sherry, who enjoys
five-mile swims in the sea, would join

Bette and her sister Barbara in their in-

vigorating barefoot walks along the foamy
sands. And they would meet at various
parties.

It was Sherry who escorted Bette to La-
guna’s traditional “Potter’s Ball,” where
she served as judge. Then there were trips

to beach towns nearby and dinners at

picturesque Christian’s Hut, across Balboa
Bay.

They learned something of each others’

backgrounds. For instance, Bette discov-
ered that Sherry had a bit of Yankee in

him, too; at least, his early years had been
spent around Connecticut, Long Island and
New York, though his schooling was mostly
in New York where he majored in sports

and crafts. He was graduated from the
Swedish Institute of Physiotherapy, boxed
while he was in school and later went in

for professional wrestling. She learned he
had a mother in San Diego who, with his

late father, had been connected with the
theatrical world; and he had two brothers,
one just a lad and the other still overseas
in the Navy.

Mostly, these days, he was busy paint-
ing—and persuading Bette to fall in

love with him.

Usually, romantic - minded Hollywood
quickly recognizes the symptoms of a
movie star in love. This time it didn’t

have a chance, for Bette was constantly
on the go, commuting between Laguna and
the Hollywood Canteen. After three mag-

Exclusive pre-wedding shot. Bette and
Sherry talk over last-minute plans at
lunch at the Mission Inn, Riverside, Cali-
fornia, before simple wedding ceremony.

F/BSPthey're

so easy fo te/i!

andso easy io use!

Women who use
tampons should
learn about FIBS.
It’s easy! Because
FIBS have those
smooth, gently ta-

pered ends that tell

at a glance insertion

must be easy and comfortable.

FIBS are the tampons that are “quilted”

—a feature fastidious women are quick to

appreciate. This “quilting” prevents tiny

cotton particles from clinging to delicate

internal membranes.

Besides, quilting makes a very real con-

tribution to your comfort — keeps FIBS
from fluffing up to an uncomfortable size

which could otherwise cause pressure, irri-

tation, difficult removal. No other tampon
is quilted!

Next time you buy tampons

be sure to ask for FIBS *

!

P
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nificent years as president, her job was
almost done. No one saw much of her.
She was so busy with last-minute details

that there was little time to visit, seldom
a relaxed second for her face to reflect

her innermost thoughts and feelings. So
for once, hard-to-fool Hollywood didn’t

catch on.

On Thanksgiving the Hollywood Can-
teen closed in a blaze of glory. Everyone
kissed everyone. Tears were as conspic-
uous as GIs. To Bette they presented a
gold pin, a facsimile of the Canteen crest,

with her initials set in diamonds and
rubies.

No one’s mind was on a new romance
for the retiring president. It was still pop-
ularly assumed that Lewis A. Riley (now
a sergeant in the Army overseas) figured
prominently in Bette’s future plans. Just
what ill fate overtook this romance no
one seems to know. Discreet Bette her-
self says nothing.
Had not the unexpected revelation of

an intended marriage to Sherry hit front
pages a less hasty romantic climax might
well have been reached. Sherry, enthu-
siastic, undoubtedly not realizing the con-
sequences, wrote to his mother in San
Diego. He told her of Bette Davis, ex-
pressing his hopes for the future. Mrs.
Marion Sherry, who was an elevator oper-
ator in the Pantages Theatre Building, of

course assumed there was no secret to be
kept.
The news hit the papers all over the

country.
At the time actually no plans were set.

Bette was still in an unsettled state of

mind. Hollywood correspondents bom-
barded her with questions. She denied
she was engaged to be married. She prom-
ised, as she has always promised, to notify
them if she changed her mind.
Perhaps Bette, who has worked long and

hard, realized she was very lonely. Less
than a week previous, her mother, Mrs.
Ruth Favour Davis, married Robert Wood-
bury Palmer, Boston businessman. Sister
Barbara was rumored to be marrying
again, this time a young doctor, also from
Laguna Beach.
Happiness at best is such a fleeting

thing.
. How well Bette knew! What would

waiting prove?
Barely had she decided to call her Holly-

wood newspaper friends when the story
broke. The leak came from Laguna Beach.
Bette was innocent, but Bette was blamed.
Too late, there wasn’t a thing she could
do.

T
HEN another untoward development
beset the headline pair while Bette was

back at her Burbank studio, hectically
making tests for the mother role in “Life
With Father.” She and Sherry had planned
to be married in the picturesque St. Mary’s
Hilltop Church, overlooking Laguna Beach.
Two days before the wedding the church
learned Bette had been divorced from
Harmon Nelson in 1938 before she was
widowed by Arthur Farnsworth in 1943.

Under Episcopal canon law, a divorced
person can not be married in an Episcopal
church.
But Bette wanted a church wedding.

Someone thought of the romantic Fliers’

Chapel at the Mission Inn in near-by
Riverside.
Arrangements were straightway made.

And there they were married, with Bar-
bara as matron of honor.

If you can remember the wedding se-
quence in “You Came Along,” you can
re-set the stage for the marriage of Bette
Davis to William Grant Sherry. For they
took their vows in a double-ring ceremony
under those selfsame wings of America’s
greatest fliers.

What you can’t picture in your mind’s
eye is the usually composed Bette nerv-
ously trying to keep in step on the march
up the aisle with her stepfather who gave
her away. It was the groom who proved
to be the calm one as he kissed his bride
at the altar.

“That was the longest scene I ever
played,” Bette afterwards told everyone
within hearing distance. “That aisle seemed
three blocks long.”
There was champagne for the relatives

and few close friends who were invited.
Then Mr. and Mrs. Sherry graciously
talked to the press and posed for photog-
raphers by cutting their wedding cake
thirty-seven times. The bride looked
charming in a smart blue and gray checked
suit, shot with cut steel beads, and blue
feathered sailor hat to match. Two white
orchids were tucked into the band of her
skirt.

In Bette’s station wagon they drove from
Riverside to her stepfather’s Palm Springs
home, Smoke Tree Ranch. The following
morning they started out on a glorious
motor trip to Mexico, where Bette was to
be a guest of the Mexican Government
and receive a special award for her fine

performance in “The Corn Is Green.” They
made no reservations, had no set plans
along the way. It was a gypsy time for
both, with pauses in the journey while
Sherry got out the beautiful paints Bette
had given him and painted a bit of the
picturesque countryside. . . . And after

their Mexico sojourn there was the bright
prospect of a snatch of mountain snows at

Butternut, Bette’s beloved New Hampshire
home.
And now, with Bette due back in the

studio, she and Sherry soon will be taking
up the good and happy life that everyone
is wishing for them.

The End

EmarfShJE/eCeatterZ/PPERBillfold!

A

SECRETPOCKET
c<o.

Men Here's The Most Beautiful Billfold
You've Ever Seen at this Low Price
THIS GENUINE RABBIT’S TOOT KEY-
HOLDER SENT WITH F iRY ORDER
You've never known real BL.fold satisfaction until
you've used this '‘Zip-All-Around” De Luxe Pass Case
Billfold with its Built-In Change Purse, its roomy
Currency Compartment, its Secret Pocket for extra
valuables. A veritable storehouse for everything a man
likes to carry with him. Exterior is of smart Saddle
Leather designed in picturesque style of the West Two-
tone illustrations are stamped by hand right into the
leather itself. A Billfold of unusual beauty with many
unusual and serviceable features. An outstanding value
at only $2.98 plus tax. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail
coupon and pay postman on arrival. If not thrilled
and delighted return in 10 days for full refund.

Send /YoMoney Zgjfffgi?
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART, Dept. 9144
500 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago 10. 111.

Gentlemen: Send me my order as checked below C. O. D. for the amount indicated.
I am to receive one genuine Rabbit’s Foot Key Holder with each Saddle Leather
Zipper Billfold ordered. It is understood that if I am not delighted in every
way I can return my order within 10 days for full refund.

Send me the Saddle Leather Zipper Billfold with Genuine Rabbit’s Foot Key
Holder and Gilt Chain fd) $2.98 plus 20% Federal Tax (total $3.58).
Send me two Saddle Leather Zipper Billfolds with two Rabbit’s Foot Key
Holders @ special price of $5.69 plus 20% Federal Tax (total $6.83).

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
I am enclosing full payment in advance with this order to save all shipping charges.
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The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 22)
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Saratoga Trunk (Warners)

INGRID BERGMAN is, without dispute,

one of the finest actresses on the screen
today. Her Clio literally lifts the story of

“Saratoga Trunk” into something fascinat-

ing to behold. In fact, it’s Bergman and
Gary Cooper at his best who override the
rather divided story of a girl who seeks
to avenge her unwed mother by becoming
everything her mother wasn’t. Emotional,
common, cunning, loving and beautiful
Clio arrives in New Orleans from Paris
to humiliate her father’s aristocrat family,

meets Gary Cooper, a Texas cowboy,
moves on to Saratoga Springs with the
avowed purpose of renouncing Gary for

a marriage of wealth and position.

Too much hope for comedy relief was
placed in the hands of Cupidon, a small
dwarfish man whose deformity spells any-
thing but comedy. Flora Robson, in fan-
tastic make-up, never quite achieves An-
gelique, Clio’s faithful servant. Character
actress Florence Bates, the Elsa Maxwell
of her day, steals her every scene and
Johnny Warburton is really fine as the
stuffy suitor.

Directed by Sam Wood which always
means happiness for Cooper, the story has
either been cut to the bare bone, or its

threads not too expertly woven in the
first place, or the dialogue too strangely
muffled. But despite these petty annoy-
ances, it remains a colorful, entrancing
thing to watch.

Your Reviewer Says: Big and wonderfully
performed.

^ They Were Expendable
(M-G-M)

TOO
top heavy, with the heroes too Spar-

tan in their “rugged” restraint, “They
Were Expendable” is still a fine picture.
It comes perhaps a little late and its length
is also against it, but the action shots with
the fascinating PT boats that scoot over
dangerous waters like mosquitoes, make
for exciting watching.
The easy maneuverability of the boats,

the suspense and danger involved, fill the
heart with pride for the men on them.
Robert Montgomery, in his first film since
his return to civilian life, reveals in his
face his own experiences as a Navy officer,

and as Lieut. John Brickley, hero of Wil-
liam White’s book, does a fine job. Right
beside him is John Wayne as Rusty Ryan.
Jack Holt is good as General March.
Donna Reed, a nurse who mysteriously
disappears from the film one third of the
way through, is most attractive.
But it’s the boats themselves that carry

their torpedoes of death and their “ex-
pendable” heroes to their deaths, that steal
the show.

Your Reviewer Says: Even as history it’s a
fascinating film.

^ San Antonio (Warners)

E
RROL FLYNN can be just as brave in
Texas as anywhere else. He proves it

in this good old-fashioned Western film

that, glory be to Aunt Nellie, makes no
other pretenses than to be just a roarin’
snortin’ out-Western. What’s more, it’s

done in Technicolor that enhances the
beauteous scenery, the beauteous Alexis
Smith, and adds dash to the charm and
manliness of one Flynn.
As Clay Hardin, Errol turns in a nicely

THE IDEAL GIFT
FOR MOTHER, BRIDE,

OR BRIDE-TO-BE

A Post-War Triumph! Silverware To Make

Your Heart Tingle and Your Table Sparkle!

^gm^l'LVERPLATE
CHOICE OF

THREE LOVELY
TRADITIONAL PATTERNS

24-PIECE
Service- For-Six

95Choice $
of 3

Patterns 14 Post Paid

Ta* Free

A Silver Service to Treasure!
Happy days are here again! And Silver Wedding Silver Plate is proud to lead

the way back to gracious peace-time living for American brides of every genera-

tion. Designed to serve from Bridal Breakfast to Silver Anniversary, Silver

Wedding Silver Plate has been fashioned in three exquisite patterns by silver-

smiths who are artists as well as craftsm en—artists who have wrought for you, at

remarkably low cost, silverware of traditional elegance and unmistakable aria-
j

tocracy. Yes, no matter which pattern you choose you’ll be proud of your {

Silver Wedding Silver Plate . . . proud of the admiration it wins you . . . prouder

still to give a set of Silver Wedding to a loved one. So it is with pardonable

pride that we present Silver Wedding Silver Plate to you as a truly forma!

silverware set at a price below your fondest expectations, richly nested in a dis-

tinguished anti-tarnish leatherette chest well worthy of your post-war dollars—

and your lasting affections.

No Strings Attached to Our
“EXAMINE AT OUR RISK" GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

We want you to save this advertisement until you receive the Silver Wedding
Silver Plate Set in the pattern of your choice. Then, if it isn’t every bit as

lovely and desirable as we say it is—if you are not positively delighted with its

beauty—if you are not thrilled with its value—return it within 5 days and we

will refund your money cheerfully and promptly . . . and that's a promise!

SILVER-PLATED SALT and PEPPER SHAKERS

SERVICE FOR SIX INCLUDES
SIX TEASPOONS * SIX SOIP SPOOKS * SIX KNIVES SIX FORKS
All pietes are beautifully balanced and knives have stainless steel blades

Anti-Tarnish Leatherette Chest Pair Silver Plated Salt and Pepper Shakers

NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. SW10
608 So. Dearborn St^—Chicago 5, DI.

Please rush the Silver Wedding Silverware Set checked off below complete with

Anti-Tarnish Chest and Pair of Silver Plated Salt and Pepper Shaken. My money
will be refunded if returned within 5 days.

Check off choice of pattern 0 Bliss 0 My Love 0 Amour 2nd Choice—__
CHECK ONE

24-PC. JllVICE FOB A @ *14.95 32-PC. SIRVICE FOR • @ *19.50

Send CO.D. I will pay postman 114.93 Send CO.O. I will pay poetman 519.30
plua

|

) I •»
POSTPAID.

I 314.95. Send n

plus pwugt charges

Ola 8 519.X Send my Set

—extra sets of Salt and Pepper Shaken @ $1.98 a pair

Name

CAN 14CU6 CHOOSE

Lovely

GLAMOR GOWNS?

OR MUST YOU CHOOSE
DRESSES TO CONCEAL

Women who cannot wear revealing gowns because of psoriasis lesions might find

SIROIL a satisfactory answer to their difficulties. Then try SIROIL. It may solve this

problem for you. SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and scales of psoriasis which

are external in character and located on the outer layer of the skin. If or when your

psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of SIROIL will help keep them under con-

trol. Applied externally, SIROIL does not stain clothing or bed linens, nor does it

interfere in any way with your daily rou-

tine. Try it. Certainly it’s worth a trial, par- T.. . . . . - •.« u- u

ticularly since its offered to you on a two-

weeks’-satisfaction-or-money-refunded basis.

FOR SALE AT ALL
SIROIL DRUG STORES
Write todayfor interesting, booklet on Psoriasis, using coupon—

Siroil of Canada, Ltd., Box 488, Windsor, Ont.
Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.

NAME

ADDRESS

_

CITY_ _Z0NE_ _STATE_
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Don't

knp whence

letsyou down/"

It’s old-fash-

ioned to assume

a“rockin’ chair's
\

gotmeattitude” A
certain days each month, because

today Midol frees women from

much of menstruation’s functional

cramps, headache and "blues”.

So don’t pamper menstrual pain!

Instead take Midol for quick com-
fort. Midol is offered specifically to

relieve menstrual suffering. It con-

tains no opiates, yet acts in three

ways: Eases Cramps— Soothes Head-

ache— Stimulates mildly when you're

"Blue"

.

Try Midol next time, and seehow
comfortably those trying days pass

by. Midol is sold by all drugstores.

MIDOL
used more than all other -products offered

exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

CRAMPS-H£ADACH£-'BIU£S'

WHIRLING SPRAY
SYRINGE

,

to Women
* DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD •

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St., New Haven, Ct.

HEY, MOM! Don’t be a Diaper
Drudge! Denni3on Diaper Liners reduce
unpleasantness in changing and washing
my diapers. Just fold a Liner inside
diaper next to my skin. When soiled,

flush away. No hard scrubbing. Sanitary.
Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs only a
few cents a day. BABYPADS: 200 for
$1. DOWNEE-SOFT: 200 for 69 1.

IT FREE.. .To get one full day’s sup-
ply of Diaper Liners write to Dennison,

Dept . B-145, Framingham,
Massachusetts.

*0

,A

JA/WMfoQn
DIAPER LINERS
Wherever Baby Goods Are Sold

restrained performance. A guy who ain I

afeared o’ nuttin’, he outsmarts, outguesses,
outshoots, outlives and outloves practically
everyone in the story. He tracks down the
brains behind the cattle rustling, Mr. Paul
Kelly; wins actress Alexis Smith for his
own and glorifies the Lone Star State to
such a degree every Texan living should
be happy for months to come.

S. Z. Sakall, who for some revolting rea-
son is suddenly billed as “Cuddles,” is a
delicious old codger who proves he can
do more than pat his fat little cheeks with
his fat little hands. Florence Bates as the
chaperone of Alexis, John Litel as Errol’s
friend, Victor Francen as a villain, con-
tribute toward making this a first-class,

outdoor jamboree.

Your Reviewer Says: Oh you great big boo-
ful cowboy!

^ The Last Chance (Praesens)

THAT made-in-Switzerland trade mark
' can now apply to movies, and so far as
we re concerned, it has more holes than
their famous cheese, although it will have
—and deservedly so—a great deal of ap-
peal for those who like the artistic rather
than the Hollywood brand of entertainment.
The players, E. G. Morrison, John Hay,

Ray Reagan and Luisa Rossi, are unfa-
miliar to American audiences, but the ap-
peal for racial tolerance is so timely and
necessary, all else should be overlooked.
By the way, it has English subtitles to

help us along.

Your Reviewer Says: Different.

^ What Next, Corporal
Hargrove? (M-G-M)

LIE’S back, that delightfully frustrated
I* corporal, brought again to the screen
by Robert Walker as the two-striped load

Best Pictures of the Month

"The Bells Of St. Mary’s

”

"Kitty”

"Saratoga Trunk

”

"They Were Expendable”

Best Performances

Bing Crosby and
Ingrid Bergman in

"The Bells Of St. Mary’s”

Paulette Goddard in

"Kitty”

Ingrid Bergman and
Gary Cooper in

"Saratoga Trunk”

Robert Montgomery
and John Wayne in

"They Were Expendable”

Robert Walker and
Keenan Wynn in

"What Next, Corporal Hargrove?”

Errol Flynn in

"San Antonio”

RING
WEDDING

|AND
ENGAGEMENT I

TEN DAYS’ TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: With every
order for smart, new Sterling
Silver Solitaire engagement

ring we will include with-
out extra charge exquisite
wedding ring set with
eight imitation diamonds
matching in fire and bril-
liance the beautiful imita-

tion Diamond solitaire en-
gagementring (the perfect brid-

al pair). Send no money with order.

, name, address and ring size. We ship
both rings in lovely gift box immediately
and you make just 2 easy payments of $2

each, total only $4. We trust you. No red
' tape as you make first payment and 20% Fed-
eral tax to postman on arrival then balance

'any time within 30 days. Money-back guar-
antee. Act NOW.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-379, Jefferson, Iowa

HAIR REMOVER
Write for 30-DAY TRIAL OFFER

If your superfluous hair makes you miserable and
self-conscious, write for generous TRIAL OFFER
of NANA, the Superb Hair Remover. Does clean-
est hair-removing job of all. Quick and easy.
Applied from jar—no heating. No chemicals or
smelly sulphides. Made of pure products of nature.
S. J. WEGMAN COMPANY, 9 E. 45th St.. Dept.
A-10, New York 17, N. Y.

BirthstoneRingGIVEN
I Lovely solid sterling I

I silver cushion shape I

set ring in your own I

Birthstone Color I

given for selling 4
[boxes RosebudSalve I

I at 25ceach remitting I

I the $1.00 to us. Send I
1 No Money. Order

[
4 Rosebud Salve byonecent postcard. I

(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, ifyou send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70. W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.

WOMIH]
6s**

With Form

Tailored

UH6**jU

i’Al'K'Vkiiki
Women go wild about “Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new, glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman-
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also line hosiery, girdles and under-
wear for the whole family. If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated
Style Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY
FREE.

WORLD'S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. N-39, Grand Rapids, Mich.

BUNIONS
QUICK PAIN RELIEF

Fairyfoot quickly relieves terrible
stinging itching bunion pains ...
Swelling goes down, — No special
shoes. Apply soothing Fainrf©®*
and get blessed relief quickly.

FREE SAMPLE.—Write Today I

It’sFree. No cost to you.
FAIRYFOOT, 1223 So. Wabash. Dept. 2562, CHICAGO 5. ILLINOIS

SHORTHAND in
Weeks at Home
Famous speedwriting system. No signs
or symbols; uses ABC's. Easy to learn;

easy to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job
Surprisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in
leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet

Speedwriting, Dept. 5202-6, 55 W. 42 St. N. Y. 18

LAYMO/V'S

Ask for Laymon's Fate Powder, Rouge, Lipstick, Nail Polish.

Sold from counter display cords in drug and other stores.

WORLD’S PRODUCTS CO.; Spencer, Ind.

BUZ >

1

And Big Money in Spare Time,Too $
We want you to wear this fine made-to-measure snit! IrJ&f.uy sending a few orders, and earn BIG

5 in spare time. Your suit will help you
.

*

i with scores of rich, quality fabrics, tai-

e to newest styles. Also Ladies' Tailored

Make it yours by sending a few orders, and earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Your suit will help you.
get more orders v

‘

lored-to-measure to newest styles.
Saits—complete line. Write today for FREE SAMPLES. No
experience, no money needed. For quick action tell us,
about yourself, j. c. FIELD & SON
Harrison and Throop Sts., Dept . b 1835 Chicago, III.
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THIS EASY WAY -;

TEACHESP/ANOjv
WithoutMudtc/ i*»j

NO LONG HOURS
PRACTICING SCALES

OR EXMCISES...

FLAYSONGS
FIRST DAY

Vow Moy P/ay Any Song
in 10 Days without being
Able to Read a Note . .

.

If you want to quickly learn how
to play the piano ... if you want
to play eong hits, waltzes,
marches, hymns, two steps, red

hot numbers and western songs, like
“Don’tFence Mein”. ..here's amazing
news. Now at last Mr. Dave Minor
has perfected a wonderfully easy
play-by-ear piano course that must
teach you piano playing in only ten
quick days or no cost. No scales,
no long exercises. You start playing
songs from the first lesson, and so
soon it’s amazing you’re playing
the piano surprisingly well. Mr.
Minor’s course is complete. It con-
tains all the pictures, all the in-
struction, everything you need.
The complete course sent for your
inspection, trial and approval.

SEND NO MONEY
Make This Conclusive 10 Day Test
Just send your name and address today.
On arrival deposit $1.49 plus postage
through postman. There is nothing
more to pay. Inspect course carefully,

see how simple yet thorough it is. Follow
it for 10 days. Then if you aren’t actu-
ally playing the piano and playing it well, if you aren’t en-

tirely satisfied and delighted with your discovery, return the

course and get your money back. Piano playing is more
popular than ever. DON’T WAIT BUT WRITE TODAY ! If

ou act now you will receive without extra cost the wonderful,
ig, 72-page Dave Minor piano song book of 50 songs. You

quickly learn to play the songs the Dave Minor method or
money back. Get in on this 2 FOR 1 offer NOW.

DAVE MINOR, Dept. 5-B, 230 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, III.

FORMULA }01 is distin-

guished for emphasizing
exquisite skin-glow high-
lights and for its blemish-
concealing effectiveness.

FORMULA 301
COMPLEXION BEAUTIFIER
The lot ion make-up base that
creates flawless-looking complexions

Dept.
f

Stores 39c * $1.00 * $1.50
At all Ten Cent Stores--Trial Sizes 10c and 20c

KAY PREPARATIONS CO., 522 5th Avenue, New York 18

If unavailable in your locality, order from us.

10c 20c 39c $1.00 $1.50
(Add 20% tax) 3j

Name
;

Address

City & State

of confusion, and Keenan Wynn as his

fast-talking, outsmarting pal.

The lads are just as amusing in their

peccadillos overseas—filling our movie
hour with chuckles, giggles, laughter and
general good cheer.
Jean Porter is tres how-do-you-say-it-

in-French? who helps the Yanks along
when she becomes enamoured of the
corporal.
The incidents (for that’s all the story

is composed of, actually) are comical and
believable with Walker and Wynn capa-
bly aided in the fun-making by Chill Wills
who once again plays Sgt. Crump, GI Bill

Phillips, and Hugo Haas as the French
mayor and papa of cute Jean.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s funny and fun for

everyone.

^Cornered (RKO)

IT has thrills, chills, Dick Powell and a
I confused beginning, but it ends up with
only the thrills, chills and Dick, who seems
to have found a new life in these not-to-
be-discouraged heroes and does a darned
good job. He builds up to a suspense-
loaded climax and keeps the action high,
for a lot of goose-pimply moments.
A discharged British flier, he sets out to

find the French official who ordered the
execution of his wife. Although Dick is

told this Monsieur Jarnac is dead, he plods
right along in his quest until at last—in

South America—but no, the finish is for

you to discover. We think you’ll agree it’s

a good movie.
Walter Slezak, Micheline Cheirel, Edgar

Barrier, Nina Vale and Morris Carnovsky
give so much to the story.

YOU,TOO,CAN ENJOY
'extra'advanfage of

this higher type

mtottne

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication

Your Reviewer Says: Good stuff, here.

^ The Daltons Ride Again
(Universal)

T
HOSE bad Dalton people are riding high,
wide and handsome with Alan Curtis as

Emmett Dalton who is pictured as one of
those Robin Hood boys who steal for a
noble purpose, but for our money he is a
questionable egg just the same. Martha
O’Driscoll is the romantic lead but frankly,
we ask, what’s happened to her? Has she
gone stiff-necked on us?
Kent Taylor, a handsome lad; Lon

Chaney as neither a werewolf nor a wail-
ing banshee, thank heavens; Jess Barker;
Noah Beery Jr. and Thomas Gomez are a
pretty good cast for a little “pitcher” that
kind of does all right for itself.

Your Reviewer Says: Let ’em ride is what
we say.

Allotment Wives (Monogram)

IKAY FRANCIS is stuck with the role of
* ' a bad mama who plays a lady racke-
teer, out to trim wives of their insurance
policies and allotments left them by U. S.
soldiers. Paul Kelly, a colonel of Army
Intelligence, returns to his job as news-
paper reporter in order to track her down.

Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael and
Teala Loring get all embroiled in the
unpleasant doings which aren’t as bad as
some we’ve seen, at that.

Your Reviewer Says: “Weediculous, weally.”

How Dooo You Do? (PRC)

Today the modern woman who ‘is

wise’—no longer uses weak, home-
made mixtures for intimate feminine
hygiene.
Nor does she resort to overstrong

harmful poisons, because Science has
given her a higher type of antiseptic
cleanliness — powerfully germicidal
yet harmless — and so much easier,
daintier and convenient to use—
called zonitors!

So Powerful Yet So Harmless

Positively No Burn

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless snow-
white vaginal suppositories. They
are not the type which melt quickly
away. Instead, Zonitors release pow-
erful germicidal properties and con-
tinue to do so for hours—thus giving
you hours of continuous medication.
Yet Zonitors are positively non-burn-
ing, non-irritating, non-poisonous.

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor and kill every germ they touch.
You know it’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract but
you can be sure that Zonitors imme-
diately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying.
So easy to carry while away from

home—so easy to use at home! All
drugstores.

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-26, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name.

HOW dooo you do? the picture wants
to know, and then sets out to drive

us crazy just in case we did all right

Address

City State.

P
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%tt«— Hair Rinse

tepefy

Gives a Tiny Tint
'm cmd,

Removes
this

dull

film

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2. Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint. ..Over 50 million

packages have been sold...Choose

your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^— or send for a
FREE SAMPLE——

—

Golden Glint Co. ,Seattle,14,Wash., Box 3366 C-5

Please send color No.. . as listed above.

GOLDEN GLINT

p
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24-KGold Plated CROSS

lovely
GIFT
BOX

Here, without doubt, is the most skillfully designed
Cross and Chain ever offered at such alow price. This
true symbol of your faith prpvides a neckpiece of un-

surpassed elegance. Eacn link of Chain is expertly

matched in tone and size. Cross is beautifully molded
as one and skillfully embossed in attractive nligreed

pattern. Breath-taking in its simplicity& inspiration.

Perfectly balanced and durable ... to treasure for life,

cmn un linilCV! Just clip this ad and mail
OtNU NU IVlUllLI 2 with name and address.
Pay postman only $1.49 plus few cents postage on ar-

rival. Keep Cross and Chain to wear as your own
for 10 days. If not delighted return for full refund.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
Dept 1054A.500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, III.

Only

449
I”

before they asked. Of all the silly claptrap,
the ridiculous dialogue and plottings, this

takes Mrs. McGillicudy’s home-grown bis-
cuit. Bert Gordon, the mad Russian, isn’t

funny at all, the musical numbers medi-
ocre, the cast, including Harry Von Zell,

Cheryl Walker, Frank Albertson and Ella
Mae Morse (who sings a ditty or two)
hopelessly befuddled and the audience
ready to fall in the aisles kicking and
screaming their protests.

Your Reviewer Says: We can doooo with-
out it.

The Crimson Canary
(Universal)

IsJOTICE how Hollywood has gone mad
' ^ for the combination of murder and
music these days? Can’t have a decent
killin' any more unless jive gets mixed in.

And this one, between numbers, tells the
story (what story, Mama?) of five ex-
veterans who form an orchestra and must
flee the law because the girl singer is

murdered. How the entire orchestra, di-
rector, producer and everyone connected
with it escaped mayhem, we’ll never know.

Your Reviewer Says: Things always get
worse before they get better.

^ Dakota (Republic)

T
HE West is here again with John Wayne
the great big stalwart, overwhelming,

overpowering, ain’t-afeard-of-nobody hero.
With his bride, the reputedly beautiful
Vera Hruba Ralston, he starts from Chi-
cago to Dakota, encounters gamblers,
swindlers, hoodlums, loses his money, and
eventually outsmarts Ward Bond, who is

attempting to victimize farmers around
Fargo.
Ward Bond is good, Mike Mazurki sim-

ply devastating, and Walter Brennan
noisily competent as the river captain.

Your Reviewer Says: We’ve seen the West
more rugged.

^ Sing Your Way Home (RKO)

W ELL, this little movie never did us
any harm, and always spoke kindly

of us on all occasions, so why shouldn’t
we, in turn, be just as kind and say it’s

fair, funny in spots, provokes chuckles in
places and has more music up its sleeve
than is really good for it.

Marcy Maguire, singing her way home
to America from liberated France, is a
peppy youngster. Anne Jeffreys, who also

sings, is a pretty miss we expect to see
quite often in movies. Donna Lee, a fif-

teen-year-old prima donna, gives out with
a classic or two (we can’t sing a note,
can you?) while Jack Haley (no relation

to the comet) handles the funny depart-
ment with a very light touch indeed.

Your Reviewer Says: Stand back—give it

room.

(Editor’s Note: As a service to our
readers we are republishing this review
which appeared in the magazine in 1943
when Mr. Hughes opened “The Outlaw”
in San Francisco only. Now, three years
later, after ironing out the difficulties with
what was then the Hays office, the film is

being released in its original form. In the
meantime, Jack Buetel, who has made
only this one picture, entered the armed
forces where he has been ever since.)

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 16 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

/yj TATHEN you have Headache. Simple
U ” Neuralgia.FunctionalMonthlyPains,

Jb
|

or Muscular Aches and Pains, you want

F "**
1 relief—the quicker you get it the better

L --»> 1 ’i you are suited. Or. Miles Anti-Pain Pills

PL can give fast relief. They are pleasant

1jSleliWtii to take and do not upset the stomach,
A single tablet is usually all that is needed. At your
drug store. Regular Package 25c, Economy Package
$1.00. Caution; read directions and use only as di-

rected. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart Indiana.

M?LES ANTI-PAIN PILLS

J50
IMITATION
DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart

new yellow gold plate engagement ring or wed-
ding ring. Romance design engagement ring set with flash-
ing, imitation diamond solitaire in sentimental, orango
blossom mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed, yel-
low gold plate in exquisite Honeymoon design. Either ring
only $1.50 or both for $2.79 and tax. SEND NO MONEY
with order, just name and ring size. Pay on arrival then
wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order
now! EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 602-BN, Jefferson, Iowa

NEW
Tiny Pocket Size

RADIO!
Slips in your pocket or purse

—

We.
only S ozs.l Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained

phone for personal use. Beautiful black
silver plastic case. Has patented fixed

Crystal-Slide Tuning Diall NO TUBES,
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG
IS REQUIRED. USUALLY RE-
CEIVES LOCAL BROADCASTS with-
out outside aerial wires.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according to instructions or your money
back. 10 day trial.

'

tCan be used in homeB, offices. hotels, cabins, in

bed after hours, etc.

postman $2.99 plus delivery fees <

rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR-
CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your PA-KETTE
RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. Dealers in most cities.

Pa-Kette Electric Co., Dept. MFW-2, Kearney, Nebraska

lhamu?U><nA COLORING PHOTOS

at HcrtnaFascinating hobby and vocation
learned at home by average man or woman ^
who is artistically inclined. Work fall or spare
time. Modern method brings out natural, life-like

colors. Many have earned while learning.

FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing th
delightful home work for photog-
raphers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your
copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan,Ave., Dept. 1382, Chicago 5,111.

EASY TO
LEARN

EARN EXTRA MONEY
WITH EVERYDAY GREETING CARDS
Turn spare time into cash! Easy! Just show your friends thrill-

ing new Wallace Brown Everyday Greeting Cards. Wonder-value
16-Card All Occasion Assortment, including Cards for Birth-

days, Get-Well, Baby Birth, Friendship, Sympathy, etc. Sells on
sight for only $1.00—big profit for you, up to 60c. Six more spe-

cial fast-sellingAssortments—Birthday, Easter, Humorous, Get-

Well , Sympathy. Gift-Wrapping—all big money-makera. Personal

Stationery. WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.
Also excellent FUND-RAISING opportunity for organizations

.

LWALLACE BROWN, INC.



Select Your Very Own
Simulated Birthstone
January - Garnet
February- Amethyst
March - - Aquamarine
April - - White Sapphire
May - - • Green Spinel
June • • Alexandrite
July - - - Ruby
August - Peridot
September-Sapphire
October - Rozircon
November-Gold'n Sapphire
December -Zircon

24 k.GOLD PLATED
BIRTHSTONE RING

Qft*
: nil p>usiUU t»

Sweetheart Design!
|

BEAUTIFUL Heart I

SHAPED STONE
LADIES 1 Wear this

'

lovely ring set with your very own
Simulated Birthstone. Genuine 24k.
Gold Plated Shank in smart, new.
beautiful design is adjustable — will fit

any size finger. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money back. Act Now I War condi-
tions maymakeit impossible toduplicato
this sensational offer for years to come.

SEND NO MONEY!
Justnameand month you werebom. Pay
postman only 98c plus Tax and postage
for 1 ring or $1.69 plus Tax for 2 rings.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT, 6- H CHICAGO 10. ILL.

THROAT MISERY

f
M • For unpleasant hawking, coughing,

caused by colds, sinus and catarrh— use
this “old stand-by method" that thou-^ sands for 70 years have used . . . HALL'S

TWO-METHOD TREATMENT. Loosens and
helps clear up phlegm-filled throat and nasal

congestion or money back. Ask your drug-

gist. Write for FREE Vitamin and Health
Chart today! F. J. Cheney & Co. Dept.112,Toledo, o.

Pre-laundered for immediate use

Extra large. Highly absorbent

Economical, too. Long lasting.

KITCHENTOWELS Pnes/l

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced perma-
nently in this beau- M
tiful onyx like ring ^
featuring the New

j

Magnified Setting. Will last a lifetime! Inde-
!

structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. (Expertly painted

(Photos Returned.) 25c e*tra)

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. C-61, CINCINNATI, O.

no wator.no
„-de over win-

dows: leaves glass sparkling clear. No heating water, no
heavy buckets to carry. No rags, powders, sponges, cham-

,
ois. No mess or muss. No red chapped hands. Dust, dirt, grime,

(disappear like magic. Wonderful for auto windows, windshields/

SAMPLES FOR AGENTS mediately to all who
end name at once. A penny postal will do. SEND NO MONEY—
lust your name, KRISTEE CO., 455 Bar Street, AKRON, OHIO*

Beautiful fmitationImitation I |L I

STONE Kl IM KD

GIVENAWAY
Smart,

_ new, dain-

^ ty. Sterling Silver Ring set with
gLx sparkling imitation Birthstone cor-^ rect for your birth date

—

GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold
Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner at
25c each. Send name and address to-
day for order. We trust you. Premi-
um supplies are limited. Do- ’ 4Don’t delay.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. E-694, Jefferson, Iowa

"The Work

I Love"
AND $25 to $35 A WEEK!

‘I’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
nurse, and thankful to
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
nursing for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,
dignified work.”
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60, have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. Easy payments. Trial plan. Equipment
included. 47th year. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept.182, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

_Age_

City-

^ The Outlaw
(Howard Hughes)

A T long last the Howard Hughes picture,

“The Outlaw,” reaches the screen in

its uncut version. After two years Jane
Russell and Jack Buetel finally make their

screen appearances, one to disappoint and
one to show promise of big things ahead.
Buetel is the winner in this case. We pre-
dict the same success that marked Alan
Ladd’s career for this young actor.

Mr. Hughes himself directed the story
and some of the scenes are much too long,

but the picture has a strange, fascinating
quality that we wager will spell a million
dollars at the box office. It’s different, it’s

puzzling, it’s unique. It draws like a mag-
net and holds attention despite its many
ludicrous and ridiculous moments.
Walter Huston, a no-good bad man who

takes up with Buetel after the young out-
law has stolen his horse and his girl, gives
a truly fine performance.
Thomas Mitchell, the sheriff who loses

a friend when Huston sides with Buetel,
doesn’t fare so well. His scenes fail to
ring true.

We would advise leaving the children
at home. There is no Hopalong Cassidy
about this little number.

Your Reviewer Says: The oddest film of the
month.

mwf-

VVVIndicates picture rated

"outstanding’ when reviewed

vv Indicates picture rated

"very good ’ when reviewed

\/ Indicates jaicture rated

"good” when reviewed

APOLOGY FOR MURDER—PRC: Faintly rem-
iniscent of “Double Indemnity,” this has Ann Savage
as the nasty one who lures newspaperman Hugh Beau-
mont on to murder. The story hits a vacuum every
so often that leaves the audience wondering what
they’re wasting their time for. (Dec.)

BEHIND CITY LIGHTS—Republic: Lynne Rob-
erts is a country girl who isn’t satisfied with her
farmer beau, William Terry, so she goes off to the
city only to discover that the new love she meets
there is a jewel thief. Esther Dale, Peter Cookson and
Jerome Cowan contribute to the proceedings. (Dec.)

I/BOSTON BLACKIE'S RENDEZVOUS—Colum-
bia: Chester Morris as Boston Blackie is one of the
best detectors in movies, what with trapping a mad
strangler with ease. Nina Foch is the girl who al-

most gets strangled, Steve Cochran is the boogey
man, and George Slone the dumb stooge. (Dec.)

\/CAPTAIN KIDD—Bogeaus UA: Charles Laugh-
ton chortling and strutting is real fun, even if this

is an old tale, and Randy Scott as a nobleman posing
as a pirate didn’t convince us. Barbara Britton is

pretty; John Carradine, Reginald Owen and Gilbert
Roland add to the hokum and fun. (Nov.)

CLUB HAVANA—PRC: Plots and counterplots
are all over the place, with Tom Neal and Dorothy
Morris in love, the romance of Margaret Lindsay
and Don Douglas gone askew, Paul Cavanagh and
Renie Riano a twosome, and Isabelita and Eric
Sinclair making eyes at each other. (Jan.)

COME OUT FIGHTING—Monogram: Leo Gorcey,
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell and other unreformed
Eaitside Kids get mixed up with the police again.
June Carlson, Amelita Ward, Addison Richards and
George Meeker are in it too. (Dec.)

DANGEROUS INTRUDER—PRC: Veda Ann Borg
is the unfortunate victim struck by a car and taken
into the home of a paranoiac killer who has murdered
his wife and servant and is starting on his step-
daughter. Richard Powers saves them in time. (Nov.)

SEE THESE IMPROVEMENTS IN YOURSELF
WITHIN 10 DAYS . . OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

• Helps You Look Slender at Oncel
• Helps You Look and Feel More Youthful!
• Helps Your Bustlinel
Takes in stomach and expands chest.

• You Appear Taller!
Correct posture gives you full height.

• You Attain Poisel
By overcoming that "slouch”

Takes in Inches Where You Need It Most

!

Why bulge all over and lack appeal? Be attractive! Be
desirable! You too can help yourself to a more slender
youthful figure as thousands of women have with the re-

markable “SLEND-R-FORM” girdle supporters. So light,

vet firm . . . YOU FORGET YOU HAVE IT ON! Walk, sit,

bend with comfort! On and off in a Jiffy. Elastic two-wa>
stretch with invisible •CONCENTRATED-ZONE’’ Sup-
ports takes in inches around hips, waist, rear and stom-
ach! Cool and comfortable on your body. Reinforced
waistline and FIRM ELASTIC GARTERS help to prevent
curling on top and bottom! Clothes fit smoothly! Wear
smaller size dresses! Fits- as well as one made to order,
r.ecome one of our satisfied customers! Only $2.98 for ail

sizes. Worth much mure. ORDER NOW WHILE THEY
LAST!

Don't send a cent!
Wear for IO days
at our expense

and see for yourself the improvement and appeal of your
new figure! Just mail coupon now!

SEND NO MONEY.1

FREE SECRETS OF
BEAUTY AND CHARM!

WEAR WITHOUT BUYING!

Packed with priceless secrets by Dr E.
Powers. well known nuthoritv
on beauty and personality

.

Shows you how to easily and
safely gain or lose weight,
clear complexion, brighten
c.vcs. beautify hair, speak
charmingly, develop person-
ality and many more valu-
able secrets. This full-size
book sells for $1.98 alone.
Hut now it is vours FREE
with the order of the
••SLEND • R • FORM” Girdle
Supporter. LIMITED COPIES
-ORDER NOW!

13 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

• Kid h to me in plain wrapper the "SLEND-R-FORM"
Girdle Supporter plus the FREE Book "CHARM AND
PERSONALITY". I will pay postman on delivery $2.98

I plus postage. If not completely satisfied in 10 days
I may return merchandise and get my money back.

D HIP SIZE WAIST SIZE

NAME
J

ADDRESS |
CITY & ZONE STATE •

Check here if you wish to save postage by enclosing
J$2.98 with the coupon "

p
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NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

Whan You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives I ustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. Ills a pure, odorless hair rinse.

In 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At sfores which soli toilet goods

25£ for 5 rinses

10*5 for 2 rinses

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction.” describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

tering-successful for 45 years Benj. N. Bogue,
Dept. 1180. Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

'HEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops

of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

DANNY BOY—PRC: Danny Boy is a dog who re-
turns from war with battle fatigue only to encounter
a meanie civilian and an even meaner rancher, so
when he escapes he naturally attacks his persecutors.
Robert “Buzzy” Henry is the dog’s owner, and
Ralph Lewis a Marine veteran. An overdose of
sentimentality creeps in every now and then, but it’s

a fair picture of its kind. (Jan.)

yDOLLY SISTERS , THE—20th Century-Fox: Re-
puted to be a biographical film of the famous Dolly
Sisters who sang and danced their way to interna-
tional fame, it is instead the same old Technicolor
musical you’ve been seeing for years. Betty Grable
and June Haver are the sisters, and John Payne is

the man whom Betty loves, renounces and picks up
again. With S. Z. Sakall and Frank Latimore. (Dec.)

W/'DON'T FENCE ME IN—Republic: Dale Evans
goes west for her magazine to discover whether a
certain desperado really died as reported, and al-

most steals the picture from Roy Rogers who gets
involved in her search. Gabby Hayes, Robert Living-
ston, Marc Lawrence and Lucile Gleason add to the
old-time Western stuff. (Jan.)

yENCHANTED FOREST, THE—PRC: A charm-
ing, truly different movie, with Harry Davenport
as a sort of forest hermit who rescues a baby and
raises the lad amidst his forest friends until the
mother, Brenda Joyce, returns to the woods. The
little animals of the forest capture the honors from
the human actors, lending it all a Walt Disney flavor
that is charming. It’s in cinacolor which is new and
exciting. (Dec.)

yyFALLEN ANGEL—20th Century-Fox: Dana
Andrews is a rolling stone who falls in love with
money-minded waitress Linda Darnell, so in order
to get cash he marries the local rich girl, Alice Faye.
Then comes Linda’s murder and Dana finds him-
self in a trap. The picture’s an intriguing one, with
provocative situations. (Jan.)

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining De'rmoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often afte_

,

years of suffering, repox-t
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared ;

they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug

LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME

Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc-
tion of one of America's

noted designers. Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu-
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are In demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave.. Dent. 192 Chicago I. III.

I/'FIGHTING GUARDSMAN, THE—Columbia

:

Old world whoop-la, packed with fights, brawls and
romantic shenanigans. Willard Parker is the noble-
man who aids the peasants in taking arms against
Louis XVI, and he and his friends steal the royal
taxes to divide it among the poor. Anita Louise is

the girl Willard loves, Lloyd Corrigan the king, and
the cast includes John Loder and Janis Carter. (Dec.)

yFIRST YANK INTO TOKYO—RKO: Tom Neal
is an American major who speaks and looks Japanese,
so he steals into a Tokyo concentration camp in order
to find an American engineer who knows the secret
of the atomic bomb. As well as the engineer Marc
Cramer, he finds his fiancee, Barbara Hale. It’s got
some pretty hectic moments of suspense. (Dec.)

GAY SENORITA, THE—Columbia: Jim Bannon
attempts to reconvert an old Mexican quarter into a
huge warehouse for his uncle, until he falls for Jinx
Falkenburg, who is the daughter of one of the old
families. (Nov.)

GEORGE WHITE’S SCANDALS OF 1945—RKO:
Another backstage saga yJoan Davis teamed with Jack
Haley for comedy, Martha Holliday with Philip
Teri^ for romance, Gene Krupa and Ethel Smith for
music but the story could be improved. (Nov.)

\SyHOLD THAT BLONDE—Paramount: Eddie
Bracken is a kleptomaniac who attempts to follow his
psychiatrist’s advice and find himself a girl. So he
not only finds Veronica Lake, but also swipes her
compact in which is hidden the combination of a safe
holding a priceless necklace. From then on the farce
gets faster and sillier, but you’ll find yourself laugh-
ing all over the place. (Dec.)

HOLLYWOOD AND VINE—PRC: James Ellison,
a New York playwright, is introduced to a would-be
actress, Wanda McKay, through her dog, and she, un-
aware of his importance, helps him find a job as
soda jerker. (Nov.)

yy.HOUSE ON 92nd STREET—

2

0th Century-Fox:
The FBI’s factual account of German agents seeking
the secrets of our atomic bomb, how nearly they suc-
ceeded and how our men out-guessed them. With
the exception of Lloyd Nolan, all FBI members are
played by themselves. Bill Eythe plays the young
American of German extraction whose patriotism is

tested and not found wanting. Signe Hasso and
Gene Lockhart play very clever spies. (Nov.)

yiN HOLLYWOOD—M-G-M: Real corn, but a
little better than average Abbott-Costello fare, with
the boys playing studio barbers who decide to turn
agents and get rich. Their only client, Bob Stanton,
almost gives up before finally becoming a star playing
opposite the girl he adores, Frances Rafferty. (Nov.)

Po(-w-Xet /Krt (Corners-
r The Real Thing tot mounting Snapshots. Cards. Stamps,
eic. No paste needed. Pocket Gummed Inside for

holding prints tight or loose. Neat. Quick and
Artistic too. Sold at photo supply and album

®
counters or send 10c today for pkg. of 100

and Free Samples to See and Try them.

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,
Dept. 60P. 4711 n.

C

lark Chicago-40-lll.

WILL YOU WEAR THIS SUIT

and Make up to $12 ina Day!
You can get this fine, tailored-to-xneasure suit for
yourself, without paying: one penny cash, by taking a
few orders from friends. My plan also helps you make
up to $12 in a day without experience or house-to-
house canvassing. Big opportunity—fullor spare time.

Send for Samples—FREE! write today for free
CLOTH SAMPLES and “sure-fire” money-making
plans. For quick action write fully giving age, etc.
Send no money. H. J. Collin, PROGRESS TAILORING
CO.. 500 So.Throop St.. Dept. B-335, Chicago, III.

DON’T CUT CUTICLES
Manicare is a smart cosmetic which
beautifies nails while it softens cuticle.

MANICARE is a cuticle remover, cu-

ticle oil and stain remover, ail in one.

yfltwnictt/ie
350 a jar

Drug and Dept. Stores

S0PLI
FABRICS

actual sample fabrics and styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. You’ll see gorgeous, newest style
dresses— lovely lingerie — hosiery

“ men’s shirts and socks—all at LOW
PRICES. Take orders from frie ids

and makemoney in spare ti me

|
Get FREE Samples! Send no

I money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics n id

styles. It’s yours, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 4076. CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

PHOTOS ENLARGED

8 HOUR SERVICE
\/ISLE OF THE DEAD—RKO: Superstitions,
horror and drama are expertly woven together for a
pretty solid little scare-’em-to-death. When Boris
Karloff, a Greek general, takes war correspondent
Marc Cramer to the island of the dead the horror
begins. Ellen Drew is a victim of the evil eye, and
Karloff does a splendid job. (Dec.)

4x6 . . . 20c I All Enlargements Made By

5x7 . . . 25c * Photo Experts on Double

8x10 . . 50c 1 Weight Professional Paper.

11x14 . . 1.00 ’ Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEGATIVE MADE FROM PHOTO • 30«
JEEP HERDERS—Planet: When a returned GI
finds his father about to be driven off his Western
range, he calls on his soldier buddies for help and
they arrive and take over like a motored division.
June Carlson, Johnny Day, Pat Michaels and Steve
Clark are the principals involved. (Jan.)

WE PAY POSTAGE > SEND MONEY WITH ORDER • NO C. 0. 0.

CUSTOM-PIX
DEPT. A . BOX 8018, PHILA. 1, PA.
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DON’T LET THOSE “DIFFICULT

DAYS” COME BETWEEN YOU
Maybe it was his fault— that quarrel.
Maybe . But next time take care! Don’t
let those Periodic Blues make you
nervous and irritable! Instead— for

nervous tension, periodic cramps and
headache— help get usually grand re-

lief with these improved Chi-Ches-Ters
Pills! 50tf at your druggist. Today, get
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills, and take only as
directed.

The Improved CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relief from “periodic functional

distress

”

FREE—New illustrated booklet of inti-

mate facts every woman should know.
Mailed in plain wrapper. Write today!
Chichester Chemical Company, Dept. O,
Philadelphia 46, Pennsylvania.

MurandSx

YfflEEB.
Yards and Yards—three pounds
or more, BARGAIN ! Beautiful
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus-^Bi
trated designs and patterns with order.
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.D.
SEND NO MONEY. Josta penny postcard
or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,
Dept.29-B.Zeig!er, Illinois.

Learn Profitable Profession
in 90 days at Home

Women and Men, its to !

$7 5 or even more per
incomes from doctors,
rium

•ge
a irom doctors, hospitals, sanato-
clubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at home
and qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy

, Charts and 32-page Illustrated
- % Book FREE—Now!

THE College of Swedish Massage"
~ Dpt.659-B.lQO E.Ohio St. .Chicago 11

Make Big Money With
EVERYDAY GREETING CARDS

EASY SALES BRING YOU QUICK CASH!
New 1946 Assortments Now Ready!
Show delightful greeting folders to friends,
others. Dainty Birthday Cards, Anniversary,
Get-Well and others. Fast sellers—you make
up to 60c per box. Send 65c for sample Every-
day Box. Money back if you are not satisfied.

CHILTON GREETINGS
147 Essex St., Dept.23-R, Boston 1 1 , Mass.

Premiums
GIVEN!

Send No
Money Nowl

Send name and address! Girls! Boys! Ladies! Attractive

Wrist Watches, rings, dishes, jewelry; other personal and
household premiums or CASH COMMISSION easily yours

u

SIMPLY give colorful pictures with White CLOVERINE
Brand SALVE for chaps and mild burns sold to friends at

25c a box (with popular picture) and remit amounts stated

for premium wanted, as explained in catalog sent with order,
postagepaidby us. 51styear. Write for trialorder of salve on

trustto start, Wilson Chem,Co„ Dept. 65-47. Tyrone, Pa.

I/'JOHNNY ANGEL—RKO: George Raft in a war
background story with Signe Hasso as the French
girl he loves and Claire Trevor the villainess he pre-

tends to love in order to solve the mystery of what
happened to his father’s abandoned ship. Hoagy
Carmichael sings a pleasant song or two and Raft
is typically tough with a heart of gold. (Nov.)

*S)/K1SS AND TELL—Columbia: You’ll laugh till

your sides ache and have yourself a wonderful time
in this ludicrous picture about a secret bride who’s
about to have a baby. Shirley Temple comes into

maturity as the sister of the secret bridegroom, and
Jerome Courtland is a sensational newcomer. Walter
Abel and Katharine Alexander as Shirley’s parents,
and Virginia Welles as the bride all add to the
laughs. (Dec.)

y'LADY ON A TRAIN—Universal: Even if you’re
a Durbin fan you’ll wonder how Deanna ever
got so precocious, artificial and silly that it will

almost embarrass you. David Bruce doesn’t help
much as the mystery writer she plagues for help in

solving a murder she saw from her train window.
(Nov.)

\SLOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE—Republic

:

Why Virginia Bruce should imagine for one moment
that anyone wouldn’t see through her French gover-
ness disguise is beyond us. Edward Ashley is her
long-suffering husband, Victor McLaglen is the but-
ler and Helen Broderick and Nils Asther contribute
some good acting. Little Jacqueline Moore is a cutie-

pie child. (Dec.)

MAMA LOVES PAPA—RKO: Leon Errol’s legs
still collapse and so does this story of a playground
commissioner who gets drunk and exposes the crooked
manufacturer of playground equipment. (Nov.)

*

MAN ALIVE—RKO: Pat O’Brien forgets his wife’s
birthday, so he gets very drunk and exchanges
clothes with a fellow drinker who promptly dies,
leaving Pat’s wife, Ellen Drew, believing herself a
widow. So Pat heeds Adolphe Menjou’s advice and
continues to play dead while Rudy Vallee courts
Ellen. The cast is too good for this sort of thing.
(Jan.)

\/MAN FROM OKLAHOMA.—Republic: Roy Rog-
ers has a field day in an exciting wagon race in this
real old-time western movie. Pretty Dale Evans and
that smart horse Trigger help this one along. (Nov.)

l/V'MILDRED PIERCE—Warners: Joan Craw-
ford is back in her best performance in years as the
mother who sacrifices everything to her selfish, self-

centered daughter, excellently played by Ann Blyth.

Jack Carson, Eve Arden and Lee Patrick as Joan’s
friends and Bruce Bennett as her former husband are
fine. It’s a don’t-miss. (Nov.)

OUTLAW OF THE ROCKIES—Columbia : An-
other Western, with Charles Starrett two people all

at once, one the Sheriff and the other the Durango
Kid

,
a mounted Robin Hood, of all things. Anyway,

the townsfolk think Charlie helped his pal, Tex Hard-
ing, to break jail, so Tex goes it alone as the Kid, and
there’s a lot of chases with some singing thrown in.

Carole Matthews is Tex’s girl friend. (Dec.)

l/VPARDON MY PAST—Mutual -Columbia : Fred
MacMurray plays a dual role in this happy comedy
of a soldier who returns from the wars to be mistaken
for a Mr. Pemberton who owed money to a gangster
and left his wife, Rita Johnson. William Demarest
is MacMurray’s pal, Akim Tamiroff the gangster
who wants his money back, and Harry Davenport and
Douglass Dumbrille are also very good. (Dec.)

)SPEOPLE ARE FUNNY— Paramount: Packed
with 'radio personalities, this has Art Linkletter as
emcee of the air show and Rudy Vallee a fussy
sponsor determined to land Jack Haley for his show.
Frances Langford sings, Philip Reed and Helen
Walker are the romancers, and Ozzie Nelson, the
Vagabonds and Bob Graham pop in and out of the
affair. (Jan.)

RADIO STARS ON PARADE-—RKO: Frances
Langford as a night club singer in peril from her
racketeer boss meets up with a pair of so-called
comics who put her on the radio. The Town Criers
and Skinnay Ennis go into their acts too. (Nov.)

RIVER GANG—LTniversal : Gloria Jean is an in-

hibited sort of girl, kept in a fairy-tale daze by her
pawn broker uncle John Qualen. When a priceless

Stradivarius is stolen, a gang of kids, including Gloria
and led by Keefe Brasselle, begin running down clues.
Gloria sings one number well, and shows considerable
improvement in the acting department. (Dec.)

SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR—Republic

:

Erich Von Stroheim is the latest movie art thief who
tries to steal the Mona Lisa, which leaves Sir. C.
Aubrey Smith in one heck of a mess. Doris Lloyd
and Forrester Harvey are outstanding as finaglers,

and Stephanie Bachelor and Richard Fraser play
the romantic interest. (Jan.)

SHADOW OF TERROR—PRC: PRC was making
this picture about the atomic bomb even before the
real one hit Japan, but being a “first” is about its

only claim to fame. Richard Fraser as the chemist
working on the bomb is attacked, has amnesia, is

tortured and finally pulls through. (Nov.)

Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE
The moist heat of an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice relieves cough.

SIMPLE

CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONC

iR^T
L

AT,ON tightness of chest mus-
S|MPLE cle soreness due to chest

SPRaTn, BRUISE coW. bronchial irritation

SORE MUSCLES and simple sore throat.

CHARLEY HORSE Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice just hot enough

to be comfortable—then feel the moist

heat go right to work on that cough,

tightness of chest muscle soreness.

Does good, feels good for several hours.

The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

tice "alsorelieves pain ... reduces swelling,

limbers up stiff aching muscles due to a simple

sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or

condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
J ofAPO MOW

Antipklogistinei
TheWhitePackage with the Orange

EYELASH DARKENER
To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark

and alluring . . . even after swimming, crying

or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible

darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks ... thus ending

daily eye make-up bother. Caution: Use only

as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package

of "Dark-Eyes” today!

$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart-

ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not

yet carry "Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!

"Dark-Eyes”, Dept. JB-6
! 218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size

I package of 'Dark-Eyes”, and directions.

| Check shades: Black Brown

I Name

J

Address

|
Town • • State

.

P
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A laxative be worse
than n»-

Pr°PeI
X
e
good laxative

should
,

-i-*.*rrfcs!s?s
.ax is

gentle, “
the same time.

and effectively
att ^ __ )Ust

1
Ex-Lax tastes g America s

I fine
chocol

j laxative, as good

st widely use } {or grown-ups.

. children as 1

^ directed

As a
precauuon-^y^^^

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD—
Don’t dose yourself with harsh, upsetting pur

gatives. Take Ex-Lax — the chocolated laxative!

It’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

PainArms ache?
Back feel stiff?

Sore, all over?
Get Sayman
Liniment and massage on gently. Starts
to work FAST. Helps to loosen “tight”
muscles. To relieve stiffness, soreness.
To ease pain while breaking up conges-
tion due to over-exertion, exposure or
fatigue. You’ll say it’s WONDERFUL!
Only 50c. All druggists.

SAYMAN LINIMENT
1
Made by the Makers of SAYMAN SALVE |

^SHADY LADY—Universal : Ginny Simms is

Charles Coburn’s niece who tries to keep her card-
sharp uncle straight. Martha O’Driscoll, in love with
Alan Curtis; J©e Frisco in a few very funny moments,
and Kathleen Howard, for whom Coburn pretends
love, fit into their roles very cozily, but it’s Coburn’s
trouping that really carries the picture. Robert Paige
is Ginny’s romantic moment. (Dec.)

SHANGHAI COBRA, THE—Monogram : Charlie
Chan goes on his placid way solving murders, this
one’s by cobra poison. He is hindered, as usual, by
his amusing (?) son Benson Farg and his chauffeur
Mantan Morland. (Nov.)

i/SHE WENT TO THE RACES—M-G-M: Three
men and a beautiful woman professor, Frances
Gifford, bet on the horses in order to advance sci-

ence, and naturally science gets lost in the running as
Frances applies her betting tactics to winning James
Craig away from Ava Gardner. Edmund Gwenn
hasn’t nearly enough to do, and Sig Ruman and
Reginald Owen contribute to the fun. (Jan.)

SONG OF OLD WYOMING—PRC: Bad boy out
west, A1 LaRue, turns good boy too late and gets shot
for it, after having done his own mother out of her
cattle business. Jennifer Holt and Eddie Dean pro-
vide the romance. (Nov.)

ySPANISH MAIN, THE—RKO: Photographically
beautiful, romantic, but repetitious in theme is this
old story of the pirate, played by Paul Henreid, who
kidnaps Maureen O’Hara on her journey to wed
the Spanish Viceroy Walter Slezak. Maureen is fan-
tastically beautiful, but somehow Henried never be-
comes the dashing pirate who robs and pillages Span-
ish ships. With Binnie Barnes. (Dec.)

•

SPELLBOUND—Selznick International: You’ll
be spellbound through most of this picture in which
Ingrid Bergman is a doctor of psychiatry who meets
and falls in love with Gregory Peck. But Gregory
has lost his memory and is wanted for murder, so
Ingrid helps him escape the police and then comes
her desperate effort to bring his memory back and
discover the truth about his past. (Jan.)

SPIDER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Nick Conte is

very good as the detective who gets involved in a
lot of killings, and Faye Marlowe shows promise as
the girl who involved him. Kurt Kreuger and Martin
Kosleck are on hand to lend something or other to a
picture that definitely doesn’t come off. (Jan.)

^YSTATE FAIR—Fox: The tender, homey story
for the whole family, a Technicolor dream, all about
the family that found excitement, love, glory and
experience in their adventure from the farm to the
State Fair and back home again. Jeanne Crain and
Dana Andrews. Dick Haymes and Vivian Blaine,
Charles Winninger and Fay Bainter, make up the
group who might be your next-door neighbors. (Nov.)

STORK CLUB—Paramount: Betty Hutton is

loud but not terribly funny as the Stork Club
hat-check girl who gets established in a swanky
hotel suite with bills paid by an anonymous admirer.
When orchestra leader Don DeFore returns from
service, he suspects the worst. Barry Fitzgerald is

very good as the old codger Betty befriends, and
Andy Russell in his screen debut is sure to click.

(Jan.)
^

STRANGE CONFESSION—Universal : Brenda
Joyce, who wants some easy money, lures her hus-
band Lon Chaney into hurrying through a medical
discovery so he goes to South America for a certain
herb. He returns when he learns the uncompleted
drug has been given his ailing son who dies because
of its imperfection, and then he goes berserk. (Jan.)

SUNBONNET SUE—Monogram: Gale Storm sings
new and old ditties in her father’s bowery saloon
until his society relatiyes manage to get the place
closed because it’ll ruin their social position. So
Gale moves in with the swanks in order to get it

opened again. Phil Regan is the politician who loves
Gale, and Minna Gombel, Charles Brown and Alan
Mowbray are in it too. (Jan.)

YSUNSET IN ELDORADO—Republic: Roy Rog-
ers has a story his fans will love, photographed beau-
tifully and directed well. Dale Evans, growing
weary of her beau and his descriptions of the West,
hies herself off to mythical El Dorado, and finds Roy
Rogers waiting at the end of the trail. Roy and Dale
sing several numbers in fine style. (Dec.)

TELL IT TO A STAR—Republic. Alan Mowbray,
Franklin Pangborn, Eddie Marr and Isabel Ran-
dolph may give you a few laughs in this story of an
imitation colonel and a would-be songstress. (Nov.)

Y\^THAT NIGHT WITH YO

U

—Universal : A
little honey of a movie, with Franchot Tone as a New
York theatrical producer who suddenly finds himself
confronted with a grown daughter. Susanna Foster
is the cutie who pretends to be the daughter in order
to gain a theatrical career, and Louis Allbritton
proves her fine flair for comedy in her choice role of

Francbot’s cynical secretary. (Dec.)

Yl/THE LOST WEEKEND—Paramount: A new
kind of horror tale is this story of an alcoholic on a

FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES
NEURALGIC & MUSCULAR PAINS

10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

Just sell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box,

remit the $1.00, and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red plastio

tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted

on each pencil in high gloss Gold FoiL Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail

pencils and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1.00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 14. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

PHOTOS ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 inches
ON FINE DOUBLE
WEIGHT PORTRAIT
QUALITY PAPER

Send Photo, Snapshot or negative,
(any size). Original returned un-
harmed. Pay postman plus postage,
or send money and we pay postage.

OIL COLORED 69-'-

49*
3 for 31.00

NATIONAL ART STUDIOS Lacrosse, Wise.

CHECKED IMA JIFFY
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

scabies, athlete’s foot, "factory” itch,

and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel-
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and

comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.
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BLONDES!
• . . Your HairCan Be
Gloriously Golden/{gain

• Don’t let time-
darkened hair deny
your right to loveli-

ness! Recapture the

appeal of gleaming
“spun-gold” hair— eas-

ily, in one simple treat-

ment—with Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash!

No matter what shade your hair is now —
even if it’s streaked, dull and coarse-looking

Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash can give it

a smooth, even tone and glistening highlights.

And, with Marchand’s, you can achieve the
exact degree of lightness you desire! Blonde,
brunette or redhead, you can make your hair

several shades lighter or merely accent it with
a “touch of gold.”

Carefully developed by experts in hair care,

the new Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash is

complete in itself for use at home. Not a dye
— not an expensive “treatment”, it’s easier
than ever to use! Excellent, too, for lighten-

ing arm and leg hair. Try Marchand’s today!

Made by the Mahers of Marchand’s "Make- bp” Hair Rinse

HAIR
OFF

WITH JOYOUS SPEED

No More Worry

About Ugly Hair

Why worry about that ugly superfluous hair on face

and lips? No one need ever know if you use Caress. This
modern, scientific method has helped thousands of
otherwise lovely women from Hollywood to Miami to
new happiness and beauty. It is so unique and original

that it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just a twist of the
wrist every few days and you need never see a super-
fluous hair on your face again. No smelly liquid or
possibly injurious wax or paste. No after stubble—will

not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs

Hair off legs, arms, face in just a jiffy or double your
money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49
plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash
accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.

j
Scoff-Nelson Co., Box 114-E

|

I

116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.
j,

ji Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
j

[

superfluous hair. I'll pay postman $1.49 plus I

[I
postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days. I’ll

j

j

return it for refund of double my purchase price. n

j
(If you send cash we pay postage.)

'

*' Name I

I Address. . I

tl City State
||

weekend binge and his experiences that range from
frightening to degrading. Ray Milland hits his peak
in his portrayal of the man beset with a craving beyond
and outside himself. Phil Terry is his older brother,

Jane Wyman the girl who loves Ray and Howard
DaSilva the understanding bartender. (Dec.)

S/'S/THIS LOVE OF OURS—Universal: Senti-
mental melodrama, this, with Merle Oberon as a
dancer who marries Charles Korvin, has a daughter
and then is deserted by him. She spends years search-
ing for her child before she and Korvin meet again,
and then comes the readjustment with her daughter
who has believed her dead. With Claude Rains,
Carl Esmond and Sue England. (Jan.)

1/)/THREE STRANGERS, THE—Warners: Peter
Lorre, Sydney Greenstreet and Geraldine Fitzgerald
are wonderful in this slightly less wonderful story of
murder and madness, which deviates to a secondary
theme with Joan Lorring and Robert Shayne which
is rather confusing. (Nov.)

I/\/\/TRUE GLORY, THE—Released by Columbia:
We cannot speak too highly of this great undertaking,
which is produced by the American and British mili-

tary; Capt. Garson Kanin (of Hollywood’s “Man
To Remember”) and Britain’s Carol Reed (“Night
Train”). It is a great and immortal document of the
war years of all the Allies, told of, for, and by the
people. (Nov.)

]/UNCLE HARRY—Universal : The Hays Office
ruined this one, not allowing a movie crime to go
unpunished, but up to the disappointing denouement,
this is a good yarn with suspense and interest. You’ll
feel sorry for George Sanders, hoodwinked by his
over possessive sister Geraldine Fitzgerald into losing
his fiance Ella Raines. (Nov.)

WHITE PONGO—PRC: This is the tale of a white
ape, for which A1 Eben, Robert Frazer, Maris Wrixon
and Lionel Royce, in a jungle expedition, are search-
ing. The white ape has a battle with a black ape over
the heroine, but all ends well. (Nov.)

SANAPAK GIVES
NEW COMFORT

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF—M-G-M: With
elaborate color, a gay locale and bright stars, this
still isn’t a good picture. Heiress Lucille Bremer is

so outlandishly naive that she actually believes it

when Fred Astaire tells her he’s her guardian angel.
Fred and Frank Morgan are confidence men who
are out to get her money. There are a few bright
moments, but entirely too few. (Jan.)

Casts of Current Pictures

ALLOTMENT WIVES, INC.—Monogram : Sheila,
Kay Francis; Maj. Pete Martin, Paul Kelly; Whitey
Colton, Otto Kruger; Gladys Smith, Gertrude
Michael; Connie, Teala Loring; Spike Malone,
Bernard Nedell; Agnew, Anthony Warde; Gen.
Gilbert, Jonathan Hale; Deacon Sam, Selmer Jackson;
Ann Farley, Evelyn Eaton; Grey, Pierre Watkin;
Madame Gaston, Marcelle Corday.

BELLS OF ST. MARY’S THE—RKO : Father
O’Malley, Bing Crosby; Sister Benedict, Ingrid Berg-
man; Bogardus, Henry Travers; Sister Michael, Ruth
Donnelly; Patsy, Joan Carroll; Joe Gallagher, William
Gargan; Mrs. Gallagher, Martha Sleeper; Eddie,
Dickie Tyler; Tommy, Bobby Fransco; Dr. McKay,
Rhys Williams; Delphine, Edna Wonacott; Landlady,
Minerva Urecal; Housekeeper

,

Una O’Connor; Nun,
Eva Novak; Nun, Aina Constant; Nun, Gwen Craw-
ford; Store Clerk, Matt McHugh.

BLITHE SPIRIT—Two Cities-LTA: Charles Con

-

domine

,

Rex Harrison; Ruth Condomine, Constance
Cummings; Elvira, Kay Hammond; Madame Arcati,
Margaret Rutherford; Dr. Bradman, Hugh Wake-
field; Mrs. Bradman, Joyce Carey; Edith, the maid,
Jacqueline Clarke.

CORNERED—RKO: Gerard, Dick Powell; Incza,
Walter Slezak; Mme. Jarnac, Micheline Cheirel;
Senra Camargo, Nina Vale; Santana, Morris Carnov-
sky; DuBois, Edgar Barrier; Senor Camargo, Steven
Geray; Diego, Jack LeRue; Marcel Jarnac, Luther
Adler; Perchon, Gregory Gay.

CRIMSON CANARY, THE—Universal: Danny,
Noah Beery Jr. ;

Johnny, Danny M«rton; Jean, Lois
Collier; Quinn , John Litel; Carlyle, Arthur Space;
Vic, Steven Geray; Slater, Jimmy Ames; Hilary,
Steve Brodie; Chuck, Jimmie Dodd; Keys Stevens,
John Kellogg; Anita Lane. Claudia Drake; Coleman
Hawkins Orch. and Josh White.

DAKOTA—Republic: John Devlin

,

John Wayne;
Sandy, Vera Hruba Ralston; Capt. Bounce, Walter
Brennan; Jim Bender, Ward Bond; Bigtree Collins,
Mike Mazurki; “

Jersey” Thomas, Ona Munson;
Mrs. Stowe, Olive Blakeney; Marko Poli, Hugo
Haas; Nicodemus, Nicodemus Stewart; Carp, Paul
Fix; Slagin, Grant Withers; Lieutenant, Robert Liv-
ingston; Devlin’s Driver, Olin Howlin; Wextoh
Geary, Pierre Watkin; Mr. Stowe, Robert H. Barrat;
Col. Wordin, Jonathan Hale; Little Boy, Bobby
Blake; Capt. Spotts, Paul Hurst; Stagecoach Driver,
Eddy Waller; Mrs. Plummer, Sarah Padden; Suade,
Jack LaRue; Mr. Plummer, George Cleveland; Dr.
Judson, Selmar Jackson; Wahtonka, Claire DuBrey;
Poll’s Driver, Roy Barcroft.

for those difficult

days of the month

!

Sanapaks, the new sziety-plus sani-

tary napkins, give you triple protec-

tion! They are made with three special

layers . . . including the famous "Pink
Back”!

Shaped to fit without bulk, without
chafing, Sanapaks are so comfortable
you’ll forget you’re wearing them!
They’re faced with soft cotton too —
for even greater com-
fort ! Sanapaks cost

no more than ordinary
napkins.

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in-
stead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention your
favorite instrument. U. S. School of Music,
3062 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. lO. N. Y.

FREE
BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music. 3062 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. lO, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
Instrument?.

Name.

Address

(Please Print)

p
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CHAPPED HANDS HEAL FASTER
THIS MEDICATED WAY!

m k
|

Nurses discovered this quick relief

for soref chapped hands.Try it!

• Nurses were among the first to

discover how quickly Noxzema helps

heal even badly chapped hands.
That’s because Noxzema is not
merely a soothing cream, but a
greaseless, medicated formula. It

not only brings quick, comforting
relief from the burning soreness, but

helps heal the little "cuts” and "cracks.” Try
Noxzema today! See how quickly your hands look
better — feel better, too. 10tf, 35^, 50^ (plus tax) at

all drug counters.

NOXZEMA
Medicated Skin Cream

LEARN
'QUICKLY,EASILY

AT HOME
Splendid income, new social contacts, and the
satisfaction of serving humanity can be yours
as a TRAINED PRACTICAL NURSE. Ages 18
to 60. High School not necessary. Training plan welcomed
by physicians. Prepare in spare time. Many earn while
learning. NURSE’S OUTFIT and Placement Guidance in-
cluded. EASY PAYMENT PLAN. Write now for facts and
fascinating FREE sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave.v Dept. G-10, Chicago 14, Illinois

BLONDES!

New Home Shampoo
Made Specially for Blondes

Washes Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright-
ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans-
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
X 1 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high-
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at 10c,
drug and department stores.

Be a Designer of Jlma/ll JadshionA
Fascinating field. Originate your own distinctive
c lothes. Our basic training provides excellent

(/Yak starting point for career. Learn at home—spare
time. Send for FREE booklet today.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1382, Chicago Sv III.

KBZZ ZIRCON
rnCC CATALOG
To Those Who Like Diamonds

Zircons at such unbelievably LO\
COST? Full of fire exquisitely
mounted. Catalog FREE.

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 6 Wheeling, W. Va.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—‘‘THELIEPEMETHODSFOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of

success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes. I

LIEPE METHODS, 328 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. 36-B. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

“How to Make Money
With Simple Cartoons”
A book everyone who likes to draw should have. It is

free; no obligations. Simply address

CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 592 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

ENLARGEDANY PHOTO
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or
bust form, gToups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY Jnst mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c pins postage — or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
lOO East Ohio Street Dept. 1536-B Chicago (11), III.

3 for $1.25

DALTONS RIDE AGAIN, THE—Universal: Bob
Dalton, Kent Taylor; Grat Dalton, Lon Chaney;
Ben Dalton, Noah Beery Jr.; Graham, Milburn Stone;
Emmett Dalton, Alan Curtis; Mary, Martha O’Dris-
coll

; Pa Walters, Stanley Andrews; Ma Walters,
Virginia Brissac; Wilkins, Walter Sande; McKenna,
Thomas Gomez; Mike Bohannon, John Litel; Jeff,
Jess Barker; Sheriff, Douglass Dumbrille.

HOW DOOOO YOU DO!—PRC: Bert Gordon,
The Mad Russian; Himself; Harry VonZell, Him-
self; Cheryl Walker, Herself; Tom, Frank Alberton;
Claire Windsor, Herself; Kcye Luke, Himself;
Sheriff, Charles Middleton; Thomas Jackson, Him-
self; James Burke, Himself; Fred Kelsey, Himself;
Deputy, Matt McHugh.

KITTY—Paramount: Kitty, Paulette Goddard; Sir
Hugh Marcy, Ray Milland; Brett Hardwood, Earl
of Carstairs, Patric Knowles; Duke of Malmunster,
Reginald Owen; Thomas Gainsborough, Cecil Kell-
away; Lady Susan Dowitt, Constance Collier;
Jonathan Selby, Dennis Hoey; Old Meg, Sara
Allgood; Dobson, Eric Blore; Sir Joshua Reynolds,
Gordon Richards; H. R. H. The Prince of Wales,
Michael Dyne; Earl of Campton, Edgar Norton;
Elaine Carlisle, Patricia Cameron; Doctor Holt,
Percival Vivian; Nanny, Mary Cordon; Nullens,
Anita Bolster; Lil, Heather Wilde; Majordomo,
Charles Coleman; Molly, Mae Clarke; Madame
Au relie, Ann Condee.

LAST CHANCE, THE—M-G-M: Maj. Telford,
E. G. Morrison; Lt. Halliday, John Hoy; Sgt. Brad-
dock, Ray Reagan; Tonina, Louisa Rossi; Innkeeper,
Odeardo Mosini; A Carrier, Giuseppe Galeati;
Priest, Romano Calo; Muzio, Tino Erler; A
Swiss Lt., Leopold Biberti; A Military Doctor, Sigfrit
Steiner; A Frontier Guard, Emil Gerber; Frau
Wittels, Therese Giehse; Bernard, Her Son, Robert
Schwarz; Madame Monnier, Germaine Tournier;
Hillel Sokolowski, M. Sakhnowsky; Chanele, His
Niece, Berthe Sakhnowsky; The Professor, Rudolf
Kampf; A Dutchman, Jean Martin; A Dutchwoman,
Gertrudten Cate; A Yugoslovac Worker, Carlo
Romatko.

OUTLAW. THE—Howard Hughes: Billy, Jack
Buetel; Rio, Jane Russell; Pat, Thomas Mitchell;
Doc, Walter Huston; Guadalupe, Mimi Aguglia;
Charley, Joe Sawyer; Stranger, Gene Rizzi.

SAN ANTONIO—Warners: Clay Hardin, Errol
Flynn; Jeanne Starr, Alexis Smith; Sacha Bozic,

S. Z. “Cuddles” Sakall; Legare, Victor Francen;
Henrietta, Florence Bates; Charley Bell, John Litel;

Roy Stuart, Paul Kelly; Capt. Morgan, Robert
Shayne; Pony Smith, John Alvin; Cleve Andrews,
Monte Blue; Colonel Johnson, Robert Barrat;
Ricardo Torreon, Pedro De Cordoba; Lafe McWil-
liams, Tom Tyler; Hymie Rosas, Chris-Pin Martin;
Sojer LIan is, Charles Stevens; Stage Coach Driver,
Poodles Hanneford; Entertainer

,

Doodles Weaver;
Joey Simms, Dan White; Rebel White, Ray Spiker;
Al Hill, Hap Winters; Hawker, Harry Cording;
Poker Player, Chalky Williams; Tip Brice, Wallis
Clark; Roper, Bill Steele; Henchmen, Allen E.

Smith, Howard Hill; Specialty Dancer, Arnold Kent.

SARATOGA TRUNK—Warners: Col. Clint Maroon,
Gary Cooper; Clio Dulaine, Ingrid Bergman;
Angelique, Flora Robson; Cupidon, Jerry Austin;
Bartholomew Van Steed, John Warburton; Mrs.
Coventry Bellop, Florence Bates; Augustin Haussy,
Curt Bois; Roscoe Bean, John Abbott; Mme. Clarissa
Van Steed, Ethel Griffies; Mrs. Porcelain, Maria
Shelton; Mrs. Nicholasr Dulaine, Helen Freeman;
Charlotte Dulaine, Sophie Huxley; Monsieur Begue,
Fred Essler; Raymond Soule, Louis Payne; Miss
Diggs, Sarah Edwards; Grandmother Dulaine,
Adrienne D’Ambricourt; Guilia Forosini, Jacqueline
DeWitt.

SING YOUR WAY HOME—RKO : Steve Kimball,
Jack Haley; Kay Lawrence, Anne Jeffreys; Bridget
Forrester, Marcy McGuire; Jimmy Miller, Glcnri
Vernon; Dottie, Patty Brill; Patsy, Nancy Marlow;
Windy, David Forrest; Terry, Donna Lee; Chuck,
James Jordan Jr.; Ship’s Captain, Emory Parnell.

THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—M-G-M : Lt. John
Brickley, Robert Montgomery; Lt. “Rusty” Ryan,
John Wayne; Lt. Sandy Davyss, Donna Reed;
General Martin, Jack Holt; “Boats” Mule a hey
C.B.M., Ward Bond; Ens. “Snake” Gardner, Mar-
shall Thompson; Ens. “Andy” Andrews, Paul Lang-
ton; Maj. James Morton, Leon Ames; Seaman Jones,
Arthur Walsh; Lt. “Shorty” Long, Donald Curtis;
Ens. George Cross, Cameron Mitchell; Ens. Tony
Aiken, Jeff York; “Slug” Mahan, Murray Alper;
“Squarehead” Larsen, Harry Tenbrook; “Doc”,
Jack Pennick; “Benny” Lecoco, Alex Havier;
Admiral Blackwell, Charles Trowbridge; The Gen-
eral, Robert Barrat; Elder Tompkins, Bruce Kellogg,
Ens. Brant, Tim Murdock; “Ohio”, Louise Jean
Heydt; “Dad” Knowland, Russell Simpson; Army
Doctor, Vernon Steele.

WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?—
M-G-M: Corp. Marion Hargrove, Robert Walker;
Pvt. Thomas Mulvehill, Keenan Wynn; Jeanne
Quidoc, Jean Porter; Sgt. Cramp, Chill Wills; Mayor
Ouidoc, Hugo Haas; Bill Burk, Wm. “Bill” Phillips;
Marcel Vivin, Fred Essler; Joe Lupot, Cameron Mit-
chell; Curtis, Ted Lundigan; Ncilson, Dick Hirbe;
Ellerton, Arthur Walsh; Gilly, Maurice Marks; Capt.
Drake, Paul Langton; Sgt. Hill, James Davis; Lt.
Morley, John Carlyle; Maj. Kingby, Walter Sande;
Capt. Parkson, Theodore Newton; Lt. Dillon, Robert
Kent; Sgt. Staple, Matt Willis; Chaplain Mallowy,
Richard Bailev.
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Take Your Pick of 400 Little Blue Books at Bargain Price of 5^ Each
240.000.0M0 SOLI! IN 26 VIA ICS

Add 1c per book for packing,

handling and carriage. Order

by number. Order at least

20 books—as many more as

you like. Canada and tor-

eign, 7c per book, prepaid.

If you order every book in

this ad — 400 books— remit

only $19.75 and we will pre-

pay all carriage charges.

Self-Help Books
25 Rhyming Dictionary

75 On the Choice of Books
78 Hints on Public Speaking
82 Common Faults in Writing

English
86 On Reading Brandes
93 How to Live 100 Years

112 Secret of Self-Development

192 A Book of Synonyms
326 Hints on Writing Short

Stories

405 Outline of Economics
452 Dictionary of Foreign Words
514 Hints on Writing Poetry

556 Hints on Etiquette

629 Handbook of Legal Forms
639 4,000 Most Essential Eng-

lish Words
681 Spelling Self Taught
682 Grammar Self Taught.

683 Punctuation Self Taught
697 4,000 Words Often Mispro-

nounced
703 Physiology Self Taught
725 Zoology Self Taught
734 Useful Phrases
748 Plane Geometry Self

T-aught
751 How to Merchandise
759 How to Conquer Stupidity

801 A Rapid Calculator

815 Familiar Quotations
821 How to Improve Your

Vocabulary
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
823 English Composition Self

Taught
835 Useful Tables
847 Card Games
855 How To Write Letters

856 Arithmetic Self Taught
Part I

857 Arithmetic Self Taught
Part II

868 Hints on Self-Improvement
872 Manual of Parliamentary

Law
891 Your Talent and How to

Develop It

894 How to Advertise
895 Astronomy for Beginners

994 Physics Self Taught
1004 How to Save Money
1031 How to Own Your Home
1174 How to Write Business

Letters
1206 How to Swim
1319 How to Study
1351 How to Get Ahead
1357 What You Should Know

About Law '

1427

Law for Workingman
1439 How to Test Your Intelli-

gence
1471 How to Become Mentally

Superior
1503 Effective English in Speech

and Writing
1504 How to Overcome Self-

Consciousness
1555 Rules for Success in

Business
1726 How to Think Creatively
1743 Facts About Sleep
1750 Curiosities of Language

Biography
33 Brann Smasher of Shams
123 Life of Madame du Barry
141 Life of Napoleon
142 Life of Bismarck
253 Heart Affairs of Henry VII
324 Life of Lincoln
343 Diary of Columbus in 1492

395 Autobiography of Cellini
409 Great Men of Science
412 Life of Mahomet
490 Life of Michelangelo
506 Life of Voltaire
515 Louis XVI and His Court
522 Life of Thomas Paine
523 Life of Franklin
525 Life of Goethe
526 Life of Caesar
528 Life of Shakespeare
537 Life of Barnum
565 Magellan and the Pacific

604 Life of Roosevelt
718 Great Women of Antiquity
769 Life of Thomas Jefferson

1482 Career of Gen. U. S. Grant
1723 Career of A1 Capone

Entertainment
606 How to Play Chess
626 Old Favorite Negro Songs
658 Toasts for All Occasions

704 Facts to Know About
Palmistry

767 Facts to Know About
Astrology

845 Facts to Know About
Fortune-Telling

893 Five Hundred Riddles

995 How to Play the Piano

1006 Children's Games
1010 Book of Amateur Magic

Tricks
1049 How to Teach Yourself to

Sing
1103 Book of Puzzles and

Brainteasers
1139 Photography Self Taught
1175 Amusing Riddles

1183 How to Play Checkers

1210 Mathematical Oddities

1239 Party Games for Grown
Ups

1254 Contract Bridge Made
Easy

1277 Hindu Magic Self Taught
1278 Ventriloquism Self Taught

1285 Gamblers' Crooked Tricks
Exposed

1688 100 Cocktails

1747 Games of Solitaire

Famous Books

1 Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
220 Vest’s Tribute to a Dog
313 Decay of Lying, Oscar

Wilde
337 Pippa Passes, Robert

Browning
349 Apology for Idlers

394 Boswell's Life of Dr.
Samuel Johnson

406 Essay on Man. Alexander
Pope

785 Ballads of Sir Walter Scott

1196 Girl With Three Husbands
1532 Don Quixote. Cervantes

Fiction

12 Mystery Tales. Poe
21 Carmen
23 Great Sea Stories

40 House and Brain
58 Tales from Decameron

Boccaccio

102

Sherlock Holmes Tales

107 The Dream Woman
145 Great Ghost Stories

151 Man Who Would Be King
162 Murders in the Rue Morgue
215 Miraculous Revenge

Bernard Shaw
223 Wanton Wife of a King

Jack London
232 Three Strangers
277 Man Without a Country
282 The Ancient Mariner
288 Thrilling Tales of the

Frozen North
290 The Gold Bug
352 Short Stories. William

Morris
375 Love Story of an Old Maid
630 Second-Story Man. Upton

Sinclair

672 Illicit Love. Boccaccio
673 Tales of Love and Life.

Boccaccio
698 Tales of Chicago. Ben

Hecht
699 Broken Necks. Ben Hecht
746 A Daughter of Eve
865 Main Street Tales
866 Untold Lie. etc.

1166 Infatuation
1457 Sketches of Naughty

Ladies. Goethe
1458 The Princess and the Tiger

Goethe
1605 The Girl in the Snappy

Roadster
1610 One Lover Among Many
1624 The Woman Who Inspired

Fatal Passion. Anatole
France

1669 The Jolly Beggars. Robt
Burns

Fine Arts

387 History of Painting
403 History of Music
466 History of Sculpture
468 History of Architecture

French Literature
(in English)

3 Fourteen Little Essays.
Voltaire

6 Love. Maupassant
27. Last Days of Condemned

Man. Hugo
28 Toleration. Voltaire
52 Oration on Voltaire. Hugo
66 Crimes of Borgia. Dumas
85 Attack on the Mill. Zola
87 Love: An Essay. Montaigne
103 Pocket Theology. Voltaire

104 Battle of Waterloo. Hugo
178 One of Cleopatra’s Nights

198 Majesty of Justice. France
199 The Tallow Ball.

Maupassant
200 Ignorant Philosopher.

Voltaire
221 On Women. Maeterlinck
292 Mademoiselle Fifi.

Maupassant
314 Short Stories. Daudet
344 Don Juan. Balzac
886 The Piece of String.

Maupassant
887 The Necklace. De Mau-

passant
888 Memoirs of Madame de

Stael

Health

1243 Care of Skin and Hair

1321 Fasting for Health
1426 Foot Troubles Corrected

1435 Constipation: It's Correc-
tion

1443 Daily Exercises for Busy
People

1478 Poor Posture Corrected by
Exercise

1479 Correction of Underweight
and Overweight

1534 How to Test Urine at Home
1553 Exercises for Nervousness

and Indigestion
1563 Marvels of Sunlight

History

50 Paine's Common Sense
83 Marriage: Its Past. Pres-

ent and Future Annie
Besant

126 History of Rome
149 Historic Crimes and

Criminals
150 Lost Civilizations

214 Speeches of Lincoln

276 Speeches of Washington
558 Great Pirates. C. J. Finger

596 A History of Modern
Mexico

597 History of American
Revolution

627 History of the Jews
1065 Lives of U. S. Presidents

1241 Outline of U. S. History

1757 Facts About Alaska

Humor
20 Let's Laugh Nasby
26 On Going to Church

Bernard Shaw
168 Wittv Epigrams Oscar

Wilde
291 The Jumping Frog. Twain
347 Riddle Rimes
348 Best Wit of the Scotch
382 Humor of Lincoln
670 Josh Billings' Comical

Lexicon
771 Humor of "Bill Nye”
971 Humorous Anecdotes
1115 Ridiculous Stories

1146 College Humor
1191 Broadway Wisecracks
1199 Laughable Lyrics

1200 Nonsense Stories

1261 Prize Winning Tongue
Twisters

Jokes

972 Popular Joke Book
1012 Best Negro Jokes
1013 Best Irish Jokes
1014 Best American Jokes
1184 Book of Best Scotch Jokes
1228 Best Jokes About Drunks
1231 Book of Best Jokes
1249 Best Jokes About Lovers
1475 More Best Jokes
1825 Stop. Look and Laugh. 62

Gag-cartoons

Juvenile

44 Aesop's Fables
57 Rip Van Winkle
156 Andersen's Fairy Tales
158 Alice in Wonderland
188 Adventures of Munchausen
391 Dog of Flanders. Ouida
516 Real Adventures
554 Child's Garden of Verse
559 Robinson Crusoe
716 Mother Goose
819 Strange Murders
836 Bluebeard Cinderella

Literature

2 Ballad of Reading Gaol
32 The Raven. The Beils, etc.

72 Color of Life and Love
79 Enoch Arden
95 Confessions of an Opium

Eater
146 Snowbound: Pied Piper
148 Strength of the Strong.

Jack London
152 Son of the Wolf. Jack

London
177 Subjection of Women
229 Ridiculous Women. Moliere
284 Popular Poems of Robert

Burns
285 Unconventional Amour
289 Pepy's Diary
306 Hanging of Shropshire Lad
513 Travels of Marco Polo
783 Mandalay and Other Poems
799 Deserted Village.

Oliver Goldsmith
829 Voltaire. Clarence Darrow
1569 Boccaccio—Lover and

Chronicler of Love
1673 Runaway Wife

Love and Romance
106 Frenchwoman’s Views of

Life
196 The Marquise. Secret

Passion
283 Courtship of Miles Standish
404 Romance of Paris
541 French Love Stories ot

Many Hues
665 Love Letters of a Parisian

713 Byron and the Women He
Loved

786 Catherine the Great and
Her Lovers

810 Some Polite Scandals of
Parisian Life

817 Her Burning Secret
915 Mad. and Other Stories
916 Night in Whitechapel
917 Room No. 11
918 Man with the Blue Eyes
919 The Clown
920 Queer Night in Paris
921 Mme. Tellier's Establish-

ment
922 Wife’s Confession
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
976 Casanova: World’s Greatest

Lover
990 Wagner’s Great Love Affair
1046 Coquette vs. a Wife
1047 Mysterious Exiles
1113 Love from Many Angles
1195 First Love and Other Tales
1213 Romance That Balzac Lived
1270 Among the Mormons
1392 Confessions of a Gold

Digger

1428

Curious Love Affairs
1445 Wild Women of Broadway
1587 Amazing Loves of King

Carol of Rumania
1620 Merry Tales. France
1622 Five Women and the Grand

Passion. France
1656 The Girdle of Aphrodite

Philosophy

11 A Guide to Nietzsche
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
35 Facing Plain Facts of Life
96 Dialogues of Plato
101 Thoughts on Man. Pascal
153 Chinese Philosophy of Life
159 Guide to Plato
414 Art of Happiness. Powys
520 A Guide to Spinoza

Durant
571 Story of Kant’s Philosophy
671 Moral Discourses of

Epictetus
839 Anatole France: Laughing

Cynic

Religion

4 The Age of Reason. Paine
61 What is Religion? Tolstoy
184 Primitive Beliefs

593 As a Man Thinketh
600 The Essence of the Bible

636 Greatest Thing in the
World

684

Essence of Judaism

Russian Literature
(in English)

24 The Kiss. Chekhov
45 Tolstoy’s Short Stories
100 Red Laugh. Andreyev
105 Seven Hanged. Anareyev
239 26 Men and a Girl. Gorky

Science
53 Insects and Men: Instinct

and Reason
92 Hypnotism Made Plain
190 Psycho-Analysis: The Key

to Human Behavior
217 The Puzzle of Persona.ity
408 Einstein’s Relativity Ex-

plained
447 Auto-Suggestion
467 Facts About Evolution
491 Psychology for Beg.nners
524 Death and Its Problems
555 Structure of the Earth
603 A-B-C of the Electron

Theory
679 Chemistry for Beginners
727 Psychology of Affections
761 Food and Diet
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexuaj

Dreams
806 Facts About the Nature ol

Science
808 Man’s Debt to the Sun
876 Curiosities of Mathematic?

1299 Origin of Life
1429 Airplanes. How to Fly

Them
1442 Facts About Graphology
1514 Inventions of Edison
1595 Facts About Calendar
1722 Fortune Telling from

Dreams
1754 How to Read Finger Prints

Miscellaneous
651 How to Psycho-Analyze

Yourself
777 Riddle of Human Behavioi
784 Tests Used in Psycho-

Analysis
986 How to Talk and Debate
987 The Art of Kissing
988 The Art of Courtship
1003 How to Think Logically
1009 Typewriting Self Taught
1018 Humorous Limericks
1023 Popular Recitations
1040 Bedtime Stories
1043 Study of Woman. Balzac
1063 Psychology of Laughter
1069 Conquest of Fear
1070 How to Fight Nervous

Troubles
1078 Morals in Greece and Rome
1093 Amusing Puns
1097 Memory: How to Develop
1109 Spanish Self Taught
1170 Funny Ghost Stories
1176 A Mad Love
1207 French Self Taught
1221 Facts About Will Power
1292 Best Short Stories
1320 How to Get a Husband
1333 Common Sense of Health
1340 How to Get a Job
1341 Unusual Menus
1342 Typical Love-Problems
1354 Book of Striking Similes
1413 My Prison Days
1418 Broadway Gangsters ano

Their Rackets
1419 Curious Deaths
1430 Shorthand Self Taught
1434 How to Think Clearly
1436 Strange Marriage Customs
1468 How to Deal with Crime
1476 What to Know About Youi

Sensations
1491 The Power of Women
1508 Facts About Poisons
1524 Famous Eccentric

Americans
1548 Chinese Cook Book
1562 How to Live Long
1633 Exploits of a Fiddler
1677 How Army and Navy Fight

Venereal Diseases
1710 The Magic of Numbers
1712 Great Dates in History
1714 Determinism vs. Free Win
1715 Funeral Services Without

Theology
1717 Religion and Progress
1719 Inge’s Apology for

Christianity
1721 Gambler’s Luck
1727 Fifty Famous Sauces
1738 How to Win Prize Contests
1739 Hints on Developing

Personality
1740 True Prison Escapes
1746 Mediums’ Tricks and

Rackets Exposed
1753 Why Many Women Are

Unattractive -

1756 Simplified Cook-Book
1761 America’s Little Hitlers

1826 How to Cash In On Your
Veteran’s Benefits. The
G.I. Bill of Rights
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pure, white odorless*

LOTION Safely

REMOVES HAIR

Whisks off
leg hair,
leaves skin
smooth,

. alluring.

\
*
1 . A fragrant white lotion without

bad clinging depilatory odor.
Painless . . . not messy, quick
to use. As simple to remove as

cold cream.
No razor stubble. Keeps legs

hair-free longer. Economical!
Does not irritate healthy, nor-

mal skin.

Removes hair close to skin,

leaving skin soft, smooth,
clean, fragrant.

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair

2.

3.

5 .

49$
plus tax

j ^
“

On sale at good
N 4

Drug and Department Stores

SIZES 4 TO 9

By Lester Gottlieb

Tune in on this new monthly feature in ivhich Photoplay selects

outstanding recordings of songs from your favorite films

SARATOGA TRUNK

Max Steiner, Warner Brothers’ prolific music mentor, wrote the

original background music for this exciting film. Previewers

raved over the main melody, urged Max to convert it into a

ballad. He did and here it is, "As Long As I Live,” with Dinah
Shore (Victor) to sing it with tenderness. Incidentally, Steiner’s

lovely theme from Barbara Stanwyck’s new picture "My Repu-
tation” has also been recorded. It’s called "While You’re

Away” and Betty Jane Bonney sings it (Victor) splendidly.

THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S

Tommy Dorsey is first man on the turntable (Victor) with his

bright new tune from Bing Crosby’s latest. It’s called "Aren’t

You Glad You’re You.” Though it’s reminiscent of "Swingin’

On A Star,” you won’t mind that a bit. Bing’s own treatment

(Decca) can be had now.

THE DOLLY SISTERS

"I Can’t Begin To Tell You” is the Hit Parade potential from
this new Fox film and Andy Russell (Capitol) and Harry James
(Columbia) record it for you.

STORK CLUB

Again it’s Andy Russell (Capitol) to sing a film love song,

"Love Me,” but leave it to Betty Hutton to wax enthusiastic

with the amusing "Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief” and "Square

In A Social Circle” (Capitol) from this cinematic facsimile of

Billingsley’s bistro.

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

Judy Garland’s exciting singing of "Love” is the record winner

of the month (Decca). For good measure Mrs. Minnelli sings

another new Follies hit, "This Heart Of Mine” (Decca).

ANCHORS AWE1GH

t

In black or while satin; black, red,

light blue, yellow or fuchsia gabardine . 2.98
In black or red suede; blue, green

or beige elk 3.98

‘STYLED BY ALDAN

1 KAYS-NEWPORT, Newport,

Send my Whimsies in:

R. 1.

1 Prs. Size Color Material Price 1

Name - . -

Address____

City State

Check O Money Order Q C. O. D. Q

Frank Sinatra spins "The Charm Of You” and "I Fall In Love

Too Easily” just as he sang them to Kathryn Grayson (Colum-
bia). On another new platter he croons Brahms’ beautiful

"Cradle Song” and his own personal tribute to his young
daughter, "Nancy” (Columbia).

STATE FAIR

This joyous and light-hearted filmusical reaped a happy harvest

of records. I particularly like Artie Shaw’s deft version of

"That’s For Me” (Victor), Margaret Whiting’s duplication of

Jeanne Crain’s chirping of "It Might As Well Be Spring”

(Capitol) and Sammy Kaye’s dansapation of the same tune

(Victor)

.
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—and get your own dress

Style 333
Picture-book
pretty in soft

rayon print.

Butcher linen
suit with polka-

dotted blouse.

ERE is a special opportunity for ambitious womeif who want to

earn money during spare hours. We are through fdth war work

and are now devoting our full time and effort to p/oducing more

Fashion Frocks than ever before. To take care of this greater post-war

expansion we now need more women to show aniy take orders for

these lovely dresses in the latest and most charmiyg styles. And de-

spite rising costs Fashion Frocks still sell at surprisingly low prices.

The work is pleasant and dignified and gives youjan opportunity to

earn $18, $20 and up to $2 5 in a week . . . and Resides get all your

own dresses without a penny of cost. No experience is needed and

no money is required. For full details rush coupon below.

Let your friends and neighbors see your afaborate Portfolio of last

minute Spring and Summer Fashion Froclc and just show them the

vast assortment of over 12 5 smartest, oAginal styles, made up of

gorgeous fabrics in beautiful color combinations and offered at sen-

sational low prices. These women will be delighted to order—not

merely once—but season after season. It’# like having your own dress

business with a steady income and without investing a penny. We
do all delivering and collecting—you g/t paid immediately.

Women Everywherqfknow Fashion Frocks

For many years Fashion F*>cks have been extensively ad-

vertised to millions of American women and are recog-

nized as fine quality, highly styled, popular priced dresses.

They have the approval/ of leading fashion editors and

prominent stars of stage and screen. And these lovely

dresses were worn byjthe famous Powers Models at a

Television Style Shov#. When you represent Fashion

Frocks you show dres/es that are well-known and in de-

mand because every month the Fashion Frocks advertise-

ments are seen by millions of women everywhere.

Send No Moliey— Everything Furnished FREE

The elaborat/ Presentation Portfolio—with special

plans for yofir success will be sent you absolutely

FREE. For years thousands of women have enjoyed

steady incomes representing Fashion Frocks. War
work intetfupted our full dress production and

naturally Curtailed the number of representatives

needed. I>ow we are ready for a great expansion

program ^ind are again seeking ambitious women
in every Community who want to make money like

Mrs. Claude Burnett in Alabama whose average

Tamings were $28.84—or $27.10 made by

THE FAMOUS.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

OUR 38th YEAR IN BUSINESS

Marie Patton, Illinois. Paste coupon on a postcard

and m|il for complete details. There is no obliga-

tion. IS^ail coupon today.

FASHION FROCKS, Inc., Desk 22039, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

•/ JUST MML THIS COUPON

£sk°22039,
Cincinnati 25, Ohio

moncy jn sparc

_I am interested in your oppo™»“^ o( co5t Send me full

YES

Style 323
Color chevrons
highlight a ray-

on-linen casual.

• and'eet my own dresses

information, without obligation

Name

mm

Addrtsi
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Dinner may still be hours away,

but you know it will be a success— you’re having Schlitz.

Serving Schlitz to your guests is like

bringing out your best

linen or silver— it says

“Nothing’s too good for

our friends!”

JUST

kissTHE

OF THE HOPS

JMenu

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS





There's a softer glow, fresher beauty for your skin

—with your first cake of Camay! Simply change

from careless cleansing to the Camay Mild-Soap Diet.

Doctors tested Camay’s daring beauty promise

on scores of complexions. And these doctors

reported that woman after woman—using just

one cake of Camay—had fresher, softer skin.

MRS. STEWARTS STORY

“I tumbled— Bill fell, too," skiing at St.

Adele in the Laurentians. Both devotees

of outdoor sports, Ginny keeps the

warm sun-glow in her skin radiantly

fresh. "It’s Camay for me—and has been,

since my first cake brought out a

real sparkle in my complexion.”

MRS. WILLIAM KIRK STEWART

the former Virginia Welch of Los Angeles, Cal.

Bridal portrait painted by

Precious Moment: While overseas, Bill

cherished each memory of Ginny's

fresh young beauty. "I wanted to look

my best when he returned," Ginny
confides, "so I never neglected my
Camay Mild-Soap Diet." To make
your skin lovelier, just follow instruc-

tions on your Camay wrapper.

Cherish Camay— make each cake

last. Precious materials go into soap.
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CUPID: Now wait, Sis! Hold it!

GIRL: For what, you faithless little imp! It’s about

time some girl taught you not to go around ignoring

girls just because they’re not beautiful!

CUPID: So! It’s that way, huh? Well now you listen,

my little fugitive from spinsterhood!

It’s about time you stopped looking at men with

all the charm and radiance of a tired

wash cloth! Smile at ’em. Sister! Sparkle!

GIRL: With my dull, dingy teeth? Hah! Heaven knows I brush

’em enough, but sparkle . . . hah! They—

CUPID: Ever see ‘pink’ on your tooth brush?

GIRL,: Just lately. Why?

CUPID: Why? Why Great Day in The Morning, Pet, don’t

you know that’s a sign to see your dentist—

and right away! Because he may find today’s soft foods are

robbing your gums of exercise. And he may suggest

“the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

GIRL: Fine, fine, fine. Very impressive. But weren’t we
discussing my smile a while back? What happened to it?

CUPID: Pet, don’t you know that a sparkling smile

depends largely on firm, healthy gums? This Ipana

not only cleans teeth. It’s specially designed, with

massage, to help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana

on your gums when you brush your teeth and you
start on your way to a sparkling, radiant smile

that’ll stagger any stag line. Now get going,

Baby! Ipana and massage!

IPANA AND MASSAGE p

1
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Guess who’s back?

And guess who’s got him?

in M-G-M’s exciting love story . .

.

ADVENTURE.

Yes, Adventure adds up to being the

most exciting and thoroughly enjoyable

screen Adventure we’ve been on, in

many a season of movie-going.

Gable is a tough, swaggering, romantic

bos’n who has made love and trouble

in every port on the seven seas.

Garson’s a girl whose greatest Adventure

is a picnic on Sunday.

Then—WHAM ! They meet

!

It’s lightning and thunder... it’s sound
and fury... it’s wind and flame... it’s

heaven and some of the other!

It’s love on every note of the keyboard
—laughing, lilting love; roaring, raging

love. It’s Gable and Garson in the

screen’s most exciting Adventure!

Pardon us, while we doff our cap to

Joan Blondell and Thomas Mitchell,

who turn in such stand-out performances.

And a low bow to the excellent support-

ing cast—to Victor Fleming for his fine

direction—to Sam Zimbalist for his

super production—to Frederick Hazlitt

Brennan and Vincent Lawrence for their

screen play with a punch !

They’ve given us a great entertain-

ment Adventure that marks the return

of our favorite swell guy, Clark Gable
—and the advent of Greer Garson in

a zestfully different role !

—Jlea

“The Beginning

Or The End”
':p' will be the most im-

portant picture of 1946.

It is the story of the

atomic bomb

!

FAVORITE OF AMERICA’S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS
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in M-G-M s exciting screen

Adventure
CLARK GABLE • GREER GARSGN in Victor Fleming's production of ADVENTURE with Joan B/ondell • Thomas Mitchell
TOM TULLY • JOHN QUALEN • RICHARD HAYDN • UNA ROMAY • HARRY DAVENPORT • Screen Play by Frederick hazlitt brennan and vincent Lawrence • Adoption by

Anlhany Veiller and William H Wrighl • Based on a Novel by Clyde Brlon Davis • DIRECTED BY VICTOR FLEMING • PRODUCES BY SAM ZIMBAUST • A METRO'GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE



INSIDE STUFF

Around Town: No sooner had Orson Welles and
Rita Hayworth parted (we’d seen them together
at La Rue only a few nights before the an-
nouncement, both looking glum) than the rumors
that Victor Mature was again attempting to court
Rita. Considering Vic and June Haver would
have been married by now if it hadn’t been for

Mrs. Haver, it’s hard to believe Vic could switch
over his affections so easily. . . Greeted Red
Skelton at The Club the other night and noticed
his hair is at least four shades darker (but still

red) since his release from the service. Maybe
he kept it lighter for the camera. But those
Skelton dimples are still there. . . Capt. Bob
Preston looked mighty fine back in civvies and
lunching in the Paramount commissary just like

old times. . . Listening to that 5 A.M. duet of

Jimmy Stewart’s and Hank Fonda’s reminded us
that here are two friends who have weathered
starvation together and even a war—Jimmy in

the Army and Hank at sea. . . “Hi, Pittsburgh,”
Gene Kelly, a fellow Pittsburgher, greeted Cal
the other evening at a friend’s home. Gene, who
is a Navy lieutenant, says he now travels from
city to city on special business for the Navy.
And like the other lads he longs to be back home
. . . “It will be January for me,” Jackie Cooper
told Cal. “At least they told me I’d be out then.”

And Jackie looks mighty fine in his bell-bottom
trousers . . . The overly-thin girl in chocolate
slacks, dark glasses and hair parted in the middle
was Garbo, on a Saks Fifth Avenue shopping
spree . . . Just when Nora Eddington confides

she’s divorcing Errol, she ups and goes to San
Francisco with him.

Gay notes: You should have seen the terrific jit—
Clark Gable’s date at a premiere is Mrs. Dolly O’Brien, terbug routine that Carole Landis and Cesar

perhaps the most important woman in his life these days Romero put on together (Continued on page 6)

On the out - on- the

-

town list, Cary Grant

takes in Ciro’s with

lovely Diana Holman

1
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A Million Dollars Worth of Fun

in the New Billion-Dollar

Smart Set Playground!

Paramount sets a new style in romancing,

dancing, singing and laughing ... in the

lavish . . . lovely show that only Mitchell

Leisen of "Lady In The Dark" and
"Frenchman’s Creek" fame could give you!

DOROTHY LAMOUR
and

ARTURO de CORDOVA

PATRIC KNOWLES • ANN DVORAK • GEORGE RIGAUD
Natalie Schafer • Mikhail Rasumny • Billy Daniels

and The Guadalajara Trio

aMITCHELL LEISEN PRODUCTION
Produced by KARL TUNBERG • Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN

Screen Play by KARL TUNBERG • Bared on a Story by EDWIN JUSTUS MAYER and FRANZ SPENCER

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Hear Dottie’s South-of-the-’

Border songs and see the most

gorgeous gowns you’ve ever

"Ooohed" and "Aaahed" at.

f
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AS/x-fetter Word

Stronger Grip

. . . Watch your "Good-looks

Score" go up and up when

you use DeLong Bob Pins to

give your hair-do that smooth,

new uncluttered look.

It’s the "Stronger Qrip" in

DeLong Bob Pins that makes

them so different from bob

pins of the wishy-washy type...

StrongerGrip
“Won’t Slip Out

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
P SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS & EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

He dreamed of Jeannie—Paul Brinkman beams happiness because

Jeanne Crain said yes. Before marriage—at Canadian party

r€a/%M INSIDE STUFF

( Continued from page 4) right in the
middle of a carpeted floor—during that
big cocktail party that Wynn Rocamora,
well known actor’s agent, threw for

Louella Parsons. It was so gay that
people who came at six and were sup-
posed to leave at eight were still there
at midnight. Dorothy Lamour looked
beautiful. And she said she was sure
her baby would be born right in the
middle of any New Year’s Eve party
she happened to be attending. The
Zachary Scotts were there, too, “scotch-
ing” those separation rumors. He can
move around through a big party faster

than anyone you ever saw. Seems to

be all over the place at once.

To RomanofF's We Go: No two ways
about it, the social center of Hollywood
is Romanoff’s, especially Saturdays at

lunch time when there are no races to

attend. It’s like a continued party from
week to week with friends strolling

from table to table to chat and ex-
change gossip. Citizen Romanoff him-
self remarked on it when he joined our
table after leaving the corner table of

Norma Shearer and her handsome hus-
band Navy Lieut. Marty Arrouge. Pret-
ty Kay Williams Spreckles and Cobina
Wright Sr. were lunching together
with a dozen or so friends stopping by.

Carleton Alsop, Martha Scott’s hus-
band, who is now a producer at

M-G-M, regaled the group with witty
stories, Helmut Dantine, with a new
date, bowed low and Herbert Marshall
seemed to be finding comfort in his

friend Chester Morris (to date the

Marshalls haven’t reconciled). Keenan
Wynn strolled in late and like a trou-

bador went from table to table finally

getting around to his father, the famous
Ed Wynn whose cry of “Keenan” car-

ried a message of pride and joy.

“Hello there,” called Clark Gable to

us as we joined Kay, his former girl

friend at the next booth, which reminds
us, Clark has been seeing more and
more of another former blonde friend
Virginia Grey, and less and less of

Anita Colby. Cary Grant, more sub-
dued than ever, came in, and finally

Norma Shearer stopped to chat with
Lana Turner and Bob Hutton.

Diana: Our nomination for the gal who
has become more smartly dressed and
wise in her thinking goes to Diana
Lynn of Paramount. In a gold wool suit

with gold jewelry accessories, hair up, a

brown felt rolled sombrero sparkling
with brown paillettes, Diana was a vi-

sion. Her complexion, we noticed, was
flawless, her young groping for a solu-

tion to life and its problems, whether
to marry young and attempt both
career and marriage or remain single,

was charming. And the young man in

her life?—Loren Tindall. So watch for

Diana’s decision.

Town Topics: Shirley Temple really did

a lot of work herself on her book, “My
Young Life.” Several people were as-

signed to do research for it, but Mama
Temple made Shirley sit down day
after day and really contribute much
more to the tome than most people

would ever believe. The publishers

will tell you that she actually put more
of her own words into it than almost

any autobiography that has ever been
brought out by a glamour-celeb . . .

Helmut Dantine and Ida Lupino have

really nothing but icicles for each other

these days. No special romance on tap

for Ida. And Helmut is strictly playing

the field. He’s been calling Yvonne
De Carlo like mad for dates . . . Bonita

Granville and “Lucky” Humberstone,
the well-known director, will bear a

lot of watching. He’s the first “older

man” she has ever dated—and he isn’t

old by a long ( Continued, on page 8)
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GEORGE BREN! • WARNER ANDERSON • EUCIEE WATSON -JOHN R1DGELY • EVE ARDEN • CURTIS BERNHARDT- HENRY BLANHE

Screen play by CATHERINE TURNEY from the novel "instruct My Sorrows” by Clare Jaynes • Music by MAX STEINER
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Looking down into mirror, apply
mascara clear to end of lashes.

Hold brush there till lashes "set”

(About 30 seconds.) Wipe brush
clean with half Sitroux Tissue.
(SAVE Sitroux! *

) Go over lashes

to separate. Apply mascara to up-
per lashes only for "natural” look.

At bedtime, use eye -cream gen-
erously. Gently work out toward
temple under eye — back toward
nose on eyelid. Remove excess with
Sitroux. Keep Sitroux handy for

facial cleansings, manicures, dozens

anufacturers are still faced

rial shortages and produc-

n; e s . . but we are doing

best to supply you with as

oux Tissues as possible. And,

iers we are making the finest

ssues possible under present

s . For your understanding and

-our appreciation and thanks.

To extend eyebrows, remove al-

most all mascara from brush with
half Sitroux Tissue. Brush brows
the wrong way to pick up tiny

hairs. Then brush back into place.

If necessary, sketch in hair -like
with eyebrow pencil.lines

SITROUX
TISSUCS

Sage advice in the past and present tense—Sir C. Aubrey Smith chats with

Margaret O’Brien, child star of today, and Shirley Temple, child star of yes-

terday, at the Canadian Government party for stars at Beverly Hills Hotel

INSIDE STIFF
(Continued from page 6) shot. But
from the way they’re dating and gazing
into each other’s eyes these eves, he has
all the charm and plus of Bonita’s more
juvenile beaus ... You can make a bet
that Nancy Guild and young Frank
Latimore, who was so good in “The
House On 92nd St.” and “The Dolly
Sisters,” will be close to stardom before
1946 is out. Studio has big plans for
both—and is mapping a really heavy
press campaign on Latimore now that
he is playing one of the leads in “Three
Little Girls In Blue” with June
Haver.

Santa Sinatra: Imagine being married
to Frank Sinatra and having him turn
out to be the kind of a husband who
plays Santa Claus all year round as
well! One night, long before Christmas,
Cal admired a gorgeous stone-marten
jacket on Nancy Sinatra. And she said

that Frankie had already bought her
six fur coats during the year! They’re
back in Hollywood now—and they love
it. And Sinatra is getting ready to make
another movie any minute. Can you
wait?

Off to the Club: Bob Hutton and Lana
Turner came by to pick Cal up for a
party at The Club, that exclusive new
spot in Beverly Hills where one dines
only if one is a member.
Bob Hope and his Dolores came in

while we were waiting for our coats.

Seeing Bob at any spot in town is really

a special spectacle. We could just imag-
ine Mrs. Hope’s saying, “Now, darling,

you’ve got to take a night off from work
and take me to dinner.” And the proud
way in which Mrs. Hope went to her
table revealed how really pleased she
was.
Our party, in the special cocktail

room, given by Kay Kyser in honor
of General Eichelberger, was going full

tilt when we arrived. The swains, of

course, swooned at the sight of Lana in

a flowered halo of pink roses and lilies

of the valley covered in a spun-gold
gossamer material that heightened her
pale beauty. Her plain black frock
sported one of those enormous bustle
things in the back. The effect—out of

this world.
When Lana’s former beau Greg Baut-

zer moved in for the photographers,
Bob Hutton found himself taking ad-
vice from Mr. Jules Stein, head of

Music Corporation of America, as to

what to do. Sir Simon Marks, a visitor

here from England, joined the advisory
committee with Bob growing more and
more confused.

Here and There: Cal telephoned his old

friend Sydney Greenstreet who had
been ill. “Where, outside of Bamum
and Bailey’s did they get an oxygen
tent big enough to cover you?” we de-
manded. His paroxysms of laughter
could have been heard to Schwabs’
Drugstore.
Robert Walker has taken to the road

again. No, he didn’t elope with himself
during production as he did several
months ago, but without warning or his

studio’s knowing it, the young actor all

of a sudden turned up in New York.
And after all those promises! Friends
close to Bob still insist the actor has
changed since his sudden separation
from Jennifer.

Data on Drake: Young Tom Drake
came over for cocktails only—surprise
—Tom is so thoroughly on the wagon
he even refused tea—but he did eat all

our popcorn. Every pop of it. Tom is

kept busy at Metro working on “The
Green Years.” You mark our words—
he’s a lad that will someday pass them
all—if he watches his step and crosses

his t’s. (Continued on page 10)
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INSIDE STUFF

The man making the point is handsome

Tony Martin, back after a fine war record

( Continued from page 8)

Bad News: Poor Alan Curtis—still con-
fined to his bed (and probably will be
for several weeks more) after that hor-
rible auto accident which completely
demolished that snappy little English
car he was driving, and cost him a lot

of broken bones plus a dislocated hip.

He was so lucky that he wasn’t killed

—you should have seen that car, or

rather what was left of it—after he
had a head-on collision with a milk
truck!

Ilona Massey, his lovely blonde ex-
wife, has been visiting him almost
every day. And that, of course, only re-

vives the long-time rumors that one
of these days they’ll be one again.

Randomizing: If we asked you who you
think is the “hottest” star in Hollywood
today—among the people of Hollywood
itself—what would your answer lye? It-

would probably be one of the “younger
set”—but you’d be wrong. The star is

Joan Crawford, and not even at the

height of her first zoom to cinema glory,

has there been as much complimentary
chit-chat over lunch and dinner tables

as there is about Joan these days. It

isn’t just her magnificent “come-back”
in “Mildred Pierce”—you should see

her! Looks simply divine! And her
clothes! And her jewels! There’s a gal

who always has and still does epitomize
glamour with a capital G. No wonder
everyone says “Gee!” when she passes

by. Well, Joan went and fixed up a new
down hair-do for herself (that makes
her look about twenty) to qualify for

that terrific role she is starting in

“Humoresque”—and p.s., she landed the

part because of it.

Gals are “letting their hair down” all

over the place. Anita Colby looks more
beauteous than ever with her shoulder-
length bob—Cathy Downs (a gorgeous
newcomer to the screen) is another

—

and the coifs are going up less and less.

The fan mail that piles up for attrac-

tive smokey-eyed young Guy Madison
(you remem- ( Continued on page 12)
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A FEAST OF FUN...A ROMANTIC TREAT...

IT’S ENTERTAINMENT THAT CAN'T BE BEAT!

Their Romance is GLORIOUS!

Their Troubles are HILARIOUS!

The Music is TREMENDOUS!

11



Clogged pore openings say so plainly

«..Your beauty care is wrong!

Don’t let blackheads, stubborn dirt or dry,

aging "top skin” hide the natural radiance

of your complexion. Exquisite cleansing

is this simple: once a week, Edna Wallace

Hopper White Clay Pack. And, every

day, Homogenized Facial Cream.

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 10) ber him in

“Since You Went Away”) is surprising
even officials of the RKO Studio where
he is working with Dorothy McGuire
on a loan-out from David Selznick.
Everyone expects him to create more
than a “mild sensation”—and the
bobby-sox brigade can now get ready
for the biggest swoon it has had in a
long, long time . . . Diana Barrymore
is back in Hollywood and being just

as rude to people as she was last

time she was here. Unfortunately she
hasn’t her father John’s wonderful
wit or talent to back up her lack of

good manners—but maybe she doesn’t
care . . . Major Jack McEwen is cer-
tainly putting out the torch that Olivia

de Havilland has been toting for Maj.
John Huston for so long. For the first

time in years Olivia looks really happy.
Positively beaming! . . . Deanna Durbin
and Maria Montez are staking a race
for their stork dates and both have sort

of “retired” from public life, including
all parties, until the happy events occur
. . . Joan Leslie, of the angel face, pos-
ing for her first bit of “cheesecake”

—

meaning a lot of sexy, leg-art pictures

which will appear in magazines shortly.

And Joan (she still goes places with
Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun and
others) denies she is going to marry
anyone for a long time—even though
that handsome Capt. John Edwards does
long-distance her from New York at

least once a week . . . Jinx Falkenburg
is trying to break her contract with
Columbia because she wants to quit

pictures for keeps. Jinx says she only
wants to be where her darling husband
is—and his work keeps him in New
York.

Homelife: George Montgomery is out
of the service, but not out of a job,

thank heavens. He’ll go back to Twen-
tieth for more pictures . . . George and
Dinah moved from over the stables of

their ranch house when the nip of cold
weather hit the valley, but they had to

sleep in the living room of their partly
furnished home. The new icebox was
so big for their small kitchen they in-

stalled it temporarily, at least, in the
bedroom.
The quiet normalcy that prevails in

the home of Ann Sothern and Bob
Sterling never fails to impress Cal. In-
vited up for an evening recently, we
instantly felt the cozy quiet intimacy of

this happy couple in the company of a
few friends—none, incidentally, in pic-

tures. The talk was general and never
once touched pictures. Bob, handsomer
than ever, is such an honest, natural
person and the bond of understanding
between him and Ann is wonderful to

see.

“I’m hungry,” artist Paul Clemens
remarked casually late in the evening,

and Ann trotted out to the kitchen to

bring back a loaf of bread, still in its

wrapping paper, a jar of mayonnaise
and some cold turkey for everyone to

make his own sandwiches. It was just

as informal (Continued on page 14)

Only a clean skin is lovely

and young-looking...

so start this marvelous Twin Treatment care today!

Once a week . . . this “blushing beauty” Mask!
<
Spread White Clay Pack over clean face and neck. Relax
while it "lifts up” tired, lax tissues. Helps to loosen
blackheads and cleanse pore openings. Wash off when
dry (about 8 minutes).
Now see how your complexion glows with a fresher,

livelier bloom— awakened by White Clay Pack’s gentle
blushing action. Your skin seems firmer, finer in texture
— free from unlovely "top skin”. And your fresher,

smoother complexion takes make-up with utter flattery.

Clearly you look younger, prettier. And here’s what
you’ll do, every day, to help protect that charm . .

.

Daily . . . protection for fresh

underskin clarity

To get the most glamorizing results from your weekly

White Clay Pack, follow this daily beauty care with

Homogenized Facial Cream. This rich, blush-pink cream
cleanses and lubricates superbly— helps to soften rough,

dry skin.

Pat on with upward, outward strokes — light-as-feather

pats around your eyes where tiny lines show. (See diagram).

For extra lubrication, apply a thin film at night. Watch
your skin reveal a brighter, smoother freshness that’s so

ready for make-up— and for compliments!

Twin Treatment

for a lovelier, younger look
12



AND RIGHT IN

THE MIDDLE OF

THE MOST EXCITING

ADVENTURE OF

HIS THRILL-PACKED

CAREER!

Screenplay by Roy Chanslor • Based upon the Collier’s Magazine serial by Robert Carson
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— But fingers like a lily, Willie,

don’t come from peeling spuds!
It’s a hep housewife who knows how to keep her

hands on the lovely side of life in spite of daily hard

housework. Pacquins Hand Cream, of course! This

fragrant cream helps guard against redness, dryness,

and roughness. Use it faithfully. .. see for yourself

how much smoother, softer your hands look!

Doctors and nurses know that 30 to

40 scrubbings a day will leave their hands dry and

rough as sandpaper. That’s why so many of them

use Pacquins, which was originally formulated for

their professional use. Pacquins Hand Cream is so

wonderfully effective because it is super-rich with

humectant . . . the ingredient that helps parched,

taut skin feel softer, smoother, and more pliant.

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE

gianna Young, Loretta’s younger sister.

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued from page 12) and cheering

as that.

To Susan: It seems that Providence

must love Susan Peters very much, for

experience has taught it’s the very spe-

cial that are molded and shaped in the

ovens of despair to emerge pure shining

gold—radiantly indestructible. Susie—
a mere mite of a girl who became para-

lyzed in an accident, from her wheel

chair endured the sorrow of losing her

beloved mother.
“What next?” Hollywood whispered

in sympathy, but somehow the light in

her eyes was a promise that whatever

it is Susie will come through—a gallant

girl and a magnificent woman.
Her husband, Richard Quine, out of

the Navy, has returned to the screen

in “But Not Goodbye” while Susie will

go on with her writing for Photoplay

and radio work. Salute!

Romance Notes: Howard Hughes, mil-

lionaire, thinks he has a special option

on Yvonne De Carlo. But then Hughes

is the lad who never drops an option,

remember? . . . Artie Shaw’s statements

that he doesn’t want his bride Ava

Gardner in movies, as two stars in a

family are too many, has Hollywood

asking what two stars? . . . Gail Rus-

sell likes Pete Lawford but Pete likes

to play the field—since he can’t have

Lana Turner. ( Continued on page 16)
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reorge Raft ... in trouble

up to his gun-hilt . . .

with Ava Gardner's

beauty only stirring

m up more ... in the

% picture that proves

% it takes a woman

IIP to make a good

guy out of an

||k all-wrong

I ‘Ik man!

p
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Stops
'

Perspiration

Troubles
/faster
THAN YOU SLIP ON YOUR SLIP

Ixpect postwar miracles. Look for

this new, excitingly different idea

in deodorants. Ask for new super-fast

ODORONO Cream Deodorant...

stops perspiration troubles faster

than you can slip on your slip.

Because it contains science’s most
effective perspiration stopper.

Affords other greatly needed blessings

too: Will not irritate your skin...

or harm fine fabrics ... or turn gritty

in the jar. And really protects

up to 3 days.

Change to ODORONO Cream
Deodorant—super-fast . .

.

super-modem . . . excitingly different.

P

NEW, Superfast

ODO-RO-DO
CREAM
DEODORANT

39 *

Also 59? and 10?

Plus Federal Tax

ODORONO ICE Is back from the wars . . . 39?
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Premiering Wildes— Cor-

nel, star of “Leave Her To

Heaven” and wife Pat take

in the picture premiere

and gaily sign autographs

Premiering too—Tyrone

Power, back in civvies,

takes his wife, lovely Anna-

bella, to the “Leave Her To

Heaven” Hollywood premiere

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 14) If you see
Wilson running around with curly hair,

don’t be surprised. Alexander Knox
had to get a permanent for his role

with Roz Russell in “Sister Kenny.”
. . . John Hodiak and Anne Baxter
rapidly reaching a heart twining stage
despite all family objections . . . It’s

Evelyn Keyes that Navy Lieut. Rob-
ert Stack has his eye on. And no one
denies that’s an eyeful all right . . .

Evelyn’s ex-husband, director Charles
Vidor, is now cozily married to Mrs.
Mervyn LeRoy and Mervyn will soon
be married to social Mrs. Kitty Spiegle,

and isn’t Hollywood divine?

Hutton Ana: Betty Hutton and Ted
Briskin swear they’ll make those baby
stories come true before 1946 is over.

Never have known anyone as wild to

have a child as that Hutton is! Always
has been—and once tried so hard to

adopt her sister’s little boy, if you
remember. Briskin is still keeping up
his average of buying Betty a present
a day. One night they were dancing
around Mocambo and Mona Freeman
and Pat Nearney (the newlyweds)
danced past them, looking as cute as a
widget, and Betty screamed, “Oh—they
make me feel so old!” Betty must be
all of twenty-four!

Round About: Artie Shaw isn’t giv-

ing up his band as rumored—just those
tours. But he’s giving up his big house
and he and Ava are looking for a
smaller one. Who isn’t? . . . Everyone’s
so happy to see Ty Power back—and
boy, does he look wonderful! He and
his Annabella, after a two-week motor
trip that was to a secret destination, are
back in Hollywood and all around to

parties and night clubs together. They
go out on foursomes with the Gary
Coopers a lot . . . David Niven will be
back by the time you read this—and
everybody we know is planning a
“home-coming party” for the lad. He
is so popular and no wonder! What a

guy! . . . Bogart and Bacall have been
practically living on that boat he bought
from Dick Powell. It’s a gorgeous yacht
—the most elaborate one that Bogie has
ever owned . . . Everyone swears that

the vocalist on that Harry James re-
cording of “I Can’t Begin To Tell You”
is Betty Grable—although another name
is printed on the record. Listen and
see what you think . . . The Bill Eythe-
Margaret Whiting plans are an off-

again on-again thing. The studio isn’t

letting him go East—which interferes

with Cupid—but maybe that’s their

whole idea.

This and That: Impish -faced Ray Mc-
Donald—out of the Army and into the
p"m<! of June ( Continued on page 19)



Every doctor in private practice was asked . .

.

Three nation-

ally known in-

dependent re-

search groups
. . . hundreds of

trained research

specialists . . .

put the ques-

tion: “What
cigarette do you

smoke, Doctor?”

Yes, your doc-

tor was asked
too, along with

thousands of

others from
Maine to Cali-

fornia! Family

. physicians, sur-

geons, nose and

throat specialists

. . . doctors in

every branch of

medicine were
asked.

1 HEanswerscame
in by the thou-

sands from all over

the country . . . the

actual statements

of doctors them-

selves. Figures
were checked and

re - checked with

scientific precision.

The answer?
Right! Camels!
And by a very con-

vincing margin!

ACCORDING TO THIS RECENT NATIONWIDE SURVEY:
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, North Carolina

More Doctors smoke Camels

THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE

!

THE "T-IONE" TEST WILL TELL YOU

The “T-Zone” — T for

taste and T for throat —
is your proving ground
for any cigarette. For only

your taste and yourthroat

can decide which cigarette

tastes best to yo«...and
how it affects your throat.

On the basis of the ex-

perience of many, many
millions of smok-

ers, we believe

Camels will suit

your “T-Zone” to

a “T.”

Now it's down in black and white.

Based on the actual statements

of doctors themselves to 3 outstanding

independent research organizations.

This was no study of “trends.” No mere “feeling

the pulse” poll. This was a nationwide survey

to discover the actual fact . .

.

and from statements

ot doctors themselves.

And the men in white have put their answers

down in black and white: As the brand they smoke,

the most named Camel!

Doctors smoke for the same enjoyment as the

rest of us. Camel’s full, rich flavor is as appealing to

the doctor as to you. And Camel’s mildness and cool-

ness are as welcome to his throat as to yours . . . and

to those millions of other smokers the world over!



• Are you eager, energetic;

keyed to the tempo of a rapidly

changing world?

Then for you, streamlined

gabardine and, of course,

Solitair Cake Make-Up.

• The modern, round-the-clock make-up—Solitair will actually

give your complexion the smooth, clear, faultless-freshness

you’ve always wanted—never before found. And since it’s

Solitair, your make-up looks naturally lovely, because it’s the

featherweight, precision blended cake make-up that never looks

mask-like. Rich in lanolin, Solitair guards your skin against

dryness, too. Takes only seconds to apply. No need for loose

powder. Try it—you modern in gabardine! $1, 60(1, 25(1.

• Original Gabardine suit by Anthony Blotta

• Nine leading skin specialists say, “Solitair wont clog pores!”

up
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Ella Raines is the Mocambo date-special of Greg Bautzer, remem-

bered for his dating of Lana Turner, Dorothy Lamour and other stars

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 16) Allyson—-but

only for a dance sequence in “Till The
Clouds Roll By.” Ray is now a husband
and a father, but how he loves those

dancing shoes . . . Just when Hollywood
was beginning to believe all was not too

well in the menage of Laraine Day and
her husband Ray Hendricks, the actress

adopted two babies—which proves how
wrong everyone is—we hope . . .

Richard Jaeckel back from Okinawa
and thereabouts stayed two months in

Hollywood and went right back to his

Merchant Marine ship. Seriously doubt
that Hollywood will ever be able to

hold young Richard . . . Deanna Dur-
bin looking beautiful at lunch with
her husband Felix Jackson expects her
first baby very soon . . . Tyrone Power
is all set to go into Twentieth Century-
Fox’s “Captain From Castille” with

Linda Darnell. Cal remembers how
unhappy Ty once was at having new-
comer Linda as his leading lady. But
now that Linda’s changed type and
gained experience and laurels, Ty must
be pleased as punch . . . Two wives who
do not believe in basking in the shadow
of their husband’s career are setting

out on their own. We are talking about
the muchly publicized Evie Albott, wife
of Keenan Wynn, and Annelle Hayes,
who is the wife of the new star Mark
Stevens. Evie goes with “The Dark
Corner” which stars Mark, and Annelle
may return to her old studio RKO . . .

That smile on Tony Martin’s face seems
a trifle wistful. Tony’s unfortunate ex-
periences in the war have certainly left

their mark despite Hollywood’s at-

tempts at friendliness.

The Voice and the Turk: There is a spe-
cial something in the voice of Turhan
Bey that prompts instant recognition. It

isn’t accent so much as quality, and so

Success! Peter Lawford asked to meet cute Evelyn Keyes (object

—

date) and here they are profiled at the Trocadero together

“Love-phooey!

I’m wrapped up

KEEP FRESH! Bathe. Then dust

your body with Cashmere Bouquet
Talc. Quickly it dries lingering mois-

ture. Leaves you ravishingly fresh.

FEEL SMOOTH! Sprinkle extra

Cashmere Bouquet Talc over chaf-

able places. It imparts a satin-smooth

sheath of protection to sensitive skin.

STAY DAINTY! Keep your femi-

nine appegl on high. Use Cashmere
Bouquet often for coolness, comfort

and for the dainty way it scents you
with the fragrance men love.

T\U*'

In 10£, 20(5 and 35(5 sizes
For the luxury size

with velour puff ask for

Cashmere Bouquet
Dusting Powder 65(i
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Starring

FRANCIS LEDERER • GAIL PATRICK

ANN RUTHERFORD-EDWARD ASHLEY
REPUBLIC

PICTURE

INSIDE STUFF

Randy Scott, hosting party at Romanoff’s,

greets Olivia de Havilland, happier than

in months, with new beau, Major McEwen

Turhan, who phones frequently, never
pauses to announce himself.
He came over this special evening

about eight-thirty to talk until almost
midnight, of life in Asia, in Europe, of
the service, of Plato and his philosophy,
of love and its pain as well as its joys,

and of the future.

He has recently been transferred
from the Army to the Air Corps at
Santa Ana in the special service divi-
sion, which means he makes weekly
visits into Hollywood to secure talent
for the camp shows. Between times
he sweeps out the barracks and recrea-
tion hall with his pals, also privates,

there to cheer him on. He doesn’t
mind in the least. Seems to enjoy it as

a matter of fact. A private first class

now, he isn’t sure just what is in store

for him.

Sydney Greenstreet: At dinner recently
Sydney Greenstreet told us the story of

a young artist friend in England who
awoke one night from a dream never to

be forgotten. The artist dreamed he
was walking in London when the driver
of a hearse pulled up to the sidewalk
and remarked, “There’s room for one
more.”
The voice and the face became so

vividly etched on his mind, he found
himself constantly sketching the face

throughout the years. In fact, it was
twenty years later when the artist hur-
ried through the lobby of a hotel and
hesitated at the door of the crowded
elevator. “There’s room for one more,”
the operator said and the artist froze. It

was the voice and the remembered
face. Instantly he drew back.

A half minute later the elevator broke
and crashed to the basement, killing

every passenger and the operator. It

took twenty years for a dream to

materialize, and a good memory to heed
its warning.

Judy: Judy Garland and her husband
Vincente Minnelli have moved into the

home he owned before their marriage

and are deep in (Continued on page 22)
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Germs Reduced up to

96.7% in Tests

O
Ofa $<hr* '

Wet Feet? Cold Feet?

Look out for a Cold!

with LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC!

TOP ROW, left to right: Pneumococcus Type III, Pneumococ-
cus Type IV, Streptococcus Viridans, Friedlander's Bacillus.

BOTTOM ROW, left to right: Streptococcus Hemolyticus,
Bacillus Influenzae, Micrococcus Catarrhalis, Staphylococcus
Aureus.

Fifteen minutes after a Listerine An-
tiseptic gargle, tests showed bacterial

reductions on mouth and throat sur-

faces ranging up to 96.7%, and up to

80% one hour after a Listerine Anti-

septic gargle.

THE “SECONDARY INVADERS
These are some types of the threat-

ening germs that cause so much of the

misery of a cold when they invade the

body through throat membranes.

This pleasant precaution, taken

early and often, may help head off

a cold or lessen its severity.

Wet or cold feet, like fatigue, drafts,

sudden temperature changes, can

lower body resistance so that germs

called the "secondary invaders” find

it easier to invade throat tissue. When
they do, they produce much of the

misery you know all too well.

How Listerine Antiseptic Can Help

This delightful antiseptic reaches

way back on throat surfaces to kill

millions of these "secondary invad-

ers” . ; .
gives Nature a helping

hand in halting the mass invasion of

germs.

Naturally, plenty of rest, warmth,

and light foods will help immeasur-

ably in fighting oft" the infection.

Fewer Colds in Tests

You need only look at Listerine’s

impressive record made in tests over

12 years to see how helpful it can be.

Consider:

That those who gargled with
Listerine Antiseptic twice a day
had fewer colds and usually mild-

er colds than those who did not

gargle . . . and fewer sore throats.

Lambert Ph a rmacal Co. St. Louis,Mo.
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INSIDE STUFF
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Wmmm

Omm—
|ust lean back and
breathe it in—

Feel that sun on the door-

step? Sniff that freshness

of earth? Why, this is the

moment Yardiey English

lavender is made of

meant for! Like the hour

before spring— tender,

gay, eternally young!

Yardiey English

Lavender,
the.lovable

fragrance,

$375';
"

52.5% $1.50;

Yardiey
English

Lavender Soap,
35c, bo* of

three tablets,

$1. *.

Prices plusra*

Yardiey products for America are created in England and finished in the U. S. A.

from the original English formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients.

Yardiey of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Ave., Rockefeller Center, New York, N. Y.

In the subtle sense, Mrs. Eddie

Bracken mimics famous husband

(Continued from page 20) the throes of

redecorating. Perched like an eagle high
on a hill above the Strip, the house
literally hangs by an eyebrow to the
mountain’s edge. Only one room, Judy’s
bedroom, has been completed and Cal
wants to go on record as saying it’s

the most unusual decor we’ve ever seen
with its dark, dark maroonish walls,

floors and ceilings (all one color), its

dark wine bedspread, drapes and chair

covers. Even the furniture is heavy
and dark with the only light spot in the

room a pinkish beige string rug. In fact,

the smile of happiness on Judy’s face is

about the only other bright spot in the

room, but she adores it—and that’s all

that matters.

“Look at it, isn’t it lovely?” she asks
happily.

They’ve bought the two lots on either

side of them, too steep for a garden, and
plan to plant trees in both of them.
Some fun for a nurse to perambulate
the Minnelli baby over those rugged
hillsides.

The nursery, also in the midst of dec-
oration, is downstairs—the living room,
bedrooms and the dining room are up-
stairs.

Anyway they have happiness, and it

does our heart good to know that after

years of uncertainty Judy has found
her answer.

It's a Boy: The sarong siren is singing

lullabies these days and loving it. The
boy, christened John Ridgely, arrived

January 8 to proud parents Dorothy
Lamour and William Ross Howard III.

His name was picked out in advance,

since both Dottie and Bill felt William

Ross Howard IV too much name to tack

onto their heir. Had the baby been a

girl the name would have been Mary
Leta, which means that a future

Howard gal is already named.
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INSIDE STUFF

Candid catch of two men and a laugh

—Charles Korvin and Boh Preston

They Say: Kurt Kreu^er: If I’m not

on top in two years, I’ll leave Holly-
wood.
Ingrid Eer^man: I would never want

to return to Sweden for my permanent
home.
Pat Knight: I wanted to make cer-

tain my husband Cornel Wilde was
going to be a success before I tried the

screen for myself. Now, though, I’m
pretty sure.

Last-minute News: The Randy Scott

party held at Romanoff’s was a mecca
for all Hollywood’s bright and pretty

people. Lew Ayres, looking better than
ever, was the lion of the evening. Lana
who danced so snugly with her new
beau Bob Hutton, Cary Grant looking
happy for a change, with Betty Hensel,
Olivia de Havilland and her beau Major
McEwen, were only a few of the many
guests who greeted the popular Scotts.

The Hollywood Women’s Press Club
doled out the golden apples to Joan
Crawford and Gregory Peck as the
most cooperative players. Greer Gar-
son and Fred MacMurray were voted
the least cooperative.

Joan Crawford wept tears when she
accepted the award, for only the day
before she and her third husband Phil
Terry had separated. Ironically enough,
Phil returned to his parents’ home in

Glendale, the town that was the real
locale of “Mildred Pierce,” Crawford’s
latest hit.

The “Leave Her To Heaven” pre-
miere brought out the town and its

stars, with Victor Mature and little

June Haver sharing the spotlight with
Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman and
Cornel Wilde and his lovely wife Pat
Knight. Mocambo afterwards was gay
with everyone happy over the success
of the film.

-Hips aren't your

big problem, Honey !

YOU CAN TAKE your hips right off your

mind, Angel. For no one finds fault

with your figure!

But you'd be smart to exercise a little

more care about personal charm. Being
streamlined, you know, won't protect you
against underarm odor. Or lessen the offense

when others find you guilty.

So keep right on trusting your bath—
for past perspiration. But put your trust in

dependable Mum to prevent risk of future

underarm odor.

Creamy, snowy-white Mum smooths on
in 30 seconds. Keeps you fresh and free

from underarm odor all day or evening.

Helps you stay nice to be near.

Mum is gende—is harmless to skin and

fabrics. Won’t dry out in the jar or form ir-

ritating crystals. So why take chances with

your charm when you can be sure with

Mum? Ask for a jar of it today.

For Sanitary Napkins—A\um is gentle, Safe,

dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

*
ro '

Product o) Bristol-Myers

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OP
PERSPIRATION
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A reliable guide to reeent pictures. One check means good
; two checks, very good ; three checks, outstandin;

Leave Her To Heaven (20tli Century-Fox)

Gene Tierney plays to perfection the pos-
sessive woman in love with Cornel Wilde

Joan Caulfield is the beauty who pur-
sues Sonny Tufts in this so-different film

D EADERS of Ben Ames Williams’s novel
will find no fault in its faithful trans-

lation to the screen, for “Leave Her To
Heaven” emerges a picture of distinction,
charm and power. It appeals to the heart
and stirs the emotions. It disturbs and
repels, holds and grips the imagination and
leaves one completely satisfied that one has
witnessed a fine picture, beautifully acted
and pictorially lovely. The color, in fact,

is outstanding and the scenery exquisite
as the story shifts from a ranch in the
West to Warm Springs, Virginia and on
to the lakes of Maine.
Gene Tierney does the best job of her

career as the possessive woman whose con-
suming love smothers her father to his
death. Meeting Cornel Wilde, a young
author, on the train as they are both
headed toward the same ranch, she sees in

THE bypaths that lead from the central
' character of Miss Susie, played with
such tender understanding by Lillian Gish,
are so many and varied, this central
character becomes vague and shadowy. In-
deed, the lives and emotional experiences
of so many people are involved, the heart
of the picture seems completely drained.
And yet it’s a good picture for all its

many threads. Lillian Gish who runs the
boarding house for young medical students
is exactly right for the role, looks beau-
tiful besides. Sonny Tufts minus many
mannerisms delivers a fine performance,

him an image of her father and sets ou
to marry him. Jealous of his young broth
er Danny, a victim of infantile paralysis
she permits him to drown rather than lem
a helping hand. Believing her unborn child
will share her husband’s love, she plots it

death, and finally plans the most horribl
deed of all involving her adopted siste

Jeanne Crain.
Cornel is now established as an im

portant star and Jeanne Crain proves her
self one of the finest of young actresse
playing her role with subdued emotions
Vincent Price in the courtroom scene is ;

knockout. Darryl Hickman as Danny is

splendid. In the supporting cast Ray Col
lins, Mary Phillip and Gene Lockhart an
outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: A great treat.

dotted with sincerity and crossed wit!

honesty. Billy De Wolfe will be hear(
from again, so real and natural he is

Newcomer Joan Caulfield as the girl wb
pursues Sonny is a beauty and will cer
tainly be seen more and more often.
Oddly enough, Veronica Lake has hard!

more than a plump bit, but she makes ever i

moment of it count.
Roy Collins, Bill Edwards, Lloyd Bridge

and Morris Carnovsky add interestin;
i

moments to an unusual picture.

Your Reviewer Says: A so-different film.

V^Miss Susie Slagle’s (Paramount)

PV Adventure (M-G-M)

Clark Gable returns to the screen with
Greer Garson in a dashing picture

\A/HAT use for us to cite the flaws and
bemoan the story, for it’s Gable’s first

postwar picture and movie fans, if for no
other reason than that, will send its

rating sky high. What we can’t under-
stand, however, is the vociferous and he-
mannish Mr. Gable consenting to mouth
the innocuous and at times whimsical
dialogue that means just nothing. Words,
words, words. Such a flow!

The basic structure of the story is good
—that of a seafaring, heart-free guy who
meets in librarian Garson his Waterloo.
At loggerheads in the beginning over a
little matter of Thomas Mitchell’s losing his

soul up Powell Street in San Francisco
(that will tip you off, friends), they finally

fall in love, dash to Reno for marriage,

and return to San Francisco where Gree
suddenly asks for a divorce. The reaso:

seems to be that Clark loves a good timt

is a man of the sea, and not a homebody-
all of these facts perfectly well know:
before Reno.
Needless to say, that’s not the end o

the story.

Nevertheless, it rates a best because i

brings back Gable to the screen, it wi!

please Miss Garson’s fans to have he
young and gay for a change, and becaus
both Joan Blondell as Garson’s friend an
Tom Mitchell, soul or no soul, give fin

performances.

Your Reviewer Says: You write your owj
approval of this one.

(Continued on page 26)

P

r Sact/vct

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 138

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 146

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 141
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DOROTHY LAMOUR
star of Paramount's

“MASQUERADE IN MEXICO”

grows her own earrings! She had
clips designed that hold real flow-

ers; now Dottie shops in the garden

every morning to pick her fresh-

and-fragrant jewelry for the day.

Another bright idea that

Dottie shares with many
other movie stars is clean-

ing her teeth with Calox

Tooth Powder. Calox has

five different cleansing and

polishing ingredients to

help remove all kinds of

surface stains and bring

out all the natural lustre of

teeth. “I depend on Calox

for daily care,’’says Dottie.

CalOX does more than cleanse and
polish. It actually sweetens your

breath as it brightens your teeth,

leaves your mouth feeling clean

and minty-fresh. For a smile of

Breath-less Beauty, try Calox

Tooth Powder today!

BRISHT IDEAS
-from

MoWyuJood

(Continued from page 24)

FV' Road To Utopia (Paramount)

H, those big, silly wonderful B’s—Bing
V-' and Bob we mean, of course, who in
this film surpass all their Road to Non-
sense excursions. How we love their
unstudied and at times, we swear, unre-
hearsed tomfoolery. In fact, the boys have
never seemed so relaxed, so in the “to
heck with everything” mood, as one gag
piles atop another.
A pair of vaudeville hams, the boys head

for Alaska, where Dorothy Lamour has
gone to reclaim her father’s mine. Pre-
tending to be a pair of notorious crooks of
the frozen North, the boys get chased and
do some chasing on their own. Villains
Douglas Dumbrille and Jack LaRue have
a whale of a time keeping up with the boys
and their one-dog sled.

Dorothy is good as usual, but it’s the
boys’ picture and one is conscious of little

else. To reveal the gags would be to spoil
the fun, so we’ll merely say if you miss
this, you’ve missed the laugh riot of the
year.

Your Reviewer Says: A howl a minute.

PV' Vacation From Marriage
(M-G-M)

Q UITE the cutest thing to come out of
London, probably due to Hollywood-

wise Alexander Korda, is this story that
places England’s two fine stars, Roberl
Donat and Deborah Kerr, in character
parts that really hum. As the meek, mousy
London clerk who joins the Navy and
becomes more assured and worldly wise
Donat turns in a delightful hand-clappy
performance that’s a pet. Deborah Kerr,
his cold-in-the-head little wife, equally
mousy, who joins the Wrens, dons make-
up and learns to flirt, is equally fine. When
the two meet after a three-and-a-half-
year separation with each remembering
the other as he was, we really have a nice
tea-cozy situation. And how these two
troupe. Glynis Johns, Ann Todd and
Roland Culver are the other English per-
formers (and good) who turn out a film
almost American in feeling.

Your Reviewer Says: So delightful it is.

PV She Wouldn’t Say Yes
(Columbia)

W OMEN psychiatrists, how sick we are
of them! Coy ones, especially, and

Rosalind Russell a fine actress, should
avoid coyness like a plague. Nevertheless,
the same old story of a career woman who
tries to avoid love only to meet it head on,

has moments of enjoyment, hilarity and
even solid common sense. But there is a
lot of space between such moments and
Columbia hasn’t provided much material
for the filling in. Lee Bowman, the man
who falls for Roz, almost steals the show
to our notion. Adele Jergens, who tries to

steal Lee, is pretty and amusing. Three
old lambie pies, Charlie Winninger, Percy
Kilbride and Harry Davenport, enrich the
proceedings that aren’t dull, you under-
stand, but neither are they as sound as

they should be. Anyway, we gave one
check for Lee and one for Roz and hope
for better things next time.

Your Reviewer Says: We’ve seen worse
many’s the time.

p Detour (PRC)

P
RETTY good little thing, this one, telling

the story of a boy who tries to get to hi3

sweetheart, a continent away, only to be
lifted up by Fate (Continued on page 136)



She Knew
Wkat £lte Wflntd

. . . and she stopped at nothing to get it!

E LLEN BERENT was one of the world’s
most breath-takingly desirable women. But

beneath a loveliness that made men gasp was
the soul of a tigress — with a ferocity that
knew no bounds ; respected no laws

;
tore to

shreds the lives of every man, woman, or child
whose most innocent action aroused her insane
jealous} !

No wonder the New York Times stated that
Leave Her to Heaven (the million-copy best-
seller you can now have FREE) “will hypno-
tize you until you have turned the last page !’’

For here is a woman whose passionate career

will hold you spellbound. Her whole being
flames into deadly rage if she is forced to share
even a tiny part of a man’s love with anyone
else—or with any thing.

Her devouring love gorged itself like a wild
animal after a jungle triumph. Her lies and
betrayals tore the heartstrings of others with
crafty cunning. Her jealousy—as racking as
a never-ending heartburn—bit like acid into
every life that touched her own. This woman,
who gave too little and took too much, stopped
at nothing to get what she wanted !

Mail this
Coupon to

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA Dept. MWG-3, Garden City, N. V.

Please send me—FREE—Leave Her to Heaven and
Short Stories of De Maupassant. Within 5 days I

may return them if I wish, without cost or obliga-
tion. Otherwise, I will keep them as a gift, and con-
tinue to receive forthcoming new monthly selections
and BONUS books—at only $1.49 plus few cents
postage, for BOTH books.

However, I do not have to accept each month’s
new selection and BONUS book; only six of my own
choice during the year to fulfill my membership
requirement. Each month I will receive the Club’s
"Bulletin” describing a number of other popular
oest-sellers; so that, if I prefer one of these to the
regular Selection, I may choose it instead. There
are no membership dues for me to pay; no further
cost or obligation.

MR. I

MRS. >

MISS J (Please print plainly)

Zone No.
CITY (if any) STATE

Age, please.
Occupation if under 21
I—I HANDSOME DE LUXE BINDING: Check box if you

|
wish your masterpieces (monthly BONUS books)

in simulated leather, silver stamped, for only 40c
extra monthly. We will them also send you FREE
gift copy of Short Stories of T>e Maupassant in this
binding—at no extra charge.
Sliqhtly higher in Canada. Address 105 Bond St..

Toronto 2. Canada.

BOTH FREE—This MILLION-COPY Best Seller

Which Has Just Been Made Into A Smash-Hit Movie—

Leave Her
to Heaven

andALSO

STORIES OF DeMAUPASSANT

Our Double-Gift to You—Both These Books FREE!

J^ACH month ONE of the Book League’s
selections is a modern best-seller by a fa-

mous author like Ben Ames Williams, Somerset
Maugham, Ernest Hemingway—selling for

$2.50 and up in the publisher’s edition.

AND EVERY MONTH YOU RECEIVE
A BONUS BOOK—a masterpiece of immortal
literature. These classics are uniformly bound.
They grow into a handsome lifetime matched
library. The great authors in this series include
Shakespeare, Poe, Balzac, Zola, etc.

This club builds for you a library containing
the best of the new best-sellers AND the best
of the older masterpieces.

You Do NOT Have to Take Every
Selection

The NEW book plus the BONUS book sent you
each month are valued at $3.50 to $4.00 in the
publisher’s edition. But you get BOTH for only
$1.49!

You do NOT have to accept each monthly selec-

tion and BONUS book; only six of your own choice
during the year to fulfill your membership require-
ment. And each month the Club’s “Bulletin” de-

scribes a number of other popular best-sellers; so

that, if you prefer one of these to the regular Selec-
tion, you may choose it instead. There are no mem-
bership dues; no further cost or obligation.

Accept This Trial Membership

—

No Obligation

Send the coupon without money. Read these
two gift books for five days. If they do not
convince you that this IS “America’s Biggest
Bargain Book Club,” simply return them; pay
nothing. But if these volumes DO demonstrate
that subscribing to the Book League is the wisest
move a reader can make today, then keep them as a
gift; your subscription will begin with next month’s
new selection and BONUS book. Mail coupon for
your TWO FREE BOOKS NO W! BOOK
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, Dept. MWG-3, Garden
City, N. Y.

T EAVE HER TO HEAVEN is one of the most
fascinating love stories of our time. And now you

may have it—FREE—as a New Membership Gift from
“America’s Biggest Bargain Book Club”

!

In addition, you ALSO receive, FREE, Short Stories of De
Maupassant, containing over fifty tales of love, hate, intrigue,

jealousy, passion and madness—complete and unexpurgated, the

frankest stories of their kind ever written

!

Read of Ball-of-Fat, buxom girl of easy virtue—and what she

did ! Read Love, Mademoiselle Fiji, Story of a Farm Girl, A Bad
Error—and all the best works of this master of daring realism

!

P
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"'Turn away!

Turn away!’’

"You can’t stop

loving him!’’

"You can’t,

You can’t!’’

ANNE REVERE - SPRING BYINGTON
CONNIE MARSHALL- HENRY MORGAN

Written for the Screen and Directed by JOSEPH L.MANKIEWICZ

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

presents GENE TIERNEY

onw
From the Novel by Anya Seton

with

fiV§ roiili'l r’

.

CENTURY- FOX
PICTURE

WALTER HUSTON

VINCENT PRICE

GLENN LANGAN
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STORMY PASSAGE

They said goodbye—first stormily, then pleasantly. Here is the story from one

who has watched first-hand the marriage of Joan Crawford

and Phil Terry

BY RUTH WATEISBURY

ot " Humorexque'

A
T AN hour before midnight, nine
days before Christmas, Louella Par-
sons broke the news that Joan

Crawford and Phillip Terry had sep-
arated.

I think I can safely say I was one of

the very few people in Hollywood who
wasn’t startled by the information.
Heartsick, yes, because Joan and Phil,

together and individually, are both such
nice people. But the only surj rise to

me in the announcement was that the
parting had come so dramatically. In

the Crawford library the Christmas
tree was already alight and only the
night before I had sat on the floor

under it and wrapped gifts for Chris-
tina and Phillip Jr. The big holly

wreaths were up at the windows and
the outer doors. The children already
had their new Christmas clothes laid

aside for the joyous occasion. I had
thought that Joan and Phil would
weather it through the holidays. But
that they would part before many
weeks, I felt (and I use that verb “felt”

deliberately) was inevitable.

You see, Joan and I have known one
another since long before she did
“Dancing Daughters,” through three of

her marriages and two of mine, through
illnesses and ups and downs, with
scarcely a day without an exchange of

phone calls or a week without our
spending at least a few hours together.
In other words, it’s the type of friend-
ship only possible between two women
who know the complete truth about
each other.

That Sunday night of the parting,
Joan’s telephone call wakened me about
eleven. “Oh, Ruthie,” she said, “Par-
sons just called me to ask if Phil and I

had separated. How she knew Phillip

had left for his parents’ home this

evening, I don’t know, but it is true,

so I admitted it. But I can’t talk
about why we ( Continued on page 122)
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Lolly takes the lid off the romance of June Haver
1

and Victor Mature which has more question marks

as to the outcome than “Take It Or Leave It”

f
O ROMANCE in Hollywood has been operating be-
hind more of a smoke screen than the heart affair of

June Haver and Vic Mature. Part of this is due to

the fact that it’s June’s first grown-up romance and she

herself is in a state of perplexity, infatuation and
indecision where Vic is concerned. And part of it is

due to the mercurial Mature who would keep even
the Answer Man guessing.

I’ve talked to both—with some interesting results.

But before I tell you what June said to me, I’m going
to let you in on a few secrets which she didn’t happen
to mention that day she came over to my house to

talk about Vic and what goes with them.
In spite of the fact that the world knows that June’s

mother does not approve of her romance and June
says she would never marry without permission—

I

know she went to one of the heads of her studio and
admitted she was seriously considering marrying the
handsome hunk of man.

I also know that they got as far as Palm Springs
in an elopement on one occasion before June changed
her mind. She is a very religious little girl, and her
faith forbids marriage to a divorced man.
As for Vic, he has told me that he is very much

in love with June and I believe him. But with that

boy, well, he has been in love before—and has told

me so.

Just when I thought he was carrying a torch a mile
high because Rita Hayworth had married Orson Welles,
he called me long distance in New York announcing
that he and Anne Shirley had matrimonial plans! That
was just one occasion. Before Rita, he was ma-a-ad
about Lana Turner and pretty little Buff Cobb has
recently been in his love life, too.

I like Vic—but he doesn’t fool me. Even he would
have to admit that his loves are subject to change

—

and frequently—without notice.

So now you know what I knew that day I invited
June over to my house to let her hair down. Over
a cup of coffee (she doesn’t drink anything stronger,
and I don’t dare) I asked, “Junie, are you going to

marry Vic?”
She’s only nineteen and she looked even more like

a kid than usual in the simple little blue slack suit

she was wearing that just matched her eyes. She
looked straight at me and was very serious when she
answered, “No, I’m not going to marry for a long,
long time.”
“Does that long, long time mean, perhaps, about

two years more when you will be of age and legally
free to marry the man you love in spite of paternal
objections?”

“I would never marry Vic or anyone else without
the blessing of my mother—if that is what you mean,”
she said with that straight-from-the-shoulder-way
June has of talking. “My mother and I have been too
close and there is too much deep understanding be-
tween us—for that. It would ( Continued on page 104)

BY 10UELLA 0. PARSONS

The fire burns bright: Victor Mature, Twentieth Star,

and little June Haver of “Three Little Girls In Blue”
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pell b inder
BY GREGORY PECK

1JO MATTER how many characters
14 I play from now on, it’s distress-

ing to think that I’ll always be
best remembered as the guy who
gave Ingrid Bergman a close shave
—a Hollywood knave whose sole

claim to fame lies in his having
made love with a razor in his hand.

It’s the toughest acting I’ve ever
done—not only the razor episode,
but skiing down that long slope
making faces at Ingrid in “Spell-
bound.”
“Look as if you’re going to kill

her!” said Director Hitchcock.
So for five minutes skiing along

beside her, I had to leer, squinch my
eyes, grit my jaw and makes faces.

No matter how much imagination
you may have, nobody could ever
feel like making faces at her. She’s
as regular as they come.
You learn a lot about any star

with whom you appear in a motion
picture. During the three months
that you spend together making a
picture like “Spellbound,” you see
more of them than you do of your
own family, and you see them under
long hard working hours and tense
situations that could have you run-
ning up white flags in formation.
You can throw away the flag pole
with Miss B. She was my favorite
actress before I ever met her and
she’s still my favorite after working
with her. Sbe’s even tempered, con-
siderate, and has a super sense of

humor.
I’ve been a Bergman fan ever

since those first days when I was
going to dramatic school at the
Neighborhood Playhouse on 46th
Street in New York and used to see
her getting in and out of an elevator

on our floor. Ingrid had come to

New York then to do “Liliom” with
Burgess Meredith and was coming
up to our school to study dancing
with Martha Graham. Most of us
had seen her in “Intermezzo” and we
all thought she was great.

I didn’t have any classes with her,

Friends and co-stars—Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peek of “Spellbound”

but since all the classrooms were
on the same floor of the office build-
ing, I was always seeing her around.
She usually wore an old trench coat,

a beret, low-heeled shoes and she
always looked perfectly natural, just

as she does now. Just an unaffected
friendly-looking girl whom you felt

you could walk right up and talk to.

But remembering how famous she
was, I kept hanging back and trying
to figure out some way to break the
ice and speak to her. Two months

later when she left school, I still

hadn’t figured one out.

Certainly I had no idea that I’d

be doing a picture with her a few
years hence. We didn’t meet in

Hollywood until we were getting

ready to make “Spellbound” and I

was very glad to note then that the
impression I’d had of her in New
York was the same as that I got
some five years later when we met
on a test stage at Selznick Studios.

This came ( Continued on page 68)



S
‘I used to see her with beret and trench coat in the elevator at dramatic school.

Now five years later, I’ve come to know her greatness as a human being”
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In the life of any man who reaches the pinnacle

S
OMETIMES, it is said, life imitates art.

The arrival of Van Johnson in New York was
pure art, from the dramatic point of, view. By

which I mean that no author writing a fiction

story could possibly better it as a scene represent-

ing a scared but determined boy arriving from the

small town bracket to make good in the world’s

biggest city.

The tall youngster who trudged up a ramp into

Grand Central Station that hot summer after-

noon in 1936 actually carried a straw suitcase, he
actually wore a battered straw hat. Standing there

overawed by the architectural beauty of the vast

building, by the multitude of its activities, the

scurrying throngs of people all intent upon their

own business, Van Johnson was any boy from New
England hitting the big town for the first time.

But the wide-eyed gaze, which was then and
still is entirely sincere, the shock of unruly red-
blond hair, the friendly smile even when no-
body smiled back—these were all special to Van
Johnson.
For a moment he Was stunned by it all. His

heart did a dive into his shoes and the smile
flickered and almost went out.

The real moment of decision in Van Johnson’s
life was right then.

It had taken him quite a while to make up his

mind to come at all. A New Englander and a Swede
to boot, he is a careful, almost a cautious, thinker
—inclined to be very sure of his goal before he
moves, and then to move inexorably toward it, no
matter what the obstacles. When he played on
his high-school football team, the visitors never
looked for flashy, tricky runs from Johnson, but
once he got possession of the ball and started
ploughing through he went places even if he had
to carry two or three opposing linemen with
him.
So after he was graduated from Rogers High

School, he went about his routine life trying to
make up his mind. Working as a bookkeeper in his

father’s real estate office, meeting his friends, tak-
ing his pretty blonde sweetheart to a dance or to
the movies, getting an extra job as a waiter at a
clam house called the Barnacle—the ordinary ex-
istence of an American boy just out of school

—

but all the time underneath the question tormented
him.
This burning desire to get into motion pictures,

this strange inner conviction that he could make
a success' of it, was it just the movie itch that a lot

of young people get? Should he settle down to his
knitting in Newport, Rhode Island, and spend the
rest of his life there as his father had done before
him? Or was it a true call, a real vocation which
was intended for fulfillment?

Lois Sanborn, the tall, handsome girl who ran
the Barnacle restaurant, put out a hand and
swayed the scales. In the end, hers was the voice
that sent him on his way to movie stardom, to be-
coming a factor to be reckoned with in the minds
and hearts of Americans.
She had, this red-headed girl, a quality that was

new to Van Johnson, that was in its way un-New
England. Not only enormous vitality, but a sort
of dry, brilliant irony—a deep philosophy, unusual
in so young a woman perhaps, that a man should
always try to fulfill his (Continued on page 129)

of fame there is a woman who influenced his

steps. In Van Johnson’s life there were three

BY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

Pals—back when Van was a song and dance man with
Jnne Havoc in the Broadway musical-comedy, “Pal Joey”
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BY FRED R. SAMMIS

An editor’s-“I”-view of the

sparkling sophisticate you

chose to win again

Photoplay’s Gold Medal

T
IME was the cocktail hour. Place was the playroom in Louella
Parsons’s Maple Drive home. Reason was for this editor to

mix a special Martini with the vermouth applied by breathing
the cork over the ice. It was to be a tete-a-tete, the conversation
strictly on the intimate—or you don’t print it—variety.

The bar spoon was no sooner in the shaker when the doorbell
rang and in swept a slim, vibrant lady haloed with spun-gold
hair. If the bar spoon clattered to the floor it was not accident

but simple consternation. You see, this was a year ago and the
winners of the Photoplay Gold Medals as America’s most pop-
ular stars of the year had not been whispered to a single curious
person in the entire forty-eight states. I knew that the actress

of the year was to be Greer Garson, but Louella Parsons didn’t

know and certainly Greer Garson didn’t.

And here she was, charm, sophistication, humor all wrapped
up in as exciting a package as Hollywood and acting talent could
present. The next half hour was fun, excitement, worry. The
announcement of Greer’s winning the Gallup movie poll was to

be made in exactly five days. For five days then the secret
must be kept and neither Martinis, Hollywood’s best reporter
nor a redhead must worm the secret out of the editor, unac-
customed as he was to Spartan silence.

The secret was kept. It is not, however, an assignment to

welcome often. It demanded speed afoot, avoiding cleverly cam-
ouflaged snares and the ability to resist rapier counter thrusts.

To this day, let it be added, I don’t know whether a spy had
stumbled on Photoplay’s secret and rushed to Greer with it,

who then learned from Louella I was to be at her home that
day, or whether Louella had the secret, cunningly called Greer
without my knowing it and mysteriously (Continued on page 106)

Song session with husband Richard Ney

American favorite — Greer Garson,
next to be seen in “Adventure”

Portrait by Paul Hesse Greer and Richard look on as Mrs. Garson gives Gogo, the family pet, a pat
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He is punctual to work but usually late

to dates. Once was a parking-lot attendant

He never ran away from home, his attitudes are

realistic. Next in “Two Sisters From Boston”
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PORTRAIT

OF

PETE
He is an avid reader of Philip Wylie—and mystery noveb

The little things that go to make

up a remarkable lad—British-born

American favorite, Peter Lawford

B
E does not plan to marry “for at least six

or eight years.”

He hates Martini cocktails.

He used to jitterbug “like mad” but is now
concentrating on the tango. He is very fond
of peanuts and olives.

He cannot abide girls in heavy make-up.
He was baptized Peter Sydney Ernest

Lawford.
He is gradually breaking himself of the

habit of biting his nails, and is 'addicted to

doodling in meaningless geometric designs.

He is a fatalist and prides himself on his

ability to fry eggs sunny side up. He was
born on September 7, 1923, in London.
He admits to being a “pidgeon” in gin

rummy and made his first film appearance
at the' age of seven in “Old Bill,” which was
produced in London in 1930. He is six feet

tall.

He has not read “Forever Amber,” calls

his mother Honey, and has traveled twice
around the world visiting thirteen countries.

He would rather marry “out of the busi-
ness.”

His greatest extravagance is clothes and
his hypersensitiveness frequently depresses
him at some unwitting remark. He is very
fond of plain chocolate candy.
He never ran away from home, likes avo-

cadoes only in shrimp cocktails and is an
avid reader of Philip Wylie, whose “Finley
Wren” he has read several times.

He is left-handed.
He delights in playing practical jokes on

the telephone, always carries a comb and
is the only son of Lieut.-General (retired)

Sir Sydney and Lady (Continued on page 114)

BY JOSEPH HENRY STEE1E

He’s the only son of Lieut.-General (retired) Sir Sydney and

Lady Lawford—lives with them in a modest white cottage
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Fink

A skiier who slalomed into a talent scout, a traveler who wanted to be

40

a five-and-ten-cent store king—Kurt Kreuger of “Sentimental Jonmey”



BY HELEN LOUISE WALKER

Y
OU could have told him, just from looking at him. A num-
ber of Hollywood biggies did tell him but it seemed ab-
surdly fantastic to Kurt Kreuger—the idea that he might

become an actor. “I am a business man, pure and simple!”

he protested. “Actors are artists and I—well, what I want
is to own a string of ten-cent stores! I’ll do whatever I can
at first and then I shall work up to my ambition.” This was
soon after Kurt arrived from his native Switzerland.

And then it happened to him—acting—like measles and a
more pleasantly bewildered man you never saw. Now, having
viewed the Hollywood hocus-pocus at close range, he thinks

he likes it and, what’s more, he thinks there is “good business

to be done here, too.” But he’ll feel safer when he has those

ten-cent stores.

And don’t be fooled by his mundane ambitions' or the fact

that he has played mostly “heavies” in pictures. Kurt has
glamour, a nice, masculine sort of glamour, of course. But it

is a compelling quality which makes photographers flock

around him at premieres and big parties, even if they don’t

know exactly who he is, as they often did not in his early days
in Hollywood. They are sure he must be someone or he
wouldn’t look and act like that!

He is brown and lean, a sun-burned blond and his smile
flashes excitingly. Women look at him and say, “oooh!” and
reach for their lipsticks and wonder nervously about the
state of their eyelashes, but men shake his hand and start

talking sports because he looks as if he knew about such
things. And he does.

He should. Sports were his chief interest in life for years
before he came to this country. Kurt learned to ski while he
was still very young simply because every Swiss boy learns
that art . . . and it was so much fun that he also learned to
ride and to do lots of other strenuous outdoor things, just
for the joy he got out of doing them. (Continued on page 72)

His home reflects his liking for things Chinese

Kurt and Wolfie, whose bark is worse than his bite. He frightened away a succession of butler applicants
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Mr. Gage gives his bargaining power a brush-up by

a quick look at “Easy Spanish” on a shopping lour
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Esther and Ben found quaint little silver shops and

bought many gifts with Christmas and families in mind

The sun shines bright on the honeymooners,

on the roof of the Reforma Hotel, Mexico City

MfKYMttN

pair in paradise south ofilte border

indefatigable stymie ffinQ. scoops *em

all ivitb gay pictures and intimate story

about &sther imams anJc%en9age
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Esther, star of “The Hoodlum Saint,” in tropic dress,

joins Ben for informal fnn and food on the Reforma Roof

ITTLE did I dream until that December day
when I flew to Mexico City that I was going

to go overboard for another Hollywood honeymoon
couple.

Maybe its just that there’s something super-romantic
in that Mexican sunlight and those Mexican nights. Or
maybe it’s because Esther Williams and Ben Gage do
seem to be two of the happiest kids ever. Or maybe
it’s just because I knew I was being a terrible nuisance
.after I picked them up in Mexico City when they were
trying to keep their happiness—quite naturally—to

themselves.
After the wedding and reception back in Hollywood

all of us lens guys had chased them to the midnight
plane bound for Mexico City.

Then through the Fink spy system, I had found out
that in spite of her happiness and desire to talk over
with Ben everything that had happened, Esther had
been so tired she had fallen asleep the moment the
plane had got off the ground. And Ben, because of his

A-tisket, a-tasket—the bride and groom
bought a basket on the Paseo de la Reforma

Color pictures and story by Fink
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The groom hides behind a Mardi Gras mask while his bride giggles

six feet five and a half inches, had spent
the first night of his honeymoon stretch-
ing out in the aisle. When Esther awoke
as the plane came down at the border for
customs inspection, there was her groom
stretched out at her feet, dead to the
world.

M-G-M had given Esther a week off

for a honeymoon before she had to go
back to work on “Fiesta.” She and Ben
were planning to slip off to one of those
quaint little Mexican seaside towns
where they could relax in the sun and
water, for this is their idea of about the
best fun on earth. That’s what they
planned. But the minute they arrived
in Mexico City there were friends in-
viting them to dinner, there were re-
quests for Esther to appear at various
events, there were all kinds of people
calling to congratulate them. It was
dawn of the second day of their marriage
before they were finally alone.

The next day they did slip out of town
for a whole twenty-four hours, after

which they had to come back because,
having been a radio announcer and
singer before entering the Army, Ben
had a contract to make some recordings
in Hollywood. Of course, this would be
the week they chose to make them! But
since these recordings were going to pay
for their trip to Mexico, the love birds

reconciled themselves to being separated
for a few days. (Continued on page 120)

Esther gives the bouqnet to the trainer and jockey of the winning horse at Guadra, Mexico

Esther rehearses the art .
of “Capote”

with Louis Briones, famous mata-
dor, for her forthcoming picture,

“Fiesta,” being made in Mexico
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Spanish splendor—bride and groom come merrily down the steps of Reforma Hotel

theEsther beats Ben to the draw on hiding behind

>\ <

paper

Shopping spree—this time for gay Mexican materials
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S is for Salome, a Biblical

beauty. D is for De Carlo who made the

ancient siren torchy modern news
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Canadian fliers had a word for Yvonne of “Frontier Gal”

BY DOROTHY DEERE

With her mother at the Florentine Gardens, where she danced

“fjALOME” DE CARLO, they’ll tell you at Universal
\ Where She Danced, is one in 20,000, picked from

that many aspirants for the role. When discovered,

it turned out she’d been in Hollywood all the time, well
hidden behind a -heap of cheesecake at Paramount.
Which isn’t the first time a nation-wide search has
ended up in the movie town’s own back yard.

In Yvonne De Carlo’s case, her picture arrived in

producer Walter Wanger’s hands by detour. It came
the long way ’round from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
Canada, sent in by a group of Royal-Canadian Air Force
bombardiers who’d voted her their favorite pin-up girl.

“They liked me because I’m a native of Canada,
too
—

” says Yvonne.
Of course—only it wasn’t her nationality that showed

up in the photo and all things considered, the boys
thought she rated a starring role. Mr. Wanger hesi-

tated long enough to sweep 19,999 other photos off

his desk.

Salome has been well described, so it wasn’t as if

the studio had nothing to go by. Among the require-
ments, according to Oscar Wilde, were “Hands like

fluttering white butterflies—feet like little white flow-

ers that dance upon the (Continued on page 80)



In the bedroom of the

first home Yvonne

ever owned where she

lives with her mother

and pet dog and cat

She was in an act with

a “gorilla” in a night

club. A friend made

the remark that made
her mad enough to quit
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Crowned for the second time as

“America’s most popular”-^—there’s

a reason for the Crosby coronation.

A famous friend tells you why

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Getting in practice to be like Dad, the four young Crosbys,

Lindsay, Denny, Phil and Gary, take over at a CBS broadcast.

B
ING’S king pin in Hollywood. For a second time
he’s received the Photoplay Gold Medal awarded
to the man star whom a year-round, nation-

wide poll conducted by Dr. George Gallup’s Audi-
ence Research, Inc., has voted The People’s Choice.

Bing, however, doesn’t stop with being a great
actor. He goes on to be a great human being. It’s

Bing, the human being, I want to talk about.
Years ago—I may as well get this over with right

now—I couldn’t see Bing for sour apples. Whenever
I received a new batch of his records or dialed the
radio to his singing I was irritated. In those days
crooners were something new and not too highly
esteemed in the music world. It was Bing, remem-
ber, who blazed the trail for the Frank Sinatras,

Perry Comos, Dick Todds (keep your eye and ear
on this lad, by the way), Dick Haymeses, Jerry
Waynes and such.

When Bing began making pictures I still couldn’t
see him for sour apples. He never made a fool of

himself by monopolizing the camera or by mugging,
but neither was he any great shakes as an actor.

In spite of all this, however—since I’m in a self-

revealing mood—there was something about him
that kept him in my mind, in spite of myself.

It was the same way when I came to know him
casually. Meeting at the races at Tanforan Park
in San Francisco one day we entered a “Hello, how
are you?” relationship. Bing never pursued our
acquaintanceship further and neither did I. Actually
I doubt he ever has pursued anyone. He’s a complete
contradiction of the fact that it’s the aggressive male
with push and initiative who gets ahead. Impre-
sarios and advertising executives offering fabulous
contracts always complain they have to pursue him
—and pursue him!
On the other hand I didn’t pursue Bing. He did

not frequent the social groups I knew and he was a

type that didn’t interest me in the least. He be-
longed to a rather horsey set, actually, and liked to

sit up late and bend the elbow in a hail-stag-well-

met fashion with the boys.
Nevertheless, once I met Bing I began asking

questions about him. I liked what I heard about his

relationship with his four boys, Ga?y, the twins, Phil

and Denny, and Larry.
I also rather liked the fact that Bing stayed away

from Hollywood parties, odd as this may seem com-
ing from the party champ I am supposed to be. I

thought this indicated that Bing, who never monop-
olized the camera in the studio and never did ex-
hibitionistic handsprings for (Continued on page 108)
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Pull up the cracker barrel, stranger,

and hear tell this story about a crooner

who can out-ride and out-shoot the

best of the boys up Elko way

rjOME sixty miles above Elko, Nevada, as the
rV snow flies—which it does—there’s one poll

that Bing Crosby wins that nobody knows
anything about. One which is completely by-
passed by Hollywood.

It’s the Sit-Up Poll (not to be confused with
the Gallup Poll) of the folks who sit around
the belly stove of the general merchandise
store in Tuscarora and give Bing their unani-
mous sitting vote. All twelve of ’em.

They don’t pay any attention to the other
polls. To the stove-sitters he isn’t the very
famous film and radio star but just Cowboy
Crosby, Singin’ Squire of the Quarter-Circle-S.
They don’t vote for him for his actin’, or even
his singin’—though they do get snatches of

crooned cadenzas from time to time—but be-
cause he’s a regular fellow who can out-ride
and out-shoot any of them and he makes a
mighty good listener around the stove.

They don’t have any Oscar to give . . . bein’

as Bing already has the only one around those
parts ... a nag named “Oscar” out at the
ranch. But to him goes the number one spot,

the seat of honor, the cracker barrel around
the stove.

Whenever Crosby’s on the cracker barrel
the community gathers for a stoveside chat.

Wearing levis, smoking his pipe, his boots
propped up like theirs on the iron rail around
the stove, Bing just listens while they swap
stories or tell tall tales about the old days.
Sometimes he asks a question or two . . .

whether they think cattle prices will go up,
whether the telephone lines will go down.
Reckon it’s gonna snow tonight? Somebody
goes out and takes a look. Yep—looks like

snow. Yep, the lines’ll go down. He takes
another contented puff on his pipe thinking
about tomorrow. No telephone calls from
Hollywood. Good deer hunting day. Better
get some hay over to the east forty. Cattle
will be hungry—can’t eat in the snow. And so
it goes—just passin’ the time of day. Course
that’s about all you can pass in Tuscarora

—

less’n maybe it’s the biscuits Bing’s cook,
Chinese Charlie, makes out at the Quarter-
Circle-S.
Time was when they could brag about a lot

around there, besides Bing’s ranch being four
miles from town. Used to be the biggest town
in Nevada. Booming with gold mines, with
5,000 Chinese working there. Now it’s a ghost
town with buildings slowly falling on their

faces. With a population of about twelve or
thirteen, countin’ (Continued on page 126)
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Hold still, little dogie, hold still! Eighteen below and branding time

BY

MAXINE ARNOLD

The Quarter-Circle-S, Bing’s home on

the range, has a brown ranch house,

is all knotty pine in the inside

What’s for chow? Ask the king of the kitchen, Chinese Charlie

The Singing Squire attacks boots with bear grease
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RITING about Lucille Ball is somewhat like writing
the libretto for a Walt Disney cartoon. She’s not a
complete mad -cap, mind you. She just has a faculty

for making the commonplace into fun and frolic. Her
whole person and personality is in technicolor. Red
is a little bit redder on Luci, blue a little bluer and
laughter a little more real. And best of all, she’s

ninety-nine per cent heart. In Luci all the fine funda-
mentals of friendship are a la mode. That “Ball of

Fire” tag is an apt one. Her every mental and physical

process is spontaneous combustion *. . . her sense of

humor is perpetual motion.
I hesitate to attempt an extensive description of

Luci. It couldn’t be good enough, and besides, she’d

probably sound like a screwball! It’s just that she
lives a happy, bouncy, impulsive sort of existence that

we more inhibited folk would relish if we weren’t such
inhibited folk. So I shan’t describe Luci so much as
just plain talk about her and hope that you will get
the general idea.

Her thoughtfulness seems a good beginning. Like
all her traits, it’s a bombastic sort of thoughtfulness.
I’m always reminded of her arrival at a friend’s baby
shower staggering under a gargantuan load of gifts

and saying, “Well I may not have brought the best
present, but by gosh I brought the most!”

Actually, she’s always so exuberant and vital that
it’s difficult to think of her as she was for so long after

her automobile accident, crippled in a wheel chair.

And, of course, I find fresh hope for my complete re-
covery, not to mention fresh courage to wait and fight

for it, whenever I’m with her.

It was when I was playing the hospital circuit that
I really found out about Luci. Qne morning a tre-

mendous florist box arrived. I opened it with great
anticipation only to find one yellow rose and a card
saying, “Hi, Susiface—Luci.” It occurred to me that
we had the same strict business manager and that she
probably only had twenty-five cents left of her allotted

weekly budget money. Well, the next day arrived and
so did another huge box, one yellow rose, and “Hi Susi-
face—Luci.” This went on for five months until our
mutual business advisor called to suggest that either I

get well or Lucille purchase a florist shop. I got well.

All kidding aside, Luci’s was a very practical idea. I was
never without at least a half dozen perfect yellow roses
in my room, for as one died another took its place.

And then there was the food department. “Why
don’t you eat more?” said Luci. “I don’t like the
food!” I said. So Luci brought food—butter from her
ranch, home-made fresh bread, pies from her mother
and goulash by Ball—and good! (Continued on page 98)

Only a person who knows Lucille Ball, dynamic star of "Easy To Wed,” as well as

Susan Peters knows her could write this story—the fourth of the series in which

a gallant girl gives you her warm, human impressions of her Hollywood friends.
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BY SUSAN PETERS

Dynamo with a heart—Lucille Ball, as generous

as she is vital, as unpredictable as a slot machine



Beauty in thought—Gene Tierney of “Leave Her To Heaven”

Peasant mood for Gene, starring also in “Dragonwyck”

Double take of sophistication

—Gene in a favorite bonnet

' COVER GIRL



ountess from
Soup for breakfast and mad gay hats—among the many

fascinating finds on this regal miss, Gene Tierney

Personal history : Born twenty-five years ago in
Brooklyn, New York; attended fashionable
schools from Connecticut to Switzerland; made
her debut in New York society—and then raced
from Park Avenue to Broadway to Hollywood
Boulevard!

What her Beverly Hills home is like: It’s like

a farm house on Cape Cod—not a palm tree in

sight! It’s an old white house set in two and one-
half acres of charming grounds, complete with
guest house and mountain view.

Who lives under the same roof with her: Her
husband, Count Oleg Cassini; her little daughter
Daria; and a nurse.

Who lives under the guest-house roof: The
latest cook—who wallows luxuriously in her own
living room, bedroom, kitchen and bath—and
then walks out because there’s no bus or street-

car up to the hilltop home!

The nearest neighbors from whom to borrow
that cup of sugar: Gregory Peck and Elizabeth
Bergner, both of whose houses look down on
Gene’s rooftop.

Favorite colors in her closet: She goes for fas-

cinating color'combinations in clothes—black and
brown; bottle green and royal blue; navy blue
and black. In her simpler moods she choses

straight black, beige, or teal blue.

Favorite colors in a room: Her dream room
(which is still a dream) is a color combine of

gray, yellow, and white.

What she does the minute she enters her home:
She takes off her shoes, lipstick and dress—and
gets into wool jersey slacks (bright red with
black dots) and a sweater (black) . “I firmly be-
lieve that no girl should wear make-up around
her own home—she should look natural,” says

Gene.

What you'll always find on her head: The
prettiest lettuce-fresh hat in town—her latest

being a black velvet and Mexican pink job by
Schiaparelli—the first Paris hat over on the first

post-war boat. Her other current favorites are

a white feather number and a smart navy blue

one with a bright red bow. (Continued on page 78

)
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The Name

A
ROMANTICIST, according to Zachary
Scott, is one who patronizes the finest

restaurant, orders their most delectable
dish, relishes it rapturously, and during the
entire procedure is fully aware that he’ll

wind up doing dishes to pay the check.
Zachary Scott is a romanticist. Some of

his most mercurial moments have been
spent in kitchens reaching from Texas to
Trinidad. But only the best kitchens, those
that featured foods of imagination and
distinction. The hash house circuit never
figured prominently on the Scott itinerary,

not even for a one night stand. Of course,
Zack was very young then, still in his teens,

but already he was reaching out to life with
a fervor that has only mellowed with the
passing of passionate years.

One kitchen in particular • stands out in
Zack’s memory. It marked a milestone.
The direct result, a turning point for a boy
whose destiny had already embraced
everything but the commonplace. Bom
and bred in Austin, Texas, Zack went to

England for reasons of his own. His genteel
mother and two adoring Southern sisters

pretty much worshipped the very ground
their only son and brother walked on. His
dad, a prominent surgeon, wanted Zack for

his assistant
“It was lack of emotional stability that

finally forced me to make my decision,”

Zack analyzes. “Actually, the profession
of a doctor or surgeon is fixe most romantic
and exciting in the world, and the most
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Charlie Chaplin in miniature.

Zack at three playing his first

role in a neighborhood play



also known as Mr. Zachary Scott, who might

self-fulfilling. Curing illness, or prevent-
ing illness is pretty thrilling. That part
of it I loved. But I realized I couldn’t take
the emotional disturbance of breaking bad
news to people. I couldn’t destroy hope.
I love life too much myself to voluntarily
witness death. The theatrical side appealed
to me strongly, but, lacking emotional
stability, I was automatically forced into

acting. So I went to England to live and
learn.”

In England, Zack played the Provinces.
He did anything and everything to know
more about his chosen profession. There
were times when things weren’t too prom-
ising. When he made money, Zack spent
it on the finest foods, clothes and entertain-
ment. During one particularly precarious
period, he attired himself in sartorial

splendor, dined handsomely in one of the
finest restaurants in London’s West End.
After brandy and a demi-tasse, he retired

gracefully to the kitchen. It was the year
of 1934.

In odd moments, which became more
and more frequent, Zack’s thoughts turned
to Elaine Anderson back in Texas. It was
a college romance and typical, fluctuat-

ing between the torrid and the tepid. Quite
suddenly Zack decided the time was pro-
pitious for leaving England. That old one
about two living as cheaply as one had
a very personal significance. His last

shilling went for a third class passage on
an old tub crowded (Continued on page 76)

Elaine, Zack and little daughter Waverly in a strictly-Scolt huddle in their Hollywood home
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have been a surgeon if he hadn’t been a romanticist

BY JERRY ASHER

Jingo rests while Zack helps Waverly and friend Kathy with a color book



This book of Kiev’s sketches is Linda’s favorite

BY DIANE SCOTT
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“Hold it!” says Pev to Chief who is having his portrait painted

B
EHIND the Mona Lisa smile and calm poise that cloak the
conflicting saint-and-siren qualities of Linda Darnell is a
personality as colorful as the femmes fatale she now portrays.

Along with the Madonna-like beauty of her face, there’s a
lush warmth that hints of her emotional fire. The big brown
Bambi eyes that look dreamy are wide-awake and occasionally
shoot sparks that show you why her career is now soaring as

a successful screen siren. She has a smile that would melt a
picket line, yet beneath the natural friendliness there’s also a
stubborn determination that has overridden an inferiority com-
plex almost unbelievable in anyone so beautiful and has carried

her over the hurdles of Hollywood. For, typical Texan that she
is, she always has in reserve when needed the fire that has
distinguished Texans as famous fighters since the days of Davy
Crockett and the gang who drew their line in the Alamo.
For most of her life she’s been in the midst of some personal

crisis, whether minute or otherwise, that called on her to well
remember the Alamo. And the calm poise and the smile have
often been her best defense, as well as her best hold card in

Hollywood.
In childhood they hid the disappointment of losing a beauty

contest, after a group ganged up on her and supported another
girl. Later they concealed the sense of failure she felt and the
dread of facing the kids at Sunset High when she was sent back
home in two successive tries at Hollywood. They covered up her
fears when she came back the third time—a too-big success, this

naive fifteen-year-old with the great brown eyes and the be-
wildered look, who found herself a star over night, walking into
the arms of James Ellison and Tyrone Power to portray a woman
of twenty-five with emotions she couldn’t even understand.

She’s had to call on her fighting reserve a lot since then. When
she finally rebelled against family friction and too much disci-

pline at home and moved into an apartment, facing raised eye-
brows and criticisms, without being able to tell anybody any of
the reasons why. When she fell desperately in love with an older
man and fought to marry him, not only against the advice of
others, but against that of Pev himself, who had to be convinced
that it was the right thing for her to do. And when, after top
stardom, she saw herself slipping, being by-passed for parts she
wanted, she fought against being liquidated in too-sweet roles.

They said she was “too good to

be bad” but Linda Darnell turned loose

the tom-toms and the boom was on



“Duckie,” as he calls her,
corners Pev in chess game

Linda bonght this hat on an impulse—has never worn it

Linda lands a bull’s-eye on merry-go-round hat rack

At that time she begged for sexier, more sophisti-

cated parts. Producers eyed her with a tolerant “there-
there-little-girl” look and inferred that she would have
to grow up, that she was too sweet to be bad.
There was one stretch when she didn’t work for

nineteen months, during which she bit her nails in

nervousness, did Army shows, worked at hospitals,

painted, took up the study of religions and was even
delving into the psychology of dreams. Her chances of

becoming an actress remained a nightmare.
Finally the Bambi look left her brown eyes. She

asked them to really look at her. “I’m grown up now,”
she announced. “I can’t stay a sweet little thing all

my life. Life doesn’t treat you that way. There comes
a time when you learn what it’s all about. I can do
those sexy things—and I’ll show you. . .

.”

When she took the part of the Russian peasant girl

with the dresses falling off her shoulders in “Summer
Storm,” she again fought against the advice of her
friends, her studio, even against that of Pev, who felt

that it wasn’t a big enough production for her.

After the preview, the “S” adjectives started rolling

her way—“Scorchy—sultry—sexy—sensational!” And
Twentieth Century-Fox started combing feverishly

through all their scripts looking for “bad” women
parts. “It was really a moral victory more than any-

0



Pev and Linda give two of Chief’s “babies” a work-
out—or vice versa—in back yard of their home

thing else,” says Linda—or perhaps she meant im-
moral victory.

Now with her performance as the sultry waitress
Stella, who deals Dana Andrews so much mental
misery in “Fallen Angel,” Linda’s career is really
booming.
Though she looks Latin in coloring, she’s actually

English—with a dash of Cherokee that really comes to

the surface when she gets mad. You can all but see
the tom-toms smouldering behind her usually wide-
open eyes. Whenever she blazes, it’s a three-alarm fire.

She will get furious over any criticism of her mar-
riage to Pev Marley, or any vicious report that it isn’t

working out. As one radio columnist found out when
he boasted over the air that he had the “inside story
of the break-up of Linda Darnell and her husband,”
even going to the point of naming the “other man.”
Linda and Pev were sitting at home quietly reading
when they heard it, and for a minute Linda was so
stunned that she couldn’t even think of when she’d
seen the man in question—finally remembering that
he’d stopped by her box at the races to say hello
one day.
The tom-toms were really touched off recently when,

after having been married for over two years without
a honeymoon, she was given (Continued on page 117 ) Linda took up golf for Pev’s sake—now she loves it
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E get off on the wrong foot insofar as our social

desirability is concerned, when we take our
families for granted. It is our family, after all, with
whom we spend the most time—especially during our
young and formative years. So a bad habit is cul-

tivated.

I’ve taught our children, Christina who is six, and
even little Christopher, to knock before they open any
door, to consider the wishes of other members of our
household and of each other. Both children, I feel, will

always be nicer people and, by the same token, happier
people if they learn these things while they’re young.
No one, however, is too old to learn them.

I’m also training Christina and Christopher to go
up to any guest who comes to our house or to any
friend or acquaintance they meet on the street and,
with hand outstretched, say “How are you?” or some-
thing of the sort. It’s so much better to do this than
to stand back and wait for the other person to speak
first. It avoids the embarrassing pause which some-
times develops if the other person too is too shy to

speak first. Besides, it’s warm, considerate and friendly.

Then there’s the matter of entertaining. No one, I

think, is more difficult than the flurried hostess who
is forever at your knee asking if you are comfortable,
if you will have this or that, and rushing around to get
what is needed! Therefore, I try never to be guilty of

disturbing my guests by this behavior. In fact, I go
to any lengths necessary to have everything ready be-
fore guests arrive—so I can reach for what is needed

—

hors d’oeuvres, tea, sandwiches, cigarettes or matches.
Even when my family comes to dinner I pursue this

plan. For all of this is something I believe we should
get into the habit of doing at all times.

In regard to table manners: When I am working
I breakfast and lunch alone. But I pretend I’m not
alone. I try to have the same manners I would at a
dinner party. When you do this you have greater
reason to believe in your own fastidiousness and
attraction—you have a pleasant conception of yourself
and so enter all relationships with greater confidence.

rHE wonderful thing about sociability is that any-
one can have it. Some people—they’re lucky—are

bom with it. Anyone, however, can attain it. It’s

largely a matter of being thoughtful of the other
fellow.

My pet peeve is superfluous apologies. They’re such
a nuisance to those who have to listen to them.

I remember the evening this first was brought to my
attention—so forcibly that I’ve never forgotten it. . .

It was a lovely dinner-party and I had the sense
of well-being that comes when everything is right,

whan the food and music is superb and) the conversa-
tion is not forced.

Suddenly a bustling bit of femininity fluttered into

the vacant chair on my right.

“Oh, dear,” she said, “I do hate being late! And I

try so hard to be on time.” Then to me she con-
fided, “I know I look a perfect fright. My hair, my
dear. ...”

This went on to include her entire appearance, from
her shoes to her nail polish. My neck got a crick from
turning to reassure her.

This woman had an aura of haste and confusion.
Consequently, she foisted her lack of proper planning
or management or whatever caused her haste and
confusion, on everyone at that party. No fair!

Pet Peeve No. 2 in my book is turning compliments
back on the innocent and well-meaning people who
offer them. For instance, if your escort says, “I like your
hair,” he is being gracious, trying to make you feel

relaxed and beautiful. When you disagree with him
you create a difficult situation because you imply either

that he has no taste or that he is insincere. It’s easier

and kinder—and much more poised!—to smile and say
“Thank you, so much!”
Pet Peeve No. 3. The repetition of these pronouns

—

“I” and “my.” When we are with others—if we want
others to like being with us—we can make an effort

to talk about something besides ourselves.

Whereupon I’ll sign off. There’s no worse bore, after

all, than the person who talks too long about anything!

(
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f URELY the best way not to be a social nuisance
G) is to avoid doing those things which irritate us
in others.

I, for instance, have trained myself to give everyone
who talks to me undivided attention, because I know
of nothing more exasperating than to talk to a man
or a woman whose eyes are forever roaming over the
room. A man with whom I dined last night did this.

The only time he kept his eyes on anyone was when
he was talking—and need I add that, for the most part,

he talked about himself. The rest of the time he craned
his neck to see who was coming in, interrupted any-
one’s and everyone’s conversation to ask, “Who’s that,

Mrs. So and So?” And often he seemed more inter-

ested in what was being eaten and said at a near-by
table than in anything else.

Next in my list of social nuisances are:

(1.) The man or woman who asks: “Where are you
going on your vacation?” and then, twenty minutes
later, just as if you hadn’t answered, asks the same
question again. These people make it all too clear that
they really care nothing about you whatsoever; that
they ask their questions idly, with no real interest in

what you are doing.

(2.) The man or woman who keeps on talking while
the waiter endeavors to take an order. A luncheon or
dinner—or even such a simple thing as afternoon tea
—goes much more smoothly if a minute or two is given
over completely to the waiter.

(3.) Last, but not at all least on my list, are those irri-

tating human beings who sit beside you at parties and
talk to you so steadily that you cannot escape them.
Usually they talk about their work or ask about your
work. I go to parties for relaxation—to escape my
work, interesting as I usually find it. I think most
people feel this way. At parties I avoid talking about
what I do for a living—or talking to anyone so insis-

tently that they cannot, if they wish, escape me. And
I watch the faces of these people I talk to—to make
sure I have their interest—that they’re not only listen-

ing politely, that they’re not eager to get away.

Give yourself this quiz—then

check what the stars say to get

your person - to - person rating

Answer the following twelve
questions with “Yes,” “Some-
times,” or “No.” Keep a count
of the number of replies in

each
.

group, then check below
for your score.

1. Do you knock before you open a
closed door in your home?

2. When you meet people do you go
straight up to them and ask, “How
are you?” or something similar?

3. Do you look after your guests’ com-
fort before they arrive, rather than
inquiring what they’d like after they
arrive?

4. Are your table manners the same
when you are alone as when you are

at a party?

5. Do you forego making self-conscious

excuses and apologies?

6. Are you responsive to compliments?

7. Can you talk for five minutes without
using “I” or “my”?

8. Do you avoid talking at length about
one thing?

9. Do you give the person with whom
you are talking undivided attention?

10. Do you listen and remember the an-

swers to the questions you’ve asked?

11. Does the waiter taking the order get

your attention?

12. Do you watch the expression on your
listener’s face?

Score: “No’s” count 0. “Sometimes” count 4.

“Yes” count 8.

If your score is 80 or above your sociability’s

super.

If your score is 64-80 your sociability’s slightly
sub-super.

If your score is 56-64. A narrow squeak!

If your score is below 56—better memorize what
the Misses Crawford, Allbritton and Fontaine
have to say on the subject.



The color blue, small gold earrings, crossword puzzles are passions of Gail, starred in “Our Hearts Were Growing Up”
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BY SARA HAMILTON

W
HEN Gail Russell was a small child and friends

came to call, she invariably hid beneath the

piano and peered out, wide-eyed and silent. To-

day, Gail, both spiritually and mentally, wants to

hide beneath the piano in retreat from all but a

small portion of her world. Shy, inhibited, moody,

she is now gradually emerging from the loneli-

ness that has so long been a part of her and is

accepting the open-hearted friendliness that awaits

her.

Her family, patient and understanding, her new
friends, gay and witty, her studio anxiously hover-

ing, are encouraged at the evolution of Gail Russell.

They have the good sense to speak of it openly

and even humorously.
And Gail, frankly agreeing, will allow as how she

has improved.
There was the time when Gail was just beginning

her movie career that Paramount sent her off to

New York with a studio publicist to get acquainted

with the Eastern office, meet the press and see the

sights. It was a dream trip that most nineteen-

year-old girls would have swooned over. But Gail,

who had never been to New York, was miserable.

She insisted upon staying in her hotel room, she

expressed no interest in the sights, sounds or color

of the city or its people. It was no act or any part

of an act, for Gail had always walked alone with

no desire for company. Like a baby taking its first

steps she has had to learn to walk in company
with people, every type, every kind of people. Or
perhaps the secret of her rapid progress from com-
plete introversion lies in the fact that those around

her have matched their steps to hers.

Now she has progressed from her inner shell

to the point of loving a rib and perpetrating a

gag with those who strike a responsive chord. “It’s

no use to put make-up on that face over there,”

she’ll whisper loudly for the benefit of Lizabeth

Scott, Paramount’s new (Continued on page HIT
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Gail’s mother helps on a shirt fitting. Gail hates shopping

Harmony—Gail, her father and brother George,
home, much to Gail’s pleasure, from the Aleutians

“Corny’s” the distraction in Gail’s record collection checking
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WHAT SHOULD I DO?
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
ear miss colbert:

I really have a tough problem
to solve. I’ve been working at a

base where two hundred sailors were
ordered to work. I really fell for

one of the boys I met there and we
had many dates. When the fleet was
ordered to another base, this boy
came down in our section and kissed

me goodbye in front of everyone and
made me promise to write, so I gave
him my address.
Weeks passed without word, then

I received a letter from his buddy
telling me where they were and ask-

ing why I didn’t run down to see

them. So I arrived in town on my
vacation. When he came down and
found me in the lobby, he was
stunned. He said he couldn’t have
a date with me that night as he had
to go home (he happened to live in

this town, too), but he let me walk
to the bus with him. He said I had
been very foolish to come down and
he saw no sense in it.

I’m twenty-one and he’s twenty-
two, but he said he had no intention

of going with one girl to make her a

wife. He just goes out with any beau-
tiful girl until he sees another one.

Can you please tell me, Miss Col-

bert, how I could win his love and
some day get him for a husband?

Lynne J.

My dear Miss J:
Any girl who has reached the age

of twenty-one should know that

simply because a man kisses her
goodbye and asks her to write to

him, particularly when that man is

in uniform, the girl had not auto-

matically become engaged.
Your first mistake, then, was in

assuming romance existed. You
should have realized it didn’t when
your erstwhile boy friend failed to

write to you. If a man is genuinely
in love—he finds time to write.

The second mistake was going to

his base with the intention of spend-
ing your vacation near him. It is

quite true that a girl can maneuver
a man into a marriage mood if she
is adroit about it. But it is equally
true that men dislike being obvious-
ly chased.

The average male has enough
vanity to respond to interest shown
in him if it isn’t too overpowering.
But persistent telephone calls, im-
pulsive gifts and showers of invita-

tions from a girl in whom he has
shown little interest are apt to make
him duck. Least of all does he like

physical pursuit.

The thing for you to do—and
I’m sorry to disappoint you by
saying it—is to forget this boy,
forget your bad-mannered sur-
prise visit, and be sweet and pleas-

ant to some other chap who takes
an interest in you.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a girl of sixteen and a junior

in high school. My aunt has been
living with us for eight years, so
I have to share my bedroom with
her. Everything has to please her;
I can’t put my pictures on the wall
because she doesn’t like them.
When I have friends in for the

evening, she always has to be in-

cluded and she acts like a goon,
giggling and carrying on with the
boys. When I talk to my friends

on the telephone, she listens, then
asks me why I said this, or what

I meant by that.

To me this doesn’t seem fair. I can’t

be really mean to her, because I love
her in spite of everything, but what
could I do to get some privacy and
some rights in my own room and with
my own friends?

Elsine J.

Dear Elsine:
I don’t consider your problem of

trifling proportions ,• surely every hu-
man being should be entitled to some
spot utterly his own in this wide and
sprawling world.
Why don’t you have a simple,

heartfelt talk with your mother, with-
out getting vehement. Ask her, in all

honesty, if she doesn’t think it fair

for half of the room to be yours, to

decorate exactly as your taste dic-

tates. I’m sure she will agree. If
you want to draw a real or an imag-
inary line through the room, dividing
it from north to south or from east
to west, I think you should then be
allowed to treat your htdf as fancy
requires.

'When you are planning to enter-
tain friends, why don’t you ask your
mother to take your aunt to a movie.
Your mother would seem to be the
key to the situation. I’m sure she
will help you.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen and will be graduated

from high school in June. Two weeks
later I am supposed to marry the boy
to whom I am engaged, but lately I

have been having serious qualms.
This boy has two sisters who work

in the city, but who can’t live within
their salaries. He is discharged from
the Army and is working; however,
one or the other of his sisters is always
borrowing money from him. He keeps
this secret from their mother, with
whom he lives,, so his mother has been
telling around (Continued on page 133)
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Her complexion is ivory-miniature smooth! Pond’s is her complexion care.

ROSE MERIWETHER LEWIS, of Atlanta, Ga. and Coral Gables. Fla.,

engaged to Lt. Comdr. HHIJCE GREGORY KROGER. C.S.TV.R.

Rose-Meri’s middle name comes from

the famous Meriwether Lewis who helped

discover the Pacific Northwest. "There’s

been a Meriwether in every generation

ever since,” she says!

Another adorable Pond’s bride-to-be,

Rose Meriwether Lewis has true South-

ern charm—dark-dreamy eyes, a com-

plexion so smoothly soft it fascinates.

"I just love Pond’s Cold Cream,” she

says—and here is the soft-smooth way
she especially likes for using it . .

She slips luscious feeling Pond’s Cold

Cream all over her face and throat, and

pats it well to soften and release dirt

and make up. She tissues off— clean.

She rinses with more fluffy-soft Pond’s,

whirling her white-tipped fingers around

her face in little circles. Tissues again

—

"to get my face extra clean and soft.”

Copy Rose-Meri’s twice-over Pond’s

creamings—every night, every morning,

for in-between-time cleanups, too ! You’ll

soon see why it’s no accident so many
more women and girls use Pond’s than

any other face cream at any price!

"DOWN SOUTH” Rose-Meri says, "You have to take

good care of your skin if you want to keep it nice.

Pond’s Cold Cream is such a help! It leaves my face

with the grandest soft, clean feeling. I honestly don’t

think there’s a finer cream anywhere.” Youll love

Pond’s Cold Cream, too! Get a big luxury-size jar—

•

today! On sale at beauty counters.

She’s Lovely

!

She uses londs

!

ROSE-MERES RING—
a square-cut diamond. Her
fiance sent it from Honolulu in

a native box with her name, a

heart and a rose on the cover!

IN THE ARMY reconditioning program, Rose-Meri

helps at Lawson General Hospital. Recently she visited

the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled in New York

to see how they teach the handicapped to re-educate

muscles, train for self-support. Many handicapped people

need a helping hand today. Can you give one?

A few of the many
Pond’s Society Beauties
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(Continued from page 32) about while I

was still working in “Keys Of The King-
dom” at Twentieth Century-Fox and was
called over to Selznick’s one night after
work to make wardrobe tests with Ingrid.

All the way over to the studio I kept
thinking of the girl in the trench coat and
beret and wondered if she would be as
unassuming as she’d seemed going up and
down in the elevator in New York.
When I walked onto the test stage, there

was Ingrid wearing an old grayish-colored
smock, glasses, flat-heeled shoes and giv-
ing no evidence of being a famous motion-
picture star. The first

thing that struck me was
her friendliness with the

crew. How she laughed
and kidded with them.
You could tell that the
cameramen, the grips,

the prop men, all liked

her.

I stood over in one
corner of the stage in

the background watch-
ing her as she walked
up and down in front

of the camera in her

smock. It occurred to

me that it might have
been a good idea to have
a psychology book to

enable me to better dis-

cuss her role as a psy-
chiatrist with her, but

I hadn’t gotten around to

it. Later on, I was glad

I hadn’t, for Ingrid said

she read two of them
and they didn’t help her

at all.

As it turned out, there

was nothing psychiatri-

cal about our meeting
anyway. Nor was there

any of the usual polite

give and take of compli-
mentary formalities.
When Ingrid finally

spotted me, she came
quickly across the stage,

saying out of the blue,

with that warm alive

smile of hers, “Oh, I’m

so glad you got out from i

under that tank.”
Wanting to see what

kind of a leading man •

she was getting, Ingrid had had “Days
Of Glory” run off for her at the studio.
That’s the one in which you probably don’t
remember that I perish heroically beneath
a flaming tank. I’d have felt better if

Ingrid hadn’t remembered it. But with
typical Bergman humor, the words that I

might pass on to posterity concerning my
meeting with this actress would be relative
to the fact that she was glad I got out from
under a tank.

("S UR first scene together was equally
memorable. We just stood there like

two wax dummies while the camera ig-

nored us and focused on the color of her
smock or the length of my coat. You al-

ways feel so silly in a wardrobe test.

There beside me was an actress whom I

really wanted to impress as an actor, and
so far as showing any acting ability, I

might just as well have died under the
tank.
Finally Ingrid laughed. “I surely feel

foolish standing here like this, don’t you?”
she said. “I surely do!” I agreed. Sparkling
dialogue! But it showed the genuineness
of Bergman and I knew that we would get

along great from then on.

Hardier men than I have gone down

Ingrid, Spellbind er

swinging trying to describe Ingrid. The
best I can do is to say she’s both demure
and dynamic. Utterly feminine, but with
a straightforward masculine approach.
Never coy.

It’s downright refreshing to see the
honest way she goes about eating, say, a
piece of chocolate pie. Without any intro-
ductory feminine remarks, no timid hesi-
tancy, no toying with the meringue. Just
levels off into it, obviously enjoying it,

cutting right through filling, crust and all.

I’ll always remember the reassuring con-
solation Ingrid offered when I was going

English, and her publicity representative
Joe Steele, a good friend of long standing,
since the time when, as publicity director
of Selznick Studios, he tried to send her
a wire in Swedish that was so confused
that even Ingrid couldn’t straighten it out.
But it was so funny that it appealed to her
sense of humor, and helped form the basis
for a fine friendship.

our set who,

tPo y<yu fiLaf Tav&titei ?

If so—and who doesn’t—here’s your chance to vote for a

color portrait of a man star and a woman star whom you’d like

to see in Photoplay.

Simply fill out the coupon below and mail to:

COLOR PORTRAIT EDITOR

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

205 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

Please print color portraits of

(Man)

(Woman)

(My Name)

through the terrors of first fatherhood,
when Greta was in the hospital for the
birth of our son, Jonathan. We were work-
ing on “Spellbound” at the time, and Ingrid
would talk calmly about how babies have
a way of making their entrances on cue,
without any fuss or bother (or any need
for ad libbing from the sidelines.) No
fluffing. No re-takes. Telling me not to

keep worrying about it. All of which
helped to offset the pacing of hospital cor-
ridors later on.

There’s no “smorgasbord” about Berg-
man. No confused assortment of emotions.
No complex characteristics. She’s realistic,

clear thinking, with no temperament, and
with a genuine love for the acting profes-
sion. She uses no movieland measuring
stick, doesn’t count success by shekels, and
has a warm interest for meeting and know-
ing all kinds of people, whether they’re
grips or glamourites.
She likes to sit around and talk with

the fellows in the crew on a picture, to

listen to them tell about their families, or
relate some of the experiences they’ve had.
It’s typical of Ingrid that her two best
friends, as far as I can make out, are her
dialogue director, Ruth Roberts, who’s been
with her for four years de-accenting her

I NGRID always enjoys anyone with a
1 sense of humor. She loves laughter.
There was a grip named Swede on

aside from his nation-
ality, held a special at-
traction for her, simply
because he was a very
funny guy. Swede made
coffee for us every day,
took up a daily collec-
tion for rolls to go with
it, and would “build”
an impromptu restau-
rant out of odds and
ends lying around. One
morning it might con-
sist of a piece of scenery,
two chairs and a soft
drinks sign. The next
day it could be an arbor
and a bench. Ingrid al-
ways looked forward to
seeing what kind of a
coffee shop Swede had
dreamed up for that day.
On Saturdays she bought
special cakes for it and
Swede, in turn, would
try to whip up some-
thing really special, with
ruffles on it, to eat in.

Another favorite of hers
was the assistant cam-
eraman Jack, who hits

a hot lick on an ocarina.
Usually whenever Di-
rector Hitchcock was
ready to shoot, Jack
would summon us with
a ragtime rendition of

“Reveille.” Between
scenes he’d give out with
all the torch tunes she
likes, while Ingrid sat

on a stool nearby ac-
companying him with
her favorite one, “I’ve

Got A Right To Sing
The Blues,” singing along

with the “sweet potato” in her smoky con-
tralto voice. It would surprise you how
she can sell a song like “I’ve Got A
Right To Sing The Blues.”
Never will I forget the first time Greta

and I were invited to Ingrid’s home. After
dinner there was some discussion about
what to do for the rest of the evening.
All of which Ingrid put to an end by sug-
gesting, “Let’s put some records on and
dance.” By this time she and her husband
Dr. Peter Lindstrom were rolling back one
end of the rug, and

.
were soon out in the

middle of the floor jitterbugging. None
of the slinging-around-the-shoulder stuff.

Just some good snappy hopping around. It

seems that the GIs had taught her to jitter-

bug when she visited them in the Aleutians
and she lost no time initiating Peter into

it when she got home.
Inasmuch as Ingrid and her quiet hus-

hand Peter, the brilliant head of the Neuro-
Surgery Department of the Los Angeles
General Hospital, come from Sweden and
my wife Greta comes from Finland, the

three of them have many things in com-
mon, including a fondness for herring,

which strikes a discordant note with me.
Bergman or no Bergman—herring leaves

me cold. ( Continued on page 70)
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Lux Toilet Soap’s creamy Active
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water,then cold. Pat with a towel to

dry. Now skin is softer, smoother,

takes on radiant new loveliness.

Don’t let neglect cheat you of

Romance. This gentle beauty care

screen stars recommend will make
you lovelier tonight!

#

In retent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials by

skin specialists, actually three out of four com-

plexions improved in a short time!
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(Continued from page 68) Premieres leave
me cold too—from fright. Ingrid never
goes to them, because of a sense of mod-
esty, shyness and neurastroclaustrophobia
—a non-medical term for fear of strangu-
lation by glamour. I went to the Holly-
wood premiere of “Spellbound” at the
Carthay Circle Theater, but I’m just not
up to things like sweeping searchlights,
canopies, and bleachers full of 1500 enthu-
siastic fans.

After the premiere was over, coming
down the last mile of red carpet, I kept
worrying about whether the boys out front
wheeling up the long black limousines
would ever be able to find my beat-up
Lincoln Zephyr, so we could take off.

When they finally found it, Greta and I

went on over to the Alfred Hitchcocks’ for

a small get-together. And there standing
in front of the fireplace, big as life, was
Ingrid in a pair of slacks and having a
wonderful time.
“They say we’re sensational,” I said,

eyeing her coldly.

“That’s good,” she laughed.
“When I think of you here having a swell

time while I sweated through—” I ex-
ploded.
She kept laughing.

W HEN she saw “Spellbound,” it wasn’t
down any red carpet, but among the

red jackets of the wounded service men out
at Birmingham Hospital in the San Fernan-
do Valley. They were showing the picture
in the auditorium for the ambulatory pa-
tients, boys in wheel chairs and on
crutches, any one could be navigated there,

and Ingrid and I made an appearance be-
fore the show. They really loved her. She
ad libbed a little speech, told them she
hadn’t seen the picture yet, except for

what little of it she saw at the “rushes,”
which she described as “what you go to

see at the end of the day and wish you’d
done differently yesterday.” She was so
glad they were going to let her see the pic-
ture with them. “All right, let’s roll it!”

she said gaily, and went down into the
audience to sit with them. The way they
looked at her I thought it wise to get out
ahead before the boys saw me coming at

her on the screen with a razor in my hand.
There are never emotional off-sides with

Ingrid. She saves all of her fire for the
screen. Having heard about temperamental
movie stars before coming to Hollywood, I

used to wait for her to hibernate in

her dressing room in solemn seclusion. In-
stead, there she’d be upon a stool by the
cameraman accompanying the sweet potato
in “I’ve Got A Right To Sing The Blues.”
Then she’d go in and do an emotional scene
that would have you weeping.

If anything could upset her it would have
been one jinx scene that we got into, the
one on which we did forty-two takes. It

was the cozy little sequence where we’re
standing in front of the fireplace after I’ve

saved her from going over the snow cliff

and we’re discussing the whole plot of the
picture, as well as our own future plans.

We stood up against that hot fireplace all

day. It was a three-minute scene with four
pages of dialogue, and called for tricky
camera angles, with the camera moving
around with us to catch our fleeting reac-
tions before they fled. We kept saying the
same lines over and over, until we began
to sound like two parrots. Even lines like

the tender, “You’ll look wonderful in white
with a little orange blossom in your hair,”

sounded like a style note instead of a pro-
posal. We started working on it at 9: 00

a.m., finally getting it at 5:55 that night.

Ingrid was swell about it—even got in a
chorus or two of “I-G-A-R-T-S-T-B.”

It’s probably due to the Ingrids that tem-
perament is becoming passe. She’s helped
set the pace for an era of peace. Luckily,
I’ve always been fortunate about drawing

r

non-temperamental leading ladies, includ-
ing the lovely Jane Wyman, now co-star-
ring with me in “The Yearling” at M-G-M. i

But if ever I were to encounter any—they’d
be tough to take—after Ingrid.
Her ability to put realism into love scenes

is especially notable. Not only is love what ,

makes the world box office go around, but
it’s also something the world knows quite
a lot about. Nobody is sitting out front
ready to level on you on scenes like the
razor sequence in “Spellbound.” For no- t

body ever goes wandering around the
house with a razor in hand anyway—un-
less they’ve lost the soap. But with love,

it’s different. In his or her own way,
everybody has some private knowledge
thereof. A love scene just has to be good.
Ingrid moves in and out of them easily.

We had quite a crowd of visitors on the
set the day we played our first love scene.
All of whom knew something concerning
the subject of l’amour-toujours-l’amour.
And all of them standing by waiting to

watch us go into an embrace.
While we were waiting for the camera to

reload, Ingrid looked at our audience,
leaned over and whispered, “I feel just like

a yak.”
“What do you mean?” I said, thinking

this hardly the time for double talk.

“This is a yak scene,” she laughed. Then
went into detail about how one time in

New York, by way of killing time, she
went to the zoo in the Bronx. Noticing
a large crowd gathering around one cage
she investigated and found that one yak
was nuzzling another one. “There were
two yaks yakking,” she said.

It broke us both up. Thereafter when-
ever we were going into a love scene,
Ingrid would always announce gaily, “Here
come the yaks.”

S
HE likes working with Director Alfred
Hitchcock, whom she admires tre-

mendously. She likes his quiet manner of

directing and gets a big kick out of his

dead-pan expressions, his dry British hu-
mor and the gags he pulls. We’re both
great fans of Hitch who never indulges in

theatrical flourishes but just tells you
calmly what he wants and knows you’ll

do it. “I’d rather keep calm and get all
|

your excitement on the screen,” he says.

On the one occasion that I ever heard
Ingrid blow a line, she got a little furious
with herself for slowing down the works
for the rest of us, went over and sat down
on some steps, resting her chin a little de-
jectedly in her hands. Hitch went over
and sat down beside her, assuming her
identical look, his chin in his hands. They
sat side by side for five minutes not say-
ing a word, then Ingrid burst out laughing
and they came back and shot the scene, i

She’s always very amused by the way
Hitchcock kiddingly refers to her, and to

all of his stars, as his “cattle,” though
saying it so nicely that he makes you feel

like mighty prize stock. It’s a habit of his

to send the assistant directors after you
saying, “All right, cowboys, get the cattle

in here and let’s roll it!” And Ingrid gets

a bigger bang out of being addressed as

such, than she does out of the more elab-
orate extravaganzas that are piled upon
her.

So far as Hitch himself is concerned, ,

Ingrid Bergman is strictly the blue-ribbon
brand. “If I were forced to do another
Bergman picture,” I’ve heard him say to

her kiddingly, but with a very serious look,

“it wouldn’t be as nauseating as you might
expect. I would rise to it again. . .

.”

He isn’t alone in that. I too would “rise”

to doing another picture with Ingrid. With
one provision . . . that there’s no razoring

<

involved. I couldn’t go through that again.

For when it comes to Bergman . . . I’m
Spell—B—O—U—N—D—D—D.

The End
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Hear the top RCA Victor artists in their latest hits—
at your dealer’s... on the radio... on juke boxes

Eddy Arnold • Bill Boyd • Elton Britt • Perry Como • Johnny Desmond

Tommy Dorsey • Duke Ellington • The Ginger Snaps «A1 Goodman • Erskine

Hawkins • Lena Horne • Spike Jones * Sammy Kaye • Wayne King • Freddy

Martin • Vaughn Monroe • Roy Rogers • David Rose • Dinah Shore

Sons of the Pioneers • Charlie Spivak • Martha Stewart • Billy Williams

Listen to The RCA Victor Show, Sundays, 4:30 p.m.. Eastern Time, NBC.

Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, Camden^N. J.
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This active, busy shopper
Is modern as can be.

Relying on Meds’ comfort,

Meds’ real security!

So convenient, too! Meds internal

protection means quick changing,

easy disposal and complete freedom

from all odor and chafing. A gen-

erous supply of Meds can be slipped

into your handbag— and no one the

wiser! "Next time,” do try Meds!

• Meds alone have the "SAFETY-
WELL”— designed for your extra
protection.

• Meds are made of real COTTON—
soft and super-absorbent for extra
comfort.

• Meds expand quickly and adapt them-
selves easily to individual needs.

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS
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Meds “SAFETY- 4

WELL” absorbs
'

so much MORE
so much FASTER!

Expansion is gentle

and comfortable.

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,

smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.

Sensational Swiss

(Continued, from page 41) When he was
born World War I was “making the world
safe for democracy.” His father was a
large landowner in Germany but his
mother returned to Switzerland to wel-
come their little son. She died while Kurt
was still very young and his father en-
trusted his education to tutors and later

to private schools whence he emerged to

attend the University of Lausanne. Later
he endured a year at London’s School of
Economics which bored him almost un-
bearably.
He inherited enough money to make

him modestly independent. Eventually he
found himself at Sun Valley where he
augmented his income by becoming a skiing
instructor. His instructing was done earn-
estly. Some of his pupils turned out to be
Norma Shearer, Claudette Colbert, Ray
Milland and a covey of Hollywood
talent scouts. (Those guys turn up every-
where!) People kept on saying that Kurt
should be in pictures and he kept on
thinking that they were joking. In Eu-
rope people who were going to act were
trained from childhood. He had never
heard of anyone’s unstrapping a pair
of skiis and starting to tread any
boards.
His wanderlust persisted, even if his

funds were dwindling, so when he went
back to New York he began to cater to

the wanderlusts of sympathetic souls by
opening a travel bureau. He was doing
all right, too, with his enthusiasm when
suddenly there was World War II . . . and
Kurt found himself with (1) a desk, (2)

a bushel or so of cancelled steamer reser-
vations, (3) so many outdated travel
folders that he had to pay for a truck to

haul them sadly away.

I

T left him in quite a fix and since he
had never been completely idle in his

life, he hunted up actors and inquired
about “the acting business.” Everyone ad-
vised him to get some experience, so he
went into summer stock and after four
months of that felt he must be well equip-
ped, so he set forth blithely for Hollywood.
No one was a bit impressed by his four
months’ apprenticeship so back he went
to New York where he managed to get
himself the role of a German officer with
Helen Hayes in “Candle In The Wind.”
Not bad! The play ran a year. Then the
indefatigable man came right back to the
Coast and hunted up a childhood friend,

Andre de Toth, who instantly tested him
for the role of the German flier in

“Sahara.” He got the role, plus featured
billing, and wen* on, to everyone’s sur-
prise but his own, to “Mademoiselle Fifi,”

“Hotel Berlin,” “Paris Underground” and,
recently, “The Spider.”
Then he signed a fine long-term con-

tract with Twentieth Century-Fox and ad-
mitted, for the first time, that acting is, in-

deed, “a very fine business!”

Now he has bought himself a hillside

home and is indulging, he says happily,
“in all the Hollywood cliches.” Latest two
of these are the beginning of construction
of the inevitable swimming pool and the
acquisition of a butler. The pool was easy
but every time Kurt found a servant who
came well recommended they struck a
snag over Kurt’s two well-loved and very
large police dogs, Wolfie and Hansel. Al-
though Kurt assures all comers that the
pair are gentler than lambs, they didn’t

look that way to prospective butlers. He
has found a dog-loving gentleman’s gentle-
man now, though.

Kurt cannot bear any suggestion of what
he calls “interior decorator’s decor,” so
he has done his house himself in what he
feels is a truly masculine manner. It’s

rather Chinese! Everything is enormous v

and brightly colored.
He delights in parties, both the ones

he attends and the ones he gives himself,
with a slight edge toward the latter. He <
usually gives one big one each month ... a
cocktail-buffet affair on the terrace for a
hundred or more guests and he bustles
and glows and greets with amazing en-
thusiasm and friendliness although, if you ;

must really know ... he gets into a per-
fectly terrible panic when he has to in-
troduce people to one another. The names
leave him and he comes up with a blank

:

and presents “Mr. Umph” to Miss “Uengh.”
About once a week he likes to give a

party for eight or ten intimate friends.
These are buffet affairs too, with music and
games afterward. Kurt dismisses rather
sternly the idea that there may be people
who don’t like parlor games. “At my house
they will like them,” he says.

J
UST here we come to Kurt’s favorite
subject in all the world—food! He is a

true gourmet and will talk joyously until
next Wednesday about famous restaurants,
chefs, seasonings, menus and go on to
erudite discussions of the art and philos-
ophy of really fine chefs. He can cook,
himself, and he loves to do it and he gets
very chesty over the fact that during war
shortages he evolved fifteen “really artis-
tic ways in which to do meat balls.”
He thinks his greatest extravagance

comes from a preoccupation with fine liv-

ing. “You live only once . . . you should
sample all the best of it, if you can!”
He is fond of the theater, opera and bal-

let but he can’t enjoy them unless he can
sit in the very best seats. This, he assures
you, is not snobbery. It is because he is a
tiny bit deaf and the least bit near-sighted
and if he isn’t seated advantageously, he
might just as well stay at home.
He likes to dress well and his tastes run i

to “really good” casual sports togs and
superlative evening clothes. He likes color
—preferably green—green ties, green

|

sweaters and socks, even a green car. And
when labor was short he went to quite a lot

of trouble and expense having the shutters
on his new house painted green, simply
because “it would feel so much better.”
He likes Nature, “in the raw,” he says.

He likes mountains and lakes and oceans,
pine forests and great stretches of prairie

to look at. He doesn’t wish to come to

grips with Nature, herself, in the matter
of digging in a garden or killing snails.

He’ll thank her to keep her distance.
He thinks he has an “April nature,” by

which he means that he is always chang-
ing his mind after he has made important
decisions. He falls in and out of love with
an intensity and regularity which rather
frightens him. That’s why he is chary about
marriage. When he does marry he wants
to do it permanently and . . . what if he
should change his mind when it was too

late? How awful for both of them!
“You see,” he explains, “it is one thing :

to spend lovely evenings together, as you
can in Hollywood, all dressed up and
listening to beautiful music ... or going
for drives by the ocean under the stars

... or something. It’s another thing '

to face everyday life together, problems,
the drab details of living, quirks of tem-
perament. You have to be very sure

of one another. I’m—actually—afraid!”

He considers American women smarter
in looks and manner than the Europeans
he remembers. And they make better

friends, they are more fun to know, than
their European sisters. But American
career women appall him with their ap-
parent ruthlessness and he resents it when
they take special (Continued on page 74)
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THE WESTMORES OF HOLLYWOOD BRING YOU

A group of seven exciting, lipstick

colors created in Hollywood for the

Hollywood stars. You should

try the new red-red color DANGER
SIGNAL — inspired by the Warner
Bros, motion picture of the same name

There is no LIPSTICK like a

WESTMORE LIPSTICK because:

• Westmore Lipsticks offer you the new-

est fashion -wise reds straight from

Hollywood, style center of the world!

• Created by Perc Westmore, the coun-

try’s foremost make-up authority!

• Designed to give the Hollywood stars

exactly the lustrous, flattering lips they

want. You, too, will be delighted with

the creamy texture, staying quality,

true, vivid reds of Westmore Lipsticks.

PcVC Westmore, who with his brothers Wally and Bud,

comprise the world-famous trio ofHollywood make-up artists — creators

of the popular Westmore Lipstickt Rouge, Face Powder and Creams .

(Continued from page 72) compliments or
gallantries for granted—act bored about
them. “I like to make gracious gestures,”
he remarks. “But I like to be rewarded
by a smile or a murmured ‘Thank you.’
I do not like my especial thoughtfulness
to be taken for granted.” He seemed right
wrought up about this. Perhaps he had
a reason.
He is an intense movie fan . . . will

probably never get over it . . . and the
biggest thrill he had when he first arrived
in Hollywood was glimpsing Greta Garbo
in the car next to his at a drive-in. Dis-
may caught up with him almost immedi-
ately, though because, “well—er—you see,
she didn’t look—er—very tidy!” That
seems to have wounded him deeply and
he hasn’t quite recovered even now.

LI E has a squirrel streak in him which
• 1 embarrasses him a good deal. He just
can’t bear to part with old suits, shoes,
sweaters, slacks until the size of the heap
shames him and he knows he must bestow
them on people who can make use of
them. He does it—eventually—but he parts
with each elderly garment with a really
personal pang, as if it were a discarded
and reproachful relative.

He is fussy about shirts and has them
custom made and they never, never please
him. They are either too large or too
small, too short or too long and he is

constantly ordering new ones in an exas-
perated manner. “If just one—just one
shirt is ever right,” he shouts, “I shall

never part with it. I’ll have it patched and
patched and finally ‘done’ in plaster—like

those baby shoes fond parents use for

book ends!”
If he has a really important superstition

it is distrust of anything that smacks of

routine. When an athletic instructor told

him to “count off” his exercises by eights,

he immediately rebelled and counted them
by alternate threes and fours. This made
him feel much better. He feels a bit queer
if a black cat crosses his path, but he
doesn’t do anything about it . . . like go-
ing home again. He just stays uncomfort-
able until he forgets about it. If there is

a question of his getting through a green
traffic light at an intersection—and he
makes it—he makes a wish. “It always
comes true,” he assures you.
He regrets that something inside him

inclines him to be almost ostentatiously

cool and ungracious to someone of impor-
tance who might possibly be able to do
him a favor. His hatred of toadies and
phonies is so great that he thinks it un-
balances him. With charming naivete he
says, “I really don’t wish to be rude to

anyone—not even an important producer!”
Sit-down dinners make him feel im-

prisoned, “arty people” depress him. Cli-

mates where the seasons “really change”
stimulate him. He loves to sing and is

studying voice earnestly. But he is happy
that he isn’t and doesn’t expect to be

“dependent upon it.” He couldn’t be happy
without that “flashy car” and he will never

be content until he finds out what it is

women discuss so earnestly when they

retire to corners at parties for a few
moments’ fervent conversation. “They
couldn’t look so intense if they were just

discussing hairdressers or—even men!” he

marvels, adding, mournfully, “I suppose

I’ll never know!”
He thinks the most wonderful advice

ever given him came from J. Carroll

Naish who admonished, “Learn to milk a

scene, my boy, for everything that’s in it.

And while you’re at it, learn to milk every

experience in life, too. Get every drop of

zest and knowledge that you can from

every experience, however large or small!”

Kurt thinks there couldn’t be a better

recipe for rich living and working than

that one. The End
74



Stan feton
YEPPPP..,HE DID IT! Stan proved

that swing has a definite place in

the modern musical world. His

effective, fast-moving arrangements

are new. ..they're different. ..they're

distinctive. Don't miss Stan's current

Capitol release, 'ArtistryJumps'. .

.

It's great! In fact, it's Ter-r-r-r-rific

!

P&iy
Sensational is the word! He skyrocketed with

'Besame Mucho'and 'Amor'; his Capitol album,

'Favoritos', is a best-seller; currently he is

making his film bow in "Stork Club". Andy

is an exclusive Capitol artist, too.

SUNSET AND VINE

l^rTlieDinning $iste
These slick chicks won wide fame on radio's

"National Barn Dance"! ... are now picture-

making in Hollywood. Their popular Capitol

album, 'Songs by the Dinning Sisters', sets a

new high in triple-tone close harmony.

Margaret Whiting
This vivacious Johnny Mercer "find" is another

Capitol-exclusive artist! Her individually-

styled Capitol record, 'It Might As Well Be

Spring', has clicked in a big way! More of

Margaret's sure-shot top-tunes are on their

way. Watch for them!

P
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*Literally floats off pore-clogging

make-up remnants, grease, grime
ordinary creams may miss...

A CREAM must liquefy quickly and thor-

oughly to cleanse your skin of complexion-
fogging debris . . . dirt, grime, grease,
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ALBOLENE CLEANSING CREAM
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Albolene, 100% pure, crystal clear,

liquefies on application, sweeping away
gently and thoroughly these menaces to

beauty . . . conditioning your complexion
for truly subtle, flattering make-up effects.

You see, Albolene is a//-cleansing . .

.

no fillers or chemicals . . . and none of the

water so many creams contain. Smooths
on, tissues off so easily and daintily. See
the amazing difference in your skin tex-

ture . . . how infinitely softer and more
flattering fresh make-up looks.

Thrill to an Albolene Floating Facial

today! Albolene is the salon-type cleans-

ing cream at a fraction of the cost—from
10$ trial size to big 16 oz. jar at $1.00.

One of the 225 products made by McKesson &
Robbins for your beauty, health, and comfort

The Name Is Zack

(Continued from page 57) with refugees.
With empty pockets and rosy dreams,
Zack eagerly looked forward to meeting
Elaine, who was coming on to New York
from Texas to marry him.

“I’ll never forget that first glimpse of
Zack when the boat docked.” Elaine, wise,
witty and charming doubles up at the
memory. “Zack, complete with ascot and
gloves, was the last word in elegance. He
had a Leica camera strapped across one
shoulder, binoculars strapped across the
other. His clothes were strictly Saville
Row. Peasants with handkerchiefs over
their heads, and carrying box lunches,
were crowded around him. Through his
binoculars, Zack finally spotted me, and
started making wild gestures. Zack was
heading for another adventure!”

T
ODAY the Scotts are three. For the first

time in eleven years of marriage, Zack,
Elaine, and nine-year-old Waverly are
experiencing the rigors of housekeeping.
For the most part, they’ve lived in New
York. Elaine wanted to act, too. Waverly
was placed in schools, leaving them free
to win their way. They loved and laughed,
quarreled, and loved all over again. More
and more, they became independent in-
dividuals, as the existing bond brought
them closer together.

It was Elaine, strong, sensible, and in
this case, particularly practical, who de-
cided that one of them must bring in a
steady income. They talked it over. Elaine
felt that Zack had the best chances. She’d
make the living, leaving him free to make
the rounds, meet producers and people
who were doing things. Zack subordinated
his male ego and submitted to this un-
orthodox setup. He knew it was only a
matter of time until he’d be able to make
up for Elaine’s unselfish decision. To this

day, he has never stopped demonstrating
his appreciation.

Eventually, Zack appeared in such New
York productions as “Ah, Wilderness,”
“Damask Cheek” and “Those Endearing
Young Charms.” Elaine terminated a
six-year association with the Theatre
Guild (she was stage manager for “Okla-
homa” and other famous productions)
when Zack got a contract at Warner
Brothers. He came out and found a house,
then sent for her and Waverly.

It’s been two and a half years since
Zack arrived in Hollywood. His first pic-
ture, “The Mask Of Dimitrios,” was the
first time he ever faced a camera.
Zack hates to be told things if there’s

the barest possibility of finding out for
himself. He has extreme curiosity about
everything except other people. He isn’t

concerned with their morals or their man-
ners, their religious or political points of

view. Zack believes in the theory of
live and let live.

Since “Dimitrios,” Zack has made his
mark in one good part after another.
“Mildred Pierce” was followed by his

favorite of all roles, the share-cropper in
“The Southerner.” Zack loves the out-
doors. His entire childhood was spent on
ranches in Texas, so he felt particularly
close to that character. Working in “The
Southerner” (he did this on his one out-
side picture a year allowed in his Warner
contract) also brought Zack very close to
Jean Renoir, the eminent French director.

“It was a privilege working for the great
Renoir,” Zack enthuses. “He has the heart
and brain of a genius and the simplicity
of a child. Everything he feels about act-
ing, I try to feel. One day in talking to

me, Renoir expressed a philosophy that
strengthened my own. ‘Life is short!’ he
said. ‘I am too old, and there isn’t enough
time—to be bored.’ I feel this strongly. I

feel I’m too young to be bored or boring.

I hope I’ll never be guilty of either.”
There’s a lot to be said for and against

Zachary Scott, but no one could accuse
him of dullness. To the contrary, he
might well take time out, occasionally,
to do absolutely nothing. He personally
thinks such a foreign suggestion would
be a disastrous shock to his nervous sys-
tem!
“Danger Signal” and “Her Kind Of

Man” are the remaining two of the five

pictures Zack has made in Hollywood. In
three of these, he played opposite Faye
Emerson Roosevelt. He refers to her
(artistically speaking) as “a habit, and a
delightful one.” The Roosevelts and the
Scotts are most friendly. The Scotts have
other friends, too, usually invited to buffet
suppers, because their charming rented
house off Sunset Strip is too tiny for

formal dinners. Ann Sothern and Bob
Sterling are neighbors. Ditto Glenn Ford
and Eleanor Powell. There are the Scott
McKays, the John Emerys, artist Paul and
Ruth Clemens (he once traded Elaine a
portrait sketch of Waverly for four seats
to “Oklahoma”), Angela Lansbury and
Richard Cromwell, New York people from
all branches of the theater, Texas people
from all parts of Texas—share the Scott
hospitality.

LIE’S an extremely definite person andn yet he makes his own exception to the

rule. For example, he not only loves, but
he insists on order in his life. Whimsically,
Zack explains it in this way:

“I want order in my life—until I want
disorder. I can’t stand leaving things un-
done. No unfinished business, shoes that

need shining, pictures that need framing,
clothes that need cleaning, desk pigeon
holes bulging with unanswered letters.

Usually, when everything is caught up, I

begin thinking about entertaining. Then I

go completely social, parties every night.

“Incidentally, at our house we like

everyone to do what he likes to do. We
never insist on our guests working them-
selves into a lather playing games. At
one party recently, I begged to be ex-
cused. The hostess was adamant. I was
the one who had to go out of the room.
I kept right on going—out the window
and home! I know it was rude, but I had
no alternative. Needless to say, we were
never invited back.”
There are times when Zack wants to

be completely alone with his family. They
practically lock themselves in, refuse to

answer the phone. Zack puts on old

dungarees and moccasins, plays their fa-

vorite recordings, and the four of them
(this includes Jingo, Zack’s white French
poodle, who occupies position number
three on the Scott preferred list) spend a

whole weekend without seeing anyone.
They eat whatever they please, Zack
threatens not to shave (and always does),

the complete order of things is tem-
porarily abandoned.
Whenever he’s being a homebody, Zack

exudes a kind of elegance. He doesn’t

slop around the kitchen with an apron
tucked into his trousers. Anything Zack
turns his hand to is made special. He
mixes an unusual salad dressing, learned
from a chef in Trinidad, where he once
vacationed. He somehow manages to own
the latest book or the newest recording.

Zack likes atmosphere, candles lit, fire-

places burning, plants green and grow-
ing. He’s a great one for moving furniture
all over the house—usually on one of

those evenings when he says to Elaine,

“I’m tired tonight. Let’s have dinner at

seven and make it an early evening.” At
2:00 A.M. he’s still shoving around chairs

and couches.
Zack has often been accused of being
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fastidious. Excessive in his taste, better

explains it. It’s loving life. He finds it

romantic, fascinating when attracting the
out-of-the-ordinary. Not extraordinary

—

just seeking and appreciating the indi-
vidual and the distinctive.

Listing the things he loves (not in the
order of their importance)

,
Zack goes for

blue points on the half shell, oxblood shoe
polish, clean automobiles, spike heels and
thin legs on women, (Elaine says
“thanks!”) odd, old rings, the smell of
leather, boat whistles, sleeping without
pajamas, gloves, Washington Square in the
spring, shopping for anything, highly
seasoned food like curries, thinking of,

planning for, and getting away on a trip

in fifteen minutes. “Little Abner,” Ray
Milland’s performance in “The Lost Week-
end,” Greenwich Village, the organ grind-
er, the traveling carousel, Pete the flower
man who gave Waverly a daily posy, the
dogwood in Connecticut, New York streets

with snow on the garbage cans, staying
up all night, bright plaids, clean ash trays,

actresses Gladys Cooper and Agnes
Moorehead, strange cheeses, “Terry And
The Pirates,” John Barrymore’s uncen-
sored recording of “Cowboy’s Lament,”
given to him by Gene Fowler (Zack
yearns to play Barrymore in “Goodnight,
Sweet Prince”), discovering unusual gifts

and jewelry for Elaine and Waverly, lis-

tening to his lovely mother tell about the
time Gypsy Rose Lee stopped off in Texas
and exchanged crochet stitches and rec-
ipes, taking Waverly ’s pals on outdoor
excursions, off-color stories, a review in
which the critic referred to him as “A
young man who smiles like a charging
grand piano!”

BALANCING the ledger, Zack can do
without bread pudding, soirees, being

contradicted if he knows he’s right, ostenta-
tion, a band of red gooey lipstick on cig-
arettes, squeaking doors, being told he has
to do something, to which he invariably
answers, “I don’t have to do anything but
die,” tooth paste tubes squeezed in the
middle, overpowering perfume, dripping
faucets, swimming in bathing trunks, after
dinner speakers, people who say, “I bet
you don’t remember me,” and he invari-
ably doesn’t, people who take themselves
and actors who take their “art” too seri-
ously.

Being individualists, who believe that
all people have a right to choose their
own friends, their own vocations and their
own religion, the Scotts have raised
Waverly accordingly. They take her to
church, alternating amongst several. She
was taught to make phone calls, ride on
buses, plan her own amusement, because
they want her to have a rich, full life of
freedom and independence.
With rare wisdom they explained that

Waverly might hear them use slang, oc-
casionally even swearing. They wanted
her to hear it. Because she was still a
little girl, they wanted her to know that
until she was old enough to decide for
herself, she’d be punishe 1 if she copied
them. Waverly, above average in intelli-
gence, enjoying a healthy, normal child-
hood, has never been denied an answer
to a direct question. Which brings up the
subject of sex.
“When Waverly asks questions, as every

curious child does,” muses Zack, “Elaine
always tries to give her a satisfactory an-
swer, rather than provoke mystery.”

“I know all about people having babies,”
confided a serious Waverly. “But there’s
just one thing that bothers me. Why is

it that only married people have them?”
It hasn’t happened very often in his in-

teresting life. But even individualists and
rugged romanticists like Zachary Scott
don’t always know all the answers!

The End
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Countess from Brooklyn

(Continued from page 55)

Her rule for smart dressing: “Wear very
simple clothes—and a hat or accessories
with pezaz!” (That “pezaz” is a Tierney-
coined word!)

What she does behind your back: She in-
vents things—“gadgets to fix up the little
things in life that annoy you,” is her only
explanation. But all of them have Wash-
ington patents, so the lady means business

Favorite flowers: To wear—violets; to see-
lilies of the valley.

Favorite book: “Leave Her To Heaven,”
which she not only loved to read, but loved
to act in.

Biggest thrill out of her recent New York
visit: Having lunch at the Algonquin Hotel,
after having acted in “Laura,” one scene of
which showed an exact replica of the Al-
gonquin Hotel dining room. She sat near
the table at which she sat in the scene in
“Laura,” and she stared so hard at the
movie-scene table that the two ladies din-
ing there in real life thought their slips
must be showing!

What she eats for breakfast: Orange juice

—

and soup! (Any kind—creamed, clear, or
vegetable.) No coffee, ever.

What she reads over her morning soup:
First the headline news, then the movie col-
umns by Louella Parsons and Hedda Hop-
per. Then she drops the newspaper and
picks up the Hollywood Reporter. The
comics are taboo.

What she eats for lunch and dinner: At
home she eats Italian food to please her
husband Oleg; away from home she dines
almost exclusively on filet mignon and
corn fritters with maple syrup.

What she eats on a bedtime ice-box raid:
She rivals Dagwood. She either munches a
sandwich made of camembert cheese, sa-
lami, and dill pickles; or else she goes for
red caviar on rye bread—with onion and
lemon!

What she never lifts to her lips: Liquor,
coffee and desserts. Doesn’t like ’em.

The cars you’ll find in her garage: One black
convertible (Oleg’s) and one green sedan
(Gene’s)—and both in a state of collapse.
His is ancient history, and hers has four
cauliflowered fenders, thanks to her gay
and jaunty driving through any obstacle
in her path!

The friends she invites over of an evening:
The Joseph Cottens, the Gary Coopers,
Virginia Bruce, Marina and Frank Shields,

and Barbara Hutton Grant.

What she likes to do come sundown: Sit

around with the above friends and chat.

Never does she long for a night club.

What she would rather talk about than eat:

Real life murder cases. She’s an authority
on the subject—and she’s convinced that
everyone is a potential murderer, given the
cause and the opportunity. She likes to

figure out why the murderer murdered.

Favorite beauty trick: It’s strictly Tierney:
She licks her fingers and pats her cheeks
to make them shine! When she was eight-

een and a non-actress, she did this once
in the Stork Club powder room—and a

curious bunch of strange girls watched her
and, puzzled, did it too!
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How she keeps that Tierney complexion:

What make-up she wears is only powder
and lipstick. At home, she removes it with

cold cream, then dashes hot water on her

face and then cold.

What she’d like to be doing fifteen years from
now: She’d like to be the mother of a large

family, and to be traveling with them all

over the world in any vehicle at all, from
tramp steamers to airliners. She’d like to

live near New York City and to have for-

gotten what a camera looks like.

The song she sings in the shower: “The
WhiiTenpoof Song,” Yale’s most famous.

Her favorite pieces of music: “Clare de Lune”
and “Ave Maria”—sung by a boys’ choir.

Her most embarrassing moment: The time

she was introduced by Chester Morris in a

rave speech at a Bond tour before an enor-

mous audience. Smiling graciously, she

walked up the ramp to the stage, lost her

shoe—and rolled and bounced all the way
down the ramp again into the audience!

(However, she recovered with typical Tier-

ney skill: She remarked, “How not to

make an entrance!” and brought down the

house!)

The time she most amused her husband:

When, in a rage, she threatened to throw
a glass of milk in his face. “You just can’t

do it, you’re not the type,” said he, grin-

ning. More furious than ever, she rushed
up to him—and uneasily sprinkled a few
drops of milk on his head!

What she most longs for in the way of pres-

ents: A Capehart radio and a diamond pin

shaped like a crown.

Her husband’s post-war career: Oleg has

dropped (1) wardrobe designing, (2) the

Army—in favor of being an agent. But he
still may design some of Gene’s clothes on
the side.

Favorite piece of furniture: The cobbler’s

bench in her living room—her pet among
all her many antiques, which she collects

feverishly.

What she doesn’t suspect about herself: That
she has the magnetic attraction to others of

a person who knew what she wanted and
got it—a happy career and a happy mar-
riage.

The End
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Yvonne, Where She Danced

(Continued, jrom page 46) trees . .
.” Both

are standard equipment with Yvonne, who
has had the grace of a dancer since child-
hood. In addition, she has a storm-cloud
of darkly curling tresses and exotically
tilted eyes, colored blue-gray like a dis-
turbed sky.
A strictly-Wanger requirement was that

the candidate also be able to act, which
made some people consider him a very
unreasonable man. All except Miss De
Carlo who, to prepare herself for any such
emergencies which might arise in her life,

had been studying and doing “little the-
ater” dramatics since her very early teens.
In fact, if his screenplay had required it,

she even could have tossed in a little

poetry-writing, painting and sketching and
some of the fancy horseback riding which
has won her numerous trophies and awards
for style at rodeos.

T
HE prospect of being typed in epics in

which, in one scene at least, her costume
will consist mostly of veiling, dismays her
not at all.

“Don’t tell anybody, but it was the elab-
orate clothing I wore in the other scenes
of the picture—the heavy satins and vel-
vets—that bothered me. They were pretty
hard to get around in. As a dancer, I’m
used to brief costumes, they’re my work
uniform. When I first came to Hollywood
I was a featured dancer at Earl Carroll’s

and the Florentine Gardens. Dancing on
the screen is a much happier occupation

—

except that I miss the gorilla.”

The gorilla was her first big-time leading
man, and while he was no Sinatra or Van
Johnson, he never failed to get screams
and near-swoons from their night club
audiences. Actually, there was a gentle-
man inside the ape suit, although he didn’t

act it. Their dance skit started with the
heroine on an auction block, being sold as

a slave to a be-turbanned Sultan. With
music and circumstances already at a dire
point, the big gorilla would crash from his

cage, and merely as a starter, kill the
Sultan

—

“I never got tired of watching people’s
expressions when he came after me. Most
of them must have realized it was a man
inside the suit, but that long-armed crouch
and those long fangs were really terrifying

to see. The climax—and the loudest
screams—came when he’d toss me over his

shoulder and carry me out.

“Usually, I felt like a bag of wet laundry
—especially when he’d grab me by one
foot, which is not the world’s most com-
fortable way to make a living. But I al-

ways wound up in giggles—it was so funny
when we got back stage, to have him put
me down with some remark about what a
warm night it was, or maybe, he hoped it

wouldn’t rain the next day and spoil his

golf.”

Her repertoire includes tap, ballet,

Spanish and South American dances,
and until she came to the screen she pre-
ferred to create her own routines. Current-
ly she is working on a Scheherazade num-
ber, to be seen in her third picture, “Heat
Wave.”
“And guess what—” she grins, “This

time they’re going to put me in a cage!

A nice, golden one—

”

In between, she has starred in a Western,
“Frontier Gal,” designed to take advantage
of her Technicolorful screen personality.

In this one she neither dances nor unveils,

but serve it any way you want, it’s still

Salome:
“I’m the dirtiest-dispositioned gal in his-

tory,” she says happily. “The picture opens
with me hitting the hero on the head with
a bottle. I slap his face, he kisses me and
I slap him again for about two reels. I

kick him in the shins. I throw the whole
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contents of a log cabin at him—logs, a

stuffed deer’s head on the wall, and as-

sorted pots and pans. I even shoot him—”
The hero is the very rugged Rod Cam-

eron, who was also on the romantic re-

ceiving end in her first picture. The
strong type, but not always silent—espe-

cially when some of the “break-away”
props failed to perform as expected.
“When I first started throwing he didn’t

even duck. I should have warned him I’m

a very good shot. A big platter hit him
right in the middle of the stomach. He let

out a beautiful, natural ‘Ooof!’—I hope they
left it in the picture!

“He was good-natured about it until I

had to hit him on top of the head. You
can’t imagine what a feeling it is to hit

someone with something you expect to be
soft and fall right apart, and instead it

makes a hard cllunnk! That time, he just

sat there on the floor, looking dazed. ‘That

will never happen again,’ he said finally,

and from then on, he tested everything
I was to throw at him before we started

shooting.”
As usual, the male triumphed in the end.

The last scene called for Mr. Cameron to

place his TNTemptress across his knees
and administer a fine and fancy spanking.

Screen fights and spankings usually con-
sist of considerately “pulled” punches, but
Rod had other ideas. Gathering the camera
crew around to witness his triumph, he
gave the little girl the biggest hand she’s

had so far.

Rodeo riding may not be the accepted
idea of what a silken siren does in her
spare time, but then, Yvonne’s not a siren

in her spare time. She’s a friendly girl

with a breeze about her, and a secret

amusement concerning the screen-queens
who are “always putting on their act.”

She doesn’t worry whether her lipstick’s

on straight because she wears it only on
state occasions and her hair-do is the kind
that can be combed without bothering with
a mirror. Her long-sleeved, man-tailored
black dress with glen-plaid vest, could go
right off to business—although it’s a cinch
business would increase.

S
HE neither drinks nor smokes, and
her favorite fun is to hit the cowboy

trail for supper over a campfire. Her own
horse is part Morgan, part Arab, and
named Kickapoo “because he dances so,

has so much style.” The steed she rode
in “Frontier Gal” was a stranger, which
gives her a delayed-action chill every time
she remembers him.
“We were on location at Long Lake and

one day Fuzzy Knight and I took a ride up
a snow-covered mountain trail. My horse
had to follow a lead-horse, and he started
getting persnickety about it. All of a
sudden, on a narrow switch-back road, he
reared up and tried to leap off the ledge.

I remember Fuzzy and the guide yelling to

me, ‘Jump off
—

’ but I couldn’t—he was
such a beautiful animal, I just couldn’t
let him throw himself into that chasm. . .

.”

He was also a very big animal, according
to report, and the small brunette sat his
back, pitting her 117-pound strength
against his, while he whirled and danced
on the brink.
“Afterwards, when Fuzzy stood there

mopping his brow and told me the horse’s
hind feet were already over the ledge, I

nearly fainted. If I’d known it, maybe I

wouldn’t have been so brave.”
Courage is a part of her, although she

chooses to call it “my terrible impatience.”
It was that impatience, however, that
brought her to the screen.

“I’d studied so hard and I wanted so
badly to be an actress, and I was still

dancing in cafes. One night at the Gar-
dens, a man whose intellect I admired, put
it into words for me. ‘You’re not in a
rut
—

’ he said, ‘because in a rut, you can

/
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still move a little from side to side. What
you’re in is a hole!’

”

It made her so mad, she quit right in the
middle of the show. She didn’t want her
mother to worry, so she told her she had
an acting job. “I had myself nicely trapped
then—until I really got an acting contract
at Paramount.”
The contract was an opportunity and a

disappointment. She was hired as a threat
to Dorothy Lamour, who had taken a sud-
den distaste for sarongs. When Dottie
donned the jungle scanties again, there was
nothing left for Yvonne but bit roles—and
very few of them. Mostly, she tested with
leading men—and watched them walk into
important roles. Between time she posed
for scads of bathing-suit and “leg” art, of

the kind that eventually was pinned up in

the bombardier barracks in Saskatchewan.
“I’d get so impatient and discouraged

—

but I know now that the experience and
training I got at that time was what helped
me to clinch my big opportunity at Uni-
versal.”

During the months of preparation for
“Salome,” Yvonne lived in an auto motel
because of the apartment shortage—and
she used to spend all the time she could in
her studio dressing room “which was really
much nicer.”

Her home is “medium sized, just six
rooms—but mother and I love it. I’ve

really enjoyed the shortage of furnishings
—it’s more fun to find the piece of drapery
material you want, at long last, and pounce
on it. I signed the papers for the house
just a few minutes before the bells began
to ring on V-J Day. I couldn’t get over
it—peace for the world and my own home
for me—I just couldn’t believe either one
of them had actually happened!”

H ER romance is so deeply thrilling she’s

keeping the gentleman’s name to herself

for awhile. “He’s everything I admire and
respect—and I want him to feel the same
way about me. I don’t think he would if

I went around giving out wholesale stories

about him. If it stays serious, the way I

hope it will—well, I’ll let him announce it

in his own manner—

”

The columnists say the dream-gent is

Howard Hughes, airplane millionaire and
producer—but the lady neither denies nor
affirms it. She’ll tell you the kind of man
she likes, however: “A thoughtful man

—

in all the important small ways. One who
thinks enough of your feelings to call and

apologize if he’s delayed. I never could
stand the kind of person who says, ‘Well,
I’m late—so forget it.’ He doesn’t have to
be affectedly polite, but I like him to re-
member to open car doors and help you
with your coat. Even when I was a kid in
school, I couldn’t like a boy I couldn’t
admire.”
School was King Edward’s High School

in Vancouver, British Columbia, where she
was born. Her mother was French, born
in Nice, and her dad was an American.
What she remembers most about her child-
hood were the fir trees that grew around
her home. There were deep woods she
loved to walk in and although she got lost

several times, she always found her way
out again. Wind in the trees is still the
most beautiful sound-music she can hear.
The most intriguing sound she ever heard
came from a flock of seals, when she was
visiting Pebble Beach recently.
“They were sprawled all over the rocks,

big seals and little seals, and they kept
up a constant jabbering. Even when we
were a mile away the wind kept bringing
their voices to us. It made me curious to
know what they were talking about—in a
way they reminded me of the De Carlos
at home!”
The “De Carlos” include herself and

Mother, Mitzi and Jolie. “We’re certainly
a noisy bunch. Mother and I hold the
loveliest, loudest conversations when we’re
two or three rooms apart. We love to
argue, too—especially when one of us is

on the telephone, which makes it hard on
the person holding the other end of the
wire—” Mitzi is a gray cat, which seems
to make her a French cat, “because in

France all cats are called Mitzi gris

(gray).” Jolie is a Pomeranian, and dog
and cat love each other so much their
owner is sure they would die if separated.
Gray is a favorite color of Yvonne’s. She

likes to combine it with lavendar, which is

Frenchy—like her own personal color
scheme of very white skin, smoke-blue
eyes and dark hair. Her favorite perfume
is French, too. A heavy, heavenly scent of

flower gardens, it has to be used discrim-
inatingly, which is all right with her be-
cause it is a pre-war blend and she has
just one precious bottle left.

Someday she would like to visit Paris,

to see all the places she has been hearing
about ever since she was a child, and
because she can parlez-vous like a native,
of course. (Continued on page 84)

Official party guests, Canadian born Yvonne De Carlo and Rod Cameron at a party

given by the Canadian Government for the stars at the Beverly Hills Hotel



-+he New Way
-to iake VITAMIN$../for better results

!

Take them in fortified food—the delicious Ovaltine way!
Of course, the whole subject of vita-

mins is new. We learn more about
them every day. And today, millions
are learning a new and better way to
take their extra vitamins— a more
modern, more natural way that can
do more good. Discarding earlier

methods of taking vitamins alone,
they now take them in fortified food!
For latest evidence shows that vita-

mins do not work alone. They work
most effectively in combination with
certain other food elements—which
are absolutely necessary for best
results.

This is the reason so many people
are changing to Ovaltine. A specially-

fortified supplementary food-drink, it

contains— besides vitamins— nearly
every precious food element needed for
good health, including those elements
necessary for vitamin-effectiveness.

For example, Vitamin A and Vita-
min C can’t do their complete jobs in

body-tissue building without high-
quality protein. Vitamin Bi and
energy-food act together for vitality.

Vitamin D, Calcium and Phosphorus
also need each other. You get them
all in a glass of Ovaltine made with
milk!

So why not turn to Ovaltine? If

you eat normal meals, 2 glasses of
Ovaltine daily should give you all

the extra amounts of vitamins and
minerals needed for robust health.

3 out of every 4 people should get extra vitamins or minerals

—

according to Government reports. Reasons include vitamin
deficiencies of many modern foods— also loss of vitamin-mineral
values due to shipping, storing and cooking.
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Brunettes l>e glad! Artist Karl Kordrev

shows liow your type of eoloring is enriched, enlivened

with original* "'Flower-fresh*”’ shade of

Cashmere
Bouquet Jr.
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Here’s the right Cashmere
Bouquet shade for you!

FOR FIGHT TYPES
Natural, Rachel No. 1

Rachel No. 2

FOR MEDIUM TYPES
Rachel No. 2, *Rose Brunette

FOR DARK TYPES
*Rose Brunette, Even Tan

We give you a brunette’s best bet ! It’s Cashmere

Bouquet’s new "Flower-fresh” face powder,

lovely Rose Brunette. With the faintest

flash of pink, it makes those gorgeous,

tawny tones in your skin come to life. It

clings for hours, smooth as silk,

veiling tiny blemishes. Cashmere Bouquet

comes in six new "Flower-fresh” shades,

keyed to all skin types from an

ice-cream blonde to a green-eyed red head.

JOAN FONTAINE

will be seen in RKO’s “From-This Day For-

ward,” a dramatic story dealing with the

problems of a girl and a returning veteran.

Here Joan wears a flattering belted aqua

raincoat of Rosewood “Voyager” fabric de-

signed by Sherman. In beige and silver gray

also. Sizes 10— 18; under $20.00 at Franklin

Simon & Co., N. Y.; Kreeger Store, New

Orleans. Matching rain hat about $4.00.

(For the store in your vicinity write to the

manufacturer listed on page 96.)

(Continued from page 82) Other personal
statistics include a habit of losing gloves,

scarves and sun glasses. Especially the sun
glasses, which she now buys three pair at

a time.

The smell of burning leaves fills her
with a pleasant nostalgia. When she reads
she likes to take a volume of Shakespeare
or Greek mythology, or a book on the

theater, and lie on her stomach underneath
a tree. Not a jive hound—“but I’ll have to

admit that certain numbers send me, like

‘One Meat Ball’ and ‘Caledonia.’ ” Church
music gets her, because as a child she sang
in the choir. When traveling she’s a tour-
ist—“In New York I took all the rubber-
neck trips, to Staten Island, the top of the
Empire State Building, Grant’s Tomb and
even Brooklyn. Gosh, I was surprised to

find that Brooklyn is a real place—lots of

Canadians think it’s some sort of American
joke.”

Her favorite indoor sport is sitting in the
projection room, having old reels run off,

things like “Blue Angel” and “Alice In
Wonderland” and anything with Vivien
Leigh, who’s her favorite actress. Her
most admired leading man? Well, there
are several, but if someone told her to take
her pick of heroes for a picture, “I’d choose
John Lund—he’s a terriffic actor. Or, I

wouldn’t turn up my nose at Gregory Peck,
of course!”

Someday she’d like to play Cathy in

“Wuthering Heights.” And it would be
a lot of fun to work in a horror picture.

“Maybe it’s a hangover from the gorilla

dance. Anyhow, I’ve had experience with
monsters chasing me. I’ve heard that Uni-
versal has a new series in mind called
‘The Creep.’ The wags are saying they
shouldn’t have much trouble casting that
one—I know a lot of creeps personally,
myself!”

Meantime, the siren is a perfectly happy
girl, no matter how purple her disposition
on the screen. “It isn’t how bad they make
me—it’s how good I can be at it! And so
far my pictures have been loads of fun
to make. I liked ‘Salome’ because it had
everything in it but the Mounted Police.

In ‘Frontier Gal’ we missed having a tribe

of redskins, but we’ve got one Indian—

a

very busy Indian, who says “Ho!” loudly,

all the way through. Maybe that’s not art,

but we’ve certainly got action!”

The End
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Three Signs of

JOAN FONTAINE

Joan, witty as well as beautiful,

now is at work upon RKO’s

production of “Christabel Caine.”

Here Joan wears a softly

tailored Printzess suit of

Velo-Twill designed by

Printz. In Petite fittings,

10P-18P, for figures 5'5" and

under. Black, navy, brown,

green, beige or blue.

549.95 at Russek’s, N. Y. and

Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney,

St. Louis

(For the store in your vicinity
write to the manufacturer listed
on page 96)

All photographs—Ben Studio



VERA RALSTON
Vera Hruba Ralston, who skated to fame, now
establishes herself as an actress in stories like

“Dakota.” In this Republic picture, which tells of

the American Northwest in the days of the first

railroad, Vera does no skating whatsoever

Above Vera wears 9 Rosewood gabardine jumper

by Ciro. Aqua, lime gray, coral or navy, 10-18.

1 18.00 at Saks £4th Street, N. Y., The May Company,

Los Angeles. Left, a striped classic of “Luana” fabric

by Tommie Austin. 12-20. Pink, lime, aqua.

$8.30 at J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles;

Mandel Bros., Chicago

(For the store in your vicinity write to
the manufacturer listed on page 96)
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Ben Studios

VERA RALSTON

Vera loves clothes bat, fortunately for her chic, has the knack of

forgetting them completely after she puts them on. Here she

wears an all wool suit with matching topcoat by Junior-Deb.

Each $39.95. Also available in brown and white checks. 9-17.

At Chas. A. Stevens & Co., Chicago and Rich's Inc., Atlanta

Check wool
(For the store in your vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on page 96)
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Ben Studios

VERA RALSTON

to suit you

Vera is 5'6" tall and, having lost weight, weighs 115 pounds and wears

a size 11. Above, a navy basque jacket and tattersal check skirt by

Madison. Also brown jacket and brown and yellow check skirt. Jacket

$12.95, skirt $7.95, 10-18 and 9-15. Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia

and L. S. Ayres & Co., Indianapolis. Beret by Madcaps $5.00

(For the store in your vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on page 96)
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ON THE COVER
“There’ll be a flavor of the Far

East in our new fashions,” predicts

Kay Nelson, Twentieth Century-Fox
designer, who created the costume.

Gene Tierney wears on this month’s
cover. “Eastern lines, simplified,”

she explains, “are both exciting and
flattering to certain faces and figures.

“Gene, who wears clothes with
great drama, is ideal for this manner
of fashion. It can be an extremely
simple fashion, actually, with much
of the interest lying in the draping.

“Gene’s hat, for instance, a com-
bination of the headgear associated

with India and Arabia, is simply a

twisted roll of green jersey made into

a large ring, ornamented with gold

pendant beads and with criss-cross

drapery giving grace at the back.

“And Gene’s figure-molding frock,

quite untrimmed except for a slight

drapery, is really a background for

her hat and the wide flat circlet of

gold at her neck.

“Since the Far East promises to

influence our fashions so greatly, es-

pecially in silhouettes and jewelry,”

Miss Nelson concludes, “I want to

warn those who are intrigued by the
East’s allure that these effects, above
all, must be used with discretion.

Otherwise, they’re more likely to be
theatrical than alluring.”
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FOR you

FROM CALIFORNIA

Success dress by Lynn Lester

for today and many tomorrows,

Here’s flattery for you

we do mean YOU. Fashioned of

Dovetex* in aqua, butternut.

chartreuse, melon, winter white,

Sises 10 to 18, $22.95 postpaid

and Sons,’Dovetex, a California Fabric Co. superb rayon woven by Frank

il

I
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Stitched -down pleats, full skirt in 100% new

wool. Powder, Shocking, Lime, Maize. $ J 95

Zipper Placket. Sizes 12 to 18. . r s£
*5012 WHITE TUCKED BLOUSE

Jeweled neckline ... rib-tucked rayon $^70
blouse. Sizes 32 to 38. in mi Mm•.ML MHC£

t

PLIS 1I< NSTWE

£ndno money.. .we mail col:
51

if »ou
prefer, encloie check erm°nt> order I

•; ,0< oo>l°B* ° ntl »° ve C 0 ° chore

<fueM*tcuL or your

money will be cheerfully refunded.

Omc.. 2/30 S*. gtWiMy, Sc 4.

Pleaie tend me Jo Kaye BLOUSE # 5012 at $2.70 each,

plus 10c postage.

Size 32 34 36 38

Please send me Jo Kaye SKIRT # 9507 at $4.95 each,

plus 10c postage.

Sixe 12 14 16 a 18

Mark 1st and 2nd color choice.

Powder, Shocking, lime. Maize

o o
NAME _

I

“pKUHfit 'Dcltvt'Uff 'TK&K&t *){, 'H&t Suti^jicei.

JO KAYE INC., ST. LOUIS. A MO

* C1NEM0DES *

No doubt about it. Spring stuff will be costume stuff. We won t wear

just suits, for instance. We’ll have matching topcoats. Dresses will boast

little over-jackets or hip-length or free-swinging coats that again will match

—or perhaps correspond. We’ll have gloves cut from the same fabric as

our suits and dresses. Hollywood tells us so.

*

Irene Dunne’s new spring suit is delightful. It s a two-piece dress

supplemented by a brief box jacket. The skirt is sheer navy wool. The

blouse, made shirtwaist style, over which the skirt buttons, is pink and

navy blue plaid crepe. The jacket is sheer navy wool with revers piped

with pink and navy plaid. Irene wears a large cartwheel hat of navy blue

felt with plaid roses lying close to the crown. Her pumps, pouch bag and

gloves are navy blue.

Taffeta is romantic, especially on Ginny Simms. At a recent party at

The Club, a newly opened social center in Beverly Hills, Ginny wore a

black taffeta bustle-backed dress (with practically no back to it) and a

low-cut heart-shaped neckline in front. Tiny hearts of seed pearls were

embroidered all over the tight, basque bodice. The skirt was plain and

very full. And Ginny wore elbow-length gloves of white suede and a

diamond and seed pearl choker.

* •

At the same party Connie Moore wore a gown of gold taffeta. It had

an off-the-shoulder neckline, a long tight bodice with self-piped seams and

a long full skirt which hung over small hoops to accentuate Connie s small

waistline. Here and there the skirt was caught with tiny black velvet

bows. Connie wore black velvet evening wedgies and a short box coat of

pale heige natural stone martin which blended with the gold of her gown

beautifully.

*

Strictly in the dreamy department is the divine dinner gown that Travis

Banton designed for Merle Oberon. It is made of “Oberon blue”—a pale

icy shade—crepe. It is slim and slinky all the way from shoulders to

the floor. It has a low square neckline in front and a high back. It also

has an enchanting peplum, made of slightly deeper blue coq feathers,

which ripples across the front from both sides and leaves the back ot

the skirt flat and smooth. As a wrap Merle wears a long stole ot the

same blue feathers. And her beautiful diamond necklace! The feather

stole and the necklace, we dare say, would strain most budgets. But the

feather peplum is worth consideration.

Dolores Moran attracts much attention at parties because of a beautifully

clever idea. She supplements a simple black dress with a lovely flowing

chiffon scarf. Sometimes her scarf is cerise, sometimes pistachio green.

It’s always bright, it’s always sprinkled with sequins of the same color,

and it falls to the hem of her short dress.

*

Kathryn Grayson, so ingenue on the screen, has been looking the sophis-

ticated young lady at restaurants and cafes lately. Usually she tops her

up hair-do with a small cart-wheel hat that is loaded with ostrich feathers.

One cartwheel in particular, the color of the brightest pink plums you

can imagine, she tilts at an angle that leaves only one efe visible.

*

Hollywood’s younger set is going mad for the new boudoir wedgies—

those bedroom slippers that are neither slippers (Continued on page 94)
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ALLURA trines you a krief

keauty of a coat. Color contrast

is its tkeme ... as you see ky

tke neat cuffs, tke Japper revers,

tke krave skoulders — so

smartly defined. Your ckoice of

Spring-Spirited color

comkinations in a

suede-y 100 f
'<" wool fakric

loomed for us ky tke

AMERICAN WOOLEN CO.

Sizes 9-15. Around §35.

Consult with your Local Retailer,

or write LOU SCHNEIDER
512 S?eventk Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
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* CLAI RAN E S E* RAYON TAFFETA

AT FINE STORES EVERYWHERE. . .WRITE FOR COLOR SELECTOR NO. 1

S & l MANUFACTURING CO. • 412 SO. WELLS ST. • CHICAGO 7

SUlP-iT

16 lush colors

Sizes 3(2 to 40

About $‘2.25

Draw-string peasant embroidery . . .

little red bows . . . "Patsie Sheer"
white blouse made of Celanese
Fabric ... all the ingredients which
add up to that favorite day-time or

date-time blouse.

This label in a blouse means cus-

tomer satisfaction.

Sizes 32 to 38

At leading stores or write:

BAR-RODA BLOUSE CO.
135 WEST 36th STREET, NEW YORK

tyUifc-

tA&t vfayt ctfrf

^ Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

^ not-.c-vto- *

LENGTHS

cusTom-STyuD

.Jo / for your fiyure

At Better Stores

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

NUZAN BRASSIERE CO.. INC. * NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

CINEMODE,

S

(Continued from page 92)

nor mules, but act as both. Some are

embroidered in bright colors. Some
boast sequin or bead trimming. But
all have some manner of glitter.

They’re divine with lounging coats

and around the house, with “just

clothes.” Meaning when your feet

are tired they need not look it!

*

Constance Bennett has a cocktail

costume which gets away from stereo-

typed black and would be heavenly

in any number of color combina-

tions. Connie has combined gray and

bronze. She wears a cocktail sweater

of the palest gray wool that is se-

quined in bronze, a skirt of bright

bronze crepe, softly straight, and a

high, wide bronze crepe belt that has

a huge buckle of bronze bugle beads.

Her bag, shoes and gloves are soft

brown doeskin and suede. She wears

no hat. However, a matching brown

beanie would be smart with such a

costume.

*

Lana Turner wore another variety

of her favorite type of dancing dress

the other night—and took everyone’

s

breath away she was so beautiful!

The top, as usual, was a black sweater

type with tiny short cap sleeves. Her
tremendously full skirt which swept

the floor was starched white marqui-

sette striped in pink, green and black.

Her hair was piled high—in spite of

the fact that most of Hollywood’s

femme fatales are letting their hair

down, literally, not figuratively—and
all through her white-blonde tresses

were tiny pink camellias. And around

her neck, as a choker against the

black of her gown, she wore a neck-

lace of the same, tiny fresh pink

flowers

!

*

We thought we had seen everything

there was to see in the way of ear-

rings when along came Alice Faye

with a set of small gold pinwheels in

her ears—so beautifully and perfect-

ly made that they actually revolve

when there is a breeze—or you flip

them with your finger!



heart snatcher . .

.

Doris Dodson creates an

original embroidery design

on rayon flannel . . . melody blue,

vixen pink, sunshine yellow...
§* w.

sizes nine to fifteen,

about fifteen dollars.

Write for the name of your local shop . .

.

Doris Dodson, St. Louis 1, Missouri
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Xmance-kued liquid colon that

take to your lips with the idea of staying.

Liquid Liptone, the miracle ‘lipstick,’ at

last, that cant smear—and that really

wont rub off! Makes lips beautiful and

keeps them beautiful for an extra long

time. And the shades are lovelier—much

lovelier than you have ever hoped for!

Vivacious Screen Star I

MAIL COUPON FOR GENEROUS TRIAL SIZES

J
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 610 3, 2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16, III.

I I enclose $ 1 (and 20* Fed. tax) for full size. Liquid Uptone—
My dealer is out of it.

I Mease send Trial Sizes. I enclose 1 2c (2c Fed. tax) for each.

Check shades wanted:

1 Scarlet—flaming red, definitely tempting.
I Parisian—spectacular with dark hair, fair skin.

[
Regal—exciting with dark hair, medium skin,

j
English Tint—inviting coral-pink for blondes,

j

Orchid—exotic pink. Romantic for evening.

I
Gay Plum—enchanting with fuchsia or purples.

I
Gypsy—vivacious with dark eyes, olive skin.

| Medium—natural true red, flatters all types.

I

I

J

Name_

AAT. u. s.

PAT. OFFICE

PLEASE PRINT

J

Address-

• City -State-

TO MAKE YOU

LOVELIER
Wear your charm bracelet, for a change,
looped through your suit lapel:

Sew your GI’s emblem on a plain sweater
or blouse—about five inches below the neck-

line for the best effect.

Cut a square-necked dress much lower and
make yourself a frilly guimpe of organdy
to fill the open space and serve as a fresh,

crisp touch for spring.

Loop a chiffon scarf around your neck and
tighten it at your throat with a ring—and
you’ll start a new jewelry fad among your
friends.

Rejuvenate last year’s dress with a collar

and cuff set of striped seersucker.

Girdle your waist tightly with three bands
of grosgrain ribbon, blending a color from
light to dark.

Put a ruffle of fabric around the cuffs of

your simple gloves that will match or con-

trast with your costume.

Buy gold or silver hoop bracelets and wear
them the new way—-banding your upper arm.

Make a hair band of multicolored sequius

for special evenings.

Put colored shoelaces that match your play

clothes in your sport shoes.

Embroider your initials on the wool gloves

and socks in your wardrobe. They will look

twice as expensive and be completely yours.

Tie your hair back at the nape of your neck
with a big satin bow when you have one of

those don’t-wear-a-hat dates.

Edge the lapels and pockets of your gray

suit with black grosgrain ribbon to give your

suit that custom-made look!

Make a scarf out of taffeta plaid and use a

little of the same taffeta for a perky hair bow.

Sew a band of net around the bottom of

your slip and you won’t be ashamed when
you hear “Hey, your slip shows!”

Make some gay Tyrolean suspenders to top

an old skirt and your friends will think you
very “fashion wise.”

•
For the shop in your vicinity where

the Photoplay Fashions shown on
preceding pages are sold, write the

manufacturers listed below:

Raincoat
Sherman Bros., 205 West 39th St., N.Y.C.

Printzess salt
Printz Biederman Co., Cleveland 3, Ohio.

Jumper
Ciro Sportswear, 530 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C.

Striped dress
Tommie Austin, 1400 Broadway, N.Y.C.

Three-piece suit
Simon Cohen, 512 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C.

Rasque Jacket, checked skirt
Madison Sportswear, 1410 Broadway, N.Y.C.

Suede beret
Madcaps, 28 West 39th St., N.Y.C.
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init-in beauty . .
. guaranteed non-run,

waekeB aupexUy, need* no ironing.

BB— EAUNIT

BOOKLET devoted to your fashion

problems sent FREE on request.

BEAUNIT MILLS, INC., DEPT. 2 1, 450 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK 1
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Look what's for you...Real-formLastex

2 -way stretches with the wonder-

ful Raschel kn it fashion to fit

features that give such

blessed comfort and

control. Won't roll,

creep up or run.

Pull-ons, panel-front girdles and ponty

girdles . . . also with zippers. Up to $ 5 . . . at your

favorite store. Write for booklet. Dept. R

BEAUTY

BLOSSOMED

Frances Brooks garden print

on rayon crepe. Fagoted wing

sleeves and swank side ruffle pro-

duce a look of elegance . . . and
slimness. Sizes I6V2 to 24'/2

Under twenty-five dollars

At fine stores or write

LEVY • 237 S. MARKET STREET • CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

My Hollywood Friends . .

.

(Continued from page 52) That problem
solved she worried about my teeth. “What’s
happening to your teeth while you’re in
this joint?” asked she. “Er . . I don’t know!”
said I. “Well, you’d better take care of

them,” so she brought me gum stuff and
tooth stuff and brushes and dental floss

and made sure I used ’em, by golly!

With my tummy and tooth problems
solved my hair became a vital concern.
She dispatched a hair expert to my bed-
side post-haste. My hair was brushed and
rubbed and combed and massaged until

I feared it would fall out. But you just

don’t argue with Luci. It seemed that with
each visit some new crisis had arisen and
Luci came galloping to the rescue—but
with a vengeance!
As a bedside sitter she’s not just a ray

of sunshine, she’s unadulterated ultra-
violet. I got the latest dirt from all comers;
but from Luci I got it with gestures. She’d
be awfully tough on a patient with an
abdominal incision.

When I finally went home Lucille be-
came* obsessed with the idea that I “go
to a party or something—just get out of

this blankety-blank room for awhile!” So
she had a party. I finally promised to be
there after extracting her assurance that

I could talk about my operation.
The night arrived and our little caravan,

Dick, the nurse and my chair in the car
and me in a chartered ambulance, set out
on my first excursion.

I UCI and her husband, Desi Arnaz, live
*- on a charming little ranch in the San
Fernando Valley, with chickens, a cow
and five crazy dogs. That night it was con-
verted into a fairyland with gay lanterns
and a full moon reflected in the swimming
pool. There were about ninety people there
but there was a wonderful feeling of in-
timacy that all Arnaz parties have re-
gardless of size. Lionel Barrymore was my
dinner partner and we had great fun com-
paring wheel chairs. At that time I was
using a great bulky one and his was just
such a collapsible sport job as that to

which I have now graduated.
Luci buzzed about with her usual exu-

berance, the dogs at her heels, making
each person feel he or she was the guest
of honor—including me. I had a wonder-
ful time and felt a hundred per cent better
for having gone. Luci knew that would
happen and I’m so grateful for the impetus
toward activity she gave me.
Then last summer Dick and I moved to

the beach to dodge the heat. We had a

spare bedroom, but not for long! Lucille
and Desi came a-visitin’ one Saturday
night and stayed three weeks! But this is a

switch on the old house-guest gags. We
had our own private fun-house. The days
were lazy, sunny and female, with Desi
and Dick away at camp. At night, Desi
taught me to play the guitar, sorta, and to

sing in Spanish—sorta. And then there

was always The Game. Some people call it

charades. You act out song titles, books,
quotations or practically anything in pan-
tomime. Luci plays with a vengeance and
Desi plays with an accent! You’ve never
seen actors act until you see them play

The Game. There was no shortage of ham
in the Quine household those evenings.

No sooner had the Amazes arrived

than we found ourselves without a

cook so Luci took full charge of pro-
duction. Sometimes Dick got the chefing

urge or Desi whipped up a fabulous

clam chowder or halibut steak if the fish-

ing had been good but Luci was the

Maitre D. One night I cooked, by gosh

—

corned beef and cabbage, all the trimmings
and I even made a lemon pie! Luci was
relegated to assistant;- she peeled potatoes,

onions and took (Continued on page 100)
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(Continued from page 98) orders in gen-
eral, me being the boss that meal. She
did the shopping, too, and what an under-
statement that is! No half-way measures
for Luci.
Then there was the Sunday we went

fishing. Dick and Desi arranged to char-
ter a boat at the Malibu pier. We packed a

lunch and went down to the sea in search
of denizens of the deep. I went aboard,
chair and all. Luci was the tar of tars

—

dark glasses, an old sailor hat, dungarees
over a bathing suit and a face full of zinc
ointment! We crowned her “Miss Sea-
weed of 1945.” It was a glorious day, no-
body got seasick and we all caught fish.

(Including me—it was that long!)

And so the days went; fishing off the
pier, sunshine, food, games, and above
all laughs, thoughtfulness and more laughs,
courtesy of Luci and Desi. Gosh, how we
hated to see them leave. But they’ll be
back, we know.
Luci is a master at the wonderful art

of doing anything and everything to make
you happy and comfortable without work-
ing at it. It’s her nature, that’s all—her
good, good nature. It showed to particu-
lar advantage on one of her one-night-
stand visits not long ago. First our cook
ordered her out of the kitchen (all she
wanted was a piece of bread)

;
then Thun-

der, our great Dane, mistook her nose for
a tid-bit and almost sampled it, and some
heel stole her car. All in one evening!
Now let’s face it, some gals would run
for cover. Not Red. It was all something
to laugh about. So we fired the cook,
Thunder apologized, her car was found
and they lived happily ever after.

You’re probably familiar with the meta-
morphosis of Luci’s career. My fondest
hope for her is that she attain the same
success in her work that she already
knows as a person. She’s the kind of a
girl men call a “swell guy” and more than
that too. She’s a dynamo with a heart, al-
ways on the move,—as unpredictable as a
slot machine, yet she pays off as consistent-
ly as a government bond in thoughtfulness,
friendship, and the joy of living.

The End
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Give To The Red Cross

HELP HEAL

THE WOUNDS OF WAR!

There are still tremendous tasks

ahead for the Red Cross. Until every

boy or girl in the service is back home
again, Red Cross workers are needed to

meet those problems that come with

the order to “Cease Fire!”

Through recreation clubs the Red
Cross helps ease that “lost” feeling

your boy away from home is experi-

encing—helps him feel a little nearer

to his “folks”—to the America that isn’t

really so far away.

They help our wounded men get

back on the right emotional track

—

help them resolve family problems
-—teach them crafts, plan entertain-

ments, etc.

Red Cross Home Service helps dis-

charged veterans and their families by

giving them temporary financial assis-

tance if they are disabled, while a claim

is pending—helps them apply for hos-

pitalization in a Veterans’ Hospital if

they need it. In addition, the Red Cross

is continuing its emergency assistance

through foreign Red Cross societies and

other welfare agencies in war-devas-

tated countries. More than forty

stricken areas have been helped by

the Red Cross.

And at home the Red Cross is con-

tinuing its regular activities—errands

of mercy for victims of peacetime dis-

asters.

In Peace Or War

THE RED CROSS

Needs Your Help To Carry On
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Smoke Screen

(Continued from, page 31) be impossible
for me to be happily married to a man of
whom she decidedly disapproved. It would
be like starting married life with ten
strikes against my happiness.”

‘‘You mean, then, that your mother
does not disapprove of Vic’s courting you?
There’s been a lot of talk, June.”
“The truth about that, Louella,” she

replied, quickly, “is this: My mother dis-

approved of my concentrating on Vic and
getting my name in the gossip columns as
his best girl. But she has no objections
when he comes to the house and I see him
with my family. She has had a number of
talks with Vic and I think she likes him
very much.

“It’s hard not to,” she smiled. “You know,
he is really a lot of fun. I’ve known him
longer than most people think. It is a funny
thing—but I met Vic first in Chicago when
he was carrying such a big torch for Rita
Hayworth. I was back there on location
for ‘Home In Indiana.’ He was in the
Coast Guard and on his way back to his
station on the Coast. Vic had just that day
received word that Rita had married
someone else. I was so sorry for him,” said
June. “He was the most unhappy boy I

ever saw. We had luncheon together and
Rita was all he talked about. But then,
I didn’t see him again until 1945 when he
was out of the Coast Guard and back at

our studio.

“He asked me for dates—and at first I

said no. I don’t like night clubs. I don’t
smoke. I don’t drink. And I’m certainly
not fond of dancing on crowded floors

after I’ve danced all day on the set. So
I didn’t accept his invitations for some
time. Finally, I turned the tables on him
and invited him on a date—over to my
house to meet the family!”

J
UNE laughed. “You can imagine that
was something different for Vic. The

first time was on a Sunday and since Vic
was born a Catholic, he went to church
with me. Later, we played gin rummy
with my sister and her friends.

“It was just one of those typical Sun-
day afternoons. We put on records and I

taught him the rumba. We had an early
supper—and no cocktails before! Vic spent
a lot of time out in the kitchen sort of

helping around and getting in the way. It

was the first time my mother had met him
and I think she was surprised! She had
been preoared not to like him after read-
ing so much about his romances with other
girls and all his more or less sensational

brand of publicity. But she couldn’t help
laughing at the things he said and did

—

for Vic is very witty and amusing.
“My mother feels this way: She likes

Vic—but she doesn’t want me to go out
with him steadily and forget all my other
boy friends. She doesn’t want my affections

to become involved.”
Ah, there, Junie—are they?
I couldn’t help thinking, when I looked

at this unusual youngster with the head
of a much wiser woman, how different she
is from the average nineteen-year-old girl.

Her life has been no bed of roses. She has
had the responsibility of paying bills and
of making both ends meet since she was
eleven years old. Back in Rhode Island she
was a “child prodigy.” Before she was
twelve she had her own radio show spon-
sored by an ice cream company and sang
as the child star of that quarter hour.
When her family moved to Hollywood to

complete her education they had some
thin times while Junie took time out from
earning a pay check to attend Beverly
Hills High School. During the summer
months she earned what money she could
by singing and dancing and she studied
dramatics very hard. In fact, it was while
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she was appearing in a high-school play,

“Ever Since Eve,” that a Twentieth talent

scout saw her and offered her a contract.

With a background like that and with
her feet so solidly on the ground, it is

hard to believe that Junie would ever do
anything impulsively. But then—how come
the near elopement? And that very serious

talk she had with her bosses about
marriage?
The only way I can explain it is that

even the most level-headed of girls are

still—just girls. When love comes along,

particularly, an exciting, infatuating brand
of love, it is sometimes very hard to re-
member to keep one’s head out of the

clouds.

I

THINK June must have been thinking
somewhat along those lines, too, as she

continued: “I’m not old enough now to

know my own mind. All I have to do is to

look back on the boys I used to go dancing
with when I was fifteen and sixteen to

realize how transient a young girl’s feel-

ings are. At the time, I thought some of

those boys were wonderful. Now I know
I wouldn’t have them. We have nothing in

common.
“I can tell you this, Louella—I wouldn’t

marry the best man in the world for five

or six years yet. You see, I want to have
a baby when I get married and I want
our baby to be his first baby just as I want
to be his first wife. I don’t believe,” went
on this sage little girl, “you can have a

movie career that is a successful one and
be a good wife at the same time. They
just don’t mix.”
“Why do you say that?” I asked her.

“Well, look at the marriages that have
broken up in Hollywood with the excuse
that the husband doesn’t understand his

wife’s career. I don’t suppose many hus-
bands would understand an actress’s life

—or like it. Take my own case. I get up at

daybreak when I’m working. I come home
so late at night, so tired, that I don’t

want to talk to anybody. I just want to

stay home and rest.”

“But you don’t work all the time,” I

suggested.

“No,” she agreed. “But I think about it

all the time!” Suddenly, her thoughts re-
verted to Vic, for she said, “I’d like to say
for Vic that he has changed a lot since

he came home. There are so many nice
things about him. He doesn’t talk about
all his romances the way he once did.”

At this, I smiled to myself—for I had met
Vic only a few days previous to my
talk with June, and he had poured into

my ear his undying love for her—just as he
did when he was crazy about Rita. But who
am I to say that a man cannot change and
that Vic really meant it when he told me,
“I love that little girl very much, Louella.
She is so sweet and unspoiled. I wish I had
met her a long, long time ago.”

I asked June, “Well—are you going to

concentrate on Vic in the future to the
exclusion of your other beaus?”
She shook her head. “I go out with

other boys very frequently. I like Farley
Granger very much and I’ll see him when
he comes home.”

I’m betting Vic will have something to

say about that!

And, now I have told you exactly what
June told me about her romance with
Mature and certainly her version sounds
as if there is nothing but friendship and
a good pal quality between them.
But I can’t discard the feeling that

their sentiment for each other is, per-
haps, more serious than Junie admits.
At any rate they’re in the middle of a

smoke screen and, whatever the answer,
one thing is sure right now—you only have
to look at them together to know—“Smoke
gets in their eyes.”

The End

Chicago * Oak Park
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THE FAMOUS

First Lady—Second Time

(Continued from page 37) bade her come
by at 5:30, or whether the whole affair was
coincidence. All I know is that I would
make a heavy odds-on bet against
coincidence.
At our next meeting all previous bars

were down. It was Saturday afternoon
and the official announcement had been
made to the nation’s press the day before.
Ruth Waterbury was giving a party in

honor of the supreme occasion. It was
only fitting that the Gold Medal lady be
among those present.

This, as it turned out, was to be a test.

Miss Garson’s studio rumbled an official

warning against expecting their first lady.
She was doing re-takes for “The Valley Of
Decision” and already she had worked
some five weeks beyond the originally
allotted time for it. In short, she was in
a state of exhaustion.

AT six sharp, the phone rang. If a car
** could come by Stone Canyon at eight,

a pleasantly efficient voice allowed, Miss
Garson would be most happy to join Miss
Waterbury ’s party. The car, chauffeured
oddly enough by a certain editor, was in

Bel-Air and up the circular drive at 8: 00.

A replica of Greer, charm, beauty and
all, opened the door. “If you’ll wait just
a moment,” Mrs. Garson suggested, “my
daughter will be down to join you.”
Here was the moment for disillusionment.

A fun party left behind and moments
stretching to minutes, minutes to half
hours waiting for a first lady to finish her
toilette. The grimness of expecting the
worst had barely set in when there was
the welcoming swish of silk down the
broad stairs.

“I thought,” the Photoplay Gold Medal
winner said with humor lighting gray
green eyes and reproach softening her
tone, “that you would have notified me
yourself. It wasn’t right to have heard
only from the studio about such news as
this, the most exciting thing that’s ever
happened to me.”

It was on the faces of the Hollywood-wise
guests at the party when we came into the
room—surprise, disbelief that Greer Gar-
son actually had come. Disbelief that was
replaced by incredulity when she not only
stayed but added fresh gaiety to the party.
Remembering the studio’s warning of

exhaustion, Photoplay’s official host and
company vice president, Carroll Rhein-
strom, announced with a publisher’s firm-
ness that Miss Garson was now to be taken
home. By himself and his wife, to make
doubly sure. I was not there after that,

but I know enough to take my publisher’s
word for it. When the car, with its new
chauffeur, was again at Stone Canyon
Road, the lady of the year suggested that

a night cap was in order. Not only sug-
gested, but insisted. The night cap be-
came a second and the conversation
flamed as brightly as the huge log fire

in the hearth.
The final hour when the last goodbye

was spoken has never been revealed to me.
A skeptical, hard-boiled New York pub-
lisher did reveal, however, his enthusiasm
for a hostess who knew how to mix the
proper proportions of fine brandy and good
talk.

In a way, I suppose, that was as bad a
beginning as any for friendship—an editor
presenting a star with a Gold Medal to be
prized so highly. There is little that is

normal in such a relationship. The star

almost of necessity must be pleasant. So
where does the sense of obligation leave
off and like or dislike for the other as a
human being begin?

I always have thought that a person
revealed much of himself in his letters.

My next encounter with Greer was
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through the mails. It seems—great tragedy

—that she had lost the tiny medallion
Photoplay had made up for her as a

replica of the Gold Medal, a small charm
to be worn with bracelet or pin. Such
feminine carelessness—or so it seemed to

this editor, who upbraided his Miss Gar-
son in a stern note. She replied:

“Dear Fred:
“I have just returned from a flying trip,

mostly Navy radio and Boston War Fund
business or I would have answered your
delightful missive before this.

“First, welcome home from your Coast
Guard trip. I’m so thankful that the sud-

den end of the war, for which Heaven and
science be praised, made your absence
shorter than anticipated.

“Now we are wrestling with the problems
of an uneasy peace and you are back to

what I hope are only pleasant problems
of keeping Photoplay on the top of the

bunch. Please say hello, to Mr. and Mrs.

Rheinstrom, that handsome pair, and to

that charming Mr. Drake. I was sorry that

I missed seeing you when Richard and I

were in New York, but our days were
few and very rushed and I am hoping to

have more time our next visit East, which
should be soon.

“I don’t know if I shall have the happi-
ness of meeting Dr. Gallup in the near
future on any occasions similar to the

last! ??????!!!!!! Perhaps that is

something that happens only once in a life-

time. Anyhow, this leads me by natural

stages to say, ‘Yes, I have lost that price-

less miniature medal.’ I wore it on my
heavy gold chain bracelet, firmly soldered,

every single day and rubbed it for luck on
important occasions or before tough scenes.

I discovered it had disappeared from the

bracelet the day Richard came home on
leave, an unlucky coincidence that worried
me a lot.

“However, Lieutenant Ney is now plain

Mr. Ney and safely plunging ’round the

house in his old tweed jacket (happy
sight), planting bulbs and gardening like

mad and muttering he will have to go
back into the Navy for a rest . . . But
the beautiful little miniature medal is

gone and exhaustive search has failed to

rediscover it. I deeply grieve and if Santa
Claus (Editor’s note: This was my dark
hint

)

should be kind, I will have a new
and improved slip-chain made by my
jeweler and ready and waiting.

“All suitable sentiments. . .

THE editor’s answer was to suggest that
I at the time the new medallion was
ready to be presented, Miss Garson pre-
pare herself for a luncheon or cocktail

date.

The reply was headed “Pebble Beach,
California.” It read:
“I’m so sorry, Fred, to have to miss

seeing you again this time. I was delighted
to get your note (very saucy!) and was
looking forward to my date with you, with
or without benefit of Ney’s chaperonage.
But on Sat. 10th I was notified by the real
estate agent up here that our military
tenants were leaving the house suddenly
on the 13th, so I stayed but for a radio
show on the 12th, then drove up at once
with Richard to check the inventory, de-
plore the damage, tsk-tsk over the wear
and tear, and generally put the place to
rights again.
“We’re without help except for an oc-

casional Sergeant who gives us an after-
noon’s gardening now and then and there’s
so much to do, I just couldn’t get away
this week.
“The occupational hazards of general

housekeeping amaze me. I don’t know
how people survive. I’m all bumps and
bruises and bums, scalds an(l broken nails
and wood-smokey hair, but it’s been great
fun. We’ve chopped down trees, swept and
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burned leaves and pine needles, bar-
becued steaks, roasted potatoes and apples,

picnicked by moonlight on the sand-dunes,
chased the deer with headlights through
these Gothic moss-draped redwoods and
generally had a good time. But indoors

—

golly! The 24-hour-a-day battle against

those two arch enemies of mankind, (1)

hunger, (2) dirt. Phew!
“Hope you’re having a wonderful time.

Are you coming out again soon? Hope so.

And that I shall see you then. A11S.S.
“P.S. This letter would continue for

pages but the toast is burning, the fur-
nace is out of order, Richard is howling for

food and the garbage collector is at the
back door. So I must desist.”

Now the time again has arrived for

awarding of the Photoplay 'Gold Medals.
As this is being written—a few days be-
fore the official announcements—Greer
does not yet know that for the second
straight year you, America’s movie-goers,
have voted her the most popular actress of

the nation.
I promise that I won’t repeat last year’s

mistake. This time I am going to send
very personal word to our First Lady that
she is again to receive the Gold Medal.
My only hope is that the second year of

my friendship with the Photoplay Gold
Medalist is as easy, gay and human as
the first.

The End

King Bing

(Continued, from page 48) the news boys
and arrived at broadcasts wearing a bat-
tered felt hat, an old pair of unpressed
slacks and a shirt open at the collar, knew
no need to strut socially either.

Then, to my utter and complete amaze-
ment, I learned about the Bing Crosby
Research Foundation. I learned that the
offices of this foundation in the Crosby
building down on Sunset Boulevard were
crammed with thousands of gadgets sent
Bing by inventors and would-be inventors
who weren’t in a position to put over their

ideas or protect their interests. Our gov-
ernment, it seemed, had accepted several
of these inventions, deeming them of mili-
tary importance and others had been con-
tracted for by commercial firms. I heard,
too, of Inventerprizes, Inc., which Bing had
started to manufacture—those inventions
the foundation believed in but had been
unable to market. All of this in spite of

the important fact that the foundation
itself already was costing a fortune.

It became clear to me that, intrinsically,

Bing was far more than a crooner who
followed the horses and stayed up late

with the boys. I began to congratulate
myself for the instinctive perspicacity
which had interested me in Bing in spite

of myself.
When Sinatra came along Bing must

have known he had a potential rival. Cer-
tainly if the squeals of the bobby-socks
didn’t warn him his friends and associates
did. But Bing, refusing to be talked into
any professional feud, promptly became
Frankie’s friend while remaining his idol.

For it was, as you undoubtedly know,
Frank’s unlimited admiration for Bing
that first inspired him to become a singer.

When Frank came to Hollywood to work
and live, Bing and he saw each other fre-

quently. They met at Bond rallies and
at benefits, in the broadcasting studios and
socially too. No one, however, ever was
able to report an unfriendly word or look
between them. On the contrary. The
camaraderie and good will they always
have had for each other was illustrated re-
cently at a benefit they played together.

Frankie, coming away from the mike, said

to Bing, “Boy, I sure slipped in a couple
of clams that time.” Bing, also suffering
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from a slight frog in his throat, slapped
Frankie on the back. “If you think those

were clams,” he said, “stick around and
hear the ones I’m going to give out.”

Bing, apparently, is without human jeal-

ousy. Everyone who ever has worked with
him tells me he is the sweetest guy in the

world. Ingrid Bergman says, “When you
work with Bing it’s like playing your part

in a great big comfortable easy chair or

a chaise longue. You never worry!”
Bing’s also without pretense, incapable

really of “putting on lugs.” Last Decem-
ber when he and I happened to be in New
York together he consulted me about a

cocktail party he was giving.

“Elsa,” he said, “you’re a kind of arbiter,

a stream-lined Emily Post for Broad-
way . . . Vic Hunter and I are giving a

cocktail party for Barney Dean. Tell me,
how do I work it. . .

?”

“Just send out invitations,” I said. “Just

say ‘Mr. Bing Crosby and Mr. Vic Hunter
request the pleasure of your company for

cocktails -at such and such a time and place

to meet Mr. Barney Dean.’ And put
R.S.V.P. on the invitations, of course.”

A few days later my invitation arrived.

It was on heavy cream paper, handsomely
engraved. But there all elegance stopped.

Informally, typically Bing, it read:

“Mr. Bing Crosby and Mr. Vic Hunter
request the pleasure

of your company
for cocktails

in the upper reaches of the
Stork Club

to meet
Mr. Barney Dean, S.W.G. S. A. G. S.E.G.

5: 30—8: 00 on Friday, December 21st

No R.S.V.P. Just Bring It With You.”

IT was “Going My Way” that gave me my
• clue to the Crosby Enigma, really. Bing,

I realized, was going his way just as he
always had, but his way had changed.
When he had been younger and success

had been new he had had fun following

the horses, wearing the loudest and largest

plaid jackets he could find and staying out
late with the gang. Gradually, however,
he had grown up to his great and gentle

heart which even from the beginning had
manifested itself in countless ways.

It is those, I am convinced, who have not
comprehended the great psychological evo-
lution—or revolution—that Bing is going
through, quietly and without any theatrical

didoes, who suggest from time to time that

he is not well. When I first heard rumors
that he was ill I was eager to see him
again, that I might judge for myself. I

saw him at the track the day of the great
handicap race. He only stayed a little

while. He doesn’t open and close the place
any more. But while he remained it was
obvious he enjoyed himself in a thoroughly
healthy fashion. His oval face is finer, true,

and there’s a new mature look in his eyes.

But he doesn’t look like a sick man—only
a changed man.
Hollywood thrives on excitement—the

dramatic instinct at work, no doubt. Gos-
sip flies from group to group on the wings
of hushed voices. Not long ago everyone
began saying Bing had gone off to his

ranch at Elko, Nevada; that his doctors
insisted upon a long and complete rest and
it would be a long time before he was
again heard on the radio or seen on the
screen.
When I heard these stories, I reminded

myself realistically that Bing had gone off

to his ranch many times before. I re-
called his love for this place and the
way his blue eyes always light up when
he talks of the solitude there and the
direct laconic talk of his Nevada neigh-
bors. And I reasoned that it was up there
in the hills, alone, that Bing had managed
to crystalize a lot of his spiritual growth.
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Before Bing left for his ranch this time,
while he still was working on “Blue Skies,”
an old friend asked him if he wouldn’t
support the Sister Kenny Infantile Paraly-
sis Fund. He listened silently for a long
time. Then he said he’d love to get behind
anything that would help kids not to have
twisted arms and legs but that he first

must understand the treatment better.
“And They Shall Walk,” which tells of
Sister Kenny’s treatment, went up to the
ranch with him. Propped up in his bunk
he read all night until he finished the
book at 3 o’clock in the morning.

It wasn’t many days after this, while
Bing was believed still to be at his ranch
under doctors’ orders, that he turned up
on my floor in the Waldorf Towers. Only
a handful of people knew he was in New
York. And even they couldn’t get him
on the telephone because he wouldn’t an-
swer it. He knew better. He had work
to do. A few blocks away his new picture,
“The Bells of St. Mary’s,” had its premiere
at the Radio City Music Hall. But it wasn’t
the reason Bing was in town. He didn’t
even go to the theater. He had other
things to do. He had become National
Chairman of the Sister Kenny 1945 Fund
Drive. It was getting all his time, all his
energy. Among other things he chose
sixty-four people, many old acquaintances
from baseball, football, golf and music
fields, to serve on the commitee with him.
And he sent wires to men like Harry
James, Guy Lombardo, Mike Todd and Bill

Stern saying, Bing-like, “I need the help
of a bunch of swell guys. Come on and
give me a hand. . .

.”

A T last word got around that he was in
'' town. Immediately he was besieged by
radio offers. Believe me when I tell you
that when he finally agreed to return to

the air the flattery of the fabulous sums
he was offered influenced him less than
other things—the thousands of letters he
had received from all over the land beg-
ging him to sing carols at Christmastime,
saying it wouldn’t seem like Christmas
without him, plus the fact that by singing
carols on a special show he could raise a

lot of money for crippled children.

When I told Bing I was writing this

article about him because I felt very
strongly about the physical and spiritual

metamorphosis that is taking place in him,
he looked very surprised. “You don’t

realize yourself how you’ve grown up,” I

explained. “And all of it is simply a

maturation of qualities you’ve always had
and manifested in little ways.”

“Well, Elsa,” Bing said, “it’s darn sweet
of you to go on record in black and white.”

“Just look,” I told him, “how hard and
unselfishly you threw yourself into the

Sister Kenny drive.”

“I did that,” Bing said, “because I’m con-
vinced it’s a wonderful movement. I have
kids, you know. So far they’re okay. But
supposing my boys got polio and Sister

Kenny because of lack of funds had had
to quit working in the United States . . .

From a purely personal standpoint I had
to do my best to make it possible for her

work to go on.”

He’s quite a guy, this Bing . . . helping

inventors, turning professional rivals into

friends through the alchemy of his gen-
erous spirit, forgetting he’s the star of the

hit picture premiering just around the

corner because he’s so busy being National

Chairman of Sister Kenny’s Fund.
I’d talk of Bing as a great human being,

not as a great actor. That’s what I said,

didn’t I? I suspect I’ve done both. Be-
cause, as I see it, Bing’s growth as an
actor has pretty well paralleled his growth
as a man.
As an actor and as a man, then, he’s

king pin. That covers it!

The End
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Our Gail Is Growing Up
(Continued jrom page 65) find. “Look at

her.” And Lizabeth, delighted at the horse-
play, will toss back the ball.

When Lizabeth began her new picture,

“The Strange Love Of Martha Ivers,”

Gail searched around feverishly for a gift

and found it in the prop room—one of

Sonny Tufts’s old and muddied shoes.

Wrapping the enormous boot in the pret-

tiest of packages, she had it delivered in

elegant style to Lizabeth’s set, adorned
with a faded bunch of forget-me-nots
picked up along the way. The only catch
was the faded bouquet turned out to be a

needed prop and the frantic search for the

missing flowers had the prop man slightly

wild before it was located.

The September day she walked into the
classroom on the Paramount lot was the

day several young beauties under con-
tract felt a sharp tightening around the
heart. Here was beauty, sultry and myste-
rious, that occurs only occasionally even in

Hollywood. Raven hair framed a small
golden-skinned face with perfect features.

Hazel eyes fringed with unbelievably long
lashes. “It’s the end,” Diana Lynn said to

herself. “Who would pay attention to me
or anyone with this beauty around?” They
saw the truth of it mirrored in the eyes of

everyone on the lot. Eyes focused on Gail
who seemed to notice it not at all. Diana
was sixteen then, too young for serious
dating, and Gail was two years older.

They had nothing in common.

S
HE came to school only that one day,
for Gail had already graduated from

Santa Monica High School and on Sep-
tember twenty-first had reached eighteen.
She need no longer attend school accord-
ing to law.
They met again, Gail and Diana, on the

“Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour” set, Gail’s

first picture. Gail disliked the round-
faced, twinkly-eyed Diana with a hearty
dislike. Diana, friendly as a puppy, was
everything Gail wasn’t, and Gail frankly
resented her. Unaware of the dislike,

Diana tried to be friendly. The difference
between eighteen and sixteen is vast and
unbridgeable. Eighteen and twenty though
are as one in the minds and hearts of
young women and so spark struck spark
and the deep abiding friendship began
with Diana’s reading aloud to Gail a new
and wonderful book, “Our Hearts Were
Young And Gay.” The antics of Emily in
the story became so amusingly dear to

Diana, she felt akin to the real Emily
Kimbrough. It never occurred to her,
however, that she could play the role. So
she plugged Gail for the role of Cornelia
Otis Skinner to everyone who might have
any influence.

Of course the day both girls wound up
as Emily and Cornelia was a day to be
remembered. They literally threw them-
selves into the roles to such an extent
Diana is still “Emily” to Gail and Gail will
always be “Corny” to Diana.
They complement each other. Diana is

the fluttery, cluttery type. She loves
clothes and hats, to shop and try on. Gail
never enters a shop, buys from the ward-
robe what she can, seldom wears a hat,

carries few possessions to scatter. Her
skirts are made with ample pockets to
carry the little she needs. By the time the
two came to making “Our Hearts Were
Growing Up,” they were such close friends
they insisted upon using one dressing room
that became such a shambles of mismated
shoes, scattered powder and lipsticks, pan-
ties and slips, books and records that a
friend one day decided to teach the kids
a lesson. Returning from the set, the girls

found the dressing room littered with ashes,
peanut shells, cigarette butts, mops, buck-
ets, brooms and papers. By the time they’d
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removed the debris, they decided to take
the hint and be tidier. A week later Diana’s
scattered make-up, undies, books, shoes,

records mingled hopelessly among Gail’s

drawings and crossword puzzles.
Loathing everything athletic, Diana finds

herself shut out from Gail’s morning horse-
back rides and the long lonely walks in

the rain. But mutual understanding comes
again in their dating.
“Look,” Diana or Gail will say, “I like

this boy, terribly. Keep off my territory.”

And neither girl will so much as lift an
eye to the other’s escort. Gail’s torch
bearing for a local swain finds full under-
standing in Diana. They respect each
other’s emotions. It’s only their com-
motions they ridicule.

Diana knows better than anyone that
beneath Gail’s dark loveliness and stubborn
will, there exists a delightful pixie-like
quality which lends itself to biting mimi-
cry, both keen-sighted and comical in its

trend.
Her take-off on Diana is both funny

and alarming in its accuracy and never
fails to throw Diana into a disconcerted
tizzy. Seated with their beaus at a rc tau-
rant or night club table, Diana will become
aware that across the way her caricature
has come to life in Gail. There will be
that dewy-eyed look of Diana’s and the
quick nervous flick of a cigarette ash that
never hits the ash tray. A twinkle will

grow in Diana’s eye. Her cigarette will

flick in faster rhythm, her beau will be-
come aware something indefinable is hap-
pening—but what, he wonders—and finally

the two girls will break up completely.
“Tonight,” Gail will declare, “I’m going

to be—” and naming a famous starlet

she’ll go through the honeyed motions that

become ridiculous when seen through those
beautiful but very honest eyes of Gail
Russell.

IN like manner, Diana will do a take-off
' on Gail’s head-forward walk which is

like a moo cow on a rampage—a walk, in-

cidently, that she is correcting through
daily exercise at the studio. In fact, pro-
ducer Joe Sistron bribed Gail into faster

mastery of that awkward stride by promise
of a doll for her collection. It arrived one
day on the set of “Calcutta,” a tiny Indian
doll, elaborately beaded.
The color blue, small gold earrings and

crossword puzzles are Gail’s passions. She’ll

go to the kitchen of her Westwood home
in the mornings, carry her coffee back to

her room, climb into bed, work a cross-
word puzzle, drink more coffee, work
another puzzle and then set off for her
exercise and massage at the studio.

“But you hardly know what this lovely
breakfast room is like,” her mother will

protest. “Do have coffee with us. Bring
your radio in if you like.”

There’s a look, as if Gail were seriously
pondering the situation, and then a de-
cision. She goes into her room and quietly
closes the door.
There are times when she’ll remain

closeted with her coffee, her radio, her
puzzles or her sketch pad for two or three
days at a time. And then she’ll be off on
a movie spree seeing two or three shows
a day for several days at a time. And then
back to seclusion.

From her babyhood, back in Chicago
where she was born, she has shut herself
from friends and family. She had only one
or two school chums she liked. Leather
jackets and old skirts were her favorite
costumes and even as a child she refused
to shop.

Mrs. Russell recognizing the almost
neurotic shyness of Gail, would bring five

or six dresses home from a shop for Gail’s

selection. She’d go to her own room alone
to try them on. Either she’d decide
against them all or wear to death the one

she finally chose. At the last minute she’d
refuse to attend the neighborhood parties
of her little friends. She lived alone amidst
those who loved her but could never
reach her.

It was Gail, then eleven years old, who
made the decision to come to California
instead of Florida. The family settled in
Glendale and Gail, straight-haired and
boyishly plain in her sport clothes, at-
tended junior high school. Slowly her
beauty began to take form and before the
year was out, the boys were referring to
her as “our Hedy Lamarr.” At Santa
Monica High Gail again became the “Hedy
Lamarr of our school.” But by this time the
desire and undisputed talent to draw had
taken firm roots and nights Gail studied
fashion drawing.

It was in March before graduation that
the telegram came from Paramount studios
asking Gail to make a screen test. Several
boys from Santa Monica High had told
Bill Meiklejohn, the talent scout who had
given them a lift in his car, of their famous
“Hedy.”

S
HE was unimpressed at the prospect
despite the fact the Russells were in

definite need. The family needs had not yet
penetrated the lonely seclusion in which
she lived.

She insisted upon testing by reading
from a script of her own choosing. And so,

at considerable trouble Paramount sent to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for an Andy Hardy
script. She knew what she was doing, too,

for tears, real and genuine, flowed down
her cheeks as she read the part. She was
an actress.

They knew it for they signed her and
into the eerie “The Uninvited” she went
after her first fling in an Aldrich story.

As her career progressed she decided
to leave home and live away from her fam-
ily. Her clothes were taken a few at a

time until she was living entirely away
from her parents and in the small apart-
ment of a girl friend.

“I never left off doing for her in those
days,” Mrs. Russell says. “I never let her
know how desperate we were at losing her.

I still mended her clothes when I had the
chance and despite her tears I’d plant the
seeds that I hoped would bring her back
someday.”

It took six months for Gail to realize the
truth that as a united family they could
pull and work for the good of all. One day
she told her mother her clothes were at

the studio.

“We’ll go get them tomorrow,” her
mother said.

“No, let’s get them now,” Gail replied.

They did.

The proudest moment of her life hap-
pened on the first day of shooting on
“Calcutta.” Without one flaw Gail and
Alan Ladd completed an eight-minute
scene on the first take. “I could see the
look of dawning wonder and respect on
Alan’s face when we were three-quarters
through,” Gail told us. “He couldn’t believe
it for the betting among the crew was ten
to one against our finishing the scene in

three days.”
Gail reads little but does like good music.

And oddly enough her beauty fails to

register as it should on the screen.

“I think,” her mother says, “that’s be-
cause Gail has never been in love. And I

think, like everything else about her, love
will come slowly to her.”

When it does, we prophesy it will light a

lamp behind a face that seems beautifully

shadowy for one so young. And then and
then alone will movie audiences see what
her high-school friends saw, her studio

pals and her family now see—what makes
them say, wisely and proudly, “Our Gail

is growing up.”
The End
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Portrait of Pete
L

(Continued from page 39) Lawford. His
eyes are blue.
He doesn’t like salami, coloratura so-

pranos or getting up at the early hours
required by his work. He is a devoted
follower of “Dick Tracy,” “Terry and the
Pirates” and “Smoky Stover.”
His chief aversion is girls who dress

carelessly or in poor taste. . . and I have
no patience with unkempt hair.”

He abhors starched collars.

He was born in a flat in London, sub-
scribes to no book clubs and firmly be-
lieves in a life hereafter.
He is known to his family and friends

as Pete.
He is fond of cream cheese and in

1940 worked as a parking lot attendant
back of Palm Beach stores. He has light

brown hair and his education was entirely

derived from tutors.

Peter Lawford seriously injured his

right arm when, as a boy playing with
other kids in Monte Carlo, he went through
a plate glass window. He learned to use
his left hand as a consequence, using the
right only to hold a cigarette.

He is continually eating.

His musical bent is toward the ukulele
and drums. He likes loafing on the beach,

and considers his worst fault his inability

to “warm up quickly to people,”—an un-
derstandable trait of his British heritage

of reserve. He never eats garlic.

His attitudes are realistic. His favorite

opera is “Carmen” and his closest friend

is Keenan Wynn, who also rates as his

favorite comedian.

H E sleeps soundly as a rule but occa-
sionally has a nightmare. “The other

night I fell out of bed!”
He hates quiz programs.
He is convinced that cricket is the most

boring of games, has never worn glasses,

and invariably finds himself unconsciously
humming the Warsaw Concerto, written
by a young American composer whose
name he cannot remember.
He decries California drivers, likes chew-

ing gum and wears a St. Christopher medal
around his neck—though he is not a Cath-
olic—given him by a girl “a long time ago.”

He prefers girls in sport clothes
—“You

know, sweaters and things.”

He budgets his weekly spending money
at twenty-five dollars. He likes flying and
firmly believes that radio has raised the

average of music appreciation. He has a

weakness for popcorn.
He is allergic to loud voices.

He .has two lighters which don’t work;
he is “saving up for a gold Dunhill.” He
handles French like a native and speaks a

smattering of Spanish. His hobby is ama-
teur photography.
He weighs 160 pounds.
He cannot eat Camembert, remem-

bers the license number of his car and
laments the paucity of significant subject

matter in movies. He likes onions and surf

bathing.
He plays checkers with his father, who

always beats him. He prefers eating ap-
ples or pears without skinning them and
earnestly regrets that he was never able

to attend a public school because his par-

ents were always on the move.
He plans soon to apply for his first citi-

zenship papers.

His “four o’clock tea” consists of either a

chocolate milk shake or a chocolate malted.

He worked as an usher at the Westwood
Village Theater near Los Angeles, until

M-G-M gave him a small part in “Mrs.

Miniver.”
Peter Lawford gets too many traffic

tickets for “sliding through stop signs.”

He is punctual to work but usually late

to dates.



He is systematic and orderly, and for a
time studied art, concerning which he
suffers a certain amount of frustration. “I

can’t even make a decent sketch of a
house.”
He is extremely attached to his dog

—

an unquestioned mongrel mutt he picked
up nine years ago in the Bahamas. He
indulges in a steam bath occasionally and
is superstitious about three on a match
and walking under ladders. He has never
been seasick.

He is crazy about boogie-woogie.
He is an expert horseman.
He doesn’t like oysters or clams and

thinks the most interesting avenues to

stroll on are the Champs Elysees and
Broadway at night. He wishes he could
play the piano.
He eventually wants a family of two

children.

His father had planned him for the
Army, but he is the first of many genera-
tions to forego a military career. He
doesn’t like too many parties, cares little

for fishing, and smokes about a pack-and-
a-half a day.
He likes surf-boarding at Honolulu,

World’s Series baseball and a whiskey and
soda before dinner. He is direct, tolerant

and self-analytical.

He wears garters only with a dinner
jacket. He can recite snatches of Shake-
speare and hates to answer letters, in-

evitably ending by wiring or telephoning.
His tennis was of championship caliber

until the accident to his right arm. His
father was born in Tunbridge Wells, Kent,
England. He doesn’t like hunting.
He loves American football.

He has been in the United States five

years and his latest picture is Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Two Girls From Bos-
ton.” He exercises with weights three
times a week.
He has a horror of “staying put in one

place too long.”

H E has a pleasing baritone, periodically

stops smoking to prove he can do it,

and nurtures a sentimental memory of a
small cottage on the Blue Lagoon of Tahiti
where he lived at the age of nine. He
recalls most vividly the coal black sand
glistening in the brilliant tropical sunlight.

He doesn’t like smoking a pipe, liver-

wurst sandwiches or watching a polo
match.
He used to ride a motorcycle until his

friend, Keenan Wynn, suffered a bad acci-

dent on one; he has given it up for good.
He is very fond of Debussy’s music, lobster

baked in the shell and lively discussions.

He is shaved at a barbershop every
morning when he is working. He has an
easy, ingratiating personality, and is a

thorough cosmopolite, able to get along
and be happy anywhere.
He habitually goes out for a smoke be-

tween the acts of a play. He dances an
excellent rumba.
He rarely drinks coffee.

He was and is poor in arithmetic, and
admits he once did as he was told too
easily. “I changed all that, however. I

think it out now, make up my mind—and
nothing can budge me.”
He wears two rings—one with the family

crest given him by his father on his

twenty-first birthday and the other a

friendship link ring given him by a girl

he declines to name. He occasionally

wears a bow tie.

He wears a wristwatch presented to him
by Frank Sinatra.

His spelling is faulty.

He cannot read music and was rejected

for both the United States and British

armed forces on account of his right arm.
He likes poetry but has read little.

He would like to have attended a co-
educational American college. He pos-

Address.
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sesses an extensive collection of swing and
classical records and is a direct descendant,

on his father’s side, of Robert, the Bruce,
of spider fame; and on his mother’s side,

of General Jerome, who was on Napoleon’s
staff.

He won many prizes as a boy for his

skill in tennis and swimming. His mother
was born in Reading, Berkshire, England;
and he thinks talk of any difference be-
tween blondes and brunettes “sheer non-
sense.”

His screen idols are Robert Montgomery
and Cary Grant.
He cannot part with an old straw beach

hat—with a feather stuck in it—which he
has had for four years. His favorite study
subjects were geography and ancient

history.

He was frequently spanked by his

mother for being late to dinner.

He has a special fondness for Ethel

Waters, hamburgers “with everything,”

Paul Robeson and long walks in the Eng-
lish countryside. He used to collect stamps
but lost interest in them, and thinks matri-
monial vacations “a good thing in many
cases.”

He fell off a spirited race horse at Nas-

sau in 1936 while learning to ride. He
immediately got on again to overcome any
resultant fear.

He has tremendous vitality and lives in

a modest white cottage with his parents.
His customary reading posture is sitting

on a couch with his knees drawn up.
His favorite singers are Frank Sinatra

and Peggy Lee who used to sing with
Benny Goodman’s band. He admits to a

“certain cockiness” prior to the injury to

his right arm; the accident deflated him
and taught him a lesson he has never
forgotten.

He has tried skiing but “always falls.”

LIE cannot stand man-in-the-street radio
'

* programs. He has wanted to become an
actor ever since the age of seven. He goes
to night clubs in streaks, prefers shirts of

quiet colors and hopes someday to visit

again the far places he was too young to

appreciate.

His breakfast in winter usually consists

of oatmeal, orange juice, two boiled eggs
and milk; for summer he substitutes a dry
cereal for the oatmeal.
He deplores those who maintain a run-

ning line of conversation while dancing in

a ballroom. “That’s hardly dancing.”
'

He likes Jack Benny, chocolate eclairs,

the “Suspense” program, Count Basie and
the French pastry known as mille-feuilles.
He looks forward someday to re-visiting
the Louvre when he is better able to un-
derstand its treasures.
He has a vivid childhood memory of

being lost in London in company with a
French nurse who could not speak English;
his family always tied a tag around his
neck and through this practical device
they were found at the zoo. He firmly
believes it possible for two stars to be
happy though married, citing as examples
Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck,
Clark Gable and the late Carole Lombard.
He hopes—when he has enough money

—to make but one or two pictures (“good
ones”) a year, maintain a flat in New
York, a house in California and spend
most of his leisure in travel.

Peter Lawford’s dominant ambition is to

appear in remakes of many Robert Mont-
gomery pictures such as “Night Must Fall.”

He thinks that he may be ready to

achieve this “ten years from now when I

have had the necessary experience.”
The End
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Siren in Slacks

(Continued from page 61) two weeks off

and had been in Palm Springs but four

days when she was called back to the

studio for retakes.

On another occasion, when she was
selling War Bonds in a swanky club in

Philadelphia, she became furious because
the swanky folks weren’t buying them,

and suddenly demanded that all those in

the audience with husbands and sons in

the service stand up. When they did, she
let them have it full face, getting madder
and madder as she talked. The startled

society folk bought over $1,000,000 when
she was through.
Though she has gotten over some of her

sensitiveness, a slight tiff with a good
friend still puts her in tears. She gets

very low over the sadness that she sees

behind some of the gruesome sketches in

her favorite book of “Kley’s” sketches
and will say, “Poor guy! Wouldn’t this

one make you cry!” Producer-director
Otto Preminger had a time getting her to

put enough wallop behind the slap she
gives Dana Andrews in “Fallen Angel.” She
couldn’t stand doing it, and kept hitting at

him half-heartedly, with Dana himself
pleading, “You’re just making it harder
for both of us, Linda. Give me one wallop-
ing sock and get it over with!” Finally she
drew back and let him have a veritable
hay-maker—then burst into tears.

She’s constantly surprising those who
meet her for the first time, with her un-
usual combination of brains and beauty.
She loves good books, gets misty-eyed over
“Moonlight Sonata” or “Ave Maria,” is a
gifted young artist and sculptress and has
worked very hard for the past three years
assisting in the cleaning, the mopping up
and in other general ways in the obstetric
ward of a Santa Monica hospital that’s

been desperate for help.

CHE’S always painting or sketching be-
tween scenes on the set, and one morn-

ing a prop man looked over her shoulder
at an abstract creation that was forming
and which featured a large open eye com-
bined with flower blossoms, looking all in
all the way a hangover must feel. “People
will really think I need to go to a psychi-
atrist after this one,” Linda laughed. “But
I just happened to think of it last night
and I had to get it out of my system.”
She has never had an art lesson. Which

seems incredible when you see the col-
lection of oil paintings, scenes, portraits,
the water colors that fill the guest bedroom
that now serves for her sacred “art room.”
The music teacher back in Dallas would
be surprised too. For it was in the music
appreciation class that Linda first started
sketching, when the other kids paid her
five cents apiece to sketch illustrations for
their musical notebooks. She would take
home loads of the notebooks at night and
dream up different pictures that expressed
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He’s Jerome Courtland,
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who gives with his
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Why postpone those letters longer . .
.
pick up a box of SkyMail
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one Walter Damrosch piece.
As in most everything else that she does,

Linda paints in spurts, whenever the im-
pulse comes, sometimes working all night
on one that she’s enthused about. No-
body is allowed in there but their Ger-
man shepherd dog Chief and Pev, who
comes in at regular periodic intervals to

look for the water color sketch that Linda
painted him from memory one time while
away on movie location. She doesn’t think
it’s technically good and usually has it

somewhere out of sight,

“I don’t like my bum stuff around. This
one isn’t right, darling. I’ll paint you a
good one,” she says. “I like this,” says Pev.
She’s doing an oil painting of Chief now
and finding it tough going to get him to

pose. Often now, you’ll find Linda in

slacks d6wn on her stomach on the art

room floor, trying to hold Chief’s head
up with one hand and paint with the other.

She is literally a siren in slacks. She
loves them, owns some twelve pairs, and
says she feels almost ‘‘indecent in a skirt.”

Around the house she usually wears slacks,

a colorful print bra, a vivid scarf around
her hair. She’s strictly a tomboy at heart.
And while, with her poise and beauty,
you can imagine her easily meeting and
chatting with a king, you can also imagine
her wondering all the time if she could get
away with turning cartwheels down the
palace stairs.

She’ll turn down the most social soiree to
go bicycling with her good friend Ann
Miller, usually goes through three candy
bars when she goes to a show, and loves to

sit at the counter of Schwab’s Drugstore
thumbing through fan magazines for free
while she downs a chocolate malt. She
loves to eat at drive-ins and has a positive
craze for hamburgers, which she can and
often does eat three times a day, especially
if Pev is away. She builds up mammoth

“Dagwood burgers” in the kitchen at home.
On which she puts a little of everything
from a rub of garlic, fried and raw onions,
relish, tomatoes, chopped olives and
pickles—to an old theater program.
During a recent personal appearance

back in Dallas, Texas, with “Fallen An-
gel,” at which they turned away thou-
sands from two theaters, and Linda waved
to 125,000 more who lined the street to

see her in the parade, she was told that they
had an hour before the next function in

which she would be free to do anything
she’d like to do. Her companions were
startled to hear her say, “Okay—I want
a mug of Weber’s Root Beer. You’ve never
tasted anything like it! I remember a little

stand. . .

S
HE directed the big limousine across the
Trinity River towards her home com-

munity in Oak Cliff, getting excited over
every familiar landmark they passed. When
they pulled up in front of the dusty little

root beer place to find it closed, with a sign
saying, ironically, “Thanks For Your Past
Patronage,” one of their “past patrons”
sat there, as disappointed as a kid. None
of the remembered wild-colored jalopies.

No smart-aleck young shouts. The old
Bambi-look came back into her eyes, as
though she were saying to herself, “What’d
you expect, kid? You can’t come back.”

She’s constantly misplacing and losing

things and would often probably lose her
shirt if it weren’t for her husband. No-
body would be surprised who knows her to

have her call and say casually, “By the
way did I leave my fur coat over at your
place?” She forgets her house keys and
has burgled her own home by cutting the
screen of the maid’s room. And, in her ex-
citement over some drive, has been known
to leave her best broadcloth bag forgotten
by the side of the second hole on the

Riviera Golf Course, remembering it again
at about hole nine. No casualties ever re-
sult, inasmuch as Pev helps her remember
where she put the fur coat, has ten keys
made for the house, finds and rescues the
black broadcloth bag and, in general, al-

ways has the situation well in hand.
Linda’s allegiance never wavers when

it concerns anything or anyone she’s fond
of. Her friendship with Ann Miller is

something new under a Hollywood sun.
They’re entirely without envy or jealousy,
they have almost twin temperaments, buy
clothes alike, and each all but lives the
emotions of the other one. A tired Linda,
leaving the motion-picture set in the eve-
ning, thinks nothing of going over to Ann’s
and talking for four or five hours, reasoning
her out of a romance with someone- she
doesn’t think is worthy of her. Likewise,
it was to Ann and her mother, whom Linda
affectionately calls “Mommie,” that she
turned when she despaired of getting Pev
Marley and things in general were piling

up on her. So great was Ann’s faith in
Linda’s fighting ability, however, that she
bought her bridesmaid’s dress a year be-
fore Pev proposed, which was when Linda
bought her white wedding suit and fondly
hoped he’d see it before the moths did.

There’s nothing casual about the love of
Linda. She’s a very intense person who
knows what she wants. Though she has
dated many Hollywood swains, there have
never been but two men really in her life

. . . her childhood sweetheart, Jaime Jorba,
the Spanish refugee whom she knew back
at Sunset High, and the ace cameraman,
Peverell Marley.
Today, even the most confirmed skeptics

who advised against it admit her marriage
to be a success. She could have told them
always that it would be.

In her marriage, as well as the matter
of other things for which she’d fought,



Linda knew what was right for her. His
depth, wisdom, intelligence and humor
have been a steadying influence on her.

They counterbalance each other perfectly.

Against her impulsiveness, he studies and
weighs everything from every side. “He’s
saved my life more than once,” she says.

“If I ever get stubborn and go against him,
I almost always wind up wrong.”
Pev is a perfectionist, where she takes

care of the big things and leaves the little

ones more or less on their own. Since that

first day on the Twentieth Century-Fox
test stage when she saw the mechanical
hulk that they said was a camera and Pev
calmed her down, kidded with her, and
began teaching her how to use it, his help
professionally has been invaluable to her.

She takes no credit for her ability to stand
perfectly still in focus for a close-up, or

for anything else connected with the
technicalities of picture making, saying,

“Pev’s drilled it into me since I was
fifteen.” He’s still her severest critic and
whenever he sees some little flaw in some-
thing his beautiful wife is doing on the

screen, he nudges her at a preview and
says, “What did you do that for, Kiddie?”
I’ve told you. . .

He addresses her alternately as “Duckie,”
“Stinkie,” “Kiddie,” or with a “Hey,
Queenie.”

“That’s the awful one,” she laughs

—

“Queenie!”
She has calmed down a lot since her

marriage to Pev. They seldom go to night
clubs or parties because, as she says, “if

you’re going to spend all your time with
rooms full of other people, you might as

well not be married. When you work in

pictures and go out gallivanting, it’s time
to go to bed when you get in, so that you
can get up early to work in pictures again.

Some of them who do that don’t spend ten
minutes with each other. Our marriage

is not one of those ten-minute affairs.”

They spend most of their evenings read-
ing, playing chess, or with Linda painting,
or both of them studying their scripts for

the next day. They each have an eight-
mm. movie camera, concerning her oper-
ation of which Linda, who’s an avid
camera fiend, says teasingly, “Pev stinks in

amateur movies. Without reflectors, baby
spots, or sixty guys to help him, he’s no
good. He just clicks it and lets it go.” And
Pev admits that his wife is the best cam-
eraman at home.

|"^ETERMINED that their two careers of

motion-picture star and cameraman
won’t conflict, they’ve whipped up a com-
ing-home routine that’s a little like a
production number from a picture with no
dialogue. Linda gets home from Twentieth
around 7:00 P. M., which gives her forty-
five minutes to herself to bathe and dress
and relax in solitude before Pev gets in.

When he arrives, she’s downstairs all

dressed, hands him a drink silently, and
he goes upstairs for his half hour alone.
Later on—much later—one of them says,

“Okay?” and if the other says “Okay,”
then, says Linda, “we talk.”

To be a perfect companion for Pev,
Linda has taken up his two loves—golf

and deep-sea fishing, the latter one of

which called again on her fighting re-
serve. For she gets sea-sick, car-sick, air-

sick, and is allergic to horses, cats and
rabbits, breaking out into red whelps and
sneezing in spasms whenever she geis near
one. The smell of fish is no help. She
worried about how she’d make out on
her first deep-sea fishing binge. She took
along six Mothersills sea-sick pills which,
in the excitement of watching the mar-
lins jump, she forgot to take. And when
Pev yelled, “Hey, somebody throw out
some live bait,” he was surprised to see

his squeamish wife up on the bait box,
reaching for dipperfuls of the live eight-
inch anchovies, and throwing them with
wide sweeping gestures into Avalon Bay.
Determined to play a golf game that

would make it interesting for him, Linda
put in long, hard sessions with the golf
pro at the Riviera Country Club, and tells

you proudly now that she sometimes beats
Pev . . . “That is, on a hole or two.” While
Pev, who usually breaks seventy-nine, re-
lates proudly about how Linda once made
a five par hole in four. “That’s quite a
stunt,” he says.

Their comfortable white two-story home
high up in the Palisades, overlooks the
golf course and the ocean, their two
“Promised Lands.” And most of Linda’s
fignting spirit is kept busy now fighting
against the temptation of ducking work, of

picking up her golf clubs and going out
the front door, or her fishing reel and
going out the back.

In the midst of the beautiful furnish-
ings, the rich carpets, the valuable antiques,
the lamps from the “Ming Dynasty or
something” and the other things, you’re
not surprised to see the little old merry-
go-round horse that Linda found at an
antique shop and loves, and which they
use for a clotheshorse in the hall. The
little horse with the faded green and red
saddle into which guests casually pitch
their hats, is the Bambi-like touch of its

youthful owner who, in the merry-go-
round of her ov/n life has had no time for

carnival carousels.
But today—she’s riding steady as she

goes. The 'doubts and disappointments that
hid behind the Mona Lisa smile are no
more. And if anyone wants to know why
Monetta Eloyse Darnell smiles, now—it’s

because she has the happiness she’s fought
for. She can relax and forget the Alamo.

The End
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Before After

What happened when

I LOST 38 POUNDS!
—as told by Mrs. Ann Weir

of East. St. Louis, III.

<4

\X7HEN 1 WAS MARR1ED’” says Ann Weir, “IW weighed 127 pounds. But after I had my
fourth child, my weight went up to 166. I read
reducing diets, tried reducing exercises— but
no results ! Those exercises just put on muscle

!

“I had read about the DuBarry Success
Course but feared it would be expensive. When
I found how little it cost, my husband gave it

to me for Mother’s Day. My doctor approved,
and in six weeks I lost 22 pounds. I kept on and
lost 16 more . . . right where I needed to lose

them. Off came 9 inches from my abdomen, 6
from my waist and 6% from my hips!

“So here’s what happened when I lost those

38 pounds: I regained my slender waistline, I

wear my clothes with assurance, I have more
energy and I look ten years younger.”

HOW ABOUT YOU! Are you satisfied

with the way you look and feel? Have you the
energy to live a full life? The DuBarry Suc-
cess Course analyzes your needs, shows you
how to lose or gain weight, care for your skin

and hair, use make-up for glamour. You follow
the same methods taught by Ann Delafield at

the Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

Why not use the coupon to find out
wt>o* this famous Course can do for you?

DuBarry Beauty Chest

Included

!

With your Course you
receive this Chest con-
taining a generous sup-
ply of DuBarry Beauty
and Make-up Prepara-
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Honeymoon in Mexico
(Continued from page 44) Until Ben got
back, Esther was a good enough sport to

spend her time doing all the things the
studio and the people in Mexico wanted
her to. She rehearsed with the cape for the

scenes in which she must play a bull-

fighter, she studied her script, she attended
dinners given by government officials,

press associations, exhibitors. She was
made Queen of the Mexico City University
football team for their final game of the
season, she appeared on the radio, she at-

tended the bullfights on Sunday.
Then Ben returned, and that’s where I,

Hymie Fink, the nuisance, came in. 1 fig-

ured it would be a real scoop for Photo-
play to catch them on Mexican soil. So I

caught the same plane Ben was on.

The Mexico City airport looked very
much like a regular American airport.

But the reception was not. Senoritas come
rushing toward you, carrying gardenias,
which they toss at you. Then that Wil-
liams ran toward her ever- lovin’—and
well, there is nothing so beautiful as an
American girl set up like Esther.

WHILE I got snarled up in the customs,
the honeymooners sped away. That

didn’t worry me then. I knew I was booked
into the same hotel as theirs.

But—how was I, an innocent cameraman,
to know that in Mexico City the “smart
people” never get up before two in the
afternoon, breakfast at three, have dinner
at eleven P.M. and go to bed about six

A.M. I wish you’d seen me the next morn-
ing at nine, down in the lobby of the
Reforma Hotel, which is the biggest and
newest in Mexico City and almost like any
American hotel anywhere. There wasn’t
another soul there except a cleaning wo-
man. At three in the afternoon, one of the
elevators opened and out stepped a tall

handsome young man with a tall hand-
some girl—and that girl was somebody I

knew. I nearly kissed her, I was so glad
to see her. She was Georgianna Young,
Loretta’s kid sister, and the man was her
husband, Ricardo Montalban, who plays
the second lead in Esther’s picture. I got
some nice shots of them and had just fin-

ished, when out came the love birds. They
were going shopping.
The main street of Mexico City is called

the Paseo de la Reforma. It’s wide and
beautiful. Esther and Ben were stopped
every two seconds by autograph hounds,
beggars and street singers, who will give
out with any tune for a peso, which is

about twenty-five cents to us, but a for-
tune to them. Esther was fascinated by
the Mexican woolens. She bought lots of
material for herself and by way of a gag,
a poncho of many colors for Ben. Then she
poked into the little silver shops but de-
cided she would wait to buy until they
went to Taxco, which is the real silver city

of the country.
That night they had dinner—about mid-

night—at Ciro’s. This is run by A. C.
Blumenthal, whom all Hollywood calls

“Blumey.” It’s a nice club, sumptuous for
Mexico, but nothing we’d be excited about
at home. The food is good, but the prices
made my hair stand on end. I never saw
such prices. Dinner for four, without
drinks, ran to nearly a hundred (Amer-
ican) dollars. What the drinks cost, I don’t
know as a coke is my speed. But when I

saw Esther and Ben doing a rumba to-
gether, I knew any price was worth it!

After that first day, things really began
to get mixed up. The kids wanted to go to
Guadalajara and Cuemevaca and to Taxco
and Xochomilco and a place whose name
I’ve forgotten where the swimming pool is

entirely covered with gardenias and you
swim through them. They did all that,
too, trying to throw me off the trail all
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the time and me sticking to them like

that.

The agony of it all was—from my angle
—that they kept doing these sights at night
when they couldn’t be photographed.
For example, in Taxco, which is the
quaintest little hill town you ever saw.
Esther and Ben, after going down the
street of silver shops, went to see the
cathedral. This is a beautiful structure.
The local legend is that a Frenchman
named Barda originally discovered the
silver mines in and around Taxco. He was
so grateful to God that he resolved to

express his thanks with gold and built this

cathedral with its gold altar. It sure is an
impressive sight.

Nothing in Taxco has been changed in

600 years. If anything new is built, it has to

be put up in the old manner and made to

look old. The people are very poor but
friendly, and the street singers here were
so good that Esther an<? Ben began dancing
in the streets much to the joy of the
hysterical crowd.
All this time the honeymooners were

trying to duck me. I didn’t blame them—
but I had a job to do. They didn’t blame
me, but we played hide and seek all over
Mexico.
How they got away from me in Taxco

and escaped to Acapulco I’ll never know.
I caught up With them, though, in Cuer-
navaca, and they told me about the fun
they had in Acapulco. They had gone
swimming in Acapulco Bay where they
also tried to spear fish in the deep clear
waters, but the fish were so beautiful they
didn’t have the heart to spear them.

VOCHIMILCO was a flop for me because^ my honeymooners were flitting around
in the dark again. I couldn’t photograph a
thing—but I sure enjoyed the sight. Xochi-
milco (which you pronounce Sochi-
milk-o) is a series of canals winding for

miles through flowering banks of blossoms.
Little flower-hung boats just big enough
for two passengers and a guy at the back
who poles it along the water go along these
canals followed by mariaches (get me

—

that’s Spanish for street musicians), who
sing so romantically (particularly if you
hand them a peso). Other little boats float

by offering tortillas, enchiladas and such
food for sale, and it certainly is a glamor-
ous sight.

We all drove back to Mexico City the
next day, which was a Saturday, and by
this time Esther and Ben enjoyed being
regular tourists so much that they kept
right on sightseeing and visited the Palacio
de Bellas Artes, the great monument de la

Revolucion and Cortes Palace. And they
went shopping again for Christmas presents
for their whole family. From what I saw,
I know it was definitely a silver and
woolen Christmas for the Williams and
Gage families this year.
That Saturday night, Esther and Ben

attended a formal ball given at the Amer-
ican Embassy at which they were guests
of honor. Esther had brought along a
beautiful evening dress and Ben his tuxedo,
and everyone said they were the hand-
somest couple there.

Sunday I found out I could get a plane
for home. Esther left for Puebla to start
work on “Fiesta” and Ben stayed in
Mexico City to make arrangements about
some radio shows he planned to do from
there. He was looking for a job to keep
him busy in Mexico until after the first

of the year so that he could stay there
for Christmas with his wife and resume
their interrupted honeymoon. But even if

it was brief, and I kept butting in on it,

we bet there has never been a gayer, more
colorful one.

P.S. When I got back home, America
never looked lovelier.

The End

“THE TASTE-TEST TOLD ME!" says
Catherine McLeod. “I tried leading colas
in paper cups, picked one best-tasting—
Royal Crown Cola.” Try it! Say “RC
for me!” That’s the quick way to get
Royal Crown Cola—best by taste-test!

RC is the quick way to say...

Best by taste-test V
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"Sensible girl,” you say? "And
practical, too,” we add! For

here is another woman who has

discovered that Midol can help

see her through the menstrual

period physically and mentally

carefree. One who has learned

that by taking Midol, much of
menstruation's functional pain

is often avoided.

Midol tablets are offered

specifically to relieve functional

periodic pain. They contain no
opiates, yet act quickly in these

three ways bringing fast, needed

relief from pain and discomfort:

Ease Cramps—Soothe Headache—
Stimulate mildly whenyou’re"Blue."

Try Midol next time— at first

sign of "regular” pain— see how
comfortably you go through
those trying days. Ask for Midol
at your drugstore.

used more than all

other 'products offered exclusively

to relieve menstrual suffering
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Stormy Passage for

Joan and Phil

(Continued from page 29) separated. You
know there is nothing I can say.”
That is completely true. Behind this

parting lies no mysterious cause. There
is nothing Joan can say, because you can’t
explain the boredom that suddenly engulfs
two people who were temperamentally in-

compatible right from the start.

Not that Joan and Phil knew that horrid
fact when, at the end of his six-weeks
acquaintanceship, they were married. Ac-
tually, they knew no facts at all about one
another except that at that moment they
were madly infatuated. That was almost
three years ago, and once again, Joan
woke me up with the news, and a few
hours later I was with them. A blind
reporter could have seen that Phil Terry
was intelligent, well-bred and sincere and
though he was in his thirties and had
never been married, he looked very much
like the best-husband type. I hoped very
much that this was the good companion
for whom Joan had always been seeking.
I knew she was longing for a quieter
domesticity than she had ever experienced.
She yearned for more youngsters besides
her beloved Christina, her own, if possible,

but if not, then by adoption. Phil, on his

part, said he had waited for just the sort

of wife he believed Joan could be.

p\ESPITE their brief acquaintanceship and
the fact that the basis of their elope-

ment was a terrific romantic crush, I be-
lieve their marriage could have succeeded
if Phil had achieved any outstanding suc-
cess in his career. He is not, outwardly,
dramatic as are Gregory Peck or Clark
Gable, for instance, but he is just as

ambitious.
Joan was still under contract to M-G-M

when they were married, and Phil played
in a couple of films there. When Joan left

Metro, Phil signed with RKO. He had one
good picture and he clicked very solidly

in it. If it had been followed up by other
hit productions he undoubtedly would
have been a star. But it wasn’t. “Pan-
Americana” and “George White’s Scandals”
were his next two—two also-rans. He did
do “The Lost Weekend” at Paramount and
“To Each His Own” and he was ex-
cellent in both of them—but each time
he was overshadowed by the lead per-
formances. He finished “To Each His Own”
several months ago. Since then there has
been nothing.
Meanwhile, Joan had done “Mildred

Pierce.”
It represented a big gamble, for Joan

had kept herself off the screen for over
two years, waiting for a strong acting part.

Determined to show that she was more
than a personality and a beauty, she turned
down dozens of scripts until “Pierce” came
along. With its box-office smash, other
great roles were quickly lined up for her,

while Hal Wallis, M-G-M and Warners
began dangling long-term contracts before
her. Still wanting to be quite free to play
only the right parts, she signed none of

them, but her days were suddenly crammed
with conferences, phone calls, interviews,

photographers.
Men as a class don’t take being relegated

to the background. That seems to be a
basic psychological fact.

Joan, loving Phil, tried to keep him
equal to her in importance. He was always
the host, the one who gave the orders
whether it was her' New York apart-
ment on her Brentwood house. Never-
theless, that was just what they were

—

“her” New York apartment and “her”
Brentwood house and “her children,” with
Phillip coming into that setting, very
charming, very intelligent, but, unfortu-
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nately, with a career that was at a com-
plete standstill. Certainly Phil did every

-

i thing in his power to make a situation

work which under any circumstances

;
would have been difficult—with Joan’s

super - dynamic personality—but which
without the vital connecting link of equal

importance became well-nigh impossible.

If waS when they returned from their

New York trip that I knew things weren’t

right between them. Superficially at big

parties where they were merely encoun-
tering people long enough to say “Hi” or

“How well you look, angel,” things were

just the same. But at home all the laughter

and caresses and enthusiasms they had

shared were gone. They weren’t even quar-

reling. They simply sat in those large,

beautiful rooms and said not a word. Theirs

wasn’t the silence of contentment. It was
the wounding silence of two people who
have nothing to say to each other. We all

know couples who live through years like

that, but such people aren’t actors—to

whom drama is the breath of life.

Their last Saturday together they went
for dinner at Claudette Colbert’s. Claudette

and Jack Pressman are truly happy. But
viewing this happiness brought Joan and

Phil to their decision to part. They spurned

the half loaf of affection. They wanted a

great love or nothing.

THE Tuesday after the separation news
broke, I went with Joan down to the

Hollywood Women’s Press Club luncheon
where she was to receive her Golden Apple
award for being the most cooperative ac-

tress of 1945, in the matter of publicity.

Circles of fatigue were under her eyes

that were still red from crying. Most stars,

under the circumstances, would have
ducked the occasion. Joan had every ex-

cuse, since two writers, who had been
scooped by the Parsons story, were taking

their revenge in print, knowing that

Crawford, no more than any other celeb-

rity, has an equal chance to talk back in

print. But even though she was scared

of what she might be facing, Joan ap-
peared, made her speech, took her prize

—

,but couldn’t eat. Later, when we got out

and were alone, she said, “Im starved.

Let’s go to The Club for a steak. There’ll

be no one but us there at this hour.”

There were only a half dozen people

there, besides, us, when we arrived, but
all alone at a big table, one of them turned

out to be Phil. “Why, hello,” said Phil,

smiling that pleasant smile of his, “May
I join you?” “Of course,” said Joan,

“please do.” He did and we talked

about the weather and Christmas shopping
and—of all people—Socrates, whom Phil

has been reading a lot about lately. It was
steak I ate, but it might as well have been
sawdust. Finally, Phil paid our check, and
we walked out to our cars.

“Well, goodbye,” Phil said. “Goodbye,”
said Joan—and that was that.

Then there was New Year’s Eve which
they spent together—another “hello” and
“goodbye.” It might be that these two
will try for a reconciliation but I miss my
bet if it is anything more than just that—

a

try. Because they haven’t even the basic

friendship that existed in her other mar-
riages to Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Fran-
chot Tone.
Where on earth Joan will find the man

who is more powerful, more dynamic,
more important than she is, I can’t im-
agine, but I hope she does find him. For
she is all woman and has the most com-
plete, passionate, devoted love to give a
man if he has the good sense to slap her
ears down regularly. And Phil deserves
a bigger career and a gentle girl who will

look up at him with stars in her eyes.
So take it away, Cupid, and do your

stuff.

Bearer of a historic 1000-year-old Norman name, the Countess de

Petiteville is active in the French Red Cross and in the cultural life

of Paris. She has a fine, cameo type of beauty, with dazzling white
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By Lester Gottlieb

It’s melody time again with Photoplay selecting re-

cordings of songs yon loved from your favorite films

THE HOUSE I LIVE IN
A patriotic primer for teen-age tolerance that is not only a

stirring RKO short subject but a fine song sung from the heart

by Frank Sinatra (Columbia). Appropriately enough, "Amer-
ica, The Beautiful” is the companion piece.

DOLL FACE
Perry Como clicks with two top-drawer tunes from his newest

picture. The first is a Gl-jive mixture, "Dig You Later

(A Fdubba-Hubba-Hubba) ” with "Fdere Comes Fieaven

Again” saved for the romantics on the B-side (Victor). An-
other song from this 20th Century-Fox filmusical is the novel-

ty, "Chico, Chico From Porto Rico,” disked by the diminutive

DeMarco Sisters of Fred Allen airwaves note (Majestic).

EASY TO WED
If your ears were cocked to the sound track as your eyes feasted

on Van Johnson and Esther Williams, then you’ll remember
this new M-G-M film’s theme song, "Come Closer To Me.”
Ffere’s Larry Stevens to sing it (Victor) without forgivable

distractions. For good measure the musical mate is "It’s A
Grand Night For Singing.”

ROAD TO UTOPIA
Hope and Crosby, the nation’s most popular partnership, are

mirthfully merged for as many reprises as your needle can

groove. This Decca-rative disk has Bing and Bob cavorting

in "Put It There, Pal” from their newest Paramount path,

paired with the even more amusing but older "Road To
Morocco” (Decca).

TARS AND SPARS
This belated but still welcome Coast Guard cinema gives Freddy

Martin’s orchestra ample opportunity to display its distinctive

dance tempos with "I’m Glad I Waited For You,” patiently

sung by Clyde Rogers. The reverse is a dance digest of Rach-

maninoff’s Concerto No. 2, ivoried by talented Jack Fina

(Victor)

.

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF
Kay Kyser delivers the best collection of tunes from the Fred

Astaire-Lucille Bremer M-G-Musical fiesta, paced by the lovely

"Angel” and the more romantic "Coffee Time.” Sugary lyrics

by a fine new baritone, Michael Douglas (Columbia).

SARATOGA TRUNK
Still another haunting melody from a picture which primarily

relied upon its Max Steiner score for changing moods. Tuis

one is called "Goin’ Home” and Bob Eberly sings it nostal-

gically (Decca). The more familiar theme song "As Long As
I Live” is on the reverse. Johnny Johnston (Capitol) keeps

pace in the swoon sweepstakes with his own individual treat-

ment of the latter song.
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It’s easy to enjoy the sheer, caressing luxury of pure linen

sheets . . . merely launder your cotton sheets with Linit, the

superior starch that makes cotton look and feel like linen.

Linit is different . . . the thin, fluid Linit mixture pene-

trates the fabric, makes ironing easier and gives a soft,

smooth, dust-resistant finish to all household fabrics.

Sunny says: It’s so easy to use Linit . . . simple directions on every

package . . . for starching all household fabrics, curtains, cotton

dresses, children’s clothes . . . even daintiest undertliings are re-

stored to “newness” by light Linit Starching. ©Corn Products.Sales Co

Cowboy Crosby

(Continued, from page 51) Bing. Just a
whistle stop—without the whistle. The old
tr'a'in tracks were abandoned long ago. Ain’t
nothin’ much to whistle at but a good-
lookin’ white-faced heifer anyway.
The only buildings still breathing are

the store that combines a soda fountain,
groceries and a bar, and a house cut
up into rooms used for a post office, a
telephone office and a schoolroom. The
postmistress is telephone operator,
school teacher and a good cook on the
side.

Business booms when Bing comes. More
mail, more phone calls— when the line

isn’t down. All seats filled around the stove.

So the folks are mighty glad to see Mon-
tana’s reins dropped down out in front,

to know that Cowboy Crosby’s back in

town.

T
HEY always count on him to come and
go hunting, and in the summertime, to go

fishing for rainbow trout in the creek that

runs right through his ranch. But his last

trip out had ’em worried at first. As it

did everyone who knew that he was ill.

Wornout he was and feeling a shade slow
from a back infection when he finished

“Blue Skies” at Paramount, and so Bing’s
physicians ordered him to the ranch to

rest. “Ordering” Bing to the ranch is like

ordering a kid to an ice cream store. Just
give him his boots and saddle and don’t

fence him in. He’s perfectly at home on the
range where the deer and the antelope
roam. And where Bing “roams” farther
than all of ’em. As pals of his who visit

him there and try to keep pace with him
walking or riding soon find out.

He started feeling better when he got
within sight of the brown six-room ranch
house that nestles on the slope of rolling

sage foothills that look down on the vast
stretches of Independence Valley, a good-
ly part of which he owns. “A little crowded,
but it’s homey,” says Bing, of the 9,700

acres that make up his front yard.
After a few weeks at the Quarter-

Circle-S Bing had all the old bounce back,
felt better than he has for years. Under
Chinese Charley’s solicitous eyes he ate

venison steaks, deer liver, hot biscuits,

put away a lot of solid chow. He went
hunting in the hills back of the ranch and
bagged his quota, including one buck that

dressed out at 208 pounds.
His horse, Montana, and his dog, Bul-

let, a Labrador retriever given him by a
Sun Valley friend, are his constant com-
panions around the ranch. Bullet’s a bird
dog, but usually runs interference for

Bing as a deer dog too, barking into the

aspen thickets on the hills and flushing the
deer out.

His ranch foreman, Johnny Eacret, a
former famous wild bronc rider and
Hollywood stunt man, has been a good
friend of Bing’s since he first doubled for

him in “Rhythm On The Range” at Para-
mount. Johnny and the ranch hands are
always glad when “Boss Bing” comes, for

he makes another good hand around the
Quarter-Circle-S. He rides, ropes, brands
and helps ’em git the little dogies along.

When he’s riding, he wears levis or khakis,
a fur-lined jacket, wool shirt, a wild ker-
chief around his neck. When he “dresses”
for dinner, he usually switches to the old
Army woolen uniform that he wore over-
seas when entertaining the boys.

There’s no formality about the ranch,
except around the kitchen . . . where the

seventy-two-year-old Chinese cook reigns
undisputed king. There’s no sampling or
mincing between meals allowed, and if

you’re not there when he rings the bell

you just don’t eat. He rings the first one at

5: 30 A. M., followed by one at 6: 00 that
ifteans come-and-get-it or you don’t get.



He never catches Bing, who’s always up
before the blue of the night meets the gold

of the day, usually before 5:00, in order to

get in a walk before breakfast. Explain-
ing to any Hollywood guests about the

bell that rings at 5:30 A. M., he says, “Of
course, you don’t have to get up,” adding
amiably, “that is, unless you want to eat.”

At their startled looks he shrugs resignedly,

“It’s a rule of the house. No rise-ee, no
eat-ee.” So they rise and eat. The bell

rings again at 12: 00 sharp. Only the dinner
hour is flexible, and every night finds din-

ner being served at a different time. On
a cloudy day, or when it starts getting

dark earlier, Charlie rings the bell earlier

and the only way Boss Bing figures this

one out is that in China they must cook
by the sun. Anyway, they all stand by
from 5 o’clock on “alerted” for evening
chow.
At the end of a meal, guests are startled

again to see Bing shove his chair back from
the table, pick up his dirty plate and head
for the kitchen, saying over his shoulder,

“Come on you guys, get the lead out of

you. Bring those dishes out.” They watch
while the ranch foreman and his wife
gather theirs up. “It’s a rule of the house,”

says Bing, all innocence and dead-pan.

Nobody who goes there knows whether
to blame the plate-totin’ and the no-risee-
no-eatee-business on Chinese Charlie or on
“Confucius” Crosby, whom they half sus-
pect of making the “rules of the house,”
to help keep work off the ranch hands.

H IS Hollywood pals find out other things.

Though he has a station wagon and two
pick-up trucks there, he seldom uses
them. When he doesn’t ride Montana in

after the daily mail he walks—eight miles.

Wally Westmore, Paramount make-up
head, accompanied Bud Fraker, Paramount
cameraman, to the ranch to get in a little

good rest and hunting. When they fell for

his casual, “Like to take a little walk?”
they found themselves ploughing through
two-and-a-half feet of snow for three
miles down to the lower ranch. They rode
home in a truck. On another morning
when he asked equally casually if they’d
“care for a little canter,” he led them
twenty miles on horseback up into the hills

to hunt. When the snow got waist-deep,
they all had to get off their horses and lead
them lip the hills, with Bing ahead, break-
ing trad. Finally Westmore balked, panting.
“Whoa, Bing . . . this is where we get off!”

The twenty miles back with the horses
heading hurriedly for the home barns, was
an even rougher ride. The next morning
there were empty saddles in the old corral.

When their host asked them politely if

they’d like to go over to Tuscarora and
“sorta case the town,” they hurried into
the station wagon but fast. While Bing just

laughed, stVung up into the saddle, and
Cowboy Crosby rode again.

In the eighteen degrees below zero
weather, the visitors felt their blood slowly
turning to orange juice, while their pants
froze solid from the knees down, and even
the dials of the shutter speed on the camera
froze. Bing gave them his cracker barrel
seat around the stove in the store to thaw
everything out, while he roamed around
shooting the breeze with the clerks, non-
chalant and warm.
Around the ranch house at night, Bing

usually reads or catches up on a little

homework such as polishing his boots
with bear grease or cleaning a rifle, or
rubs liniment on the muscles of aching
guests. He always hits the sack by 8:00.
Telephone communication—what there is

of it—around Tuscarora is a very chummy
deal. The ghost town has not two, not
three, but an all-party line. And in keep-
ing with a sense of equality and fair play,
when anybody gets a call, everybody’s
phone rings. If they should so desire, they
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can all pick up their respective receivers
and talk to the same party at once.

It’s a little confusing to any of Bing’s
visitors to hear the phone ringing con-
stantly in the kitchen and to hear Crosby
chatting imperturbably on. He finally ex-
plains, “Gotta wait for a long and a short.”

During the heavy snow on his last trip to

the ranch the Tuscarora telephone lines

were down for four whole days. It was
about this time that guesses were being
hazarded in Hollywood about Bing’s future
plans and columnists were vying with each
other on the subject of whether or not he
would sign with cheese, with automobiles,
wouldkmake, another picture soon, would
go back at all on the radio. And the famous
recipient of the Photoplay Gold Medal
Awards, the Academy Oscar, and such was
shut off from all of it by one long and one
short ring. He was snowed in with a dog,
a horse, a rifle and hills full of deer.
During these four days, as on other

occasions when the lines are down, Bing’s
office just leaves a standing call in to him
via the manager of the Commercial Hotel
in Elko, whop' bets as liaison man, asking
him to watch fopsanybody coming in from
the Quarter-Circle-S, to have Bing come
to Elkdf&nd call in. Four days later, when
he ambled into the hotel with his ranch
foreman, in answer to their questions about
the snow storm, the home folks heard him
saying with typical calm, “We caught a
couple of flakes or so.”

Once when they hadn’t been able to con-
tact him for several days, they heard from
him through a young freckle-faced Air
Corpb lieutenant, who walked into the
office and handed Bing’s secretary, Betty,
a note from Bing addressed to her. “This
is a boy I’ve hunted with and a good friend
of mine in Nevada,” it read. “He’s in
L.A. getting separated from the Air Corps
now. I want him taken care of . .

.” In
other words—put the Crosby carpet out.
Which she immediately did.

The Looie gave them an official report on
his pal Crosby. “He looks fine,” he said.
“Feel’s swell. It’s cold up there. The day
I hunted with him we got twenty
ducks . . .” That was all.

It’s this kind of thing that makes Bing
such a down-to-earth big-time buckaroo.
And keeps him winning the hearts and
polls of people everywhere. It’s also why
they hang out the SRO sign—Sitting Room
Only—around the store stove in Tuscarora
when Cowboy Crosby hits town.

The End

Klondike Klowns—Bing Crosby and
Bob Hope hit their stride in the Para-
mount picture, “Road To Utopia”
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Heart of a Yankee
(Continued from page 35) dreams. Better,

Lois told him, as they sat across a table

from each other when the clam house was
empty, to make a grab for a star and miss
than never to grab at all.

Years later when Van Johnson had be-
come the most popular motion-picture star

in every box office, he met Lois and her
husband and told her that she had been
responsible for his trip to New York.
“And Lois said,” Van told me, “that she

\vas glad it had turned out well, but even
if it hadn’t, it would have been the right

thing to do. ‘You’d always have been sorry,’

she said, ‘if you hadn’t tried.’
”

The offer of a better job was what, oddly
enough, brought about his final decision.

When he told Lois about it, with glee, he
expected her to cheer with him. But when
he told her about the new job, over her
mobile face came an expression that was
first disappointment and then contempt.
Yes, contempt—and nobody had ever
looked at young Van Johnson with con-
tempt before and it startled him.
For a moment he was speechless, and

then he said slowly, “Aren’t you pleased?
It’s more money—and a chance to do better

and—”
Lois never pulled any punches. She said,

“Oh sure, I’m pleased. I’m tickled to death.
If you’re satisfied, I guess it’s just as well
because that’s probably all you have in

you. Fold your wings, pal, and settle down
into the good old safe rut. Nothing can
happen to you there—nothing. You can go
right on doing little dramatic skits at

charity socials for the rest of your life

for all I care. But don’t forget what I tell

you. A few ,people are born with some
special gift for reaching the hearts of

others. Don’t ask me what it is or how it’s

done because I don’t know and neither, as
far as I know, does anybody else. You’ve
got a nice kind of baritone voice—not very
important, you’ll never be a Lawrence Tib-
bett. You can dance a little, but you’ll

never make Fred Astaire get up early in

the morning. You can act some—maybe
you can learn to be a really good actor like

Spencer Tracy, I don’t know. But you’ve
got that other thing and that’s rare—it’s

rarer than acting or dancing or singing.

When you’re old and fat, just remember
what I told you.”
That night Van Johnson told his father

he was going to New York. It wasn’t easy
to do. His father had never been out of

Newport, Rhode Island. He had never been
on a train, never been to New York, never
wanted to go. His philosophy was exactly
the opposite of Lois Sanborn’s. A man’s
life, he believed, happened in his mind,
away from the crowd.
“How long you going to be gone?” Van’s

father said.

The boy looked at the big quiet man sit-

ting there in his chair where he sat* every
night, not an old man, but he seemed old
to Van’s restless, vital youth.

I am his son, the boy thought, and I

am all he has. We’ve been everything to
each other all these years since Grandma
died. He thought of the sun-baked days
on the beach, the games and checkers
punctuated by chuckles, the cold swims at
dawn, the talks across the dinner table, the
books they’d shared and discussed, the
evenings listening to good music on the
radio. And he knew that he was changing
his father’s whole life, leaving him alone,
destroying his plans for the partnership in
business and the heart-filling companion-
ship at home.
Yet he knew, too, that strength was the

keynote of his father’s character. And in a
way Van Johnson knew that youth must
be served. Knew that in his veins flowed
the blood of men who had put to sea, left

their homes and their loved ones to look

.
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for new lands and new adventures.
“I’ll just go down there and look around,”

Van said slowly. “Maybe I won’t make it.

But, Dad, I have to go and find out.”
His father’s quiet, deep eyes met his

squarely. “Yes, son,” he said, “I expect
you do.”

All these things were going through Van
Johnson’s mind as he stood in Grand
Central station for the first time. He began
to walk around from one level to another
in this strange, confusing, walled-in world.
Black and white signs over the train gates
announced departures for places all over
the United States.

There was a train back to Newport in
an hour and twenty minutes. His father
would surely be glad to see him.
The people hurrying all around him,

ignoring him, shoving him, had eyes that
were cold and unfriendly, it seemed to
him. Friends were important. Here no-
body cared whether he stayed or went
home, whether he starved to death or made
good, nobody in the whole world from
New York to Hollywood cared a hoot
whether a boy named Van Johnson tried
to get into pictures or not.

/"\NLY Van Johnson knows how nearly
he came to taking that train back to

Newport—and oblivion.
“I had just about made up my mind to

go home all right,” Van told me one day
when we were lunching together in his
dressing room. “I don’t suppose I was the
first guy that New York scared silly.”

“No,” I said, “I don’t suppose you were.
What made you stay?”
Van looked at me seriously. He seemed

to be making up his mind whether to tell

me or not. Then he grinned and said,

“Believe it or not, it was a movie theater.
I had to kill the time before I started back,
and I was scared to go out of the station
for fear I’d never find my way back. I

was headed for some place where I could
sit down and wait for the train when right
in front of me I saw a movie—right inside
the station. I’d never been in just a news-
reel theater, but it was a movie—and it was
the first thing I’d seen that was like home.”
He took a long breath, remembering. “I

was telling Joan Crawford about it the
other night when I was at her house to
dinner. You know her, don’t you? I think
she’s about the most wonderful woman I

ever met. I can’t explain it exactly but

—

I think she’s the kind of a woman who
does things inside herself before she does
them outside. If she wants to change or
grow or progress, she does it inside for

herself first, and you know a lot of people
do it the other way around. Anyway, she
asked me about when I first came to New
York, so I told her about the newsreel
theater and she said, ‘The universal
language, Van. It’s one of the great forces

for understanding and international unity
in all the world—the motion picture. Right
then it was the common factor between
Newport and New York.’
“That was it, all right. I went in, just to

spend the time waiting for the train and
I saw some motion pictures, and when I

came out I knew I wasn’t going home at

all—at least not right then. I knew I was
going to stay and try for it.”

“What, actually, did you do?” I said.

“How did you go about getting a job?”
Van got a sort of funny, sheepish look

on his face. I don’t think, even on the

screen, you quite get the impression of how
big Van Johnson is. He takes up such a

lot of room, somehow. His quarters at the

M-G-M studio are large enough—a ward-
robe - dressing - room - shower combination
and a sitting room with heavy chairs and
copper lamps and bright colors—but he al-

ways seems to overflow them. You keep
sort of trying to get out of the way.
Then he said, “I had to go as far as M.”



Which, as you can see, made no sense.

“M,” he said, noting my bewildered ex-
ression, “in the classified ad directory. I

tarted with the theatrical agents at A

—

aturally—and I kept going to their offices

ight on down through B C D E until I got

3 M for Murray. He saw me. His wife

/as in the outer office and it was a dull

ay and we got to talking and I expect she
aw I was pushing up bottom about that

ime. She was very nice and friendly to

ie and I probably wagged like a homeless
mp because up to then I hadn’t spoken to

nybody but waiters in lunch rooms and
eceptionists who didn’t even bother to

nswer from the time I left Newport. Any-
vay, he saw me, and got me my first job-
lancing.”

His New York days, Van insists, were
ust like all other New York days when a
>oy or girl is trying to get started in the
heater.

“It’s just the same old story,” Van said

rankly. “I was lonely—I wasn’t ever ex-
ictly really hungry but I wasn’t ever ex-
lctly full, either.”

At first he had stayed with his mother
rnd stepfather at their home out in Sheeps -

lead Bay which helped for awhile. But
he distance was a handicap, so he had to

ind a roof in the center of activities.

“It was a bum room,” he said, “The
imallest they had, at the Knickerbocker
Jotel right off Times Square and I could
ell you right now how many figures there
vere in the wallpaper both ways. I read
i lot—and that was good for me because
! hadn’t been much of a reader—too busy.
Vnd I saw every show I had the dough
o see. But—Times Square got me. It be-
ongs to everybody, you know that. I

vOrked hard, too.”

He did work hard. He was turned down
of* the chorus of “As Thousands Cheer”

—

n fact, he was turned down for a good
nany shows and parts. He got his first

break in a Broadway musical called “New
Faces.”
“Mine was new all right,” Van said, “but

evidently that was all you could say for

it because nobody paid any attention to it.

But I danced in the chorus as long as it

ran and I got experience.”
Buster West and Lucille Page took him

on a vaudeville tour—and that was more
experience, though it wasn’t Broadway,
and he was afraid he was wasting time on
the road.
Right on top of that came his real break.
He heard a lovely, husky, inspiring voice

say, “Bat my dear boy, you ought to be in

pictures. You ought to go to Hollywood.
That’s where you belong.”

O THER people had said it, of course

—

other aspiring youngsters like his good
friend June Allyson, then a chorus girl, for
June was movie-minded too. Together
they used to dream out loud and the
dreams were always of Hollywood.
But Mary Martin was the first star who

ever said to Van Johnson, “You ought to

be in pictures.”

At the time he was just one of “Eight
Men Of Manhattan” who sang and danced
with the star in her after-the-theater show
at the Rainbow Room.
That pepped him up—that single sen-

tence from Mary Martin—for quite a while.
But there was another, the third woman.

She pepped him up daily and he considers
she had more to do with his success than
anyone else in New York. Her name is

Sue Read, she is a drama coach, and when
Van Johnson recently did “Seventh
Heaven” on a big radio show, Sue Read
in New York got a wire signed Van and
it had only one word in it, “Remember?”
For it was Sue who coached him in that

part day after day in New York, that and
all the other roles a young man should
know. Every morning he went to Sue’s

studio and kept up his voice work, his

dancing, his dramatic work, and Sue never
let him rest, never allowed him to let down
for a minute.
So that when he went into two hits in

two years—“Pal Joey” with Gene Kelly
arid “Too Many Girls”—he knew a little

more about what he was doing. He knew
enough so that a talent scout from Warner
Brothers saw him, came around backstage
and offered him a six months’ contract in

Hollywood.
“You ought to go to Hollywood,” Mary

Martin had said.

The stage had been always only a train-

ing school. It never touched him, never
made him want to stay in the theater,

never took hold of his heart even a little

bit.

Motion pictures—that was what he was
shooting at. Now his chance had come.
Wild with excitement and hope, young

Van Johnson packed his suitcase—not the
straw one, but not a very elegant one
either—and his one small trunk and started
for Hollywood. He felt as though he was
walking on clouds. He couldn’t wait to get
there. He had never seen a movie camera
nor a sound stage nor the inside of a studio.

But now

—

What happened to Van Johnson in his

first six months in Hollywood is one of

those things you can hardly believe.

For six months after he arrived in the
cinema capital, Van Johnson was sitting

all alone in Dave Chasen’s restaurant, with
a ticket back to New York in his pocket
and a broken heart under his sweater. If

a girl named Ball and a guy named Grady
hadn’t happened to drop into Chasen’s that
night—but that’s the rest of the siory.

Hollywood had a change of heart—or
did you guess? Next month Mrs. St. Johns
concludes the heartwarming story of Van.
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City State. I
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By Mary Jane Fulton

,A^NN TODD, Number One English filir
I actress, has been nicknamed the

“pocket Garbo” by her enthusiastic
British fans. That’s because of her striking
resemblance to our own Garbo. You’ll be
seeing her in “The Seventh Veil,” a Uni-
versal-released English film . . . Miss Todd,
slim and small, has long golden hair fall-
ing in a page boy to her shoulders. She
has expressive dark blue eyes and very
high cheek bones. But her best feature is
her enormous mouth—“Very much an
American mouth!” our scout tells us . .

It wasn’t until she let her hair grow long
that she really gained recognition. Short
hair was a pretty style on her, but she
looks more glamorous with a long bob

JOAN FONTAINE, in New York recentlyJ for a visit after completing the RKO
film, “From This Day Forward,” liked
the simple coiffure she wore in one of
the “Affairs Of Susan” sequences so well
that she has adopted it for her off-screen
use. She wears her hair parted in the
center with two huge chignons at the
back ... A delicate blonde type, she uses
a clear red lipstick, goes in for striking
color contrasts. If cyclamen is the accent
note, she switches to a lipstick shade to
match.

\KtHEN making a picture, it’s often
’ ' necessary for the stars to have their

hair shampooed and coiffed daily by the
studio hairdressers. That’s so they’ll be at
their glamorous best in every scene . . .

When not working on a picture, they have
their hair “done” once a week, at least,
and sometimes twice.

TO answer a question often asked, fre-
' quent shampooing with a good shampoo
will do no harm, if the soap is thoroughly
rinsed out. The hair, like the face, gets
dirty. Brushing it daily, for the oft recom-
mended one hundred vigorous strokes with
a stiff-bristled brush, cleanses it of the
day’s accumulated dust and grime, and
stimulates scalp circulation . . . Parting the
hair in sections and rubbing the scalp with
a clean portion of the bath towel each time
a new area is attacked, helps to keep the
scalp clean between shampoos. Do this

every second or third day. If the scalp
is dry, massage in just a little greaseless
scalp pomade . . . When there isn’t time
for a wet shampoo, or if you have a cold,

use a dry shampoo . . . Brilliantine, either
in liquid or solidified form, when rubbed
on the scalp and on the hair ends helps
counteract dryness and dullness and re-
stores a natural sheen ... A little hair
lacquer on an upswept coiffure will defy
gravity and keep every hair in place.

TAKE a tip from the world’s most glamor-
ous women and change your hair style

often, so you’ll inspire your friends to

interesting comment on your appearance
You’ll also put yourself in a “variety is the

spice of life” mood.
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What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 66) town that I am
costing Bud practically every cent he
makes. Naturally, I can’t say that I’m not
the extravagant person, without spoiling

Bud’s secret.

Another thing: Bud is so jealous that I

can’t even walk to or from school with
another boy without hearing from Bud
about it. When we go dancing, he won’t
exchange dances, and when I was cast

in a school play he told me that unless
I refused to kiss the boy I played opposite
he would break our engagement.

I still love Bud, but now I’m tortured

by doubts. Suppose he still has to help
his sisters after we are married. Suppose
that, instead of ending his jealousy, mar-
riage only makes him more jealous.

Mimi H.

Dear Miss H:
To be quite frank with you, 1 don’t

think that marriage with Bud at this

time, at least, would be successful.

A jealous boy friend is not likely to be
a magnanimous husband. Sisters who are
unable to live within their incomes be-

fore a brother marries are not likely to

consider it necessary afterward, particu-

larly since they must know that you are
well aware of the deception that Bud is

practicing on their mother.
I truly feel that eighteen is too young an

age at which to undertake the highly seri-

ous responsibilities of marriage. / receive
too many letters in this department from
both girls and men who have married
early and now regret their haste.

Certainly no girl should marry a man
of tvhom she has as great an amount of
doubt as you have about Bud.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am the father of two children. I’ve been
married a little over two years, but alto-

gether my wife and I have been together
only about three

_
weeks. A week each

when I had leave, and a week when I

came home after my discharge.
At the end of that week, we gave a birth-

day party for my best friend, a chap we
considered part of the family. It was he
who wired me when the babies were
born. That night I spotted my wife and
him on the porch in quite a love scene.
Later I questioned my wife about it and
she said it was just a birthday kiss. I was
pretty hurt and disillusioned, so I guess
I said things I didn’t really mean.

I slept in the spare room that night,

after leaving her in our bedroom crying.
The next morning she and our two young
ones had gone. Last week I received a
letter from her, asking for a divorce. I

love my wife and I am now sorry that I

was so rough in my talk to her, but I

think I had some provocation.
Henry McD.

Dear Mr. McD:
I’m not certain that my thoughts on

your difficulty will accomplish much, but
I’ll do my best to be constructive.

First of all, you were hasty in speech.
Perhaps it will comfort you to know that
at least twenty per cent of the problems
described to me could have been averted
if one of the persons involved had kept
silence until anger cooled.
Why don’t you have a talk with the

man in the case, remembering to keep
your temper. Find out if a romance really
existed between them. Ask for frankness.

If these ’wo people have fallen in love,

I think thrt you are civilized enough to
drop it at that and to alloiv your wife to
do as she thinks best. However, if your
friend insists that there is nothing be-

ARE IGNORANCE AND FALSE MODESTY

Every wife should know these

Intimate Physical Facts!

There comes a time in many married
women’s lives when their husbands start

showing an insufferable indifference. And
yet the wife often has no one but herself

to blame. False modesty has kept her
from consulting her Doctor. Or she very
foolishly has followed old-fashioned and
wrong advice of friends.

Too many married women still do not
realize how important douching often is

to intimate feminine cleanliness, charm,
health and marriage happiness. And
what’s more important—they may not
know about this newer, scientific method
of douching with

—

ZONITE.

No other type liquid antiseptic tested is

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

No well-informed woman would think of

using weak, homemade solutions of salt,

soda or vinegar for the douche. These
do not and can not give the germicidal
and deodorizing action of zonite.

Zonite
FOR NEWER

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
for the douche of all those tested is so
powerful yet so safe to delicate tissues.

zonite positively contains no carbolic
acid or bichloride of mercury; no creosote.

zonite is non-poisonous, non-irritating
,

non-burning. Despite its great strength—

-

you can use it as directed as often as you
wish without risk of injury.

Zonite principle discovered by

famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Kelps
guard against infection. It’s so powerfully

effective no germs of any kind tested have
ever been found that it will not kill on
contact. You know it’s not always pos-

sible to contact all the germs in the tract

but you can be sure that zonite im-
mediately kills every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying.

Buy zonite today. Any drugstore.

n
• FREE!

( For frank discussion of intimate
jb physical facts—mail this coupon to

f Zonite Products, Dept. PP-36, 370
s' Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.,

f and receive enlightening free booklet

f edited by several eminent Gynecologists.

s Name

Address

City State
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Don’t avoid new ideas. Don’t be apa-

thetic. At least, don’t resist a new
trend until you have investigated jit. Take
the case of Tampax now and look at the

facts frankly. Wouldn’t you like to be
free of the monthly pin-and-belt nui-

sance? Of your sanitary deodorant
troubles? Of the disposal problem? . . .

Well, all these problems vanish when
you use Tampax for modern sanitary pro-

tection.

Acceptedfor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

NO BELTS

Nti PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

Tampax is scientifically correct for its

purpose. Perfected by a physician, it is

daintily small but very absorbent and
efficient. Only pure surgical cotton goes
into it and individual patented applica-

tors are provided. . . . No pins

or belts. No odor or chafing.

No ridges or bulges to show
under sheer clothing. Millions

of students, business girls,

housewives, travelers, sports-

women keep Tampax handy in purse 01

desk drawer—takes up very little space.

Quick to change. Easy to dispose of.

Sold in drug stores and at notion
counters. Three absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. Whole month’s supply
will go into purse. For 4 months’ supply
get Economy Box and join the modern
legion of Tampax users. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

(
REGULAR

,3 absorbencies ^ super

> ) JUNIOR

tween himself and yonr wife, you should
write to your wife, asking her to see you
and to talk over your problem. If you
will be as frank ivith her as you have been
in your letter to me, and if you will be
as constructive as possible in planning
your future with her, I think you may
preserve your home.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
There is a certain boy in our high school

whom I would like to meet. I’ve thought
of many possible ways, but they don’t
seem right. I don’t know anyone who
knows him; I can’t have parties at my
house, so that’s out; I don’t even have
him in any of my classes at school.
He is clean-cut, very intelligent, and

has a nice family. Please don’t advise me
to forget him and concentrate on other
boys. I have plenty of dates, but I want
to go out with this particular boy.

I thought you might be able to make
some suggestions about ways to meet boys
without appearing to chase them.

Doris N.

Dear Miss I\

:

You seem to have exhausted or dis-

carded all previous suggestions that I have
made in this column for the meeting of
unknown boys and now you are putting
it squarely up to me to present you with
some new miracle.

Well, surely this high school Gable
engages in some after-school activities.

If he plays tennis, find out where he
goes for practice bouts, then make it

a point to play on the same courts. If he
bowls, talk your girl friends into form-
ing a bowling team. If he’s musical, you
should cultivate an appreciation of music
also ; maybe take up the study of voice
or of an instrument. Find out what
clubs he belongs to and join one or more
yourself. It may mean you’ll have to take
up the study of stamps or learn to play
chess, and you are likely to raise the
objection at this point that most of the
activities outlined above will require time.
Anything worthwhile takes time ; and
if this delectable gentleman has gone
on to other fields before you can perfect
yourself, at least you will undoubtedly
have met someone >vho will compensate
for your exertion.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’ve been married fourteen years. Two

years after our marriage, I had a baby
girl who died at birth. The doctor told me
that I could never again bear a child.

We were unhappy until we adopted a
little girl, a year old. For a long time, it

seemed that we were the happiest three
people in the world. Then my husband
began to change toward Dorothy, finding

fault with everything she did as she grew
up, never remembering her birthday or
even buying her a Christmas gift.

For the least mistake, he scolded her bit-

terly and .sent her to her room. She is now
ten, and is pathetically anxious to please
her father, yet he never shows any affec-

tion for her. Not long ago he asked me to

send her away to school and get her out
of our home or he said he would leave.

Can you suggest some way in which I

can keep our hojne together?
(Mrs.) Helen C.

Dear Mrs. C:
It is likely that ivhen you were first

married, you devoted yourself, with great
roncentration, to the welfare of your hus-
band. Your every thought ivas probably
of him—a situation calculated to make
the average husband a happy man.

Then this little girl was brought into
your home and the focus of your attention

24YARDS
QuiitPieces
• OVER 4 POUNDS
• LARGE AND COLORFUL
• EXCELLENT QUALITY

• BEAUTIFUL NEW MATERIALS

Bargain Sale! Lovely new goods that will please
you. Bright, gorgeous designs.You'll be delighted!

SEWING OUTFIT AND\aivc.n 20 QUILT PATTERNS WITH ORDER
Join our thousands of satisfied customers. Write today.
SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman only $1.98 plus
postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.

Great American Sales Co., 2226 Silverton Way, Dept. AST .Chicago 16. IIL

The prayers of the most worthy people often

fail. Why? The unworthy often have the great-

est health, success, riches and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why?
Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the

highest mountains in the world, a young English-

man found the answers to these questions. His

eyes were opened by the strangest mystic he met
during his twenty-one years of travels in the Far

East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,

he acquired wealth and world-wide professional

honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000-word trea-

tise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It

is a first step to the Powerthat Knowledge gives.

N o obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.

INSTITUTE of MENTALPHYSICS, DeptU-136
213 South Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles 4. Calif.
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perspiration odor

tie

* Guaranteed by ^

Good Housekeeping
k *0 if otrccTivt ob

deodorant

• Made on a face cream base. Yodora is

actually soothing to normal skins.

• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can

be used right after under-arm shaving.

• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.

• Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.

• Tubes or jars, 10^, 30^, 60<j.

• Yes, Yodora is a gentle deodorant. Try it

today— feel the wonderful difference

!

McKesson & Robbins. Inc.. Bridgeport. Conn,

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!

New, lovely proportions for your

|

legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,

etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

tonishingly easy way. Only a lew

minutes per day in your ewn home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,

by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon E. SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL

NAME _
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

shifted from your husband to your child.

At first, it is possible that he comforted
himself for the loss of your interest by
thinking that as soon as it grew older and
more self-reliant, you would be able to de-

vote more time to him.
Because the baby was adopted, you

have probably leaned over backward in

order to give her every advantage. It is

entirely possible for some deeply mater-
nal women to neglect a husband, with-

out being aware of it, because of a
profound interest in a child.

Why don’t you examine your behavior
in the light of this fact? Assurance of
love is a wonderful improver of disposi-

tions; if you can convince your husband
that his jealousy is foolish because he
holds an equal place in your affection,
your troubles may vanish.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am writing to you on behalf of our

sorority. Most of us are fifteen. Every
month we have a social meeting to which
we invite fellows. We are at a loss to

know what to do for entertainment. The
boys don’t seem to want to do anything ex-
cept neck, and we don’t want to do that.

We have grown beyond that stage and
have no interest in necking, although the
boys still do. Can you suggest anything
that we could do to hold their interest?

They don’t care for dancing, nor scavenger
hunts. We have discontinued our social

meetings and parties until we hear from
you, because we want these affairs to be
lots of fun, but proper, too.

Helane A.

Dear Miss A:
/ think a little fast footwork will bring

about a happy result, and l mean that
literally.

Since the boys don't like to dance,
which is a chief night-party pursuit, why
don’t you hold your monthly social
meeting on Sunday afternoons?

The possibilities of such a switch are
endless. One month you could plan a
skating party. You could plan hikes,
terminated by a picnic lunch which the
girls could pack. If you are near a riding
stable, you might plan a Sunday after-
noon ride with a barbecue afterward—
the whole affair breaking up early.

I’m certain that the mothers of the
girls in your sorority will be happy to
help you plan an afternoon’s entertain-
ment so that every moment will be filled

and the boys, as well as your club mem-
bers, will have a wonderful time.

Claudette Colbert

OJUUts= -

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
JFort/d you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette CJU?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colbert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.

=rrm

Three Minutes to Glamour . . . that’s all

the time it takes to give your hair gleaming

highlights and a flattering effect that comple-

ments your own coloring. For with modern hair

"make-up", that most subtle of beauty aids,

it’s so easy to achieve real loveliness with a

completely natural look!

After Your Next Shampoo, just do this,

dissolve a package of Marchand’s ‘Make-'Up

Hair Rinse in warm water and brush or pour it

through your hair. Almost instantly, all trace of

soap film vanishes! Your hair gleams with danc-

ing highlights and new color.

The 12 Smart Shades of Marchand's Rinse

offer you a variety of interesting color effects,

no matter what shade your hair may be. You
can highlight your natural hair shade . . .

accentuate its color . . . blend little gray streaks

... or even tone-down the harsh-looking effects

that may follow over-dyeing or over-bleaching!

Absolutely Harmless, Too
. . that’s

Marchand’s wonderful Make-Up Hair Rinse.

Not a bleach— not a permanent dye-— it’s as

safe to use as lemon or vinegar and does so

much more for your hair.

Made by the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash
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YOU know how a stuffy head cold

makes you feel miserable . . . fills

up your nose so you can hardly breathe!

How it can spoil your sleep at night!

Well, next time this happens— just

put a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril.

This specialized medication works
tight where trouble is—instantly starts

to open your cold-stuffed nose— re-

duce swelling—make breathing easier.

And Va-tro-nol does more. It’s a

double-duty nose drops. If used in time

it helps prevent many colds from
>1 -

in

VA-TRO-NOL
VICKS

developing! I

low directions

the package.

PRICED RI0HT‘

STARCROSS APRONS

Smart design, gay print patterns,

plus sound workmanship make

these aprons real down-to-earth

values. Available in extra size and

medium coveralls, bibs and band

styles—an apron for everybody

at a price anybody can afford.

STARCROSS

POTHOLDERS

More than just ornaments

—

these potholders really hold

hot pots . . . ! Cotton filled,

quilted, securely tape bound,

centers finished in white, solid

colors, or sparkling floral

prints with contrasting colored

bindings. Several popular
styles.

STARCROSS PRODUCTS ARE

SOLD THROUGHOUT THE

UNITED STATES

STARCROSS
meW YORK, N. Y

INC.
GREENVILLE, S. C

The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 26 ) and shaken like

a puppy.
Tom Neal has never been better as the

boy and what a relief to find him out of
Jap roles for a change. Ann Savage, who
plays a no-good, does a beauty of a job.

Edmund MacDonald is the gambler
responsible for Neal’s “detour.” We feel

you will have a bond of sympathy for Neal,
both in person and story and that always
makes for a good show.

Your Reviewer Says: A strangely appealing
little affair.

V Getting Gertie’s Garter
(Edward Small—UA)

D ENNIS O’KEEFE on the screen seems
forever to be retrieving personal things

from ladies’ bedrooms. Well, if it makes
him happy and vicariously gives us pleas-
ure, why complain? This time it’s a garter
that has O’Keefe, a sort of dumbfounded
scientist running around in circles with
his very pretty wife Sheila Ryan, not the
owner.
Marie McDonald as Gertie of the

garter fame is cute and tricky, and J.

Carrol Naish as the man servant clever
as always.
Taken from the old play that caused ma

and pa to blush cozily, the story to modern
audiences seems a heck of a lot of to-do
over very little. But it has its moments
and that’s something.

Your Reviewer Says: Not much snap to this

garter.

/' A Letter For Evie (M-G-M)

YES, yes, stop pointing out the other
plays that have used this love-letter

theme. We know all about them and we
still think this a good show. We think
so for several reasons. First because Hume
Cronyn is just about the best character
actor on the screen and it didn’t surprise
us at all that as a timid little GI who an-
swers the note meant for a bigger fellow,

he turns in a perfect comedy gem. Marsha
Hunt, shirt factory secretary who slips the
billet-doux into the pocket of a shirt, sized
sixteen and a half, has verve, vivacious-
ness, good looks plus a fine comedy sense.
Pamela Britton, her roommate, is cute, and
we like John Carroll for whom the note
was intended, albeit he seemed to mouth
his words nervously.
But on the whole it’s a little honey bun

of a cutie pie and you’ll like it.

Your Reviewer Says: Like spring, it is.

V' Pursuit To Algiers (Universal)

H OW far away can they get from the
original Sherlock Holmes story and

still have Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce
around? Anyway, the famous detective
and his faithful Watson find themselves
sacrificing a vacation in Scotland to accept
the odd assignment of escorting a monarch
safely back to his Balkan province. Of
course, all kinds of monkey business and
monkey-business people try to circumvent
the safety of the royal prince but you
know Basil and you know Nigel (who
went the long way round). So, of course,
you know everything turned out as it

should.
Marjorie Riordan, Rosalind Ivan, Martin

Kosleck and John Abbott help our friend
deteckitiffs in their movie sleuthing.

Your Reviewer Says: The clues are in the
clues closet, boys.

PAZO WILL RELIEVE
THOSE PAINFUL SIMPLE PILES

SMOTHER, PAZO CERTAINLY
BROUGHT PROMPT RELIEF

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain,
torture, itching of simple piles. Re-
member, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt,
comforting relief to millions. It gives
you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

HOW PAZO OINTMENT WORKS
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain
and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened,
dried parts, helps prevent cracking and
soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling
and check minor bleeding. 4. Provides
quick and easy method of application.

SPECIAL PILE PIPE FOR
EASY APPLICATION

Pazo ointment tube has a specially de-
signed, perforated Pile Pipe, making
application simple and thorough. Ask
your doctor about wonderful Pazo oint-
ment and the soothing, blessed relief

it gives for simple piles.

PAZO SUPPOSITORIES TOOI
Some persons, and many doctors, pre-
fer to use suppositories. So Pazo is also
made in handy suppositories. Same
soothing relief! Get Pazo in the form
you prefer, at your druggists today.

A Product of

THE GROVE LABORATORIES INC. • SI. Louis, Mo.

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
When d iamond-dazzl ingZircons from
the mines of far-away mystic Siam
are so effective and inexpensive?
Thrilling beauty, stand acid, true
backs, full of FIRE! Exquisite mount-
ings. See before you buy. Write for
FREE catalog.

National Zircon
Co. v Dept. 6,
Wheeling, W.Va.

CcttCe/OCf

FREE!

BIRTHDAYS and ANNIVERSARIES

LPay You Money
Sell Everyday Greeting Cards
New 1946 Assortments Now Ready

Show gorgeous folders for Birthdays, Anniversaries, Con-
gratulations, other occasions. 14-card assortments sell fast
at $1.00. You make up to 50c per box. Send 65c for Sample
Everyday Box. Your money refunded ;f you are not satisfied.

PH 1 1 TON GREETINGS CO., 147 Essex St.,vIllLI UI1 DEPT. 23-S BOSTON 11. MASS.

10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

Justsell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box.
remit the $1.00, and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red plastic
tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
pencils and 4 salve NOTV ifyou send $ 1.00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 14. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.
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FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES
NEURALGIC & MUSCULAR PAINS

umtfrIIJLID
JusttrythisSystem | Bl
on your Hair 7 days
and see if you are r _
pleasure of Attractive Hair that so
and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of Attractive Hair that so //
often captures Love and Romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
When SCALP andHAIR conditions are
normal and the dry brittle, breaking off
hair can be retarded i t has a chance to get
longer and much more beautiful. Just try
the JUELENE System 7 days and let your
mirror prove results. Send $1.00 orC.O.D.
plus postage. Fully guaranteed. Money
back if you are not delighted. Write to
JUEL CO.. 1930lrvingParkRd.,DeptF-610,Chicago 13,111-

Earn *30 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed

!

Learn at borne in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 yedrs of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5,00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You.
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 47 tb year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 183, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name.

City

Age_

_State

Along The Navajo Trail (Republic)

M USIC is crowding the old Western ac-
tion right off the screen these days

but when it’s Roy Rogers who does the
singing, fans don’t mind. Of course, there
is some story, you understand, but it

really doesn’t get in the way of Dale Evans
who sings with wim, wigor and witality, or
the warbling and churning of Estelita

Rodriguez who lets fly with a couple of

numbers. Gabby Hays is around, too, as
well as the Sons of the Pioneers. But we’re
beginning to wonder if maybe the kids are
beginning to long for a little more of the
old west stuff and less music. We would
if we were a kid.

Your Reviewer Says: Them Westerns sure
have changed.

An Angel Comes To Brooklyn
(Republic)

A LOT of people we never saw or heard
of crowd around in a musical fantasy

that had best died a-borning. Heaven
gets into the picture again and also

Brooklyn, which should give you a rough
idea. Of course, the idea behind all the
foosical nonsense has a bunch of un-
knowns, among them Kaye Dowd, Robert
Duke and David Street, trying to crash
show business. Charles Kemper is one of

those “between heaven and earth” fellows
who tries to help the youngsters.

Your Reviewer Says: The travel between
heaven and Hollywood is terrific these
days.

Captain Tugboat Annie
(Republic)

KA Y, my, how Tugboat Annie-Pannie has
changed through the years since first

Marie Dressier brought her to the screen
with Wallace Beery as her foil. She’s
grown mellow, the old girl has, and while
Jane Darwell does the best she can with
the sticky story material, it’s just not
Annie. Edgar Kennedy, Charles Gordon
and Pamela Blake get involved in the
proceedings.

Your Reviewer Says: Annie doesn’t live
here any more.

Dick Tracy (RKO)

VA/ELL, if it isn’t our old friend of the
comic strip, Detective Dick Tracy him-

self, making his debut on the screen! Now
watch for more comic characters to make
the leap!

Morgan Conway as Tracy is good but not
quite square-jawed enough to suit our
fancy. But the way he goes after old Split-

face is typical of the indomitable courage
and imagination of the man himself. And
goodie, divine old Mike Mazurki is Split-

face, which makes it all the more interest-
ing, to our notion. Anne Jeffreys is the
ever-faithful, long-enduring Tess, Tracy’s
sweetheart.

Your Reviewer Says: A cartoon come to life.

Fear (Monogram)

IF only a magazine editor had sent that
* check to Peter Cookson a day earlier, a
man would not have been murdered, War-
ren William and Anne Gwynne would not
have made this picture and everyone
would have been happier.
Anyway poor Cookson as the medical

student does kill the money lender and
suffers plenty of mental torture for it. And
why not, we ask? But those dream end-

OLD RUGS,
CLOTHING

Save up to ^2,
It’s All So Easy! Write today for big Free
Catalog (and Decorating Guide) that tells how
your materials are picked up at your door
at our expense by Express or Freight and
shipped to the Olson Factory, where . . .

. R-38, Chicago 41, III.

By the Olson Process we sterilize, shred,
sort, merge material of all kinds—reclaim
the valuable wools, etc., then bleach, picker,

,rd, spin, re-dye and weave deep-textured

New Reversible

BROADLOOM RUGS
in sizes up to 10 feet without
seams, any length, in:

Solid Colors Early American
Tone on Tone Florals, Ovals
Tweeds Oriental Designs

FACTORY-fo-YOU! We
guarantee to please, or

pay for materials. Over 2
million customers. We never
employ Agents or sell thru

stores. Our 72nd year.

Mail Coupon or lc

Postcard for this
beautiful 40 page
Olson Book of rugs
and model rooms.

Chicago New York S. Frisco

g
Please mail the Olson Catalog FREE to:
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Cleans! Disinfects!

Even cleaning out the garbage pail is

easier with Sergeant’s Disinfectant ! This
modern household cleaner gets right

down and helps clean away a cause of

odors . . . leaves a fresh, sweet pine scent.

Thorough, fast, yet it won’t irritate

your hands. Sergeant’s Disinfectant cuts

dirt and grime, disinfects, deodorizes,

and kills many germs. And its pine-fresh-

ness makes it pleasant to use.

Use a little in warm water for spark-

ling kitchens and bathrooms, for gleam-
ing floors and woodwork. Use full

strength in toilets and sink drains.

Get it at drug or department stores.
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ings! Oh dod, oh dod, how tired we are
of them.

Your Reviewer Says: This little pidgeon
walks people-toed.

Frontier Gal (Universal)

\K/ E have staggered out of more dance
' ’ hall, barroom orgies of the olden
Golden West than we care to mention.
And now here comes another with Yvonne
De Carlo as the frontier gal who owns a
saloon, gets kissed by and married to Rod
Cameron who almost instantly goes off to

jail for six years . . . but not too instantly,

of course, for when Rod returns he dis-

covers he’s the papa of a little girl played
cutely by Beverly Simmons. Fuzzy Knight
and Andy Devine, who are usually found
in Westerns, still are—and in this one too.

Yvonne is mighty purty in Technicolor,
but here’s one bet that she’ll set no worlds
on fire. Maybe she doesn’t want to.

Your Reviewer Says: Lots of people will

love it.

Masquerade In Mexico
(Paramount)

S
ORRY, but we didn’t like this. Every-
body seemed to be going about in such

a whirl of inactivity. Dorothy Lamour out
of a sarong and into a so-wronger, Arturo
de Cordova who, to our notion, sputtered
out in his career like a wet firecracker,

Patric Knowles who seemed pleased to be
working even if he couldn’t make head nor
tail of any of it and Ann Dvorak who went
right back to her estranged husband and
no wonder, are all nice people—but not in

this.

The music is fair, the singing so so, the
dancing a bore (who is this Billy Daniels
character?) and the direction by Mitchell
Leisen is far from par. The Mexico City
locale is interesting, that we are happy to

admit.

Your Reviewer Says: Our verdict is “no.”

Best Pictures of the Month
Leave Her To Heaven

Adventure

Road To Utopia

Vacation From Marriage

The Harvey Girls

The Spiral Staircase

Best Performances

Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde
and Jeanne Crain in

"Leave Her To Heaven”

Clark Gable in

",Adventure

”

Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby in

"Road To Utopia”

Deborah Kerr and
Robert Donat in

"Vacation From Marriage”

Judy Garland and
John Hodiak in

"The Harvey Girls”

Dorothy McGuire in

"The Spiral Staircase”

DREAMING OF
LONGER HAIR?

Try the RONOLA METHOD of Hair Care
for 1 week, and see If the enjoyment of
really attractive hair can be yours— lovely
hair that so often means Love and Romance.
Often in many cases Hair may get longer
when hair and scalp are in a normal, healthy
condition, and dry, brittle, breaking oil

ends can be retarded to give the hair a
chance to grow.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER!
Just try the RONOLA METHOD for 7 days and see

for yourself what it may do for you. Your friends and mir-
ror will tell you. Price only SI. 20, including tax. If sent
C O D , postage extra. Guaranteed to satisfy or money
back. Mail your order today

!

THE RONALD CO. DEPT. 113
6605 Cottage Grove Ave. f Chicago 37, III.

INVENTIONmm
SAVES

BARBER BILLS

Trims hair as it combs!
Easy! Quick! Keeps men’s,
women’s, children’ s hair
trim, neat, freshly-cut
looking all the time!
Trims, tapers, thins out

uneven hair. Use like ordinary comb. Safe. Simple. No
SAMPLES FOR AGENTS quired. Fine for
legs, underarms! Sells like wild! Sample offer sent im-
mediately to all who send name at once. A penny postal
will do. SEND NO MONEY. Just your name. KRISTEE CO.,
456 Bar St.. AKRON. OHIO.

HOLLYWOOD BARRELO’ FUN
24 JOKE NOVELTIES
Plus 12 New PartyGamesl
Everythingneededtoamuse.en*
tertainabigparty. Nutty Nov-
elties, Funny Favors, Daffy Di-

E
lomas, Goofy Gadgets, Beliy-
iaffBusinessCards. Prizes and

Surprizes! Gags Galore-stunts that

25£
slay ’em._ Send only 25c coin

EXTRA!
Act Quick!
—and we will
i n c lad e 6
screamingly
funny party
novelties in
addition toall
the above.

' Yes.that'sallitcosts.You’lllaff, scream, howl I

CALICRAFT,Box 165, Dept. 33, Hollywood, Calif.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to rasi-

I SL
I texts supplied, diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
I completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

^American School, Dpt. h-392. Drexel at 58th,Chicago37

dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied, pip’ — J ~ J n a

—**

Yes, for 77 years. Dr.Guild’s
GREEN MOUNTAIN ASTH-

1 MATIC COMPOUND hasbeen
the choice of thousands for reliev-

ing the miseries of asthmaticattacks.
Why not try this trusted asthmatic

aid yourself? Cigarettes, 50<!. Powder,
251 and $1.00 at nearly all drug

stores. If your dealer cannot supply
you.order direct.Useonly asdirected.

For FREE SAMPLE, write
Tty/— , i t t . TMO D \ 7

Y
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BLUE-JAY with Nupercaine gives

Amazing 3-Way RELIEF from

CORNS!
]
EXCLUSIVE with Blue-Jay,
anesthetic Nupercaine soon
curbs surface pain.

2 INSTANTLY stops shoe-pres-
sure pain.

O GENTLE medication to loos-
en hard “core,” simply lift

it out in a few days.

Only Blue-Jay Has NUPERCAINE
Not single action, not double action, but TRIPLE
relief with this NEW KIND of corn plaster!

At all drug or toilet goods counters.

2 Sizes—Standard and Little Toe
A product of

Division of The Kendall Company, Chicago 16

I Lovely solid sterling
I silver cushion shape

|

I set ring in your own
I Birthstone Color
I given for selling 4 .

I boxes Rosebud Salve 1

I at25ceach remitting I

|
the $1.00 to us. Send

[No Money. Order
4 Rosebud Salve byonecent postcard. 1 i

(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, if you send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

TOMBSTONES
$095
LEW UP

DIRECT TO YOU
Genuine beautiful ROCKDALE
Monuments, Markers. Satisfac- , EASY
tion or money back. Freight paid. TC.DMC
Free catalog. Compare our prices.

Rockdale Monument Co., Dept.729 Joliet, III.

LS.BIAIR

1982

1931

New Movie Diary Contains all

Details . . . Plus 80 Life-like

Portraits of Stars!
Do you know what musical instrument Van Johnson
plays . . . the facts about Dick Haymes’ marriage . . .

who is Sinatra’s favorite singer . . , how old Lauren
Bacall really is . . . what Bing Crosby likes to do best
. . . what is Betty Hutton’s natural color hair . . .

how Alan Ladd reached the top? Now you can know
all the answers plus details about the personal lives of
personalities like Errol Flynn, Humphrey Bogart, Lana
Turner, Clark Gable, Betty Grable and scores of others.

How to Be Your Own Movie Critic
This unusual 132-page MOVIE DIARY—the only book
of its kind—also enables you to keep a private record
of every picture you see. It contains special pages to
list each movie, its stars, and your personal comment
on it. In addition, the book contains gorgeous portraits
of 80 Hollywood stars that you’ll want to keep forever!

SEND NO MONEY!
Fill in and mail coupon. MOVIE DIARY will promptly
be sent by return mail in plain wrapper. But act
quickly while the supply lasts—mail coupon today!

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

COUPON TODAY
CONEL BOOKS, DEPT. IYN43
Riverside, Conn.
Please send my copy of MOVIE DIARY by return mail
in plain wrapper.

Send C.O.D. I'll pay postman 500 plus postage.
I enclose 500 (in coin or money order). You pay

postage.

Name

City Zone State
Canada—Send 750 Internatl. Money Order with coupon

Pillow Of Death (Universal)

A NOTHER Inner Sanctum mystery comes
to the screen replete with ghost-ridden

houses, seances and murders. Lon Chaney
is around strongly suspected of being the
man who smothers several pepple to death
with pillows. Whether he did it or not is

for you to find out and us to keep secret.

Brenda Joyce is very pretty as Chaney’s
secretary (Lon, believe it or not, plays an
attorney for a change). J. Edward Brom-
berg is the spiritualist and Rosalind Ivan
a divine delight as an English kin. What
an actress she is and how she enlivens
this piece of whodunit.

Your Reviewer Says: Pillows should be used
with more respect.

Strange Voyage (Signal Pictures)

THE story behind “Strange Voyage” is
‘ more interesting than the picture, but
just to play safe we’ll reveal both. It seems
Eddie Albert and several other service men
formed a motion-picture company called
Signal Pictures, found a story and went to
work. Judging from the finished product
the lads did it more for personal satisfac-

tion than the hope of pecuniary gain. If it

opens the gates to better jobs for the lads,

so much the better.

The story concerns a boat, a man named
Chris and a curious adventure in which
most of the principals perish. Albert, of
course, is very good, Bobby Cooper good
as a kid stowaway, and Elena Verdugo,
seen briefly, very pretty.

Your Reviewer Soys: We wish the lads well.

The Tiger Woman (Republic)

THERE are so many detectives in movies
• these days there are hardly enough peo-
ple left to be detected. Here’s Kane Rich-
mond, for instance, who joins the sleuthing
crew and apprehends (nice word, appre-
hends) Adele Mara who kills her husband
for his insurance and her week-kneed
partner Robert Fraser because he weakens.
Miss Mara, incidentally, makes both mur-
ders look like suicide. It’s only when
Richmond turns his masculine charms on
Miss Mara that he discovers the truth.
It’s all been done with obvious care and
for a little picture it isn’t bad at all.

Your Reviewer Says: Don’t try to fool one
of the movie detectives, kids.

W The Harvey Girls (M-G-M)

T
HE Atchinson, Topeka and the Santa Fe
finally pulled into the preview theater

long after the smoke of its hit tune had
spiraled heavenward. Nevertheless, it’s

still a great tune, delivered in a manner
to tinkle the toes and warm the heart. In

fact, the whole picture is delightful, telling

the story (well, no, not telling the story
exactly) of the westward trek of the wait-
resses who graced the famed Fred Harvey
station restaurants throughout the West.

Music, comedy and plain old ornery
villainy are interwoven in fancy M-G-M
style which means class in presentation,
production and direction by our beloved
George Sidney.
Judy Garland as the gal who answers a

matrimonial ad only to find Chill Wills as
the awful answer to a maiden’s prayer is

cute and appealing even if the role doesn’t
offer her much scope. Judy, who joins the
Harvey waitresses, constantly matches
wits, strength and finally love with Angela
Lansbury, one of “the girls” in the em-
porium of pleasure run by John Hodiak.
It’s in the cards, of course, that John and

I
Judy meet and battle, love and win.

DIAMONDS
Set In Fine Quality Mountings
Here is an unusual collection of rings to choose from

-you are sure fo find in this group the ring that will

thrill you and your friends

UL.Sryle H102— Ladies’
Engagement Ring — large
stone in beautiful Tiffany
setting — Solid Sterling
Silver $5.98

S_»y.l_e_H 1 0 7— Men’s
Ring set with large center
stone—2 smaller stones on
side — massive mounting.

$6.98

LSlyJ e .H.l .l.O

-

Men ’
s

Ring— “Buckle” design—
with two stones (or plain)—in I 30 10 K Gold mount-
ing $7.98

tyle_HlQ3— L ad ies’
Engagement Ring — Solid
Sterling Silver basket
mounting $4.98

w$.t y.!_g_ HJ Q (> — Men’s
Ring — large I karat size
single stone — fine heavy
mounting $4.98

O^tyj-JL-H IH- Men ',

“Viking” Ring — 10 K
Gold Top and massive Solid
Sterling Silver mounting
stamped in ring $4.98

LSlYle-Hl }2— Men’s
Masonic Ring — exquisite
design— I 30 14 K Yellow
Gold color or Solid Sterling
Silver $6.98

'

fotyle H108— Men’s
Cameo Ring set in Solid
Sterling Silver—with large
size 2-tone colored cameo.

$4.98

^ Style H 1 04 — Ladies’
Dinner Ring—25 stones set

in Solid Sterling Silver—
very rare with so many
stones $7.98

ft^*V»e H101 — Baby’s
Ring in 10 K Gold —
chased design—comes with
lucky 4-leaf clover. . .$2.98

^J|al4KT60LD i

ft Style H 1 05 — Ladies’
Wedding Ring — 10 stones
set in I 30 I4K Gold. .$4.98

4-Style H109— Men’s
Signet Ring with sparkling
replica diamond — extra

heavy mounting $3.98

SEND NO MONEY: Select ring style you desire

and mark in coupon (also mark second choice to avoid dis-

appointment). Send ring size (piece of paper or string

around finger). When postman delivers package pay him
price of ring plus postage and C.O.D. charges. If you send

Money Order with order we pay all postal charges. GUAR-
ANTEE: Examine ring. If not entirely pleased return same
day and get your money back. Fill in and mail coupon
NOW. Remember, due to wartime restrictions, fine jewelry

is scarce.

SIMMONS CO., Home of Fine Jewelry

30 Church St., Dept.H-370.New York 7, N. Y.

SIMMONS CO.. Home of Fine Jewelry
30 Church St., Dept,H-370,New York 7. N. Y.

Please send me the ring I have checked below as my
first choice. If you are out of my size then send second

or third choice I have also checked. I am enclosing

strip of paper (or string) for size. I will pay postman
price of ring plus postage. GUARANTEE: If T am
not pleased I may return ring the day I receive it and
you are to return my money.

First Choice Second Choice Third Choice

Style No. Q Style No. Q Style No.

Name-
PLEASE PRINT

City, Zone, State — —
Q I am enclosing Money Order in full payment. You

are to pay all postage charges.

NOTE: Foreign and Canadian orders must be accom-
panied by cash with order.
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for
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As a
precaution use

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD —

Don’t dose yourself with harsh, upsetting pur-
gatives. Take Ex-Lax— the chocolated laxative!
It’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

EX-LAX
TH

E
"HAPPY MEDIUM" LAXATIVE
lOc and 25c at alt drug stores
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Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often afte.
years of suffering1

, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as direc ed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett nd Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leadina Druqaists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 7704. Detroit 4 Mich

Miss Lansbury is delightful as the cold,

hard loser in the battle of hearts. Ray
Bolger’s dancing and Kenny Baker’s sing-
ing are outstanding features. Marjorie
Main, as the cook, clowns and capers; Vir-
ginia O'Brien sings in her dead-panish
manner and Preston Foster acts up some-
thin’ awful as the double-crossing judge.

Your Reviewer Says: Charm, excitement
music.

^ Scarlet Street (Universal)

A REPEAT on the characters that made
“Woman In The Window” a hit, makes

“Scarlet Street” another enjoyable picture,

albeit not as strong as its predecessor. It

does establish the fact that Joan Bennett is

a good actress given the material and as

the scheming sweetie of Duryea, both of

whom encourage meek little Robinson in

his love-making, she is most convincing.
Robinson’s role, of course, is tailor-made,
and how he makes it sit up and beg!
Duryea has never been so loathsomely al-

luring while Rosalind Ives as Robinson’s
unappreciative and unattractive wife adds
just the right bit of spice.

There’s a certain forthright ugliness to

the tale that lends it rugged fascination

and audiences will undoubtedly be both
repelled and intrigued during its un-
pleasant unfoldment. Jess Barker, Marga-
ret Lindsay and Samuel S. Hinds are the
supporting players.

Your Reviewer Says: Brr!

^ Up Goes Maisie (M-G-M)

S
ERVICE men, we’re assured, simpPy dote
on the Maisie pictures and it’s under-

standable why they do. They present no
problems or technical references to jar and
irr.itate. They’re made solely for relaxation
and entertainment and let it be said they
achieve their purpose.
Ann Sothern is still stout-hearted Maisie

going from job to job and doing her best
always. In this episode she has a job with
a young inventor, George Murphy, who is

trying to market his helicopter. You just

know without being told Maisie eventually
pilots the helicopter with all the flourishes

of a confused truck driver—a very laugh-
able incident.

Murphy is good, naturally, and so is

Hillary Brooke as the meanie. Horace
McNally and Paul Harvey get involved
in the doing until Maisie un-involves them.

Your Reviewer Says: Maisie is always wel-
come on our movie calendar.

HAIR
...AND LOOK IO
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now. at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—Irom lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does It—or your
money back. Approved by thousands —Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 60c
and $1.65 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 283, COVINGTON, KY .

Hair
OFF

PATTERNS,DESIGNS

RING

Face
Lips«..Arms...Leg9

Now Happy! J had ugly superfluous hair . . .was
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book, “How to Meet the Superfluous Hair Problem”
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL offer Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 527 , Chicago 64, 111.

Afarand$£
rmww.
Yards and Yards—three pounds
or more, BARGAIN ! Beautiful
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus-
trated designs and patterns with order.
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.D.
SEND NO MONEY. Just a penny postcard^or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. OrderH
TODAY THE COLONIAL SHOP,
Dept.29-CfZeigler, Illinois.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R.G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction." describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

tering—successful for 45 years. BenJ. N. Bogue,
Dept. 1181, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4. Ind.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches pi mm
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER W /(Same price for full length or R
bust form, groups, landscapes, amU H
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your 9 Cl 9*5

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY JnBtmailpholo .

negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage— or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer c

Send your photos today.
PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS

100 East Ohio Street Dept. 1556-C Chicago (11),

Wedding
AND

ENGAGEMENT I

TEN DAYS’ TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: With every
order for smart, new Sterling

Silver Solitaire engagement
ring we will include with-
out extra charge exquisite
wedding ring set with
eight imitation diamonds
matching in fire and bril-

liance the beautiful imita-
tion Diamond solitaire en-

gagementring (the perfect brid-

al pair). Send no money with order,

name, address and ring size. We ship

both rings in lovely gift box immediately

and you make just 2 easy payments of $2

each, total only $4. We trust you. No red
* tape as you make first payment and 20% Fed-

eral tax to postman on arrival then balance

"any time within 30 days. Money-back guar-

antee. Act NOW
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. ST-386, Jefferson. Iowa



DON’T SUFFER FROM
SORE, CHAPPED HANDS!

Let nurses' discovery

help YOU

Hundreds of nurses write and tell

us how effective Noxzenia is for

red, chapped hands. These let-

ters are typical: “Have you ever

washed your hands a hundred
times a day? We nurses in conta-

gion do—and Noxzema is my only

relief from rough, red hands.”

Another writes: “My hands and
arms were so irritated from
scrubbing for operations that I

couldn't be comfortable any-
where ’till 1 tried Noxzema- 1 got
immediate relief.”

Actual tests show chapped hands

heal faster— this medicated way!

V'V' The Spiral Staircase (RKO)

T
OP-HEAVY with actors, this story of

murder and mystery wobbles a little in

places, but manages to intrigue, excite and
entertain nevertheless. With Ethel Barry-
more, Dorothy McGuire and George Brent
as stars, one would naturally expect a

more thoroughly rounded story. One flaw

is the unsteady characterization as deliv-

ered by Miss Barrymore, which is the

writer’s fault, we judge.

The story tells of a murderer who does
away with women of imperfections. First

a girl with a scar, then a cripple, then an
attempt on Dorothy McGuire, a girl who
has lost her voice through shock. That
Rhonda Fleming, who carries no imper-
fections, also meets a like fate is one of the

.plot weaknesses. Elsa Lanchester, Rhys
Williams and Sara Allgood lend story sup-
port to a strong cast and Gorden Oliver as

Brent’s half brother lends a nice touch to

the mystery. Kent Smith is both likable

and believable as the doctor.

Your Reviewer Says: Go on, guess who did

it!

VV The Sailor Takes A Wife
(M-G-M)

C UTE, cute, cute, and at times just too

cute, describes the dialogue, the situa-

tions and occasionally the acting of this

entertaining movie of a boy and girl who
meet and marry in a hurry. Their really

comical attempts to adjust themselves to

connubial bliss and each other provide
some hilarious moments. In fact, the

show just misses by a hairs-breadth being

a topnotch comedy, and why it failed to

win out in the photo finish is just one of

those things.

June Allyson as the twinkly-eyed little

bride and Robert Walker as her eager
bridegroom are so very right for their

roles. Without them the picture would
have lost half its charm. Walker is a born
comedian and should be given bigger and
better comedies during 1946. June, of

course, never misses, and with the aid of

Hume Cronyn, one dream boy of an actor,

Eddie “Rochester” Anderson and sirenish

Audrey Totter to complicate matters in

an—er—physical way, the picture just

couldn’t help but entertain, and bless its

little heart, it does—enormously.

Your Reviewer Says: A honey bun with
raisins yet.

\/\lsl Indicates picture rated
11

outstanding when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

' very good when reviewed

N/ Indicates picture rated

"good” when reviewed

ALLOTMENT WIVES—Monogram: Kay Francis
tries very hard to be a bad lady racketeer out to trim
service-wives of their insurance and allotments, and
Paul Keliy of Army Intelligence poses as a news-
paperman to track her down. You might like it—it's

also got Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael and Teala
Loring. (Feb.)

APOLOGY FOR MURDER—PRC: Faintly rem-
iniscent of “Double Indemnity,” this has Ann Savage
as the nasty one who lures newspaperman Hugh Beau-

• Yes, scores of nurses were among the

first to discover Noxzema—how quickly
it soothes and helps heal hands sore and
chapped from frequent washings.
Actual tests with Noxzema on both

mildly and badly chapped hands show
that this soothing, greaseless medicated
cream helps heal faster— improvement in

many cases being seen overnight! That’s

It is common knowledge that nothing under-

mines health so quickly as loss of sleep. You
know how just one or two sleepless nights

can drag you down.Who is the "robber” that

creeps upon you in the middle of the night

and keeps you awake? Is it "NERVES” that

rob you of the sleep you need? Nervous
Tension can be responsible for so many
Wakeful Nights as well as Crankiness, Rest-

lessness, Nervous Headache and Indigestion.

When you feel Nervous and Jittery— when
you can’t sleep at night, why don’t you try

because Noxzema is a medicated formula

that not only relieves the soreness, but

helps heal the tiny “cuts” and “cracks.”

Try Noxzema! See how quickly it brings

grateful relief! At all drug counters;

10^, 35d, 50(1 (plus tax).

NOXZEMA

Dr. Miles Nervine? For over 50 years Dr.
Miles Nervine has been a mild but effective

sedative, that helps to quiet your nerves, re-

lieve Nervous Tension, and permit Refreshing

Sleep. Get Dr. Miles Nervine at your Drug
Store. It comes in two forms. Liquid 25c and
$1.00 sizes. Effervescent Tablets 35c and 75c
sizes. Caution; read directions and use only as

directed. See what it can do for you to relax

tense nerves and help you get your sleep and
rest. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT

The positive deodorant powder that destroys all body odors!

IF YOU ARE OVERWEIGHT
Sylvia of Hollywood shows you an amazingly simple way to
lose those excess pounds. No starvation diets, drugs or ap-
pliances. Illustrated 128-page book—only 25c postage paid.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC.

Dept. PP-346, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Be a Designer of Jlma/ll JaAfuorvS
Fascinating field. Originate your own distinctive
clothes. Our basic training provides excellent
starting point for career. Learn at home—spare
time. Send for FREE booklet today.
... NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michigan Ave. t Dept. 1383. Chicago 5 « III.

Who Is the Robber That
Steals Your Sleep?
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SHOULD KNOW

about
MERCOLIZEDWAX CREAM
Now lovelier, lighter skin beauty is within

the reach of any woman who goes after

it allied with Mercolized Wax Cream.

Th is famous Cream contains an active

ingredient used as long as history has

been recorded. It loosens and dissolves

scaly little chappings and is effective in

helping to make skin firmer—more trans-

lucent. In the presence of Mercolized

Wax Cream a lovely bleaching action

takes place on the skin surface, and the

appearance of dingy, cloudy pigment is

retarded. If your complexion is PASS-

ABLE, don't be satisfied—seek to make it

more radiant, more attractive and

younger looking with Mercolized Wax
Cream. Use only as directed.

OILY SKIN—Helped by the invaluable

aid of SAXOLITE ASTRINGENT. Just

dissolve Saxolite in one-half pint witch

haiel and pat it on the skin several

times a day. It subdues excess surface

oil, tightens soft skin tissue by tem-
porary contraction, and leaves the skin

feeling delightfully refreshed.

Sold at Cosmetic Counters Everywhere.

WITH JOYOUS SPEED

No More Worry

About Ugly Hair

Why worry about that ugly superfluous hair on face

and lips? No one need ever know if you use Caress. This
modern, scientific method has helped thousands of

otherwise lovely women from Hollywood to Miami to

new happiness and beauty. It is so unique and original

that it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just a twist of the

wrist every few days and you need never see a super-

fluous hair on your face again. No smelly liquid or

possibly injurious wax or paste. No after stubble—will

not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs

Hair off legs, arms, face in just a jiffy or double your

money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.

Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49

plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash

accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.

Scott-Nelson Co., Box 114-F

116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for

superfluous hair. I’ll pay postman $1.49 plus

postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days. I'll

return it for refund of double my purchase price.

(If you send cash we pay postage.)

Name
Address -

| City State I

1 - 4

mont on to murder. The story hits a vacuum every
so often that leaves the audience wondering what
they’re wasting their time for. (Dec.)

BEHIND CITY LIGHTS— Republic: Lynne Rob-
erts is a country girl who isn't satisfied with her
farmer beau, William Terry, so she goes off to the
city only to discover that the new love she meets
there is a jewel thief. Esther Dale, Peter Cookson and
Jerome Cowan contribute to the proceedings. (Dec.)

l/t/BELLS OF ST. MARY’S
,
THE—RKO : An-

other “Going My Way,” not quite as good, perhaps,
in plot, but crowded with tenderness and gentle humor.
Bing Crosby scores again as the priest who takes
over the run-down parish school guided by Mother
Superior Ingrid Bergman, and the solutions to their
everyday problems brings warmth and pathos to the
screen. Aided beautifully by Joan Carroll. Martha
Sleeper, Bill Gargan and Una O’Connor. (Feb.)

1/(/BLITHE SPIRIT—Two Cities-United Artists:
Noel Coward fans will greet and love again this gay
satirical tale of a jealous ghost, Kay Hammond, who
for a time completely bewilders her ex-husband,
played with marvelous British humor by Rex Harri-
son, and also his second wife, ditto by Constance
Cummings. But the outstanding fun is supplied by
the local seance-er, Margaret Rutherford, who in-

duces the ghost to return from the spirit world.
(Feb.)

^BOSTON BLACKIE’S RENDEZVOUS—Colum-
bia • Chester Morris as Boston Blackie is one of the
best detectors in movies, what with trapping a mad
strangler with ease. Nina Foch is the girl who al-

most gets strangled, Steve Cochran is the boogey
man, and George Slone the dumb stooge. (Dec.)

CLUB HAVANA—PRC: Plots and counterplots
are all over the place, with Tom Neal and Dorothy
Morris in love, the romance of Margaret Lindsay
and Don Douglas gone askew, Paul Cavanagh and
Renie Riano a twosome, and Isabelita and Eric
Sinclair making eyes at each other. (Jan.)

COME OUT FIGHTING—Monogram : Leo Gorcey,
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell and other unreformed
Eastside Kids get mixed up with the police again.
June Carlson, Amelita Ward, Addison Richards and
George Meeker are in it too. (Dec.)

(/(/CORNERED—RKO: Dick Powell in his sec-
ond tough guy role gives a convincing portrayal, not
helped greatly by the story, which, however, has

•plenty of action to make up for it. We guarantee at
least two scenes will make your spine tingle in Dick’s
search (as a discharged British flier) for the Nazi
responsible for the death of his French wife. Walter
Slezak’s villainy and Micheline Cheirel’s motives
will have you guessing too. (Feb.)

CRIMSON CANARY. THE—Universal: Murder
and music get mixed up in this slight story of five

ex-veterans who form an orchestra but must disband
when the girl singer is murdered. It’s not very good,
but Lois Collier, Noah Beery Jr. and John Lite! are
in it. (Feb.)

I/DAKOTA—Republic: The good old Wild West is

here again with John Wayne encountering swindler
Ward Bond, and loved by his true-blue beautiful
wife Vera Hruba Ralston. We’ve seen more rugged
Westerns, but we think you’ll like it if you’re in the
mood, especially since Mike Mazurki and Walter
Brennan help out. (Feb.)

(/DALTONS RIDE AGAIN, THE—Universal:
Those bad Daltons ride high with Alan Curtis as a
Robin Hood sort of character stealing only for noble
purposes. Martha O’Driscoll supplies the romantic
interest, and the good little cast is rounded out by
Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney, Jess Barker and Noah
Beery Jr. (Feb.)

DANNY BOY—PRC: Danny Boy is a dog who re-

turns from war with battle fatigue only to encounter
a meanie civilian and an even meaner rancher, so
when he escapes he naturally attacks his persecutors.
Robert “Buzzy” Henry is the dog’s owner, and
Ralph Lewis a Marine veteran. An overdose of
sentimentality creeps in every now and then, but it’s

a fair picture of its kind. (Jan.)

\/DOLLY\SISTERS, THE—20th Century-Fox: Re-
puted to be a biographical film of the famous Dolly
Sisters who sang and danced their way to interna-
tional fame, it is instead the same old Technicolor
musical you’ve been seeing for years. Betty Grable
and June Haver are the sisters, and John Payne is

the man whom Betty loves, renounces and picks up
again. With S. Z. Sakall and Frank Latimore. (Dec.)

(/DON'T FENCE ME IN—Republic: Dale Evans
goes west for her magazine to discover whether a
certain desperado really died as reported, and al-

most steals the picture from Roy Rogers who gets

involved in her search. Gabby Hayes, Robert Living-
ston, Marc Lawrence and Lucile Gleason add to the
old-time Western stuff. (Jan.)

S/ENCHANTED FOREST, THE—PRC: A charm-
ing, truly different movie, with Harry Davenport
as a sort of forest hermit who rescues a baby and
raises the lad amidst his forest friends until the
mother, Brenda Joyce, returns to the woods. The
little animals of the forest capture the honors from
the human actors, lending it all a Walt Disney flavor

that is charming. It’s in cinacolor which is new and
exciting. (Dec.)

Now She Shops

“Cash And Carry”
Without Painful Backache **

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

NEW
Tiny Pocket Size

RADIO!
Slips in your pocket or purse— Wt.
only S ozb.I Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained

phone for personal use. Beautiful black
silver plastic case. Has patented fixed
Crystal-Slide Tuning Dial! NO TUBES.
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG
IS REQUIRED. USUALLY RE-
CEIVES LOCAL BROADCASTS with-
out outside aerial wires.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according to instructions. Can be used in
homes, offices, hotels, cabins, in bed after hours, etc.

ecun ANI V Cl AA (cash, money order, cheok) and paydcnv UHL I *I.UII postman $2.99 plus delivery fees on ar-
rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR
CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your PA-KETTE
RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. Dealers in most cities.

Pa-Kette Electric Co., Dept. MFW-3, Kearney, Nebraska

EXTRA
MONEY
for YOU

Sell GREETING CARDS
and Personal Stationery

$1.00 All Occasion
Assortment. Costs you 50c up per box. Also
Birthday, Baby Congratulation. Gift Wrapping,
Humorous, Scripture Text assortments 35c
up. Up to 100% profit. Extra Bonus. Request
$1.00 Everyday assortment on approval and
Free Stationery portfolio. Special Offer.
min Greeting Card Co.. Oept. M-2G. Elmira, N. Y.

FREE
SAMPLES

Name
Imprinted
Stationery

Pre-laundered for immediate use.

Extra large. Highly absorbent.

Economical, too. Long lasting.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Earn while learning — Opportunities everywhere

THOUSANDS NEEDED NOW
Demands for Nurses today greater than ever
before! Profitable, interesting career.

HOSPITAL TRAINING
(optional) In hospitals near own locality.
High school not necessary. No age limit .

Get the facts today! I J .1
J
’J|TTTTin

FREE PLACEMENT IllimTM'fil
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing

Dept. 12, 127 No. Oearboro St. Chicago 2, Illinois

GET QUICK relief with Dent’s Tooth Gum or Dent’s
Tooth Drops! ‘‘Cavity Toothache" frequently strikes
at night. Be prepared. Buy either package from your
druggist today. Keep it handy for children
and adults. Follow easy directions.

hrijT^C TOOTH CUM
l/bll I J TOOTH DROPS

P EE . Catalog with more than 600 miniature

r/%XTC photos with each order. SPECIAL — 16 page

"Pin-Up Paradise" catalog on request with each order.

"?<zdci*uitctt<jt

MOVIE
STARS

PHOTOS
I fZfrn'I.

00

A Exciting high gloss

A shots of your Holly-

1 wood favorites in

fascinating poses.

/(/FALLEN ANGEL—20th Century-Fox: Dana
Andrews is a rolling stone who falls in love with ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE

D’p’fcs

,V:”
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MAVifflilili’U'l
Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning $30—$50—$75

A Week
Learn at Home in Your

Spare Time for a Fascinat-

ing Hobby and Profitable

Career in Commercial Art!
It’s pleasant and interesting: to
study Art the W.S.A. way. COM-
MERCIAL ART, DESIGNING. CAR-
TOONING all in ONE complete
home study course. No previous
Art experience necessary—hundreds
have profited by our practical meth-
ods since 1914. TWO ART OUT-
FITS furnished. Full information
in FREE BOOK. “Art for Pleasure
and Profit.” Write today. STATE
AGE. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF
ART, Studio 863C. 1115—15th
St.. N. W., Washington 5. D. C.

Select Your Very Own
Simulated Birthstone
January - Garnet
February- Amethyst
March - - Aquamarine
April - - White Sapphii
May - - - Green Spinel
June - - Alexandrite
July - - - Ruby
August - Peridot
September-Sapphire
October - Rozircon
November-Gold ’n Sapphire
December - Zircon

24 k.GOLD PLATED
BIRTHSTONE RING
Sweetheart Design!AAA
BEAUTIFUL HeartHUY
SHAPED STONE A Plus

LADIES I Wear thisWU™
lovely ring set with your very own
Simulated Birthstone. Genuine24K
Gold Plated Shank in smart, new-
beautiful design is adjustable — will fic

any size finger. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money back. ACT NOW I Know the
thrill and satisfaction of owning your very
own simulated Birthstone.

SEND NO MONEY!
Justname and month you wereborn. Pay
postman only 98c plus Tax and postage
for 1 ring or $1.69 plus Tax for 2 rings.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT. 6-H CHICAGO 10. ILL.

t/iATCl

!9-

50

IMITATION
DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart new

yellow gold plate engagement ring or wedding ring.
Romance design engagement ring set with flashing, imita-
tion diamond solitaire in sentimental orange blossom
mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed, yellow gold
plate in exquisite Honeymoon design. Either ring only
$1.50 or both for $2.79 and tax. SEND NO MONEY wltn
order, just name and ring size. Pay on arrival then wear
ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. 608-BN Jefferson. Iowa

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co.. 11 East St., New Haven, Ct

1 Remember Your Loved One!

Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER

PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Made Design with YOUR
PHOTO HAND-PAINTED IN OIL

Permanently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crystal. WATER-
PROOF—DUST-PROOF Will NEVER FADE.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail a photo or clear snap-
shot which will be returned in good order. When your
Photo Ring arrives, pay the postman $4.49 plus a few
cents postage. LIFETIME GUARANTEE OF SERV-
ICE. MADE TO SELL FOR $7.50. Maes production
and direct sales to you make this value possible.

$449

Send in a Paper Strip with your
ring Finger measure for correct size.

FISK INDUSTRIES. Dept. 125

Fisk Building. 250 W. 57 St.. N. Y. 19

Federal
Taxes
Ino.

money-minded waitress Linda Darnell, so in order
to get cash he marries the local rich girl, Alice Faye.
Then comes Linda’s murder and Dana finds him-
self in a trap. The picture’s an intriguing one, with
provocative situations. (Jan.)

•SFIGHTING GUARDSMAN, THE—Columbia:
Old world whoop-la, packed with fights, brawls and
romantic shenanigans. Willard Parker is the noble-
man who aids the peasants in taking arms against
Louis XVI, and he and his friends steal the royal
taxes to divide it among the poor. Anita Louise is

the girl Willard loves, Lloyd Corrigan the king, and
the cast includes John Loder and Janis Carter. (Dec.)

\/FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO—RKO : Tom Neal
is an American major who speaks and looks Japanese,
so he steals into a Tokyo concentration camp in order
to find an American 'engineer who knows the secret
of the atomic bomb. As well as the engineer Marc
Cramer, he finds his fiancee, Barbara Hale. It’s got
some pretty hectic moments of suspense. (Dec.)

f/tSHOLD THAT BLONDE—Paramount: Eddie
Bracken is a kleptomaniac who attempts to follow his
psychiatrist’s advice and find himself a girl. So he
not only finds Veronica Lake, but also swipes her
compact in which is hidden the combination of a safe
holding a priceless necklace. From then on the farce
gets faster and sillier, but you’ll find yourself laugh-
ing all over the place. (Dec.)

HOW DOOO YOU DO—PRC: Of all the silly

claptrap and ridiculous goings on, this takes the
prize 1 Bert Grodon, the mad Russian, isn’t funny
to us, nor is the music fun, nor the cast very lucid

—

which also includes Harry Von Zell, Cheryl Walker
and Ella Mae Morse. So, frankly, we can dooo
without it. (Feb.)

\/ISLE OF THE DEAD—RKO: Superstitions,
horror and drama are expertly woven together for a
pretty solid little scare-’em-to-death. When Boris
Karloff, a Greek general, takes war correspondent
Marc Cramer to the island of the dead the horror
begins. Ellen Drew is a victim of the evil eye, and
Karloff does a splendid job. (Dec.)

JEEP HERDERS—Planet: When a returned GI
finds his father about to be driven off his Western
range, he calls on his soldier buddies for help and
they arrive and take over like a motored division.
June Carlson, Johnny Day, Pat Michaels and Steve
Clark are the principals involved. (Jan.)

tS\/KlSS AND TELL—Columbia: You’ll laugh till

your sides ache and have yourself a wonderful time
in this ludicrous picture about a secret bride who’s
about to have a baby. Shirley Temple comes into
maturity as the sister of the secret bridegroom, and
Jerome Courtland is a sensational newcomer. Walter
Abel and Katharine Alexander as Shirley’s parents,
and Virginia Welles as the bride all add to the
laughs. (Dec.)

l/V'KITTY — Paramount: This rags to riches-
Pygmalion story, set back in an Eighteenth century
of striking contrasts, stars Paulette Goddard and
Ray Milland, both finely cast. There is intrigue and
lavishness to delight the senses and the eyes; the
story-interest holds to the end. You will also like
Patric Knowles, Cecil Kellaway and Constance
Collier. (Feb.)

^LAST CHANCE, THE—Praesens: A story of
refugees and prisoners of all nations, speaking in
many tongues, fleeing the Nazis is this out-of-the-way
film made in Switzerland, important in its appeal for
racial tolerance. It is different and artistic, and has
English subtitles to help you along. John Hay, Ray
Reagan and Luisa Rossi are good, though unknown
to American audiences. (Feb.)

i/LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE—Republic:
Why Virginia Bruce should imagine for one moment
that anyone wouldn't see through her French gover-
ness disguise is beyond us. Edward Ashley is her
long-suffering husband, Victor McLaglen is the but-
ler and Helen Broderick and Nils Asther contribute
some good acting. Little Jacqueline Moore is a cutie-
pie child. (Dec.)

MAN ALIVE—RKO: Pat O’Brien forgets his wife's
birthday, so he gets very drunk and exchanges
clothes with a fellow drinker who promptly dies,
leaving Pat’s wife, Ellen Drew, believing herself a
widow. So Pat heeds Adolphe Menjou’s advice and
continues to play dead while Rudy Vallee courts
Ellen. The cast is too good for this sort of thing.
(Jan.)

OUTLAW
,
THE—Howard Hughes: At long last

Jane Russell’s first picture appears, and we’re sorry
but we were disappointed. We liked her leading man
Jack Beutel (who could be another Alan Ladd) much
better. The picture is a unique kind of old West
tale and has a strange, fascinating attraction despite
many ridiculous moments. Walter Huston turns in
a brilliant job, and Thomas Mitchell is in it too.
(Feb.)

OUTLAW OF THE ROCKIES—Columbia: An-
other Western, with Charles Starrett two people all

at once, one the Sheriff and the other the Durango
Kid, a mounted Robin Hood, of all things. Anyway,
the townsfolk think Charlie helped his pal, Tex Hard-
ing, to break jail, so Tex goes it alone as the Kid, and
there’s a lot of chases with some singing thrown in.
Carole Matthews is Tex’s girl friend. (Dec.)

]V^PARDON MY PAST—Mutual-Columbia: Fred
MacMurray plays a dual role in this happy comedy

. . . using facial massage, applied with

00, (DASSAGETT
Massage is the basis of most modern systems

of beauty culture. Correctly applied, it tends

to stimulate circulation, remove waste pro-

ducts of fatigue, add tone to skin and muscles.

Now you can give effective massage at home, to
face, body, scalp — easily, inexpensiveU', with
Oster Massagett. To yourself or others. Patented
suspended motor action delivers rotating-patting
movements to your fingers, for refreshing light or
deep massage.

Thousands of Oster massage instruments ate in

use, both professionally and at home. Massagett
costs only $19.50. Send coupon below for free

booklet and name of your dealer. No obligation.

Free/Booklet on Massage and Massagett

Authoritative, illustrated booklet
tells what massage is, how it works,
what it may do for you. Shows many
popular applications. Mail coupon
now for your free copy.

•••Tear out coupon and mail today!

JOHN OSTER MFG. CO.
Dept. 153 Racine, Wisconsin

Send me free Oster Massage Manual
and also name of my Massagic dealer.

Name

Address

City (— ) State.

mm,Dealers : Write for information!!

Use Over Your Favorite Polish
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Chest Cold Misery

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTIC
The moist heat of an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice relieves cough,
tightness of chest mus-
cle soreness due to chest
cold, bronchial irritation
and simple sore throat.

Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice just hot enough

to be comfortable—then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice also relieves pain . . . reduces swelling,
limbers up stiff aching muscles due to a simple
sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or
condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
tube or can at any drug store NOW,

Antipklogisrine
The WhitePackage with the Orange Band -fULg*

i SgL

SIMPLE
CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL

IRRITATION
SIMPLE
SPRAIN. BRUISE
SORE MUSCLES
CHARLEY HORSE

P
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"Dark-Eyes”, Dept. JC-6
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I

package of "Dark-Eyes”, and directions.
|

Check shades : Black Brown

Name
I

Address I

Town State I

'2ba/ih-&Tj4£
EYELASH DARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . . . even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible

darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . . . thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution-. Use only
as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package
of “Dark-Eyes” today!

$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart-

ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not

yet carry "Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!

of a soldier who returns from the wars to be mistaken
for a Mr. Pemberton who owed money to a gangster
and left his wife, Rita Johnson. William Demarest
is MacMurray’s pal, Akim Tamiroff the gangster
who wants his money back, and Harry Davenport and
Douglass Dumbrille are also very good. (Dec.) WRGI1 ER
1/PEOPLE ARE FUNNY—Paramount: Packed
with radio personalities, this has Art Linkletter as
emcee of the air show and Rudy Vallee a fussy
sponsor determined to land Jack Haley for his show.
Frances Langford sings, Philip Reed and Helen
Walker are the romancers, and Ozzie Nelson, the
Vagabonds and Bob Graham pop in and out of the
affair. (Jan.)

RIVER GANG—Universal : Gloria Jean is an in-
hibited sort of girl, kept in a fairy-tale daze by her
pawn broker uncle, John Qualen. When a priceless
Stradivarius is stolen, a gang of kids, including Gloria
and led by Keefe Brasselle, begin running down clues.
Gloria sings one number well, and shows considerable
improvement in the acting department. (Dec.)

)/SAN ANTONIO—Warners: Errol Flynn in an-
other Western is his usual charming self, turning
out a nicely restrained performance as the fearless,
cleverer-than-anybody hero, tracking down cattle
rustler Paul Kelly and winning beauteous Alexis
Smith. And all in Technicolor too. (Feb.)

SARATOGA TRUNK—Warners: Ingrid Berg-
man shows how complete and superb an actress she
is by giving us an entrancing Clio, emotional, beauti-
ful and a hussy. Gary Cooper plays the Texas cowboy
whom Ingrid tries to renounce for a marriage of
wealth and revenge. The story is unbalanced, but
colorful, and if you don’t care for Flora Robson in
it, you won’t be able to help admiring Florence Bates’
characterization. (Feb.)

SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGA TOR—Republic

:

Erich Von Stroheim is the latest movie art thief who
tries to steal the Mona Lisa, which leaves Sir C.
Aubrey Smith in one heck of a mess. Doris Lloyd
and Forrester Harvey are outstanding as finaglers,

and Stephanie Bachelor and Richard Fraser play
the romantic interest. (Jan.)

1/SHADY LADY—Universal: Ginny Simms is

Charles Coburn's niece who tries to keep her card-
sharp uncle straight. Martha O’Driscoll, in love with
Alan Curtis, Joe Frisco in a few very funny moments,
and Kathleen Howard, for whom Coburn pretends
love, fit into their roles very cozily, but it’s Coburn’s
trouping that really carries the picture. Robert Paige
is Ginny’s romantic moment. (Dec.)

1/SHE WENT TO THE RACES—M-G-M: Three
men and a beautiful woman professor, Frances
Gifford, bet on the horses in order to advance sci-

ence, and naturally science gets lost in the running as

Frances applies her betting tactics to winning James
Craig away from Ava Gardner. Edmund Gwenn
hasn’t nearly enough to do, and Sig Ruman and
Reginald Owen contribute to the fun. (Jan.)

1/SING YOUR WAY HOME—RKO: This little

movie mainly has Marcy Maguire, a peppy youngster,
singing her way home to America from liberated
France, Anne Jeffreys for romantic interest. Jack
Haley for comedy, and Donna Lee, a fifteen-year-old

prima donna. It won’t hurt you, but it would help
if you like vocal classics in music. (Feb.)

1/SPANISH MAIN, THE—RKO: Photographically
beautiful, romantic, but repetitious in theme is this

old story of the pirate, played by Paul Henreid, who
kidnaps Maureen O’Hara on her journey to wed
the Spanish Viceroy Walter Slezak. Maureen is fan-

tastically beautiful, but somehow Henreid never be-

comes the dashing pirate who robs and pillages Span-
ish ships. With Binnie Barnes. (Dec.)

\/SSPELLBOUND—Selznick International: You’ll

be spellbound through most of this picture in which
Ingrid Bergman is a doctor of psychiatry who meets
and falls in love with Gregory Peck. But Gregory
has lost his memory and is wanted for murder, so

Ingrid helps him escape the police and then comes
her desperate effort to bring his memory back and
discover the truth about his past. (Jan.)

SPIDER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Nick Conte is

very good as the detective wno gets involved in a

lot of killings, and Faye Marlowe shows promise as

the girl who involved him. Kurt Kreuger and Martin
Kosleck are on hand to lend something or other to a

picture that definitely doesn’t come off. (Jan.)

1
/^STORK CLUB—Paramount: Betty Hutton is

loud but not terribly funny as the Stork Club
hat-check girl who gets established in a swanky
hotel suite with bills paid by an anonymous admirer.

When orchestra leader Don DeFore returns from
service, he suspects the worst. Barry Fitzgerald is

very good as the old codger Betty befriends, and
Andy Russell in his screen debut is sure to click.

(Jan.)

STRANGE CONFESSION — Universal: Brenda
Joyce, who wants some easy money, lures her hus-

band Lon Chaney into hurrying through a medical

discovery so he goes to South America for a certain

herb. He returns when he learns the uncompleted

drug has been given his ailing son who dies because

of its imperfection, and then he goes berserk. (Jan.)

SUNBONNET SUE—Monogram: Gale Storm sings

new and old ditties in her father’s bowery saloon
until his society relatives manage to get the place
closed because it’ll ruin their social position. So

KOMB - KLEANED SWEEPER
Setter, Satie* "PICK-UP"

I. R.WAGNER MFC. CO., Dept. MW, Milwaukee 9, Wit.

FOOT RELIEF
Soothing, Instant-Acting

Superior Moleskin
To quickly relieve corns, sore toes,
callouses., bunions, tender spots,
instep ridges,chafed heels—use Dr.

Scholl’s Kurotex
—a superior type
flesh color mole-
skin. Very effec-

tive. Economical.
At Drug, Shoe,
Dept, and 10£
Stores. Try it.

D-rSchollsmm
'PoC^Xct /’vrt Corners-

I The Real Thing for mountingSnapshots. Cards. Stamps,
etc. No pasie needed. Pocket Gummed Inside for

holding prints tight or loose. Neat. Quick and
Artistic too. Sold at photo supply and ulbum

counters or send 10c today for pkg of 100
. and Free Samples to See and Try them.

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,* Dept. 70 C, 4711 n.ciark Chicago-40-lll.

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced p e r m a -

nently in this beau-
tiful onyx like ring I
featuring the New

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde-
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents.- ., ...
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. »«periiy pamicn

(Photos Returned). 25c extra)
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. C-62, CINCINNATI, O.

JdU’l'UJU
Women go wild about “Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new, glamorous styling new
kind of fitting, high quality workman-
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and under-
wear for the whole family. If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated
Style Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY
FREE.

WORLD'S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. P-39, Grand Rapids, Mich.

With Form

Tailored

uhaerk

Baby Coming Soon?
Then don’t delay sending for your copy of Dr.
Allan Roy Dafoe’s book, “How To Raise Your
Baby.” Covers care of infants and young chil-

dren—food problems, child ailments and diseases,

teething, nursing, proper growth, training, vita-

mins. By the famous “quin-
tuplet” doctor who really
knows about babies. While
they last you can get your
copy of this big, new book
entitled How to Raise Your
Baby tor only 25c—and we
pay the postage. Mail
order TODAY.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC.

Dept. PP-340

205 East 42nd Street. N.Y. 17. N.Y.



Arms ache?
Back feel stiff?

Sore all over?
Get Sayman
Liniment and massage on gently. Starts
to work FAST. Helps to loosen “tight”
muscles. To relieve stiffness, soreness.
To ease pain while breaking up conges-
tion due to over-exertion, exposure or
fatigue. You’ll say it’s WONDERFUL!
Only 50c. All druggists.

qmoonimi
Made by the Makers of SAYMAN SALVE

|

wjatchbo
*0RIDAL
PAIR

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new 10K
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing. Rose cut dia-
mond solitaire in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wed-
ding ring is deeply embossed. 10K yellow gold, set with
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both
for $9.95 plus postage and 20<7o Federal tax. SEND NO
MONEY with order, just name and ring size. Pay on
arrival then wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee.
Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 85-DS, Jefferson, Iowa
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Women and Men, 18 to 50
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,
$75 or even more per week. Large full time
incomes from doctors, hospitals, sanato-
rium^ clubs or private practice. Others make

. good money in spare time. You can
|
win independence and prepare for

I future security by training at home
r and qualifyingforDiploma. Anatomy

Charts and 32-page Illustrated
'-Book FREE—Now!

H E College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.659-C,100 E. Ohio St.,Chicago 11

MONEY $ MONEY $ MONEY
CASHFORYOUR SPARE TIME

I It’seasy to make $ $$ callingon friendswith Every
1 day Greeting Cards for Birthdays, Anniversaries,
*, ‘Get Well." etc. 15 stunning folders sell for $1.
INO EXPERIENCE NEEDED to make YEAR
VROUND EXTRA INCOME. Start earning
\at once. Send 50c for SPECIAL SAMPLE
1 OFFER worth $1.00 or write for details NOW!
\ARTISTIC CARD COMPANY
324 WAY STREET, ELMIRA, NEW YORK

Beatutifu/ fmifafion/mifat/o

n

I A IstoneRING
GIVEN!

IAWAY
Smart,

I new, dain-
ty, Sterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling imitation Birthstone cor-
rect for your birth date

—

GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold
Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner at
25c each. Send name and address to-
day for order. We trust you. Premi-
um supplies are limited. Don’t delay.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS. Dept. E-724. Jefferson. Iowa

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—“THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It tells about varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave. f

Dept. 36-C, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter

KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion ; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk with
greater comfort and security; in many cases almost as
well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the constant
fear of a dropping, rocking chafing plate. 25c and 50c at
druggists ... If your druggist hasn’t it, don’t waste
iiicncy on substitutes, but send us 10c and we will mail
you a generous trial box. ©I.P.INC.

KLUTCH CO. Box 4686-C ELMIRA, N. Y.

Gale moves in with the swanks in order to get it

opened again. Phil Regan is the politician who loves

Gale, and Minna Gombel, Charles Brown and Alan
Mowbray are in it too. (Jan.)

\/SUNSET IN ELDORADO—Republic: Roy Rog-
ers has a story his fans will love, photographed beau-
tifully and directed well. Dale Evans, growing
weary of her beau and his descriptions of the West,
hies herself off to mythical El Dorado, and finds Roy
Rogers waiting at the end of the trail. Roy and Dale
sing several numbers in fine style. (Dec.)

\/)/THAT NIGHT WITH YOU—Universal : A
little honey of a movie, with Franchot Tone as a New
York theatrical producer who suddenly finds himself
confronted with a grown daughter. Susanna Foster
is the cutie who pretends to be the daughter in order
to gain a theatrical career, and Louise Allbritton
proves her fine flair for comedy in her choice role of
Franchot’s cynical secretary. (Dec.)

]/^^THE LOST WEEKEND—Paramount: A new
kind of horror tale is this story of an alcoholic on a
weekend binge and his experiences that range from
frightening to degrading. Ray Milland hits his peak
in his portrayal of a man beset with a craving beyond
and outside himself. Phil Terry is his older brother,
Jane Wyman the girl who loves Ray and Howard
DaSilva the understanding bartender. (Dec.)

\/)/THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—M-G-M : A
little late and a little too long, this is nevertheless a
fine picture with many gripping action shots of the
gallant job the little PT boats did in the war. John
Wayne and Robert Montgomery, both looking worn
and tired, are perhaps somewhat too noble, but as
history this film has great verisimilitude. Also with
Donna Reed as a nurse, and Jack Holt. (Feb.)

THIS LOVE OF OURS—Universal: Senti-
mental melodrama, this, with Merle Oberon as a
dancer who marries Charles Korvin, has a daughter
and then is deserted by him. She spends years search-
ing for her child before she and Korvin meet again,
and then comes the readjustment with her daughter
who has believed her dead. With Claude Rains,
Carl Esmond and Sue England. (Jan.)

\Z)SWHA T NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?—
M-G-M : That delightful corporal and his fast talk-
ing pal, respectively played by Robert Walker and
Keenan Wynn, are back to bring you an hour of
chuckles and laughter, especially in the boys’ frus-
trated attempts to get to Paris. Jean Porter is the
French girl enamoured of Walker, and Chill Wills
is funny as the sergeant. (Feb.)

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF—M-G-M : With
elaborate color, a gay locale and bright stars, this
still isn’t a good picture. Heiress Lucille Bremer is

so outlandishly naive that she actually believes it

when Fred Astaire tells her he’s her guardian angel.
Fred and Frank Morgan are confidence men who
are out to get her money. There are a few bright
moments, but entirely too few. (Jan.)

MAKE A DATE

EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

The dramatic pages of True Detective

Magazine come to life before the micro-

phone . . .

TRUE DETECTIVE

IS ON THE AIR!

Yes, the same kind of entertaining stories

of outstanding feats in crime detection

that have made True Detective one of the

most exciting American magazines are

now brought to your radio.

TUNE IN

“TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES”

Over your local

MUTUAL NETWORK

STATION

blindedi

MATERNITY
DRESSES

The newest in smart Maternity

"

Dresses for home and street wear.
Darling frocks for comfort and concealing lines. All at
surprisingly low prices. A dress for every occasion.

FUFF from HOLLYWOOD
Bm El ^1 New catalog sent upon request in plainm wrapper, free. Write today.

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept.65, 6071 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, California.

KING SIZE Photos

Do You Know Whot That Means? Send Your

Roll of Films To Us. We Will Develop and
Print Your Picture Double the Size of Your

Negative. If You Never
Had King Size Pictures

You're Missing A Thrill In

Picture Taking. Any Size

6 or 8 Exposure Roll De-

veloped & Printed Com-
plete For Only

SEND AT ONCE » 6 HOUR SERVICE

50‘

WE PAY POSTAGE - SEND MONEY WITH ROLL • NO C. 0 0.

CUSTOM-PIX
DEPT. B • BOX 8018, PHILA. 1, PA.
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Your kitchen will glow with gay, cheerful

color . . . will look expensively re-decorated

...when you transform bare, drab shelves,

cupboards and closets with beautiful

Royledge Shelving. Costs only a few pennies

. . . takes only a few minutes . . . simply

lay Royledge on shelves and fold— no

tacks, no fuss or muss. See colorful new
Royledge patterns now at 5-and-10’s, neigh-

borhood, dept, stores.

9fit- 6f

What trims a booth,

a gym, a hall

When draped and

tacked upon the wall?

CREPE PAPER
At Stationery Department* Everywhere

s!®p Scratchinq
Relieve ItchinaJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

-tgjfjP scabies, athlete’s foot, "factory” itch,

and other itch troubles, are praising
cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel-

opedbyDr. D.D.Dennis—positivelyrelieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Presciiption.

P
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DON’T DYE
. . . until you try the new
color-control method of
Mary T. Goldman's! Then
watch your hair take on the
beautiful, natural - looking
color you desire, quickly—

-

or so gradually your friends
won’t guess.
Simply do this: Buy a

bottle Mary T. Goldman's
. . . just comb it through your

gray, bleached, or faded hair. See how this

new scientific color-control gives you the
youthful hair shade you want. Pronounced
harmless by competent medical authorities

(no' skin test needed). Will not harm your
Wave or change the smooth, soft texture of

your hair. It’s inexpensive and easy to apply,

too. For over 50 years millions have found new

GRAY HAIR
hair beauty by using Mary T. Goldman’s in
the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—todayl

Buy a bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s at your
drug or department store on money-back
guarantee. Or, if you’d rather try it first,

mail coupon below for free test kit.

| 1

- Mary T. Goldman Co., 938 Goldman Bldg.

I St. Paul 2, Minn. Send free sample. Check color |

| Black Dark Brown Light Brown

|
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn.

^

|
Name

j

|
Address

I^City State

Casts of Current Pictures

ADVENTURE—M-G-M: Harry Patterson, Clark
Gable; Emily Sears, Greer Garson; Helen Melohn,
Joan Blondell; Mudgin, Thomas Mitchell; Gus, Torn
Tully; Model T, John Qualen; Limo, Richard Haydn;
Maria, Lina Romay; “Old” Ramon Estado, Philip
Merivale; Dr. Ashlon, Harry Davenport; “Young”
Ramon Estado, Tito Renaldo.

ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL—Republic: Roy
Rogers, Roy Rogers; Trigger, The Smartest Horse
in the Movies; Gabby Whittaker, George “Gabby”
Hayes; Lorry Alastair, Dale Evans; Narita, Estelita
Rodriguez; J. Richard Bentley, Douglas Fowley;
Janza, Nestor Paiva; Breck Alastair, Sam Flint;
Roger Jerrold, Emmett Vogan; Rusty Channing, Roy
Barcroft; Lani, David Cota; Sheriff Clem Wagner

,

Edward Cassidy.

ANGEL COMES TO BROOKLYN, AN—Republic:
Karon James, Kaye Dowd; David Randall, Robert
Duke; Paul Blake, David Street; Barbara, Barbara
Perry; Phineas Aloysius Higby, Charles Kemper;
Madam Dolla, Marguerite D’Alvarez; Bob, Bob
Scheerer; Susie, Alice Tyrrell; Kay, June Carroll;
Oscar, Rodney Bell; Tiny, Betzi Beaton; Miss John-
son, Jay Presson; Joe, Joe Cappo; Rosie, Sherle
North; Theresa, Billy Haywood; Cliff, Cliff Allen;
Sir Henry Bushnell, C. Montague Shaw; Olga Ash-
ley, Eula Morgan; Sarah Gibbons, Gladys Gale;
Michael O’Day, Harry Rose; Brian Hepplestone,
Frank Scanned; Shadow Dancer, Jack McClendon;
Rodney Lloyd, Wilton Graff; Cornelius Terwillinger

,

Jimmy Conlin; Sgt. O'Rourke, Ralph Dunn.

CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE—Republic: Tugboat
Annie, Jane Darwell; Captain Bullwinkle, Edgar
Kennedy; Terry, Charles Gordon; Pinto, Mantan
Moreland; Marion, Pamela Blake; Johnny Webb,
Hardie Albright; Judge Abbott, H. B. Warner; Shift-
less, Jack Norton; Missouri, Barton Yarborough;
Pucci, Fritz Feld; Jake, Anthony Warde; Severn,
Joe Crehan; Dr. Turner, Pierre Watkin; Susan,
Saundra Berkova; Fred, Cyril Delevanti; Jenkins,
Guy Wilkerson; Detective Franklyn, Robert Elliott;
Cop, Kernan Cripps; Man

,

Harry Lang; First Nurse,
Marion McGuire; Second Nurse, Betty Sinclair;
Harper, Eddie Earle; Swenson, Vic Potel; Fire Chief,
Sam Flint; Cab Driver, Ralph Linn; Motor Cop,
Eddie Chandler; Mike, Harry Depp.

DETOUR—PRC: Roberts, Tom Neal; Vera, Ann
Savage; Sue, Claudia Drake; Haskell, Edmund Mac-
Donald; Gus, Tim Ryan; Hedy, Esther Howard;
Dillon, Roger Clark.

DICK TRACY—RKO: Dick Tracy, Morgan Con-
way; Pat Patton, Lyle Latell; Splitface, Mike Ma-
zurki; Tess Trueheart

,

Anne Jeffreys; Judith Owens,
Jane Greer; Prof. Starling, Trevor Bardette; Junior,
Mickey Kuhn; Steven Owens, Morgan Wallace; The
Mayor, William Halligan; Dcathridge, Milton Par-
sons; Chief Brandon, Joseph Crehan; Mrs. Caraway,
Edith Elliott; Dorothy Stafford, Mary Currier.

FEAR—Monogram: Capt. Burke, Warren William,
Eileen, Anne Gwynne; Larry Crain, Peter Cookson;
Ben, James Cardwell; Schaefer, Nestor Paiva;
Morton Stanley, Francis Pierlot; Al, William Moss;
Mrs. Williams, Almira Sessions; Chuck, Darren
McGavin; Steve, Henry Clay; Painter, Ernie Adams;
John, Johnny Strong; Doc, Charles Calvert; Magi-
cian, Fairfax Burger.

FRONTIER GAL—Universal: Larena Dumont,
Yvonne De Carlo; Johnny Hart, Rod Cameron; Ben
Biggs, Andy Devine; “Fuzzy” Mozart, Fuzzy Knight;
“
Blackie” Schwartz, Sheldon Leonard; Mary Ann

Hart, Beverly Simmons; Judge Prescott, Andrew
Tombes; Sheila Winthrop, Jan Wiley; Aunt Abigail,
Clara Blandick; Cherokee, Frank Lackteen.

GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER—Edward Small
Productions, Inc.: Ken, Dennis O’Keefe; Gertie,
Marie “The Body” McDonald; Ted, Barry Sullivan;
Barbara, Binnie Barnes; Patty, Sheila Ryan; Charles
( the butler), J. Carrol Naish; Billy, Jerome Cowan;
Anna ( the maid), Vera Marshe; Clancy, Donald T.
Beddoe; Winters, Frank Fenton; Dr. Clark, Richard
Le Grand.

HARVEY GIRLS, THE—M-G-M : Susan Bradley,
Judy Garland; Ned Trent, John Hodiak; Chris Maule,
Ray Bolger; Em, Angela Lansbury; Judge Sam
Purvis, Preston Foster; Alma, Virginia O’Brien;
Terry O’Halloran, Kenny Baker; Sonora Cassidy,
Marjorie Main; H. H. Hartsey, Chill Wills; Miss
Bliss, Selena Royle; Deborah, Cyd Charisse; Ethel,
Ruth Brady; Marty Peters, Jack Lambert; Jed
Adams, Edward Earle; Rev. Claggett, Morris Ank-
rum; 1st Cowboy, Wm. “Bill” Phillips; John Henry,
Ben Carter; 2nd Cowboy, Norman Leavitt; “Goldust”
McClean, Horace McNally. .

LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—

2

Oth Century-Fox:
Ellen, Gene Tierney; Richard, Cornel Wilde; Ruth,
Jeanne Crain; Russell Quinton, Vincent Price; Mrs.
Berent, Mary Philips; Glen Robie, Ray Collins; Dr.
Saunders, Gene Lockhart; Dr. Mason, Reed Hadley;
Danny Harland, Darryl Hickman; Leick Thome,
Chill Wills; Judge, Paul Everton; Mrs. Robie, Olive
Blakeney; Bedford, Addison Richards; Catterson,
Harry Depp; Carlson, Grant Mitchell; Medcraft,
Milton Parsons; Norton, Earl Schenck; Lin Robie,
Hugh Maguire; Tess Robie, Betty Hannon; Nurse

,

Kay Riley.

LETTER FOR EVIE, A—M-G-M : Evie O'Connor,
Marsha Hunt; Edgar “Wolf” Larsen, John Carroll;

John Phineas McPherson, Hume Cronyn; Mrs. Mc-
Pherson, Spring Byington; Barney Lee, Pamela

(Continued on page 150 )



can make you seem older than you really are!

So many people look older than
their years—colorless, worn, weary.

They’re only faded photographs of

their former selves. Yes, and these

people may find the cause is a Border-

line Anemia. Women and children es-

pecially are subject to Borderline
Anemia— a ferro-nutritional deficiency

of the blood— but many men, too, are

its victims!

Your blood-and your blood alone—
carries oxygen and releases energy to

every organ, every muscle, every fibre.

Your blood is your “supply line” of vi-

(

tality and drive. So if there is a defi-

ciency in your blood— if the red

If you look pale and listless— if you seem to be slowing

down— a deficiency of the blood may be to blame

Take Ironized Yeast to Build Up
Blood, Energy

Continuing tiredness, listlessness and

pallor may, of course, be caused by

other conditions. Always be sure to

consult your physician regularly. But

when you have a Borderline Anemia,

when you find yourself envying others

their youthful vitality and their glow-

ing good looks, take Ironized Yeast

Tablets. When all you need is stronger,

healthier red blood cells — Ironized

Yeast Tablets will help you build up
your blood and your energy. At all

drugstores.

blood cells aren’t big enough and

strong enough and healthy enough,

you just can’t hope to feel vigor-

ous, “alive”! Borderline Anemia
means that the quality of your

blood is below par, that the red

blood cells can’t do their important

job right.

Borderline Anemia. Thousands
have blood like this; never
know it. Cells are puny,
irregular. Blood like this

can’t generate the energy
you need to feel and look
your best.

“BORDERLINE ANEMIA
— a ferro-nutritional deficiency

of the blood— can cause

REDNESS • LISTLESSNESS • PALLOR

Energy -Building Blood. This is

a microscopic view of blood
rich in energy elements.
Here are big, plentiful red

cells that release energy to

every muscle, limb, tissue.

IMPROVED CONCENTRATED FORMULA

Ironized Yeast TABLETS
p
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For your glamour line-up here are some star-proof pointers

Miss Moptop : This is the borderline
beauty whose hair never looks just quite

right. She may go faithfully to the hair-

dresser, but never does she achieve a well-
trained, smart hair-do with a lasting shape.

Her hair is either an unruly mop or a pic-

ture of limp, dejected curls.

Rosalind Russell cues the Moptops:
The best way to keep a shape in the hair is to brush and brus

again. Don’t be afraid of losing your wave; brushing simply make
the hair more tractable and thus preserves it. Sacrifice beauty t

vanity at night; wear a net. When your hair begins to look a littl

out of shape, moisten it—very slightly—with water or tonic or wav
set and pin it into its original shape in large pin-curls.

Use lacquer, especially if you have fine hair. You can spray it ove
your hair with an atomizer or use lacquer pads.

A trick with hairpins—if you want a wave held in place firmh
use two hairpins at a time instead of one.

Miss Lacklustre: This is the near-beauty who seems to have
missed out on the one major point of make-up. Her skin is

smooth; her face, perfection; but look at her eyes! Or, rather,

don’t look at them! They are completely minus. Result: She
always looks faded; her make-up seems incomplete.

Linda Darnell eyes this case, advises:

Nothing looks worse than a woman who has carefully made up the rest of her face and then
forgotten about her eyes. Always make up the eyelids in the same fashion as the rest of

the face; powder them carefully and always, night or day, give the upper lashes their nec-
essary quota of mascara. Before applying the mascara, smooth on vaseline very lightly over
the lashes. If lashes are especially thin, powder them in addition. Now take your brush—it must
be thoroughly clean and moist, not wet, and carefully brush the mascara up over the lashes.

See that you get upswept lashes by using either Linda’s method or an eyelash curler.

The Darnell special—press back the lashes with cleansing tissue while the mascara is still wet.

This will curl them back and also take off any of the surplus mascara.
If you use a curler, always curl the eyelashes before you apply the mascara. Don’t hold the

curler tightly in place—that will give you only a sharp bend in the lashes.

Miss Roughneck: This is the female sad sack who misses out as soon as she
wears short sleeves or low necks. Reason: Her neck looks brown and rough
against her face; her elbows and forearms are anything but a pleasant contrast

to the rest of her make-up. So she covers up instead of uncovering the reason why.

Joan Fontaine pulls up her sleeve, finds the answer:

Always cleanse the neck and arms in the same fashion as you do the face—soap and wate

(plus a good stiff brush on the elbows to remove dead skin); cream; foundations; and
light fluff of powder. If you leave a softening cream on your face overnight, leave it o:

the shoulders and arms, too. Always give the arms and elbows a rough treatment with

turkish towel as an after-bath ritual. It gets rid of old skin, increases circulation, make
for pink-and-white perfection.

Beauty Workshop

By Betsy Sanford
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DEAR MRS. JOSEPH COTTEN:

We think you re lucky ...to be so lovely

yourself...and to be married to such a

distinguished star of the screen.

Yours,

Tancee

The thrill of Satin - Finish !

Yes, it is a thrill to find a lipstick that does not run or

smear . . . that means lips not too dry, not too moist . . .

that stays on for extra hours. And that’s what Constance

Luft Huhn has done for your “lip-appeal”. . . by creating

the Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick. Today’s smartest colors

are Tangee Gay-Red, Red-Red and Medium-Red.

CONSTANCE LlIFT HUHN.ncad
of the House of Tangee and one of

America’s foremost authorities on

beauty and make-up. Among Mrs.

Huhn’s recent triumphs are the

famous Tangee Satin-Finish Lip-

stick, and the new Tangee Petal-

Finish Cake Make-Up.

how heautllul

says

:

it —

the perfect cake make-up!

Scores of cake make-ups came to Hollywood ahead of

Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up. Some were fine in

one way., .some in another. Then Constance Luft Huhn’s

newest creation arrived and took the motion picture

colony by storm because it’s ideal in every way. You 11

find that Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up is so very

easy to apply. . . stays on for so many extra hours ... is

designed to be oh-so-kind to your skin! And you don’t

look— or feel— as if you were wearing a mask.

At last I ve found

e psee
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/7NT1MATE as dusk.,, intriguing

G/ os the lengthening shadows of

twilight , . . stirring as that first

star-canopied moment alone , . ,

EVENTIDE beckons and captivates

. . . heightens a subtle awareness

of YOU, Lovely Ladyl His heart

will be yours forever to have and
to hold.

DUCHESS D'ANDRE, 145 N. Clark St.. Chicago 2

Please send me 2 purse-size Samplers of Duchess

D’Andre. I enclose 25c to cover cost of packing,

mailing and Government Tax. P

Name

Address

Zone State

ur by. DUCHESS D'ANDRE

SOPHISTICATED
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PERFUMES and COLOGNES
TO ACCENT YOUR
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(Continued from page 146)
Britton; DeWitt Pyncheon, Norman Lloyd; Mr.
McPherson, Percival Vivian; Captain Budlow, Don-
ald Curtis; Mrs. Edgezvaters, Esther Howard; Eloise
Edgewaters, Robin Raymond; Mrs. Jackson, Tberese
Lyon; Miss Jenkins, Lynn Whitney.

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO—Paramount: Angel
O’Reilly, Dorothy Lamour; Manolo Segovia, Arturo
de Cordova; Thomas Grant, Patric Knowles; Helen
Grant, Ann Dvorak; Boris C assail, George Rigaud;
Pablo, Mikhail Rasumny; Jose, Martin Garralaga;
Rico Fenway, Billy Daniels: Irene Daley, Natalie
Schafer.

MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'

S

—Paramount: Pug Pren-
tiss, Sonny Tufts; Hizer, J. Louis Johnson; Irving
Aaron, Michael Sage; Ben Mead, Billy De Wolfe;
Elbert Riggs, Pat Phelan; Silas Holmes, Lloyd
Bridges; Clayton Abernathy, Renny McEvoy; Miss '

Susie Slagle, Lillian Gish; Dean Wingate, Roman
Bohnen; Dr. Elijah Howe, Ray Collins; Elijah Howe,
Jr., Bill Edwards; Dr. Snell, E. J. Ballantine; Nan
Rogers, Veronica Lake; Gret Howe, Joan Caulfield;
Dr. Fletcher, Morris Carnovsky; Mrs. Johnson,
Dorothy Adams; Dr. Boyd, Theodore Newton; Otto,
Ludwig Stossel; Mr. Johnson, Charles Arnt.

PILLOW OF DEATH—Universal: Wayne Fletcher,
Lon Chaney; Donna Kincaid, Brenda Joyce; Belle
Kincaid, Clara Blandick; Amelia Kincaid, Rosalind
Ivan; Julian Julian, J. Edward Bromberg; Sam
Kincaid, George* Cleveland; Bruce Malone, Bernard
Thomas; Det. McCracken, Wilton Graff; Vivian
Fletcher, Vickie Horne.

PURSUIT TO ALGIERS — Universal: Sherlock
|

Holmes, Basil Rathbone; Doctor Watson, Nigel Bruce;
Sheila, Marjorie Riordan; Prime Minister, Frederick i

Warlock; Sanford, Morton Lowry; Nikolas, Leslie
j

Vincent; Jolianssen, Sven Hugo Borg; Jodri, John
Abbott; Gubec, Wee Willie Davis; Mirko, Martin
Kosleck; Kingston, Gerald Hamer; Proprietor, Tom
Dillon; Gregor, Rex Evans.

ROAD TO UTOPIA—Paramount: Duke Johnson,
Bing Crosby; Chester Hooten, Bob Hope; Sal, Doro- !

thy Lamour; Kate, Hillary Brooke; Sperry, Robert
Barrat; McGurk, Nestor Paiva; LeBec, Jack LaRue;
Ace Larson, Douglas Dumbrille.

SAILOR TAKES A WIFE, THE—M-G-M: John,
Robert Walker; Mary, June Allyson; Freddie, Hume
Cronyn; Lisa, Audrey Totter; Harry, Eddie “Roches-
ter” Anderson; Mr. Amboy, Reginald Owen; Butler,

Gerald Oliver Smith.

SCARLET STREET—Universal: Christopher Cross,
Edward G. Robinson; Kitty, Joan Bennett; Johnny,
Dan Duryea; Millie, Margaret Lindsay; Adele,

j

Rosalind Ivan; Charles Pringle, Samuel S'. Hinds;
Janeway , Jess Barker; Dellarozve, Arthur Loft; Pop
Lejon, Vladimir Sokoloff; Patcheye, Charles Kem-
per; Hogarth

,
Russell Hicks; Mrs. Michaels, Anita

Bolster; Nick, Cyrus W. Kendell; Marchetti, Fred
Essler.

SHE WOULDN’T SAY YES—Columbia: Susan
Lane, Rosalind Russell; Michael Kent, Lee Bowman;
Allura, Adele Jergens; Dr. Lane, Charles Winning
Albert, Harry Davenport; Laura Pitts, Sara Haden;
Judge Whittaker, Percy Kilbride; Col. Brady, Lewis
Russell; Girl Passenger, Mary Treen; Mrs. Whit-
taker, Mabel Paige; Ticket Seller, George Cleveland;

j

Train Conductor, Charles Arnt; Miss Downer,
Almira Sessions.

SPIRAL STAIRCASE, THE—RKO: Helen, .Dor-

othy McGuire; Professor Warren, George Brent;

Mrs. Warren, Ethel Barrymore; Dr. Parry, Kent
Smith; Blanche, Rhonda Fleming; Steve Warren,
Gordon Oliver; Mrs. Oates, Elsa Lanchester; Nurse
Barker, Sara Allgood; Mr. Oates, Rhys Williams;
Constable, James Bell.

STRANGE VOYAGE—Signal: Chris Thompson,
Eddie Albert; Skipper, Forrest Taylor; Captain
Andrews, Ray Teal; The Hammer, Matt Willis;

Manuel, Martin Garralaga; Carmelite, Elena Ver-

dugo; Jimmy, Bobby Cooper; The Sportsman, Clyde
Fillmore; Ben, Daniel Kerry; The Father, Henry
Orosco.

TIGER WOMAN, THE—Republic: Sharon WinsL-w,
Adele Mara; Jerry Devery, Kane Richmond; Stephen
Mason, Richard Fraser; Phyllis Carrington, Peggy
Stewart; Inspector Leggett, Cy Kendall; Joe Sap-
phire, Gregory Gay; Sylvester, John Kelly; Con-
stance Grey, Beverly Loyd; Mr. White, Addison
Richards; Rosie Gargan, Donia Bussey; Coroner,

Frank Reicher; Bartender, Garry Owen.

UP GOES MAISIE—M-G-M: Maisie Ravier, Ann
Sothern; Joseph Morton, George Murphy; Barbara
Nuboult, Hillary Brooke; Tim K’ingby, Horace Mc-
Nally; Mr. Hendrickson, Ray Collins; Elmer Saun-
ders, Jeff York; Mr. J. G. Nuboult, Paul Harvey;
“Mitch,” Murray Alper; Bill Stuart, Lewis Howard;
Jonathan Mavbey, Jack Davis; Miss Wolfe, Gloria

Grafton; Benson, John Eldredge.

VACATION FROM MARRIAGE—M-G-M : Robert

Wilson, Robert Donat; Catherine Wilson, Deborah
Kerr; Dizzy Clayton, Clynis Johns; Elena, Ann Todd;
Richard, Roland Culver; Mrs. Hemmings, Elliot

Mason; Mr. Staines, Eliot Makeham; Mr. Hargrove,
\

Brefni O’Rorke; Chemist, Ivor Barnard; Petty

Officer, Henry Longhurst; Webster, Billy Shine;

Essex, Billy Thatcher; Gordon, Brian Weske; Irene,

Rosamund Taylor; Bill, Harry Ross; Charlie, Edward
Rigby; Minnie, Muriel George; A. R. P. Warden,
Vincent Holman; Commander, Allan Jeayes; Stripey,

Leslie Dwyer; Scotty, Caven Watson; Jeannie, Jeanne
Carre; Meg, Molly Munks.
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Tints Hair Luxuriously

No Extra Color Rinse Needed ... No soap film

This remarkable discovery, Tintz Color Shampoo, washes

out dirt, loose dandruff, grease, as it safely gives hair a

real smooth, colorful tint that fairly glows with life and

lustre. Don't put up with faded, dull, off-color hair a

minute longer. Each shampoo leaves your hair more

colorful, lovelier, softer, and easier to manage. No dyed

look. Won’t hurt permanents. Leaves lovely sheen.

co&£

^ That’s why your hair looks so natural,

glamorous. Can’t be detected—doesn’t

AWSl^l shout “dyed”. Try Tintz today.

fu CREME SHAMPOO HAIR COLORING
instantly Makes Old Hair Look Young Again

Why put up with old looking,

gray, drab or faded hair. Just

brush on Tintz Creme Sham-

poo Hair Coloring then sham-

poo. One application cleanses,

reconditions and recolors to

any of 8 beautiful natural ap-

pearing youthful shades. Get

glorious new color now. Only

$1.00 plus tax at drug and

dept, stores or use convenient

coupon. Caution: Use only as

directed on label and perfect

results are guaranteed.

For new exciting glamorous color

make-up select the Tintz shade most
suitable for you. Instant lather, no
after rinse needed, no soap film

—

try Tintz now—for more sparkle, lustre

and colorful sheen. Seven shades

—

Blonde, Auburn, Henna, Light, Medium,
Dark Brown and Black. Only 50c plus

tax. Enough for 15 shampoos.

Color Lasts . .

.

Only occasional retouch-

ing of new grown hair
needed. Send CouponNow.

npany. Dept. 1-C, 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

da. Dept. 1-C 22 College St., Toronto, Ont.)
'ITZ Color Shampoo Cake in shade checked at right. ( ) cake 60c
ig tax). ( ) 2 cakes $1.20 (including tax).

NTZ Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring in shade checked at right,

including tax).

i
I will deposit amount of order, plus postage, with postman on
arantee if I’m not entirely satisfied I may return empty carton in

a refund. (If money with order all postage prepaid.)

j' *T
* *

(Print Plainly)

Check Shade

Blonde *
Henna
Auburn

f~l Brown (Dark)
Brown (Medium

)

Brown (Light)

Black

Now get Tintz at most
Drug and Cosmetic Coun-
ters or mail convenient
coupon today.

7-DAY
TRIAL
COUPON

ZONE STATE

I



| I/A ALWAYS MILDER

B BETTER TASTING

c COOLER SMOKING
A/i the Benefits of

Smoking P/easure
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A skin that’s lovelier, softer, breathtakingly

j^moother— it’s yours with your very firs# cake of

Ca;^nay! So renounce all careless cleansing—go on

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Doctors tested Camay’s

daring beauty promise on scores of complexions.

And these doctors reported that woman
after woman—using just one cake of Camay-
gained a fresher, clearer-looking complexion.

THE STORY OF THE KEITHS

MRS. ALAN FRANCIS KEITH

—the former Jean Luke of Cleveland, Ohio

# Bridal portrait painted by

Honeymooning at Niagara-and the Maid of the

Mist never sailed with a lovelier bride. "I'm

going to help my skin stay smooth and radiant,”

says Jean. "I’ll stick with the Camay Mild-Soap

Diet." For a fresher bloom in your skin get

Camay—so mild it cleanses without irritation.

Follow instructions on your Camay wrapper.

Rhythm and Romance for Jean and Alan—

as they traced the exotic pattern of the

rhumba. Between dances, Alan couldn’t

keep his eyes off Jean’s complexion

smooth "and most divinely fair.” She

credits its softer texture to the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet—says, "The very first

cake of Camay helped awaken the

sleeping beauty of my skin.”

Please use every hit of Camay—precious

materials still go into making soap.,



JPID: Ah . . . ! A joke, huh? Plain girl gets candy /'//-

from unknown suitor. But it’s not candy and

there’s no suitor. Very funny!

GIRL: All right. Laugh then,

CUPID: Me? Excuse it, but to me it’s not funny, M
honey. But it should remind you that maybe there’d jf*

be real candy and a real suitor if you’d just laugh " A
once in a while. Smile at people! Sparkle!

GIRL: Sparkle? Cupid, my pet, with my dull teeth I

couldn’t even glimmer! I brush ’em, but—Well . .

.

\

"V\UYs

| feWSYV

GIRL: And right away I start glittering like diamonds, huh?

People have to wear dark glasses. I get—

CUPID: Quiet, Woman! And listen. A sparkling smile

depends largely on firm, healthy gums. And Ipana not only

cleans teeth. It’s specially designed, with massage, to help

your gums. Just massage a little extra Ipana on your gums
when you brssh your teeth. You’ll be helping yourself

to healthier gums, sounder teeth . . and a prettier smile

than you ever wore in your life! Now get started!

Product of Bristol-Myers

CUPID: Mmmm? Ever see “pink” on your tooth brush?

GIRL: And what if I have?

CUPID: What if I have, she says! Listen, you
marshmallow-minded little idiot! That “pink’s” a

warning to see your dentist! He may find

soft foods are robbing your gums of exercise.

And he may suggest “the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage.”

pIPANA AND MASSAGE
1
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Several years ago, a great

novel blazed its way into

America’s consciousness

—James M. Cain’s “The
Postman Always Rings
Twice”. It was dialogue

like this that held you:
“I love you, Cora. But
love, when you get jear in

it, isn’t love any more.

It’s hate!”

At the time, many of us hoped it would
be made into a motion picture. But the
general opinion was: “Too daring...
too shocking .

..” Remember this scene

:

“ Tomorrow night, if I come back, there’ll

be kisses . . . lovely ones, Frank ! Kisses
with dreams in them . .

.”

Recently.^Met-

ro-Goldwyn-
Mayer an-
nounced that
it had produc-

ed“ThePost-
man Always
Rings Twice”,
starring Lana
Turner and
John Garfield.

And everyone
wondered how M-G-M would handle

the more audacious scenes, like this

one: “We had all that love out there, that

night . . . and we kissed and sealed it so

it would be ours forever!”

Well, we have just seen the picture

—

and Lana Turner is breathtakingly

beautiful as the temptress who is swept

away by a love she can’t deny. John
Garfield, more vital than ever, turns in

Fo)

ir
FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIEGOERS

PRESENTS FOR APRIL

Together, as Cora and Frank, they cre-

ate one of the most memorable romances
ever brought to the screen. And to

match this great acting, there is a truly

fine supporting cast including Cecil

Kellaway, Hume Cronyn, Leon Ames,
Audrey Totter, and Alan Reed.

Congratulations are most certainly in

order for Director Tay Garnett, Pro-

ducer Carey Wilson, and Screenplay-

men Harry Ruskin
and Niven Busch.

Whether the Post-

man rings once, or the

Postman rings twice,

M-G-M has certainly

rung the bell with
this one.

— Jleo
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INSIDE STUFF

(>tt/ 'WorM
Photographs by Fink and Smith

Presentation: Greer Garson receives Photoplay’s Gold Medal Award from Macfadden

Publications’ Vice President Rheinstrom while L. B. Mayer looks on—at Award dinner

Bing was in New York and missed the fun, but his

mother and dad were there to take home his prize

W
INNING EVENT: Photoplay was the host. Cal York was
the impressed witness. And 368 of the industry’s top
bosses and stars were the guests.

It was Gold Medal Awards night, a glittering array of

notables gathered at the Beverly Hills Hotel to pay tribute

to the players and pictures adjudged the most popular of

the year through the movie poll conducted for Photoplay
by Dr. George Gallup’s Audience Research.

Following a dramatization on the Lux Radio Theater,
radio’s leading dramatic program on the Columbia Broad-
casting System, a reception was held in the Sun Room
of the hotel and then dinner in the Palm Room.
After the banquet, Fred R. Sammis, Photoplay’s Edi-

torial Director, led off the proceedings with the introduc-
tion of Carroll Rheinstrom, Executive Vice President of

Macfadden Publications. As master of ceremonies, Mr.
Rheinstrom presented Photoplay Gold Medals to the

studio, producer and director of “The Valley Of Decision”
and Photoplay Certificates to the producers of the nine
next most popular pictures.

To Greer Garson, he presented the Photoplay Gold
Medal for winning the vote of the public as the year’s

most popular actress. At the table alongside Greer was
a charming elderly couple, there to take the honor and
glory for their son who could not be present to accept his

Gold Medal as America’s most popular actor. There was
a gentle tear in many an eye as Bing Crosby’s mother
stepped up to receive her son’s Gold Medal.
Cal wants to testify, in greatest sincerity, that he has

never witnessed an Awards function in Hollywood that he
felt was more inspiring to all of those in the film industry

who want, before anything else, to (Continued on page 6)
4



GET OUT FROM BEHIND THAT

BRUSH, BOYS. ..WE KNOW YA!

Hin£Crosby

Hob flops*

£?orothy ftLsmour
They haven't got a cough drop to their

name ... but they’re loaded with

riotous entertainment in the latest and

greatest "Road" Show of them all

Bing sings ’em ! Dottie sings ’em ! Pretty soon

everybody'll be singing ’em! "Personality"

"Put It There, Pal" • "Welcome To My Dream"

and many more.



•*l like to sit

home and knit”

Congratulations, Greer—from Editorial Director Sammis and Carroll Rheinstrom

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 4) continue to

make films that all of you will continue
to want to go and see.

Yes, all of you who are America’s
movie-goers have—through Dr. Gal-
lup’s audience poll—made the Photo-
play Gold Medal Awards one of the

Hollywood year’s most notable events.

News about Dantine: When Helmut
Dantine telephoned to ask us to lunch
we felt pretty sure he had news to dis-

cuss. And sure enough he had. He told

us how a broadcast he’d made in his

native tongue had finally been heard
by a friend of his family who got in

touch with Helmut through the Red
Cross. All effort to reach his family
in Vienna had failed up to then. His
parents and brother didn’t even know
Helmut was an actor. “You see, my
father and brother were engineers and
I guess my being an actor was quite a
shock,” he said.

Helmut told us he would go to Wash-

ington to arrange to bring his brother
to this country for a business career.

Romance Rounds: Joan Leslie’s latest

beau about the spots is John Howard,
the tennis star. Meanwhile, John How-
ard, the former movie star who had
such a wonderful war record, is doing
a play opposite Geraldine Fitzgerald in

New York called “Portrait In Black”

—

and it will also be made as a movie
co-starring them in a few months . . .

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz see each
other for just a quick ten minutes a day
lately. Lucille is up at 6 A.M. to toil

in front of a camera and, of course,
Desi is sleeping at that point. When she
gets home, he is ready to leave to con-
duct his band at Ciro’s. Desi may be
heading your way with some good jive

soon—because he is planning a tour.

He has a rumba wing in the band too

—

really hot stuff . . . Herbert Marshall
gave his wife Lee a gorgeous white

(Continued on page 8)

Ingrid Bergman, one of five most popular stars, gets Artur Rubinstein’s point

KEEP FRESH! Bathe daily. Then
shower Cashmere Bouquet Talc all

over your body, into every curve and
ripple. It leaves you fresh, divinely

dainty.

IFEEL SMOOTH! Treat chafable
places to extra Cashmere Bouquet
Talc. That gives your skin a silken

sheath of protection. Makes you feel

slick, smooth.

STAY DAINTY! Pamper your body
often with Cashmere Bouquet Talc.

Hours after you use it—your skin

whispers its beguiling scent . . . the

fragrance men love.

tM*C
°uqurf

In lOc, 20c
and sizes

For the luxury size

with velour puff ask for

Cashmere Bouquet
Dusting Powder 65i
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WARNERS!EDNA FERBER’S STORY OF STORIES FROM

FLORA ROBSON - HAL B WALLIS PRODUCTION • OIRECTED BY SAM W
Screen Play by Casey Robinson

From the Novel by Edna Ferber

Music by Max Steiner



INSIDE STUFF

Songbird at Award dinner—Kathryn
Grayson with husband John Shelton

( Continued from page 6) ermine stole

and two heavy gold matching bracelets
—and you see them everywhere to-
gether. But believe us, there isn’t a
chance of a reconciliation—and this

comes straight from the horse’s (or
maybe we should say mare’s) mouth!
. . . Ginger Rogers has taken some of

Jack Briggs’s Marine green (now that
he’s out of uniform) and had herself

some stunning suits made. One uni-
form was converted into a tiny pea-
jacket and short tight skirt; another
into a box-coat with slack trousers

. . . Gregory Peck and his wife have
taken to jive records with a ven-
geance—so enthusiastic you’d think
they’d discovered swing music. They
haunt the small cafes that feature hot
rhythm bands, and are collecting a
library of Basin Street tunes that would
make any jive addict envious . . . Looks
like Cary Grant has really found the
right gal at last—one who is all for him
and has no thought or desire except
to be near him. We mean Betty Hensel,
of course. She never leaves his side at

parties; has no eyes for any other man
—in fact, we’ve never seen such adora-
tion. And Cary loves it. No wonder
he gave her that beautiful diamond and
ruby bracelet she proudly wears day
and night.

Twosomes and Stuff: The minute Cal
glimpsed Jeanne Crain and Paul Brink-
man in the doctor’s office late in the
very quiet afternoon before a holiday,

we guessed the truth. They were there
for the health certificates necessary for

a marriage license. The nervous, rather
high-voiced way Paul talked and some-
thing in Jeanne’s eyes as she looked at

us gave it away. We kept very quiet

about it though. Of course, the fact

that Mrs. Crain so violently objected
to the match didn’t add any joy, but
we’re glad to say all is well now and
Jeanne and Paul are so happy . . . The
calm and collected way Myrna Loy was
going about her shopping in Saks on the
very morning of the ( Cont’d on page 10)
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love-and-laugh

account of that

perilous period

when newlyweds

run out of luck,

but never out of

hope and humor!

with MARK STEVENS

ROSEMARY DeCAMP • HENRY MORGAN

WALLY BROWN • ARLINE JUDGE
Produced by WILLIAM PEREIRA » Directed by JOHN BERRY
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TODAY. . .TOMORROW. . • FOREVER . .

.

Will your baby have a

HOVIE STAR COMPLEXION?

Claudette Colbert with George Brent
and baby Michael Ward in a scene from the International Picture

“Tomorrow Is Forever"

YOUR BABY'S TOMORROW depends on the finest care from the start. So, to help keep your

baby’s skin lovely, comfy, glowing with health— smooth baby's entire body
with mild, soothing Mennen Antiseptic Baby Oil every day. Being antiseptic, Mennen

Baby Oil helps prevent urine irritation, many rashes, annoying chafes and
prickles. Mennen-oiled babies smell so sweet, too. And most hospitals, doctors and

nurses say that Mennen Baby Oil is best. Y£s, to help your baby have

a smooth-as-silk “movie star complexion” all over, have Mennen Antiseptic

Baby Oil on hand for baby’s first day home.

MORE BABY X
\
SPECIALISTS PREFER'

I MENNEN ANTISEPTIC
BABY POWDER THAN

j

ANY 0THER>fejg*!9

f 4TIMES AS MANY >

DOCTORS PREFER MENNEN
ANTISEPTIC BABY OIL ,

\ AS AN/ OTHER -

/

*Nationwide turveya

BE SURE TO USE MENNEN ANTISEPTIC BABY POWDER to help keep baby's skin comfy
and healthy. Super-smooth! New scent makes baby smell sweet. 3 out of

4 doctors say baby powder should be antiseptic, and MENNEN is!*

Lana Turner looks over Gold Medal
menu with help of Maitre d’, Maurice

( Continued from page 8) wedding set

Cal jittery. As it was, Myrna’s chauf-
feur got lost in Long Beach (but then
who doesn’t?) and the bride was
twenty minutes late meeting her nerv-
ous groom-to-be, Gene Markey, at the
Navy chapel. Even Admiral Halsey,
the best man, was beginning to show
signs of nervousness when Myma
finally drove up . . . You just knew
from the way Victor Mature looked
at June Haver at the premiere of

“Leave Her To Heaven” he was ter-

ribly smitten. But then, Vic’s been
smitten before, so we’ll see . . . Diana
Lynn’s mother protests her eighteen-
year-old daughter is too young to mar-
ry Loren Tindall and Cal hopes Diana
is listening . . . Cal hears Olivia de
Havilland is adopting the religion of

her fiance, Major Joe McEwen, in order
that they may be married in the Catho-
lic church.

Power Party: You have never seen any-
one enjoy himself like Ty Power since

the day he set foot back in Hollywood-
He and Annabella positively all over
the place. And the big party they gave
(for about two hundred) was one of

the season’s loveliest. They had a

small, hot orchestra out on the “front

porch” and the place was so crowded
that Adolphe Menjou was “directing

traffic” for couples trying to get out
there to dance. They served a gorgeous
buffet-dinner after the cocktail party
and just about every star in Hollywood
was there dancing far into the night.

Few days later Ty and Annabella took
off for New York and some sight-see-

ing before he starts his picture—and
then they headed for Montreal, Canada,
and some skiing.

At Ty’s party Jimmy Stewart and
Henry Fonda dreamed themselves up
a long fishing trip in Mexican waters

—

but first Fonda will be making his “re-

turn picture.” (Continued on page 12)
10
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^Benedict SBcgeaub

presents

PAULETTE
GODDARD

also starring

BURGESS MEREDITH

HURD HATFIELD

FRANCIS LEDERER
with

IUDITH ANDERSON • FLORENCE BATES • IRENE RYAN

and

REGINALD OWEN
Produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUS and

BURGESS MEREDITH
Directed by JEAN RENOIR

Adapted from the novel by Octave Mirbeau
And the play by Andre Heuse

Andre De Lorde and Thielly Nores
Screenplay by Burgess Meredith

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

!

p
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WHY CAN’T MARRIAGE
BE LIKE THE MOVIES?

The movies usually wind up with a

happy ending. But Bill and Joan couldn’t

seem to patch up their troubles. She
didn’t realize that their fights were her
fault! She thought she knew about femi-

nine hygiene. She didn’t know, though,

that “now-and-then” care isn’t enough!
Later, at her doctor’s, she learned the
truth when he warned, “Never be a
careless wife.” He recommended that
she always use “Lysol” brand disinfect-

ant for douching.

Like a movie romance come true—
that’s how their marriage is now! Joan
blesses her doctor for that advice . .

.

uses “Lysol” in the douche always. How
right the doctor was when he said
“
‘Lysol’ is a proved germ-killer. It

cleanses thoroughly yet gently.” Just fol-

low directions— see how well “Lysol”
works! It’s far more dependable than
salt, soda or other homemade solutions.

So easy to use, economical, too. Try it

for feminine hygiene.

r

12

Check these facts with your Doctor

Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of
every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
“Lysol” solution ... al-

ways! Powerful cleanser

—

“Lysol’s” great spreading
power means it reaches

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germs. Proved germ-killer
—uniform strength, made
under continued labora-
tory control . . . far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-caustic— 4

‘Lysol’’
douching solution is non-
irritating, not harmful to
vaginal tissues. Follow

Copyright, 1946, by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine Hygiene use
l«.ui.rAiorr.

easy directions. Cleanly
odor— disappears after
use; deodorizes. More
women use “Lysol” for

feminine hygiene than
any other method. ( For

FREE feminine hygiene
booklet, write
Lehn & Fink, 683
Fifth Ave., New
York 22, N. Y.)

always!

“LYSOL’’’

is the registered trade-mark of Lehn & Fink Products Corporation and any use thereof

in connection with products not made by it constitutes an infringement thereof.

Cupid note—Guy Madison, Gail Rus-
sell came as a pair—to Award dinner

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 10)
Cheering to Know: Lew Ayres, whom
Cal glimpsed in Romanoff’s recently,
looks not at all like those distressing

newspaper pictures of him that crept in

from the South Seas. Fact is, Lew
looks as youthful and handsome as
young Dr. Kildaire ever did. He is

about to make his first picture since his

return, “The Dark Mirror.”
Mickey Rooney will be home in the

spring after doing a wonderful job
overseas. Can’t you see Mickey when
he first glimpses the young son born
after he went abroad?

If it’s true Van Johnson is wearing
a silver skating figure (gift from Sonja
Henie) in his lapel instead of those two
awful safety pins that held his car keys,

it’s cheering news to his friends who
didn’t want to tell him safety pins are

just not for men’s lapels.

Doing the Rounds: It was a party at The
Club which somehow always means fun
in this coziest of places. Cal and some
friends went with Eddie Duchin, now on
the Coast for some radio work and as
pleasant a lad as ever you met. Louis
Hayward with the voice that flows like

liquid gold joined our group and effer-

vescent Elaine Scott and her handsome
husband Zach kept us in stitches.

Across at the next table Lauren Bacall
in a gold-colored tailored dinner dress
sat with Bogie and friends and we no-
ticed especially how each carried on
conversations with other people instead
of huddling off by themselves as other
couples we could name. And what a
relief to see Bogie out on a party and
no fights going. Joan Crawford in a
garnet satin dinner suit and a hat of

bright garnet roses, didn’t sit with Phil
Terry, who came alone. Edward G.
Robinson and his Gladys, Ray Milland,
his hair long for his role in “Califor-

nia,” and his wife Mai were just a few
of the many celebrities that Cal en-
joyed seeing. ( Continued on page 14)



COLOMBIA PICTURES presents

Rita HAYWORTH

with

Clean FORD
GEORGE MACREADY
JOSEPH CALLEIA
Screenplay by Marion Parsonnet

Produced by VIRGINIA VAN UPP
Directed by CHARLES VIDOR

((Johnny, let

me go.

Please let

me go.

I can't stand it

any more

Great as is her powerful dramatic portrayal— great, too, is

this dancing Hayworth— singing “Put the Blame on Marne”! *
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BRIGHT IDEAS

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
S^o- ir oincTiw oo >
^V^f/cvtamio

Calox does more than cleanse and
polish. It actually sweetens your
breath as it brightens your teeth,

leaves your mouth feeling clean

and minty-fresh. For a smile of

Breath-less Beauty, try Calox

Tooth Powder today!

from
•HoHyvJood

BING CROSBY
star of Paramount's

"ROAD TO UTOPIA"
has a chair to match his favorite

sports jacket! Bing was so fond of

the tweed, that he sent his uphol-

sterer to see his tailor. Now the

chair and Bing are twins!

Another Crosby custom — and
a very-bright-idea one— is

cleaning his teeth with
Calox Tooth Powder. Calox

contains five different

cleansing and polishing in-

gredients to help remove
all kinds of surface stains

. . . and bring out all the

natural lustre of teeth. No
wonder Calox is the favor-

ite dentifrice of many Hol-

lywood stars!

INSIDE STUFF

Little Miss Margaret O’Brien didn’t miss
a trick—at the Gold Medal Award dinner

( Continued from page 12)
The Secret’s Out: When Eleanor Parker
and Bert Friedlob slipped off to Las
Vegas and were married on January 5,

they were under the quaint impression
they could keep it secret until Eleanor’s
current picture, “Escape Me Never,”
had finished shooting. They did man-
age to hide it from everyone for over
two weeks, then our own Louella Par-
sons found it out. Most surprised of

everyone in Hollywood was A1 Bloom-
ingdale who had actually driven to Las
Vegas with the couple. When they got
there, Bert and Eleanor told him they
wanted to do some shopping but would
meet him in an hour. When they re-
joined him, they were man and wife,

but Bloomingdale had to read Louella ’s

item to find out.

Eleanor had known Bert Friedlob for

about a year, but only started going
out with him after she broke up with
Joe Kirkwood Jr. last November. It

didn’t take long for Bert to convince
Eleanor he was the one for her and all

Hollywood wishes them much luck and
happiness.
The groom is a distillery executive in

his middle thirties, dark, good looking,

intelligent, and so much in love with his

pretty bride. When Eleanor finishes

her role in “Escape Me Never,” they
plan on a Mexico and South America
honeymoon.

Around Town: Cal met Lieut. Bob Stack
at a cocktail party and found him the
same likable gay blade—a little heavier,
perhaps, but still handsome. Over Cal’s

shoulder Bob spotted a blonde all done
up in an unusual, low-cut gown. “Girls
shouldn’t wear dresses like that,” Bob
confided with a twinkle and sure
enough ten ( Continued on page 16)



The countess was
A LADY.. .BUT

MONTE WAS AWAY

!

You have enjoyed 44 Count
of Monte Cristo,” a bold

story of romantic adventure

Now enjoy the thrilling

adventures of the daring

beauty who was his wife!

flLEXHNDRE DUMHS
Breath-Taking Adventure

FILMED
FOR THE
FIRST

TIME

starring

JOHN
LODER

LENORE
HUBERT

with CHARLES DINGLE • FRITZ KORTNER • EDUARDO CIANNELLI • MARTIN KOSLECK • FRITZ FELD
Associate Producer JACK GRANT • Directed by EDGAR G. ULMER

P
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HOW POLLY PICKED HER PATTERN

Copyright 1946. International Silver Co.. Holmes & Edwards Dlv.,

Meriden, Conn. In Canada: TheT. Eaton Co .Ltd. oReg.U.S.Pat.Off,

ALSO FAMOUS ROGER & GALLET PERFUME

DRY PERFUME • LIP ADE • TOILET SOAP

Gold Medaler Greer Garson and Gregory Peck at Lux Radio Theater broadcast of
winning picture, “The Valley Of Decision”—with William Keighley and L. B, Mayer

INSIDE STUFF

Greer with Gregory Peck, man star

who made the most progress in 1945

( Continued from page 14) minutes
later he had the young lady off in

a corner. When he’s out of the Navy,
which should be in the spring, he’s

going back to Universal for more
pictures . . . Jeanette MacDonald and
Gene Raymond together reminded Cal

he’s been meeting this pair at the

same party year after year and each
time they look a little happier. Theirs

is one marriage that really took . . .

All over town Cal runs into Sylvia

Sidney and each time she looks more
chic. Something has certainly come
over Sylvia these days to acquire that

“so smart” look, for Cal remembers
when she wasn’t ... At Sydney Green-
street’s birthday party whom should we
greet right off but Sydney’s tall good-
looking son John home after two years

in the South Pacific. John has no in-

clination to be an actor. Intends to be-

come a business man, he tells Cal ... A
yell in Cal’s direction on the Twentieth

lot revealed Vic Mature bearing down

on us in one of those long open-topped
cars. “Come and have brunch,” he
called, but Cal had to hurry on to an-
other appointment. Leaner faced these t

days, Vic looked very well in our short >

meeting.

We’ll have to make it a longer one
soon.

Pink and Blue Ribbon Dept: The Jinx
Falkenbu rg-Tex McCrary blessed-
event date, which Cal first tipped you
to and Jinx, for some unexplainable
reason, denied to one and all of the
press, is now an admitted fact. And
what’s more, she goes around beaming
about it.

The same goes for Kay Kyser and his

gorgeous Georgia Carroll, who will be
parents come late spring. And they
too refused to admit the story until they
just couldn’t keep it a secret any
longer.

Also on the stork’s list are the Jackie
Coopers—and the kids are so happy
about it. Jackie looks simply wonder-
ful in his civvies—which fit just like

the day he took ’em off—as he proudly
showed pals at Mocambo who gathered
around to take a look at his pre-war
suit—plus vest!

After fifteen years the Pat O’Briens
are going to have a baby—just when
they’d planned to adopt a third one.

And the Bill Lundigans are going to

be ma and pa soon.

The Alan Ladds are supposed to be
having their second—but nobody has
verified this yet.

One more prediction for the basi-

nette brigade: Cal will bet you that

Betty Hutton is officially on her way to

becoming a Ma—though nothing has

been admitted as yet.

About Bing: Well, there have been
more rumors flying around east and
west and cross-country about the one

and only Bing Crosby than Garbo in

her most elusive days ever managed to

create. There were the exaggerated

stories about the state of der Bingle’s

health—the rumors that he is quitting

the air for keeps—the yarns that he had
signed for this (Continued on page 19)
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*The World's Most

Exciting Brunette

JANE RUSSELL
So thrillingly alive — she couldn’t

live without love! So breathlessly

beautiful — she couldn’t escape

from men! So tensely dramatic

you’ll always remember her — and

this great new hit!

JANE LOUIS

RUSSELL HAYWARD
with FAITH DOMERGUE • KENT TAYLOR

MARIE WILSON • CONNIE GILCHRIST

Produced by

HUNT STROMBERG

and

PENNY SINGLETON

Directed by Edwin L. Marin Released thru United Artists

tee Gormes, A. S.C. Director of Photography

Screenplay by Richard Macaulay and

Margaret Buell Wilde**

Additional Dialogue by

Ruth Nordli



ilk, YOU don’t need daisies to tell you he loves you . . . with

your hair swept up in this tilted topknot. "See how Drene brings

out all the natural sheen of my dark hair,” says Jerry. As much as

33 percent more lustre than any soap or soap shampoo. Since

Drene is not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any drab film on hair

as all soaps do. And the very first time you Drene your hair, you

completely remove unsightly dandruff.

Shampoo with

Hair Conditioning /tction-*-

BOUQUETS TO YOU when you turn a center-part page-

boy into this full chignon with just a jeweled barrette.

"This hairdo is so easy to fix,” Jerry explains, "right after

your Drene shampoo.” Drene with Hair Conditioning ac-

tion leaves your hair beautifully behaved. You’ll find, too, a

good permanent helps keep page-boy rolls neatly in place.

o other shampoo

leat/es ^our hair

so lustrous, ^et so

ecis^ to manage!

For “He loves me knots,” remember this:

He’ll adore your topknots, curls or swirls

when your hair is Drene-lovely

!

Drene your hair and it shines

with all its natural beauty.

Today’s Drene with Hair Conditioning action

leaves your hair silkier, smoother, easier to managt

“After your Drene shampoo, try a new hairdo

for Spring,” says Jerry Courtney,

famous Cover Girl and Drene Girl.

“There’s nothing like a becoming new hairfix

to boost your spirits any time!”

You’ll love the way Drene with Hair Conditioning

action leaves your hair so beautifully behaved.

Jerry shows you these easy-to-fix Drene styles

you can try at home or ask your beauty

shop to do. First insist on Drene Shampoo
with Hair Conditioning action.

No other shampoo leaves your hair

so lustrous, yet so easy to manage.



INSIDE

STIFF

Greer who has a pair of Gold Medals (having won the Photoplay
Award last year) chats with popular Van Johnson and Donald Crisp

(Continued, from page 16) or that new
radio show and would be back on the

ether soon. But the fact remains that

there are no facts on the matter. Be-
cause Bing, who has been having
himself a time in New York for months,
is perfectly willing to go on playing

indefinitely—he’s still plenty tired

though not really ill by any means.
Too, he still has a contract with his

old sponsor—and his future radio plans

depend upon whether he’s released

from it or not. He just wants to do
! his shows by transcriptions—and not

be tied down so much any more. And
that’s the rub—most sponsors don’t go

i

for that and want him right at the

il mike at miketime.

Welcome Home, David: We couldn’t have
|

been more pleased when Mr. Goldwyn
invited us to a welcome-back luncheon

i for David Niven. Catered elegantly by
Chasen’s and served on one of the

1 1

Goldwyn sound stages, the luncheon
i found all of David’s old friends gath-

j

ered round the board.
“Gretch,” we heard him call to Lo-

( retta Young as he grabbed her affec-
i tionately. Cal recalled that in his first

|i days here the English lad was so broke
- he had no place to live or money to live

j* in it if he had had. So Loretta, whose
1

real name is Gretchen of course, took
1 him home to her mother who made him
]

a member of the family. Cal sat next
i to Mrs. Nigel Bruce who has Niven now
I as a house guest until he can find a

1
place for himself, wife and child who

i are still in England.
“He has flu, poor dear,” Mrs. Bruce

I told us, “and like all men is positive
he’s much more ill than he is. Last

i night he came in feeling so miserable I

took his temperature for him. When it

registered only one degree above nor-
mal he was sure the thermometer was
off.”

Mr. Goldwyn told us how David
tricked him into a release by faking a
cable calling him back to England and

Spotlighted— Cornel Wilde and his

pretty wife Pat Knight—also present

the war. And David said that after

wandering among the graves of 27,000
Americans searching for the name of a

boy buried there, he decided that there
were 27,000 good reasons why he should
keep his mouth shut about the war. And
he told us, too, how he’d actually wept
tears at leaving Hollywood expecting
never to see it again.

And now he’s back, debonair, charm-
ing but looking a bit older for his ex-
periences, and all Hollywood is glad to

have him among us again.

Open House: What started out as a
quiet evening at home ended up, as it

so often does, an open-house, every-
body-dropping-in affair. Big Jim Davis
of M-G-M, after three years in the
Navy, came by to nurse a bruised heart,

said heart having been injured by the
lovely Cleatus Caldwell who preceded
Lana Turner in Bob Hutton’s affec-
tions. Zach Scott popped in without
having had his dinner so Cal whipped
up a turkey sandwich or two to keep
him happy.

Whenever you hear a woman speak en-

thusiastically about Tampax, you are

listening to a typical user—and it’s nat-

ural for her to talk that way. This mod-
ern sanitary protection has no hampering

belts and external pads. So you feel just

as free on Tampax days as on any other

day of the month!

Invented by a doctor, Tampax is made
of highly absorbent surgical cotton com-
pressed in applicators for easy and dainty

insertion. Your hands need never touch

the Tampax and you are unaware of its

presence when it is in place. No odor can

form with Tampax. No chafing is pos-

sible. No edge-lines will show in skirts.

Moreover, changing is quick and dis-

posal is easy.

Millions of women are now using

Tampax and feeling "beautifully free”

every month. Why shouldn’t you be one

of them? You can buy Tampax at any

drug store or notion counter. A whole

month’s supply fits into your

purse. Comes in 3 absorbency-

sizes: Regular, Super, Junior.

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Massachusetts.

f REGULAR

3 absorbencies ^ super

JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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It's as simple as this

l

INSIDE STUFF
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<5 I VIE YOURSELF
A BEAUTIFUL

COLD WAVE PERMANENT,,

You can treat yourself

to a perfect, soft, natural-looking

permanent—done at

home— in three hours or less with the

simple, ready-to-use Crowning Glory Cold

Wave Permanent Solutions . . . Simply put

The dainty softness of your *

little girl’s hair will be .

accented by a natural-looking •

Crowning Glory Permanent •

given at home. Crystal-

clear Crowning Glory *

Solutions are as effective •

and easily used on her •

baby hair as on yours.

your hair in curlers, dampen each curl

with Crowning Glory and, in less time than

you believe, you have a lovely new

permanent— ready to set in your own most

Complete

with Curlers

flattering style . . . And all you need is-

CROWNING GLORY!

Ask for Crowning Glory Cold Permanent Wave
Packet at Leading Cosmetic Counters

and Notions Departments

Fashion note: Elizabeth Taylor’s first

formal dress was designed especially
for the Award dinner. (More fashions
on page 81.) She’s with Col. Julius Klein

Turhan Bey came by Cal’s and was
surprised to find everyone including
Yvonne De Carlo playing the ouija

board. And incidentally, Cal’s house
is one of the few places Lana and
Turhan can meet and feel comfortable,
for Cal happens to know these two have
gone from romance to sound friendship
which is rare in Hollywood. But then,

Lana and Turhan are rare and un-
usual people.

Bob Hutton, whose so very honest
humor just naturally creates fun, had
us all laughing and when Kurt Kreu-
ger laughs, it’s one big shout followed
by a lot of little ones. Kurt is a pleasant

guest to have, Cal decided. With his

dark blue (but near-sighted) eyes,

very blond hair and ridiculous laugh,

he is so very different, somehow, from
his screen self.

Altogether it was a riotous evening
and Cal wishes you could have come
too.

Vanishing Van: Well, Van Johnson really

“pulled a Bob Walker” and took off

without saying a word to studio or
friends and hopped a plane for Chicago.
When he landed he said he’d come
there just to see Sonja Henie and “take
a few ice-skating lessons.” Actually,

even though his studio bosses were
angry, poor Van hadn’t had a day off

for years—just going from one picture
right into another—and he said too,

though the papers didn’t print it, that

he was so dead tired, he just had to

leap away from it all and get a few
days’ relaxation away from the Holly-
wood grind. (Continued on page 22)
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TO WHICH MAN
DO I

BELONG?”

The love story that will

live with you today,

tomorrow and forever!
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(Confd from page 20)
Well, he got it and, of

course, the romance ru-
mors about himself and
Sonja popped all over the
place again. But, as we
said before, don’t take
this pair too seriously.

Van dashed back in

time to do a long-prom-
ised Command Perform-
ance radio show which is

just broadcast to the boys
overseas—and it was a

laugh riot. He, Sinatra,

Bob Hope and Dinah
Shore put on a burlesque
version of “The Rover
Boys” and oh—the way
they kidded the Johnson
boy about his curls and
freckles. They should
have kidded him about
his weight, too, for he is

really putting it on. Van
had better be finding

something besides those
daily tennis games to

take it off—because ten-
nis isn’t doing it.

In one part of the hilarious half-hour
show, Bob Hope asks Dinah, “What’s
Johnson got that I haven’t got?” And
Van butts in with, “Nothing—-but

you’ve had yours so much longer!”

The Flynns: The lovely Nora Eddington
may return to the roof of her husband
Errol Flynn. Since their arrangement
of separate homes, Nora has had prac-

INSIDE STUFF

Henry Willson finds Diana Lynn a good listener—at Award dinner

tically every swain in town casting

covetous glances in her direction. Un-
sophisticated, natural and so pretty,

Nora has intuitively handled her life

and marriage with great wisdom. One
evening at the home ot mutual friends,

Cal noticed, Nora came in alone rather
late and quite casually looked around.
Errol was there. With all the tact in

the world she stood near him, shelter-

ing him from the gregarious females

that constantly flutter

about. Not possessively,
remember, but charm-
ingly. There was pride
and something else, too,

in Errol’s eyes.

At cocktail time at Ro-
manoff’s recently Cal and
Nora met by appointment
for a chat. Practically
every man in town passed
and repassed our table
glancing longingly at
Nora in her plain gray
suit, her long brown hair
flowing. Despite Cal’s
glares, several did join us
and we were both amused
and delighted at Nora’s
naive conversation of
home, of her baby Dierdre
and of “my husband, Mr.
Flynn.”

Talk of the Town:That Joan
Crawford has worked her
way back to a coveted
spot in Hollywood and
can now pick and choose

is the talk of the town. But you see
Joan built her comeback house on a
very solid rock, for what Hollywood
doesn’t know is that Joan has forti-

fied herself with religious study the
past two years and through her new
faith couldn’t fail. If her broken mar-
riage to Phil Terry is not mended, close
friends assert it is because it had no
chance from the start. Joan is an ex-
citing, glamorous person. Phil is con-

p

And you, too, can have thrilling warm

lips radiantly alive with Irresistible— the

lipstick that brings glorious color to your

lips and breathtaking moments to your

heart. WHIP-TEXT to stay on longer yet

be smooth-spreading, non-drying. Your

most becoming shade with matching

rouge and face powder available at all

5 & lOt stores.

Add a touch of Irresistible Perfume

/COW FINER THAN EVER

IN NEW METAL SWIVEL CASE
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INSIDE STUFF

Smiles—the while Frances Gifford chats
with Mervyn LeRoy at Gold Medal event

servative. At a party recently, Cal
hears, the women gathered together in

the powder room and unanimously
agreed Joan was the best groomed and
most glamorous woman present. And
coming from other women, that’s a

compliment.

Dancing Duo: Maybe the best thing that
happened to Rita Hayworth was Tony
Martin’s return from overseas—and his

Army discharge which is giving him
plenty of time to pay her mad attention
at a time when the up-to-then very
unhappy gal could use it most. What
a rush! Night after night you see the
two of them literally burning up the
dance floors and warming up the room
with the glances they toss each other’s

way. Looks like a serious crush to Cal
—but when they’re at Ciro’s or Mo-
cambo or La Rue, they’re now refusing
to let photographers take their picture
together. Rita said she didn’t think it

would look right—since she had done
nothing definitely yet toward divorcing
Orson Welles though they’ve separated.
But you can bet it won’t be long now.
Tony Martin is due for a new and

terrific screen break. He looks won-
derful—and lost only a few pounds
during his stay in the Army. And his

singing voice is as wonderful as ever.
He goes right into “Till The Clouds Roll
By” to sing two beautiful Jerome Kern
numbers (one of them is “Only Make
Believe” from “Show Boat”) and the
bobby-soxers can really go mad over
this picture, because Frankie-boy Si-
natra is in it, too—but so far, only sings
one song in it, “Old Man River.” How-
ever, when “Show Boat” is filmed, Cal
will betcha that Tony Martin plays the
romantic lead—with either Judy Gar-
land or Kathryn Grayson opposite him.
Here’s hoping it’s little Judy—don’t you
agree?

Town Topics: Ava Gardner, who finally

got two big screen breaks she’d been
pleading for (“Whistle Stop” and “She
Went To The Races”), is letting her
groom Artie Shaw talk her out of doing
any more movies and may give up her
career altogether . . . You’d never

of a Cover Girl I

tion, but you still need protection against

risk of future underarm odor. And Mum’s
the word for that.

So take 30 seconds to smooth on Mum
after every bath, before every date. Snowy-

white Mum keeps you sweet— nice to be

near all day or evening.

Mum won’t irritate your skin or injure

fabrics. Quick, safe, sure — you can use

Mum even after dressing. Won’t dry out

in the jar. Ask for Mum today.

• • •

For Sanitary Napkins—Mum is gentle, Safe,

dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

'Myers PERSPIRATION

You can't cover up underarm odor— but

you can guard against it with Mum

YOU SIMPLY can’t resist perfume. That

added dash of fragrance makes you

feel so feminine. So alluring.

But you’re only fooling yourself. For

even the loveliest of perfumes won’t cover

up underarm odor.

Your bath washes away past perspira-
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DRESS BY CHAPMAN

It’S Hard To Tell the age of anyone

whose skin is so beautiful. For isn’t it true

that it’s the appearance of your skin that

"dates” you?

No matter how lovely your skin is today,

take the advice of many beauty experts and

make every effort to see that your skin

retains the natural moisture which gives it

that peach-bloom glow of youth.

Protect the natural moisture ofyour skin

by guarding against the things which dry

f- ;

—A wonderful make-up base,

that vanishes smoothly into the skin
,
leaving com-

plexion satiny and daintily scented. Let it act as you
sleep! Thisfine, lightly-textured skin cream contains

"cholesterol”. Helps keep skin soft and supple,

neutralizes any excess acid accumulations

in outer pore openings
,
guards vital

skin moisture. 60f plus tax .

out the skin: Neglect of proper skin care

and too much exposure to winter’s blustery

winds and summer’s hot, drying sun.

Choose Your Creams Carefully. Not neces-

sarily the most expensive but creams that

will do something for your skin. Try the

two creams that bear the proud name of

Chas. H. Phillips.

Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia Skin Cream.
Contains "cholesterol” ... a special in-

gredient that protects against loss of nat-

ural skin moisture. Also soothing, soften-

ing oils that assist in keeping skin smooth

and supple.

Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia Cleansing

Cream. Especially prepared to remove

make-up, surface dirt and accumulations

from outer pore openings.

Both creams contain genuine Phillips’

Milk of Magnesia.

Phillips'
MILK OF MAGNESIA CREAMS

—A light
, daintily-

scented cleansing cream that tissues off" easily

.

Liquefies asyou smooth it onyour skin. Leaves

your complexion looking dewy-fresh and
sparklingly clean. plus tax.

INSIDE STUFF

Music by Desi Arnaz, who’s Ciro’s maes-
tro—for Lucille Ball and Frank Sinatra

recognize Johnny Weissmuller, all

spruced up around town with not only
a short haircut but a new moustache.
Getting ready for some indoor, slick

movie parts, after all those years yelling
his lungs out as “Tarzan” . . . Anita
Colby fooled everyone by showing up
at Randy Scott’s enormous cocktail
soiree without Clark Gable, who has
been so devoted again. No doubt about
it, the Colby is still more beautiful than
any movie star in town. Clark betook
himself to Manhattan for a fun fling

when he discovered a lot of things in

the script of his next picture that he
didn’t like. He won’t come back to work
until the changes he wants are made
... It was heartwarming to see Susan
Peters and her wonderful husband
Richard Quine with that large party
at Ciro’s for the opening of Desi Amaz’s
band. Desi has been giving her guitar
lessons, too—and so far, she can even
do one good number, the Cuban “Tabu”
—and sing the lyrics in Spanish. Lucille

Ball, Desi’s wife, and Susan are close

friends . . . June Allyson and Dick
Powell, “evicted” from their hotel,

managed to commute to and live on
that boat they bought from Humphrey
Bogart all during the rainy season

—

and loved it! . . . You can look for

Joan Crawford to divorce Phil Terry
as soon as “Humoresque” is finished

—and before she starts her next star-

ring picture, “The Secret” . . . Janet
Blair and her husband Lou Busch are

headed for the rocks—the way they’ve

been tiffing . . . Olivia de Havilland
amused a group at Mocambo one night

saying that her cute Maj. Joe McEwen
had proposed marriage only that day.

And when she asked him, “Why?” he
answered, “Honey—so I can get some
reading done!”

It's Hope Again: A Paramount switch-
board operator is still confused.
“A party by name of Linda is calling

Bob Hope from Chicago,” said long
distance.



INSIDE STUFF

Robert Mitchum takes Rill Williams “for
a ride” as fun stunt on set at RKO

“We must have more information,”
said the studio operator. “Will you
please ask the purpose of the call?”

“Party says it’s not important,” re-
plied Chicago, “but her daddy told her
she could call.”

Her daddy? Immediately the call was
put through to Hope on the “Monsieur
Beaucaire” set.

“Mr. Hope,” said the operator, “I

have a personal call for you from your
daughter Linda, in Chicago. Go ahead
please.”

“Linda!” shouted Bob. “How can
you be in Chicago?”
“Why, I live here with mommy and

daddy,” came the child’s frank reply.

“And we just got a telephone in. Daddy
said ‘now we can talk to anyone we
want to,’ and I only want to talk to

you, Mr. Hope. You’re so funny. . .

Bob has sent Linda Hackett an auto-
graphed picture.

“Anyway,” said Bob, “this is one
thing that couldn’t have happened to

Crosby!”

A Line or Two: Cary Grant told a
friend, “I’ve married two beautiful
women, one of them the wealthiest
woman in the world, and both lovely.

I’ve made a fortune and had my share
of fame. And yet I feel lost somehow.
In fact, I was happier when I was
struggling to get some place. Really
happier.” . . . John Payne took himself
out of bed with flu to go to the hospital

and peek through the window at Gloria
De Haven when she had their laugh-
ter . . . Dorothy Lamour and her
husband William Ross Howard, now
in civvies, talk of nothing but their new
son, John Ridgely Howard . . . Bob
Hope took himself off to Palm Springs
with his family for his first vacation in

years. He intended to remain six

weeks. He was there one day when
Paramount recalled him for more re-
takes on “Monsieur Beaucaire.” We
leave Bob’s remarks to your imagina-
tion.

BY APPOINTMENT
PERFUMERS TO

H. M QUEEN MARY
VARDLEY. LONDON
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

W The Blue Dahlia (Paramount)

Alan Ladd and Veronica Lake get

tensely involved in this murder drama

HERE we go again, with another tough,
hard-boiled mystery drama in which

almost everyone gets thoroughly beaten up
at least once. In the movies, though, a
beating that would send any normal person
right off to a hospital for months only
slows up the players for a few minutes.
Anyway, Alan Ladd comes back from

the wars to find that his wife, Doris Dow-
ling, has been very busy in the playing-
around department. So, after a swift right
to the jaw of the current boy friend, How-
ard Da Silva, owner of a night club called
The Blue Dahlia, Alan walks out on Doris.
Unfortunately for him, she gets killed the
very same night, and from then on Alan
gets involved with some very lethal bad-
dies while trying to solve the murder

and, at the same time, avoid the police.

There is an assortment of suspects, in-

cluding William Bendix, Alan’s pal who’s *

not quite recovered from combat and
doesn’t remember what happened the night
of the murder, Will Wright and Don Cos-
tello, Da Silva’s partner. Wandering in

and out of the picture, trying to help Alan,
is Veronica Lake, the estranged wife of

Da Silva.

Raymond Chandler, the noted mystery
writer, wrote the story which belongs to

the tough, realistic school of whodunits,
and if you like the type, we’re sure you’ll

enjoy this one.

Your Reviewer Says: Lower your fist

—

we
give in.

^Because Of Him (Universal)

Charles Laughton and Deanna Durbin
take gay complications in their stride

W E’RE happy and fans should be happy
too, that in “Because Of Him” Deanna

Durbin has a better film than her last two.
Still not good enough to match the stand-
ard of her earlier pictures, the comedy
nevertheless shows marked improvement.
Miss Durbin again turns to comedy and,
oh happy days, she plays it straight. As
a young waitress (living and dressing ele-

gantly in true movie fashion) she seeks a
stage career. As a means she obtains the
autograph of ye olde hamme, Charles
Laughton, the reigning matinee idol of the
New York stage. Atop the autograph, how-
ever, is a letter recommending the star to

his producer. While Laughton, who knows
nothing of the letter, is away on a vaca-
tion, Miss Deanna presents the signed

recommendation, is feted and catered to
until Laughton unexpectedly returns. Then
come the big old plump complications.
Laughton, playing Laughton raised a de-

gree or two, is superb. You’ll enjoy him
immensely. Franchot Tone, the playwright
who is torn between love for Deanna and
repugnance for her publicity stunts (engi-
neered by her friend Helen Broderick) is

first rate. Deanna sings, of course, and
beautifully, but somehow we felt her
“Goodbye” number while pursuing Tone
through a hotel failed to click.

Stanley Ridges is the producer and
Donald Meek the valet.

Your Reviewer Says: Enjoyment and pleas-

ure are here for the taking.

^ Tomorrow Is Forever (International)

Orson Welles is a ghost from Claudette
Colbert’s past in a tender, moving film

VA/HAT a picture this is in a month of

good movies. The sophisticated, for-

mally dressed audience at the Hollywood
premiere openly sniffled or wept at the
tragic story of Claudette Colbert, a young
woman whose officer husband never came
back from World War I. Befriended by
her employer, George Brent, and his aunt,
Lucille Watson, Claudette and her baby
are taken into his home, never to leave,

for George and Claudette are married and
with their sons live happy, contented lives.

From Europe comes a chemist, crippled
and deformed, to work in Brent’s plant.

A man of charm and intelligence, he is in-

vited to the home of his employer where
he meets Claudette—the wife he wouldn’t
come home to from the last war. How

(Continued

the truth gradually dawns upon her, how
he prevents her from reaching into the
past to recapture memory and thus de-
stroy her future, and how he persuades her
to let their son go to war is beautifully
told and acted. Welles is wonderful,
Claudette superb. Both Brent and Miss
Watson handle their roles beautifully. The
boys, Sonny Howe, and especially the older
son, Richard Long, are splendid. The little

girl, Natalie Wood, befriended by Welles,
is both quaint and tragic, with an immense
appeal. We feel you’ll love every moment
of the story. Only once in the very final

scene does Welles go overboard, but that,

so small a matter, can be forgotten.

Your Reviewer Says:We recommend it highly,

on page 137)

6
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For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 137

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 149

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 144
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Ignorance, Indifference and Neglect

May Lead to a Troublesome Case

of Infectious Dandruff

Don’t be dumb about so important

a thing as your scalp and hair.

Common symptoms like excess flakes

and scaling, itching and irritation may,
and often do, indicate the presence of
infectious dandruff . . . the stubborn
kind that may hang on a long time and
embarrass and trouble you.

If you have the slightest evidence of
infectious dandruff, start now with
Listerine Antiseptic and massage twice
daily. This is the easy, delightful treat-

ment that, in a clinical test, brought
complete disappearance of, or marked
improvement in, the symptoms of
dandruff to 76% of the dandruff sufferers

bacillus” regarded by many leading
authorities as a causative agent of in-

fectious dandruff.

within 30 days. It has helped so many
. . . may help you.

Kills ''Bottle Bacillus”

Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of

the "bottle bacillus” germs . . . those

ruthless little invaders that can grow
in vast numbers on the scalp, threaten-

ing its health and the appearance of the

hair. Many a noted dermatologist calls

the "bottle bacillus” a causative agent

of infectious dandruff.

Flakes Begin to Disappear

While Listerine Antiseptic mops up
on germs, it also helps to rid scalp and
hair of those distressing flakes and
scales. And almost immediately itching

is allayed.

Even after a few treatments you

begin to see and feel improvement.

Your scalp tingles and glows, feels

wonderfully alive! Your hair feels de-

lightfully fresh! Listerine Antiseptic

does not bleach it.

Get in the habit of making Listerine

Antiseptic and massage a part of your

regular hair-washing. It pays! Remem-
ber, Listerine Antiseptic is the same

antiseptic that has been famous for

more than 60 years in the field of oral

hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Mo.

the tested treatment

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
and MASSAGE
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THIS GIRL...!
Breathtaking in the wonder

of her loveliness!

THIS PICTURE ...!

Glamorous in the magic of

** its songs, stars, story!

I DIDN'T MEAN
A WORD I SAID''

by Jimmy McHugh
and Harold Adamson

"MOONLIGHT
PROPAGANDA"
by Herbert Magidson
and Matty Malneck

"DO YOU LOVE ME"
by Harry RubyREGINALD GARDINER • RICHARD GAINES • STANLEY PRAGER

20,
CENTURY- FOX

PICTURE

HARRY JAMES’ MUSIC MAKERS
Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Produced by GEORGE JESSEL

Screen Play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan • Based on a Story by Bert Granet

Dances Staged by Seymour Felix

"AS IF I DIDNT HAVE
ENOUGH ON MY MIND"
by Harry James, Lionel

Newman and Charles

Henderson

P
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What About Tommy?

This month Photoplay’s editorial page presents a dis^

tinguished producer’s views on a problem we all face

SAM GOLDWYN

BY SAM GOLDWYN

T
HE war is over. GI Joe is marching home. The problems of total war-

fare are giving way to the problems of total peace. Joe is going to need a

job. Joe is going to want a place to live. Joe is going to have a lot to say

about the way he wants his country run.

Joe needs our understanding and our help and he is going to get it. But

let’s look for a minute at Joe’s kid brother Tommy. Tommy is seventeen.

He never got to war. He grew up in a world atmosphere of bloodshed and

violence, where death was an everyday occurrence. Now the war is over and

we hope he is never going to shoot a Jap or fly a fighter or drive a tank. With

millions of veterans facing the task of readjustment, not many people are

going to have much opportunity to worry about Tommy.
So Tommy will start looking around for the excitement he has missed,

the adventure he has been denied. Where is he going to find it? In the

decent amusements of American life? Or in petty, and not so petty, crime.

We all know what happened after the last war and how the Tommys of

that generation ended up as the gangsters and jazz-age playboys of the post-

war years. Are we going to let this happen again? Already the rate of

juvenile delinquency is rising rapidly—the first sign of the approaching

storm. FBI records show that during the first six months of 1945 arrests of

boys under twenty-one increased almost twenty-four per cent. Seventeen-

year-olds are the predominant offenders.

This is principally a problem for our welfare agencies, our government
and our legal authorities. But we have a responsibility too—we who make
the movies and you who see them. We can help Tommy find his place in

the sun, or we can push him a little closer to the borderline of crime.

Fifteen or twenty years ago Hollywood faced this same alternative. You
know what happened then. The screens of the nation were suddenly flooded

with films glamorizing the gangster as an adventurer who operated outside

the law. Millions of impressionable young Americans watched these films

and left the theaters subconsciously associating themselves with these glori-

fied public enemies. Envying them, they began to emulate them. Some-
times it took the relatively harmless form of imitating the racketeer’s slang,

his dress, his “toughness.” Sometimes it was not so harmless; we read

about those times on the front pages of our papers.

While motion-picture companies were busy making sensational capital

out of this social cancer they were at the same time neglecting their prime
responsibility to the youth of America. Instead of utilizing their tremen-
dous power to lead the Tommys of our nation back to school and to the pur-

suits of a peaceful life, Hollywood was devoting its time and talents to shoddy
melodramas. No one will ever be able to estimate ( Continued on page 136)
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RUNAWAY BRIDE
She, like so many girls today, had to choose between them—her

home and her heart. Here is the dramatic story of Jeanne Crain’s decision

BY RUTH WATERBURY

. T WAS early morning' on the last day of the

{
year 1945.

Inside the Blessed Sacrament Church of
Hollywood a nuptial high mass was being held.
The Rev. Father Eugene Ivoncovich, S. J., was
reading the beautiful, solemn words to the
strikingly handsome young pair standing before
him. The group of people gathered together to

watch the ceremony was very small, only about
a half dozen really, and no member of the
bride’s family was present.

It was, in fact, not the bride’s parish in which
she was being wed, nor her own priest who
was celebrating the mass. Actually, she and her
groom were only there by grace of a dispensa-
tion from the Bishop of Los Angeles. But that

the girl standing there, so slim and graceful in

her white gabardine suit, was deeply in love

was touchingly visible.

Outside in the street before the church, news-
boys were calling out an extra. “Where is

Jeanne Crain?” they cried, in imitation of the

newspaper headlines, and only a few blocks
south from the church, at NBC and CBS, radio

commentators were broadcasting appeals to

Jeanne Crain to get in touch with her mother,
adding that, if she would, all would be for-

given.

Some ten miles west of the church, in a

simple little apartment in Westwood Vil-

lage, Jeanne Crain’s mother, Loretta, and
Jeanne’s two-years-younger sister Rita

sat frightened, hoping that the phone
would ring, hoping that the doorbell

would ring, hoping that they might
hear the footsteps of the lovely girl

around whom their lives had al-

ways revolved.
But they heard nothing at

all. It was the first time in

the lives of these three

that they had ever
been ( Continued
on page 93)
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Khapsody for two
—Paul Brinkman
and his Jeanne
Crain, of “Leave
Her To Heaven”
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There were those rumors,

p

You heard them. So did Dane Clark. Here

he speaks forthrightly—for himself

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

“When success comes so suddenly, you wouldn’t be hu-

man if it didn’t catch you a little off-balance,” Dane says

It was his Margo who said, “Let’s head for Hollywood”

ANE CLARK first burst upon my
consciousness in two widely diver-
gent concepts.
The first was that the exuberant

young Warner Brothers actor had come
along faster than any character player
since Jimmy Cagney hurled his first

grapefruit. With just one or two pictures
to his credit, and those not starring parts,

his fan mail was astounding.
The second impression wasn’t so rosy

—not by a long shot. If you could be-
lieve what you heard, while Dane was
booming to stardom before the cameras,
in private he was behaving in the man-
ner of a fourteen-karat, bottled-in-bond,
A-l Heel.
They said that Dane couldn’t “take it”

—but that he could dish it out by the
shovelfuls.

There was a loud whisper that in a
temper one day he had struck an extra
boy. Then I heard that Dane and his

wife were quarreling because she could
not stand his arrogance and conceit. So,,

with the latter reports still ringing in my
ears, I held up my hands when Photo-
play’s editors asked me to find out
whether all this was true or false. “I can’t

do an interview with that ‘hoodlum.’
”

Time has a little way of taking care of

these impossible guys, I’ve found out.

Their careers don’t last very long. There
the matter dropped.
Two weeks later I was attending a

very gay cocktail party given at the
apartment of Photoplay’s Sara Hamilton.
Many of Hollywood’s younger players
were present, including Hurd Hatfield,

Cornel Wilde, Craig Stevens, Don De
Fore, Helmut Dantine and there, wan-
dering around from room to room, was
Dane Clark.

I took a good look at him. He was
certainly a personable enough looking

young man. In fact, there was something
vex-

y open and likable about his face and
expression. He was well groomed but
certainly not turned out in a typical

Hollywood sartorial fashion. He spoke
with interest ( Continued on page 126 )
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She’s a symphony in contrast

—

wide-eyed girl and woman to he reckoned with

FRIENDMYPARADOXICAL

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Y paradoxical friend, Miss
Jennifer Jones, has grown
up. And I don’t think
somehow that she will be

called a paradox any more. . . .

I first realized that Jennifer
had come into her maturity at

the beautiful party David O.
Selznick, her producer, gave for

her not so very long ago. In

manner, conversation and ap-
pearance she was different; a

poised young woman, not a naive
girl. She had knowledge of and
interest in many things, and

twinkling humor. She was soignee, carefully done,
highly finished with her cloudy dark hair smooth and
high, with the decolletage of her black lace gown in

contrast to its long sleeves, with the absence of jewels
dramatizing her eyes which match any jewels she
could find.

Jennifer’s maturity did not come overnight, of course.

It only seemed to, the way springtime does. It has been
contributed to, I believe, by her earnest endeavor to

understand the varied characters she has played . . .

the emotional Bernadette, the brave immature Jane
Hilton in “Since You Went Away,” the innocent Single-
ton in “Love Letters,” the sultry passionate halfbreed
Pearl in “Duel In The Sun.” For Jennifer, born of

theater people, always, I think, has been an actress

above all. Also, within the last two years Jennifer has
had the reality of her divorce from Robert Walker to

mature her. No one as intelligently aware as she would
give up a marriage, especially a marriage which in-

volved two children, until she had done a considerable
amount of good hard thinking.

Mr. Selznick gave the party for Jennifer, with his
delightful mother acting as hostess, in the house he has
rented from Miriam Hopkins, the house which once
belonged to the late John Gilbert. It sits high up on
one of Beverly’s highest hills, this house, with windows
opening on patio, gardens and swimming pool and, far,

far below obscured here and there by lower hills, a
vast view which extends even to the sea.

There were, I should say, about one hundred
guests; among them the Henry Fondas and Jimmy
Stewart, who was their house guest, Anita Colby, the
Reginald Gardners and Sir Charles Mendl with whom
I arrived, Ingrid Bergman and her delightful husband,
Doctor Peter Lindstrom, the Keenan Wynns, the Joe
Cottens, the Charles Boyers and Jennifer, of course,
who came with the Cottens, Jimmy Stewart and Anita
Colby.
There were cocktails and canapes in the patio. Then,

inside, the buffet supper table held cold turkey and
ham, spaghetti with meat balls, chop suey—no Cali-
fornia party being complete without at least one Chinese
dish—salad, cakes, fruit, champagne and coffee. We all

served ourselves with a little of this and a little more
of that and, will power and self-discipline vanishing,

still more of that—and repaired to the small tables set

up in the drawing room.
While we were having coffee Abe Burrows, who sings

the funniest songs I have ever heard to old familiar

tunes, entertained us. He sang of Hollywood citizens,

of the stars and the producers and the roles the stars

have played and everyone howled with laughter. One
of his songs, about Bernadette, delighted Mr. Selznick,

and Jennifer. It was good to see her turn to him, her
quick alive expression broadening into a smile, for she
smiles more than she laughs, her eyes twinkling.

There’s no question Jennifer ( Continued on page 74)
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Jennifer with her producer,

David O. Selznick, whom
many insist she will marry

if and when he is free

Now there is a new understanding in Jennifer. She has grown up

As the sultry half-breed in “Duel In The Sun”
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The wacky antics of a delightful pair, fun-loving Alan and Sue, otherwise known as . . .

Tht AjAfl

Barbecue trip with a cowboy—no doubt a sudden “let’s go* brainstor

Alan takes a whack at shrubbery trimming

BY REBECCA CARY

A
T THE moment Mrs. Alan Ladd is compiling a book for

extremely private circulation only. It is called “Life With
Father By Mother” and it really is a volume.

Bound in the choicest hand-tooled leather in Father’s fa-

vorite shade of spruce green, the larger part of it is pictorial

—snaps of Alan and Sue, snaps of Alan, Sue and Alana, snaps
of Alan and directors, of Alan and pals, of Alan and members
of the supporting casts of assorted productions.

Photographically the shots are merely the kind you have
seen a thousand times, but what makes these so good are
the comments which Mother—that is Susie—has written be-
neath them. Sometimes these comments are merely one word,
sometimes several paragraphs, but do they tell Volumes!
To give you merely one example of the book’s pungent

contents, there is the shot of Alan plus the cast and the
director of a production on which practically no one was
speaking to anyone else at any time, except when the film’s

dialogue demanded. But in the photograph, they are all

remembering their duty toward their public and you never
saw so many hearty smiles on so many handsome, adoring
faces. Under this Mother has slyly written, “When good
fellows get together.”
That crack is typical of the entire Ladd approach to life.

You have to know the Ladds with real intimacy to know what
they are actually up to. Know them superficially and they
appear like an astonishingly normal young couple, very much
in love with one another and their home and their daughter.
And they are that, too, all except the “normal” part of it.

They are utterly, wildly, crazily mad for one another and
their home and Alana, but they are pure fakes when it comes
to the usual, rather solemn stories that are done about them.
Actually they are nuts of the first order. If they weren’t, they
couldn’t endure one another—Father would, I assure you,
drive the average Mother frantic— (Continued, on page 78)



Spring song:

Shirley Temple,

young matron

with teen-age

appeal, pretty

wife of Mr.

John Agar.

Yon’ll see her

next in “Sudden-

ly It’s Spring”

Fink



who thinks

being mistress of the pots and pans is simply super

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

I

NSIDE their booth in a Beverly Hills restaurant a

blondish young man and his pretty little brunette

wife were quarreling bitterly, paying no attention

to the girl with the reddish-brown fluffy hair who was
sitting in the next booth with her back to them. Or to

the rigid set of that red-brown head, as its owner be-

came furious overhearing the man’s abusive language.

The wife began to cry softly.

“Can you hear ’em, Mom?” whispered the girl to her

parents across the table. “He’s making her cry now.”

Amber pin points flashed in her brown eyes.

“Yes, Shirl, but you can’t interfere in a private argu-

ment like that,” cautioned her mother.

“Why can’t I?” said Shirley. “Just listen to him!”

When Mr. and Mrs. George Temple and their young
married daughter rose to leave the restaurant, Shirley

stopped in front of the couple’s booth. She looked dag-
gers at the man, then turning towards the woman said,

“Give it to him. Give it to him!”
“I w-i-i-11,” said the girl sobbing. Not even noticing

who her pretty ally was. The man glared at Shirley,

but said nothing.
As they left the restaurant, Shirley told her surprised

parents, “I guess I’ve lost a fan, but I don’t want
him anyway. The idea of his talking to her like that!”

She wasn’t Shirley Temple, the star, speaking of her
public, but Mrs. John Agar, the sergeant’s lady, battling

on another wife’s side with a new woman-to-woman
attitude. In Shirley’s life now—all accent is on the Agar.

The Little Princess who has brought so much laughter

and happiness through the years into the lives of millions

is definitely a young matron now. Time, tide and Tem-
ples roll along. This was brought home to the 12,000

loyal subjects who jammed Wilshire Boulevard several

months ago watching her come out of the church on the

arm of the tall young man with the steady eyes and the

firm jaw. And to the hairdressers, cameramen, press

and old friends who formed the line waiting in the midst

of strolling musicians, trays of bubbling champagne,
canopied tables, rose arbors, (Continued on page 70)

“Jack has a lot of fans,” says Shirl, proud of his looks

A bride’s scramble—cakes, salads, carpenters and chintz
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A is for Andrews, parson’s son, who

left the fold to be a tough guy

BY ELEANOR HARRIS



vm/i

D is for Dana. He comes from Texas, he’s one of nine
children, his father was a Baptist minister. . . He loves to eat

such a confusion of foods as caviar, hamburger with onions, abalone,
rare roast beef, raw milk (three quarts a day). . . He is six feet tall,

weighs 168 pounds, has brown eyes and brown hair and is thirty-four years
young. . . He has been a plumber’s assistant, a graduate of a teacher’s college,

an accountant, a gas-station attendant, a would-be opera singer, a would-be
writer. . . He has been married twice, first to a woman journalist who died, leaving

him a son David. . . Now to Mary Todd of Santa Monica, California, who is

the mother of small K (for Kathryn) and S (for Steven). . . He chops all

the wood for the two fireplaces in their house—and then is afraid to light the
gas jet to make them bum. . . He likes to listen to the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra, Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto Number Two in C Minor—and Frank
Sinatra! . . . He spends thirty minutes in the shower every mom singing and
shouting under hot and cold water. . . He intensely dislikes hats, night clubs, ale,

cats, crowds, short socks and California sodas—only Texas sodas will do him!
. . . He spends his spare moments .taking photographs of still life and still friends;

or working in his workshop to repair the toys of the neighborhood kids; or going
to movies with his wife. . . But the best roof he can find is the sky, under which
he plays tennis, rides horseback and goes to picnics with the rest of the Andrews
family. . . He reads a book a month, always with a glass of beer. . . He makes a
huge income but his Baptist upbringing with too many children and too little

money makes him only permit himself ten dollars a week for toss-around
money. . . He waxes poetic about his Dana-designed home, the comic strips “Red
Ryder” and “L’il Abner,” his family—and his acting career. . . His biggest use
of the United States mail is his endless chess game (by mail) with actor James
Gleason. . . If he had his way, he’d buy all the men’s clothes in Hollywood

—

and wear ’em all himself! . . . But he thinks his wife looks her best in blue
jeans and a plaid shirt, so that’s what she wears like a uniform around the
house. . . He can cook a complete roast-lamb-salad-vegetable-and-dessert-
dinner on request and often does to give wife Mary a breathing spell. . .

He spends horn's training his beloved cocker spaniel Michael—who, as a
result, can almost talk! . . . For an evening’s gaiety he takes Mary to only
one spot, the Bar of Music on Beverly Boulevard, where they courted
while single and still court while married. . . His best friend is

Director Lewis Milestone and his favorite topic of conversation
is politics which he talks for hours and hours. . . His best
loves: His wife, daughter Kathy, sons David and Steven.

M is for Mary: She loves him to do her blonde hair W is for woodsman: Dana keeps their fireplaces going



Carpenter

Ten years hence, Van feels, will be time to do his

real biography if he has proved his self-promises

42

Fink

Fancy-free bachelor. Van has no special girl, but
longs for his own home. His next, “Easy To Wed”

I

N THE annals of Hollywood there is no record of

a conquest as swift and complete as that achieved
by Van Johnson.
It is no secret that there are, now and again,

machine-made stars. The need for a certain type of

star to play certain types of stories arises, some
competent actor or actress who fits that bracket is

chosen, groomed, cleverly publicized and sold. Such
stars, as a rule, occupy a relatively solid position so

long as the brilliant machinery of a major studio
operates behind them.
Then there are those who grow steadily, surely

and magnificently in public favor, by increasing rich-
ness, lovable personality and artistry, such as Bing
Crosby, Judy Garland and Spencer Tracy.
None of these things happened in the case of Van

Johnson. Nobody was more amazed than his own
studio when the box office, that final arbiter, swept
the boy from New England into the top brackets.
Nobody unless it was Van Johnson himself.
His decision to go back to New York and the stage,

his conviction of failure in Hollywood, had been so

complete. His youth was impatient of course, as all

youth must be, and the first six months in Hollywood,



Carpenter

Van, proof of adage—you can take a boy out of New
England, but you can’t take New England out of the boy

while he cooled his heels at the Warner Brothers
Studios out in Burbank, had seemed endless. One
picture he had made, opposite a not-very-well-known
actress named Faye Emerson and—believe it or not

—

with his sandy blond hair dyed black. A gloom-
enshrouded murder yarn.
The night he went into Dave Chasen’s with his

tickets back to New York tucked away in his inside

pocket, he conceived himself to be through with pic-
tures. It wasn’t a gesture, there was nobody to make
a gesture to or for. With his lower lip thrust out
and his blue eyes narrowed, he was trying very hard
to be philosophical about it. A sturdy New England
realism came to his rescue. If you were a flop, you
were a flop and you went on from there, facing the
issue squarely.

Sitting alone, in the merry cheer of Chasen’s, wait-
ing for the famous short ribs of which he had heard
so much, he tried to work it out. Maybe he needed
more stage experience. Sure, that would help.
But all the time his heart was broken and he

wanted to put back his head and howl. There were
fine actors and actresses on the stage and it was a
great thing to be a star on ( Continued on page 111)

He might have been—Van Johnson, bookkeeper.

He is—Van Johnson, idol of millions—the rea-

sons why set forth in this memorable biography

Carpenter

An avid sportsman, regrets that his accident kept him
out of war, but is humble and wondering over his luck
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Joan Leslie, who hates to

be late—ami is, hates to

take advice—and does

BY WYNN ROBERTS

A word from the wise: Joan Crawford talks

over Joan L.’s apparel problems at Adrian’s

P
ERSONAL HISTORY

:

She was bom in Detroit exactly twenty-one
years ago. Stopped loafing at the age of two and went on the stage
with her two older sisters with pauses at Toronto and Montreal

for education out of mere books. These were convent schools, Our
Lady Of Lourdes in Toronto and St. Mary’s in Montreal and she
has remained the most devout Catholic ever since. Before she was
twelve she had covered most of the United States, Canada and Mexico.
She still has itchy feet.

Her favorite tune: Right now it’s “It Might As Well Be Spring”
although she prefers the way it sounded in the movie to any popular
recording on same. Before “Spring” it was “If I Loved You.” Her all-

time favorite is “Mary Is A Grand Old Name” from “Yankee Doodle
Dandy.” She admits that’s probably because it was sung to her
throughout the film.

She lives with: Her mother, father and unmarried sister. Mrs. Dick
Russom, her married sister, lives in Washington where her soldier-

husband is stationed, and the Brodels, which is the family name, spend
young fortunes talking long distance. They even go so wacky they
call up over all those miles to listen to Dick, the husband, play
the piano, which he does in a manner which charms this music-
wise bunch.

Her favorite foods: Anything in the dessert line and the gooier the
more adored. Because of this sweet tooth, tea is her favorite meal, not
so much because she likes tea, which she does, but because of the
cakes and such that go with it. In the solid foods department, she
goes for roast beef way past medium; jellied consomme any flavor;

chef’s salad; chow mein as her mother fixes it; all vegetables. Actually
she enjoys all foods, including spinach and (Continued on page 102)

44
Pet extravagance: Joan, her mom and sister call other sister in Washington



Fink

She loves to play around with recipes
which are printed on the sides of boxes

Joan’s theory: Practice makes perfect

Finh
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She was a Samba siren when they met. Now she’s Mrs. Haymes

BY HERB HOWE

Skipper, the little Haymes edition, is in his glory when
his Dad is tossing him around—has fun mimicking Dick

46

C
OCKTAILS and glamour stars were pro-
moting good feeling among United Na-
tions diplomats at the studio party but

' there was language trouble.

“All they can say in French is oui,”

moaned a frustrated diplomat.
“That’s all that’s required in Hollywood in any lan-

guage,” said a rangy youth in pure Parisian.

Startled by this burst of elegance from a character
attired like a cowboy, the diplomat peered sharply for
wiring. He knew there was some trick for doubling for-

eign tongues into actors’ faces. When fountains of Spanish
and Portuguese began playing from the same source, all

the delegates swarmed, eager to have their sentiments
translated to the glamour babes who were saying oui and
si to everything.
Mr. Richard Haymes was revealed that day a cosmop-

olite and bounced to the pinnacle of international society,

landing practically in the lap of Miss Elsa Maxwell,
enthroned thereon as arbiter.

Mr. Haymes has a record for landing nice, like a cat.

Born on the unlucky thirteenth, he has been kissed
by Luck and Betty Grable.
Seeing him, long limbed and easy jointed, with twig

nose and tawny hide, casual yet earnest of manner like

Jimmy Stewart, you pick him as the typical American
boy—old Huck Finn from Twain and Truman country.

It’s jolting to learn he was originally El Senor Haymes,
an Argentinian, sprouting up from the pampas amid
gauchos and llamas. However, his father was English and
his mother Irish and he did not hang around the Argen-
tine long. At the age of two he hit the road. With pre-
cocity he seemed to feel, well in advance of Wendell
Willkie, that it was One World and his oyster.

Landing in New York with his mother and brother
Bob, he saw his mother resume her stage career. She was
a woman of gifts and gallant enterprise. Using her maiden
name, Marguerite Wilson, she sang in many musical
shows, among them “Blossom Time” in New York and
“The Merry Widow” in London. Whether or not she
descends from Irish gypsies, as her son suspects, she has
wanderlust and the courage for (Continued on page 75)

V
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Miss Collector: Lizabeth Scott wants a mink coat, a home (which

she needs for her collection of Mexican masks) and a husband

kf IZABETH SCOTT is not
i one to go rushing pell mell
* along the road of life.

Her next steps are carefully
pointed toward a mink coat,

a house of her own and a
husband—in the order named. She wants
the coat to be dark and very becoming, the
house to be charming yet practical, and the
husband to be some of each.
The coat and the home are the natural

result of being a movie star and feeling that
she can now afford to act like one. Mink is

a gal’s badge of success, and an investment
besides. She’ll need the home any day now
for her growing glass menagerie and Mexican
masks, which she started collecting because
columnists and biographers seemed to think
it strange that she didn’t have a hobby. The
husband-hunt, well, that’s the natural result

of being Lizabeth—intense and questing.

“I want him to be the very essence of what
every girl dreams of,” she says in her eager,

deep-throated way. “Intelligent, keen, ob-
servant—with a vast amount of enthusiasm
for everything, especially me. It’s a large

order, but what’s the use of wishing if you
don’t make it a big one? I want him to love

me with a great fury because that’s the way
I'll fall in love.”

And that’s the way it’s apt to be. Three
years ago Liz decided she was going to be
an actress and today there’s practically no
one can dispute it. She has a joyous hunger
for experience and she wants it rich and
full The kind of girl who throws back her
lovely head, quenches her thirst and orders

up a career, a symphony or an omelette.

“Maybe it’s the Russian in me. I take every-

thing seriously.”

It is now a half year since the Scott became
an overnight screen success in “You Came
Along.” Before that there were detours by
way of fashion modeling, understudying

Tallulah Bankhead and screen testing for

roles that didn’t materialize. Apparently she

is a person who has been climbing a long

hill and has reached the spot where she can

sit down for a minute and enjoy the view.

Being Lizabeth, who will never quit strain-

ing onward and upward, she enjoys the view

backwards as well (Continued on page 128)

The girl who throws back her

golden head and orders up a ca-

reer, a symphony or an omelette
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look for a personality puzzle, for this stormy Welshman of

BY CAMERON

When the

*
K
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A
CERTAIN retired Welsh steel mill superintendent, aged
seventy, and Paramount Pictures of Hollywood have a
problem in common.

“I go into my club,” says this gentleman, “or maybe into

a small bar and head for the back room to lift a small one
with the lads and I have to interrupt this important and
life-sustaining enterprise to listen to guff and gabble and
goggle-eyed talk about that son of mine. This is merely
because he is a Hollywood cinema star.

“I am very tired of it. My son is a nuisance.”

Paramount is delighted that the nuisance son is a motion-
picture (or cinema) star. They call him Ray Milland and
dote on his celebrity. They agree with an enormous segment
of the population that he is not only a star, but an artist.

The trouble is—they can’t get this through Ray Milland’s

head. He does not behave like a star. He certainly does
not behave like an artist. He wants to be bothered as little

as possible, preferably not at all, by trappings, publicity

and plush gestures. He wants to talk about gasoline motors.

He talks about gasoline motors.
The fellow should be riding the top of the world and

digging his spurs in, what with all the acclaim that has come
his way because of that picture, “The Lost Weekend,” but
he brushes away the crescendo critiques as if they were flies

with designs on his ointment.
He too has a problem. This is akin to his father’s woes

in the Welsh bistros. Liquor is Milland’s problem—but don’t

bug your eyes out, Bertha. Liquor is Milland’s problem in

a unique way.
In “The Lost Weekend,” as probably everybody from the

W.C.T.U. to the Bartenders’ Association knows by now, Ray
plays the part of a drunk. Not an ordinary, run-of-the-
screen comic drunk, but a victim of alcoholism to whom
whisky is as vital as oxygen to a deep-sea diver. He turned
in an astonishing piece of acting, was so convincing, in fact,

that rumors were immediately launched that Milland had
played through the entire picture as boiled as a hootey-owl
in a distillery. Nonsense, of course, Milland is an industrious
workman who would no more think of tippling on the job
than a deacon would dream of getting swacked at a Sunday
school convention.
But let’s be reasonable. More or less everybody takes a

cocktail at parties. There are respectable businessmen who
have a snifter on the way home after work without getting

accused of acute elbowbenditis. With Milland, it’s different.

He’s an actor.

“I get looked askance at,” he reports. “I know a nice
quiet little place I used to go to (Continued on page 108)

“The Lost Weekend” is a man of many moods

The well-groomed husband, Ray, of “The Well-

groomed Bride,” with wife Mai and son Danny

He’d rather play tennis any day than win an award

SHIPP
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Id ft Woman
It’s that age-old battle again—with some fresh fuel thrown

"Very definitely,” says Dune ]3axter

I think a woman should tell her age—very defi-

nitely—and for one good reason. If she doesn’t look
her age, she should have credit for keeping herself

in shape so well. Most women spend hours getting

facial massages, using all kinds of creams, going to

body reconditioners. They’re always striving to

look young. But when they refuse to tell their age,

they get no credit for their efforts. And what woman
doesn’t want compliments? Besides, if she doesn’t

look as old as she really is and still won’t tell the
true number of years on her little brow, people
are bound to put it ahead anyway. They won’t give

a woman the benefit of the doubt at all in this pro-
found matter of, “And how old are you, my dear?”

It’s immaterial,” says Dorothy Lamour

I think it’s immaterial whether one tells one’s age or not, but

I’m sure people who simply forget their age are happier and more
interesting. Whenever I’ve been asked my age, I’ve told it, but

I don’t recommend the practice. One of the most charming couples

I’ve known once said that although they had been married thirty-

five years, they had no idea how old each other was. As they said

to me, “If you think about your age, you limit yourself. What you
are, what you wear, what you do should be directed by how you
think and feel—not by your years.” I know another couple in their

seventies who received an unexpected $5000 and paid off a piece

of income property. Their children protested that they should

use the money for a trip. “Heavens, no,” said the mother, “we
want that property paid off so it will provide an income for our

old age.” They weren’t old because they never thought so. Dorothy Lamour, oj "Road to Utopia

”

Anne Baxter, starred in "Smoky"

"Stop worrying about it ” says Cornel Wilde

Of course, in Hollywood or in the theater, a girl can take two or three
years off her age and you can forgive her. But when she takes off too many,
she becomes stupid.

The main fault of women in the profession, it seems to me, is that they
start taking off two or three years. Then, as they grow older, they increase
the deduction to four or five years. By the time they have attained the age
where wrinkle removers are the thing, they coyly admit they’re thirty-nine.

I remember such a case. A famous theatrical personality recently was married
for the umpteenth time. She announced her age as thirty-nine. Yet, in the
text of the story about her marriage, it was stated that she marched to the altar

first in 1910—which would make her about four years old when she first

became a bride.

Women, in my mind, should stop worrying about their age—and just live

so fully that every minute is something to treasure—and remember.
Cornel Wilde, of ‘‘Centennial Summer”



on the fire by six modern bright lights
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llobocly’s business,’
1

says lllaria Ulontez

No one could get me to tell my age! Frankly, it's

nobody’s business but mine. Half of the fun in a
woman’s life is listening to people guess her age.

If she showed them her birth certificate records,

proving she wasn’t wobbling about on a cane, they’d
not believe her. They’d insist the whole thing was
a fake. So why fuss about it? Besides, a woman’s
life is centered around a man in most cases. She
builds her appeal on a certain mystery which is

supposed to surround her. And what is a better

way to keep that appeal than by being mysterious
about age. Every man wants to think the light of

his life is young. I think it’s silly to do anything
that would take away any part of that mystery. Maria Montei, next in “Tangier

"

Joan Fontaine of “'From This Day Forward"

tr

Certainly,

”

says Joan Fontaine

Certainly a woman should tell her age: At least, i m not atraid
to admit I’m twenty-seven. Even though I suppose some people
will raise their eyebrows and say, “Humph! I saw her in pictures
when I was just a child.”

If a woman doesn’t tell her age, people invariably fake it and
add about ten years to it. An actress, of course, has a tougher
time in this age business. A non-career woman can be forty-two
and people will say, “She’s remarkably young for her age.” But
when an actress is forty-two, these same people remark, “Well,
of course, you know she’s just strung together with piano wire.”
But, really, why worry about it? There’ll come a time in every
woman’s life, anyway, when she’ll do a reverse act. People will
claim she’s younger than she is. To which she’ll proudly say,
“Oh, no, I’m a good five years older than that, my dear.”

rrWhy hide it?
”
says Clifton Webb

Seriously, age doesn’t make much difference to me. I’ve known young
women who were old because their outlook on life lacked enthusiasm and
spirit. And I’ve known older women who kept their minds young and were,
therefore, far from being ancients. But, frankly, I must admire any woman
who says to me, “Well, Clifton, I’m forty-five, but I still have a lot of fun out
of fife.” What’s the point of hiding your age, ladies? Most people know it

anyway or can guess it pretty darned close. I remember talking to a woman
who was fifty-five—and I knew it—about a show I’d seen over twenty years
ago. With a too, too preciously coy smile, she said, almost with a curtsey,

“Oh, yes, my Nanny took me to see it.” That, to me, is really on the corny
side. Old things are something to be proud of. It’s wonderful to have heard
the music of by-gone days and to have seen the shows that were so great.

Why deny yourself glorious memories that are so much a part of life, simply
because you don’t want to date yourself? Clifton Webb in “The Dark Corner



Here a lad, back from war to a world he did not leave behind, sits down at

his typewriter and with forceful honesty speaks of his “regained generation”

BY LON McC ALLISTER

I am returning to college on the GI Bill of Rights. In between I’ll be in pictures. “The Red House” comes first

i
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I’ve always lived with my mother and grandparents whom I love.

But the Army’s lack of privacy makes me long to live alone

S
ITTING here by the same old brick fireplace—Mac at

my side, albums on the rug, the machine playing
Brahms—is wonderful. Yet I can’t help knowing some-

thing is wrong. And though the moment is what I dreamed
of, the house the place I planned to return to and the
setting and the atmosphere almost perfect, still something
is wrong. And it’s always difficult to admit you are the
“something” that is wrong!
Away from the things remembered it is hard to realize

—and impossible to recognize—that you change; that you
will return—if you are fortunate enough—a very different

person. Whatever happens to you never, at least during
the first weeks, actually happens to you but rather to the
person you invented while you were away—the soldier

you pretended to be. But suddenly you realize objectivity

does not work. You have returned, but that fictional char-
acter, The Soldier, is with you. It is at that moment, I think,

everything collapses for a brief though endless moment.
At this writing, unfortunately, I am at that moment. . . .

And these are my strange thoughts, which I present to

you as clearly as I can. . . .

S
CRATCHING the neu> surface : The Army has given me
truth. And an ability to speak and write the truth as

I know it. For that I am thankful. Like every man dis-

placed for many months the Army has made me the con-
fused cynic, the sometimes too idealistic idealist, the
practical realist, and a much more intelligent twenty-two
than I might have been without the experience. I cannot
say how maturity might have come about in a peaceful

world, for now—like it or not—I am a member of a gen-
eration which came of age during great physical and moral
conflict.

What I am about to say may cause resentment or repul-
sion, interest or misunderstanding, or possibly a visit from
a psychoanalyst. In any event, it is as I see things and as
I want people to know I see things.

First—and this is quite normal among the returning
men—I have changed greatly. I am not the very young,
the very naive, the very uncertain juvenile who gave up a
way of life and now returns not wanting that way of life

again. Two years ago in Photoplay Thornton Delehanty,
an intelligent writer, said of me: (Continued on page 133)

Ray Sperry, who is my best friend, and I have

some embarrassingly inspired names for each

other, most of which we learned while in the Army

Mac, the wonderful Dane, is truthfully represent-

ed here. He’s kind, gentle, rough, loyal, spoiled
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n HE has come—has been
\ seen—has conquered.

A xjriH gjyi ^ That is sufficient to

sum up twenty-year-old
Angela Lansbury. But

maybe you would like to hear
more about this British refugee
child, who probably never would
have landed on our shores if Ger-
many hadn’t marched into Poland,
if children were not evacuated •

from London and if—this is the big
if—Angela Lansbury hadn’t had all

the confidence in the world in An-
gela Lansbury.
Thus far, you have seen her as

the Cockney maid in “Gaslight,” as
the love of Dorian Gray, as the sister

of Elizabeth Taylor in “National
Velvet,” and now as the tough but
good-hearted entertainer in “The
Harvey Girls.” In each she has been
totally different.

It is fascinating to watch her re-
action to direction which she ab-
sorbs as a sponge does water. Her
eye for detail is uncanny, her tech-
nique is probably unsurpassed by
anyone in her age category. But
don’t make a mistake. This girl is

no bag of tricks. She’s a bom actress.

Two-and-a-half years ago, she ar-
rived in Hollywood. She arrived, to

be quite precise, on the “Challenger”
after sitting up all the way from
New York. It was on October 16,

1942. There was nobody at the sta-

tion to receive little Miss Lansbury,
nobody to wish her happy birthday,
which, strangely enough, it was, and
there were not many dollars in the
shabby handbag which she clutched
under her arm. But she had a stout
heart and gumption. She wanted to

get into the movies. Why wouldn’t
she? She had been brought up in

the theater world. Had gone to dra-
matic schools in London and New
York and both on scholarships which
she had won by playing the balcony
scene from “Romeo And Juliet.” But
there she stood on the cold, smoky,
unfriendly station of downtown Los
Angeles. True, her mother was
out here, but there was no bank
account. All the money the two had
went to support her twin brothers
who were back East at school.

This meant Angela had to get

busy. Promptly she landed herself

a job at Bullocks-Wilshire in the

cosmetic department. And though
it constantly was in her mind,
this urge to (Continued on pogel04)

The Hoodlum SaintWith accent on appeal—Angela Lansbury, next in
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Blonde Accent

Or Angela Lansbury, British spunk

girl whose steppingstone to Hollywood

was a cosmetic counter

In a sketching mood with her dog the faithful watcher

Her marriage to Richard Cromwell was a hectic affair—performed at night in a jail

Seeing double? They’re Angela’s

twin brothers enjoying with her

a look at family snapshot book

BY INGA ARVAD
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TRIANG
There’s a new girl in John Payne’s life and he lov ( her, which is all right

with Gloria De Haven who had a lot to doA tn the introduction

BY HOWARD SHARPE

O
N THE first day of this extraordinarily significant

year, Kathleen Hope Payne was bom to John Payne
and Gloria De Haven. A fetching six-pound-eleven-

ounce bundle with dark, downy hair, blue eyes and rosy
skin, whereby John became the father of a girl for the
second time.

This matter of gender had caused the Paynes some
concern.

“Button,” he says, referring to the lovely twenty-year-
old Gloria De Haven whom he married in the last month
of 1944, “thought I wanted a boy. I’d told her month
after month that it didn’t matter, girl or boy, whatever
happened was swell—but anyway Button, when she
came out of it, kept repeating, _ ‘It’s all right? A boy?
Or— It’s all right?’

“It took a while before I could get it into her head
that she’d had a girl and then she began to wail. When
we got that stopped, she looked up and asked, very
solemnly, ‘Can I keep her?’

”

As you may have surmised, Kathleen was “kept.”

Thus she issued into this era of peace with a father who
undoubtedly will give her every material thing she can
ever want. He had knocked out his career in order to

keep his appointment with the Army but he had used
what money he had to buy investment property along
the coast above Malibu, against the day when those

properties would make up to him the income lost while

he was in the service. He is a shrewd man. The land

has already tripled in value.

Also, in the short time since his return, he has set

three excellent pictures circulating, starring John Payne.
“The Dolly Sisters,” “Wake Up And Dream” and “Sen-
timental Journey.” Another, “City Of Flowers,” is on
its way. He is only thirty-three and his potentiality is

one of the strongest in Hollywood.
But Kathy will have more to admire in her dad than

his ability to make money. When she is older she will

discover him to be a sensitive, thinking man. If you
wanted to pull one word from your vocabulary and
make it apply more than any other word to John, you
would have to say “sincerity.” Sincerity is almost a
disease with him. He loses, sometimes, his sense of

humor in it; and at least once, when he and Anne both
knew that it was no use—that nothing on earth could
turn their marriage into the vital, developing, exciting

thing it should be—he allowed the word to cost him a
year of misery and further years of indecision and doubt.
That was not only because of their daughter Julie.

John had made certain promises on the day he had
taken Anne Shirley as his wife and he was, and re-
mained, in love with her long after it was obvious that

they should never have made their vows together.

Because John has always wanted, and needed, a great
deal from a marriage. He believes that the response he
demands in the girl he loves can be made only to the
stimuli he himself offers—that she is more or less per-
fectly desirable to him as she mirrors his own desire,

his own need. So he blamed himself.

“A man,” he says, “needs only two things in life, but
he’s got to have those. A job (Continued on page 131)
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Imagine a guy who’d kiss and tell a gal she got lipstick on him—that’s just what Jerome Courtland told Irene Dunne

T
HE scene in “Together Again” called for a very young
fellow to back Irene Dunne against a wall and kiss
her authoritatively.

In the script, that was as far as it went. But on the
set at Columbia the day they took it, it went on a lot

farther—and funnier. Actually, the camera recorded
the most typical young male reaction it has caught in
many a day. That was because the lanky, black-haired,
seventeen-year-old playing that impetuous character,
while trying hard not to look his six-feet-three, thought
the camera had stopped.

He reacted spontaneously. Irene Dunne is a very
beautiful woman, utterly charming and feminine and a
great celebrity. It was the first time the kid had ever
been before a camera (even though only his back
showed) and the first time he had ever bussed a pair

of lovely and famous bps. So what he did as he came
out of that big moment was to hike up his pants, cut
out with a dance step and yip like a wolf.

“Keep it in,” shouted Director Charles Vidor. “Keep
in the reaction but cut out what Cojo said.”

The young actor whirled about in consternation, but
it was too late. The shot was in, the line was out,

though what he had said certainly wasn’t torrid. Instead
it was disapproving. He’d demanded of the stellar Miss
Dunne, “Say, did you get any lipstick on me?” (She
had, plenty.)

Cojo, be it known, says that to all the girls, including
his mother, whenever he smacks them. He is not averse
to kissing—no, indeed—but he loathes lipstick mixed
into it.

In case you don’t know who Cojo is, let us explain
that is the family nickname, and what all his friends

call Courtland Jourolmon (Co for Courtland, Jo for

Jourolmon), now of the 873rd Ordnance Co., somewhere
in Yokohama. And Courtland Jourolmon, dear readers,

is none other than Jerome Courtland, who stood out so

forcefully in “Together Again” and then practically



Here’s your “Holy cow,” bewildered hero

Cojo at age three, stages a rebellion

of “Kiss And Tell” who takes success

with a shrug and won’t stop growing

BY MILDRED AMES

He and Shirley formed a quick, firm friendship, but he stood for no nonsense from her

Cojo’s now in the Army, a yank in Yokohama

stole “Kiss And Tell” from Shirley Temple as its “Holy
Cow” bewildered hero.

“Together Again” happened in the fall of 1944. On
December 27, Cojo was eighteen. In January of 1945,

he got his draft notice, and in March, 1945, he was in

boot camp. But a lot of things had happened to him
before the autumn of 1944, and a lot between then and
that induction—love came to him, for instance. Right
now, with him it is dull, dull, dull, as it is with all the
GIs in the armies of occupation, but he’s trying to take
that with intelligence and patience.

Cojo wasn’t bom in any theatrical trunk, but he was
practically destined for fame right from his aristocratic

cradle, which rocked back and forth in the fine old
Southern ancestral mansion of the Jourolmons in Knox-
ville, Tennessee.
There’s a story about that name business, too. The

Jourolmons, like most deep Southerners, are practically

incapable of saying a three (Continued on page 99)
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RESENT the way many people
who had nothing but praise for
Lauren Bacall have turned against

her and are now saying, “She’s just

a flash. What has she got?” Bacall
has what she always had—That Look
—and as for me, I’m still interested
. . . I’m also against those people—

I

believe they’re the same group—who
protest that June Allyson doesn’t
dress fancy enough for them when
she goes shopping in Beverly Hills.

They insist that June should wear
make-up and that she should be
garbed in a dress instead of slacks.

They want her to come on as if she
were making an entrance in a pic-

ture, and maybe in Technicolor yet
. . . The thing that I like most about
Lana Turner—you guessed wrong

—

is the fact that when Lana phones a
boy friend and asks him to dinner,

she’ll take the check. I know this,

for I have seen her do it at the Bev-
erly Tropics.

* -X- *

I am surprised by the way Yvonne
De Carlo registers on the screen, so

sexy I mean. For when you meet her
off the screen, well, it isn’t that ap-
parent . . . Practically the same is true

of Bob Mitchum, for I have sat

around Victor’s with him and the

boys and didn’t believe he would be
much on the screen. But he is plenty

much on the screen, and Bob Mit-
chum is going to be one of the biggest

actors in the business ... I am
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What would people say if June
Allyson shopped in this fashion?



If Skolsky were there, he’d miss the point with Gregory Peck and Dottie Lamour

continually fascinated by Joan Craw-
ford, who is an amazing and perser-

vering woman. Joan shouldn’t have
to look hard for film stories, for her
own career would make an interest-

ing motion picture ... It was my
favorite character, Mike Curtiz, who
was peeved with a certain inter-

viewer and said to his secretary,

“Write that guy an anonymous note
and I’ll sign it.” ... I would like

to see a picture in which Errol

It’s a date trick of Lana Turner’s
and the waiter knows all about it

Flynn wasn’t so dam brave . . .

I’m a fellow who likes a blonde
as well as the next guy, but I

must admit that Virginia Mayo
doesn’t send me. As a matter of fact,

I get her confused with any number
of the Hollywood blondes. I don’t
have this trouble with Carole Landis,
for there is something about her that
stands out ... I occasionally go to

the Westwood Village Theater on a
Friday night, regardless of the movie
playing there, for I want to see Van
Johnson. Van goes there because
he knows that the college kids will

mob him after the performance. And
I enjoy watching Van Johnson enjoy
being pushed, shoved and shrieked
at by his admirers ... It doesn’t mat-
ter what role John Wayne plays,

whether he is a cowboy or in uni-
form or in civvies, he always looks
and sounds the same to me. And
what’s more, he always gives the

same performance . . . The best defi-

nition of a movie star, I believe, is

Ed Gardner’s which is: “A movie
star is just a plain girl who’s beau-
tiful.”

* . * *

I am not a fellow who can look at

an actor or actress and truthfully

say, “That person is going to be a
big star.” I must admit that I could
have seen Dorothy Lamour running
that elevator in the department store

or Gregory Peck guiding tourists

through Radio City and I never
would have hurriedly signed them
for pictures. I can’t spot a talent or
a personality in that fashion. How-
ever, I do want to give you a tip

about an actor who is going to be a
star, a big name in this business. He
is Larry Parks. You may ask, and
justly so, why, after stating that I

can’t pick talent, that I then proceed
to prophesy that Larry Parks is going
to be a something. I do this because
I have special information. I am a
dual personality. I am part column-
ist—part producer. The part-pro-
ducer part of me has been busy mak-
ing a movie titled “The Jolson
Story,” and in it this Larry Parks is

playing the role of A1 Jolson. I have
been on the set continually and I

have watched Parks. He is sensa-
tional in the role of A1 Jolson. In
fact, Parks is so good that A1 Jolson,
who has been around watching his

career being filmed, believes that
Parks is wonderful, also. The part
of me that is part-columnist had to

scoop the part of me that is part-
producer and tell you this.

* * *

I know that Peter Lawford and
Robert Walker are the best of

friends, and they must be, for prac-
tically the only time you see Law-
ford without a girl is when he’s keep-
ing Walker company ... I sometimes
wonder if Charles Laughton and Elsa
Lanchester, when they are at home
alone, play roles from their favorite

pictures ... A good parlor enter-,

tainer is Harry Ruby, the songwriter,
who will tell a group of movie celeb-
rities that his next song is, “When I

Grow Too Old to Make Love, Who
Are You to Remind Me?” ... I never
see Hurd Hatfield shopping at

Schwabs but that I wonder if he is

on his way home to take a sly glance
at his portrait to see if he has
changed. Movies do that to me, and
not only is Hatfield still Dorian Gray,
but I have a slight suspicion that
Mickey Rooney actually believes that
he is Andy Hardy, and that some-
times Spencer Tracy wonders if he
did invent the electric fight . . . The
physical size and power of Victor
Mature is evident, yet he insists,

for he has told me, that he never
exercises, except for the camera . . .

With practically every waitress and
model trying to get into the movies,
I am somewhat taken back by Nora
Eddington’s refusal to believe in her-
self to the extent of having a screen
test. She, whose beauty was enough
to get Flynn married , again.

* # *

When I stroll along the Hollywood
beat going to the familiar places I

meet many types. And each type
has a routine. There is, for example,
the agent who brought Jane Russell
or Greer Garson to the attention of

the proper people, and says so to

impress some slick chick who is

about to be wolfed . . . There’s the
ex-picture star who is still giving a
performance, but now it is at the
club or in a restaurant. This type
usually tries to impress the waiter
who is an (Continued on page 136)

Is there a note of concern to be de-
tected when Hurd looks at Hatfield?
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Guy Madison loves to go off alone to the beach, to swim or just lie on the sand. His next picture, “Suddenly It’s Spring

Tall and Tawny

BY DIANE SCOTT

F
ATE put the golden touch on good looking Guy
Madison when he took his bell-bottomed trousers
into CBS studios one afternoon and became the

star of a real Hollywood story so fantastic that it’s

doubtful if even Hollywood would have ventured
to film it.

Today, thanks to that fate and the faith of his
discoverers, his future is gilt-edged. From a three-
minute bit as the gum-chewing, heckling sailor in

“Since. You Went Away,” he zoomed into stardom
in the muchly coveted role of the returning service-
man in the RKO production, “Till The End Of
Time.” And from advance reports, Madison seems
set for a similar run.
With his fabulous success and his tawny golden

coloring he is in truth a golden Guy. But the real

metal of Madison is in his depth, his loyalty, sin-

cerity and spiritual-mindedness, revealed only to a
very few who know him well. It was to this quality

which producer Dore Schary referred, as he watched
Guy rehearsing a scene the other day. “I know I

must be getting old,” he told us. “He’s the first kid

I’ve ever seen that I wish were my son.” Big words
from a big man.
Upon meeting him, the magnetic impact of Mad-

ison hits you as it must have hit the 43,132 fans who
wrote him after seeing him for the first time on the

screen. His healthy tanned physique and swinging

Love walked in on this striking pair—Guy and Gail Russell
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Here he is “straight”—Madison,

the Guy with the gilt-edged future

and the stubborn chip on his chin

Guy’s an expert archer, makes his own arrows

stride belong to the out-of-doors, the sun and the

sea. He has crisp, curly blond hair that varies in

shade from being white like an Albino’s in the
summer to the deep golden color it is now.

There’s strength in his face and he carries the
suggestion of a chip on his chin that shows he
can’t be taken advantage of or pushed around. You
can knock the chip off with any teasing remarks
about his curly locks, a sore subject with him. He’s
constantly whipping a comb out and combing his

hair, trying by sheer force to smooth the crin-

kles out.

He has the same clean-cut, All-American look of

Marines on recruiting posters. Tender but tough.
He could be any good-looking American service-
man. Which is the quality in him that first caught
the attention of Henry Willson, assistant to the presi-

dent of Vanguard Studios, when he met him in the
corridor at CBS that day. The same look that im-
pressed Helen Ainsworth, Hollywood agent, when
she was thumbing through a Navy magazine which
showed the picture of Madison, the sailor, climb-
ing the mast of a ship. She sent word to him
in San Diego to come to see her on his next
pass. When they ran into Henry at CBS en route
backstage to the Janet Gaynor show, the executive
•asked Guy to go with him immediately out to see
David O. Selznick and (Continued on page 122)

In the living room of his apartment—the sun and sea Guy



WHAT
SHOULD
1 DO?
Your ProHems Answered.

Py Claudette Colliert

• DEAR MISS COLJBERT:
As soon as my husband was returned to this country from a hospital in England,

I went to him. I found a room not too far from the hospital and visited him when-
ever possible. He is now entirely well and he will be a civilian soon.
Meanwhile, I have been living near the camp at which he is stationed, and we

have been seeing one another frequently. I know we are deeply in love. Yet, the
other night my husband asked me to return to my home and get a divorce.
He says that he loves me, but that he is convinced that our marriage was a mis-

take as we have nothing in common. He says that he never wants to marry again.
His behavior toward me has always been wonderful, considerate, and affectionate.

When I beg him to let me stay with him, he simply says that he doesn’t want
to hurt me, but that he does want me to go home. Isn’t there something I
can do to make him realize that our marriage is more than an overnight thrill? We
had dated one another a year before we married, and I thought we knew one
another, but he insists that everything is changed.
Can you tell me how to hold him?

(Mrs.) Elvira S.

Dear Mrs. S:
There is an old, little-known proverb that reads, “f hold my love but lightly

for I know that things with wings, held tightly, want to go.”
Although I have no desire to offer myself as an expert on the psychology of

men who have spent many months in the Army, followed by many more in a
hospital, I have a strong suspicion that many of them have reached the point
where they are convinced that they feel another month’s rigid confinement to a
certain fixed routine will drive them stark mad.
Perhaps your husband feels, at this time, that he wants nothing on earth so

much as to be utterly, entirely, breezily free of ties of any kind.
It seems to me that, when a man is in that state of mind, the only thing to do

is to comply with his request. Don’t cry and make a scene.
Be sweet and agreeable. Go on home and get yourself a job to keep your mind

off your problem. Don’t file suit for divorce. Just wait patiently.
After a taste of the freedom your husband expects to be so rich and rare,

perhaps he will return to you, quite content to join you in building a home.
Claudette Colbert

Claudette Colbert, starring

in “Tomorrow Is Forever”

• DEAR MISS COLBERT:
I am an unhappy girl of twenty-four. Four years ago I was engaged

to Tommy. He broke our engagement saying to me: “Joan, you’re a nice
girl, but I can’t stand you any longer. Since I’ve been engaged to you,
I feel locked in jail. I can’t talk to another girl, I can’t dance with an-
other girl, without having you ask silly questions about whether she is

prettier than you are, or talks better, or dances smoother. You’re even
jealous of your own sister. I can’t stand this, and it’s getting worse, so
I’m through.” Every word he said was true.

For three years I couldn’t get him out of my mind, and I didn’t go with
another boy. Several months ago, however, I met Joe and fell in love with
him. I think he loves me, too.

I was determined that he shouldn’t find out how jealous I am, but it

isn’t easy. He is handsome and other girls are always stopping us on the
street, just to talk to him. When we pass strange girls, they cast eyes up
at him and smile; he smiles back. Then my suffering inside starts; I hold
my hand tight over my stomach to make the pain be still. I grit my
teeth to keep the words back so that I don’t say anything to make him
feel the way Tommy did.

But, can I marry a boy, knowing that I am crazy with jealousy this

way? Sooner or later I’m going to say something, I’m afraid, then what
will Joe think?

Please, can you help me?
Joan M.

Dear Miss M:
I’m sincerely glad you wrote to me, because your problem, while a

very serious one, can be solved.

Since you live in a large city there is undoubtedly a medical founda*
tion—a clinic—accessible to you.

Yours is obviously a minor malady of the personality; such ex-

treme jealousy is, to the mind, as a badly sprained ankle is to the,

body. If properly treated, you can recover completely; if neglected,

all manner of ills might result.

If you could see a good psychiatrist, I’m certain that he could treat you, and
in a short time you would find yourself completely cured. However, you are

quite right in not marrying until you are free of this illness.

Claudette Colbert

DEAR MISS COLBERT:
s I am twenty years old and in the Navy. I married a girl last August whom I

had only known a couple of months, but everybody else was getting married,

so we figured it would be a good idea if we did too. (Continued on page 116 )



Cornelia’s complexion is soft, clear

BOOKS FOR SAILORS—At the Seamen’s
Institute, Cornelia helps collect books to

send out to the Merchant Marine. A
friendly service as important in peacetime
as in wartime. Cornelia is also a delightful

hostess at a well-known and popular
officers’ club in New York. Ii was there

she met her lieutenant fiance.

"When Bob comes home from sea he’s

going to be a lawyer, and we hope to live

in Virginia,” Cornelia says.

Cornelia has a lovely air of exquisite

grooming. And, like so many engaged

girls, her complexion is "Pond’s-cared-for.”

"I’m awfully choosey about using a very

good cream,” she says. "Pond’s is abso-

lutely perfect for me—so cleansing and soft."

She smooths Pond’s Cold Cream over

face and throat and pats well to soften and

release dirt and make-up. Then tissues off.

She rinses with a second coat of Pond’s,

making quick circles around her face.

Tissues off. "I cream twice—for extra

softness and extra clean-ness,” she says.

Use Pond’s Cold Cream Cornelia’s way every

morning, every night—for in-between fresh-

ening-ups, too. It’s no accident more women
use Pond’s than any other face cream at any
price. Ask for a big luxury size jar today!

-eyes, blue-violet—hair, burnished brown

Pond’s

!

You’ll love a big, luxury jar!

A few of tlie many
Pond's Society Beauties
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JENNIFER

JONES
is one of the stars of

J>U£L

Son
p

latter

By Lester Gottlieb

Musically noting the recordings of songs you

loved from your favorite motion pictures

HOLIDAY IN MEXICO
Rumba music is what to expect from a movie with this title

and rumba music is what you get. Appropriately enough,
Xavier Cugat, undisputed maracas master, spins two of them,
"Oye Negra” and, of all things, "The Walter Winchell Rumba.”
Both are hip-notic. (Columbia)

MAKE MINE MUSIC

The new Walt Disney film is important enough to combine
the talents of the Andrews Sisters and Guy Lombardo on one
recording as they pay musical tribute to the jaunty cartoon
character, "Johnny Feedora.” (Decca)

WAKE UP AND DREAM
The new romantic baritone, Skip Farrell, ably abetted by
Frank DeVol’s fine orchestra (Capitol) selects for his disk

debut two melodies from 20th Century-Fox’s forthcoming
filmusical. Skip lyrically advises, "You Can Cry On Some-
body Else’s Shoulder” and "I Wish I Could Tell You.”

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

Remember this now famous Bergman-Cooper Spanish saga?

Ned Washington has put a lovely lyric to Victor Young’s
sultry theme melody and called it "A Love Like This.” Car-
men Cavallaro (Decca) plays it to perfection, with emphasis

on the keyboard. The immortal "Warsaw Concerto” on the

reverse makes this a real diskovery.

ANCHORS AWEIGH
No one who saw "Anchors Aweigh” will forget Gene Kelly’s

inspired singing and dancing of "The King Who Couldn’t

Dance.” Now Columbia has made a joyful album just as you
heard it on the M-G-M sound track. A little imagination

will make up for the missing cartoon animals.

DOLLY SISTERS

Although this nostalgic hit has made the rounds of movie
marquees, it’s not too late to recommend the way Perry Como
(Victor) or Harry James (Columbia) interpret "I’m Always
Chasing Rainbows.” After all, this timeless tune has been

sung since World War One and even before that, when a

musician named Chopin originally conceived it as "Fantasie

Impromptu.” For the unadulterated version, try Al Good-
man’s "Polonaise” album. (Victor)

ROAD TO UTOPIA

It seems that almost everyone but Toscanini has recorded at

least one tune from this merry musical package. Co-star Bing

Crosby (Decca) chirps "Welcome To My Dreams” and "It’s

Anybody’s Spring” while Dinah Shore (Victor) and Johnny
Mercer (Capitol) prefer the more rollicking “Personality.”

after
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My Beauty Facials

Bring quick new

loveliness f

cML
one of the Stars of!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

Ziegreld Follies

want the loveliness that wins!

Active-lather facials give skin fresh new
beauty that makes pulses beat faster!

Why don’t you try Judy Garland’s

Active-lather facials with Lux Toilet

Soap? It’s wonderful how they leave

skin softer, smoother! Smooth the

creamy lather well in, rinse with

warm water, splash on cold. As you

pat gently to dry with a soft towel,

skin takes on fresh new beauty.

Don’t let neglect cheat you of

Romance. This gentle care famous

screen stars recommend will make
you lovelier tonight!

In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials

by skin specialists, actually 3 out of 4 com-
plexions improved in a short timel

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use this Beauty Care

&/r/s are £oae//er/
FIGHT WASTE— Soap uses

vital materials. Don't waste it!
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Super Matron

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!

No need to guess . . . look for the

famous Blue Swan Undies . . .

in whispery soft fabrics cleverly

styled to fit and flatter.
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('Continued from page 39) to wish them
Godspeed.
The Little Princess is no more. Today

in her stead is the radiant young woman
who spends all her time thumbing through
household magazines for ideas on re-
decorating her new home, learning to
cook, and doing some serious planning
about ways to cut comers a little and live
on her husband’s income, upon which he
insists, and with which she’s thoroughly
in accord.

She’s Little Mrs. Muffet who sits on
her kitchen tuffet trying out recipes, wor-
rying about whether the oven is too
many degrees Fahrenheit or whether a
“tossed” salad means to flip it once light-
ly or give it a deep steady turn. Also
why “for Goodness sakes” a salad with
a pretty name like “Western Way Salad”
asked you to smear raw eggs on lettuce.
She sits there opposite you wearing a

new gray chintz apron with red geraniums
on it and a turquoise ruffle around it that
looks slightly out of place amidst the
rich furnishings of the Temple living
room, but Shirley’s getting such a bang out
of wearing it that she doesn’t want to take
it off. She holds her toy Pekingese, “Ching-
Two,” snuggled up against her and tells

you seriously, “I should make a good
cook, if I just put my mind to it.”

p\ ESPITE the new domestication and the
apron, she still bears the outward ap-

pearance of a little girl who’s just on the
verge of whipping up her first batch of

fudge. Her satiny skin, with its warm
amber-pink tones, and her saucy brown
eyes are framed by fluffy masses of

brown hair with red glints in it. Which
causes her husband to frequently ad-
dress her as “Red.”

Shirley carries no false dignity. There’s
no overplaying of her new role as ma-
tron. Outwardly she hasn’t changed. But
there’s an overtone of serious purpose
underlying the humor now, as like any
other newlywed, she goes about feeling
very seriously the responsibilities of

marriage. She was determined to learn to

cook “or bust” before her Army sarge
came home again. “Jack just loves to

eat!” she says. “He likes good meats and
desserts. You know . . . French pastry
. . . things like that. I can just see my-
self spending hours squeezing little

pink and white things out of tubes. And
he can eat three breakfasts! He just

loves English muffins in the morning.”
She doesn’t think she will worry about
making the muffins. “You can buy ’em
so much easier.”

She’s been studying one of her wed-
ding-present cook books called “The Joy
of Cooking,” which makes it sound “like

more fun,” she says.

She learned about the Baked Potato
Crisps, a favorite recipe, one evening from
the home economics experts and food
fanciers who made up the “Gourmet So-
ciety” that meets occasionally at Zazu
Pitts’s home, next door to the Temples.
Ann Gallery, Zazu’s daughter and one
of Shirley’s best friends, suggested that

her mother invite her over for the cook
sesh. “Shirley, bring your notebook and
come right over,” Zazu phoned.

While she was there, her husband called

long distance from Camp Kearns, near

Salt Lake City, where he was stationed

then. The call was switched on over
next door where Shirley was just in the

middle of celery-seeding the Baked
Potato Crisps. She told him what she

was doing and he couldn’t believe it.

“That’s swell, Red,” teased Sgt. Agar,

“maybe there’s hope for you yet.”

Shirley is also spending many excited

hours supervising the carpenters and
painters working “next door,” as both
she and Mrs. Temple refer to the sizable
building which once served as a re-
creation house and is now being converted
into her new home. “I’m going ‘next
door,’ ” one of them will say. Or, “How
are things coming along ‘next door,’ Mom?”
Shirley asks when her mother has made
an umpteenth trip over to see.

“Next door” is a beige stucco and wood
building located about 150 feet from the
Temple home on an elevation overlooking
the blue Pacific. “It’s built on its own
lot and everything,” Shirley points out
proudly. “And it’s all ours—Jack’s and
mine. We own it.”

Originally it consisted of one huge room
with high-beamed ceiling and an open
fireplace, a stage, projection room and ice-

cream-soda bar; a kitchen; dressing rooms;
and two downstairs rooms which hold all

the valuable souvenirs and milestones of

Shirley’s fabulous career, including the
costumes from all of her pictures, from
“Baby Take A Bow” to “Kiss And Tell.”

The main big room, done originally in

scarlet and chartreuse, has been the meet-
ing place of Shirley’s gang for years.
When last viewed on her wedding night,

“next door” held nine tables loaded with
wedding presents that included everything
from a kitchen can-opener to many valu-
able new and antique silver pieces. To-
day all the silver is stored away care-
fully in vaults. Carpenters are tearing
out the big stage and enlarging the place
by adding a bedroom.

“It’s going to be very pretty, but it’s

surely messy now,” says Shirley, telling

you excitedly about the color scheme she’s

working out, the chintzes and drapes she’s

bought. “The walls of the living room
are a light turquoise, the rugs and drapes a
deeper blue-green. We’re using gray chintz

with turquoise bamboo shoots and large

red roses for the furniture. And the bed-
room will be done in yellow—I hope—if we
can find the chintz.”

S HE’S very serious about doing all of

the housework and cooking herself, says
Mrs. Temple. “Jack is very definite about
wanting Shirl to live on just what he can
give her. His income will be adequate,

if they manage well. And I believe they
will. Actually Shirl is quite an economical
girl. She likes very plain things, knows
how to buy them and has always taken
very good care of her clothes.”

Shirley says she doesn’t know what her
husband is going to do now that he is out
of the service. “I guess it’s pretty hard
for fellows to find a job now,” she says,

all seriousness. “He studied business ad-
ministration in school, so I guess it will be
business of some kind. But I don’t know
what field.”

She doesn’t anticipate any friction be-
tween them over her continuing her

motion-picture career. “Jack feels that I

can manage that part of my life. He’d
never interfere. Of course, if I ever

thought that my career would cause any-
thing, I’d stop before there could be
trouble,” she says earnestly.

Thus far the chief subject on which they

differ is that of onions. To eat or not to

eat them, that is the question. “I can’t

stand ’em,” says Shirley, making a face.

“French fried ones aren’t so bad, but

Jack loves big raw onions. When I was
dating I just hated anyone to eat onions,

but it doesn’t make so much difference

after you’re married. They wear off

pretty quickly anyway.”
As it turns out, however, Jack doesn’t

eat them now. And Shirley worries about

it. “I tell him ‘Golly, Jack, you can eat

all the onions you (Continued on page 72)
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MRS. ROBERT MONTGOMERY...
as famous for personal charm as

her celebrated husband is for bril-

liant acting.

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN.
Head of the House of Tangee
and one of America’s foremost
authorities on beauty and
make-up. Among Mrs. Huhn’s
most recent triumphs are the

exciting new lipstick shade,
Tangee Gay-Red, and the new
Tangee Petal-Finish Cake
Make-Up.

Robert Montgomery,

"And that’s why tangee gay-reu>

is starring on Hollywood’s smartest lips”

Yes, Tangee’s exciting new lipstick shade—Gay-

Red— is the hit-color of Hollywood. In that exotic

city (where a girl’s face is her fortune) this Tan-

gee sensation is being acclaimed by the loveliest

ladies of the film colony. Try Tangee Gay- Red . . .

it gives you a lift . . . makes your lips look young

and gay. Remember— Gay-Red comes in Tangee’s

outstanding creation— the Satin-Finish Lipstick.

AT LAST... A PERFECT CAKE MAKE-UP!

Some cake make-ups you’ve used are fine in one

way. ..some in another.. .but the new Tangee Petal-

Finish Cake Make-Up is ideal in every way. It’s

easy to apply— stays on for extra hours — is

designed to protect the skin — and does not make

you look as though you were wearing a mask.

how beautifuland see you can
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(Continued from page 70) want!’ But he
doesn’t. I don’t know why.”
Like most wartime marriages, Shir-

ley’s wedded life has consisted of a few
hours or few days together. A brief fur-
lough. Or a visit to wherever he was sta-
tioned.

One time when Jack came home un-
expectedly, Shirley was attending a big
Canadian dinner at the Beverly Hills
Hotel. The ambassador of Canada was
right in the middle of his speech when the
headwaiter came over to Shirley, saying
in a low voice, "‘Your husband is at the
door.”
“Oh no,” she smiled. “He’s in Utah.”
Then she looked up “and sure enough,

golly, there was Jack. I had to listen to
the Ambassador’s speech for thirty minutes
more and I was dying. It was a very nice
speech

^

and I wanted to hear it, but I
couldn’t wait to go get Jack and bringmm in.

Many of the guests there had never
seen Shirley’s husband and for some
reason they thought the good looking
Army sergeant was her cousin. “He had
his arm around me. He looked like a
husband for goodness sake!”
When Shirley visited him she stayed at a

hotel in Salt Lake City, which was about
thirty miles from the base. Sometimes
Jack brought some of his buddies in to
meet her. Once they invited three of
them up to the room for the evening.
“One boy was from the Bronx He

called it the 'Bron-Ax.' He said he
thought it sounded classier that way. I
told him it sounded like a medicine or
something. Another one’s wife is going
to have a baby. He talked about her a
lot. She must be pretty swell.”
They spent that evening just sitting

around the hotel room playing the spell-
ing game and drinking ginger ale. “It
was all such fun.”

Shirley is very proud that other girls
think Jack is handsome. “He has lots
of fans,” she tells you.
Once when she was visiting him in Salt

Lake City, a girl named “Diane” called
Shirley on the phone saying, “I think
your husband is out of this world!” Later
she came up to their hotel room and
knocked on the door asking to see Jack.
Shirley answered it. “He didn’t want to
see her, so I just told her he was in the
shower and she went away,” she laughed.
Cupid had a powerful ally during Shir-

ley s “war-widow” days. She was liter-
ally shoving all her girl friends down the
last long aisle. Most of the odor of orange
blossoms was wafted over them on Sunday
afternoons when the girls gathered at
Shirley’s home to keep her company.
Usually they’d make a big group on the
floor and talk—if not about matrimony,
then about cooking. “If they can’t all get
married, at least they can learn to cook,”
Shirley said.

Now all of a sudden, Jack has been dis-
charged from the Army and is home to stay—and it’s hard for Shirley to believe it’s
really truly true. She beams and says,
“It’s heavenly. Just!”
There isn’t the time these days to teach

her young friends all the things she’s get-
ting such a kick out of learning herself

—

like the chocolate cake “that you make
with yeast! It’s terrific!” Or about the West-
ern Way Salad. “You take lettuce and
raw egg. . .

.”

Instead she 11 have the fun of a one-man
committee to do the tasting and judging.
And Jack, who thinks it’s swell that Shirley
is so sincere about her new young-matron
role, will probably do the proper lauding—
and eating!

For there’s no question about it where
Shirley is concerned—all accent is now
on Mr. Agar!

The End
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Are you in the know ?

This sleeping beauty's off the beam, because —

She's a curfew keeper

She should be prom-trotting

O She's still wearing makeup

Sleep and beauty go together— but don’t

dream of wearing makeup to bed ! It coars-

ens your skin— makes mud-pies of your

complexion. It invites unsightly "blossoms.”

So, refresh your face thoroughly at bedtime.

Cleanliness and daintiness go together, too.

And they’re never more important than at

"certain” times... that’s why Kotex contains

a deodorant. Yes, locked inside each Kotex
napkin, the deodorant can’t shake out. See

how this new Kotex "extra” can keep you
3weet-and-lovely

!

In calling for an appointment, how should

she give her name?

O Miss Dinah Mite

Miss Mite

How’s your telephone technique? Whether
you’re buzzing the dentist or beautician —
when making any business appointment

give your full name. Thus, the gal above
should be Miss Dinah Mite. Which distin-

guishes her from other Miss Mites; prevents

needless puzzlement. And on "problem days”

there’s no need for guesswork— as to which
napkin really protects you. Kotex is the

name to remember. For you get plus pro-

tection from that exclusive safety center.

Never a panicky moment with Kotex!

Do you choose the colors of your clothes —
To copy your gal pal

To suit your color-type

Because they're hi-fashion

A color that’s Bacallish for one chick can be

her gal pal’s poison! The trick is to find

shades to suit your own color-type. Tuck
materials of assorted hues under your chin.

Whichever befriends your skin-tone and

tresses— that’s for you! It’s a poise-booster.

So too, (on "calendar” days) is Kotex— the

napkin that befriends your smoothest date

duds. Because Kotex has flat tapered ends

that don’t show , . . don’t cause embar-

rassing bulges. You can scoff at revealing

outlines with those special flat pressed ends!

Should a gal go down the aisle first?

Yes

No
Not always

Usually, the swish dish should be first to

follow the usher. But a gal doesn’t always pre-

cede her escort. When the usher is not at the

door, her tall-dark-and-Vansome leads the way.

Know what’s what. It keeps you confident. And
to stay confident on "those” days, know which
napkin gives lasting comfort: Kotex, of course.

Kotex is made to stay soft while wearing . . .

doesn’t just "feel” soft at first touch... so you’re

carefree because you’re more comfortable!

More ivo/ner? c/joose /COTEX
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Jennifer Jones, My

(Continued from page 34) has been deeply
impressed by David Selznick’s spirit and
integrity as a man and as a producer. But
whether the rumors that she will be the
second Mrs. Selznick are correct I do not
know. I do not inquire about the private

lives of my friends. There were premature
rumors certainly, for they began before
Jennifer had received her final decree from
Robert Walker and before Irene Selznick
had either sued for divorce or announced
any intention of so doing.

I am devoted to both David, whose out-
standing films like “Rebecca,” “Gone With
The Wind” and “Since You Went Away”
have placed him in the front ranks of the
younger producers, and also to Irene, a

charming woman and a devoted wife, who
will do whatever she finally decides to do
with dignity and poise. However, I am
always of the opinion that two people
when they cannot get along should be
allowed, in our free America, to make their

choice. Whatever happens, I wish joy
and happiness to Jennifer and David and
Irene in their various ways.

T
HE dinner David gave to honor Jennifer,
certainly, was the epitome of good taste

and dignity, with Jennifer so generous in

giving her dances to all those who sought
them that she danced only once with
David.
While Jennifer danced with Joe Cotten,

Ingrid Bergman danced with Reginald
Gardiner. Both couples danced such an
excellent rumba that it became a com-
petition. It was evident, incidentally, from
the friendly way in which Jennifer and
Ingrid vied with each other that they were
on the most friendly terms. We talked
of awarding an imaginary Gold Medal to

the winner but never could make a choice
—both were so charming.
Watching Jennifer moving among her

friends, gay and interested, watching her
still and listening or talking earnestly, I

was reminded, over and over, of her new
maturity. And in contrast, I remembered
her as she was one day, a few years ago,

when she came running up my walk, very
young, brown and simply dressed in a

brown and green cotton frock; breathlessly
apologetic for being late.

She talked and talked that day, but al-

ways all her talk was of her work. Of the
parts she would like to play; Juliet, Joan
Of Arc, except that Ingrid Berman really

was the only actress she could see in the
part, and Electra, should she ever be clever
enough to attempt Greek tragedy ... of

the actresses she admired, Katharine Cor-
nell, Katharine Hepburn, Garbo, Ingrid
Bergman. Margaret Sullavan, Vivien Leigh,
Judith Anderson, Gertrude Lawrence,
Dcrothy McGuire ... Of acting, always of

acting. . . .

“I’ve wanted to be an actress ever since

I can remember,” she told me at that time.

“I have studied dramatics always. First at

school and then at the American Academy
in New York.
“To be honest,” she confessed, “I wasn’t

a great student. Probably because first,

last and always I thought of acting and
acting only. So much so I wrote Katha-
rine Cornell, my idol, and asked if it

wouldn’t be better for a girl as obsessed as
I to come to New York and concentrate
upon dramatics rather than to go on with
my studies. It was only because she wrote
back advising me to continue my educa-
tion that I entered Northwestern Univer-
sity. But I stayed only a year; then left

for New York and the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts. My mind was there—so
I thought I might better be too.

“But now . . . now I begin to realize how
much I have to learn . . . how much I will

Paradoxical Friend

get from books, from music. . .
.”

When I first knew Jennifer I found it

difficult to think of her as a mother, even
though I knew she was devoted to her
children and had Bob Walker’s word she
was a “wonderful mother.” I could see
her only as an eager novitiate, standing,
with wide-eyed humility, at the altar
of Thespis.
Today it is different. Today Jennifer

talks of all things . . . among them, with
the greatest interest, her sons Robert Jr.,

six, and Michael, five.

“I want the boys to develop by them-
selves,” she says, “be what they want
to be, not be influenced by the fact that
their father is a star and their mother also.
I want them to discover the beauty in life

—and in living—that makes life a good
thing.”

She is, of course, on the friendliest terms
with Robert Walker. It has been said this
is because she wants the children to be on
intimate terms with their father. It’s

much more than that, I’m sure. Jennifer
and Bob are essentially good friends with
the greatest respect for each other’s talents.
I have seen them together at parties and
the friendship they manifest is not a thing
of convenience. It is warm and sponta-
neous and real. It was when Jennifer
played Elizabeth Barrett and Bob played
Robert Browning in an American Academy
production of “The Barretts Of Wimpole
Street” that they fell in love, you’ll re-
member. And it was when Jennifer was
playing the saintly Bernadette that their
marriage came to an end.

^PEAKING of Jennifer’s different roles asJ
I have been, I want to pause here to

make this prediction . . . that Jennifer’s
portrayal of the half-cast Pearl in “Duel In
The Sun”—as well as this production itself

—will prove to be a very great contribution
to motion pictures.
“What are you going to do next?” I

asked the new, grown-up Jennifer as we
sat together the night of the Selznick din-
ner.

“I don’t know, Elsa,” she said, “but I

hope it will be something as different from
anything I’ve done yet as—well, as ‘Alice
In Wonderland.’ I’d like it to be comedy,
I think. . .

.”

“But right now—‘Duel In The Sun’ was
such a terrific job and we worked on it so
long, almost a year, I can’t think of any-
thing I’d rather do than get in a donkey
cart and go off somewhere and hibernate.
For weeks and weeks. Lie in the sun, rest,

walk along country lanes, climb mountains
that don’t take themselves too seriously,
read. . .

.”

In other words, right now Jennifer is,

above all, a young woman enjoying the
good life she has found together with her
maturity.

She’ll always be a great actress, of
course, and, with painstaking magic, imbue
her characters with warm human dimen-
sions. But I’ll be surprised if she ever
again is an actress above all. Or if, now
that she has found herself, she ever again
suggests a paradox.
So I say hail and farewell to my para-

doxical friend Jennifer Jones, who in a
simple, completely unspectacular way has
grown up to be a charmingly definite

young woman.
And of this I’m certain. Wherever Jen-

nifer goes personally, whatever she does
professionally—I paraphrase the nursery
rhyme from which it is said she took her
now famous name

—

“We’ll go to see Miss Jenny O. Jones,
Miss Jenny O. Jones. . .

.”

The EndSCHNEFEl BROTHERS CORF 090 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 20. N. V.



Vagabond on a Gold
Stallion

(Continued from page 46) joyful living.

Whenever she accumulated a roll she
picked up her boys and sailed festively for

distant ports.

They settled in Paris for ten years be-
cause its beauty and joie de vivre were
agreeable to the Haymes temperament.
Money was never contemplated except in

dire emergency. They did not worry about
how they could afford to do a thing; they
did it and wondered how later.

Soon Master Haymes was a familiar

figure along the pony paths of the Bois and
among the yo-yo set in the Tuileries and
Luxembourg Gardens. Schooled in Paris
and Lausanne, he became a playboy on the

French Riviera while still a boy and that

is precocious in a place where most play-
boys are bald and bulging.
The young Master made his entrance into

Riviera society head first and virtually

nude. The debut occurred in the pool of

the Cannes swimming club. His ambition
was aquatic not social. He long had nursed
a desire to swim in the pool. Having
neither the francs nor the sponsor to gain
him entrance he took direct action. He
climbed the wall and dived. Club members
lounging around the pool were dumb-
founded by the bolt from the blue in a

G-string. They gaped as Master Haymes
proceeded to give them a show. He flipped

and stunted like a baby seal performing
for fish. He got no fish, but the fascinated

spectators made him a member.

OVER-STIMULATED by success. Mas-
ter Haymes went to Antibes a few days

later and dived off the rock. The rock is

not so high as Gibraltar but it is not for

kiddies, or for life-loving adults either. In
addition to height, rocks and currents there

is wind velocity to calculate. Hell-diver
Haymes failed to calculate. A strong breeze
upped and sailed his willowy form in the
direction of the maritime Alps. For a sec-

ond it appeared he might split an Alp,
and an Alp’s a lot more than an atom.
After that there was nothing to do but

yield him the Mediterranean and get out
of his way. He was acknowledged the
champion of the entire sea for two years.

Medals were bestowed and doting dowa-
gers rewarded him handsomely for teach-
ing them to float bosoms up.
While Master Haymes was diving tri-

umphantly on the Cote d’Azur the dollar

decided to do likewise. It dived off the
gold standard from a value of twenty-five
francs to eight. This was one of those
emergencies. The Haymeses were living on
dollars.

“Get your hats, boys, here we go again,”

cried Mrs. Haymes cheerfully. “We shall

be lucky to hit the deck of a tramp this

time.”

“It looked,” says Dick, “like a long
row home for us. But Mother was always
resourceful. Somehow she heard of a tub
cheap enough to take us. It was called
the Gildersteen or some such name.
“We arrived at Le Havre at night and

walked the docks past the luxury liners

sparkling with lights—the Paris, the
France, the Champlain that we rode when
affluent. No Gildersteen. We were about
to turn back when we spotted an object
floating far out in the harbor. It looked
like a piece of garbage passed up by a
revolted gull. The Gildersteen! I can see
my mother stepping daintily on to the
deck—sort of testing it—for fear she might
tip the poor thing over.”

Dick, then a ripe fifteen, opened his
pipes for the public for the first time. He
sang through the summer at the Hotel
Monmouth in Spring Lake, New Jersey.
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'When I unwrapped it— it smelled so good— I thought

I must try it right away. "...

"I didn't realize any soap could be so effective on shirt

collars and cuffs.”. . .

”There is simply no other soapfordoing up baby things. "...

"Everything came out shining white and with half

the work.” . .

.

"My neighbors all ask what I use that makes my
clothes so white. "...

”1 could not keep house without Fels-Naptha

Soap and Chips.” . .

.

H H

In these and in thousands of similar phrases,

American women write the Story of

Fels-Naptha Soap—a never-ending

tale of praise and appreciation. It

is, in simple truth, a nation’s

Rhapsody in White.

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES TATTLE-TALE GRAY
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Have you always wanted a perfume

that’s part adventure, part mystery,

with a splash of laughter added? Then

April Showers is yours . . . enchanting

perfume for enchanted hours!

Perfume, $6.50; 3.50; 1.10 plus tax

His emolument per week was twenty-five
dollars. In the fall he returned to school,
organized a band, played and sang for

f

parties and taverns.
About then, our prodigy began boiling

up a bouillabaisse of talents. He sang, he
danced, he even took a flier at Hollywood
where, as an extra, he specialized in play-
ing corpses and doubling as a stunt man
for heroic stars more precious to studio
stockholders than Mr. Haymes.
Since he couldn’t make too good a living

at dying, he bounced back again to New
York, leading orchestras, composing songs.

In Tin Pan Alley he sequestered Mr.
Harry James and sang him some Haymes
compositions. “Bobolink” was good. The
rest were crow, thought Mr. James, who
then hired Dick as vocalist. This led to
romance. While singing with the James
band he met a beautiful Samba Siren from
the Copacabana night club, approved her
dancing, singing and other gifts, and signed
her to a marriage contract. Their first

number was Richard Jr. whom he calls

Skipper; their second Helen Lane Haymes
yclept Pigeon by papa.

Feeling that California was the place to
raise the large family he had in mind, Mr.
Haymes shuttled off for Hollywood.
Came a wire to shuttle back to New

York. It was signed by Mr. Bill Burton,
the agent, whom he did not know and who
did not know him except through a mutual
acquaintance and some recordings. But
that was temporary. They became blood
brothers, three musketeers compressed to
two, and Mr. Burton assumed direction of

the Haymes career.

C VERYTHING is sudden with Mr. Haymes.
^ A warm, impulsive, appreciative cub, en-
thusiasms sweep him like squalls, blowing
down his bank account and prostrating Mr.
Burton who has paternal solicitude for

Dick’s comfort in old age.

One of these costly typhoons hit Mr.
Haymes while seeing Lassie in “Lassie
Come Home.” He had to have a collie like

Lassie. Unable to buy that priceless dog
he purchased its nearest canine relative at

a price he could ill afford then.

“Please,” said Mr. Burton, “keep away
from elephant pictures.”

Mr. Haymes abstained from elephants
but bought a nice big house in a block of

ground, conceived a passion for expensive
landscaping, had to have a seamless cham-
pionship tennis court and a swimming pool
worthy the Mediterranean diving champ.
Mr. Burton groaned: “With all your gifts

why couldn’t the Lord have included a
little economic sense?”
“My ambition is not to be rich,” said

Mr. Haymes with dignity.

“In that you will succeed,” cried Mr.
Burton, “definitely.”

Along with his spending policy and un-
balanced budget, Mr. Haymes is a touch.

His is the open-handed hospitality of the

old Dons. His home is yours and anything
you admire, please take.

Generosity being the secret of magnetic
personality, Dick is gifted by friends in

return. Of grateful nature, anything from
a friend excites a storm of enthusiasm and
sends him off on a hobby.
Gordon Jenkins of his radio show gave

him a camera. Photography became the

mastering passion. He cleared out his den,

painted the walls black and disappeared
into this dark room for two weeks. When
he emerged the fever had run its course;

he was ready for a new hobby.
On Christmas Mr. Burton, whom he

calls Pappy, presented him a magnificent
Palomino stallion. Dick was ecstatic to

the verge of delirium. The stallion, by
name Thunderbolt, was rechristened Pap-

py, and its owner went mad over horses.

He now has a stable of seven and is
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looking for acreage to start a stud farm.
“I should have known better,” sighs Mr.

Burton. “Next time I will give you cash.

Maybe you will make it a hobby.”
“My ambition,” said Richard, “is not. . .

.”

“I know,” broke in Burton, “is not to

have a bean.”
Pappy Burton’s apprehension is a

pappyternal pose. He knows the wolf will

not be at the Haymes portal. If it does
arrive it will be invited in and made at

home.
Never one to forget a good turn from

a friend, Mr. Haymes presented Betty
Grable to Harry James. He had known
Betty fifteen years and he felt this beau-
tiful favor to Mr. James merited some
return. He took Mr. James’s dog named
Flannagan. Mr. James squawked.
“After what I have done for you?” said

Mr. Haymes reproachfully.
This made Mr. James feel cheap.
Now Mr. Haymes is making love to Mr.

James’s wife and making money at it.

“Is Betty the delectable cream puff in

person?” asked an old Grable gourmet.
“She brings out the cannibal,” replied

her lover of “The Diamond Horseshoe.”
“She’s always fun. Never worries. I can’t

stand worrisome women.”
“The Diamond Horseshoe” was a frolic

for the old chums. Neither worried. Only
once. That was after they ate all the hot
dogs in the picnic scene. This was not re-
quired, but they are artists. They suffered
for their art. Both were forced into tem-
porary retirement until the bicarb took
effect.

For embracing Miss Grable and singing
for radio and records simultaneously old
champ Haymes got some $10,000 a week.
That’s Pappy’s calculation. Spender Haymes
wouldn’t bother to know.
With “State Fair” and his own radio

show Dick is up in the stratosphere rating.
“Radio makes me sweat,” he says. “I

walk on cool and finish dripping. You have
to keep looking from your script to your
watch. The concentration makes you tense.
It’s good for you. Keeps the mind agile.”

He’s enthusiastic about all his activities.

He rather favors pictures, those with Betty
anyhow. They are playing now in “The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim.”

“It is wonderful. A big family, Bill

Perlberg producing, Seaton directing and
Betty starring.” Mr. Haymes exults.
Miss Grable is embracing him shock-

ingly as Miss Pilgrim, and he is getting
ten grand for submitting. They’re having
a wonderful time.
Mr. James is hollering for Flannagan

again. But Flannagan has chosen to follow
the footsteps of master Haymes, the vaga-
bond king. Flannagan has hit the road.
He is off to be a cosmopolite and king of
the waggies.

The End

How you take this quick, new 1-Cream Beauty Treatment:

Helps Erase

"Nose-to-Mouth" Lines

Easy! All you do for this 1-Cream Treatment—use

Jergens Face Cream daily as though it were 4 creams:

1. for Cleansing— always when removing
make-up

2. for Softening your skin

3. for a Foundation— every time you make up
4. as a Night Cream—helps prevent dry skin

troubles

SA* Cjo&i TPancitUj with

ROBERT WALKER
and VAN JOHNSON KISSED HER

And she tells about all this and more with

a gaiety that will make her

—

—as irresistible to you as a reporter as she

is to the stars as a date

<
TLotenCe Pritchett is her name

In the MAY Photoplay

A skin scientists’ cream—Jergens Face Cream—made by the makers of

Jergens Lotion. Thrilling many a clever girl already. 10# to $1.25 (plus

tax) . Help your complexion look smoother, younger. Give this 1-Cream

Beauty Treatment a faithful 10-day trial— starting now .

JERGENS
FACE CREAM

Does the work ofScreams for Smooth, Kissable Skin
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The Mad Ladds

JOSEPH
COTTEN

is one of the stars of

Dm
d'cSUN
SELZNICK /*TECHNlC0L0R

(Continued from page 37) but because
they are equally off the beam in the exact
same direction, their life is one long round
of wacky excitement and romance.

It began right with their honeymoon.
They had, for example, only been wed a
couple of days when they were hit with
an impulse to motor to the then very, very
swank Arrowhead Springs Hotel, some
ninety miles outside of Hollywood, high
up in the San Bernardino Mountains. Be-
cause they were conscious of its elegance,
they really did themselves up in style

—

Sue a mass of jewels, velvets and mink,
Alan tailored to a dreamy perfection. Their
car burned up the roads (Alan always
drives like a madman except for one oc-
casion about which you’ll hear more later)

and they behaved more perfectly than
people in an English society movie until

just before they reached the little town
near the Arrowhead Hotel.
Along the main road of this village,

Susie spied a little kitten, obviously very
lost and forlorn, mewing pitifully. “Oh,
Alan, we’ve got to do something for that

poor thing,’ she cried.

“Such as what?” asked Alan, stopping
the car.

“We’ll take it with us and feed it.”

“Susie, they’ll never allow us to take a

strange kitten into a swank hotel.”

“Alan Ladd, you’re not going to leave

that poor creature to starve, are you? I

can smuggle it in under my coat.”

Alan, as big a softie as Sue about ani-

mals, soon brought the kitten, which he
named Arrowhead, back to the car.

Springs was a little further along the

road. Springs was a dog of about ten com-
bined breeds, but basically wire haired,

and his ribs were visible at two hundred
yards. One glance and Alan halted the

car again. “If you can bring in a cat, I

can bring in a dog,” he said.

“But, Laddie, a dog is different. You
can’t bring both those animals in.”

“I sure can. I’ll make two entrances.”

Sue says she’ll never forget the way Alan
strode over that lobby, wearing his sternest

“Gun For Hire” expression, so that no
bellboy would dare question just why such

a big star’s overcoat bulged so peculiarly.

Later they tipped the chambermaids so

generously that no one wanted to mention
the two rapidly fattening animals in the

elegant suit, and finally, two Ladd movie
fans were made forever happy, a week or

so later, with the presents of Arrowhead
and Springs, duly re-named Hollywood
and Vine.

T HEN there was the occasion when in

the middle of the night, for no reason

whatsoever, they decided they wanted to

go to Canada. They wanted leisure, they

wanted peace, they craved Lake Louise

and Banff. It was three o’clock in the

morning and they had guests coming for

dinner the next evening, but so what?
Canada was calling them, so they got up
forthwith, packed their ski suits, skates,

woolens, left a note for the secretaries to

call off the dinner party and by five A.M.

were on their way.
“For once in our lives let’s drive slowly,”

said Alan.
They did. They crept along at such an

elderly snail’s pace that ten days later

they had just reached Oregon, and at this

rate Canada must be about four days away.
Beautiful climate, Oregon, cool, but stimu-

lating, and it undoubtedly meant that Can-
ada would be colder, more stimulating.

“Having fun?” Alan asked Susie, creep-

ing through some pine-tree shadows.

“Yes.”
“Different, isn’t it?”

“Yes.”

“You wouldn’t want to turn around and
rush like mad for Palm Springs and that
red hot sunshine, would you?”
“Oh, yes, yes!”
Only in towns did they slow down to

fifty. Most of the time they hit ninety.
They didn’t stop to sleep anywhere. Two
days later they were in Palm Springs

—

with all their ski clothes. Now Susie knows
enough to pack all kinds of clothes when
they start out—bathing suits as well as
snow suits, tuxedos as well as riding pants.
Why the travel bug hits them at night

they don’t try to analyze—it just does.
There was the night, last fall, when Alan
went on suspension with Paramount. The
phone kept ringing, reporters asking why,
friends shouting hurrah. Just before
dawn Alan said, “Let’s go somewhere.”
“The tail light’s broken on the car.”

“All right. Let’s go somewhere.”
“All right,” said Susie. “Where?”
“I don’t know. Let’s wear riding clothes.”

They headed out through the San Fer-
nando Valley. They’d covered some fifty

miles when Alan said, “Let’s go to Joel
McCrea’s.”

T
HE dawn was just breaking over the

mountains as they pulled up before the
McCrea porch and there were Joel and
Frances (who are happily nutty too)

about to go out on a pre-breakfast canter.

Two more horses were quickly produced
and these four close friends rode till nearly
ten before they turned back. “Then I

twisted Sue’s arm until she asked Joel

to let us stay there a few days,” Alan ex-
plains.

The bug for horseback riding hit them
when Alan thought he was to play in “Cali-
fornia,” a Western. He had ridden as a

kid, just as Sue had, but he wasn’t expert
at it, and he can’t stand doing any sport

at which he isn’t tops. (He is a superlative

swimmer and diver, a dreamy dancer, an
excellent tennis player.) He felt that real

horsemen would know him as an amateur
if he didn’t study riding before “Califor-

nia.” Accordingly he bought two horses

—

because, naturally, he couldn’t learn to

ride unless Susie did likewise.

But what started out to be merely some-
thing to build up a film role has now
become Alan’s chief obsession. “We ride

every single day and I swear he’d bring

the horses home to our bedroom if he
could,” Sue says. The mania goes so far

that they now have every type of riding

equipment ever made—silver saddles,

leather saddles, woolen riding clothes,,

leather riding clothes, vaquero ties, silver

riding regalia to ornament their watch
bracelets, their tie pins, silver spurs, horse

blankets. Even Alana has complete out-

fits from cowpuncher shoes to Stetson hat

and a cow pony. Among Alan’s Christmas
gifts to Sue was a new mount named
Salty (after Mr. O’Rourke). Since the

Ladds already had three horses, this was
just what Susie didn’t need. But she loves

Salty just the same. Incidentally, until

Alan made “Salty O’Rourke” he had never
seen a horse race. He hasn’t seen one
since, either. It’s horses he’s interested

in—not betting.

Christmas day at the Ladds, incidentally,

isn’t too different from other days, for the

simple reason that Alan loves to shop.

The only flaw in this most desirable ten-

dency in a husband, from his wife’s point

of view, is that he likes her to go along

while he shops. He buys her absolute

tons of things, often while her back

is turned, but he never can wait till

they get home for her to open the

package and discover what it is. Then
he is disappointed himself when they get

home that there (Continued on page 80)
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"Pan-Cake” creates a lovely new complexion;

it gives the skin a softer, smoother, younger look

"Pan-Cake” helps hide tiny complexion faults;

the exclusive formula guards against drying

li^HEN you make up, think of tomorrow as well as

today. . . choose "Pan-Cake ”, the original,

which because of its exclusive patented formula

does two things ... it creates glamour for

today and safeguards the skin against sun and wind

which may bring drying, harshening,

aging signs tomorrow. Try Pan-Cake once today

and you’ll be devoted to it forever.

A "Pan-Cake"make-up takesjust afew seconds

;

and it stays on for hours without retouching

1CHRACH

Frances Langford in ''THE BAMBOO BLONDE
An RKO-Radio Picture



Fine American

Perfume

3.50 plus tax

Marge Ellis, lovely Conover cover girl,

is never without Leigh’s smouldering Risque

(Continued from page 78) are no packages
left to open, so he goes out and buys
something more, with the same routine,

and around and around they go again.

This led to a typically goofy happening
this past Christmas. “Oh, Alan,” wailed
Sue, when he insisted a week before
Christmas that she open a jeweler’s pack-
age, which obviously contained his gift

to her, “I want packages under my tree

Christmas morning. I love to see pack-
ages under the tree, all wrapped, not
opened. I want to see mounds and mounds
of packages, even if they don’t hold a

thing.”

The jeweler’s package contained the

most exquisite wide gold bracelet set at

half-inch intervals with diamond charms
telling the story of her romance—a dia-

mond telephone, a diamond letter box and
a diamond contract and so forth. It was
a lovely thing and Susie delightedly wore
it, even if the date was only December 18.

But on Christmas morning, she did really

think Alan was a dream boy. For there
under the tree were packages and pack-
ages, all with cards saying “Love to Susie
from Alan”, and all unopened.
“You remembered,” Susie breathed

reverently.
“To the letter,” Alan breathed right

back at her, with that ugg he puts on
screen.
And he had remembered to the letter,

the dog. Inside all those beautiful pack-
ages, there was not one single thing.

Susie, however, was once a star herself.

She most certainly batted an eyelash, but
with mock adoration now. “Just what I

wanted,” she sighed.
“My bride, my bride,” said Alan, and

he clasped her in his arms, just as the
two of them went into a gale of laughter.
Next morning Sue took a picture of all

the empty boxes. She put it in the book.
Under it, it says: “Father’s Christmas
generosity.”
You see, “Life with Father Ladd” by

(and with) Mother Ladd is a wonderful,
crazy thing.

The End

>

•IOAIV CAULFIELD

Joan Caulfield, of Orange, New Jersey,

made her way to the Hollywood studios

and the bright future her performance

in Paramount’s “Miss Susie Slagle’s’’ as-

sures her via the New York stage where

she was the original “Kiss And Tell”

girl.

Hyacinth blue straw cloth hat with soft

veil by Wilshire. In all colors. $5.00. At

Franklin Simon, New York City and

Carson, Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago, 111.

(For the store in your vicinity write to

the manufacturer listed on page 92.)

All photographs in Photoplay Fashions by
Ben Studios

All flowers by Irene Bayes





JOAN CAUUFIKLO

Miss Caulfield, who is twenty-three years old, with very blue eyes

and misty gold hair, will he seen in “Monsieur Beaucaire” and

“Bine Skies” following “Miss Snsie Slagle’s.” She loves tennis,

dancing the rumba, movies, the works of the late Thomas

Wolfe and Chinese food. She dislikes spoiled men, overdressed

women and is annoyed at people who are late for appointments
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Opposite, in a two-piece Doris Dodson dress of alpaca with appen-

zell lace. Beige, navy or gray. Sizes 9-15. $10.95 at Stix, Baer &

Fuller, St. Louis, Mo., and Kaufmann’s, Pittsburgh, Pa. Below, Miss

Canlfield wears a dress by Minx Modes. Green, yellow, bine or

pink. Sizes 9-15. $9.00 at Saks-34th Street, New York City and

Crowley, Milner Con Detroit, Mich.

(For the store in your vicinity unite to the manufacturer on page 92.)

JOAN CAULFIELD



MARY ANDERSON

Mary Anderson, from Alabama, has overcome the movies’ reverence for

Southern womanhood by campaigning for meanie parts—and getting them.

Witness her performance in Paramount’s “To Each His Own” in which she

plays Olivia de Havilland’s sister. “Please don’t give me honeysuckle and

tell me to stand at the garden gate,” she says. “Fve been fighting against

roles like that for years. I want to show my talent for being nasty!”

(For store in your vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on page 92.)
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Opposite: A buttoned-to-hem dres6 with bustle bow by Debutante Frocks.

In navy with pink yoke and' brown with aqua yoke. Sizes 9-17. Under

$20.00 at Hartley’s, Miami, Fla., and Davison-Paxon, Atlanta, Ga.

Below: Miss Anderson wears a bolero and side-wrap skirt of “Suma Kool”

and jersey blouse designed by McArthur Ltd. Sizes 10-18. Many colors. Suit

$10.95, blouse $6 at Hale Brothers Stores, California and McCreery’s, N. Y. C.

(For a description of hats on these pages see page 92.) Jewelry by Jordan

MARY ANDERSON



Many Parisian and New York cou-

turiers are making a valiant attempt to

bring back the padless sloping should-

ers. But Hollywood will have no part

of it. Stars know broad shoulders—in

anything from suits to negligees—slim

the hips and so enhance the figure.

Jennifer Jones’s new dinner dress is

fashioned of heavy black satin. Its

tight bodice has a heart-shaped neck

and short square sleeves. Its simple full

skirt touches the ground. The wrap

Jennifer wears with this dreamy dress

is, if possible, even dreamier ... a lit-

tle tight-fitting jacket that reaches her

hips and has large and long puffed

sleeves. With this she wears a white

ermine stock scarf tied about her neck,

the tiniest of white ermine halo-hats

and a wee round ermine muff and she

looks for all the world like one of

those romantic Civil War portraits.

J®
Vivian Blaine has introduced a new

"
note” in costume jewelry. She wears

a musical staff pin and clef earrings

of gold. Across the staff, in tiny rubies,

is her initial "V.”

Ginny Simms’s pink sheer wool cock-

tail suit is the talk of Hollywood. Ac-

tually she could wear it anywhere, at

almost any time. It consists of a

snug-fitting short dress with a high

soft neck, short sleeves and a straight

tight skirt. The hip-length coat is

box-like with long sleeves. Ginny ac-

cessories this suit with a tiny round

hat of the same fabric, dark brown

gloves, bag and pumps.

Pat Scott, Kandy’s beautiful wife

who used to be a movie actress, has

come up with something new in the

way of a (Continued on page 88
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The Look . . . Definitely Spring! The blouse, of

course, vicki lynn. Spring pastels. About $3.

At leading department stores.

Juniors 9-13
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NOTHING FINER THAN PEARLS...

NONE FINER THAN 'Deltah!

Glamorous movie stars who know fashions and fashion accessories best, invari-

ably depend on the flattering beauty and multi-colored iridescence of DELTAH

simulated pearls. And so will you, once you wear these lustrous, luminous,

most versatile of all gems. You’ll find they go perfectly with everything you

wear, daytime or evening. Necklaces and

earrings, perfectly matched.

I HELLER AND SON. INC.

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

{Continued from page 86) cocktail

costume. She wore it recently when she

and Randy entertained with a tre-

mendous and beautiful soiree. It con-

sists of a stunning white crepe, short-

skirted suit-dress in which the skirt is

a straight sheath. The blouse, softly

draped at the neck with almost no

sleeves has bright gold buttons. The

severely tailored dressmaker hip-length

coat has gold buttons, too—but huge!

With this cocktail costume Pat wore a

black hair band on which was pinned

a white water lily. Black pumps and

gloves and a perfectly huge black

cloth bag completed her outfit.

you/f&t&fot,...

Clip your favorite pin on a black

velvet ribbon and tie it high at your

neck . . .

Sew two colored scarves together

and make an apron to liven up a black

dress . . .

Wear a little Victorian cape over a

simple dress for a new fashion note . , .

Wear a triangular scarf tied over

one shoulder and knot the ends in your

belt . . .

Pin or clip a sparkling pin on your

flat dinner bag—to add a glamorous

touch . . .

Make yourself a big floppy beret out

of the same material as your new

spring suit . . .

Clip gay bows that match or com-

plement your spring clothes on your

plain patent leather pumps . . -

Don’t relegate your sweater to

sports wear. Team it up with a long

dinner skirt and dress it up with cos-

tume jewelry. It will afford a differ-

ent look for "at home” evenings . . .

Pile your hair high and bind your

head in velvet ribbon—and look like

a young Diana.
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DRESSES FOR JUNIORS

"ALWAYS TO-GETHER". . . A Carole King Original with embroidered posies edging the snow-white, square -wide

collar 'n cuffs and big, bold buttons marching down the jacket front. Bucha Spun Rayon in junior sizes 9 to 15.

About $15.00. Exclusively at one fine store in your city.



...to mold your bosom beauty, nature s rival-

the outstanding padded bra - bewitchingly

supplies that vital curve.

water-repellent,

permanent padding launders perfectly.

Will not mat. #3506, blush

color, A and B Busts.

Sizes 30 to 36. *2

NATURE S RIVAL AT FINER STORES FROM COAST TO COAST MERCHANDISE MART CHICAGO

Fabric of Earlon —

a Bar-Mil 41 rayon

satin
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Barbara Hale co-starring in BKO- Radio’s "Lady Luck'

CALIFORNIA PLAYBOCND: Barbara Hale set for casual diversion in her Cruiser-

Combo*. Trim fitting halter ties in three places, complimentary brief shorts. Patented orig-

inality, adroitly charm -revealing. Gem-tone pastels in Sunray rayon. Sizes 22 to 28; about

$8.00. At better stores everywhere. 611 MISSION STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIFORNIA

TRADEMARK PATENTED
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'Sts/ /t/t

PATRICE MUNSEL . . .

Brilliant Young Star of New York's

Metropolitan Opera and Radio's

"Family Hour," shows you the

NEWEST STRATEGY OF ALLURE

Ltj SVt/C£A^>

For a festive evening costume.

Patrice does her fingertips the Dura-Gloss

"Quick Trick" way— sheathing them
completely in Dura-Gloss Blackberry to give

them a longer, dramatic look.
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Fingertip Allure

GIVE YOUR NAILS THE
So Easy With Dura-Gloss "

1 . Quick Trick

For lasting fingertip allure,

try this Dura-Gloss meth-

od : Apply one coat of

Dura-Coat— two coats of

Dura-Gloss polish. Quick

dry with Dura-Gloss Dryer.

SPICE OF VARIETY !

Quick Trick" Technique

2. Double Quick Trick

When time is short, use this

Dura-Gloss method : Ap-
ply one coat of Dura-Coat

—one coat of Dura-Gloss

polish. Quick dry with

Dura-Gloss Dryer.

Every fashionable shade of Nail Polish made is made by Dura-Gloss
Copr. 1946, l.orr I-ahoratqries. Paterson, N. J., Founded by E. T. Reynolds

FOR THE SHOP in your vicinity

where the Photoplay Fashions shown

on the preceding pages are sold write

the manufacturers listed below:

Blue straw cloth hat

Wilshire,

65 West 59th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Alpaca dress with appenzell lace

Doris Dodson,

1120 Washington Ave.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Gabardine dress with checked gingham

R. Lowenbaum Mfg. Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Black dress with pink yoke

Debutante Frocks of Chicago,

257 South Market Street,

Chicago, III.

“Suma Kool” bolero and side wrap skirt
Jersey blouse

McArthur, Ltd.,

1572 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

White straw hat with daisies (About $12.75)

Goldenberg,

15 West 5 9th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Hats on costumer
White with sweet peas

White with hyacinths (About $13.00)

Alfreda

15 West 59th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Blue with plaid bow (About $3.95)

Park Avenue Junior,

42 West 59 th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Pill boxes (About $3.00)

Betmar,

1 West 59th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Gray with buttons (About $8.00)

Burnt sugar and beige (About $5.00)

John Frederics, Jr.,

By Betmar,

1 West 59 th Street,

New York, N. Y.

CUife

April showers

bring May flowers

and May brings

lJeanne Grain

in a lovely portrait

on your

Photoplay cover
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BESTFORM
Girdles

Brassieres

All-in-ones

FOUNDATIONS *2.50 to $6.50

Romantfr dote blouse

with quaint lace trim

and sweet pearly but-

tons. Angel white
only. Sizes 32 to 38.

At leading stores or write:
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(Continued from page 30) separated for

more than a few hours. Now it had been
more than a week since they had heard
from one another—a terrible, tragic week
that had begun on Christmas Eve, when
Jeanne had walked out of her home, walk-
ing toward the man she loved and her
mother and sister had opposed—the hand-
some, dashing Paul Brinkman.

Properly speaking, this story begins
in a movie theater when Jeanne Crain
was ten years old. Jeanne, her mother
and sister Rita were very close. Papa
was outside the circle because, while
the girls were still very young, their

parents separated.
It was all very politely done. The girls

continued to see their father, and do to

this day, and Mrs. Crain, being a Catholic,

has never considered the possibility of

re-marriage. Their father was their male
mentor on anything that demanded male
advice, and from him Jeanne and Rita
undoubtedly get their never-ending in-

terest in study. But with their mother
they formed a circle that was never so
much as dented until two and a half years
ago when Paul Brinkman came along.

-- Her mother lived nearby so that Grand-
mother Carr really ran the home.

J
EANNE was dreamy. Rita was logical.

Mama reasoned everything out with
them. They were all, from Grandmother
to Rita, entirely contrasting personalities,

but they nevertheless seemed to like every-
thing in common—sunsets, poetry, heavy
books, good music, food, study, swim-
ming, all sports, clothes. The girls were
brought up with certain definite prin-
ciples. The truth as an absolute ideal;

generosity; free and open discussion on
all subjects and a strict observance of

their religion.

They were, of course, all together that
day in her tenth year when a movie
made such a definite impression on
Jeanne’s sensitive mind.

It was an adventure movie, “Captain
Blood,” starring a sensational new star,

Errol Flynn.
“I’ve never forgotten what that movie

did to me,” Jeanne tells you now. “I could
hardly sleep that night, thinking of Errol
Flynn.” Practically from that moment on
she was determined to become an actress
and to grow up and marry someone just
as romantic as Errol Flynn.
A few years later she met Paul Brink-

man, who had tried to succeed in pictures
as Paul Brook, and who had been called
“a second Errol Flynn.” Jeanne saw Paul
at a Sunday afternoon “brunch” party at
Marshall Kester’s ranch. She didn’t meet
him, for it was a big party, and she didn’t
even hear his name. “But I knew' at once
he was the one,” she says.
He knew glancing across the crowded

room that she was the one for him.
Unfortunately, just as he was trying
to find his host to introduce him to this
dream doll, she slipped away. Brinkman
tried to describe the girl. “She’s so
beautiful,” he said, “slim with brown
hair that has reddish highlights. She
wears it in a long bob and her eyes
looked grayish but wonderful and. . .

.”

“Calm down,” said the host. “I en-
tertain so many people. How can I re-
member exactly who was here? Besides
Hollywood is full of beautiful girls.”

There was nothing extraordinary in the
fact that Mr. and Mrs. Kester didn’t re-
member Jeanne Crain’s name. Besides,
it’s a local custom for people to bring
other people to Hollywood parties. It’s

all very casual. Nobody knew Jeanne
Crain’s name at that time, except the
Crains and the paymaster at Twentieth
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Century-Fox, where she had been under
contract for half a year but hadn’t faced
a camera except for a screen test.

But Paul Brinkman was determined to

find this girl he’d never met and whose
name he didn’t know. He asked every-
one about her, got no help anywhere and
was about to give up when one day, driv-
ing along Sunset Boulevard, the miracle
happened. There, riding with a woman
who must be her mother, was his lovely
unknown. He honked his horn. His dream
girl kept her eyes down most demurely.

L
ATER, after they had been properly
introduced, Paul asked Jeanne if she

saw him that day. Jeanne said, “No.”
“The first thing I confessed to Paul

after we were married,” Jeanne says now,
“was that that was the biggest lie I ever
told in my life. I did see him that day
and my heart began to beat like crazy.”

Paul Brinkman throttled down his car

to run along beside the little sedan, until

the chorus of horns behind him made that
impossible. But before he stopped being
a one-man traffic jam, he noted down the

sedan’s license number and, equipped
with that, he drove all the way down to

Los Angeles Traffic Bureau, which did
him no good whatsoever. Los Angeles
doesn’t casually tell what license plate

belongs to whom.
Two months went by and then the

modern god, Publicity, played Cupid.
Paul Brinkman, now running a small
war plant, met Jeanne while both were
lunching at the Farmer’s Market. He re-

introduced himself and asked for a date.

However, Jeanne (though delighted) was
leaving shortly for location on “Home In In-
diana,’’ and it wasn’t until many weeks
later that they saw each other again.

The amazing part of it was that at their

second meeting Jeanne didn’t like Paul
particularly. “He’s too sophisticated,” she
told her mother. “He’s got more money to

spend and well, he’s just too worldly.”
“Oh, I don’t know,” said her mother.

“I think he’s very charming.”
Actually Mrs. Crain didn’t think much

about Paul, any more than she thought
about Lon McCallister or (later) Henry
King Jr., son of the famous director, or any
of the other mob of boys, most of them from
Loyola University, who were always
hanging around Jeanne and Rita. She
took refuge in the (Continued on page 96)

Ty Power congratulates Paul Brink-
man on his marriage to Jeanne Crain
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(Continued from page 94) safety of num-
bers and her trust in her two beautiful
girls.

Besides, the family circle (Grandmother
Carr had just died) was now entirely
concentrated on Jeanne’s career in movies.
If Jeanne had to be on the set at seven,
which meant rising at five, they all went
to bed the night before at eight, so she’d
have enough sleep. Mrs. Crain drove
Jeanne back and forth to the studio daily
and saw to it that her idealistic nineteen-
year-old daughter got proper food, a lot

of rest and plenty of time for study. As
far as her child’s earnings were con-
cerned, since she was less than twenty-
one, the California law automatically put
fifty per cent of them into War Bonds,
twenty-two per cent more went to taxes,
ten per cent to an agent, leaving Jeanne
a very modest personal income on which
to live.

As for Jeanne, herself, with her native
good sense and intelligence, she divided
her days into what she called her public
life, her public-private life, and her pri-
vate-private life. The first meant her
work and all that it demanded. The sec-
ond meant things like her public dates
with Lon McCallister, which her studio
suggested and which Jeanne was agree-
able to, since she has always been very
fond of Lon. Her private-private life was
when she was just being herself, at home
with Mama and Rita, or double-dating with
Rita.

0 UT in the spring, summer and fall of
^ 1944, the boys of eighteen to twenty be-
gan disappearing, on their ways to New
Guinea, to Europe, to Attu, to China. But
Paul Brinkman, as head of a small war
plant, was told to stay home, and so, in

what free time Jeanne had after finish-

ing up “Home In Indiana” and “In The
Meantime, Darling,” and “Winged Vic-
tory,” he was around, to take her places.

Actually, up until the fall of 1944,

Jeanne had few dates alone with Paul.
The very first one had been on New
Year’s Eve of 1943. They went, to a very
small, private party together at the home
of Tex Feldman, and when the lights were
put out, in accordance with the old cus-
tom, at midnight, Paul kissed Jeanne.

“I was wearing a white taffeta dress
embroidered in gold,” Jeanne says, “and
1 felt so grown-up, and Paul kissed me so
sweetly and in that moment before the
lights were turned on again he said,

‘This is the girl I’m going to marry.’ He
said it just like that—-no ‘will you’ or any-
thing.’

”

She wasn’t sure that she was Paul’s
girl, that first moment of 1944, or even
later in the summer, but his continual
romantic wooing was winning her more
than she knew. He taught her to play
tennis—he being an expert at it; he rode
horseback with her. A rich boy from birth,

he told her (she, who had never been out-
side of California except on the “Home In

Indiana” location trip) about the foreign

lands he had visited, the foreign, roman-
tic sights that he had seen. Her mother
told her she was too young to settle down
to one steady date and she abided by that

advice. Nevertheless, when she and Rita

were together, she found it hard to keep
off the subject of marriage. The girls

mentioned no names, but they discussed
the weddings they would have. Rita

would be Jeanne’s bridesmaid, Jeanne
would be Rita’s.

When Christmas of 1944 came around,
Jeanne wanted to give Paul a present.

Her mother wouldn’t permit her giving
him anything more personal that a very
nice billfold. Jeanne obeyed, but Paul
gave her a beautiful bracelet. This she
knew her mother wouldn’t permit her to

keep, so she hid it. It made her roman-

i
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tically very happy, even though she was
troubled, too. That bracelet was her first

secret from her mother and sister.

The real romantic turning point came
one early 1945 evening when Jeanne went
out to The Tail of the Cock, a little res-

taurant which is not a show-off place like

the Strip places but one where quiet, nice

people go for very good food. Jeanne was
with Henry King Jr. but she felt a wave
of possessive jealousy sweep over her,

when only a few tables away, she spied

Paul with another girl.

Later that evening Paul and Jeanne
talked long and ardently to one another
by telephone. The upshot of it was that

they agreed they’d never date anyone but
one another.
“Oh, baby, you’re so young,” her mother

said when Jeanne told her of this prom-
ise. “Please wait before you settle down
to one man.”

“I’ve waited a year and a half already ”

“Darling, do be cautious. Are you sure
that Paul, charming as he is, is ‘the home
type?’ Please, Jeanne, think this over a

little longer. Promise me you will go for a
little while without seeing Paul. If your
love is real, it will survive the separation.

If it isn’t, you will have discovered the truth
without hurting yourself or Paul too much.”
Jeanne looked at her mother, whom she

loved so deeply. “How long do you want
me not to see Paul?”
“Six months. Can you agree to give

yourself and Paul and me six months
more?”

“Yes, mother, I can and I will.”

IEANNE lived up to her word. Almost
that is, and she probably would have

lived up to it completely, if the night of the
Japanese surrender had not come along.

She did not see nor talk to Paul for more
than four months. She worked and
studied, studied along with Rita, who was
attending U.C.L.A. and was major-
ing in psychology. The charmed circle

was almost exactly what it had been two
years earlier, until that night of the Jap-
anese surrender. Paul called up, when
the news broke. He begged Jeanne to see
him, if only a moment.

“Oh, mother, may I, may I?” Jeanne
begged.
What could her mother say? That was

a night unlike any other in history, a
night that would live forever in history.
Against her better judgment, mama
yielded.

Absence had done nothing except make
Jeanne’s love grow infinitely stronger.
Now she dated Paul, night after night, and
there was no longer any doubt that these
were the dates of a young couple madly
in love. August melted into September,
into October, into November. Paul’s war
plant closed down.
“What will Paul do?” asked Mrs. Crain.
Jeanne is a dreamer. Jeanne truly be-

lieves that wishing will make it so. “Oh,
something,” she said.

“But what?”
“He’s going to manufacture radios

—

he’s got new patents—I know there aren’t
many materials now—but in the future it

will be wonderful.”
Mrs. Crain continued to drive Jeanne

to and from the studio, but otherwise the
charmed circle was troubled.

It became December 24. In the West-
wood apartment, the Christmas tree was
up, the Christmas presents lay under it.

It began to rain. Jeanne had always
loved the rain.

Jeanne had to work that day, so very
little after dawn, she and Mama stood on
their doorstep.
“Oh, Mother, isn’t it a lovely day?” she

cried.

She phoned her mother from the set,
late that afternoon. “Don’t come for me,”
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she said, “Paul is driving me home.”
An hour later they were there. “Mother,

Paul and I are not going to wait any
longer,” Jeanne announced. “We’re go-
ing to have the bans published. We’re
going to get married. Please give your
consent.”
Her mother gasped, “Oh, Jeanne, I sim-

ply can’t. You’re still too young. Your
future—your career—so much lies ahead
of you. Darling, you’ve still so much
time. Wait at least until Paul gets settled
in his new work. Wait. . .

.”

“No, dear,” said Jeanne. “I want to go
to the church now and see about the
bans and. . .

.”

It was then that Mrs. Crain made her
big mistake. She admits it now. She
cried, “Jeanne, I forbid you ... if you go
tonight . . . Jeanne, I will not consent . . .

Jeanne. . .
.”

She saw Paul’s arm about her daugh-
ter’s waist. She saw the door closing be-
hind them. She heard their feet moving
away from the door, down the path that
led away from the house.

It was Christmas Eve. She sat up all

night long waiting for Jeanne’s return.
By morning she started phoning. But
Jeanne was not at the Brinkman home,
(Paul lived with his parents before he and
Jeanne were married) nor at the home of
any of her friends.

Jeanne had simply, but very thoroughly,
disappeared.

Sleepless, worried, Mrs. Crain was to re-
member Jeanne’s words: “It is fate that
Paul and I met. It is fate that we shall

marry. You lived your life. I’ve got a
right to live mine.” Next month you will

see how Jeanne worked out this most im-
portant step of her young and glowing life.
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Introducing Cojo

(Continued from page 61) syllable word,
even if they do know all the meanings.
When they pronounce their name, they say
something like Jourrrrmmm, which com-
pletely deceived Director Charles Vidor.

Vidor is' a Hungarian. English, even
when spoken with pear-shaped tones,

throws him plenty. But Charlie gets the

credit for discovering Cojo, even though
three years back Walter Pidgeon said the

kid was a natural star. We’ll come to that

yarn in a moment—but when Charlie first

asked what Cojo stood for, he was told

Courtland. When the boy pronounced his

last name Jourrrrmmm, Vidor thought
that was his first name. In fact, he said to

Cojo, “How should we spell Jerome?”
“Why, I don’t care, sir,” said Cojo, who
has the most polite manners and is as

naturally easy-going as Gary Cooper.
Charlie Vidor is just as naturally im-

patient. “How many ‘r’s,’ how many ‘e’s,’
”

he demanded.
“Why, I don’t care. Does it matter,

sir?” asked Cojo. It was weeks before he
realized Vidor’s mistake, together with the

fact that Charlie had thought he was an
idiot who didn’t know how to spell his

own moniker. By that time, his profes-

sional name was set—and Cojo let it go
at that.

S
OME of this easy approach was be-
cause he originally regarded the bit

in “Together Again” as a kind of vacation
prank. He was visiting his mother and
his stepfather in Hollywood, where the

latter is the very distinguished architect,

Walter Wourdiman.
He expected in the next couple of weeks

to return to his prep school, Riverside

Military Academy, at Gainesville, Georgia,

and he had moments of regarding “To-
gether Again” as a sort of a waste of his

otherwise free time from lessons.

But he didn’t know his own talent for

being completely natural in front of a

camera. Once Columbia got a shot at his

rushes, they started racing toward Cojo’s

mother to secure her okay on a contract.

She was so amazed that she called up Wal-
ter Pidgeon for advice. Pidge recom-
mended an agent, the agent went to

Columbia, and Columbia began talking

about putting Cojo in “Kiss And Tell.”

Now part of the reason that Cojo was so
natural, rather than impressed with Holly-
wood, is because he had been visiting it or
New York and meeting celebrities ever
since he can remember. He was nine
when his mother and father separated,
each of them getting half-year custody
of him.
Even today, Mary Jourolmon is only in

her mid-thirties, and she is strikingly

beautiful. She looks identically like Cojo
—or vice versa—the same straight black
hair, the same sparkling eyes, the same
luminous, intelligent face. She had always
wanted to sing, and she knew James Mel-
ton. The moment she broke up her mar-
riage, she went to New York and got
Jimmy to arrange a radio audition for her.
That was all she needed. She was en-
gaged that very afternoon and for three
years thereafter, as Mary Courtland, she
sang, mostly old Southern airs and spirit-

uals, for NBC.
When the show she was with was

brought to Hollywood, she came with it,

only to meet Walter Wourdiman and fall

in love and give up all thoughts of a
career. But since Walter Wourdiman was
the architect who did the Chester Mor-
ris and the Bob Montgomery houses, and
many other movie homes, Mary, who has
a natural talent for friendship, was very
quickly in her famous-people element
and lanky Cojo, spending his summers
with her, grew as accustomed to fame and
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took it as casually as most kids do sun-
shine. Actually, his major ambition

—

after he got over the usual kid routine
of wanting to be a fireman and an ex-
plorer and a flier (he even tried for that
in the Army but was too tall to make it)
was to be a singer.

That’s where Walter Pidgeon, a fine
musician, came in. Can you imagine the
debonaire Pidge sitting around, night after
night, meekly playing accompaniments for
a fifteen-year-old kid? Well, he did—
which will give you a fair idea of Cojo’s
charm and the excellence of his voice.
His musical taste is excellent, too. While

his three-years-younger sister swoons
over Frankie and rolls her eyes over Bing,
Cojo collects symphonic records strictly.
These and snakes. He is particularly
keen for snakes and does not like, though
he respects, his mother’s edict that they
are not to be brought into the house. But
generally speaking, he hates the radio. So
what was “Kiss And Tell”? The story
of “Corliss Archer”! When they told
Cojo that maybe, perhaps, he would get
to play Dexter Franklin, he groaned,
“That dope?”

THE amusing part of it was that if he
1 didn’t particularly want the part, F.
Hugh Herbert, who wrote the original
role, didn’t particularly want him for it,

either. Harry Cohen, head of Columbia,
and George Abbott, the Broadway pro-
ducer who was bringing the play to the
screen, both were delighted with Cojo,
but Herbert kept remembering the boy
who had played it on Broadway. In fact,
he attended a rehearsal Cojo was going
through, prior to his screen test, and talked
about his performance. “Why can’t you
be more like him?” he demanded.
“Why, he was a kind of a short Yankee

type, sir,” said Cojo. “I don’t think, if

you’ve got that type in mind sir, there’s
any sense testing me.”
Mr. Herbert, with the shouts of Messrs.

Cohen and Abbott ringing in his ears,
gave in.

Cojo’s mother—whom he calls “Mommy”—wasn’t too sure whether, by this time,
the kid really wanted an acting career
or merely more time off from school. So
she didn’t make it too easy for him. West-
wood Village, where the Wourdimans live,
is better than ten miles away from Colum-
bia Studios. Mr. Wourdiman used the
family car to take himself to his office.

Thus, if Cojo meant to get to Columbia,

he had either to go by bus—which takes I

forever because of bad connections—or
hitchhike.
He hitchhiked. In fact, when his super-

lative notices on “Kiss And Tell” came out,
his only comment was, “Well, maybe I
can pick, up a hitch easier now.” (So'
what happened to him on his first three- I

day pass in Japan? He wanted to go to i

Tokyo—and the only way he could make
it was to hitch. He did.)
He was excited about “Kiss And Tell” ,

but no more impressed than he had been
with “Together Again.” He and Shirley,
because of their ages, formed a quick,
firm friendship but he stood for no non-
sense from the little queen. There was
for instance, the day he beat her at Ping-
pong and Shirley stamped her feet angrily
and said, “Oh, darn you!” She got a spon-
taneous Cojo reaction. He flicked a quick
hand toward the spot where Mama Temple
used to play the hairbrush and said, “Now,
don’t be a rotten sport.”
Just before he was sent overseas he

signed a long-term -contract -with- Colum-
bia. There’s no doubt of the triumphant
career that will await him on his return
to civilian life. Cojo is pleased by that but
it doesn’t occupy his whole thought.
The subject who does is fifteen but al-

ready five feet nine, and part Norwegian,
part French, named Marit Co’hu. She is

an outdoor type of girl, very horsey, yet
musical and serious-minded. There’s a
little soda parlor in Hollywood, called
Browne’s, which makes the best chocolate
sundaes in the world and there, almost
every afternoon before he sailed, Cojo
and Marit sat, after long horseback rides
together, eating in the prodigious fashion
of adolescents and discussing life, dreams
and romance, ditto. Now Cojo writes her
almost daily and some of the letters are
in verse, very fine verse, incidentally. The
Wourdimans and the Co’hus are close
friends, which makes everything very
pleasant all the way around—and a couple
of distant, elapsed years can reveal the
character of any love.

Meanwhile “Mommy” is stacking up the
fan mail, which is now coming in in the
hundreds of thousands and trying to send
out the right answers to it, and Cojo is

having what he calls “a very managed
tour of the Far East” while trying to be a
good soldier and both of them—and
Columbia—are praying that he has, please
heaven, stopped growing.

The End
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Take them in fortified food-
Of course, the whole subject of vitamins is new.
We learn more about them every day. And to-

day, millions are learning a new and better
way to take their extra vitamins— a more
modern, more natural way that can do more
good. Discarding earlier methods of taking
vitamins alone, they now take them in fortified

food.

For latest evidence shows that vitamins do
not work alone. They work most effectively in
combination with other food elements—which
are absolutely necessary for best results.

This is the reason so many people are chang-
ing to Ovaltine. A specially-fortified supple-
mentary food-drink, it contains— besides vita-

the delicious Ovaltine way!
mins— nearly every precious food element
needed for good health, including those ele-

ments necessary for vitamin-effectiveness.

For example. Vitamin A and Vitamin C can’t

do their complete jobs in body-tissue building
without high-quality protein. Vitamin Bi and
energy-food act together for vitality. Vitamin
D, Calcium and Phosphorus also need each
other. You get them all in a glass of Ovaltine
made with milk!

So why not turn to Ovaltine? If you are

eating normal meals, 2 glasses of Ovaltine
daily should give you all the extra amounts
of vitamins and minerals needed for robust
health.

more VITAMIN C than
4 ounces of Tomato Juice

Read what you get

2 GLASSES OF
OVALTINE

in

more VITAMIN D than
IO ounces of Butter

more NIACIN than

6 slices of Enriched Bread
more VITAMIN Bi than

3 servings of Oatmeal

more CALCIUM and PHOSPHORUS
than Tf/z servings of American Cheese

more IRON than

3 servings of Spinach
more VITAMIN A than

2 servings of Peas
more VITAMIN G than

pound of Sirloin Steak

more FOOD-ENERGY than

2 servings of Ice Cream
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She's Like This

(Continued from page 44) cold parsnips,
always hesitates about eating new dishes
but has never failed to like one, once tried.

She loathes dieting but has to do same.
Recently she painted herself a motto for
her bedroom door—“nothing is crueler
than a cruller.” «-

She’s most excited right now about:
That twenty-first birthday. Up until then
she was a ward of the court, which told
her what she couldn’t do with her own
earnings. It kept her, for instance, down
to $800 a year for clothes which, for a
young actress, is really tough going. She’s
splurging now on Adrian evening gowns
and suits, which she adores wearing on
hospital tours to startle the boys. Being
twenty-one lets her sign her own con-
tracts, which means she can fight more for

the parts she wants. She can stay out
now after midnight without landing in the
hoosegow, and does once in a while. She
remained at the Photographers’ Ball till

three A.M., slept till one the next after-

noon, forgetting all about her ballet lesson,

a sin of omission that never happened to

her before.

What she wants to be twenty years
from now: A perfect, glamorous, exciting

wife and a brainy, progressive, ideal

mother, with at least three children and
many more, if her husband can afford

them, and definitely out of pictures.

She yearns to: Act her age. At fifteen

she played Gary Cooper’s wife. At sixteen,

she was Jimmy Cagney’s spouse. Not until

“Janie Gets Married” was she permitted
to be young and capture a young husband.
It made her positively giddy.
For a real-life husband she wants: A

tall, healthy athlete. She’d prefer he
weren’t an actor, but she won’t quibble if,

in addition to being a sportsman, he’s also

humorous, undei'standing and has a good
education. She doesn’t even consider the

thought that she might marry more than
once or outside her church.

What she cooks best: Cookies, all kinds;

tea and coffee, salads, all varieties. She
loves to play around with all the out-
landish recipes published on the sides of

boxes, such as trying to make cake from
bran flour. The results are seldom worth
the effort. In fact, she confesses that while
she could provide her husband with a

fairly good breakfast and lunch, it would
be wisest for her and her husband to have
dinner out every night.

The only things she hates: Herself when
late, and she always is late; the sun on
the windshield when she is driving home
afternoons from the studio; any challenge,

because she has to live up to any hurled
at her; herself picking at her nails; her
bad habit of letting conversations die, be-
cause she is timid socially; columnists who
keep asking her why she doesn’t go out

more to night clubs; the ringing of the

telephone; dogs barking at night and peo-
ple being coy about her dates with Bob
Williams, a publicity man; Johnny Sands,
young Selznick player; Johnny Miles,

leading man on her own home lot.

She reads: Her scripts; biographies; the

Oxford Book of English Verse; the Shake-
speare Sonnets and all romantic poetry.

At the drop of a hat she will recite to you
Marlow’s “A Passionate Shepherd To His
Love” or Wordsworth’s “She Was A Phan-
tom Of Delight.” These send her.

What she wants no more of: Advice. In

her nineteen years of acting, she’s been
advised by everyone, from her mother,

father and older sisters through Gary
Cooper, Fred MacMurray, Jimmy Cagney
to Humphrey Bogart. She has learned

to listen with wide-eyed respectfulness

and then follow her own judgment. The
only person she has ever encountered whoZone State.



didn’t advise her is Bob Hutton. She ad-
vised him. That’s why he’s her favorite

leading man. “He made me feel so much
more secure myself,” she says.

If she couldn’t act she’d: Go to college

and study French and psychology; try to

write and paint (she draws not at all bad
caricatures right now ) work to acquire

enough social poise to be a superb hostess

though she would never want big parties.

What she loves most: Her family and
her career; simple, spontaneous parties

that feature singing; Lake Arrowhead in

the summer; tennis games; swimming; a

Ping-pong tournament between friends;

badminton in her own back yard. Ambi-
tiously she is like the young Joan Craw-
ford—she studies everything. When Warn-
er Brothers was closed by the strike,

thereby locking her out of her dance
studio, she hired her own studio, so she

missed only one lesson.

Her favorite colors: Bright ones. She
used to wear blue because it was most be-
coming, but now she finds she responds to

the seasons. The clothes she likes best

to wear are slacks and blouses. The slacks

are usually black but her blouses, in

spring, are the blue of hyacinths, the pink
of tulips, the yellow of narcissus. In mid-
summer, they get scarlet as poppies and
in winter they become either very black

or pure white.
Her suppressed desire: To beat one par-

ticular director over the head until he is

put out of business for some time.

Her greatest enthusiasm: People, all

kinds of people. “I’ve traveled enough,
and I’ve had money enough and attention

enough to know that only people, that is,

friends, are exciting, kind and real,” she
says. That’s why she hates night clubs

and big parties. “You can’t get to know
anybody at them.” That’s also why she’s

not afraid of growing old. “I’ll know so

many more folks by then and have time
for all of them.”

The End
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(Continued from page 56) get into the
movies, the agents who were handling her
affairs didn’t give her too much encour-
agement, neither did her friends. “You’re
not the type,” they contended. “You look
so different” . . . “You’re not a pretty little

blonde” . . . “You are too tall” . . . “Your
eyes are too big” . . . “Your accent is so
British.”

Oh yes, there were plenty of things
against her, or at any rate it seemed so
at the time. Today whatever may have
been to her disadvantage she has turned
into an asset. Maybe she learned how
while she stood there behind that counter
selling creams, powders and perfumes to

the women of Hollywood. Today the only
comment Angela has about the months as
a salesgirl is, “At any rate, it smelled
good.”
There came a time in the month of July,

1943, when Angela took what she called “a
vacation without pay.” Somehow through
a friend of hers she got on to the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot. There she learned
that George Cukor wanted a girl to play
the part of the Cockney maid in “Gas-
light.” At the same time, she was told that
an actress was needed for the love interest

in “Dorian Gray.” Cukor gave her a test,

the first she had ever made in her life.

The very first time she ever stood before
a motion-picture camera in a studio—and
she wasn’t a bit scared. She was, however,
amazed. She was impressed by the way
everybody went about their business as if

they were selling potatoes or digging
trenches. But, as she says, “I knew what
they wanted. I knew my lines and just

went ahead. You see, I had a character
to bite into. If it had been a test which
was just supposed to show how I looked,
I would have been scared, but in this case
I had a job I knew, which was acting.”

Shortly after her visit to M-G-M, An-
gela’s agent notified her that he had a
contract ready for her to sign with Metro
and, what was more, the contract was a
very good one. It’s been getting better
ever since she walked into the preview of

“Gaslight” an unknown and came out a
sensation.
Angela Lansbury has been called a

beauty, extremely plain, glamorous, home-
ly, attractive. The truth is that she seldom
looks the same. There is a changeling
quality that goes with the moods of most

Blonde Accent

good actresses. So it is with Angela. But
there are still some factors about her ap-
pearance that are fixed. She’s tall, about
five-foot-seven. She has undisputably
beautiful skin, huge blue eyes, as expres-
sive as those of a young doe. Everything!
registers in Angela’s eyes. Her smile starts
there. Irony can be read in them and her
acting somehow is balanced between those
eyes and the most sensitive mouth in Hol-
lywood, which looks very much like
mouths had to look in the Victorian era:
Full, small, sensual but controlled.

C HE’S blonde and superior, but with a

'

great facility for getting on with people.
She knows no discrimination. As a child
she used to walk into the street and talk
to the workmen. She had long conver-

!

sations with the milkman, and yet she was
the favorite of her grandfather, the Rt.
Hon. George Lansbury, a Member of Par-
liament. She hasn’t changed a bit. Her
manner, her conversation is as friendly
and charming toward a grip on the set as it

is to her big boss, Louis B. Mayer.
She’s probably one of the most deter-

mined young women in Hollywood. Today
it seems as if nothing and no obstacle could
ever get in her way which she would not ;

be able to remove quickly and efficiently.

In fact she gives you the impression of
capability far beyond her years.

She’s one of the few who doesn’t talk
about reading books. She reads them.
You never see Angela without a book
under her arm, but she’s also interested
in painting and she’s good at it. She sees
a great number of movies. She can dance.
She can sing. There isn’t an hour of the
day where she isn’t doing something to
improve either her mind or her talents.

Boys of her own age are scared of her.

She’s not the jitterbugging type and not
a bobby-soxer. She goes out a great deal
and never does anything for the effect. In
fact she belongs to the very few who
learned at an early age one of the most
difficult tasks, namely: The art of living.

Maybe Angela’s story sounds like a
meteoric and quick success. It is the
former but not the latter.

She was, as you know, born in London.
Her mother Moyna Macgill was one of

yesteryear’s darlings of the English stage.

And ever since Angela can remember she
has been part of (Continued on page 106)

Gold Medal-ing—Mrs. Carroll Rheinstrom, L. B. Mayer, Angela Lansbury and her

groom, Dick Cromwell—among guests at Photoplay’s Gold Medal Award dinner
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YOU FEEL SAFER
when your napkin has this

triple-proved deodorant!

hy let the dread of offending haunt

you—when Modess now has a triple-

proved deodorant?

YES, TRIPLE-PROVED: proved effective by
Modess chemists; proved tops in 26 tests

by impartial laboratories; proved a hit

with thousands who’ve tried the new
Modess!

NO SEPARATE POWDER, no sprinkling or

spilling!

FREE! SEND for "Growing Up
and Liking It,’’ a bright, modern
booklet on tlie how and why of

menstruation. Write Martha
Steele. Personal Products Corp.t

Box 343-G, Milltown, N. J.

GREATER SOFTNESS! 3 out of 4 women
found Modess softer to the touch in a

nationwide poll.

GREATER SAFETY! 209 nurses, in hospital

tests, proved Mo'dess less likely to strike

tl(rough than nationally known layer-type

napkins.

COSTS NO MORE, so next time get luxuri-

ous new Modess with the triple-proved

deodorant. Box of 12 is only 22ff.

MODESS COMES TWO
WAYS. Full-size and
Junior. If you prefer a

slightly narrower nap-

kin, get Modess Junior.

(Continued from page 104) the theater. I

1934 her father died and left his littl

family, consisting of Angela and her twi
brothers, Edward and Bruce, to a still youn
and very beautiful mother to take care o
It was hard going, very hard indeed. Whe
children were being evacuated from Lon
don during the awful days of the blit:

Angela refused point blank to leave. Sb
insisted on learning how to act, on goin
to a dramatic school. When Moyna Mac
gill took her brood to America, to be guesl
of a well-known rich New York familj

she promised to take care of seven extr
children. The other children never di

arrive in this hemisphere, because the Cit

of Benaris, on which they sailed, was sunl
The first few years in America wer

filled with privations—Angela at thirtee

knew how to turn a penny twice befor
spending it.

Before her marriage to Richard Crom
well, Angela lived with her mother in

house she bought in the hills. It practi

cally hung on the edge of a cliff with .

view which took your breath. And wha
a welcome you got! Warm, hearty and s>

friendly that your heart went out to thos<

two lovely English women.
“Angela was such a dignified, self-con

tained child,” Mrs. Lansbury would tel

you. “There always was something abou
her which made people keep their dis

tance. She never wanted anyone to toucl

her. There was that day in the crypt o

the House of Commons when the twin:

were christened and the clergyman triec i

to hang a cross around Angela’s neck,
thought it was a great honor, but shi

started screaming, pulled off the cross an<

;

threw it on the floor. She never liked t<

have people take what she considerec

liberties with her.”

It’s incredible how well Angela and he)

mother get on. There isn’t the usua

«

mother-daughter attitude at all. The twc

are like sisters. Angela’s explanation o i

why they are so congenial is simple anc

;

to the point. “Mother moves down t(
|

me, and I move up to her. That’s the E

secret of a good relationship.”
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Incidentally, it was because of her
mother that she finally met Richard
Crormyell.
“Dick and I,” says Angela, “smiled at

each other vaguely on vague occasions for

a long time. I thought I’d like him—and
I thought he might like me, too. But noth-
ing happened until some time last April
when Jerry Asher invited Mother and me
to dinner, saying that Dick Cromwell
wanted to meet Mother whom he had ad-
mired so much in ‘The Clock.’ I nearly
didn’t go. What girl wants to tag along
when a man is so anxious to meet her
mother?” But she did go and there be-
gan a romance so quiet that it escaped
Hollywood’s most attentive gossipers for

months. Then one day last September
Angela went to Mr. Mayer’s office and
inquired, timidly, whether he would mind
if she were to be married.
Mr. Mayer astounded her by giving his

blessing and adding, “But if you really
want to do it, do it now. The studio has so
many plans for you that there is no tell-

ing when you’ll get away if it isn’t now.”

THAT’S why it was all so frantic. Dick
1 had designed a combination ring for her
—a band of diamonds (engagement) en-
twined with the conventional plain gold
wedding band. Their plans were so hasty
that this sentimental tribute had to be de-
livered to the bride, instead of the groom,
before they took off for their wedding.
They had planned to be married at Lake

Tahoe but, due to an oil leak in Dick’s
car and a flat tire, they barely made it

to Independence, California, by nightfall.
The courthouse was closed and they had
no marriage license and no hotel reser-
vations. Well, you know how young love
is! Dick dug up the sheriff who turned out
to be an extremely energetic and helpful
soul. He found the county clerk, who was
just preparing dinner for a tired, hungry
husband. And he found a motel where
they could change their clothes—and the
manager wouldn’t take a penny for the
use of his cabin! The clerk met them
(after she had fed the husband) at the
court house and made out a license while
the kind, kind sheriff hunted up a justice
of the peace and, himself, changed to a
white shirt and black tie because he had
every intention of being best man!
“He certainly deserved to be best man!”

says Angela. “And he was. The district

attorney’s secretary was the other witness
—the poor county clerk had to rush home
to soothe her ruffled husband!”

That’s how they came to be married in
the jail building. It was the only place
available! But when it came to the actual
ceremony, it was as solemn and tender as
they could have wished it. . . .

She even had flowers. At the last
moment her mother had tucked a box into
the car with a bouquet of tiny white roses
inside, carefully packed in damp cotton
and tied with a white satin ribbon. “Just
in case there should be no florists open”

—

which there certainly were not!

When they reached Bishop that night,
the car was boiling briskly and it went
right on doing it all through a brief honey-
moon which took them to Tahoe (at last)

and to Reno (Dick said she might as well
make up her mind immediately about a
divorce), to Virginia City, Carson City,
San Francisco and Carmel. All in a week!
Now they are “at home” in Dick’s hill-

side house above Hollywood, both shin-
ingly happy . . . And this is the girl who
said not six months ago: “To fall in love
at this point would be very inconvenient.
Let’s be quite honest and admit there’s no
field worth playing right now.”
To see her radiant face as she looks at

the stalwart husband beside her you would
say this was a typical British statement.

The End

VIRGINIA MAYO, STARRING IN SAMUEL GOLDWYN’S
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When the Man Is Milland

(Continued, jrom page 51) occasionally,
but I can’t go there any more. Even the
barkeep rolls a leering eye at me. Stran-
gers nudge each other and mutter: ‘There
goes Milland, tying into another snootful.’
Then they sit like buzzards, waiting, wait-
ing for me to fall on my face.”
Consider the letters he gets.

The first big crop of mail came from
members of the United States armed
services who saw the picture overseas,
long before its domestic release. Twelve
hundred men and women wrote confiden-
tially to Ray Milland. These are possibly
the most unusual fan letters any star
ever received. Not one asked for a pic-
ture or an autograph. No one said that
Ray Milland was his favorite actor. Many
of them mentioned Ray not at all. They
wrote about themselves, didn’t give ad-
dresses in some instances, apparently find-
ing relief in telling their story to some-
one they thought would understand it.

“I feel shabby about it, but I haven’t
answered those letters. I don’t know how
to answer them. From what little I do
know, each case of alcoholism is individual.
Generalities won’t help these people. What
do I do? They need help as much as any
cancer victim ever needed help. Do you
suppose Alcoholics Anonymous could take
over?”

W ITH all this on his mind, and with the
feeling of responsibility this would in-

spire in any decent citizen, Ray also has to

contend with the task of repelling gossip
hounds who still want to insist that his
married life is on the rocks. It is not on
the rocks. It is about as happy an alliance

as any two persons, male and female, ever
achieved. What Ray wants to do is lead
a normal life, to go skiing, to own a sixty-
foot cruiser, to listen to good music, to

see as much ballet as possible, to play with
his five-and-a-half-year-old son Danny,
and not to be bothered much. Especially,

he doesn’t want to be bothered much.
Ray walks by people on the Paramount

lot, where he has worked for twelve years,
and does not speak to them, more often
than not. He was taken to task for this by
a friend of long standing.

“I want to be nice to everybody,” Ray
said. “But I always wait for them to

speak to me first.”

The friend explained tersely that it was
up to him to speak first, that he was the
star, that he had to make the gracious
gesture. Ray didn’t accept this theory
whole-heartedly, but he has been mak-
ing a commendable effort lately. The
smiling responses he gets rather astonish
him.
He refuses to discuss his work seriously.

Immediately after “The Lost Weekend”
was released, there was talk about an
Academy Award. Ray seemed rude when
friends mentioned it.

“I was embarrassed,” he said. “If I

said nothing, people thought I was un-
grateful, or dumb. If I got into a glow
about it, people said, ‘There goes Milland
with his hand out already for the Oscar.’

“I wanted it, sure. Who doesn’t? Ever
stop to think, this is the only industry in

the world that has an absolute pinnacle?
You win that Academy thing, and you are

it. Where else could you find a job in

which that sort of thing could happen to

you?”
What Ray Milland values more than

awards or acclaim are opportunities to

hurry up to Alta, Utah, for skiing or down
to Balboa, California, for sailing and fish-

ing. He doesn’t go off those high jumps
as a skiier, although he’s pretty good.

“Those leaps are for professionals. I’m
neither a professional nor a nut. But the



whole family skis. Mai just won a sil-

ver star for it and Danny is learning,

with lots of falling down.”
He admits that he is a first-rate angler.

Off Balboa, he goes after swordfish, tuna
and deep-sea bass. He has owned a yacht
but doesn’t own one now—a sixty-foot

cruiser is his chief ambition this side

of Paradise. He can tell you precisely how
a gasoline engine works, if you don’t stop

him. He is more than likely to tell you
if you do stop him. He doesn’t repair his

own car.

“No fun. Too simple.”
His recent and temporary separation

from Mai was a heartbreak thing, but
quickly repaired. Mai is an unusually
beautiful young woman. She dresses

smartly. Ray is proud of her and proud
of her clothes. His best friends admit that

sometimes he is a hard man to live with,

Welsh and moody, and he confesses that

this is true. But there is utterly no ques-
tion about his devotion to his wife, or

about her devotion to him.
The Millands live in a ten-room English

type house in Beverly Hills. They are
pretty quiet about it. They go out sel-

dom. Friends who want to see them,
come to them. Ray’s best friends are
Jerry Asher, a publicist, the Fred Mac-
Murrays, Eddie Rubin and Roy Crane and
Ann Sothern and it’s hard to think of

others. These people drop in at any time,

mix their own drinks, do what they please.

Ray may or may not pay much attention

to them. Often as not, he is sunk in an
armchair listening to a suite from Daph-
nis, or Swan Lake, or Chloe. At any
rate, the music is likely to be ballet music.
He has a theory that his small son should

be taught ballet because it would make
him graceful, but Mai has successfully

objected to this. Like all females, she
considers it a miracle that her men-folks
don’t drown themselves. Danny always
goes fishing with his father, and hasn’t

fallen overboard yet. Mai does not under-
stand gasoline motors, either.

She approves of the skiing and the three
thousand symphony records and of just

about anything else that Ray Milland
thinks or does.

R AY’S happiest experience, as he tells it,

was in taking his wife on her first trip

to Europe in 1936.

“I always took Europe for granted. I

was born there. So I was astonished by
her delight and her wonder. It was the
swellest thing that ever happened to me.
I have much more fun watching people
have fun than in trying to have fun my-
self.”

He is a work horse, actually. He im-
mediately made three pictures on top of

“The Lost Weekend.” He has never com-
plained about being used as leading man
to introduce bevies, literally, of new Para-
mount girls. It was always safe to team
them with Milland; he was a nationally
advertised commodity, sure of an audience,
and the girls always got a good start with
him. The list of newcomers who made
their debuts with Ray includes several
notables, especially Dorothy Lamour and
Veronica Lake; but if you should cast him
tomorrow opposite Susie Appleblossom,
he would take it in stride. He gets two
weeks’ vacation a year.

“That’s normal, isn’t it?,” he argues.
“Nobody but people in this fantastic busi-
ness get any more. I am a lucky man. I

work steady, don’t I?”
He recalls hard times. He tried to

be a Hollywood agent years ago, be-
ing out of work as an actor, and failed.
He was enchanted to go to work for
Paramount at $250 a week in 1933, and he
could be happy today on less. He is a
romanticist, as his preference for ballet
vouchsafes, and he regrets that he did
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not arrive in New York aboard that happy
craft, the lie de France in the Nineteen-
twenties, when the world was nonchalant.
He is six-feet-two and lean. In his ex-
treme youth, he served as a member of the
British Household Cavalry, the King’s per-
sonal bodyguard; when he donned tight
pants to act in “Kitty,” a costume pic-
ture, opposite Paulette Goddard, it was
widely remarked that Milland could wear
pretty britches as well as any man living.
He never sat down as if he were afraid
his seams would burst.

In his social moods Milland is quick,
inquiring, polite, sarcastic, amusing. In
his dark-of-the-moon periods he is as
dour as a mortician at the Fountain of
Youth.
“He has an inferiority complex,” one of

his close friends and admirers whispered
confidentially, as if imparting the com-
bination to Fort Knox.
An inferiority complex is something

your psychiatrist says happened to you
because you fell in love with your hobby
horse at the age of four, or because you
developed nausea over your grandmother’s
cooking. In Ray’s instance, it is explained
that he got an inferiority complex because
he had two lovely sisters. He himself,
according to this scientific gossip, was tall,

awkward and suppressed. He became an
actor as a defense mechanism.
Believe this if you like, consult a Vien-

nese head-feeler or rub a crystal ball. It’s

fiddle-faddle. The guy has no more got
an inferiority complex than Winston
Churchill has mumps. An actor with an
i.c. would be clamoring for flattery and
avid for publicity. Milland has been a
star for years. He knows his worth and
he knows his job. His legs are long enough

to reach the ground. He likes kudos but
gets no more elated about it than, say,
Sinclair Lewis gets excited when he
finishes a new novel. He has no more
pose than a country doctor.
Proof of this is that he doesn’t go to the

poseur’s extreme, the “I want to be alone”
stunt. Milland is available if you make
sense and if you don’t push him around.

But, as aforesaid, he won’t play at being
a motion-picture star, won’t go night-
clubbing, won’t be lordly.

“•
• A gasoline motor works on a very

simple principle. You take the carbure-
tor. . .

.”

He isn’t impressed because, after all,
he made three distinct grand entrances
into Hollywood, having crossed the ocean
to make them, and failed twice. He takes
his current fame in the stride of a busi-
nessman hurrying from one not-too-diffi-
cult appointment to the other. Unques-
tionably, Ray has glamour. The women
say so. You don’t stay up there as a
major star for years if you haven’t. He
doesn’t seem to notice that either. He is
as casual with fame as a baby with a
hundred-dollar bill.

Ray likes to argue, but he also has the
sensationally charming habit of being a
good listener. He is an ardent Califor-
nian, pointing out that merely to be al-
lowed to live in a place where you can
lie on a sunny beach getting tanned in the
morning—and decide to go bobsledding in
the afternoon, and do it, is the next thing
to heaven on earth. Why knock yourself
out making like a star? Engines, ballet,
a small boy, a pretty wife, fish to catch,
these are the important things—when the
man is Milland.

The End
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Heart of a Yankee

( Continued, from page 43) Broadway. But
the fact remained—he didn’t want to be a
star on Broadway, he didn’t want to go
back on the stage. His whole ambition,
his whole desire was centered, as it had
been for years, upon the movies. And
the long, lonely six months had added fuel

to that flame. He didn’t know anybody,
he had nowhere to go, they wouldn’t even
let him in the actors’ commissary at War-
ners most of the time, so he had spent
afternoon after afternoon, evening after

evening, at the movies on Hollywood
Boulevard, the big palatial houses like

Grauman’s Chinese, The Egyptian, War-
ner Brothers and Paramount. He had a
regular circuit of all the neighborhood
houses, sometimes seeing again pictures
he’d already seen, sometimes seeing any-
thing of Garbo’s three or four times.

“I was,” Van told me with a grin, “un-
doubtedly Hollywood’s most persistent

fan. If they wouldn’t let me on the screen,
I could at least go and see them.”

IN A long letter to his dad, Van had
' explained that he was on his way East.

“I just didn’t make the grade,” the boy
from New England wrote, “and while
sometimes I try to kid myself I never
could kid you, Dad, and so you’ll know
how darn unhappy I am. I still think pic-
tures are the one and only, I’d still rather
be in them than anything else, and besides
I’ve fallen in love with California. I had
a little car—I’ve sold it now of course

—

and I did some driving around, down to

the beaches and up to the mountains and
this is a beautiful place to live. I’ve had
that much out of it anyhow. I’m not
squawking. I expect if I really had any-
thing somebody would have spotted it.

But at the same time, it doesn’t seem like

I’ve had quite a fair chance. Of course
being in front of a camera for the first time
I was so excited I nearly exploded. You
know how it is, Dad. You dream about
something and think about it and then it

happens and you know it’s true but you
don’t believe it just the same. There I

was, and the lights and the cameras and
the director and all the things—but I sure
do look different than I expected, but
partly that is because they made me dye
my hair black, so probably if you ever do
see it, which I don’t think you will, you
won’t recognize me at all. I feel pretty

low, but I’m glad I came. You remember
how we used to talk and how I used to say
someday I’d get to Hollywood. Well, I got
here and now I’m going back and I think
before I stop in New York and see about
a job I’ll come up and see you, so keep
your eye peeled and I’ll be along and lots

of love from me, Van.”
He had written his father a great many

letters while he was in Hollywood—but
up to that very last one they had all been
hopeful. Even when things were toughest,

even when he’d been taken over to Colum-
bia for a couple of small parts and things
hadn’t gone so well.

But Van wasn’t destined to make that

trip back to New York, it would appear
on the surface, because a certain group of

people converged that night at Dave
Chasen’s. The cast that was to play des-
tiny to Van Johnson consisted of a New
York detective named Gorman, the then
District Attorney of Brooklyn and now
Mayor of New York, William O’Dwyer,
that brilliant young actress Lucille Ball,

and the famous Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer
casting director, Billy Grady.
Everything, Van says, happened at once.

Gorman and O’Dwyer arrived and there
was a shot in the arm, because O’Dwyer
always makes everybody feel better just by
being there. “And the point was,” Van tells
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it, “that when Billy Grady came in I wasn’t
sitting there with my tail between my
legs and looking licked and forlorn, I was
having quite a good time with a couple of

very important guys.” For Billy Grady
came in just after Lucille Ball, and Lucille,

who’d met the big blond boy from Rhode
Island somewhere, called his attention to

Van Johnson.
“I think he’s wonderful,” Lucille said.

“Why doesn’t somebody do something
about it? Why don’t you do something
about it? Look at him. Look at that
smile.”

Bill Grady looked—and when he looks
he sees. Not just what’s there, but what
might be there, which is why he is tops
as a casting director. He didn’t say any-
thing, he didn’t tell Lucille Ball and he
hasn’t told many people that he’d seen
Van Johnson in “Pal Joey” in New York
when the boy had a bit part a little better
than a chorus man. That he’d suggested
then he come to Hollywood, but somehow
the deal got mixed up with this and that
and Van went to Warners.
So he strolled over and said, “What are

you doing? It’s funny you wouldn’t look
me up.” But to me the other day Grady

said, “I knew why he didn’t. It was pride.

He has a lot of pride, that boy. He didn’t

want to admit he was licked because he
was too young to know that everybody
gets licked sometimes and it doesn’t
matter.”
Van said he was going back to New

York the next day and Billy Grady said,

“Oh, I wouldn’t do that. You better come
out and see me first. Maybe you’re ready
to learn the picture business now.”

IT was, Grady told me, nobody’s fault ex-
' actly that Van Johnson had failed in

those first attempts. “Inexperience,” he
says, “that’s all. You may have the

greatest personality on earth, but you
have to know how to put it over. I figured
this boy had the most likable personality
I ever saw—and if he was willing to learn

the tricks of his trade he’d be important.”
Next day, Van Johnson went out to

M-G-M and that was the beginning of

the greatest success story of modern mo-
tion pictures.

They brought him along slowly, care-
fully They eliminated that awe of the
camera and managed to keep the thrill

and excitement that motion pictures are

and I think always will be to Van Johnson.
If you enjoy seeing his pictures, he enjoys
making them even more.
“The War Against Mrs. Hadley” intro-

duced him to a public that reacted with
violence and he was beginning to be
talked about as M-G-M’s coming “bet”
when the all-but-fatal accident happened.
A routine—for Van—trip to the studio

one night where they were going to run
a Spencer Tracy picture for him. He was
driving—his own car now—and with him
were Keenan and Evie Wynn, his two
closest friends in Hollywood. Crossing a

main intersection a car didn’t stop for a

red light—and the spectacular career of

Van Johnson almost ended. The fight for

his life went on for days and they held
up the picture in which he gave his first

great performance, “ A Guy Named Joe.”

And in those days and nights in the hos-
pital he faced death quietly and without
fear and something at the core of him
became strengthened.
From there on, his work moved on and

up and you know it all as well as I do

—

“Two Girls And A Sailor,” “Dr. Gilles-

pie,” “30 Seconds Over Tokyo.”
But of the personal life of Van John-
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son, the things which this swift and
incredible personal triumph (for there has
never on the screen been a triumph more
directly connected at all times and in

every way with sheer personal charm
and magnetism) not so much is known.
And that, you see, is because you can take

a man out of New England but you can
never take New England out of a man.
He is still the boy who was brought up
with all the rigid and almost austere

formulas and manners, the self-respect

and reserve, the lack of easy familiarity

of a small New England town.
Now, he lives in a large and exclusive

hotel—and hankers with all his being for a
home.
“Then why in the world don’t you buy

a house?” I said to him one day when we
were seeing some tennis matches in com-
pany with a group of other tennis

enthusiasts.

For a moment, Van watched with awe
and admiration the perfect technique of

Bill Tilden defeating Les Stoefen. and then
he said simply, “But what would I do?
I never had a servant in my life, I wouldn’t
know how to give orders, I wouldn’t know
how to run a house.”
Which brought us, naturally, to the sub-

ject of marriage, for a man who admitted-
ly wants a home, and doesn’t know how
to run one, needs a wife.

There are a number of reasons, I find,

why Van Johnson hasn’t married. The
most important is, of course, that he hasn’t

found the right girl, hasn’t been swept
off his feet by anyone so that the old, old

feeling of having to marry her takes

possession. He is still thinking of mar-
riage with his head, not his heart. During
his five years in Hollywood Van Johnson
has liked a lot of girls, gone out with them,
had fun with them and ended up being
their best friends and prospective uncle
to their offspring. Gloria De Haven was
his favorite dancing partner until she got

married, you often saw him with June
Allyson at the movies, the two of them
laughing their heads off like a couple of

carefree children, occasionally he man-
aged a dinner date with Lana Turner and
then there has been the slightly spectacu-
lar friendship with Sonja Henie, the ice

queen.
All too obviously, his heart has never

been broken by any of them and he has
grinned his way cheerfully through their

marriages and wished them luck.
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There exist great friendships between
Van and Irene Dunne, whom he frankly
worships off as well as on the screen, and
Joan Crawford, and his dramatic coach,
Lillian Burns.

“I want to get married,” he told me,
seriously, “and I hope it will be a non-
professional. I’d like children. My father
and I mean so much to each other, natu-
rally I want a son. Maybe I’m wrong

—

maybe I’m selfish—but it seems to me I’d
like a wife who made that her all-time
job.”

The second reason he doesn’t buy a
home and goes on feeling restless and
unsettled in a really beautiful hotel apart-
ment is that even yet he doesn’t feel
secure in Hollywood, he still wonders if

Van Johnson has come to stay, his ambition
and real desire to be a fine actor is so
great—that he can’t quite be sure it’s all

true.

We were talking about this incredible
swift rise to fame and fortune one day in
my library. Van was wandering around,
poking among the books.
“Have you read all these books?” he

said to me, finally.

I said, “No—not all of them. You get
sets of authors like Meredith and Hardy
and Wells and half of their work is mag-
nificent and the rest you don’t bother with.”
He took down a volume of Dickens and

said, “But you’ve read all these.”
“Oh—Dickens,” I said. “Of course you

read all of him over and over. And Mark
Twain and Jane Austen.”
He was examining my complete Jack

London in a dozen different bindings and
he said, “I’ve only read ‘Call Of The Wild’
and ‘The Sea Wolf.’”

“It took me years to get that set,” I said,

“picking up a volume here and one there.
It seems strange that they make pictures
about him and they publish sets of him in

Russian and French and everything else,

but we haven’t a real set of London in

English. You can borrow ‘The Star Rover’
if you’ll bring it back.”
With dignity he said, “I always return

books.” (He did. He was crazy about it.)

WHEN he sat down and curled his long
legs over the arm of my biggest leather

chair, I asked him what had been in my
mind for some time. I asked him if he
could himself define the results upon him,
on his emotions and character and growth,
of this sudden thing which had happened
to him, this success so far beyond even his

wildest dreams in the old days when he
wanted to get into the movies. •

That, it seemed to me, was the basis of

any future, of the whole story of Van
Johnson. Here, broken down into simple
terms, was an ordinary good-looking,
American boy, brought up in a small town,
going to a regular high school, living in

a two-family house, slated to be a book-
keeper in his Dad’s real estate office, by
all the rules never to be known outside a

reasonably small circle of his friends and
perhaps never, like his father before him,

to go outside the state of Rhode Island

in which he was born. Instead within five

years he had become one of the most
famous young men in the world, he had
achieved great renown in his profession,

his earnings were more per week than he
had normally figured to make in a year
and opportunity lay golden ahead even
from there.

Van looked a little pitiful when I put
the question to him.
He said, slowly, “I don’t think anybody

can answer that. You feel just like your-
self inside, except you begin to get scared

part of the time and excited and triumph-
ant the rest of it. You feel humble and
pray to be worthy and do a good job and
then you feel proud and want to get on
with it and do more and more and better114
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and better. I figure that while I didn’t

get into the service, I’ve practically got

enough points to get out because in the
movies I’ve been in uniform all the time.

I wish it had been on the level because
I’ll always feel funny about not having
been in, but I wasn’t, and I couldn’t help
it and so now I’m getting out of my war
years, too—and my accident, and the trial

trip as a movie star. Now—I’ve got to

make good. Really make good. I thank
God often, every Sunday in church, be-
cause people have been so kind to me. I

look at myself every morning when I’m
shaving—you have to look at yourself
then—and I say to myself, ‘Johnson, you
are a lucky stiff.’ But from here on the
going gets tough, the way I figure. I’ve

got to justify what’s happened to me, I’ve

got to be a better actor and do finer pic-
tures all the time and I’ve got an awful
long way to go.

“I would like to make Clark Gable my
model in everything.”
He stopped and took a long breath, for

usually he isn’t much of a talker, while I

thought that every actor in the business
except Clark Gable makes Gable his

model and ideal.

I heard my granddaughter outside the
door, coming for her afternoon visit, and
Van went out and got her.

He stood there a moment with her in

his arms, and then he said slowly, “When
you write this story—this biography as you
call it, let’s remember I’m twenty-nine. In
a sort of way that’s too young to have your
biography written.”

Kristie chortled at him and he said to

her, “Let’s get your grandma to do us a
favor. Let’s ask her to call this the first

chapter—and then ten years from now
when you’re old enough to know, she can
write the second one and see if I lived
up to the chances I’ve got—and then by
that time we can wait another ten years
for the last chapter if I’m still around and
you can write that one, Miss Kristie.”

Maybe he is right.

Ten years from now I’ll maybe do that
second chapter—he’ll be only thirty-nine
then. So we’ll just call this the opening
volume.

The End
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What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 66) She had been
married once before and was given a raw
deal, and now that I’m married to her I

find that I’m not happy. She is a very
sweet girl and very much in love with me.
To be very truthful, Miss Colbert, my

trouble is that I’ve decided a guy of twenty
is too young to be married. I’m not ready
at all to settle down; I want to be free to

do all the things a single guy has a perfect

right to do. For this reason I think it is

unfair to this girl to stay married to her,

but I’m afraid to explain, as I don’t want
to hurt her.

Would like to hear what you would do
if you were a guy in my position.

Don K.

Dear Mr. K:
When I first started to conduct this

column, I was receiving literally hun-
dreds of letters from both men and girls,

asking for my views on wartime marriages.
I sometimes sat at my desk in those

days and wondered what would become
of the service men and their girl friends
who were rushing into ill-considered

matrimony. And now my mental ques-
tion is being answered in every delivery

of mail.
I'm sorry lo say that, in my opinion,

it is too late for you to decide that you
are too young to be a married man. You
should have reached that decision be-

fore the ceremony took place. Marriage
isn't a pleasure trip to be taken for a

week or a month, then to be ended and
written up as an interesting experience.

Aren’t you lucky to have this girl deep-
ly in love with you! You should read the
letters from service men tvho would give
a great deal to be in your shoes. And ivhat

do you mean by saying “I'm not ready to

settle down"? Apparently your idea of
marriage is a union of boredom with
deadly calm. What is there to prevent you
and your wife from enjoying all the young
occupations—dancing, skating, bowling,
theater-going, tennis, even traveling? Why
not have fun together?

I don't think you have given marriage
a chance. I think you should attempt to

be a good husband to your wife, and to

keep your marriage as a fine and per-
manent thing.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Here is my problem: Maida and I have

been friends for a long time. At first she
was sweet and nice, but all of a sudden she
has become bossy and mean. When we go
out together, she definitely chooses the
time and place, and I have nothing to say
on the matter. If I do make a suggestion,

she flares up and an argument starts. She
always says, “Do you want to start some-
thing?” or “Listen, who do you think you
are?”
Sometimes I have a good notion to tell

her off. I think if two girls are going to

be friends, they should talk over their

plans instead of having one decide what
she wants to do and forcing the other
to do it.

What do you think?
Alice Jean T.

Dear Miss T:
I think you should look around among

your school friends and find another
chum. Don’t fight with Maida, and don’t
terminate your comradeship suddenly.
Simply drift away.

Find another nice girl and invite her
over to your home for dinner, and take
the initiative in suggesting a movie on
the weekends, or a study session during
school days. In other icords, don't con-
fine yourself to one or two friends. Have
as large a group as is possible for you to

see with regularity and enjoyment.
Sadly enough, there are some people in

the world who can't be happy unless they
are giving orders ; when you encounter
any of those constitutional fuehrers, the
thing for you to do is to get away and
leave them to give their orders to the
breeze.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m nineteen and very much in love with

a paratrooper, who is still overseas. We
plan to be married when he comes home.
Before going overseas, he suggested that

I go out on an occasional date, just as
long as I remembered that we were in love.

However, I didn’t go out on dates until

about a month ago when a man in the
office asked me to see a movie with him.
I had six or eight dates with him when I

learned that he juggled the truth. He is

thirty-two, not twenty-four as he had
told the office people; he was not a dis-

charged veteran as he had said, and he
was working under an assumed name.
When I put all this together, I refused

the next time he asked for a date, and
when he demanded a reason, I said I dis-

liked phony people.
At which point he blurted out that he is

divorced, he was expelled from college,

he has spent seven years in the penitentiary

for counterfeiting. He has been out on
parole for a year which ends soon. He



told me that as soon as he is no longer
on parole, he is going north to get even
with a man who had double-crossed him.

I am heartsick. He has my name and
address in his address book, so I might
innocently become involved in a scandal.

Should I explain this whole thing to

my fiance now, or should I wait to see if

something happens?
Nadine R.

Dear Miss R:
By all means tell your fiance the full

story now. If your fiance is the sort of
person you believe him to be, he possibly
will be very upset with you for a few days,
then he will probably understand and
sympathize.

Actually, I can’t see that you are at

fault. This sort of thing might have
happened to anyone, and when you ter-

minated your friendship with this man,
you acted wisely and with decision.

It is too bad that your name and ad-
dress have been placed in his datebook,
but if he makes his threat good (which
he probably won’t, you know), the most
unpleasant thing that could happen to

you would be a routine police investi-

gation during which you tvould be asked a

few questions, then excused without
prejudice.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have been married eight years to a

man who has never been dependable, a

good provider, or a nice human being. I

married him when I was eighteen; he was
an itinerant construction worker, so my
life became a confused jumble of hunger,
no work, frequent moves, sudden flashes

of prosperity, and constant mental and
physical brutality. Finally he went to

Alaska, leaving me destitute during the

winter with an eleven-month-old baby
to support.

I had met and grown to like his mother,
so she and I made a home. I went to work
while she cared for my daughter, and our
existence became pleasant. My husband
finally grew homesick and wrote that he
was ashamed of himself and was coming
back to make it up to me.
When he returned, he stuck to that

resolve for about six months, then the
old routine began again. But by that time
I had begun to study and go to night
school. I took my daughter and moved to

another town, where I secured an ex-
cellent job, a good woman to keep house
for us, and a foothold on a really fine

future.

There I ran into a boy from my home
town. He was an officer in the Army and
I realized after several months of pleas-
ant, casual friendship that I was in love
with him. I promised to get a divorce
from my husband, then this man went
overseas.
When I filed suit for divorce, my hus-

band came to me, claiming that he rea-
lized his mistakes and wanted another
chance. He appeared so heartsick and so
sincere, he was broke and out of a job,

that I decided to give our marriage one
more chance. I wrote and told the boy
overseas exactly how I felt—-that I had
obligations—then stopped writing.
Now, as in the past, it becomes ap-

parent that my husband is simply a ne’er-
do-well. He hasn’t kept a single promise
that he made me. There is only one thing
of which I am positive: He loves our
daughter devotedly, and she adores him.
He is that frequent combination, an utter-
ly useless man with immense charm.
Now, I have learned that my overseas

man is coming home. In a town as small
as this, I am certain to see him, so I

am faced with a decision. Should I take my
daughter and leave town, starting out
on my own to build a business career
for myself, as I now know I can do; or
should I renew my romance with the
soldier, divorcing my husband?

Harriet B.

Dear Mrs. B:
It is always easy to be a second guesser;

it is always easy to look back and point
(when the specific spot has been passed)
to the best possible time for decision—
in the past. When you first decided to

free yourself of this obviously weak and
improvident man, you should have clung
to your resolve.

To judge from the letters I receive, it

would seem that there is almost as much
misery caused in this world by failure of
one of the persons in a controversy to

make up his mind, and then to stick to

his decision, as is caused by downright
meanness or feckless folly.

Having left your husband twice, but
having reconciled with him on both oc-
casions. only to discover that it is almost
impossible for an adult man to change his

basic nature, it would appear now that
you really have no choice except to try

to make the best of your bargain.
You have suffered a great deal, it’s

true ; and unless you can make up your
mind to hurt someone else, you are go-
ing to continue to be the pawn of a
ne’er-do-well

.

This is a situation where I’m afraid
Solomon himself would be inspired to say,

“Only you can help yourself ; make up
your mind once and for all— then stick

to it, and be as happy as possible.”
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Our problem is that of most teen-age

“If people don’t speak English, does that make

them dumb? Or, if they don’t dress like we do,

are they queer?

“No matter where they live or what they wear

all people understand mutual respect and will-

ingness to help each other. For the love of

Peace, let’s try to know our new world neighbors.”

(One of a series of messages presented by Fleer’s in the interest of

better understanding.)

FLEER’S is the delicious candy-coated

gum, with the extra peppermint flavor.

It’s attractive to look at, delightful to

chew. Five cents for twelve flavorful

fleerlets that pop out one at a time from
the handy package. You’ll like Fleer’s

• • . Try it today!

Chewing gum in rfe nicest
-

form l

FRANK H. FLEER CORP., MAKERS OF FINE CHEWING GUM SINCE 1885

"Who says who is funny ?"

asks SONNY TUFTS
starring in the Paramount film "MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S"
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Medical Science says: Thousands who have pale faces—whose
strength is at low ebb—may have a blood deficiency.

So many girls are “too tired” to keep
up with the crowd—watch romance

pass them by because they haven’t the

energy to make them attractive!

Yes, girls who are often fatigued and
colorless may find that a blood defi-

ciency is cheating them of beauty and
sparkle. And medical studies of large

population groups reveal that up to

68% of women—countless men—have
a Borderline Anemia, resulting from a

ferro-nutritional blood deficiency.

It’s your blood that releases energy
to every muscle and fibre. Your blood
is the supply line of your pep. If there

is a deficiency in your blood—if the

red blood cells aren’t big and healthy
enough—you can’t feel alert, “alive.”

You can’t have full health and
energy if you have Borderline Anemia.
Borderline Anemia means that your
red blood cells are below-par.

Build up your Energy

by Building up your Blood

Continuing tiredness, listlessness and
pallor may, of course, be brought about

by other conditions, so you should con-

sult your physician regularly.

But when you have a Borderline

Anemia, when you envy others their

vitality and glowing good looks, take

Ironized Yeast. When all you need is

healthier red blood cells — Ironized
Yeast helps build up blood and energy.

^BORDERLINE ANEMIA
— a ferro-nutritional deficiency

of the blood — can cause

TIREDNESS • LISTLESSNESS • PALLOR

Energy-BuildingBlood. This
is a microscopic view of

blood rich in energy ele-

ments. Here are big,

plentiful red cells that
release energy to every
muscle, limb, tissue.

Borderline Anemia. Thou-
sands have blood like
this; never know it.

Cells are puny, irregu-

lar. Blood like this can’t
generate the energy you
need to feel and look
your best.

(owuz/i/trtfa/c/evmu/a,

Ironized Yeast
TABLETS

boys: Girls. We have a club house—and by
“we” I mean a nice gang that my brother
and I pal with—and we would like our
girls to come down to this club house to
play cards, play Ping-pong, sing songs
around our raspy old piano, and in general,
have fun.
Our problem is the simple fact that our

parents disapprove of females. They won’t
even allow our sisters to come to the club
house.
We are a decent bunch of boys and are

willing to stick to any advice from you
about getting our girls to join us when we
would like to have them around.

Tom and Pat I.

Dear Tom and Pat:
Thank you so much for sending me

such a happy little problem, and one
that can be solved so readily! Most of the
tcoes brought to this department are
staggering.

Isn’t there, in your school, a young
married teacher tvho could be at the club
house when the girls are going to join
you for Ping-pong or a community sing?
After all, you really don’t want the girls
dropping in, unannounced, whenever the
notion strikes them. That would spoil
the purely masculine pleasure you take
in having a meeting place.

If, at those times tvhen you wish to ex-
tend the hospitality of your club to the
feminine gender, you will tell your fami-
lies about it and make arrangements for
a chaperone—everything will go well.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I married Tommy when we were both

young. Not until after marriage did I

realize that Tommy was a drinker. He
would go out with men friends, get drunk,
come home and beat me. I left him, then
found out that we were going to have a
baby, so I had to come back. He sobered
up, after the doctor read him a penny
lecture, and was fine until I was in the
hospital, then it all started again.
Once again he beat me, so I decided to

leave. I put the baby in a nursing home
and went to work as a waitress. Well,
Tommy kept hanging around, saying that
he was broken-hearted, so I took him back
and we had another baby. And then the
same routine. That time I left for good,
I swore.
But Tommy got picked up for drunk

driving and a serious accident and was
sentenced to five years in prison. I went
to him and had a long talk, and agreed to

be true to him.
Well, about ten months ago I went to

a movie with a girl friend of mine and
met her brother who is a really fine man.
He loves the kids and is as good as gold
to me. I wrote Tommy, telling him I

was going to get a divorce.
A week ago a man from Alcoholics

Anonymous called on me and assured me
that he thinks his group can bring Tom-
my out of his bad habit and rehabilitate
him. He asked me to stand by and help.

I’m still in love with Tommy, even if

he is pretty useless, but I know that
Edgar would be the finest husband a girl

could want. Do you think I owe the great-
est responsibility to trying to make a man
of my husband and risking the welfare of

my two babies, or to making a good home
—of which I am sure—with Edgar?

Gladys F.

Dear Mrs. F:
No matter how much you admire and

respect a man, you shouldn’t marry him
unless you are really in love with him.

I’m certain that you revere Edgar;
but I’m also very much afraid that you
are still in love ivith Tommy. In that

case, there is nothing for you to do but
118



to wait for him to be released from pris-

on, then try to work out a salvation for
yourselves.
The organization of Alcoholics Anony-

mous, incidentally, has done very fine
work—it may be that in your case, as in
many others, it will rehabilitate and make
a constructive citizen of your husband,

Claudette Colbert

From Somewhere on Guam
Dear Lady:
After reading your column in Photo-

play—a very dog-eared book by the time
we got it—we decided that perhaps you
would have the answer to our melancholy
mood.
Though we haven’t got pink toothbrush,

excessive scalp problems, or scaly skin, we
find much to be desired in our social life.

Most of us have been out here at least

twelve months and we haven’t even had
one date, yet we do want to be popular,
really we do.

We have consulted our friends and find

that many of them have the same trouble.

Those who do not have the same trouble
are happy talking to mosquitoes.

It has been suggested that our social

failure is due to the fact that there is

a great local scarcity of girls. Do you feel

that to be the truth, or is somebody just
trying to make us feel better? Please be
frank with us, as we want to know.

Joe—A.M.M. 1/c
P.S. Well, we have to do something for a
laugh.

Dear Joe:
Thank you for giving me something

over which to chuckle.
Don’t judge the extent of your social

success until you land in San Francisco—at which time I’d like a report.
The best of everything to you!

Claudette Colbert

(In order to clear old business from
the “books” of this column, I wish to
publish excerpts from a group of letters

which were received in response to the
complaint against American girls lodged
by “Five Gunners” and printed in the
December, 1945, issue of Photoplay.) - Buf GAVLA HOLD-BOBS

Valerie's

a

Boss led her
mad chase

Dear Miss Colbert:
I went out with GIs quite a bit when

I first came here but I soon found out
that most of them had just one idea.

Therefore, I stopped having so many dates
and found new interests, working in a
hospital, taking sewing lessons, going to

night school in addition to my job.

I wonder if you will write to the five

gunners and tell them that there are still

some girls who haven’t gone “khaki
wacky,” no matter what they hear.

D. M. W.

Dear Miss Colbert:
The girls are not the only ones at fault.

Several of the girls in the office in which
I work have met boys under proper social

conditions, and have dated these boys from
four months to a year before discovering
that the boys were married and even (in

several cases) had children.
I’d better stop before I go off the deep end,

but I’m getting sick of girls getting “kicked
around” when it’s the boys who need a

good swift kick. Let them stop screaming
about the injustices done to them, and
correct some of their own mistakes.

Pat L.

Dear Miss Colbert:
My sister’s fiance wrote her a “Dear

John” saying that he was sorry, but he
had found a nice little English girl whom
he loved and was going to marry, so he
thought he should break his engagement.
My own boy friend, not in front-line

kept her ha/r-do in place

!

• Invisible heads, rounded -for-safety ends,

long-lasting, springy action make Gayla

Hold-Bob pins America’s favorite brand.

HOLD-SOB
BOBBY PINS THAT HOLD
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service, has written me letters about all
the different girls he has met; English,
French and now German. He blames his
“fraternization” on homesickness—which
excuses everything, I presume.

For some odd reason, men seem to ex-
pect to have a rare old time, butterflying
around the world, but they expect girls to
sit at home being Penelopes like mad. And
if the girls don’t—then we’re a lot of dis-
gusting trollops. It is to laugh.

Nan G.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m a college girl and here’s what hap-

pened on our campus: There were about
six girls to every boy, so the boys (mainly
4Fs) became unbearably conceited and
demanded all manner of things from the
girls they dated. Some girls put up with
this sort of thing, but most of us simply
called a date strike. We kept busy with
studies or war work in the hope that the
men who return from overseas are not
going to be like those we have seen during
the past few years. Tell those five gun-
ners, please, that it is always the loud
minority that gets the publicity, but that
if returned service men will look around
with some discrimination they will find
truly clean and worthwhile girls.

Phyllis C.

(That should take care of that. And
we hereby declare this particular con-
troversy closed. C.C.)

Dear Miss Colbert:
In the January, 1946, issue of Photoplay,

I became interested in the letter of “Be-
linda P.” the secret widow of an officer
killed overseas.
Perhaps I may have the privilege of

being helpful. This young widow is en-
titled to a fifty dollar per month widow’s
pension, a death gratuity and all arrears
of pay coming to her deceased husband.

If she has her marriage certificate, or
can secure certification of her marriage
she should notify the Veterans’ Bureau in
Washington. They will send her the neces-
sary forms to be filled out.

It is likely that her husband had made
her beneficiary of his insurance. The mar-
riage may have been secret from his
parents, but I doubt that it was a secret
from the Army.

I believe this whole matter might be
handled in such a way that the boy’s
parents would never know of the mar-
riage. She sounds as if she could use the
pension to which she is entitled. I have
written in an attempt to be helpful.

A Veteran’s Widow

is one of the stars of

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

Cdiaudette Co(U?

,11Sun
Made by

SELZNICK

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colbert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.
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BLONDES!
\

-Watch His

Eyes Lightup

at the Gold
j

in VourHair!

• You can be in a room full of pretty girls.

But if you are the one whose hair glistens

with lovely blondeness, you will attract his A

instant attention

!

Smart girls know that using Marchand’s v

Golden Hair Wash is the easy, modern way
to keep their hair beautifully blonde!
You see, the new Marchand’s Golden Hair

Wash is not an expensive “treatment.” Care-
|

fully perfected by experts in hair care, it’s

complete in itself for use at home. What’s
more, it lets you achieve the exact degree of
lightness you desire!

Whether you’re a blonde, brunette or red-

head— if you want to lighten your hair a trifle

or make it several shades blonder—Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash is just right fur you. Inci-
dentally, you’ll like it for

EXTRA Sell GREETING CARDS
for°You and Personal Stationery————I Take easy orders from friends,

neighbors. Sell beautiful $1.00 All Occasion
Assortment. Costs you 50c up per box. Also
Birthday, Baby Congratulation, Gift Wrapping,
Humorous. Scripture Text assortments 35c
up. Up to lOOc/o profit. Extra Bonus. Request
$1.00 Everyday assortment on approval and
Frca Stationery portfolio. Special Offer.
Elmira Greeting Card Co., Dept. M-39. Elmira, N. V.

FREE
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Stationery
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» / HEN MARY ANDERSON, rising

1 A / young film actress who plays in “To
Iff Each His Own,” visited her folks in
* ' Homewood, Alabama, she was a
glamorous blonde. But because her dad
didn’t like her hair that way, instead of

waiting for it to grow out to its natural
color, she had it tinted back to its original

soft brown. You’d never guess it because
as her hair grows out from the roots it’s

the same shade . . . Mary’s skin, ivory
colored and as lovely as an old cameo,
looks best, she says, with a powder that
matches. Most of it she brushes off with
a powder brush ... To make her lips soft

and luscious looking, using a lipstick brush,
she first outlines her moxith with a dark
shade of lipstick, then fills in with a pink-
ish shade. When finger blended, the effect

is dreamy . . . Mary always carries with
her, and uses, smelling salts! She claims
a whiff now and then is head clearing
and invigorating . . . Because she has fun
using all kinds of bath luxuries (bubble
bath, bath salts, bath oils), brother Jimmy,
just returned from four years’ service in

the South Pacific area, once gave her a
celluloid fish for Christmas!

JOAN CAULFIELD feels she’s lucky. (We
*' think she has plenty of initiative!) When
on her way to the dentist’s she saw George
Abbott’s name on the building directory
and on a hunch stopped in to see him.
That’s how she became the original “Kiss
And Tell” girl, and wound up in Holly-
wood in “Miss Susie Slagle’s,” “Blue Skies”
and “Monsieur Beaucaire” . . . This slen-
der, blonde and blue-eyed beauty with the
cute freckles is charmingly unaffected. She
dislikes anything conspicuous. A woman
appears most glamorous, she says, when
dressed simply and with natural-looking
make-up. Joan recommends the bright,

joyous new spring lipstick and nail polish

shades which have the feeling of Victory.

Stops

Perspiration Troubles
jFaster

THAN YOU CAN POWDER YOUR NOSE

Something new has happened to deodorants . . .

a super-fast cream deodorant that stops perspiration troubles

faster than you can powder your nose.

Try new ODORONO Cream Deodorant today—works better

because it contains science’s most effective perspiration stopper.

Affords many other greatly needed blessings too— really

protects up to 3 days. Will not irritate your skin or

harm fine fabrics ... or turn gritty in the jar.

CINNY SIMMS, stunning radio and screen
singing star, offers this beauty tip: In-

stead of sprinkling a blouse or a slip with
plain water, mix a little cologne with the
water, so that the article will smell sweet
after being ironed.

DOSEMARY DE CAMP, in “From This
Day Forward,” brushes her way to

beauty! . . . She owns a hair brush, two
toothbrushes (one for morning, and one
for night), complexion, powder, lipstick

and eyebrow brushes; an eyelash brush for
applying mascara; a nail brush; a brush
for coats and dresses; one for hats; a
sturdy one for tweeds; a steel brush for
suede shoes; different brushes for her
various colored shoes!

It’s excitingly different. It’s the wonderful, new super-fast

ODORONO Cream Deodorant.

NEW, Superfast

ODORO-DO
CREAM DEODORANT——

39* Also 59f- and 10^ Plus Federal Tax

ODORONO ICE is back from the wars . .. 39<
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First Anniversary”“Our Thrilling
“When Dick came home with or-

chids, I was glad I was using the

same brand lipstick that I wore on

our first date . . Don Juan. Its stay on

qualities were put to an even sweeter

test a year after our marriage.

“My lips survived our anniver-

sary . . . because I applied Don Juan

Lipstick as directed. And if you do

that, Don Juan will stay on . . .
your

lips stay lovely ... no matter how
enthusiastic your man may be.

“Don Juan Lipstick is smoothly

applied, is not drying or smeary,

and stays on when you eat, drink

or kiss. Use Don Juan and see!”

Tall and Tawny
(Continued, from page 65) Daniel O’Shea.
They grabbed a cab and within an hour
Guy was back again in Janet Gaynor’s
dressing room with a contract to sign.

It was his typical American appeal that
caused Selznick to write the special role
into “Since You Went Away” for him, and
to buy the Niven Busch book, “They
Dream Of Home,” with Madison in mind.
When he turned the property over to RKO
on a story deal, it was with the under-
standing that Guy was to be starred in it

with Dorothy McGuire. No Madison—no
deal.

Guy has a great sense of gratitude to-
wards all who helped him. But he’s espe-
cially grateful to Dore Schary, and to
Henry Willson, who has given him the
affection and advice of an older brother.
“You just have to have two people who
have faith in you, who have confidence and
stand behind you, backing you up,” says
Guy. “And you can’t let them down.”

“Till The End Of Time,” as it has been
newly titled, covers the problem and ad-
justments of returning GIs, but the star of
the picture has been going through more
adjustments in Hollywood than any of
them face. He’s being rehabilitated into
something he’s never even been. And run-
ning into problems no GI Bill of Rights
could ever solve. It’s confusing enough,
after three years in the Navy, to be wear-
ing suits with pockets in them again, to be
walking around without a little white cap
on his head. It’s confusing to bridge the
gap between his former life 100 miles over
the Ridge Route mountains to Bakersfield,
and the new one on the opposite side of
the Ridge. It’s extra-confusing being
changed from a sailor into a movie star.

A SOMEWHAT naive Madison who says
what he means and vice versa, can’t al-

ways understand the Hollywood humor, su-
perlatives and double talk. The yukety-
yuk-yuk gags leave him cold. He can’t
compete at the big parties where guests all

but knock themselves out trying to top each
other with gags. He usually freezes at big
gatherings anyway. The other day his
steady girl, Gail Russell, who once
went through the same thing, got the solu-
tion. They would get themselves a joke
book and study it, she said. Then they’d
take their share of the spotlight too.

“Whenever you crack a joke I’ll listen for

it and I’ll laugh—and loud. And you can
do the same for me.” So now they tell

you, “We’re always the two characters at

a party laughing all by ourselves.”
Being a movie star is the hardest work

Guy’s ever done—including the berry-
picking he did in Bakersfield for seventy-
five cents a week at the age of thirteen,

and the stretch he did as a telephone lines-

man when he was nineteen years old.

Yet, in many ways, his present “job” is

harder than any of these. He’s on the
screen all but two minutes of the picture.

And he worked seventy-four out of the
seventy-six shooting days. Without any
more dramatic experience than the lessons

he used to hitchhike up from Dago to take,

he’s emoting opposite one of Hollywood’s
most established stars. He has worried
about this, about the big money put into

the picture and how much of it all hinges
on him. “You can see it in their eyes when
you foul a line up,” he says. He rehearsed
his lines day and night, working and study-
ing very hard. During the lunch hour he
was fitted for clothes or something. And
at night he learned to ice skate and jitter-

bug for his role.

The jitterbugging proved mighty tough
duty. He started practicing it on a deserted
sound stage, rehearsing with little pert
brown-eyed Jean Porter, with whom he
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really cuts a rug in the picture. And a
perplexed dance director found that the
only tune Guy could keep time to was
“Anchors Aweigh.” He’d beat out the
march in a jive off-beat and Guy would
get into step, then he’d switch to a hot
record and it was no go. Madison is prob-
ably the only hepcat in history who can
do a perfect Lindy to the strains of “An-
chors Aweigh.”
On the surface he appears phlegmatic,

and unemotional—almost nerveless. Which
was exactly Dorothy McGuire’s impression
of him the night they made their first test

together. It was a very dramatic love

scene that would have given the most ex-
perienced actor a little trouble. Guy had
come up from Banning that night to do it.

He’d just gotten out of the hospital and it

was the third trip he’d made to Hollywood
that week. He was dog-tired and very
nervous. But the crew on the sidelines

marvelled at his wonderful control and
“ice box nerves.” Unless he’s told them,
they still don’t know that he was almost
ill just from sheer reaction the next day.

His natural reserve is often taken for

conceit. Which Gail will tell you is far

from right. “He thinks he’s the dullest

thing in the world,” she says. Guy doesn’t

worry particularly about the interpretation

people may or may not put on this reserve.

As he says simply, “If they’re going to be
friendly, they’ll stick around and figure

you out.”
Friendship is a very serious deal with

him. In his home town of Bakersfield, for

instance, he counts off just three real

friends, by his rules. His best pal, Danny
Shull, who’s now in the Navy stationed

around China, Simon Santiago and Eldon
Setterbalm. An Irishman, a Spaniard and
a Swede. He mentions two buddies in the

Navy “who were on my side 100 per cent.”

One of them is the son of a rubber mattress
manufacturer. “They always thought I’d

make out in Hollywood,” he says.

H E has no use for intolerance or dis-

crimination among groups or races, but
he does believe in individual discrimina-
tion. And he picks his people carefully for

what’s inside them, one by one.

He isn’t bitter over the fact that he
was always an outsider in the popular
clique of kids in Bakersfield, with whom
you had to own a jalopy, wear snappy
clothes and not be averse to taking a drink
out of ye flask to be “in.” He simply
doesn’t go for people who think like that.

Coming from a large family, with his

father’s salary as an engineer with the

railroad having to be split up many ways
to get around, Guy didn’t have the jalopy

or the clothes . . . “oh maybe three or four
shirts, shoes and one pair of pants.” He
couldn’t take part in football or school
athletics because he had to work before
and after school. He worked out in the
gymnasium at school a few minutes when-
ever he could, swam in the irrigation

ditches, and hunted rabbits with his bow
and arrow. He never was welcomed by
the snobby gang who got together in the

evenings at their regular hangout, the

town’s best pool hall. “I just wasn’t in,”

he says.

Today when he could be, but definitely,

“in,” he still has no use for cliques of any
kind.

One of his most loyal friends in Holly-
wood is Loren Tindall, another ex-Navy
man, a talented concert pianist and Colum-
bia Pictures star, now on loan-out to RKO
for “Till The End Of Time.” It was through
Loren and his crowd that Guy met the
smoky beauty Gail Russell, who forthwith
became his first serious Hollywood date.

Usually all the gang, Gail, Henry Willson,

Diana Lynn, Guy and whoever else hap-
pens to be around, gather out at the home
of Virginia Smith, a secretary at Columbia,
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a hospitable soft-voiced woman, who hails
from the South, and at whose home Loren
Tindall stays. Virginia fixes a midday
breakfast for all of them, and they spend
the day talking, laughing, lunching and
listening to Diana or Loren play the piano.
On these Sundays you’ll usually find

Guy, in khakis and sport shirt, stretched
out in front of the fireplace with his shoes
off, listening very quietly while Loren
plays his own “Concerto,” or another of

Guy’s favorites, “Claire de Lune.”
“I love it,” he says frankly, in connection

with Loren’s classical offerings and espe-
cially Claire-de-Lunish stuff. “Music stirs

your emotions,” he goes on seriously. “It

helps to bring things inside of you out to
conclusions you otherwise wouldn’t reach.”
Those who think of Guy Madison as

being unemotional and certainly don’t
associate him with “Claire de Lune,” should
be around when he’s talking about his
family, his friend Danny or his dog “Dis-
charge,” the half-pointer half-police dog
given him by a buddy in the Naval Hos-
pital at San Diego the day Guy was dis-
charged. He shows you proudly the sleep-
ing bag Danny sent him from China for

Christmas. And which he keeps on top of

the studio couch in his Beverly Hills apart-
ment in a sort of double-deck bunk effect.

“I can sure use this little baby,” he says,
flopping down on it, trying it out.

ASK him what Hollywood means to him
and he says, “At first I’m afraid it was

just mercenary. I thought a lot about the
money in it. About what I can do with it

for the folks. Help buy them a ranch, or
get them some of the things they’ve always
worked for. If I can fix them up so they’ll

really enjoy the rest of their lives . . . that’s

something I’d really like to do.” Adding,
“Of course that’s really selfish in a way,
because of the satisfaction that I’ll get from
doing it too. But it would sort of help pay
them back for the things they skipped to

give things to me. Not that they would
think of being paid back,” he breaks off

quickly, “but well— I just want to anyway.”
He’s been doing a lot of thinking lately

about the good that a motion-picture star
can do. “I think that you can give some-
thing to people through motion pictures,”

he says seriously. “I think God has given
you the ability, the chance. And that you
should enlarge on it. Develop it.”

Honesty is a “must” for Madison. He
doesn’t mind your knowing that he wants
to improve his vocabulary, that he’s eager
to get better acquainted with the classics,

with the ballet, with everything he hasn’t

been exposed to in large quantities before.

He spends hours pouring over stacks of

news magazines, chiefly because at any
gathering where they start discussing the
political situations, “I feel like a dope.”

Guy has a two-room studio apartment
in a private home, a big white house with
green shutters on a palm-lined street in

Beverly Hills. He keeps the attractive

apartment with its gabled ceiling, antique
maple furnishings and green carpets, very
spic and span. And he makes his own bed
the Navy way, drawing all corners of the
white candlewick spread very neat and
tight. Neatness and cleanliness are a

mania with him.

He doesn’t go for girls who are always
putting on acts. “I just don’t think it’s

necessary,” he says. He 'ikes a natural
beauty, not too much make-up—and that’s

a good description of Gail.

He doesn’t like off-color stories,

doesn’t approve of drinking to excess and
doesn’t like to hound the night clubs.

He feels more at home in khakis and
jackets and likes to get out of formalities
like ties and shoes just as soon as it’s

socially possible, no matter where he is.

Henry Willson is never surprised to bring
some guests home with him and find a
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visiting Guy stretched out on the divan
with his shoes off. While over at Gail
Russell’s home these evenings, a typical

evening for these two is to sit in front of

the fireplace with their shoes off, listening

to recordings, watching the flame.
Guy is always happiest when he can be

out of doors. He has a yen for sail boats,

and likes to sail over to Catalina in the
sixteen-footer a pal of his owns, taking
along his bow and arrows to h-unt goats
and wild boar in the mountains on the isle.

He loves to go off alone to the beach, to

swim far out, or maybe just lie on the
sand soaking in the sun. You’ll usually
find him, winter or summer, along the
more isolated stretch of beach called
“Castle Rock,” because of the gray hulk
of rock that juts out towards the ocean
there. It’s pretty deserted there in the
winter.
Guy used to dream about being a com-

mercial fisherman some day. And if he
doesn’t, as he says, “make out in Holly-
wood,” he still may become one. He’d
rather be a motion-picture star than any-
thing and intends to work like all get-out
to make the grade. “But if I don’t, I won’t
worry too much. I’ll just do something
else. Get some other kind of a job. I can
do lots of things. Maybe go to South
America. I’d like that.

“Don’t misunderstand me,” he breaks
off. “Movie making is a mighty fine busi-
ness. It would be hard to leave. And cer-
tainly there’s more money in it than most
anything else. That’s what scares some
people when they think they’re slipping on
the screen or just aren’t going to make a

go of it. The money they can make here.
That’s why they forget what they once
believed in sometimes, and do things—well

that they wouldn’t otherwise do . . .

just to hang on and stay.

“It would be so easy to change and not
even realize it here. To lose what you
started out with and to forget what you
meant to be and do. That’s not for me.”
What he means is that if becoming a suc-

cess in Hollywood ever conflicts with any
of his own ideals, then he’ll sail off in a
boat and sell fish.

He looks at you with that suggestion of

a chip on his chin. “This is the straight

stuff. This is how I am. You wanted to

know. . .
.”

Yes, it’s the straight stuff. And we
thought you’d want to know this golden
Guy.

The End

Howe’s
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(Continued from page 33) and politeness
when he was spoken to. Certainly there
was nothing of the brash show-off about
him to substantiate the story that people
on the Warner lot ran a mile when he
appeared on the scene. “Hmmmmrnm,” I

said to myself.
“Come and sit by me,” I invited the next

time Dane wandered in my direction and
I patted the spot beside me on a divan in

a quieter comer of the living room. He
looked a little surprised—but not half as
surprised as he was to appear a second
later.

“Why did you strike an extra man on
the lot? You should pick on somebody
your own size,” I said. I have never been
noted for my tact but even I realized that
this was a tough way to start a conversa-
tion. If I had hoped to catch him off

guard, I had succeeded.
Dane didn’t have time to “assume” an

expression. The hurt and reproachful look
in young Clark’s eyes showed an honest
astonishment. “You, too, Miss Parsons,”
he said. I had the uncomfortable feeling

that I had just slapped an innocent boy
across the face. I was sorry and I said

so. You have to be an awfully small
potato not to admit it when you really

feel you have wronged someone.
“All right, Dane,” I said with much

more sympathy in my voice, “tell me
about it.”

“I can only think,” he began, “that
there’s a systematic campaign going on
against me. I think I know who has started

these stories which are whispered to two
or three people and then suddenly like an
oncoming storm, grow louder and louder.

“At first,” he went on, “I didn’t pay any
attention. Then I realized I had to de-
fend myself as best I could. I could no
longer ignore the letters I was getting
from people who read in the columns
that I was no good—that nobody liked me
—that Warners should get wise to them-
selves. I didn’t want my bosses to hear
all this and think that I was difficult or

that I didn’t appreciate the chance that

had been given me.”

“nUT why should these stories start?”
D I pried.
Dane replied, “I’ll tell you this much:

I am convinced they came from some-
one in my own profession—on the very
lot where I work.”
“Jealousy?” I asked.
“Could be,” he answered, “but it is

better for me not to make any guesses
and just do my best to live down the bad
reputation these falsehoods have given me.
“The story that hurt the most,” he con-

tinued, “was the one that I am battling

with my wife and that we are planning to

separate. We have been married five

years, Miss Parsons, and believe me we
are very happy. Why, we have just bought
a home—our first real home. Margo is

a lovely person and I would be the biggest
cad in the world if I didn’t appreciate all

she’s done to help me get started. I

wouldn’t be out here today if it weren’t
for my wife.

“I wish you knew her,” Dane continued
with real enthusiasm. “Her name was
Margo Yoder and she is Pennsylvania
Dutch. She has more persistence and more
courage than anyone I know, man or wo-
man. You see, I had studied to be a lawyer
and while I never felt I would be a good
one, law was the only thing I knew.
“One day, Margo said to me, ‘You’ll

never make a lawyer. Forget it. Don’t be
afraid to turn over a new leaf and make
a fresh start. I think you have a natural
ability for acting. Why don’t you try

Hollywood?’



“That scared me. I knew she was right

—it was my private dream—and yet we
were almost broke. For myself—I honest-
ly didn’t have the courage to try to make
a brand fresh start.

“It was while I was straddling the fence
between law and a couple of shows I did

on Broadway that Margo finally made up
my mind for me about Hollywood,” Dane
said. “Frankly, I hadn’t set New York
on fire with my acting talents, either. But
at least I was happy just trying to be an
actor—and I had never been happy try-
ing to be a lawyer. But Margo was in-

sistent and she kept after me until we
took our last cent out of the bank and
headed for Hollywood without even the
hint of a job in sight. All we owned in

the world was our old jalopy.”
Dane laughs when he says that he was

one of the few actors who ever appeared
on Broadway who did not have a talent

scout seek him out for a test.

“I couldn’t even go to the studios and
say, ‘Your representative approached me
on Broadway.’ ” So Dane represented
himself and got in—small parts in such
pictures as “Sunday Punch” and “The
Glass Key.”
“Then one day I presented my face at

the Warner studio,” he laughed, “and
asked for a job!” He got the job, but it

was a struggle—first in a small part in

“Rear Gunner” which didn’t help much,
and then a battle to be cast in “Action In
The North Atlantic.” Ihe critic acclaim
started with the release of this picture.

Warners were smart enough to see what
he had and forthwith put him in “Desti-
nation Tokyo,” “The Very Thought Of
You,” “Hollywood Canteen,” “God Is My
Co-Pilot.”
In this movie business of ours, it is the

young people who name the favorites.

And in “The Very Thought Of You” the
youngsters went for Dane hook, line and
sinker.

On the screen he registered a real charm.
He wasn’t too handsome. But he was real

in the way lots of girls’ sweethearts and
brothers are real.

I believe in my heart, after talking
with him, that Dane never meant to be
difficult off the screen. He admits his

mercurial disposition; he’s up one minute
higher than the proverbial kite and down
in the dumps the next. Naturally his

manner reflected his moods and he prob-
ably was short with people time and
again, but that doesn’t mean the stories

were true.

However, it was enough to get them
started.

TO INDULGE in a little character read-
ing, I think he must have been head-

strong and spoiled as a child. It is pretty
obvious that he does not like to be crossed.

I think now he is going to take a lot of

guiding. He has real charm—but he is

going to have to learn to watch his tongue.
He is completely lacking in tact. If he
likes you, he’ll tell you. If he doesn’t

—

he’s equally frank. While I don’t advise
Hollywood newcomers to be insincere, I

do say that tact and a little blarney some-
times pays—or as some sage said, “You
can catch more flies with honey than with
vinegar.”

I can understand how Dane could have
antagonized some people—perhaps an old-
er, more experienced player on the lot

who may have misunderstood his candor
for brashness and freshness and reacted
accordingly.
“I’m not trying to pretend that I have

never made any mistakes,” Dane told me
very friendly. “When success comes as

suddenly as it did to me, you wouldn’t be
human if it didn’t catch you a little off

balance. I had no idea I would ever have
anything like this—the hundreds of letters

from strangers, the interviews and write-
ups.”
He has a sense of humor because he

added with a laugh, “Some of the write-ups
haven’t been so hot. One was so unkind
I tried my best to keep it from my wife.

She likes me,” he said, “and she wouldn’t
like to know that she was married to such
a heel!”
Well, I like him, too—darned if I don’t.

“Maybe getting off on the wrong foot

could be due to your youth,” I told Dane.
I thought him very young. He looks
about twenty-three or four.

He grinned. “Thanks for the ‘out,’ ” he
laughed, “but I’m not so young. I was
graduated from law school, remember?
I’m thirty-one.”

“Better not tell,” I smiled. “Remember
lots of kids who go for Dane Clark are
just in their teens.”

“Well, they’ll have to like me in spite

of my advanced years,” he was quick to

say. “That’s one thing I don’t intend to lie

about.”
From here on in, I am going to watch

the career of this boy with a real and
personal interest. He’s too intelligent not
to realize any mistakes he has made and
to rectify them. He has brains and he
has the background of a good solid edu-
cation. And he knows how to work. Suc-
cess did not come to him the easy way or

because he had pull.

My money says that Dane Clark is

here to be a movie hero for a long time

—

that he was never a “heel.” And here’s

a little toast that he’ll never make me
sorry I said it!

The End

* No curative power is claimed for

Philip Morris, but-

AN OUNCE OF

PREVENTION
is Worth a Pound of Cure!

Philip Morris!

-

proved

less irritating to nose and throat

. . . famed for finer flavor and

aroma . . . keener smoking pleasure!

PHILIP MORRIS
America's Finest Cigarette



Its your sacred du

to tmuoM
About these

Intimate Physical Facts!

Ignorance Has Wrecked Many A Girl’s Marriage

Your daughter wants to know but is

probably too timid or embarrassed to
ask you about these intimate physical
facts. The result is she is often filled

with misinformation from well meaning
friends. Misinformation which may
prove very costly to her in her married
life ahead.
So it's your sacred duty to instruct

her how important douching often is

to womanly cleanliness, charm, health
and happiness.

But first— make sure your own in-

formation is just as modern, up-to-date
and scientific as it can bel And it will
be if you tell her how important zonite
is for the douche—how no other type
of liquid antiseptic-germicide of all those
tested is so powerful yet so safe to
delicate tissues.

Caution Your Daughter

Against Weak, Homemade Mixtures

Certainly no well-informed mother
would think of telling her daughter to
use weak, old-fashioned homemade mix-

tures. She certainly should know by now
these do not and can not give the great
germicidal and deodorant action of
modern zonite.

Yet remember — despite its great
strength

—

zonite is non-poisonous, non-
irritating, non-burning. It positively
contains no carbolic acid, bichloride of
mercury, phenol or creosote. You can
use zonite as directed as often as
necessary— it’s harmless !

Zonite Principle Discovered By 1

Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power-
fully effective that no germs of any kind
tested have ever been found that it will

not kill on contact. You know it’s not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract, but you can be sure
zonite immediately kills every reachable
germ and keeps them from multiplying.
Buy zonite at any drugstore.

Zonite /
fe

FOR NEWER

FREE!
For frank discussion of intimate
physical facts—mail this coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. PP-46, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.,

f and receive enlightening J^ree booklet
s edit

emimne
edited by several eminent Gynecologists.
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i Address
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Saga of Liz

(Continued from page 48) as the view for-
ward. Six months make a difference in any
gal’s life and in the movie world the dif-
ference is both amusing and awesome. Her
second picture, “The Strange Love Of
Martha Ivers” (now completed), was, of
course, not nearly so tense an experience
as her first.

“In a way, that breathless feeling inside
was exactly the same. If I have one thing,
it’s a great belief in myself—but stepping
in front of the camera for ‘You Came
Along,’ I knew I was still an unproved
quantity. I felt sensitive—imagining I saw
dubious looks on everyone’s face. I know
now that the feeling of having to make
good occurs with every role but I began
‘Martha Ivers’ with the knowledge that
others now had a little belief in me too.”
She feels her two pictures have defi-

nitely added to her education. Already she
has learned that no two directors, or no
two leading men are alike. Directors, as
the public knows, are sometimes more
colorful than the people they guide through
the reels. John Farrow, first megaphoner
in her life, is a “rather austere gentleman”
never without his cane which he leans on,
waves like a baton, or uses like a teacher’s
pointer. Lewis Milestone, her second di-
rector, is an afternoon tea enthusiast,' “any
scene, no matter how important, is stopped
for tea and chatter every afternoon prompt-
ly at four. It’s very stimulating.

“I like to discover the varying traits and
mannerisms of different people. What’s
most important, however, is the basic in-
tegrity of a person and I was fortunate in
having two very fine directors. The differ-

ence was that Mr. Farrow felt he had to
explain everything to me carefully and in
detail—because it was my first picture, of
course. Mr. Milestone has a way of saying
‘Go ahead and do it your way—I’ll watch.’
It helped my ego, I felt I had definitely
progressed!”

I—JOLLYWOOD is never without its ru-
mors and a current one hints at a rift

between Lizabeth and Bob Cummings,
starred in “You Came Along.” Anyone
wanting to check on the gossip won’t find
confirmation in Lizabeth’s conversation:

“If anyone helped me through those first

sensitive days, it was Bob Cummings.
Between scenes he’d sit and tell me funny
stories about his Army service, or maybe
about the new home he’s planning to build.
Nobody could stay too tense with that
wonderful sense of humor of his around.
“Our first clinch—and my very first

screen kiss—was hurried through one
morning because he was about to be mar-
ried that afternoon. ‘Couldn’t you have
waited until the picture was done to be
married?’ I asked him. I was afraid he’d
have a hard time keeping his mind on his

work, but it turned out quite satisfac-

tory—”
When Van Heflin, fresh out of uniform,

turned up as her second screen love, she
began to feel like a welcoming committee
for returned fighters. The welcome was
not quite so warm, however, because there
was only one embrace in the script. “Just
a brief, tender kiss—a kiss of appreciation
really, but something new for my reper-
toire. Van is such a wonderful actor he’s

really an inspiration.”

Add educational data gleaned from
“Martha Ivers”: The fact that you can
appear on the screen with an actress

you’ve always admired and scarcely get

acquainted with the lady—Lizabeth and
Barbara Stanwyck played their scenes
with male leads Heflin and Kirk Douglas,
and only one brief scene together.

The course of fan worship is something
Liz is aly beginning to enjoy. Shortly
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after her first picture was complete f but
not released she made a personal appear-
ance trip back East. The clamoring auto-
graph-hunters left her not too elated:

“They hadn’t even seen me—they
couldn’t possibly have any real regard for

me as an actress—so it all seemed a bit in-

sincere. More of a tribute to my publicity

campaign than a compliment to me—

”

Recently she did a broadcast in Holly-
wood and the fans waiting outside tore
the belt and two buttons off her suede coat.

It made her very happy:
“They knew me when they saw me,

this time—and it was a fine, bracing feel-

ing. I’ll admit it scares me to have people
want anything I have—an autograph or a
button—so badly. But I’ve had such a
great desire to have people like me, it’s

good to know that they do.”
She’s a collector of “good luck” pieces,

which she carries in a small leather case
in her purse. Originally there was just

a Blessed Cabrini medal sent her by
an aunt who is a nun, and a small white
opal ring given her by her mother. “I was
nine years old when Mom bought the ring
and I’ve had it made larger so many times
I finally decided to carry it.” The first fan
gift was personally presented by an Indian
prince visiting the set of “You Came
Along.” It is a rare sixteenth-century
coin issued by the Emperor Shah Jehan in
commemoration of the building of the Taj
Mahal.

“It will bring you nothing but luck,”
its royal donor told her. “The Taj and
the coin were both created by the emperor
in commemoration of his love for his beau-
tiful wife—it has to be good, because love
is good.”
“The luck started almost immediately,”

says Lizabeth. “It was on the day Mr.
Wallis was to view the rushes from my
first scene and I was terribly nervous. At
Warners, where I made my first test, they

had plucked my eyebrows, made my mouth
all over and given me a fancy hairdress.
Mr. Wallis, when he brought me to Para-
mount, had said, ‘They did the wrong
things to her—I want her just as she is,

hair down, eyebrows and mouth natural
and so on— ’ I was so worried that per-
haps when he saw me ‘as is’ on the screen
he might be disappointed. Just a few min-
utes after I got the lucky coin the entire
Wallis staff came over to say they’d seen
the rushes and ‘Congratulations’!”
Another piece she values greatly is

a tiny silver gremlin sent her by a Polish
flier. ‘He’d carried it with him on forty-
nine missions and come back safely from
every one. Believe me, Gremmy is now
my constant companion.”

I IZ is quite a fan herself and, the femi-
nine public will be interested to know, a

fervent subscriber to the Van Johnson
craze.

“I’m simply mad about his sweetness
and his sincerity. I’ve always been con-
vinced that anyone who had what it took
to make kids adore him must be a very
fine person. I like the way Van takes an
interest in everybody and everything—

I

watched him at the broadcasting studio
talking to the station employees. How was
Joe Doke’s baby doing, and did Mrs. Smith
get over her cold—he remembers everyone
and is really concerned about them.”
Introduced to Van during rehearsals for

their broadcast of an air drama together,
Lizabeth reacted in typical fashion. “I

simply lo-ove you,” she said frankly
and emphatically. Came the night of the
broadcast and came orchids from Van. “I

love you, too,” said the card, and she’s

still tempted to frame it.

Her gay side reveals itself in a passion
for color—red, orange, green, plaids and
stripes “do things” for her. During those
days when she was understudying Tal-

lulah and because of the Bankhead vital-
ity never getting a chance to step in front
of the footlights, she used to “window-
shop” for all those luxurious clothes and
accessories she’d buy when she became a
star.

Now that luxury is within her reach,
she still window-shops “but just to ad-
mire—I’ve gotten over that frustrated long-
ing to possess them.” When she buys, it’s

something tailored “and not over-de-
signed.” She’s “demented about cotton
shirts” and buys them by the half-dozen
in percale and broadcloth to wear with
wildly colored skirts.

One of her special dresses is made from
a Mexican fabric which designer Edith
Head imported for her own use.

“Every time I’d go into her office I’d

stand and look at it longingly, until finally,

I guess, she just couldn’t stand it. One
day she called me over and said the ma-
terial was mine—I’d never really asked for

it, but Miss Head is a rarely understanding
and generous person.”
The house she will either build or buy

will have plenty of color, of course. “I

want it to have feminine charm and mas-
culine solidity. I’ve moved three times
since I’ve been here and always into a
small apartment that didn’t seem quite like

home.
“I’m practically being evicted now. My

apartment building has been sold—and
maybe it’s a good thing because my glass

animals were beginning to crowd me out of

the place anyhow. I never knew it could
be so much fun to collect anything. People
were always surprised that I didn’t have a

hobby of some sort so I asked myself what
I’d like and settled on glass. I’m going
into blown glass dishes next.”
The house will have ground around it,

rioting with highly colored gardens and
a tangled mass of trees. “When I was
small I used to visit an uncle who called

i

EACH KIT CONTAINS:
3 full ounces of salon-type cold wave
solution with KURLIUM*, 60 curlers,
60 end tissues, cotton applicators,
neutralizer and complete instructions.
Only Charm-Kurl SUPREME con-
tains KURLIUM* the fast acting
hair beautifier which assures perfect
results on any head of natural hair.

KURLIUM is U. S. Registered
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Give Yourself the NEW

Complete Cold Waving process takes
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Cold Wave means longer lasting curls

and waves.
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Ideal for children—gives long curls that

comb out beautifully.
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The new Charm-Kurl Supreme Home
kit gives a better Cold Wave, because it is

given closer to the scalp by an entirely new
gentle process, resulting in longer lasting,

softer, lustrous natural looking curls. In
fact, the result produced by the new
Charm-Kurl Supreme will compare with
any beauty shop cold wave costing up to

$15.00 or more. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money back.
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Earn Sparetime Money and Get

Your Own DRESSES

EXTRA "Atf"
Here la a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for

married women (and a few ambitious single women) who
will welcome the opportunity to turn their idle hours into
cash—and at the same time get their own personal dresses
and other wearing apparel EXTRA as a bonus, without
paying one single penny! Imagine showing your friends
and neighbors a vast, complete selection of newest, latest-
style, gorgeous frocks—more than 100 styles,

_
all sizes,

and scores of fabrics in the season's latest colors and
patterns! You know they’ll be fascinated, especially when
you mention the AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES and the
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Use Your Own Home as Headquarters
Many thousands of women, young and old, living in every
part of the United States, in big cities and in small
towns, are adding many welcome dollars to their incomes
—and earning their personal wardrobes—by the remarkable
Harford Frocks Plan. When your friends and neighbors
see the beauty of the styles, learn the LOW MONEY-
SAVING PRICES, see the COMPLETENESS of the
selection and the many dozens of styles they can pick from
—they’ll be mighty happy to give you their orders. Not
only do you make a handsome cash commission on every
order you take, but you also earn generous credit towards
your own personal dresses and other wearing apparel, and
that’s how you can be "the best dressed woman in town"
without laying out one single cent.

You Offer a COMPLETE Line of Wearing Apparel
Yes, more than 100 different dresses, all the very latest
styles—but in addition the Harford Frocks line contains
hosiery, lingerie, sportswear, suits, children’s clothing, etc.
Imagine giving your customers the opportunity to select all
tlieir wearing apparel needs at money-saving prices, in the
comfort and privacy of their own homes without tedious
shopping, without expending precious time! No wonder
Harford Frocks salespeople everywhere are reporting phe-
nomenal success!

Gorgeous Style Presentation FREE
Just mail the coupon below for the
glorious presentation of Harford
Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Due to today’s conditions we may
not be able to send it at
but rush your name and
be placed on our list and
the first to receive the new
Line when available. Mail
now.

HARFORD FROCKS,
Dept. C-8001 Cincinnati 25,

his grounds ‘The Jungle’—and that’s what
I want, a perfect conglomeration of trees.
And I’d like my house to be high up on a
hill, so that when I come home at night I

can see it a mile down the road. When I

get there I’ll walk in and light up all my
fireplaces

—

”

Recently Liz vacationed at Palm Springs
—for three whole days before the studio
called her back. “I don’t know how I stood
it even that long. The first day I settled
down into an ecstacy of rest and relaxation
—and by the second day I was wondering
‘How long can a vacation be?’ ” So far,

she hasn’t had “too much time to romp
about town,” which is all right, because
she saw plenty of night clubs as a New
Yorker. A favorite pastime is reading,
settled in a deep chair with her feet over
the arm. Current literary rave is “This Is
My Beloved” by Wolfe Mann, who has
“an amazingly poetic soul.” Her musical
taste is symphonic, with Shostakovich re-
cently having been replaced by Delius,
“whimsical and fanciful, the notes are like
fairies and elves in the air.”

Periodically Liz goes on a French pastry
binge, letting herself go on a “Lost Week-
end” of eclairs and such—“and coffee

—

lots of coffee, with a disgraceful amount
of cream. A bad cup of coffee makes me
very unhappy, so I like to brew my favor-
ite brand at home. I never go back to a res-
taurant which serves me a poor cup of it

—

”

Cleans! Disinfects!

S
HE likes tea, but mostly for teacup read-
ing. “Maybe it’s my fantastic imagina-

tion, but lately I’ve been seeing a lot of

turbaned Indians and Chinamen in my cup
—it means I’m going to travel. Wish I’d see
something about the Bahamas, because I

want to go there, too.”

After the mink coat, the house and
the husband are all accomplished, step

number four will be a family—no special

number of children but “as many as the
Fates see fit to bestow.” They won’t have
to be beautiful children, she’ll take them
fat or thin, short or tall, because “I think
individual defects are a definite part of

personality—the most charming woman I

have ever known had a large mole on her
chin.”
Meantime, “I think of my acting career

as a circle surrounding all the other things

I hope to do. I don’t particularly care what
my roles are, just so I can make good in

them. I hate it when people write me
when I’ve only had one picture on the
screen and say, ‘I’ve seen you in innumer-
able pictures and you were fine in them
all.’ I’d so much rather they’d criticize me
—it would be sincere and very helpful if

they’d be honest with me!”
That’s Liz

—

honestly, it is!

The End

• MAKES CLEANING EASIER

• DEODORIZES

• ECONOMICAL TO USE

• FOR PAINTS, TILES, FLOORS,
BATHROOMS AND KITCHENS

• WON’T IRRITATE HANDS

• ASK YOUR DRUGGIST
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DISINFECTANT

CHECKED IMA JIFFY
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,

and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. O. D. Prescription.
This tune-proved medication—devel-
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively

, relieves that cruel, burning itch.
8
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and

comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

"The Work

I Love"
AND $25 to 535 A WEEK!

“I’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
nurse, and thankful to

CHICAGO 8CH O O L O F

nursing for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,

dignified work."
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60, have studied this thorough,

home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand

and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned

$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-

sicians. Easy payments. Trial plan. Equipment
included. 47th year. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 184, 100 Bast Ohio Street, Chicago 11, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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YOW SHOES
ARE SHOWING'.

EMBARRASSING ISN'T IT?

NEtD ShinolA
• In addition to the appearance angle, there’s

the matter of longer wear. Here’s how
shinola Shoe Polishes help: Shinola’s scien-

tific combination of oily waxes helps hold in

md replenish the normal oils in leather—

telps maintain flexibility—and that means
longer wear.

You don’t need a full-length mirror to see

that your shoes are showing . . . you know
they are. So why not make it a habit to keep
EM SHINING WITH SHINOLA?

New Shampoo Made Specially

For Blondes Washes Hair
Shades Lighter SAFELY

Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright-
ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans-

ing lather instantly removes the dingy film

that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high-
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at 10c,
drug and department stores.

Triangle

(Continued from page 58) he loves, and a
woman he loves. He is capable of loving
the woman only if he has the self-respect
that comes from doing his job well. . . .

And here’s the rub—many women think
of a man’s job as a rival; they work hard
to undermine it, to belittle it, to hurt it;

and in the end they kill everything—the
man, the man’s job, and love.”
With typical sincerity he doesn’t pretend

to have figured the problem out from the
woman’s standpoint—what the answer is

for career women, actresses, for example.
But he does speak with conviction about
his own career woman.
“Button wants to quit being an actress

eventually (she’s making ‘Till The Clouds
Roll By’ now) and work only at being
my wife—and the mother of as many chil-

dren as we can get. Button,” he said with
fervor, “is quite a gal. She’s a wise little

thing. She has a basic understanding of
me that I never thought I’d find in anyone,
especially in a kid of twenty. When I’m
sick she doesn’t drive me mad with atten-
tions; she knows I just want to be alone
and wallow in bed until I’m well.
“And she has a sense of the times, espe-

cially so far as children are concerned.
She’s aware that the present, after what’s
happened to the world during the past
five years, is a time of insecurity for
youngsters—that if ever they needed par-
ents with a sense of responsibility, a
knowledge of the world and—and strength,
it’s now. And she’s satisfied with me.” He
laughed. “Who was it said, in effect,

‘Genius is fine, but give me a dependable
man’?”

YOU couldn’t help thinking how greatly
he had changed from the bewildered, in-

decisive chap of four years ago, when he
was still asking Anne for dates, intermit-
tently shutting himself up in his beach
house for long periods of solitude and
then barging all over Hollywood and New
York with an assortment of girls. He had
been at odds with his career, he couldn’t
decide which branch of the service he
wanted to join . . . Anything, that is, but
a “dependable man.”
The one thing he had seemed to do with

assurance and infinite care was to be a

father to little Julie, during the three
months of every year that the divorce set-
tlement allowed him custody. And, if you
knew his own childhood, you could under-
stand why this was so. He had been the
shy, rather reserved child in a family of

uninhibited, friendly people. He had gone
off on solitary expeditions with his dog,
tramping the fields and woods of his

father’s Virginia estate while his brothers
played group games with neighboring chil-

dren. John’s great friend and confidant
was a clergyman named Dr. Carl Block,
who taught him tolerance and answered
his questions with a quiet humor and
wisdom.
Some of these teachings were manifest

twenty years later in a sun-soaked Santa
Monica yard when a little blonde girl of

about three summers came running out
of the house accompanied by an equally
small chocolate-colored contemporary with
red satin bows in her kinky pigtails. The
enchanting little blonde was John’s and
Anne Shirley’s daughter; the cute kid with
her was the brown hope of next door’s

cook.
“Nurse says,” Julie told her dad, “that

we can’t swim today. Can we?”
“Why did nurse say that?”
“We have a cold.”

“Then you can’t.”

There was a pause. Julie raised her
right foot up to eye-level, thoughtfully
regarded the large toe, put it all down
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Thrilling . . . effective ... the new

really gets at pore-clogging

make-up remnants that help

cause blemishes and blur

fresh make-up effects . . .

ASTONISHING TEST— Remove your old

make-up— one side with your present

"beauty" cream, the other with Albo-

lene. Then wet some cotton with lotion

and wipe the Albolened side. How clean

the cotton stays! Now wipe it over the
/#beauty"-creamed side. See the telltale

smudge . . . from left-on make-up de-

bris, grime, grit . .

.

*ALBGIENE CLEANSING CREAM

LIQUEFIES INSTANTLY
on application—and a cream must lique-

fy quickly and thoroughly to properly

prepare your skin for truly subtle, flat-

tering make-up effects . .

.

The Floating Facial! It’s modern, ex-

citing! A cream so dainty ... crystal

clear . . . that literally floats away com-

plexion-fogging debris— even stubborn

cake make-up— safely, gently, thor-

oughly. Leaves skin soft, satiny, dewy-

moist... immaculately clean! Naturally

your fresh make-up must look infinitely

softer, more flattering ... there’s no
background of facial rubbish ordinary

creams may miss.

Albolene needs no harsh rubbing or

double creaming. It’s aZZ-cleansing—free

of the water used in most “beauty”

creams. And Albolene lubricates as it

cleanses— a big “must” for dry skins.

Do try a Floating Facial today! So in-

expensive. Albolene is the salon-type

cleansing cream at a fraction the cost.

10$ trial jar to big 16 oz. size at $1.00.

-and McKesson makes it

again. “Okay,” she said. The two infants
went bobbing off to a nearby toy-littered
square of sand where they became part
of the scenery, relatively quiet.
“But Julie hasn’t a cold,” remarked a

friend who had witnessed the incident.
“I’ve never seen a healthier child.”
“Her pal has the cold. It wouldn’t be

fair for Julie to swim and leave the other
kid sitting on the beach.”
“Democracy?”
“Well, yes. That, and just plain man-

ners.”

And out of his own childhood John
learned something else that was to help
him to be a wiser father. The lad found
great companionship in his dog, a Dane
that weighed 160 pounds. During one of
their hikes the dog bounded away on a
sudden scent and didn’t come back. That
evening there was a telephone call to the
house. The game warden had caught him
worrying a deer and had used his gun.
No one had prepared John for rank in-

justice, for hurt that had no reason behind
it. But the incident and the whole pattern
of his childhood taught him that life is

a series of crises and that a child must
not be spared tragedy in a brief, informing
shape if there is anything to be learned
from the experience that will help it to
meet tragedy again with eyes that are
unafraid There was the time when Julie’s

cat crossed the street in front of her house
and, immersed in cat thoughts, did not
look up soon enough to avoid the grocery
truck.

Julie did not cry that day. But when
she went to bed her father came to pull
the blinds against the too-bright moon
and to wish her good dreams; he knelt
beside her bed and, suggesting a topic
for her prayers, said,' “Bless the children all

over the world tonight, Julie.”

She didn’t speak for a moment. Then
she said, “No. I don’t know them.”
The war was still going full blast. He

said, “You know what the war is. A lot

of children will lose their fathers and
mothers tonight. Bless them, will you,
Julie?”
Her lower lip crept out, her eyes hard-

ened. “Kitty died today . . She could
say no more.
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Out of the impasse he said suddenly,
“All right. Suppose I’d been killed in the
war? What would you do?”
She looked up at him. “I’d live with

Mommy.”
“And if Mommy . .

.”

That did it. She cried a brief moment,
for the cat. Then she prayed for all the
children in the world, as earnestly as
possible.

S
TILL, it must have taken the two years
he spent in the Air Force to make

what amounted to a small miracle in his

personality and character, so that when
Gloria De Haven passed by he was able
to recognize in her the answer to his

dream. Sitting on an Army bunk after

supper, listening to the other fellows talk

about their girls, he began to see a com-
mon denominator in this whole business of

romance and marriage. There was the
young chap with the picture of a girl who
was waiting for him at home, and whom
he would marry as soon as the war was
over so they could begin a family; there
was the married man with the snapshots of

his wife and children on the shelf above
his bed; and there was the wolf, busy at

his trade. The only neurotics in the outfit

were, John discovered, the wolves. They
were the ones who so often sat drearily,

staring into space, and who shouted in

their sleep.

So he came home, finally, knowing what
he wanted. It was not solitude, and it

was not half a dozen girls ready and eager;
it was peace, hard work, a home, a wife
in every sense of the word—and children.

That, after all, is why a blue-eyed,
black-haired little mite with every pros-
pect of being beautiful and every chance
for happiness was born last New Year’s
Day in St. Vincent’s Hospital.

For John, Kathy embodies a personal,
rewarding thing. She is his future and
she is all his, every month of the year.
In her he can watch a part of his own
personality emerge from the initial chrys-
alis and grow, because of his watchfulness
and help, without too much of the frustra-
tion and pain he knew as a child, but
with all the hope and imagination he can
engender in her developing mind. Because
of her, if a silly quarrel or even a major
difference should endanger the security
of his marriage, he will think thrice, work
triply hard to hurdle the obstacle and
maintain what is, so soon after its begin-
ning, a genuine home.

The End

You Never Come Back

(Continued from page 55) “Although Mc-
Callister may not have too clear an idea
of what he wants out of life, he knows
pretty well what he doesn’t want!” Those
words were very true—two years ago. I

can now tell Thornton I know much of
what I want out of this new era and
what—with an intelligent approach—I in-
tend to get. . . .

F
OR instance, a private life: Everyone
says it is impossible. Motion-picture

stars don’t have, can’t have, private lives.

That is one of the first fallacies I intend
to disprove—primarily for my own happi-
ness, which may be very small on my part
but very wise, I feel. It can be done. And
during the next few years many of the
younger actors and actresses will, I am
sure, prove this theory.
Also there are times when a private life

must be completely private. To the point
where even one’s family is at times ex-
cluded. This again is a normal reaction
from barracks life—this desire for com-
plete independence from parental domi-
nation, which is wonderful during the
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formative years but must be overcome if

the full development of a man’s character
is to be achieved. I have reached that
point in my life—and rather late, I might
add. There must be thousands coming
home with the same thoughts and the
same problem to face: How are you to
leave the fold and yet prove to your
family that your love has not diminished?
It is a difficult but certainly not an im-
possible challenge. It is a necessary
change. These words will not enhance my
popularity with parents, unfortunately,
unless they happen to be very liberal, un-
derstanding parents. But this is what I
believe.

A
BOUT education: It seems important to
me that we continue to learn. Not nec-

essarily in the classroom, though competi-
tive thinking and discussion with intelli-

gent students is a help, but also through
lectures, concerts—definitely through mo-
tion pictures of value. I am returning to
college on the GI Bill of Rights this month.
Not that a degree inspires me; it is rather
the chance for self-betterment and the
ability perhaps someday to intelligently

assist people less fortunate than myself. I

will be twenty-two and a sophomore,
which probably makes me sound rather
stupid. But there are millions of fellows
returning with the same problem, so in one
way the age difference cancels itself out,

for our schools this year and the next and
the next will be filled with returned veter-
ans. I hope the professors will be ready
for worldly freshmen.

\BOUT a way of life: I do not want to

it hurt people in any way. (A typical

post-war reaction.) But I am equally
strong in my desire not to be hurt myself.
I have many faults which only time and
education will right. There are moments
now when I am accused of being too out-
spoken, but if my accusers can’t criticize

constructively then I do not think they
rate recognition. Hollywood—like every
city—unfortunately has too many impor-
tant and unimportant people willing to

criticize destructively. These are the ones
I will fight. In the past I have been too
passive for my own good, perhaps I should
say for my career’s good. Now that I am
back, I already have the reputation of

being “difficult,” but at least I am difficult

with only those supposedly above me in

the industry.

A
BOUT friends—and a thing called tol-

erance: If a man is truthful with him-
self there are always several qualities of

which he is invariably proud. I might as

well mention mine for I’m sure no one
else will.

Lon McCallister with his pet rooster
who is his camera subject here
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I am most proud of my real friends.

They are actually few, the close ones, but
sincere and good. Surely good fortune is

present as long as good friends are present.

A balancing fault is my possessiveness in

friendship.
Another good quality is my tolerance.

The equality of men, which I believe in

sincerely, and the recognition of intelli-

gence and talent over color and race. I

can remember, and not proudly, when I

was much younger all the unkind jokes
we children would make about any and
all minorities.

Today I’ve come a long way from that
ignorance. I’ve learned that races and
national boundaries don’t make any dif-

ference to many of us—all over the world
—who understand each other through
thoughts.

I have found it true of my Russian
friends made in Alaska—young men filled

with a sincerity of purpose and a feeling

for friendship which goes beyond a dif-

ference in language. They are a happy
people, sometimes loud with laughter and
rough at play, but there is always a look
of “wanting to be friends” in their eyes.

In Fairbanks we American soldiers liked
them and they liked us. But it seems to

me that elsewhere in the world we have
given them little opportunity to under-
stand, much less like, Americans. The
only remedy, regardless of so many news-
paper editorials, is a mutual understand-
ing and trust and a belief in the goodness
of other countries and not just in our own
righteousness.
Many books will be written about the

problem of the Japanese in America and
what I want to say is of little importance,
but here it is. During the war no maga-
zine would allow me to mention my Japa-
nese friends in articles—even my college
friends and fraternity brothers were ex-
cluded from print. Here in the West we
accept the kids with the yellow tinge to

their skins as Americans, for their minds
think as ours, which is the important
thing. They are as much—and many times,
I feel, more—a part of the American tradi-

tion as the “little legionnaires” and small
minds in America who condemn them for

color rather than credo.

Of one very important thing I am posi-
tive: Our new one-world policy will be
successful because so many of us under-
stand each other.

Life today goes far beyond the making
of pictures, or the city of Hollywood, or
even these United States. For within our
lifetime we shall probably someday escape
our World and reach another planet. We
have that seemingly distant possibility and
so many others, and I for one have no
desire to be left in the backwash of a
stagnant, middle-road, non-imaginative
mind.

A
SUMMARY

:

Thank you very much
for remembering these past few years

the little soldier named California and -he
horse-loving Sparky. I hope the McCal-
lister recently returned will be as accep-
table in his new ways. Like all returning
fellows I will do my best to be worthy of
everything the politicians and the finest

writers in the land said we were fighting

for. I don’t believe any of us wants some-
thing that is not coming to us rightfully.

All we want is a chance. And if some Ger-
trude Stein of the ’40’s decides to label our
generation with an honest adjective, let

her call us the “regained generation.”
For as the young men and women of the
first world war were tagged “lost,” let us
—with all our potentialities—move for-
ward with the combined idealism-realism
which these past years have given us. And
which we will make full use of in the days
to come.
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What about Tommy?
(Continued from page 29) the damage
done by these gangster films to the young
men and women of our country.
Now it is happening again. Not long

ago a film was released with one of the
most notorious criminals of all time as
the principal character. Because this

gangster-hero met his end in the last reel
the picture pretended to be “moral.” But
in the other seven reels he was portrayed
as a fearless, handsome desperado, whose
power attracted beautiful women and sub-
jugated strong men. What do you think
Tommy’s reactions were when he saw this

film? Do you think he left the theater
with the lesson that “crime does not pay”?
I don’t think so. I think Tommy remem-
bered only the romance and danger and
excitement that the racketeer enjoyed be-
fore he made his final mistake.

The popular box-office success that this

film has had alarms me. I wonder how
many Tommys watched this picture with
mounting interest and found in it some
sort of answer to the emptiness in their
young lives. I wonder how many more
young criminals our theaters will breed
before we all wake up to what is hap-
pening.

I have already tried to bring before the
attention of all Hollywood producers our
obligation not to exploit and glorify the
very worst element of our society. But
you, as fans and film-goers, must also do
your part. Your support is needed if we
are to succeed in discouraging another
wave of gangster films and, with them,
another gangster era. It is up to you to

stay away from such films. If these movies
are not patronized you can be sure they
will not be produced.
Crime films do not pay. Remember this

the next time you go to the movies. Re-
member what happened before. Remem-
ber Tommy. He needs our help too.

The End

That’s Hollywood for You
(Continued from page 63) unwilling au-
dience, but listens because he believes

he will get a larger tip . . . There is the

“Good-time Charlie” who is just de-
lighted that he ran into you, dicln’t know
you were in town, and you two must get
together. Give him a ring, any time. He
doesn’t give you his phone number and
it isn’t in the book . . . Then there is the

director who acts out all the scenes for

his players, despite the fact that he only
turned director because he was a flop as

an actor ... Of course there is the cast-

ing director who says you are not the

type, sifter having turned down an Eng-
lishman for an English part, a native of

Russia for a Russian, and a French actor

for the role of a French soldier . . . And
there is the guy who is always at the

preview, and after the showing, joins the

sidewalk conference and says, “Darryl,

you did it again.” But he never tells

Darryl what he did . . . All these types,

and many more, are part of the Hollywood
scene. * * *

I believe that the distinction of being
the most beautiful woman on the screen

is a contest between Hedy Lamarr and
Maureen O’Hara, especially when they are

showing off in Technicolor. And what a

contest! ... I would say that there is no
actress on the screen who is as sexy—in

a nice, pure, refined way—as Ingrid

Bergman ... It was Marguerite Chapman
who during a discussion said that a tem-
peramental actor is a fellow who’s trying

to get his profile into the camera while
you’re trying to get yours in. And that’s

Hollywood for you!
The End
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The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 26)

^ A Walk In The Sun
(20th Century-Fox)

LI ERE is an example of a really finen picture, realistically and honestly set

forth to the best of everyone’s ability, but
one that we feel will sell slowly at the
box office. First, because it’s a war story
and the public seems to want lighter fare.

Second, because the theme is not new nor
the action gigantically colossal. And yet
we, as a reviewer and picture fan, think it

a most touching and beautiful story of our
own boys and of one incident in the
hardships through which they endured,
suffered, lived, hoped and died, even with-
out leadership. To us who feel it a privilege

to share vicariously these experiences, we
think it a fine picture, though we can al-

most predict its future with movie-goers
eager to be rid of memories.
Outstanding in the cast is Nick Conte,

a brash, glib machine-gunner who admits
he couldn’t shoot a target at Coney Island
and yet handles his weapon of death with
deadly skill. Dana Andrews as the sar-
geant who takes over when the lieutenant
is killed on a landing barge and the rank-
ing sergeant cracks up is plain wonderful.
Scared, sick and at times unsure of his

next move, Andrews is our idea of how a
lad under such stress and strain behaves.
Casual and easy conversation goes on be-
tween members of this lone platoon that
sets out to take a farmhouse in Italy and
takes it. Perhaps GI’s who really know
will disagree with the dialogue and atti-

tude of the men. We only know it seemed
real to us.

George Tyne, John Ireland, Lloyd
Bridges, Sterling Holloway, Norman Lloyd,
Huntz Hall and others round up a cast

that’s hard to beat.

Your Reviewer Says: It went to our heart.

Best Pictures of the Month

"My Reputation”

"Tomorrow Is Forever”

"Because Of Him”

"The Blue Dahlia”

Best Performances

Barbara Stanwyck in

"My Reputation”

Orson Welles, Claudette Colbert

in "Tomorrow Is Forever”

Deanna Durbin, Charles Laughton

in "Because Of Him

”

Young mother, of

Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

loses 53 pounds!

To see Kathryn Folts
now— a slim, typical
southern beauty,
you’d never think she
weighed 175 a few
months ago. “I looked
and felt old at 23,”
she says, “and couldn’t
seem to lose. Then my
doctor recommended
the DuBarry Success
Course. In three
months, I lost 45
pounds; I kept on till

I lost 53 —went
from a 38 or 40
dress to a size 14!

“What a thrill to look at my new figure in a
mirror, now!” says Mrs. Folts. “The Success
Course showed me how to have a good posture,

a radiant complexion, a becoming hair-do; but
most important of all, I feel better than ever

before! How right my doctor was when he told

me the Course was written in a way that makes
you like doing what it says. I’m not ever going
to stop it— it is wonderful.”
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CARPET SWEEPER AROUND.

A NEW, IMPROVED BISSELL*
IS COMING.'"SHE SAVS,"NEEDS
NO PRESSURE ON THE HANDLE- •

AND CLEANS UNDER LOW FURNITURE
EASIER 'CAUSE THE RIGHT
PRESSURES AUTOMATIC/

ILL USE MV PRESENT 0ISSELL
'TIL NEW ONES ARE ANNOUNCED-
0UT I CAN DREAM, CANT I

?"**

BISSELL
* REO U. S. PATENT OFF

SWEEPERS
Sweep QS/C^iySmpfp£AS/IY

**If you need a sweeper now—you
may be able to get a Bissell from
your dealer—production is still

limited. If you can wait—you'll

be glad you did.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

^ My Reputation (Warners)

THIS is by far Barbara Stanwyck’s best
* performance since “Double Indemnity”
or even her unforgettable “Stella Dallas.”
And this is by far one of the most civilized,

intelligent and adult pictures to hit the
screen.
This picture is the story of an attractive

young widow and mother of two boys, liv-

ing in a convention-bound community and
overwhelmed by a strait-laced mother. It

is told with dignity and a well-bred forth-
rightness that will appeal to every adult-
woman especially, since it deals with a
woman’s emotions.
George Brent, too, seems inspired by

Barbara’s performance and as Major
Landis with whom she becomes involved,
he couldn’t be better.

Her mother, who still wears widow’s
weeds after twenty-five years, is played,
and played understandingly, by Lucile
Watson. The sons, played by Scotty
Beckett and Bobby Cooper, keep right up
with the older members of the cast in
delivering fine performances. In fact, we
couldn’t find a flaw in the entire en-
grossing, well-directed and produced film.

Warner Anderson as the attorney, Eve
Arden and John Ridgely as Barbara’s
friends also handle their roles in an expert
manner.

Your Reviewer Says: Here’s what we con-
sider an A picture.

^ They Made Me A Killer

(Paramount)

T
HIS is another Pine-Thomas release,

and the boys have a neatly done-up
package with a well-developed, melodra-
matic story.

Of course it wouldn’t be complete with-
out cops and robbers and exciting chases
in hopped-up cars, but actually it all

makes sense.
Robert Lowery is the proud owner of a

car he ’can make do 120 mph. The car is

used by a bunch of gangsters, among them
Edmund MacDonald and James Bush, to

make a getaway, and Lowery is innocently
implicated in the robbery. Right then
you find yourself rooting for him, caught
as he is in the clutches of circumstantial
evidence.
He and his girl, well played by Barbara

Look closely and you’ll note that both
Gig Young and Errol Flynn would have
to plead guilty for sneaking a peek

THIS EASY
TEACHESP/ANOt ^
WithoutMudic/
NO LONG HOURS
PRACTICING SCALES

OR EXERCISES...

PLAYSONGS
FIRST DAY

"V

You May Play Any Song
in 10 Days without being
Able to Read a Note . . .
If you want to quickly learn how
to play the piano ... if you want
to play song hits, waltzes.

_ marches, hymns, two steps, red
hot numbers and western songs, like

“Don’t Fence Mein”...here’s amazing
news. Now at last Mr. Dave Minor
has perfected a wonderfully easy
play-by-ear piano course that must
teach you piano playing in only ten
quick days or no cost. No scales,
no long exercises. You start playing
songs from the first lesson, and so
soon it’s amazing you’re playing
the piano surprisingly well. Mr.
Minor’s course is complete. It con-
tains all the pictures, all the in-
struction, everything you need.
The complete course sent for your
inspection, trial and approval.

SEND NO MONEY
Make This Conclusive 10 Day Test
Jmt send yourname and address today.
On arrival deposit $1.49 plus postage
through postman. There is nothing
more to pay. Inspect course carefully,

see how simple yet thorough it is. Follow
it for 10 days. Then if you aren’t actu-
ally playing the piano and playing it well, if you aren’t en-

tirely satisfied and delighted with your discovery, return the
course and get your money back. Piano playing is more
popular than ever. DON’T WAIT BUT WRITE TODAY ! If

you act now you will receive without extra cost the wonderful,
big, 72-page Dave Minor piano song book of 50 songs. You
quickly learn to play the songs the Dave Minor method or
money hack. Get in on this 2 FOR 1 offer NOW.

DAVE MINOR, tept- S-D. 230 E. Ohio St. f Chicago 11, III.

[iffwWjU
mmumuims.mucous,mu
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EASY TO REDUCE WHERE YOU WANT TO

. Just 10 minutes a day, in the privacy of your own
room, and this Scientific Healtholizer Home Re-

ducer will help you (as it has helped thou-
sands of others for years) to

Streamline Your Figure
Take off that dumpy, middle-

age look, bulging waist line,

fat hips, double chin.

Slenderize!
It’s easy!
It’s fun!

It’s quickl

FREE GIFT OFFER
With your home exerciser you get ABSOLUTELY FREE
James G. Rolley’s three famous courses: “Proper Diet”,
“Constructive Breathing’’, and “Personality Development"
as personally and most successfully taught by him to men
and women everywhere.

Send No Money—No Risk Involved
Just your name and address. When Postman deliv-
ers your Healtholizer, you deposit with him $5.98
(former price $10.00) plus a small charge for post-
age and handling. Start reducing immediately. If

after 5 days you are not completely
satisfied, return your Healtholizer
and your $5.98 (full cost) will be re-
funded immediately in full with no
questions asked. You risk nothing.
You reduce or get your money back.
Amaze your friends, start looking
better NOW . . .

RUSH THIS COUPON TODAY!

I 5 DAY TRIAL COUPON
11 Healtholizer Corp., Dept. |4

71-22 Ingram St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

Rush my Healtholizer to me. I will pay postman on ar-
rival. My money will be refunded if I am not satisfied.

Address..
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Adds Lovely
GOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS
Blondes! Here it is at last! The new "Rinse and Tint’’

made specially for blondes. Gives dull, faded hair

lovely extra lustre and that little touch of color blonde
hair often needs. Called BLONDEX GOLDEN RINSE,
it is not a permanent dye or bleach — washes off as

easily as make-up. Made by the makers of BLONDEX,
the world’s largest selling blonde shampoo. Costs little

to use. Sold at all good 10c, drug, department stores.

1 WE WILL PAY YOII 525
l&roat demand for oar lirtfcday md All OccosToo

Cards. Soil for $1—your profit 50c. It costs

1 ootfcloq to fry—writ* for samples today.

FOR SELLING FIFTY

*1 ASSORTMENTS

MERIT CARD CO., Dept.QQI 1 CUNT0N ST -' NEWARK 2, N. J.

TIGHTENS
FALSE TEET
OKNO
COST

Amazing
NEW
Plastic

Reliner

LUSTS fROm 4,0 6 moruns
NOW—In a Jiffy—you can make loose, slipping dental
plates fit snug and comfortable. Eat, talk in comfort,
laugfi ireely—for “Gum Gripper” enables you to enjoy
that leeling o£ almost having your own teeth again 1

• APPLY IT YOURSELF— AT HOME
•'GUM GRIPPER” amazing plastic Reliner tightens
dental plates quickly, makes them hold firmly and fit

like newl Just squeeze from tube, spread evenly, put
plate In mouth, wear it while “Gum Gripper” sets in
lew minutes. No heating necessary.

• USE ON ANY DENTAL PLATE
•‘Gum Gripper’ ’ will not harm denture or irritate gums.
Sanitary, tasteless, odorless. Keeps mouth sweet and
clean, prevents sore spots. Application of plastic
"Gum Gripper" is guaranteed to last 4 to G
months—or no cost. Can be scrubbed or washed.

Rev. A. J. Wlgley, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
writes: "Best material I ever used.
1 have not relined my lower teeth-lor
2 months.”

“Best I've

Ever Used"

SEND NO MONEY— Order a tube today—it’s

only $1.00. Fill out and mail coupon below. You’ll be
delighted! Satisfaction guaranteed oryour money back.

FREE
Generous size package Dental Plate
cleaner included free of extra cost.
Cleanses dental plates without brush-
ing. Will not harm denture.

GUM GRIPPER
127 N. Dearborn St.,

Dept. 14, CHICAGO

FgUM GRIPPER, Dept. 14 X
I

127 N. Dearborn St. T Chicago 2, III.
|j

I
Send me atube of “Gum Gripper.” You guar- >

antee it to satisfy—or it will not cost me a penny. I

| I will deposit $1.00 plus postage with postman I

when package arrives.

! Enclosed is $1.00—You pay postage.

J
NAME

j

J
ADDRESS

J

I CITY STATE
j

Britton, they try to clear his name, track-
ing down their small list of clues. There
is a scene of good suspense in a roadhouse,
with Miss Britton waitressing and Lowery
in the clutches of the bad men for the
second time.
Lola Lane is the girl in the gang and

you will also see Frank Albertson and
Elisabeth Risdon. We don’t say this is an
A picture by any means, but it’s carefully
made and a good second feature.

Your Reviewer Says: Not bad at all.

V'V'

Deadline At Dawn (RKO)
A GAINST a background of murder and
''the necessity of solving it before dawn,
a tender and charming little love story
develops between Bill Williams, a sailor

on his last night of leave, and Susan Hay-
ward, taxi dancer.

Bill gets drunk with Lola Lane and when
he comes to on the street, he finds he has
a roll of bills that doesn’t belong to him.
He persuades Susan Hayward, whom he
meets in a dance hall, to go with him to
return the money to Lola, but when they
get there they find her dead, with suspicion
resting on Bill. His leave is up at dawn, so
they have to find the murderer by then,
and the search leads them to a lot of
strange characters.
Paul Lukas is a philosophical taxi driver

who discovers what they’re up to and helps
them in their efforts. Joseph Calleia is

Lola’s gunman brother, Marvin Miller her
blind ex-husband and Jerome Cowan a
theatrical producer. You’ll like Bill Wil-
liams as the innocent, honest young sailor
and he gives charm and sincerity to his
role. Susan Hayward is very good as the
girl who feels he’s too helpless to face
his plight alone and Paul Lukas, as always,
turns in a polished, finished performance.

Your Reviewer Says: Love and murder get
entangled again.

Breakfast In Hollywood
(Golden-UA)

I F you’re a woman who listens to Tom
* Breneman’s “Breakfast In Hollywood”
radio show, you’ll want to see this in-the-
flesh portrayal, but if you aren’t, we don’t
think you’ll exactly be enchanted. The
story of how the heart-of-gold master of
ceremonies finds time to be kind to old
ladies and patch up romances in the midst
of his other jobs and radio work is a little

on the syrupy side, but you’ll no doubt
enjoy seeing Hedda Hopper wearing a few
fantastic hats, Spike Jones crash out with
two numbers, Andy Russell sing “If I Had
A Wishing Ring” and the King Cole trio

score a hit with “It’s Better To Be By
Yourself.” Bonita Granville and Eddie
Ryan are the cute romancers and Beulah
Bondi, Billie Burke and Zasu Pitts the
women whose lives are also influenced by
going to the broadcast.

Your Reviewer Says: For “Breakfast” radio
fans.

Detour To Danger (Planet)
DLANET Pictures does not pretend to be

a wholly professional organization, as
they make their features on 16 millimeter
color film which is in demand particularly
by small clubs and foreign markets. Their
aim is “good clean entertainment” and as
such, “Detour To Danger” fills the bill

nicely. The story is about a vagabond,
John Day, who gets involved with gang-
sters at a swank summer resort, falls in
love with the proprietor’s daughter, Nancy
Brinckman, and saves the day for them
both. The sound and photography are a
little indistinct in places, and the music

FORWOMEN WHO
DEMANDED
a higher type of

WUMMte

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication

Easier, Daintier, More Convenient

Zonitors are one of the most widely
used and most satisfactory methods
of intimate feminine cleanliness
among highly intelligent women in
the United States—women who for a
long time have demanded a higher
type of feminine hygiene — easier,
daintier, more convenient — power-
fully germicidal yet harmless—with
no tell-tale odor.

So Powerful Yet So Harmless

—

No Burns— No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours—thus giving you hours of con-
tinuous medication. Yet they are safe
to most delicate tissues. Positively
non-burning, non-poisonous, non-
irritating.

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
know it’s not always possible to con-
tact all the germs in the tract but
you can be sure that Zonitors imme-
diately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying.
So easy to carry while away from

home—so easy to use at home!

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.

t
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-46, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name— —

Address.

City. .State.
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DON’T COVER UP A

“PROBLEM SKIN
JJ*

(YOU MAY MAKE IT WORSE!)

See how quickly

this famous cream helps

heal ugly blemishes

Don’t take chances with

ugly, externally-caused

pimples and blemishes.

"Covering them up” may actually

make them worse! Instead, help heal

them with Medicated Noxzema. Nurses

were among the first to discover how

effective Noxzema is for pimples and

blemishes. That’s because it’s a medi-

cated formula. It contains special in-

gredients that not only soothe and

smooth rough, dry skin but aid in heal-

ing blemishes and irritations. See for

yourself how much Noxzema can do

to improve the appearance ofyour skin.

Get a jar today at any
drug counter. 10c, 35c, 50c

(plus tax). *externally<caused

NOXZEMA

p
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HEY, MOM! Don’t be a Diaper Drudge!
Dennison Diaper Liners reduce unpleasant-
ness in changing and washing my diapers.
Just fold a Liner inside diaper. When soiled,

flush away No hard scrubbing. Sanitary.
Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs only a few
cents a day. Babypads; 200 for $1. Downee-
soft: 200 for 69*.

WW FREE.. . To get one full day’s supply
of Diaper Joiners write: Dennison, Dept.

||k D-145, Framingham, Mass.

DIAPER LINERS
Wherever Baby Goods Are Sold

Callous
Pain, Burning, Tender-

ness Quickly Relieved
You’ll quickly forget you
have painful callouses, ten-

derness or burning on the
bottom of your feet when
you use soothing, cushion-

ing Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s

Zino-pads! Instantly relieve

pressure on the sensitive

spot. Speedily remove cal-

louses when used with the
separate Medications in-

cluded. Cost but a trifle.

At all Drug, Shoe, Dept.
Stores and Toiletry Coun-
ters. Insist on Dr. Scholl’s.

LOOK FOR THE PATENTED
SHAPE WITH PINKED EDGE

Van Johnson

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN 4 COLORS
Your favorite stars of the screen come to life in these beautiful
LIFELIKE photos, ready for instant framing to add new lustre
to your room and home . . . new charm to your album or scrap-
book. Get them today . . . it’s the chance of a lifetime!

TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—G REGORY PECK—JUDY GARLAND—
ROBERT WALKER—VERA HRUBA R A L S T 0 N—J EA N N E CRAIN—
DANA ANDREWS— I N G R I D BERGMAN—JOHN HODIAK—GENE
TIERNEY—FRANK SINATRA—VAN JOHNSON—JUNE ALLYSON—
ALAN LADD—LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS—BETTY GRABLE—
ALICE FAYE—SONJA H EN I E—PA U LETTE GODDARD—JOAN CRAW-
FORD—DANE CLARK—GLORIA D e H A V E N—SH IRLEY TEMPLE-
WILLIAM EYTHE—BOB HUTTON—LON McCALLISTER—BING CROSBY
—CLARK GABLE—BETTY H UTTON—LAU REN BACALL—G R E E R
GARSON—MARGARET O’BRIEN.
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8x10, In
FULL COLORS, your choice of any eight listed above for 50c

—

16 for $1.00—entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON’T WAIT. Mail
your order NOW.

IRVING KLAW, 212 East 14th ST.
Dept. M-77 NEW YORK CITY 3. N. Y.

did not seem to be synchronized, but at
the preview it was announced that the
film was uncut, so perhaps that will be
remedied before general release. Planet
may someday emerge as a fine service to
small organizations.

Your Reviewer Says: Best wishes.

Abilene Town (Levey-UA)
THIS movie with the odd name, unless
1 they ‘change it from “Abilene Town” to
something else before it hits the marquees,
reminds us of a tobacco store Indian—so
wooden, so unemotional. Everything seems
to be happening with all sorts of friction
between cattlemen and homesteaders, mer-
chants and saloon keepers (this is back
in the 1860’s, folks).

Scott is the marshal (don’t touch that
gun, Clem, unlessen you wanta be drilled)
and Ann Dvorak the barroom queen with
the heart of gold who sings and sings and
sings while people get killed and cattle are
driven crazy. Come to think of it, in the
story the whole town of Abilene was di-
vided into two parts—the merchants on
one side of the street and the saloons on
the other. Sadly we admit there was more
fun on the saloon side. Edgar Buchanan
and Rhonda Fleming were somewhere in
the middle.

Your Reviewer Says: Do they mean aba-
lone?

^ Tars And Spars (Columbia)
THE Coast Guard, bless its heart, comes
I into its own in a pretty good musical that
features the marvelous dancing of Marc
Platt, the singing of Janet Blair and Alfred
Drake (of the New York stage play “Okla-
homa”) and the bright behavior of Jeff
Donnell and Sid Caesar.
The story is cute, too, and goes into a

Spar-and-Tar romance that begins when
Drake meets Janet the day she replaces
him at his communications desk. Drake
was released to become the object of an
experiment (testing a vitamin gum, of all

ridiculous things) while anchored off shore
in a life raft. Janet is given the impres-
sion he’s a shipwrecked hero and goes for
him. The two of them put over the hit

songs, “I’m Glad I Waited For You” and
“Life Is A Merry-Go-Round” (no wonder
we’re a waltzing mouse) in right perky
style. Caesar is amusing in his take-off
description of a war picture and that Jeff
Donnell so very cute. Platt, whom you en-
joyed in “Tonight And Every Night,”
should go even farther than Columbia has
shoved him, to our way of thinking, be-
cause he not only dances like a dream but
acts too. In fact we think the Coast Guard
boys will approve every gay minute of it.

Your Reviewer Says: Hat’s off!

Alfred Drake, original Broadway
“Oklahoma” star, is taken in tow by
Janet Blair in “Tars And Spars”



^ The Virginian (Paramount)

Unfortunately this remake of the
classic Western isn’t as good as the

original was, but it’s still romantic and
fairly exciting and the Technicolor scenery
is beautiful.

Joel McCrea is the Virginian, the cow-
boy who falls in love with pretty Barbara
Britton, the Easterner who’s come West to

teach school. Brian Donlevy is the rustler

who’s been getting away with everyone’s
cattle until McCrea goes out after him, and
Sonny Tufts is very good as Joel’s weak
pal who gets involved with Donlevy. Fay
Bainter and Henry O’Neill are excellent,

and the supporting cast all do pretty good
jobs.

Your Reviewer Says: Pleasant fare.

Woman Who Came Back
(Republic)

^YH dear! Poor Nancy Kelly, surviving
a bus wreck, returns to her old family

homestead in Massachusetts believing she
has inherited an ancestor’s curse of witch-
craft. Nobody, not even her doctor fiance
John Loder, can talk her out of it. When
the doctor’s small niece comes down with a
mysterious ailment and his sister all but
attempts suicide, the talk around Massa-
chusetts is that Nancy is indeed a modern
witch and something should be done about
it. Finally long-buried papers hidden away
in a church clear the mystery and Nancy
is freed of her obsession. Ruth Ford and
little Jeanne Gail both do good jobs.

Your Reviewer Says: Which is witch?

^ I Ring Doorbells (PRC)

THOSE who read press agent Russell
Birdwell’s book, “I Ring Doorbells,” will

think movies rang the wrong bell so far

as any similarity to the book is concerned.
Fortunately it turns out a fair enough little

picture, strictly grade B of course, with
Robert Shayne playing the reporter and
Anne Gwynne the girl friend. The news-
paper office setting provides Roscoe Karns,
John Eldredge, Pierre Watkins and Harry
Shannon with ample opportunity to dis-
play their talents and yelp their (at times)
talky dialogue. While it isn’t a big picture,

it still carries , enough value to keep one
fairly interested.

Your Reviewer Says: Ring again, mister.

^Whistle Stop (Nero)

H ERE are plenty of gloomy doings for

you if you want to wade knee-high in

them. And in a little whistle-stop com-
munity, too, where you wouldn’t think a
firefly would glow out of focus. And yet
when Ava Gardner returns to the town
she finds George Raft still a saloon loafer
and a general no-good dressed to the
teeth. So Ava gives her attention to Tom
Conway (out of his Saint role for the
picture) and Raft, piqued and ruffled, goes
to work. Then Conway frames Raft on a
murder charge and just when it looks like

curtains for Georgie, his pal Vic McLaglen
clears Raft of the charge and takes the rap
himself. And incidentally, that sunset
George and Ava walked off into (unless
they’ve eliminated it by now) was whipped
up by the local union of sunset builders
number 241, without a doubt.
Ava is beautiful, of course, and the cast

fair, but the overhanging gloom is hard to
take.

Your Reviewer Says: Heavy, heavy, what
hangs over?

T^oijledqe
SHELVING

1. To brighten a dark kitchen, paint walls in light,

sunny colors (like golden yellow) . . . and use a

bright Royledge Shelving pattern on open shelves,

cupboards, closets . . . changing the Royledge color

scheme every other month in just a few minutes,

for only a few pennies.

2. To make linens look whiter, crisper, place Royledge
shelving in bright reds, greens, blues, etc. in linen

closets for colorful contrast. The smart hostess

dresses up clothes closets too (one of the first places

a visitor sees) with decorative Royledge Shelving.

See newest Royledge patterns now at 5-and-io's, neigh-

borhood, dept, stores.

Dragged Out Tomorrow
Yes, wakeful nights are unpleasant but the effects next day
are still more unpleasant.

If Nervous Tension sometimes keeps you awake at night,
or makes you irritable and fidgety in the daytime, try Dr. Miles Nervine.
This time-tested sedative has been making good for sixty years.

Get a bottle of the liquid or a tube of the tablets at your drug store.

Caution; read directions and use only as directed. Miles Laboratories,
Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

DON’T DYE
. . . until you try the new
color-control method of

Mary T. Goldman'sl Then
watch your hair take on the
beautiful, natural - looking
color you desire, quickly

—

or so gradually your friends
won’t guess.
Simply do this: Buy a

* » bottle Mary T. Goldman's
f ...just comb it through your

gray, bleached, or faded hair. See how this

new scientific color-control gives you the
youthful hair shade you want. Pronounced
harmless by competent medical authorities

(no skin test needed). Will not harm your
wave or change the smooth, soft texture of

your hair. It’s inexpensive and easy to apply,

too. For over 50 years millions have found new

GRAY HAIR
hair beauty by using Mary T. Goldman’s in
the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—todayl

Buy a bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s at your
drug or department store on money-back
guarantee. Or, if you'd rather try it first,

mail coupon below for free test kit.

I 1
- Mary T. Goldman Co., 939 Goldman Bldg.

I St. Paul 2, Minn. Send free sample. Check color

| Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn.

Name .

.

Address .

City . . .

.

. State.
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"He»~ Hail Rinse

Gives a Tiny Tint
and* *

.

Removes
this

dull
film

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 .
Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3 .
Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint...Over 50 million

packages have been sold...Chcose

your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^— or send for a
FREE SAMPLE

Golden GllntCo.,Seattle, 14,Wash., Bos II6C c-20

Please send color No..

Name

Address

. as listed above.

GOLDEN GLINT

'FACE LIFTING WITHOUT
SURGERY OR PEELING"

Is entirely different from the regular fa-
cial. It restores sagging muscles to their

normal position lines and sags will dis-
appear. After years of tireless research
Mr. Gardner, one of the World’s Greatest
facial experts, brings a new gleam of hope
to women who face the years ahead. No
excuse for anyone to have a double chin,
don’t rub up on the neck, to do so you
rub the lines from your tummy into your
face. Lotion for pimples and acne, other
priceless secrets. A few minutes at home
each day all you need for a beautiful fa-
cial contour an up-to-the-minute book
that the smartest woman will appreciate.
$2 at newsstands or send check, money
order, to Gardners Beauty Clinic—612
Thirteenth Street, Northwest, Washing-
ton, D. C.

The Shadow Returns
(Monogram)

ANOTHER bright boy continues to as-
tound, bewilder, confuse, belittle and

mystify the police who seemingly can’t

solve a murder if they try with both hands.
This time it’s Kane Richmond, nephew of

the police commissioner (his own uncle
yet) who assumes the “Shadow” disguise
in order to prove people are not leaping off

balconies wholesale but are being shoved
off. He proves it, too, we guess—proceed-
ings being a little confused at moments.
Barbara Reed is the object of Rich-

mond’s affections. Tom Dugan isn’t.

Your Reviewer Says: “I have a little

shadow. .”

Portrait Of Maria

(Mundales-M-G-M )

L
OOKIE, Mexico sent us a good-will pic-
ture with Dolores Del Rio playing an

Indian girl who really meets a tragic end.
Pedro Armendariz plays her Indian lover
who fights to save her from the far-from-
merry villagers who are an unholy lot if

you ask us.

It seems Miss Del Rio is ostracized for
her mother’s sins and when she poses for
an artist who attaches her face to a nude
painting—well, the villagers will have none
of it.

The actors are made to speak English
through dubbing. It’s wonderful how well
the lips and words are synchronized, but
who thought up that English, we wonder.
It’s plain silly in spots.

Anyway, it’s all pretty depressing but
maybe those lovers of foreign films will

think it is wonderful. It’s a cinch we didn’t.

Your Reviewer Says: Mucho gracias just the
same.

Behind Green Lights

(20th Century-Fox)

T
HIS is a nice little B picture, but you
have probably seen many like it and

won’t have much trouble guessing how it’s

all going to end. Nevertheless, William
Gargan gives a good portrayal of a hard-
boiled yet honest police officer with a kind
heart, trying to get along with politicians

in addition to doing a good job at his

detecting. Carole Landis is the chief sus-
pect in the murder, who falls in love with
Gargan.

Olivia de Havilland looks over the
sweater difficulties of Lieut. Sonny
Tufts in “The Well-Groomed Bride”

JIM, I KNOW FROM
EXPERIENCE

, GET PAZO!

SMART WIFE, PAZO RELIEVED
THOSE SIMPLE PILES

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain,
torture. Itching of simple piles. Re-
member, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt,
comforting relief to millions. It gives
you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

HOW PAZO OINTMENT WORKS
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain
and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened,
dried parts, helps prevent cracking and
soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling
and check minor bleeding. 4. Provides
quick and easy method of application.

SPECIAL PILE PIPE FOR
EASY APPLICATION

Pazo ointment tube has a specially de-
signed, perforated Pile Pipe, making
application simple and thorough. Ask
your doctor about wonderful Pazo oint-
ment and the soothing, blessed relief
it gives for simple piles.

PAZO SUPPOSITORIES TOOI
Some persons, and many doctors, pre-
fer to use suppositories. So Pazo is also
made in handy suppositories. Same
soothing relief! Get Pazo in the form
you prefer, at your druggists today.

A Product of

THE GROVE LABORATORIES INC • St. Louis, Mo.

Relieve TEETHING Pains

When Baby's Cry

Rips Off The Roof

Rub NUM-ZIT On
That Coming Tooth

This new, modern formula relieves teething
pains quickly. Just rub a few drops on sore

gums. Effective! Non-injurious! No dosing.

Does not upset baby’s stomach.
Costs little. Buy it atjyour drug
store.

For trial package, send 10£ to American
Druggists Syndicate, Dept. P4,21-09Borden
Ave., Long Island City, New York.

NUM-ZIT
TEETHING LOTION
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Mary Anderson’s talents we felt

;ather hidden in an incongruous bit as

the gangster’s wife, and we wish she could
be given better parts.

The story deals almost exclusively with
one night’s routine in the police station,

and the excitement that comes along in

between.
We don’t guarantee you’ll like it, but

we’ve seen worse.

Your Reviewer Says: Melodrama in a police

station.

Swing Parade Of 1946
(Monogram)

I

F you can manage to ignore the tired

plot, all about a girl who wants an audi-
tion and a boy with money who wants to

open a night club and his father who tries

to prevent it because he wants the son to

enter his business, you may get a good
deal of enjoyment out of Gale Storm’s
singing and dancing, especially one num-
ber which she does with dance director

Jack Boyle.
You’ll also like Connee Boswell singing

the new hit, “Just A Little Fond Affection,”

and “Stormy Weather.” There’s lots more
music, too, with Louis Jordan’s tympany
five and Will Osborn’s orchestra. Complet-
ing the cast is Phil Regan, who makes a
personable appearance, and the Three
Stooges.
Gale Storm, incidentally, has been im-

proving rapidly with each new picture

and we like her.

Your Reviewer Says: This is just another
musical.

A Guy Could Change
(Republic)

W ELL, we’re sorry, but we don’t think

much of this one. The hero, Allan
Lane, becomes embittered at his wife’s

death in childbirth and allows the child,

Twinkle Watts (a little smarty-pants if

ever we saw one)
,
to languish without care

while he “tries to forget” in chasing after

women. The heroine, Jane Frazee, works
at a drive-in and, although she loves Allan,

she walks out when she realizes his low
motives. It’s an overly sentimental and
corny story, but if you’re in the mood for

a tear-jerker, here it is. Added to the

sob stuff is something about a convict Jane

Ida Lupino and Paul Henreid meet
a stirring crisis in “Devotion”

1
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LOOK AT THESE FEATURES
* Genuine Simpson 6round and Pitch Polished Lens

* Takes 16 Pictures on Any Standard No. 127 Film

* Will Take Pictures in Full Color

* Has “Bullseye” Level View Finder

* Easy, Simple, Foolproof Operation

Sold on a “Etamine At Our Risk”

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
Yes, if you don’t feel that Photocraft

is everything you expected, you may re-

turn it in 10 days for complete refund.

PICTURES YOU TAKE TODAY
WITH THIS BIG 3-IN-l OUTFIT

WILL BE THE TREASURES OF TOMORROW
. For while time stands still for no one, the memories

of happy times can be preserved by Photocraft. Your

Photocraft candid camera outfit comes to you ready to

go to work—with a handy shoulder strap carrying case

Personalized with the name of your choice in 23-Kt.

GOLD, and enough film for 48 exposures—for only

#3.98 postpaid! Your Photocraft will also take full color

pictures when loaded with Colorchrome film. So wheth-

er for a gift or for yourself, order your Photocraft

now! Our guarantee is your assurance of satisfaction.
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IMPERIAL INDUSTRIES—Dept. FC221
618 South Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111.
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Many attractive women—whom Formal Gowns will make even more lovely—must

forego such attire because of disfiguring psoriasis blemishes. Is this your problem?

If so—try S1ROIL. It may alter the picture for you as it has for thousands of others.

SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and scales of psoriasis which are external in

character and located on the outer layer of the skin. If or when your psoriasis

lesions recur, light applications of SIROIL will help keep them under control.

Applied externally, SIROIL does not stain clothing or bed linens, nor does it

interfere in any way with your daily routine. Try it. Certainly it’s worth a trial, par-

ticularly since it’s offered to you on a two* j———————————————
weeks’-satisfaction-or-money-refunded basis.

|
siroHLaboro»orles,lnc.,Dep».M36,Detroit26,Mich.

j
Siroil of Canada, Ltd.^Box 488, Windsor, Onr.

SIROIL
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Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.

DRUG STORES \
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Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTIC
SIMPLE The moist heat of an

ANT IPHLOG ISTINE poul-
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AT tic* relieves cough.
IRRITATION tightness of chest mus-

SIMPLE cle soreness.due to chest

SPRAIN, BRUISE cold, bronchial irritation

SORE MUSCLES and simple sore throat.
CHARLEY HORSE Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE

poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable—then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.

The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice also relieves pain . . . reduces swelling,
limbers up stiff aching muscles due to a simple
sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or
condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in

tube or can at any drug store NOW.

( THE IRON ^
that

LIFTS ITSELF!

A touch of a finger and it lifts it-

self Stands on its legs. No tilting.

Takes the lift-work

out of ironing!

A finger touch lifts the Proctor

NEVER-LIFT electric iron. A slight

handle pressure and it’s ready to

iron. No tiresome lifting and tilt-

ing. Even heating. Speed Selector

Fabric Dial adjusts for any fabric,

any ironing speed. Coming soon
at Proctor dealers.

It's new. . . it's exclusive... it's

PROCTOR
Proctor Electric Company.

Philadelphia 40, Pa. J

had testified against who tries to murder
her, and an eleventh-hour rescue for anti-
climax.

Your Reviewer Says: This guy could stand
a lot of changing.

^ Diary Of A Chambermaid
(Bogeaus-UA)

THIS harks back to the days of heavy
1 musk rather than Chanel No. 5. In
fact, both musk and mustiness cling to the
story which has a sort of highbrow-pink
family journal feeling about it.

Paulette Goddard is the vivacious cham-
bermaid who comes to the home of Reginald
Owen and Judith Anderson in nineteenth-
century France. Miss Anderson, playing a
dour woman who has broken the lives of
those around her, tries to tighten her hold
on her son, Hurd Hatfield, who hates her,
by throwing the chambermaid at him.
Francis Lederer is the embittered valet who
also falls in love with her, but he has dire
ways of expressing his devotion.
A third suitor is Burgess Meredith who

is not only producer and author of the
screen play, but who enacts the role of the
crazy old neighbor who eats flowers—yes
he does—and makes passes at Paulette the
while he capers like a Punch and Judy
show.

Despite the hodgepodge this presents, the
picture, due largely to its excellent cast, has
moments of mounting excitement. Also,
thanks to Jean Renoir’s direction, it has a
new kind of romantic element personified
in Hurd Hatfield. Let the current lovers
look to their laurels—here comes Hatfield!

Your Reviewer Soys: “Chambermaid” will
appeal to the parlormaid in you.

tVWVir

VW In dicates picture rated

outstanding when reviewed

sN Indicates (Dlcture rated

very good when reviewed

N/ Indicates picture rated

good’ when reviewed

\/SADVENTURE—M-G-M : Even if this is not
the best vehicle in the world for the return of Clark
Gable, it is one you won’t want to miss, for Gable is
as wonderful as ever, with Greer Garson as his lead-
ing lady, a librarian intellectual who falls hard for
the tough seafaring guy, and then changes her mind
twice. Joan Blondell and Thomas Mitchell give fine
support. (Mar.)

ALLOTMENT WIVES—Monogram: Kay Francis
tries very hard to be a bad lady racketeer out to trim
service-wives of their insurance and allotments, and
Paul Kelly of Army Intelligence poses as a news-
paperman to track her down. You might like it—it’s

also got Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael and Teala
Loring. (Feb.)

ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL—Republic: Music
is crowding the old Western right off the screen, but
with Roy Rogers doing it, fans won’t mind, though
our guess is the kids would prefer more action. Dale
Evans sings, as does Estelita Rodriguez and, of
course, Gabby Hayes is present. (Mar.)

ANGEL COMES TO BROOKLYN, AN—Republic:
The travel between heaven and Hollywood is quite
busy lately, and this particular musical fantasy didn't
quite strike our fancy, though it might yours. The
spirit who tries to help some kids crash show busi-

Sensational Value

!

HOLLYWOOD Type
CUFF BRACELETS

Wide Bright Nickeled
Metal—Non-tamishing

ENGRAVED

ONLY $1°°

Including 20% Federal Tax.

Be first with this new, sensational
jewelry novelty that is sweeping the
country. Order yours now!
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engraved. Send money order, check,
or cash. Stamps cannot be accepted.

Hollywood Specialties Co.
Box 58—Milwaukee Junction Station

Detroit 11, Mich.

NAILS'
ATA MOMENT'S NOTICE I
Have you torn, thin, short,
or discolored Nails? don’t
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any shade. Will not harm nor
soften natural nails. Water-
proof. Removed at will. Help
you overcome nailbiting habit. Set
of ten, 20c. At all 5c and 10c stores.

ARTIFICIAL
1 FINGERNAILS

5251 W. Hanison SL, Dept. 16-0, Chicago

PICTURE
RING $1.
Exquisite Onyx-like Picture Rirur—made from
any photo, send No Money! Mail photo with paper
trip for rin* size. Pay postman only $1.00 plus poat-

Sre. Hand tinted 2Sc extern. Photo returned with ring.
oney back guarantee. Send photo and ring size now.

PORTRAIT RING CO.,Dept.W-31,CINCINNATI, O.

The newest in smart Maternity
'

Dresses for home and street wear. .

Darling frocks for comfort and concealing lines. All at
surprisingly low prices. A dress for every occasion.

CSirC from HOLLYWOOD
B IC New catalog sent upon request in plain

m* wrapper, free. Write today.

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept.91, 6071 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, California.

PHOTO MATCHES
Your baby, home, family group, or favorite photograph
sharply reproduced on standard-size match packs. Send
snapshot or negative; we return it. One subject to box.

No C.O.D'.’s, please. Order now for yourself and friends.

Box of 50—$4.75 plus 15c postage

Box of 100—$7.50 plus 25c postage

INDIVIDUALIZED PHOTO MATCH CO.
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When your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription ofa famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 1

5

miles of kidney tubesmaybe over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid yoursystem of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
* When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so
ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills, a stimulant
diuretic, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. Doan’s give happy relief and will help the 15
miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste
from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

^/Nadinola's 4*wayaction he/pyou
C
£XTERHAU.y CAUSEDPIMPLES
IOOSEV BLACKHEADS
|SDULL:DARKSKIN
£), Don’t give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
IIP Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that helps to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin—to make it feel softer, look smoother.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use as di-
rected. A single treatment-size jar is posi-
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Only 55c at drug and
toilet counters; trial size 10c. Also

—

•SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET'
NADINOLA, Dept. 20, Paris Tennessee

Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-non Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

Name . . .

Address.

City
• State.

ness is Charles Kemper. Kaye Dowd, Robert Duke
and David Street are the kids. (Mar.)

\St/BELLS OF ST. MARY’S, THE—RKO: An-
other “Going My Way,” not quite as good, perhaps,
in plot, but crowded with tenderness and gentle humor.
Bing Crosby scores again as the priest who takes
over the run-down parish school guided by Mother
Superior Ingrid Bergman, and the solutions to their
everyday problems brings warmth and pathos to the
screen. Aided beautifully by Joan Carroll, Martha
Sleeper, Bill Gargan and Una O’Connor. (Feb.)

^\/BLITHE SPIRIT— Two Cities-United Artists:
Noel Coward fans will greet and love again this gay
satirical tale of a jealous ghost, Kay Hammond, who
for a time completely bewilders her ex-husband,
played with marvelous British humor by Rex Harri-
son, and also his second wife, ditto by Constance
Cummings. But the outstanding fun is supplied by
the local seance-er, Margaret Rutherford, who in-

duces the ghost to return from the spirit world. (Feb.)

CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE—Republic : How
Annie has changed since Marie Dressier first brought
her to the screen with Wally Beery! She’s pretty
mellow now, and Jane Darwell does the best she can
with the sticky story, but it doesn’t seem like Annie
any more. With Edgar Kennedy, Charles Gordon
and Pamela Blake. (Mar.)

CLUB HAVANA—-PRC: Plots and counterplots
are all over the place, with Tom Neal and Dorothy
Morris in love, the romance of Margaret Lindsay
and Don Douglas gone askew, Paul Cavanagh and
Renie Riano a twosome, and Isabelita and Eric
Sinclair making eyes at each other. (Jan.)

CORNERED—RKO: Dick Powell in his sec-
ond tough-guy role gives a convincing portrayal, not
helped greatly by the story, which, however, has
plenty of action to make up for it. We guarantee at
least two scenes will make your spine tingle in Dick’s
search (as a discharged British flier) for the Nazi
responsible for the death of his French wife. Walter
Slezak’s villainy and Micheline Cheirel’s motives
will have you guessing too. (Feb.)

CRIMSON CANARY, THE—Universal : Murder
and music get mixed up in this slight story of five
ex-veterans who form an orchestra but must disband
when the girl singer is murdered. It’s not very good,
but Lois Collier, Noah Beery Jr. and John Litel are
in it. (Feb.)

^/DAKOTA—Republic : The good old Wild West is

here again with John Wayne encountering swindler
Ward Bond, and loved by his true-blue beautiful
wife Vera Hruba Ralston. We’ve seen more rugged
Westerns, but we think you’ll like it if you’re in the
mood, especially since Mike Mazurki and Walter
Brennan help out. (Feb.)

^DALTONS RIDE AGAIN, THE— Universal:
Those bad Daltons ride high with Alan Curtis as a
Robin Hood sort of character stealing only for noble
purposes. Martha O’Driscoll supplies the romantic
interest, and the good little cast is rounded out by
Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney, Jess Barker and Noah
Beery Jr. (Feb.)

DANNY BOY—PRC: Danny Boy is a dog who re-
turns from war with battle fatigue only to encounter
a meanie civilian and an even meaner rancher, so
when he escapes he naturally attacks his persecutors.
Robert “Buzzy” Henry is the dog’s owner, and
Ralph Lewis a Marine veteran. An overdose of
sentimentality creeps in every now and then, but it’s

a fair picture of its kind. (Jan.)

t/'DETOUR—PRC: A pretty good little picture
about a boy who tries to get to his sweetheart a
continent away only to. be buffeted by fate in a
most unusual way. Tom Neal is fine, and so are
Ann Savage and Edmund MacDonald as Neal’s op-
position. Has a definite appeal. (Mar.)

DICK TRACY—RKO: If it isn’t the most popular
comic-strip detective (if not quite as square-jawed),
brought to life by Morgan Conway! We loved Mike
Mazurki as Splitface, and Anne Jeffreys tries to
make ever-faithful Tess’s patience believable. But
we warn you not to have such a concrete idea of
Dick’s appearance that this will disappoint you.
(Mar.)

\/DON’T FENCE ME IN—Republic: Dale Evans
goes west for her magazine to discover whether a
certain desperado really died as reported, and al-
most steals the picture from Roy Rogers who gets
involved in her search. Gabby Hayes, Robert Living-
ston, Marc Lawrence and Lucile Gleason add to the
old-time Western stuff. (Jan.)

]/\/FALLEN ANGEL—20th Century-Fox: Dana
Andrews is a rolling stone who falls in love with
money-minded waitress Linda Darnell, so in order
to get cash he marries the local rich girl, Alice Faye.
Then comes Linda’s murder and Dana finds him-
self in a trap. The picture’s an intriguing one, with
provocative situations. (Jan.)

FEAR—Monogram: What a lot of awful things can
happen from an innocent little check! The money-
lender being killed and the depicting of Peter Cook-
son’s resultant mental torture is all right, we sup-
pose, but why, oh why, don’t the movie-makers stop
trying to solve things by dreams? (Mar.)

They Give You

—and such wonderful comfort!

Sanapak is shaped to fit without bulk—
faced with soft cotton to give you the great-

est possible wearing comfort. And they’re
made with three special layers, including
the famous "Pink Back” to give you triple

protection! Insist on Sanapak— they cost

no more than ordinary napkins!

HEAD COLD Congestion
• HERE’S WARM RELIEF WITH \

MEDICAL SMOKE'
1 Are head colds congesting your nasal pas- S

sages, making it hard to breathe, robbing you
of precious sleep?

Get Comforting Relief from the distress of J
• such congestion! Simply light up a Blosser’s

J Medical Cigarette. Inhale its comforting scien- J
• tific smoke. Blosser’s Medical Cigarettes con-

J tain no tobacco, but a scientific blend of medical i
herbs that bringwonderful quick relief to such

J
! distress of head cold congestion. Prove it to

yourself ! Buy a35f! pack today at any druggist. JOR write for

: FREE Sample Cigarettes
j

THE BLOSSER CO., Dept. 3-C. Box 1707, Atlanta, Ga.
;

Send me FREE Sample cigarettes, without
J
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IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD—

Don’t dose yourself with harsh, upsetting pur-

gatives. Take Ex-Lax-the chocolated laxative!

It’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

EX-LAX
THE' HAPPY MEDIUM" LAXATIVE

lOc and 25c at all drug stores
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• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is

guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added lor last
action. Cannot affect waving ol hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
Imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock ol your hair. 60c
and {1.65 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color ol your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 284, COVINGTON, KY.

FRONTIER GAL-—Universal: Another good old
Western, but this was almost too much for us, with
more crockery thrown and broken than we’ve seen
yet. We do like Rod Cameron and Yvonne De Carlo
but don’t think they’re either quite ready to star,

especially without anything sensible to do. But lots
of people will love it. (Mar.)

GETTING GERTIE’S GARTER — Small-UA:
Dennis O’Keefe as a dumfounded scientist trying to
keep his pretty wife Sheila Ryan front knowing about
his mix-up (quite innocent of course) with Marie
McDonald ( Gertie of the garter) is not very funny
but then, we hear the story shocked our grandmothers,
but it didn’t shock us. (Mar.)

HARVEY GIRLS, THE—M-G-M : When a
Harvey Restaurant opened in the West in 1860, Judy
Garland took the same train as the pioneer-waitresses
to marry her correspondent fiance. Discovering John
Hodiak wrote the letters as a game, Judy joins the
girls and has all sorts of experiences before her feud
ends in true love. The music is wonderful and the
people fun. They include Angela Lansbury, Preston
Foster, Virginia O’Brien, Ray Bolger and Kenny
Baker. (Mar.)

HOW DOOO YOU DO—PRC: Of all the silly

claptrap and ridiculous goings on, this takes the
prize! Bert Gordon, the mad Russian, isn’t funny
to us, nor is the music fun, nor the cast very lucid

—

which also includes Harry Von Zell, Cheryl Walker
and Ella Mae Morse. So, frankly, we can dooo
without it. (Feb.)

IEEP HERDERS—Planet: When a returned GI
finds his father about to be driven off his Western
range, he calls on his soldier buddies for help and
they arrive and take over like a motored division.
June Carlson, Johnny Day, Pat Michaels and Steve
Clark are the principals involved. (Jan.)

\y^KITTY — Paramount: This rags-to-riches,
Pygmalion story, set back in an Eighteenth century
of striking contrasts, stars Paulette Goddard and
Ray Milland, both finely cast. There is intrigue and
lavishness to delight the senses and the eyes; the
story-interest holds to the end. You will also like

Patric Knowles, Cecil Kellaway and Constance
Collier. (Feb.)

^LAST CHANCE, THE—Praesens: A story of
refugees and prisoners of all nations, speaking in

many tongues, fleeing the Nazis is this out-of-the-

way film made in Switzerland, important in its appeal
for racial tolerance. It is different and artistic, and
has English subtitles to help you along. John Hay,
Ray Reagan and Luisa Rossi are good, though un-
known to American audiences. (Feb.)

1 LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—Fox: Readers of
Ben Ames Williams’s book will like this faithful

transition to the screen, enhanced by color. Gene
Tierney does the best job of her career as the psycho-
logically over-possessive woman who disarranges so

many lives. Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Crain are ex-

cellent. An outstanding treat. (Mar.)

I
/LETTER FOR EVIE, A—M-G-M: Marsha Hunt,
a shirt factory secretary, slips a note in a large-sized

shirt, envisioning a big handsome soldier. The note

reaches Hume Cronyn by mistake, a very funny yet

Bill Williams and Susan Hayward meet
a tense deadline in “Deadline At Dawn”

Choice of Thunderbird and Yaqui Swirl patterns in hand-

worked silver set with genuine Mexican stones.
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Remember Your Loved Onel^^“™
Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER

PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Made Design with YOUR
PHOTO HAND-PAINTED IN OIL.

Permanently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crystal. WATER-
PROOF—DUST-PROOF WILL NEVER FADE.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail a photo or clear enap-

- GUARANTEE OF SERV-
ICE. MADE TO SELL FOR $7.50. Mass production
and direct sales to you make this value possible.

Send in a Paper Strip with your
ring finger measure for correct size.

FISK INDUSTRIES. Dept. 125
Fisk Building. 250 W. 57 St.. N. Y. 19

$449

AU
Federal
Taxes
Ino.

for You Every Week
Show Everyday Greetings!
Earn extramoneyforthings you want

simply by taking orders for wonderful
box assortments of greeting cards for

Anniversaries, Birthdays, all occasions.
Smart— convenient—bargains. Friends bay
gladly—pay you big cash profits. Also Per-
sonalized Stationery. START NOW. Send
60c today for SAMPLE ASSORTMENT,
worth $1; or write for details.

FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS
ISO Adams Street • Elmira, N.Y*

TOMBSTONES
DIRECT TO YOU $095
Genuine beautiful ROCKDALE UP

|

Monuments, Markers. Satisfac- •EASY
tion or money back. Freight paid. TERMe
Free catalog. Compare our prices.

Rockdale Monument Co., Dept.730, Joliet,|ll.|

Hair
OFFfcc
Lips«*.Arms •••Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair . . .waa
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. MyFREE
book, “How to Meet the Superfluous Hair Problem”
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL offer Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O.
Box4040,Merchandise Mart, Dept. 550, Chicago 64, HL

Relieve soreness

stiff muscles #
with... {



ma»vfwa* Tiny Pocket Size

NtW RADIO!
Slips in your pooket or purse—- Wt.
only 3 ozb.I Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained

phone for personal use. Beautiful black

silver plastio case. Has patented fixed

Crystal-Slid * Tuning Dial

J

NO TUBES,
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG
IS REQUIRED. USUALLY RE-
CEIVES LOCAL BROADCASTS with-

out outside aerial wires.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when conoeofcod and used according to instructions. Can be used in

homes, offices, hotels, cabins, in bed after hours, etc.

«pun nm V tl 11(1 (cash, money order, check) and pay
SEND ONLY 51.UU postman $2.09 plus delivery fees on ar-

rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR
CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your PA-KETTE
RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. Dealers in most cities.

Pa-Kette Electric Co., Dept. MFW-4, Kearney, Nebraska

S"KE " S PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE

)

DERITIOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria-
sis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of result*
sent FREE. Write for it.

Don’t mistake
for the stubborn, uy
embarrassing scaly al

(rears of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and ^
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re-

funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

f
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One .Spot Test .

est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Orua
stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547. Northwestern Station. Dept. 7804 Detroit 4, Mich.

10" x 8" HAND COLORED
PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
A $2 98 VALUE FOR ONLY

98<*
Made from any photo, film or
snapshot. No extra charges.
Include color hair, eyes, etc. _
Original returned unharmed. 3 for
SEND NO MONEY $2.50
man 98c plus small postage charge or

. —
- yiir ;

—

«Htf"tfS0scs
Setf**^01SHOW CHARMING

SHEBA ANN FROCKS

Your neighbors, friends, others will order on sight—when
they see these stunning dresses ! Show featured.

4 4 Sheba Ann
dres^originals selling for less than exclusive store prices.

Famous New York and Hollywood fashions— styled six

months ahead. Gorgeous new fabrics, exquisite workman-
ship and sensational value bring amazingly fast sales. You
get paid the moment you take each order and can also easily

qualify for FREE DRESSES as an extra bonus.

NO EXPERIENCE needed
Weshow youhow to become ShebaAnn Fashion

\ Counsellor. Fascinating. FREE Selling Outfit

i brings you profits first day. It's easy. Wede-
I liver and collect. Earn EXTRA BONUSES,
itoo. Send for FREE OUTFIT . . . NOW !

Clirna Am. CnnoifP 407 South Austin Street
ShebaAnn r rocks Dept.M is, Danas 2Tex.

|

Rush me complete details on how 1 can make big money, earn
FREE dresses, get bonuses taking orders for Sheba Ann Frocks

.

|
NAME I

j

ADDRESS
J

|
CITY., ,

STATE ;

(

pathetically timid little GI. Pamela Britton is

Marsha’s roommate and John Carroll the soldier for

whom the note was intended. It’s cute. (Mar.)

MAN ALIVE—RKO: Pat O’Brien forgets his wife’s

birthday, so he gets very drunk and exchanges
clothes with a fellow drinker who promptly dies,

leaving Pat’s wife, Ellen Drew, believing herself a

widow. So Pat heeds Adolphe Menjou’s advice and
continues to play dead while Rudy Vallee courts

Ellen. The cast is too good for this sort of thing.

(Jan.)

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO—Paramount: Well,

we didn’t like Arturo de Cordova or Patric Knowles,
we thought Dorothy Lamour and Ann Dvorak mis-

cast, everybody seemed to be whirling with inactivity,

and the music, singing and dancing were only fair.

Outside of that the Mexican setting, we’re happy to

admit, was interesting. (Mar.)

S/iSMISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S—Paramount: This
interesting and unusual picture is the story of inter

woven lives, held together by a woman (played by
Lillian Gish) who runs a boarding house for medical
students. It’s tender and emotional, and you'll like

Sonny Tufts in a new kind of role, Billy de Wolfe,
Veronica Lake and Joan Caulfield. (Mar.)

OUTLAW
,
THE—Howard Hughes: At long last

Jane Russell’s first picture appears, and we’re sorry
but we were disappointed. We liked her leading man
Jack Beutel (who could be another Alan Ladd) much
better. The picture is a unique kind of old West
tale and has a strange, fascinating attraction despite
many ridiculous moments. Walter Huston turns in

a brilliant job, and Thomas Mitchell is in it too.

(Feb.)

1/PEOPLE ARE FUNNY—Paramount: Packed
with radio personalities, this has Art Linkletter as
emcee of the air show and Rudy Vallee a fussy
sponsor determined to land Jack Haley for his show.
Frances Langford sings. Philip Reed and Helen
Walker are the romancers, and Ozzie Nelson, the
Vagabonds and Bob Graham pop in and out of the
affair. (Jan.)

PILLOW OF DEATH—Universal: Inner Sanctum
comes to movies with ghost-ridden houses, seances,
murders, and Lon Chaney a very suspected attorney.
Brenda Joyce is his pretty secretary, J. Edward
Bromberg a spiritualist and Rosalind Ivan a delight
as an Englishwoman. The pillow, incidentally, was
used for smothering. (Mar.)

1/PURSUIT TO ALGIERS — Universal: Basil
Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, inevitably Sherlock and
Watson, this time sacrifice a vacation (they never
get one, do they?) to escort a monarch safely back
to the Balkans midst villains and impostors, but of
course everything finally comes out all right. (Mar.)

1/^ROAD TO UTOPIA—Paramount: Bing and
Bob have never been so relaxed and enjoyable, as
a pair of vaudeville hams headed for Alaska where
Dorothy Lamour has gone to reclaim her father’s
mine. The boys pretend to he crooks while chasing
the villians, Douglas Dumbrille and Jack LaRue. We
howled with laughter. (Mar.)

\/\/SAILOR TAKES A WIFE, THE—M-G-M:
Cute as anything, but sometimes too cute. June
Allyson as the bride-in-a-hurry and Robert Walker
as her eager groom are just right for their roles, and
are amusing in their first experiences with marital
bliss. The film just misses being a tremendous hit,

but it’s still cute. (Mar.)

\/"SAN ANTONIO—Warners: Errol Flynn in an-
other Western is his usual charming self, turning
out a nicely restrained performance as the fearless,
cleverer-than-anybody hero, tracking down cattle
rustler Paul Kelly and winning beauteous Alexis
Smith. And all in Technicolor, too. (Feb.)

\y^SARATOGA TRUNK—Warners: Ingrid Berg-
man shows how complete and superb an actress she
is by giving us an entrancing Clio, emotional, beauti-
ful and a hussy. Gary Cooper plays the Texas cowboy
whom Ingrid tries to renounce for a marriage of
wealth and revenge. The story is unbalanced, but
colorful, and if you don’t care for Flora Robson in
it, you won’t be able to help admiring Florence Bates’s
characterization. (Feb.)

iS^SCARLET STREET — Universal: The same
characters from “Woman In The Window” try it

again, and it’s still good but not quite. Joan Bennett,
Edward G. Robinson, Dan Duryea and Rosalind Ives
make the dark tale live, and we think you’ll be in-

trigued, fascinated and repelled at the same time.
(Mar.)

SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR—Republic:
Erich Von Stroheim is .the latest movie art thief who
tries to steal the Mona Lisa, which leaves Sir C.
Aubrey Smith in one heck of a mess. Doris Lloyd
and Forrester Harvey are outstanding as finaglers,
and Stephanie Bachelor and Richard Fraser play
the romantic interest. (Jan.)

\/SHE WENT TO. THE RACES—M-G-M: Three
men and a beautiful woman professor, Frances
Gifford, bet on the horses in order to advance sci-

ence, and naturally science gets lost in the running as
Frances applies her betting tactics to winning James
Craig away from Ava Gardner. Edmund Gwenn
hasn’t nearly enough to do, and Sig Ruman and
Reginald Owen contribute to the fun. (Jan.)

DIAMONDS
Set In Fine Quality Mountings
Here is an unusual collection of rings to choose from

-you are sure to find in this group the ring that will

thrill you and your friends

~t.Sty'e H102-L adies’
Engagement Ring — large
stone in beautiful Tiffany
setting — Solid Sterling
Silver $5.98

^.S_ty I e H..l_P-7 — M ©n’s
Ring set with large center
stone—2 smaller stones on
side — massive mounting.

$6.98

St yle HI 1 O— M en’a
Ring— “Buckle” design—
with two stones (or plain)

—in I 30 10 K Gold mount-
ing ... $7.98

^ Style HI 03 - Ladies'
Engagement Ring — Solid

Sterling Silver basket
mounting $4.98

Style H 1 04— Men’s
Ring — large I karat size

single stone — fine heavy
mounting $4.98

.St yle HI lj — M en’s
“Viking” Ring — 10 K
Gold Top and massive Solid
Sterling Silver mounting
stamped in ring $4.98

^Stvle HI 12— M en’s
Masonic Ring — exquisite

design— I 30 14 K Yellow
Gold color or Solid Sterling

Silver $6.98

^Style H10.8— Men’s
Cameo Ring set in Solid
Sterling Silver—with large

size 2-tone colored cameo.
$4.98

^ Style H104 — Ladies’
Dinner Ring—25 stones set

in Solid Sterling Silver—
very rare with so many
stones $7.98

^ Style H101 — Baby's
Ring in 10 K Gold —
chased design—comes with
lucky 4-leaf clover. . .$2.98

M Style HIPS— I adies’
Wedding Ring— 10 stones

set in I 30 I4K Gold . $4.98

^ St yle H109— Men’s
Signet Ring with sparkling
replica diamond — extra

heavy mounting $3.98

SEND NO MONEY: Select ring style you desire

and mark in coupon (also mark second choice to avoid dis-

appointment). Send ring size (piece of paper or string

around finger). When postman delivers package pay him

price of ring plus postage and C.O.D. charges. If you

Money Order with order we pay all posta charges. GUAR-
ANTEE: Examine ring. If not entirely pleased return same

day and get your money back. Fill in and mail

NOW. Remember, due to wartime restrictions, fine Jewelry

Is scarce.

SIMMONS CO., Home of fine Jewelry

30 Church St., Dept.H-375.New York 7, N. Y.

r SIMMONS CO.. Home of Fine Jewelry ^
‘ 30 Church St.. Dept.H-375.New York 7, N. Y.

Please send me the ring I have checked below as my
first choice. If you are out of my size then send second

or third choice I have also checked. I am enclosing

strip of paper (or string) tor size. I '
will I

pay postman

price of ring plus postage. GUARANTEE . If I am

not pleased I may return ring the day I receive it and

you are to return my money.

First Choice Second Choice Third Choice

Style No. Style No. Q Style No.

Name

Address—

PLEASE PRINT

City. Zone. State. —— —
I am enclosing Money Order in full payment. You

are to pay all postage charges.

NOTE: Foreign and Canadian orders must be accom-

panied by cash with order. j

<Pt
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They say I'm a vamp

• None of this one-man dog stuff for
me . . . I’m everybody’s darling!

My secret is personality PLUS spar-
kling eyes and shining coat, and plenty
of energy. The folks make sure that
I keep in the pink by giving me
Sergeant’s Vitamin Capsules (Vitapets)
every day . . . they’re made especially

for dogs with vitamins A, Bi, D, G and
Niacin. They help guard a dog against
diet deficiency diseases.

You’ll find Vitapets with other
Sergeant’s products, at

your nearest drug or pet
store.

Do you have a copy of the new
Sergeant's Dog Book? It's full

of good Ideas on dog training
and care—and it's FREE. Get it

at any drug or pet store, or write
Sergeant's, Richmond 20

,
Va.

SerqeonVs
VITAMIN CAPSULES

I get vim from

vitamins ^muk

No Matter What Your Age

No Need Now to Let

GRAY HAIR
CHEAT

YOU _
Now comb away
gray this easy way

Gray hair is risky. It screams: “ You are getting
old!” To end gray hair handicaps all you now
have to do is comb it once a day for several
days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled
on your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially

coloring gray hair that imparts color and
charm and abolishes gray hair worries. Gray-
ness disappears within a week or two and users
report the change is so gradual and so perfect
that their friends forgot they ever had a gray
hair and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make this no-risk Test:
Get a bottle of the new Kolor-Bak at your drug or
department store
today and test
it under Kolor-
Bak’s guarantee ^
that it must make
you look years
younger and far
more attractive
or your money
back.

Solution For

Artificially Coloring

Gray Hair

\/\/SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES—Columbia : How
tired we are of women psychiatrists, career women
trying to avoid love, and Rosalind Russell (who can
be so good) acting coy. Nevertheless, this may in-
trigue you, and we promise you’ll like Lee Bowman,
Adele Jergens and Charlie Winninger. It could be
better, but we’ve certainly seen worse. (Mar.)

S/SING YOUR WAY HOME—RKO: This little
movie mainly has Marcy Maguire, a peppy youngster,
singing her way home to America from liberated
France, Anne Jeffreys for romantic interest, Jack
Haley for comedy, and Donna Lee, a fifteen-year-old
prima donna. (Feb.)

SPELLBOUND—Selznick International: You’ll
be spellbound through most of this picture in which
Ingrid Bergman is a doctor of psychiatry who falls in
love with Gregory Peck. But Gregory has lost his
memory and is wanted for murder, so Ingrid helps
him escape the police and then comes her desperate
effort to bring his memory back. (Jan.)

SPIDER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Nick Conte is

very good as the detective who gets involved in a
lot of killings, and Faye Marlowe shows promise as
the girl who involved him. Kurt Kreuger and Martin
Kosleck are on hand. (Jan.)

\/ySPIRAL STAIRCASE
, THE—RKO: This ex-

citing murder mystery has a wonderful cast, headed
by Ethel Barrymore, Dorothy McGuire and George
Brent. The story doesn’t always hang together, but
what ^mystery does? The psychological twist in this
case is a murderer who can’t bear physical imper-
fections in people. Elsa Lanchester, Sara Allgood
and Kent Smith lend good support. (Mar.)

\/)/STORK CLUB—Paramount: Betty Hutton is

loud but not terribly funny as the Stork Club hat-
check girl who gets established in a swanky hotel
suite with bills paid by an anonymous admirer. When
Don DeFore returns from service he suspects the
worst. Barry Fitzgerald is very good and Andy Rus-
sell in his screen debut is sure to click. (Jan.)

STRANGE CONFESSION — Universal : Brenda
Joyce, who wants some easy money, lures her hus-
band Lon Chaney into hurrying through a medical
discovery, so he goes to South America for a certain
herb. He returns when he learns the uncompleted
drug has been given his ailing son who dies because
of its imperfection, and then he goes berserk. (Jan.)

Write for

illustrated

catalogue

No C.

send check

or

money order

SPRINGER'S
276 San Francisco—EL PASO. TEXAS

s Huaraches
Imported From Mexico

if Genuine Steerhide 335

ORDER BY MAH, FROM

• Comfortable and
picturesque shoe*

lor beach,

home wear.

* Send tracing

of your foot

and sire

you wear.

WITHAMAZINGGYPSYDREAM
FORTUNE TELLING CARDS
There’s hilarity telling fortunes new easy
way with sensational Gypsy Dream fortune
telling deck. Fascinate friends, have loads
of fun. Every card tells a story. Easy in-
structions in each deck. No experience, no
special study. For prompt action Free
Guide to Fortune Telling Includes Cards,
Tea Cup Reading and Palmistry. SEND
NO MONEY. Mail name and address, pay
postman on arrival only $1.49 plus postage.

Moneyback If not delighted. MR. LUCK’S NOVELTY CO.,
Dept. 452 C. 209 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, lltincli

WHYWEAR
DIAMONDS
When diamond- dazzling:Zircons from
the mines of far-away mystic Siam
are so effective and inexpensive!
Thrilling beauty, stand acid, true
backs.full of FIRE51 Exquisitemount-
ings. See before you buy. Write for
FREE catalog.

National Zircon
Co., Dept. 6,
Wheeling, W.Va.

Cc+a/ocr

FREE!

STRANGE VOYAGE—Signal: Eddie Albert and
some service men formed Signal Pictures to make an
independent production and we respect their effort.
This is about a curious adventure, a boat, and death.
We thought Eddie good, and the picture interesting
though not a strictly “Hollywood” job. (Mar.)

SVNBONNET SUE—Monogram: Gale Storm sings
new and old ditties in her father’s bowery saloon
until his society relatives manage to get it closed be-
cause it’ll ruin their social position. So Gale moves
in with the swanks in order to get it opened again.
Phil Reagan loves' Gale. Minna Gombel, Charles
Brown and Alan Mowbray are in it too. (Jan.)

l/THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—M-G-M: A
little late and a little too long, this is nevertheless a
fine picture with many gripping action shots of the
gallant job the little PT boats did in the war. John
Wayne and Robert Montgomery are perhaps some-
what too noble, but as history this film is great. Also
with Donna Reed and Jack Holt. (Feb.)

V'ySTHIS LOVE OF OURS—Universal: Senti-
mental melodrama, this, with Merle Oberon as a
dancer who marries Charles Korvin, has a daughter
and then is deserted by him. She spends years search-
ing for her child before she and Korvin meet again,
and then comes the readjustment with her daughter
who has believed her dead. With Claude Rains,
Carl Esmond and Sue England. (Jan.)

TIGER WOMAN—Republic: Kane Richards sleuths
Adele Mara, who killed her husband for his insur-
ance and then her boy friend Robert Fraser because
he tried to back out. It resembles “Double Indemnity”
and isn’t so bad. (Mar.)

\/UP GOES MAISIE—M-G-M: Ann Sothern con-
tinues her good-hearted blundering, this time as
secretary to personable George Murphy, inventor of
a helicopter. Hillary Brooke is the villainess. Maisie
is always welcome with us. (Mar.)

\S<SVACAT10N FROM MARRIAGE— MG-M:
Quite the cutest thing to come from London, pro-
duced by Alexander Korda, is this story of a rather
dull English couple who become worldly wise through
their separate services in the Navy, and of their
comical reunion after three years apart. Robert Donat
and Deborah Kerr are delightful. (Mar.)

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— ‘THELIEPEMETHODSFOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of

‘success. Praised and en-

.

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Deot 36-D. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

Be a Designer ofSmaTl JaAhionA
Fascinating field. Originate your own distinctive

clothes. Our basic training provides excellent

starting point for career. Learn at home—spare

time. Send for FREE booklet today.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN

1315 So, Michigan Ave., Dept. 1384 , Chicago 5» lllt-

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St., New Haven, Ct.

IPHOTD'RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced pertaa-
nently in this beau- H
tiful onyx like ring “ I
featuring the New

j

Magnified Setting. Will last a lifetime! Inde- JM.
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents/- .. .

j

postage. If you send cash we pay postage.
(Photos Returned.) 25c extra)

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. C-63, CINCINNATI. O.

DON’T CUT CUTICLES
Manicare is a smart cosmetic which

beautifies nails while it softens cuticle.

MANICARE is a cuticle remover, cu-

ticle oil and stain remover, all in one.

i/WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?—
M-G-M: That delightful corporal and his fast talk-
ing pal, respectively played by Robert Walker and
Keenan Wynn, are back to bring you an hour of
chuckles and laughter, especially in the boys’ frus-
trated attempts to get to Paris. Jean Porter is the
French girl, and Chill Willis the sergeant. (Feb.)

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF—M-G-M: With
elaborate color, a gay locale and bright stars, this

still isn’t a good picture. Heiress Lucille Bremer is

so outlandishly naive that she actually believes it

when Fred Astaire tells her he’s her guardian angel.
Fred and Frank Morgan are confidence men who
are out to get her money. (Jan.)

35^ a jar

Drug and Dept. Stem

TZothache?J D U £ TO CAVITY 0

DENTS/Q
TOOTH CUM%

3 TOOTH DROPS
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Big Bargain! Over4 pounds
of all new, gay, colorful
materials. Latest, gorgeous
designs. Fine quality.

18-Pioc* Sewing Outfit

and 20 Quilt Patterns

Given with Order

Satisfied Customers Say:

Received quilt pieces.
They’re beautiful. Mrs.

H.W. •They’re swell. Send
another order. Mrs. J. P.
Send gorgeous quilt pieces.
A friend has some and is

thrilled. Mrs.M. M. •! am
greatly pleased. Send 2

more orders. Mrs. A. R. • (Names on request).

SEND NO MONEY-Froo Trial Offor!

Write today. Pay postman only $1.98 plus postage. If not
delighted, send it back and your money returned IN FULL,
including postage spent BOTH WAYS. Keep the Sewing
Outfit and Quilt Patterns for your trouble. Isn't this fair?

House of Remnanls, 2227 Calumet Avenue, Dept. 151, Chicago 16, III.

10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

lust sell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box,
remit the $1.00. and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red plastic

tip, coal black No. I soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
pencils and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1.00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 14, WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

. rt CornerYourPictures-Aibum
Keep them safe-enjoy them always

EngelArt Corners are neat, easy
to use for mounting prints, cards,
stamps, etc. Six styles and colors.
New Poc-kets permit filing nega-
tives in back of prints. At photo
supply and album counters or send
10c for pkg. of 1 00 and free samples

Engel ArtCornersMfg.Co
Dept. 70-D 4711 N. Clark Chicago 40

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 45 years. Benj. N. Bogue,
Dept. 1(02, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

UST rub on MOSCO
Corn, and calluses are quickly removed. Easy to use,
economical. Jars, 30c. 50c. At your druggist. Money
mfuikM If not sotfsfied. The Moss Co.. Rochester. N. V.

M0RHING COUGHS
Why start the day with hawking,"morning cough 8°

*

duo to nose and throat congestion caused by colde,

sinus, and catarrh? Try this "old stand-by meth-
od" that thousands for 69 years have used. ..

HALL’S TWO METHOD TREATMENT.
Loosens and helps clear np phlegm-filled throat and

nasal congestion or money back. Ask yonr druggist.
Writ# for FREE Vitamin and Health Chart todayI

W. J. Cheney ft Co., Dept. 114, Toledo, Ohio.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches sal aa
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPERW
8ame price for full length or M
bast form, groups, landscapes, m W B
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.

enlargement.^
11110^ 3 for $1.25

SEND NO MONEY Jaatraai , photo .negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage— or send 69c with

Send yo
d
u7 ofiotM “today

Take °dvantaste of thia a™in<1 oftor 1

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
lOO East Ohio Street Dept. 1S56-D Chicago (11).

Clear it with KREMOLA aid!
KREMOLA is a medicated M.D. formula, especially for
pimples, blackheads and muddy skin. Gently hastens
removal of old cuticle, revealing fresh skin. After
others fall—put KREMOLA to the test. Ladies will
envy, gentlemen will admire. At druggists or write
KREMOLA, Dept. MAC-16, 2975 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 16, 111. Send $1.25 for 2 oz. jar, plus 20%
tax, or 10c for generous purse sample, for dally powder-
base. Use only as directed.

Casts of Current Pictures

ABILENE TOWN—Levey-UA: Dan Mitchell, Ran-
dolph Scott; Rita, Ann Dvorak; Bravo Trimble,
Edgar Buchanan; Sherry Balder, Rhonda Fleming;
Henry Dreiser, Lloyd Bridges; Big Annie, Helen
Boyce; Ed Balder, Howard Freeman; Charlie Fair,
Richard Hale; Jet Younger, Jack Lambert; Doug
Neil, Hank Patterson; Ryker, Dick Curtis; Hazel-
hurst, Earl Schenck; Hannaberry, Eddy Waller.

BECAUSE OF HIM—Universal; Kim Walker,
Deanna Durbin; Paul Taylor, Franchot Tone; Sheri-
dan, Charles Laughton; Nora, Helen Broderick;
Charlie Gilbert, Stanley Ridges; Martin, Donald
Meek; Mr. Dunlap, Charles Halton; Head Nurse,
Regina Wallace; Samuel Hapgood, Douglas Wood;
Martha Manners, Lynn Whitney.

BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS— 20th Century-Fox:
Janet Bradley, Carole Landis; Sam Carson, William
Gargan; Johnny Williams, Richard Crane; Nora
Bard, Mary Anderson; Detective Engelhofer

,

John
Ireland; Arthur Templeton, Charles Russell; Max
Calvert, Roy Roberts; Flossie, Mabel Paige; Ruzin-
sky, Stanley Prager; Ames, Charles Tannen;
Zachary, Fred Sherman; Dr. Yager, Don Beddoe;
Bard, Bernerd Nedell; Metcalfe, Tom Moore; Kay-
pee, Harry Seymour; King, Jimmy Cross; Winter-
green, Charles Arnt; Brewer, Lane Chandler; Radio
Operator, Russ Clark; Webster, Jack Davis; Dr.
Holliday, William Forrest, Jr.; Morgue Attendant,
Steve Olsen; Ambulance Officer, Larry Blake;
Crematorium Attendant, Harry Tylor.

BLUE DAHLIA, THE—Paramount: Johnny Mor-
rison, Alan Ladd; Joyce Harwood, Veronica Lake;
Buzz Wanchek, William Bendix; Eddie Harwood,
Howard DaSilva; Helen Morriscm, Doris Dowling;
Copt. Hendrickson, Tom Powers; George Copeland,
Hugh Beaumont; Corelli, Howard Freeman; Leo,
Don Costello; “Dad” Newell, Will Wright; The
Man, Frank Faylen; Heath {Gangster)

,
Walter

Sande.

BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD — Golden-UA:
Tom Breneman, Hedda Hopper, Andy Russell,
Themselves; Dorothy Larson, Bonita Granville;
Annie, Beulah Bondi; Ken Smith, Edward Ryan;
Mr. Cartwright, Ray Walburn; Mrs. Cartwright,
Billie Burke; Elmira Spriggen, Zasu Pitts and Spike
Jones and his City Slickers and the King Cole Trio.

DEADLINE AT DAWN—RKO: Alex, Bill Wil-
liams; June, Susan Hayward; Gus, Paul Lukas;
Romano, Joseph Calleia; Edna Romano, Lola Lane;
Milton, Jerome Cowan; Sleepy Parsons, Marvin
Miller; Helen, Osa Massen; Mrs. Myers, Constance
Worth; Babe Dooley, Joe Sawyer; Man with White
Gloves, Steve Geray.

DETOUR TO DANGER—Planet: Steve, John Day;
Mary, Nancy Brinckman; Speedy, Britt Wood;
Barton, Eddie Kane; Walt, Si Jenks; Kelsey, Fred
Kelsey; Gerald, Edward Parker; Limey, Ashley
Cowan; Mac, Bud Wolfe; Joe, Ken Terrell.

DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID, THE—Bogeaus-
UA: Celestine, Paulette Goddard; Manger, Bur-
gess Meredith; Georges, Hurd Hatfield; Joseph,
Francis Lederer; Mme. Lanlaire, Judith Anderson;
Rose, Florence Bates; Louise, Irene Ryan; Mari-
anne, Almira Sessions; Lanlaire, Reginald Owen.

GUY COULD CHANGE, /(—Republic: Mike Ho-
gan, Allan Lane; Barbara Adams. Jane Frazee;
Nancy Hogan, Twinkle Watts; Alan Schroeder,
Bobby Blake; Bill Conley, Wallace Ford; Grace
Conley, Mary Treen; Bernice, Adele Mara; Mc-
Carthy, Joseph Crehan; George Cummings, Eddie
Quillan; Eddy Raymond, Gerald Mohr; Gus, George
Chandler; Hank Krone, Wm. Haade; Information
Girl, Betty Shaw.

I RING DOORBELLS— PRC: Brooke, Anne
Gwynne; Dick, Robert Shayne; Stubby, Roscoe
Karns; G. B. Barton, Pierre Watkin; Shannon,
Harry Shannon; Ransome, John Eldredge; Tippy,
Harry Tyler; Yvette, Doria Caron; Helen, Jan
Wiley; Clyde, Joel McGinnis; The Inspector;
Charles Wilson; Mr. Bradley, Hank Patterson;
O’Halloran, Eugene Stutenroth; Willie, Roy Dar-
mour.

MY REPUTATION—Warners: Jessica Drummond,
Barbara Stanwyck; Scott Landis, George Brent;
Frank Everett, Warner Anderson; Mrs. Kimball,
Lueile Watson; Cary Abbott, John Ridgely; Ginna
Abott, Eve Arden; “Hank” Hawks, Robert Shayne;
Anna, Esther Dale; George Van Orman, Jerome
Cowan; Kim Drummond, Scotty Beckett; Keith
Drummond, Bobby Cooper; Riette Van Orman,
Leona Maricle ; Mary, Mary Servoss; Mrs. Thomp-
son, Cecil Cunningham; Baby Hawks, Nancy Evans;
Gretchen Van Orman, Ann Todd; Penny Boardman,
Janis Wilson; “Droopy” Hawks, Darwood Kaye.

PORTRAIT OF MARIA—Mundales-MGM: Maria
Candelaria, Dolores Del Rio; Lorenzo Rafael, Pedro
Armendariz; Artist, Alberto Galan; Priest, Rafael
Icardo; Don Damian, Miguel Inclan; Lupe, Mar-
garita Cortes; Jose Alfonso, Julio Ahuet; Woman
Reporter, Beatriz Ramos; The Healer, Guadalupe
Del Castillo.

SHADOW RETURNS, THE—Monogram: Lamont
Cranston, Katie Richmond; Margo Lane, Barbara
Reed; Shrevvie, Tom Dugan; Insp. Cardona, Joe
Crehan; Commissioner Weston, Pierre Watkin;

(Continued on page 152)

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Earn while learning — Opportunities everywhere

THOUSANDS NEEDED NOW
Demands for Nurses today greaterthan ever,
beforel Profitable, Interesting career.

HOSPITAL TRAINING
(optional ) In hospitals near own locality.’

. -• --- —it.High school not necessary. No age 11ml
Get the facts today I ITTeWVTTTTX
FREE PLACEMENT lilllalTfI'JJ

Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Oept. 12, 127 Me. Oearbern Si. Chica|« 2, Illinois

BeYour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR
LESS THAN 7c A DAY
Play by note Piano, Violin,
Tenor Banjo, Guitar, Accor-
dion, Saxophone or any other
instrument. Wonderful im-
proved method. Simple as
A-B-C. No "numbers" or trick
music. Costs less than 7c a day. Over 750,000 students,

pppp paaiz Send coupon today for Free Booklet
r'tt Dwim an(j p r i nt and Picture Sample ex-

plaining this method in detail. Men-
tion favorite instrument. C SUCCESSFUL/
U. S. School of Music, 3064 Bruns- C48 — YR.i
wick Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.

U.S. School of Music, 3064 Brunswick Bldg., New York I0,N.Y„

Please send me Free Print and Picture Sample. I would

like to play (Name Instrument)

Name
(Please Print)

Street

City

Have You
Instr. ?. . .

.

p

State,
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stops perspiration and odor

so effectively, yet so safely
1

It’s the improved deodorant you’ve been waiting for!

The new, soft, smooth, creamy deodorant that gives

you the maximum protection possible against perspi-

ration and odor with safety to your skin and clothes

!

No other deodorant of any sort . . . liquid or cream . .

.

meets the standard set by this wonderful new Postwar

Arrid for stopping perspiration and odor with safety!

so Soft! so Smooth! so Creamy!

The new, long Sarong skirt . . . slim and sleek.

The casual black top, with the season’s smart-

est sleeve! Vi ear it with short daytime skirts,

too . . . but always protect it (and you) from

perspiration and odor. Use Arrid daily! No
other deodorant stops perspiration and. odor

so effectively, yet so safely' . . . only Arrid!

•A" In the same familiar package . . .

marked with a star above the price

Black’s the thing this Spring!
And heavy gold jewelry is lovely with it ! But
you’ll spoil your dress and glamour, if you don’t

guard against perspiration! Use Arrid daily! Arrid

is nearly twice as effective in stopping perspiration

as any other leading deodorant cream.

Jg|gf§ll|ppplMM
S
(/)

gives you this thorough protection

1. No other deodorant stops perspiration and odor so

effectively, yet so safely. 1

2. Nearly twice as effective in stopping perspiration as

any other leading deodorant cream.

3. Does not rot clothes. Greaseless and stainless, too

4. Safe for skin. Non-irritating. Antiseptic.

5. Soft, smooth, creamy . . . easy to apply. Just rub in

well, no waiting to dry!

39^ plus tax Also 10f! and 59^

/ Vfc I afr

ab otfhsiA, ~&cuHwXj dh&dloloa&j CasMtnc|

Based on tests of leading and other deodorants.

Some of the many Stars who use Arrid

Grace Moore • Georgia Gibbs • Jessica Dragonette • Jane Fromatl

Diana Barrymore • Carol Bruce • Barbara Bel Geddes

150
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LOOK LIKE SPRING—

Banish your winter face! The cold has roughened
your skin, left dead cells. Brush them away with a stiff

brush and soap and water; soften the skin by cream
patted in briskly to increase the circulation; keep it

glowing with a brisk face tonic and ice-water packs.
Banish the blackheads, too, but never by squeezing
them—use a prepared mask, leave it on for the required
number of moments, then rinse it—and the blackheads
—away. Watch your powder—spring calls for a powder
change, so be prettily extravagant, throw out the old,
introduce a new shade with a rosy cast as its flatter-
ing base. June Haver says: "Your face has a frame—your
hair; keep it in shape by constant brushing, by getting it

out into the springtime sun. Use a tonic on your hair, too.”
And this is important—watch your diet. Fats are neces-
sary in winter to give heat; but concentrate now on
green vegetables and fruits. Make a pledge to drink a
glass of cold water every time you think of it—and
think of it often.

BE A SCENTED BEAUTY—

"Turn over a new spring leaf and stop hoarding per-

ftimes and colognes,” June suggests. To be used properly
they must be used in quantity—cologne sprayed over
the body after the bath for that exhilarating fresh feel-
ing; perfume used not a drop here, a drop there, but
applied on wrists, behind ears, in the hollow -of the neck

i-

. . . perfume on bits of cotton tucked into the neck of
your dress, into the band of your new spring hat, into
your purse, sprayed on your hair. Remember, left on
the dressing table, they only end up as unpleasant
alcohol. Most of all, remember the little deodorant
bottles and jars, for without them all the scents in the
world are useless.

BE SMART ABOUT THE LITTLE THINGS—

Spring calls for crispness, for fresh feminine beauty
unmarred by chipped nails and rough hands. Watch
the little things you must—at the first sign of a rough
nail edge, file immediately with your emery and you’ll

save your nail. Should the nail tear, keep a piece of

mending tape handy, cut it to the shape of your nail,

press it on, clip the excess. Then cover the nail with
colorless sealer before you apply the polish. Nails chip-
ping, no time for patchwork? Then remove all the
polish, for nothing is more detrimental to beauty than
chipped nails. A quick cure for rough hands: Hand
lotion or cream and the proverbial pair of white cot-

ton gloves. "Wear the cotton gloves over the cream or

lotion for at least an hour,” says June. "They see to it that

the oils are absorbed, will give you pretty white hands in

half the time.” Be well groomed and be as happy as p

that trilling robin outside your window—and keep that

way through spring.



DJER-KISS PERFUME—

$3.50, $2, $1 plus tax

*

Ineffably lovely... young

as spring itself, the lasting

fragrance of Djer-Kiss bespeaks

romance! You’ll adore it!

Cologne, $1
Eou de Toilette, $1

plus tax
•

At oil cosmetic
counters

KOFF, LTD., N.Y. C.

dear,c/earDJ£R 'K/JJ

( Continued from page 149)

Charles Frobay, Robert E. Keene; Michael Hasd
Frank Reicher; William Monk, Lester Dorr; Len,
Jessup, Rebel Randall; Breck & Yomans, Emm
Vogan; Robert Buell, Sherry Hall; John Adai
Cyril Delevanti.

SWING PARADE OF 1946—Monogram: Ca
Lawrence, Gale Storm; Danny Warren, Phil 1,

gan; Moose McGraw, Edward Brophy; Marie Fin
Mary Treen; R. J. Bascomb, John Eldredge; P,
Warren, Russell Hicks; Pete Warren, Leon Balasi
Windy, Windy Cook and the Three Stooges, Con
Boswell, Louis Jordan and His Tympany Five, \\
Osborne and His Orchestra.

ni\u or/iKy—Columbia: Christine Br,
ley, Janet Blair; Howard Young, Alfred Dral
Junior Casady, Marc Platt; Penny McDougal,
Donnell', Chuck Enders, Sid Caesar; Lieuteni
Scully, Ray Walker; Chief Bosun Mate Gum
James Flavin.

THEY MADE ME A KILLER—Paramount: T<
Hurling, Robert Lowery; June Reynolds, Barbs
Britton; Steve Reynolds, Byron Barr; Jack Chan
Edmund McDonald; Frank Chance, James Bu;
Betty, Lola Lane; Ma, Elisabeth Risdon; Al, Fra
Albertson; Roach, Ralph Sanford; Lafferty Ja
Harmon; District Attorney, Paul Harvey.

TOMORROW IS FOREVER—International: Ei
abeth (MacDonald) Hamilton, Claudette Colbe
Erich Kessler and John MacDonald, Orson Wellt
Larry Hamilton, George Brent; Aunt Jessie, Luc
Watson; John Andrew (Drew), Richard Long; M
garet, Natalie Wood; Cherry, Joyce Mackenz
Brian, Sonny Howe; Drew, as a baby, Mich
Ward; Dt. Ludwing, John Wengraf; Charles Ha
Mon, Douglas Wood; Norton, Ian Wolfe; PudTom Wirick; Secretary, Lane Watson; Butt
Henry Hastings.

VIRGINIAN, THE—Paramount: The Virginia
Joel McCrea; Trampas, Brian Donlevy; Stei
Sonny Tufts; Molly, Barbara Britton; Mrs. Tayli
Fay Bainter; Nebraska, Tom Tully; Mr. Tayli
Henry O’Neill; Sam Bennett, Bill Edwards; Hon
Wiggen. William Frawley; Shorty, Paul Guilfoyl
Pete, Marc Lawrence; Baldy, Vince Barnett.

WALK IN THE SUN, A—20th Century-Fox:
lyne, Dana Andrews: Rivera. Richard Conte- Frie
wait, George Tyne; Windy, John Ireland; Sgt. War
Lloyd Bridges; McWilliams. Sterling Hollowa
Arclnmbeau, Norman Lloyd; Sgt Porter Herbe
Rudley Tranella, Richard Benedict and Hrnitz Ha
James Cardwell George Offerman Jr., Steve Brodi
Matt Wilhs Chris Drake, Alvin Hammer, Viet
Cutler, Jay Norris, John Kellogg.

| VUISTLE STOP—Nero; Kenny, George Rai
Mary, Ava Gardner; Gitlow, Victor McLaglen; Lc
Lentz Tom Conway: Fran, Jorja Curtright; Josi
Jan Nigh; Mollie Veech, Florence Bates; Erni
Charles Drake; Sam Veech, Charles Judels; Ti
Barker, Jimmy Ames.

WOMAN WHO CAME BACK—Republic: D
Matt Adams, John Loder; Lovna Webster

,

Nan<
Kelly: Revereyid Stevens . Otto Kruger; Ruth Gi
son, Ruth Ford; Noah, Harry Tyler; Peggy Gigso
Jeanne Gail; Bessie, Almira Sessions; Sheriff
Farrel McDonald; Dr. Peters, Emmett Vogan.

’

Just imagine

—

If you were

BETTY GRABLE’S RANCH GUES1

You’d meet the maestro,

HARRY JAMES
^ •

and the little queen,

VICTORIA ELIZABETH

So hit the Grable-James trail

at a gallop

IN MAY PHOTOPLA
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Photographs by Blackwell,
Hesse Studio — Hollywood

Maybelline Mascara,
Cake or Cream form, in

Black, Brown or Blue.

Maybelline Eyebrow Pen-
cil. in Black or Brown

Compare these two natural color photographs of the same girl. Everything alike,

except the eyes . It’s easy to see what Maybelline eye make-up means — plain

faces become pretty, and pretty faces beautiful.

A few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline Mascara gives lashes that long,

curling, velvety-dark appearance. The depth and color of eyes are subtly accented
by Maybelline Eye Shadow — and lovely, expressive eyebrows are easily formed
with the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Try these exquisite beauty aids and see the wonderful transformation in

your, charm and expression. For the finest in eye make-up — the favorite of

millions of smart women everywhere — insist on MAYBELLINE.

Maybelline Eye Shadow, in

Blue. Brown. Blue-gray
Green. Violet and Gray



For G)racious
Wherever the better

things of life are en-

joyed and appreci-

ated . . . Schlitz is a

natural and expected

part of the setting.

JUST

THE klSS

OF THE HOPS

JVo harsh bitterness

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
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It’s captivating— the

complexion that comes with your

of Camay! So tonight, change

cleansing— go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet.

Doctors tested Camay’s daring beauty promise

on scores and scores of complexions. And these

doctors reported that woman after woman
—using just one cake of Camay— had softer,

smoother, younger-looking skin.

MRS. CALDEMEYER'S STORY

DANIEL F. CALDEMEYER
Muriel Lunger of Evansville, Ind.

portrait painted ^

Maryland Hayride: Off on a fun-filled hay-

ride, under bright Baltimore skies,

Muriel and Dan pair up. It’s his hand,

and heart, to "the loveliest girl of all”

—to Muriel of the softly luminous

complexion! "I thank Camay, and its

mild care, for my skin’s fresher glow,”

says Muriel. "My very first cake brought

a new, clearer look.”

Coming — a home for two! A Colonial — in Evansville

—with wide terraces planned for buffets and barbe-

cues. "I’ll go to Evansville as Dan’s bride — and to

look the part, to keep my skin’s sparkle, I’ll stay with

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet.” Really mild — Camay

cleanses without irritation. Make your skin lovelier,

too— full directions on every Camay wrapper!

Please—be Camay-careful. Make each cake

last, for precious materials go into soap.
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CUPID: Loafer, huh? And who was it just now
helped you catch the bride’s bouquet? And who—

BRIDESMAID: Bouquet
,
hah! Listen, Cupid, I’ve caught enough

brides’ bouquets to start a florist shop! I want to catch a man!

CUPID: You’d never know it the way you go around glooming at people!

Don’t you know what a sparkling smile can do for a girl . . . and to a man?

never
ignore

PINKTOOTH
BRUSH"

IPANA AND MASSAGE

Product of Bristol-Myert

BRIDESMAID: Sure . . . but who’s got the sparkling smile? Me?

Nuh-uh! I brush my teeth, but . . . well, dull, dingy . .

.

CUPID: Oh? And “pink” on your tooth brush, too?

BRIDESMAID: Only since last week.

CUPID: Well, didn’t the dentist—

BRIDESMAID: What dentist?

CUPID: What dentist? Listen, you sweet little idiot, don’t

you know that “pink” is a warning to see your dentist right

away? He may find your gums are being robbed

of exercise by today’s soft foods. And he may suggest

“the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

BRIDESMAID: . . . so then the cute little rabbit went lipperty-

lip down the road, and — look, Little One, what’s

all that got to do with my smile?

CUPID: In a word: Plenty! A sparkling smile depends

largely on firm, healthy gums. And Ipana not only

cleans teeth. It’s specially designed, with massage,

to help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana on your

gums when you brush your teeth and you’ll help

yourself to healthier gums and sounder teeth. And
a smile full of sparkle! Start today, Sugar!

p
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We’re off on our tandem in a whirl of
delight! We've just seen M-G-M’s high-
spirited new musical hit. “Two Sisters
From Boston”, and—oh, those sisters!

+
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k

k

k

k
k
k

* Peter Lawford figures in it. too. He
, meets one sister, falls in love, meets the

other sister, falls in love, and— well,
* it’s a story as flip and flirtatious as a
k bustle.

* * *

And the songs! Tunesmiths Sammy
k Fain and Ralph Freed have spiced some

swell new melodies with a trace of nos-
talgia that suits our taste to perfection.
And everybody sings!

k
Produced by Joe Pasternak (the “An-

2
chors Aweigh” man), expertly directed

k by Henry Koster, filmed from the origi-

k nal screen play by Myles Connolly,
k with additional dialogue by James

O’FIanlon and Harry Crane—“Two
Sisters from Boston" definitely belongs

if in the M-G-M family of hits!

^ Do you gather we’ve
* gone and fallen for

2 “Two Sisters From

2 Boston”? In the im-

2 mortal words of our

2 friend Schnozzola:
* “Ha-cha-cha-cha!”
*

— Jleo

It’s a youthful, exuberant romance of
New ork at the turn of the century

—

those flamboyant days when it was defi-
nitely naughty for a young lady to show
her limbs—no matter how attractive!

Kathryn Grayson and June Allyson are
thoroughly delightful as the two capri-
cious Back-Bay sisters who venture from
their quiet, cultured world into the
hurly-burly world they’re curious about.
And we do mean hurly-burly

!

*

Jimmy Durante
shouts delirious dit-

ties in a Bowery beer
hall.

The great metropoli-
tan Opera tenor,

Lauritz Melchior,

throws his magnificent voice into the
finest songs.

FAVORITE OF AMERICAS ' FIRST MILLION" MOVIE GOERS

PRESENTS FOR MAY

Here Come the British Fred R Sammis 29
Intermission for Romance (Rita Hayworth) Louella O. Parsons 30
Return of the Marine (Tyrone Power) Adela Rogers St. Johns 32
Runaway Bride (Jeanne Crain) Ruth Waterbury 36
Corner on Happiness (June Allyson and Dick Powell)

t

Elaine St. Johns 38
It’s Like This to Be Mrs. Gregory Peck Greta Peck 42
Dreamboat Date Book Florence Pritchett 44
If You Were the Ranch Guest of Betty Grable Dorothy Deere 46
He Thinks on His Feet (Johnny Coy) Eleanor Harris 51
Sonnets on Bonnets 52
Family Bachelor (John Hodiak) Herb Howe 54
My Washington Diary Elizabeth Taylor 58
The Twenty-four Hours That Changed My Life 60
My Hollywood Friends (Cesar Romero) Susan Peters 62
Come into the Kitchen, Darling Joan Fontaine 64
Man from Mexico (Arturo de Cordova) Lupton Wilkinson 66
What Should I Do?

Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Revealing Mr. Sinatra Helene Cartwright 70

Lana Turner 35

June Allyson and Dick Powell 38
Gregory Peck 42

Betty Grable, Harry
and Vicki James

Johnny Coy

James

46

50
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VOtH BEAUTYI

"
it's

$o TERRIFIC

i W WOIOS
1 F fail me !

I I YAM

Speechless!

BUT FOLKS...

i .>a./tha-cha ^ i

A HENRY KOSTER PRODUCTION • Original Screen Play by MYLES CONNOLLY
Additional Dialogue by JAMES O'HANLON and HARRY CRANE

Directed by HENRY KOSTER .

* Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PICTURE

P
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INSIDE STUFF

Contrasted candidly: Cornel Wilde and wife Pat dine at Ciro’s

Turban Bey, to be sent Pacific-way, and Yvonne de Carlo

;

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FINK AND SMITH

Lama amid lLaWa« Three of Lana Turner’s best beaus
were at her farewell party when she took off for South
America with Photoplay’s own Sara Hamilton—but
nobody could guess which one would be at the plane
to meet her when she got back. Her wardrobe was a
sensation—and some of the gifts (including a llama
for Lana) that those South American swains sent her
during her tour would have your eyes popping. And
here’s a giggle—and as someone said—quite a break
for the Brazilians. When Lana left Hollywood, about
the only words she could say in Spanish or Portuguese
were “Si, si!”

attested Eweatfuls Well, kiddies, the newspapers missed
entirely the best sidelight on the blessed-eventing of

Maria Montez and Jean Pierre Aumont. Of course,

you know Maria had her baby, christened Maria
Christine, almost to the minute when her astrologer

long since had told her she would—on Valentine’s

Day morning. But you haven’t heard about what a

nervous wreck the whole thing made of Charles Boyer!
He and Jean Pierre are pals, you know—and, if

possible, Charles worried more about the baby’s ar-

rival than the floor-pacing husband did. In fact, it was
Boyer who pounded on Aumont’s door the night before
saying, “Hurry, hurry! You’ll be late!” That was at

4:00 A.M. of the morning the stork arrived. Then he
and Aumont dashed to the hospital where Pat Boyer
joined them—and they all (Cont inued on page 6)
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CROSS LADD... AND
YOU’VE DOUBLE-CROSSED

YOURSELF!

Fool around Ladd’s woman
...and you’re a fool! For

Ladd's gun and Ladd’s fists

say you can’t get away with

that, brother — not in his

territory!

A GEORGE MARSHALL Production
with

Howard da Silva
Doris Dowling • Tom Powers • Frank Faylen
Produced by John Houseman • Directed by George Marshall

Written by Raymond Chandler

A Paramount Picture

DORIS DOWLING
FRANK FAYLEN

With the three famous finds of

"The Lost Weekend” including

that now-famous ’natch’ girl!

HOWARD da SILVA

P
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4Tm too

busy to

bother

with men”

KEEP FRESH: After your bath
dust Cashmere Bouquet Talc over

your body. It sweetens your skin,

leaves you excitingly fresh.

FEEL SMOOTH: Pat some extra

Cashmere Bouquet Talc over chafable

places to give sensitive skin a pearly

smooth sheath of protection.

STAY DAINTY: Use Cashmere
Bouquet Talc often— for coolness,

comfort and because it imparts to

your skin the fragrance men love.

INSIDE STUFF

cciclemy icarclitctivas

Joan Crawford, winner of the Academy
Award as best woman star for her
“Mildred Pierce,” was home sick with
flu the night the Awards were given, but
felt better the next day. “The Award was
all I needed,” she cheerfully admitted

Ray Milland won the Academy Award for
the best man star with his forceful “drunk”
performance in “The Lost Weekend”

(Continued from, page 4) paced to-

gether! Just before the baby was bom,
Jean went in and kissed Maria and
when he came out of her hospital room,
he sneezed. Boyer almost had a fit!

He said, “How could you do such a
thing? Your baby isn’t born yet and
you will give it a cold!” And the mo-
ment the little girl arrived, Boyer
rushed Aumont home, telling him posi-

tively to stay in bed for two days and
not go near that hospital until there
wasn’t a sniffle left in him.

We-Told-You-So Department: About that

radio show that Ginger Rogers would
do with her husband Jack Briggs pro-
ducing, Ginger has been against radio

work to any extent for a long time

—

but with Jack giving up his movie
career to concentrate on radio pro-
duction, guess she figures the best way
to prove her devotion is to give him a

fine start by starring in his first series.

And that she will do . . . And how
about that prediction months ago that

Brian Aheme was really serious about
Eleanor Le Brot—and no one else

—

even though at the time he was being
seen around quite a bit with Garbo

—

and being “linked” in the columns with
her? Now Brian and Eleanor are man
and wife.

Sorry, Jean: Sorry to have to tell you
that it will be many a day (if ever)
before Jean Arthur returns to movies.
That swell little actress had to leave
the cast of the Broadway hit “Born
Yesterday” because of illness—and she
had a big hunk of interest in the show
too. But that isn’t all. Jean is much
more seriously ill than supposed, and
may have to go away somewhere for
several months before she can work at
any kind of entertainment.

Fun Facts: More fun at the tremendous
party that the Eddie Robinsons gave.
It all started out with a big dinner to

a gypsy orchestra—but soon someone
yelled, “Throw the Gypsies out!” and
first thing you know—the party had
turned into a star-studded jam session.

And a lot of people suddenly discovered
that Ray Milland is really a thwarted
crooner and piano player! You should
have heard him doing his own version
of a Sinatra—to say nothing of that
“Tea for Two” ( Continued on page 8)
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IDA LUPINO • PAUL HENREID

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND-SYDNEY GREENSTREET

IN THE NEW

PICTURE

MONTH!

E MAY WHITTY- VICTOR FRANCEN

DIRECTED 81 CURTIS BERNHARDT
Screen Ploy by KEITH WINTER • Original Story by THEODORE REEVES

Music by ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD
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Ifyour answer is "NO”, chances

areyou knowaboutanduseNLidol.

If your answer is "YES”, and
you haven’t tried Midol, you
may be passing up comfort

which millions of women now
enjoy!

You see, Midol tablets are

offered specifically to relieve func-

tional periodicpain. Their action

is prompt and sure. They con-

tain no opiates, yet get to work
quickly in three ways to bring

welcome relief from menstrual

pain and discomfort: Ease
Cramps— Soothe Headache—
Stimulate mildly whenyou re' 'Blue”

.

Let Midol prove that you can

enjoy life at the time when
menstruation’s functional
cramps, headache and "blues”

might make you miserable. Get
Midol today at any drugstore.

PERSONAL SAMPLE—In plain envelope. §
Write Dept. N-56, Room HI 8,

Itl East 1,2nd St. New York 17, N.Y.
|

CRAMPS-HPADACHP -BlUCS" J

They’re off! Burgess Mere-
dith and Paulette Goddard
on Howard Hughes’s Constel-
lation flight to New York

Shanghaied: Connie Moore,
with Walter Pidgeon, was
on the plane when the door
slammed—so she went, too

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 6) stuff at the
ivories. He loves it—but it isn’t often
he gets around to giving out with the
hidden talent.

Speaking of Swimming: Here’s how Kath-
arine Hepburn may be getting that

inexhaustible supply of energy. She
gets up around 6 A.M.—rain or shine,

winter or summer—and takes an hour-
long swim! Of course, we mean when
she’s in California. The swims are fol-

lowed by a really brisk rubdown. And
when she’s making a picture, she some-
times has to get up before it’s light

to leap into her pool.

Where's There's Smoke: In “Laura" Dana
Andrews smoked pack after pack of

cigarettes in a long soulful way, if you
remember—and in “Fallen Angel” it

was the same story. But it looks as if

his weed days are gone. He’s been
smoking a corncob pipe all through
“Canyon Passage” and he’s developed
a mad passion for the thing. Even drags
it around to parties.

Hereabouts: After all that to-do about
career versus marriage, Ann Miller
and Reese Milner tied the knot when
everyone thought they would despite
all that ridiculous, exaggerated public-
ity. She’ll be Mrs. and make that movie
too—and personally we don’t think the
groom really gives a darn whether she
spends a lot of time in front of a camera
or not . . . David Niven is still waiting
for his “Primmie” to arrive with the
two babies—and excitedly telling all

his chums, “Wait till you meet her

—

you’ll be crazy about her.” . . . Joan
Caulfield back from New York with
her pockets full of the wonderful press
notices she got in “Miss Susie Slagle’s”

—her first picture to be released al-

though she has already made three!

Wardrobe Blues: June Haver loves those
period pictures she’s been playing in

—

but she has just one little peeve about
the whole situation: They don’t give
her a chance to build up her own per-
sonal wardrobe as a lot of stars can
do—enriching their closets with gor-
geous gowns they’ve worn in a movie
and then arranged to buy from the
studio. Junie says, “About the only
thing I’ve been able to salvage in my
whole career so far is a bathing suit

I wore in ‘Home in Indiana’—and there
was nothing old fashioned about that!”

Bing and Bob: Isn’t it swelegant having
Bing back on the air? But listen to

this! The latest is that Crosby and
Bob Hope will co-star in a radio series

in the near future. Both are nuts about
the idea—but the show would cost the
sponsor about thirty thousand a week.
Don’t doubt any sponsor would be glad
to pay it for these two—“an American
institution” they are, by golly.

Of Van and Fans: Van Johnson dis-

covered something new in bobby-sox
devotion when he came out of a drug-
store on Sunset Boulevard to his parked
car. It had been there about twenty
minutes—and of course when he re-

turned to it, ( Continued on page 10)



RHYS WILLIAMS BOBBY DRISCOLL RICHARD G

Directed by FRANK RYAN Produced by JACK H. SKIRBA

A JACK H. SKIRBALL - BRUCE MANNING Production Screenplay by Bruce Manning and James Clifden

Based upon “A Genius in the Family” by Hiram Percy Maxim Director of Photography Joseph Valentine
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Let the Glamour of

b\ add a Garland of

brightness to

m . our hair

v • > vi t~jy*‘
1

•

Use Your Head . . . and make the most of

your hair! It can be one of your loveliest fea-

tures, as flattering to your complexion as the

lipstick and dress shades you choose with such

care ... so color-bright that you’re always at

your best. And it’s all so easy.

3 Minutes, at Home . . . does the trick!

That's all the time it takes to use Marchand’s

wonderful Make-Up Hair Rinse. Not a bleach

— not a permanent dye — it’s absolutely harm-

less, as safe to use as lemon or vinegar. And it

does so much wore for your hair!

Here's All You Do .. . After your shampoo,

dissolve a package of Marchand’s Rinse in warm
water and brush or pour it through your hair.

In seconds, all trace of soap film is gone! Your
hair shines with new color, sparkles with danc-

ing highlights, and is easier to manage, too.

For Every Shade of Hair . . . Yes, with

Marchand's 12 smart Rinse shades, you can

achieve a variety of interesting color effects. For

example, you may highlight your natural hair

color, or even tone down overbright hair. Sound
interesting? Try it — after your next shampoo!

Made by the Mahers of Marchand *s Golden Hair Wash

Candidly funny—Ingrid Berg
man and Pat O’Brien joii

the laugh riot with Jiinnr
Stewart— dining at Ciro’

( Continued from page 8) there was the
usual swarm of followers. Van stopped
and autographed all of their books
and then got into his crate. As he stood
on the running board, he glanced at

his light-colored convertible top—it was
covered with lip-prints!

Newsome: Don’t want to disillusion you
—but even though they were a ro-

mantic screen pair in “Her Highness
and the Bellboy”—don’t be expecting
to see June Allyson and Bob Walker
teamed as lovers in any more pictures!

Just what caused all the friction be-
tween these two while working no-
body will vouch for, but the desire not
to work together any more is mutual.
And the other day when they were
called into the boss’s office about doing
another movie together, both flatly re-

fused! . . . Ida Lupino’s new romance
has her studio bosses crazy—for fear

the rest of the world will find out who
it is . . . Helmut Dantine still rushing
Marguerite Chapman . . . Poor Joan
Fontaine, taken so very ill—just as she

was throwing a big party (for over a

hundred people) as a “farewell for my-
self.” She was headed for a month’s
vacation in Cuba—on doctor’s orders.

But had to call both the party and the

trip off at the last moment. It will break
her heart if she isn’t well enough to

start “Viennese Waltz” opposite Bing
Crosby in April. Never have seen hei
so excited about any role yet. Well,
who wouldn’t be? . . . Cute and tal-

ented Marsha Hunt and Bob Presnell
Jr. had a wonderful honeymoon in a

mountain lodge up in the snows that

look down on warm and sunny Holly-
wood. If their theme song wasn’t the

popular “Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let
It Snow!” it should have been!

Atomic: Expect a startling announce-
ment from the direction of Greer Gar-
son and Dick Ney! . . . There’s a wow
of a feud already started between Joan
Crawford (the new queen of the War-
ner lot) and Bette Davis.

Strictly Miscellaneous: Paul Brinkman’s
giving Twentieth Century-Fox some
headaches by spending so much time
on the set and on location with Jeanne
Crain. You can’t blame Paul for want-
ing to be with his pretty bride, but the

studio feels it would be just as well if

Paul didn’t give her so much advice
on her acting . . . After a careful scru-

tiny of Peggy Ann Garner, Cal doesn’t

see any need ( Continued on page 12)
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Savage priestess of the Leopard Men
. . . sworn to bring back Tarzan’s body

for her fiendish jungle ritual!

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES

Original Story and Screen Play by CARROLL YOUNG — Based Upon the Characters Created by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
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No matter whether your hair's soft

and baby-fine or heavy and sleek

. . . DeLong Bob Pins will be your

tried and true friend. Trust them

to keep every shining strand neat

and note-worthy.

These wonderful Bob Pins with the

Stronger Grip cope with the most

stubborn hair because they're made

of better quality steel that keeps

its gripping ways longer.

Stronger Grip

Won ’t Slip Out
Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 Drears

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS & EYES HOOK a EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

Beauty from Britain—Bit
ard Greene shows off Engli
wife at Atwater Kent par

INSIDE STUFF

Gene Tierney, modern lass in
old-fashioned dress—at same
party. For up-to-date Photo-
play fashion news in striking
color, please turn to page 80

(Continued from page 10) for her going
to Terry Hunt to streamline her figure,

but Peggy Ann, who’s determined to

grow up to be a glamour girl, evidently
thinks it’s necessary. Maybe we’re get-
ting old . . . Bing Crosby’s not only the
most popular star in America, as proved
by our own Gallup poll, but he was also

voted the most popular star in Britain.

Guess everybody loves that guy . . .

Keenan Wynn’s hobby is overhauling
an old car until it runs like new. In
these days of broken-down cars and
flat tires, that’s a handy guy to have
around the house . . . Clark Gable
wants to make “Fountainhead,” but
Warners own the book. Metro won’t
loan Gable, and Warners won’t sell the
novel, so everyone’s quietly sulking
. . . Cornel Wilde’s wife Pat is high
up on the fan mail list at Twentieth
Century-Fox, Cornel’s studio. Reason
for all the mail is that the fans want
to see her co-starred with Cornel . . .

Paul Henreid’s starting construction
on a twenty-four-unit apartment build-
ing. When it’s finished he’ll rent only
to ex-service men and their wives
who have at least one child and one
pet. That’s Paul’s way of helping out
the service men who are having a

bad time with the housing shortage

. . . You’ll hear Cary Grant sing fo

the first time in “Night and Day.” Good
too . . . Bob Alda’s getting up a bool

of his private Italian recipes. Bob’s thi

best Italian cook in town, and every-

one clamors for an invitation to dinne:

. . . Wayne Morris can’t buy shirt;

large enough to fit him, so he anc

Grant Withers and Forrest Tucker, al

big men, have pooled their supply
That’s why Wayne was wearing tha

handsome white shirt on the lot the

other day. Only strange thing was tha

it was initialled FT . . . James Browr
is rapidly catching up with the Bof
Youngs, who have four daughters. Jin

and his wife just had their thirc

daughter.

Offs and Ons: Alan Curtis and prettj

model Sandra Lucas flew to Las Vegas
and were married at the Last Frontiei

Hotel. Let’s hope the third time is the

charm for Alan, who’s been married
twice before.

Too bad Gail Patrick’s marriage tc

Arnold White ended in a divorce action.

You’ll remember that Gail met the

handsome Navy Lieutenant on a Wai
Bond tour, and (Continued on page 14)
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CHARLES DRAKE • LOIS COLLIER
LISETTE VEREA • SIG RUMAN • DAN SEYMOUR • LEWIS RUSSELL

DIRECTED BY ARCHIE MAYO Released thru United Artists

A DAVID L. LOEW PRODUCTION
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Canaries like to sing. Keep them healthy and happy, and

they just naturally will sing. Usually, the difference

between a listless bird and one who fills your home with

his sweetest trills is a matter of diet. That’s why most

canary owners always feed French’s Bird Seed and Biscuit,

the diet containing the Tested Twelve ingredients.

A proper canary diet must be blended of many ingredients

—must be carefully proportioned and thoroughly tested.

French’s Bird Seed and Biscuit is all of these things. Feed

it to your bird—always. He’ll be happy because it’s tasty;

he’ll be healthy because it contains the ingredients that

are proven to be good for him— the Tested Twelve. Millions

of singing canaries have made French’s the most popular

bird diet in America.

04#
Canary Seed
Red Millet

Yellow Millet

Rape Seed

Soy Bean Grits

Yeast
Sesame Seed
Poppy Seed

Com Syrup
Cuttlebone
Charcoal
Wheat Germ

INSIDE SI

( Continued, from page 12) that they
were so much in love then that White
overstayed his leave before returning
to his post.

Nancy Kelly eloped to Las Vegas on
Valentine’s Day and married camera-
man Fred Jackson Jr. They met on the

set of “Follow That Woman.”
Sonja Henie alleged in her divorce

suit that Dan Topping deserted her al-

though she had given him no reason
to do so, and so won her divorce. The
pros and cons on the romance situation

between her and Van Johnson are hot

and heavy. But just because they
waltzed on the ice doesn’t mean they’ll

waltz to the altar.

The wartime romance of Kim Hunter
and Marine Capt. William Baldwin
couldn’t survive the peace, so Kim di-

Handsome two-ing—Robert Preston and
his Mrs. in attendance at Carthay Circle

vorced him on their second anni-
versary. Too bad that even their one-
year-old daughter couldn’t save this

marriage.
Peggy Cummins, whom you’ll see as

Amber in “Forever Amber,” decided

that marriage with Bob Landry
wouldn’t work out because her career

demands so much of her time, so the

two have dropped all plans to wed.

Home Is Where the Hat Is: Lana Tur-
ner’s beautiful Bel-Air home has been
sold over her pretty head. That means
when Lana gets back from South
America she’ll find herself homeless.

Jane Withers has been going crazy

trying to find a house for John Dali

who’s heading back to Hollywood.
Janie swears the house is for John and
not John and Jane.

Home is also where the husband is.

Bette Davis’s new groom, William
Grant Sherry, is an artist and prefers

to live in Laguna Beach, so Bette has

sold her house in the Valley. She’s

rented a place in Brentwood, but will

live in Laguna when she isn’t working.

Nearest thing to bedlam is Ida Lu-
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STIFF

pino’s house. She’s taken in five peo-
ple who couldn’t find a place to live.

And poor Lizabeth Scott! She’s been
evicted for the seventh time, and now
thinks it’s a waste of time to even un-
pack her trunks.
Worst of all is Susan Peters’s predica-

ment. She’s been given notice to move
out of her Malibu home and has to

go back to the hospital to live until

Richard Quine can find another place.

Stork Feathers: It was a boy for Marjorie
Weaver and Donald Briggs. You’ll re-
member that Marjorie married Briggs
after her first husband, Kenneth
Schacht, was reported missing in ac-
tion during the war. But the report
proved in error. Schacht turned up

New and notable: Don De Fore and
his pretty wife dine out at Ciro’s

alive and returned to Hollywood. But
Marjorie had been Briggs’s wife for

two years at that time and was expect-
ing her baby, so Schacht agreed to

leave his wife to her new happiness.
Bob Cummings and his pretty wife

welcomed a son, Robert Richard, who’ll
have Jack Benny for his godfather.
Jack has offered to give the baby violin

lessons, but Bob has refused to allow it.

Deanna Durbin joined the ranks of

glamour girls with daughters when lit-

tle Jessica Louise was born. Funny
how so many of our stellar beauties
have daughters instead of sons—Hedy
Lamarr, Ann Sothern, Gene Tierney,
Lana Turner, Rita Hayworth, Betty
Grable, Maria Montez—to name a few.
Looks to Cal as if the stork will be

running his long legs ragged before
this season goes by. The Van Heflins
are on his list. And so are the Gregory
Pecks. And then there’s Ginny Simms
and Hyatt Dehn (he is listed as Hyatt
von Dehn in New York’s Social Reg-
ister)—just back from a trip east and
shopping for a basinette. And Edgar
Bergen and Frances Westerman should
be pa and ma before May is over.

Yard ley products for America are created
in England and finished in the U. S. A, from
the original English formulae, combining
imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley
of London, Inc., 420 fifth Aye., Rockefeller

_ Center, New York 20, N. Y.
3*
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If you could

ntthe users

ofTampax

I

F you could count the millions of users

ofTampax, you would find them living

in country houses, city apartments, even

tents. You would find them on trains,

boats, planes and islands—in both hemi-

spheres, six continents
,
seventy-five coun-

tries, and speaking dozens of languages.

The sun never sets on them.

Those who have followed the history

of Tampax are astounded by the number
of women already using this monthly
sanitary method, because the change
from external protection to internal pro-

tection seems so decidedly revolutionary

. . . J ust imagine discarding the harness

of belts, pins and external pads by the

one swift decision to use Tampax! . . .

No odor, no chafing, easy disposal. In

place you cannot feel it and you need not

remove it for shower or tub.

Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton, compressed in

dainty one-time-use applicator. . . . Sold

in 3 "absorbencies” at drug stores, no-

tion counters. Month’s supply slips into

your purse. The economy box
contains enough for 4 months’

average needs. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

3 absorbencies
REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Deanna Durbin and Judy Garland
were scheduled to have their babies
the same week of the same month

—

but the stork flew in at Deanna’s four
weeks earlier than expected.

Weather Report: Gail Russell-Guy Mad-
son: Gail blowing cooler.

Kurt Kreuger-Cathy Downs: Fair
and mild.

Janis Paige-Rod Cameron: Chilly
winds, icy weather.

Ella Raines -Philip Reed: No storms
in sight, just gentle Raines.
Barbara Hale-Bill Williams: Hale

melting, temperature rising, forecast
sunny skies ahead.
Cary Grant-Betty Hensel: Weather-

man out to lunch. No prediction avail-

able.

Olivia de Havilland-Major Joe Mc-
Keon: Mercury rising, temperature
torrid, heat wave approaching.
Joan Leslie-John Howard: Breezes

balmy, but forecast uncei’tain.

Ida Lupino-Helmut Dantine: Brrrr!

Around the Town: Hedy Lamarr’s plan-
ning to establish her own cosmetic
business very soon now. But don’t ex-
pect to look like Hedy, girls, that’s

expecting too much of make-up. . . .

Of all things, burglars made off with
the knob of June Haver’s front door.
When she returned home from a party,

June found the doorknob missing and
signs that the door had been jimmied.
Luckily the burglars were unable to

get into the house . . . Not so lucky
was John Garfield, who reported to the
police that burglars had made off with
all his patio furniture stored in the
garage . . . Bette Davis calls her hus-
band by his last name, Sherry, instead
of William Grant. Maybe she picked
up the habit from Nora Eddington, who
always calls Errol, Flynn. So did Lili

Damita—pronounced Fleen . . . Will
Rogers Jr. will portray his father

in “The Story of Will Rogers” on
condition that his salary for the film

will be turned over to charity tax

exempt. After this picture, he sticks to

politics . . . Sight of the month is Har-
vey, the boxer puppy given to Lauren
Bacall and Bogart as a wedding present
from Louis Bromfield. Harvey had his

ears clipped and kept pulling off the

tape, keeping the ears from healing.

So Lauren put a snood on the dog to

give his ears a chance to heal ... A fan

of Helmut Dantine’s managed to get a

pass key made for his apartment, but
the manager caught the girl as she

was about to make an entrance. She
won’t tell how many pass keys were
made and now Helmut is wondering
who else is liable to drop in unex-
pectedly . . . Ronald Reagan and Jane
Wyman are about to become a husband
and wife team on the screen. The pic-

ture will be a comedy, and the studio

hopes it will be the first of a series . . .

Tony Martin went back to the Chez
Paree in Chicago at $5000 a week.
When he first appeared there before

getting into the movies, his salary was
$50 a week. Bob Walker gained ten

badly needed pounds on his last visit

to New York. He did it the hard

way, too. Quantities of cod liver oil

. . . The story goes that Maria Mon-
tez had a violent quarrel with her

oldest sister Adita and ordered her

out of the house. Adita flew back to

the Dominican Republic immediately
and now Maria’s so sorry about it all.

No one concerned even remembers now
what the fight was all about.

Lawford on Matrimony: Peter Lawford
doesn’t plan to get married for at least

six or eight years, he says, but he has

definite ideas as to the kind of girl he

hopes to marry then.

“She won’t have to be beautiful—just

nice looking, with a sort of wind-blown
naturalness. (Continued on page 19)

Mature lost for an answer? Vie and June Haver at CBS Frigidaire Star Time



It’s a Boy!

—and his life expectancy

is brighter, and longer

by 15 years

— thanks to medicine's

“men in white

”

Cold figures . . . with a warm,

wonderful significance, This

table based on figures from

several leading insurance com-
panies tells in seven lines as

much as a five-foot shelf of

volumes on the amazing
strides modern medical sci-

ence has made in protecting

and prolonging life.

According to a recent Nationwide survey:

SMOKE CAMELS

THANANYOTHER CIGARETTE!

T
\hat’s the significant showing made when

three leading, independent research or-

ganizations put this question to 113,597 phy-

sicians in the United States: “What cigarette

do you smoke?”

Figures were checked and re-checked!

And more doctors named Camel as their

smoke than any other cigarette!

Doctors, like all of us, smoke for pleasure.

Camel’s rich, full flavor appeals to their taste

. . . Camel’s cool mildness registers with their

throats. ..just as with smokers the world over!

Camels

The best proving ground for

a cigarette is your own taste

and throat. Your taste is the

place to “test” the flavor of

Camel’s costlier tobaccos.

Your throat will tell you most

conclusively how Camel’s cool

mildness agrees with it.

The "T-Zone"-

T for Taste

and

T for Throat

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.



It*s dark . . . it’s exciting . . . it’s the new Cutex color for intrigue. Put it on your long, temptress

nails . . . wear it— then let men beware! • And when in lighter mood try the new Cutex Proud Pink;



INSIDE STIFF

Vera-Ellen, hyphenated wonder of “Three Little Girls
in Blue,” is that rarest of rareties, a cute tall girl

(Continued from page 16) And she

won’t be clothes crazy, either. I like a

girl who wears the casual sort of clothes

that look all right either indoors or out.

“She’ll have plenty of personality and
she’ll have a good mind. I want to

marry someone who can talk intelli-

gently and listen intelligently about a

variety of things. She should have a

sense of humor, too. That’s one of the

most important things of all.”

Peter wants to get all youthful im-
pulsiveness out of his system before he
settles down and marries. When he
weds, he says firmly, it’s going to last.

Personality of the Month: You can walk
right up to Miss Vera-Ellen and with
our permission say, “You are a para-
dox.” And if she asks why, and of

course she will, for Vera has an inquir-
ing mind, you can say she’s that rarest

of rarities—a rather tall girl with curls

and dimples who really looks cuddly.
In a nutshell, that’s Vera-Ellen.
On the screen you saw her first in

“Wonder Man” with Danny Kaye, espe-
cially in that wonderful Balinese num-
ber with Vera and Danny dislocating
their necks in the fascinating fashion
of the natives. You’ll see more of her
in “The Kid from Brooklyn” where she
goes from one specialty to another.
Work? The girl’s a fiend for it. Long,

long hours—no, days and weeks—of

practice for her routines leaves her
disheveled and droopy, her hair stick-

ing out like animated daisy petals, but
does she care? Never. Vera-Ellen is a
professional, has been since childhood.

Dancing is her creed, her life and to it

she gives her mind and strength and
never frets about the time involved.
Her one ambition is to dance pro-

fessionally in Cincinnati, her home
town, but every time a stage production
in which she’s dancing hits the Ohio
town so do the floods. Back in Cincin-
nati she began dancing at nine, became
the chief amateur entertainer at all the
local functions, and then moved on to

New York to try out with Billy Rose.
“I don’t want a job in the chorus,”

she sassed him. “I want a specialty
number.”
Three weeks later she became a spe-

cialty dancer in Billy Rose’s night spot
Casa Manana, and eventually moved on
to the musicals “Panama Hattie,” “By
Jupiter” and eventually “Connecticut
Yankee” where Sam Goldwyn saw her,
liked her, signed her.

Things she reluctantly admits to are
that once she was a part of a Major
Bowes unit, that she loathes shows on
the road and that in her very first dra-
matic job she spoke one line: “There
it is.” The show was “Very Warm for

May.” Her mother dreamed up the
name Vera-Ellen replete with hyphen
and all. Her complete name was Vera-
Ellen Rohe. In 1943 she married Lieut.
Robert Hightower but recently sep-
arated from her handsome husband.
Food? She ate the Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox commissary out of food the
day we lunched with her and looked
about inquiringly for more. Her danc-
ing, of course, keeps her down to the
111 pounds which is a nice balance for

BEAUTYBANVS0fu
TO
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For proper make-up and cleans-

ing, never allow cream to get

into hairline . . . yet, always be

sure to clean all the way to it.

To "hold that line”, use easy-

to-make Sitroux Beauty Bands!

First, fold Sitroux Tissue diag-

onally, to form triangle as above.

Third— tuck top flap under and
you’re all set! Soft, absorbent

Sitroux is ideal for removing
cream, too — for toning down
make-up — and dozens of other

daily "beauty-duties”. Caution:

never waste Sitroux !
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her five foot five. Her tiny nose
turns up just a bit, her blue
eyes dance with her feet, her
natural blonde hair won’t stay
curled two numbers at a time
and she has earned a pilot’s

license. She can swim, too,

skate, ride and sail. She
brought her mother on from
her home town of Cincinnati to

keep her company. At present
she’s dancing in “Three Little

Girls in Blue” for Twentieth
Century-Fox, who agree with
Goldwyn that Vera-Ellen is a

hyphenated wonder.

Romance Ramblings: Turhan Bey
and Yvonne De Carlo are a

new and constant twosome . . .

Suzi Crandall and Rory Cal-
houn are seen everywhere to-

gether . . . Hedy Lamarr and
John Loder are reconciling
after that quarrel which hurt
them both ... It looks serious
between Louise Allbritton and
Charles Collingwood. He’s a

war correspondent just back from
France. Louise is so afraid she might
lose the cigarette lighter he brought her
from London that she keeps it in a

special case. It’s no larger than a quar-
ter and almost as thin . . . It’s news
when Errol Flynn takes his wife any-
where, so eyebrows were up when
Flynn and Nora Eddington went Mo-
camboing a few nights ago . . . Eleanor
Parker’s rich husband hangs a new
hunk of jewelry on her every month

INSIDE STIFF

on their wedding anniversary.

People and Things: Richard Greene re-
turned to Hollywood with his pretty
wife, Patricia Medina, and a hunger for

hamburgers, which he hadn’t had in

England. You’ll remember Richard was
one of the first Hollywood stars to drop

his film career to return to

England at the outbreak of the
war. Twentieth Century-Fox.
where Greene is under con-
tract, is testing Pat, who’s very
pretty and looks like a bru-
nette version of Cornel Wilde’s
blonde wife.

You’ll see Joan Crawford’s
personal wardrobe in “Humor-
esque,” in which she’ll be
wearing her own Adrian-de-
signed clothes. Joan also in-

sisted that Adrian be given i

screen credit for them. Inci-

dentally, since her parting from
Phil Terry, Joan’s been one of

the most popular girls in town.
:

All the wolves are howling
around Joan, who looks more
beautiful than ever.

Stirling Hayden will be back
in pictures again as soon as his

divorce from Madeleine Car-
roll is final. He’s going to Reno
because Madeleine couldn’t get
there until April or May and
Stirling wanted it over with

before his return to the movies.

Red Apple Department: Lon McCallis-
ter's version of the little red school-
house is the Actor’s Lab in Hollywood,
which he’s attending under the G. I.

Bill of Rights.

George Montgomery and Dinah Shore
plan to build a ranch house in Mon-
tana, so they’re attending night school.

George is studying architecture and
Dinah interior decorating.

?

You don't have to love your.neighbor

says ALAN LADD
starring in “THE BLUE DAHLIA," a Paramount picture

“If he’s a right guy, you like him; if not, you

don’t. The important thing is to judge people as

individuals ... by their words and deeds, not by

their religion or race or color. Give him a chance

to show his stuff. ..the same chance you’d want!”

, One of a series of messages presented by Fleer's in the interest of

better understanding among families, friends and nations.

FLEER S is the delicious candy-coated

gum, with the extra peppermint flavor.

It’s attractive, delightful! Five cents for

twelve flavorful fleerlets that pop out one

at a time from the handy package. You’ll

like Fleer’s. . .Try it today!

Candy Coated— Chewing gum in ife nicest form

!

FRANK H. FLEER CORP., PHILADELPHIA, PA. ESTABLISHED 1885
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INSIDE STUFF

Blissfully memoed—Shirley Temple and
her husband, happy civilian John Agar

Fair Exchange, etc.: David Niven is driv-

ing Laurence Olivier’s car in Holly-
wood. Olivier left it in storage when
he and Vivien Leigh left for England
four years ago. David left his own
car in London when he returned to

America, so Olivier is using that one
in England.
Wayne Morris, out walking his dog

one evening, met another man walking
his. The two got into some general
conversation about dogs and finally

got on the housing shortage.

“We’re expecting our second baby in

June,” said Wayne. “And we’d give
anything to find a larger house.”

“Well, my kids are off to boarding
school,” said the stranger. “And ours
is much too big for us now.”
Upshot was they switched houses.

Sweden's Popularity Poll: Photoplay’s
movie-goers’ poll for 1945, conducted
by the eminent Dr. George Gallup’s
American Research Institute, as you
know, awarded Gold Medals to Greer
Garson and Bing Crosby. A nation-
wide, year-round vote proved Greer
and Bing to be, without doubt, the
most popular stars. It also showed
Ingrid Bergman and Bette Davis vying
with Greer for first place and Hum-
phrey Bogart vying for first place
with Bing.
Mark those names well ... It isn’t

only in these United States that they
are firsts. Almost without exception
they also top a 1945 poll conducted
in Sweden exclusively for Photoplay.
Sven Blomquist, Director of the Swed-
ish Gallup Institute, cables that Ingrid
Bergman was voted the most popular
actress over there and Gary Cooper
the most popular actor, with Greer
Garson and Bette Grable contenders
for first place among the women and
Bing Crosby and Humphrey Bogart
for first place among the men.

ore than your -feathers

say'Ostrich,"nn^el

You're playing "Ostrich," too—when you

fail to guard against underarm odor.

YOU CERTAINLY know your negligees,

Honey—as that smooth little ostrich

number reveals.

The trouble is you’re imitating that bird

in more ways than one. Why act like an

ostrich and close your eyes to underarm

odor? Others will notice—even if you don’t.

MOts

Your bath washes away past perspiration

—leaves you fresh as a primrose. But for

protection against future underarm odor,

smart girls go for Mum.

Snowy-white Mum smooths on in 30

seconds. Keeps you safe all day or evening.

Keeps you nice to be near. And who

doesn’t admire that charm in a girl?

Gentle Mum is safe and quick to use,

even after dressing. Harmless to skin and

fabrics. Won’t dry out in the jar or form

irritating crystals. Get Mum today.

• • •

For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, safe,

dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION



The^fc^Stage
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

^ Gilda (Columbia)

Dangerous intrigue—for Rita Hayworth
ami Glenn Ford in South America

D
ON’T worry, kids. Despite the threat of
solid drama—and there’s plenty of that

—she actually does do two songs and
dances as hot as the smoke from a swamp
fire. Who is she? Rita Hayworth, of

course, more luscious than ever even
though the picture isn’t in Technicolor.
And there’s more exciting news about

“Gilda.” You’ll see a Glenn Ford you
never saw before. The Marine Corps seems
to have given this talented actor added
strength and stature, not to mention at-
tractiveness.
He plays the role of a young American

whose embittered love affair has set him
on the shady course of loaded dice and
marked cards down in Buenos Aires just
before the end of the war. He is saved
from a wharf hold-up by the sinister op-
erator of a gambling casino, splendidly
done by George Macready, and goes to

work for his rescuer. They become fast

friends until Macready comes back from
one of his mysterious trips with a wife

—

none other than Rita as Gilda, the girl who
Glenn thinks betrayed his love. As em-
bittered as Glenn himself, she has mar-
ried Macready to goad Glenn and win him
back.
The melodrama then moves through a

maze of German cartels, Argentine police
and jealous lovers—never a dim moment!
Yet for all its story holes and questionable
characters, you’ll find the picture engross-
ing from the first to the last flicker.

Special mention should be given Steven
Geray for his charming characterization
of Uncle Pio, the philosopher of the casino
washroom, and Joseph Calleia for his sym-
pathetic chief of police.

Your Reviewer Says: “Gilda” will haunt you

Psychologically speaking—Ann Todd and
James Mason in splendid British film

Sinister and strong— this film moment
between Vincent Price and Gene Tierney

v'v'

The Seventh Veil (Sydney Box-Or*»is—Universal)

H
ERE is the English counterpart of the
American “Spellbound.” Both pictures

are based on what happens in the subcon-
scious mind and the ways of psychiatry in

dealing with its curious quirks. And both
are exciting in their different approaches.
The American story takes a murder as its

motivation and becomes in effect a first-

rate whodunit, whereas the British, who
are fonder of what goes on in the re-

cesses of the human soul, choose emotional
conflict for theirs—in this case the veils

which enshroud the subconscious mind
and obscure its operations.

“The Seventh Veil” tells the story of an
English girl, Ann Todd, who becomes a

great pianist under the guidance of her
crippled guardian, James Mason. Because
of his physical handicap, he will not allow
himself to think of love, but neither will

he permit her to have any other love in

her life. He spirits her away from an early

romance with an American music student,
tries to break up an affair with a noted
painter. In her flight from her guardian,
the girl suffers an accident which un-
leashes the psychological turmoil of her
years of frustration. It is then that the
psychiatry enters the picture to solve the
riddle of which man she really loves.

Ann Todd, known abroad as the English
Garbo—and you’ll catch a resemblance
when you see the film—gives a lovely,

sensitive performance (with Eileen Joyce,
England’s leading woman pianist, expertly
doing the offstage job on the keyboard).
You won’t forget James Mason—Britain’s

number one heartbeat—who plays the

dark, dynamic, cripple. Also excellent are

Herbert Lom, as the psychiatrist and Al-
bert Lieven, the artist lover.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s good—so are the

other six.

^ Dragonwvck (20lh Century-Fox)

D
RAGONWYCK, high on a hill, is a

house of hate, presided over by Vincent
Price, patron of a fabulous estate, whose
mind nurtures evil spirits of greed and
scheming. To this home of subversive
currents comes Gene Tierney, fresh from
the farm, as companion to the young un-
loved daughter. Price is the first aristo-

crat she has ever seen and naturally the

innocent, imaginative lass falls in love with
him.
They are married after the strange death

of Price’s wife, contrary to the wishes of

Gene’s simple, Bible-reading family, who
caution her against the illusions of ele-

gance and splendor. Sinister developments
brought on by the loss of their son and
heir cause the romantic scales to drop
from her eyes. Glenn Langan is interest-

ing as the doctor of the feudal farmers
of Dragonwyck’s lands, who also loves her.

Vincent Price gives a masterful portrayal

of the decadent, power-mad monarch, and
Gene Tierney is lovely as the winsome
idealist. Walter Huston and Ann Revere
are very earthy as Gene’s parents, and a

brief character bit by Jessica Tandy as a

crippled maid is outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: Strong melodrama.

(Continued on page 24)

P
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For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 135

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures. See Page 143

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 138
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"Did 1

dare to tell her?

AS Spencer said "Good night” I could

tell from the troubled look in

Marian’s eyes that he was walking out

of her life as so many other attractive

men had done. And I knew it was for

the same reason ! As one of her older

friends, dared I tell her what this inti-

mate reason was? Or should I stand

mutely by seeing her make the same
mistake that so many women make
over and over again?

For a long time I hesitated then I

broke it to her as tactfully as I could.

She flushed scarlet.

"Why, Ann, it’s unthinkable! I’m so

fastidious! It can’t be true. It can’t/”

"But, Marian,” I protested, "surely
I would not put myself in this humili-

ating position if it were
not.”

"Of course. Forgive

me.

"Do you remember
Blake . . . how quickly

he drifted away? And
Tompkins? How eager he was to meet
you and how soon he lost interest?”

Marian nodded.

"Well, darling, that was the reason.

Blake came right out and said so and
Tompkins and two or three others

hinted as much. I wanted to tell you
then but the subject* seemed so deli-

cate I just couldn’t.”

Marian gulped. "I’m ever so grate-

ful,” she said. "What a fool I’ve been.

Wait and see how different things are

going to be—and Ym getting Spencer

back!”
H H H

Don’t make the mistake of assuming
that your breath is always agreeable.

It might be off-color this very moment

without your knowing it. That’s the

insidious thing about halitosis (bad

breath)*. You may offend others with-

out realizing it.

Don't Take Chances

Isn’t it silly, then, to risk offending

this way when Listerine Antiseptic

offers such an easy, delightful precau-

tion? This wonderful antiseptic helps

to make the breath sweeter, more ap-

pealing. Never, never omit it before

social and business engagements.

While some cases of off-color breath

are systemic, some authorities declare

that most cases are caused by the bac-

terial fermentation of tiny food par-

ticles clinging to mouth surfaces.
Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such
fermentation and then overcomes the

odors it causes. At once your breath

becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to

offend.

Remember to use Listerine Anti-

septic the next time you have a date.

It pays.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

p
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or double ‘teen . . . young fig

ures choose a Wispese to style

their curves . . . it’s so soft, light

made, such satisfying value.

and all the supporting cast is good, es-
pecially Judith Anderson, George Sanders
and Reginald Denny.

^ Sentimental Journey
(20tli Century-Fox)

H
ERE is a poignant, sensitive departure
from the usual tear-jerker woman’s

picture that will not disappoint those
drawn to the box office by its title.

Maureen O’Hara gives a sympathetic
portrayal of the young actress who, know-
ing of her imminent death, adopts a child
in the hope that it will give her husband,
John Payne, something to cling to after

she is gone. Although Payne is a talented
producer of her New York plays, she feels

that his immaturity will preclude any re-
adjustment to life without her. After her
death, her plan seems doomed to failure

because the little orphan’s world is one
of fantasy and Payne fails to understand
her.

Even though she dies in the first half

of the picture, Maureen, especially beau-
tiful, reappears before the child advising
her how to gain her foster father’s af-

fections. Payne’s performance is strong
and William Bendix is capital as the
comic Man Friday of the trio. Connie
Marshall, a talented youngster, definitely

makes a mark for herself. Also effective

are Sir Cedric Hardwicke as the doctor,

Mischa Auer, Glenn Langan, Kurt Kreu-
ger and Trudy Marshall.

Your Reviewer Says: A four-handkerchief
picture.

^ The Hoodlum Saint (M-G-M)

T
HIS doesn’t make a great deal of sense
and it’s packed with hokum, but the

sure-fire performances by William Powell
and Esther Williams will do much to hold
your interest.

Powell is his usual polished self as the
aggressive newspaperman who leaves his

job to make more money and ends up as

a millionaire with faith in nothing but
money. Then he hears the legend of St.

Dismus, patron saint of toughies and, with
no faith in the Saint’s teachings, serfnon-

izcs the story to discourage pals from
borrowing money from him.
Esther Williams is so attractive as the

girl who turns down Powell and his mil-

(Continued on page 26)

Family sentiment:
Connie Marshall,
Maureen O’Hara
and John Payne
in dramatic “Senti-

mental Journey”

WISPESE, Inc.

302 Fifth Ave. • New York 1 , N. Y.

(Continued from page 22)

^ Little Giant (Univei’sal)

(Note: This picture is now being re-

issued. If you missed it the first time,

below is a condensation of the review ran
in Photoplay in May 1940.)

A
T last, here’s an Abbott and Costello pic-
ture minus people running into doors,

falling downstairs and being hit on the

head in dismal efforts to make you laugh.
This one will give you laughs for far more
legitimate reasons, because Costello really

comes into his own as a comedian playing
a vacuum salesman who thinks he’s a

psychic. Abbott has a dual role as Lou’s
employers— they’re cousins, not twins
(thank heavens for small blessings).

Lou is a farm boy from Cucamonga,
California, who comes to the big city after

having taken a correspondence course in

how to sell vacuum cleaners. He is a big

failure at first, but when he is thought
to be psychic, then there’s no stopping
him. We admit that one prospective cus-
tomer throws a shoe at him and that he
gets sick on a cigar, but somehow these
situations seem possible rather than just

slapstick. Abbott does all right, too, as

both the employers, and Jacqueline deWit
plays his wife who think’s Lou’s cute.

Your Reviewer Sav: It’ll take your mind
off the atom bomb.

Rebecca ( Selzniek

International—U A)

P
SYCHOLOGICAL studies are always
difficult to screen so that they make sense

to the lay mind and still maintain pace.

“Rebecca” poses even a greater problem.
The main character never appears, is, in

fact, dead. Yet she dominates the whole.
Rebecca, the corpse, was the first wife of

hero Laurence Olivier; she has been
drowned in a small boat and Olivier, wan-
dering around Europe, meets and marries
Joan Fontaine, a shy but pretty profes-
sional traveling companion. Back to his

great country estate Manderley, Olivier

carries his bride and there she dis-

covers . . but that’s the secret of

“Rebecca’s” recurring surprises and plot

twists. The mood of haunting fear is mag-
nificently c.ontrived. Laurence Olivier and
Joan Fontaine handle their roles expertly

24



MRS. GEORGE MURPHY-

delightful wife of the debonair

screen star.

says Mrs.George Murphy

"No wonder the smartest lips in Hollywood

are cheering for tangee KEn-itED!”

Tangee Red-Red is not only a favorite in hard-to-

please Hollywood— it’s the world’s most popular

lipstick shade. This rich, rare red is both exciting

and inviting— both alluring and enduring . . .

because Tangee’s exclusive Satin-Finish means

lips not too dry, not too moist . . . lipstick that

stays on for many extra hours.

AT LAST...

A PERFECT CAKE MAKE-UP!

The perfect cake make-up is here! Some cake make-

ups pleased you in one way. . .some in another. .

.

but the new Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up

is ideal in every way! It’s easy to apply— stays

on for extra hours— is designed to protect your

skin—and does not make you look as if you were

wearing a mask.
CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN,
Head of the House of Tangee

and creator of the world famous

Tangee Red-Red Lipstick and

Retal-Finish Cake Make-Up.
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nue” by Federal. You have seen it!

You have used it! It is the most famous
tumbler ever made.

And, in millions of discriminating

homes (including your own) you
will always find Tumblers, Tableware,

Kitchenware, Occasional Pieces, Bev-

erage Sets and Ornamental Pieces fash-

ioned by Federal.

So when you buy glassware, look

for the Shield (g? of Federal. It

stands for fine design and craftsman-

ship in utility glassware continuously

demonstrated during 46 years of qual-

ity manufacture.

Let the sparkling beauty of Federal-

fashioned glassware give unusual

distinction to your daily service.

THE FEDERAL GLASS COMPANY
COLUMBUS 7, OHIO

Wff
c fa

Federal
ADDS DISTINCTION TO YOUR DAILY SERVICE

(Continued from page 24)

lions because of his lack of idealism, and
Angela Lansbury as the torch singer who
tries to put out Powell’s torch for Esther
is excellent. James Gleason, Lewis Stone
and Rags Ragland head the very good
supporting cast.

Your Reviewer Says: What have you got to

lose?

^ The Bandit of Sherwood
Forest (Columbia)

O flavor is lost in the romance and
adventure of your favorite legend as

Cornel Wilde rides through fairy-tale haz-
ards in this picture-escape from reality.

As the fabulous Robin Hood ages, his

son, played by Wilde, takes up the sword
and bow and arrow when an unscrupulous
regent, Henry Daniell, attempts to de-
throne the youthful king of England. With
the artistry of his famous father, Cornel
makes an energetic and colorful hero.
Anita Louise supplies romantic interest

as a lady in waiting of the court who helps
Wilde track down tyranny. Jill Esmond
is the queen mother, Russell Hicks plays
the elder Robin and E^gar Buchanan is

the comic Friar Tuck.
Outdoor technicolor has seldom been

equalled in richness.

Your Reviewer Says: The kids will love it

—

and grownups too.

^ A Yank in London
(Corporation Ltd.—20th

Century-Fox)

I

N trying to bring about a better under-
standing between the English people

and the American GI, this British picture
does a good job. One gets a most en-
lightening view of the life and inner
emotions of the English people during the
war.
Dean Jagger, the Yank, starts off on

his London furlough with a chip on his

shoulder towards all English subjects, only
to cool off, warm up and end by falling

in love with Rex Harrison’s girl, played by
the capable and charming Anna Neagle.
The furlough begins in the gorgeous man-
sion of Robert Morley, a duke who has
turned over the major part of his home
to the Americans and lives with his small

family and nou.e eeper in a small suite
of rooms. A touching part of the story is

how Dean gets under the cold exterior of
the hard-boiled housekeeper, who falls

under his charm and eventually mothers
all the boys in the house.
Dean, as the Yank from Texas, has a

chance to come into his own and proves
capable of capturing everyone’s heart.
The only possible reservation is that

the film might have been a bit shorter.

Your Reviewer Says: Let’s get to know our
British friends better.

^ The Well Groomed Bride
(Paramount)

T
HERE are giggle-bubbles a-plenty in
this Army-Navy race for a girl and a

bottle of champagne. In search of spar-
kling stuff for a carrier launching, Navy
Lieutenant Ray Milland falls in love with
Olivia de Havilland, who’s also in search
of the same champagne for her wedding
to Army Lieutenant Sonny Tufts. A light j

and airy comedy of errors, the picture i

has some hilarious moments as the trio
;

out-chase each other to see that the best i

man wins.
A far cry from his emotional starkness

of “Lost Weekend,” Milland’s comedy has i

zest and sparkle. Miss de Havilland is a •

crisp, delightful foil for the sparrers, and i

Tufts is amiable as the beautiful but not- a

so-sharp second. James Gleason has some :

funny scenes as a harassed Navy captain,
j

and Constance Dowling comes in to make i

a beautiful complication.

Your Reviewer Says: Fun in the services.

^ Young Widow (Stromberg— \

UA)

A
T last you’ll see the much-publicized
Jane Russell, whose only other screen <

appearance was four years ago in “The
'

Outlaw,” as yet not generally released.
Miss Russell still has a lot to learn about 1

acting, but we think you’ll like her very :

much as the young widow grieving for her I

dead husband and unwilling to accept a
new love.

The picture takes overlong to get under
way, but picks up momentum and interest
when Jane meets Louis Hayward on the

(Continued on page 136)

Louis Hayward
offers consolation
to Jane Russell in

“Young Widow”
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A 8PA/VD~/VfWA18C/M
of coifpo#7ff p/rs/
“NIGHT and DAY”

starring

ALLAN JONES

Includes:

Night and Day, I've Got You Under My Skin, Begin the

Beguine, Why Shouldn't I?, What Is This Thing Called Love?,

Rosalie, Easy to Love, In the Still of the Night . . . With

Orchestra and Chorus, Ray Sinatra, Conductor. Album

M-1033, $4.50, suggested list price exclusive of taxes.

Hear the top RCA Victor artists in their latest hits—
at your dealer's ... on the radio ... on juke boxes

Henry "Red" Allen Louis Armstrong * Desi Arnaz * Eddy Arnold * Bill Boyd

Elton Britt * Helen Carroll and The Satisfiers * Perry Como * Johnny Desmond

Tommy Dorsey * Duke Ellington * The Ginger Snaps * Al Goodman Erskine

Hawkins * Lena Horne * Betty Hutton Spike Jones * Sammy Kaye * Greta Keller

Wayne King * Zeke Manners * Freddy Martin The Glenn Miller Band with Tex

Beneke * Vaughn Monroe * Henri Rene * Carson Robison * Roy Rogers * David

Rose * Sons of the Pioneers * Charlie Spivak * Martha Stewart * Billy Williams

Listen to The RCA Victor Show, Sundays, 4:30 p.m., Eastern Time, NSC.

Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.

THE WORLD’S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE ON (RQ

rcaVictor records p
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PETER LAWFORD HELEN WALKER • REGINALD GARDINER REGINALD OWEN • sir c. aubrey smith

RICHARD HAYDN • MARGARET BANNERMAN • SARA ALLGOOD • ERNEST COSSART FLORENCE BATES • UNA O’CONNOR

Produced, and ^bi/iected by, ERNST LUBITSCH • Screen Play by Samuel Hottenstein and Elizabeth Reinhardt Based on the Novel by Margery Sharp
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Here Come

Ann Todd Stewart Granger Deborah Kerr Janies Mason

W
HILE Britishers during the war years

were adjusting themselves to our gay

and garrulous GI’s, England has been

subjecting us to a similar invasion in

motion pictures. And in these days when
friendship and understanding among nations can mean
the difference between a world of happiness and a

world dying of self destruction, it’s good to have English

films in our American movie theaters.

It doesn’t, of course, make that much difference

whether you like the newest British movie stars. But

as a rooter for the UNO, you can afford your curiosity

about the new faces and new accents you’re beginning

to see on the screen of your neighborhood theater.

There’s James Mason, about whom some of you al-

ready are writing Photoplay. Dark, handsome, and
frequently saturnine, he’d just as soon be villainous

as heroic. In “The Seventh Veil” he’s both. Mason is

tall, has brown eyes and hair, is thirty-seven, not mar-
ried and took his Master of Arts degree at Cambridge
while playing the sinister Marquis of Rohan in that

other British cinematic drama, “The Man in Gray.”

Ann Todd is just a year younger than James Mason.
Married three times, currently to Nigal Tanye, author,

she has a five-year-old daughter whose pert nickname is

“Pippin.” Besides the distinction of playing opposite

Mason in “The Seventh Veil” she competes in “Vacation

from Marriage” for the favor of Robert Donat with
another impressive British actress, Deborah Kerr.

Deborah (she pronounces her last name “car”) por-

trayed three different ladies, all attractive, in “Colonel
Blimp.” In “Love on the Dole” she played a London
slums gii'l and in “Major Barbara” won the prize role

of the Salvation Army girl by her reading of the
Lord’s Prayer.

Other heartbreakers among the men besides James

Mason are Stewart Granger who performs with great

distinction in both “The Man in Gray” and “Madonna
of the Seven Moons,” and Rex Harrison, the fellow

who’s in Hollywood now starring in “Anna and the

King of Siam.”

Granger isn’t conventionally handsome but is tall

—

over six feet—and passably dark with brown eyes. At
the beginning of the war he served in the Black Watch.
He’s thirty-three as of this May and his real name is

Jimmy Stewart which he changed for obvious reasons.

Rex Harrison is known as the Gary Cooper of Great
Britain, probably because he’s the silent type and is

tall, lean and lanky. He’s thirty-seven, married to

Lili Palmer, Viennese actress, and distinguished himself

during the war as an officer of the Royal Air Force.

We’ve seen him over here before, notably in “Night
Train” and “Major Barbara” and currently in “A Yank
in London” and “Blithe Spirit.”

Another British leading lady worth noting is a lovely

young actress, Patricia Roc, of whom Walter Wanger
thought so well he chose her as the first to be brought
to Hollywood as part of the deal between Universal
Studios and J. Arthur Rank, Britain’s leading film im-
presario. You can see her now in “Madonna of the

Seven Moons” and “Millions Like Us” and next summer
in the Wanger production, “Canyon Passage.” Pat is

quite small, blonde, blue eyed, actually named Felicia

Laine (being married since 1940 to a fellow with good
judgment named Murray Laine), likes music, antiques,

swimming, riding and boating.

Yes, there are many new screen faces about which
Photoplay readers should know and for which England’s

to be thanked. And put this in your memorandum
book—several of those mentioned on this page will soon

be on your list of favorites. (If we turn out to be wrong,
please don’t mention it in front of the boss.)

- *>
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litermission
With courage she faced her break with Orson Welles. To

Return engagement at Mocambo—before her marriage she and Tony bad fun dates



omance
dance time, Rita Hayworth has regained her gaiety—with Tony Martin

HE ballroom spotlight made a halo of burnished gold
around the head of the red-headed girl as she stepped
onto the floor to the tune of “I Can’t Begin to Tell

You.”
The good-looking, dark-haired man who circled her

waist with his arm began to sing softly the words of the song,

“So take the sweetest phrases the world has ever known,
and make believe I’ve said them all to you.”
Except for a few admiring glances in their direction, the

hundreds of bobby-soxers and their partners left the redhead
and the black-haired boy to their dancing and soft singing.

It wasn’t a swanky ballroom—not the exclusive Mocambo,
the famous Trocadero or the jumping-jive Palladium. On
the contrary, it was just a popular spot outside Culver City
which featured a good band at popular prices.

Suddenly, pandemonium broke loose. Four “candid cam-
eramen,” who had just entered the door, started loading their

cameras and popping flashlights into the air. “Hey, Rita
—

”

one of them called, “how long has this been going on? How
long have you been coming down here to dance with Tony
Martin? Trying to give us the slip?”

The redhead and the man stopped dancing. But they were
laughing. “All right, boys,” said Rita Hayworth, “go ahead
and take your pictures. What do you mean, give you the

slip? That can’t be done for long.”

“Gee.” said one of the little bobby-soxers standing in the

circle watching the excitement, “Rita and Tony have been
coming down here about ten nights now and having lots of

fun dancing just like us kids. They were having fun—just

like us. After her divorce from Orson Welles and all the
trouble Tony’s had—the war, ’n’ everything—I feel,” she hesi-

tated for the words she wanted and finished, “—kinda sorry

for them!” ( Continued on page 109 )

BY LOUEi, I,A 0. PARSONS

Tlie very heart of her— little llebecca

Rita and Orson Welles before
the breakup—at Romanoff’s
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USMCR pilot Power at the controls

A F course the guy started

I with two strikes on him,
* * being who he was. They
sort of waited for him, if

you know what I mean. But now
he’s the most popular man at Quan-
tico, and that’s as it should be, but
believe me it takes something for a
movie star to make the grade with
this gang we’ve got here.”

I had come across the letter, writ-
ten from the Marine Corps OCS, by
one of my younger brothers, Thorny.
The guy he referred to was Ty-

rone Power.
I kept thinking about what Thorny

had written as Ty and I sat talking.

It takes a good deal to make a home
run with two strikes on you. Usually
it takes a champion.
The young man sitting opposite

me looked like a champion. I found
myself staring at him, trying to esti-

mate the change. For it was there,

a mai'ked and vivid change, one you

would always have to take into con-
sideration. He looked even hand-
somer than I remembered him and
I had always thought him by far the
best looking of any of the young
men on the screen. He looked lean
and hard and in fighting trim; he
looked as though he found life a fine

thing. But the difference lay deeper,
for, as you remember, Tyrone Power
was always like that.

Then I knew what it was. Even
in civilian clothes, even in dark
brown slacks and a light brown
tweed sport coat and a most flam-
boyant tie, you thought of Tyrone
Power as a Marine, not as a movie
star; you thought of him as a pilot

landing medical supplies in an area
where the atomic bomb had landed
not so long before. It occurred to

me that by the time he got' to

Quantico the Marines from boot
camp had probably forgotten he had
ever been a movie star. It occurred
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Saipam days—when Tv was with Air Control

to me that probably Ty Power had
forgotten it too.

I said, “My brother Thorny wrote
me once that you had kind of a
rough time in boot camp.”

Ty’s dark brown eyes twinkled at

me. He said mildly, “Everybody has
a rough time at boot camp.”
“But you had it rougher,” I said.

“In a way,” Ty Power said with
a chuckle. “They made me do every-
thing twice. They never believed me
the first time.”

The way he said it I could see

the top kick not quite believing
his eyes when Marine boot Power
without a murmur sweated it out the
hard way, but in the end, paying him
the highest compliment known to

the Corps: “That guy Power—he’s

a Marine.”
From the big chair where he

lounged easily, Ty broke into my
thoughts. He said gently, “I felt bad
about Thorny. I knew him awfully

“The top moment of mv life was when I saw Annabella on the dock,” says Ty

It took Tyrone Power to live this story.

It took this gifted writer to tell it

BY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

W.Vf

f
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Hetube offee mabine

well. In the Marine Corps they do
everything by the alphabet and my
name began with a P and Rogers’
began with an R and there weren’t
any Quackenbushes in our outfit, so

we were always in the same group.
Until he made Aviation and Intelli-

gence and went to Quonsit and I

went to Corpus Christi for my flying,

we were together all the time. I lost

three close friends—and Thorny was
one of them. I wish he had come
back.”

I wished he had come back, too.

He was one of the finest brothers
any woman ever had. I said, “He
would be so pleased to know—

”

We didn’t say anything for a min-
ute. What I had meant to say was
that I knew how pleased Thorny
would be that Ty Power had ap-
peared at my front door soon after

he got back to say, “I’m sorry
about that. He was a great guy.”
It was a tribute and an act of kind-
liness my broth’er would have ap-
preciated—does appreciate, perhaps.
Those who went over in this war
must always be glad to know their

comrades do not forget them.
As I watched Ty’s young face, I

thought—he is one of the men who
really suffered in this war, he has
too much imagination not to, he
would see the smiling mask put on
over fear, he would break his heart
over the incredible bright courage
of a boy in pain, he never got really

impersonal over Saipan and Oki-
nawa. Setting his transport down
between artillery bursts, landing aid
of all kinds on airfields where bombs
were still falling, he would always
have known those fighting were men
and his brothers. Some pilots could
shut out the little things—the way a
boy fell with one young hand out-
stretched, the faces of men going in

to take a beach—but Ty Power
wouldn’t be able to shut them out.

He would have to go ahead knowing
all of it.

That must have hurt. Yet he had
come back to us all stronger and, in

an odd way, gayer and more charm-
ing and more in love with life than
ever.

A
NNABELLA, his beautiful French
wife, had said to me, “You will

find Tyrone changed.” (She pro-
nounces it Teerrrone and she never
calls him Ty.)
“For the better?” I had said.

She had looked at me seriously for

a moment, her enormous, dark
brown eyes in strange and lovely

contrast to her gold hair. Then she
had nodded. “Oh yes—for the bet-
ter. You will see.”

I was seeing.

Perhaps he read my thoughts, for

he said suddenly in a warm voice,

“I never knew it would be so good
to be home. We were too busy out
there to think as much about home

as perhaps you at home figured we
did. It was another life. One life

had stopped and you had crossed
into another that was war. You
lived with other men, you lived in

ways you would never have thought
possible, you had a job to do and it

took everything you had to do it, all

your thought and energy and time.
But that moment when I saw Anna-
bella standing on the dock in Seattle
—well—” He stopped, he laughed a
little, wanting to explain, yet a little

embarrassed as young men always
are in telling of a deep emotion.
“Well—that was it. It was the top
moment I’ve ever lived when I stood
there at the rail and saw her waiting
for me and knew it was over and I

was back in one piece and my other
life would begin again. It was as
though once you’d died and gone to

hell and then you’d come back and
there was an angel holding open the
door of a heaven you’d ceased to be-
lieve existed at all.”

He waited a moment and then
said, “That was a great life, too, that
other life—and what got you through
it in spite of hell was the other guys.
Once you’ve seen what men can be—men—once you’ve seen how brave
and decent and unselfish they can
be in the damnedest spots you can
imagine—it makes you love human-
ity because it can rise to those
heights. But—getting home—ryou
know I always thought Annabella
was the most beautiful woman I ever
saw. But when I saw her there on
the dock—I tell you that was some-
thing! And the thing is—when I

looked around at the other guys—

I

knew they were thinking the same
thing about the women that were
waiting for them.”
The way he said it made me, for

the first time, feel sorry for the
women who hadn’t waited. They
missed something.
“Now you’re home,” I said, “and

pretty soon you’ll be back at work.”
“Yes,” he said, and hesitated a

little.

“They’ve got a great set-up for

you,” I said.

Over at Twentieth Century-Fox,
Mr. Darryl Zanuck, the man who
made “Wilson,” which I think is still

my favorite motion picture, had been
getting ready for Tyrone Power’s
return for some time. No young
star in the history of the motion-
picture industry ever had such a
break. “The Razor’s Edge,” that in-

credibly deep and beautiful novel by
Somerset Maugham, who had been
so pleased when they cast Tyrone
Power as Larry that he had con-
sented to come out and work on the
script himself—Tom Costain’s best-
selling romance of “The Black Rose”
—and the dynamic adventure thrill-

er, “Captain from Castile.” That was
a lineup ( Continued on page 113)
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Jeanne, starred in “Centennial Summer,” is an avid reader

RUNAWAY!

BRIDE

COVER GIRL

W
HEN Jeanne Crain
ran away from home
on Christmas Eve

and seemingly disap-
peared, she actually

went only about fifteen

miles away to the Mar-
shall Kester ranch in the
San Fernando Valley.

The choice of her hiding place was
typical both of her romanticism and
her good breeding. A giddier girl

might well have stayed at the Brink-
man household, which would have
meant, although Paul’s parents were
there, mean-minded people whisper-
ing about her. A less romantic girl

might have registered at some hotel.

Jeanne, however, chose wisely. She
had originally met Paul at the Hes-
ters’. They were Paul’s friends, and
henceforth, his friends were to be
her friends. In the Kester household,
she could see Paul exactly as she had
seen him in her mother’s home, well
chaperoned but in an atmosphere
which was domestic and informal.

Although she was hardly twenty,
Jeanne knew exactly what she wanted.
She wanted marriage with the man
she loved, and she would do fiothing

that might throw the slightest cloud
upon that marriage. When she had
said to her mother on parting, “It was
fate that Paul and I met. It is fate

that we shall marry. You lived your
life. I’ve got a right to live mine,”
she had spoken her truest beliefs.

Possibly, Jeanne would have con-
ceded that her original meeting with
Paul, and the immediate flash of at-

traction between them, was accidental,

but when they had passed one another
in the traffic, and when next they
bumped into one another at the Farm-
er’s Market, Jeanne regarded it as

Divine intervention. Her faith in Di-
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This was her choice—this was the way

Jeanne knew it must be—to take

the hard road to happiness

BY RUTH WATERBURY

vine guidance is so strong that she is

completely fearless and beyond worry.
For instance, once on location at

Laguna, where she and a photog-
rapher had driven for some picture
taking, she lost the keys to the car
in a big open, grassy field. The pho-
tographer was immediately frantic.

Jeanne was not. She moved away
from him quietly and stood for a few
moments with her head bowed in

prayer to St. Anthony. Then raising

her head and smiling, she walked
swiftly across the field, tinned slightly

right, stopped and quickly stooped
down. When she stood up again, she
had the keys in her hand.
This very faith made her believe in

the rightness of her love, once it had
come to her. The fact that Paul was
a Catholic strengthened her decision
and even though, by the time she was
settled at the Kesters’, it was Christ-
mas day, she sought out a priest, after

attending the earliest mass, and asked
for his help. And right there again,

she got what was to her Divine aid.

For ordinarily, under the laws of

the Catholic Church, those desiring to

be wed must wait three weeks—or for

the passing of three Sundays, at least,

on which occasions the bans are read.

But Jeanne and Paul went straight to

the Bishop and secured a special dis-

pensation, allowing them to be mar-
ried without the usual bans being
read. They were then able to be mar-
ried Monday, the last day of 1945.

In every other respect, however,
the week between December twenty

-

fourth and January first was very
trying on all concerned. The dis-

tracted Mrs. Crain kept calling Paul
but he would not talk to her.

Neither would his parents. She
called all Jeanne’s girl friends but
none' of (Continued on page 121)
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The “tough” guy took a wife—June, of “The Sailor Takes a Wife”

You think of fairy dust and

dreams when June talks of

her home with “my husband”

BY ELAINE ST. JOHNS
Color Picture* hu Fink

Cornered—by June. Dick’s in “Cornered”



fr/o Happiness

ALi g|S F June Allyson Powell opened the door of her charm-V ing Brentwood home to admit you clad in skeleton

leaves and with her hand covered with fairy dust,

there would be nothing startling about it. For more than

a touch of Peter Pan clings to this girl who is one of

Hollywood’s foremost stars. She is a wife filled with a

sense of wonder at her happiness, a woman filled with
a sense of high adventure as she assumes the duties of her
first home. She brings a clear-eyed candor and wisdom
to her problems and yet you are sure, as you talk to her,

that she will never, never be that humdrum thing, com-
pletely grown up.
Somehow you know that, although she hastens to tell you

she has been married ohly “seven months day before
yesterday,” she will always refer to Dick Powell softly as

“my husband” at every opportunity, for the choice of phrase
comes, not from its novelty, but because that is the way
she thinks of him. And that when she speaks to him she
will always call him “Richard.”
“He calls me ‘wife’ or sometimes ‘buzzard,’ but I’m not

much good at nicknames. Old-fashioned, I guess.” She
adds ruefully that being old-fashioned, can sometimes get

her into trouble. As when she told Dick shortly after their

marriage that she believed every good wife should run her
own house. He agreed and now she is running hers. “By
the trial and error method,” she grins. “I’m in the ‘error’
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They were thrown out of their hotel, lived on a yacht, moved into their house before it was ready

Husband cooperation: Dick lends a hand in cleaning patio furniture

CORNER ON RAPPINESS

stage right now, I’m afraid.”

For this is literally her first house. She
does not remember ever living in a house
before and the thousand and one respon-
sibilities that rest on a housewife’s shoul-
ders amaze her.

“I have enough bread in this house right

now for an army,” she said. “I ordered
four loaves every delivery from the bakery
man and it turns out he delivers every
other day. I’ve simply got to catch him and
make him stop. And yesterday I bought a
cord of wood. It looks so marvelous stacked
up in the wood shed so high,” and she flung
her arms to the ceiling, “and I got so en-
tranced with the idea of all the fires we
could have that I wanted to know immedi-
ately when he delivered again. He said
anytime I needed him, so I told him every
Saturday would suit us! Thank goodness
Richard is so patient! He seems to get a
kick out of it.”

She had a little trouble with the cleaning.

She, personally, wished to send her hus-
band’s suits to the cleaner. She told the
driver firmly that she wanted them back
the next evening. He looked so startled

she relented a little and added that the
morning would do, or whatever time the
following day suited him. She chuckled
gleefully.

“ ‘Where you been, lady?’ ” she
mimicked the driver.

“
‘If you see these

suits again in two weeks you’ll be lucky.’
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But I’m learning,” she added triumphantly.
Her most heart-breaking experience to

date was the first dinner she cooked for her
husband. She had been wanting to try her
hand in the kitchen and finally the big day
came. She wasn’t working and the house-
keeper was off. Steak, baked potatoes,

Brussels sprouts, a salad, a bakery cake
seemed simple and good man food. She
started dinner about 2:30. She had read
somewhere that potatoes went in first so she
duly started these while she prepared
everything else and arrayed herself in a
charming dirndl, “like brides in the movies,”
she says. When Richard came home she
had the fire blazing, she settled him in his
big chair with his slippers, his cigarettes,

and a book, although there was no fight as
yet for him to read by, “but it made it look
fight,” she pointed out, and she tossed on
the steak.

When she served dinner the steak had
curled at the edges and would have broken
the jaw of a strong man, the potatoes were’
raw, and the Brussels sprouts whimsically
enough were either hard as marbles or like

mush. Her eyes get wistful and sweet as
she says, “And Richard thought the best
thing to do was make a joke of it. So he
tossed the potatoes in the air and said,

‘What do we care about food?’ and I started
to laugh but they made such a thud when
they hit the chair (Continued on page 117)

Orange juice for breakfast, of course, from their own tree



Both dogs are tolerant, especially Perry, who believes in humoring humans—in this case Greg of “Duel in the Sun”

It’s like this to he

Mrs. GregoryBtck



It’s a merry-go-round of

Family portrait: Jonathan, Greg and Greta, Finland’s contribution

BY GRETA PECK

romance, a blissful state of con-

tent. It’s all the fun of a lifetime

Greta and Greg like to sketch—they have twin easel

W
HEN you live with a person it’s not always easy
to describe what he’s like. All those little personal
characteristics become too familiar to be recalled one

by one.

I remember a quarrel Greg and I had one time. It

was a silly little spat that came up over nothing. Both
of us have quick tempers and an argument can get going
a mile a minute even before we know what it’s all about.
We make up quickly, too—usually whoever feels the
guiltiest does the making up.
This particular time, however, we went around for

a couple of days not speaking and feeling like wretches.
Even so, I wasn’t going to make the overtures. Not me,
my pride was hurt. I stayed that way until the second
night, when Greg came home and went right up to my
room. When I went up later there was the new camel’s
hair coat I’d once mentioned I’d like to have hanging
over a chair—with a scarf in my favorite colors sticking

out of the pocket, and a big bottle of Chanel 22 standing
on my dressing table.

I ran to him—crying—asking myself, “How can you
be mad at a man like that?” Now, when someone asks
“What’s it like—being Mrs. Gregory Peck?” I think
back to that quarrel.

Being Greg’s wife, I know, is the same as being any
woman who’s lucky enough to be married to her favorite

man in all the world. He never wants to comb his hair

—

and he has a bad habit of leaving his clothes around
until you pick them up in self-defense. He makes dates

for us and forgets to tell me about them. He’s glum
sometimes—and good for a million laughs the rest of the
time. He’s hard working, and straight thinking—and
hates to admit it when he’s wrong. But what’s most
important, he can admit I am wrong and keep on lov-

ing me!
The first time I saw him, backstage in Philadelphia,

I sneaked a look at the call-board to see who he was.
Gregory Peck—hmm, he certainly picked a fine stage

name for himself, I thought—but somehow it seemed
to fit him. I never knew it was his own until I met his

parents some months later—and found out he wasn’t a
full-blooded Indian as he’d told me the first time I went
out with him.
About that first date of ours—we went to the Merry

-

go-Round Bar in Boston and there’s a little story he
likes to tell about pretending to be a palm reader so

he could hold my hand! He got away with it. I’ve always
hated to spoil his illusions, but who do you suppose
started the conversation about palm reading?
For Christmas this year, he gave me a bracelet made

to resemble a gold belt, with a buckle of diamonds, and
for my birthday he gave me (Continued on page 94)



DREAMBOAT
Put on your prettiest face for here’s your invitation to step out

Florence Pritchett, beautiful reporter, and Pete Lawford

For a master with the menu—your man is Walter Pidgeon

Get a lot of sleep before you take off with Bill Eythe

H
AVE you ever asked yourself if it’s all caviar
and champagne when you date a movie star?
Do you glide across star-dusted dance floors

as he sings softly into your ear? Is the world
transformed into a place of moonlight, orchids
and distant violins because you happen to be out
with a man who earns his living playing in

pictures?

I can’t answer for all celluloid dreamboat dates
but I can tell of several—of Van Johnson, happy
as a bird dog, and of his way with a kiss; of

Helmut Dantine with a bit of Bogart and a dash
of Boyer; of Bob Walker, who is no stumbling,
uncertain Hargrove when he picks you up in his

snazzy beige Lincoln Continental; of Peter Law-
ford who manages to out-flirt the best of them
and still be flatteringly attentive to his lady of

the evening.
But to get down to individual cases:

Van of the smile and the disarming enthusiasm
is a versatile companion. Tonight you may be
doing a mean rumba at one of the local night
spots, but tomorrow night will undoubtedly be
spent in the balcony of a movie house. Actually,
you are likely to find yourself spending many an
evening in the movies, if you spend any time with
Van. He is movie mad and about three nights

a week you’ll drive in his modest Ford converti-
ble over Culver City way where he has all the
old pictures starring the “greats” of yesteryear
shown. Parties given so constantly in Hollywood
are seldom attended by this “boyishly boyish”
boy. His work means too much to him, so during
the week he retires, early.

Whatever you do, don’t wear your hair up.
One of his pet antipathies are coiffures that look
as if they took four days at hard labor to prepare.
Be chic and well dressed but keep it not too

studied looking. Van runs around dressed in a
very casual manner (Yale boys call it “studied
carelessness”), so keep your costume simple.

Sharpen your wits and sense of humor for

you’re going to have the life kidded out of you.
The evening will be a gay one, perhaps not mak-
ing too much sense, but fun withal. He has one
quality that will impress you no end: The ability
to never forget a name or a face. This comes
from long training in good, manners and consid-
eration, a most singular quality among young
men who have zoomed to the top. However,
you’ll have a lot of trouble deciding just what
goes on with young Johnson. His actual per-
sonality and character is as elusive as quick-
silver—first you have it, then you don’t. Despite
the elusiveness, the one thing that will come out
very definitely is, “He’s a nice guy.”
As to Van’s kissing technique . . . Imagine the

patio of the Bel-Air Hotel filled with golden
sunlight and the perfume of the bougainvillea in

which bees are humming. Heavy hurried foot-
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DATE BOOK
with Hollywood’s main man attractions

steps run across the stone floor. Van, spying you,

waves gaily and calls, “Hi, there, how are you?

What’re you doing? How have you been? When
are you going back to New York?
You answer (at least, I did), “In about five

minutes I have to leave for the plane. Arent

you going to kiss me goodbye?”
Sliding to a stop he does a ninety degree turn.

“Sure!” he yells. In the same second he bends

down and, with one swift motion, implants a great

big gentle kiss upon your too hastily prepared

mouth. And by the time the beautiful fog lifts

he is charging off, turning only to wave and

grin again.

I

MAGINE! Your next date is with none other

than the devastating Dantine. Nighttime is

beginning to slip quietly over the California hills

and people are scurrying in and out of the Bev-

erly Hills Hotel. Waiting patiently in your room

wondering whether or not he will be late, you

add pretty-ing touches to your appearance, for

this is your night with a fascinating foreign

gentleman.
The phone rings and Helmut, as usual, is right

on time. He will bow low over your hand when

he greets you. Then he will grin at you, showing

magnificent teeth. Out the two of you go, climb

into a slightly battered chartreuse Buick con-

vertible and you’re off! .

Helmut is the perfect host or companion tor

an evening, the type all women adore. He makes

his date feel extra special, like pie a la mode.

He orders anything you want and commands the

attention of the waiters with a well-bred non-

chalance. Tweedy and yet smooth, foreign and

still American, he loves sitting in intimate Rus-

sian places listening to gypsy violin music.

Facing you so-o attentively when you speak,

he is a past master at appearing to be interested

in anything and everything you say. Dancing is

a favorite pastime of Helmut s and his voice

with its intriguing accent speaks softly into your

ear while you waltz around. You will be held

in a firm, close, cheek-to-cheek grip. When the

evening is over, you’ll be escorted politely home

by way of a drive around the Hollywood hills,

with Mr. Dantine looking scholarly (in an inter-

esting way) in his horn-rimmed specs.

The piece de resistance comes the next morn-

ing, if you’re as lucky as I was, when he sends

you red roses in thanks for a lovely evening.

He’s a charmer, this Dantine, for everything he

does is the height of good taste, yet across all

of this is spread a cloak of naughtiness embroid-

ered with oomph.
Next you are off with an actor who loves fifty

-

seven varieties of dates, Bob Walker. This young

man who stumbles mentally and physically in

his roles of Hargrove, (Continued on page 125)

BY FLORENCE PRITCHETT

Florence Pritchett finds Van “happy as a bird dog”

Get set with Bob Walker for fifty-seven varieties of dates

“Really?” is your answer when it’s weighty, witty Welles



Her horse is white with big black splotches—her garb western

H
ouse-guesting with Betty
Grable and Harry James could
mean an impressive session at

their sumptuous farmhouse in fashion-

able Coldwater Canyon, with a view as

expensive as it is expansive, where
you’d have a lovely, lavish time in a
correctly “movie star” household.
But if you’re lucky you’ll draw one of

those exclusive bids to the Grable-James
ranch—and have the time of your life

with two of Hollywood’s very swellest

people!

The small white ranch house, which
Betty and Harry wouldn’t trade for any
mansion they’ve ever owned, . is set in

the midst of sixty-some acres in the

sparsely settled district of Calabasas,

California—thirty miles from the studio

as a station wagon flies, which makes it

strictly a once-a-week treat for its own-
ers. The holiday has a late beginning,

because unlike other working gals, a

screen queen works all day Saturday.
For this reason, Betty rushes ranchward
straight from the studio. You won’t need



Star of “The Shocking Miss Pilgrim,” on paint pony

a never-to-be-forgotten weekend for you

a road map, however—you’re getting a
lift out from gay, slim-ish “Mom,” Lillian

Grable. And riding along with you, mak-
ing it a very short trip, is that extremely
entertaining cherub who gurgles to the
name of Vicki.
Land-marking the road to The Baby

J is a sleepy little store, hitching-post
out front, wooden porch festooned with
Mexican gourds and peppers. You
couldn’t miss it if you tried, because
sitting on their horses, gulping cold pop
like country kids, is a welcoming com-
mittee of two. Your host and hostess,
after an old rancho custom, have ridden
out to meet you.
Despite their rural surroundings, Mr.

and Mrs. James on horseback are still a
spectacularly photogenic couple. Their
paint ponies could be twins—except
that they aren’t. Betty’s mount is white
with great, shiny splotched of black;
Harry’s steed is black with large splotches
of white. If anything could make them
handsomer, it’s the hand-tooled black
saddles with trim and bridles of sterling
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Vicki James is a

contented young

lady. Thinks it’s

fun to dress up

in western garb



Mommie approves so Vicki’s

going to have a special ride

with dad, Harry Janies, whose

next is “Do You Love Me?”

Their horses are not twins—there’s a difference in color scheme

An understanding moment between Betty and her horse
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The mistress of the rancho hates to leave for work Monday morn

Vicki is a happy little replica of mother Betty

Grable—has her dad’s easy-going disposition

silver. Western riding shirts of red and gray, and black
riding pants, and under Betty’s big black sombrero her
cheeks are pink with exercise and pleasure. You’re
thinking of the various Grables you have seen—in

plumes and sequins and pin-up costumes—and won-
dering if, fnaybe, this one isn’t the prettiest of all. . . .

Baby Vicki isn’t suffering from any such mental
confusion—she’s spotted Mama and Daddy almost be-
fore you did and is uttering squeals of delight. “Up?”
—with her arms out-stretched—brings the usual
results.

Harry rides close to the car, lifts her out the window
and into his saddle. It’s a happy cavalcade that makes
the last miles to the Baby J—the paint ponies leading
the way, Vicki gleefully clutched in Daddy’s arm and
Betty wheeling back to shout information into the car
window now and then.

“Here it is
—

” she calls, with a sweeping gesture as
her own acreage begins, “Isn’t it wonderful?”

She’s absolutely right. No hypocritical, duded-up
pretense at a ranch is this, but a swelling stretch of

fresh green fields, ripe for grazing and growing. As
you near the gates you see the corrals, twenty steel-

wire-fenced exercise pens for the racing and riding
stock the Baby J will raise. The stables and opera-
tional buildings spread clean and white, but very
business like.

“These were all here when we bought—” calls

Betty. “Weren’t we lucky—imagine trying to buy the
fencing for those corrals now—

T HERE is a small caretaker’s house close to the gate,
* occupied for the present by Pop Grable, who is

ranch manager. A quarter-mile farther, and scarcely
larger, is the ranch house proper—a square-set cot-
tage with a prim porch, its windows temporarily gilded
now by the setting sun. Tall pepper trees stand pro-
tectively around to give shade when needed, and a
small, square lawn is separated from the road by
cornerstones of rock.

“Look at this one,” says Pop Grable, who has hur-
ried up to shake hands as you [Continued on page 106)
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That toe-inspiring Johnny

Coy who’s up when he’s down

and downright colossal

BY ELEANOR HARRIS

W
HEN Johnny’s down—he’s up! When he’s licked,

he’s about to win. When he’s finished, he’s starting.

And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the Story of

Coy. It is also his philosophy of life, at the age of

twenty-five. “When you’re at the bottom, you can’t

go any place but to the top,” says he emphatically.
And he’s proved it.

Right now he is rocking the country in his latest

picture, “Ladies’ Man”—after rousing the country in

“Bring on the Girls,” “Duffy’s Tavern,” “You Hit
the Spot,” “That’s the Spirit,” and “On Stage Every-
body.” He did it all with his dancing feet. Oh, maybe
he was helped by his square grin, his blue eyes, his

crisp brown hair, and his lightning-hke body, which
is five-feet-nine-inches of jet-propulsion speed. But
most of all, it was his dancing feet—and the way he
thinks while he’s dancing on them!
Look in on him a scant six months ago, for instance,

when he was facing a minor catastrophe—which he
tackled like his major ones. Right at this moment,
he was standing in his kitchen in his new Hollywood
apartment. It was a shambles. Around him lay bits

of sandpaper, dried buckets of paint, stiffened brushes
—he had (in the shortage of help) painted his own
kitchen with painstaking care. Then he made a hor-
rible discovery: He had used water paint, entirely
wrong for a kitchen—and an impossible kind to paint

over! Equally painstakingly, he was now sandpapering
off his mistake.

In this crisis he did what all hoofers do while they
think. He danced a few tentative tap steps among the
sandpaper and the paint buckets—and instantly, like

magic, came the answer to his problem. He rushed,
tapping gently • the while, to the telephone. There,
while he soft-shoed in one spot, he called all his pals,

beginning with Bill Eythe and ending with Virginia
Welles, Buff Cobb, Robert Walker, Bonita Granville,
Sonny Tufts and Diana Lynn.
“Come over tonight to my new joint—to a Slack

Party!” said he.

“What’s a Slack Party?” said they.

“Come and see,” sang Johnny into the phone.
They all accepted. Then Johnny rushed out to the

nearest department store. There he purchased a dozen
slack suits, in all sizes and colors—but equally inex-
pensive.
When his guests arrived that night, he forced slack

suits on them, and quickly followed the suits with
paintbrushes—and the crowd went to work on Johnny
Coy’s apartment!
What’s more, they had fun. They organized thor-

oughly enough to satisfy Walter Reuther himself. Of
course, they all relaxed at decent intervals. But by
the end of the evening, the (Continued on page 101)
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The subtlety of artful glance,

The sorcery of skilled romance;

For this—a wisely simple air,

A knowing nod to savoir-faire.

For beauty with a Celtic flare,

For drama with an accent rare,

A hat enchanting—inspiration

Of female dreams and male flirtation

!

ffcuvuuuc O'-ffai

sonnETS on
Salute to spring in not-so-strict rhyme and

Mind of keenness, Eve symbolic

Of progress tuned to modern logic;

For her a Chinese headnote smart,

Sage emblem of an ancient art.



Al fresco fairness, candid air,

A touch of whimsey, talent rare

Her hat—the Tyrol's bid for

The feather—cue to Circe’s game!

ame,

ribbons to six fair femmes on Easter

C47H-UX-

Classic beauty, brilliant chic,

Possessor of a charm unique;

Hers is a hat of gay temptation—

Poised picture of sophistication.

Miniature of piquant grace,

Dimpled Nordic, fair of face;

Beribboned bonnet, joy in bloom,

The grace-note of an Easter tune.
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u need a wife in Hollywood, says Mr.

Hodiak, who had belter be careful be-

cause already the girls are whistling

BY HERB HOWE

John Hodiak, starred in “Somewhere in the Night”

Even the hens feel it—and swarm. John with his dad on their ranch

H
[OLLYWOOD is no place for a bach-
elor,” said bachelor John Hodiak
moodily.

From the standpoint of male morale this

is the most shattering statement to come
out of Hollywood and a great big lie if

there ever was one.

Tall, tawny-eyed like a lion, his hair the
same hue as the jungle king’s mane but
better combed, of course, endowed with the
baritone of Ukrainian choir-singing ances-
tors and the blood of Cossacks, no doubt,
Mr. Hodiak is that woman-wilting com-
bination of strength plus gentleness. The
tiger grip and the tender heart, you know.
Women are too confused to define pre-
cisely his catalyptic effect. One says he
arouses the maternal. Another says the
filial. “By me he arouses,” says a third,

“the connubial.” It is plain he arouses.

Mr. Hodiak does not complain of dearth
of opportunities for fraternization in Holly-
wood. On the contrary. A lone wolf on
the Hollywood steppes is pursued by sleighs

of baying babes. But before he would ever
admit a thing like that, modest Mr. Hodiak
would walk to the nearest guillotine and
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Toy time: John, of “Time for Two,” gets a big kick out of playing with his little nephew Richard

He’s the woman-wilting combination

of strength plus gentleness. Here the

woodpile gets benefit of the strength

see his handsome Slavonic head roll in the
gutter.

Particularly unnerving to a reticent ro-
mantic such as J. Hodiak is the side-show
exposure. Ordinary love birds may sit on
a bench in the dark merging heart beats
and bubble gum with no interference, but
let a pair of movie pigeons alight anywhere
and sirens sound, searchlights wave, pho-
tographers appear in explosions and the
old bagpipes start skirling Lohengrin be-
fore the guy knows the gal’s name or her
papa’s aim.
Most revolting to honest “Lifeboat” Ho-

diak is the custom of simulating la grande
passion for purpose of being named in the
scuttlebut news. Sometimes an ambitious
player arranges this for himself, often a
studio inspires it, or a pal may suggest Mr.
Hodiak could do a little girl a good pub-
licity turn by plying her with Prince
Romanoff’s hamburgers in front of a lens.

“Please,” says Mr. Hodiak, gently burn-
ing. “Don’t suggest it.”

Definitely this is not his way of woo.
Nevertheless he has been seen, as the scut-
tlebut stylists put it, with Miss Anne Baxter,

His Polish mother who took hard times with courage
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and the bags have been piping hot notes. Twenty-four,
lustrous and patrician, Miss B. is the granddaughter
of Frank Lloyd Wright, who besides designing his

own nest and that quake-proof Tokyo hotel, is the
most famous American architect next to Chic Sale.

It was observing Mr. Hodiak gallantly paying for

Miss Baxter’s cokes two Saturday nights running that

set the village matchmakers to cackling.

“If you go with the same girl twice you are engaged,”
said Mr. Hodiak. “If you go with two, you are a wolf.”

The way his lip tightens when he says wolf you
can tell Mister Hodiak is a one-girl type and doesn’t
run the gamut from A to Z but only from A to Baxter.

Inadvisable to ask him fresh questions. The golden
sunshine in those orbs can turn to steel-rod gray and
he is said to punch faster than you can say Ham-
tramck—the place where he grew up six feet spouting
Russian in Russian drama in knee pants.

Master John was not bom in Hamtramck. He ar-

rived there at eight from Pittsburgh where he was

born at an earlier age. His mother is Polish, his father
Ukrainian. They came to this country forty years ago
in the manner of all our best American forbears, as

immigrants. In Hamtramck, a Detroit suburb of 60,000

industrial workers, they found a parish of Poles,

Ukrainians, Russians and variegated Slavs, hard-
working, church-going, socially exuberant salt of the
earth, devoted to pinochle, robustious song and husky
prancing to accordion and fiddle. A wedding feast

lasted three days and Slavic New Year’s, smartly ad-
vanced to January 14, allowed for an extra fortnight of

celebration. John’s father sang in the choir and acted
in the parish plays, Ukrainian and Russian dramas. In
one of these, in the role of a Russky orphan, occurred
the world premiere of our own little Master John.
There was no ovation, but Johnny nobly carried on
without popular demand. He became so good by the
time he reached high school that, acting in English
plays, he won a drama scholarship to Northwestern
University. This he could not (Continued on page 75)
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Richard’s turn to listen while Uncle John reads nursery rhymes



Saturday-night rummy ses-

sion—all in the family.

John, his mother and dad

and his cousin, Mary

Hodiak, concentrate while

Nick does the kibitzing

Handyman Hodiak checks the motor. He spends weekends on the ranch, lives in town weekdays
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souvenirs

for the enchanted journey of Elizabeth

— mODAY’S the
I day that we left

(y *- for the White
House! This morning we got up very early, and we
were rushing around throwing things into our suitcases

when my girl friend, Ann Westmore (She’s Wally’s
daughter. He’s the one who stays married. To the same
wife, I mean.), who lives across the street from me,
came over to say goodbye just before she went to school.

We go through the whole routine—you know—parting

is such sweet sorrow and we put on enough ham and
com to feed the entire nation—but it’s lots of fun. And
just before she left, she very ceremoniously gave me my
going-away present—four bobby pins. Love that girl!

Pretty soon after #she left, Edwina, Ann’s mother,
came over with our real going-away presents. A dar-
ling pair of those elastic panties in pale blue satin for

me, a box of candy for the train and a beautiful-smelling
bottle of perfume for Mummie. Wasn’t that super of

them? Just then the car came and we kissed Edwina
goodbye. Mother, Daddy and I got into the car and
drove down to the station. Howard, my brother, couldn’t

go with us because he had to go to school, poor boy.

We smothered Daddy with hugs and kisses and fran-
tically waved goodbye to him as our train pulled out.

We walked down the corridor carrying a great big

lunch basket, looking like two refugees. After we got
settled in our bedroom, we tried to watch the scenery
out the train window. Finally we resolved to read
instead. Mummie had the porter make the bed up and
we curled up cozily on top of it in our dressing gowns
and I had a wonderful time reading two horse books.
Then we opened up our big basket. The cook had

packed a wonderful picnic lunch for us—fried chicken
and everything that goes with it. We nibbled on chicken
and potato chips, got crumbs in the bed, got sleepy,

took a nap, woke up, ate some more, read some more
and now here it is time for bed.
Oh, I just love to travel on trains! Especially at night-

time in the upper berth. It swings you to sleep.

Goodnight. . . .

January 4, 1946

D
EAR DIARY: This morning we slept until twelve
o’clock and I was so hungry, but they had quit

serving breakfast. The rest of our chicken had spoiled

—

how bad—too sad. So we had to get dressed for lunch,
and it didn’t seem quite right having meat and potatoes
just after getting up, so we compromised and had mush-
room omelets and little sausages, and toast and jam.
I was so full I felt I didn’t ever want to see food again
for years—silly girl!

Then I got to thinking about the White House. I’m
certainly glad that Irene, the designer at M-G-M Studios,
chose my black velvet dress. You see we couldn’t de-
cide on the dress that I would wear to the President’s
house. I wanted to wear the black velvet, my grown-
upiest one. Mummie wanted me to wear my black vel-
vet Tyrolean outfit with the white long-sleeved blouse.
Daddy wanted me to wear my red velvet suit. And
Howard liked my pale blue cashmere dress with the
crystal beads. So we decided to let Irene choose. And
she chose my favorite. Mummie thinks I inveigled her
into choosing it, but I really didn’t. I think it will look
pretty with my beautiful new white fur coat and muff
and my black suede pumps. I’ll get to wear Mummie’s
black gloves, I hope.
We read some more, ate some more and now to bed.

Well, I guess that’s all.

Goodnight again. ...

January 5, 1946
Ij EAR DIARY : This morning we got up at the crack
" of dawn. I crawled down and got into bed with
Mummie. After we were fully awake, I pulled up the
window shade to find snow on the ground! The first

I’d seen since leaving England. All the rivers were
frozen and it was pouring rain.

We got to Chicago at one o’clock and Warren Slee
(M-G-M’s man in Chicago) met us. He was so nice.

He asked us what we wanted to do, and since you can’t

do very much in two hours—we caught the three-ten
train, had a good dinner and now to bed early. I’m so
excited.

See you tomorrow—in Washington!

January 6, 1946

D
EAR DIARY : I’m so thrilled and happy and excited.

This is the most beautiful city that I have ever seen.

I simply love it! But first I had better start with this

morning.
As Fate would have it—the train was an hour and a



BY ELIZABETH TAYLOR

Dear Diary: Mummy warned me not to take off my shoes in the White House. Course, I forgot and did—and giggled

HHHHMBHraHSB

half late. I was having conniptions! And when we
finally did get there I felt as if butterflies were dancing
or horses prancing inside my tummy. That’s the only
way I can express my feeling of excitement. But it

wasn’t such a bad feeling. In fact, I rather liked it.

Well anyway . . . we got off safely with all our lug-
gage and Hank Shields, M-G-M’s Washington man, met
us there. We had some pictures taken and Mr. Shields
took us over to the Shoreham Hotel, which is perfectly
beautiful. Its grounds are so pretty with cherry trees
and rolling lawns covered with reddy-brown leaves and
our suite of rooms has the nicest view. We can see
all the Shoreham grounds and the park, which is prac-
tically next door, the suite is super de luxe, and the
food—um-m-m-m.
Mr. Shields said he thought it would be nice if we

could go over to the Children’s Hospital and meet little

Joey Justh, who has been in an iron lung for over fifteen

months, and all the other children who are recovering

from infantile paralysis, so I put on my blue wool dress

with the beads and my white fur coat.

When we got there, the nurse said we could go in

and see little Joe. He’s only eight years old. We went
into his room and there he was lying in a big iron lung.

I talked with him and gave him one of my books on
horses. I have never in my whole life seen anything
like little Joe. He is so brave and wonderful. There
was a little smile on his lips all the time he looked up
at me. And in between the wheezing and sighing of

the lung he would murmur a word of gratitude. The
nurses said that in all the time he has been there, never
once has he complained. And you could see that very
courage in his little face. It made my eyes fill up with
tears, but I stood back and wiped them away so he
wouldn’t see me. It made me realize how needed those
dimes are. I just wish everyone could have seen little

Joe, then I know the March of Dimes would be bigger
and better than ever before. (Continued on page 77)
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fl GRITTED my teeth. If that guy says another word
C' about the clothes I’m wearing!

It was my first month working for the National Cash
Register Company in Hollywood and the sales manager had
a definite mania that no well-dressed salesman would ap-
pear in anything but a navy blue suit. I always pretended
I didn’t get the idea. I had one decent suit to my name, a
brown sport jacket and slacks. My sales record’s okay, I

told myself, what difference does it make what I wear?
Oh-oh! As I fingered my first monthly check I saw the

sales manager closing in on me with that navy-blue-suit
look in his eye, “Alan, now that you have your salary

—

Alan, wait a minute!”
I beat it out of there in double-quick time. Lord, if I

have to dress the way he tells me! In twenty-four hours
I’d signed up at the Ben Bard School of Acting. What I

considered the sales manager’s mulish attitude about clothes

changed my whole life.

The laugh is that in my screen work I still can’t wear
whatever I feel like—the type of part determines the
costume.

&Janel
in “Tars and Spars”

That changed my life

HEN I was all of sixteen I couldn’t
decide whether to go to college or

music school. Should I study for opera? Or
would it better to choose another career?
These thoughts went with me to a dance

at which Hal Kemp was playing. He had
been in town four years before when I was
a moppet of twelve and, in a fatherly way,
had praised me for studying music.

In fact, he had said, “Maybe someday
you’ll sing with me, little Janie.”

So, gathering all my courage I went up to

Hal and reminded him of the old promise.
He looked me over and—what did he have
to lose? In my home town the folks would
feel obligated to applaud a little.

But they applauded a lot. So much, in

fact, all my uncertainty disappeared.
My career as a band singer, which led to

my screen contract, then and there was under
way—all because years before Hal had patted
me on the head and said, “Study hard, kiddy.”
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car should have rendered me speechless.

No, no reason at all. Except that I’d never been out of

Los Angeles in my life before and there was I, a girl of

fourteen, on the train bound for my first big swimming meet
at Phoenix, Arizona, being sent there by the Los Angeles
Athletic Club which was paying my expenses. The possi-

bility that I might disappoint the club by losing the match
and the responsibility of spending other people’s money
nearly killed me. Every item on the menu seemed fantas-
tically expensive.
Before this time I had always swam for fun. I wished I

was home splashing around in the ocean, carefree!

In twenty-four hours my outlook had changed. I’d won
the match. I found success meant more to me than I ever
had dreamed. I knew how much depended on success and
now swimming no longer was a hobby with me, but a career.

On the trip home I didn’t dread the approach of the waiter
with the menu. I had learned to accept responsibility

—

and enjoy it.

Talking of the times

<Ss/Aer Q0illlams,
atar of "The Hoodlum Saint"

a night and day turned the fate

trick for these four

filmdom philosophers

N all my life I’ve never had as much
excitement as I ran into—literally—in a

recent twenty-four hours.
I was on my motorcycle, returning from

breakfast with friends, anxious to finish dec-
orating a crib for the new baby my wife was
bringing home from the hospital, when it

happened.
Crash! Smash! Crack-up! I was carted off

to the hospital and they tell me things were
pretty desperate for awhile, that it was
touch-and-go whether I’d pull through. . . .

There was, of course, much consternation
and telephoning. My wife had to be notified,

worse luck, for she was in no condition for
any such shock. I, unconscious, naturally
didn’t know what went on.

I

When I finally recovered, the baby was
ensconced in our house. That changed my
life plenty!

Also, I don’t ride motorcycles any more.
Studio orders!

t
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They first met in a Coast Guard Reception Center—in time to say goodbye

BY SUSAN PETERS

I

T WOULD require an entire series

of articles to chronicle all the
gay times I’ve had with “Butch.”

(Butch is Cesar Romero’s Holly-
wood cognomen and he will hence-
forth be referred to as such.)
My friendship with Butch was

bom of war. We met the day he
entered the service and our entire

association, until recently, was set

in strange scenes, among new faces

—and mostly on borrowed time.

There were no planned parties, no
movies made together, no Hollywood
activity for a pivot point. Our fun
was improvised from scratch and
our friendship grew out of a melting
pot. Because it did, I know him
more thoroughly than might have
been possible in an everyday world
and I’m very glad. He’s such a won-
derful guy.

All we had for a starter was a

goodbye. Place: The U. S. Coast
Guard Reception Center at Long
Beach, California. Time: 9:00 A.M.,
June 10, 1943. Reason: My fiance

Richard Quine (now my husband)
was reporting for active duty and I

was seeing him off. I was seated in a
dreary little waiting room while
Dick checked in—and I had been
there for a couple of hours. I was
not happy. All morning I had been
watching mothers, wives and sweet-
hearts bid their loved ones tearful

goodbyes—and I had not been free

of a tear or two myself. Most of

you know exactly how I felt. I was
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The Coast Guard congratulates the Coast Guard on the marriage. Cesar Romero and Dick Quine

went through boot camp together. Cesar, out of the Coast Guard, is in “Carnival in Costa Rica

miserable, worried and already lone-
some.
Then I saw Butch. I’m sure I

startled him, for I almost kissed
him! I introduced myself to an
obligato of tears and asked him to

please take care of Dick for me. Now
it certainly must be disconcerting to

a man on his way to boot camp to

have a ward thrust upon him! Espe-
cially when the ward in question is

six feet three inches, weighs 195,

and looks perfectly capable of tak-
ing care of himself! But Butch took
it like a father with eleven kids
making it an even dozen. He smiled
and said sure he would. I guess he
knew what I meant.
When train time came, we were

old friends—the three of us—and
Susie had two sailors to worry
about instead of one.
The boys had been in boot camp

about a month when I decided to

pay the two old salts a surprise visit.

Their station was at Alameda, Cali-
fornia, just across the bay from San
Francisco. I contacted Warrant Offi-

cer L. D. White, explained my plan
and he very graciously invited me
to the Saturday review as his guest.

The band was playing, flags were
flying, and some 500 Coast Guards-
men were Hup-2-3-4’ing, to the
right flank harrrch, for the base
officers when I arrived on the parade
grounds. It was all very exciting and
I was duly excited, but spotting two
particular (Continued on page 71) It’s a cargo net he’s making—with the familiar fascinating smile
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Joan Fontaine of “From This Day Forward”

T
HE day is over when women sit and expect to be
waited on. And I, for one, am convinced that any
female who does is going to do just one thing

—

sit.

I might add—alone!

We still shall have glamour, never fear. We’ll have
it right down to the last Eve. (And a new word for it,

I hope.) But the new glamour, I think, will be active

and competent and vigorous. It will do its stuff in the

kitchen instead of in the drawing room or the boudoir.

All of which explains why I plan the kitchen as the

room in the bachelor girl’s house I’m going to build

sometime this year in Bel-Air, California.

“Come in, darlings, come right into the kitchen! Din-
ner in a jiffy!” That’s what I shall be saying soon to

my guests, irrespective of who they may he. Whether
they are home-folks like my mother, or the young man
of the moment, or my friends. And they’ll love it!

I have lived the life of a bachelor career girl long

enough to have found out that my friends enjoy dining
home with me. Men especially like it. They adore doing
a whole chicken on a rotary barbecue. And there are
few who do not think they are the best steak broilers

alive. Matter of fact, most of the men I know—and all

of the men I like best—enjoy sharing household things.

It will be neither too functional nor too Louis XIV,
my kitchen. Constructed of light woods and glass brick
to give the illusion of being made of light and air, it

will be furnished with the comforts that are solid. Sofas.

I shall have sofas in it, two or three, done in washable
denim slip-covers, bright blue, terra cotta, or possibly
yellow. Chairs, too. Plenty of chairs. Big swallowy
ones. For nothing will be more of an anachronism in

Tomorrow’s house than a kitchen in which you cannot
cat nap, read, relax, or romance and dance.
There will be a radio in my kitchen, or a connection

with my Capehart so that I can play the classical music



It’ll be a one-story house—each room will invite in the outdoors

I love while I cook. There will be shelves for the books
I am reading at the moment, for when stirring a Hollan-

daise, or a tedious pen de creme, thank heavens for a

book! There will be a place for my knitting, shelves for

games and a lovely pine floor for dancing.

However, while I will play down the porcelain and
chromium in the interests of coziness there still will be,

of course, all of the gadgets . . . Machines to wash and
dry dishes. Pots and
pans made of paper.
Receptacles that by
legerdemain will
cause garbage to dis-

appear. A deep-
freeze in which pies

by the dozen will
keep for a year,
chickens, crocks of
golden butter, giant

stalks of asparagus,
crisp beans, sweet
crimson strawberries
put away when they
are plentiful and
cheap. There will be
an open gas-fire or
electric stove, an

electric rotary barbecue, a huge charcoal broiler, the
flames of which will paint the kitchen with wild warm
lights. . . .

We might as well plan our kitchens so they are com-
fortable and attractive, since there is every indication
that this is where we’ll spend a good portion of our
time, every last one of us. I thank heaven every day
of my life that I can cook and sew and scrub a floor,

that I can wash and dry dishes and market and keep a
budget with the best of them. I thank heaven for the
domestic science course I took in high school and for
the general housework I did (“living in,” too, mind
you!) in order to earn my living when I was in my
teens. Also for the nurse’s aide course, which taught
me to use my head to save my feet.

TT WILL be simple, my house ... a one-story job,
built of redwood, which doesn’t need painting, doesn’t

have termites and is beautiful. In addition to the kitchen
it will have a bed-sitting room featuring very large
wardrobes. Closets for golf, tennis and riding gear.
Closets for magazines. All kinds of closets to swallow my

The new Eve will spend an eve

with her man of the moment thus

Rhythm in the kitchen for

this bachelor girl’s guests

possessions whole,
leaving no clutter

behind for someone
—guess who?—to
pick up. There will

be a library sitting

room semi - converti-

ble, thanks to many
windows, doors, slid-

ing walls and disap-
pearing ceilings, to

the out-of-doors. For
each room in the
house, kitchen included, will be planned to invite the
outdoors in.

Since ornaments require care, there will be few of

them in my house. Because silver takes polishing, no
silver. For linens, those plastic things that do not need
laundering. And very few of even these since I, for

one, am an advocate of the bare board. My glasses will

be beautiful, colorful, but inexpensive so any breakage
will be merely of glass, not of

heart or of purse. For china, I

shall use the lovely open-stock
California pottery, earthenware,
which can be broken with one
hand and replaced, readily and
reasonably, with the other. And I

shall ask tne sunrises and sunsets,

the hills and palms and acacia to

do duty as drapes.

As the basic plans for my house
indicate, I have no plans to be
married. Actually, I like living

alone. I would no more give up
my solitude and freedom—the
warm glow I get when I open my
own front door and shut it behind
me thinking, thank heavens, I’m

alone—than I would give up the food I cook and eat,

the air I breathe.
Besides, no man could stand anyone so everlastingly

efficient as I am for more than twenty-four hours. I

want children. I’d like to have Junior doing his home-
work at the big table in the “fabulous” kitchen I shall

build. But I have yet to find a man as attractive as a
good, solid twenty-four hours’ work on a picture you
love. And until I do. . . .

Now, mind you, I can have (Continued on page 130)

toDeep freez

keep pies a year
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Arturo, star of “Masquerade in Mexico,”
has a friendly good-neighbor policy

Cosmopolite, outdoors. Latin men
have great respect for their women

T
HE man in the superb dark blue
is Arturo de Cordova whose per-
sonal nuclear radiation from the

screen has made North Of The Bor-
der as torrid as South Of The
Border.
You notice at once about Arturo

de Cordova his politeness—that’s

why he’s sitting in the least com-
fortable chair, with the sun in his

face. Then, all in a breath you note
brown eyes that laugh, deep down,
with joy of life, a smile that matches
those lively eyes and a pair of

shoulders that are comparable in all

Hollywood only to Vic Mature’s.
“You ask me,” Arturo repeats, the

twinkle in his eyes very deep and
his expressive mouth pulling down
humorously at the comers, “to com-
pare the Latin-American and the
North-American girl. Isn’t there”

—

his voice is melodious
—“some easier

way of committing suicide?
“Seriously,” he continues, “there

are vast differences in custom and
culture in the two Americas. Both
systems have their admirable points.

I hope my little girls get the best
of each. But the two traditions cer-
tainly are different.

“Perhaps,” he grinned, “we might
open this dangerous subject by re-
viewing my own courtship.”

Bom in Merida, State of Yucatan,
Mexico, Arturo went to New York
City at the age of seven, attended
Public School No. 9, studied dairy-
ing in Switzerland, then returned to

Merida to take up life there.

Almost at once he met, at the
home of some friends, the beautiful
and appealing Enna Arana. “It re-
quired three months,” he recalls,

“before her father would let me in

the house.”
During that time Arturo serenaded

his beloved, with Miss Arana listen-

ing from behind closed blinds. He
knew she was there, but until the
third month she never spoke, then
only a guarded word through the
tight-drawn jalousies. Had she
shown herself it would have been
a breach of decorum so grave that

a conservatively raised Mexican boy
of good family might easily have
decided she wasn’t marriageable!
Friends of the two families finally

persuaded Enna’s father to let the
young man pay his court in person.
“I was engaged five years,” Arturo
says. “No, (Continued on page 98)

BY LliPTON WILKINSON

Discussing housing shortage with
pup? Arturo’s always on the move

Arturo serenaded his wife three
months before he could call
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ARTA FOLWELL

TO WED STEPHEN T. EARLY. JR.

EX-INFANTRY OFFICER

with an adorable jeune fille look!She’s like "a dainty rogue in porcelain

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Philip Folwell of
Jackson, Mississippi, have announced the

engagement oftheir daughter, Arta Parvin

Folwell, to Mr. Stephen Tyree Early, Jr.,

of Washington, D. C., formerly a Lieu-

tenant in the Infantry.

MERCY STEEL—Arta helps sort and clean sur-

gical instruments to be shipped to Europe. Since

1940 the Medical and Surgical Relief Committee
has been sending supplies throughout the free

world. Volunteer workers, like Arta, help collect,

sort, and clean them before they are sent.

she’s SHE USES

I
T WAS AT A PARTY in Atlanta that

Arta and Stephen met, and it’s easy

to see why she danced into his heart.

Her hair is silk-spun, her eyes warm,

friendly brown, her complexion pink-

and-white and baby soft. "I use lots of

Pond’s Cold Cream on my face right

along,” she says. "It makes my skin feel

really super.”

Yes— she’s another engaged girl with

a charming soft-smooth Pond’s complex-

ion! And this is how she cares for it:

Arta smooths snowy Pond’s generously

all over her face and throat— and pats

well to soften and release dirt and make-

up. Then tissues off.

She rinses with a second creaming of

silky-soft Pond’s, working it round her

face with little circles of her cream-

covered fingers. Tissues off again. "I

POND'S

HER RING—
a stunning

diamond in a

square setting.

A KHW OF THE MASIY POND'S

like to cream double each time—for extra

cleansing, extra softening,” she says.

Pond’s your face twice a day— as Arta

does

—

every morning when you get up,

every night at bedtime. In-between clean-

ups, too! It’s no accident so many more
women use Pond’s than any other face

cream at any price. Get a big luxury jar

of Pond’s Cold Cream today!

SOCIETY BEAUTIES

QfeteAeJd crfe

p
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
EAR MISS COLBERT:

I did my war-waiting on the farm of my soldier husband’s
parents. They have a dairy herd of fifty cows, so in four

years’ time I took care of an ocean of milk and raised my own
flock of chickens, ducks and turkeys, making fairly good money
on them. I saved all this, thinking that when Bud came home we
could have a place for ourselves.

But first, I told myself, we would get away from the farm for

at least three months. Being cooped up for four years is terribly

hard on a girl’s outlook. I’m dying to get into the city or some-
where so that I can buy a few new clothes, listen to good orches-
tras, dance, dine at restaurants, see some shows.
But Bud, who spent many months in England, then in France,

then in Germany, then was flown to Australia, then to India, says
that he never wants to budge from the farm again. He and his

father spend the day building new fences, planning bigger herds.
In the evening, Bud settles in front of the fire to read or to doze.

He doesn’t even want to drive around the countryside to visit.

You may think I’m crazy, but honestly I feel like hopping on
the train and getting away for a few weeks at least. If I did,

I would be written off as a flibbertygibbet by Bud and his parents
and I don’t know what the consequences would be, but I’ve a
mind to do it anyway. What do you think?

Mary Alice H.

Dear Mrs. H:
Both you and your husband are suffering from war nerves,

although the manifestation has taken different forms. Because
you have been held to one spot and one job for four years, you
ache to escape; because your husband has been on the go under
pressure for four years, he wants to subside. This is the reac-

tion of most returned veterans.
Since you have been so brave and patient, don’t you think

you could hang on for a few more months? You will find, as

others have, that after a short while, your husband’s interest

in seeing friends and places will return.
Also, you must remember that travel conditions are still criti-

cal, hotel accommodations are almost unobtainable, and one
must stand in line to be seated in most good restaurants. Note
is not the time for an extended holiday.

However, if you feel that you can’t endure another week of
being on the farm, can’t you take a short motor trip to visit

some relative or friend? This ivould serve as a refresher.
I have one additional suggestion to make. Sit down and write

to the Chamber of Commerce of every city you hope one day
to visit; ask them for literature about their industries, traditions

and points of historic interest. Become, for the time being, an
armchair voyager. You’ll find that your trip, when you even-
tually make it, will be ten times as much fun because you are
so well informed.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Having been away, working in a large city for over two years,

I have returned to my home town to find tremendous changes,
some of which I expected, due to the return of our boys from
service. What I did not expect, however, was to learn what has
taken place in the boys themselves whether they saw horrible
action or not.

I am twenty, single, and have always maintained the high
standards expected of a “good girl.” Heretofore there has never
been a single doubt in my mind that I represented the type of

girl every fellow is proud to be with and wants eventually to

marry. Now I am beginning to wonder.
After dating the same boys I practically grew up with, I find

that since returning from service they are no longer interested in

good, decent girls. My evenings on dates used to be spent in good
clean fun, but are now spent in trying to reason with my escorts.

I have finally resorted to spending lonely evenings at home, dis-

gusted and in tears, and wondering if innocence has lost its value
in the world.

I am sure that I do not give my escorts a false or misleading
impression of myself for I have compared notes with many girl

friends, only to find their predicament equal to mine.
Cora Lee H.

Dear Miss H:
As you have discovered, by comparing notes with your friends,

your case is not unique. Your male contemporaries have been
out to see the world ; they have associated with types of men
living according to standards that, no doubt, shocked your
friends into silence tohen they ivere recruits. Now those same
boys, upon returning to their home towns, feel that to establish
their worldliness they must assume an attitude (if they don’t
really subscribe to it) of wolfishness.

So your problem boils down to a familiar quandary: How to
handle a wolf with kid gloves. First (Continued on page 131)
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"WITH THIS RING I THEE WED..."

There’s a hush in the pews, throats tighten, eyes

fill ... as a strong young voice repeats the age-old

words, and a shining circlet slips on a slender

finger ... for life.

For such a moment, such a memory, a man could

choose no finer ring than an Art-Carved Ring by

Wood— first name in engagement and wedding

rings. Here are rings beloved by brides for almost

a hundred years. Here are precious metals, bril-

liantly carved . . . here are diamonds chosen by

experts steeped in quality traditions. Within every

ring there’s the proud mark "
Art-Carved Look

for it—at fine jewelers—let it be your guide to a

ring she’ll wear—with pride—for life. Diamond
rings from $75 to $5,000. Wedding rings from $9.

W(f()D

ENGAGED? Or about to be? Send for "The Bride’s Silent

Secretary,” a book of wedding etiquette, marriage counsel. It’s

free—write J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Department P-3, 216 East

45th Street, New York 17, New York.

*Trade Mark Reg, 69



slightly

dangerous

it’s sleek

it's smart

it’s startling

it’s the new nail polish color by

La Cross
nail polish manicure implements

)OHMEFCt SKOt. COnt*.. 630 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW TOOK 30,

Mr. Sinatra
The temperament finds in the handwriting of The Voice

F
RANK SINATRA’S handwriting interested me. I wondered
what was beneath all the disturbance he is causing—making
teen-age girls swoon and go without meals for many hours

while entranced by his singing. Yes, even Washington received
him favorably.
Some friends of mine introduced me to Frank Sinatra. He

was very much relaxed, as it was a small gathering. I was the
only person he didn’t know. Someone mentioned that I was a

professional graphologist. From then on all were anxious to

hear about themselves. There didn’t seem to be a way out so I

read briefly for all present.

Frank Sinatra’s writing was anything but the way I expected
it to be. Judging him by his appearance and conversation, I

expected an easy flowing script, indicating a person of rather
even temper.

Instead, his letter formations are uneven, as seen in this

specimen of his handwriting, showing mixed emotions. Some-
times he likes the limelight—more often he would like to run
as far away from it as possible.

His large inflated capital, such as his F in Frank and his S
in Sinatra, show much ego and arrogance. He is capable of

being quite bold and brazen when aroused by opposing forces.

Then again he can be quite meek—in fact there are times when
he is actually shy and needs solitude.

There is a tremor in his script which shows tired nerves. He
needs so very much to get away from it all and think things out
more clearly at intervals. His writing, at the time he wrote a
sample for me, showed a great deal of turmoil present; so many
deep rooted thoughts that will probably never come to the
public’s attention.

His three-cornered Y’s show argumentativeness. He will fight

things out to a finish. His heavy bold script shows he can be
very manly in asserting himself for what he thinks is right and
honest. He is nobody’s fool, possessing a strong will and plenty
of aggressiveness which is shown in his heavy pressured long
T bar in his name Sinatra.

After observing his handwriting, I couldn’t help thinking how
misunderstood he must be by many people—both by those he
knows and his multitude of fans.

The little bobby-sox girls who only see glamour and get sort

of a second-hand love interest and superficial thrill when listen-

ing to him croon, never realize that actually he is serious and
often unhappy when he is alone with his thoughts.
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My Hollywood Friends

(Continued from page 63) sailors in a sea
of sailor suits is a job for the F.B.I. Finally
the command came to pass in review. Not
in A Company. Not in B Company. Now
came C Company and all I can say is I was
hysterical. My two Hollywood Joes hup-
2ing-3ing-4ing, six inches in mud, looking
so stern, so tough, and sooo tired. By gosh,

they were platoon leaders and had to look
more stern and tough than the next guy
. . . and yell louder. As they passed the
reviewing stand, they gave the command
“Eyes Right." Well—Butch and Dick’s eyes
kept right on going when they spotted

Susie, knee-deep in gold braid and scram-
bled eggs. Dick stumbled and almost fell.

Butch broke up, started to laugh, tried

to cover up by barking an order and it

came out: “Glub ulp ha-ha harrrch!
—

”

which was rather confusing to his platoon.

In spite of me, C Company won the E
pennant and the boys were so proud they
didn’t even berate me for perpetrating my
plot on the parade.
During the months they were stationed

there, I spent my time commuting between
Hollywood and San Francisco. I prac-
tically went through boot camp myself
. . . Butch and Dick’s descriptions of ob-
stacle courses, mess cook, guard duty, et

al, were that vivid—and funny. When they
had liberty, we went dancing—if their

feet didn’t hurt, ate in Chop Suey joints

—

if they weren’t sick from a typhoid shot,

but mostly we talked and talked and
talked.

It was during those evenings I grew to

know Butch well. I too had seen the dash-
ing, suave Cesar Romero on the screen,

dancing and romancing—and I thought he
was super. But Butch is much more than
that. Oh he dances divinely all right. He’s

dashing and suave and gay and charming,
but he’s deep, understanding, extremely
intelligent, and ninety-nine per cent heart.

He’s comfortable to be with. You enjoy
his company, and you can yawn, stretch,

kick off your shoes and not worry about
his thinking you’re bored. He laughs a

lot. He’s one of the few people I’ve ever
known that can laugh boisterously at a
story or incident he’s telling and make you
laugh harder because of it. He’s moody

Richard Quine, of “But Not Goodbye,”
watches Susan’s gin rummy hand while
she chats with Cesar “Butch” Romero

10X1*1
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Ah, Spring! When birds are a-twitter . . . when
the sap begins to run again (no offense, Junior) . . .

and a fellow pops out of his cold weather covering

like a butterfly from a cocoon!

Now’s the time when harried mothers are

more than ever grateful for Fels-Naptha Soap.

With clean shirts in constant demand, it’s a

real relief to use this faster, gentler soap. . .

There’s relief from endless hours in the laundry.

Relief from ordinary washing wear on collars

and cuffs. Not to mention relief from wear

and tear on Mother’s disposition.

Ah, Spring! Ah, Youth!

(and from the ladies
,
in chorus)

A-h-h-h, Fels-Naptha!

Fels-Naptha S
BAM/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
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THE WESTMORES OF HOLLYWOOD BRING YOU

Bud Westmore, who, with his brothers Wally and Perc, comprise the world-famous

trio ofHollywood make-up artists, creators of the popular Westmore lipstick, rouse,

face powder, creams and Westmore’s Overslo Make-up Foundation

,

A group of seven exciting, lipstick colors
created in Hollywood for the Hollywood stars. Try

DANGER SIGNAL— the newest
shade of these 7 Hollywood Reds!

THERE IS NO LIPSTICK LIKE A
WESTMORE LIPSTICK

Created in Hollywood, style

center of the world, by
Perc Westmore, the country’s

foremost make-up authority!

Designed to give you exactly

the lustrous, flattering lips you
want. You will be delighted

with the creamy texture,

staying qua'ity, and true,

vivid reds of Westmore Lipsticks

but doesn’t inflict his blue moods on
others. When he’s tired or low, solitude is

his companion—with the result that his
spells are short lived.

Dick was very grateful for Butch and
vice-versa. Service life goes down easier
when you have a buddy to help you wash
your dress blues. While they were sta-
tioned together, they did shows at hos-
pitals and bases in the area on liberty
nights. Their act was admittedly corny
and on occasions I added my kernels to the
cob. It was via these appearances that I

realized just how popular Cesar Romero
is with the public. He’d walk through a
hospital ward and the men would chorus:
“Hi, Cisco.” They loved him. He was a
real guy and they were all on the same
wave length.

I
N November of 1943, Dick and I were
to be married. Dick and Cesar both got

leaves and on the day Butch stood up
with us. The Quines left on their honey-
moon and upon returning to San Fran-
cisco, found a note at the hotel desk. The
bugle had sounded for Butch. He had
been assigned to a ship and was off to
join her crew. He wished us all happiness
and signed it: “God bless you both, Butch.”
We missed him very much.
His service career was a proud one. As

a Bos’n’s Mate aboard the Coast Guard
transport U.S.S. Cavalier, he won the
admiration of officers and crew alike, for
he was a hard-working, conscientious
fighting man. His ship took part in the
invasions of Saipan and Tinian, going in

on the first wave. They landed their troops
and stood by under heavy fire to evacuate
the wounded in one of the toughest and
most vital engagements of the Pacific war.
Upon his return to the States, Butch

toured the country, speaking at war plants,

rallies, anywhere and everywhere—selling

War Bonds and speeding up the job at

hand.
It was in Chicago that we first met after

his return. I heard him speak at a Bond
rally. I have never been so moved by a

speaker. With great sincerity and deep
but controlled emotion, he gripped his

audience and sent them away vitally

aware of war’s sadness—and the need of

their doubled efforts.

Hearing Cesar that night made me feel

not only his worth as a man but as an
actor. No, he wasn’t acting those words
he spoke. They came from his heart, but
the depth of feeling he displayed made me
realize his potential value as a dramatic
actor. In a previous article, I listed the
qualities I believed to be imperative in

making a great star. They are: Charm,
grace, ability, personality—and a great

heart. Cesar Romero has them all.

Butch was discharged from the U. S.

Coast Guard, a chief petty officer. He had
enlisted as an apprentice seaman and had
earned every advancement the hard way.
Now that he has returned to Twentieth
Century-Fox, his career will resume as

before ... I hope, with something added.

I’d like to see Butch given dramatic roles

so that everyone may know the Cesar
Romero I heard speak that night in Chi-
cago.
Butch looks the same as when you last

saw him: Six feet three inches, 190 pounds
—maybe a little huskier. An occasional

strand of silver in his black wavy hair

adds a little extra—like ice cream on pie.

His mustache could give lessons to most
mustaches. His bearing is proud like a

victorious toreador and his effect on the

gals is much the same as that of the

toreador on the bull. He’s one of the most
popular men in our community and ranks
high on the list of eligible bachelors. I

hope he’ll fall in love with a terrific girl

’cause he’d make a wonderful husband
. . . but if it does happen, I’ll always doubt



that she’s half good enough for him.
He lives in a charming New England

Colonial home with his mother, father and
sister. They’re lovely people . . . from an
old and respected Spanish family. The
house has its owner’s personality. It’s

chuck full of comfort, informality, gay
spirit—and dignity. Dignity is a long suit

with Butch, but he gives it a new twist.

He knows inherently when and where to

be dignified. This dignity stuff can be a
bore in the wrong hands, in that it borders
on the “stuffed shirt” category. Butch could
do a rumba in Macy’s window—without a
shirt—and still be dignified. If I could
tell you why, I’d be very pleased with
myself. It’s just part of the charm that’s

Butch, and the dictionary doesn’t ex-
plain it.

H
IS friendship is more highly valued
than most in Hollywood because once

it’s created, an atom bomb couldn’t destroy
it. His really close friends are members of

long standing. In fact, they’re all sitting

back in comfortable repose by now. No
one ever says, “I wonder what’s happened
to Butch? Haven’t seen him in a long
time.” They get on the phone and buzz
him often enough so that a “long time”
never has time to happen. Or—just sit

tight and in a tomorrow or two he’ll drop
in out of the blue and make you feel that
he’d been there all the time.

I still haven’t told why he sat between
Dick and me at the theater; our long, long
walk in the snow; the old, old ranch; our
evening at the Chicago Hospitality House;
gin rummy on the train (he plays a rotten
game); Henry, the poor little sailor; the
bearded lady—oh, a hundred things. Any-
way, you can take it from me—they were
fun.

War-time acquaintances usually wind
up in different cities when the smoke
clears away—and all you have left is a
serial number. I’m luckier. I have Butch’s
phone number and he has mine—which re-
minds me of a gag that Butch, Dick and I

used in our camp show split weeks. People
were forever asking why Cesar never mar-
ried, and this was the answer we gave ’em:

Dick: “Tell me, Butch, why is it you’ve
never been married?”

Butch: “Why should I get married? I’ve

got hundreds of dames, sitting at home,
tearing their hair out, waiting for me
to call them.”

Me: “Then, why don’t you call them?”
Butch: “I’m sick of those bald-headed
dames!”
Which is as good a reason as any—and

besides, it has nothing to do with his
friends—and besides, I have plenty of hair.

The End

for the annual
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Preston Sturges says about a certain
producer: “He is the only man in the
world who can strut sitting down.”

Jesse L. Lasky is a gourmet with a
sense of humor. Never expecting to

get it, he ordered wild duck in a swank
restaurant. Deeply apologetic, the cap-
tain said they had no wild duck. “Well
then,” sighed Lasky, “suppose you get

a tame one and irritate it!”

On a visit to Santa Barbara, Clifton

Webb walked admiringly through the
picturesque cemetery overlooking the
ocean. “Wonderful,” he exclaimed,
“that’s the way to live!”

A girl press agent indignantly reported
this story to producer Lamar Trotti:

At the gala opening of “God Is My
Co-Pilot” in San Francisco, she tried

hard to convince the city editor of a
local paper that the event should be
covered by a photographer. The stars

of the picture as well as other celeb-

rities would be present, she insisted.

Finally, the city editor told her: “I’ll

send a photographer if you can promise
to have the ‘Co-Pilot’ available for

pictures.”

Director George Seaton was telling

about his new house: “Hedy Lamarr
lives on one side of me.”
“And who lives on the other?” a

friend asked.
“I don’t know, I haven’t looked yet,”

he replied.

Darryl Zanuck noticed a worn spot

on the precious wood paneling next to

the projection-room door. He ques-
tioned the office manager about it.

“I can’t help it,” said the manager.
“That’s where the producers touch
wood after seeing the rushes.

A fire on the back lot of Universal

Pictures caused $250,000 damage. One
of the reasons: When the firemen ar-

rived, the first four hydrants they

attached their hoses to proved to be of

the “prop” variety.



Family Bachelor

(Continued from page 56) afford to pursue.
He thought he should go to work like the
other fellows who dropped out of school
along about junior year to take jobs on the
line in the automotive works.

All was not polka and play acting in

Hamtramck. There was poverty in the
squalid sections of houses crowded too
closely along narrow streets. During the
depression things were literally tough.
John roistered in the streets and alleys

with other kids, scrounged for scrap iron

to earn movie mopey, played baseball well
enough to get an offer for the St. Louis
Cards farm team, witnessed bug eyed the
gang wars and saw a mobster’s punctured
corpse in a wrecked car, and tried getting

a little tough himself until papa restored
his rectitude by warming up same in the
woodshed.

“I was a dese, dem and dose kid,” said

Mr. Hodiak whose diction and modulated
speech are a treat to sound engineers.
“Foreigners find it hard to pronounce the
English ‘th,’ and most of the kids had
foreign-born parents like mine.”
At eleven Master Hodiak made up his

mind to be a great movie star in the style

of Tom Mix, Buck Jones and Doug Fair-
banks. At eighteen he was an old stage
horse snorting drama in three tongues.
Twenty, and he had rubbed up his dic-

tion to such high polish he won a radio
audition followed by spots in soap operas.
For three years in Chicago he played Li’l

Abner
,
creating the Dogpatch talk from

his father’s Ukrainian accent and a South-
ern friend’s you-all idiom. Came the
M-G-M talent scout—confidently expected
by our young prodigy who is a fatalist,

believing things destined for you arrive on
schedule and there is no point walking
up and down sweating it out.

This philosophy does not rule out ar-
duous preparation for the hoped-for things,

nor prayer, nor regular church-going. His
religion is too deep inside for surface talk
but is manifest dynamically in all he does.
It motivates the heart as much as the
mystic soul, a religion which though
orthodox, is with him one of warm brother-
hood. The heart of all Slavs’ religion, says
Dostoevski, is fraternity, communal Chris-
tian brotherhood of man.

“I shall never have money,” Hodiak said
with a little surprise when asked what he
planned to do with his prospective for-
tune. “There are too many things needed to
be done with money.” He was thinking just
then of the need for kids’ club centers in
towns like Hamtramck, the kind of nice,

respectable clubs adults have that kids
would take a fcride in. He hopes to be able
to do something about this.

n
N arriving in Hollywood with a movie
contract he lived frugally and did his

own cooking in a single-room, bachelor
apartment. His salary was small, as the be-
ginner’s usually is, and it still is not com-
mensurate with his popularity record.
A good part of his earnings he set aside

for purchase of a home for his mother and
father. Last year he found the spot and
had the cash for it; a six-room -house to
which additions can be made easily, a
three-car garage which he converted into
guest quarters for his sister Anne and her
children; orchards of citrus, fig and wal-
nut trees and plenty of space for vegetable
and flower gardens.
“My mother has green fingers,” he says

with pride. “Everything grows for her.”
He has had little time to bask under the

trees and soak up sunshine. Since hitting
the beach in “Lifeboat" with Tallulah
Bankhead two years ago Hodiak has spun
dizzily through “Song of Russia,” “Marriage
Is a Private Affair,” “Maisie Goes to
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Reno,” “A Bell for Adano,” “Sunday Din-
ner for a Soldier,” “The Harvey Girls,”
“Time for Two” and “Somewhere in the
Night.”
Work is the tether to a footloose movie

idol’s sportiveness; there’s time for nothing
but work and its accessory claims. Hodiak
finished work on “Time for Two” at four
o’clock in the morning and at ten the same
A. M. began scenes in “Somewhere in the
Night.” His six-hour vacation was spent
packing up and driving his coupe, which
he calls Kelly, from M-G-M in Culver City
to Twentieth Century-Fox in Hollywood, a
scenic excursion of six miles he failed to
relish because of yawning.
His daily schedule is a boa constrictor to

bachelor romance. He gets off the mat-
tress at 6:00 in the morning and goes to bed
at 8:30, taking with him the script for the
next day’s shooting.

Two years of this and Mr. Hodiak, who
never took to likker, took to coffee tip-

pling. He histed eight cups for breakfast
and failed to eat breakfast. Soon he had
the tremblers; quivered like a cornstarch
rabbit. Normally a solid 175 pounds and
steady all his days, he couldn’t imagine
why his head was oscillating from side to

side and wondered vaguely what polar
bears take for relief. The doctor said to

take, instead of eight cups of coffee, a
glass of milk—a drink called a baby in

these parts and considered odd for a bach-
elor to have.

Restored and feeling fine now, he in-

tends tapering off on work too. Loving it

excessively as he does he thinks you are
liable to over indulge and get punchy. Al-
though he doesn’t exactly worry he con-
centrates on details and lies awake figur-

ing to improve.
“I get absorbed and think of nothing

else,” he said. “That’s bad. You go stale

without recreation.”

C
OMPLETING “Somewhere in the
Night” he declared himself a tour of

veterans’ hospitals and a session with the
boys back in Hamtramck. He has gathered
in his sister Anne and her family; his
cousin Mary Hodiak; his brother Walter,
back from Okinawa, and his tribe, to form
a Hodiak family community on San Fer-
nando Valley acres.

“Now it is time to think of starting my
own family,” says Mr. Hodiak. “Happi-
ness starts in the family and sort of ripples

out to the community and the world at
large. All the best fun is in sharing.”
Family and home are essential to hap-

piness in Hollywood because they are all

a man has time for after work.
“A man needs a wife here more than

anywhere,” says the eligible Mr. Hodiak.
“What kind do you favor?” asks a snoop.
“Any kind.”
“Feet over size thirteen are hard to fit,”

he is reminded.
“She can go barefoot,” says Mr. H., “so

long as she doesn’t paint her toenails.”

Hear that, girls, your prospective
prey does not like conspicuous females,
or chichi or artificiality in any form, par-
ticularly not in the female form, hey. About
all he asks is that she be fairly bright,

natural, companionable, humorous, honest
(up to there he was reasonable), fun
loving and of course Hodiak loving.

As for the kind of girl who would like

Mister Hodiak: any kind, according to our
own galloping poll.

There are no two opinions about him in

Hollywood. Even the battling sexes agree,

and thus give hope for One World and
peace in our time.

That he is beloved by all is a dismal
thing to say of any man, sounds so obituary,

and we shall be glad to retract if proof is

produced that Hodiak is not the apple of

everyone’s eye from A to Z including B.
The End
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My Washington Diary

(Continued from page 59) Because to me
he symbolizes the whole thing. It made me
more than ever want to urge people into

giving and helping, so that little Joe and
all the other children can be made well,

so that this dreadful disease can be de-
stroyed forever.

Then we got into the car. There was a

lump in my throat so big I couldn’t talk.

Mr. Shields broke the silence by asking us

if we’d like to go to Mount Vernon. I was
thrilled at the idea, but I just couldn’t seem
to get happy again. It was funny. Every-
one was trying to cheer everyone else up.

We’d try to act gay and I thought, “What
a bunch of awful actors we are!” But
finally I realized that little Joe wouldn’t
want us to be unhappy—not on account of

him. So I tried my best to be as happy as

possible.

By the time we reached Mount Vernon
I think we were all feeling better. We got

out and told the driver where to meet us

and walked up the long driveway and into

the house. I was really excited now! We
went into all the rooms and saw George
Washington’s furniture and dishes. When
we were in the room that he died in, it

made me feel all funny inside. It was just

as if I were stepping into the pages of my
history book at home.
We went over every inch of the grounds.

The smoke house, the slave house, the

kitchen (it’s a separate building), the place

where they keep the carriages, the stables,

and “his” and Martha’s tomb. That’s what
impressed me most. I felt funny all over
again. I wanted so badly to take a piece

of the ivy that was growing around his

tomb for a souvenir, but Mummie said that

if everyone took a piece there wouldn’t be
any left. But I found a bit that had broken
off, so all is well.

B
EFORE leaving I had to get my girl

friends little souvenirs at the Mount
Vernon souvenir shop. I got them and my-
self some darling bracelets. Some Marines
helped me pick them out. I got a ring for

Howard and a key chain for Daddy.
The driver picked us up then and took

us on a sightseeing tour of Washington. I

think the buildings are just beautiful,

especially the white marble ones. The
ones I remember most are the Treasury,
the Mint, the museums, the Cathedrals of

St. Peter and St. Paul, the Pentagon build-

ing, Agricultural building, the Capitol of

course, and oodles of others but I can’t

remember their names. There were so
many pretty statues of horses rearing up in
the parks. What a beautiful statue my
horse King would make!
By this time it was getting dark. That’s

when we saw the Lincoln Memorial. It’s

something I will never forget. It was rain-
ing softly and the lights from the city

shimmered and crinkled and the night, or
dusk, was so quiet and peaceful,"and there
was the statue of Lincoln. The only light

in the Memorial was that coming from be-
hind the statue, which made it look lumi-
nous. As we walked up the marble steps
getting closer and closer, I felt almost
hypnotized. When we were on the plat-
form right in front of the statue, it was
as if Lincoln himself were sitting there
looking down at us, not just a piece of
marble. Those eyes! I felt as if I were
in a different world, so far away from
everything but those eyes and that kind
and real-looking face. It was so peaceful
and beautiful that I wanted to cry or do
something, but I just stood there off by
myself.

It must have been fifteen or twenty
minutes before any of us said a word.
Then Mummie said, “We’d better go now.”
I was so startled it took me a few minutes
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Elizabeth Taylor shows Joseph Justh, confined for more than a year in an iron lung, a

book she brought him—during her Washington visit for the March of Dimes campaign

to get back to earth and to Mummie and
to Mr. Shields.
We got back to the hotel and had a won-

derful dinner. But I’m still floating in
space. A wonderful, happy and exciting
space. Goodnight.

January 7, 1946

D
ear diary-.

I was so tired this morning. I

couldn’t get to sleep until three a. m. I

kept thinking about that statue of Lincoln
and about Little Joe. I called over to

Mummie and asked her if she was awake.
Then I told her I could still see Lincoln
looking at me. Also little Joe. You know,
they’re rather alike. Especially their eyes.
I kept thinking that all night long. Mum-
mie let me sleep late this morning though,
so I wouldn’t be too tired, because today
is the biggest day of my life!

We had breakfast, bathed and got
dressed. Mr. Shields came, we had lunch
and at two o’clock we were ready to go
to the White House. I had on my black
velvet dress and my first pair of long
stockings—seamless ones—and my beau-
tiful white fur coat. I felt so dressed up.
We drove over to the Carlton Hotel

where we picked up Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner and Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. Then
we were off to the White House. We
showed our passes at the gate and the car
whizzed up the drive. We got out and
walked up the steps through the open door
and into the White House. I was so
thrilled. All the nice butlers and colored
men were so glad to see Mr. Roosevelt Jr.

and he was so nice to them. They took our
coats, but I just hated to part with mine.
I wanted to leave it on, but I guess it

would’ve looked kinda silly.

The usher took us downstairs to the
Diplomatic Room. There were so many
people and cameras and microphones and
—oh—I was so excited! Mrs. Truman
came in and I met and talked with her.

She’s very nice. Margaret came in to give
her mother some peppermints just before
the broadcast. The announcer came over
and introduced himself. Then we sat down
at a little table in front of Mrs. Truman’s
desk. I thought we’d probably rehearse,
but we didn’t.

At three-fifteen everyone got very
quiet. We were on the air! My butterflies

and horses started coming back, but they
soon left. At three-thirty it was all over.
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The broadcast, I mean. Then we had the
newsreel pictures taken. Miss Skinner was
on one side of Mrs. Truman and Mr. Roose-
velt was on the other. They were sitting
down and I was standing in back of Mrs.
Truman. We said part of our speeches for
the newsreel and had stills taken. While
this was going on something terrible hap-
pened to me. I’m afraid I have a very
bad habit of taking my shoes off wherever
I am. And just before we got to the White
House, Mummie asked me to be sure and
not take my shoes off while we were there.
I promised I wouldn’t, but when we were
up there I forgot. I slipped my right shoe
off and it got lost under Mrs. Truman’s
chair. It was awful! I got the giggles and
was fishing around with my foot trying to
find it. Finally I did, but I was so em-
barrassed, because nobody knew what 1

was laughing at.

After that, we went up to the Lincoln
Room and had tea. The Lincoln Room
is beautiful and I was just dying to see
some of the other rooms. After we had
tea and cakes and stuff, a lady asked us if

we would like to see some of the rooms
and we said we would. We went to the
Blue Room, the Red Room, the Green
Room, and the East Room that looks like

a ballroom. They were all so beautiful,
with crystal chandeliers and gorgeous
furniture.

I kept hoping I’d find Falla peeking
around some corner. But of course he isn’t

there any more. But somehow whenever
I think of the White House I think of Falla.

I wonder if the Trumans have a dog around.
I didn’t see him. I kept wishing that I’d

brought my chipmunk Nibbles along. I

could have brought him. He isn’t any
trouble and he really should see all of this

too.

The time to leave came much too soon

—

even though we were the last ones to go.

We put our coats on and drove away. 1

felt just like Cinderella in Wonderland.
I kept pinching myself to find out if I

were dreaming. But I wasn’t. This was
all real—and happening to me.
And when twelve o’clock comes it

won’t leave me. The White House and all

of it will still be fresh in my mind. It will

never vanish as long as I live! And you’ll

always have it too, dear, dear Diary.
Goodnight. . . .
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Boxes of Film-Finish Powder, 25^ and 10^, plus tax.

Woodbury
s7i£u?

l

(svuJfi

Powder
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MARIE MeDO\ALD

. . Starred in “Getting Gertie’s

Garter,” a United Artists production

It’s early to think of summer

fashions—but advisable in these

days of fabric shortages . . .

A McKettrick convertible, the scarf

of which can be worn as shown above,

or to the right—or covering the

exposed shoulder. A Crown Soap ’n’

Water rayon shantung. Black with

aqua, yellow or pink. 10-18.

About $9.00 at Filene’s, Boston, Mass.,

or Strawbridge & Clothier,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(For the store in your vicinity write to
the manufacturer listed on page 92)

plus tax





SUGGESTS

The new fullness at the hips

nd an excellent shoulder line

ecommend this Style-Trend

loucle dress by Henry Rosen-

, eld. Biege, white, gray, aqua,

ime or pink. 10-18, about

14.95. Available at Woodward

< Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

i'or the store in your vicinity

write to the manufacturer listed

m Page 92.
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marie McDonald never doubted she would be an actress.

Neither did those who saw her in school plays, as a Powers model, or

as a singer with Tommy Dorsey’s band. It was during the filming of

“Guest in the House,” in which she spent much time in a bathing suit or

a negligee, that she was given her now famous nickname, “The Body.”

A harem type skirt which tie

in front highlights this Lorn

hardy dress which is fashionec

from a printed rayon crepe, ;

Yale fabric. Available in all pas

tels. 14-20. $12.95 at Mande

Brothers, Chicago, 111., and Saks

34th Street, New York, N. Y

For the store in your vicinit,

write to the manufacturer listei

on Page 92.
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SIGNE HASSO is Swedish but there is nothing abont her which suggests the

Vikings. She is only 5' 5" tall and weighs only 115 pounds. Neither is she a blonde.

Her beauty lies in her most divine sea-green eyes and red hair. Her name, pronounced
“seen yeh,” means “bless you” in Swedish. You will next see Signe in the United

Artists production “A Scandal in Paris.”

Opposite: Koru sweater, available in all colors. 34-40. About $6.00. Skirt with belt

attached by Markon, 100% Hockanum wool. Gray with yellow, blue or deep red belt.

9-15. About $8.00. Sweater at A. Harris, Dallas, Tex., and Macy’s, New York, N. Y.
Skirt at Macy’s, New York, N. Y.

Above: Suret Frock designed by Marie Phillips. In many attractive combinations
of checked cotton. 9-15 and 10-16. About $9.00 at Gimbel’s, Pittsburgh, Pa. and
Saks-34th Street, New York, N. Y.

(All shoes by Wohl)

(For the store in your vicinity write the manufacturer listed on Page 92)
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COTTON S that will spotlight you ... oh so

beautifully in your "home” career.

Highlighted especially are the long-awaited zipper

front-closing, fine quality percales . . . features of

Happy Home frocks. Each is a value in styling and workmanship.

Reliance Manufacturing Company,

212 W. Monroe St., Chicago

1350 Broadway, New York City

Joan Crawford, who dearly loves

tailored dinner things, has found a

wonderful way to wear her jewelled

clips. The other night, when the

jacket of her heavy white crepe dinner

suit had a large exotic flower of spark-

ling sequins appliqued across the

shoulder line, Joan wore a huge dia-

mond clip on the cuff of the long-

sleeved jacket.

Have you any of Pa’s old stick-pins

{studded or otherwise) around the

house? If so, take a fashion tip from

Diana Lynn. Diana found not only

some of her Dad’s but her Grandpa’s

pins, too, and had them soldered to

bobby-pins. (First removing the long

pin, of course.) She wears the studded

bobby pins all through her hair—and

the effect is lovely.

Lunching at La Rue the other day

June Allyson wore a suit which really

was not a suit. The dress was a print

... a lovely bright yellow background

widely spaced with gray pussywil-

lows. The skirt, almost a di%ndl,

tightened into a snug belt of gray

kid. The blouse had long sleeves,

the cuffs of which were linked with

cat’s-eye buttons. The coat, three-

quarter length and boxy, was lined

with the print of the dress. With this

ensemble June wore a tiny turban of

the print, black pumps and a black

shoulder slung bag. A perfect costume

for California at any time of the year

—elsewhere for spring when the days

are warm and the nights are cool.

Bogart and Bacall who have long

worn tailored suits or slacks almost

matching are now wearing husband-

and-wife (Continued on page 88
)
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Peasant simplicity ... completely disarming in a Vicki Lynn ,

in white only. About S3 at leading department stores.

Junior sizes 9-15. Others
,
32 to 40 as well as extra sizes.
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( Continued from page 86) jewelry.

Their wedding rings are identical, of

flexible gold. So are their watch bands

which have their initials in tiny rubies.

Dorothy Lamour attended her first

formal party since the birth of her

baby recently. Her dress was any

girl’s dream—be she sixteen or sixty

!

The skirt was a drift of pink and black

net, the very top layer being black.

Caught here and there in the drift

were tiny pink roses. The bodice, also

of pink and black net, was plain, tight

and off the shoulder. And on one "off

shoulder” was a cluster of the same

pink roses that were caught in the

skirt. To keep this gown from being

too ingenue Dorothy wore, elbow-

length gloves of pale pink suede, and

black sandals and carried a black bag.

Speaking of suits that aren’t suits,

as we have been, the dinner ensemble

Joan Bennett wore to a party at The

Club was a conversation piece. Fash-

ioned of a heavy satin in light gray, it

had a snug-fitting basque jacket with

long sleeves and a full gathered skirt.

Her dream hat was layers upon layers

of gray maline, laced through with

rose-colored velvet but a tiny confec-

tion; nevertheless, which tilted forward

on her lovely head. Joan carried a

rose-colored velvet purse and wore

gray sandals of a much darker shade.

The dinner dress Joan Fontaine

wore to the Adrian party was some-

thing to write about. 'Which we do

forthwith. ... It was black crepe

with the pencil-slim skirt slashed al-

most to the knees and the low strap-

less bodice edged with a wide full nich-

ing of black crepe. Then—over her

bare shoulders, fitting close to the

neck and falling softly to the black

rucking Joan wore a full bronze-

colored cape of heavy net which gave

the skin a wonderful glow and a bit of

a covered-up look. It would be fetch-

ing on anyone. On la belle Fontaine

it was ravishing

!
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FOR you FRO

Wide open spaces for sun tannins

... in this cool one=piece Calcutta* cotton print

cut for comfort by Lynn Lester. Sizes 10 to 18.

Blue, lime, rose. About $11.00

'FABRIC BY CALIFORNIA CONVERTERS. INC.

Write Western Fashions. Los Anseles 14, lor store nearest you featuring Western Fashions Authorities.



*

The line of your figure is your Lifeline . . . target of all eyes.

A wrong line above waist or below can spoil the precious first

impression you make . . . impair the way you feel and work.

For your upper Lifeline, Life-Bra lifts—holds—corrects—molds. For

your lower Lifeline, the new Life-Girdle brings alluring new

curves, with elastic comfort and tailored-in material control. Working
together, these superb Formfit creations

GLORIFY YOUR LIFELINE ALL THE WAY !

Be fitted today—see and feel the difference.

At all the better shops and stores.

Look for this label. It is your assurance of
quality— in fabric, tailoring, fit, long life.

THE FORMFIT CO., CHICAGO, NEW YORK

Make a peplum of any stiff fabric—
taffeta or pique are especially effective

—and wear it o.ver a basic dress.

Sew two big handkerchiefs together

and knot them at the waist, sarong

fashion. This will provide a wonder-

ful new look for shorts or a bathing

suit.

If you’re weary of a high neckline,

slit your dress about four inches down
the middle making an inverted V.

This will provide a keyhole neckline—
and what is more provocative?

Don’t be timid about teaming up

your slacks and shorts with the gayest

flowered print blouses you can find.

Lift your hair off your neck and

tie it with a colored net or sequined

net, for a well-groomed and flattering

coiffeur.

Crocheted shortie gloves are perfect

with summer cottons and rayons—
also cooler than leather or suede.

Watch out for the new blouse . . .

It can be worn either forward or

backwards. If you want a little collar

with buttons down the front you

wear it one way. If you want a high

neckline with buttons down the back

wear it the other way.

A sequined ascot at your throat

does wonders towards making you

glamorous for evening.

Make a sleeveless vestee of that

fabric which looks like leopard and

wear it over a black, shirt or blouse.

Wrap your waistline in a gay scarf

as a cummerbund with shorts or slacks.

Tie a white silk scarf high around

your throat ascot fashion for the

"dandy” look so important this spring.

Anchor the scarf with a big safety pin

wrapped with colored grosgrain rib-

bon.

Starched straw lace is wonderful

( and so inexpensive) for cool-looking

bonnets and pillboxes to wear when

the sun shines.
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MEN IN YOUR

Kh

im

"SQUARE SHOOTER". . . a Carole King Original. Deep dashing color and bright white are sharply

squared and boldly buttoned for a sure-fire hit in your "beau's eye." Of rayon Shantung ... a

YeRNEY fabric. Junior sizes 9 to 15. About $11.00. Exclusively at one fine store in your city.

PfVX



FOR THE SHOP in your vicinity

where the Photoplay Fashions shown

on the preceding pages are sold write

to the manufacturer listed below :

When shopping for clothes shown

on the preceding pages be sure to tell

the salesgirl the fashion appeared in

Photoplay. This will enable her to

direct you to the department where

the fashion is available.

Off-the-shoulder Drees

McKettrick,

13 50 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Boucle Dress

Henry Rosenfeld,

49 S Seventh Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

Print Dress

Lombardy,

134 West 37th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Gray Sweater

Koru,

737 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Gray Skirt

Markon Garment Company,

13 50 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Shoes

(All colors, all sizes

about $4.00 to $5.00)

Wohl Shoes,

St. Louis, Mo.

Gray and Yellow Plaid Dress

Suret Frocks,

1400 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

UNDER
A
HONEYMOON

Wherever you’re going to holiday

this summer—whether you’ll

be with him—or hoping to meet

him—watch for

Photoplay’s June Fashions
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Lovely

Barbara Whitmore
National winner

of Columbia Pictures'

talent search contest.

e first and only "'lipstick"'

that really stays on!
Here is the most important charm discovery since the beginning of

beauty. A "lipstick,” at last, that isn’t greasy—won’t rub off—and that

will keep your lips deliciously soft, smooth and lovely. It isn’t a "lipstick”

at all. It’s a liquid, in the most exciting tones of red ever created. It’s so

permanent. Put it on at dusk—it stays till dawn or longer. Regular size

bottle that lasts a long, long time is only $1 plus tax, at all stores. Or,

mail coupon for generous trial SIZES

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 6105, 2709 South Wells St., Chicago 1 6, III.

Q Please send Trial Sizes. I enclose 12c (2c Fed. tax) for each.

Check shades wanted:
Scarlet—llaming red, delinitely tempting.

C Parisian—spectacular with dark hair, fair skin.

D Regal—exciting with dark hair, medium skin.

English Tint— inviting coral-pink for blondes.

G Orchid—exotic pink. Romantic for evening.

Gay Plum—enchanting with fuchsia, wine or purple.

Gypsy— vivacious with dark eyes, olive skin.-

C Medium— natural true red, flatters all types.

Name C—
PLEASE
PRINT Address

City . State
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358 Fifth Ave., New York 1

Look what’s for you... Real-form Lastex

2 -way stretches with the wonder-

ful Raschel knit fashion to fit

features that give such

blessed comfort and

control. Won’t roll,

creep up or run.

Pull-ons, ponel- front girdles and ponty

girdles . . . also with zippers. Up to $5 ... at your

favorite store. Write for booklet, Dept. P

Happy days are

here again! Your

GOOD BEHAVIOR
SLIPS will be in

your favorite shop

very soon.

Made by creators

of Powers Model

Slips — at all bet-

ter stores now.

Good Behavior
Slips in quality

rayon.

about 1.39

159 MADISON AVENUE * NEW YORK, N. Y.

i\ {j 'Mm
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Refreshing suit blouse

of sheerest rayon with

exquisite stitched

front detail . . . and

popular young turtle-

neck. In white only.

Sizes 32 to 38. About

$3.00

At leading stores or write:

BAR-RODA BLOUSE CO.
135 West 36 Street, New York

It's Like This to be

Mrs. Gregory Peck

(Continued from page 43) the ring to
match. He had the bracelet hidden at
home for two days—he could hardly wait
for the time to give it to me. When he
brought the package out and put it on the
table, I didn’t notice it at first. He stood
there jiggling on one foot and then the
other, like a big kid. “Gee, you don’t seem
very interested,” and he pushed the box
at me. “Well

—

open it, and put it on!”
He had the same look on his face—the

same pride and excitement—when he
brought me my very first present, in the
lean days back in New York. It was
just a gadget, a little gold-plated angel
for my lapel. I loved it so I nearly cried
myself sick when I lost it in a movie
theater one night. We waited until after

the last show and went down on our knees
looking under almost every seat in the
house.
I’m so wild about my new bracelet I had

to count every tiny gold square in it

—

there are 560 of them, not much bigger
than pin-heads, and thirty-two diamonds
in the buckle. Actually, however, it isn’t

any more valuable than my little gold-
plated angel—except that it symbolizes
some of the accomplishments without
which Greg could never have been a com-
pletely happy man.
He was bom with a sense of humor

—

and also a deep sensitivity. Both qualities

got a real work-out in those early days
when he was opening and closing in the
longest series of flop plays in New York.
In one of his early performances, the critics

tore him apart. I still ache when I think
how completely crushed he was. It was as
if his whole life hung on their words. And
then, when he got the role in “Morning
Star”—it was a long time before he was
sure Guthrie McClintic really wanted him
for the part—he sent me a crazy telegram:
“Do you hear bells? I don’t mean dinner
bells.” It looked like a good job at last

and we could finally afford to get married.
Well, “Morning Star” didn’t go over either,

but Peck got sensational reviews.

H
E has to be good at what he does—or
he won’t do it. He gave up the study

of medicine because, “if there’s one thing
the country doesn’t need, it’s a bad doc-
tor.” Right now, he has just completed
building a guest apartment over our garage
—and in spite of the paint and plaster he
splattered on himself, he saved enough for

the walls. It’s really an expert job, and
he doesn’t mind saying so.

It took him a little longer to make up
his mind about his screen-acting. From
the very minute we headed for Hollywood,
I kept saying, “This is it—I know this is

it!” Greg, himself, wouldn’t even see “Days
of Glory,” his first picture. “I’ve got a feel-

ing I was amateurish—” he said, “Why
should I see the picture and prove it?” He
never did see it—and he was working on
his third picture before he felt that we
were really here to stay. “Sure, the pro-
ducers like me,” he’d say, “but the public

has something to say about it too. How do
I know they’ll accept me?” Those were the

days when columnists found Greg a very
tense and serious young man—when I’d

say, “Don’t ponder ten hours every time
they ask you a question—just give them
one of those wonderfully silly answers
you’ve always given me—

”

He still doesn’t like picture premieres

—

and I’ve found out that being a screen
actor’s wife is a highly specialized job.

It’s really a shock to see your husband
making love to someone else—and in front

of thousands of people! Those early items
about the Peck (Continued on page 96)
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JUNIOR ORIGINALS

A flatteringly feminine bustle effect

captures the charm of yesterday's

fashion... in a modern way. Plaid

gingham two piecer in black and

fuschia; black, yellow and orange;

black, green and pine. Sizes 9 to

15. About fifteen dollars.

Write for the name of your local shop

. . . Doris Dodson, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

amiois&n-
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WE'LL MAIL C.O.D. FROM HOLLYWOOD

"18M<
and "MELODY” BLOUSE

This brand-new jumper has a full, swirling

skirt trimmed with rows and rows of gay

braid . . . perfect for dancing! SO young

and pretty . . . flatters your figure, too.

Sizes 12 to 18. $5.98 plus postage.

Navy Red Powder Blue

"MELODY" Blouse— Smooth, soft rayon

with dainty lace trim. Bow neck . . . buttons

in back. Sizes 32-38. WHITE only. $3.50

plus postage.

RITA HAYES OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 116 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 Calif.

| Rita Hayes of Hollywood, Dept. H6

| 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California |

I Please send me "Romance" Jumper at $5.98
plus portage

[
Navy Red Powder Blue

(
Mark lit and 2nd Color Choice

)
{

1 Sizes: 12 14 16 18
(
Circle sixe wanted

) J
* Please send "Melody” Blouse at $3.50

J
( White only

)
p'“‘

J

j
Sizes: 32 34 36 38 ( cird. me »«nt.d ) .

NAME -
- |

s

1 ADDRESS 1

1

1 CITY

1

ZONE STATE
J

P

1

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDEO
|

(Continued jrom page 94) “sex appeal”
were our favorite jokes at home—he insists

he’s strictly a character man. He screen-
tested for Father Chisholm with Geraldine
Fitzgerald, and when the scenes turned out
too igniferous for a priest and a nun, they
put Rosa Stradner, with a cooler type of
beauty, into the picture. I can’t say I

wasn’t pretty proud, too, when I heard
about their having to close the set. Chorus
girls from a musical picture nearby spent
so much time watching Greg, it was de-
cided they were “adding more body than
soiil to ‘The Kingdom’—

”

That first love scene on the screen, how-
ever—well, I might have known he’d be
good at it. And there’s never much room
for bitterness when you can hang on to

his arm at a premiere and remind yourself,
“Well, it’s me who’s with him!”

W HEN you’re working every weekday,
all day, you hate to dress up on Sundays.

In addition, Greg just hates to dress up.
He has his first dinner jacket now, because
we recently were invited to a formal party
—and the tailor and I ganged up on him.
We went down to “The Yearling” set and
made him stand still between scenes for

fitting. The suit turned out fine, but the
day of the party I was still trying to buy
him a white collar. I finally showed up
at the studio with two, one too small and
one too large. When I finally got him
dressed, wearing the big collar as the
lesser of two evils, we were late to the
party. “All that fuss,” he said, “and every-
body’s having too good a time to even
notice my new suit!”

On the distaff side, he likes gay, colorful
clothes. “I like my women feminine,” says
the boss of our house. “When it comes
to the tweedy type, I’m glad someone else

married ’em.” I once decided I’d like to

be ultra-smart, one of those Women who
wears nothing but extremely simple and
well -cut navy and black. It dicln’t last

long—“What are you getting somber
about?” he asked one day, “Where’s that
yellow suit of yours—how about putting it

on?” My new suit is lemon gabardine,
worn with a black blouse and turban—so
everybody wins. . . .

An opinionated man, this Peck—but he
makes it very easy to live up to his ideas.

“When a man comes home he wants glam-
our,” he says. He’s especially pleased with
the harem hostess pajamas he bought me

—

blue and green and purple, complete to

gilt slippers with tumed-up toes. “A man’s
entitled to a production,” he brags. “You
look like A Thousand and One Nights!”
Always, between two people, there are

moments that one of them will never for-

get. For me, it’s that time when I saw
Greg standing scared and white, holding
our just-born son Jonathan in his arms,
and afraid to breathe. Jonathan is now
walking and talking—and in the meantime,
Peck senior has become a completely re-
laxed parent. Nowadays, when he’s mak-
ing his fifty-yard morning dash through
the breakfast room, he stops and scratches
Jonathan on the head a few times

—

and waits until Sunday to really play
with him.
Greg doesn’t care which one of us Jon-

athan finally decides to look like—although
I’m sure he’s going to be tall like his Dad.
“I just hope he doesn’t get gangly and bony
like I was,” Greg’s told me. “Gee how I used
to envy those big-muscled Tarzans on the
beach—they got all the girls in sight.”

Which brings me to that part of being
a screen actor’s wife that makes it an
entirely different life than any other. A
life filled with surprises—like the recent
Sunday when we were listening to a radio
commentator who suddenly announced that

the Gregory Pecks were expecting their

second offspring. My mouth fell open—be-
cause I really wasn’t sure myself. All I’d

done about it was to call my doctor and
make an appointment for consultation. Greg
looked amused for a minute, then quiz-
zical, and suddenly, “True?” he asked. “I—I guess so

—
” I stammered. “Gee— I

thanks!” he said, taking my hand and be-
ing the first to congratulate me!
What made me really feel guilty was

spoiling Greg’s vacation—the first he
had since he came to Hollywood. We’d
made plans to spend it at a spot we both

;

love, the Camel-back Inn in Arizona,
|

where we could ride and swim and gen-
j

erally have fun. But Greg’s an adaptable
j

fellow—he started whistling and working j

on that garage guest-apartment instead.
Too, it’s nice to note that expectant a

fatherhood is no longer so hard on him. i

He’s still got the map he made the first s

time—when he rode over and over the
fifteen miles between home and hospital, j

carefully charting telephone booths, ser- <

vice stations and what not. “There isn’t a 1

thousand-to-one chance of emergency,”
j

he’d say. “I’ve got it down now so I can j

make it in forty minutes!” I’ve got my :

doubts about Peck No. Two getting a
really blase reception, but Greg says, “I’m
not a bit nervous. This time I’ll know

,

they’re supposed to look purple at first!” r

B
ECAUSE he’s a big fellow, maybe, Greg
is an expand-er at heart. He loves our ,

little gray house at the top of Coldwater
j

Canyon—the first home we ever owned.
Sundays he gets up with the birds and {

takes heroic hikes across miles of summit I

to visit King Vidor and other of our cliff- t

dwelling neighbors. But lately—-and espe-
\

cially since our dog Perry has become a 1

family man—he’s beginning to consider I

where we might add on another wing, or
j

maybe we should start looking for a bigger j

house.
Perry is pure white, and slightly smaller i,

than Seabiscuit. He does tricks, like find- J

ing a hidden pack of matches in a visitor’s <

pocket. Occasionally, Greg commands him |

to lie down. “Over there—under the 0

piano—” says the master sternly. Then, J

standing with his back turned, he says, j

“Quick, tell me—did he do it?” Perry’s a :

very tolerant animal—he’s lying with his !;

head on his paws, which comes under the I

heading of Humoring Humans.
Recently, when I was shopping in a de- 6

partment store, I heard one salesgirl whis-
per to another, “That’s Mrs. Gregory Peck!” i

It was very nice, realizing that the name i

meant something to others, as well as to

me, but the nicest thing about being mar- 3

ried to Greg is that, having his own inter- i

ests, he also expects me to have mine.
Whenever he can, he joins me in them, j

I’ve always liked to sketch and currently

we’re doing it duet. We’re working on twin 1
,

easels and after only a couple of lessons

he’s doing still lifes so well you can al-

ready distinguish his vase from his plate ;

of oranges!
Someday, he says, we’ll satisfy his urge 1

for travel. “You want me to tell you about
that narrow escape I had off Bango Bango,
with the schooner going to pieces on the 1

rocks and the waves trying to suck me
thirty fathoms deep?” he’ll ask, “Well, I

haven’t had any—but someday, I’m going

to.” I am much more entranced by his

plans to visit Ireland and Scotland, and
the Scandinavian countries—especially Fin-

land. Even though he’s telling people, “I

want to meet my wife’s folks—to see where
she got that little vagueness of hers, that

habit of never letting me pin her down,
but talking me into letting her get her

own way—every day, in every way—”
By which you will see that another of

his faults is exaggerating statements. But
if my husband has faults, I keep thinking,

they are always interesting faults. I’m

stuck with them. You see—I love the guy!
The End
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WATCH IT,

AMERICANS!

Jew, Catholic, Protestant, Negro . . .

It’s all in the way you say it . . .

How are YOU saying it?

Be careful—any one of these words

said in the wrong way increases

racial and religious prejudice.

The prejudice . . .

That razed churches,

Ruined businesses,

Persecuted children

Brought unemployment

And
WAR!

If you want a truly free world,

follow the example of Jimmy Stew-

art, Van Johnson, Ingrid Bergman,

Shirley Temple and . . .

TAKE THE PEEDGE OF
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Man from Mexico

(Continued from page 66) that wasn’t slow
work—very fast for Mexico. Sometimes
there it’s ten years before the girl’s family
concludes you are a steady young man.”
And how different from “going steady”

in the United States! During that five
years’ engagement, including the evening
he proposed to Senorita Arana, Arturo
never spoke to her alone. If they sat at
home, Mother sat with them. If they went
out, to a friend’s house, to a dance, even
to the movies, Mother or Father, or both,
sallied majestically along.

“To understand this,” Arturo explains,
“you have to comprehend the traditional
respect—deep in its conventional form—
that a conservative Mexican feels for the
women in his family. The greatest com-
pliment any Mexican can offer is to in-
vite you into his home, to meet his wife.
He may not be a perfect husband, in any
number of several ways, but he feels that
his womenfolk are the true traditional
lifestream that preserves family, with all

its benefits to the race. Likewise, he
doesn’t keep his daughter secluded until
marriage because he distrusts her—you’d
be forced to fight a duel for suggesting
such a motive—but because he thinks
everyone’s attitude toward her should ex-
press consistently how precious she is!”

Asked if all this airtight seclusion doesn’t
total a trifle rough on the girls and wives
(to say nothing of the daughter’s long-
waiting swain), Arturo answered, “You see
—I told you this whole topic packs dyna-
mite. I think the most important good
neighbor policy that can exist between
Latin America and North America is for
each to respect the other’s way of life.

“The whole world admires in North
American girls qualities which perhaps
our strict seclusion policy has made slow
of development in our own. I speak of

poise, self-confidence, smartness—all that
comes from your girls’ early selecting their
own clothes, their own boy friends, even
their own favorite radio singers and cos-
meticians.

“AF course,” Arturo risked his life, this

U time North of the Border, “a conserva-
tive Mexican might remark that some
American girls have too much self-

assurance.
“On that question of familiarity between

young people, if a Mexican boy puts his

hand on the hand of his girl friend, he is

virtually making an improper proposal.
And if she lets it stay there, ever so
briefly, she has lost caste. She has stepped
over the line. She has, to put it bluntly,

said ‘Yes.’ That’s the reason a Latin oc-
casionally holds an American girl’s hand
and shortly thereafter gets his face
slapped. And he is quite bewildered when
it happens. In my newest American pic-

ture, ‘Masquerade in Mexico,’ one woman
warns another about the character I play.

She says, ‘Be careful of this man. He
speaks fluent English, but he still thinks
like a Latin.’

”

Differences in customs, the genial Ar-
turo believes, help answer why there are

now four big studios near Mexico City,

with two more building, and “one of those

already built is better equipped than most
Hollywood studios.”

The reason this Latin American is so

industry-minded is because he and Do-
lores del Rio have formed Mercurio Films
and we shall have to spare him for two
pictures a year, to be made at Churubosco
Studios, just outside Mexico City.

Of Latin American movie tastes he has
this to say, “The Hardy Family series is

very popular, possibly because a principal

character is a judge—a very important
person in Mexico. ‘The Human Comedy’



didn’t make any sort of hit below the
border. The Latin Americans just couldn’t
see anything romantic in the lovable old
telegrapher and the chirpy messenger.”
While he was talking movies, Arturo

chuckled over what his American audi-
ences would think if they saw the twenty-
odd Mexican films he has made. “Here,”
he said, “everyone insists on ‘glamorizing’
me—whatever that means. At home I act
in somber pictures. No—‘morbid’ would
be a better word. In one of my recent
ones—‘Twilight’—I played an epileptic!”
The actor’s own children have seen only

two or three of his pictures. “You see,”
he explains, “we don’t need censorship in
Mexico because—remember—Mother or
Father always accompanies the young peo-
ple to the theater. If they feel a film is

moving into censorable material, they
simply get up and take the children home.
A really large family, with Mama walking
regally in front, constitutes quite a pro-
cession marching up the aisle.”

O
N the subject of sports he said, “It

may be shocking to you that our young
ladies, properly chaperoned, attend bull-
fights. Yet, on the other hand if you in-
vited a Mexican girl, brought up con-
servatively, to attend a prize-fight, she
wouldn’t go. But if she did, you’d see
the most shocked face you’ve ever seen. A
matador killing a bull wears clothes, but
two men cavorting around in brief trunks
would be considered, South of the Border,
no sight for a lady. It’s very hard for
Mexicans to understand the general care-
lessness—frankness if you like—that United
States Americans display.
“A Latin American man, coming to

sunny California, say, after never having
been outside his own regions, is so as-
tonished that he might be forgiven for
thinking himself in a veritable Para-
dise. In order not to miss anything he
goes down the street wiggling his head

—

this way” (Arturo acted the head move-
ments hilariously) “or waggling it—this
way. Such a new visitor is not being evil-
minded, but he is definitely enjoying the
world’s greatest outdoor museum of fem-

Bow to our Philippine friends: Peace and
beauty again emanate from the Philip-
pines. To prove it, we want you to meet
Norma Blancaflor, one of Manila’s most
popular screen stars. Miss Blancaflor is a
licensed pharmacist as well as an actress
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“That right-left, right-left glance of the
newcomer in the United States has led

to a well-known Mexican joke. When
a male visitor comes to the United
States for the first time with a fifteen-

inch neck, he returns with a fifteen and
one-half or a sixteen. It develops neck
muscles—all that wiggling and waggling
for wider vision!”

In a purely personal way, Arturo has
a North of the Border Problem—that old
housing shortage. His hotel was doing the
best they could, but he would have to

sleep over a friend’s garage, or accept
some hospitality after each five days. “It

is amazing,” he said, “and very exciting.

Last week I had a palatial suite; this

week I am assigned to what I feel sure
must have been meant for a clothes closet.

And today I must flee to Palm Springs,
where a friend has promised me sleeping-
room, so I will be eligible here again
Monday. It is fun, and I am lucky; people
are always so nice.”

But it wasn’t so nice when a cherished
plan fell through because of “no vacan-
cies.” He intended to bring his family to

Hollywood and place Arturo, eleven, and
Alonzo, ten, in a junior military school.

Also, the move would have given Maria,
eight, and Lourdes, six, his two daughters,
that taste of “both civilizations” he wants
them to enjoy. He spent days trying to

find living quarters—any kind—but finally

gave up.

I

N spite of Arturo’s commuting between
the capital of Mexico and the capital of

the film world, the de Cordova family life

is close. The family visits in Yucatan only
when Arturo is in Hollywood. He has
bought a home in Mexico City and when
he is making a picture there, the family is

in full flower. There are trips, too, North
of the Border. Late this spring, when the
star was getting ready to go south to do

|

a Mexican picture, he secured Beverly
Hills Hotel accommodations for Mrs. de
Cordova and the two boys. There was a
whirl of shopping, and, for the boys, visits

to the studios and to (carefully selected)
American movies. Then the four took off

for Mexico City to rejoin the “little

sisters.”

For all his cosmopolitanism and capacity
for philosophy, Arturo is an essentially

simple person. Call him an outdoor man,
and you have summed him up. As a boy
he played soccer in England and France;
his friends say he is a “truly great” swim-
mer; he is adept at golf and tennis. He
doesn’t play cards of any kind and never
gambles, not even on horse races. He en-
joys good conversation and a drink with
friends.

Life is so rich for this man that his

dislikes are few—three, in fact. The first

is phonies. Once he thinks anyone is put-
ting on a false front, he’s through. “Sin-
cerity,” he says, “is the most important
element of character, in anyone.” His
second dislike, curiously enough, is pub-
lic appearances. That dislike applies es-
pecially to premieres. It’s deep and in-

grained. He likes to express himself be-
fore the camera, but becomes painfully
self-conscious receiving attention from a
crowd, A shy Latin! His third aversion is

in the true Latin tradition: he has a violent

distaste, almost hatred, for anyone who
speaks vulgarly or even disrespectfully, of

a woman. Once that happens, the offender
can be sure that he is permanently off

his list.

All in all, Arturo de Cordova is one of

the finest ambassadors between two coun-
tries whose friendship will most certainly
increase.

The End
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(Continued from page 51) living room
was painted (evenly and beautifully) a
solid white.
“Which only leaves three more rooms

and the bath,” said Johnny to himself as

he climbed into bed that night.

So the slack parties went on relent-
lessly. “I had ’em every second night for

ten days straight,” says Johnny. “Never
asked the same people because I was
afraid they mightn’t come! But at the end
of ten days, the whole place was done—
and looked elegant.”

It does, too. The living room is white
with gold brocade drapes and chartreuse
and maroon furniture. The kitchen is

yellow and white. The bathroom is green,
trimmed with an off-purple to match its

tiles. His bedroom is white from floor to

ceiling, and his housekeeping-sister Molly’s
bedroom is pink.
“The furniture I bought myself at auc-

tions,” he relates now, “and then had up-
holstered in the style to which I wanted it

accustomed.” He pauses, and then adds
with a grin, “The only trouble with my
painting system is that everyone who came
to my Slack Parties is now redecorating his

own home! Bill Eythe was the first after

me. And you know where that leaves me
—an actor by day and a painter by night!

I can’t refuse any of ’em. Didn’t they all

help me out?”

W'HEN it came to buying a car in Holly-
wood, Johnny thought on his dancing

feet once more. He was then twenty-
three, fresh from taxi-ridden New York
City and had no idea how to drive. So
when he located a 1940 convertible, colored
black, he told the owner, “I’d like to buy
it—but why, when I don’t know how to

drive?” Then his feet did a quick, quiet
tap routine near the running board and he
added, “Tell you what: I’ll buy it the day
I know how to drive it. You teach me!”
The owner turned pale, as he had just

driven the car out from Oklahoma to the
Golden West and was tired of driving;

plus the fact that nobody likes to teach a
novice how to drive in a car not yet owned
by the novice.

But he agreed. Everyone agrees to John-
ny’s plans—maybe because they always are
accompanied by Johnny’s grin. There en-
sued three furious days of lessons. By the
end of that time, Johnny was driving. He
bought the car—along with three Virginia
hams he found that had been left by mis-
take in the spare tire compartment! Two
of these he joyously gave as Christmas
presents to Buddy de Sylva, Paramount
producer, and to director Sidney Lanfield.
Neither big shot ever dreamed that they’d
come by mistake into Johnny’s hands

—

after a long drive from Oklahoma!
The third ham he kept for himself and

Molly, the pretty sister who lives with
him in Hollywood—or, rather, who lives to
cook for him in Hollywood! He likes eat-
ing home about four nights a week, you
see; and he likes to eat well at night. In
the morning, Molly’s job is a cinch. Then
her brother only downs a glass of orange
juice and a cup of tea. Lunch he never
touches. But at sundown he likes to stow
away everything within reach, and par-
ticularly a thick steak. Between day-
break and dusk, when he’s working on a
picture, he eats handfuls of vitamin pills

the way you and I eat peanuts—several
dozen a day. And when he seeks out a
restaurant at night, it’s always a high-
season place: The Beachcombers, for Chi-
nese food; or the Villa Nova, for Italian.

Luckily for Molly, who is pretty enough
to have plenty of beaus, she and Johnny
live in the friendliest apartment house in
the U.S. Whenever she goes out on a
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date, leaving Johnny helpless (he can’t
cook at all), he just goes begging around
the apartment house—and somebody al-
ways gives him a meal! It’s the same way
when Johnny (or anyone else in the build-
ing) gives a party. He then skips around
from door to door collecting ice-trays

—

and in ten minutes he’s the owner of
enough ice cubes to take any ’ party
through a long night! Another thing about
this unusual apartment house: The sur-
rounding tenants actually enjoy Johnny’s
dancing routines—which they hear him
thumping out sometimes at two in the
morning!
“Oho!” says the woman who lives under

him, when they meet in the lobby. “You
were doing a shuffle step with jive around
one this morning. And at two you were
doing ballet. Right?”

“Right!” says Johnny. And that is just
about perfect neighborliness for a dancer!
Right?

B
UT things were not always right for
Johnny. In fact the reason for his tre-

mendous success lies in his darkest mo-
ment. If he hadn’t thought on his dancing
feet in that tragic crisis, there’s no tell-

ing where he’d be now.
It was four years ago, when Johnny was

twenty-one. He was also unknown, very
poor and living in New York City with
high dreams and a low reality. He had
come back from a stint in the Canadian
Army (he’s a son of Montreal) to a
marked lack of interest on the part of
New York.
“When I worked, I got $125 a week,” he

says now. “But the catch was, I hardly
worked at all. There’d be three months
between a week’s work. Naturally, I had
to live on something. What I lived on was
what Mother sent me from Canada, from
my dead father’s savings.”
But then Canada passed its war-law

that no more money could be sent across
the border. So suddenly Johnny’s small
trickle of money ended. Meanwhile he
remained in “the cheapest hotel on 49th
Street,” and the weeks plodded meagerly
by, while he went jobless and his bill

went unpaid. His world fell apart very
unexpectedly one afternoon at four. There

He’s a golfer too. Johnny Coy who hits

100 with ease, checks over his golf clubs
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was a knock at his door. He opened it to

find the manager outside—who promptly
ordered Johnny to get his hat and coat.

That done, the manager pushed him into

the hall—and locked the door securely.

“We will keep your clothes until you pay
your bill,” he said coldly.

“But I haven’t a cent—and no place to

turn,” said Johnny, horrified.

“Find a place,” snarled the manager.
Johnny was propelled through the lobby
and assisted into the street.

“You’ll never know how that feels until

it happens to you,” Johnny says now. “I

was lost and miserable—why, I didn’t even
know where I’d spend that night! But au-
tomatically I started walking—anything to

keep moving. My steps took me to Broad-
way. Suddenly I found myself in front of

a small agent’s office—a guy who never got

you more than peanuts a week. But I was
desperate. I went inside.”

Once inside, the agent gave the ex-
pected offer: He could get Johnny a danc-
ing job in a small town in Massachusetts

—

at thirty dollars a week. Johnny was out-
raged. “That’s lowering my price by $95
a week!” he said, with the entertainer’s

knowledge of how important it is to keep
your wages up to standard.

“Take it or leave it. You could leave on
tonight’s train,” said the agent.

Johnny took it, of course. He also took
enough of the agent’s money to get his

clothes out of hock—and spent the night
riding into oblivion, he was sure—riding to

Fall River, Massachusetts, with a salary
already owed to the agent for the next six

weeks of work. Every week he was shifted

to a new small town in Massachusetts, and
his salary gained another $5 every week.
But he was sad and lonely. He was at the
bottom, in small towns, when he longed to
be in New York City knocking everyone
dead. And finally, still sorrowful, he ar-
rived at the Cocoanut Grove in Boston.

T
HERE the lightning of beginning suc-
cess first struck him. It came in the form

of a telegram from Monte Proser, who
owned the famous Copacabana night club
in New York. “Want you for my Detroit
Road Show,” it said. Johnny rushed to

Detroit for two smash-hit weeks at the
Book-Cadillac Hotel—and then Proser
brought him to New York for eighteen
smash weeks at the Copacabana.
Right then lightning struck him again—

harder this time. It was now in the form
of Mary Martin, who was rehearsing a
Broadway show called “Dancing in the
Streets.” One night after rehearsals she
came into the Copacabana with her hus-
band, and sat down. She looked at young
Johnny flying around the dance-floor—and
sat up!

Instantly she sent a waiter with a note
asking him to join her at her table. “Would
you be interested in joining my show?”
she asked. Presto! A few weeks later, the
show (plus Johnny) opened in New York.
The fact that it closed very rapidly didn’t
matter. Because Mary was convinced that
in Johnny was a potential movie per-
sonality. She wired Buddy de Sylva to
that effect. In turn, Mr. de Sylva wired
Johnny to meet him at a cocktail party at
the famous restaurant Twenty-One in New
York. And Johnny did—where lightning
struck him once more.
“Gee, I’ll never forget going to that star-

spangled party,” he says now. “Only a few
months ago, I’d been thrown out of a flea-
bag hotel three blocks away. And now I

was going to a party studded with movie
stars to meet the head of a studio. I was
shaky, I was scared—but boy, was I

thrilled!”

He was more thrilled ten minutes after
he’d inched nervously through the door.
Because in ten minutes Buddy de Sylva had
hired him as an actor. And a week later
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he was on nis way to Hollywood and
eventual stardom.

“That’s why,” he says firmly now, “1

really believe that everything that happens
to you happens for the best. If I hadn’t
been penniless and thrown out of that
hotel—I’d never have reached Hollywood
at all!”

Everything has certainly happened for

the best for him now. And he’s very, very
happy. Every morning he takes a shower
to the tune of “On the Sunny Side of the
Street.” He moves through the day in the
same gay mood. When he’s waiting for a
conference or a taxi, he’s doing a time-
step. When he’s breezing along Hollywood
Boulevard in his black convertible, he
picks up people who need rides and bellows
out songs with them while they ride. He
plays badminton and tennis whenever pos-
sible. And sometimes, when he’s alone at

home and the radio plays something toe-
inspiring, he peels off his clothes down to
his shorts and goes into a spontaneous
whirling, leaping, jumping dance—for the
sheer joy of living!

UT on most days when he’s not work-
ing a' the studio, he spends a quiet,

peaceful day at home r~mus dancing. He
always wears the same at-home costume;
loud pajamas and a quiet bathrobe. And
he usually combines reading omnivorously
—mostly the best sellers and the Book of
the Month—with listening to his enor-
mous collection of records. This includes
everything you can think of, from classic

to modern. But his favorites are all of Vic-
tor Young’s recordings—which means the
score for “The Lost Weekend” and for
“Love Letters.” Somehow Johnny man-
aged to get the studio recordings of those
scores After them he loves Tschaikovsky
—and “Come to Baby, Do!”
“Some day,” he says now, “I want to

sing.” A grin. “I think I can sing now—but
the studio doesn’t agree with me! But some
day I’ll show ’em.”
Meanwhile, he is happy enough with-

out singing. He’s a devoted reader of the
comic strips “Blondie” and “Snuffy Smith.”

His closet is full of what he loves best
Loud, loud sport clothes. It is also empt;
of what he hates worst: Hats and gloves
And his drawers are bulging with hi:

favorite item of accessories—wool socks
He has forty pair, all knitted by his Mothe:
and sent him from Montreal where slu

lives. “And some of ’em are plenty fancy,’

he adds. “Some of ’em sport reindeer-
and a couple of them have naked womei
knitted over the ankles!”
Love? Well, right now he’s fancy free

There was a time, though—a short time. . .

It was while he was with Phil Spitalny’:

orchestra, several years ago—and after i

couple of up-and-down years in Nev
York as a dancer. With Spitalny, he went t<

Chicago. And there he met a girl singei

who sent him solid. To be near her, h(

hurriedly resigned his job when Spitaln;
continued his tour. He stayed in Chicago-
and jerked sodas in a drugstore neai

where she sang! Since he didn’t knov
chocolate from vanilla, that job endec
rapidly. Then he went to work in the

Chicago Rivet Company, doing manua.
labor on hot rivets. And what happened!
The girl left Chicago for an engagemen
in Florida—and Johnny, dejected, joinec

the Canadian Army!
“That’s one thing that didn’t work ou,

at all,” he says now. “But you know wha
I think? I think it’s all for the best!”

Only sister Molly is with him in Holly-
wood . . . but there are five other sister:

where she came from. Two of them arc

married in Montreal. The other three work
there—one in a railroad office, one in :

business office, one in a bank. But thei:

name isn’t Coy. Johnny’s real name i:

John Maver Ogilvie. The Coy name came
as a result of a stuck pin down a list of 60(

names, when his first agent first bookec
him in his first night club in New York
“John Ogilvie doesn’t stick in your mine
—but Johnny Coy does,” said the agent
He was right about that. Johnny Co;

is stuck in everyone’s minds. Why? Be-

cause—as we keep saying—he thinks 01

those dancing feet!

The End
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Why not bring out the natural

glossy highlights ofyour hair like

Miss Jane Gilbert, stunning Powers Girl, is thrilled

the way beautifying Kreml Shampoo keeps her
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If You Were the Ranch Guest
of Betty Grable

(Continued from page 49) alight from the
car. He is pointing to one of the rocks
which has a clear-cut fossil—the foot and
spine prints of something huge and nean-
derthal. “We dug it up out of the field,

and several folks who have seen it are
pretty sure that we’ve got something valu-
able there.”

Pop is on the jolly side, burly-shoul-
dered, booted and big hatted. There isn’t

time to see much before dark, but he’ll

lead you around to stretch your legs a bit.

Mom and Betty are going inside to “warm
up the place. It’s nice to have oil heaters,
the nights can get pretty cool out here.”
Harry is off at a canter to stable the paint
ponies.

“Look at him,” says Betty from the top
step. “What do you want to bet he takes
a turn around first? We’re so crazy about
the place—we never get tired of riding
’round and ’round.”
Something darts across the road as you

follow Pop, you get a quick glimpse of

brown and bright red plumage. “Ring-
tailed pheasant,” he informs you. “We get
a lot of them.”
Taking things more sedately is a wad-

dling line of ducks, with the leader seem-
ing to have a rare distinction and dignity.
“He’s a screen actor,” says your guide,
“the original Donald Duck of the movies.
Guess he’s got a touch of DeMille, too. I

sunk a bath tub into the ground for him
and he prefers it to a pond.” Just like any
other actor, Donald departs with admiring
“gal friends” still following.

T
HE tinkle of cow bells, or we should say
goat bells, signal that you are about

to meet the comedians of the ranch family.
Inside a large enclosure all their own are
two of the giddiest quadrupeds you have
ever encountered and who, because they
have been privately called after two very
prominent Hollywoodians, shall be name-
less except as Goat One and Goat Two.
As Pop approaches the fence they are
merely coquettish; noting a stranger they
go down-right show-off, butting and
bounding like tipsy ballet dancers, filling

the air with jangling.

Admiring the antics is your mistake, be-
cause Pop considerately lets them out of
the pen to accompany you back to the
house. Depending on how familiar you
are, or aren’t, with the disposition of goats,
the walk takes on a great precariousness.
Goat One dashes up ahead, which is all

right until there’s a tinkle and whoosh
from the rear as Goat Two leaps (over
your head, you’ll swear) to join him.
“Playful as dogs,” says Pop, as your nerves
join the jangling.

Watching you hurry toward shelter is

host Harry.
“That’s the trouble with you city girls,”

he heckles with obvious enjoyment. “Did
Betty tell you about the time she got stuck
in the mud? Waded into a wet field and
sank knee deep. Every time she’d lift a
foot she’d leave her boot in the stuff. I

wouldn’t help her, figured she’d know bet-
ter next time—and boy, was she mad!”

Inside, the little ranch house is warm
and gay, with the kind of brightness that
is a house’s way of saying it’s happy to
have you. A thick white string rug
covers the living-room floor and touches
of Betty’s favorite bright red are every-
where. Large, comfortable armchairs are
slip-covered in a red and white pattern,
and old-fashioned coal oil lamps have a
red cherry border around their antique
glass shades. In front of the calico up-
holstered couch is a softly polished old
cobbler’s bench, serving the modern pur-



pose of coffee table. On it, a copper bowl
gleams wfth large red apples, and con-
venient to any place you choose to sit

are other copper or tole platters and bowls
nolding oranges and nuts and candies.

There’s even a white-iced gingerbread
house, held over from Christmas because
it was too pretty to eat.

It’s a room for quiet living and fun, for

talk and music and small card games such
as Betty and Harry like to play with their

best pals, John Payne and Gloria de
Haven.

Ti.e.e’s a red leather bar in the corner,

widen so far has come out second best to a
refrigerator full of cold soda pop and a

small slot machine which nobody has re-

membered to stock with nickels. All of

which is just as well because at the mo-
ment alluring noises ana substantial

fragrances are drifting out of the
kitchen. . . .

T
HE kitchen is spanking clean with
linoleum and (proudest items in the

house!) porcelain stove and refrigerator.

Starchy white curtains, and a decor of

plump red strawberries everywhere it can
be used—shelf borders, on Vicki’s enam-
eled high chair, on the tablecloth, and
across the hem of Betty’s apron. Betty,

who doesn’t pretend to have time in her
busy life to do her own cooking, is never-
theless a whiz at serving up a steaming
pot of coffee.

“I come out here for a rest and spend
all my time in this blamed kitchen,” she
says happily.
There are cold cuts and a huge pot of

beans home baked by Betty’s cook and
heated in the ranch house oven. And
there’s opportunity to observe that Vicki,

in her high chair, has her mom’s violet

eyes and “Harry’s angelic disposition

—

she’s always happy.” The baby has her
parents musical discrimination also, be-
cause although most music goes unnoticed,
a James record on the air brings an
ecstatic expression of recognition, “Daddy
go toot-toot!”

And soon, because life at twenty-two
months is uncluttered with etiquette,
Vicki drops her head on her chest, closes

her fluttering eyes and is ready for re-
tirement.
Bedding down is done in true ranch

style. The family bedroom has two double-
tiered bunks, deep and comfortable look-
ing, and a maple chest of drawers. Brown,
white and red spreads, and a white and
brown string rug make things cheerful,

but you note it’s a room held down to

essentials.

As guest, and undeniably a tenderfoot,
you will sleep in the guest room, in an
easily accessible bed with snowy-white
candlewick spread.
You have slept—a full minute it seems

—when comes the crack of dawn and a
loud, clear ringing from somewhere out-
side—the ranch house bell, calling the
hands to breakfast. Inside, there is a
sudden burst of other noises, a series of
screams, both of consternation and laugh-
ter.

That does it, you’re out of bed and
rushing to the front window to help the
commotion. The goats—the same One and
Two—have mistaken Mom Grable’s highly
polished limousine as something new for
mountain climbing. One of them is help-
lessly straddled across the hood, and both
keep up a loud bleating and pawing until
rescued by a ranch hand.
“Where else could you start the day

with a Hal Roach comedy?” asks Betty,
while Mom ruefully ponders the new paint
job her car will be needing. Rancher
Harry has already left the house, getting
an early start with horse and rifle. Pheas-
ants, doves and quail abound, with an
occasional fox, coyote or deer.
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“He’s a great hunter—of tin cans
—

” says
his wife. “Actually, that’s all he ever
has the heart to shoot, unless it’s a hawk
that’s threatening cur chickens. He’s really

a fine marksman, but the first day he
bought his new rifle he lined up some
cans on a fence and missed over half of

them. Then he asked me to try to

—

knowing I’d never shot a gun in my life

—and I plugged the first can right through
the middle. If sixty years from now you
hear we’re being divorced, you’ll know it’s

because he’s never forgiven me for hitting

that can!”

T
HE Baby J has milk cows and chickens,
Rhode Island reds and bantams, but of

main interest are the rapidly growing
stables. “Deviled Egg,” of the James rac-
ing stables, recently upset both the handi-
cappers and his owners by coming in a big
winner.
“We didn’t think he was ready for a

good race,” Betty tells you. “I was work-
ing when I heard the news and they almost
had to close down the picture!”
Among the saddle-bred horses in the

stalls is a brown beauty named Peanuts,
and in the tack room, next to Betty’s

black and silver saddle, hangs a smaller
one of hand-tooled brown and brass. Pea-
nuts and his complete equipment were a
Christmas present from the Jameses to

Betty’s small nephew Peter. Peter, aged
eleven, was too overcome to react in the
usual small-boy fashion. He stood, in-

stead, with quiet tears running down his

face, taking in the magnificence of horse-
flesh and leather.

“It’s just too good for me,” he sobbed,
“Way too good for me!”

“It was the funniest thing,” remembers
his aunt. “All of us so happy and all of us
in tears!”

Today, an event of another sort is tak-
ing place—undoubtedly the most important
inauguration since Lincoln’s. Miss Vicki
James, appropriately outfitted in miniature
blue jeans, will try out her new buggy
and pony.
The buggy, runabout style, was a gift

from the members of the James band

—

very shiny black, with dashing red wheels
and shafts. A case of putting the buggy
before the horse, because not until this

week has “Colleen,” a beautifully friendly
young animal, been found to fill it. Daddy
James holds the reins and tiny Vicki sits

straight and proud on the high seat—they
go slowly ’round and ’round in front of the
stables and you find yourself joining in

the ranch hands’ lusty cheering. . . .

Sunday goes too quickly—no one goes
into the house except to eat, and long be-
fore sundown the mistress of the rancho
starts yawning. It’s the fresh air, and exer-
cise—and the fact that she must be up at

6 A.M. Monday, to don the whale-boned
corset and long petticoats for her role in

“The Shocking Miss Pilgrim.”
Before you leave, however, you take a

long look at a great, spreading knoll that
rises along the horizon. Someday, Betty
and Harry will build on its top a large
and permanent ranch home, with swim-
ming pool and wide porches looking over
their entire acreage. The prim little cot-

tage, plus a suite of managerial offices, will

become Pop’s—but right now you look
back at its starchily curtained windows:
“Gosh—I hate to leave it,” says Betty.

“Tell me, do you think the big house
will ever be as much fun?”
You do think so—so long as the team of

Grable and James are your hosts, and so
long as they keep on being people!

The End
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Intermission tor Romance

(Continued from page 31) One of the

cameramen who had been in the group
that night that it was discovered that Rita

Hayworth was “going around” with Tony
Martin, told me that story. And it almost
knocked me off my pins. A little bobby-
soxer, a little girl who might be having
dreams of her own about someday being
rich and famous, feeling “kinda sorry” for

Rita Hayworth, a famous beauty whose
face was recently described in a magazine
as “one of the natural wonders of America
—like the Grand Canyon.”
And yet if you knew Rita as I know

Rita—I somehow understood how that kid
felt! It is as though the gods, in a capri-

cious moment, had said, “We shall make a
woman of great beauty—she shall have
everything, talent, fame, youth. But hap-
piness she will know—only in bits and
snatches.” At least, it has been that way
with Rita, so far.

She is as patient and generous a girl as

I have ever known. And yet love has
always hurt her and brought her unhappi-
ness. Her first marriage to Ed Judson was
a terrible experience for a girl still in

her teens. She tried her best to make a go
of what was a losing proposition for over
five years.

I know what she went through at that
time—things that can never be told. But
her unhappiness made me feel very close

to Rita. Before she marrieu Orson Welles,
she and I used to see each other often.

She would pour out her heart to me, her
troubles, her hopes and her ambitions. I

felt I knew her better than any one of

the young actresses.

B
UT there was a long time, during the
interval of her marriage to Welles,

when I didn’t see Rita. It was a job she
had taken on, not I, trying to keep up with
the mental standards of the Big Brain
whom she had promised to love, honor and
obey. I used to see them dining out oc-
casionally, Welles holding the floor before
an audience of his cronies—Rita, with all

her beauty, somehow out of it and incon-
spicuously in the background.
“How long can that last?” I used to

think. And it didn’t—too long! When her
marriage came to an end, I was the first

one to be told the news, and while I wasn’t
surprised, my heart went out to her—for
I know how deeply she loves when she
loves—and what a crushing blow it must
be to her to have her second marriage on
the rocks. And now there was a little

daughter—Rebecca, whom Rita adores.
Even though we had not been seeing

one another, I was the first to break the
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ice and ask Rita to have lunch with me.
“I'd love it, Louella,” she said, just like

the Rita of old. “I’m working but there
is a quiet little place near the studio.” So
that is where we met after two years of

an interrupted friendship.

She came into Billingsley’s in studio
make-up, a simple sport coat around her
shoulders. She looked beautiful. But more
surprising, she seemed an entirely different

girl from the repressed beauty I had
known before. We had talked only a few
minutes before I realized that she is dif-

ferent. She’s become a woman of the
world—smooth, polished, telling what she
feels you should know and keeping the
rest to herself with the poise of a much
more mature person.

I said, “When I saw you last, Rita, you
were terribly in love with—Victor Mature,
remember? You two came over to the
house and told me you hoped to be mar-
ried. I don’t think Vic has ever really

gotten over it. And you—?”

She tossed back her heavy head of red
hair in that gesture so characteristic of

her on and off the screen. “So much has
happened since those days,” she said.

“Vic and I seem like kids—talking about
rushing into marriage just because we
were young and in love with love. Mar-
riage isn’t that simple, believe me.”

“I suppose you’re trying to tell me that
you will never marry again,” I put in.

She smiled a little as she replied, “Oh,
no. I’m not that disillusioned. Of course,

I’ll marry again. It is the only really happy
life for a woman and I want children—lots

of them, a big family. But I’ll be careful
next time. I’ll never rush into marriage
again. Very soon, when I finish ‘Down to

Earth,’ which I’m making now, I’ll divorce
Orson. Possibly sooner, if I have a day
off.”

If I detected a faint sigh under those

words, I want to quickly add that there
was not a trace of self-pity. Nothing in

the world would make me believe she is

carrying even a candle flicker for Welles,
much less a torch. It’s over. Finished.
Done with. But she will say nothing of
regret that she married Welles.
As though she were speaking of some-

thing that had happened quite awhile ago,
she said, “I’m glad I married him. I have
Rebecca—who means everything to me.
And then, Orson is a very brilliant man.
I learned a lot from him.
“The point is,” she continued, “Orson

should never have married. There are so
many things so much more important to

him. He wants to act. He wants to write
and his latest interest is politics. His
marriage came last on that list. So, how
could there be happiness when we so
seldom saw each other? Two careers in

a family are hard enough to handle. A
half dozen of them are impossible!

“Social affairs bored Orson. He is too
interested in other things. On the other
hand. I’m young. I like to dance and to

be with congenial friends. When I work
on a picture I work hard. When I have
time to play, I like to go out and enjoy
myself. Once in awhile he would take
me out, but I know he would get very
bored after a little of it. With us—it was
just that Orson had his life and I had
mine—and they didn’t converge at any
point.”

B
EYOND that, she will say no word
against the father of her adored baby.

“Since I have Rebecca,” she went on, “I’ll

never be completely lonely again. I don’t

need a husband right now. When I go
home my baby puts her arms around my
neck and says, ‘Mommy, Mommy.’ She’s
just learning to say a few words, and
there’s nothing to take the place of that.

My ambition right now is to devote my life

to being a good mother to her.”
“But, Rita,” I laughed, “You’ve admitted

yourself that you are young and love good
times. What about this talk about you
and Tony Martin finding one another so
romantic?”
Once again she gave that little toss of

her heavy hair. “You know me well
enough to know, Louella,” she said, “that
I couldn’t be in love again so soon. I’ve

reached a lull in my emotional life—

a

‘breather’—isn’t that the expression? It

comes to everyone—a time when you have
to stop and take stock and add up the
experiences that have happened to you
before moving on to others. I’m at that
stage now.
“Of course, I like Tony. He’s fun and

a good dancing partner. More than that,

he is a fine, kind person. And he’s been
through a lot of trouble. Luckily, that is

in the past now and most of it forgotten
in his fine war record. But his troubles
in the beginning of the war left scars
that have changed him and made him a

very different man.
“That’s why, when he first came home

and called me for a few dates, we decided
to dodge the spotlighted places and go
somewhere we could just dance an eve-
ning away without everybody saying we
were in love. I’ve known him a long time,
you know. We aren’t just new friends—
and since we first met, we’ve both been
through a lot. Now, everyone knows that

we have dates and that we are friends. It

would be silly to try to hide that. There
is no reason for it. We’re both free—and
over twenty-one,” she laughed.
“Sometimes a real love comes out of

such a friendship,” I suggested.
But Rita was sticking to her story. “I

shall go out with many men during the
next year,” she insisted. “Tony, too, if he

r
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asks me. And I promise you I won’t be
thinking of marriage. First,” she smiled,

“I’m getting my divorce in Los Angeles

—

and that takes a year, you know.”
It was .almost time for her to report

back to the studio and I didn’t want to

make her late. She’s one girl who never
does anything temperamental like keep-
ing other players and her director wait-

ing. But I did manage to ask, “And how
does Tony feel about you?”

“That’s something you’ll have to ask
him,” she tossed it right back in my lap.

So perhaps it was just a coincidence that

a new picture I had to review took me out

to the M-G-M .Studios the next day—the

same studio where Tony is making “Till

the Clouds Roll by.” If you think I didn’t

manage to slip onto that set for a little

talk with him—you’re crazy.

THOUGHT I had never seen him look so

well. Three years ago he was beaten and
crushed when his commission in the Navy
was sensationally investigated. After that,

when he was drafted into the Army, he
went through a little private hell of prej-
udices and suspicions which he feared
he might never be able to live down. But
his record in the China-Burma-India
Theater of war was so splendid that it

erased everything else and brought Tony
Martin home—a bigger star than ever be-
fore, I believe.

He seemed so gay, laughing and kidding
on the set that I didn’t have the heart to

bring up the troubles we all hope he has
been able to forget. So I hit on a much
more agreeable subject to both of us

—

Rita.

You can bet he didn’t mind that. “I’ll

tell you frankly Louella,” he said, “I

have more fun with Rita than with any
other girl. If anything is ‘‘bothering her

—

she never shows it. She’s always gay and
beautiful.”

“So you two are congenial,” I hinted.

“Congenial?” he laughed. “That’s a mild
word. We were kidding the other night

7ot IhxilU . . .

fiction . . . TPlatna
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-RC tastes test !

says VERA-ELLEN

“I TOOK THE FAMOUS COLA TASTE-TEST-
found Royal Crown Cola tasted best. It’s

No. 1 with me!” Try it! Say, “RC for me!”
That’s the quick way to get a frosty bottle
of Royal Crown Cola— best by taste-test!

2

See Vera-Ellen

with Danny Kaye in the

Samuel Goldwyn Production of

"THE KID FROM BROOKLYN"

about how we both love to dance, sing

—

and eat!

But, seriously, I’ve known Rita a long
time. We were both in ‘Music in My Heart’
at Columbia, and I liked her from the
moment we met on the set. But our paths
didn t cross then. I was married to Alice
Faye at that time and Rita was also
married.
“But when I came home and got out of

I

the service she was the first girl I called.
I wanted to tell her how crazy all the guys
over there were about her and her movies
and her pin up pictures. They sure think
she is tops. And she is.

“The wonderful thing about my friend-
ship with Rita is that she is as free as the
air, and so am I,” Tony went on, “Neither
one of us has any strings on the other.
But we usually find we want to be to-
gether. I wouldn’t call it love—at this
stage of the game—but who knows, it
might be later.

In a way, I think it is a good thing that
we are going to be separated for a month.
That will give her time to meet and go
out with other men.” Am I wrong—or did
he look not too happy when he made that
generous remark?
“You picked out a good time to go back

to Chicago for a personal appearance at
the Chez Paree,” I laughed. “Rita will be
busy making her picture and probably too
tired to step out and she’ll know you’ll
be too busy singing and working every
night to have many dates.”

“I thought of that,” he grinned.
So what can you say now? I don’t have

a crystal ball with which to do my fortune
telling. But somehow I have a feeling that
this romance may turn out to be a big
thing in their lives. Bigger, perhaps, than
they suspect.

For, above all, they speak the same lan-
guage—and very often that language turns
out to be love. It’s happened before. And
it could happen to—Rita and Tony, two
friends of mine who have earned and who
deserve, real happiness.

The End

Rita Hayworth and Tony Martin go to

a small dance place near Culver City



Return of the Marine

(Continued from page 34) for any actor,
even one as good as Power. For he is,

as you remember, a very good actor in-
deed. Remembering how good he was in
“Blood and Sand,” “The Black Swan” and
“A Yank in the R.A.F.,” I got excited
thinking about the fun and satisfaction it

is going to be to have him back.
Yet I couldn’t help noticing his hesita-

tion.
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These two Gerber’s Cereals are made for one purpose—

to serve the special needs of baby and build healthy
v

' little bodies.

N
E said, ‘Tm an actor. I come of a family
of actors. I love it. No man could be

anything but happy beyond measure at
the opportunity to play those parts in
those stories. From the time I was a little

boy, literally living in the theater, having
my lessons in my mother’s dressing room,
watching my father star in great Shake-
spearean roles, watching my mother—one
of the loveliest actresses who ever walked
on a stage—I never once thought of be-
ing anything but being an actor. Some-
times

—

”

He stopped and grinned, “other peo-
ple disagreed with me. I used to sit on
park benches and wonder about that,
when I was out of a job. Do you know to
this day I can never see anybody sitting
on a bench, waiting for a bus or a street
car, without stopping and offering him a
lift or trying to talk to him. I’ve got a
sort of complex about people sitting on
benches. Sometimes they look sort of sur-
prised. I suppose they could just be sit-
ting there because they wanted to, but to
me it always seems they must be broke
and defeated and cold at the pit of their
stomachs . . . Anyway, it never entered my
head to be anything except an actor—but
right now—

”

I said, “I don’t quite know what you
mean.”
Tyrone Power said, “Neither do I, ex-

actly. Except that I want to do something.
I want to be in what’s done. Not just me,
but every man that was overseas—we
can’t just let it go and forget about it.

Maybe for. a little while in getting home,
but not for all time, no matter how easy
it would be. Of course I don’t know any-
thing about—running things or govern-
ment or

—

”

Then he said with quiet directness, “Do
you think there is something else I ought
to do?”

I saw then what he was aiming at. You
find it in many men just returned from
overseas.
“No,” I said, “I think you should do

On vacation—Tyrone Power and Anna-
bella stop in Chicago and visit the Pump
Room of the Ambassador East Hotel

First of all, Gerber’s Cereal Food and Gerber’s Strained Oatmeal are

excellent starting cereals—they mix to a creamy, smooth consistency. They
are rich in added iron, so necessary for babies ready to start on solid food.

For just about that time, your doctor will tell you, the supply of precious

iron you give baby before birth, begins to run low.

As a further aid to baby’s well-being, both Gerber’s Cereals contain

generous amounts of B complex vitamins (from natural sources), calcium

and phosphorus. Furthermore, both cereals are made to taste extra good!

Millions of babies have done well on Gerber’s Cereals. When buying,

look for "America’s Best-Known Baby” on every package!

Gerber’s Cereal Food
(blue box) and Gerber’s

Strained Oatmeal (red

box) are pre-cooked,

ready-to-serve right in

baby’s dish by adding

milk or formula (either

hot or cold).

Be sure to get both, and serve

Gerber’s Cereal Food at one

feeding, Gerber’s Strained

Oatmeal at the next.

Remember, it is wise

to check your baby’s

feeding program with

your doctor.

NATIONAL BABY WEEK, April 21 to May 4. "Give your baby the right start in life.”

3/tee sample

erber’s
FREMONT, MICH. OAKLAND, CAL.

'cfiowhL-
Cereals Strained Foods Chopped Foods © 1946, G. P. C.

Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. F5-6, Fremont, Michigan.
My baby is now months

old. Please send me samples of
Gerber’s Strained Oatmeal and Name
Gerber's Cereal Foods.

Address.... City and State
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It’s as simple as this

!

GIVE YOURSELF
A BEAUTIFUL

COLD WAVE PERMANENT,, AT H O IW1 E !

FOR

CHILDREN’S HAIR, TOO

The dainty softness of your

little girl’s hair will be

accented by a natural-looking

Crowning Glory Permanent
given at home. Crystal-

clear Crowning Glory
Solutions are as effective

and easily used on her

baby hair as on yours.

You can treat yourself

to a perfect, soft, natural-looking

permanent— done at

home— in three hours or less with the

simple, ready-to-use Crowning Glory Cold

Wave Permanent Solutions . . . Simply put

your hair in curlers, dampen each curl

with Crowning Glory and, in less time than

you believe, you have a lovely new

permanent— ready to set in your own most

Complete

with Curlers . .

.

flattering style . . . And all you need is-

CROWNING GLORY!

Ask for Crowning Glory Cold Permanent Wave

Packet at Leading Cosmetic Counters

and Notions Departments

what you know best how to do. I don’t
think anyone can do more than make such
a picture as ‘The Razor’s Edge.’ If most
people in the world learned what Larry
knows in that, it would help immeasur-
ably. And as long as you are Tyrone
Power, you can make yourself heard.”

It wasn’t, however, until I was in New
York a few months later that the right
phrase for Tyrone Power occurred to me.
An invitation came to attend a reception
to be given in his honor at the Hotel
Pierre, and though I do not usually go to
receptions, I went to that one. My respect
and admiration for this young man are
sufficient to make me feel that anyone in-
vited to do him honor should accept that
invitation. The big rooms were full of
flowers and lights and people who hadn’t
seen him since he came back from war.
Across the crowded room I saw Ty

Power greeting old friends, being intro-
duced to new ones, looking very pleased
and happy and alive, with his wife stand-
ing there beside him in the receiving line.

The phrase came to me then.
A young American.
The best we have to offer. Typical, in

spite of his fame and his achievements, of
our nation. There was nothing about him
that suggested an actor or a movie star
and yet he looked as though he owned
the earth. I have seen that same as-
surance, that same swagger about many
other young men, coal miners and shoe
clerks and bankers and mechanics. In
Ty, perhaps because his profession is what
it is, it seemed to come into focus sharply.
A young American.

I
NSIDE I felt proud and warm. And it

came to me, too, that since he has been
away four long years, I would like to bring
him back to you, to remind you of what
he is and what he stands for and how
proud all of us ought to be of this kind
of young American. To show you how he
lives and what his marriage is like, where
he came from and how he got to be what
he is.

I suppose it’s typical, too, of young
Americans that his ancestry is as mixed
as it can be, French and Irish and English
mostly. He is, in fact, the third of his
family to be Tyrone Power, his great-
grandfather being the first. That mag-
nificent old Irishman—there are many
stories of him and his doings in County
Tyrone—was born in Ireland, as was his

/Vo One Year Subscriptions

Because of the unprecedented de-
mand for PHOTOPLAY we cannot
possibly print enough copies to sup-
ply all who want subscriptions for
PHOTOPLAY.
New and renewal subscriptions may
be deferred as much as two months
until places on our subscription list

are available.

Therefore, to limit subscriptions to

the number that can be supplied
each month, PHOTOPLAY is re-
luctantly forced to refuse both new
and renewal one-year subscriptions.

However, we are accepting, subject
to delay in servicing, two-year sub-
scriptions at $3.60 and three-year
subscriptions at $5.40. These prices

apply to U. S. and U. S. Possessions
and Territories, Canada and New-
foundland. For subscription prices

to all other countries see informa-
tion at foot of contents page.

We will continue to accept one-year
subscriptions for the members of the
armed forces.



son Harold, one of England’s most famous
concert pianists. Tyrone the second, a
shining and proud name in American
theatrical history, was born in London.
Young Tyrone Power himself was the first

of the long line to see the light of day
in America, on the fifth of May, 1914, in

Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. Power had played
Shakespeare with her husband until two
months before he was bom and then gone
home to her own mother for the big and
blessed event. So even Ty’s parental in-

fluences all had to do with the theater.

As a matter of fact, he was only two
months old when his father and mother

—

some of us old timers remember Patia
Power—went into the then new art of the
motion picture and when he was a year
old they brought him out to Hollywood,
because they had signed a contract with
the old firm of Selig Pictures.

The first really big event of his life

came when he was seventeen months old.

His sister Ann was born in Hollywood.
Probably you have known a brother and
sister who had an unusual closeness, who
seemed to understand each other without
words, as though they had been cut from
the same piece of cloth, or were especially

attuned to each other. With only seven-
teen months between them, they grew up
almost as twins. There was another rea-
son for their closeness. Incredible as it

seems to look at him today, the first seven
years of Ty’s life were a constant fight to

keep him alive, he was so frail. Thus Ann
became his inseparable companion.
The other day when I was at the Powers’

for lunch, I saw a small person called

Pixie, with copper-gold curls and bright
blue eyes who soon made it apparent how
she got her name. Like a tiny Peter Pan,
she flew between Aunt Annabella and
Uncle Ty then flitted off down the sloping
lawns, under the orange trees, and came
back to light on Annabella’s lap or Ty’s
knee with the assurance only possible to

a much-loved child. Pixie is the two-and-
a-half year old daughter of Ty’s sister.

“You see,” Annabella explained, “Ann
and I lived here together when our hus-
bands were at war—and Pixie was born
here. Sometimes I think she hardly knows
which of us she belongs to most, because
her mother has had to be in Honolulu
with her husband for quite a long time.
So Pixie is ours, aren’t you, Pix?”

So, you see, the love between Ty and
his sister has gone on meaning much to

him. It was for her and his mother that
he fought through the grim days following
his father’s sudden death in 1931/
At seventeen Ty found himself head of

the family, a family without too much
in the way of reserve funds. Hollwood
not only closed all its doors to him, but,

as he said to me the other day, “It actually
kicked me right out of town. Starved me
out, might be a better way to put it. We
did have to eat and we weren’t, in Holly-
wood. And when I started out, broke and
convinced I wasn’t any good to anybody,
I was sure I’d never see it again.”
But Ty came back—the hard way.

Next Month

The Distinguished Writer

-fidele. JQojetl J&t. Qohn.6

gives you more news of

this exciting young American
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Great natural dignity and an infallible style sense make Mrs.

Vanderbilt’s handsomeness unforgettable. For a quick complexion

"re-styling,” she has a 1-Minute Mask of Pond’s Vanishing Cream.

'It makes my skin feel softer . . . look

brighter and clearer,” she says.

Mrs. Vanderbilt has a

1-Minute Mask 3 or 4 times weekly.

Make your complexion look clearer . .

more radiant • . . smootker !

Mask your face with a satiny white coat of Pond’s Vanishing

Cream, covering everything but your eyes. One minute later

—

tissue off! "Keratolytic” action of the Cream loosens particles

of chapped skin and imbedded dirt. It dissolves them!

After the Mask, your skin

looks brighter, finer -textured,

even lighter! It feels fresher and

softer— all "smoothed-up” for

a perfect make-up job!

‘Delightful powder base!”

Mrs. Vanderbilt finds "Pond's Vanishing

Cream a delightful powder base, too /”

Smooth on a lightfilm—and leave it on.

Keeps make-up fresh for hours! Get a BIG jar ofglamour-making Masks!
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D
IANA LYNN, the girl with the laugh-
ing blue eyes, was as wide awake as
the morning sunlight streaming into

her New York hotel suite as she told of

her fun dancing the night before at the
Stork Club. That’s the way this slender
and graceful nineteen - year - old movie
heroine prefers to exercise—by dancing
. . . Diana, in Paramount’s “Our Hearts
Were Growing up,” is an accomplished
pianist. Piano playing, she says, is a won-
derful way to develop grace of hand
movement. . . She takes good care of her
hands, frequently massaging them with
either a hand lotion or cream. On her
long, graceful fingers she keeps her nails

filed short and, when she uses nail

polish, tints them with either a pink or

rose shade. The light shades blend prettily

with her fair complexion and honey-
colored hair, which she shampoos often,

and wears brushed into a simple, loose

pageboy . . . Her trick for attaining a

natural-looking cake make-up job is to

match it to her skin tone. She says girls

sometimes make the mistake of putting
on too much of it and using either too

dark or too light color. At the studio

she learned how to dip the powder puff

first in face powder, then to touch it to

dry rouge. With the powder and rouge
thus blended, it appears natural when
lightly smoothed over her cake make-up.
Because of her fair coloring, she uses a

brown mascara and eyebrow pencil. . .

Diana says she has found her whole ex-
pression has a happier look when she
extends the brow line slightly upward at

the ends with the eyebrow pencil. Then,
so this artifice will not be too noticeable,

she softly finger-blends it. . . For clear,

sparkling eyes she recommends the daily

use of an eyewash and lots of sleep. •

F
RANCES GIFFORD, whose latest pic-

ture is “Army Brat,” uses the side of

the brush, instead of the front, when
applying her mascara. With long, slow
strokes she follows through much as a

golfer continues the stroke upwards after

the ball has been driven down the fairway.

This is so the fine little hairs at the ends
of the lashes will get the benefit of the

mascara and will appear longer.

E
VE ARDEN, busy Universal star, has
found a way to give her hair a quick

dry cleaning when a full-dress evening

pops up and there is no time for a beauty
shop appointment or even a quick wash-
bowl shampoo. . . After a ten-minute
session with a good dry shampoo, her hair

is clean, fluffy and still in curl. A thor-

ough brushing and the application of a

hair tonic completes Eve’s treatment.
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Corner on Happiness

(Continued, jrom page 41) that I cried in-

stead. And my husband was so upset be-
cause he thought he had hurt my feelings.”

The Powells have one ironclad rule. They
never harbor unpleasantness. “If you
get them right out in the open quick they
just aren’t anything,” she says. But they
both believe that if you keep them in, by
four o’clock you’re apt to be really sore, by
six you’ve dreamed up a lot of other things
to be mad about and by seven you aren’t

speaking and it’s too late.

Dick Powell’s wife thinks the most won-
derful thing about her husband is his ap-
preciation. It doesn’t matter how small
a thing she does for him he notices it

and tells her about it. It makes her so

glad she has pleased him that she starts

looking around for something bigger to do
for him. And she herself is very apprecia-

tive of his tact and thoughtfulness.
If there is something he wants changed

or something he wants her to do he waits
until he has found a way to let her know
without hurting her feelings. Before her
marriage, she confesses, she had nothing
but suits in her private wardrobe. She
liked them and that was that. Richard
never said a word about it but went to a

favorite designer of hers and ordered her
several lovely dresses. She hung them in

the closet and now when he says, “Why
don’t you wear that pink thing tonight?

You look lovely in it,” she wears it. “What
would you do?” she wants to know.

T
HE Powells’ marriage didn’t get away to

a flying start as far as the breaks were
concerned. June was working at the time
and they lived at a hotel. They stayed
until “their time was up,” as the hotel put
it. But June says candidly, “We got thrown
out, just like anybody else does these
days.” She had been ill and their house
was nowhere near completion. But she
told the uecorator to put in two chairs and
a bed, for they were moving in regardless.

While he hunted up the bed they lived on
a friend’s yacht. “It wasn’t so bad,” she
says. “Sort of fun. And I learned to call

the galley ‘the galley’ and not ‘the kitchen,’

but it was so cold.” And then they moved
into their half-finished dream house amid
painters and carpenters and plumbers with
literally a bed and two chairs.

So they have really watched their house
come alive. And it is a lovely house. Spa-
cious, yet simple and friendly. There are

fruit trees in the front yard and flowers in

irregular patterns. On the polished dark
floor in the living room is a magnificent
braided rug with warm reds in it. June’s
dressing room is the delight of her very
feminine heart and although she brags
about it and fusses about it, she doesn’t

want anyone to see it until it is finished

to her satisfaction.

And it is more than a house. It is the

Powells’ home. Not Dick’s. Not June’s.

A concrete sign of their mutual affection.

For the brightness of the sun through the

large glass windows, the yellow exterior,

the chintz, are June. The copper, the
books, the huge chairs in which she all but
disappears are Richard.
The nursery they are building at the

back belongs to the future. But they have
a definite eye on that future. “Of course

we want children,” says Mrs. Powell, look-

ing like a radiant child herself. “Until then
I’m practicing raising them. Want to see?”

And she introduced me to “Heathcliffe.”

Heathcliffe is a three-months-old red
cocker spaniel. “I always knew my dog’s

name would be Heathcliffe even when I

didn’t know what kind of a dog he would
be. Seems a bit big for this one but he’ll

grow up to it.” And she confidently put him
through his paces.

It would seem (Continued on page 120)
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Wear your hair up or down. Simple in the morning, elaborate at night.

With a Helene Curtis Cold Wave, you can wear your hair in any style you like.

Your beautician knows this new different permanent is the one sure way to give your

hair the soft natural curl that is the foundation of all today’s coiffures ... $10 to $50



THIS EMBLEM means your hairdresser is a member of

the Helene Curtis Guild of Professional Beauticians ... qualified to analyze your hair...

competent to interpret today’s hair styles for you

HAIR GROOMING . . .
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C
RISP, snowy curtains dress up a room just as a

freshly laundered jabot adds chic to your

favorite suit. Dainty organdies, marquisettes,

voiles and rayons take on new freshness and

beauty when they are Linit-laundered.

Linit restores the original finish to all house-

hold and personal washables. It penetrates fabrics

evenly and smoothly. Linit helps shed dirt and

dust, keeps things clean longer. Linit is sin

mix, easy to use.

Sunny says: On every Linit package you’ll find

complete directions for starching sheets, shirts,

table linens, lingerie ...and all washable fabrics.

© Corn Products Sales Co.

LINIT adds the finishing touch'”.

(Continued from page 117) that what with
being a top star at M-G-M, being a devoted
wife, learning to run a house and training

a dog she is a pretty busy girl.

Her answer to this: “Oh, no. When I’m
not working I have loads of time. So I’ve

been trying to find a hobby. A woman
should have a hobby.” She looked so

solemn and old fashioned as she said it

and so ponderous at the suggestion that it

be china painting.
She changed like quicksilver to an ani-

mated small boy. “Well, drawing, any-
way,” she said.

She first thought of collecting silver but
her husband pointed out that it could run
into large sums of money and she might
lose interest. So she tried first books and
then knitting. “But I just can’t knit,” she
admits. But one afternoon in her back
yard she fell in love with a tall evergreen
tree. She thought with longing what fun
it would be if she could capture it on paper.
She tried and when her husband came
home that night he knew it was a tree.

That did it. She bought all the parapher-
nalia she could lay her hands on and spent
her days happily covered from head to foot

with charcoal sketching everything that

came her way, with a marked preference
for her husband.
She sketched him at the dinner table

and forgot to eat. When he was in bed
with the flu, she sat daily at his bedside
and did pictures of him. At last her model
rebelled. He maintained that she was
wearing out her hobby as well as him.
So he agreed to sit for her an hour a day.
No more, no less.

T
HE hardest thing for June since her
marriage has been to remember that she

is a motion-picture star. “I forget,” she
says simply. “I guess it’s because being
one isn’t like what you think it will be.”

She thought for movie stars there were
never any ordinary things to be done. “Like
Richard having to put up the book shelves
or fix the plumbing. Actually, it’s just a
regular normal life like any other where
the wife works.” Then she qualified that.

“Except less social. We have been to only
two parties since we were married. I think
it’s because our work takes a lot out of

us along social lines as well as just hard
work. I mean, you are making a picture,

being interviewed, having your hair dressed
or being sewn into a costume and talking
to a thousand and one swell people all

day, and when you get home you just

want to relax and be alone.”

June feels that sometimes it disappoints
other people when she forgets she’s a star.

When they lived at the hotel she started
off for work every morning in her favorite

sweater and knee-length blue jeans. If

someone stopped her for her autograph
she felt apologetic and insisted on ex-
plaining to her admirer that she dressed
this way just to go to work and they’d
dress her all up at the studio. And if she
felt they were upset by it she had an ir-

resistible impulse to ask them to dinner
and get all dressed up to make up for

not seeming to be what they thought a star

should be.

But she is what a star should be. She
is wistful, joyous loveliness. She is a
breath of freshness and sincerity. She will

never quite grow up. And it brings a warm
spot around your heart to think of a great
American favorite lying on her tummy be-
fore the fire with her heels kicking in the
air, gleefully worming out of her adored
husband the secret of his Christmas present
to her so that he will have to dash off first

thing in the morning and buy one more
little thing that will be a surprise, taking
the best things she finds in her life and
treating them with the reverence and hope
and effort they deserve.

The End



Runaway Bride

(Continued from page 37) them had heard
from her daughter. She did not have the

Kesters’ number, and she did not even
think of them, since Jeanne knew them so

casually. She went to Twentieth Century-
Fox and enlisted their help, and it was the

studio that instituted the, radio appeals to

Jeanne—and which Jeanne never heard.

The studio did not think,. of 1 the Kesters

either, but, anyway, the Kesters weren’t

talking. Young Jeanne, imj.enforcing her

marriage plans, was being neither cruel nor
deceitful, according to her own lights. To a

girl who so truly believes God is love and
that love is stronger than,, death, there

could be no yielding that would permit

love not to be stronger than her mother’s

appeals.
When to Jeanne the hallowed date of

Dec. 31st appeared and she could stand

before the altar of the Blessed Sacrament
Church and have a nuptial high mass read

to unite her life with Paul’s, then only

could she get in touch with her mother
who had opposed this union. Mrs. Mar-
shall Kester was her attendant, and Doc-
tor W. L. Marxer, the Brinkmans’ family

physician was best man.
When the service was finished, like all

newlyweds, they kissed.

Jeanne whispered, “Oh, darling, I shall

never forget this moment.”
“Beloved, I know you won’t,” Paul as-

sured her. “You won’t be able to, for I

am going to see to it that it lasts forever

for you.”

P
AUL gave Jeanne such a beautiful wed-
ding ring. It is of platinum, carved be-

tween two bands to look like a vine that

winds itself around bagette rubies and
diamonds.
They had a wedding breakfast at nine

in the morning. It' included only the mem-
bers of the wedding party and Paul’s par-
ents, but no relatives of Jeanne’s were in-

vited. Immediately, the studio moved in on
the young couple and the demands of fame
began. But Mr. and Mrs. Brinkman Jr.

lived up to every request made of them.
For three solid hours they stood still

while cameramen snapped them. For
another hour, they answered scores of

reporters’ questions. It was late after-

noon before they were able to slip

into Paul’s convertible and drive, far out
in the desert, to Furnace Creek Inn in

Death Valley.
“People misunderstand all about Death

Valley,” Jeanne said in her eager voice.

“Oh, it’s so beautiful. The hotel has been
cut out of a ledge of solid rock high up
the side of one of the mountains. It

seems to hang between heaven and earth
and, stretching out before you as far as
your eyes can see, is what looks like one
gigantic lake. It really isn’t water at all

but borax, glistening in the sun, and all

the mountains ringing around what’s
called Bad Water (which is below sea level
and is the lowest spot in this country, and
I guess in the whole world), are full of

color—green for the copper in them, red
for the iron, blue for the turquoise. The
nights are very cold and the days so hot
you want to loll around in the swimming
pool. I just can’t imagine a lovelier spot
for any honeymoon and Paul and I had
an absolutely perfect week there.”
The reason they had only a week was

because Jeanne was due back for a Sun-
day broadcast of “Seventh Heaven” with
Tyrone Power. The role of Diane has
always been Jeanne’s favorite and once
she and Lon McCallister had dreamed of
playing Diane and Chico together. But
the very fact that the radio people wanted
Jeanne to be with Ty on his first return
to civilian broadcasting showed her how

can keep you listless and rob you of fun!

Medical science warns that pale people—people who
lack energy—may be victims of a blood deficiency

WE ALL KNOW people who seem
always tired and “down in the

dumps”—who look pale and unattrac-

tive. Yes, and very often their list-

less, letdown condition results from a
ferro-nutritional blood deficiency.
Medical studies have indicated that

thousands of men—as many as 68% of

women—have this deficiency . . . have a
Borderline Anemia!

It’s your blood that releases energy
to every organ, muscle, fibre. A defi-

ciency in your blood—in which the red
cells are too small or not rich and red
enough—can sap your stamina and pep.
Borderline Anemia means a lower effi-

ciency of the red cells so essential to

looking and feeling fit. Borderline
Anemia can cause lack of color and
reduced energy.

Build up your vigor

by building up your blood

Continuing tiredness, listlessness and
pallor may, of course, be brought about
by other conditions, so you should con-
sult your physician regularly. But when

you have a Borderline Anemia, when
you envy others their vitality and
glowing good looks, take Ironized
Yeast. When all you need is stronger,

healthier red blood cells—Ironized
Yeast will help you build up your
blood and your energy. Ask your drug-

gist for genuine Ironized Yeast Tablets.

^BORDERLINE ANEMIA
— a ferro-nutritional deficiency

of the blood — can cause

TIREDNESS • LISTLESSNESS ° PALLOR

Energy-Building Blood. This
is a microscopic view of
blood rich in energy ele-

ments. Here are big,

plentiful red cells that
release energy to every
muscle, limb, tissue.

Borderline Anemia. Thou-
sands have blood like
this; never know it.

Cells are puny, irregu-
lar. Blood like this can’t
generate the energy you
need to feel and look
your best.

Ironized Yeast
TABLETS
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DJER-KISS PERFUME—

$3.50, $2, $1 plus tax

Ineffably lovely...young

as spring itself, the lasting

fragrance of Djer-Kiss bespeaks

romance! You’ll adore it!

very far her career had advanced. She
was very happy over the chance, but even
happier that Paul approved of -it.

“You see, that is one of our. big bonds,”
Jeanne explains. “An ordinary man might
have complained that his wife was break-
ing off their honeymoon to return to her
career, but Paul understands about such
things. Why, he was as excited as I was
that Sunday when we were driving back
to town for the performance!”

All the way back to town, Jeanne had
known Paul had some secret in store for
her. It was the secret of their honey-
moon home. He’d told her he’d got one
for them, but where it was or what, he
wouldn’t reveal. Jeanne, knowing all

about the housing shortage, would have
been prepared for something quite dreary,
except that she couldn’t quite believe Paul
would ever do anything drearily.
They drove along through Hollywood,

into a section that is no longer smart, like
Beverly Hills, nor chic like Brentwood,
nor luxurious like the Valley estates. It I

was simply a neighborhood of nice, mid-
dle-class homes. Paul drove them along
a very nice little street. The car began
climbing. Jeanne saw that the street was
about to end, and she looked, not too
happily, at the rather dull dwellings on
either side. They wouldn’t be too bad,
but still.
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“Shampoo” is hardly a big enough word
for Kay Daumit’s Lustre-Creme, excited

women tell us. It cleanses wonderfully
well, of course, and rinses swiftly with
no trouble at all, but it’s the glowing,
shimmering beauty which follows that

makes Lustre-Creme so different. Secret
ingredients bring out thrilling sheen . . .

glamour you may never have suspected
—and your hair behaves! Department
stores, and all good drug stores, have
Lustre-Creme; long-lasting jar costs $1 .

Proof! This coupon and 2 5c will bring

you a trial-size of Lustre-Creme.

Money back if it doesn't please you.
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T
HEN, suddenly, right where the street
did end, she saw a pair of high gates.

They swung open, and there she and Paul
were in what appeared to be a private
park.
Before them, along a winding road, stood

a big house with a wonderful, antique
door, lighted on either side by gorgeous
old carriage lamps. Beyond this big
house, she saw, dotted here and there,
two or three other houses, but they were
all painted white, and all situated among
flowers and lovely trees, and giving the air

of having been there, most happily, for a
long, long time. (Which is a most unusual
and charming air for anything in brash
Hollywood to give.)

Paul swept up before the carriage-
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lamp-lighted doorway. He swooped
Jeanne up in his arms and carried her
into a two-story room furnished in

priceless antiques in flawless, glamorous
taste.

“Your honeymoon home, Mrs. Brink-
man,” he cried. “The swimming pool, the
tennis courts, the bridle trails are about
a half mile away from here but still on
the grounds.”
“Oh, Paul,” Jeanne gasped. “Is this

for me? What are those other little

houses?”
“Servants’ houses.”
“Not servants for us?”
“Yes, darling, everything’s for us as

long as we want it.”

Now, actually, the estate belongs to

Huntington Hartford, the attractive young
heir to the great A & P fortune, who is a

friend of Paul Brinkman’s. But even be-
fore Hartford had bought it, it had been
owned by the famous Irish tenor, John
McCormack, so that it had always been,
you see, a place where charming people
had spent happy hours. Everything about
it represents luxury and fine taste and
romanticism, and Hartford, back in New
York for months, had been delighted to

loan it to his pal.

I went to interview her there when I

got the facts of her love story. I wish
I could tell you how very beautiful she
looked in her slim, dreaming beauty,
standing there in that exquisite room. I

thought I had never seen a more lovely
sight, that girl in that room, until Paul
entered it. Then I knew his handsome-
ness was the final touch that was needed
to complete the picture.

J
EANNE and Paul began talking at once
about the home they are building. Be-

cause they loved the Hartford estate so

much, Hunt had sold them a piece of it.

Their acreage is higher up on the moun-
tain than his, up where they get more
sun, and they have the most delightful

plans for their house.
It will be, when finished, a California

type of farmhouse, which means one story

and rambling, and eventually it will be
a sort of “U” shape, curved around a
swimming pool. But right now, with
building costs and building delays what
they are, Jeanne and Paul are being both
wise and gay—once again the character-
istics of the bride. They are putting into

work only one side of the “U”—“a kind
of Curving L” Jeanne calls it, which will

have in it a large living room, a large
bedroom, a sunny, bright kitchen. No
maid’s room, you notice, no dining room.
Not for now. That comes later, when
things are more normal. The young
Brinkmans can both cook, Jeanne so-so
and Paul well. Temporarily, they’ll take
care of their own meals and borrow one
of the maids from Hunt Hartford to do
the cleaning up. But they are pushing
very hard to get the house started and up
because they want so much to be in a
place of their very own, be it ever so un-
finished.

Yes, they were most eager to talk about
their future house, and about Paul’s radio
business which will undoubtedly thrive
when the necessary equipment gets on the
market. But when I asked them about
the quarrel with Mrs. Crain, they grew
quite silent.

Finally, smiling that gentle smile of hers,

Jeanne said, “It’s been pretty exaggerated.
It was unfortunate it had to happen
but . .

.” She stopped and for the first time
I noticed the firm set about her jaw.
She smiled again, after a moment, and

said, “We saw Mother and Rita today,
Paul and I, and it’s going to be all right.

Everything will be all right. You see,

it has to be—since it’s love that’s involved,
love on both sides.”
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I had to leave it at that, finally, for
there was a kind of stubborn serenity in

Jeanne that no amount of questioning
could shake. But as I left, I knew I had
quite truly looked on the face of love

—

in Jeanne and in Paul, too.

It was more than a week before her
mother and I could make our time coin-
cide so that we could get together. In
that week, Rita’s birthday, which the sis-

ters had always celebrated together, had
come and gone. The sisters had been
together that day, too, but it wasn’t a
threesome. It was a foursome, it being a
luncheon party with Paul in a swank
but noisy restaurant.

I said to Mrs. Crain, bluntly, “Well, how
is it going?”

She echoed Jeanne’s words, quite with-
out knowing it. “It’s going to be all right.
It has to be.” There was a long oause
before she added, “If my little girl is

happy, that is all that is important. She’s
going away on location next week in

‘Margie’ and it will be the first time
that Rita and I haven’t gone with her
on those trips. Now Paul will go with
her. Well, maybe that’s the way it should
be. Rita and I miss her very much. Nat-
urally we do, but her painting smock and
her books are still at home, and Jeanne
says she will be home with us, every once
in a while.”

I thought of the Huntington Hartford
house in that lovely private park, and of
the priceless furnishings with it, and I

mentally contrasted it with a pleasant but
very simple little apartment which Jeanne
had shared with her mother and Rita.
The difference between the two does
symbolize the growth and development of
Jeanne Crain. She was a lovely child in
the one environment. But now she is no
longer a child. She is a celebrity and a
beauty, a wealthy girl, through her own
earning capacity, and now, through love,
a woman. This instinctively, Jeanne has
recognized. That faith in the eternal right-
ness of things that has always guided her
led her to her love. And that same faith,

I truly believe, will protect her love
against any hazards that Hollywood can
set up against it.

The End

The songbird and the model—Martha
Tilton and Jane Russell at Victory
Clothing Drive, Norlhrup Aircraft
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Dreamboat Dale Book

(Continued from page 45) is entirely an-’
other story in person. He is not one to

be tagged as either “an-evening-at-the-
movies” type or a “night-club hound.” He
likes ’em all, so you’ll never know whether
you’re going to end up window shopping
in Beverly Hills or bowling at the beach.

Calling for you in his snazzy beige Lin-
coln. Continental, Bob is likely to have the

top down. Don’t wear a hat that’s not go-
ing to blow well. Bob drives like the wind.
(I’d been forewarned on this score.) Be-
fore you know it, you are off to the beach
to watch the sun go down, the moon come
up or to look at the pretty beach houses.

You may eat at the beach and then be off

to ride on the roller-coaster or you may
reverse suddenly and join the “smart set”

at La Rue, Somerset House or Romanoff’s.
Bob adores good food and will go miles

to get it.

Later, Mocambo is definitely on the
books because dancing and Mr. Walker get

along together famously. He adores all

kinds of dancing and performs with a neat,

quiet, subdued proficiency characteristic

of his reserved nature. Poles evidently
hold a fascination for young Walker for

he spends the greater part of his time danc-
ing against a striped pole on the side of the

dance floor in Mocambo. Bob insists that

you dance in a very subtle fashion and only
covers about six inches of floor every three
hours. However, you’ll dance till the
music stops (especially if it’s rumba
music), held close in an enveloping grip.

In a casual way the professor-like look-
ing Mr. Walker is a most attentive date.

He couldn’t be more polite and is always
the height of sartorial splendor, looking
more like a New York advertising execu-
tive than a movie actor. Conversation will

run the gamut from talking about music to

telling jokes, but the entire time he will

peer at you through his “horn rims” as if

you were the most intriguing woman in the
world. Bob will stick close to your side,

chuckling delightedly at anything amus-
ing you might say. He will tease you,
flirt with you, dance your feet off and
completely charm you with his deceptive
boyish ways.
On the way home a drive-in will pro-

long the evening for a space and he will say
“Goodbye” as if it were for good. Then
one day the phone will ring and his inimi-
table voice will ask, “Want to go to the
fights or a movie tonight?” And you’re on
again.

IV OW comes your chance with handsome,
11 robust, talkative William Eythe. He
is a bundle of energy, this Eythe, full of

conversation, punctuated by roars of laugh-
ter, funny faces and a waving of hands.
Be prepared to watch a constantly chang-
ing face and to laugh hard, for he’s a real
comic. Night clubs are not his meat, but
if you do get him to venture forth on a
dance floor, both you and the other danc-
ers had better watch out. He covers
ground faster than a quarterback in full

swing—with great sweeping, swooping,
dipping steps.

Actually you are more likely to end up
bowling with Mr. “House on Ninety-
Second Street” with his athletic figure
garbed in wild, plaid sport shirts and
tired-looking blue jeans.

Bill strides into restaurants ahead of
you with short tousled hair falling over
his forehead and his very wide shoulders
swinging from side to side. If he hasn’t
been in the place before, he will modestly
tell the Captain he is “connected” with
Twentieth Century-Fox in order to get a
decent table. To date Bill Eythe is like go-
ing out with a laughing tornado or a wild
stallion. Learn from my experience—you

x/ye

KNOWS ONLY 'HALF THE mUTH'.
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Ignorance of intimate physical facts lias

wrecked many a happy marriage. Pity
the poor young wife who listens and
follows the advice of women whose
knowledge may prove ineffective or even
dangerous to health.

Too many married women still do not
realize how important douching often
is to intimate feminine cleanliness,
health, charm and marriage happiness.
And what’s more important—they may
not know about this newer, scientific

method of douching with— zonite.

No Other Type Liquid Antiseptic Tested Is

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

No well-informed woman would think
of using weak, homemade solutions of
salt, soda or vinegar for the douche.
She certainly should know by now that
these ’kitchen makeshifts’ do not and
can not give the great germicidal and
deodorizing action of zonite.

In fact— no other type liquid anti-

septic-germicide for the douche of all

those tested is so powerful yet so
safe to delicate tissues!

zonite positively contains no car-
bolic acid or bichloride of mercury; no
creosote, zonite is non-poisonous , non-
irritating, non-burning. Despite its great
strength—you can use zonite as directed
as often as necessary without risk of
injury.

Zonite Principle Discovered By

Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power-
fully effective no germs of any kind
tested have ever been found that it will

not kill on contact. You know it’s not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract, but you can be sure that
zonite immediately kills every reachable
germ and keeps them from multiplying.
Buy zonite today. Any drugstore.

Zonite
FOR NEWER

eminine vygiene

FREE!
For frank discussion of intimate
physical facts—mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. PP-56, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.,
and receive enlightening free booklet
edited by several eminent Gynecologists.

Name

Address

City State

.
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“Lovely Lips

Welcome Me”
“Maybe my lipstick inspired Bob’s

poetic remarks. For after I discovered

Don Juan Lipstick, he talked more

about my lips.

“They are the same lips I always bad

. . . but Don J uan does something nice

to them. And because I use Don Juan

Lipstick as directed . . . my lips stay

on me (and stay lovely), when I eat,

drink or kiss.”

Don Juan Lipstick is smoothly ap-

plied and is not drying or smeary. In

fashion favored shades. Try new
Medium Red, a true red, flattering,

youthful looking, or Raspberry,

darker, exciting. Other smart shades,

too.

THE LIPSTICK

THAT STAYS ON

Matching pow-
der, rouge and
cake make-up for

Beauty’s Sake.
Sold in Canada,
too.

need so much energy that you’d better get
six good nights of sleep beforehand.
Hold your hat! It’s your turn with Mr.

Peter Lawford. And you are really in
for something, as Peter is the original
laughing boy. In his half-way English
accent he’ll ask you for a date and will
arrive in his bright blue convertible Mer-
cury either right on time or two hours
late. He’s a cute one, this Peter, succeed-
ing in having so darn much fun himself
that you can’t help but follow along in the
hilarity—and it’s certainly hilarious!
Attend a pool party with Peter and the

chances are you’ll find yourself swimming
fully clothed if Peter feels like stretching
his muscles. At the beach you can sit

and admire his “figgah” while he wrestles,
cavorts and pulls gags, acting like a healthy,
young colt who was fed an overdose of
spinach. However, go to Mocambo with
him and the sudden change is fantastic.

The minute he enters a night club this

youthful gentleman dons an amazingly
sophisticated coat. Outdoors he is the boy-
ish type, but indoors you had just better
look to your laurels.

Peter has a roving eye plus an extra-
ordinary kind of foolish sense of humor.
His manner of expressing himself is, to say
the least, novel, for he has collected a series
of remarks and sayings capable of leaving
you rolling on the floor or wondering what
he’s talking about. Get this boy wonder on
a dance floor,. but know the latest steps or
you’ll be a “dead pigeon.” He rumbas like

a dream in a completely unorthodox but
fascinating way. Jitterbugging, Peter ex-
cels in, having spent hours in the dance
halls where big name bands play.

G
ET set for the extraordinary—you’re
dating the “beautiful hunk of man”

—

Victor Mature! Vic wanders in and out of

your 'evening with no apparent intention
of sticking to one spot more than a few
minutes. He hunches over the table and
you, talking a blue streak and waving and
calling to other people. You’ll be a miracle
woman if you get him to dance, but you
might hear him sing under his breath.
Don’t be surprised at the colossal amount
of food disappearing down his gullet, and
hold onto your ham sandwich or before
you’ve salted it, Victor will have it.

Probably the most exhausting date you
could ever have would be with the “Man
from Mars,” Orson Welles. After an eve-
ning in the company of this verbose, en-
thusiastic man, you’ll long for the peace
and solitude of the far-distant planet he
made famous. Your ear will be talked
off, but at least by extremely intelligent

conversation. His voice rising from his

“Congress gaiter” shoes will hold you
spellbound, for it issues forth with all the
splendor of a Shakespearean actor. The
stentorian tones may be disconcerting but
once he smiles at you with a beguilingly
child-like grin, the heavy air is lifted.

Duck your head or the cigar smoke will

blind you. Dance the samba with him
and you’ll be of the opinion that the dance
should have stayed in Brazil. Just sit

quietly and say “yes,” “oh, really” and
“you don’t say” and you’ll find yourself a
colossal success.

Dates with Hollywood’s married men
lack romantic flavor, naturally. But
many Hollywood husbands are stimulating,

witty and attractive enough to be purely
platonic treats.

Spend an evening in the company of

“The Groaner” and your reaction will be
to groan with delight. As you all know,
Bing Crosby has an unequalled sense of

humor, one exhibited under any and all

circumstances. His rumba turns out to be
the Mexican Hat Dance without the hat.

He gives you a free concert by singing in

your ear when he dances and even burst-
ing into a few quiet strains during dinner.

DRAB HAIR
Whtn You Uto Thit Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 Important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives I ustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses,

4 . Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At sfores which sell toilet goods

250 for 5 rinses

100 for 2 rinses

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

4ovnmsiD 1**1

you

BIG PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
SIZE 8 x 10 INCHES
Double-Weight Paper
Bust form or full length,
group pictures, pets, land-
scapes—or part of a group
photo — any enlargement „ - _
want at this amazing low cost,
ginals returned.

SEND NO MONEY negative or
snapshot of any size and you will get
beautiful enlargement on portrait paper
double weight. GUARANTEED FADE-
LESS. You pay postman only 49c,
plus small postage cost ... or send 50c and receive
enlargement postpaid. Take advantage of this unusual
offer. RUSH PHOTOS TODAY. Good only in the U.S.A.

Dept.* M5
Des Moines 2, IowaWARD ART STUDIOS

AVAILABLE for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Enclose deposit with order—balance C. O. D.

Send 30 stamp for illustrated catalog listing over

600 hard-to-get items—Electric Appliances, Cook-

ing Utensils, Hardware, etc.

JOSEPH WINKLER & CO.
671 N. CLARK Sf., Dept. M-S. CHICAGO lO, ILL.
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MERCOLIZED
WAX CREAM
The thin outer layer of skin called "the

scarf skin" has little or no blood nourish-

ment, It is the oldest of skin layers, and
without much resistance can become dis-

colored, drab and weathered. The action

of Mercolized Wax Cream on this skin

surface is a DELIGHTFUL SURPRISE. An
appearance of new skin beauty results—

a

soft glowing freshness and radiance that

can be the envy of everyone. Thousands

of women have used Mercolized Wax
Cream for years. Thousands of others

will THRILL at discovering what it may
do for them. Use only as directed.

SAXOLITE ASTRINGENT POWDER helps oily

skin look fresher and better. Just dissolve Sax-

olite Powder in one-half pint witch hazel and
pat on skin daily. It tightens surface skin by
temporary contraction and leaves the skin feel-

ing delightfully refreshed.

Sold at Cosmetic Counters Everywhere.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

i Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to raa!-

t

a, _ ..

dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
« ' ' '

A•American School, Dot, H582. Drexel at 58th,Chicago37

r

Amazing NewP/an !

FOR ORDERING J
THRILLING NEW PLAN! Yom choice off
Gorgeous New Drees or Suit, In your favorite
style, size and color, given to you for send-
ing orders for only three dresses for your
friends, neighbors, or members of your
family. That’s ail. Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

Experience Unnecessary
Spare Time Will Do!

Famonci Harford Frocka will send yon
their biff, new Style Line showing
scores of latest fashions- with actual
fabrics,m dresses, lmgene,chiidren’ss
wear, ete.j, at sensational low, money*
saving prices. Also sportswear,
slacks, suits and coats. Show styles
and fabrics to year friends, neigh-
bors, and family- -send in only 3 or-
ders—and get dress or suit. You can
get your complete wardrobe easily,
quickly and without coot, and also
earn good money for spar© time
work if you wish,

BE FIRST IN
YOUR TOWN!

WRITE TODAY for Bifr Style
Presentation. Du© to today’s
conditions we may not be able
to send it at ©nee . . . but rush
yoar name and address to be
placed on our list and be among
the firstto receive the new Style
Linewhen available.Write now.

HARFORD FROCKS
Dept.D-9001,Cincinnati 25, Ohio

family man superb!

You’ll see him at home

Next time you buy tampons

be sure to ask for FIBS*!

in intimate pictures,

know him as a person

in a fascinating story

in June Photoplay

on sale May 10 or as

soon thereafter as

transportation permits

This guy just plain loves to sing. Don’t ex-
pect him to wear a tie, but at least he’ll

never forget his shoes. Between discus-

sion of horses, he draws on a pipe. Bing
makes you chuckle at even the littlest

things, thanks to his colorful vocabulary
and ability to use same. His humor, gags
and ideas are, to say the least, original and
far reaching.

Innuendos and limericks will heighten
the conversation you may hold with Mr.
Miniver, suave Walter Pidgeon. Here is

the past master of the subtle, suggestive
remark. A real fascinator, he leaves wo-
men gasping, thanks to his glib, smooth
manner and delightful gallantry. Restau-
rants famous for their cuisine will serve
as the locale, but be warned. If you order
those tiny, sweet French peas, your meal
will be vegetable-less for Walter adores
them. Listen closely or the majority of his

remarks and humor, both offered in a su-
perbly clever manner, will pass over your
head. Sharpen your faculties and wits and
have fun
Your next date? Errol Flynn, it shall be

—the Robin Hood of the glamour boys, the
devil-may-care man of filmland. Being
alone with Mr. Flynn is almost an im-
possibility because he’s so often sur-
rounded. Date him and you date any num-
ber of gentlemen, some stag, others with
dates. You may find yourself at a huge
party given by Bruce Cabot or you may
be the center of the round table full of

men at Mocambo. Errol travels in a group
known as the “wolf pack” and they stick

closely together. He dances once in a
blue moon, preferring to sit on the side-

lines talking and watching. Greenish eyes
will twinkle at you and a running line of

flirtatious dialogue (a little on the corny
side) will hold your attention. But don’t
underestimate Flynn’s ability to discuss
subjects other than drinking, dancing and
gals. He’s an extremely literate gent when
he wants to be and he’s no slouch at most
any subject that comes up.

So the dreamboat date book is complete
and you have the gayest of memories to

tie up in blue ribbons and put away
among your souvenirs!

The End

t:ent Prom Vienna

PAUL HENREID

exciting screen lover,

...«o Comfortable
and so Safe!

Whenever you buy tampons, remem-

ber that FIBS give you two features

that are extremely important:

Rounded Ends.

Yes, FIBS have

smooth, gently ta-

pered ends that are

bound to make in-

sertion easy — as

you can see at a

glance. And your first experience with

FIBS proves it’s true!

Quilting. FIBS are "quilted” to keep

them from fluffing up to an uncom-

fortable size, which might cause pres-

sure, irritation, difficult removal.

This quilting also prevents cotton

particles from clinging to delicate in-

ternal membranes— a feature fastidious

women always appreciate!

P
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35^ and 60< Plu* Tax ^ At all cosmetic counters

j\IOIM§PI

ALSO
PREVENTS

CHECKS

PERSPIRATION!

ODOR!

You get Long-
Lasting Protection

with Dependable
Nonspi

atte r

By Lester Gottlieb

Photoplay again goes on record with rhyth-

mic recordings from yonr favorite films

SPELLBOUND

No small part of the success of this masterful Ingrid Bergman-
Gregory Peck psychological thriller is the haunting musical

score by Miklos Rozsa. Recreated on record by Al Goodman
(Victor) it emphatically emphasizes the importance of movie
music and the mood it helps sustain. This twelve-inch platter

is further enhanced by a splendid arrangement of Rachmanin-
off’s Concerto No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra on the reverse

side.

FALLEN ANGEL

Linda Darnell’s devotion to the coffeepot juke box in this

Twentieth Century-Fox hit is understandable because the song

and the singer are perfectly united. It’s the dreamy ballad,

"Slowly,” carefully crooned by Dick Haymes. (Decca)

ABILENE TOWN
A western with a song more geographically associated with

Broadway. "Snap Your Fingers” is the title and Bobby Sher-

wood’s sizzling trumpet and orchestra (Capitol) give it the

appropriate lilts.

BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD
This movie based on the zany radio stunts has a potential hit

tune in "If I Had a Wishing Ring” and it is blessed with a

Tommy Dorsey recording featuring T.D.’s incomparable

trombone (Victor). The companion piece is a lovely London
import, "We’ll Gather Lilacs,” written by a former silent

screen star, Ivor Novello.

DOLL FACE

Here’s a merry musical with an overabundance of Hit Parade

cinema candidates. Kate Smith (Columbia) selects two of

them, "Somebody’s Walkin’ in My Dreams” and "Here Comes
Heaven Again.”

GIVE ME THE SIMPLE LIFE

Another movie musical enhanced with a delightful score.

Dick Haymes platter previews "I Wish I Could Tell You”
(Decca). Benny Goodman pairs it with the title tune, to

make for one of the better records of the month (Columbia.)

DO YOU LOVE ME
Johnny Desmond, newest baritone entry in the swoon sweep-
stakes, who first gained recognition singing overseas for home-
sick fellow GIs, is now repeating his success for civilians.

Hear him do things with the theme melody from this new
Twentieth Century-Fox film. A corny ballad from the same
production, "I Didn’t Mean a Word I Said,” is disked by Sammy
Kaye, the juke box Edgar Guest. Instead of singing the lyrics,

Kaye recites them and doesn’t even bother to put his tongbe
in his cheek. (Victor)
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A "Pan-Cake
'

’make-up takesjustafewseconds;

and it stays on for hours without retouching

jjdfd
. jH

Give your beauty a younger, more glamorous

look today... and help keep your skin young

looking for tomorrow. Do this with"Pan-Cake”...

the glamour make-up that also safeguards

the skin against sun and wind which often bring

drying, aging signs tomorrow.

Originated by Max Factor Hollywood

for the screen stars,"Pan-Cake” is now the

favored fashion of millions.

HAT BY KENETH HOPKINS PHOTO BY ClARENCE BULL

IN M E T R O - G O L D W Y N - M A Y E R ' S

TWO SISTERS from BOSTON’

“ Pan -Cake. ..Trade Mark

Reg. U S Pat. Off.

"Pan-Cake” creates a lovely new complexion

;

it gives the skin a softer ,
smoother, younger look

Pan-Cake ’

’helps hide tiny complexion faults;

exclusive formula guards against drying

(TV *



April Showers ... a perfume made to

match your on-top-of-the-world

moods ... of equal parts romance

and laughter, with just a whisper of

mystery. Enchanting fragrance

for enchanted hours!

Perfume, 6.50; 3.50; 1.10—Toilet Water, 1.75

(Plus tax)

Come into the

Kitchen, Darling

(Continued from page 65) a pale, lily-

white hand, if I have to. But I’d be bored.
Besides, it will be much more fun, I think,
in my new life in my new house to be
active and competent and vigorous and so

perhaps find the new glamour.
As I see it, glamour from now on will

not only act differently but will dress
differently, too; for the new servantless
world—let’s face it—is bound to affect our
clothes drastically. We can’t very well
teeter on spike heels, or trail chiffons in

the kitchen. We will tend to low heels, I

think, simple hair-dos that can be done
in the morning and stay done, less make-
up, no nail goo. And to cotton dresses that
are gay, imaginative, tubbable and inex-
pensive. (Price never has had anything to

do with making clothes attractive, but
only the spending of imagination.) Cotton
dresses like the divine cotton cooking
things I love to put on when I come home
after a rough day in the studio.

I doubt if there will be any more Paris,

any more looking abroad for fashions.
That world, too, is gone. And a good
thing. The smartest girls in the world, for
my money, are the girls who work in
offices; with their slim figures, gay little

hats, ears and eyes alert and alive, and
huge bags containing everything you would
need on a desert island, typewriters in-
cluded.

So, my chickadees, here’s to the glam-
our girl of today and tomorrow. Here’s
to the girl who can mix him a cocktail to

perfection, cock him a dinner to remem-
ber (or let him cook one for her), give
him a well-coordinated attractively cap-
suled summary of Today’s problems, tell

him the latest quip and, in the same
breath, that he’s awfully nice.

You will not find her alone in Tomorrow’s
kitchen, which, like Grandmother’s, will

be the heart of the house—but will look,
oh, so different!

The End

WATCH

for

WILDE

Cornel will be with you

in an intimate at-home story

and a dashing color portrait

Next Month



What Should I Do?
(Continued from, page 68)

of all, don’t ever doubt the wisdom of
innocence. If you could read some of the
tragic letters that I receive you’d know
the wisdom of your choice.

It is possible to stick to your ideals,

yet have dates. Always plan your dates
in a foursome or a sixsome. Never go out
with a boy just for a drive. Insist that

your evenings be planned; go bowling,
go horseback riding, then go to the home
of one of the girls for late sandwiches
and coffee. Your mothers will be of great
help if you will ask them to stand by.

Let your mother insist that you be in at

a certain time; have your family meet
every boy friend you meet.

If every single minute you are to be
with a boy is planned, and kept busy,
your difficulty will be minimized. In
other words, keep moving. Be gay, have
fun, dance, take an interest in a man’s
plans for the future, but stay out of
parked cars.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I was married at seventeen to a boy who

was twenty-one. Because of our youth and
ignorance we were miserable together, a
state that was made worse after our little

boy was born. I divorced my husband a
year ago and moved back to live with my
parents, bringing my eighteen-months-old
son with me.
Three months after my decree I met a

fine fellow in the Air Corps. All the time
he was based here we saw one another four
and five times a week. He went home to be
discharged after we had set our wedding
date, engaged the minister, sent out in-

vitations and I had purchased my trous-
seau. Three days before we were to be
married, he was the honored guest at a
farewell dinner party and dance given by
his parents. After this affair, he and a girl

he had known for years eloped.
Naturally, I am in a horrible emotional

state. I feel that I am the laughing stock

of my friends, having failed twice in a

romantic way. I don’t see many people
because of my embarrassment, and I

don’t work because Mother doesn’t want
the responsibility of my son all day. I

have wanted to leave my family, rent an
apartment, secure an elderly woman to

care for my son during the day, and get a

job, but my parents are bitterly opposed
to this plan. They say that I have caused
them enough unhappiness without shaming
them by living away from home.

I have had several nervous spells which
required the attention- of a doctor who ad-
vised that I see a psychiatrist. My parents
scoffed at this notion, saying that such
practice was sheer quackery. As my par-
ents partially support me (my divorced
husband helps a little), I must do as they
say.

I think I could be all right if I were left

alone to manage my life, but I don’t know
how to accomplish this over my parents’
objection. I will appreciate anything you
suggest, as I feel that a stranger’s view-
point would be helpful.

(Mrs.) Jessica H.

Dear Mrs. H.
First of all, it seems to me that each

of us must face the fact that once a ro-

mance is over, it is as obsolete as the
dodo. The thing to do is to collect one-
self as rapidly as possible, accept the past
as the past, and turn resolutely to the
future. Certainly, you have had two un-
fortunate experiences, but you are now
only twenty-one, barely on the threshold
of life. Certainly at that stage you could
not be considered a permanent romantic

How long can pride keep

a woman from the man she loves?

This young woman’s stub-

born pride caused un-

happiness—and finally

divorce—for her and the

man she loved. Read how
fate stepped in and played

a strange trick on them

both in “This Time—For

All Time”, a complete

book-length true to life

story in May True Story.

9 OTHER THRILLING STORIES AND

9 FEATURES IN THE BIG MAY TRUE STORY . . .

READ—“Graduation Dress”, a complete novelette about a

woman who refused to grow up until years after her marriage.

READ—“A Gift For Mr. Chen”, another heart-warming tale

about your favorite Chinese couple.

READ—These gripping, romantic stories
—

“Love, For In-

stance”, “Try To Understand”, “Hoop of Fire”, “Don’t Go
Away”.

READ—These exciting serials
—

“The Question Between
Them”, “The Secret of Eva Sterling”, “Spurned Wedding
Gift”.

READ—These helpful, up-to-the-minute departments and
special features

—
“True Story Homemaker”, “How Did You

Meet?”, “Home Problems Forum”, “What America Is Talking
About”, “Today’s Children”, “Sweet Land of Liberty”, “The
Village Pump”, “This Month and Next”.

ALL IN THE NEW MAY

True Story
ON SALE NOW! GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

Enjoy listening to “My True Story” Every Monday Thru Friday Over
The Stations of The American Broadcasting Company
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DO TO if WANT . . •

Longer Hair?
THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY

SYSTEM ON YOU ft HAIR * * *
Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!

0 BRUNETTES, BLONDES, TITIANS!
Just try this System on your HAIR seven
days and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often
captures Love and Romance for you.

1 Hair May Oet Longer
when scalp and hair conditions ars normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded

by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much, more beautiful.

Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Yourmoney back
if notdelighted. See ifJuelene’stendencyto help
yourhair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous

than it has been before—injustone shortweek
helps your hair gain its normal beauty.

• Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Offer today, and know at last the happiness of pos*
aessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
DUELCOMPANY, 19301rving Park Rd., Chicago 13, IIL

IF YOU DO WANT LONGER HAIR

; maiiOMi, INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
'm COMPANY, Dept. 1-610
9 3930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, in.

® Yea, I want eaay-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
g JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t

0 »how satisfactory results, 1 will ask formy money back.

3 1 am enclosing $1.00.

3 Send G.O.D. plus postage.
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I X?* Our Customers Participate in Gifts “Cl

failure. So the point becomes: What are
you going to do with the future?

You write glibly about getting a job,
yet I’m very much afraid that you have
little commercial accomplishment to of-

fer, Since you were married at seven-
teen, you have obviously had no experi-
ence. Did you learn typewriting when
you were at high school? If so, have you
refreshed your mind on the technique?
Can you take shorthand? Do you know
anything about bookkeeping? About
operating a switchboard?

Nowadays, getting a job is not so
simple. You must have knowledge to

sell. My first suggestion would be this:

Study magazines for advertisement j of
home-improvement courses. Equip your-
self while you are living with your par-
ents to enter some commercial field. If
you aren’t interested in the business arts,

perhaps you have artistic ability.

Regardless of the field you choose, you
must prepare yourself if you are to start

a new life for yourself and your son.
If you ivill occupy your mind, keeping

busy, keeping interested, I think your
nervousness will abate and your parents
will be only too glad to cooperate.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen and a student in high school

with an interesting post-war problem in-
volving my brother who has come back
to us, safe and sound, after three and one-
half years in the Army, two of which were
spent overseas.

I have three brothers younger than my-
self, and this veteran brother, plus one
other, who is still in the Marine Corps.
Now I know we are supposed to be

thoughtful of a returned veteran, but I

think thoughtfulness goes just so far and
no farther.

My brother thinks everyone should be
up at six in the morning, even on Satur-
day and Sunday. He fumes over the way
I make the beds (his, included, because I

wanted to do him a favor)
,
and every chair,

table and magazine has to be in perfect
order all the time. He says clothing should
be hung up the instant you take it off and
that a place for skates should be decided
upon and everything should always be
kept in its place.

It isn’t bad enough to have someone yell-

ing at you all the time to police up a place,

but in addition to that, my brother thinks
I should be a female hermit. He tells

my mother that I am too young for dates
and that I should be at home every eve-
ning. I had been going to movies with
boys for two years and I certainly never
did anything to bring shame on my fam-
ily. Now my brother is full of dark hints

about the minds of boys and their in-

tentions. He says all boys talk about girls

and that he doesn’t want his sister to be
the butt of their remarks.
Now tell me, Miss Colbert, how does a

girl cope with a situation like this?

Ann Louise P.

Dear Miss P

:

I imagine that there are a good many
families who are trying to live through
the martinet stage of a son’s de-militari-

zation.
It is a difficult period, and one in which

great forbearance and a solid sense of
humor are needed. However, don’t you
honestly think that he has some excellent

ideas? Surely you agree with him that

clothing should be hung up and that

skates should be put away properly.
Perhaps he could even teach you some-

thing about satisfactory bed-making,
since he has had to please a critical ser-

geant.
I think you will, in time to come,

look back at this adjustment period and

COPYRIGHT 1946, LANTEEN MEDICAL LABORATORIES, INC.

You’ll like the delightful exhilaration
of this thrilling new antiseptic . . . the feel

it gives of absolute oral cleanliness.

For health protection, breath protection

and a unique sensation of feeling fit,

try Lanteen Antiseptic as a mouth wash
and gargle. In three sizes—25c, 49c,

89c. Ask your druggist.

See your dentist regularly.

<JLoa\L££M.
MOUTH WASH

Pleasant and Refreshing

A product of Lanteen Medical Lab., Inc., Chicago 10, III.

10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

J ant sell \ boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box.
remit the $1.00, and we will mail yon Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red plastic
tip, coal black No. 1 sofl lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
pencils and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1.00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME DO. Sox 14, W00DSB0RD. MARYLAND.

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter

KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates

so much firmer and snugger that! one can eat and talk with

greater comfort and security; in many cases almost as

well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the constant

fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate. 25c and 50c at

druggists. ... If your druggist hasn't it. don't waste

money on substitutes, but send U8 10c and we will

mail you a generous trial box. ©I.P.INC.

KLUTCH CO. Bo* 4&3&-E ELMIRA, N. Y.

embarrassing scaly
disease Psoriasis. '

non-staining Der
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report ’

the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and —_
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous KOne Spot Test".
Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. WriteJWday for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name

1 Walgreen Drug
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laugh over it with your brother. Try to

see his side of it; try to remember that

he has been through a course of train-

ing so complex that by comparison it

makes high school geometry seem as

simple as a baby’s abacus.
He means well in regard to your dates.

You can be sure he has seen grim things

happen to girls your age. Perhaps your
mother can straighten him out on this.

But remember that he loves you or he
wou'dn’t bother with trying to give you
military training.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am fourteen years old and in ninth

grade at school. We girls have a club that

meets once a week and once a month we
have some sort of a simple little party.

Last month we decided to invite our en-
tire football team.
Our best player this year is a colored

boy who is a very nice person and a lot of

fun. You should hear him play a piano!

When we had everything set we voted
on the member of the faculty who was to

be invited to chaperone us. When we asked
the teacher selected, he asked us for our
guest list, which we showed him.
When he saw that we had invited our

best football player and musician, this

teached simply said, “I will not chaperone
a party where he is to be a guest.”

Now, our problem is, what do you think
we should do in a case of that kind?

Harriet G.

Dear Miss G:
Thank you so much for writing to this

column about your problem, which is

a very real, tremendously important one.
I do not feel that I am well informed

enough on matters of school policy
throughout the United States to give an
opinion on the behavior of this teacher
from the standpoint of instructions he
may have received from his principal or
his school board.

/ can only say that I think he behaved
badly when judged from a humanitarian
standpoint.

I should be deeply grateful to other
teachers throughout the United States, if—busy and hard pressed as they are—
they would write to this column, telling

how they have solved a similar problem.
Perhaps, by comparing notes, we shall
arrive at a happy method of using Chris-
tian principles in scholastic life.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Do you imagine that there are about

twelve girls in America, between the ages

PETER LAWFORD

6 Falcon Features You’ll like

it Simple to load, easy to operate

Child can use it— and take good photos

it Fixed focus, Minivar SO MM lens

Has eye-level centering view finder

it Takes 16 pictures on standard 127 film

it Beautiful ebony black plastic case

Sold on a “Examine At Our Risk”

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
Yes, if you don’t feel that Falcon is everything you

expected, return it in 10 days for complete refund.

the ORIGINAL!

fflLcon
CMDIOitkcmeim

$S98
POSTPAID

INCLUDES
CARRYING CASE /

rZ'*' WITH YOUR NAME IN

23-KT. GOLD

WITH HANDY SHOULDER STRAP
AT NO IXTRA CHARGE

NOW YOU CAN TAKE THE PICTURES YOU WANT
IN BLACK AND WHITE OR NATURAL FULL COLOR

Old timers know how easy it is to snap pictures with a genuine Falcon Candid

Type Camera but more important to you is that even if you’ve never taken

a picture before in your whole life you can quickly learn to use a Falcon

—

and take all kinds of snapshots and action photos that will surprise and

delight you and amaze your family and friends. All you have to do is follow

a few easy-to-understand printed directions and you’re all set. Then you

simply sight your subject through the eye-level view finder—and press the

shutter lever. Click—you’ve taken a picture. It’s easy as that with a Falcon

—so easy a child can operate it. Thousands of people who never used a

camera until they got a Falcon—now have albums full of precious photo-

treasures they wouldn’t part with for the world. Think of all the fun and

pleasure you, too, can have with a Falcon Candid Type Camera—yours

for only # 3 .98 ,
including a personalized carrying case with handy shoulder

strap. The coupon will bring you one in a hurry— mail it right NOW.

RUSH THIS COUPON NOW!
ROYALE PRODUCTS - Dept. F12
547 So. Clark St., Chicago 5, 111.

Rush my Falcon Camera and Personalized Carrying Case

at $3.98 POSTPAID. If not delighted it may be returned

within 10 days for refund.

Check here if you desire 4 rolls ol No. 127 Film lor 51.02

Name wanted in gold

—

Check one and write in either $3.98 or $5.00

depending upon whether you want film or not.

I’m enclosing $ in full payment. Send my order

POSTPAID.
Send my order CO.D. I am enclosing #1.00 deposit because I

Kant my Carrying Case Personalized in GOLD. I’ll pay post-

man balance of $ plus postage.

JD Send my order C.O.D. without name on Carrying Case. I will

pay postman $ plus postage.

Name —

City_

Sell America’s Biggest
Line of Everyday Cards
CHOW friends, others 12 fast-selling^ Everyday box assortments. Retail 60c to
$1. Soper value 16 Card Leader “All-Occa-
sion” assortment $1. Also Personality Cor-
respondence Notes ,16 folders $1. Many other
big year ’round sellers. Send for Samples.

COLONIAL STUDIOS, Inc.
642 S. Summer SL, Dept. 29-H, Holyoke. Mass.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Earn while learning — Opportunities everywhere

THOUSANDS NEEDED NOW
Demands for Nurses today greater than ever
before I Profitable, interesting career.

HOSPITAL TRAINING
(optional ) in hospitals near own locality.
High school not necessary. No age limit .

Get the facts today! rrrrnnrTJTTTTTI
FREE PLACEMENT MlLl tI " YI'aJAJ

Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Oept.12, 127 No. Oearborn St. Chicago 2, Illinois

/TENSE NERVES \
\ Don’t Let Them Come Between You

Tense nerves can make you Cranky and Quarrel-
some, Restless and Wakeful. Can give you Nervous
Headache and Nervous Indigestion. For the sake

of your family and your friends, as well as for your own
peace of mind, try MILES NERVINE.
Get Miles Nervine, liquid 25c and $1.00 or effervescent tablets

35c and 75c at your Drug Store. Caution; read directions and
use only as directed. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Miles NERVINE
puts on his thinking cap,

pulls out his best British accent

and tackles his personality quiz

in

June Photoplay

—

to accompany a

rich color portrait

DocforsFast FOOT RELIEF
Comforts Feet and Toes Wherever Shoes Painfully

Rub or Pinch. Helps Prevent "Breaking -In” Torture
For quick relief from corns, sore toes, callouses, bunions,
chafed heels, tender spots and instep ridges—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. This downy-soft, soothing, cushioning, protective,
flesh color foot plaster instantly stops tormenting shoe fric-
tion; lifts, painful pressure. Helps prevent blisters and "break-
ing-in” discomfort of new or tight shoes.

and 10 j. Stores. FREE sample—write Dr. Scholl’s, Inc., Dept. K, Chicago!

DrScholls KUROTEX
P
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Act I—cleans. Act II—gleams . Act 111—glorifies,

Laco’s three rich oils— olive oil, coconut

oil and castor oil—give tri pie-action results

!

Contains no alcohol, no free alkali, no harsh

chemicals. Get Laco Genuine Castile Sham-
poo at drug counters everywhere. Laco
Products Inc., Baltimore 24, Md.

P

MWG-5-46

GENUINE CASTILE

Shampoo
SHOW FRIENDS EXCLUSIVE
GREETING CARD ASSORTMENTS

lUp to 100% profit for you. Experi-
ence not necessary. Request new
1946 exclusive 14 card All Occasion
$1.00 assortment on approval. Many
other year 'round money makers

—

Birthdays, Gift Wrappings. Social Notes. Write today
for box on aporoval and new selling plan
THOMAS TERRY STUDIOS. 1 19 U n ion Ave. . Westfield . Mass.

FREE
SAMPLE

AT ALL
STORES

of thirteen and sixteen, who would like to
have English pen pals?
We are a group of girls who would like

to exchange letters with American girls so
that our two groups of young persons
could get to know one another better.

Best wishes.
(Miss) Doris Wilson

6 Colenso Street
St. George’s Road,
Hull, E. Yorks,
England

Dear Miss Wilson

:

1 am quite sure that you will soon re-

ceive many letters from American girls.

Surely some fine and lasting friend-
ships should result from this hands-
across-the-sea correspondence.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am wondering what you think of an

elderly lady of fifty-five years thinking
of enrolling in a dramatic class.

Please be frank and if you feel like say-
ing there’s no fool like an old fool, I won’t
be insulted. To tell the truth, I almost
think so myself. I have been interested in
the world of make-believe from the time
I was a mere child, but in those days
parents didn’t usually approve.
The desire still haunts me and I know it

always will. I have inquired about the
university dramatic class in my town and
have been told there is no age limit. How-
ever, I do think it would be rather difficult

for me at first to become accustomed to
mingling with younger folk. I fear they
would think I have queer ideas for one
my age.

Mrs. George S.

Dear Mrs. S:
First , I want to assure you that I don't

look upon fifty-five as “elderly.”
Adeline de Walt Reynolds, one of the

most successful interpreters of grand-
mother roles in Hollywood, didn't start

her career until she was a grandmother.
Beethoven’s finest work was composed
after his fiftieth birthday. There are end-
less examples of the successes of men and
women whose abilities didn't come to

full floicer until after the mid-century
mark. By all means, enroll in the dra-
matic class and enjoy it to the full. I

prophesy that the younger people will

welcome you eagerly. There are few plays
in which there are no mature roles, and
one seldom finds college girls who ivant
to enact matronly characterizations.

I should like to offer you, in closing, a
verse that I have always liked. It is an
excerpt from “The Old Player” by Oliver
Wendell Holmes:
“Call him not old, whose visionary brain
Holds o’er the past its undivided reign.
For him in vain the envious seasons roll

Who bears eternal summer in his soul.”
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a girl of thirteen and just finished

having a dreadful fight with my mother
because she does not understand me.
When I graduate from high school, I

will be eighteen years old, and at that time
I want to become a taxi driver. I have
chosen to be a taxi driver because they
have very interesting adventures, meet
exciting people, get to see the trains come
in, and take people to lovely parties. They
also make very good money, and with my
money made from taxi driving I am going
to buy a ranch out west in Arizona or
Montana and cater to the dudes.
My mother says that I should take a

secretarial course in school because she
absolutely forbids me to be a taxi driver
when I am eighteen.

foam*
GENU
DIAMI

RINGS
10 KT. & 14 KT. Yellow Gold Mounting

> HAREM CO. (House of Rings

)

30 Church St, New York 7, N. Y. Dept

HAREM CO. (House of Rings)

30 Church St., N. Y. 7, N. Y. Dept. AA-93

Send me the ring or sets I have cheeked below. I'll pay
posUpan price of ring plus postage and C.O.D.
handling charges.

Style AA775E $5

Style AA808E $5

Style AA897E $5
Ring Size

NOTE: All OUR rings are GUARANTEED to be
GENUINE DIAMONDS.

I am sending (amount). You are to pay

all postal charges. If not satisfied I’ll return rings

within 10 days for refund.

style AA77SW $5

Style AA808W $3

Style AA897W $5

Both for $9

Both for $9

8oth for $9

Name

—

Address-

City

—

(PLEASE PRINT)
...State—

—
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Dear Sharon- Le :

Ah, would that all the woes in the
world were as easily assuaged as yours,
and all the tears as readily dried!

I have been accused, in the past, of sid-

ing too resolutely with parents when the
interests of children collided with the
viewpoints of elders. However, in your
case, I must champion your cause. If
a girl, at thirteen, doesn’t yearn to be a
taxi driver, or a big game hunter, or an
actress, or a famous writer, or a tight-

rope walker in a circus . . . that girl

simply has no imagination.
Your mother, if she were discerning,

would say to your dream, “Of course,
darling. Taxi driving is a fascinating
pursuit. By the way, have you read ‘The
Book of Naturalists’ by William Beebe?
You might find it interesting.’’

You would be happy in your young
dream

; your imagination would be fed.
Who knows what is to happen in five
long years!
Of only one thing am 1 quite certain

:

In five years the chances are fifty to one
that you will have lost interest in taxis
except as a means of getting you and
some wide-shouldered senior to a school
dance. In the meantime, keep your
dream and don’t argue about it.

Claudette Colbert

(In a recent issue of Photoplay my col-
umn carried a letter from Marguerite C.,

a telephone operator, who was deeply dis-
couraged over the fact that she was work-
ing late hours to the detriment of her so-
cial life. I asked that other girls working
nights write to me, telling how they had
solved the problem. I was overwhelmed
by the sincere, helpful response. Some of
the suggestions are printed below.)
A nineteen-year-old telephone operator

writes:

“There are sixteen of us who pal around
together at work. We have birthday par-
ties for each other after work, each con-
tributing fifty cents toward a gift. We take
turns having the parties at our homes.
Sometimes these parties don’t begin until
ten-thirty, but we have a grand time.”

Several of the letters suggested that
Marguerite C. was missing some of the
fun of her job: Norma H., wrote “I love
to take calls and use my imagination as to
what the subscriber looks like and what
he thinks about while he’s waiting for his
call to be completed.”
Mrs. Isabell ET. made a suggestion: “I

have a pet peeve: I hope someday the
movies will stop showing telephone girls

chewing gum and talking foolishly. Tele-
phone operators haven’t time to ‘listen in,’

to ‘answer back,’ or to chew gum.”

UiUr-

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette CotU?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colbert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.

=vrrry

Read flow thousands have

improved their skin with

nurses' discovery!

• Don’t neglect ugly *externally-caused

pimples and blemishes! "Covering them
up” with cosmetics may actually make
them worse. If you’re unhappy over the

appearance of your skin, start using Nox-
zerna Medicated Skin Cream today!

Nurses were among the first to discover

how effective Noxzeina is. Now thousands

of women use it regularly to keep their

skin soft and smooth.

Noxzema does so much because it’s

more than a cosmetic cream; it’s a medi-

cated formula, with special medicinal

help heal blemishes and similar skin

irritations.

Try using Noxzema as an overnight

cream and as a foundation base for just

10 days. (It’s greaseless; vanishes almost

at once.) See if it doesn’t help you as it

has thousands of others!

At all drug counters;

10c, 35c, 50c. (plus tax)

ingredients that not only help smooth ^ mm mm m
and soften rough, dry skin, but also 111 11 JL ! IVJ Lk

ADDRESS LABELS
At Stationery Departments Everywhere

AMAZING MONEY SAYING OFFER Bargain
GIVES YOU THIS NEW 1946

“PRESIDENT” MODEL
With Latest Features
• Takes full NATURAL Color pictures,

indoors or outdoors

!

• Takes 16 black- and -whites on ordi-
nary 8-exposure roll!

• New film track brings
entire picture to sharp
focus

!

• Guaranteed for Life*
time Service!

I <3<x*utut

CAMERA
• Fixed focus! Expo-
sure automatically
correct at all times!

I QUICK-Action, level
viewfinder! ...Just
sight and snap!

Takes full color Pictures Indoors or Outdoors
NATURAL! 9 LIFELIKE! 9 THRILLING!
Here’s that wonderful new 1946 model COLOR Candid-Type
CAMERA you’ve been waiting for, at the amazing intro-
ductory price of $3.98—less than half what you’d expect to
pay for an ordinary camera—plus FREEAlbum
and Art Corners. Precision built. Durable.
Equipped with genuine Simpson Lens. Beau-
tiful, modern plastic case. An excellent gift.

SEND NO MONET! • ACT NOW!
Just pay postman only $3.98. plus postage, for

FILM Order Blank I

and Instructions
1

Included

Plus FREE'
COLOR CAMERA with beautifullyembossed hand
bound PHOTO ALBUM and 100 NEWACE ART COR-
NERS included FREE of extra cost. Or enclose $3.98
for CAMERA. ALBUM and ART CORNERS, post-
paid. YOU SAVE POSTAGE ANDC. O. D. FEE.
Return CAMERA within 10 days for refund if not
satisfied . . . and keep the Album and Art Corners
as a gift from us ... if you don’t feel you've struck
THE GREATEST CAMERA BARGAIN EVER.

THE CAMERA MAN, 14 W. Lake St., Dept. 154, Chicago 1, III.

I

APPEARANCE
PERFORMANCE
& DURABILITY

Our CAMERA Customers
Get FIRST
Preference
on Famous
FilmBrands

16- PAGE MEMORY
PHOTO ALBUM

&100
Nu-Ace Art Corners

P
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"SLEND-R

FORM”
2-WAY
STRETCH

I INVISIBLE
‘CONCENTRATED

Zm
iSUPPORTS
F AT THE
STOMACH

REAR
WAIST-HIPS V

SEE THESE IMPROVEMENTS IN YOURSELF
WflTHBN 10 DAYS ... OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

• Heips You Look Slender at Once

!

• Helps You Look and Feel More Youthful I

• Helps Your Bustline!
Takes in stomach and expands chest.

• You Appear Taller!
Correct posture gives you full height,

i You Attain Poise !

By overcoming that “slouch”.

Takes in inches Where You Meed It Most!
Why bulge all over and lack appeal? Be attractive! Be
desirable! You too can help yourself to a more slender,
youthful figure as thousands of women have with the re-
markable “SLEND-R-FORM” girdle supporters. So light,
yet firm . . . YOU FORGET YOU HAVE IT ON! Walk, sit,
bend with comfort! On and off in a jiffy. Elastic two-way
stretch with invisible “CONCENTRATED-ZONE” Sup-
ports takes in inches around hips, waist, rear and stom-
ach! Cool and comfortable on your body. Reinforced
waistline and FIRM ELASTIC GARTERS help to prevent
curling on top and bottom! Clothes fit smoothly! Wear
smaller size dresses! Fits as well as one made to order.
Become one of our satisfied customers! Only $2.98 for all
sizes. Worth much more. ORDER NOW WHILE THEY
LAST!

SEND NO MONEY

!

at our expense
and see for yourself the improvement and appeal of your
new figure! Just mail coupon now!

FREE SECRETS OF
BEAUTY AND CHARM!

Packed with priceless secrets by Dr.
Bowers, well known authority,
on beauty and personality.
Shows you how to easily and
safely gain or lose weight,
clear complexion, brighten
eyes, beautify hair, speak
charmingly, develop person-
ality and many more valu-
able secrets. This full-size
book sold for $1.98 alone.
But now it is yours FREE
with the order of the
“SLEND - R - FORM” Girdle
Supporter. LIMITED COPIES
-ORDER NOW!

WEAR WITHOUT BUYING!
NEW YORK MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Dept. G17-E

{| 13 ASTOR PLACE. NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Rush to me in plain wrapper the “SLEND-R-FORM”
m Girdle Supporter plus the FREE Book “CHARM AND
1 PERSONALITY”. I will pay postman on delivery $2.98
| plus postage. If not completely satisfied in 10 days

I may return merchandise and get my money back.

I
WAIST SIZE HIP SIZE

g
NAME

g
ADDRESS ,

|
CITY & ZONE STATE

I
D Check here if you wish to save postage by enclosing
$2.98 with the coupon.

The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 26)

train going to New York. He follows her
to the apartment of Penny Singleton,
where she’s going to stay, and from then
on tries to become an integral part of her
life. Hayward gives a smooth, charming
performance, and you’ll find him more
likable than ever.

Marie Wilson is very cute as the not-so-
bright but very popular blonde who’s also
living with Penny until the latter’s hus-
band returns from the war, and Penny
herself is excellent. The picture has rich
moments of comedy as well as emotional
scenes.

Your Reviewer Says: A familiar but effective
theme.

^ Junior Prom (Monogram)

T
HIS catchy musical offers plenty of
easy-to-take entertainment for both

youngsters and their parents. The story
concerns the teen-age intrigue over the
election of a high-school student-body
president, with the students campaigning
with jive music for their candidates.

An excellent showcase for some skill-

ful young talent, the revue stars a youth-
ful crooner, Freddie Stewart, who makes
the most of his chances, June Preisser
who’s an eye-catching acrobatic dancer,
Judy Clark, Noel Neill and Warren Mills,

with Frankie Darro and Jackie Morgan
doing a thorough trouping job.

The picture features the swing music of
Eddie Haywood and his orchestra, Abe
Lyman and his band and the currently
popular brand of jive by Harry “The
Hipster” Gibson.

Your Reviewer Says: It gives with a good
beat.

lies! Pictures of the Mouth

Gilda

Dragonwyck

Sentimental Journey

The Seventh Veil

Shock

Best Performances

Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford

in "Gilda”

Gene Tierney, Vincent Price

in "Dragonwyck ”

James Mason, Ann Todd

in "The Seventh Veil"

NOW! Greater Relief from

BLUE-JAY with Nupercaine!

1 EXCLUSIVE with
* Blue-Jay, anesthet-
ic Nupercaine curbs
surface pain (inliam-
ed area around top
of corn) as NO other
corn plaster does.

shoe-pressure.

2 INSTANTLY stops
pain caused by

9 GENTLE medica-
'* tion acts to loosen
corn's hard "core”
— you simply lift it

out in a few days.

TWO sizes of Blue-
Jay— Standard and
Little Toe (where
most corns occur)

.

Also special Blue-
lay for Soft Corns.

America’s Largest-Selling Corn Plaster

A product ofmmnmm
Division of The Kendall Company, Chicago 16

/

V

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
gn DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER C’T$Same price for full length or W H
bust form, groups, landscapes, « M
pet animals, etc., or enlarge- HI
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your OC

enlargement. aWirenlargement.

SEND NO MONEY Just mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage — or send 69c. with

,

order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
lOO East Ohio Street Dept. 1556-E Chicago (11). III.

JEZZ3
to make extra money selling, colored
people our big line of cosmetics de-
signed especially for them. Make
big money working spare time or
full time. We show you- how, send
you everything you need to get
started. For full details wri te
today to Lucky Heart Co., Dept. lllf|ljy| 3.A1
MWQ, Memphis, Tenn. WwWE»«a.*«

MEN
AND

TURN SPARE MOMENTS INTO

SPARE CASH
Jast see this wonderful line of greeting cards for An-
niversaries, Birthdays, Sick Friends, etc. They're een-

. sationally new and big values. Show them to
— V friends and you get big profit orders. Pleasant

\ way to make extra cash. Also Personal Sta-
\ tionery. No experience needed. Send 50c for
.A Sample $1 Assortment, or write for details.

ARTISTIC CARD COMPANY
362 WAY STREET • ELMIRA. N. Y.

.AND LOOK IO
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does It—or your
money back. Approved by thousands —Brownatone 19

guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-

table derivative with Iron and copper salts added for fast“
' tn;

1 *
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 60o
and $1.65 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
ention natural color of your balr. Send a post card
day—BROWNATONE. Dept. 285, COVINGTON. KY,
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FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES
NEURALGIC & MUSCULAR PAINS

Women and Men. _ _ __
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50.
$75 or even more per week. Large full time
incomes from doctors, hospitals, sanato-
riums. clubs or private practice. Others make

.good money in spare time. You can
1 win independence and prepare for
future security by training at home

r and qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy
Charts and 32-page Illustrated

>
;
Book FREE—Now!

College of Swedish Massage
Opt.659-E. lQOE.OhioSt..Chicano. 11
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NADINOLA'S 4-WAY action
HELPS AMAZINGLY TO COMBAT
UGLY BLACKHEADS, EXTERNALLY-

CAUSED PIMPLES, DARK DULL SKIN

One glance may kill romance—if your skin is dark, dull
or needlessly blemished! That’s why thousands of
girls and women trust to Nadinola Cream, the clini-

cally-proved 4-way treatment cream. Quickly, gently,
Nadinola helps to loosen and remove ugly blackheads—to clear up externally caused pimples—to fade
freckles—to lighten, brighten and freshen your skin to
creamier loveliness. See for yourself what Nadinola
can do in days—what wonders it works in weeks! Full
treatment-size jar of Nadinola Cream just 55c, with
money-back guarantee; trial jar, 10c. Also

—

FREE SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
NADINOLA, Dept 25, Paris, Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-

tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

* Name
Address

• City State

^ Bad Bascomb (M-G-M)

T
HE teaming of two veteran scene

-

stealers, Margaret O’Brien and Wallace
Beery, is a natural, and the results are
rich in laughs. As an outlaw of the old

West, escaping certain death by Federal
agents, Beery pretends piety and joins a

caravan of Mormons heading for Utah.
The Indian fight is a nifty.

Beery has never been more rugged, nor
his pint-sized charmer more colorful.

Marjorie Main plays Margaret’s grand-
mother with vehemence, and J. Carrol
Naish, as Beery’s bad lieutenant, is a
solid menace. Marshall Thompson and
Frances Rafferty make a romantic duo.

Your Reviewer Says: For Beery and O’Brien
fans.

The Madonna’s Secret

(Republic)

IIOW murder invades artistic circles, and
II the result is a good, tense, exciting
whodunit. Francis Lederer is the artist

whose models have an unfortunate habit
of getting themselves murdered. When
model Linda Stirling is found dead, her
sister Ann Rutherford begins posing for

him, hoping to find the murderer. What
almost happens to Ann, happens to wealthy
Gail Patrick, who also is interested in

Lederer and poses for him.
Edward Ashley turns in a very good job

as the dramatic critic who starts the police
on their investigation, and we feel that
he should have better roles. John Litel

as the police lieutenant and Leona Roberts
as the mother provide strong support for

the leads. It’s a skillfully done story that
we think you’ll enjoy.

Your Reviewer Says: Guess who?

^ Shoek (20tli Century Fox)

C
ARRYING no marquee names, still

something exceptionally different in
whodunits is this story of a girl who sees
a doctor kill his wife and then is treated
for shock by the killer. Skillfully handled,
it is suspense from beginning to end.
Vincent Price is excellent as the crim-

inal psychiatrist who wants to destroy his
hysterical patient because he knows she
has seen the murder. Lynn Bari plays his
nurse and partner in crime, and Anabel
Shaw the tortured young victim. Special
credit goes to John Davidson as an in-
sane sanitarium patient, Frank Latimore
as the lieutenant husband of the shock
patient, Reed Hadley and Michael Dunne.

Your Reviewer Says: A super-thriller!

Riverboat Rhythm (RKO )

E
VER since Leon Errol did his first

rubber-ankle routine, his pattern in
film making hasn’t changed much. These
redundant reels carry him, trying hard,
into a weak-kneed farce in which, as an
impoverished showboat captain, he pre-
tends to be a Southern colonel. No sooner
is he goateed than he’s gunnin’, and finds
himself in the center of a shootin’ feud.
Frankie Carle and his orchestra make

musical sense as part of the river-boat’s
retinue, and Walter Catlett as the colonel
whom Errol impersonates is a solid sup-
porter to the star. Others vainly trouping
are Jonathan Hale, Marc Cramer, Glenn
Vernon and Joan Newton.

New Movie Diary Gives You
All the Intimate Facts . .

.

Enables You to Keep Complete
Records on Movies

How Much Do You Know

About Your

FAVORITE STARS?

TVO you know what musical instrument
Van Johnson likes to play . . . what

Bing Crosby likes to do best . . . how old

Lauren Bacall really is . . . who is Sinatra’s

favorite singer . . . what is Betty Hutton’s
natural color hair . . . how old is Alan Ladd
. . . where Clark Gable started his career . . .

how Judy Garland reached the top? Now
you can know the answers to these ques-
tions, as well as details about the personal
traits and backgrounds of such popular stars

as Humphrey Bogart, Errol Flynn, Gloria
de Haven, John Hodiak, Cary Grant, Betty

Grable, Lana Turner and scores of others.

Life-Like Portraits of Stars Included

Yes, this unusual MOVIE DIARY

—

the only book
of its kind—tells you all about the movie stars, and
enables you to keep a complete private record of
every picture you see. Be your own movie critic!

MOVIE DIARY contains special pages to list each
movie you see, the stars in it, and your personal
comment on it. In addition, the book contains beau-
tifully lithographed portraits of 80 Hollywood stars

. . . portraits which you’ll want to keep forever!
And you can keep them forever, because this book
is sturdy as well as attractive.

SEND NO MONEY!
Fill in and mail the coupon. MOVIE DIARY will
promptly be sent by return mail. On arrival, de-
posit 50<f with your postman, plus small postage
charge. Look through the book—all 132 pages of

it—for 5 days. If you don’t agree that this is one of
the greatest values you’ve ever bought, return it

and we’ll refund your purchase price in full. But
act quickly while the supply lasts.

C0NEL BOOKS. DEPT. MI45
Riverside, Conn.

Please send me copies of MOVIE DIARY at 50c
each. If I'm not satisfied. I'll return books within 5
days and you'll refund my purchase price in full.

Send C.O.D. I’ll pay postman purchase price plus
postage.
I enclose $ (in cash or money order). You
pay postage.

Name.

Address

City v ... Zone State P

Canada—75c per copy. Send cash or Canadian Postal
Money Order with order.

Your Reviewer Says: This one’s no joke, son.
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GOT A BOIL?
HERE’S HOW TO GET RELIEF

Apply a ready-to-use
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice

comfortably hot. Almost at

once you’ll feel the moist
heat go right to work help-

ing to relieve the pain and
soreness. You’ll see how it

helps bring the boil to a

head. The moist heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE works for

several hours bringing
soothing relief. Feels good
—does good.

GET A TUBE OR CAN

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St., New Haven, Ct.

p

When your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops

of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

TEETHING PAINS

TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

^ Tarzan and the Leopard

Woman (RKO)

I

F you’re a Tarzan fan, then this latest
in the series is definitely for you, for

it’s one of the best to date. This time,
Tarzan (played as usual by Johnny Weiss-
muller) and Brenda Joyce get all involved
with the Leopard Men, a strange people
with a stranger cult, and one thing hap-
pens after another with a rapidity that
never allows interest to flag.

Acquanetta plays the high priestess of
the Leopard Men, and her machinations
keep the plot developing. Johnny Shef-
field as Boy is growing up and quite able
to hold his own in the fight scene with
Tommy Cook. Cheetah the chimpanzee is

our favorite actor in the picture, and gets
plenty of laughs for himself. Edgar Bar-
rier is the heavy, and Dennis Hoey the
British commissioner.

Your Reviewer Says: We liked it.

Meet Me on Broadway
(Columbia)

A
NOTHER backstage musical, rather
hackneyed, but you’ll find it pleasant

fare. Fred Brady is the theatrical pro-
ducer who tries to break into the legiti-

mate big time by staging an amateur
show in a country club. Marjorie Reyn-
olds is his singing and dancing star, but
the material given her is none too good.
Once Brady lands the country club

show, he gets involved with Jinx Falken-
burg while trying to get her father, Gene
Lockhart, to finance a Broadway produc-
tion for him. Naturally Marjorie suspects
his attentions to Jinx, so she gets herself
involved with Loren Tindall. Spring By-
ington as the ex-vaudevillian socialite is

very good and Allen Jenkins gives his

usual comedy performance as Brady’s
songwriting pal.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ve seen it before.

s/\W Indicates picture rated
41

outstanding” when reviewed

ICE
Easily • Safely • Sensibly
There is no magic about The Common Sense
Way to an alluring figure. But if you follow
the suggestions Sylvia of Hollywood has for
you in her book No More
Alibis you may, perhaps,
challenge the beauty of
the loveliest movie star!

Lose Up To 15 Pounds
Next Month

In this amazing book Syl-
via tells you how to lose
up to fifteen pounds next
month — and lose them
safely. You won’t have a
drawn, flabby face. You
won’t feel half starved and
you won’t feel weak. In
ten days you’ll have new
life and vitality. You will
see the texture and tone
of your skin improve. You
will have an alert mind
and your eyes will be clear
and sparkling. And best
of all you will see daily
improvement in your
figure. Send for your copy
of Madame Sylvia’s amaz-
ing book No More Alibis.

Was $1.00

Now Only 25c
This 128-page book for-
merly sold for $1.00 in
stiff-back binding. Now
published in paper cover
you get the identical in-
formation for only 25c—
postpaid. Write TODAY

RED

mv.DMR I nULUMEW HUU56,
205 E. 42nd Street. New York 17. N. Y.

Pre-Iaundered for immediate use.

Extra large. Highly absorbent
Economical, too. Long lasting

KiTCHCNTOWELS 'p'leaA.

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced perma- <n,
nently in this beau- Sto M
tiful onyx like ring Hj
featuring the New i

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde- JHL
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring1 size. Pay postman plus a few cents
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. (Expertly painted
(Photos Returned). 25c extra)
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.. Dept. C-64, CINCINNATI, O.

sf>/ Indicates jaicture rated

’’very good when reviewed

\f Indicates (aicture rated

’good’ when reviewed

ABILENE TOWN—Levey-UA: A Western to end
all Westerns, this one is set in 1860 and has all the

fixtures: Ann Dvorak, the barroom queen with heart

of gold, Randy Scott tough and noble, thousands of

people getting killed, cattle stampedes—oh, you know.
If you like Westerns. (Apr.)

\/yADVENTURE—M-G-M: Even if this is not

the best vehicle in the world for the return of Clark
Gable, it is one you won’t want to miss, for Gable is

as wonderful as ever, with Greer Garson as a li-

brarian intellectual who falls hard for the seafaring

guy, and then changes her mind twice. Joan Blondell

and Thomas Mitchell give fine support. (May.)

ALLOTMENT WIVES—Monogram: Kay Francis
tries very hard to be a bad lady racketeer out to trim
service-wives of their insurance and allotments, and
Paul Kelly of Army Intelligence poses as a news-
paperman to track«her down. You might like it—it's

also got Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael and Teala
Loring. (Feb.)

BACKACHE.

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miser-

able, don’t just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature’s chiefway oftaking excess

acids and poisonouswaste outof the blood. They help

most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don’t

work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.

These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head-
achesand dizziness. Frequentor scantypassages with
smartingandburning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from the blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
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ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL—Republic: Music
is crowding the old Western right off the screen, but
with Roy Rogers doing it, fans won't mind, though
our guess is the kids would prefer more action. Dale
Evans sings, as does Estelita Rodriguez and, of
course, Gabby Hayes is present. (Mar.)

ANGEL COMES TO BROOKLYN, AN—Republic:
The travel between heaven and Hollywood is quite
busy lately, and this particular musical fantasy didn't
quite strike our fancy, though it might yours. The
spirit who tries to help some kids crash show busi-
ness is Charles Kemper. Kaye Dowd, Robert Duke
and David Street are the kids. (Mar.)

\S\/BECAUSE OF HIM—Universal: Deanna Dur-
bin again turns to comedy, in a tale reminiscent of
many others, about a waitress in search of a stage
career, and her efforts to wangle it using New York
star Charles Laughton and playwright Franchot
Tone. Pleasurable, and Deanna still sings. (Apr.)

BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS—20th Century-Fox:
William Gargan as a hardboiled yet honest police
officer, Carole Landis as the love interest, Mary An-
derson as a gangster’s wife, murders, melodrama, all

in one evening’s routine in a police station, actually
hangs together with a novel viewpoint to make a
pretty good little B picture. (Apr.)

l/l/BELLS OF ST. MARY’S THE—RKO: An-
other “Going My Way,” not quite as good, perhaps,
in plot, but crowded with tenderness and gentle hu-
mor. Bing Crosby scores again as the priest who takes
over the run-down parish school guided by Mother
Superior Ingrid Bergman, and the solutions to their
everyday problems brings warmth and pathos to the
screen. Aided beautifully by. Joan Carroll, Martha
Sleeper, Bill Gargan and Una O'Connor. (Feb.)

1/\/BLITHE SPIRIT—Two Cities-United Artists:
Noel Coward fans will greet and love again this gay
satirical tale of a jealous ghost, Kay Hammond, who
for a time completely bewilders her ex-husband,
played with marvelous British humor by Rex Harri-
son, and also his second wife, ditto by Constance
Cummings. But the outstanding fun is supplied by
the local seance-er, Margaret Rutherford, who in-
duces the ghost to return from the spirit world. (Feb.)

\K'^BLUE DAHLIA, THE—Paramount: A tough
mystery drama about a veteran, Alan Ladd, who finds
his wife, Doris Dowling, has been untrue. He fights
the other man, Howard da Silva, thus providing
someone else with a fine alibi for murdering Miss
Dowling. Alan tries to find the murderer since he's
under suspicion himself. Veronica Lake has a small
but effective part. (Apr.)

BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD—Golden-UA: If
you’re a woman loyal to Tom Breneman’s radio pro-
gram, you’ll probably like this picture, showing a
genial master of ceremonies who finds time to patch
up romances and be kind to old ladies. You’ll also
see Hedda Hopper, Spike Jones, Andy Russell, King
Cole trio, Bonita Granville, Eddie Ryan, Billie
Burke and Zasu Pitts. (Apr.)

Hair
OFF Face
Lips•••Arms•••Legs

NOW Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair . . . was
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. Ithas helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book, “What I Did About Superfluous Hair**
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
trial, offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 570.Chicago 64, 111.

HIGH SCHOOL 4

NOT NECESSARY
Prepare for experience as a Trained

Practical Nurse. Ages 1 8 to 60. Many earn
while learning. Easy paymentplan. Writefor ,

facts and fascinatingfreesamplelesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 INI. Wayne Ave. Dept. G-13 Chicago 14, Illinois

'ToOTtfACffJE?M DUE TO CAVITY •

GET QUICK relief with Dent’8 Tooth Gum or Dent’s
Tooth Drops! “Cavity Toothache" frequently strikes
at night. Be prepared. Buy either package frorr
druggist today. Keep it handy for children
and adults. Follow 6asy directions.

TOOTH CUM
Util I J TOOTH DROPS

{§>

FIRST AID FOR £ mg BkI
14 COMMON : :

Troubles
Sayman Salve should be on your

medicine shelf always— to help curb the
pain and suffering caused by 1. Minor
burns. 2. Minor scalds. 3. Externally-caused
eczema. 4. Poison Ivy. 5. Poison Oak. 6. In-
sect bites. 7. Sunburn. 8. Chafing. 9. Galls.
10. Chapped skin. 11. Hough skin. 12. Red
skin. 13. Cracked skin. 14. Simple piles.
The big 4 oz. Economy Size costs only 60c—regular iy2 oz. size 25c. All druggists.

SAYMAN SALVE

CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE—Republic: How
Annie has changed since Marie Dressier first brought
her to the screen with Wally Beery! She’s pretty
mellow now, and Jane Darwell does the best she can
with the sticky story, but it doesn’t seem like Annie
any more. With Edgar Kennedy, Charles Gordon
and Pamela Blake (Mar.)

\/\/CORNERED—RKO: Dick Powell in his sec-
ond tough-guy role gives a convincing portrayal, not
helped greatly by the story, which, however, has
plenty of action to make up for it. We guarantee at
least two scenes will make your spine tingle in Dick's
search (as a discharged British flier) for the Nazi
responsible for the death of his French wife. Walter
Slezak's villainy and Micheline Cheirel’s motives
will have you guessing too. (Feb.)

CRIMSON CANARY
, THE—Universal: Murder

and music get mixed up in this slight story of five
ex-veterans who form an orchestra but must disband
when the girl singer is murdered. It’s not very good,
but Lois Collier, Noah Beery Jr. and John Litel are
in it. (Feb.)

\KDAKOTA—Republic: The good old Wild West is
here again with John Wayne encountering swindler
Ward Bond, and loved by his true-blue beautiful
wife Vera Hruba Ralston. We've seen more rugged
Westerns, but we think you’ll like it if you’re in the
mood, especially since Mike Mazurki and Walter
Brennan help out. (Feb.)

DALTONS RIDE AGAIN, THE—Universal

:

Those bad Daltons ride high with Alan Curtis as a
Robin Hood sort of character stealing only for noble
purposes. Martha O'Driscoll supplies the romantic
interest, and the good little cast is rounded out by
Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney, Jess Barker and Noah
Beery Jr. (Feb.)

l/|/DEADLINE AT DAWN—RKO: Against a
background of murder and the necessity of solving it

before dawn, a charming love story develops between
Bill Williams and Susan Hayward. Bill gets drunk
with Lola Lane, later finds her dead, and since he
is suspect, seeks the murderer. Suspects are Joseph
Calleia, Marvin Miller, Jerome Cowan and Paul
Lukas, all good portrayals. (Apr.)

1, Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2. Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn

i 6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint... Over 50 million

packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^ — or send for a
FREE SAMPLE

Golden GlintCo. .Seattle, 14, Wash.,

B

ox3366C-27

Please send color No as listed above.

Name

Address

GOLDEN GLINT
hhhhhhbiihh
24YARDS
QuiitPieces
• OVER 4 POUNDS
o LARGE AND COLORFUL
• EXCELLENT QUALITY
• BEAUTIFUL NEW MATERIALS

Bargain Sale! Lovely new goods that will please
you. Bright, gorgeous designs. You'll be delighted!

r I V/C'\| SEWING OUTFIT AND\aivc.n 20 QUILT PATTERNS WITH ORDER
Join our thousands of satisfied customers. Write today.
SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman only $1.98 plus
postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.

Great American Sales Co., 2226 Silverton Way, Dept. AS9, Chicago 16,111.

Earn *30 a week V&
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed 1

Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women— 18 to 60 years of
age—have doue through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 47th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 185, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name Age_

City_ _State_

P
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The Refreshing

Bathtub ring vanishes in a flash when
you clean with Sergeant’s Disinfec-

tant. /

Removes dirt, disinfects, deodor-

izes, kills many germs.

Leaves a refreshing scent of pine.

Easy on the hands.

Use for cleaning kitchen, bath-

room, floors, woodwork — all around

the house.

At drug or department stores.

P

140

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old

leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R.G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

Rinses On and Washes Off

As Easily As Make-up
Blondes! When hair is dull and faded, try

BLONDEX GOLDEN RINSE, the new "high-

light” rinse made specially for blondes.

Brings lovely new lustre and adds that little

extra touch of color blonde hair often needs.

Safe—not a permanent dye or bleach—washes
off as easily as make-up. BLONDEX GOLDEN
RINSE is made by the makers of BLONDEX,
the world’s largest selling blonde shampoo.
Sold at all good 10c, drug and dept, stores..

^DETOUR—PRC: A pretty good little picture
about a boy who tries to get his sweetheart a
continent away only to be buffeted by fate in a
most unusual way. Tom Neal is fine, and so are
Ann Savage and Edmund MacDonald as Neal’s op-
position. Has a definite appeal. (Mar.)

DETOUR TO DANGER—Planet: On sixteen milli-

meter color film, somewhat blurred in spots, Planet
productions organized for the use of small groups
who want good clean entertainment. John Day and
Nancy Brinckman make this a pleasant enough film,

blending romance and suspense at a swank summer
resort. (Apr.)

^DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID—Bogeaus-UA

:

A peculiar picture that doesn’t hang together very
coherently, nonetheless this will undoubtedly be popu-
lar, with Paulette Goddard as the vivacious chamber-
maid in the home of possessive Judith Anderson and
the son who hates her, Hurd Hatfield. Francis
Lederer is the valet, and Burgess Meredith figures in
it as an eccentric old codger. (Apr.)

DICK TRACY—;RKO: If it isn’t the most popular
comic-strip detective (if not quite as square-jawed),
brought to life by Morgan Conway! We loved Mike
Mazurki as Splitface, and Anne Jeffreys tries to
make ever-faithful Tess’s patience believable. But
we warn you not to have such a concrete idea of
Dick’s appearance that this will disappoint you.
(Mar.)

FEAR—Monogram: What a lot of awful things can
happen from an innocent little check! The money-
lender being killed and the depicting of Peter Cook-
sons’ resultant mental torture is all right, we sup-
pose, but why, oh why, don’t the movie-makers stop
trying to solve things by dreams? (Mar.)

FRONTIER GAL—Universal: Another good old
Western, but this was almost too much for us, with
more crockery thrown and broken than we’ve seen
yet. We do like Rod Cameron and Yvonne De Carlo
but don’t think they’re quite ready to star, especially
without anything sensible to do. But lots of people
will love it. (Mar.)

S/GETTING GER TIE’S GARTER— Small-UA

:

Dennis O’Keefe as a dumfounded scientist trying to
keep his pretty wife Sheila Ryan from knowing about
his mix-up (quite innocent of 'course) with Marie
McDonald (Gertie of the garter) is not very funny.
We hear the story shocked our grandmothers, but it

didn’t shock us. (Mar.)

GUY COULD CHANGE, A—Republic: Alan Lane
starts chasing women to assuage his sorrows after his
wife dies in childbirth, letting his child, Twinkle
Watts (who quite daunted us), run wild. Jane Frazee,
who loves him, leaves when she sees how far he has
fallen, but when he realizes his child needs his care,
the way is paved for a reconciliation. (Apr.)

\/\/HARVEY GIRLS, THE—M-G-M: When a
Harvey Restaurant opened in the West in 1860, Judy
Garland took the same train as the pioneer-waitresses
to marry her correspondent fiance. Discovering John
Hodiak wrote the letters as a game, Judy joins the
girls and has all sorts of experiences before her feud
ends in true love. The music is wonderful and the
people fun. They include Angela Lansbury, Preston
Foster, Virginia O’Brien, Ray Bolger and Kenny
Baker. (Mar.)

HOW DOOO YOU DO?—PRC: Of all the silly

claptrap and ridiculous goings on, this takes the
prize! Bert Gordon, the mad Russian, isn’t funny to

us, nor is the music fun, nor the cast very lucid

—

which also includes Harry Von Zell, Cheryl Walker
and Ella Mae Morse. So, frankly, we can dooo
without it. (Feb.)

^I RING DOORBELLS—PRC: This newspaper
office setting provides some spirited dialogue with
Anne Gwynne playing girl friend to Robert Shayne’s
reporter. We were disappointed in the not too accu-
rate transition from the book, but liked it anyway.
Cast includes Roscoe Karns, John Eldredge and
Pierre Watkins. (Apr.)

KITTY—Paramount: This rag$-to-riches, Pyg-
malion story, set back in an Eighteenth century of
striking contrasts, stars Paulette Goddard and Ray
Milland, both finely cast. There is intrigue and
lavishness to delight the senses and the eyes; the
story-interest holds to the end. You will also like

Patric Knowles, Cecil Kellaway and Constance
Collier. (Feb.)

\/LAST CHANCE, THE—Praesens: A story of
refugees and prisoners of all nations, speaking in
many tongues, fleeing the Nazis is this out-of-the-

way film made in Switzerland, important in its appeal
for racial tolerance. It is different and artistic, and
has English subtitles to help you along. John Hay,
Ray Reagan and Luisa Rossi are good, though un-
known to American audiences. (Feb.)

)/\/LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—Fox: Readers of
Ben Ames Williams’s book will like this faithful
transition to the screen, enhanced by color. Gene
Tierney does the best job of her career as the psycho-
logically over-possessive woman who disarranges so
many lives. Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Crain are ex-

cellent. An outstanding treat. (Mar.)

LETTER FOR EVIE, A—M-G-M: Marsha Hunt,
a shirt factory secretary, slips a note in a large-sized
shirt, envisioning a big handsome soldier. The note
reaches Hume Cronyn by mistake, a very funny yet
pathetically timid little GI. Pamela Britton is

Marsha’s roommate and John Carroll the soldier for

whom the note was intended. It’s cute. (Mar.)

Here’s an opportunity to
get the loveliest, most
exciting ENLARGE-
IVIENT you’ve ever seen
of your favorite snap-
shot. Created by ex-
perts, this real profes-
sional Enlargement will
thrill you and give you
a large picture that
you’ll treasure all your
life.

SEND NO MONEY
FAST SERVICE. Mail ANY SIZE snapshot, photo, or negative

of loved one in service, or at home, pets, outdoor sceneB, groups.

We'll create professionally beautiful big 8x10 ENLARGEMENT
on heavy portrait quality paper. Guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman
; c for one or $1.00 for two, plus postage. Or send price and we’ll pay
ostage. YOUR PHOTO RETURNED UNHARMED WITH
ENLARGEMENT. NOTHING ELSE TO BUY. Mail photo NOW
for the most beautiful and exciting Enlargement you’ve ever seen.

ALLIED PHOTO CO.
108 W. Lake St., Dept. R, Chicago 1, III.

NEW
Tiny Pocket Size

RADIO !

Slips in your pocket or purse

—

Wt.

only S oz8.l Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained

phone for personal use. Beautiful black

Bilver plastic case. Has patented fixed

Crystal-Slide Tuning Dial' NO TUBES.
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG
IS REQUIRED. USUALLY RE-

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according to instructions. Can be used in

homes, offices, hotels, cabins, in bed after hours, etc.

postman $2.99 plus delivery fees

rival or send $8.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR
CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your PA-KETTE
RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. Dealers in most cities.

Pa-Kette Electric Co.. Dept. MFW-5, Kearney. Nebraska

SHORTHAND in
Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs or

symbols: uses ABC’s. Easy to learn, easy

to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job. Sur-
prisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in

leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.

Speedwriting, Dept. 605-6, 55 W. 42 St., N. Y. 18

Relieve
Misery ofITCH

Saw*

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch-

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bot-

tle proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

Select Vour Very Owni
Simulated Birthstonej

Garnet
Amethyst

March.- - Aquamarine I

April - - White Sapphire 1

May - - - Green Spi
June - - Alexandri
July - - - Ruby
August - Peridot
September-Sapphire
October - Rozircon
November-Gold’n Sapphire

|

December - Zircon

24 k. GOLD PLATED
BIRTHSTQNE RING
Sweetheart Design! AA #*
BEAUTIFUL HeartHUY
SHAPED STONE Jill Plus

LADIES I Wear thisWU Tax

lovely ring set with your very own
Simulated Birthstone. Genuine24K
Gold Plated Shank in smart, new.
beautiful design is adjustable — will fit

any size finger. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money back. ACT NOW! Know the
thrill and satisfaction of owning your very
own simulated Birthstone.

SEND NO MONEY!
Justnameand month youwere born. Pay
postman only 98c plus Tax and postage
for 1 ring or $1.69 plus Tax for 2 rings.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT. 6-H CHICAGO 10. ILL.



NOW . . . YOU CAN READ THE "LIFE CAN

BE BEAUTIFUL" $100 -PRIZE -WINNING

LETTER FOR MAY

IN MAY

RADIO MIRROR

Read the human, heart-warming letter

that won first prize and $100 in the

nationwide “Life Can Be Beautiful” con-

test this month. Read, also, the eight

runners-up—the letters that received ad-

ditional prizes in this monthly quest for

real-life experiences that prove “life can

be beautiful”. Study the contest rules in

your copy of May Radio Mirror—send in

your entry—and you may be among the

winners for June!

AND REMEMBER . . . LISTEN EVERT MONDAY

THRU FRIDAY TO THE ADVENTURES OF PAPA

DAVID AND CHICHI IN RADIO'S "LIFE CAN

BE BEAUTIFUL” . . . Over The Stations of

the Columbia Broadcasting System.

Alisa in May Radio Mirror . . .

“Until We Meet Again”—A story by

famous songstress Dinah Shore of how

she patched up a lovers’ quarrel for a

G. I. and his former girlfriend.

“Spring Story”—a romantic, happy story

of a young girl’s experiences on the

“Ladies Be Seated” Program.

“Easter in Tennessee”—A thought-pro-

voking piece, full of the spirit of Easter

by Tom Breneman of the famous “Break-

fast in Hollywood.”

Plas—A five-page living portrait section

devoted to the stars of “Young Widder

Brown”.

And Many Other Exciting, Inside Stories

By and About Your Radio Favorites!

ALL IN MAY

RADIO MIRROR
ON SALE NOW! GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO—Paramount : Well,

we didh’t like Arturo de Cordova or Patric Knowles,
we thought Dorothy Lamour and Ann Dvorak mis-

cast, everybody seemed to be whirling with inactivity,

and the music, singing and dancing v/ere only fair.

Outside of that the Mexican setting, we’re happy to

admit, was interesting. (Mar.)

\/\/MISS SUSIE ' SLAGLE’S—Paramount: This
interesting and unusual picture is the story of inter-

woven lives, held together by a woman (played by
Lillian Gish) who runs a boarding house for medical
students. It’s tender and emotional, and you’ll like

Sonny Tufts in a new kind of role, Billy de Wolfe,
Veronica Lake and Joan Caulfield. (Mar.)

J//MY REPUTATION—Warners: By far Barbara
Stanwyck’s best work since “Double Indemnity,” this

is an adult and intelligent picture of one woman’s
fight for her love against a convention-bound town,
and ev.en against her own young sons. Her strait-

laced mother Lucile Watson, her lover George Brent,
her friends Eve Arden and John Ridgely, are flaw-

lessly interpreted. (Apr.)

/OUTLAW,
THE—Howard Hughes: At long last

Jane Russell’s first picture appears, and we’re sorry

but we were disappointed. We liked her leading man
Jack Beutel (who could be another Alan Ladd) much
better. The picture is a unique kind of ,old West
tale and has a strange, fascinating attraction despite

many ridiculous moments. Walter Huston turns in

a brilliant job, and Thomas Mitchell is in it too.

(Feb.)

PILLOW OF DEATH—Universal: Inner Sanctum
comes to movies with ghost-ridden houses, seances,

murders, and Lon Chaney a very suspected attorney.

Brenda Joyce is his pretty secretary, J. Edward
Bromberg a spiritualist and Rosalind Ivan a delight

as an Englishwoman. The pillow, incidentally, was
used for smothering. (Mar.)

PORTRAIT OF MARIA—Mundales—M-G-M: A
Mexican good-will picture with Dolores Del Rio
playing an Indian girl who meets a tragic end.

Pedro Armendariz tries to defend her from the over-

moral and vindictive villagers. English is dubbed in,

and the dialogue sometimes pretty silly,, and perhaps
foreign film fans will enjoy it best. (Apr.) '

/PURSUIT TO ALGIERS—Universal: Basil

Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, inevitably Sherlock and
Watson, this time sacrifice a vacation .(they never
get one, do they?) to escort a monarch- safely back
to the Balkans midst villains and. imposters, but of

course everything finally comes out all right. (Mar.)

/\/ROAD TO UTOPIA—Paramount: Bing and
Bob have never been so relaxed and enjoyable, as

a pair of vaudeville hams headed for Alaska where
Dorothy Lamour has gone to reclaim her father’s

mine. The boys pretend to be crooks while chasing
the villains, Douglas Dumbrille and Jack LaRue. We
howled with laughter. (Mar.)

l/VSAILOR TAKES A WIFE, THE—M-G-M:
Cute as anything, but sometimes too cute. June
Allyson as the bride-in-a-hurry and Robert Walker
as her eager groom are just right for their roles, and
are amusing in their first experiences with marital
bliss. The film just misses being a tremendous hit,

but it’s still cute. (Mar.)

/SAN ANTONIO—Warners: Errol Flynn in an-
other Western is his usual charming self, turning
out a nicely restrained performance as the fearless,

cleverer-than-anybody hero,^ tracking down cattle

rustler Paul Kelly and winning beauteous Alexis
Smith. And all in Technicolor, too. (Feb.)

//SARATOGA TRUNK—Warners: Ingrid Berg-
man shows how complete and superb an actress she
is by giving us an entrancing Clio, emotional, beauti-

ful and a hussy. Gary Cooper plays the Texas cowboy
whom Ingrid tries to renounce for a marriage of
wealth and revenge. The story is unbalanced, but
colorful, and if you don’t care for Flora Robson in

it, you won’t be able to help admiring Florence Bates’s
characterization. (Feb.)

t//SCARLET STREET—Universal: The same
characters from “Woman in the Window” try it

again, and it’s still good but not quite. Joan Bennett,
Edward G. Robinson, Dan Duryea and Rosalind Ives
make the dark tale live, and we think you’ll be in-

trigued, fascinated and repelled at the same time.
(Mar.)

SHADOW RETURNS, THE—Monogram: Kane
Richmond, nephew of the police commissioner, as-

sumes the Shadozv disguise in order to solve a series
of murders which are baffling all the city’s police
force. Barbara Reed is the olyect of his love, Tom
Dugan isn’t. (Apr.)

//SHE WOULDN’T SAY YES—Columbia: How
tired we are of women psychiatrists, career women
trying to avoid love, and Rosalind Russell (who can
be so good) acting coy. Nevertheless, this may in-

trigue you, and we promise you'll like Lee Bowman,
Adele Jergens and Charlie Winninger. It could be
better, but we've certainly seen worse. (Mar.)

/SING YOUR WAY HOME—RKO: This little

movie mainly has Marcy Maguire, a peppy youngster,
singing her way home to America from liberated
France, Anne Jeffreys for romantic interest, Jack
Haley for comedy, and Donna Lee, a fifteen-year-old
pritna donna. (Feb.)
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LAX
MEDIUM'

10c and 25c at all drug stores

FOR INVENTORS RECORD VrEE
Write today tor full information on patent protection

and “Record of Invention” form FREE. Confidential ser-

vice. RANDOLPH & BEAVERS, Registered Patent
Attorneys, 909 Columbian Bldg,, Washington. D. C.

S&M/etce/ru? Zkearn

DRESSES
Aa S-fy&aAi

‘

STOUTS
And EXTRA SIZES

Oh, yes, dresses can “give
you away” or help camou-
flage those extra pounds

—

It’s all in the clever way
Janne of Hollywood Dresses
are designed. Youthful ideas
of slander grace that are so
utterly figure flattering you’ll
love them. A dress for everv
occasion and at surprising
low prices. Sizes 20 to 58.

rrLs-Fro
HOLLYWOOD

New style book sent upon request, FREE. Write
today. JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 111,-D,
5011 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
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• Made on a face cream base. Yodora is

actually soothing to normal skins.

• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.

• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.

Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.

• Tubes or jars, 10$, 30$, 60$.

• Yes, Yodora is a gentle

deodorant. Try it

—

feel UoodEekeepmg)
thewonderful difference!

deodorant

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn,

Sweep Easier and Faster with

a WAGNER Carpet Sweeper

cleaning efficiency. See your dealer . . .

insist on o Wagner. Write for literature.

UJRGnER£3
Better, faster " pick-up

-

E. R. WAGNER MFG. CO;, Dept. MW. Milwaukee 9, Wis.

^SPIRAL STAIRCASE, THE—RKO : This ex-
citing murder mystery has a wonderful cast, headed
by Ethel Barrymore, Dorothy McGuire and George
Brent. The story doesn’t always hang together, but
what mystery does? The psychological twist in this
case is a murderer who can’t bear physical imper-
fections in people. Elsa Lanchester, Sara Allgood
and Kent Smith lend good support. (Mar.)

STRANGE VOYAGE—Signal: Eddie Albert and
some service men formed Signal Pictures to make an
independent production and we respect their effort.
This is about a curious adventure, a boat, and death.
We thought Eddie good, and the picture interesting
though not a strictly “Hollywood” job. (Mar.)

SWING PARADE OF 1946— Monogram: Gale
Storm’s the attraction of this opus—she acts, sings
and dances most charmingly. Besides that, the pic-
ture is full of specialties: Connee Boswell, Louis
Jordan and Will Osborn’s music, the Three Stooges,
Dance Director Jack Boyle in a number with Gale;
and playing opposite her, personable Phil Regan.
(Apr.)

I/'y'TARS AND SPARS—Columbia: At last the
Coast Guard gets a musical for itself too, this one
featuring the superb dancing of Marc Platt, pretty
Janet Blair singing, and bright people like Jeff
Donnell, Alfred Drake and Sid Caesar, with a cute
story woven around Janet’s mistaking Drake for a
big war hero. (Apr.)

W'THEY MADE ME A KILLER—Paramount:
Robert Lowery, innocently implicated in a robbery,
attempts to track down the clues that will free him,
aided by his loyal girl, Barbara Britton. The plot is
neatly developed, has good suspense. Lola Lane,
Edmund MacDonald and Frank Albertson round out
the cast. (Apr.)

\S\/THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—M-G-M : A
little late and a little too long, this is nevertheless a
fine picture with many gripping action shots of the
gallant job the little PT boats did in the war. John
Wayne and Robert Montgomery are perhaps some-
what too noble, but as history this film is great. Also
with Donna Reed and Jack Holt. (Feb.)

TIGER WOMAN—Republic: Kane Richards sleuths
Adele Mara, who killed her husband for his insur-
ance and then her boy friend Robert Fraser because
he tried to back out. It resembles “Double Indemnity”
and isn’t so bad. (Mar.)

l/’V'TOMORROW IS FOREVER—International:
We recommend this one highly. It is a tragic drama
of a young wife, Claudette Colbert, whose officer
husband, Orson Welles, never returned from World
War I. Befriended by her employer, George Brent,
she eventually marries him, becoming contented.
Later Orson returns, unrecognizable at first, and
the handling of this problem, we feel, is admirable,
the characterization superb. (Apr.)

I
/UP GOES MAISIE—M-G-M: Ann Sothern con-
tinues her good-hearted blundering, this time as
secretary to personable George Murphy, inventor of
a helicopter. Hillary Brooke is the villainess. Maisie
is always welcome with us. (Mar.)

»/VVACATION FROM MARRIAGE— M-G-M

:

Quite the cutest thing to come from London, pro-
duced by Alexander Korda, is this story of a rather
dull English couple who become worldly wise through
their separate services in the Navy, and of their
comical reunion after three years apart. Robert Donat
and Deborah Kerr are delightful. (Mar.)

\/VIRGINIAN, THE—Paramount: A fairly excit-
ing Technicolor Western, Joel McCrea in the title

role, plays opposite pretty Barbara Britton, the East-
erner who’s come west to teach school. Brian Don-
levy as the bad rustler, Sonny Tufts as Joel’s weak
pal, Fay Bainter and Henry O’Neill are all excellent.
(Apr.)

l/X/WALK IN THE SUN, A—20th Century-Fox:
This is a touchingly beautiful “war-incident” story
that went right to our heart. The male cast includes
fine performances by Dana Andrews, Dick Conte,
George Tyne, Sterling Holloway, Huntz Hall and
many others. It tells of a lone platoon in a single
action: Reaching and taking an objective. Perhaps
it came a little late, but it’s definitely worth seeing.
(Apr.)

\/\/WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?—
M-G-M: That delightful corporal and his fast talk-

ing pal, respectively played by Robert Walker and
Keenan Wynn, are back to bring you an hour of
chuckles and laughter, especially in the boys’ frus-

trated attempts to get,, to Paris. Jean Porter is the
French girl, and Chill Willis the sergeant. (Feb.)

\/WHISTLE STOP—Nero: For George Raft fans
only, this gloomy tale never managed to really arouse
our emotions. Raft is a no-good who eventually
reforms for the sake of Ava Gardner, gets framed
by Tom Conway, is eventually saved through the de-

struction of his strange friend Vic McLaglen. (Apr.)

WOMAN WHO CAME BACK, THE—Republic

:

Nancy Kelly, surviving a bus wreck, believes she has
inherited an ancestor’s curse of witchcraft, and not
until some dire things happen is she freed of her
obsession. With John Loder, Ruth Ford and little

Jeanne Gail, all good. (Apr.)

RADIO
GIRL

SPa/urne
An exotic perfume that

whispers romance. Its

truly rare and different

scent lingers, lending

charm and loveliness to

every moment.

10C-25C

EXTRA
MONEY
for YOU

Sell GREETING CARDS
and Personal Stationery

Take easy orders from friends,
neighbors. Sell beautiful $1.00 All Occasion
Assortment. Costs you 50c up per box. Also
Birthday, Baby Congratulation, Gift Wrapping,
Humorous. Scripture Text assortments 35c
up. Up to 100<% profit. Extra Bonus. Request
$1.00 Everyday assortment on approval and
Free Stationery portfolio. Special Offer.

Elmira Greeting Card Co.. Deot. M-44. Elmira, N. Y.

^DON’T CUT CUTICLES'
This clever preparation re-

moves rough, dead cuticle

without scissors, and helps

keep nails more flexible, easy

to shape. Manicare brings

out their natural beauty. It is a cuticle oil

and a stain remover, all in one.

Keep nails nice. Avoid hangnails or brit-

tleness. Use Manicare!

eJ'ta^nica/ie jar

Plus tax

Sold by leading department stores
drugstores and 10$ stores J

Remember Your Loved Onel mmt^^mm

Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER

PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Made Design with YOUR
PHOTO HAND-PAINTED IN OIL.

Permanently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crystal. WATER-
PROOF-DUST-PROOF WILL NEVER FADE
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail a photo or clear snap-
shot which will be returned in good order. When your
Photo Ring arrives, pay the postman $4.49 plus a few
cents postage. LIFETIME GUARANTEE OF SER-
VICE. MADE TO SELL FOR $7.50. Maes production
and direct sales to you make this value possible.

Send in a Paper Strip with your
ring finger measure for correct size.

FISK INDUSTRIES. Dept. 125

_^_Fisk Building, 250 W. 57 St., N. Y. 19

$449

Federal
Taxes
Inc.



Casts of Current Pictures

How long since a man

kissed your hair?

EYES light on lovely hair and linger there

when it shines in all its natural beauty.
Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous
when you do it at home with new different

Wildroot Hair Set that

replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.

Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster

drying. It contains proc-

essed LANOLIN, leaves

your hair soft, natural,

and at its lovely best.

Style your own distinc-

tive hair-do quickly, with-

out fuss or disappoint-

ment! And watch those

admiring glances! Ask
for New Wildroot Hair
Set at your toilet goods
counter today.

NEW WILDROOT HAIR SET

Walk A Lot?
Sprinkle Allen’s Foot-Ease on

feet and in shoes. Makes such a
difference in foot comfort. Re-
lieves tired burning— helps keep
perspiring feet dry, odorless —
prevents discomfort of sweaty,
clammy stockings. 25^—35^—50^.
At all druggists or send for
FREE sample. Write Allen’s
Foot-Ease, Suite 225, P. O. Box
156', Buffalo, New York.

ALLEN’S FOOT- EASE

!

Write for FREE BEAUTY FOLDER
9 It tells a delightful story about Stillman’s

' Freckle Cream. More than just a freckle cream
. . makes skin lighter . . feel Use according
softer . . smoother. Over ^ to directions

32,000,000 jars have been
purchased at drug
and cosmetic
counters in the
last half century.
A postal card

brings this inter
esting story to you.

THE STILLMAN
Pept. C AURORA, ILL.

Stillmans

BAD BASCOMB—M-G-M: Zeb Bascomb, Wallace
Beery; Emmy, Margaret O’Brien; Abbey Hanks,
Marjorie Main; Bart Yancey

,

J. Carrol Naish; Dora,
Frances Rafferty; Jimmy Holden, Marshall Thomp-
son; Elijah Walker, Russel Simpson; Luther Mason,
Warner Anderson; John Fulton, Donald Curtis;
Annie Femont, Connie Gilchrist ; Tillie Lovejoy, Sara
Haden; Lucy Lovejoy, Renie Riano; Hannah, Jane
Green; Governor Winton, Henry O’Neill; Elder
Moab McCabe, Frank Darien.

BANDIT OF SHERWOOD FOREST, THE—
Columbia: Robert of Nottingham, Cornel Wilde;
Lady Catherine Maitland, Anita Louise; Queen
Mother, Jill Esmond; Friar Tuck, Edgar Buchanan;
The Regent, Henry Daniell; Fitz-Herbert

,

George
Macready

;
Robin Hood, Russell Hicks; Will Scarlet,

John Abbott; Sheriff of Nottingham, Lloyd Corrigan;
Mother Meg, Eva Moore; Little John, Ray Teal;
Allan-A-Da/e, Leslie Denison; Lord Mortimer, Ian
Wolfe; King, Maurice R. Tauzin.

DRAGONWYCK — 20th Century-Fox: Miranda,
Gene Tierney; Eplraim Wells, Walter Huston;
Nicholas Van Ryn

r
Vincent Price; Dr. Jeff Turner,

Glenn Langan; Abigail, Anne Revere; Magda, Spring
Byington; Katrine, Connie Marshall; Blcecker,
Henry Morgan; Johanna, Vivienne Osborne; Peggy
O'Malley, Jessica Tandy; Elizabeth Van Borden,
Trudy Marshall; Count De Grenier, Reinhold Schun-
zel ; Tabitha, Jane Nigh; Cornelia Van Borden, Ruth
Ford; Tom Wells, Scott Elliott; Tompkins, Boyd
Irwin; Countess De Grenier, Maya Van Horn: Mr.
MacNabb, Keith Hitchcock; Doctor, Francis Pierlot.

GILDA—Columbia: Gilda, Rita Hayworth; Johnny
Farrell, Glenn Ford; B allin Mundson, George Mac-
ready; Obregon, Joseph Calleia; Uncle Pio, Steven
Geray; Casey, Joe Sawyer; Captain Delgado, Gerald
Mohr; Gabe Evans, Robert Scott; German, Ludwig
Donath; Thomas I^angford, Don Douglas; German,
Lionel Rovce; Little Man, S. Z. Martel; Huerta,
George J. Lewis; Maria, Rosa Rey.

HOODLUM SAINT, THE—M-G-M: Terry Eller-

ton O’Neill, William Powell; Kay Lorrison, Esther
Williams; “Dusty” Millard, Angela Lansbury;
“Snarp,” James Gleason; Father Nolan, Lewis
Stone; “Fishface,” “Rags” Ragland; “ Three Fin-
ger,” Frank McHugh; “Eel,” Slim Summerville;
Father O'Don l, Roman Bohnen; Cy Nolan, Charles
Arnt; Mike Flaherty, Louis Jean Heydt; Uncle Joe
Lorrison, Charles Trowbridge; Lewis J. MaJbery

,

Henry O’Neill: Dave Fcrnbv, Wm. “Bill” Phillips;

Father Duffy, Matt Moore; Rabbi Meycrberg

,

Trevor
Bardette; Reverend Miller, Addison Richards; Bugg-
sy, Tom Dugan; Maggie, Emma Dunn; Trina, Mary
Gordon; Sam, Ernest Anderson; Ed Collncr, Charles
D. Brown.

JUNIOR PROM—Monogram: Freddie, Freddie
Stewart; Dodie, June Preisser; Addie, Judy Clark;
Betty, Noel Neill: Jimmy, Jackie Moran: Roy, Fran-
kie Darro; Lee

.

Warren Mills; Tiny, Murray Davis;
Mrs. Rogers, Mira McKinnv; Miss Hinklefink, Belle
Mitchell; Prof. Townley, Milt Kibbee; Mr. Forrest,
Sam Flint; Uncle Daniel, Charles Evans; Tony,
Hank Henry and Abe Lyman and Orchestra, Eddie
Heywood and Orchestra, Harry (The Hipster) Gib-

son, The Airliners.

LITTLE GIANT—LTtiiversal: John Morrison and
Tom Chandler, Bud Abbott; Benny Miller, Lou Cos-
tello; Ruby, Brenda Joyce; Hazel, Jacqueline De
Wit; Uncle Clarence, George Cleveland; Martha
Hill, Elena Verdugo; Mom Miller, Mary Gordon;
President Van Loon, Pierre Watkins; Pullman Con-
ductor, Donald MacBride; Gns, Victor Kilian; Mrs.
Hendrickson, Margaret Dumont; O’Brien, George
Chandler; Secretary, Beatrice Gray.

MADONNA'S SECRET, THE—Republic: James
Harlan Corbin, Francis Lederer; Ella Randolph,
Gail Patrick; Linda “Morgan” North, Ann Ruther-
ford; John Earl, Edward Ashley; Helen North. Linda
Stirling; Lieutenant Roberts, John Li tel ; Mrs. Cor-
bin, Leona Roberts; Hunt Mason, Michael Hawks;
Mr. Hadley, Clifford Brooke; District Attorney,
Pierre Watkin; The Riverman, Will Wright; Miss
Joyce, Geraldine Wall; Lambert, John Hamilton.

MEET ME ON BROADWAY—Cohimh- a: Ann
Stallings, Marjorie Reynolds; Eddie Dolan, Fred
Brady; Maxine Whittaker, Jinx Falkenburg: Bob
Storm, Loren Tindall; Sylvia Storm, Spring Bying-
ton; John Whittaker, Gene Lockhart; Deacon Mc-
Gill, Allen Jenkins: Dzvight Ferris, William For-
rest; Grannis, Jack Rice.

REBECCA — Selznick-UA (re-issue): Maxim de
winter, Laurence Olivier; Mrs. de Winter, Joan Fon-
taine; Jack Favell, George Sanders; Mrs. Danvers,
Judith Anderson; Major Giles Lacy, Nigel Bruce;
Col. Julyan, C. Aubrey Smith; Frank Crawley. Regi-
nald Denny; Beatrice Lacy, Gladys Cooper: Robert,
Philip Winter; Frith, Edward Fielding; Mrs. Van
Hopper, Florence Bates; Coroner, Melville Cooner;
Dr. Baker, Leo G. Carroll; Chalcroft, Forrester Har-
vey; Tabbs, Lumsden Hare; Ben, Leonard Carey.

RIVERBOAT RHYTHM—RKO : Matt Lindsey,
Leon Errol; Belle Crowley, Dorothy Vaughn; Midge,
Joan Newton; Col. Witherspoon, Walter Catlett;
John Beeler, Glenn Vernon; Edward Beeler, Jona-
than Hale; Lionel Beeler, Marc Cramer; Ezra Bee-
ler, Harry Harvey; Penelope Beeler, Florence Lake;
The Sheriff, Emory Parnell; Mantan, Mantan More-

( Continued on page 146)

RAPIV-20-60 MINUTES
(Depending on type of hair)

0 TWURL Cold Wave Permanent
creates soft, lovely, natural
looking curls.

9 Gives a long-lasting, lustrous
wave — a shining halo of
loveliness.

9 Cuts grooming time to a
minimum.

9 Easy to re-style hair—quickly
and pleasantly— in any pre-
ferred hair-do.

9 No frizzy, kinky hair annoyance.

9 The perfect wave for children’s

hair.

9 Newest type covered curlers
with aluminum wire centers
insure firmer curls.

Complete Kit—money refunded cOOO
ifnot satisfied. • Ifyour dealer
does not have TWURL . .. use Plus 30c
coupon below. Fed.Tax

Beauty Research Laboratories, Inc. Dept. P
1531 West 25th Street • Cleveland 13, Ohio

Please mail TWURL Permanent Cold
Wave Kits—Price $2.00 each, plus 80c Federal Tax.
Enclosed find $ [check or money order].
Postage and packing prepaid.

Name

Street and Number

City State

SHAMPOO!

CLEANS HAIR IN 10 MINUTES

WITHOUT WATER
• No soap-no rinsing-no drying

• Removes oil, dirt, hair odors
• Retains wave; restores sheen

• Grand between water shampoos

• Ideal during colds or illness

?
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PERSONALITY

P^c

A head-turner par excellenee— Linda
Darnell, starred in “Centennial Summer”

Apply lip oil to your lips to keep them soft and shining. Pat skin oil or cream in tne

area around the eyes to guard against the first faint signs of age. Buff your nails

—

y Linda Darnell never misses a day. Grandmother relied on the buffer to keep her nails

\ pliable; today we’re copying her. Use a light short stroke to avoid overheating. You
I wash your face several times daily; one of those times, scrub it. The Darnell method:

I Use a stiff complexion brush, massage ’round and ’round with gentle suds for at least

ten minutes; rinse three times. Feel the difference? Your face is really clean!

Use the all-important facial mask. Linda does it this way: Spread the mask gener-

ously over the face and neck, let it dry, rinse with warm water, then with cold. Good-

bye to blemishes; hello to a smooth, stimulated skin. Scrub your hands with a hard

brush, paying special attention to the knuckles. Then lather them extravagantly with

a bleaching cream. Give your hair nets and turbans a soap-and-water bath; a dry-

cleaning fluid rinse for the inside of your hats. Even though your hair may be spot-

lessly clean, your grooming can be permanently ruined by unfastidious hair coverings.

'fio ~77u^ (Juce^ cl

r
Before shampooing your hair follow Linda Darnell’s cue and have a hot-oil steam.

See that the broken ends of your hair are trimmed to keep your coiffure in shape.

Take a salt bath. Million-dollar spas specialize in this toning-up process; you can do

it at home. A handful of salt rubbed briskly all over the body, followed by a warm
shower, then a cold bracer and you emerge exhilarated and alive. Make a date for an

excursion. It may be a brisk two-hour walk or a game of tennis; but it must be in

the open air and your pace must be fast. Force yourself the first time; then watch how
you plan for the second month’s maneuver!

V \

Change your hair-do—and a new, drastically different coiffure should be your choice.

Buy yourself a new outfit—of a type you always insisted you “couldn’t wear.” Treat

yourself to a big bottle of perfume—and use it lavishly.

Follow these “extras” faithfully and you’ll find yourself a head-turner par excel-

lence. What’s more, your own mirror will start turning your head!
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slops perspiration and odor

so effectively ,
yet so safely J

1

It’s the improved deodorant you’ve been waiting

for! The new, soft, smooth, creamy deodorant

that gives you the maximum protection possible

against perspiration and odor with safety to your

skin and clothes! No other deodorant of any

sort . . . liquid or cream . . . meets the standard

set by this wonderful new Postwar Arrid

for stopping perspiration and odor witli safety!

(jjvudlj

tjiVv'e-s qou this thorough [protection

1. No other deodorant stops perspiration and odor so

effectively, yet so safely, f

2. Nearly twice as effective in stopping perspiration as

any other leading deodorant cream.

3. Does not rot clothes. Greaseless and stainless, too.

4. Safe for skin. Non-irritating. Antiseptic.

5. Soft, smooth, creamy . . . easy to apply. Just rub in

well, no waiting to dry!

Three Important Fashion Notes! The bare-shoulder look of the

new drawstring neckline. The perky look of the new puffed sleeves.

The immaculate look of clothes protected by daily use of he new,
improved Arrid. Arrid is nearly twice as effective in stopping

perspiration as any other leading deodorant cream!

St> SoftJ so Smooth! so Creamy!

U ivW SsA* ^
t

. superb wide skirt .
-

, ^
^acchd

[cing! The wide midrtff-tus; -am
•^

ke your waist div
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,ml)roulery . to

blouse of while
.
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.
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ke you look so beguiling.

keep vou looking that wa>. *

U V other deodorarvt stops persp.r

1 and odor so effectively, yet so safeh

the same familiar package , . . marked with a star above the price

390 plus tar Also 100 and 590

Same of the many Stars who uae Arrid:

Grace Moore • Beatrice Lillie • Carol Bruce

Jane Froman • Diana Barrymore • Jessica Dragonette

ARRID . Xcv-lou jC^LcXvtf£

Wl-V A Copfl'CCLXj ")

I
At/UoXXo-VVy

OA O/wvJ. O'tJut'X JLiXtcLytOAvC OlHLCWv

( 1 ) Based on tests of leading and other deodorants



ALL TYPES needed—every girl or wo-
man can enter—whether sophisticated

type,college girl, home girl* motherly type
or glamour girl. A "plain Jane" who
photographs well has a better chance to

win than a non-photogenic beauty.

RULES
1. Get Models’ Special entry blank
at Drug or Department Store.

2. Fill in completely. Print name and
address clearly.

3. Enclose with your picture (a snap
shot will do) and a Models’ Special
make-up or lipstick box-top (or fac-
simile) and mail to Models’, Special
Cosmetics, 165 W. Wacker Drive,
Chicago 1, 111.

4. Judges are Harry Conover, famous
New York model maker; Bradshaw
Crandall, noted illustrator; V. Hunt-
ington Howland, Editor of Cover Girl
Magazine; and Mary Bailey, Beauty
Editor of Fawcett Publications. De-
cision of judges final. Entries will be
judged and prizes awarded for photo-
graphic qualities in the entrant which
in the opinion of the expert judges
offer best possibilities for success as a
model. Duplicate prizes in case of
ties. No photographs returned.

5. All persons in United States, its

territories and possessions, may enter
—except employees of Models’ Special
Cosmetics, its Advertising Agency and
their respective families. Contest sub-
ject to all Federal and State regulations.

6* Contest closes May 31, 1946. En-
tries must be postmarked before mid-
night of that date.

7# Winners will be notified by regis-
tered mail. A complete list of winners
will be published.

A year's contract

with famous

HARRY CONOVER
MODEL BUREAU
plus two weeks at

WALDORF HOTEL, New York,

all expenses paid— 57

other prizes in free con-

test you can win!

PURPOSE of contest—to more quickly
acquaint you with Models’ Special Make-
up and Lipstick, the only make-up and
lipstick endorsed by famous New York
models like Candy Jones, Bettina Bole-
gard, Francine Counihan, and others.

THE NEW MODELS' SPECIAL Make-up and Lipstick are so

amazingly better that we're sure, once you try them, you'll use them

always. So we are offering this 58-prize contest as a special

inducement for you to try both today.

And the contest is so easy— nothing to write, no work to

do. Just send in your photograph (read simple rules

below). And the 58 valuable prizes include the following:

FIRST PRIZE . . . year's contract with famous Harry Conover Model
Bureau in New York and two weeks at the Waldorf Hotel with all

expenses paid.

SECOND PRIZE ... a shiny new 1946 Chevrolet Sedan.

Eight Regional Prizes ... a complete, new spring wardrobe of your

choice ... 48 State Prizes ... a complete beauty outfit in a fitted case.

CANDYJONES, famous mode/ urges
So enter now—to win.
Read the rules, clip

the reminder coupon
below, and get the
free entry blank at

your Department or
Drug Store!

Models’ Special Cosmetics
165 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111.

Enclosed is entry blank, snapshot and box-
top (or facsimile). Send me, FREE, Personal
Beauty Analysis telling me how to dramatize
my best features.

Name

( Continued from page 143)

land; Ben, Ben Carter; Norris, Jason Robards; Town
Clerk, Ferris Taylor; Clay, Larry Wheat; Thomas,
Paul Brooks; Azalea, Lillian Randolph and Frankie

]

Carle, his piano and his orchestra.

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY—20th Century-Fox:
Bill, John Payne; Julie, Maureen O’Hara; Donnelly, I

William Bendix; Dr. Miller, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; I

Judson, Glenn Langan; Lawrence Ayres, Mischa
Auer; Hitly, Connie Marshall; Wilson, Kurt Kreu-
ger; Ruth, Trudy Marshall; Mrs. McMasters, Ruth
Nelson; Martha, Dorothy Adams; Agnes, Mary Gor-
don; Miss Benson, Lillian Bronson; Mrs. Deane,
Olive Blakeney; Detective, James Flavin; Chape-
ron, Mary Field; Clerk in Toy Shop, Byron Foulger;
Toy Hawker, George E. Stone; Floorzvalker, John
Davidson.

SEVENTH VEIL, THE—Sydney Box-Ortus-Uni- \

versal: Nicholas, James Mason; Francesca, Ann 1

Todd; Dr. Larsen, Herbert Lorn; Peter Gay, Hugh
McDermott; Maxwell Leyden, Albert Lieven; Susan
Brook, Yvonne Owen; Dr. Kendal, David Horne;
Dr. Irving, Manning Whiley; Nurse, Grace Allar-
dyce; Parker, Ernest Davies; James, John Slater;
Conductors, Arnold Goldsborough and Muir Mathie-
son.

SHOCK—20th Century-Fox: Dr. Cross, Vincent
Price; Elaine Jordan, Lynn Bari; Lt. Paul Stewart,
Frank Latimore; Janet Stewart, Anabel Shaw;
Stevens, Michael Dunne; O’Neill, Reed Hadley;
Mrs. Hatfield, Renee Carson; Dr. Harvey, Charles
Trowbridge; Mr. Edwards, John Davidson; Dr.
Blair, Selmer Jackson; Hotel Manager, Pierre Wat-
kin; Miss Penny, Mary Young; Maid, Cecil Weston;
Clerk, Charles Tannen.

TARZAN AND THE LEOPARD WOMAN—
RKO: Tarzan, Johnny Weissmuller; Jane, Brenda
Joyce; Boy, Johnny Sheffield; Lea, Acquanetta;
Lazar, Edgar Barrier; Kimba, Tommy Cook; Com-
missioner, Dennis Hoey; Mongo, Anthony Caruso;
Corporal, George J. Lewis; Zambesi Maidens, Iris

j

Flores, Lillian Molieri, Helen Gerald and Kay
Solinas; Superintendent

, Doris Lloyd; Caravaneer,
Robert Barron; Soldier, Marek Windheim; Silk
Merchant, King Kong Kashey; Tongolo, Louis Mer*
cier; Ivory Merchant, Georges Renavent.

WELL GROOMED BRIDE, THE—Paramount:
Margie, Olivia de Havilland; Lt. Briggs, Ray Mil-
land; Torchy, Sonny Tufts; Captain Hornby, James
Gleason; Rita Sloanc, Constance Dowling; Mr. Daw-
son, Percy Kilbride; Wickley, Jean Heather; Mitch,
Jay Norris; Buck, Jack Reilly; Goose, George Tur-
ner.

YANK IN LONDON
,
A—Corporation Ltd. -20th i

Century-Fox: Patricia, Anna Neagle; Maj. David
Bruce, Rex Harrison; Sgt. John Patterson, Dean
Jagger; Duke of Exmoor, Robert Morley; House-
keeper, Dame Irene Vanbrugh; Mrs. Patterson, Jane
Darwell; Sgt. Bcnji Greenberg

, Elliot Arluck.

YOUNG W 1DOW-—Stromberg-UA : Joan Kenwood,
Jane Russell; Lt. Jim Cameron, Louis Hayward; Peg
Martin, Penny Singleton; Gerry TayTr, Faith
Domergue; Peter Waring, Kent Taylor; Mac, Marie
Wilson; Aunt Cissie, Connie Gilchrist; Sammy, Nor-
man Lloyd; Aunt Emeline, Cora Witherspoon; Wil-
lie, Steve Brodie; Bill Martin, Richard Bailey; Bob
Johnson, Robert Holton; Navy Lt., Peter Garey; r

Marine Lt., Bill Moss; Army Lt., Bill Murphy.

Joan Leslie gives grown-up advice to

Clare Foley in “Janie Gets Married”
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X© other shampoo leaves your hair

so lastrous, ^ef so

easy to manage I

M aytime can be a gay time when you re
a Hrpnp (Tirl 1 Fm- wlipn vmi Drpnp1V1 a Drene Girl! For, when you Drene

your hair, you reveal all its natural beauty

. . . all its enchanting highlights!

“I use Drene,” says glamorous Cover Girl

Margaret Finlay, ‘‘because the camera
demands my hair be radiantly clean.”

Drene brings out all the natural brilliance

. . . as much as 33 percent more lustre than

any soap or soap shampoo. Since Drene is

not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any
dulling film on hair, as all soaps do. And

Ik FOR DATES AT HOME, Margaret combs her
ilken, shining hair into demure little-girl curls.

It’s fun to fix your hair in any style after a Drene
hampoo,” she says. Today’s improved Drene with
lair Conditioning action leaves your hair far

ilkier, smoother and easier to manage. Margaret
les her top curls hack with a narrow ribbon bow.

Drene completely removes unsightly dan-

druff the very first time you use it.

Under studio lights, Margaret is the

picture of Spring with her gleaming hair

swept up into large curls. Try this hair

style at home or ask your beauty shop
to do it. You'll marvel at the way Drene
with Hair Conditioning action leaves your
hair so beautifully behaved. So insist on
Di ene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning
action. No other shampoo leaves your hair

so lustrous, yet so easy to manage.

S lies iTigp<e>o wi/lfii

SicsSr ConditSorBSr&€| &ciSon
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Copyright 1946, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

IP ALWAYS MILDER

B BETTER TASTING

c COOLER SMOKING
/lit the Benefits of

Smoking P/easure
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BRIGHT COMBINATION 4^ WORLD’S BEST TOBACCOS





Color

Throbbing

Startling

Utterly Neiv

11

1

•s

PINK PASSION
Radiates Glowing Pink

NEON RED
Radiates Orange Red

SCARLET SEQUIN
Radiates True Red

TWILIGHT FUCHSIA
Radiates Fuchsia, Magenta

BLUE FLAME
Radiates Blue Red

So new your toiletries counter may not have it.

Ask your druggist or get it at Crown Drug,
Cunningham, Gallahers, Dow, Gray's, Hook's,
Jacobs Pharmacy, Kinsel, Marshall, Sun Drug
Co., Sun-Ray-Nevins, Thrifty Drug, Walgreen's.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Daring! Different!

Charge lips with glistening color drama,

ignite every costume with this new
fluorescent lipstick miracle, containing

shimmerv Florium.* See hi-lights by day . . .

at night, a glow like burning embers.

Unrivalled smoothness and indelibility plus a

non-chap emollient give you for the first

time radiated color . . . imperishable

lip allure all in one! It’s germ-free, too.

So new— try it now— send for trial sizes.

*Florium adds soft glow

ORDINARY LIPS UPS WITH FLORESS

Floress, Dept. 74-A, 205 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.
*In Canada. Floress, Dept. 74-A, 22 College Street. Toronto

Send me two trial sizes of the amazing new Floress, the fluorescent lipstick, in shades check-
I enclose 25c in coin to cover all charges, including tax. Check here if you wish all 5 shades for 50c.

Check here for

REGULAR $1 SIZE
in beautiful all metal swivel case.

I enclose $1.20 tax included.

Send C. O. D. $1.20 Plus Postage.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
back.

(Print Plainly;

CITY_ .ZONE. _STATE_

CHECK SHADES
Pink Passion

Neon Red

Scarlet Sequin

Twilight Fuchsia

* In Canada: Lar^e Size is $1.35— C. O. D. ’s Accepted CH Blue Flam

e



Even Venus couldnir

aeVawatj with that

!

How can a goddess stay on her pedestal

unless she stays nice to be near?

S
URE YOUR BEAUTY will get a lift from

that fragrant bubble bath! But what’s

to keep your freshness from fading after

the bath is over?

It’s as simple as this: Mum’s the word

for lasting charm. Your bath, you see,

washes away past perspiration, but Mum
guards against risk of future underarm

odor.

With Mum you play safe. You play fair

with your friends.

Take 30 seconds for Mum. Smooth
Mum on each underarm. Half a minute

and you’re protected, all day or evening.

Your fresh-from-the-bath appeal marks

you as a girl who is nice to be near.

Creamy, snowy-white Mum won’t irri-

tate your skin or injure fine fabrics. And
it won’t dry out in the jar or form irri-

tating crystals. Safe and gentle Mum
smooths on easily even after you’re

dressed. Get a jar of Mum today.

Mum-'
MUM V

%\
!

"takes "the odor outof jjersjjira'tion

"Product of Bristol-Myers
1
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Sometimes we wish we were a novelist

—just for the thrill of seeing our words
brought magically to the screen.

There would be young Robert Shannon
—handsome, sensitive, fighting his way
in a hostile world. And Alison, Robert’s

sweetheart, loveliest of all our heroines!

And Grandfather Gow, as rollicking a

rogue as ever caroused across the screen

!

And we’d mar-
vel at how per-

fectly each char-

acter has been
cast, as though
born to the role.

There couldn’t be a better “Dandie”
Gow than Charles Coburn; a more
splendid Robert than Tom Drake; a
lovelier Alison than Beverly Tyler. This,

by the way, is Beverly’s first—and very

impressive—featured role.

Laurels would certainly go to Director

Victor Saville and Producer Leon Gor-

don; to screen play writers Robert Ard-

rey and Sonya Levien; and to a fine

supporting cast: Hume Cronyn, Gladys

Cooper, Dean Stockwell, Selena Royle,

Jessica Tandy, and Richard Haydn.

As M-G-M has just

done, for instance,
with A. J. Cronin’s
modern romantic
masterpiece, “The
Green Years”.

If we had written
“The Green Years”,

we’d be especially proud of having
created the whole galaxy of fascinating

characters who would shine before us

in the hushed and darkened theatre, the

living images of what we’d envisioned.

We’d see that first kiss of the lovers...

auu nuuic a

struggle against

a friendless town
and the fern,

ofGrandpaGov
with his ghoul
ish in-laws.

*

~k

fes, if we were A. J. Cronin, we’d be

/ery happy to see “The Green Years”

>n the screen. But
ince we’re a col-

lmnist and not the

lovelist, we takeour

lelight intypingout

his sincere tribute

tnd signing it

— Jleo.

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE GOERS

PRESENTS FOR JUNE

Sunrise Serenade (Mr. and Mrs. John Wayne) Ruth Waterbury.
People Will Say They’re in Love Sheilah Graham

(Van Johnson and Sonja Henie)
Your Welcome, Joan (Crawford) Louella O. Parsons
The Intimate Story of Ingrid Joseph Henry Steele

In Defense of My Wife (Lanren Bacall) ... Humphrey Bogart

Gypsy Cavalier (Cornel Wilde) Maxine Arnold

Champagne and Pretzels (Betty Hutton) Herb Howe
Carnival Time
Nebraska Natural (Dorothy McGuire) Cameron Shipp

The P. 0- of Pete (Lawford) Roberta Ormiston

Hearthside Pirate (Paul Henreid) Dorothy Deere

The Youngsters Take over Elsa Maxwell

Flynn Versus Flynn . . Marion Cooper

The Song I Remember ...

Return of the Marine (Tyrone Power) Adela Rogers St. Johns

Yippee Yvonne (De Carlo) George Fisher

The Heritage of Hurd (Hatfield) Adele Whitely Fletcher

What Should I Do?
Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

31
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34
36
39
41
42

44
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48
50
54
56
58
60
62
64
68
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At seventeen a girl’s heart

is so wise— a boy's so

achingly unsure. That’s the

way it is with Alison and

Rohie in this tender pic-

ture of the green years

— those years so full of

laughter and heartbreak.

M-G-M has caught, with vibrant warmth and

understanding, the spirit of this modern masterpiece

M-G-M presents A. J. CRONIN'S "THE GREEN YEARS” starring CHARLES COBURN with TOM DRAKE • BEVERLY TYLER • HUME CRONYN • Gladys Cooper

Dean Stockwell • Richard Haydn • Screen Play by Robert Ardrey and Sonya Levien • Directed by Victor Saville • Produced by Leon Gordon • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
3



It’s Desi Arnaz’s happy birthday, complete with cake and Luci Ball

INSIDE STUFF

Profiling the Sherrys—Bette Davis and groom at CBS The Mitchums make a gleeful pair—Bob and his Mrs.

Photographs by Fink and Smith

Amour, Amour: Peter Lawford, who can’t pass

a telephone without stopping to phone some-
one for a date, has been calling pretty Beverly
Tyler these Hollywood nights . . . Hedy La-
marr and John Loder are sooooo happy now
that they’re reconciled and all those nasty
quarrels forgotten. Two people so much in

love shouldn’t let petty differences part them
. . . It’s Rod Cameron and Yvonne De Carlo
now. Guess Yvonne’s mile-high torch wasn’t
high enough to reach that famous millionaire

flying in the stratosphere . . . Kathryn Gray-
son and Johnny Johnston make it look as

though the latest parting of Kathryn and
John Shelton is the final one. Hollywood’s
bored with the frequent separations and
reconciliations of that pair. It’s about time

they made up their minds . . . Guy Madison
and Gail Russell are a steady twosome. Guy
told Cal recently that they are both free

to have other dates, but don’t want them
. . . William Eythe and Margaret Whiting
decided it wasn’t really love between them
so all is over now . . . Distance-makes-the-
heart-forget item: Bob Hutton dated Suzi
Crandall and June Haver while Lana Turner
was in South America. But June’s also dating
Rory Calhoun who also dates Suzi, which
makes it all about as simple as an atomic
bomb formula . . . Little Martha Stewart and
comedian Joe E. Lewis, who have known
each other for over a year, tied the knot
in Florida. They’ll make the West Coast
their home . . . ( Continued on page 6)



Ring out with those roars! Let go with those laughs! Here comes
the merriest, madcap merry-go-round that ever

rolled you up and down the aisles!

/
6

Taramount presents

starring

Olivia DeHavilland

Ray Milland

Sonny Tufts
with

James Gleason • Constance Dowling • Percy Kilbride • Jean Heather

Produced by Fred Kohlmar • Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Screen Play by Claude Binyon and Robert Russell

That Oscar winning Movie Man of the Year
follows up his sensational

'

' The Lost Weekend' ’

performance with a new screen high in
romantic hilarity ! He’s out for fun!

5



Cornel Wilde amuses hostess Veronica

Lake while his wife Pat Knight watches

(Continued from page 4)

Cupid's Casualties: The Rita Hayworth
divorce suit against Orson Welles won’t
be filed as soon as expected—but not
for any particular romantic reasons.
There’s “no love lost” between these
two. But there are a lot of financial
details to be discussed and Rita isn’t

going into court until the property set-
tlement has been arranged. With Orson
spending so much time in the East,
“conferences” aren’t easy to manage.
Meanwhile it looks as if Jimmy Stewart
has really sabotaged the Tony Martin
thing with Rita. But Tony will be
back by the time you read this—and
then we’ll see.

With Stirling Hayden and Madeleine
Carroll divorced, look for his immediate

To snag for your very own the

nicest, strongest guy around!

It’s smart head-work, too, when
you choose DeLong Bob Pins to

keep your page-boy or chignon

under control because they’ve got

the Stronger Grip that’s called for

. . . They simply refuse to slip and

slide around in a weak-kneed
fashion, letting your carefully con-

cocted hair-do down to there...

Once you use DeLong Bob Pins

you’ll wonder how you ever lived

and breathed without them. Their

Stronger Grip solves your head-

work problems now and forever

more. Remember . . .

Stronger Grip
Wont Slip Out

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS 3c EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

INSIDE STUFF

Cornered at the same party—thoughtful

Danny Kaye with blondsome Janet Thomas

Happily present—Cary Grant with the

girl of his heart, pretty Betty Hensel

return to the movies he cared so little

about when he left Hollywood. And
don’t be surprised if he marries Kyle
McConnell, a beautiful model.
Near casualty was the Betty Hutton-

Ted Briskin marriage. And Cal can

tell you quite confidentially that if

there was any fault (despite his love

of his Betty and utter generosity) it

was Briskin’s. He’s been insisting on
being in all publicity pictures with

Betty; hanging around the studio while

she’s working, which doesn’t please

studio heads at all; and otherwise in-

terfering in what is strictly her busi-

ness. By the way, they’ll build a three-

room addition to their house for a

nursery and the birdies say it’ll be oc-

cupied in September after she finishes

“Perils of Pauline.”

So far it’s been impossible to con-

firm, but we want to tip you off that

Jean Arthur and Frank Ross are headed
for a smash. Our dope is that as soon

as she’s well enough to file—they’ll

divorce.

The month’s crop of divorces far out-

numbered the ( Continued on page 8)
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"THE YEAR’S OUTSTANDING NEW STAR!”
DANE CLARK IS WINNER OF "MOTION PICTURE HERALD'S” NATION-WIDE THEATRE POLL!

A Double Crime

THAT WORKED

A Double-Cross

THAT DIDN’T!.,.

it’s Warners Again for excitement am®
A6¥ENTURE! HERE’S A STORY CRAM-FULL OF
BOTH SO PON’T MISS A SINGLE MINUTE OF If!

Dane Clark
ZACHARYSCOTT

JAMS PAIGE
»»

THE RUGGEDEST PAIR

IN PICTURES

PAIR-OFF!

THAT NEW GAL- BRINGING

A LUSCIOUS NEW 'SOMETHING' TO PICTURES!

nEkKiND ofMam
directed BY FREDERICK de CORDOVA With FAYE EMERSON - GEORGE TOBIAS - HOWARD SMITH • HARRY LEWIS- produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB

Screen Play by Gordon Kahn and Leopold Atlas • Original Story by Charles Hoffman and James V. Kern

WaRNeReMINDER: See ‘SARATOGA TRUNK’ yet? Be mighty sure to -or you’ll be mighty sorry...



Fun in pairs—Gregory and Greta Peck step out and take in the

Somja Henie Ice Show with Eve Arden and her husband, Ned Bergen

( Continued from page 6) weddings.
The marriage of Ellen Drew and Cy
Bartlett survived years apart when
Bartlett was in the Air Force but, like

so many other things, had reconversion
trouble when the war was over.

After three months of wedlock, Sheila
Ryan admitted her marriage to cowboy
actor Allan Lane had been too hasty.
Seems that Allan was too critical of

everything Sheila did and said and
he wanted her to leave the screen. It

would have saved a lot of time and
trouble if she’d found that out before-
hand.

Judy: Happiest gal in Hollywood of

course is Judy Garland, the mama, who
got just exactly what she “ordered”
from the stork. Both Judy and Vin-
cente Minnelli had their hearts set on
a baby girl and they promptly named
her Liza. They’re so tickled they don’t

even mind the thousands of dollars it

cost to add that wing to their house to

accommodate the new arrival. Actually,

Minnelli will tell you that it cost more
to add those three rooms than it did to

build his entire lovely house originally!

Party-wood: Cinema town has been go-
ing mad on the subject of parties. The
biggest recent shindig was the one
Gracie Allen and George Bums tossed
at The Club for over two hundred

—

oodles of movie and radio stars on
hand, with much singing, gagging,
dancing and even a little saxophone
playing by Fred MacMurray . . . You
could have (Continued on page 10)

p RUBY RED
WHIP-TEXT to be s-m-o-o-t-h-e-r

"

: t

.

•

-

handsome

longer lasting!

IRRESISTIBLE (TU/. LIPSTICK

and METAL SWIVEL CASE

*Pre-War irresistible is back!

The smoother lipstick, longer-lasting,

more wonderful than ever thanks to

wartime research, whip-text through our

secret process, of long scarce materials,

irresistible lipstick is creamy soft

as you love it, yet firm, non-breaking . .

.

and comes in a smart metal

swivel case that works!
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Paramount
presents

tmm

itn

PATRIC KNOWLES
PEGGY WOOD

ROBERT BENCHLEY

WILLIE BEST

Directed by Irving Pichel

Produced by Seton I. Miller

Screen Play by Dwight Mitchell Wiley
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INSIDE STUFF

A BARRIER STOOD BETWEEN US
Misunderstanding and coldness

loomed like a wall between us. I

should have realized why, because

I knew about feminine hygiene and

the difference it can make. But I’d

been trusting to now-and-then care.

My doctor set me straight. He said

never to risk marriage happiness by
being careless about feminine hy-

giene, even once. And he advised

me to use “Lysol” brand disinfect-

ant for douching— always.

BUT I BROKE IT DOWN
Nothing between us now, but love

and happiness. I’ve learned my les-

son. No more carelessness about

feminine hygiene. I always use
“Lysol” for douching and is it de-

pendable! Far more so than salt,

soda, or other homemade solutions.
“ Lysol ”

is a proved germ-killer that

cleanses thoroughly, yet gently. So

easy and economical to use, too!

Check these facts with your Doctor

Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of

every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
“Lysol” solution ... al-

ways. Powerful cleanser

—

“Lysol’s” great spreading
power means it reaches

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germs. Proved germ-killer

— uniform strength, made
under continued labora-
tory control . . . far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-caustic— “ Lysol”
douching solution is non-
irritating, not harmful to
vaginal tissues. Follow

easy directions. Cleanly
odor— disappears after
use ;

deodorizes. More
women use “Lysol” for

feminine hygiene than
any other method. (For

FREE feminine hygiene
booklet , write
Lehn b° Fink, 683
Fifth Ave., New
York 22, N. Y.)

Copyright, 1946, by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine Hygiene use t
always!

* w /f Brand Disinfectant k . m

“LYSOL” is the registered trade-mark of Lehn & Fink Products Corporation and any use thereof

in connection with products not made by it constitutes an infringement thereof.

(Continued from page 8) gotten a nice
sunburn just from the heat of the pho-
togs’ bulb-flashing at the Cornel Wildes,
who were at Veronica Lake’s party

—

and Linda Darnell with her Pev Marley
(in spite of all those rumors trying to

separate them)—and Connie Moore and
Cary Grant with Betty Hensel, who are
waxing warmer than ever. Really think
this romance is here to stay a while.
Teresa Wright and Niven Busch, who
don’t usually go out to parties much,
were there too.

June's Dates: Trying to keep up with
June Haver and her dating would take
Simon Legree’s bloodhounds — every
night it’s another beau. And Cal
wouldn’t be a bit surprised if all this

changing off was a result of “studio
orders” because everyone knows that
June’s real heart is Dr. John Duzik

—

and he has been for a long time. Her
bosses would much rather she be seen
about a lot with different fellows and
get typical ingenue publicity—but we
wouldn’t be a bit surprised to see Junie
and John leap off any day and get i

married. They already have her moth-
er’s consent. Latest is that the Haver
has made a statement that she isn’t

going to marry anybody for two years.

Ho-hum—we’ve heard that before!

Question Mark: Vanny-boy (last name
is Johnson) came back to Hollywood
far from the exhilarated lad you’d have
thought he’d be—after that mad, “ex-
citing” trip to (Continued on page 12)

Profiled with laughter— lovely Linda

Darnell and her favorite man, Pev Marley
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The screen tells it for the first time ... a town
outside the law... and all the notorious

badmen who fought to keep it there.

Starring

Educed by NAT HOLT • Directed by TIM WHELAN

Original Screen Play by JACK KATTEFORD and LUCI WARD

An RKO RADIO PICTURE

PHJiffit

e JESSE JAMES FRANK JAMES

HANK McGEE

Wanted

c SAM BASS „

p
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REVOLUTIONARY NEW CURLER

AVOIDS BROKEN HAIR ENDS

No matte!- how beautiful your per-

manent, no matter how natural your

wave, broken hair ends can cause

ugly, unmanageable frizz.

The revolutionary new GAYLA
“Easy-Lock” Curlers “baby” brittle

hair-ends, treat them softly, gently

—thanks to the unique “open end”

feature. No wonder your hair looks

so soft, so lovely, so natural!

SAFER
Distinctive open
end can’t catch
or cut hair

EASIER
Patented

‘Easy-Lock” snaps
closed easily

with one hand
from any position

DON’T RISK A FRIZZY HAIR-DO BY BREAKING,

MASHING, CUTTING

Get a whole set of these new, safer

curlers today and help yourself to

uniformly soft, flattering, natural

curls every time.

C5 outjmCci
'EASY-LOCK'

by the makers of the famous

Gayla Hold-Bob bobby pins and hairpins

Here is Amber! Petite Peggy Cummins,

of “Forever Amber,” and Vincent Price

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued from page 10) New York
and all its triumphs—when you con-
sider that he left there broke and un-
known only five years ago. But it didn’t

excite him—not the way it would most.
We talked with him right after he got
back—and it seemed he was very let

down. For one thing, he’s not conceited
and didn’t take all that adulation “big.”

And too, if you ask us, he was really

lonesome for Sonja Henie! Yessuh,
from the way he acts now (doesn’t

want her to have other dates, etc.), I

think the guy really cares! They’ve been
together every possible minute since he
got back, but don’t take our word for

it. Sheilah Graham tells you all about
it in her story on page 33.

As for Sonja, she’s looking sensa-
tional—her jewels and clothes are
something! And she’s about to star in

a new picture, “The Countess of Monte
Cristo”—but first she says she’s go-
ing to throw another one of her famous
“big parties.”

Generosity by Joan: No one has printed
how sweet Joan Crawford was to little

Ann Blyth who was so sensational in

“Mildred Pierce,” which won the Oscar
for Joan. The Blyth might not have
been so great or so at ease had it not
been for Joan. Because when Ann
started in that picture—and in that
terrific acting part—she was so nervous
about that and about working with
the seasoned Crawford, she could
hardly breathe. Joan noticed this the
first few days on the set. Before the
week was out, she was taking Ann
home to dinner with her, just gabbing
evenings away, putting the gal at ease
—and going ( Continued on page 14)
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"SO S!PENSE” A KING BROTHERS PRODUCTION starring BELITA • BARRY SULLIVAN • BONITA GRANVILLE

ALBERT DEKKER With EUGENE PALLETTE • Miguelito Valdes • Bobby Ramos & His Band * Produced by MAURICE and

FRANKLIN KING • Directed by Frank Tuttle • Original Screenplay by Philip Yordan • Music by Daniele Amfitheatrof • A MONOGRAM PICTURE
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RITA DAIGLE, famous
Stardust contest winner,

a popular Walter.
Thornton Pin-Up Girl.

^^our lips are forever saying

things about you! Use Flame-Go and be sure they

speak loveliness and allure. Use the beauty

secrets of famous Pin-Up Girls to give yourself new

glamour. Flame-Glo keeps lips alive with the fire of youth

hours longer, thanks to its protective water-repellent film

... no blurry edges ever. For quality

every time, choose Flame-Glo!

KEEP KISSABLE WITH

Choose your Favorite

FLAMI- GLO Shade

Royal Wine ... A deep,

regal color (hat combines
blood-red with purple.

Glamour Red ... A fiery,

brilliant, true red, flatter-

ing ond youthful.

Pink Fire . - The newest
and most exciting Fhme-
Glo shade ... a deep pink
tone.

Dynamic Red . - Roman-

tic dynamite, for its pink
undertone develops into an
exquisite shade on the tips,

bespeaking love itself.

Raspberry ... An excit-

ing, fascinating shade espe-
cially for Brunettes.

Orchid ... A soft, pastel

tone that is right in fashion
todoy.

Ruby Red . . . The ever-

popular deep, fiery red in
its most ravishing glory,

Pinwheel Red ... A true

glowing red tone with alt

the warmth af red blood.

/ LIPSTICK

AT Alt TOILET GOODS COUNTERS • MATCHING ROUGE & FACE POWDER

( Continued from page 12) over her
lines with her!

Various Returns: You can look for Norma
Shearer to return to pictures before
the leaves fall. She’s already reading
the script of “Mr. District Attorney,”
which will be movie-ized from the radio
series . . . Ty Power, Bill Powell,
Clifton Webb, Darryl Zanuck and
others have gone simply batty on
the game of—not polo, kiddies—but
croquet. English croquet—which is

played with extra large heavy balls
and mallets. And no sissy game either!
They had a “tournament” in Palm
Springs that went on for weeks—and
took it so seriously all their pals were
having chuckles. So what happened?
Why, everyone else started taking it up
and now it’s become such a craze that

INSIDE STUFF

Irish eyes are smiling—Mrs. O’Keefe

watches Dennis. He watches Ice Show

it will no doubt spread all over Beverly
Hills any minute. What a summer to

look forward to. Stars will probably
be breaking their necks right and left

tripping over wickets! . . . Lana Turner
was due for some wrist-slapping by
her studio when she got back from
that South American jaunt. Oh—did

she get in dutch in Brazil for pulling

down the shade on her plane and ignor-
ing the pleas of thousands on the air-

field to let them see her. She didn’t

even give ’em a smile—much less an
autograph. Though Greg Bautzer long-
distanced her, it was Huntington Hart-
ford who met her plane in Miami
. . . Ray Milland left Hollywood after

winning his Oscar, saying he’d do
no work—nothing but play for three-
months. And then he proceeded to

appear on about a million radio shows
for the next few weeks. He and
his Mai were planning a trip to Rio
de Janeiro (Continued on page 16)
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EDWARD G.

ROBINSON

Hunter— or prey?

Friend or Stranger?

ORSON WELLES

with

PHILIP MERIVALE • RICHARD LONG • BILLY HOUSE
Produced by S. P. EAGLE

story by VICTOR TRIVAS end DECLA DUNNING
Screenplay by ANTHONY VEILLER

AN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
(THE HAIG CORPORATION) Udcuscd through RKO RADIO PICTURES

Directed by

ORSON WELLES

YOUNG

Stranger to fear.,

master of deceit

!

WELLES

International Pictures presents

EDWARD G. ROBINSON • LORETTA YOUNG

.Tainted by the

touch of the

Stranger

!

p
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INSIDE STUFF

(Formerly known as those

difficult days, those certain

days or just “those days")

Tampax users may agree on the supe-

riority of this method of monthly hy-

giene, but their reasons vary widely.

GLORIA SAYS: "I CAN GO
IN SWIMMING" Yes, Tam-
pax is internally worn, with-

out external belts, pins or

pads.You don't feel it when
in use and you need not
remove it for your shower,

tub or swim

!

BETSY SAYS: "DON’T NEED
A DEODORANT" Right you
are, Betsy! With Tampax no
odor can form and there are

other comforts too. No
chafing. No bulges. Quick
changing; easy disposal. . .

.

LUCILLE SAYS: "IT RAISES
MY MORALE" Tampax re-

lieves embarrassment at

such times. So dainty and
efficient that millions of

modern women have adopt-

ed it. For sale at drug stores,

notion counters, in 3 absorb-

encies.

Mocambo coupling—Gail Russell pays strict attention

to her happy date, Guy Madison, on a dinner date

(Continued from page 14) themselves

—

and may be learning the “South Amer-
ican way” by the time this reaches you.

Fun Punning: Tiny June Allyson was
standing beside tall Danny Kaye and
he asked, “How tall are you?”
“With heels?” asked June.
“With any guys!” said Danny!
People giggled hearing Kay Kyser

say, “Garson’s back! How I’d love to

scratch it!”

Lots of times H. Bogart lets L. Bacall
take the controls of their boat when
they’re out sailing together. And lots

of times, Lauren sort of lets the boat
lag behind too much. When this hap-
pens, Bogie always yells to her, “Baby
—your ship is slowing!”

By the Way: Agent Henry Willson is

so maaaad about Diana Lynn and told

us he is dying to marry her. It’s up to

her now . . . And with Diana giving
most of her nights to Henry, her former
big flame, Loren Tindall, is playing the
field.

Coming up!: You’ll want to know more
about Mark Stevens after you see him
in “The Dark Corner.” He earned his

success the hard way because not so

long ago he painted signs at twenty-
five cents per line, couldn’t even get a

dishwashing job in New York, almost
starved on the road when he was play-
ing in stock, finally landed a job in an
Ohio radio station at $25 per week and
had to walk twelve miles to Warner
Brothers for his first screen test be-
cause he didn’t have the bus fare.

(Continued on page 18)

HELEN SAYS: "A DOCTOR
STARTED IT"... Doctor-

invented Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton

compressed in dainty ap-

plicators. So compact that

your purse holds a full

month’s supply. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass,

3 absorbencies
REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Across the table from Gail and Guy at Mocambo

—

Henry Willson shares amusing moment with Diana Lynn
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Fingertip Allure
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NEWEST STRATEGY OF ALLURE
So Easy With Dura-Gloss "Quick Trick" Technique

1 . Quick Trick

For crvstal-like lustre and sheen,

use this Dura-Gloss method:

Apply one coat of Dura-Coat

—

two coats of Dura-Gloss polish.

Quick dry with Dura-Gloss
Polish Dryer.

2. Double Quick Trick

When time is short, use this

easy method for sparkling fin-

gertip beauty: Apply one coat

of Dura-Coat—one coat of pol-

ish. Quick dry with Dura-Gloss

Polish Dryer.

Every fashionable shade of Nail Polish made is made by Dura-Gloss

INSIDE

Gaily present: The Frank Sinatras were
on hand to hear who won Academy Awards

( Continued from page 16)

Award Notes: After the tumult and the

shouting died the general feeling in

Hollywood was that the awards had
gone to roost this year to the rightful,

most deserving winners. Everyone
talked for days about Bob Hope’s off-

mike talk while emceeing the award
event. At the close, when all winners
were gathered for pictures, Ingrid

Bergman, who had presented Ray Mil-
land his winning Oscar, protested, “I

don’t belong here. I haven’t an Oscar.”

Bob retorted, “Well, all you have to do
is slip home and get one.”

In lusty good will, pranks were
played on Charles Brackett and Billy

Wilder who copped a triple-header with
“The Lost Weekend,” winning writing,

directing and acting honors. When
Brackett and Wilder walked into Para-
mount Studios the morning after the

event, writers had hung empty bottles

from the windows of a four-story

building to welcome them. But that

wasn’t all. At a testimonial luncheon
presided over by Harry Ginsberg in

the commissary to celebrate the award,
Paramount’s top producers, directors

and writers were called upon to pay
tribute to the two men. Each guest,

dead-pan serious, stood up and apolo-

gized for the fact that, while he had
heard “The Lost Weekend” was a

knockout, he hadn’t seen it. One pro-
ducer said he’d seen two day^’ rushes
but as soon as it came to his neighbor-
hood theater he was going to catchCopr. 1 y4t>, Lorr Laboratories, Paterson, N. J., Founded by E. T. Reynolds



STUFF

He took home an Oscar: Ray Milland of

“The Lost Weekend” fame and his Mrs.

the picture. Brackett and Wilder
caught onto the gag but the boys
were much too blissful to do anything
about it.

Joan Crawford, who was too ill to

attend the award presentation, had to

hear over her bedside radio that she
was the year’s outstanding actress.

Joan said that when she caught the
news she cried so loud, so hard that

she heard none of the applause which
roared from the crowd acclaiming her.

Joan wasn’t able to go back to work
until a week later and her golden Oscar
remained on her dressing table by her
bed.

Knee deep in wires and flowers,

Joan is still voicing her thanks to the
many people, great and small, who
congratulated her. She said, “Telegrams
came from Louis B. Mayer and Helen
Hayes, Harry Rapf who brought me
out to Hollywood in 1926. They came,
too, from the mail-room girls at War-
ners and the mail-room boys at M-G-M
—from so many people whom I haven’t
seen in years—whom I thought surely
had forgotten me.”
The first thing Joan did was to call

the Academy office and get their per-
mission to have a small golden Oscar
engraved on a money clip which she
presented to Mike Curtiz who directed
“Mildred Pierce.”

Everyone hopes Jimmy Dunn will get
a film role now to equal his Oscar-
winning comeback in “A Tree Grows in

Brooklyn.” (Continued on page 21)

KATHRYN GRAYSON,£TARRING IN M-G-M ’S “TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON”
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I. Big $1 box of Film-Finish Powder
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Star lipstick—your just-right shade
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Matching rouge—right for you
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Cupid finds it difficult to resist the gi

with Drene-lovely hair!

When you Drene your hair, it glean

with all its natural lustre . . .

all its enchanting highlights reveale

“The best way to catch a camera

or a man’s eye,” says glamorous

Cover Girl Penny Edwards, “is to lo

your loveliest with shining-smooth hai

Here, Penny, golden-haired Drene Gi,

shows you these easy-to-fix styles

you can try at home

or ask your beauty shop to do.

Your hair is far silkier, smoother an

easier to manage when you use

today’s improved Drene Shampoo

with Hair Conditioning action.

No other shampoo leaves your hair

so lustrous, yet so easy to manage.

OU CUT LOTS OF ICING when you wear these romantic shining

tirls. “Drene-washed hair,” says Penny, “matches the radiance of

our most momentous moments.” Drene reveals as much as 33

ercent more lustre than any soap or soap shampoo. Since

Irene is not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any dulling film i

n hair as all soaps do. Complete removal of unsightly dan- 1

ruff too, the very first time you use Drene! See how f

enny’s softly-waved hair adds height to her face.

LOVE-NEST SHOPPING finds you smoot
groomed . . . your shining-clean hair swept o

to one side in this sophisticated style. “It's

easy to fix any hair-do,” Penny reveals, “wh
you’re a Drene Girl.” Note how Drene with H
Conditioning action leaves Penny’s hair beat

fully behaved right after shampooing.

shampoo
SHAMPOO

ljhcampoo with

lair Conditioning Action



About face

—

Janet Blair,

Glenn Ford on

the “Gallant

Journey” set

INSIDE STUFF

Out Warners’ way—co-stars Dennis Morgan and Jane Wyman

stop for a chat between takes on the set of “Cheyenne”

( Continued from page 19)

Ramblings: Frank Sinatra’s trying to

talk Louis B. Mayer into letting him
do “Shopworn Angel” with music and
June Allyson. Junie thinks it’s a won-
derful idea, so maybe you’ll be seeing

them together. Remember when Jimmy
Stewart and Margaret Sullavan played
in it some time back? And when Gary
Cooper and Nancy Carroll did it the

first time?
Shirley Temple’s glorying in her role

of housewife. She’s doing all the house-
work for her husband, John Agar, and
thinks it’s a lot of fun. They’ve worked
out a system whereby John does the
breakfast dishes while Shirley cleans

the house. At night they both do the

dinner dishes so they’ll have the whole
evening together. It’s just coincidence
that John took to his bed for ten days
after he ate Shirley’s first meal. It was
the flu, not ptomaine.

“I believe the best way to make a
success of my marriage is to forget

all about my career,” says Faye Emer-

son, so she cancelled her contract with
Warner Brothers. Staying in the movies
would keep her in Hollywood and since

her husband, Elliott Roosevelt, is liv-

ing in Hyde Park, Faye decided she’d

rather be happily married than a star.

Bright girl!

It doesn’t matter that he was flying

long before the war or that medals and
a colonel’s insignia adorned his Air
Force uniform, Jimmy Stewart’s been
grounded. Frank Capra, Jimmy’s pro-
ducer, insists he stay on land until “It’s

a Wonderful Life” is filmed, cut and
finally “in the cans.”

Charlie Brackett and Billy Wilder,
who made “The Lost Weekend,” sought
Garbo to play opposite Bing Crosby in

their next production, “The Emperor’s
Waltz.” They promised she wouldn’t
have to talk to anyone—not even Bing.
But in spite of all this, plus the fact

that every actress in town is mad to

work for Brackett and Wilder, Garbo
refused. She wants to stay home. P. S.

Joan Fontaine gets the role. Which is

/

beautiful motion picture ac-

tress, now playing in "Along
the Navajo Trail,” photoplay

by Republic Productions.

nstantly. .

.

make YOUR lips more thrilling!

Here is the most important charm

discovery since the beginning of

beauty. A "lipstick,” at last,

that actually can’t smear—that really

won't rub off—and that will keep

your lips satin smooth and lovely. It

isn’t a "lipstick” at all. It’s a

liquid in the most romantic shades

ever! And so permanent! Put it on at

dusk— it stays till dawn or longer.

At better stores everywhere $1 . . .

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

CHECK SHADES WANTED
Scarlet—devastating on girls with hazel eyes, fair skin.

Parisian—spectacular on Irish

type, dark hair, blue eyes.

Regal— real excitement with

brown eyes, medium skin.

English Tint—precious inviting

coral, new glamor for blonds.

Orchid—exoticpink, lovely with

lavenders, or pastel gowns.

Gay Plum—enchanting with
fuchsia, plum or purple cos-

tumes.

Gypsy—doeswondersfordark-
eyed charmers with olive skin.

Medium—natural true red, flat-

tering to every type.

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 6106
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

I enclose 12c (2c Fed. Tax) for generous trial

size.

(PLEASE PRINT)

Name

Address

City State.
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BATH ACCESSORIES

P

A. Sartorius & Co., Inc., Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Largest

selling depilatory

Just give your legs a quick, dry E-Z Glove Massage—
and— whoosh!— leg hair is gently, safely erased—
and so, too, is unsightly, dead top skin. No stubble,

no razor cuts, no waiting, no smell. Millions sold yearly.

For petal-smooth, velvet-soft legs day or night, beach

or dance, with or without nylons . . . S'Z C&ed&/
At all cosmetic counters in lOtf and 39^ packets.

Also E-Z Fingertip Glove for removing hair

from underarms, face and back of neck.

Ciro’s concentration in date department

—Louise Allbritton, Charles Collingwood

INSIDE

Errol Flynn listens to Jack Haley’s antics

at NBC broadcast. Below: Robert Young,

Dorothy McGuire at 20th commissary
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certainly very much all right.

The gag on the set of “Forever
Amber” is that they’re going to drop
the name “Amber” from the title and
just call the picture “Forever” because
it takes forever to shoot each sequence.
When Pat Wilde made her screen

test for Twentieth Century-Fox she
got all the breaks. So she would be
completely at ease, Cornel played op-
posite her. And he worked with his

back to the camera so he wouldn’t steal

any of the scenes. However, if you
could see the test you’d recognize the

back of Cornel’s neck, no doubt. And
his voice, of course.
Greater love hath no actor than that

he should turn his back to the camera
for another!

Children's Corner: Robert Cummings’s
son was signed to a movie contract at
the ripe old age of four weeks and will

play Bob’s son in his new picture, “The
Lawyer.” Let the kid earn an honest

STUFF

T
he colors of evening in Paris face powder are so

wonderful . . . and the smooth velvet texture clings for

hours. Evening in Paris rouge and lipstick are designed to

harmonize, of course, so your make-up always has that

exquisite perfection you strive for.

Brand-new parents, Maria Montez and

Jean Pierre Aumont celebrate at Giro’s

dollar, says Bob, who’ll put it in a

trust fund for the youngster.

Joan Bennett, who has three daugh-
ters of her own, has “adopted” a six-

year-old Belgian boy who was or-

phaned when his father was killed in

Germany. Joan will finance the boy’s

upkeep in Europe until he’s grown. A
few years ago Joan made a similar

arrangement to take care of an or-
phaned Chinese boy. Cal applauds
Joan and wishes other stars would
make similar arrangements to care for

war-orphaned children.

Bronwyn, Maureen O’Hara’s youth-
ful pride and joy, got hold of one of

her mother’s indelible lipsticks and had
a fine time smearing up the wall. When
it wouldn’t come off, Maureen hung a
frame over the smear and signed
Bronwyn’s name under it. It gives an
odd decorating effect, but Bronwyn’s
now enchanted with what she’s done.

You really should try this marvelous Evening in Paris make-

up .. . you’ll see why the men say "if a lovely woman would

be even lovelier. .. her make-up should be Evening in Paris.”

BOURJOIS N. Y.“— Distributor

Tune in the Powder Box Theater—Thursday, 10:30 P. M., E.D.T.,Co!umbia Network.
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"'Beauty treat" for glass-ware, as

well as your own precious com-
plexion! Use soft, SITROUX
TISSUES for quick "shine-up”

on glasses, ash-trays, mirrors.

Saves time — heightens shine!

Absorbent Sitroux Tissues "blot

up” spilled liquids in a hurry!

Saves table surface—and disposi-

tions! And speaking of "saving”—
never waste Sitroux!*

f Substitute soft, absorbent,
SITROUX TISSUES for baby’s
bib— (use after, for "mopping
up” high-chair tray!) Sitroux is

grand for "sniffles” and sneezes,

too — and cuts down on laundry ,

bills as well. Always say—

t

?

(

\

5Sue
manufacturers are still faced

material shortages and produe

ilties ... but we are doing

i'vel best to supply you with as

'

Sitroux Tissues as P° ssib 'e ' A"d '

. III others, we are making the fines

tfty tissues possible under

ditions. For your understanding a d

itience—our appreciation and thanks.

SITROUX

On the waves—Bing

Crosby and Dinah
Shore at CBS Com-
mand Performance

INSIDE STUFF

Star time at Command
Performance — Boh
Hope, Frank Sinatra,

Bette Davis and Jimmy
Durante were on hand

“It just so happens that I have here
in my pocket—” begins Dorothy La-
mour as she whips out a set of snapshots

of her young son to show everyone who
asks about the baby. Some little grem-
lin must put them in Dotty’s purse
whenever she goes out.

Hither and Thither: Joan Crawford’s
wearing colorless nail polish and no
hats in “Humoresque” so that all atten-

tion will be focused on her face—rea-

son being that she’s a lady dipso-

maniac in the picture and so much
of the action shows her picking up
cocktail glasses . . . Ann Rutherford
and Margaret Sullavan came to Adri-
an’s fashion show both wearing the
same plaid jacket he’d designed. In-

cidentally, the prices the Hollywood
couturiers are charging this season
make even the glamour girls’ eyebrows
rise. One designer now charges $450
and $500 for a plain suit . . . Victor
Mature’s not being seen around town
these nights because John Ford told

him he’d be out of “My Darling Clem-
entine” if he didn’t stop playing around
. . . Jinx Falkenburg is living on Jock
Whitney’s estate in Manhasset wait-
ing for the birth of her baby. If it’s a
girl they’ll call her Capri and if a boy,
Patrick. When Jinx got her release from
Columbia, one of the conditions was
that she not say anything detrimental
about the pictures she appeared in for

the studio. Jinx may have to keep her
mouth shut, but her friends have plenty
to say about how they wasted her
in those silly B’s ... You have to

blink your eyes when you look at

those clothes Esther Williams had made
for her in Mexico. They’re vivid as

a Technicolor dream and all of them
look wonderful on the glowing Esther,
especially the jacket with bullfighters

strewn all over it . . . Alan Curtis
went around town giving away his

books and a good part of his wardrobe
to his pals. Seems that Va5 the only
way to make room in his small apart-
ment for his pretty bride’s wardrobe.
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Are you in the know?

Which is a "most" in leg make-op?

Defuzzing

Debumping

Artful application

What's the core for this coiffore?

An upsweep

A snood

A good thinning out

If yoo're bodget-boond, which shoold you buy?

A suit

A conversation print

A fancy formal

S-m-o-o-t-h is the word for glamour-gams.

So whisk off the "whiskers” with a good

depilatory. Discourage bumps with soap-and-

water scouring; soften your legs with lotion.

Then apply make-up artfully, following di-

rections with care. (See? Each answer above

is right!) It’s all part of a gal's grooming
ritual. And so is keeping dainty . . . especially

on "difficult” days. You know, Kotex contains

a deodorant . . . locked inside each napkin

so it can’t shake out. Don’t overlook this

new Kotex safeguard for your daintiness!

That bush on Nellie’s head is strictly barber-

bait! What’s the cure? A good thinning

out. A frizzy effect or too many curls just

can’t compete with a simple, sleek coiffure.

If your locks have a moppish look, have

your hairdresser shear and shape them. Self-

confidence goes with good grooming . . . and

(on "those” days) with Kotex, too. That

exclusive safety center of Kotex gives you

plus protection. You’re confident because

your secret’s safe— thanks to Kotex sanitary

napkins.

Does your budget hoot at your wardrobe

plans? Well, then, pick one of the new
soft suits. You can wear it more often— with

varied accessories keyed to most every oc-

casion and mood. Be a shrewd shopper.

Always latch on to the type of duds you can

keep living with, longer. And when buying

sanitary napkins, remember— you can keep

comfortable with Kotex. Because Kotex is

the napkin with lasting softness . . . made
to stay soft while wearing. Naturally, Kotex
is first choice.

If stranded on the dance floor, should you —

Join the wallflowers

Retreat to the dressing-room

Yoo-hoo to the stag line

A solid joe would know better, but if

ever a goon -guy thanks you for the

dance and leaves you marooned— what
to do? Walk nonchalantly to the dress-

ing-room. There you can regain your
composure and reappear later— with no
one the wiser. Such trying episodes

challenge your poise. Just as trying days

often do . . . but not when you have the

help of Kotex! For Kotex has special

flat, tapered ends that don’t show reveal-

ing outlines. So why be shy of the public

eye? Just rely on Kotex!

More ivo/ne/i c/?oose /COTEX*

f/rer/7 a// of/rer semfferry naft/c/h*
p
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The
A reliable guide to recent pictures.

Lana Turner and John Garfield, lovers
tangled in erime in this powerful film

Danny Kaye and Virginia Mayo com-
bine corn and glamour in this fun fare

Peter Lawford and June Allyson share a
tender moment in this unusual musical

One check

^ The Postman Always Rings Twice (M-G-M)

I
T’S not a pretty tale—and it doesn’t much
resemble James Cain’s powerful, passion-

packed novel, but it’s gripping drama of
love and murder in the lives of three un-
desirable people.
John Garfield, a ne’er-do-well hitch-

hiker, stops at a roadside cafe and falls for
Lana Turner, dissatisfied wife of Cecil
Kellaway, middle-aged owner of the res-
taurant.
Under the scrutiny of a suspicious dis-

trict attorney, played by Leon Ames, Lana
and John plot the murder of her husband.
But they became so enmeshed in their

brutal planning that their love for each
other soon borders on hate and revenge.
One tension-packed incident leads to an-
other until their ambitions are hopelessly
entangled in tragedy.
Lana’s acting is a good match for her

startling beauty and Garfield plays the
wanderer to the hilt. Hume Cronyn gives
a shrewd performance as the attorney and
Audrey Totter, briefly seen as a pick-up
girl, stands out sharply.

Your Reviewer Says: It packs a mean wal-
lop.

The Kid from Brooklyn (Goldwyn-RKO

)

H
ERE’S corn with glamour—but what
matter—when Danny Kaye runs his

zany, merry way right through your blues
and leaves your heart completely light-

headed.
It’s the old “Milky Way” comedy deftly

set to music. As the shy, serious milkman
who, through a fluke, is built into a prize
fighter, Kaye is a joy. Defending his sister,

Vera-Ellen, he accidentally knocks out
champion Steve Cochran and his trainer,

Lionel Stander, and is persuaded to fight

professionally to win the love of his sweet-
heart, Virginia Mayo.
However, through fame and acclaim, he

changes from introvert to extrovert and
almost knocks himself out with his own
importance.
Walter Abel is hilarious as a conniving

fight manager, and Eve Arden is her usual
crisp, wise-cracking self. Miss Mayo is

beautiful to see in technicolor, and Vera-
Ellen’s dance routines are standouts. Fay
Bainter, as a society dowager who learns
to duck, is a scream.
But with a superb cast and a lavish

production, the show is Kaye’s, and he
waltzes through it like a rocket.

Your Reviewer Soys: It’s lovable impudence.

^ Two Sisters from Boston (M-G-M)

C
HANCES are you’ll get slightly tangled
in the plot of this sprightly tale, but who

minds a tangle with the beauteous Kathryn
Grayson, June Allyson, Jimmy Durante,
Peter Lawford or the eminent Lauritz
Melchior?
When Kathryn Grayson breaks away

from her strait-laced Boston family for an
operatic career via a New York burlesque
house, she is followed by her prim sister,

June Allyson, as protector from worldly
wickedness. Durante, boss of the burley-
que, helps them get the cherished break in

opera—but by such devious means as to

provide some hilarious comedy moments.
Peter Lawford, wealthy scion of the opera’s

benefactor, breaks down and falls mightily
in love with one of the sisters, turning in

his most effective performance in a rising

career.
Melchior, playing a grand opera star,

blends his magnificent voice in beautiful

arias with Miss Grayson, whose singing

is superb. Ben Blue has a nimble bit as a

butler. P.S. Durante is downright won-
derful.

Your Reviewer Says: Brother, what sisters!

(Continued on page 28 )

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 28

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 142
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For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 134



Be

Good

To It . .

.

FOR the health of your scalp

and the looks of your hair

be continually on guard against

infectious dandruff.

It is widespread, easy-to-catch

and hard-to-get-rid-of. Its dis-

tressing flakes, scales and itch-

ing can really raise hob with

your appearance.

Do as thousands of fastidious

women do . . . make Listerine

Antiseptic and massage a regu-

lar part of your home shampoo.

Insist on it at your beauty shop.

Listerine Antiseptic is a won-

derful precaution because it kills

the stubborn "bottle bacillus”

(Pityrosporum Ovale) which
many dermatologists say is a

causative agent of this obnox-

ious infection. So, at the first

sign of flakes, scales or itching,

start at once with Listerine Anti-

septic and massage twice daily

. . .the treatment that has helped

so many ... it may help you.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
and Massage for

call a causative agent of infectious dandruff. Listerine

Antiseptic kills it readily. Remember, Listerine Anti-

septic is the same antiseptic that has been famous for

over 60 years in the field of oral hygiene. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis , Missouri.

INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF

p
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/d&z/ FOR

CHILDREN’S HAIR, TOO

The dainty softness of your

little girl’s hair will be

accented by a natural-looking

Crowning Glory Permanent
given at home. Crystal-

clear Crowning Glory
Solutions are as effective

and easily used on her

baby hair as on yours.

Complete

with Curlers...

You can treat yourself

to a perfect, soft, natural-looking

permanent— done at

home— in three hours or less with the

simple, ready-to-use Crowning Glory Cold

Wave Permanent Solutions . . . Simply put

your hair in curlers, dampen each curl

with Crowning Glory and, in less time than

you believe, you have a lovely new

permanent— ready to set in your own most

flattering style . . . And all you need is—

CROWNING GLORY!

Askfor Crowning Glory Cold Permanent Wave

Packet at Leading Cosmetic Counters

and Notions Departments

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 26)

^ Notorious Gentleman

(Arthur Rank-Universal

)

ALTHOUGH it is unduly long and in-
A volved, here is another British-made
film to make Hollywood sit up and take no-
tice. It’s a gem in honesty.
As the rascally son of an English gentle-

man, Rex Harrison gets himself thrown
out of Oxford and vainly tries to make a
go of his future at a Brazilian coffee plan-
tation. Scorning the discouragement of his

family and friends when he fails, he goes
on a series of sprees and breaks up the
marriage of his school chum, Griffith Jones.
Now a notorious playboy, he takes up auto
racing and is stranded without funds in

war-torn Vienna. To get out, he blandly
marries for her money Lilli Palmer, who
needs his name to escape the Nazis. Romp-
ing through her savings, he breaks her
heart by romancing with his father’s sec-
retary, Margaret Johnston. He becomes
so entangled in his own web of misfortune
that tragedy is inevitable.

Harrison is superb as the swaggerer,
and Lilli Palmer (in real life, Mrs. Rex)
is one of the most sensitive lovelies we’ve
seen on the screen. Godfrey Tearle plays
Harrison’s father and Marie Lohr is his

embittered, haughty aunt.

Your Reviewer Says: Intelligent treatment for

adults.

^ Suspense (Monogram)

T
HIS much heralded million-dollar pro-
duction of a small studio should click

solidly with those who like their movie
murders straight. It will ring a jewel-
toned bell, too, for fans of the lovely
skater, Belita, who see her for the first

time an accomplished dramatic actress.

Life is cheap behind the scenes of a

lavish ice revue, owned by Albert Dekker
and starring his wife Belita. Barry Sul-
livan, broke and transient, is hired as a
peanut vendor and rises to become man-
ager of the show. Arrogantly, he makes
love to Belita and follows it up when he
believes Dekker has been accidentally
killed on a vacation. While Barry’s former

Best Pictures of the Month

The Postman Always

Rings Twice

Notorious Gentleman

Best Performances

Lana Turner, John Garfield

in "The Postman Always

Rings Twice”

Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer

in ”Notorious Gentleman

”
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girl, Bonita Granville, tries to win him
back with threats of revealing his earlier

crimes, sinister clues indicate that Dekker
is much alive and secretly watching Bar-
ry’s love affair with Belita. Trapped,
Barry kills the husband and finds himself

hopelessly involved with disaster.

The elegantly mounted skating scenes

are breath taking, and Belita is great.

Sullivan will surely be heard from again,

and Eugene Pallette does a thought-pro-
voking job as the boss of Barry and friend

of Dekker.

Your Reviewer Soys: It’s suspense in a pep-
per pot.

^ The Bride Wore Boots
(Paramount)

T
AKE Barbara Stanwyck as a thorough-
bred horse-fancier, mix in Robert Cum-

mings as a historian on Civil War generals

—add Diana Lynn as a siren—and sorry,

but it comes out nothing.

This slapstick treatment of the domes-
tic woes of a wacky family has some funny
moments but at best they are far below
the fine standards previously set by the

trio who head the cast. Married to Cum-
mings, an author who doesn’t understand
or share her love for horses, Barbara di-

vorces him because of an innocent intrigue

with Diana, and then sets out to win him
back, using their two boisterous children

as foils to make his life miserable.
Patric Knowles as another horseman is

Barbara’s suitor. The late Robert Bench-
ley is all too rarely seen as the family
uncle. Peggy Wood makes a gracious
matron as Barbara’s mother, and Natalie

Wood and Gregory Muradian are the pint-

sized progeny of the Cummings-Stanwyck
household.

Your Reviewer Says: Horses don’t bet on
people.

Heartbeat (RKO)

R
ETURNING to the screen after three
years with the Free French Army, Jean

Pierre Aumont joins Ginger Rogers in a

romantic concoction about a guttersnipe
who graduates to Gowns by Greer. Un-
fortunately, the story is too weak and
unbelievable to make his return an im-
pressive one.

Ginger plays an eighteen-year-old gamin
of France, who, when released from a re-
form school, takes up professional thievery.
Diplomat Adolphe Menjou, whose pocket
she picks, dresses her like a debutante and
plants her in a formal ball as a ruse for

Aumont, also a diplomat, who is carrying
on with Menjou’s wife, Mona Maris. Sus-
pecting Ginger to be a demure demoiselle,
Aumont falls in love with her. When she
betrays her identity, his remorse and dis-
taste for her class fights it out with his

heart.

Mikhail Rasumny enters the picture as a
penniless charmer who almost marries
Ginger to save her from returning to the
reformatory. Eduardo Ciannelli has some
mild moments as a baron who poses as
Ginger’s uncle at the fancy party. Basil
Rathbone, who operates a school for pick-
pockets, is the picture’s only humorous
highlight.

Your Reviewer Says: The heartbeat is irreg-
ular and sadly ailing.

^ So Goes My Love (Universal)

T
HIS is a woman’s picture, full of in-
teresting and often tenderly illuminating

little incidents in the courtship and mar-
riage of Don Ameche, playing Hiram Percy
Maxim, and (Continued on page 133)

8Y APPOINTMENT
PERFUMERS TO

H. M QUEEN MART
YARDLEY . LONDON

summer’s dream is she

. . . moving through the night in a magic

shimmer. . . . Like pink-gold her complex-

ion glows — flawless, smooth and spark-

ling. . . . Lips jewel-bright, head proud-set.

. . . Here, clearly, the shining perfection

that says she's learned to' "Color-light"!

color-light" with

YARDLEY
aids to beauty

"Color-light" your skin-blush-

soft - with Yardley "English

Complexion" Powder, $1.

"Color-light" your lips - with

singing, staying shades of

Yardley Lipstick, $1.

“Color-light'' loveliness starts

with a flawless complexion.
For if, Yardley brings you an
array of exquisite beauty aids

such as Yardley Night Cream,
or Yardfey Dry Skin Cleansing
Cream. Both $1 and $2.

Prices plus tax

V'ArttH.V'Y

fiutUt yftwt*

t

Yardley products for America are created in Eng-

^^tard and finished in the U. S. A. from the original

t English *orm<i -e com r ng imports J »nrs

domestic mgretf art’s Yardioy pr tendon, fadll
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The screen’s

boldest probing of

human emotion!

ti IN' Tii r

LLOYD NOLAN
RICHARD CONTECENTURY- FOX

Josephine Hutchinson

ritz Kortner • Margo Woode
iheldon Leonard • Lou Nova

Directed by

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ

Anderson LawlerProduced by

Screen Play by Howard Dimsdale and Joseph

L. Mankiewicz • Adapted by Lee Strasberg

From a Story by Marvin Borowsky
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y I white house at the end
" of a rutty dead-end

road in the least pretentious section

of the Valley. It certainly didn’t look

like the place where you’d find a

movie star. Nor did it look at all like

the setting for a gay love story. But

I found both there.

It was Duke and Chotta Mor-
rison’s house. It was their love

story, too—or rather it is their love

story. A very nice brand of love,

Duke’s and Chotta’s, gay but deeply

sincere and based on a lot of experi-

ence in living.

You know Duke Morrison. His

screen name is John Wayne. But

you don’t know Chotta, the new Mrs.

John Wayne. Only somehow, of her

it is much more accurate to say that

she is Mrs. Duke Morrison. I doubt

that she gives a hoot that John is a

movie star or that if she learned to-

morrow that he wasn’t going to be

one any longer, it would bother her

at all. It’s Duke she’s in love with.

Although they were married last

January, Duke and Chotta have not

told their love stoi'y before be-

cause they didn’t want to hurt any-

one. But even now the story simply

can’t be told without at least men-
tioning Duke’s previous marriage.

First loves are ideal when they

work. When they don’t, they are

misery.

The marriage of John Wayne and

Josephine Saenz lasted for more than

ten years but it never worked,

largely because during that marriage

Duke Morrison, the simple guy who
loves ranches and horses and his

work, hardly had a chance.

It wasn’t beautiful Jo’s fault. It

wasn’t Duke’s fault. It was just that

old demon, incompatability.

Jo, the (Continued on page 80)

Two pups between striking profiles—John, of “Dakota,” and his bride

There began a beautiful love story when

John Wayne, of Hollywood? and Chotta, of

Mexico, met at sunup and traded dreams

BY RUTH WA1ERBURY
31
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Don’t laugh at his jokes too much •

Don’t take anyone else’s word about Van

Johnson and Sonja Henie. Just read for

yourself what a famous Hollywood reporter

learned when she asked : Does he love you?

8Y SHEILAH GRAHAM

KEPT the big red heart that came all

shiny in tinsel on Valentine’s Day until

there was only a single piece of faded choc-

olate left. He wears a tiny pair of silver

skates in his lapel. And when they’re together or

talk of each other they have a telltale glow.

Like it or not, the incredible seems true and the

story that began less than a year ago at a party at

the Jules Stein Hollywood mountain-top mansion is

ready now to be told with all its gay romantic

trimmings.

It started with an introduction. “Sonja Henie, I

want you to meet Van Johnson.” It followed, as no

one would have predicted, with the towering blond

and the diminutive blonde beginning to talk simul-

taneously. They haven’t stopped yet. If it isn’t about

tennis, it’s about swimming. Or about their mutual

passion for people; or their ambitions of which they

probably have more than any two in Hollywood.

Or their Scandinavian descent. Or Sonja’s beautiful

Hoimby Hills home.

It carried on the following day when Van, dis-

covering that Sonja’s marriage to Dan Topping was

about to be dissolved, established his habit of lengthy

telephone calls. A week later when Sonja opened

her fabulous Ice Revue in Indianapolis, there were
orchids in her dressing room telegraphed from

Hollywood. Likewise, when she opened in Chicago,

in New York and—much later—in Hollywood.

It was December when Sonja brought her revue

to Chicago and it was two A.M. when her phone rang

beside her bed. Her sleepy “Hello” was answered

by Van’s cheerful voice. She thought he was calling

from the Coast.

He wasn’t. He was calling from downstairs in the

hotel lobby. He had dropped in upon her, literally

from the skies.

“I have a week’s holiday,” he explained enthusi-

astically, “while they shoot a sequence of ‘No Leave,

No Love’ in which I don’t have to appear. Not a

soul knows I’m here. . . .” ( Continued on page 78)
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You’re Welcome

,

In her greatest moment of triumph Joan Crawford says, from the bottom of

her heart, thanks! But the people of Hollywood feel the gratitude is theirs

Director Mike Curtiz and Joan share this special moment—with Oscar

I

T was the moment of moments at

the Academy Awards. The Best

Actor and the Best Actress of

.1945 were about to be named. If it

is possible for 2,048 people to hold

their collective breath—they did!

The spotlight found Charles Boyer

as he stepped onto the stage of

Grauman’s Chinese and ripped open

a white envelope. “The best actress

of the year,” he read, “is—Miss Joan

Crawford!” The first sound came
in a sigh, then a shout, then an

overwhelming wave of happiness

from every throat and every heart

in the house. Crawford, our own
Joan, had won this highest honor

the motion-picture industry has to

bestow on an actress. The too-

Christina and Christopher with Mama visit Ice Show
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plump chorus girl, who had come
here twenty years ago and who had

known triumph and defeat in that

time, had come back after two years

of idleness to be crowned queen of

them all! Every head turned toward

the center of the house. But no

Joan trailed down that aisle to re-

ceive the Oscar! Instead, Michael

Curtiz, director of “Mildred Pierce,”

stepped to the stage and said, “Joan

is too ill to be present. I have just

talked with her and she sends her

love and gratitude. But she will not

be able to be present.” The sound,

now, came in a sigh, then a murmur,
then a wave—of disappointment. It

was the night of nights, the triumph

of her life—and Joan was not there!

I said: “Joan, if they had had to

bring me in an ambulance and wheel

me down the aisle—I’d have been

there. How could you miss it?”

That was a question all Holly-

wood had been asking—ever since

the Academy night and it was the

first one I put to Joan when I went
down to see her after the important

event.

In a way, I think I was looking at

the happiest woman I have ever

seen. She was still ill from the

ravishes of the flu. That was obvi-

ous. It was the first day she could

be up and around for a few hours

and she was still weak after days

of fighting a fever of 102. But the

flu, fevers or hell’s fire itself could

not dim the overglow of happiness

in which she moved. Her red hair

was piled (Continued on page 128)
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THE

INTIMATE STORY

OF

Crisply fresh beauty, almost startling lack of af-

fectation . . . Ingrid Bergman, star of “Notorious”
i

38

T
HE winter of 1945-46 witnessed the birth

of the classic wisecrack:

“I just saw a picture without Ingrid

Bergman in it.”

It referred, of course, to three produc-

tions
—“The Bells of St. Mary’s,” “Spell-

bound” and “Saratoga Trunk.” Collectively

they are expected to do thirty million at the box office.

Thirty million dollars for three pictures! And with

no disrespect to the directors and co-stars involved in

their making, the one constant factor of this unprece-

dented achievement is the tall, honey-haired Swede
known as Bergman.

Which virtually ranks Miss Bergman as the tenth

largest industry in the United States!

Biographical details of this extraordinary lady have

been published and re-published. Such chronologies

cast meager light on the subject. For it is in her acts

and attitudes that are revealed the shining facets of

character which have made Bergman the most brilliant

and most beloved actress of this generation.

He kept looking at her intently, like an author in

search of a word.

He was Gregory Clark, Canada’s foremost war corre-

spondent. It was backstage in the huge auditorium at

Toronto, the occasion, a rehearsal of a broadcast for

Canadian War Bonds.

Veteran of three years covering the war, Clark

hypnotically contemplated the coral-cheeked, plainly

attired Bergman. Then suddenly, his intellectual ex-

plorations making a discovery, he turned to me and
said: “Now I know what it is she has. A girl in Paris

said it for me.”

He then related how when he was in Paris immedi-
ately following the American (Continued on page 74)
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War highlight—entertaining troops in E.T.O.—at Berchtes-
garten. This is view Hitler got from his veranda in his heyday

She’s earth and Olympus, morning sun on furrowed fields . . .

Bergman, the honey-haired Swede, as seen

through the eyes of her close friend . . .

JOSEPH HENRY STEELE
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Defense of

MY WIFE
BY

W
HEN Photoplay asked me to write an article about

my wife my first impulse was to say, “Nothing do-

ing.” Who am I to be writing articles for the

magazines? And why should I write about Betty when
Betty is perfectly capable of writing about herself if

she wants to, though I don’t think she would want to.

Betty doesn’t pack a portable typewriter and further-

more she’s no egotist.

Betty took quite a beating from the critics for “Con-
fidential Agent.” Nobody but myself really knows how
she took this beating—what she went through in the

shock and surprise of it. It was an experience that

tested her mettle, and because she is a girl with plenty

of courage and with plenty of the right stuff in her

she met the test and licked it.

That’s why I decided to write this article. I want to

tell something of what I know of Betty’s character and
I think it deserves to be told, for Betty’s sake if for

no other reason.

What I want to point out at the beginning is that

Betty had to learn two great lessons practically over-

night, the lesson of how to handle oneself in the face

of immediate and unexpected success, and that other

lesson of how to take immediate and unexpected failure.

Few people get both of these experiences so close to-

gether, and even an old-timer like myself would have a

tough time accepting and adjusting to such a situation.

I think that Betty proved herself a champion the way
she took it in her stride and didn’t cry for help.

Remember that “To Have and Have Not” was her
first picture. She had come to Hollywood from New
York, prepared for a long battle of hard work and hard
knocks. Any sensible person starting out <on an acting

career should expect such (Continued on page 99)

Overnight Lauren Bacall’s name became

a byword, then came the blast of criticism.

Here her Bogie takes up the challenge

Bogie loves boats, is making a sailor out of Betty
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Listen for the music of many violins, some

strains plaintive, some passionately gay,

for Cornel Wilde is a man of minstrel moods

Color Portrait
; by Engutead

WilJe il,inkincj: (Cornel, starred In (Centennial Stimimer

C
ORNEL WILDE is a man of minstrel

moods.

His is a nature as rhapsodic as the songs

of a gypsy violinist who weaves a changing

pattern of despair, an almost sobbing sad-

ness, a high sweet plaintiveness, and then

schottische gaiety. With him—one moment
is red wine and laughter, the next, a sad

brooding silence. An evening that begins

with wine and music at a dining spot with

his wife Patricia and some friends can gloom

over in a minute with any reminiscing about

something unhappy that happened in the

past, or an injustice now being done some-
one he likes. Someone completely detached

from that evening. But soon the mood
changes and the laughter returns.

He has a keenly analytical mind that’s

always breaking everything down into tiny

little pieces, searching for the solution, the

reasonable answer. And he’s always puzzled

and unhappy when the pieces don’t fit.

He has a gay bantering humor along with

the restlessness of a sensitive artist who
must find expression for the talents within

him, and who is constantly seeking out his

own niche. Something that’s been hard for

him to find.

Add to all of this—or ahead of it—the

fact that he has all the ingredients for ro-

mance. A certain charm of the old world.

A gallantry and graciousness that causes

waitresses to bring out an extra pat of butter,

bobby-soxers to scream and older women
to feel younger.

His appearance is Don Juanesque. His

manner gentle. Yet strong. With his lithe

physique, graceful swordsmanship, dark
curly hair and brown (Continued on page 108 )

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

Tender trio: Pat, Wendy and Cornel in Wendy’s nursery.
Cornel is currently in “The Bandit of Sherwood Forest”
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Betty and Ted have

a barbecue for Pat

Nearney and bride

Mona Freeman
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Betty plays chef for her

hungry guests. You’ll see her

next in “Cross My Heart”



Atomic research on Betty Hutton—

as gay as bubbles, as democratic as beer,

favorite of Devil Dog and underdog By HERB HOWE

OW that we have the secret of the atom’s energy,

when are we going to discover the secret of

Betty Hutton’s, and should we share it with

Russia?

Your selfless investigator, dedicating himself to

this task of secret anatomical research, opened

Betty’s dressing roorrt door and had his hat blown

off by the internal combustion.

“Taxes, taxes, no matter what you make you
wind up broke!” screamed the golden typhoon,

whooshing out from an inner room.

“This is Mrs. Briskin . .
.” someone said in futile

effort at introduction.

“I get ten cents out of every dollar I mak^, dear,

how d’you do, thank God I love it, it beats washing
dishes and tending other people’s kids like I used

to, or working for fifteen bucks in night clubs, this

is my husband, isn’t he handsome, kiss me.”

The harsh command at the close of the breath-

less soliloquy was addressed to her dark, silent,

glowing husband, Ted Briskin, inventor and manu-
facturer of movie cameras; hence this moment’s
pause for station announcement—but only a mo-
ment—as Madame Briskin does not hold for footage,

not even a kiss.

Since “Stork Club” Madame’s popularity has been
rising like a champagne cork. Four secretaries have
been added to handle fan mail and Secretary Henry
Wallace has stopped worry- (Continued on page 131)

Ted’s a kitchen kibitzer—and Mrs. Briskin likes it
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Ticket please. Mister! Judy Donlevy

stands on tiptoe and just makes it.

Cheryl and Linda Lou Rogers wait turn

Popcorn and hot dogs and everything! Pops Donlevy and Rogers let

down on the don’ts and the kids have a gay holiday at Beverly Park

Cheryl thinks it’s won-

derful to be six and

ride the merry-go-

round alone. The

three-year-olds think

it’s more fun to have

their daddies do their

“driving” for them
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Too bad. Daddy, but my little car isn’t big enough for you, too, or

you’d get a ride. Judy’s a wee bit puzzled about getting it going

Here comes the Toon-

erville Trolley ! Judy

is the really true con-

ductor and her pas-

sengers are Cheryl

and little Linda Lou

Color Pictures by
Fink
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Great promise, she says of Gny Madison

Nebraska

Natural

She’s taller than yon think.

this Dorothy McGuire whose “Spiral Staircase”

leads into the golden clouds

f
GH above the Arizona mesquite the lazy skies

were punctuated by the wabbly dashes and sput-

ters of a small plane. After several uncertain

curves it descended to 6,000 feet and succeeded in

making like a straight line. Paralleling a- highway, it

soon gave this up like a schoolgirl dismayed with

geometry and trundled to a shuddering stop at Thun-
derbird Field. A pretty girl got out.

A mechanic ran up. “What’s the matter, Dorothy?”

Dorothy wrinkled her small nose in discouragement.

She said, “I’ve got to learn to fly a faster plane. A
P-39 maybe. Why when I looked down on the high-

way, the trucks were going faster than I was.”

Dorothy McGuire looks precisely like Claudia, her

most famous character. She wears sweaters in a cer-

tain casual way, lets her hair fly, is alarmingly luminous

and desirable at all times, and can’t do sums. When
speaking about her people say little Dorothy, the

little McGuire or bright canary. She is a good deal

more than that, of course, as her determination to fly

fast planes reveals and as her recent and current

activities in picture-making reveal too. There are

sturdier notes in her make-up than golden chirps.

She is taller than you think, a fact that both amuses

and pleases her. Most people decide she is a small,

incompetent armful of a girl, but she is five-foot-seven

and straight as a sapling.

When she puts on an evening dress, she spreads it

on a bed, lifts a hem, and dives in, head first. The
effect is astonishing, something like Ann Curtis doing

the breaststroke in a sea of (Continued on page 104)
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The BQ. of Pete

Peter’s powers of concentration were good—here it’s block test

Peter Lawford takes it in his

stride ! Here is the new and

fascinating way of discover-

ing your Personality Quotient

BY

ROBERTA ORMISTON

HAT makes people the way they are?

Why do they do the things they do?

We’ve all asked those questions but few of us have

had an answer because we haven’t asked the right per-

son. A psychologist, for instance. For, as any psychologist

will tell you, we’re all made up of contradictory bits and

pieces.

It’s like this . . . Everything that ever has happened

to us is stored away in our memory, even though we’re

unaware of it. And our personality—the way we appear

on the surface—is, to an astonishing degree, the result

of the way we have reacted to all our never forgotten

experiences, especially those we knew during our form-

ative years.

Take Peter Lawford, for instance. Perhaps you think

Peter was bom with the sense of humor that is definitely

one of his plus qualities. Maybe you assume his over-all

charm to be a direct inheritance from his aristocratic

forebears. Not at all. We really know about Peter, you

see. We had Doctor Ulrich Sonnemann determine his

P. Q.—personality quotient—by the most accurate and

scientific tests.

Doctor Sonnemann, now chief psychologist with the

Institute of Psychological Guidance, was, during the war,

associated with the neuro-psychiatric (Cont’d on page 115)

Is he reaching the point of losing interest?





That romantic peril, Paul Henreid, whose pirating of hearts begins at home

BY DOROTHY DEERE

Inspection—of his collection of rare books

A Vienna waltz? Paul and Lisl

bought their borne from the Fondas

T
HERE’S something about Paul Henreid that does the same
thing for the average woman as a dab of one of those dar-

ingly named perfumes behind her ears. Elevates her ego

and fills her with a delightful portentousness of things romantic

about to happen. . . .

As witness to the mass effect of this observation, there was
the time he did a broadcast in New York, with a minimum
of advance publicity, to a practically non-existent studio audi-

ence. All of which made it quite a shock to step out into the

hallway and be fallen upon bodily by a seething, clutching,

soprano mob. This one is not his story but Lisl’s, who is his wife:

“It was so funny, the terrified look on his face when the girls

started pulling at his hair and his tie. As big as he is, they

pushed him around like a cork. A corps of studio ushei's had

to lift him by the elbows and almost carry him to a private

elevator. That is when I started clutching. But they closed the

elevator door in my face and left me behind with the mob

—

“
‘Please—,’ I told the usher, ‘I am Mrs. Paul Henreid! See,

I have the same accent he does.’ ‘Pretty good imitation,’ he said.

‘What you dames won’t try— !’ By this time, all the ushers

are keeping an eye on me—I am the hardest-to-handle fan of
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Two cigarettes in the daylight—on terrace

all. It was two hours before I could escape from the

building by an alley door. All this two hours Paul was
riding around the block in a taxi, waiting to pick

me up!”

Regarding these small inconveniences, Paul shud-

ders to think he might have stuck to his boyhood
ambition to become a hack driver—and missed them.

This business of romance—this working with the

subtle waltz strain, the weighted glance, the whispered

caress on a moon-drenched hilltop, is undeniably “a

fascinating way of making a living.” Personally, he’s

a long-time waltz man, having used this device to

woo and win his own dark-eyed Viennese mate. He
can’t help wondering, however, why movie love-scene

writers must stage them in “such uncomfortable

spots
—

”

“What is romantic about a chill and forsaken bal-

cony—or who would want to struggle all the way up
a hill? The fellow would be too winded to do any
really capable love-making. Actually, the most in-

timate remarks are those spoken between two alone

in a crowd.”

The Henreid trade-mark, those two cigarettes, was
the direct result of his feeling that romance “should

never be pompous.” As the script of “Now, Voyager”

was written, he and Bette Davis were to make a habit

of each lighting a cigarette and exchanging them. “It

seemed a bit phony—before the picture was done we
would have been like jugglers posed to catch each

other’s tenpins.” He changed the gesture to one with

which he was more familiar when lighting a smoke
for Lisl when they were motoring together—which

should be a lesson for all those gents whose frustrated

females are forever having to struggle with their own
match in a strong wind.

I

N person, Henreid is taller, tanner and more blue-

eyed than he appears even in Technicolor. He talks

with sincerity or a sophisticated humor, but preferably

on subjects other than himself. (Continued on page 84)
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Monica’s wide awake—speaks Viennese, English, learning French

IMb A kiss for the lady of his

heart—beside their pool

Mimi Maria and Monica are the girls in Daddy’s life



THE YOUNGSTERS
A youthful, gleeful, good-sense revolution, with the

H
OLLYWOOD isn’t what it used to be! The youngsters, that

bright crop of gay, ambitious naturals, have taken over.

Van, Guy, Esther, Peter, Lon, Cornel and all the rest are at

the head of a parade that’s marching right through their celluloid

town and sweeping along with it a lot of old customs and
customers.

Once the bosses of Hollywood were those stars who had been

on top long enough to accumulate riches, manners, a butler and

an Oscar. The youth of Hollywood—those poor, struggling young
artists no one ever heard of, my dear—were allowed to scratch

about on the fringes and given an occasional glimpse into the

mad social whirl on the inside.

Imagine the revolution! Now it’s not your diamonds or your

butlers—it’s your naturalness. Likely as not, when my chauffeur

drops me off at a party for some of us stuffy oldsters, he’ll say

to me: “If you should want me earlier than you plan, I’ll be at

Dane Clark—picks “individuals” for friends



Jeanne Crain—retiring, but a will of her own

Peter Lawford- sends flowers

Van Johnson—he’s an early-to-bedder

TAKE OVER MAXmi
new crop looking, listening and using their heads

the hotel with Van. We’ve got a gin rummy game going on.”

i

Which is one of the nicest things about Van Johnson. He
knows he’s better off spending a quiet—and early—evening with

a non-professional friend than in spending late hours at a fancy

soiree wishing he were home in bed. Not that Van and his fellow

stars are never seen out.

!

There are those stories about Van and the presents he gives

his hostesses. All of them true, by the way. Anyone who opens

the door to Van is certain to find him with a long box of

flowers, or a virtual crate of candy or nuts, whereupon, grinning,

he says, “Thought you might like this.” What the stories of

Van’s gifts fail to explain is that Van, shy about any large or

formal group, repeatedly declines the “best” invitations and
never thinks of gauging the cost or size of the flowers or nuts

or candy by the stature (social or professional) of his hostess

Actually where young stars once (Continued on page 121)



'f WO things confront every human being: What

Y the world thinks he should be and what he

knows in his heart he is. In other words, the

theoretical man versus the real guy.

Now, a lot of people have a fairly good idea of

what they are but mighty few have the honesty to

admit it in words.

Not so Errol Flynn!

Trust him to state it—starkly. No hedging, no

extenuations.

“Why whitewash myself?” he says—and means it.

“I don’t believe in trying to fool anyone by attempt-

ing not to appear to be what I am.” Such is his

impatience with pretense of any kind.

Not the least ingratiating part of Flynn’s debunking

of Flynn is his ability to laugh at himself. Let some-

one try to keep up the polite fiction that Errol has

never had any trouble with the opposite sex and he

is liable to hoot derisively.

“The cook chased me with a carving knife when
I was ten,” he says. “A lovely lady—but she didn’t

catch me.”

Nevertheless, Errol admits that criticism used to

bother him a little. That ended after he found out

through bitter experience that there was no possible

way of pleasing everybody anyway. So these days he

lets the brickbats and bouquets fall where they may,

and is equally unimpressed with both. The reason

there are more brickbats is undoubtedly because

Errol, to his own bewilderment, so often finds him-
self embroiled in exploits hardly calculated to draw
the bouquets.

“Ah, yes—a victim of circumstance!” he says in a

pseudo-tragic voice calcu- (Continued on page 124) Errol (at his birthday party) can and does laugh at himself

versus

There are two Errols and both of them state

it straight, “No whitewashing!”
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BY MARION COOPER

The man and his dog, Moody. Errol is next in Warners’ “Never Say Goodbye”

His date? His wife, Nora Eddington Flynn

Sailor of the seven seas—aboard the Zacca



Betty Grable , of*'The Shocking Mi*$ Pilgrii

Did you ever feel that a song was written espe-

A daily for your romance? That’s the way Harry
and I feel about “You’ll Never Know.” When we

first started going together, we went to a little quiet

out-of-the-way place one night to dance. We were
sitting at a corner table holding hands and looking at

each other in a dreamy sort of way when we became
conscious of a gray-haired man who was dining all

alone at a nearby table and watching us intently. Pretty

soon the orchestra leader announced that someone had

just requested “You’ll Never Know” for the couple

sitting at the table under the palm tree.

When the piece was finished, the gray-haired man
came over to us and said, “Pardon me, I hope you didn’t

mind my doing that, but I couldn’t help noticing how
happy you are. You remind me of when I was young.”

We adopted it then and there as “our” song. We
requested it every time we went out dancing and Harry
made a special recording of it just for us.

Helmut Dantine, next in "Shadow of a Woman”

JcyJ:

: There is no song that thrills me like George
Gershwin’s “Summertime.” When I was living

in my native Vienna, America was only a dis-

tant dream. I used, to spend hours studying the history
and cultural trends of the American people hoping that
some day I might be able to come here. I was partic-
ularly fascinated by her folk music and managed to get
hold of several records which I played over and over
again. Among them was “Summertime.”
When I heard these songs again in the land in which

they were written, I enjoyed them even more deeply
and as I traveled about the country, the melody of

“Summertime” kept running through my mind. It

seemed to possess all the warmth and color that I saw
around me. In it, I think Gershwin has captured the
joy and laughter, the beauty and sadness that describe
the great American scene.

%

“
“Little Annie Laurie” is the song that holds a

special place in my heart because it reminds me
of a very lovely old lady and a far-away country

I have always wanted to see.

You see, my grandmother was raised in Scotland and
although she loved America, she always had a secret

desire to go back to her native land. She’s been careful

to hide her feelings though and I think I am the only
one in the family who has ever known about it.

I have always been her favorite grandchild and when
I was a boy, she used to take me up in her attic and
open up her keepsake chest for me. She’d spend hours
telling me stories about the old country and singing

Scottish airs. Then is when the nostalgia would creep
into her voice and a sad fight would come into her
eyes. I would pretend not to notice and I have never
said anything to her about it, but whenever I’m asked
to sing at a family gathering, I always sing her favorite

song, “Little Annie Laurie” and a look of understanding
passes between us.

I’m still hoping that someday I’ll be able to take her
back to the country where her heart is.
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Anne Baxter> tiarred in **Smoky >

Strange as it may seem, my favorite song re-

minds me of a very unpleasant experience. It

was when I was going to high school and one of

the star athletes who had been my secret passion for

months asked me to the big Christmas dance—my first

formal! I spent the whole week before the dance in a
state of perfect rapture preparing for the big event. But
the big event turned out to be a dismal flop. Our per-

sonalities reacted like oil and water and we hardly

spoke two words to each other the whole evening. He
danced like an ox and trampled all over my brand new
dress. Then to top it off, he finally got bored and left

me sitting on the sideline while he went off in a corner
with his boy friends. I spent the rest of the evening
feeling like a wretched wallflower and listening to the
orchestra playing “Nice Work If You Can Get It” until

I thought I’d go crazy.

For a long time after that, I couldn’t stand to listen

to the song, but gradually as the hurt dissolved from
memory, I grew to like it. Finally I bought a record of

it because it gave me a victorious feeling to be able to

laugh at an experience that had once been painful.

George Sandert; teen in -*Strange Woman”

My favorite musical number has to do with a
hunchback, a man whom I think could have
become the greatest tenor in the world—Alles-

sandro Valente. I heard him sing in the opera “The
Sleep Walker” once in England and I have never heard
such a beautiful tenor voice before or since.

He was a sculptor who was discovered and trained by
Caruso. But because of his physical deformity, the
man developed a morbid mental attitude and within a

short time drank himself to death. I always felt a pro-
found sympathy for him and thought it a tragedy that

the world should be deprived of such a great voice.

I have one of the few recordings in the world of his

aria from “The Sleep Walker” which was his favorite

and, of course, it is one of my most precious possessions.

I love to play it when I’m moody because the haunt-
ing melody of the aria and the emotional intensity with
which he sings it seems to strike a responsive melan-
choly chord in me.

Jane Russell, of “ The Outlaw"

“Deep Purple” is the song I shall always love

the best because it’s the song Bob Waterfield and
I fell in love to. Bob heard me sing it in an

assembly in high school and decided he wanted to meet
me. I’d seen him and wanted to meet him, too.

One day we spotted each other in the little cafe

where all the school kids used to hang out. First he’d

go over and play “Deep Purple” on the juke box and
then I’d go over and play it. Then he’d go over and
play it and I’d go over. Finally we met at the box.

“It’s a beautiful song, isn’t it?” he said.

“Yes,” I said. “It’s my favorite.”

“Would you like to dance it with me?” he asked.

I was only too glad to, of course. We went out to-

gether the next night. It was one of those luscious early

spring nights. I wore a purple silk dress, they played
that piece all evening and what was there left for us
to do but fall in love?
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Typical young American, outstanding personality—Tyrone Power of “The Razor’s Edge’’



He looks back—at struggle;

ahead—to the ideals that are

Tyrone Power

BY

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

Their house, their pool—planned by Ty and Annabella

I

like the place where Tyrone and Annabella

Power live better than any other in the

motion-picture colony.

Houses and their grounds and gardens are

always a matter of taste. The old trees, the

pleasantly informal rolling acres, the white

clapboard house, the simple colorful gardens

which make up the Power homestead have

an air of home, of lived-in-ness, of being very,

very personal to the Powers that I think no

one could resist. You are completely sure that

everything within the plain white fences was

selected with care and thought by the people

who live there, you get a feeling of it having

been done a little bit at a time, lovingly and

in fulfillment of dreams.

There are a good many gorgeous and ex-

pensive estates in Hollywood which you know
instantly were done by interior decorators and

landscape architects given carte blanche and
hurry up and a great dead of money to spend.

But I wasn’t at all surprised to find that Ty

himself had laid out and rolled the gravel

walks and edged them with bricks. He and
Annabella bought the place six months before

they were married, in 1939, and have been

working on it ever since and will be working

on it for another five years at least—maybe
more.

It must, to paraphrase a song, have been a

nice place to come home to; to the much-used
library with its long windows hung in fine,

dark brown glazed chintz cheerfully splashed

with yellow, the gay, simple restful drawing

room, the wide terrace of brick which looks

down a long slope to a row of poplars and a

small, plain swimming pool.

“The poplars,” Annabella said, as we sat

on the terrace after lunch, “will be in leaf

soon. They remind me of places I knew in

France when I was a little girl. I love to

have them there because there are not so

many trees in Southern California which lose

their leaves and then (Continued on page 118)
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Hit the trail at a canter with De Carlo and

learn the truth about the exotic

Yvonne who looks like her name—and isn’t

T
HE truth is—the way to know Yvonne De
Carlo is to know how to ride horseback.

The early morning mists still clung to the

San Fernando Valley’s broad fertileness and to

the low white bungalow set behind a green, tree-

studded lawn, fenced off by white pickets. A
Pekinese (Jolie) and a gray Angora (Mitzi)

were sleeping happily in each other’s paws on

the front steps.

Yvonne, not shimmering in her famous gauze costume of

Salome, but wearing a battered looking pair of riding pants, a

faded gray wool shirt and boots that looked like refugees

from last year’s football scrimmage, opened the door of her

house—the first home she has ever owned.

“Hi—come on in!” The Valley’s newest land owner exhib-

ited a living room that was big and equally bare, its only

decoration an enormous painting of Yvonne. Through a door

a dining room could be glimpsed with only a few pieces of

furniture to clothe it.

“It’s so new I haven’t had time to furnish these two rooms

yet, but I’m doing fine with the rest of the house. Here’s the

den. I can show this off.”

“Leathery and Western,” Yvonne describes it. It is. There

is a leather bar with three gay stools, and a fireplace, and

lamps with shades made of calfskin. “I’m hunting now for

calfskin rugs to match the lamps.”

The entire De Carlo estate consists of six rooms. After the

den comes her mother’s bedroom, (Continued on page 82)

Just one way to be sure of keeping fit

BY GEORGE FISHER

It’s Yvonne’s telephoning technique. Is it girl-to-girl chatter or date talk?



A dream must be given life • • • this Hurd Hatfield

knew as he stood at the French window and remembered
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Sister, the cocker spaniel, his cross-country traveler

Of

BY ADELE WH1TEIY FLETCHER

Hurd is proud of his

artist mother. Hurd’s

seen now in “The Diary

of a Chambermaid”
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H
URD Hatfield had come home. He

stood at the French window of the

Manhattan co-operative apartment

his father bought many years ago, look-

ing out over the city blurred by falling

snow. Below Morningside Park lights

shone mistily in the buildings and on

the cars that moved and halted in

traffic.

In the room behind Hurd the dinner

candles were being lit. The damask

curtains gleamed softly blue and silver.

The portrait of his grandfather looked

down stem and forbidding but the eyes,

characteristically Hatfield, were warm
and smiling.

Hurd’s spaniel, who had crossed the

continent with him because once again

a man and a dog are inseparable,

barked to be lifted into Hurd’s arms.

Her registered name is Susie Q. But,

as Hurd discovered, you can’t go about

calling, “Here Susie Q, here Susie Q,

here Susie Q.” Whereupon her name
became Sister.

The winter wind screamed and di-

rectly under the window snow swirled

about Carl Schultz immortalized in

stone there on the esplanade. Hurd, as

a child, had woven many a romance

about that heroic figure.

For a brief magic spell the years fell

away and Hurd was a little boy stand-

ing by that window dreaming. Winter

nights he always had loved best. With

snow outside he had found it doubly

cozy and secure within. Besides winter,

For a brief magic spell the years fell away and Hurd was a little boy

He’d like his parents

to live in Califor-

nia. But his father

wonders just what

Hollywood would do

with another lawyer
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Cop Hatfield. Just before the war he

pounded a beat for the Lido Club

can look back to his child-Hurd

hood and summer days spent with

loyal camp pals,

his theater dream was taking
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At Kamp Kill Kare artist Hatfield painted and sold his work for as much as a dollar apiece

to his mind, was infinitely more dramatic. In winter, downtown in

the theaters great stars acted in great plays, music swelled through

Carnegie Hall, women wore jewels and wonderful scents, like his

mother when, she bent to kiss him good night before dining out with

his father.

The memory evoked was so vivid that Hurd could feel the warmth

of the little sleeping suits he had worn. Always crayons had been

stuffed into the pocket so he could draw in bed—dwarfs usually.

Hurd says, “When I stood at that window I saw myself grown up,

doing things in the theater, surrounded by lights and people. It was

a mood more than anything else.

“Which is why probably I haven’t been really surprised at what’s

happened. Consciously and intellectually I find it too good to be true.

But emotionally it’s as if I had found that towards which I’ve been

traveling ever since I can remember, even since, actually, I was about

four and a half years old.”

His delight with life which he terms “fantastic,” because for him it

is quite that exciting and wonderful, colors his voice, and his grin,

and his least movement.
“Always, I’ve seen myself in the theater, not necessarily as a star,

rather as someone in a workshop, studying, learning, trying. And
that, more or less, is how it has come to be. Naturally! I say ‘naturally’

because I happen to believe that when we concentrate on a thing

without strain, we accomplish it.

“We all determine the kind of a person we are, of course. And
little by little, by the things we think and do, (Continued on page 112)

The wee Hurd goes Chinese in costume
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YOIJR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Claudette Colbert of “Tomorrow Is Forever”

• DEAR MISS COLBERT:
My husband has been dead for six years; I have two lovely daughters, Jeanette,

twelve, and Patsy, nine. I am thirty-four.
Through friends I met a wonderful man four years ago. He is well-established in

business and. is a very pleasant comrade. I’m very, very tnuch in love.

Of course, there always has to be a catch, I suppose. When I told the girls that I was
planning to marry this man, Jeanette burst into tears and said she would run away if

I did. I was speechless with amazement because Bob and Jeanette had played piano
duets by the hour, he had taught her to dance and has repeatedly brought both girls

lovely gifts.

Naturally, the happiness of my daughters is vitally important to me, but I do feel
that I am still young enough to deserve a life of my own. However, every time I

mention marriage Jeanette cries for hours. I’ve tried to tease her out of it, and I’ve
tried to be sweetly reasonable, but nothing so far has any effect.

Do you think my first duty is to my girls? Or should I marry Bob and then try
to reconcile Jeanette? Elizabeth McD.

Dear Mrs. McD:
I wish that you had told me whether Jeanette has ever given any real reason for

her objection to your marriage. After all, she was only six when her father died,
so she can’t have any very clear remembrance of him. Has she glorified him to
the point where she couldn’t bear the presence of another man in his stead? Or
is she so jealous of you that she can’t endure the prospect of sharing you?

I can think of but one possible solution. Why don’t you have Bob take her for
a drive, alone, some day and question her? Since they appear to be on the best

of terms, perhaps he could extract the real reason for her tears.

Once you have learned the cause, there will surely be some cure. I believe that

Bob, himself, is the key. If your daughter has idealized her father, he can assure
her that he does not seek to take her father’s place, but wishes to make a place
uniquely his own in your family. If she is jealous, he should explain that your
love is ample enough to encompass two daughters and a husband.

I should be very interested in a future letter from you, telling me what happens next.
Claudette Colbert

• DEAR MISS COLBERT:
I’m so fouled up that I had to ask for advice from someone.

I met a girl in February, 1943, on a blind date, and fell deeply in love with her. Two
months later I was sent overseas and didn’t get back until June of 1945. Two weeks
after I got home we' were married. Then I found out that she had been writing to an
ensign and having dates with him.
As luck would have it, I was stationed at the same base with him. I asked him to

meet me for lunch or a drink to talk this thing over and he always agrees to meet
me, then doesn’t show up. He sends my wife flowers and writes to her. She has offered

to let me read the letters, but I don’t read other people’s mail.

In our family we have twenty-four marriages and never a divorce, so I don’t want
to break the record, but I don’t know what to do about my wife. She sits and thinks

about this ensign, and sighs, and says she just can’t make up her mind whom she loves.

I love my wife very much, but do you think I ought to get wise to myself and get out?
Olin McR. (Continued on page 70)
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so effectively, yet so safely J

... /Is shown by our tests ...

It’s the improved deodorant you’ve been

waiting for! The new, soft, smooth, creamy

deodorant that gives you maximum pro-

tection against perspiration and odor

with safety to your skin and clothes! We
believe no other deodorant of any sort . . .

liquid or cream . . . me^Sfthe standard set

by this wonderful new Postwar Arrid for

stopping perspiration and odor with safety!

Postwar Arrid

comes in a pack-

age with a star

above the price.

Only safe gentle Arrid gives you this thorough 5 wag protection:

1. No other deodorant tested stops perspiration and odor so effectively, yet so safely.

2. More effective in stopping perspiration than any other leading deodorant cream, accord-

ing to our laboratory tests.

3. Does not rot clothes. Does not irritate the skin. Antiseptic.

4. Soft, smooth, creamy . . . easy to apply. Greaseless and stainless, too.

5. Awarded the Seal of Approval of the American Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.

39(i plus tax Also 10^ and 59^

Wide, Tight Midriffs are top fashion news! To accentuate their

slimness, skirts are very full. But bodices are snug, with close-fitting

armholes. Rely on Arrid to guard against perspiration stains. Arrid is

shown by our tests to be more effective in stopping perspiration than

any other leading deodorant cream I
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You can see the portraits in

man star and the woman star you prefer
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( Continued from page 68 )

Dear Mr. McR

:

I wish you had told me hotc old your tcife is. / strongly
suspect that she is extremely young, since the business of her
staring into space and sighing over a man other than her
husband is the behavior of a moonstruck adolescent.

Also, it seems to me that the behavior of the ensign is

strictly from high school. That he should send your wife
flowers and letters ichen he knows that you are at home and
that you have sought to talk to him about the situation is proof
of extreme immaturity.
Why don't you go to the chaplain at your base and tell him

your story as frankly as you have told me? He will keep your
confidence, and I imagine that he ivill get in touch with that
ensign and give him something to think about.

Don't get excited and take some step that you tvould regret.

Be patient, but firm. Remind her that you are the head of the
household and that you have no intention of divorcing her.
She may be just trying to get a reaction from you.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:
I met Ken nearly

four years ago when
I was a sophomore and
he was a senior in high
school. When he grad-
uated, he joined the
Air Corps. He trained
in this country for al-

most two years, then
was sent overseas for

a little over a year.
While in training, he

wrote me, telling me
he loved me and ask-
ing me to wait for him.
I wrote nice friendly

letters to him, but I

refused to get serious.

Our trouble started
when he was at home
on a thirty-day fur-

lough. He spent only
two out of the thirty

with me because he
said he had to spend
the rest of his time
with his mother.
When he went back

to base, I wrote him a
hot letter telling him
that it was interesting

for him to think he
was old enough to be
in love with a girl, but
that he wasn’t old
enough to avoid being
led around by his
mother. He answered
in a nice letter, saying
he loved me more than
ever for what I had
written and that he
would forget the tone
of my letter.

He has now been
discharged and has re-
turned to go to college. He has neither called me nor tried to

see me during the month he has been home. I am now certain

that I really love him and there could never be anyone else.

Should I make him speak to me, or should I leave things alone
and hope that he’ll come to his senses and renew our romance?

Benita E.

Dear Miss E:
The explanation is simple. Men in service lived for mail

call. It was the one break in a sometimes dreadful day; it ivas

the single, warm contact with the civilian world. Men, being
cunning characters, soon discovered that a love letter was far

more likely to extract a quick and lively response from a girl

than a merely newsy and friendly letter. So the boys ivrote

love letters as a matter of strategy. I have talked to postal

officers responsible for censoring outgoing GI mail, and report

has it that some men were writing ardently to five or ten girls.

Here is another thing: No matter how sincere a man might
have been in his overseas letters, he is likely to reconsider his

attitude when he returns to civil life. Many men have written

to me saying that an engagement or marriage seemed a fine

idea when they tcere in uniform, but that—having been de-
mobilized and having learned of the housing shortage and
other civilian problems—they were convinced that no such

you'll fill in the coupon below and mail it to:

COLOR PORTRAIT EDITOR
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Please print color portraits of

f- / Lin j

serious step as marriage should be considered now.
So don't be the aggressor. Take an interest in other boys.

Just remember that the girls, as well as ex-service men, are
having to be rehabilitated.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-four, my husband a year older. We’ve been mar-

ried five years and are more deeply in love now than ever.
When we were first married, we lived near my husband’s

family in another state. My husband’s mother seemed to be
happy at first to see us married, but she is not the sort of person
to take a stranger into the family. In conversations, she always
managed to shut me out or to interrupt me and never let me
finish a sentence. Finally I stopped going to see her because
she made me feel so excess-guestish, but I always agreed with
my husband that he should visit her once a week.
My mother-in-law sends my husband Christmas and birthday

presents, but she has never even sent me a card. Since I have
never quarreled with her, I don’t understand her attitude.

My husband has
been an angel, under-
standing my side of it,

yet knowing I under-
stand his. He has been
overseas for the past
year, but he is due
home soon.
He has written to say

that his mother expects
him to spend his entire
terminal leave with
her, as he will be re-
turning here to his

job. His mother is get-
>ld, so I know that

it is only right for him
to spend as much time
with her as possible,

but I just can’t bear
the idea of missing this

time with him when
we have been apart for

so long.

My husband says
that his mother wants
him back in his old
room, as if he had
never left, a desire that
rather leaves me out.

Naturally, he feels ter-

rible about the situa-

tion, and I’m heartsick.

Madeleine B.
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Dear Mrs. B.:
Upon reading your

letter I must admit
that I thought at first,

“A wife certainly has
the prior right in such
a situation. After all,

the Bible says that a
man shall leave his

father and mother
and cleave unto his

wife."
Your mother-in-laiv

has been unforgivably rude. But she hasn’t hurt your standing
with your husband nor your marriage in the least. She is grow-
ing older, so you don’t want to do anything to jeopardize her
health or to make her unduly miserable.

Couldn’t you steel yourself to be noble about the situation?
Couldn’t you write your husband, telling him that you were
desperate to see him, that you adored him, that you had planned
on a second honeymoon, but that you wanted his homecoming
to be joyous and without friction, so you hoped he could visit

his mother first, remain as long as he wished, then hurry
home to you?

I really believe that self-sacrifice will repay you. I suspect
that your husband will make his visit home as brief as kindness
and filial affection will permit. No man who has been married
for five years is going to find the return to his boyhood room
as spellbinding an experience as returning to the wife he adores.

If you can be patient, I’m certain that yours will be a
splendid victory.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:
During the three years he was overseas, a boy I had known

all my life wrote to me regularly and I wrote to him. He re-
turned and asked me to marry him. (Continued on page 72)



“No wonder TANGEE SATIN-FINISD
Lipstick is a Hollywood sensation.”

Glamorous colors? Of course! But that alone doesn’t

explain the popularity of Tangee Lipstick in Holly-

wood. There’s another reason -satin-finish ! This

amazing development gives a lipstick wonderful "stay-

ing power”. . . so that you aren’t constantly taking time

out for “repairs”. And even on a hot day, Satin-Finish

doesn’t get soft— does not run or smear. Remember,

only Tangee has Satin-Finish.

HIT COLORS OF HOLLYWOOD
TANGEE CAY-RED-“to make your lips look young and

gay”—a favorite of Mrs. Robert Montgomery and

Mrs. Gary Cooper.
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Mrs. Charles Boyer, Mrs. George Murphy and
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THE FINEST IN UNDIES!
No need to guess . . . look for the

famous Blue Swan Undies . .

.

in whispery soft fabrics cleverly

styled to fit and flatter.

EMPIRE STATE BLDG
NEW YORK

(Continued from page 70) I had known
for a long time that I was desperately in
love with him, but there was a problem.
I am Protestant and Roddie is Catholic.

I explained to him that my father would
never consent to our marriage if I had to
change my faith, that I loved my family
too much to break with them over the
issue. Roddie said that his faith didn’t
mean anything to him, really, and that he
would become an excommunicant.

I insisted that he tell his family at once.
He said that no matter what anyone said,

he would never give me up.
Two days later he called to say he had

bad news; his family had talked him out
of our marriage. About a week later he
came to see me and we were more in love
than ever, so he said, once again, that we
must be married. We even set the date,
and the next day my parents announced
our engagement in the newspaper.

I didn’t hear from Roddie for a week and
when he finally called, he said that he
loved me with all his heart, but that family
pressure was just too much for him. So
that is the way things stand now.
He is a very fine fellow and was always

respectful when we were together. What
would you do, Miss Colbert?

Clara M.

Dear Miss M:
For me to attempt to discuss religious

conviction in this column ivould not only
be presumptuous , but certainly ivould in-

vite all manner of criticism from my read-
ers—and justly so. I firmly believe that
each of us must work out his own salva-
tion in matters of faith.

However, in your case, I might say
that, since any married couple living in

the same community with their parents
is going to see those parents often, you
would be facing a situation of constant
friction from one or the other pair of
in-laws. If the two of you could live at

least a thousand miles away from your
parents you would probably be able to

work out a happy solution.
There is one other fact to consider

:

Your boy friend appears .to me to be the
sort of person who is incapable of stick-

ing to a decision. He reminds me of the
donkey who starved between tivo hay-
stacks because he couldn't decide which
was the more attractive. Such a man is

likely to make a poor husband. Imagine
trying to get him to decide upon buying
one of four or five lots on which to build

a house. Imagine having your destiny
reposing in his shaking hand.

Perhaps it would be wise for you to

forget this lad and look around for some
more forceful life partner.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:

I have tried for some time to acquaint
someone of consequence with the ideas

I have for film plays, but so far I haven’t

even received replies to my letters. No
doubt, consideration just isn’t given to

anyone not already an accredited writer.

I do not claim to be a writer; I only have
story outlines from which film plays can
be written by men who know how.

All I ask is a chance to let my story

ideas be read by someone qualified to pass

judgment on them. Can you help me?
Emmett W.

Dear Mr. W

:

I wish I could help you but I simply
can't. Unfortunately, there have been too

many law suits filed over alleged plagiar-

ism for anyone in Hollywood to touch the
literary efforts of unknown writers. All

manuscripts are returned to the writer—
unopened. I have talked to a good many
writers and each has offered this advice:

Don’t try to sell ideas. Everyone is filled

with ideas ; what is needed is a person
who can put ideas into story form.

Don’t submit outlines, manuscripts or
any other typewritten material to studios.
It will be returned.
Do study current magazines and try to

sell finished stories to them.
Do write the book you have in mind,

then see if you can get it published.
Every studio has a huge staff of writers

studying every issue of every magazine
and reading every book published.

If you really can write, you will be able
to sell your work to some magazine; if

your work is published, it will be con-
sidered for motion picture purchase.

Claudette Colbert

• Dear Miss Colbert:
I am thirty-seven years old and engaged

to a wonderful man. Recently I’ve noticed
that I appear to be aging. My neck muscles
are sagging and the lines around my mouth
are deeply indented.
This realization is causing me to lose my

gay spirit and self-confidence, especially
since my fiance is a little younger than I,

and considerably younger looking.
Tell me, is there a safe method of look-

ing younger?
Helen S.

Dear Miss S:
I don't think you should torment your-

self about your appearance. Since you
are engaged, it is apparent that “a won-
derful man" found you desirable.

It is natural for a tvoman about to

be married to criticize herself; this is

known as bride's jitters and indicates
nothing except a woman's commendable
eagerness to be attractive to her husband.

However, there are some things for
you to do which will result in a reassur-
ing glow. For one thing, you should make
it a rule to get nine or ten hours of sleep
a night as often as possible. Also plan to

get daily exercise in the open air.

Go to a good beauty shop and ask them
to restyle your hair. Nothing “picks up"
a woman's appearance quite so much as

a becoming new coiffure.
Finally, if it is at all possible, take a

course of body massage. You will arise

from the rubbing table with sparkling
eyes and a glowing countenance.

But the final ivord—what difference
does age make? We can't stop the clock.

And the most wonderful secret of life is

that each period of existence holds prom-
ise for those eager enough to live to the
fullest without backward glance.

Claudette Colbert
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Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

&aucleHe (Ssoll)

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cali-

fornia, and if Miss Colbert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.
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ON WINNING THE
ACADEMY AWARD AS THE
BEST ACTRESS OF 1945!

Dear Joan Crawford:

We want to add our round of applause to the

tremendous ovation that greeted your award.

Your performance in Warner Bros' . "Mildred

Pierce" - a difficult role portrayed with

honesty, intelligence, and all the skill that

comes from years of experience in your pro-

fession - certainly deserves recognition.

Through your personality and the wide

variety of roles you have played - from the

flamboyant flapper of "Our Dancing Daughters"

to the mature characterization of "Mildred

Pierce" - you have become a vital part of the

American scene and screen. And we, along with

millions, just want to say, "It couldn’t

happen to a nicer person."

Very sincerely,
The Bottlers of Royal Crown Cola

P.S. Best wishes for a repeat in your forth-

coming Warner Bros. ’ picture, "Humoresque."

*

Joan is one of the great stars who have won Academy Awards and who
have named Royal Crown Cola their winner in the famous cola taste-test!

BING CROSBY 1944
Paramount star

GARY COOPER 1941 CLAUDETTE COLBERT— 1934
International star International star

MORE THAN 100 HOLLYWOOD STARS have taken the cola

taste-test. They tried leading colas in paper cups and
selected Royal Crown Cola as best-tasting. Try it!

Say “RC for me!” That’s a quick way to get a quick-

up with Royal Crown Cola — the only cola that’s best

by taste-test

!

NEHI CORPORATION • COLUMBUS, GA.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE— I 934 Award*

David O. Selznick star

'
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i Give in to

J
Periodic

„ Not you? Cer-

i tainly not

!

1 Because you,
® modern miss,

S know that

^ functional pain of menstruation is

i quickly relieved by taking Midol!

I Yes, these tiny white tablets are

® offered specifically to relieve periodic

I pain. Millions of girls and women
I accept them because they have
® learned that they help give complete

1 comfort in three ways: Ease Cramps

m —Soothe Headache—Stimulate mildly

I when you re "Blue"

.

i So you see it's easy to be comfort-
® able and carefree! And, it’s easy to

ff have Midol handy, because drug-

| stores everywhere carry it.
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I

I

I

1

I
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I
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1
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1
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1

I

MIDOL
PERSONAL SAMPLE—In plain envelope.

I

V

Write Dept. N-66, Room 14-18,

41 East 4%nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

CRAMPS—HEADACHE—“BLUES”
am na aa aa aa wa mm mm aa

I

1

I

1

1

J
FOR INVENTORS RECORD VrEE
Write today for full information on patent protection
and “Record of Invention" form FREE. Confidential ser-

k vice. RANDOLPH & BEAVERS. Registered Patent
Attorneys, 909 Columbian Bldg., Washington, D. C.

5*

Brings Golden Highlights
To Dull, Faded Hair

Blondes! Hair dull and faded? Try BLONDEX
golden RINSE the new "highlight” rinse

made specially for blondes. Brings lovely

lustre and add a little extra touch of color.

Safe — not a permanent dye or bleach —
washes off easily. BLONDEX GOLDEN RINSE
is made by the makers of BLONDEX, world’s
largest selling blonde shampoo. Sold at

10c, drug and department stores.

NOW...THE

The Intimate Story of Ingrid

(Continued from page 36) occupation he
was particularly impressed with the love-
liness and smart appearance of the' girls

riding their bicycles. Wondering how they
mana°ged to maintain their traditional chic
despite their hardships and limited means,
he had asked one of the girls how they
accomplished this feat. The girl’s reply
was the answer this hard-bitten war cor-
respondent found to explain Bergman.

“Class,” the girl had said, “is not what
you wear, but how you feel.”

I
T was during our stay in Canada that
the little-known Bergman temper flared.

An important function had been pre-
arranged in her honor in Ottawa at the
mansion of a social lioness of the capital

city. The guests were polyglot bigwigs:
Politicians, statesmen, foreign dignitaries.

Strictly a white-tie-and-tails affair.

The hostess, an officious, possessive type
of the species, took Miss Bergman firmly
in hand and presented her to the 200-odd
guests. Having met them all, Miss Berg-
man puzzled over a slight matter of proto-
col. Clearly remembering having been in-

troduced to various European ministers
and consuls, she became imbued with the
suspicion that there was a serious diplo-

matic omission.
Quietly she turned to her hostess and

inquired: “Where is the Swedish consul?”
To which the hostess coolly replied: “I

am sorry. He was not invited.”

That smoldering, grim anger which is

the heritage of the Norse clouded the
Bergman countenance.
“And why not?” she wanted to know.

“I am a Swede, and if this party is in my
honor, why wasn’t the Swedish consul
invited?”
The hostess, set back on her heels, forth-

with sent for the gentleman in question.

Upon his arrival Ingrid concentrated her
undivided attentions on the consul and his

wife. And then, still rankling at the faux
pas, she abruptly decided she’d had enough
of the affair. Suggesting to her country-
man that she would like to visit his home,
she bade her hostess a glacial goodnight,
and we spent the rest of the evening at

the Swedish Consulate.
Now it can be told.

One afternoon, toward the end of Oc-
tober in 1945, a conference concerning
a vital issue took place in a very private
dining room at Lucey’s restaurant near

the RKO Studios. The group included sev-
eral studio executives, a couple of lawyers,
director Alfred Hitchcock, Cary Grant and
Ingrid Bergman.
The seven-months-old strike of studio

workers had reached an alarming stage of

bitterness • and violence. Mass picketing
was in progress at several major studios,
including RKO where Hitchcock, Grant

currently engaged in

These three principals, like many other
directors and actors, had refused to cross
the massed picket lines. Their costly pro-
duction was at a standstill and was daily
running into more money.
Soberly the conferees discussed the pros

and cons of a very involved situation. One
of the lawyers spoke at length, expound-
ing that this was a jurisdictional dispute
between opposing unions, that Cary and
Ingrid by their refusal to cross the picket
lines were unjustly multiplying production
expenses, forcing up the studio costs.

He said to Ingrid: “I don’t understand,
Miss Bergman, why you take this stand
now when last spring you didn’t object to

crossing the picket lines to work on ‘The
Bells of St. Mary’s.’ The situation hasn’t
changed. It’s still the same strike.”

Ingrid Bergman answered simply:
“I didn’t know then what the strike was

all about. I was confused like many others.
I am still confused and I still don’t under-
stand exactly what they are fighting for.

“I only know this: Now it is different

—

people are getting hurt. They are going
to jail and going to hospitals. Families
are suffering. And something should be
done to stop it!”

The meeting broke up shortly there-
after. The strike heads left, realizing that
until means had been found to bring
striker and studio together in peace and
harmony, the humanity of Ingrid would
not allow her to go back on the set.

S
YMPTOMATIC of the unpredictable
Miss Bergman were several incidents

that happened on a trip to New York.
After an absence of three years she

looked forward expectantly to doing three
things: The first two she accomplished
within two hours of her arrival—a suc-
culent hamburger (with onions) at Ham-
burger Heaven and a hot fudge sundae at

Schrafft’s. The third was to see a play
every matinee and (Continued on page 76)

and Bergman were
filming “Notorious.”

From a wall perch Ingrid Bergman and Director Alfred Hitchcock listen while

Cary Grant does the talking—on set of “Notorious,” starring Ingrid and Cary
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BORDERLINE ANEMIA*
steals your energy and spoils your fun!

How thousands who are pale and tired because of this blood

deficiency may find renewed energy with Ironized Yeast Tablets

TpERE are people in every “crowd”
who seem always weary — who sel-

dom get into the spirit of any gather-

ing. Yes, and so many of these pale,

drab people may be able to trace their

lack of personality and fun to a blood

condition—to a Borderline Anemia, re-

sulting from a ferro-nutritional defi-

ciency of the blood.

Medical studies conducted show
that up to 68% of large groups of

women — many men — have this com-
mon Borderline Anemia. And if you
have noticed a loss of color and energy

in yourself, you too may be a victim.

Perhaps you need to build up your

blood — your supply line of energy.

Build blood and energy

with Ironized Yeast Tablets

If your face is unusually pale and you
tire far too easily it may well be the

result of a Borderline Anemia and you
should take Ironized Yeast Tablets.

They are especially formulated to help

you combat Borderline Anemia by re-

storing puny red blood cells to normal

size and color. And remember — vigor

and healthy good looks depend
on the energy released by healthy

IMPROVED CONCENTRATED FORMULA

Ironized Yeast

red blood cells! Continuing tiredness,

listlessness and pallor may be caused

by other conditions, so consult your
physician regularly. But when you have
the signs of this depressing Borderline

Anemia take Ironized Yeast. It can

help you build up your blood — and
your natural vitality and appeal.

TABLETS

*BORDERLINE ANEMIA
—a ferro-nutritional deficiency

of the blood—can cause

TIREDNESS • LISTLESSNESS • PALLOR

Energy-Building Blood. This
is a microscopic view of

blood rich in energy ele-

ments. Here are big,

plentiful red cells that
release energy to every
muscle, limb, tissue.

Borderline Anemia. Thou-
sands have blood like

this; never know it.

Cells are puny, faded.
Blood like this can’t re-

lease the energy you
need to feel and look
your best.

P
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sterling silver

make
Holmes & Edwards
patterns stay

lovelier longer.

The spoons and
forks you will use

most often

are inlaid with
these blocks at

backs of bowls
and handles

HERE Hill

ItS STERLING INLAID

J
Copyright 1946, International Silver Co.. Holmes & Edwards Div.,

Meriden. Conn. In Canada: The T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.oReg.U.S.Pat.Off.
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CHESTS,

(Continued from page 74) every evening.
The latter ambition embraced a desire

to see Mae West in “Catherine Was Great,”
at which I remonstrated.

“In heaven’s name why?” I said, couch-
ing my objection in a polite understate-
ment. “Everyone says it has the fragrance
of a polecat.”
“She’s a wonderful personality,” said

Ingrid. “I want to see if there’s anything
I can learn from her. It may come in handy
sometime.”
We saw the bawdy performance—and it

lived up to the verdict of its critics. I

ventured the hope that she was now satis-
fied, but Miss Bergman is not so easily
trapped. “Let’s go see a picture,” she said.

Ingrid’s low-heeled, slipper-like shoes
are by this time as well known as Church-
ill’s stogies. She wears them because of her
height—five feet, eight-and-a-half inches
—and because she likes to walk.
And when I say walk, I mean locomo-

tion as practiced by Scandinavian giants.
Long, sturdy, purposeful strides—a trying
ordeal even for tall men whose lives have
been spent in pedestrial adjustment to
medium-sized women.
Thus, in her beloved Manhattan, Ingrid

Bergman gives full expression to stretch-
ing her legs. Up and down the avenues,
from Central Park to 34th Street, from
Park Avenue to Eighth, in rain or shine
or blizzard.

Autumn of 1946 will find her in New
York, enacting the role of Joan of Arc in
Maxwell Anderson’s “The Girl from Lor-
raine.” New York will, see much of her.
Look for her. When you see the head

of a goddess above those rivers of people,
if it wears no hat and reaches the end of
the block before you can say “Spell-
bound,” you may rest assured

—

That was Ingrid Bergman!

M
ORE than the story, more than her
leading men, paramount importance is

placed by Ingrid Bergman on the selec-
tion of a director. With this professional
attitude she looks forward eagerly to mak-
ing pictures with the top directors.
Her anticipation reached a high pitch

at the prospect of doing a picture with
Leo McCarey, maker of “Going My Way,”
one of the directorial immortals. After
long and (to her) exasperating negotia-
tions between McCarey and David O.
Selznick, who was her boss at the time,
she finally was set to play Sister Bene-
dict opposite Bing
Crosby’s Father O’
Malley in “The
Bells of St. Mary’s”
The business de-

tails (with which
Miss Bergman has
not the slightest in-

terest) having been
consummated, she
waited impatiently
for the initial con-
ference with Mc-
Carey. Then came
the call and a

luncheon date, one
o’clock at Lucey’s.

At twelve o’clock

the star, whose con-
tract is worth fifty

million dollars to

any studio, was like

Seabiscuit at the

starting gate. Strid-

ing up and down
the huge lodge-like

living room of her
Beverly Hills home
she was anxious to

get going. Presently

she decided to get

going—she’d drive

slowly, and that

would get her there at the right time.
But once she got into her car—an in-

conspicuous coupe—she couldn’t drive
slowly, so great was her excitement over
this launching of a new cinematic ship.
She stepped on the accelerator and arrived
fifteen minutes early. Now, what to do
with fifteen interminable minutes?
She thought: “I’ll take a walk around

the block. It would not be good for me
to arrive first and sit by myself. I could
use a cocktail but it wouldn’t look good
to be seen drinking by myself.”
She parked the car and then caught

sight of Leo McCarey, himself nervously
pacing the sidewalk, oblivious to all.

“Leo!” she said. “What are you doing?”
“Ah,” he said, flushing crimson, “I just

couldn’t wait. I’ve been walking up and
down here since twelve o’clock!”
Thus, a crazy Swede and a screwy

Irishman kept a rendezvous to give the
world and his wife and children a magnum
opus entitled “The Bells of St. Mary’s.”

It is symptomatic of Bergman that when
she beheld the similarly zealous McCarey
she called him only by his given name.
Synonyms of endearment, usually as-

sociated with and reserved for lovers, are
as commonplace in the Hollywilderness as
the personal pronoun I. Even men whose
psyches could not be suspected of neu-
roses employ these terms in ordinary con-
versation with each other.

Greetings and exclamations are punctu-
ated by darling, dear, sweetheart, and even
such latter-day poesy as lambie-pie!
But Ingrid Bergman has never been

heard to utter one of them.
And no one, despite her natural, easy

fraternity, her crackling, spontaneous
laughter, has been brash enough to ad-
dress this inwardly regal lady with the
rising inflection of

—“Ba . . . by!”
Ingrid Bergman borders on the im-

probable, and everything she does or says
is improbable in a community where van-
ity, surface and pose are keynotes.
Some of the improbabilities stem from

her strangely contrasting qualities: She is

at once stubborn and adaptable, elusive

yet simple, proud and humble, innately
peaceful yet ready to fight tooth-and-nail.
From her crisply fresh beauty, unadorned
by artifice; her almost startling lack
of affectation; her passionate devotion
to her work, a profession that is the

very core of her existence, without re-

gard for its lavish monetary or glam-
orous rewards; her
magnificent lack of

doubt or fear, born
of a good, decent
faith; her honesty;
her sensitive intelli-

gence, insatiable for
knowledge. . . .

Her generosity
and warmth; a gay
and sparkling spirit

which makes her
the adored of every
co-worker; her
pride as a person
and as an artist; her
humility as a hu-
man being.
Ingrid Bergman

is both Earth and
Olympus.

Many factors go
tomake Bergman the
great human being
she is. Only a close

friend could know
them. Mr.Steelewill
be back next month
with more fascinat-
ing observations on
this distinguished
woman.

No One Year Subscriptions

Because of the unprecedented de-
mand for PHOTOPLAY we cannot
possibly print enough copies to sup-
ply all who want subscriptions for
PHOTOPLAY.
New and renewal subscriptions may
be deferred as much as two months
until places' on our subscription list

are available.

Therefore, to limit subscriptions to

the number that can be supplied
each month, PHOTOPLAY is re-
luctantly forced to refuse both new
and renewal one-year subscriptions.
However, we are accepting, subject
to delay in servicing, two-year sub-
scriptions at $3.60 and three-year
subscriptions at $5.40. These prices
apply to U. S. and U. S. Possessions
and Territories, Canada and New-
foundland. For subscription prices
to all other countries see informa-
tion at foot of contents page.

We will continue to accept one-year
subscriptions for the members of the
armed forces.
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At Better

Jewelers

Everywhere

WE1SSMANWATCH CO.. 20W. 47th ST..NEWYORK,NX

When hearts are one and time

stands still . . . your watch must

Carry on. Guard each tender

precious moment with the

accuracy of a WELSBRO

—

fittingly beautiful.

Priced from
$19.75 to $250

People Will Say They're in Love

(Continued, from page 33) Sonja still

laughs as she tells about it. “Not a soul
knew he was in town,” she says, “but
when he emerged from that telephone
booth, in spite of the early hour, he was
completely surrounded.”
The next morning they breakfasted in

Sonja’s suite, together with her mother.
Van, oblivious of the fact that the thirty-
odd reporters and cameramen waiting in
the hall even knew he was there, sat back
and relaxed over a second cup of coffee.

“He really thought,” says Sonja incredu-
lously, “that the press was waiting to see
me although I’d been in town for days
and days. At last, unable to endure the
pounding on the door for another minute,
I invited the boys in. ‘Here he is,’ I told
them, ‘Come and get him!’ The sheer as-
tonishment on Van’s face was so funny.”

Finally, when the last reporter and
photographer had departed, Van suggested
a shopping trip to Marshall Field’s. “I

need to get a few things,” he explained.
“You make it all sound very casual,”

Sonja protested. “Don’t you know you’ll
be mobbed?”

“I doubt it,” said Van, who hadn’t been
out of Hollywood very much since becom-
ing famous. “Come on!”

It was Sonja’s turn to grin later when,
back in her suite, she and her mother
were putting together the bits and pieces.

“Maybe now,” she told him, “you’ll know
how popular you are and realize you just
cannot go about like a private citizen.”

S
IX days they had together. Every night
during those days Van watched her show

from the seat she had put aside for him
at the Chicago Stadium. Afterwards they
went to supper and talked and talked.

Sonja certainly is very much the girl

Van always has described as his ideal.

She’s older than he is; thirty-three to his

thirty. And he has always liked girls who
were his senior.

Van also has said, “The girl I marry
doesn’t have to be pretty in the accepted
sense. I’d rather she’d just be attractive.

I’d like her to be intelligent, too. Interested
in the things I’m interested in. Successful
and with a sense of humor.”

Sonja, with her wide face and turned-up
nose, is not pretty. However, her blonde
Scandinavian looks are decidedly attrac-
tive. And she’s gay and vital, intelligent
and successful. Singlehanded, equipped
with some advice from her mother and a
pair of skates, she has turned ice skating
into big business, each of her tours gross-
ing about two and a half million dollars.

She also has a sense of humor. Otherwise
she couldn’t laugh, as she does, at several
statements Van was quoted as making to
the New York press. Such as “Sonja who?”
And, when asked whether he and Sonja
planned to marry, “Drivel!”
“He has told me he didn’t say those

things,” Sonja smiled with quiet confi-
dence. “So I know he didn’t.

“Tell me,” she said “what is ‘drivel’?”
American slang still puzzles her at times.
“Is it something nice or is it—nasty?”

“It’s not nice,” we explained.
She smiled. “Then Van didn’t say that

either. Not because it concerns me. But
because he’s not unkind. For the people
he likes he will do anything—and he likes
just about everybody.”
“And loves you?” It was a question.
Sonja laughed. “That you’ll have to ask

him,” she told us.

It would do no good, for this is one

.

question the usually talkative Van doesn’t
answer—except, it may be, behind closed
doors for his Metro bosses.

His Metro bosses, you see, are rumored
as wishing he would forget Sonja. Which
is understandable, as Van is the most valu-
able “property” on the Metro lot. And who
knows how marriage might affect his popu-
larity. Sonja points out that marriage didn’t
hurt Frank Sinatra’s career. In Van’s fan
mail are letters from women old enough
to be his grandmother. He has an ingenuous
quality which causes women, young and
old, to become excitingly and tenderly pro-
tective about him.

Until now, of course, he has been pretty
much the same character off screen that

he has been on screen which has accen-
tuated his appeal no doubt. A marriage to

Sonja, who is older and well known for

her business ability, might spoil the public’s

image of him. Whereupon the great for-

Fink scoop: Van Johnson rushed to his friend Joan Crawford (at

home ill) to congratulate her on winning the Academy Award



tune his popularity represents 'Cvould be
jeopardized, together with all his studio

has invested in him.
Motion-picture circles, understanding

Metro’s position in this romance, were
amused this spring when, just as Sonja
was returning to Hollywood with her Ice

Revue, Van was rushed out of town on his

first real vacation in five years.

To the best of his ability Van cooperated.

He gave the three publicity men who
accompanied him every possible break.

Aware of the job they had to do he gave
no romance stories to the reporters who
interviewed him in Florida and New
York. And he acquiesced when asked to

pose with Jacqueline Dayla, with whom
he’s been linked romantically, when he
and Jacqueline chanced to be in Miami
and in New York at the same time.

At the same time, however, he protected
Sonja. He called her frequently long
distance. He put in a special telephone call

to explain the pictures taken of him with
Jacqueline. He telegraphed her orchids.

As soon as he and his publicity entourage
had reservations back to California he
wired for a date the night of his return.

As Sonja says: “Van is too grateful for

what his studio has done for him to annoy
them too much—if he can help it.”

But sometimes, it is plain to see, he can’t

help it. . . .

H
E was an unofficial guest of honor at the
sumptuous dinner party Sonja gave for

Prince Bernadotte. He’s taking tennis les-

sons so he can give Sonja, an excellent

player, a more interesting game. He’s ac-
cepted her promise to teach him to skate.

They swim together in her long, blue-tiled
swimming pool. And they go to movies.
Sonja enjoys movies as much as Van.

She’s seen every picture he ever made.
“Weekend at the Waldorf” she caught in

New York between ice shows.
“If two people are companionable and

share each other’s likes and dislikes it

must help make an ideally happy mar-
riage.” That’s what Van has said. And
Sonja says it too.

Obviously, they like the same things,
Sonja even takes the crowds who push
her away from Van with good grace. And
a girl who has been limelighted nearly
all her life—for she was little more than
a child when she became ice-skating cham-
pion of the world—might very well not
like being pushed out of the way.
When asked about this she was a little

bewildered herself for a moment. Then she
said, “I don’t mind, somehow. I enjoy
his glory in a way, I guess. After all I’ve

had it all my life. Now it’s his turn.”
She’s changed since she has known Van.
And Van has changed too. He openly

loves Sonja’s lovely, gracious house.
“You’re lucky to have all this,” he told
her the first time he visited her and she
was showing him her “trophy room” in
which the panelling on all four walls is

hidden by the trophies she has won.
He’s impressed by the smoothness with

which her house is run, her gay and
lavish parties, and her lovely clothes.

He’s always wanted a home, you see, but
has been quick to admit he wouldn’t know
the first thing about running it.

Now Van is looking for land. When he
finds it he’ll build a home. Whether he has
asked Sonja to share it or whether she
would say yes if he did no one knows.
It’s possible neither is entirely certain
of the strong attraction they have for each
other. However, those who know them
best believe they would do all right to-
gether, and they have many reasons

—

all of which make sense to me—to sing
in chorus the lilting song—“People Will
Say We’re in Love.”

Well, aren’t they?
The End

We coultf be wrong !

A great many women agree that Fels-Naptha is an extra

fine laundry soap. They tell us it makes washing

easier. That it turns out whiter, sweeter-smelling clothes.

That it’s the best laundry soap they ever used.

Naturally, we think Fels-Naptha Soap should be used

in every home—but we could be wrong.

You might find that the Fels combination of good

mild soap and gentle, dirt-loosening naptha doesn’t

give you the extra washing help other women

have discovered. You might want to

tell us why. But before you make

up your mind—won’t you give

Fels-Naptha Soap a trial?

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAH/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY
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Sunrise Serenade

(Continued from page 31) daughter of
Consul Saenz from one of the smaller Latin
American republics, was accustomed to

luxury. Duke, honored that she had chosen
him from among all her suitors, was de-
lighted that his screen career permitted
him to indulge her in the surroundings and
gaiety she loved so well. So their life went
along in a very chic manner. Prolifically

also, a year after young Michael was born,
small, brunette Toni arrived. Duke loved
his kids—but he also loved his work and
that began to be the rub.

“I think I’ve had more bad pictures than
anybody who has survived in Hollywood,”
he explains it now, wrinkling up his fore-
head in that worried way he has, “but all

my pictures have been hard-work pictures.

Don’t forget I got my real start in Western
quickies. You not only try to act in those
and try to keep your dialogue from sound-
ing as phony as it really is, but you take
a real physical beating in them—and you
do it all in twelve days or so. Then maybe
you get a half a week’s layoff, and you’re
back in another.
“Now a guy in pictures has got to look

wide eyed. I used to be so sleepy I could
die. I loved having my friends around
but the routine of getting in at one A. M.
and then up again at five to be on a horse
in front of a camera at six—well I began
to curl up, that’s all.”

WHEN Mike and Toni were five and
four, Patrick was born. When Pat was

a bit more than a year, along came Melinda.
It was at the time of Melinda’s arrival

that the basic rift, which had always existed

between Josie’s and Duke’s interests, came
to the surface. Duke, having met Director
John Ford and made “Stagecoach,” knew,
even though he couldn’t bring himself to

talk about it, that now he wanted to be
an artist at acting. With Jack Ford’s
friendship and guidance, he aspired to

something much more than riding away
from or into a camera. By this time the
rift, brought on by John’s moods and a
difference of interests, had grown. John
grew more and more silent. Weeks went
by when they barely saw one another,

even though they shared the same house.
For Duke, who was at work by dawn, now
went to bed in the early evening.
Finally Duke left home. It was a big

wrench for him because it meant leaving
the children. Of his children he says, “I

think my kids are the most wonderful,
handsomest kids on earth. Pat and Mike
are terrific, and as for my two girls—well,

I think they are the most beautiful girls

in the whole United States.” He didn’t

dare expect a divorce. Josie is a Catholic.

Between pictures one day he went down
to Mexico City to get away from it all. He
wanted to be with people who were simple
and uninvolved. However, the Mexican
film industry took him up in a big way,
and one night he even put on a dinner
jacket and his company smile to be an
honored guest at a dancing party at the
glossiest night club. Next to him sat

Esperanza Baur, a Mexican film star. Her
eyes were dark eyes, like Josie’s, and she
was tall and slim, like Josie, but there the
resemblance stopped. For she was bored by
the party, as bored as he was.

“I would much rather be on a horse
riding in the moonlight,” she said, “than
sitting in this stuffy old room being too

polite.”

That did it. Duke acknowledged as how
he had to stay at the party, being the
guest of honor. She acknowledged that

she had to stick around, since she was
leading lady with the company that was
throwing the affair.

“But we could ride tomorrow morning

and see the sunrise,” said Duke.
“I would like that,” said Chotta.
“Chotta isn’t a nickname for Esperanza,

which really means Hope,” the new Mrs.
Wayne explains; “It is just a name Mexi-
cans give children when they get big
enough not to be any longer called Chot-
tachita.”

They found out a lot about one another
on that first ride. Duke found out Chotta
was half French, half Mexican. He dis-
covered her favorite sports were riding and
swimming. She genuinely hated night
clubs and a social existence and she loved
acting.

Chotta didn’t ask Duke about himself.
She already knew.

I asked her, “How did you feel about
him on that first real date?”
Somehow or other the camera loses

Chotta’s beauty, her exquisite length of
limb, her slim, flat waist, her large gener-
ous mouth and her laughing eyes. A
warmth of personality emanates from her,
heady as a powerful perfume. She studied
English as a child in school, but it is still

mighty mixed-up English. She says, in
answer to questions, things like, “I a
lettle cook,” and “These house I like most
of what we saw because the terrain is such
pretty

—
” meaning she admires the garden

as well as the house. She moves con-
stantly, not restlessly but from an abun-
dance of energy and she says, “Ooooh, I

forgot a cigarette lit.” When Photoplay’s
photographer was posing her, looking into
Duke’s eyes, she smiled her melting smile
and murmured, “This you no need to
hurry.”

So, when I asked her about her feelings
at meeting Duke, she said, “I feel like any
other girl would—but surely you tease me.
You know how I would feel.

“When I first see Duke in Mexico, where
most of the men they are so short, I know
it is good for me. I know that when I, who
am so long, dance with him his head will
be above me which never happened to me
before.”

WHEN Duke came back to Hollywood,
he didn’t forget Chotta, but he was

afraid to fall in love again. He threw him-
self into his work and his career went
ahead faster than it ever had before. He
got his first chance at comedy with Jean
Arthur in “A Lady Takes a Chance,” and
that pleased him very much. He lived very
simply and quietly. The only trouble with
it was that he was lonely. He found he
missed a home more than he realized he
could. He hated apartment living. Between
pictures, he took a flying trip to Mexico
and saw Chotta again. He asked Chotta if

she’d consider giving up her career ever.
She said, yes, she would if she married.
Late in 1944, Jo Wayne filed her divorce

action. She got the custody of the children
but she gave John the right to visit them
whenever he wished.
Immediately a lot of correspondence be-

gan to cross the border, Duke’s letters to
Chotta, Chotta’s letters to Duke. They
wrote about horses and swimming and
little houses and acting and, of course, one
another.

“I don’t wish ever for acting again,”
Chotta says now, “but I am glad for the
Duke that I did act for a while for it makes
me know, without his having to explain
anything at all, when he is tired or cross.

Then I either baby him or I just go away
and let him gloom by himself.”
There is no denying the fact that the

Duke does gloom sometimes, for he has all

the temperament of the creative person.
The blessed thing about Chotta is that she
accepts such temperament with a gay se-
renity. Her amused face says, very clearly,
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this is my husband. This is his home. His

is the law and I abide by it—but my eyes

can dance just the same.
It works out for relaxation. For the first

time in his career, Duke is being his own
producer, and also, for the first time since

he became a star, he’s at the studio from
early morning till late at night, whether
or not he’s needed there. He’s there just

because he loves it. His pictures will re-

lease through Republic and his first own
production will be called “The Gun.” He’s

up to his handsome eyes in details on it

right now.
Everything Duke and Chotta have done

together has been uninvolved but funda-
mentally Duke’s original, small-town-boy
pattern. They were married at the Long
Beach, California, Presbyterian Church
because that’s Duke’s mother’s church and
her pastor, the Rev. Johnson Calhoun,
who is an old friend of the Morrison
family, performed the ceremony. Chotta
wanted an old-fashioned gold wedding
ring, so Duke got it for her, but he wanted
to design a special diamond ring for her
engagement gift, so she hasn’t received
that yet, or the 1946 automobile he or-
dered for her.

Chotta doesn’t fuss. She knows they will

be there presently

—

manana, as the Mexi-
cans say.

F
OR their honeymoon, they flew to Hono-
lulu. They went on the first plane on

which civilians were allowed to travel
without priorities, and since it was the
first vacation Duke had had in five years,
they looked forward to long, lazy days in

the sun. So they were in the Islands for
three weeks and it rained every day of
them.
The test of their compatability was that

they didn’t mind at all. They went sight-
seeing in the downpours. They sailed to the
small, off-the-beaten-track islands. They
climbed up to the craters of volcanoes.
They went mullet fishing and swimming.
They had fun, doing everything and doing
nothing.
They still do. With Duke back at work

again—he had one day off between “They
Were Expendable” and “Without Reserva-
tions”—they are not going out evenings
at all. “Mostly Chotta reads and I sleep,”
Duke says.

“Sometimes I teach him Spanish,” Chotta
beamed.
“How’s he doing?”
“Bad, bad,” Chotta said. “Ver’ bad.”
“Because I have a problem,” said the

Duke. “You see, I can’t keep my mind
off the teacher.”

The End
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Yippee Yvonne

( Continued, from page 63) then Yvonne’s,
feminine with four-poster bed and huge
canopy, burgundy-colored drapes at the
windows and a dressing table with white
and burgundy ruffles trailing off it. All
this is set on a snow-white carpet and
framed by walls of light blue.

“Isn’t it dreamy?” Yvonne dreams.
“When I get into that big bed at night I

feel like a princess. It’s everything I ever
wanted, this house—and as soon as I get
the three mortgages paid off, it’ll be all

mine!”
The stables where Yvonne boards her

horse is—with Yvonne at the wheel of her
car—a breeze away from the white house.
The horse was bought long before the
house—with her first star’s pay check. His
name is Little King and he is bigger than
the law should allow. Fortunately, the
stables provide more normal-sized horses
for guests of the non-De Carlo tempera-
ment.
A typical De Carlo canter consists of a

rough workout in the corral and then set-

ting out on a long, long ride on a Valley
trail. How else is a gal who has won
eleven prizes in rodeos as a champion
horsewoman going to keep in condition?'

“I usually ride alone on the mornings
I’m not working,” Yvonne screams chattily

through locks of her hair as she races
ahead. “Riding is great for serious think-
ing. Or for singing practice—I’ve sung my
pet song, ‘Laura,’ over miles of these trails.

Or else I memorize my lines aloud while
I ride.”

S
HE rides with the grace movie-goers are
struck by when they see her on the

screen. Now, miles away from pavements,
carbon monoxide and make-up, the white-
ness of her skin against the almost-black
hair and the blue-gray eyes produce a
sense of magic, a dream of nature’s come
into being with this blend of girl and horse
racing across the earth.

“Want something to eat?” she calls

breathlessly. “There’s a barbecue stand
over the hill.” And on the way the trail

leads past the motel where Yvonne lived
while she was playing her first starring
role in “Salome.” This tiny cabin she had
shared with her mother (they hadn’t been
able to find anything else in the housing
shortage) was occupied again. Laughing,
Yvonne points out where the owner of the
auto camp had once hung a sign, “A Movie
Star Lives Here,” and which had, of course,

kept the De Carlo cabin ambushed by
autograph hounds.
But now Yvonne is reining in her steed

at a barbecue stand. Inside, she perches
on a stool at a gleaming counter. The at-

tendant knows Miss De Carlo of old. “Hi,
Yvonne!” he grins. “What’ll it be—the
usual prime ribs and a strawberry milk-
shake?”

“Sure,” she grins back. “And make it

two of both. My riding partner should try

your specialties.

“Riding makes you hungry,” Yvonne
says briskly. She then adds that, except
when she is dieting for a picture, she al-

ways eats excessively. “And even when
I’m in a picture, the studio can set its

watches by my afternoon trip to the com-
missary for a strawberry milkshake—the
waitress starts the shaker going at a regu-
lar hour every day.” She chews happily
on her prime ribs, and adds, “When I’m
not eating ribs, I’m eating fried chicken.

Can’t make up my mind which I like best.”

As she leaves the barbecue stand, she
suddenly gives a shriek of triumph and
points at the candy shelf behind the coun-
ter. “Licorice candy! I want all you’ll sell

me!” It seems that she has found licorice

candy very hard to buy during the war
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years; so she limited herself to three

luscious pieces a day.

On the ride back to the stables, the in-

evitable question is asked (in a loud yell

from horse to horse) ;
What are her roman-

tic tendencies these days? Who’s top man?
Howard Hughes, Turhan Bey, Philip Reed,

or Rod Cameron? Or a dark horse?
“Is that a pun about my riding?” she

giggled, and it is obvious that her love

life is going to remain her own. But she

chatters glibly about her women friends.

“I certainly am glad that Universal brought
me and Marjorie Rambeau together—
there’s a fine woman,” she yells. “We go
out to her ranch a lot and go riding. And
Helen Walker’s a fine girl, too.”

The strawberry milkshake seems to have
really started her talking, and all the way
back to the stable and then to her home
she goes on—about the vacuum cleaner

she longs to buy; the airplane she wants
to own some day (with her as pilot,

natch!); her favorite possession, a little

white Bible given her by her mother when
she was confirmed. And about her big

business ambition: Soon she wants to own
a string of beauty parlors with the name
Yvonne De Carlo over them. She wants
to build them, specially designed, and to

supply them with her own ideas on hair
styles—and her own cosmetics.

S
HE heartily agrees with Wordsworth’s
famous line, “The world is too much with

us, late and soon,”—and lives up to her
belief. As much of the time as possible,

she is alone—and contentedly, busily alone.

She likes to paint, write, listen to her col-

lection of symphonic records, and read

—

books on Greek mythology and the theater,

and Shakespeare’s plays.

Back at her quiet little French house,
she had one last surprise. Yvonne doesn’t
drink or smoke, yet pulled a gold cigarette
case out of her riding pants’ pocket and
offered a cigarette. “Oh, I carry ’em for
my smoking friends,” she says.

But then Yvonne isn’t ordinary. The
Mystery Siren, the girl who “has a way
of unwearing clothes,” sets heads spinning.
What with her honesty about mortgages;
her love of licorice, strawberry milkshakes
and horses, what with everything about
De Carlo, it’s bewildering.
But maybe we’ve forgotten something.

Maybe we’ve forgotten that exotic Yvonne
De Carlo’s real name is Peggy Middleton.
Perhaps that explains everything!

The End
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Hearthside Pirate

(Continued from, page 52) Baron von
Henreid by right—an Austrian citizen by
birth—educated in France, Austria and
Germany—a stage and screen sensation
in England—he is currently an American
citizen by choice, and perfectly content
to forget all the rest of it.

His father, Baron Carl Alphonse, ad-
viser to Emperor Franz Joseph, was the
only banker in a family whose other sons
had followed their inclinations toward ad-
venturous or artistic careers. Paul was
just ten when his father died, but he re-
members his stopping to talk before going
to his office in the morning. “Promise
me,” he would say, “that you will never
work for money.”

It was not until his first season on
Broadway that Paul felt he was apt to be
keeping that promise. For a long nine
months in New York, he and Lisl had
practically no money at all—but they still

considered it a rich experience.
“America is the most wonderful country

in the world, even to be poor in. We
found that out,” he says with a sincerity
beyond that of any native-born citizen’s.

“Even if we had never found success, we
would want to stay here always.”

L
ITERALLY, “at home” for the Henreids
means Brentwood, California, in a spark-

ling white house every wall of which re-

flects their current complete happiness in

being there. Outside, its green yards are

livened with spreading fruit trees, bright

flower beds and a blue-watered swimming
pool. Inside, it is evident that the man
of the house has, among his other ac-

complishments, a talent for turning com-
fort into charm. It was his idea to arrange
the chairs, couches and cocktail tables all

in one large, chummy circle around the

open fireplace.

“I have a friend who has fourteen heavy
chairs in his living room—and all he does

is wear himself out moving them around
so that people can face each other. I’ve

got things fixed so that when guests come,
I don’t have to move one single thing.”

A bar in the study is made out of bar-

rels, with smaller, copper-banded barrels

for the stools—his own idea for preserving

the containers in which their household
belongings came from New York to Holly-
wood. Lisl has followed through with

copper and pewter on open shelves and
with warm-colored fabrics throughout.

The place was formerly owned by the

Henry Fondas, who sold it to Paul for half

its cost because they wanted him to have
it—he couldn’t pay any more at the time

—

and because, when he showed up with a

bouquet of roses in his hand, Frances
Fonda just simply tore up all the better

offers. Hank, who now lives up on Tiger

Tail Road, sometimes comes back, looks

around and says, “If you’d done all this

before you bought it, darned if I’d ever

sold it to you!”
The bowls on every table, filled with

what seems like thousands of matches,

have no special significance except that

the occupants use up a lot of ’em. The
photos on the study wall are all of Paul’s

leading ladies and favorite actors, includ-

ing one canine beauty named Flopsie—

a

Sealyham who played opposite him in a

couple of European pictures.

Most fascinating spot in the house, to

its owner at least, is his workshop, wherein
he really works “—on anything they

throw at me,” with vacuum cleaners

and alarm clocks a specialty. Motors, or

rather anything about an automobile, in-

trigue him. “ ‘Please, only gas and water—

’

I have to say every time we stop at a

service station,” says Lisl; “else he will

be sure to make friends with someone who

can tell him something new about an
automobile and probably sell him some-
thing new, too.”

The real stars of the household, how-
ever, are Monica and Mimi Henreid,
aged three years and one year, respec-
tively. On the subject of his daughters,
Paul knows no restraint. Monica is very
fair
—

“as I was”—and will probably darken
slightly as she grows older. Mimi will be
black haired like Lisl.

“Monica is a sensitive child—tender and
vivacious and really brilliant. I want her
to dance and sing—and it will be very
important to have the right teacher. Mimi
is a little too young to make plans for as
yet—currently her greatest talent is for
eating and sleeping.”
One room of the house is entirely filled

with an electric train and tracks belong-
ing to Monica—but demonstrated for you
by Paul who bought it for her on a recent
trip to New York.
“We went into a store to find ‘a teeny

church,’ which was the only thing she
asked us to bring her,” explains his wife.
“Paul kept looking at the trains, playing
with the switches. ‘They’re for girls, too,
don’t you think?’ he’d ask. ‘You could
put the teeny church alongside the track,’
he said finally—and that’s where it is

now. I cleared out the laundry room to
give them plenty of space to play in, and
he actually has taught Monica to rim it.”

ITNIQUE among nursemaids is Lucie (pro-
U nounced Lootzi), who was in the serv-
ice of Lisl’s mother’s family for some
forty-five years and is now the final

arbiter in affairs pertaining to Monica and
Mimi. At seventy she considers herself
too old to learn to speak English—which
is all right, since it is the custom of

colored servants in the Henreid household
to learn German, the better to enjoy her.

Lucie is the most constant Henreid fan
in existence, seeing all his pictures four
and five times—after which she comes
home and explains the entire story to

Paul. “It sometimes helps, too,” he says.

“A couple of times I really didn’t know
what they were all about.”
Lucie recently came home with news of

“the one house I’ve seen that’s prettier

than ours.” The little boy and girl who
lived there had a playhouse, with tiny

washbowls and other furniture, just their

size. The parents were nice people, said

Lucie, but she didn’t know their name.
One Sunday Lisl demanded that Paul stop
washing his car and stroll over to meet
the male parent. The other dad turned
out to be another guy in denims, also

washing his car, na...c of Fred MacMur-
ray. The Henreids and the MacMurrays
now spend a* lot of time together discus-

sing their gardening, Lucie and the fast-

growing romance between Monica and
two-year-old Robert MacMurray.

Paul’s most recent fan letter came from
his mother in Europe. Years ago she had
begged Lisl to use her influence to change
his mind about becoming an actor. Lisl

agreed with his family that he was pretty

bad but felt that his major lack was ex-
perience.
The letter was a complete exoneration.

A few weeks previous the Baroness von
Henreid had been picked up by a couple
of American GI’s in a jeep and escorted

to a showing of “Of Human Bondage” and
“The Conspirators.” “You were always
right, and I have been very wrong,” she
wrote Lisl afterwards. “You are wonder-
ful
—

” she wrote Paul.
His favorite fault is “being critical—I’m

one of those fellows who can always man-
age world affairs better than someone else

—I keep tell- (Continued on page 86)
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(Continued from page 84) ing myself.” He
doesn’t leave tops off bottles nor squeeze
the toothpaste from the wrong end of the
tube
—

“he’s too orderly,” complains his
wife who is thus robbed of anything else
to complain about. For fun he “would
rather do nothing,” and for relaxation he
likes to read in bed. For good luck he
carries a tattered Sunday school picture
of the Virgin with a prayer on its back
from an elderly British fan whose scrawl
is illiterate but sincere.

A group of women sitting around a
restaurant luncheon table remind him of
“circus ponies” because of the bobbing of

their flowered and feathered hats—no ob-
jection to the hats, except that they “don’t
let him see enough of the women.” Hair-
dos of the elaborate sort intrigue him not
at all, but long bobs do. He prefers Lisl

in simply cut clothes—likes her to surprise
him with a new ensemble, rather than
help her pick it out. Lingerie is some-
thing else again, he’ll come home with
boxes of it, the fancier and more extrava-
gant the better.

A tango and rhumba expert, he nourishes
a secret yen to learn to jitterbug. Favor-
ite leading lady, “Bette—Bette—and Bette,
because she is truly a great actress,” but
someday he would also like to do a pic-
ture with Garbo. “Now, Voyager” was the
film he felt did him the most good, but
“Spanish Main” was a lot of fun because
what man doesn’t like to swashbuckle?
And what woman doesn’t like to watch

him—and dream of being the romantic
loot on his next pirating excursion?

The End





DIANA LYM

Her real name is Dolly Loehr. She’s

as lovely as the Strauss waltzes she

used to play when she was a concert

pianist. For fun she excels at

badminton and collects china animals.

Paramount will next present her on

your neighborhood screen in “Our Hearts

Were Growing up ”
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Heart

gay . . . and

is Growing Up

a little flirtatious

Opposite: a beguiling frock—from neckline to

dust-ruffle—in which to do your beguiling. It’s

a McKettrick. It’s a Dan River cotton. Black

with lime, pink or aqua stripes. Sizes 10-16.

About $9.00. At Sterns, New York, N. Y.,

and Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago, 111.

Right: A Sun Surf slack suit that’s young and

gay—and well tailored and different too.

Of “Shanara,” a Seaglow fabric. Black and yel-

low, blue and white, coffee and beige. Sizes

12-18. About $18.00. At the Highee Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio, and Joseph Horne, Pittsburgh, Pa.

For the store in your vicinity write to the
manufacturer listed on page 96.

!
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Cool!

BELITA was christened Belita

Gladys Lyne Jepson-Turner

about twenty-two years ago at

Garlogs, her ancestral home in

Hampshire, England. You’ll next

see Belita, who models these

Photoplay selected fashions in Mono-

gram Pictures’ psychological

murder mystery, “Suspense”

Opposite:'A Carole King dress of white

shantung—cool as a mint julep—with

flower sprays embroidered upon it to

give it color and make you look slimmer.

Sizes 9-15. $14.95 at The Hecht Co., Wash-

ington, D. C. and Harvey’s, Nashville,

Tenn.

LEFT : A Sacony-Palm Beach bolero suit.

Crisply tailored. In brown, black, navy

or pastels. 10-20. $22.50. Jordan Marsh,

Boston, Mass.; Hutzler’s Baltimore, Md.

Cotton accessories by Town and Country

available in cocoa brown, black or white.

(Hat $3.95—bag $5.95 and shoes $5.95.)

Filene’s, Boston, Mass., and Frederick

and Nelson, Seattle, Wash.

For the store in your vicinity write to the
manufacturer listed on page 96.
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Mad, by GANTNER & MATTERN CO.

Son froncisto • Chitogo • New York

F
W ^mztec Watergod

WIKIES . . fresh from the

temple pools of Ancient Mexico!

Brief, boyish shorts ore water-

repellent . . have shirred elastic

waist and bow bra! Aztec Water-

b god WIKIES for your sweet-

r heart, too! At America’s A

Kjtf’i. finer stores.

If didn't take Adrian’s spring fash-

ion parade to tell the Hollywood girls

it’s the thing to "float” this season.

At parties and night spots they have

been wearing the longest, fullest, float-

iest skirts imaginable. Skirts are fuller

and more rounded at the hips, too.

Joan Fontaine even has a skirt with
pads at the hip bones

!

At the Beverly Hills Club the other

night Alice Faye was lovely to look at

in a plaid taffeta dinner dress of navy
blue and pink. The skirt was short

and enormously full. The basque type

jacket had crisp puffed sleeves that

were on the very short side. Alice’s

hat was a tiny navy blue sailor and
her bag and shoes were navy too.

Navy is more of a favorite than

ever this springtime, especially when
accented by white, citron yellow or

cinnamon. Ann Sheridan, lunching

at La Rue with Steve Hannagan, wore
a suit of navy blue satin. It had dol-

man sleeves and a tiny tailored peplum.

I Cinnamon was her accent. A scarf of

cinnamon wrapped about the neck is

wonderful for your skin tones.

Speaking of navy blue reminds us

of Anne Baxter’s wool jersey dress,

1 the skirt of which drapes up into a

gold kid belt. Anne tops this dress

with a short white bolero and with it

wears, of all things, a blue straw bon-

net type hat adorned with old-fash-

ioned field flowers. The result is sheer

enchantment.

At Basil Rathbone’s party Greer

Garson wore a romantic dress of green

and white satin. The skirt was long

and full. The neckline was very low

and filled in with large sprays of white

lilacs!

At the Los Angeles premiere of

"The Voice of the Turtle,” Joan Ben-

nett wore a strapless evening gown that

featured a crisp black lace bodice, a

ruffled peplum and a full skirt of black

net over pale pink taffeta. Close to

the hemline several large roses, fas-

tened to the slip, showed through as

Joan floated along. Over her hair she

tvore a lace snood. And over her dress,

she wore a light gray fox stole.

June Haver went Mocamboing in a

confection of a dancing dress. The
tiered skirt of pink net shaded down
almost to a flamingo red. The bodice,

of pink satin, was cut low with a neck-

line ruffled in pink net. June wore pale

pink net mittens, little red velvet wrist

bows and red velvet slippers. Ingenu-

ish and bewitching.

At the Brown Derby the other day

Gail Russell caught every eye. Her
griege (gray and beige) suit-dress with

high rolling reveres and a swing skirt

looked knitted but wasn’t. It was the

buttons, really, that were the piece de

resistance. They were huge topaz-

colored stones trimmed with "dia-

monds.” Gail, whose sense of chic in-

creases all the time, complemented this

costume with long gauntlet gloves of

brown suede, brown bag and shoes.

Dorothy Lamour’s white chiffon

gown at Atwater Kent’s party had a

black velvet halter neckline, a tight

simple bodice and a full, billowy skirt.

Dotty wore an enormous white chiffon

scarf banded with black velvet both

as a stole and a sari.

Speaking of saris—Ida Lupino has

a Persian-inspired draped dinner gown
of striped silk. It’s striped in every

color imaginable but in subdued tones.

With this she wears a chiffon sari that

is the color of her hair—a soft reddish

blonde.

Sonja Henie, back from her nation-

wide tour with her ice show, has the

whole town talking about her new
clothes and her new figure. (Her

waistline is (Continued on page 96)



HEART INVADER ... A tempting tubbable Carole King Original of cool, crisp cotton chambray

. . . dreamy n winsome with dainty, fairy-like embroidery caressing the shoulders and

skirt. Junior sizes 9 to 15. About $15.00. Exclusively at one fine store in your city.
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SPeeprie Cttfateo

starring in Arnold Pr e s s b u rg e
r

‘

s

“A SCANDAL IN PARIS"

released thru United Artists

PAY YOUR NEW FROCK A COMPLIMENT!

Wear pearls — and see how they add a classic touch to your new

clothes . . . especially when they’re DELTAH simulated pearls, so closely

resembling precious Orientals. Their rich creme-rosee color harmonizes

beautifully with every costume, daytime or evening. Necklaces and

earrings, perfectly matched.

L. HELLER AND SON, INC.

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

and makes you lovelier

•

When you go to the beach this sum-

mer take along a gaily striped towel

and wear it serape fashion over one

shoulder. Good not only for drying

purposes after a swim btit, worn this

way,
it is very fashion wise.

Necklines are lower this year. To

look your most romantic, edge your

low neckline with white. This defi-

nitely lends a glow.

Give your suit a new look by wear-

ing different types of dickies . . .

Striped satin or sheers with lace trim

for "dress up” occasions . . . Crisp

white pique or linen, both wonder-

fully fresh looking, for everyday.

The perfect hat for bangs is the

little girl off-the-face Breton. It’s

good in all fabrics and colors and can

be worn the year ’round.

Knit a cardigan. A wonderful all-

purpose sweater, the cardigan, and

you’ll be amazed how much better it

will wear and wash when it’s hand

knit.

Do you have a fitted coat in your

wardrobe} Cut it. off at the new

knuckle length, add an important-

looking belt and even your best friends

won’t recognize it.

Sew white ruffles on your basic dress

so they cross at the back of your waist.

This way the ruffles lend a crisp and

frilly apron effect—and give your

dress the new look.

Paint your pearl button earrings

with your nail polish, match the color

carefully in your lipstick and be a

symphony.

Make a full ballet type skirt, calf

length, for summertime dancing and

team it with your frillest blouses.
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ABOUT $3 AT BETTER STORES.

IN WHITE ONLY. SIZES 32 TO 38 .

OTHER STYLES 9 - 15
,
40 -46 .
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Look for this label. It is your assurance of

quality — in fabric, tailoring, fit, long life.

Jife
BB4

(iIRDIf

glorifies your upper Lifeline. Lifts,

molds, corrects, holds, all at one time.

$1.25 to $3.50.

glorifies your lower Lifeline with new
curve-appeal thru elastic comfort and

material control. $7.50 and up.

You’ll look and feel exciting, in these superb Formfit creations.

For they work together to glamorize every curve . . . correct every sag

and bulge . . . and blend your figure into one continuous Lifeline

of supple, fluid movement! Today be fitted and see.

At all the better stores and shops.

THE FORMFIT CO., CHICAGO, NEW YORK

CINEMODES
(Continued from page 92) about

twenty inches around note!). One eve-

ning dress, a favorite, of pale lemon

crepe is moulded so tightly it seems a

miracle she can breathe. The skirt is

slim, long and severely plain with a

deep slit at the side. There's nothing

over one shoulder and the other is

adorned by the narrowest possible band

of tightly draped crepe. The bodice of
this dress xvhich is very low., back and
front, is held up by "wiring.” But
wait, that's not all—the entire dress

is covered with magnificent beading

of crystal, sequins and paillettes in a

beautiful design. Sonja wears no
jewelry. Her sun tan is adornment
enough.

Gene Tierney loves those new flat

ballet shoes. She’s been wearing them
even with cocktail clothes.

Maureen O’Hara dotes upon the

new gold hook-and-eye clips her hus-

band, Director Will Price, had de-

signed and made for her. One is a

hook and one is an eye. She wears

them as earrings, pinned on opposite

coat lapels and attached to the cuffs

of her sleeves. They’d be beautiful in

gold and diamonds, or just diamonds

!

FOR THE SHOP in your vicinity

where the Photoplay Fashions

shown on the preceding pages are

sold write the manufacturers listed

below:

Two-piece Paisley playsuit

Jonathan Logan-

1375 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Striped dress

McKettrick

13 50 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Slack suit

Sun Surf

1410 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Bolero suit

S. Augstein Co.

13 84 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Matching hat, bag and shoes

Town and Country

St. Louis

Missouri

Whi^c shantung with flowers

Forest City Mfg. Co.

1120 Washington Avenue

St. Louis, Mo.

1
1

1
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From the Golden Coast . . . Koret of California creates

sun’n’fun sportswear you’ll vacation in at home or abroad.

Frances Ramsden in crisp Polo Shorts with Trik-Tie*, shown as

a midriff. . . to retie as a blouse. Polo Sborts with zipper back

closing and multi-color tie trim, sizes 24-30; about $4.

Trik-Tie*, sizes 32-38; about $5. Also available in

plain fabric. At better stores everywhere.

611 MISSION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

*PAT. PENDING

FRANCES RAMSDEN

CO-STARRING WITH

HAROLD LLOYD

IN PRESTON STIJRCES’

PRODUCTION—

"THE SIN OF

HAROLD D1DDLEBOCK'
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cardigan jacket over slim gored skirt . . .

crisp, cool and detachable

is the

white embroidered-pique dickey . . .

part of the

Rite-Fit dress plan

of special sizing and styling

to streamline and heighten

your average feminine figure.

Sizes 181/2 to 24/2

.

Featured at fine stores everywhere

for about t [",00
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Write us for the store

in your vicinity that carries

this and other "RITE-FIT" dresses.

Max Wiesen £ Sons Co., Inc. 463 seventh ave., new york is, n. y.



In Defense of My Wife

(Continued from page 39) things. Betty
did. Then overnight she had a success which
put her right in the big league. Betty went
from what was practically oblivion to the
spotlight of world attention without a

chance to learn values, without any past

experience to go by. It was enough to turn
any girl’s head.
Then from one extreme to another, be-

fore she had time to catch her breath, she
took a panning that would have staggered
even a seasoned star. The plain fact of

the matter is that Betty was lauded for

one picture out of all proportion to her
desserts and panned for another that wasn’t
by any means her entire fault. Mind you
I am not alibiing Betty for what the
critics said about her in “Confidential
Agent.” Betty would kill me if I did be-
cause she doesn’t go in for that sort of

thing. What I think is unfair is that Betty
was the target for what the critics admitted
was a poor picture. She didn’t write it, she
didn’t direct it, she didn’t play all the
parts. Yet the critics acted as if the
whole thing were her fault. They went
out of their way to knock her just as they
had to build her up.
We were down on the boat at Balboa

when the picture opened and the notices

began coming in. I watched Betty’s re-
actions, not knowing at first how to help
her. She was badly hurt, there was no
doubt of that. Then I decided that the only
way to handle the thing was to kid her, and
pretty soon we got to the point where she
was kidding about it too. She has a sense
of humor, you see. She has a sense of

values, too, and she has guts.

thinking seriously of giving up the screen.
Long before we ever met she had deter-
mined that some day she would put mar-
riage and a home above any ambitions
for a career. She had got her success with
her first picture. She had two others
coming up, “The Big Sleep” and “Con-
fidential Agent.” We were happily mar-
ried, and she decided the time had come
to be a homemaker for me.

I didn’t want to influence her one way or
another. I didn’t feel I had the right to
make an important decision of this kind
for her. So I told her that either way was
okay with me but it was entirely up to her.
I kept thinking of her youth, her eagerness
to be successful, her love of acting. What
right had I to change her course?
For weeks this hesitancy and indecision

kept up. One day Betty would make up
her mind to quit, and then Warners would
come along and offer her a new deal with
a big boost in salary. She was going

(

through hell trying to make up her mind.
My heart went out to her, but I kept my
mouth shut.

Then, when that “Confidential Agent”
blast hit her everything was changed. She
couldn’t quit. It would look as if she were
running away. Since she was getting the
rap there was nothing for her to do but
take it and then go on to prove that her
first success was no fluke, that she could
really act if she got the right opportunity.
My own feeling about “Confidential

Agent” is that Betty shouldn’t have been
i in it. It was wrong casting right from the

start. She didn’t want to do the part but
Herman Shumlin, the director, insisted on
having her and the top men at the studio
went along with him. They had plenty of
opportunity to judge her performance as

; the picture was being filmed. They saw

|

the rushes every night. If they weren’t
satisfied with her they could have put

»
someone else in the role. No doubt they

: figured that her terrific popularity from

After each bath, pat yourself all over

with Mavis Talc. You’re dainty, sweet

—

surrounded with lasting fragrance!

Discover these Mavis Glamour Aids, too!

for Body Beauty

Talcum Powder 59c , 39c, 23c, 10c

Body Beauty Powder $1.00 (with puff)

Dusting Powder 59c (with puff)

Body Powder Mit $1.00; Talc Mit 69c .

V. VIVAUDOU, INC., Dlstr., New York

All

prices

plus

tax
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for your, figure

At Better Stores

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

NUZAN BRASSIERE CO.. IRC. * NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

They’re carefree and casual, they’re the
footwear that steps out of the crowd.
You’ll Play in ’em, you’ll Loaf in ’em,
you’ll Pack ’em for Travel. Cunningly
and deftly crafted like Navajo mocca-
sins, they’re made of soft durable
leather with concealed platform and
ankle tie for perfect fit Wear ’em with
the collar up or down. Order your regu-
lar shoe size in Dovegrey, Desert Gold,

Beige, or Midnight Black.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
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At leading stores

every where

from 79^ is $2.25

Skillful designing and quality fabrics

combine to enhance your figure and give you

that heavenly feeling of freedom from restraint.

There is a Starlight Bra for every figure

type including a specially cut and sized

group for teen-age figures.

L. & W. BRASSIERE CO., NEW YORK 1 0, N. Y

Write For Our Illustrated Catalogue

"La Chaqueta" Imported Wool

MEXICAN LOAFER JACKET

P
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Picturesque embroidered jackets from Old Mexico
give you eye-catching color for office, classroom
or sports wear. Toasty warm on cold days. Small,
medium and large sizes for misses and women.
Red, blue, green, white—give second color choice.

No C. O. D/s, please . . .

Send check or money order. $20

SPRINGER’S
27S Son Francisco St EL PASO. TEXAS

Bring out the teasing lights in

your eyes with KURLASH, the

easy-to-use eyelash curler. Curls

lashes upwords—makes eyes ap-

pear larger, more alluring and
lashes longer, darker. Absolutely

safe — lashes are gently curled

against protective cushion. At
drug and dept, stores. KURLASH . $1.00

KURLENE—beneficial pomade—dresses up eye-

brows and lashes, aids curling, gives a dewy

look to eyelids. KURLENE 50*-$1.00*

TWISSORS—scissor-handle tweezers. Easy grip

—clear vision and precision plucking of eye-

brows and unwanted hair. TWISSORS . . . 50^
*PIUS TAX

KURLASH
THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC

Rochester, N. Y. • New York City

“To Have and Have Not” would insure a
big box-office success for this picture too.
Anyway, she was kept in the picture and
was made the goat when it was shown. No
one panned Charles Boyer, for he was an
established star with many fine perform-
ances to his credit, but she had to stand or
fall on only one previous effort.

Betty is the most honest person I have
ever known. She admitted freely that she
wasn’t good in the picture and that’s a
pretty hard thing for a kid to do after
she has been shot right up to the top.
Now she’s out to show them. She won’t
quit until she does that, and I’m backing
her up all the way.

DlGHT on the heels of the “Confiden-
' tial Agent” blow the Hollywood Wom-

en’s Press Club held its annual meet-
ing to vote on the most cooperative and
the most uncooperative players of the
year. I got wind of the fact that Betty
was in line for the booby prize. She was
running neck and neck for this socko with
Greer Garson. I began phoning my news-
paper friends asking them to vote for Betty.
I put on a regular campaign to boost her
into the cellar for her so-called non-coop-
erative attitude. I told my newspaper friends
that we really ought to have an award of
some kind in our family and I begged
them to vote for Betty instead of Garson.
Betty was very much amused, of course,

by my frantic efforts to get her a slap
in the face and that, of course, is why
I did it. I was afraid she really might get
that booby prize and if she did it would
go hard with her unless I could find some
way of kidding her about it. Actually, she
didn’t win, but it was a close call.

And why this attitude on the part of the
members of the Women’s Press Club? Betty
had fourteen magazine interviews in that
past year. Out of the fourteen she had
been able to keep her appointments with
twelve of the interviewers. One of these
wanted a life story which she felt she wasn’t
ready for, the other was on a deadline and
couldn’t wait. Some thirty or forty mem-
bers voted her as being uncooperative.
How come? Most of the members had
never met her at all.

I get a big kick from the way Betty takes
things in her stride. Before we got mar-
ried she had lived all her life in small
apartments in New York and Hollywood.
After we were married we bought a house
up in the hills, a nice, comfortable house
with plenty of room, and Betty pitched
right in and learned how to rim it.

It’s the same with the boat. She had never
been sailing in her life and knew nothing
about boats. She didn’t know whether she
would be any good at it or not, but when
we planned to marry she told me she was
going to learn to love the seafaring life—
or else! She said that since she loved me
it was up to her to love the things that
interested me. In a few months she could
handle a sailboat as well as anyone with
limited experience.

I think that ability of hers to learn and
to conform to the rules in all kinds of
activities shows in her acting. She’s a
good actress, not the greatest, not the
most inspired maybe, but she’s got the stuff

in her. There are very few really great
actresses on the screen. There are great
personalities and I think Betty is one of

these. She has a simple, direct way of
delivering her lines which gives her a
distinct individuality. Furthermore, we
work well together. We have fun on the
set and we both get a kick out of going
over our lines and studying our parts at

night. I think “The Big Sleep” will show
some of Betty’s real qualities as an actress.

I’m not going to stick my neck out with any
prediction.

Let’s all wait and see.

The End
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Toilet Water $1, 2 . 50, 4. 50

Bubble Foam, Bath Pow-

der, Sachet, Face Powder,

each $1 ..

.
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.

At your favorite drug and

department store.

(all prices plus taxes)

Also in devil-may-care

"Nonchalant"
Varva, Empire State Bldg.

New York 1, N. Y.

HANDCRAFTED ^ PR£PAID

FROM 6ENUINE DEERSKIN
These creamy colored wonderfully soft pelts

make a chamois-like moccasin that you would
not expect to find anywhere except on an Indian
reservation. Men enjoy them as well as women.

We have a size for every foot. Small, medium,
large, and extra large. The drawstring tie closes

snugly around the ankle and makes gift order-

ing easy. And what a gift—real deerskin is a

rare article!

immediate Delivery

Gentlemen: Send immediately -.pairs of

TEGUA Moccasins. Size

I enclose $ (No COD’s please)
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A Chance On

CANCER!

A sore that won’t heal

A lump that doesn’t hurt

Any progressive change in the

color or the size of a wart, mole

or birthmark

Persistent Indigestion

Any abnormal change in

bowel , elimination

These things do not necessarily mean
cancer. But, make sure

—

SEE YOUR DOCTOR
RIGHT AWAY

Fear is Cancer’s ally—fear gives can-

cer time to spread beyond the reach

of medical aid. At least 30% to 50%
of cancer cases CAN BE CURED if

detected and treated in time.

So that you, your loved ones, can be

free of the dread of cancer, money is

needed—for research, educational

programs, examination centers.

Send your contribution now to

your local committee, or to the

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

350 Fifth Avenue

New York 1, N. Y.

I
Cancer Costs Lives

Cancer Control Costs Money

Which Would You Rather Pay?
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SAFETY-WELL

Meds “SAFETY-

WELL” absorbs

so much MORE
so much FASTER!

Expansion is gentle

and comfortable.

Nebraska Natural

(Continued, from, page 46) froth. You’ll
see this trick in “Claudia and David.” It

was not invented for the story. It just
happens to be how Miss McGuire dresses.
She can’t keep a budget but is not proud

of this, like so many persons who think
they are special because they can’t add. “I

ought to keep a budget; I ought to know
where the money goes,” she keeps saying.
She reads constantly and rapidly. At

the moment she is reading a new book by
Henry Miller, “Sunday after War,” in
which she says Miller writes “with the
slashing quality of modern painting.”
At the end of one of her recent pictures,

she gave a champagne party—just like a

motion-picture star. As a rule, she doesn’t
like parties. That requires explanation.
“Hollywood parties usually frighten me,

or bore me, or both. I freeze up. Too
many people are making entrances. There
is too much sarcasm. They are all playing
parts. Sometimes these parties suddenly
turn into something. A little group gets to-
gether and the people behave like them-
selves, not like what they think they are
supposed to be. They get good and rowdy,
in a nice way. I like that. Also argu-
ments.”
Her closest friends are in the profession,

“because we like to talk about our work.”
Many a star will tell you solemnly that
“my best friends have nothing to do with
pictures,” as if that were something to be
proud of.

M
OST players are upset by “big scenes.”
Not Dorothy. She relapses into nor-

malcy right after completing the most emo-
tional sequence. She regards emotion as

part of her work and is no more upset by
it than the writer who wrote it.

She won’t be fussed over. Make-up ex-
perts are expected to promise on the first

day a picture starts that they will fix her
right the first time and let her alone.

She is a semi-fatalist.

“Certainly I believe in luck. I’ve had it.

You have to have it. But you have to be
ready for it; you have to work for it, and
you have to work hard after you get it.”

She is an only child, daughter of a suc-
cessful attorney. She never wanted for

food and shelter at any time. But she
is convinced that none of the good things
that have happened to her would have
happened if her purpose had not been
clear and if she had not, in the first place,

tried to make them happen.
This trying began on the stage of Omaha

Little Theater where Dorothy—aged thir-

teen—was acting to beat the band. Luck
entered the picture when the famous actress

Violet Heming caught her in the act, so to

speak, and heralded her as something
bright and shining and new.

“It was play, at first,” says Dorothy now,
looking back on a period she regards as a

hundred years ago. “I don’t know just

when it became serious, but it did, sud-
denly, and from then on, I knew there was
utterly nothing else for me.”

It was never entirely a matter of sheer,

bright talent and inner glow of beauty
triumphing over all obstacles as easily as

sunshine melts snowmen. New York was
not as easy to stampede as Omaha. Parts
were hard to get, hard to study, hard to

act. She took understudy work in pjiays

that failed, was one of the children in that

international escapade of John Barrymore’s,
“My Dear Children,” wanted the lead in

“Liberty Jones'” and lost it.

“Claudia” did the trick, as everyone
knows, not only for her theater career but
in opening the door of Hollywood as

well. However, it took the nurturing from
“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn” topped by
the heart wallop of “The Enchanted Cot-

• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily

to individual needs.

Meds^/

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,

smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.

Here’s a happy woman.
Active, poised and free—

Safe with Meds’ protection,

Meds’ security!

Have a grand and carefree summer! Enjoy conven-

ience and comfort, extra-security and an easy mind—

with Meds internal protection. Meds can be changed

in a moment, disposed of easily and a day’s supply

carried in your handbag.

• Meds alone have the "SAFETY-WELL”—designed
for your extra protection.
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absorbent for extra comfort.
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tage” to send her really soaring. From
then on everything was easy.

Wait a minute.
Nebraskans are industrious and raise in-

credible quantities of corn, oats, wheat,
barley, sugar beets, as well as tending three
million cattle and two million pigs. But it

is doubtful if any other daughter a tenth
as famous works a fourth as hard as she.

She recently completed two pictures

without pausing for breath and imme-
diately started a third. This is a rigorous
schedule for anybody, but for some time
now Dorothy has had a hand in the script,

as well as in the acting.

It was startling, and producers like Dore
Schary admit it, to discover that Dorothy
not only had a sound and acute mind for

story values, but could take typewriter
in hand and turn out lines that stacked
up against the best efforts of professional

screen writers. It’s a fact that some of the
best contributions to “Spiral Staircase” and
“Till the End of Time” were made by her.

In this latter picture you may be sur-
prised to find her jitterbugging. She thinks
she achieved more integrity and adult

honesty in this film than in anything she
has done yet. She also thinks that Guy
Madison, who plays opposite her, is des-
tined for high stardom.

S
HE is making “Claudia and David” now
at Twentieth Century-Fox, showing a

grown-up Claudia with a baby. She doesn’t

climb in windows any more. She does
wear a horse blanket.
This came about because they tried to

put mink on her. “I loved it,” Dorothy
says. “But I recoiled. Claudia wouldn’t
wear mink. We settled for a little stole

made of red, green and blue horse blanket
material. It really looks wonderful.”
That fetched up a question.
“You, ah, of course, have your own

mink, Dorothy?”
“Me? Mink? I should say not. My

fur is a skunk.”
But she says she “adores” good fur

and maybe she’ll get around to something
like that one of these days.

Now that husband John Swope is out
of the Navy and home all is rosy. Especi-
ally since she’s going to have a baby

—

and then take that long vacation. Where?
“It doesn’t matter. Travel is the main
thing.”

“Actually, we haven’t a home. We like

to move around. We want to travel more
than anything else. I need some time off

to refurbish myself. You can’t make too
many pictures, one after the other.”

She isn’t domestic, except for frills. She
confesses to frills, likes to arrange flowers,
fuss with pretties for parties. But the
tedium of housework bores a girl who likes

to fly planes, who’s interested in playing
mutes on screen and whose current ex-
citement is Chinese education.

Both she and John Swope are backing
the program outlined by the famous Dr.
Yen for mass education of the Chinese.
This is their post-war project. Dorothy
is modest about the matter, but the fact

is she has spent an enormous amount of
time studying and reading about the
Chinese. It's one world, and a small one,
after all, when a potential leader in Chinese
education turns out to be a girl from Omaha.
What new horizons are in store for Dor-

othy is difficult to sight. She is ahead
of schedule in picture-making, will cer-
tainly take a long vacation, will certainly
fly enough and fast enough to vanquish
those despised highway trucks, would like

to do a play, would like to visit China,
would like to go on a carefree shop-
ping spree. There will be new horizons,
both dramatic and personal. Dorothy can
see them. She is taller than you think.

The End

THE WESTMORES OF HOLLYWOOD BRING YOU

A group of seven exciting, lipstick colors created in

Hollywood for the Hollywood stars . . . and you. Ask

for one of the Westmore Lipstick colors by name:—
Red Signal, Garnet, Jarol, Pepper Red, Glorious Red,

Deb and Strawberry Blond.

Starring in

"SMOKY"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

Perc Westmore,famousHollywood make-ufr authority who, with his brother

Wally Westmore, created the well known House of Westmore Cosmetics.

. . . and for a star-lovely complexion,

use the new liquid cream foundation

,

WESTMORE’S
GOOD FOR YOOS COMPLEXION . . . GOOD FOR YOUR SKIN

THERE IS NO LIPSTICK LIKE A
WESTMORE LIPSTICK ....

Created in Hollywood, style center

of the world, by Perc Westmore,

the country’s foremost make-up

authority! Designed to give you

exactly the lustrous, flattering

lips you want. You will be

delighted with the creamy texture,

staying quality, and true, vivid

reds of Westmore Lipsticks

. . in a new, attractive

METAL lipstick case.
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find your style at

first, try again!

Dealers receive supplies

monthly. Send for

free folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Co., Inc., Fleur York 16

*There is a Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!

NEW creamy, white

pleasant LOTION
Safely

REMOVES HAIR
Leaves skin
smooth,
alluring.

1. A pleasant white lotion without
bad clinging depilatory odor.

2. Painless . . . not messy, quick
to use. As simple to remove as

cold cream.

3. No razor stubble. Keeps legs
hair- free longer. Economical!

4. Does not irritate healthy, nor-
mal skin.

5. Removes hair close to skin,
leaving skin soft, smooth,
and alluring.

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair)

49^

plus tax

At Drug, Department and 10 ^ Stores
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By Lester Gottlieb

Nostalgically noted—the songs you want

to hear again—from your favorite films

BLUE SKIES

Paramount’s forthcoming mammoth filmusical tribute to Irv-

ing Berlin promises to spawn a record cabinet full of wonder-
ful songs, old and new, by this great American music master.

Anticipating this disc deluge is Dick Haymes (Decca), who
has beat .the bands with a recording of "How Deep Is the

Ocean?” a tune that will figure prominently in the movie. On
the reverse, Dick digs up an obscure but lovely Richard Rodgers
melody, "You Are Too Beautiful.”

CENTENNIAL SUMMER

The last music Jerome Kern wrote was for this picture and
Margaret Whiting (Capitol) and Perry Como (Victor) are

the first singers to record the potential hit, "All through the

Day.” For extra good measure, Margaret pairs it with another

Kern melovely, "In Love in Vain.” Kern’s "Showboat” has just

been recorded by Tommy Dorsey (Victor) in a colorful album.

THE OUTLAW
The much-censored and therefore much-delayed super-Western

featuring Jane Russell has a theme melody, "Now and Forever,”

and if you’re curious to know why it is so beautiful let it be

stated that it’s an adaptation from Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Sym-
phony Pathetique. Freddy Martin (Victor), an old hand at re-

viving the classics, treats this one with proper musical respect.

CINDERELLA JONES

Warner Brothers’ newest vehicle for Joan Leslie features a

bright new tune by prolific tunesters Styne and Cahn. It’s

called "When the One You Love Simply Won’t Love Back.”

Tommy Tucker (Columbia) dishes it out for disc addicts.

SAN ANTONIO
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith and a cute little tune, "Put Your
Little Foot Right out,” are the major ingredients of this Texas

horse opera, but the only one available for home consumption

is the song, ably plattered by Sammy Kaye (Victor)

.

BING CROSBY . . . FRANK SINATRA

Both boys do well for themselves in their latest recordings.

Harry Lillis favors two numbers from his mirthful Paramount
hit, "Road to Utopia,” doing "Personality” assisted by Eddie

Condon’s hepcats and "Would You” (Decca), while Frank pre-

sents a Columbia album of nostalgic melodies of yesterday.

DO YOU LOVE ME?

The score for this new Twentieth Century-Fox hit runs the

gamut of record interpretations and all of them are good-. The
juke box’s melancholy balladeer, Jo Stafford (Capitol), croons

"I Didn’t Mean a Word I Said” while the novelty trio, The
Three Suns (Majestic) and the promising close harmonists,

The Dinning Sisters (Capitol), spin the tricky title tune.
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in the new Columbia Picture ‘GILDA” with GLENN FORD
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(Continued from page 41) eyes, Cornel
Wilde typifies romance to his many thou-
sands of fans today. Which fact is re-

sponsible, no doubt, for his heading the
fan mail list at Twentieth Century-Fox
Studios, being greeted with ovations at

premieres, and so mobbed by fans in

general that on one occasion recently
when he went over to the Brown Derby
for coffee following a radio broadcast,
crowds of them followed him into the
building, cornered him up against a wall,

and in the furore all but rocked the
Derby’s massive metallic hat off outside.

To all of them he’s the knight on the
white horse who duels his way up and
down stairs, slays dragons and swims vast
moats to rescue his lady-love.
Just call him a gypsy cavalier.

The analytical mind that would have
made him a fine doctor, and which has him
diagnosing everything from a faulty script

to a slight whine on the part of his be-
loved king-sized black poodle dog,
“Punch,” makes him excel in his two
favorite pastimes— fencing and writing.

Gypsy Cavalier

Called the “best fencer in pictures” by
Ralph Faulkner, Olympic champion and
studio technical fencing adviser, his flashy

graceful fencing calls for fast coordina-
tion between mind and muscle. You’ve
seen evidence of it in “The Bandit of

Sherwood Forest,” and you’ll see it again
when, as Lord Carlton, he duels Captain
Rex Morgan to the death in “Forever
Amber.” Such fencing calls for expert
analyzing of the opponent’s next move.
Making the pieces fit—and fast. Cornel
does it the hard way, fencing with either

hand, a very uncommon feat.

NALYZING motion pictures would make
a permanent psycho out of most anyone

—have them plucking buttercups right off

the pavement. And it’s been a pretty un-
happy Cornel who’s been trying for part
of the last five years to make the little

pieces fit in Hollywood.
It couldn’t add up to him that he was

told that his olive complexion wouldn’t
photograph in color and yet has just made
five technicolor films, a record on his own.

To be cast as a heavy and villain and be
told by talent scouts and casting directors
that “you aren’t the romantic type,” and
then to hit film fame as one of the most
romantic actors of the time. As well as
being given the romantic lead in one of

the most romantic sizzlers ever filmed—the
part of loving Amber, more than a full-

time job. It doesn’t add up to be allowed
to starve to death one minute and be
tossed cinematic caviar the next.

This is probably why, though he’s look-
ing at the world through technicolored
glasses now, that his sudden fame and
popularity haven’t gone to his head. In
twelve tough years, half of them in Holly-
wood, too much has happened to take the
edge off success now. All the kick is gone.
It’s just been too hard.
He can look back and laugh a little about

the time he was dropped at Warner
Brothers Studio on Good Friday. On some
of their last money, Cornel and Pat headed
for Palm Springs. It was raining in the
desert. And the eggnog they ordered
when they got to the hotel had a fly in it.
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Celebrating the bad breaks has been a
habit, when at all possible, of Cornel’s and
the impulsive Pat’s, who would feel heart-
broken at seeing Cornel in one of his low
moods and say suddenly, "If you don’t
have any fun, there’s no use in anything.
Let’s get a loan on the car and go to Palm
Springs.” They often would.

“If it hadn’t been for Pat, I’d never
have made it,” he says now. “She had
more faith in me than I did.”

Bad breaks piled up in succession. Each
time they consoled themselves that “noth-
ing worse can happen,” something worse
would. It was a constant war of nerves for
the ambitious Cornel back in B.C.—before
Chopin.
When he took the four tests for “A

Song to Remember” he expected nothing.
Then two days before the picture started
he got the part, and had to be fitted for
a wardrobe and spend some fifteen hours
learning to “play” Chopin’s “Minute Waltz”
in the two days. Not knowing how to

play a note, he put in 400 hours on the
piano before the picture was finished,

usually practicing at night at home. He
actually could play the “Polonaise,” not
the Iturbi version, but he knew where
all the notes were. And could be photo-
graphed using them.

T
HERE’S no relaxing on his laurels to-
day. Cornel is known as a very hard

worker on the set. He takes his work, if

anything, too seriously. A worrier by na-
ture, he worries about everything to the
tiniest detail, his wardrobe, the script, his

dialogue. Every detail must be just so.

With the crew he’s very cooperative, a

“good fellow,” and quips and banters with
them. On locations he even loans them his

electric razor—greater love hath no man.
Even when disagreeing on something

with higher-ups, Cornel has the ability

to say blunt things with a smile that takes
the sting out of them. But when he be-
lieves them, he says them. As in the case
of taking a suspension for refusing the
role in “Margie.” Cornel felt that the role

was wrong for him, and was willing to

pay for his convictions. He’s getting so

used to the unexpected now, that he didn’t

even lift a Wilde eyebrow when he was
given the lead role in “Forever Amber”
while on suspension for not accepting the
other role.

He was surprised, however, at being
nominated for the Academy Award. When
his agent, Charles Goldstone, wired con-
gratulations to Cornel at the Biltmore in

Phoenix, where he was resting and writ-
ing on a screenplay, the star couldn’t be-
lieve it. He called him back long dis-

tance to be sure. Then sat down and
wrote his good friend James Metcalf a

post card headed “Suspension Retreat.”
“Thanks for your vote!” he wrote. “Nat
and Charles sent us a wire about it and
we were bowled over.” To which his

friend replied, “Well, you know me. When
I vote—I vote often.”

He has a great sense of gratitude for

his agents, Charlie and Nat, who signed
him when Warners dropped him, and had
faith enough in him to give him $50 a
week to live on until he made good, with
no obligation to pay it back if he failed.

His first stop when he goes to New York
is the St. James theatrical hotel to see his

old friends, Mr. and Mrs. Perry Frank,
owners of the hotel where Pat and Cornel
lived in the tough New York days—usually
on credit. He tells you, with much ap-
preciation, how more than once, when he
was slipping around the desk trying to

get into the elevator without Frank seeing
him, the owner would say casually, “If

you kids aren’t doing anything tonight,
we’d like to have you join us for dinner
and a show.” And when Cornel got the
chance to come to Hollywood and still
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owed them a $220 hotel bill they said,

“Go on. Don’t worry about it. We know
you’ll pay it someday.”
Far from forgetting any past favors,

Cornel keeps a little black book in his
head, filled with the memories of all those
who’ve befriended him in the past. He's
ever on the look-out for jobs for old
friends he knew then. He tells you, with
feeling, about the loyalty of the boys
whose dramatics and fencing he super-
vised as boys’ counselor one time. How
some thirty of them would attend the
matinees en masse and applaud noisily

from the gallery when Cornel made his

entrance, perhaps for just a bit. Many of

the same boys wrote him from the battle

zones during the war, saying they’d just

seen him in a picture, or had seen a
photo in a magazine. “Say, Cornel, that’s

all right!”

Loyalty in any respect touches Cornel’s
sentimental nature. He has had the same
stand-in since “A Song to Remember,”
Paul Stathes, who thinks so much of him,
and with a sort of ancient Greek courtesy
addresses Cornel as “my noble friend.”

Cornel, in turn, calls him his “noble
friend,” and it has become a friendly joke
between them.
He’s deeply devoted to his dog “Punch,”

short for “Punchinello, because he’s one
of the finest ‘people’ I know.” The big
black dog, described by one of Cornel’s
pals as “one of the most masculine poodles
I’ve ever met,” follows Cornel and Pat
around worshipfully wherever they go
... in a manly sort of way. And when
the Wildes were in New York for Cornel’s
first important personal appearance as a
motion-picture star, he wouldn’t leave the
hotel to appear anywhere until they were
sure “Punch” was being well taken care
of by somebody for the day.

I

T seems that the more successful Cor-
nel becomes, the more closely he relies

on old friends in whom he has confidence,
and who, in past years, have always “added
up” to him. He cares nothing for the
reserved seats offered him in the important
loge section of Hollywood now. They sel-

dom accept invitations to big Hollywood
parties offered him. “We enjoy going to

some but like most of all being together
or with our few good friends.”
For the most part, the Wildes mingle

with old friends like James Metcalf, a
New York actor whom they have known
for ten years, and his actress wife. When
Cornel was playing the hero, Patricia the
heroine and Metcalf the villain in “Moon
over Mulberry Street” on the stage, they
used to drink coffee together down in
Times Square, discussing what had gone
wrong with the day’s rehearsal, the timing
on this or that line. Likewise today Pat
and Cornel can be found sitting in front
of the big fireplace at the Metcalfs’, “rea-
soning” over the problems and incongrui-
ties of stardom in his new life.

Other than going out to dinner, and
occasional visits with such friends, Pat
and Cornel Wilde seldom go out at all.

They’re the most married couple in Holly-
wood and usually prefer to stay at home
in their picturesque English style country
house three miles up in the hills above
Beverly Hills, in a canyon retreat that
looks out over mountains and eucalyptus
trees. The back of the house walks right
up to the mountain in the rear. The five

acres are bound by a six-foot steel fence
with a door yard fenced off for Wendy
and Punch. There’s a wishing well at the
back of the house. The flagstone terrace
overlooks a blue swimming pool, with a
sun dial beside it. Ivy hangs heavily on
the brown shingle roof.

The artistic interior of the home along
with out-of-doors-vastness of its sur-
roundings, suits the owners perfectly. After



some fifteen homes, this one seems to an-
swer the call of the Wildes.
They stay close to home with their

manly looking poodle and their pretty
baby “ingenue,” their dainty three-year-
old daughter, Wendy, who is Cornel’s most
ardent fan, and hesitates to tell no one
that “my daddy is a star.” Wendy han-
dles the publicity department very well.

When Cornel’s mother took her to the
show in New York to see him in “A
Thousand and One Nights,” she kept shout-
ing out at intervals, “That’s my Daddy!”
until they finally had to leave. Whenever
Cornel takes her with him into a Beverly
Hills drugstore, she always draws atten-
tion to him by going over to the magazine
rack and interrupting anyone who hap-
pens to be looking through a movie maga-
zine, saying, “That’s my Daddy!” until the
eyes of everyone in the store turn, as if at a
tennis match, to an embarrassed Cornel
making a purchase at the prescription
counter in the back.

flE dark, dashing Cornel and his lovely
blonde actress-wife, Patricia Knight, are

Hollywood’s story-book marriage. They
cut a romantic figure wherever they go.

Their obvious devotion is a beautiful
thing to see. Cornel won’t attend any
premieres, any social functions at all, with-
out Pat. He won’t be photographed in a
club or restaurant with anyone from an-
other party, even though Pat is sitting be-
side him at the time. On the other hand,
he doesn’t like writers to intrude too
much on her time on interviews for him,
saying, “She has a career of her own
now. I don’t want her giving her time to

mine.”
He’s most enthusiastic about her career,

telling you readily, “Pat is one of the most
talented people I know in the theater.

She can play both comedy and tragedy
extremely well and few actresses can do
that.”

They played together on the legitimate
stage and are looking forward eagerly to

making' pictures together too. “We’ve al-

ways wanted to become a team someday
like Lunt and Fontanne or Vivien Leigh
and Laurence Olivier. We hope to still

be making a career of it together when
we’re eighty,” laughs Cornel.
Concerning his own future, Cornel

says he would like to do roles “that pre-
sent real acting problems. Making a lot of
money isn’t as important as being happy
in the things you do.”
He’s very happy when he’s writing.

And it’s only natural, in line with Cornel’s
own constant analytical approach, that
most of his writings would be along
psychological lines. Right now he’s work-
ing earnestly on a screen treatment of the
life of Lord Byron, whom Cornel would
like more than anything to portray on the
screen. He’s reading books and doing vast
research on everything ever written on
Byron’s life.

Certainly, Cornel with his romantic dark
good looks, puts the spell on this genera-
tion of feminine fans that Byron did on
the ladies of the Eighteenth Century draw-
ing rooms. There’s the same warring fac-
tion within him between things revolu-
tionary and the accepted classic arts. The
same sentimental qualities. Similar dark
gloomy moods. The resemblance ceases
when one comes to the objectionable By-
ronic tendencies, but it’s a role that would
be a great challenge to Cornel to play.

“I think it’s a very exciting story, both
romantically and psychologically,” he says.
And there—by his own admission—you

have Cornel Wilde. The romanticist. The
analyst. And by ours—the man with the
many minstrel moods that he’s now suc-
cessfully weaving into a song. A song
that will be remembered.

The End
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(Continued from page 67) by the direc-

tion our study and effort takes, by our
very attitude; in other words, we become
that kind of a person.”
The room in which Hurd looked out

over the city has changed little in the
years during which he has grown to man-
hood and fulfilled his dream. It’s still

furnished with the same family treasures;

mahogany worn to a satin smoothness by
the generations of Hatfields who have
used it and loved it, silver polished until

at last here and there copper gleams
through, the ladder-back chair from Hat-
field House in Hatfield, England, now the
residence of the Duke of Sutherland and
the Savonarola chair known in the fam-
ily as ‘‘The Ten O’clock.”
“We inherited it from Uncle Hurd,”

Hurd explains the Savonarola chair. “It’s

a wonderful example of cabinet-making,
no doubt. But it’s darn uncomfortable

—

so uncomfortable, in fact, that we offer it

only to a boring guest. You can’t relax
in it. If you try, the head of Savonarola,
carved so beautifully in the back, will prod
you up and towards the door.”

It also was from Uncle Hurd that Wil-
liam Hurd Hatfield, whom we know as
Hurd, inherited his name. About a month
before he was born his parents received a
bond from this uncle. “For the future
Hurd Hatfield,” the card said.

“We kept the bond, of course,” Hurd
says. “Whoever heard of returning one!
So, unless I happened to be a girl, Hurd
I had to be. Families who survive, so my
Aunt Kate used to tell me, must be both
practically and ethically aware.

“It’s because of Aunt Kate, incidentally,

that I hated cards for so long. We used
to play cards together when I was a

The Heritage of Hurd

youngster and she came to visit—and she
always cheated. . .

.”

At the end of the Hatfield living room,
opposite the window, the same carved
Victorian chair, upholstered with a fabric
loomed by the nuns of Nuremberg, stands
beside the fireplace.

A
ND there’s still Amy. Hurd met Amy

first when he came home from Morris-
town School for a holiday. The story of
how she came to be there is typical of
the colorful and romantic things that are
always happening to the Hatfields.
Amy saw Hurd’s mother on the street

and because she looked just like the Eng-
lish ladies Amy had served at the British
Embassy in the West Indies Amy followed
her. Thereafter, mornings when Adele
Hatfield went out to market, Amy, who
would be waiting, would follow, three steps
behind, West Indian fashion.

It was, of course, only a matter of time
before Amy was installed, and her de-
votion for Adele Hatfield automatically
increased to include the husband and
son. Still Amy calls Mr. Hatfield “Judge.”
When she first came he was Assistant
District Attorney under LaGuardia and,
for a time, while LaGuardia went to Con-
gress, acting District Attorney. However,
as he says, he was not suited to politics so,

gladly, returned to his private practice.

On a table near the window stands a
water color. It came into the room when
Hurd was about ten years old, representing
his idea of Marseilles. He sent it to his
mother and father from “Kamp Kill Kare”
in a gesture of generosity. “They seem to

like my paintings here,” he wrote. “I’m
selling them at one dollar apiece.”
The summer at Kamp Kill Kare was one

ADVERTISEMENT

of those never-to-be-forgotten experi-
ences. Hurd won the Espy cup “presented
to the camp in recognition of the boy who
best exemplifies the spirit of cooperative
helpfulness, loyalty to the welfare of the
camp, initiative in undertaking its various
activities, and unselfishness in his relations
with others.” He also wrote the camp song
and, scorning his baptismal name, signed
it with his adopted name, “Bud.”

“It always was my difficulty,” Hurd says,

“that I liked doing too many things. I

liked to write. I liked to paint. I liked to

act. Most of all I liked to act. But even
when I was majoring in drama at college,

to make up extra points, I found myself
missing classes in order to design sets. It

worried me. I was frightened I would be
a dilettante. My parents were too.

“Looking back on those years, I know that

any time I turned my back on acting, even
for a split second, I was being defensive.
I had been warned that I must not think
seriously of the theater, that it was hard
work, very uncertain and the people were
terrible. I was too young and inexperi-
enced to know this was utter nonsense.”

H
E isn’t a conventional thinker. He never
was and never will be. His best friends

are the parents of a young man his age.

Another friend is a Hindu. He likes peo-
ple because of what they offer as indi-

viduals. Such matters as the color or race
or class in which they happen to come to

this earth he finds completely unimportant.
It’s largely from his mother that he in-

herits his devotion to beauty. From the
time he was a little boy Adele Hatfield
taught him that beauty alone is inde-
structible; educated him to this, too, by
everyday living. Even when the Hat-



fields’ financial security fluctuated and
they gave up their country house and
“dug in” in the cooperative apartment
William Henry Hatfield had bought when
Hurd was a little boy, their surroundings
were gracious. There were fires, flowers
and candlelight. There were good books,
music and pictures. There was hospitality.

It is in this tradition that Hurd, in

Hollywood, carries on. However small his

houses may have been they have been
picturesque. His parties too. The party
which pleased him most was one he gave
in his hilltop house when the living room
was lit only by candles and the firelight

and everywhere crystal bowls overflowed
with white roses and green leaves.

“When I return to California this time,”

he says, “I plan to get my life in order. I

have a wonderful secretary—the wife of

the man at the bank who handles my af-

fairs. She keeps her end of things in pre-
cise and wonderful order. But I want to

find a Chinese houseboy. Personally, I’m
disorganized. I borrow a suit case or a
book and forget completely to return it. I

know though that without order you can’t

have true beauty in your life—ever.
“I’d like it,” he added, “if the family

would come to California and get a
ranch. Dad could practice law there
just as well as in New York. But I doubt
he’ll leave his established practice. And,
of course, now that mother is an artist. . .

.”

One of the more recent additions to the
living room is an Adele Hatfield flower
painting. It’s done in white and gold.

“I started painting about three years
ago,” she says, “to occupy myself. So I

wouldn’t hang on to Hurd. You know
how women are when they have one child

—especially a male child. Pretty dreadful.
I vowed I wouldn’t be. Until this year I

gave everything I did to my friends and
was so pleased when they would take
them. I couldn’t believe it when a gallery
asked to show my paintings. And when
a check comes in because one has been
sold—well, it just seems incx-edible!”

O
N an old table lies a slab of green stone,
shell-like and cruciform. It’s been there

since the summer before the war; the sum-
mer Hurd worked as special policeman,
badged, peak-capped and blue-uniformed,
for the Lido Club. He was the youngest
officer the Club had ever employed, but
they admitted when he left them that no
one ever had been more capable or satis-

factory. He left when his scholarship to
study drama with Chekov came through

—

and sailed to England promptly.
He hadn’t been there long when Mr.

Hatfield said to his wife, “How would you
like to go abroad for the summer, take a
little villa in Brittany, make trips to Paris,
visit the boy in England and have him with
us for weekends and holidays?

“We’ll have two wonderful months,” he
went on. “What will happen to my prac-
tice, I can’t say. You may have to take in
washing when we return.”

“Let’s cable Hurd the instant we have
our passage,” was her answer.
Those summer months before the world

fell apart were altogether beautiful for all

of them. “And so they are indestructible,”
Hurd points out, “because not one of the
three of us ever will forget them.
“Dad and I found that stone cross, which

lies on an old table, in the old Cimetiere
Pere-la-Chaise. We went there one sum-
mer afternoon and quite by accident came
to the grave of Heloise and Abelard, those
immortal lovers. The outer casing of the
cross on their tombstone had fallen off

in decay. I picked it up and put it under
my coat to tease Dad. He’s so legal and
upright, always for law and order.
“Before I could put it down again, how-

ever, a gendarme appeared. I was con-
vinced he had seen me. Sweat began to
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pour down my iorenead. He walked with
us for the longest time. He pointed out
different graves. But I was convinced

—

Dad too—that he knew I had the stone
and was merely waiting for me to make a
false move to arrest me. The moment he
left us Dad whispered frantically, ‘Drop it!’

But I didn’t dare. Even after we got into a

taxi and started for our hotel I was afraid

we were being followed. My joke turned
out to be a horrible experience. . .

“And,” his father broke in with a smile,

“convinced you quite thoroughly, I be-
lieve, that it’s safer to be stuffy and stay
with law and order.”
On the wall beside the fireplace there’s

a striking portrait of Hurd as Dorian Gray.
It is the only change his spectacular star-
dom has made upon the charming room
even though it has turned all their lives

topsy-turvy to their great excitement and
delight. Laughing, they answer the tele-

phone at all hours of the day and night.
Grinning, they’re photographed with Hurd
at the Stork Club and “21” and the Iridium
Room of the St. Regis. Wonderingly, they’re
mobbed by fans. At previews—like that
of “The Diary of a Chambermaid”—they
try to be professionally critical but in-

stead prove completely enthusiastic.

Like Hurd, William and Adele Hatfield,

too, delightedly find life “fantastic.” For,
unlike many who enjoy old wealth and
family, the Hatfields remain as vital and
imaginative and enthusiastic as their an-
cestors who founded the family name and
fortune in the first place.
This goes for Hurd too. Had he lacked

these qualities, in spite of his young dream,
we might never have had his Dorian Gray,
his Georges in “The Diary of a Chamber-
maid” or the romantic characters which
he will continue to bring to the screen,
now that the movie producers accept these
as his forte. For a dream that isn’t given
life will die. But when we concentrate on a
dream, without strain, we accomplish it.

If you don’t believe this, ask Hurd.
The End
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The P. Q. of Pe+e

(Continued, from page 48) station at Camp
Maxey in Texas. Before that he practised

in Germany and Switzerland.
Peter was intrigued. His interest in

such things, like that of all of us, has been
whetted by all the psychological novels
and movies like “Spellbound” and “Lady
in the Dark.”
Peter arrived at Doctor Sonnemann’s in

fine spirits. Noting the various tests ar-

ranged in a ne^t row of boxes his eye-
brows raised quizzically.

“What’s this all about?” he asked throw-
ing the suit coat he wore over a sleeve-
less sweater on a chair.

Doctor Sonnemann said there were two
series of tests. “The first, the Wechsler
Bellevue, will rate your I.Q.,” he explained,
“your intelligence quotient. The second,
the Rorschach, will be instrumental in

bringing out the basic trends of your ego
and unconscious; will reach into your
underlying personality.

“ ACTUALLY,” Doctor Sonnemann went
/I on, “psychology cannot measure per-

sonality in the way it can measure intel-

ligence. However, it is intriguing because
it definitely helps us to understand per-
sonality better, develops methods of ap-
proach to your strengths and weaknesses,
hopes and fears.

“All of us have all of those things.”

Peter grinned. “Let’s go!” he said.

The Wechsler Bellevue test has two
parts. The first, purely verbal, is based
on vocabulary and information. The sec-
ond part, a matter of performance, is

divided into several sections. Three of the
main ones are as follows:

a. Red and white blocks which must be
put together to duplicate a picture.

b. Drawings must be arranged to form
a story.

c. Drawings, with missing parts which
must be recognized.

Peter excelled in the verbal part of this

test. His background and education have
developed his potentialities for intelligence

to a superior degree.
Then the performance test got under

way. Peter, preparing to assemble the red
and white blocks to form a picture, saw
the doctor looking at his watch. “Hey,”
he protested half humorously, “No fair!

Wait until we start!”

There’s a time limit of course on every
performance. This was of no concern to

Peter, however. One of the most out-
standing things about him, as every test

proved, is his ability to work rapidly on
whatever job he sets out to do.

He put the blocks together so quickly
that his rating for orientation in the field

of visual concepts (a vital function of in-
telligence) was high. He arranged the
drawings to tell a story so well that he
achieved the second highest available
score; thus corroborating his first score for
intelligence and observation and, in addi-
tion, taking a high score for humor. He
was quick, also, to detect the missing parts
in the third series of drawings; until one
showed a man without a tie.

“Don’t see a thing missing,” he said.

Doctor Sonnemann made a cross in his
notebook. “The man in that picture, per-
fectly groomed in every other respect,
wears no tie,” he pointed out.
Peter burst into hearty laughter. “Mark

Hollywood wrong on that—not me,” he
said. “Ties out there are unusual.”
However, even with the Hollywood in-

fluence, Peter’s intelligence rating was
superior. He came through the Wechsler
Bellevue test with an I.Q. of 122. An
I.Q. of 110 is average, from 110 to 120 is

high average and from 120 up is superior.
The Rorschach test, which followed, re-
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quires complete privacy. After all, this test,

which consists of ten ink blots, requires
the test person to describe anything' the
blots suggest to him. A third person might
very well inhibit any answer that tended
towards the personal or erotic.

Reactions to the blot test are rated thus:
1. The way the blot material is ap-

proached. Whether the impressions
are taken from the whole of the blot
or certain parts of it and parts of

what average size.

2. Whether the impression is based upon
the general outline form or involves
color, texture, movement and if so
whether the movement is human or
animal.

3. On what contents the responses are
based.

4. How well organized the different im-
pressions are, how many are original
and how many of those that are
original are of good quality.

In the first part of the Rorschach session
Doctor Sonnemann reports that Peter dis-

closed a rare degree of creative intuition.

He was both brilliant and straightforward
in describing what the blots suggested to
him. When he came to blot No. 3, for in-

stance, he instantly saw two dancers swing-
ing a girl between them. His impression
involved the entire blot, had human move-
ment and was not vague in any respect.

H
OWEVER, as this test went on Peter’s
cooperation flagged. The first blots

are largely gray and white with small
red splashes. The last blots consist of

bright color. They disturbed Peter, where-
upon he withdrew by losing interest. This,

with other test results, indicates he in-
clines to be oversensitive and to avoid
exerting emotional experiences.
Graphology now enjoys sound scientific

backing when supplemented by other tests.

Doctors agree that the personality ex-
presses itself in everything an individual
does; in gestures, speech, gait, writing

—

and so on. Just as the form of one leaf

implies the whole structure of a tree.

Analyzing Peter’s handwriting, Doctor
Sonnemann found very towering letters to

denote self-assurance. Self-assurance in

the artist, according to psychologists, is

neither self-centeredness nor conceit. It is

more a sensitive armor against emotional
disturbances which would upset him more
than they would most people.
Another thing, the general movement of

Peter’s writing is not to the right, which
represents the outside world, but to the
left, towards himself, in other words.
Sometimes additional tests are needed

to resolve questions which are raised. In
Peter’s case they were not necessary.
Now then, what does all this add up to?
Psychologically speaking, there are three

personality types; the extrovert, the intro-

vert and the ambivert. The extrovert’s
personality turns out towards the world.
The introvert’s personality turns away
from the world, inward. The ambivert
does both. Peter, according to Doctor
Sonnemann’s analysis, is an ambivert. This
was exemplified most clearly in the true
intention he showed to be cooperative in

these tests until the other side of his

nature exerted itself, whereupon he with-
drew and became less cooperative.

In Peter’s private life, because he is

this type, he is both social and withdrawn.
As he says himself:

“I enjoy people. I like to do the town.
But I also like to stay home.”
His individual strengths

, virtues and
successes add up like this:

High degree of intelligence.

An impressive degree of creative imagi-
nation.

Self-assurance.
Well developed sense of humor.
The debit side oj his ledger—everybody
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has one—reads like this:

Oversensitive.
Slightly immature emotionally.
Peter’s high degree of intelligence was

manifested by the Wechsler Bellevue test,

you’ll remember. So was his humor. His
interpretation of the Rorschach blots indi-

cated his creative imagination. And the
towering letters of his handwriting denoted
self-assurance.

I
T was the Rorschach blots which proved
his oversensitiveness and, in collabora-

tion with graphology, his slight emotional
immaturity. This was indicated by his

reaction to the blots of bright color, his

withdrawal from them, in fact. In his

handwriting, again by the letters which
stood up straight without any slant. And
again and again by his restlessness, his

tendency to lose interest quickly.
Doctor Sonnemann feels that the less

stereotyped Peter’s roles, the better.

Now emotional immaturity, if not con-
trolled, works no good. It can cause a per-
son to go off on tangents, run away from
reality by living in a dream-world, be
far too self-absorbed, and lack concen-
tration to a serious extent. However,
Peter’s high I.Q.—his good mind, in other
words—can control such tendencies. And
his emotional immaturity, controlled, can
contribute to his charm. It endows him
with shyness. (Even though his social

education has given him a smooth and
charming manner he has great shyness
underneath.) It makes him good com-
pany too; causing him to take life lightly,

have enthusiasms and be amusing.
Another thing, in Peter’s work, playing

gallant, witty, amusing gents who always
get the girl and come to a happy ending,
he escapes reality just as surely as a child
does in play. However, because this is a
constructive form of escape it is good and
serves him well. Also because he applies
himself to it ardently he becomes more
and more successful.

Doctor Sonnemann predicts because of
emotional immaturity Peter will fall in

love with a girl who has a good mind
and understanding. He says his wife must,
in a way, be his mother, since he will be
more intrinsically dependent upon her
than his self-assured manner suggests.
Doctor Sonnemann also had interesting

things to say about Peter’s humor and
about humor generally. “Humor,” he ex-
plained, “almost always Is defensive. In a
sensitive person, especially an oversensi-
tive person like Peter Lawford, it’s a
necessary armor. Peter, through his humor,
you see, can mock and minimize anything
which promises to be too disturbing.
“However,” he added, “the fact that

Peter’s humor is good proves he doesn’t
use it too protectively. Humor used so
becomes defensive—not good at all.”

We asked the doctor in what fields
Peter might have found success had he
not found his way to Hollywood. He
smiled. “But he did find his way to Holly-
wood, you see. Because with his excellent
mind he knows his own capabilities. Al-
ways I’m sure he would be happier and
more successful working with his imagina-
tion, his sensitivity and his humor.”
When the tests were completed the

doctor promised Peter a complete analysis.
Peter grinned. “Think I’ll want it?”
The doctor’s smile was reassuring.
“Thanks,” Peter said reaching for his

suit coat. It was a lot of fun.
With a grin he was off.

“It is seldom,” said the doctor, “that an
analyst finds qualities on the credit and
debit side of the human ledger which
balance so happily.”
As the doctor talked it became evident

that in revealing his “inner life” Peter
had lost no ground but gained another fan.

The End
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Return of the Marine
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(Continued from, page 61) come out
bravely again in the spring.” Her fine

dark eyes were fixed on the bare shape
of the trees against a winter-blue sky.
“It always encourages me—we all have to

begin again every so often, don’t we?”
I said, “Thomas Burke once wrote that

worthwhile people are always beginning
again.”

“Yes,” she said, “that’s it. I like to look
at them the way they are now and then
see them put out all new green leaves.”
Ty’s small niece came up with her ball

and Annabella threw it down the sloping
lawn and Pixie chased away shrieking
with glee.

There is not a great deal of peace in
the world even yet, but for a time there
was peace on that terrace and I thought
of it as a hard-won, strong peace made
possible by stamina and decency and un-
selfish service. I thought of Annabella’s
deep love for the land of her birth, her
perilous trips back there during the war to

find her father and mother and to see her
brother’s grave. I thought of Ty flying

into bombed Hiroshima, seeing its de-
struction. But they had come back together,
and they were beginning again, as worth-
while people must, with faith and courage
and a high heart for life’s adventures.

T
HE whole place, I realized, had an air

of permanence that was almost old-

fashioned. Over in a far corner was an
old red barn, with a small corral, where
Annabella kept a couple of riding horses
for herself and her small daughter by her
former marriage. A vegetable garden was
showing little green edges along the top
of rich black furrows and the fruit trees

were already lacy pink and white.
There was, I felt, nothing easy about Ty

Power and Annabella and this place into

which they had put love and hard work
and care. They had fought for it; they
owned a piece of the United States of

America, they had defended it and would
continue to defend it always.
Ty came in, and I realized that he was

thinner than I had ever seen him. He
said that was because he had just been
to the dentist’s which made anybody feel

thin, and that he had also been to look
at a new plane for himself.

“I don’t want to be earth-bound,” he
said, and went over to kiss the top of his

wife’s shining head.
They are charming young people to talk

to, those two. We didn’t talk much about
Hollywood. We talked about a new book
called “The Anatomy of Peace,” about
civilian clothes, about how to keep color

in your garden all the year around, about
the American Veterans’ Committee, which
Ty has joined, about America’s interna-
tional policy and foreign policy.

Then I got up my courage and said to

Annabella, “Could I ask you a very per-
sonal question?”
They looked startled, but Mrs. Power

said, “Of course,” politely.

I said, “Who cuts your hair? I’ve wanted
mine cut like that for a year but yours is

so right
—

”

I stopped because Annabella looked pe-
culiar, and Ty had begun to laugh.

I said, rather stiffly, “Of course if you’d
rather not say—I suppose it’s like some
recipes, you don’t want anyone else

—

”

Ty guffawed and said, “Now you’re in

for it, my girl,” to Annabella.
She made a lovely French gesture with

her hands, and said, “But of course I will
tell you only—it is me—myself. I do
it with my fingernail scissors

—

”

“In the dark,” Ty said.

“Not in the dark,” his wife said reprov-
ingly, “but I do not look in the mirror if
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that is what you mean. I just sit still

and pull it out and then cut where it feels

to be needed—

”

“You’d better not try it,” Ty said; “it

scares me just to watch her, but it always
comes out right.”

Eventually we came back to Hollywood,
and to Tyrone Power’s return to the screen
after four years’ absence. I asked him if he
was nervous about it and he thought a
moment and then said, “Oh sure. But
then—I’m always nervous—always scared.

My mother says the only time I wasn’t
scared was when I played the boy Pablo in

the mission play—she was playing the

leading role, you know, and I guess Mr.
McGroarty thought I might as well be in

it as just hanging around and I thought so,

too. In fact, that’s the only time I’ve ever
been sure I was good. Even when I was
seven and had quite a big part in the
next mission play — ‘La Golondrina’— I

wasn’t altogether sure, though I can still

remember my mother telling me that Ed
Schallert of the Times said Master Ty-
rone Power gave a masterful performance.
Still, I was pretty well satisfied with my-
self in those early days. They kicked it

out of me later and I’ve never quite gotten
it back.”
“Did you always keep on acting?” I said.

“Almost always,” Ty said. “Everybody
in my family did. One summer—when I

was fifteen—I worked in a drugstore. And
when I was sixteen, I ushered. But you
see my mother was a beautiful actress

—

she still is. And my father—everybody
knows he was a great actor. I wish I’d

been a little older; I wish I’d realized a
little more how lucky I was—that sum-
mer—

”

It was the summer of 1931, that summer.
Tyrone had been graduated from Purcell
High School and there had been quite a
family conference as to whether or not he
would go to college. Young Tyrone said
he didn’t want to go to college; he wanted
to learn to be a good actor. And so his
father, who was to do a Shakespearean
repertoire in the Chicago Civic Auditorium
that fall and winter, decided to give his
son and namesake the desire of his heart.

T
HEY went away together, just the two
of them, to a quiet retreat in Quebec and

there Tyrone the elder, known as one of

the greatest actors the American theater
has ever produced, gave the boy a long
summer of lessons in the art—a long, lazy,

happy summer, with fishing trips and
mountain walks and endless talks to vary
the study of great plays and great parts
and small parts.

That winter Tyrone Power made his
professional debut in “The Merchant of

Venice” with the illustrious Franz Lieber
in the title role.

“I played an old man,” Ty said remi-
niscently, “and nearly got killed when Mr.
Lieber, who was waving around a huge
knife, let it slip and it whizzed past my
head and scared my lines right out of me.
I decided playing Shakespeare was more
dangerous than I’d been warned it was.”
When the engagement closed, Tyrone

Power and his son came back to Holly-
wood and within a few weeks the elder
Power died suddenly in the midst of the
“Miracle Man” motion-picture production
and the tough times had begun for young
Ty and his mother and sister.

Hollywood would have nothing whatso-
ever to do with Tyrone Power. They made
it flat; they made it final, for two long,
lean and hungry years.

“I never knew why they were so set
about it,” Ty Power says thoughtfully. “I
mean I was only a kid but I had had some
stage experience; my father and mother
were both well known in the theater; I

had two eyes and two legs and arms—but
they didn’t seem to like me. In fact, it got
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so they opened the window, glared at the
very sight of me and shut it before I could
open my mouth. Two years was a long
time then. I got leaner and hungrier and
blacker, I suppose, until finally I probably
looked like part of the mob scenes out of

a picture about the French Revolution.
Finally, I got sore. I said, all right, I’ll

show them; I’ll make them sorry; I’ll give
up pictures.”

He started for New York and Broadway
and got as far as Chicago. There his money
ran out and he got his first break—though
radio wasn’t considered so much of a
break in those days. There on a radio show
he met Don Ameche, which began a friend-

ship that endured even when both later

went out hammer and tongs for the lead
in “Lloyd’s of London”—with Ty winning
in a photo finish.

New York didn’t yield any more easily

than Hollywood—but in the end, through
the friendly help of Helen Mencken and
the great Katharine Cornell, it did yield.

Tyrone Power opened on Broadway with
Miss Cornell in “Romeo and Juliet,” as

Benvolio, and his mother sat in a box to

watch her son fulfill the family tradition.

“As his mother and his teacher, I was
proud of him,” Patia Power says today.

“But afterwards I told him how much work
he still had to do and that he must never
let down that high standard. I still tell

him that.”

His success in “Romeo and Juliet” and in

the following Cornell production of “St.

Joan” had been noted. Who, asked the pow-
ers that be, is this young man? The critics

say he is a fine young actor. He is extreme-
ly good looking; we hear from New York
that he’s already a matinee idol; why don’t

we get hold of some young actors like that

for motion pictures?
So the scouts started out to get him

—

and he ended up with a seven-year con-

tract with Twentieth Century-Fox.
Life went along pretty smoothly after

that—for a while. His success in pictures
was swift and sensational. Two years later,

he met Annabella.
When I asked Tyrone if there had been

any serious love affairs before that, he
said with a perfectly straight face that if

there had been, he didn’t remember.
“Was it love at first sight?” I said and

Ty replied it most certainly was so far

as he was concerned, but that it took him
some months to persuade Annabella that
it had been love at first sight on her side,

too. They played together in “Suez” and
were married the following April, at Anna-
bella’s home in Bel-Air. That was in

1939.

In December, 1941, the United States
declared war on Japan and in 1942 Tyrone
Power enlisted in the Marine Corps.

OW Tyrone Power has come back. He
isn’t the same. No man can be the same

who has landed with those terribly needed
supplies on Iwo Jima. Four minutes. It’s

a hideously short,, nerve-racking time in

which to put a big ship down on an air-

port—and two seconds delay would blow
you and your supplies to hell.

But in Ty’s case the change is all to the
good. He has learned a great deal. He
has learned to fly an airplane, to fight in

the skies, to take care of himself and his

men and his cargo in danger.
He is glad to be back; he is excited about

making “The Razor’s Edge” because he be-
lieves it has something to say. He believes

now that the search for what is right, the
seeking for better things is all we need to

know—perhaps all we can know here.

But above all, this young Marine—be-
cause so long as he lives Tyrone Power
will be in his heart a United States Marine
before he is a movie star or an actor or

anything else—has learned to love the
things for which his country stands.

Ty isn’t, by nature, a serious young man.
He loves fun and laughter and good times.

But there is no getting away from it,

and he doesn’t want to; he is very serious
about world peace and he intends to play
an active part in helping himself and his

fellow fighting men to get it. If the pro-
fessional politicians and the professional
leaders don’t get on with it, clean cut and
definite, Tyrone Power believes the men
who fought the war will take a hand at

that job, with the same strength and in-

tention they used against the enemy.
When Ty was a kid in high school, he

always went out for the football team.
He never made it because he was too

skinny. But he kept right on going out
every fall, doggedly, determinedly, playing
on the third team or the second team. It

took him quite a while to crack Holly-
wood, but he kept right on trying all the
time. It wasn’t easy for him to become a

pilot; he had a lot of training and boot
camp was just twice as tough for him as

it was for most men—but he took boot
camp and went to Quantico and finally to

the South Pacific.

Tyrone Power is back all right. I have
a strong hunch that you’ll be hearing a

lot about him, a lot about him and not
just in the movies.

It wouldn’t surprise me at all if Ty
Power, typical young American and a

Marine, turned out to be one of the lead-

ers the men back from overseas are look-
ing for. He’s got an Irish tongue, a big

name, a great personality, pilot brains,

Marine Corps training and a heart that is

doggedly, violently determined to see that

he and the other men who fought and
some of whom died get what they fought
and died for—peace among nations.

The End



(Continued from page 55) accepted invita-

tions from the wives of executives and
producers and directors for the sake of

their career Van repeatedly refuses such
invitations for the same reason. Parties

and the late hours they entail do nothing
to help you in the studio in the morning.
With the hardheadedness that is typical of

his generation, Van realizes no one ever
got a good part because of social contacts,

that good parts are your lot when—and
only when—the public Kkes you.

. “What do you think of your enormous
success?” I asked him.
He shook his head. “I can’t explain it

—

but I love it! Sometimes I look at my puss
and wonder, honest! I’d love to be good
looking if I knew how to manage it.”

Laughing, I suggested plastic surgery.
“Not for me,” he said quickly. “Suppose

they make me a good nose on one side

and forget the other. . .
.”

S
PEAKING of presents reminds me of

Bob Walker. Bob seldom if ever gives
flowers or nuts or candy. When he says,

“I thought maybe you could use these,” to

his hostess or his date, he thrusts three
boxes of cleansing tissue at her, or empties
his pockets of chewing gum—anything
which is hard to get at the moment.
June Allyson is another clear-eyed

youngster who has helped change the film
colony’s idea of what is and what isn’t.

June, long a dear friend of mine, remains
completely unspoiled. I’ll always remem-
ber the Charles Feldman party when she
came running across the room to show me
the engagement ring Dick Powell had
just given her.

“Look at this!” she said, turning the little

star sapphire she shyly had been wearing.

The Youngsters Take over

“Soon,” she whispered, “I’ll have another
ring, very plain, the best of all.”

They were married, she and Dick, al-

most immediately. In fact the next week
when they lunched with me at Mike
Romanoff’s they were bride and groom.
June, however, was not as dressed up and
self-conscious as you expect a bride to

be. She had come from the studio and was
wearing blue slacks that were not very
new and a little sweater. Her hair was
brushed back and she was without make-
up. Except for her natural good looks there
was nothing striking about her.

I well remember when a star wouldn’t
have dreamed of appearing at Romanoff’s
unless she had spent real time upon her
toilette and was utterly confident that her
hat and dress and shoes and bag and gloves
and hair and nails were perfection.

I told June I had expected her, as a
bride, to look otherwise.

“In the movies,” she said laughing, “they
expect me to be all dressed up. But I

don’t have to dress up for Dick. He didn’t
marry me for my clothes.”

“I married you,” Dick informed her,
“for your bad disposition and your total

lack of charm, because you are the worst
girl I have ever met.”
She snuggled up to him contentedly.
“That’s the way, kids,” I said. “Go to it.”

There are some in Hollywood who in-
sist June must give her appearance more
care. I wonder. She’s as popular as she
is, of course, because her naturalness reg-
isters on the screen. Therefore, it may be
producers and directors and agents—all

the moguls—will not interfere; will not, to

put it bluntly, quarrel with their luck.
I suspect the same consideration in-

fluences the managerial gentlemen who

otherwise might lecture Gail Russell about
her disregard for appearances. Gail’s idea
of a good evening is an evening at the
beach or on the Venice pier—preferably
with Guy Madison. Invariably she, too,

wears a sweater and slacks and looks
the way no movie star would have been
caught dead looking before this modern age.
Certainly Guy never had any objections

to Gail’s unpretentious ways. There never
was a nicer, simpler guy. He likes in-
formal gatherings where he can remove
his coat and loosen his tie; even take off

his shoes. He likes girls to be immaculately
clean and wear little make-up. When he
takes a girl out he never goes A.W.O.L.
and then objects if she flirts with anyone
else. He’s a great fire-sitter. He and Gail
spend many evenings, when they could
dress up and go out, on the floor before
her fireplace, shoes off, playing records,
Glenn Miller’s recording of “Sunrise Seren-
ade” over and over, drinking pop, eating
endless sandwiches. And when Guy and
Gail have a day off they get into really old
duds and drive to the beach to collect fire-

wood.
Last Christmas Eve, I happen to know,

Guy was invited to at least a dozen top-
drawer parties. He declined them all; ex-
plained he was driving to Bakersfield to
spend the holiday with his family. And
he did, too. First, however, he went over
to the house of Diana Lynn’s secretary
where his group—Gail, Diana, Loren Tin-
dall, Henry Willson—helped trim the tree
and fill the stocking for Diana’s secretary’s
six-year-old son.

An extraordinarily handsome young man
and fit as a fiddle, Guy’s an expert swim-
mer, lopes miles along the beach in his
bare feet, dives for abalone, sails like a
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QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT

Use this positive deodorant powder on sanitary napkins

champion, hunts wild boar on Catalina.
. . .You shudder to think of how eagerly
Hollywood’s social leaders once would have
made him a cavalier.

Dane Clark’s different from many of
this generation but at once the same. The
same because, like the rest, away from his
work he does the things he wants to do the
way he wants to do them. Different be-
cause he’s more interested and informed
about politics, more hep about art and
music and world affairs, more aggressively
liberal perhaps.
He makes no effort in behalf of small

talk. At a chi-chi party he sits silently, ir-

respective of whose party it is. But when
he is interested, he talks brilliantly. He
and his wife read madly until two and
three o’clock in the morning. He abhors,
both verbally and actively, class distinc-
tion. His reaction to you depends solely
upon you as an individual, whether you
police the studio grounds of the Warner
Bros. Studio or preside in a walnut-
panelled Front Office.

A
CTUALLY, as this new generation of
stars has discovered, it doesn’t matter

what you do or don’t do socially. The
things that ruin careers are lack of hard
work and cooperation in the studios.
For the most part, however, it is in-

credible how quickly almost all of the
youngsters realize how much a good pic-
ture and also their personal success de-
pends upon every last member of their
company, every last member of the cast,
every last member of the technical crew,
the writers, producer, cameramen and di-
rector. And, realizing this, get in and pitch,
making good team mates.
June Haver is outstanding in this re-

spect. I predict great things for June,
mistily golden, with her beautiful little

legs, her sweet nature and the gaiety of a
lark most of the time.
Recently a man much older than June

who is an influence in motion pictures
and also a wolf pursued her. There was
not a split second in which she didn’t know
what went on. But she was as sweet to
this man as she would be to an uncle. And
when he finally pinned her down to a

Q0kL you re doing

pour housework

LISTEN IN on ihe

lives oj real f)eof>le!

“MY TRUE STORY”

A complete drama

every day from the files

of TRUE STORY magazine
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date she took her mother along with the

bland assumption that he naturally had
meant to invite her too.

No longer does this man pursue June as

a wolf. Instead he champions her like an
uncle, goes around telling everyone how
sweet and innocent and gifted she is.

June looks like a lovely bisque doll but
she’s really a little smarty-pants with an
extraordinary set of values, as she proved
at a dinner given at the Ambassador for

the late General Patton. Sitting with her
at Zanuck’s table, I found the excitement
she knew over the many celebrities con-
tagious. “Look at Clark Gable,” she said.

“There’s Roland Young.” “Oh, Miss Max-
well, General Patton!” But who do you
think caused her the greatest excitement?
Sidney Greenstreet! (The first time he
will know this, incidentally, is when he
reads it here). “To me,” she said breath-
lessly, “he’s one of the greatest actors.

Did you ever see him on the stage . . . oh,

I wish I had . .
.” Sidney Greenstreet

really bowled her over—because she’s
keenly aware of his great technique.

J
EANNE CRAIN is another hard worker.
Sometimes, however, I wonder if Jeanne

isn’t too sweet and self-deprecating. It may
be her marriage will help in this respect.
Certainly it is a step in the right direction.
I don’t mean it will be a good marriage.
I don’t know. But when Jeanne married
Paul against her mother’s wishes and
everyone’s advice, she asserted herself,

proved she knows how to be other than
docile. That, in spirit, is promising.
These young stars have a healthy re-

spect, I find, for their elders. They realize
people who have been around a long time
have learned things. And some, Peter Law-
ford, for instance, show great deference
towards their parents.
Always, if Peter is going on with his

crowd after dining out or attending a
movie with his parents, he walks them to

their car and sees them safely inside. One
night, leaving a premiere, he and his par-
ents were torn apart by autograph hounds.
“Mothah,” he called over the heads of

hundreds of fans “Mothah, can you make
it to the car? I’m so sorry . . . but . .

.”

Then another mob closed in.

When Lady Lawford got home, she said,

“Peter didn’t walk us to the car.”

“Yes,” said the General, “but I think we
should overlook it this time. He was in

rather an awkward spot. . .
.”

Shortly Peter “belled” them. “Mothah
. . . I’m so sorry I couldn’t walk you to

the car.” He had telephoned from a big
party to apologize for not being able to

get through the mob. Obviously he felt

frightfully about it.

Peter fits in any group, has a gift for

making other guests comfortable and is

especially courteous to “wall flowers” and
older women. He likes to dress formally,
considering it very complimenting to

women in long dresses. He’s meticulous
about sending his hostess flowers and
a note after a party. Many of Peter’s
best friends, however, are girls and boys
still at school and college; not important
at all. His attitude towards them is the
same; courteous and considerate to a
degree. For instance, at dinner at a restau-
rant with him and several business friends
I have seen him look at his watch at

promptly eight o’clock and say, “I think I

have a date. I’m supposed to call and see,”

and, discovering he did, depart to take a
U.C.L.A. college girl to the movies.
Lon McCallister is another young man

whose charming manners and ability to

get on with all kinds of people will carry
him far. Lon doesn’t always think along
conventional or orthodox lines but, unlike
many of his age, he is tolerant of those

who do not agree with him and he doesn’t
foist his opinions on people, merely stands
by what he thinks when this is necessary.
Another exciting young top-notcher is

Esther Williams. When Esther feels she
needs help she goes directly to the person
she thinks best can help her and follows
his advice carefully.

At fourteen, a tomboy, Esther fre-

quently was untidy and badly groomed.
One day Esther’s best friend in school told

her she wasn’t going to see her any more
because she always looked so terrible.

Afraid Esther would hurt her social career
with boys, she had decided to choose a
more glamorous friend.

Esther went home, told her mother what
had happened and asked what she should
do. Her mother, who had been trying to

tidy her up for years, told her how to

groom herself. Esther followed her sug-
gestions implicitly and has been careful
about her appearance ever since.

They know what miraculous good for-
tune their careers represent, these young
stars. And they work and study assidu-
ously. But one and all they refuse to play
a part away from the studios. Outside of
their actual work they live as they please
and think as they please, dress as they
please and see whom they please. They
turn their backs upon any and all of the
pretension that Hollywood once considered
vital to a star’s survival. And older stars,

who throughout their careers have given
up doing those things they wanted to do
in order to do those things they thought
they must do, look on with stark unbelief.
The kids have taken Hollywood over,

just as their contemporaries are taking
over other towns and villages and cities

everywhere. And Hollywood, revitalized
and rejuvenated as a result, promises to

be a better place than it ever was before.
The End
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Flynn Versus Flynn

( Continued, from page 56) fated to em-
phasize the burlesque.

“It’s the result of being a heaven-sent
sucker,” he continues. “I realize it but
I don’t seem to be able to do anything
about it. I keep on trying to out-shrewd
all the wrong people.
“There was a time when I used to think

I was wise in the ways of men, although
not too wise in the ways of women,” he
shakes his head sadly. “But it took Holly-
wood to teach me I was much too opti-
mistic on both counts.”

Withal, Errol is sentimental about a
number of things. Beauty, dogs, animals
(he invariably distinguishes in conversa-
tion between dogs and animals), trees and
boats. When you ask him, “What about
people?” he looks at you too innocently,
inquires: “Oh, did I mention people?”

D
ESPITE his vaunted disillusionment in

humankind, he has a great capacity for
friendship and, what’s more, he puts it to

work. Two men in particular testify to

this. They are not producers or directors
or actors. They’re not important people,
according to Hollywood standards. One is

Jim Fleming, his stand-in; the other, Bus-
ter Wiles, stunt man on all his pictures.
You rarely see Errol around town with-
out Jim or Buster somewhere in the offing.

It’s not the usual “star and satellite” Holly-
wood arrangement, either. Definitely not.

They’re just three guys who happen to

like and understand each other. And
when trouble comes to one of them—or
all three of them, as has happened in the
past—they see it through together. Errol
likes loyalty in his friends and pays them
back in the same coin, whether it’s a
traffic ticket, an ill-advised blow at some-
one’s butler during a party or a court
trial. There’s never any question of “Don’t
ring me in on this.” They consider trouble
for one is trouble for all.

Another pal is Raoul W alsh. Their friend-
ship started when Errol’s usual director,

Michael Curtiz, was busy on another as-
signment and couldn’t take over when one
of Flynn’s pictures was ready to start. Errol
took a chance on Walsh, then liked his work
so well he’s asked for him on most of his

pictures since. It was by way of being a
comeback for Walsh.
John Decker, the artist, is another close

crony. Their mutual interest in art and
the late John Barrymore was the basis for

their friendship. Decker painted a por-
trait of Barrymore, and Flynn went over
to see it. They’ve been buddies ever since.

In fact, they opened an art gallery to-

gether in Beverly Hills. Errol’s own col-

lection is magnificent, though very small
because at the moment he hasn’t enough
money to increase it. Boats are expensive,
too. But more of that anon.
The Flynn generosity is something you

hear very little about. Few people know
that he did his Cockney song-and-dance
number in “Thank Your Lucky Stars”
without salary. What he earned he turned
over to the Hollywood Canteen.
The idea for the number about the

colossal Cockney liar, which turned out to

be one of the high spots of the picture, was
his own. He thought of it while sitting

around the set with Judith Anderson one
day, telling her Cockney stories.

It seemed like a wonderful idea, until

the time came to do it. Then he realized
that the cost to him would be more than
mere money. It was probably the only
time in his life that he was really afraid of

anything. Never before had he done a
song-and-dance number, and on the day
they started shooting he was scared stiff.

If he weren’t the kind of guy who likes to

finish what he starts he would have given
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up. Besides—there was the Hollywood
Canteen.
Contrary to the popular impression, Er-

rol spends a great deal of time alone. He
likes being by himself in his charming
home set high on the ridge of Mulholland
Drive.

This undoubtedly is the reason for

the strange pattern of his off-again-on-

again marriage to Nora Eddington—this

intermittent need for being a one-man
unit unto himself. It began in typical “it’s

my own business” Flynn style.

The Hollywood gossips had had a field

day discussing the romance, but not even
the most imaginative of them had guessed
a secret marriage. Then one day, Jimmy
Fidler in a broadcast announced that a few
days previous the birth of a baby, Deirdre
Flynn Eddington, had been duly recorded
in Mexico City. The baby had been born
on January 10, 1945.

The wire services picked up the flash,

and their representatives besieged Errol,

who was in Mexico City at the time.

The “Deirdre Flynn Eddington” had
thrown them off the track until inquiry
revealed that in Mexico when the birth of

a baby is registered, the father’s surname
is given first, then the mother’s.
When the press finally got to Flynn he

flatly denied the marriage. He went back
to the United States, still denying it. But
when Nora and the baby arrived in Holly-
wood by plane a month or so later, she
confirmed the marriage. She had become
Mrs. Flynn, she told reporters, in Acapulco,
Mexico, in August of 1943.

Errol stopped denying the marriage.

B
UT the gossips had another juicy

bone to chew on because Nora and the
baby, it turned out, had gone directly from
the airport to the home of her family.

Once again, Errol had “nothing to say.”

It’s been anyone’s guess ever since as to

the status of Errol’s marriage. Sometimes
Nora has lived in the Flynn house, some-
times with her family. There have been
divorce rumors, apparently refuted by Er-
rol and Nora’s appearing in public to-

gether directly afterwards. And there have
been reconciliation rumors, also apparently
refuted by the separate appearance of each
in public with other dates.

Last New Year’s Eve was a notable ex-
ample. Errol was “doing the town” with
Ida Lupino, his co-star in “Escape Me
Never.” Nora was being squired around
by Bob Hutton. To the great glee of on-
lookers—but with no apparent embarrass-
ment on the part of the principals—this

foursome kept bumping into each other in
practically every night spot in town.
Nora was definitely with him recently,

however, on Errol’s first voyage on his new
schooner, the Zacca, when he sailed it

from San Francisco.
“And don't call it a yacht,” begs the

sailor. “It’s not a pleasure craft. It was
used by the Navy during the war and be-
fore that it was used on scientific expedi-
tions to study marine life.”

Errol plans to use it to film background
shots which he can sell to producers. His
first trip will be up the Amazon River.
He’d like to stay a year, but his picture
commitments will probably limit the first

voyage to a few months. Eventually he
plans to sail around the world.
The Zacca, a 118-foot craft with two

Diesel engines and two masts, is being
outatted for the South American trip now.
It sleeps from three to thirty people. It has
a freezing unit to keep at an even tempera-
ture the film he will make. He also plans
to develop the film on board ship.

Verily, a departure from the pre-Holly-
wood days when he sailed a tramp
schooner in the hazardous waters of New
Guinea. On one occasion he found him-
self stranded in New Guinea with three
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pals. They had brought the schooner up
from Sydney and wanted to head west.
Unfortunately, there was no money for oil

for the engines nor, so far as that goes,

for a supply of canned food. They couldn’t
stay in port without money, so they de-
cided to go east with the wind, heading
for Rimor even though their charts didn’t

run that far. When they arrived, they
stocked up with native food and pre-
pared to start next day.

I ,

1 RROL doesn’t believe in fighting against
U fate. Much as he wanted to head west,
it looked as though he was destined to go
east, and he was ready to accept it.

“I’m not one to jump the rapids,” Errol
says. “There’s little of the salmon in me.
I’ll always go the way the water is

running.”
But fate stepped in. The evening before

they were to sail, one of his pals invested
his all in a poker game—and won sixteen
pounds. Their oil and food problem thus
conveniently solved, they headed west.

Since then, he’s a more confirmed fatalist

than ever.
In the present expedition, the oil and

food problems are practically nil, thanks
to the profits of swashbuckling. Errol will

do the navigating himself. Buster Wiles,
his stunt man, will accompany him.
The question then became: Would Mrs.

Flynn also be aboard?
For some time Errol wouldn’t say. But

it has now been announced that not only
will she accompany him on the expedition,
but she will be his leading lady in the
picture he plans to make. Sounds like the
unalloyed romance of adventure. Yet what
bold soul would dare to predict in advance
of the fact that it would come to pass

—

Flynn being Flynn?
It all depends on whether or not Errol

has promised himself that this shall hap-
pen. For he believes when you make a
promise to yourself you should keep it.

And he does.
“I only wish,” he adds hastily, “that I

were as reliable about the promises I make
to others.”
Thus in one parting sideswipe does he

prove his dogged determination that there
shall be no whitewashing in this business
of Flynn versus Flynn.

The End

Three oil a match—Errol Flynn with

his two best friends, stand-in Jim
Fleming and stunt-man Buster Wiles
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A STAR SAYS

In which Greer Garson talks of the

thrill of winning her Gold Medal

Editor’s note: When Greer Garson was
awarded Photoplay’s coveted Gold Medal
she forgot, in the excitement, to give the

speech she had prepared. We thought you
might like to know how she really feels.

I am sure I speak for all actors when I

say that these Awards are an encourage-
ment and an inspiration in a very special

sense. Recognition by the professional
standards of critics, exhibitors and mem-
bers of our industry here in Hollywood
are all interesting and valuable, but the
Gallup movie poll, organized by Photo-
play, has a particular interest for actors

because it gives them, in a way, direct

contact with their audience. Although the
mechanical conditions under which motion
pictures are made are in many ways of

immeasurable help to the actors, there are
times very often when we miss the pres-
ence and the stimulus of a warm and
sympathetic audience such as we have in
the theater.

Now any actor lucky enough to be given
one of these Photoplay Awards can have
with him always a visible and tangible
reminder of the great invisible but very
real and friendly audience that is waiting
to see our screen plays months after we
have worked to put them together on the
sound stages here in Hollywood. And for
these tokens and talismans we are very
grateful.

I should like to thank Mr. Mayer for all

the kind things he said about me tonight
and to pay tribute to all my fellow-work-
ers at Metro Studio to whom the greater
part of these laurels belong. And may I

say I am very happy to be teamed again
in the movie-goers’ vote with Bing Crosby,
because he is a fine man who has done
many fine and generous things, not only
as Father O’Malley, but also as Mr. Bing
Crosby.
This poll that Photoplay has organized

is something we all appreciate, and as for
myself, I cannot find words to express how
deeply grateful I am for the honor that is

represented by this beautiful medal.

ALL TYPES needed—every girl or wo-
man can enter—whether sophisticated
type, college girl, home girl, motherly type
or glamour girl. A "plain Jane” who
photographs well has a better chance to
win than a non-photogenic beauty.

RULES
1* Get Models’ Special entry blank
at Drug or Department Store.
2. Fill in completely. Print name and
address clearly.

3. Enclose with your picture (a snap-
shot will do) and a Models’ Special
make-up or lipstick box-top (or fac-
simile) and mail to Models’ Special
Cosmetics, 165 W. Wacker Drive,
Chicago 1, 111.

4. Judges are Harry Conover, famous
New York model maker; Bradshaw
Crandall, noted illustrator; V. Hunt-
ington Howland, Editor of Cover Girl
Magazine; and Mary Bailey, Beauty
Editor of Fawcett Publications. De-
cision of judges final. Entries will be
judged and prizes awarded for photo-
graphic qualities in the entrant which
in the opinion of the expert judges
offer best possibilities for success as a
model. Duplicate prizes in case of
ties. No photographs returned.
5. All persons in United States, its

territories and possessions, may enter
—except employees of Models’ Special
Cosmetics, its Advertising Agency and
their respective families. Contest sub-
ject to all Federal and State regulations.

6. Contest closes May 31, 1946. En-
tries must be postmarked before mid-
night of that date.
7. Winners will be notified by regis-

tered mail. A complete list of winners
will be published.

A year’s contract
with famous

HARRY CONOVER
MODEL BUREAU
plus two weeks at

WALDORF HOTEL,New York,

expenses paid. 57 other

prizes. Contest closes

May 31— still time to

enter and win.

PURPOSE of contest—to more quickly
acquaint you with Models’ Special Make-
up and Lipstick, the only make-up and
lipstick endorsed by famous New York
models like Candy Jones, Bettina Bole-
gard, Francine Counihan, and others.

THE NEW MODELS' SPECIAL Make-up and Lipstick are so

amazingly better that we’re sure, once you try them, you'll use them
always. So we are offering this 58-prize contest as a special

inducement for you to try both today.
And the contest is so easy— nothing to write, no work to

do. Just send in your photograph (read simple rules

below). And the 58 valuoble prizes include the following:

FIRST PRIZE . . . year's contract with famous Harry Conover Model
Bureau in New York and two weeks at the Waldorf Hotel with all

expenses paid.

SECOND PRIZE ... a shiny new 1946 Chevrolet Sedan.
Eight Regional Prizes ... a complete, new spring wardrobe of your
choice ... 48 State Prizes... a complete beauty outfit in a fitted case.

CANDYJONES, famous model urges

-0M
So enter now—to win.
Read the rules, dip

i the reminder coupon
below, and get the
free entry blank at
your Department or
Drug Store!

Models’ Special Cosmetics
165 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111.
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top (or facsimile). Send me, FREE, Personal
Beauty Analysis telling me how to dramatize
my best features.
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City.
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You're Welcome, Joan

(Continued jrom page 35) high on her
head and she was wearing a trailing, black
negligee as we sat in the colorful library
of her home, cozy warm and completely
equipped with an Oscar!

“I know what you mean, Louella,” she
answered; “A year ago I would have said
the same thing—asked the same question
of myself. But now I know what an Oscar
costs! I mean—what it costs in health,
sweat and fears!”

I looked at the little gold statuette on
the table beside us. It is no more than
twelve inches high, made of metal with
plating of gold. In dollars and cents, it

costs about $90. Bob Hope called it, ‘‘A

bookend with a sneer”—and maybe that’s

all it seemed to be.

Joan must have followed my glance and
my thoughts for she said quickly: “I

haven’t any words to tell you what comes
as a part of being chosen a candidate!
You want to win more than anything else
in the world—and yet there is the gnaw-
ing fear that it is too much to ask for,

too much to hope for. The weeks follow-
ing the Academy nominations and the
night of the awards are almost more than
anyone can bear.

“It kept running through my mind like

a broken record, ‘Can I win? Can I win?’
My nerves began to rip into shreds. And
then I would think, ‘Do all of them go
through this—or is it just me?’ As the
time drew near I noticed I was unable to
eat, I was losing weight by the pounds.
Sixteen pounds, to be exact. And then,
five days before the night, I caught the flu.

In my run-down condition, it was bound
to hit me harder than if I had been in
my usual health. My doctor put me to bed
immediately—but even then I supposed I

would be able to make the Awards whether
I won—or lost.

“But still I worried and it made me
even more ill! Right up to the very time
to leave the house, I thought I could make
it. My dress was ready, everything was
ready. When Dr. Branch told me that it

was his orders that I could not leave bed,
I was the most disappointed woman in
the world.”

I
N all the years I have known Joan, and
I have been with her through many

dramatic moments, I’ve never seen her so
emotional about anything.
The words seemed to be actually tum-

bling from her as she continued: “And
the extra people—the bit players who have
worked in my pictures for years. It meant
so much when they kept telling me they
had voted for me and wanted me to win.
It was the first year they had had the vote,

you know.” Suddenly, she didn’t seem
like Crawford, the star, at all. She was
more like an excited school girl as she
went over to the desk and scooped up
an armful of telegrams, letters and cards
from flowers. There were messages from
telephone operators, messenger girls, car-
penters and grips from both Warners,
where she made her triumph, and from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, where she had
been a reigning star for so many years.
Among the yellow-backed telegrams were
wires from Ingrid Bergman, Bette Davis,
Barbara Stanwyck, Louis B. Mayer, Jack
Warner and hundreds of others from her
loyal fans who have not deserted Craw-
ford for a moment—not a single moment.
On top, was a cute one from Barbara
Stanwyck’s son, twelve-year-old Tony.
He wrote: “I know my mother wrote you,
but I want to appeal to my happiness in

your success!”
“Now what does that mean?” laughed

Joan. “I think Tony is as mixed-up as I

am!” The little boy may have his words
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Write for FREE BEAUTY FOLDER
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twisted, but the spirit was there and
how Joan loved it. Another “important”

wire came from Harry Rapf, the M-G-M
producer who first discovered Joan danc-
ing in a New York show, brought her to

Hollywood and gave her the first chance.

She was very sentimental, too, about it.

I thought—Joan is the type of girl who
blossoms like a flower with praise and
kind words and who droops like a plant

in the hot sunshine when she is criticized.

I’ve never known a person as sensitive to

what other people think.

This day, basking in the praise of the

entire industry and most of the press (the

Los Angeles Times film writers had
boosted Ingrid Bergman and held out for

her until the last minute), she was joy

itself—a joy to behold, too, in that trailing

negligee with her flaming hair high on her

head.
“Well, anyway,” I laughed, “I’m glad you

lost those sixteen pounds worrying over
Oscar and not some other man! And now
that you have won the greatest honor
Hollywood has to give you, what about
the plans for your private life?”

1
KNEW that Joan was planning to file

suit for divorce from Phil Terry within a

few days. It was the third time a marriage
had ended unhappily for her and I was
eager to know if she planned to be just

a “career woman” from here on in.

If I had expected her to say, “My work
is my all now,” the lady surprised me.
She hesitated just a moment before she
answered, “I can’t say I’ll never marry
again, Louella, because—I get too lonely.

I love my children, little Christina and
Christopher, but I am a woman who does
not like to be alone. Perhaps,” she smiled,

“I’ll marry an Oscar who can’t talk back.

But seriously,” she went on, “when and if

I marry again, I want a man who will say,

‘We are not going to live in your house.

I will give you a house, and you can have
it any way you want, but it will be our
home, not yours.’

”

“Oh, Joan,” I said, “you would never
give this up.” She has just had Bill Haines
do over her house, and it is so beautiful,

so livable and so comfortable—simple and
not overdone. “This house must be so

full of memories for you. Remember when
you and Douglas Fairbanks broke up and
I used your typewriter and telephone to

get the story to my paper?”
“If that telephone could talk,” she nod-

ded, “what a lot of stories of happiness and
heartache it could tell. I have heard good
things, wonderful things over it. The sad-
dest news was the message that one of

my best friends, Paul Berns, had com-
mitted suicide. Sometimes it has rung with
the word that someone has eloped. This
telephone, this room, this house, holds
almost all the important memories of my
life.”

I think I knew what she meant, for Joan
has lived in the white, rambling, gracious
home as Mrs. Fairbanks^ Mrs. Franchot
Tone and Mrs. Phil Terry.
“One thing is certain, Louella,” she said.

“My next marriage will not be a hasty one.

I’ll take my time.”
“Why did you marry Phil in such a

hurry?” I persisted.

“I was so lonely,” she replied. “I

wanted companionship. Phillip,” she told

me, “is thirty-seven and not years younger
than I as has been printed so often. So
it wasn’t a matter of age. It was merely
that we were not congenial and compatible.

We had so little in common; so few matters
to discuss together. We would sit for

hours without saying a word.”
She shrugged slightly and the shrug said

louder than words, “But that’s over now.
It’s in the past. Forget it.”

I doubt very much if the right man, or

any man, is important in her life now.

IT'S HIGH TIME
YOU DISCOVERED

this higher type
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Oh, we hear rumors that this high-powered
star or that top executive is quietly court-
ing Joan. There are plenty of them who
would like to take her out and to win her
favor for she is very beautiful and gay
and happy now. But whether she is quick
to admit it or not, I think her future on
the screen is the biggest thing in her life

—

and will be for months and months to
come.
She adores Mike Curtiz, who directed

“Mildred Pierce,” and looks upon him as
a minor god who can do no wrong. But it

wasn’t always that way.
When she started “Mildred” he put her

through a post-graduate course of humili-
ation such as few actresses have ever suf-
fered. When she came on the set in one
of her usual smart suits with accented
shoulder pads, he ripped off the shoulders!
He wiped the heavy make-up off her lips
and eyes. He ordered her to change into
a “housewife’s dress”—and all this in front
of the crew.
“Then,” said Joan, “when he found out I

could take it, he started training me. After
the picture was finished, we had a lunch-
eon for the cast and crew and Mike apolo-
gized to everyone for the way he had
treated me. I adore him. If, tonight, he
called and said to be on the set, ready
for ‘Peter Pan’ at eight o’clock in the
morning, I would be therfe—such is my
confidence in him.
“When I first learned I had won the

Oscar, it was Mike I wanted to accept for
me. And he came directly from the theater
to my bedside bringing it to me. We
laughed and cried and cried and laughed
with first one of us and then the other'
holding onto Oscar!
“Perhaps I couldn’t be at the theater

that night as I had hoped. But we had our
little moment of triumph—just four or
five of us—Mike, his wife, Bess Meredith,
my good friend Van Johnson, who rushed
to my house—and I—and, yes, the children
came in to share in our happiness even
if it was way past bedtime. It was a day,
an hour, a moment I can never forget so
long as I live.”

And that is one thing that Joan \ rants
everyone who attended the Academy that
night to know—if she could not be there,
if the crowd could not share the actual
moment with her, they all made it possible
for her to own this shining happiness!
And because we are a sentimental peo-

ple here in Hollywood we want her to
know: “You’re welcome, Joan. You de-
served it. You earned it. And we are
every bit as happy as you are!”

The End

THE LEWS LOOKS

into the past and present of

with exciting results

Don't miss this

PHOTOLIFE

in July Photoplay

June 12 or as soon thereafter

as transportation permits
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( Continued from page 43) ing about the
unemployment problem, at least so far

as secretaries are concerned. One of these

appeared in the door with documents.
“Have you a second, Betty dear?” the

secretary asked.
“More statistics! Oh, my God, how 1

hate money,” shrieked Madame Briskin,

slapping her brow like Bernhardt in

“Tosca.” “But I want it. Being poor but
happy is malarky. I ought to know. I

never knew where the next pork chop
was coming from. Not that the rich are
always happy either. Soon as I could
afford a chop they put me on grapefruit
juice—can you beat it?—every time I

turned around, grapefruit juice!”

She reeled away with her secretary into

the next room, the walls buckling to her
expostulations. Soon she rotated back,
tossing her hands and ululating.

“Don’t mind me,” she cried. “I’m al-

ways making a production.”
The dressing room where we sat was

silver and dusty rose; a fireplace embedded
in antique mirror, a silver piano in a win-
dow recess, satin rose furniture against

silver papered walls. “Too much of a

production,” Betty called it and announced
she was doing it over.

Betty is too much of a production for any-
thing more than a plain back drop.
“No one ever notices my clothes as they

do Connie Bennett’s,” she wailed.
At the moment she was wearing above

her shapely, shining legs a dark blue
wool skirt, white crepe blouse, a perky
checked jacket with scarlet lining and a
square-cut kohinoor on the wedding finger

sufficient to light a small city.

• Her beauty also somewhat eludes you
amid the fireworks of her personality even

Champagne and Pretzels

though you have seen her in Technicolor.
Hot chocolate eyes in ice cream whites,
almond halo of frisky curls and a peach
complexion, she is a fountain speciality

for cannibals. Of course if you prefer to

be classic she reminds you of those Vene-
tian principessas whom Titian painted.

She’s gesticulant too, not violent as in her
comedy but vivid as the Venetians. But
her name was Thornberg and she was born
in Battle Creek, where peppy breakfast
foods come from. Could this account for

her perpetual motion?

Y
EARS ago this reporter sought the vital

secret of cyclonic Texas Guinan, per-
fectly impersonated on the screen by Betty
Hutton in “Incendiary Blonde.” Texas had
the gusto of a village smithy. Once in a

vaudeville act her horse kicked her.

“He kicked me as I was taking my bow,”
Texas said, “and on my bow. Doctors came
all the way from Chicago to take X-ray
pictures of it. They photographed it from
all angles. Even from reconnaissance
planes. When they looked at the pictures
they said, ‘Texas, you’re so hard we can’t

tell your muscles from your bones.’

“Feel those muscles!” Tex concluded
triumphantly, extending an arm and leg.

Mme. Briskin, though informed of Miss
Guinan’s cordial cooperation, failed to of-
fer the same hearty collaboration.

“Oh, those good old days, they didn’t
have to worry about a Hays office—now a
Johnston,” sighed Madam B. “Right now
I’m getting ready to play Pearl White, the
serial queen, who hung by her teeth to cliffs.

I love playing those old-timers. They seem
to have had so much color.”

“And you are the only actress alive who
can do it,” said this dazzled old authority.

“The rest of the movie babes are too lady-
languid.”
“Maybe they have amoebas,” said

Madame charitably. “I had an amoeba.
It makes you languid. I caught it playing
the GI circuit in the South Pacific.

“Remind me to tell you about my break-
down. Never mind, I’ll tell you anyhow.
You wanted to know about my energy.
It’s just that I give all, all the time. I

don’t know how to take it easy. I knock
myself out every day including Sunday.
I work days and worry nights. Work and
stew, that’s Hutton, or it was till I cracked
up and got married.”
She failed to mention that she had toured

every Army hospital in the United States,

pranced and gagged and sang for two
months in the mud and mildew of the
Pacific, entertained longer and harder than
any actress. In appreciation the Marines
awarded her their own Oscar—a bronze
mug- ugly leatherneck posed raw with
broadsword. It is dedicated simply to the
world’s greatest trouper. On her European
campaign she toppled over; the Army doc-
tors put her away in a Paris hospital, then
shipped her home.

“I seemed to have gone crowd-crazy,”
she said. “You’ve heard of circus ele-

phants getting that way and stampeding.
Soon as anyone got two feet from me I

would start shaking and sweating. Then
I would go numb from head to foot. I

thought I was going insane. Doctors said
nerves. They gave me thyroid pills.

“I was disintegrating like this—head
shaking, glands jumping, pores opening
and shutting—when I met Ted. I don’t
know what he married me for,” she leaped
up and drew her husband’s arms around
her. “Right in the midst of our wedding

SmartSaddle SeattleriZ/PPE#Billfold!

A
II

SECRETPOCKET
Men Here's The Most Beautiful Billfold
You've Ever Seen at this Low Price
THIS GENUINE RABBIT’S FOOT KEY-
HOLDER SENT WITH EVERY ORDER
You’ve never known real Billfold satisfaction until
you’ve used this ’’Zip-All-Around” De Luxe Pass Case
Billfold with its Built-In Change Purse, its roomy
Currency Compartment, its Secret Pocket for extra
valuables. A veritable storehouse for everything a man
likes to carry with him. Exterior is of smart Saddle
Leather designed in picturesque style of the West. Two-
tone illustrations are stamped by hand right into the
leather itself. A Billfold of unusual beauty with many
unusual and serviceable features. An outstanding value
at only $2.98 plus tax. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail
coupon and pay postman on arrival. If not thrilled
and delighted return in 10 days for full refund.

w

c<o.
tlllfl

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART, Dept. 9144-A
500 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago 10, 111.

Gentlemen: Send me my order as checked below C. O. D. for the amount indicated.
I am to receive one genuine Rabbit’s Foot Key Holder with each Saddle Leather
Zipper Billfold ordered. It is understood that if I am not delighted in every
way I can return my order within 10 days for full refund.

Send me the Saddle Leather Zipper Billfold with Genuine Rabbit’s Foot Key
Holder and Gilt Chain @ $2.98 plus 20% Federal Tax (total $3.58).
Send me two Saddle Leather Zipper Billfolds with two Rabbit's Foot Key
Holders @ special price of $5.69 plus 20% Federal Tax (total $6.83).

NAME ..

CITY STATE
I am enclosing full payment in advance with this order to save all shipping charges.

P
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Hair Rinse

Gives a Tiny Tint
and* . .

Removes
this

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 .
Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3 . Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint—in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint... Over 50 million

packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^— or send for a
' FREE SAMPLE —
Golden Glint Co.,Seattle v 14,Wash., Box 3366 c.34

Please send color No.. . as listed above.

GOLDEN GLINT

and the perfectPretty as a picture

framework for a smarter bustline
In all fabrics, long lines, too, same price!

WRITE FOR HOW TO CHOOSE
YOUR BRA AND NAME OF NEAREST DEALER.

ADOLA, 31 W. 27 ST., N. Y. C.

reception I got the jerks. Started bobbilat-
ing. My poor husband picked me up and
carried me upstairs. He put me on the bed
and talked to r . soothingly. In three min-
utes I was sound asleep. A heck of a
wedding night!”
Now she’s blooming and bouncing again,

thanks to that old miracle-man husband
who ordered a six-month honeymoon,
threw out the darned grapefruit juice and
brought on the steaks and took her walk-
ing in the hills.

‘‘I used to think only squares went
walking, but it’s wonderful!” she said,

astonished. “We hike all the time when
we aren’t eating, don’t we, dear? Why
don’t you say something? You usually get
in a word now and then. I’m talking too
much. I love to talk. I would like to be a
reporter and go about talking to people all

over the world. Having no education, I

leech onto everyone for knowledge. I read
too, every night, everything.”

D
URING the presidential campaign she
subscribed to both the New York Times

and PM. She said she wanted both sides,

conservative and radical, so she could
make up her own mind.
And what did she turn out to be?
“She is a—a—liberal,” interposed a

visiting studio executive, apprehensive, no
doubt, lest Madame B. announce she was
an anarchist. “She is for the underdog.”

“I should be,” she said. “I have been
one all my life. Worked from the day
I was born, tending kids, washing dishes,

singing for pennies.”
Her mother worked in the upholstering

department of the Chrysler plant in Lan-
sing to support her and her sister.

A fur coat for mama was the object of
Betty’s first saving. All the profit of her
last personal appearance tour went into

a car for mama. Mrs. Hutton divides her
time between her apartment in Hollywood
and the home of her other daughter,
Marion, the singer, in New York.
With the political campaign out of the

way Betty turned from PM and the Times
to less intense literature, mostly fiction.

“Trouble with fiction, I go about living

the characters. I enjoy being someone
else. I get so mixed up I don’t know who
I am. Right now I’m in murder mysteries
—brrrrr—scaring myself to death.”

“Please,” said her husband, getting in
a word at last. “Could you suggest some
love stories for her?”
“Why Ted!” cried his spouse, properly

suffocating him in proof that their one-
day break-up is strictly past tense. Bubbling
happiness, that gal, and no wonder. She’s
going to have the answer to her most fer-
vent dream—a baby—and in a few months!
“She can cook too,” he grinned, emerging

from the rapturous embrace. “She puts
more things into borscht than the Rus-
sians have thought up in ten centuries.”

“Tell him about my biscuits, pet,” said
Mrs. B, then proceeded to do her own
boasting. It seems they are extra thin
and short and melt on your tongue, dear,
and the recipe is a secret she will not
share with Russia even though she is a
liberal and is right behind the UNO for
world peace, ready to turn bullets into
biscuits, only, no one better say the reverse
—that her biscuits are made of bullets.

Spaghetti is her favorite dish. Her chick-
en, which she soaks in a sauce overnight,
would make Senator Claghorn forget South-
ern cooking. In fact, it has made her bar-
becues the talk of the town. Betty, the
Barbecue Queen, they call her.

But that is the only reference to higher-
ups Betty permits. Otherwise she’s strictly

for the underdog. And if you don’t agree
that she deserves the Oscar for being the
most exciting, magnetic, edible actress,

you can tell it to the Devil Dogs!
The End

FOOT HEALTH WEEK

Sponsored byNational
As^ofChiropodists

NO LONGER <0^
is there need to suffer from
common foot ailments.
There’s a Blue-Jay product
to give you just the relief

you need from . . .

BLUE-JAY

MAKE
EVERY WEEK

TeetHlee/i

n Blue-Jay Corn Plasters have exclu-
sive pain-curbing NUPERCAINE

(9 )
that curbs pain around corn till gentlew medication loosens core—you lift it

|

I out! Soft Dura-felt pad instantly stops
I ! shoe pressure! New Blue-Jay is

|
I streamlined, comfortable, flesh-

'—

'

tinted. Two sizes: Standardand Little

Toe. Also Special Blue-Jay Soft Corn Pads.

Blue-Jay Callus Plasters relieve
painful pressure while medica-
tion helps remove callus.

4ii:)j.»:iiiMriHm
Blue-Jay Foot Powder reduces
perspiration and deodorizes, is

soothing and cooling.

L5EU iud : u
Blue-Jay Cushion Moleskin, ex-
tra-soft, adhesive, flesh-colored,
can be cut to fit over tender parts where
shoe rubs.

For more seriousfoot ailments,
see your chiropodist

There’s a Blue-Jay relief for
almost every common foot
trouble! Don’t accept substi-
tutes.

Products of

icnmxnnss.
Division of The Kendall Company. Chicago 16

WORLD’S PRODUCTS CO., Spencer, Ind.
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FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES

PICTURE
RING $1-
EXQUISITE PICTURE RING—made frommm un nanurvi :i n.;i

.Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size 1
.

Picture Ring Co.» Dept. Z-31, Cincinnati* O. I

Don’t let unlovely skin embarrass you or keep you
lonely! Get help from Nadinola Cream 1 Clinically-
proved and praised by thousands, famous Nadinola is

the 4-way treatment cream that helps to loosen and
remove ugly blackheads—dear up externally caused
pimples—fade freckles—lighten and brighten dark,
dull skin. Used as directed, Nadinola’s tested medica-
tion helps freshen skin to creamier, satin smoothness.
Watch your own complexion improve with Nadinola
Cream! Full treatment-size jar just 55c, with money-
back guarantee; trial jar, 10c. Also-—

I IHU SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
NADINOLA, Dept. 26, Paris, Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-

tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

Name
Address

City State

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 29)

Mvrna Loy. Myrna leaves her farm in the

country to visit city cousin Molly Lamont,
openly admitting her purpose is to find “a

husband of substance.” When the news is

carried to next-door neighbor Ameche, an
inventor, he makes it a point to tell Miss
Loy that she’d better not count on him be-
cause he hasn’t any money. But as Myrna
becomes engaged to a stuffy suitor, Richard
Gaines, she realizes at the reception she
loves Ameche, proposes to him and they
marry. Without his realizing it, she prods
and leads him on, shelters him from the

results of his charming but unconventional
behavior, and does an admirable job of

raising their first son, Bobby Driscoll.

This is Miss Loy’s first picture in two
years. She looks lovely, and the part suits

her well. Ameche gives the inventor an
eccentric charm which lends authenticity.

Your Reviewer Says: Easy come, easy go.

^ Smooth As Silk (Universal)

WITHOUT benefit of a box-office cast,

this is one of the slickest, most con-
vincing mystery yarns to hit the screen

in many a murder.
Kent Taylor, a crack criminal lawyer,

loves a calculating actress, Virginia Grey,
who gives him the run-around by becom-
ing engaged to producer John Litel. To get

even, Taylor murders the producer and his

well -planned alibi throws suspicion on his

double-crossing sweetheart. Good judg-
ment in handling of the story and smooth
performances by all players make for an
unusually strong brand of suspense.

Your Reviewer Says: Full of surprises—all

of them good.

FV Devotion (Warners)

T
HERE is a lovely haunting quality in

this story of the four famous Bronte
children, all of them talented and—“two
of them touched with genius.” Charlotte,

author of the perennial favorite “Jane
Eyre”; Ann, known for her poetry; Bram-
well, the son and painter of the family;

and Emily, the tormented genius who pro-
duced “Wuthering Heights.”
The title is well chosen, for the lives

of these four reveal an almost passionate
devotion to each other; a devotion which
could be broken neither by the drunken
frustrations of the brother, nor by the
rivaling between the girls.

Charlotte, delightfully played by Olivia
de Havilland, is the spirited one who takes
the family bit in her hands by sending
for a curate to help out her aging father,

the Vicar. And since family funds are
congenitally low, she persuades Ann to

join her by “going into service” with a
wealthy family in order to give Bramwell
his chance to win his spurs as a painter
in London. Only Emily, who, as the eldest,

somberly mothers the others, realizes the
limitations of each and loves each all the
more fiercely. While the others are away
her love for the curate blooms, only to be
stifled when the vibrant Charlotte returns
and, unknown to herself, catches the cu-
rate’s affections. Even literary success
comes earlier and in greater abundance
to Charlotte. Yet even as she is being
feted by the press of London, it is Emily
who her good friend, the great Thackery,
wants to meet. And it is Emily who will

dominate your emotions when you see the
picture. Ida Lupino plays her beautifully.
It’s by all odds Miss Lupino’s best job in

recent years. . . . Paul Henreid as the

ISetc Movie Diary Gives You
All the Intimate Facts . .

.

Enables You to Keep Complete
Records on Movies

How Much Do You Know

About Your

FAVORITE STARS?

DO you know what musical instrument
Van Johnson likes to play . . . what

Bing Crosby likes to do best . . . how old
Lauren Bacall really is . . . who is Sinatra’s

favorite singer . . . what is Betty Hutton’s

natural color hair . . . how old is Alan Ladd
. . . where Clark Gable started his career . . .

how Judy Garland reached the top? Now
you can know the answers to these ques-

tions, as well as details about the personal

traits and backgrounds of such popular stars

as Humphrey Bogart, Errol Flynn, Gloria
de Haven, John Hodiak, Cary Grant, Betty

Grable, Lana Turner and scores of others.

Life-Like Portraits of Stars Included

Yes, this unusual MOVIE DIARY

—

the only book
of its kind—tells you all about the movie stars, and
enables you to keep a complete private record of
every picture you see. Be your own movie critic!

MOVIE DIARY contains special pages to list each
movie you see, the stars in it, and your personal
comment on it. In addition, the book contains beau-
tifully lithographed portraits of 80 Hollywood stars

. . . portraits which you'll want to keep forever!
And you can keep them forever, because this book
is sturdy as well as attractive.

SEND NO MONEY!
Fill in and mail the coupon. MOVIE DIARY will
promptly be sent by return mail. On arrival, de-
posit 50<f with your postman, plus small postage
charge. Look through the book—all 132 pages of

it—for 5 days. If you don’t agree that this is one of
the greatest values you’ve ever bought, return it

and we’ll refund your purchase price in full. But
act quickly while the supply lasts.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

CONEL BOOKS, DEPT. MI46
Riverside, Conn.

Please send me copies of MOVIE DIARY at 50c
each. If I’m not satisfied, I’ll return books within 5
days and you’ll refund my purchase price in full.

Send C.O.D. I’ll pay postman purchase price plus
postage.
I enclose $ (in cash or money order). You
pay postage.

Name

Address.

City Zone State
Canada—75c per copy. Send cash or Canadian Postal

Money Order with order.
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GOT A BOIL?
HERE’S HOW TO GET RELIEF

Apply a ready-to-use
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice

comfortably hot. Almost at

once you’ll feel the moist
heat go right to work help-

ing to relieve the pain and
soreness. You’ll see how it

helps bring the boil to a

head. The moist heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE works for

several hours bringing
soothing relief. Feels good
—does good.

GET A TUBE OR CAN
FROM YOUR
DRUGGIST.

FOff 80/LS—

Antiphlogistine

( THE IRON ^
that

LIFTS ITSELF!

A touch of a finger and it lifts it-

self. Stands on its legs. No tilting.

curate makes an intelligent effort but his
Viennese accent against the background of
the Yorkshire village seems strange.
But the nicest thing about “Devotion” is

that it brings back to us Olivia de Havil-
land who’s been away too long.

Your Reviewer Soys: Devote yourself to it.

^ The Wife of Monte Cristo

(PRC)

T
HIS time it’s madame who fares forth
with mask and sword to do battle for

the common folk of France. The sequel
to “The Count of Monte Cristo” is a lively
little job calculated to please those who
like their cops and robbers in satin
breeches and twenty-yard capes.
John Loder, as chief of police, sets a trap

to catch the unidentified Avenger, who has
been upsetting his racket of selling bad
drugs. With the scent getting too hot, the
Avenger, who is none other than the Count
of Monte Cristo, is forced to get out of
towp; whereupon his beautiful wife steps
into his shoes and carries on the raids,
thereby confounding all hands.
John Loder plays the corrupt pre-

fect of police, who never forgets a lady’s
perfume, with smoothness and authority.
The Countess gives Lenore Aubert her
best American opportunity to date. She
has both charm and command as the Lady
Robin Hood. The weakest spot is Martin
Kosleck, as the Count, who gives an ex-
cellent performance but does not phys-
ically suggest the romantic Monte Cristo.

Special mention should be given Ray Col-
lins for his perfidious collaboration with
Loder.

Your Reviewer Says: Fair fare.

'zfRtviimewir

WVI indicates fjicture rated

outstanding” when reviewed

SN Ind icates (nicture rated

very good when reviewed

\J Indicates picture rated

’’good when reviewed

ABILENE TOWN—Levey-UA: A Western to end
all Westerns, this one is set in I860 and has all the
fixtures : Ann Dvorak, the barroom queen with heart
of gold, Randy Scott tough and noble, thousands of
people getting killed, cattle stampedes. (Apr.)

Takes the lift-work

out of ironing!

A finger touch lifts the Proctor
NEVER-LIFT electric iron. A slight

handle pressure and it’s ready to

iron. No tiresome lifting and tilt-

ing. Even heating. Speed Selector

Fabric Dial adjusts for any fabric,

any ironing speed. Coming soon
at Proctor dealers.

It's new. . . it's exclusive... it's

PROCTOR
Proctor Electric Company,

Philadelphia 40, Pa. J

'S'SADVENTURE—M-G-M: Even if this is not
the best vehicle in the world for the return of Clark
Gable, it is one you won’t want to miss, for Gable is

as wonderful as ever, with Greer Garson as a li-

brarian intellectual who falls hard for the seafaring
guy, and then changes her mind twice. (Mar.)

ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL—Republic: Music
is crowding the old Western right off the screen, but
with Roy Rogers doing it, fans won’t mind, though
our guess is the kids would prefer more action. Dale
Evans sings, as does Estelita Rodriquez and, of
course, Gabby Hayes is present. (Mar.)

ANGEL COMES TO BROOKLYN, AN—Republic:
The travel between heaven and Hollywood is quite
busy lately, and this particular musical fantasy didn’t
quite strike our fancy, though it might yours. The
spirit who tries to help some kids crash show busi-

ness is Charles Kemper. Kaye Dowd, Robert Duke
and David Street are the kids. (Mar.)

\SBA-D BASCOMB—M-G-M: Wallace Beery and
Margaret O’Brien are teamed up in this one, with
Beery an outlaw of the old West who, to escape the
Federal agents, pretends piety and joins a caravan of
Mormons heading for Utah. Marjorie Main is Mar-
garet’s grandmother, and Marshall Thompson and
Frances Rafferty the romantic duo. (May)

Can’t Keep
Grandma In
Her Chair

She’s as Lively as a Youngster-
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait 1 Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

1 Remember your Loved One/“““—
Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER

PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Mode Design with YOUR
PHOTO HAND-PAINTED IN OIL.

Permanently Sealed inMagnified Dome Crystal. WATER-
PROOF—DUST-PROOF WILL NEVER FADE.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail a photo or clear snap-
shot which will be returned in good order. When your
Photo Ring arrives, pay the postman $4.49 plus a few
cents postage. LIFETIME GUARANTEE OF SER-
VICE. MADE TO SELL FOR $7.50. Mass production
and direct sales to you make this value possible.

Send in a Paper Strip with your
ring finger measure for correct size.

FISK INDUSTRIES. Dept. I25Amm Fisk Building. 250 W. 57 St.. N. Y. 19 1

$449

Federal
Taxes
Inc.

(DIMS
also Calluses. Quick,
easy, and economical*
Just rub on. Jars, 30£
and 50fl. Buy Mosco
at your druggist.

REMOVEDBY
Your money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N.Y. MOSCO

FRAMED 9'A’xT'A"

Hand colored
PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
A $1.98 VALUE for only

69
’

Made from any photo, film or
snapshot. No extra charges,
elude color hair, eyes, etc.

SEND NO MONEYp^n
p
°J‘g c plus

small postage charge or send cash with
order and we will pay postage.
SIMS PORTRAITS. Dept. G-3. P.O. Box 164,
Grand Central. New York 22. N. Y.

Clear it with KREMO LA aid!
KREMOLA is a medicated M.D. formula, especially for
pimples, blackheads and muddy skin. Gently hastens
removal of old cuticle, revealing fresh skin. After
others fail—put KREMOLA to the test. Ladies will
envy, gentlemen will admire. At druggists or write
KREMOLA, Dept MAC- 17. 2975 S. Michigan Ave..
Chicago 16, 111. Send $1.25 for 2 oz. jar, plus 20%
tax, or 10c for generous purse sample, for daily powder-
base. Use only as directed.

Hair
OFFFace
LSps...Arms...Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. Ithas helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book, "What 1 Did About Superfluous Hair’’
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
trial offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 583,Chicago 64, 111.
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It's NEW-

It's

safe-

sure-

for fleas

• Get the improved SKIP-FLEA Powder,

Boss! It has DDT combined with other

important ingredients. It kills fleas with-

out stirring them up . . . without irritat-

ing us. It’s been laboratory tested on
dogs, too . . . you know every Sergeant

product has to be just right. It’s sure and

it’s safe. Stop in at the drug store right

now, Boss, and get some Sergeant’s

SKIP-FLEA Powder and Soap so we can

get rid of these pesky fleas.

SerqeaivVs
SKIP-FLEA POWDER

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— ‘ THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of

success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.

Dept. 36-F, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Prepare for experience as a Trained
Practical Nurse. Ages 18 to 60. Many earn
while learning. Easy payment plan. Write for
facts and fascinating free sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 N. Wayne Ave. Dept.G-14 Chicago 14, Illinois

KITCHENTOWELS *pne4&

; G L 0W I INI G 5 e A k k i n g $
"/'/

EXQUISITELY DIVINE—LOVELY TO OWN
The latest in GENUINE GLO-EVER EAR-
RINGS. Metal Screw back. A gift that
will add to her loveliness, only $1.00 a
pair—SPECIAL 2 PAIRS for $1.75 (TAX
PAID). You may now order direct. Just
send name and address with this coupon.
O I enclose .Send Prepaid

Send C.O.D.
BURT RAY JEWELERS. Dept. MAC
333 S. MARKET ST,. CHICAGO 6. ILL*

l
/BANDIT OF SHERWOOD FOREST, THE—
Columbia: Cornel Wilde is an energetic and colorful

hero as Robin Hood’s son who takes up arms when
unscrupulous regent Henry Daniell attempts to de-

throne the youthful king of old England. Anita
Louise is the court lady in waiting who helps Wilde
track down tyranny, Edgar Buchanan is Friar Tuck

;

and Jill Esmond the queen mother. (May)

Z/BECA USE OF HIM—Universal: Deanna Dur-
bin again turns to comedy, in a tale reminiscent of

many others, about a waitress in search of a stage

career, and her efforts to wangle it using New York
star Charles Laug'hton and playwright Franchot
Tone. Pleasurable, and Deanna still sings. (Apr.)

BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS—20th Century-Fox:
William Gargan as a hardboiled yet honest police

officer, Carole Landis as the love interest, Mary An-
derson as a gangster’s wife, murders, melodrama, all

in one evening’s routine in a police station, actually

hangs together with a novel viewpoint to make a

pretty good little B picture. (Apr.)

//BLUE DAHLIA , THE—Paramount: A tough
mystery drama about a veteran Alan Ladd, who finds

his wife, Doris Dowling, has been untrue. He fights

the other man, Howard da Silva, thus providing
someone else with a fine alibi for murdering Miss
Dowling. Alan tries to find the murderer since he’s

under suspicion himself. Veronica Lake has a small

but effective part. (Apr.)

BREAKFAST ISLHOLLYWOOD—Golden-UA: If

you’re a woman loyal to Tom Breneman’s radio pro-

gram, you’ll probably like this picture, showing a
genial master of ceremonies who finds time to patch
up romances and be kind to old ladies. You’ll also

see Hedda Hopper, Spike Jones, Andy Russell, King
Cole Trio, Bonita Granville, Eddie Ryan, Billie

B.urke and Zasu Pitts. (Apr.)

CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE—Republic : How
Annie has changed since Marie Dressier first brought
her to the screen with Wally Beery! She’s pretty
mellow now and Jane Darwell does the best she can
with the sticky story, but it doesn’t seem like Annie
any more. With Edgar Kennedy, Charles Gordon
and Pamela Blake. (Mar.)

//DEADLINE AT DAWN—RKO: Against a
background of murder and the necessity of solving it

before dawn a charming love story develops between
Bill Williams and Susan Hayward. Bill gets drunk
with Lola Lane, later finds her dead, and since be
is suspected, seeks the murderer. Suspects are Joseph
Calleia, Marvin Miller, Jerome Cowan and Paul
Lukas, all good portrayals. (Apr.)

/DETOUR—PRC: A pretty good little picture
about a boy who tries to gat his sweetheart a
continent away only to be buffeted by fate in a
most unusual way. Tom Neal is fine, and so are
Ann Savage and Edmund MacDonald as Neal’s op-
position. Has a definite appeal. (Mar.)

DETOUR TO DANGER—Planet. On sixteen milli-

meter color film, somewhat blurred in spots, Planet
productions organized for the use of small groups
who want good clean entertainment. John Day and
Nancy Brinckman mal$e this a pleasant enough film,

blending romance and suspense at a swank summer
resort. (Apr.)

/DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID—Bogeaus-UA

:

A peculiar picture that doesn’t hang together very
coherently, nonetheless this will undoubtedly he_popu*
lar, with Paulette Goddard as the vivacious chamber-
maid in the home of possessive Judith Anderson and
the son who hates her, Hurd Hatfield. Francis
Lederer is the valet, and Burgess Meredith figures in
it as an eccentric old codger. (Apr.)

DICK TRACY—RKO: If it isn’t the most popular
comic-strip detective (if not quite as square-jawed),
brought to life by Morgan Conway! We loved Mike
Mazurki as Splitface, and Anne Jeffreys tries to
make ever-faithful Tess’s patience believable. But
we warn you not to have such a concrete idea of
Dick’s appearance that this will disappoint you.
(Mar.)

//DRAGONWYCK—20th Century-Fox: Strong
melodrama, with Vincent Price as the aristocrat
owner of Dragonwyck, a house of hate. Innocent
country girl Gene Tierney comes to the house as
companion to the young unloved daughter and re-

mains to fall in love with Price. When his wife dies,

the two marry, and then sinister developments result.

Glenn Langan is the doctor who also loves Gene.
(May)

FEAR—Monogram : What a lot of awful things can
happen from an innocent little check! The money-
lender being killed and the depicting of Peter Cook-
sons’ resultant mental torture is all right, we sup-
pose, but why, or why, don’t the movie makers stop
trying to solve things by dreams? (Mar.)

FRONTIER GAL—Universal: Another good old
Western, but this was almost too much for us, with
more crockery thrown and broken than we’ve seen
yet. We do like Rod Cameron and Yvonne De Carlo
but don’t think they’re quite ready to star, especially
without anything sensible to do. But lots of people
will love it. (Mar.)

/GETTING GERTIE’S GARTER—Small-UA:
Dennis O’Keefe as a dumfounded scientist trying to
keep his pretty wife Sheila Ryan from knowing about
his mix-up (quite innocent of course) with Marie
McDonald ( Gertie of the garter) is not very funny.

DIAMONDS
Set In Fine Quality Mountings
Here is an unusual collection of rings to choose from

-you are sure to find in this group the ring thai will

thrill you and your friends

YStyle H1Q2— Ladies’
Engagement Ring — large
stone in beautiful Tiffany
setting — $olid Sterling
Silver $5.98

t_Style H 1.0.7— Men’s
Ring set with large center
stone—2 smaller stones on
side — massive mounting.

$6.98

%JtyJe_HHP — Mens
Ring— "Buckle” design—
with two stones (or plain)—in I 30 10 K Gold mount-
ing ... $7.98

Stylfi_Hlj53 — Ladies’
Engagement Ring — Solid
Sterling Silver basket
mounting $4.98

L.S.t y le H 1 0.6— Men’s
Ring — large I karat size

single stone — fine heavy
mounting $4.98

’t.S* y_l_e_H_LU —Men's
“Viking” Ring — 10 K
Gold Top and massive Solid
Sterling Silver mounting
stamped in ring $4.98

_L Style H 1 1 2— Men’s
Masonic Ring — exquisite
design— I 30 14 K Yellow
Gold color or Solid Sterling

Silver $6.98

Slyle jjT_08— Men’s
Cameo Ring set in Solid
Sterling Silver—with large

size 2-tone colored cameo.
$4.98

_StyJeJ±104— Ladies’
Dinner Bing—25 stones set

in Solid Sterling Silver—
very rare with so many
stones $7.98

^Style H101 — Baby’s
Ring in 10 K Gold —
chased design—comes with
lucky 4-leaf clover. . .$2.98

14I4KTG0LDJ

Style H 1 05— Ladies’
Wedding Ring — 10 stones
set in I 30 I4K Gold. $4.98

^ S t v.|_e_H_l_Q?— M en's
Signet Ring with sparkling
replica diamond — extra

heavy mounting $3.98

SEND NO MONEY: Select ring style you desire

and mark in coupon (also mark second choice to avoid dis-

appointment). Send ring size (piece of paper or string

around finger). When postman delivers package pay him
price of ring plus postage and C.O.D. charges. If you send

Money Order with order we pay all postal charges. GUAR-
ANTEE: Examine ring. If not entirely pleased return sama

day and get your money back. Fill in and mail coupon

NOW. Remember, due to wartime restrictions, fine Jewelry

is scarce.

SIMMONS CO., Home of Fine Jewelry

30 Church St., Dep».H-382,New York 7, N. Y.

SIMMONS CO.. Home of Fine Jewelry
30 Church St.. Dept.H-382.New York 7. N. Y.

Please send me the ring I have cheeked below as my
first choice. If you are out of my sire then send second

or third choice I have also checked. I am enclosing

strip of paper (or string) for size. I will pay postman
price of ring plus postage. GUARANTEE: If I am
not pleased I may return ring the day I receive it and
you are to return my money.

First Choice Second Choice Third Choice

Style No. Style No. Style No.

Name-
PLEASE PRINT

City. Zone. State —
I am enclosing Money Order in full payment. You

are to pay all postage charges.

NOTE: Foreign and Canadian orders must bo accom.
panied by cash with order.
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Itisfragrant of PINE!

Cleans

l

Disinjects l

• MAKES CLEANING EASIER

• DEODORIZES

• ECONOMICAL TO USE

• FOR TILES, FLOORS, BATHROOMS,
KITCHENS, CELLARS

• WON’T IRRITATE HANDS

• ASK YOUR DRUGGIST

SetqeatvVs
DISINFECTANT
non fcratchinq

ItMay Cause Infection
Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch-
ingtroubles.Use cooling,med icated
D.D.D.Prescription.Greaseless.stain-
less.Calms itchingfast.35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

ANY PHOTO
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY

ENLARGED

3 for $1.25

Just mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage — or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now.
Send your photos today. *

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. 15S6-G Chicago (11), III.
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SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS

As low as50 for
$1 SKhTASS

r Show exclusive name imprinted Per-
sonal Christmas Cards, low as 60 for $1.
Amazing values bring you easy sales.

BIG SELLERS IN BOX ASSORTMENTS
Boost profits with 21 “Feature” $1 Christ-
mas assortment— sparkling new features.

Other money making assortments— in-

cluding our famous Christmas Gif tWrap
Ensemble, Religious, Everyday, Oilette,

\ many others. Write today for samples.

J trade £>/ M4RH 1225 Clifford Av. , Dept. B - 1

9

AllCS ART STUDIOSmS. Rochester S, N.Y.

We hear the story shocked our grandmothers, but it

didn’t shock us. (Mar.)

GUY COULD CHANGE, A—Republic: Alan Lane
starts chasing women to assuage his sorrows after his
wife dies in childbirth, letting his child, Twinkle
Watts (who quite daunted us), run wild. Jane Frazee,
who loves him, leaves when she sees how far he has
fallen, but when he realizes his child needs his care,
the way is paved for a reconciliation. (Apr.)

GILDA—Columbia: Embittered gambler Glenn
Ford goes to work for George Macready in his South
American gambling casino and the two become fast
friends. Then Macready returns from a trip with a
new wife, Rita Hayworth, the girl whom Glenn loves.
The exciting melodrama then moves through a maze
of German cartels, Argentine police and jealous
lovers. You'll be fascinated by it all. (May)

\/\/HARVEY GIRLS, THE—M-G-M: When a
Harvey Restaurant opened in the West in 1860, Judy
Garland took the same train as the pioneer-waitresses
to marry her correspondent fiance. Discovering John
Hodiak wrote the letters as a game, Judy joins the
girls and has all sorts of experiences before her feud
ends in true love. The music is wonderful and the
people fun They include Angela Lansbury, Preston
Foster, Virginia O’Brien, Ray Bolger and Kenny
Baker. (Mar.)

I
/HOODLUM SAINT, THE—M-G-M: Hokumy as
all get out, still the sure-fire performances of William
Powell and Esther Williams will do much to hold
your interest. Powell is the aggressive newspaper-
man who becomes a millionaire, and Esther is the girl

who turns him down because of his lack of idealism.
Angela Lansbury is a torch singer and you’ll also see
James Gleason and Rags Ragland. (May)

\/I RING DOORBELLS—PRC: This newspaper
office setting provides some spirited dialogue with
Anne Gwynne playing girl friend to Robert Shayne’s
reporter. We were disappointed in the not too accu-
rate transition from the book, hut liked it anyway.
Cast includes Roscoe Karns, John Elderedge and
Pierre Watkins. (Apr.)

JUNIOR PROM—Monogram: A catchy musical
dealing with teen-age intrigue over the election of

a high-school student-bcdy president, with the stu-

dents campaigning with jive music for their favorites.
The revue stars Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Judy
Clark and Frankie Darro, and features the swing
music of Eddie Heywood and Abe Lyman. (May)

\/\/LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—-Fox: Readers of

Ben Ames Williams’s book will like this faithful
transition to the spreen, enhanced by color. Gene
Tierney does the best job of her career as the psycho-
logically over-possessive woman who disarranges so
many lives. Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Crain are ex-
cellent. An outstanding treat. (Mar.)

yLETTER FOR EVIE, A—M-G-M : Marsha Hunt,
a shirt factory secretary, slips a note in a large-sized
shirt, envisioning a big handsome soldier. The note
reaches Hume Cronyn by mistake, a very funny yet
pathetically timid little GI. Pamela Britton is

Marsha’s roommate and Johfi Carroll the soldier for

whom the note was intended. It’s cute. (Mar.)

LITTLE GIANT—Universal: A really funny
Abbott and Costello, with Costello as a vacuum
cleaner salesman who thinks he’s a psychic. Abbott
has a dual .role as Lou’s employers who are baffled

by the complications Lou’s "psychic convictions get
him into. It 11 give you laughs for far more legitimate
reasons than the slapstick comedy the two usually
give out with. (May)

\/MADONNA’S SECRET, THE—Republic: A
tense, exciting whodunit with Francis Lederer as the
artist whose models have an unfortunate habit of get-

ting themselves murdered. When model Linda Stir-

ling is found dead, her sister, Ann Rutherford begins
posing for Lederer, hoping to find the murderer. Gail
Patrick, Edward Ashley, and John Litel help keep
up the suspense. (May)

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO—Paramount: Well,
we didn’t like Arturo de Cordova or Patric Knowles,
we thought Dorothy Lamour and Ann Dvorak mis-
cast, everybody seemed to be whirling with inactivity,

and the music, singing and dancing were only fair.

Outside of that the Mexican setting, we’re happy to

admit, was interesing. (Mar.)

MEET ME ON BROADIVAY—Columbia: You’ve
seen this backstage musical before, hut it’s still pleas-
ant fare. Fred Brady is the theatrical producer who
tries to break into the big time by staging an amateur
show in a country club. Marjorie Reynolds is his
singing and dancing star who gets jealous of his
attentions to Jinx Falkenburg so gets herself involved
with Loren Tindall. (May)

\/\y'MISS SUSIE SLAGLE’

S

—Paramount: This
interesting and unusual picture is the story of inter-
woven lives, held together by a woman (played by
Lillian Gish) who runs a boarding house for medical
students. It’s tender and emotional, and you’ll like
Sonny Tufts in a new kind of role, Billy de Wolfe,
Veronica Lake and Joan Caulfield. (Mar.)

j//MF REPUTATION—Warners: By far Barbara
Stanwyck’s best work since “Double Indemnity,” this
is an adult and intelligent picture of one woman’s
fight for her love against a convention-bound town,
and even against her *own young sons. Her strait-

laced mother Lucile Watson, her lover George Brent,

BRUSHAWAY

GRAY
\HAtR
...AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 60c
and 51.65 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BKOWNATONE, Dept. 286, COVINGTON. KY.

FAMOUS REPLICA VIRGINIA

LUCKYSTONE CROSS’
..with STERLING SILVER CHAIN and CLASP;

A Many say wearer of Virginia LUCKYSTONE is

7 protected at all times. Now available a
genuine plastic replica Virginia—

, j|LVtR

J

LUCKYSTONE strung on STERLING

chain and ctasp. Legend of Vir-

1

ginia LUCKYSTONE included. All for

Sand $1.49 or C.O.D. plut a few cant* poitafl

Glows in the Dark— We Pay Tax
P. I. HEALY CO.. Dept. 404 , II 1 W. ledusn BM.. Chicago 4

.
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PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced perma-
nently in this beau-
tiful onyx like

1Magnified Setting! Will last a .

structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents#c .

postage. If you send cash we pay postage, vtxpertiy painiei

(Photos Returned). 25c extra)
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. C-65, CINCINNATI, O.

«*««•* Tiny Pocket Size

NLW RADIO!
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—

Wt.
only S 038.! Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained

phone for personal use. Beautiful black
silver plastic case. Has patented fixed

Crystal-Slide Tuning Dial! NO TUBES.
BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG
IS REQUIRED. USUALLY RE-
CEIVES LOCAL BROADCASTS with-
out outside aerial wires.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according to instructions. Can be used in
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I (<
1 postman $2.99 plus delivery fees

rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR
CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Get your PA-KETTE
RADIO NOW for real enjoyment. Dealers in most cities.

Pa-Kette Electric Co., Dept. MFW-6, Kearney, Nebraska

^PSORIASIS
* — 'SCALY SKIN TROUBLE »

DGRmOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria-
sis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo-

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, i

embarrassing scaly
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining Dermoii.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or sc
Grateful users, often i_
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and —_

—

they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoii
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test .

Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for

your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leadina Druooists. LAKE LABORATORIES*
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 8004, Detroit 4, Mich.



her friends Eve Arden and John Ridgely, are flaw-

lessly interpreted (Apr.)

PILLOW OF DEATH—Universal: Inner Sanctum
comes to movies with ghost-ridden houses, seances,

murders, and Lon Chaney a very suspected attorney.

Brenda Joyce is his pretty secretary, J. Edward
Bromberg a spiritualist and Rosalind Ivan a delight

as an Englishwoman. The pillow, incidentally, was
used for smothering. (Mar.)

PORTRAIT OF MARIA — Mundales-M-G-M? A
Mexican good-will picture with Dolores Del Rio
playing an Indian girl who meets a tragic end.

Pedro Armendariz tries to defend her from the over-

moral and vindictive villagers. English is dubbed in,

and the dialogue sometimes pretty silly, and perhaps
foreign film fans will enjoy it best. (Apr.)

i/'PURSUIT TO ALGIERS-—Universal : Basil

Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, inevitably Sherlock and
Watson, this time sacrifice a vacation (they never
get one, do they?) to escort a monarch safely back
to the Balkans midst villains and imposters, but of

course everything finally comes out all right. (Mar.)

REBECCA—Selznick-International : This picture is

now being reissued, and if you missed it the first

time you’ll want to see this fascinating psychological
study that made Joan Fontaine a star. Rebecca,
Laurence Olivier’s dead wife, never appears in the
picture, but she dominates the whole story with her

threat to Olivier’s new marriage to Joan. With Judith
Anderson and George Sanders. (May)

RIVERBOAT RHYTHM—RKO : Leon Errol’s pat-

tern in film making is still the same, and this weak-
kneed farce in which, as an impoverished showboat
captain, he pretends to be a Southern colonel is not
very funny. Walter Catlett . as the Colonel Errol
impersonates offers solid support to the star, and
others vainly trouping are Jonathan Hale, Marc
Cramer and Joan Newton. (May)

'S\yROAD TO UTOPIA—Paramount: Bing and
Bob have never been so relaxed and enjoyable, as
a pair of vaudeville hams headed for Alaska where
Dorothy Lamour has gone to reclaim her father’s
mine. The boys pretend to be crooks while chasing
the villains, Douglass Dumbrille and Jack LaRue. We
howled with laughter. (Mar.)

1/VSAILOR TAKES A WIFE, THE—M-G-M:
Cute as anything, but sometimes too cute. June
Allyson as the bride-in-a-hurry and Robert Walker
as her eager groom are just right for their roles and
are amusing in their first experiences with marital
bliss. The film just misses being a tremendous hit,

but it’s still cute. (Mar.)

l/^SCARLET STREET—Universal: The same
characters from “Woman in the Window” try it

again, and it’s still good but not quite. Joan Bennett,
Edward G. Robinson, Dan Duryea and Rosalind Ives
make the dark tale live, and we think you’ll be in-

trigued, fascinated and repelled at the same time.
(Mar.)

l/]/SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY—20th Century-
Fox: A four-handkerchief picture, with Maureen
O’Hara as the young actress who, knowing of her
imminent death, adopts a child in the hope it will give
her immature producer husband, John Payne, some-
thing to cling to after her death. But the little

orphan’s world is one of fantasy and John, in the
grief of his wife’s death, fails to understand her.
(May)

S/']/'SEVENTH VEIL, THE—Sydney Box-Ortus-
Universal: An English psychological picture, this

tells the story of Ann Todd who becomes a great
pianist under the guidance of her crippled guardian,
James Mason—Britain’s No. One heartbeat. When
Mason tries to break up her romances, the girl suf-

fers an accident and then psychiatry enters to solve
the riddle of which man she really loves. (May)

SHADOW RETURNS, THE—Monogram: Kane
Richmond, nephew of the police commissioner, as-
sumes the Shadow disguise in order to solve a series
of murders which are baffling all the city’s police
force. Barbara Reed is the object of his love, Tom
Dugan isn’t. (Apr.)

S/ySHE WOULDN’T SAY YES—Columbia : How
tired we are of women psychiatrists, career women
trying to avoid love, and Rosalind Russell (who can
be so good) acting coy. Nevertheless, this may in-

trigue you, and we promise you’ll like Lee Bowman,
Adele Jergens and Charlie Winninger. It could be
better, but we’ve certainly seen worse (Mar.)

\/’)/'SHOCK—20th Century-Fox: A different who-
dunit is this story of a girl who sees a doctor kill

his wi^«e and then is treated for shock by the killer.

Vincent Price is excellent as the criminal psychiatrist
who wants to destroy his hysterical patient; Lynn
Bari is his nurse and partner in crime; Annabel Shaw
the tortured young victim and Frank Latimore her
husband. (May)

lS\/SPIRAL STAIRCASE, THE—RKO: This ex-
citing murder mystery has a wonderful cast, headed
by Ethel Barrymore, Dorothy McGuire and George
Brent. The story doesn’t always hang together, but
what mystery does? The psychological twist in this

case is a murderer who can’t bear physical imper-
fections in people. Elsa Lanchester, Sara Allgood
and Kent Smith lend good support. (Mar.)

STRANGE VOYAGE—Signal: Eddie Albert and
some service men formed Signal Pictures to make an

STREET.

ClTY-_ ZONE STATE.

C.O.D, Q MONEY ORDER
(phase do not send cash)
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BLOUSE— perfect teammate in fine quality,

white washable rayon. Sizes 32 to 38 and 40
to 46. Outstanding at $3.94! MAIL YOUR
ORDER TODAY!
• • • • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY BLANK • • • • •

NATIONAL MAIL ORDER CORP.
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Dept. SP, 333 No. Michigan, Chicago T #
Please send me JUMPER at $6.94 plus postage #
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(State second color choice) #
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Send BLOUSE (white only} at $3.94 plus postage ^
Circle size wanted: 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 •

Wear it with or without a blouse—get double

wearing pleasure from this fine, quality rayon

jumper. So slim, so trim with set-in belt, new
drop shoulders, hankie pocket. Six rows of

stitching and self-covered buttons add extra

richness. Better order now—it’s a terrific buy at

$6.94! Sizes 12 to 20 and 40 to 46.

SPECIAL!! FOR SIZES 40 to 46!!

At last—and at no extra cost—this at-

tractive jumper can be yours in hard-

to-find sizes! Imagine, getting this

generously cut jumper with smooth,

slenderizing lines for only $6.94!
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EX-LAX
THE’HAPPY MEDIUM'IAXATIVE

10c and 25c at all drug stores

PROVES WONDERFUL
to promptly relieve misery

and kill cause* of

ATHLETE’S FOOT
Helps

Guard

Against

Re-Infection!

Here’s a product that really does what
it claims. It’s a Doctor’s wonderfully
soothing yet powerfully medicated liquid

called Zemo. First applications relieve

itching and burning between cracked,
peeling toes and aid healing. Zemo actu-
ally kills on contact the vicious germs*
that cause and spread this trouble.

That’s why Zemo has such an amazing
record of continuous success. First trial

convinces. Buy Zemo
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High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

'American School, Dpt. HA-92, Drexel at 58th,Chicago37

Simple Heme Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY.**
Made specially for blondes, this new sham-
poo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich

cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes
only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous

highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex
at 10c, drug and department stores.

independent production and we respect their effort.
This is about a curious adventure, a boat and death.
We thought Eddie good, and the picture interesting
though not a strictly “Hollywood” job. (Mhr.)

SWING PARADE OF 1946—Monogram: Gale
Storm’s the attraction of this opus—she acts, sings
and dances most charmingly. Besides that, the pic-
ture is full of specialties: Connee Boswell, Louis
Jordan and Will Osborn’s music, the Three Stooges,
Dance Director Jack Boyle in a number with Gale;
and playing opposite her, Phil Regan. (Apr.)

y'y'TARS AND SPARS—Columbia: At last the
Coast Guard gets a musical for itself too, this one
featuring the superb dancing of Marc Platt, pretty
Janet Blair singing, and bright people like Jeff
Donnell, Alfred Drake and Sid Caesar. (Apr.)

i^TARZAN AND THE LEOPARD WOMAN—
RKO: Tarzan, played as usual by Johnny Weiss-
muller, and Brenda Joyce get involved with the
Leopard Men, a strange people with a stranger cult,

and one thing happens after another with a fast
pace. Acquanetta plays the high priestess of the
Leopard Men, and her machinations keep the plot
developing. With John Sheffield as Boy and Chee-
tah the chimpanzee. (May)

\/THEY MADE ME A KILLER—Paramount:
Robert Lowery, innocently implicated in a robbery,
attempts to track down the clues that will free him,
aided by his loyal girl, Barbara Britton. The plot is

neatly developed. Lola Lane, Edmund MacDonald
and Frank Albertson round out the cast. (Apr.)

TIGER WOMAN—Republic: Kane Richards sleuths
Adele Mara, who killed her husband for his insur-
ance and then her boy friend Robert Fraser because
he tried to.back out. It resembles “Double Indemnity”
and it isn’t so bad. (Mar.)

I/^TOMORROW IS FOREVER—International

:

We recommend this one highly. It is a tragic drama
of a young wife, Claudette Colbert, whose officer

husband, Orson Welles, never returned from World
War I. Befriended by her employer, George Brent,
she eventully marries him, becoming contented.
Later Orson returns, unrecognizable at first, and
the handling of this problem, we feel, is admirable,
the characterization superb. (Apr.)

ISUP GOES MAISIE—M-G-M: Ann Sothern con-
tinues her good-hearted blundering, this time as
secretary to personable George Murphy, inventor of
a helicopter. Hillary Brooke is the villainess. Maisie
is always welcome with us. (Mar.)

\/yVACATION FROM MARRIAGE—M-G-M:
Quite the cutest thing to come from London, pro-
duced by Alexander Korda, is this story of a rather
dull English couple who become worldly wise through
their separate services in the Navy, and of their
comical reunion after three years apart. Robert Donat
and Deborah Kerr are delightful. (Mar.)

^VIRGINIAN
,
THE—Paramount: A fairly excit-

ing Technicolor Western, Joel McCrea in the title

role, plays opposite pretty Barbara Britton, the East-
erner who’s come west to teach school. Brian Don-
levy as the bad rustler, wSonny Tufts, Fay Bainter
and Henry O’Neill are all excellent. (Apr.)

iZ\/WALK IN THE SUN. A—
;
20th Century-Fox:

This is a touchingly beautiful “war-incident” story
that went right to our heart. The male cast includes
fine performances by Dana Andrews, Dick Conte,
George Tyne, Sterling Holloway, Huntz Hall and
many others. It tells of a lone platoon in a single
action. Reaching and taking an objective. It’s defi-

nitely worth seeing. (Apr.)

\SS/WELL GROOMED BRIDE, THE — Para-
mount: There are giggle bubbles a-plenty in this gay
story revolving around the search for a magnum of
champagne. Navy Lt. Ray Milland wants it for a
carrier launching, but Olivia de Havilland has the
last bottle in town and is determined to use it for
her wedding to Arrpy Lt. Sonny Tufts. James Glea-
son and Constance Dowling add to the comedy of
errors. (May)

^WHISTLE STOP—Nero: For George Raft fans
only, this gloomy tale never managed to really arouse
our emotions. Raft is a no-good who eventually
reforms for the sake of Ava Gardner, gets framed
by Tom Conway, is eventually saved through the de-
struction of his strange friend Vic McLaglen. (Apr.)

WOMAN WHO CAME BACK
, THE—Republic:

Nancy Kelly, surviving a bus wreck, believes she has
inherited an ancestor’s curse of witchcraft, and not
until some dire things happen is she freed of her
obsession. With John Loder, Ruth Ford and little

Jeanne Gail, all good. (Apr.)

y'V'FANK IN LONDON , A—Corporation Ltd.

—

20th Century-Fox: This British picture does a good
job in bringing about a better understanding between
the English people and the American GI. Dean
Jagger, the Yank, starts off on his furlough with a
chip on his shoulder and falls in love with Rex
Harrison’s girl, Anna Neagle. (May)

*SYOUNG WIDOW—Stromberg-UA: At last you’ll

see the much-publicized Jane Russell, and we think
you’ll like her very much as the young widow griev-
ing for her dead husband and unwilling to accept a
new love. Louis Hayward is the Army officer who
falls in love with her, Penny Singleton her room
mate, and Marie Wilson a not-so-bright but very
popular blonde. (May)

Do your
own Hair?

EYES light on lovely hair and linger there

when it shines in all its natural beauty.

Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous

when you do it at home with new different

Wildroot Hair Set that

replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.

Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster

drying. It contains proc-

essed LANOLIN, leaves

your hair soft, natural,
and at its lovely best.

Style your own distinc-

tive hair-do quickly, with-

out fuss or disappoint-

ment! And watch those

admiring glances! Ask
for New Wildroot Hair
Set at your toilet goods
counter today!

NEW WILDROOT HAIR SET

BLACKHEADS MUST GO
(OR YOUR MONEY BACK) Amazingly
successful for the treatment of blackheads
-CHARL’S TEX-TUR CREAM effectively
cleans and improves your skin. After sev-
eral treatments your skin will be free of
ugly blackheads or we will refund* your
money immediately—Price $1.20 including
tax and postage—C.O.D.’s $1.46.

545-5th Ave. (Dept. A-5)
New York 17*. N. Y.CHARI’S COSMETIC CO.

PERSPIRING
Say goodbye to clammy
discomfort of sweaty
stockings and offend-

- ing foot odor. Sprinkle
Allen’s Foot-Ease on feet

and in shoes. Really effective
for absorbing perspiration,

neutralizing odor, besides giving
such sublime comfort to hot, weary

feet. 25<f—35<f— 50<f. At all druggists
or send for FREE sample. Write Allen’s Foot-Ease,
Suite 226.P. O. Box 156, Buffalo, New York.

ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE

Most gorgeous life-like enlargement you
ever saw. Finished in beautiful “Gold-

1

tone** process on heavy portrait paper. 1

SEND NO MONEY! Mail snapshot, pho- I

tograph or negative, any size, any sub- '

ject. Pay postman only 69c for one or $1.00
for two, plus postage. Or send price and we
pay postage. Original returned unharmed. \QUICK SERVICE. Money back guarantee.’

_

Hand colored in oils $1 extra. State colors.
ALLIED PHOTO CO., 108 W. Lake St., Dept.E-2 cagol, III.



You’ll foil head over heart for Sunbird

gpr in a golden-

W colored metal case of jeweler

JF design. Keyed for color to

the song in your heart this
j

happy Spring. . . wear it
'• 1

with Sunbird rouge to ,

•

match. Creme

what matter so

long as It’s Louis Philippe!

Lipstick $1. Rouge 49*, plus fax.

Belita, English-born skating, swimming,
dancing star now playing in “Suspense,”
deserves an award for tact. When asked
what beauty secrets European beauties
know that we don’t, she said none

—

absolutely none. American women, she
feels, are as smartly dressed and groomed
as you’ll find anywhere. And we’re the
luckiest, too, she adds, because here there
is no serious soap or cosmetic shortage
as in England and on the Continent.

Bp a Clean Beauty
We have no statistics to prove it, but

need you have proof that soap leads all

other beauty aids in importance? Be
clean, look clean—then use your dusting
powders, talcs, colognes, toilet waters and
perfumes to add that extra whiff of scented
sweetness that makes you nice to be near
. . . But be clean first. Use a deodorant or
anti-perspirant often; daily, if necessary.
Follow carefully the directions given with
the product . . . Don fresh underwear daily

. . . Belita has a fetish for cleanliness. In
winter she takes two baths daily; in sum-
mer, often as many as four!

For a New You
Never has there been a summer season

when you have had so many becoming
colors of make-up from which to choose
. . . In lipsticks, rouges and nail polishes
there are dramatic, deep-hued reds to ac-
cent a brunette beauty. As your skin tans,

you can switch to the golden and coral-
toned reck that will harmonize with your
newly-burnished complexion.

Bright, clear reds, reds with soft blue
undertones, and flattering pink and rose
shades—all give a flower-like prettiness

. . . So change your make-up as you
change your costume. Match it to your
complexion, the colors you’re wearing and
to your mood . . . Belita ’s friends tell her
she never looks like the same person twice
in succession. She’s always changing her
rouge, lipstick and nail polish and the
way she wears her hair. That’s one reason
why they find her so interesting . . . It’s a
cue! Think you’d like to take it, and so
achieve a new, more dramatic personality?

Sun Sense
If you’re planning to be among the first

to sport a toasty tan, be smart. Do as
Belita does and acquire it gradually, using
an oil, lotion or cream that not only
screens out harmful sun rays, but also

encourages an even tan. Some of these
products make excellent make-up bases.

P
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Evelyn Keyes, next to be seen in Columbia’s

“The Great Highway,” believes in giving her

shapely legs careful attention and daily care

rfikx&to
The first requisite of beautiful legs is attention and care. The basis

of leg beauty is smoothness. For ten or twelve mornings rub your
legs briskly with wet table salt before your shower or bath; this will
banish dead skin and leave the legs shiny and smooth. Insure this

with daily applications of your favorite hand cream or lotion and,
once a week, coat the legs thoroughly with oil, massaging it in well.

Summertime toes must be as well cared for as your fingernails.
This means a careful pedicure at least once a week. You might use
Evelyn Keyes’s professional routine: Massage cream around the
cuticle and push it back with an orange stick. Cut the nails straight
across—no curves—then file away the rough edges with an emery
board. Paint the nails from cuticle to tip.

Go barefoot as often as you can—at home, on the beach. Your
reward: No knotty knuckles, a lovely, flexible foot.

Don’t strain your legs. Strain comes primarily from always wear-
ing the same type shoe that places the weight of support on the same
tendons. Change your shoes frequently, varying the heel heights.

When your feet are overworked, especially during the hot summer,
they need a rest cure. Try Evelyn Keyes’s special soother. Wrap
your feet in soft cotton cloths soaked in witch hazel and elevate them
on pillows while you’re relaxing; the blood will circulate and your
feet will begin to feel alive.

So your legs don’t measure up to Miss America’s proportions. Don’t
fret about it; get busy. There are exercises to slim or reduce ankles
or calves. They won't accomplish wonders overnight but they will

work miracles if you’re willing to do them month after month.
To slim the thighs, calves and ankles: Lie on your back. Stretch

your legs into the air; put your feet tightly together with the toes

pointed up. Bend knees to the chest, raise legs into the air again,

this time forming a V and pointing the toes. Drop legs outward, form-
ing a wide V; then bring together, bend the knees and repeat.

For special emphasis on calf reduction, stand two or three feet

from the wall. Lean forward, keeping the knees straight and place

the elbows up, fingertips to fingertips, palms straight against the wall.

Push yourself into and away from the wall. This flattens calf muscles.

Be the master of your feet; use them for walking, don’t let them
use you. A cue from Evelyn Keyes on the proper way to walk: Let

your heels touch the ground first, then the outer edges of your feet,

then the balls of your feet. Keep your head, neck and chest up,

your tummy drawn in and your back straight. Distribute your weight

and balance on both legs and feet—and straighten out the legs with

each step. Move freely and gracefully—you’re proud of your legs!

Treasure this thought and apply it: American soldiers returning

home have seen plenty of old-world beauties, but they stand together

on two points—no legs can measure up to the American women’s;
never again do they want to see makeshift shoes. Wear shoes that

are decorative and feminine—a far cry from old-world sabots and
sandals; keep this in mind and you’ll win veteran hearts!



parfum Lodorante

TORIE S COLLECTION

OF PERFUME

ACCESSORIES IN

SAME MATCHING
FRAGRANCES

"RARE ESSENCE" . . . Pure Pare Essence for the purse,

$2.50 • "CONCENTRATED PERFUME". . . $5.00 to $15.00

"FRAGRANCE ENSEMBLE FOUR". .. Perfume Accessories Kit— the

set . . . $5.50 • "LITTLE MISS L'ORLE". . . The Teen-age fragrance kit.

"CUP CAKE" FRAGRANCE only— the set . . . $5.00 • "PARFUM-AIR" CONDI-
TIONER . . . For your home or office. $2.00 and $5.00 • "lODORANTE DUET"

, . . Liquid & Cream Parfum Lodorante . . . the set . . . $2.00

The original and exclusive unforgettable perfumes, with a double devo-

tion to your loveliness . . . perfumes with the magic plus of effective,

refreshing, deodorizing qualities endowed by our sensational Lorliz-

ing discovery. Lavish freely all over the body. L'Orle PARFUM

LODORANTE envelops you in an aura of fragrant freshness and

protects your social grace because the fragrances stay

perspiration-proof all day long.

Choice of Bewitching Fragrances:

CAFE SOCIETY SYNOPSIS TRESPASS
BEWARE DARE ME TUMBLEWEED

$1.00 to $3.00
(All prices subject to Federal Tax)

In Leading Stores everywhere

^'Copyrighted 1946 PARFUM L'ORLE, INC.— 6 Edst 39th Street, New York 16, N. Y. Made in U. S. A.



AUTHENTIC AMERICAN CHARM

aY/atc-

$100A COMPCOMPLETE WITH WICK

Here’s a real discovery !—a colorful lamp
that copies the old-time charm of an
Early American antique. You’ll like the

gay way it brightens any room.

Your choice of four fragrant oils: (blue)

honeysuckle, (green) gardenia, (yellow)
chypre, (pink) apple blossom. Bright
shades in matching colors.

A handy emergency light ... an ideal

night light... popular for gifts... espe-

cially appropriate in pairs.

At drug, chain, gift and department stores

—or write to

^tcon* EMPIRE STATE BUILDING
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

*Trade
Mark
Reg.

At better cosmetic stores

everywhere ... one dollar.

V'

; t \\

Shampoo glamour for your extra-special date ... a rich

base of homogenized egg and milk blended with fine

oils. A few drops of concentrated DATE night formula

leaves your hair soft, lustrous and so easy to set.

All your dates will be adventures in romance with the

glamour of date night Shampoo.
|)3||Qy (J3 1 (g ||jj

Distributors

350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Casts of Current Pictures

BRIDE WORE BOOTS, THE—Paramount: Sally
Warren, Barbara Stanwyck; Jeff Warren, Robert
Cummings; Mary Lou Medford, Diana Lynn; Lance
Gale, Patric Knowles; Grace Apley, Peggy Wood;
Tod Warren, Robert Benchley; Joe, Willie Best;
Carol Warren, Natalie Wood; Johnny Warren, Greg-
ory Muradian; Janet Doughton, Mary Young.

DEVOTION—Warners: Charlotte Bronte, Olivia
de Havilland ; Emily Bronte, Ida Lupino; Anne
Bronte, Nancy Coleman; Arthur Nicholls, Paul Hen-
reid; Thackeray, Sidney Greenstreet; Bramwell
Bronte, Arthur Kennedy; Lady Thornton, Dame May
Whitty; Monsieur Heger, Victor Francen; Rev.
Bronto, Montagu Love; Aunt Bramwell, Ethel Grif-
fies; Sir John Thornton, Edmond Breon; Mrs. Ing-
ham, Doris Lloyd; Madame Heger, Odette Myrtil;
Tabby, Marie De Becker; Miss Thornton, Eily Mal-
yon; Hoggs, Forrester Harvey; Draper, Billy Bevan;
Seton, Geoffrey Steele.

HEARTBEAT—RKO: Arlette, Ginger Regers;
Pierre, Jean Pierre Aurnont; Prof. Aristide, Basil
Rathbone; Ambassad r, Adolphe Menjou; Roland
Medcville, Melville Cooper; Yves Cadubert, Mikhail
Rasumny; Baron Dvorak, Eduardo Ciannelli; Am-
bassador’s Wife, Mona Maris; Minister, Henry
Stephenson.

KID FROM BROOKLYN, THE—Goldwyn* Bur-
leigh Sullivan, Danny Kaye; Polly Pringle, Virginia
Mayo; Susie Sullivan, Vera-Ellen; Speed McFarlane,
Steve Cochran; Ann Westley, Eve Arden; Gabby
Sloan, Walter Abel; Spider Schultz, Lionel Stander;
Mrs. E. Winthrop LeMoyne, Fay Bainter; Austin
Austin, Clarence Kolb; Photographer, Victor Cutler;
Willard, Charles Cane; Fight Announcer, Jerome
Cowan; Radio Announcers, Don Wilson and Knox
Manning; Matron, Kay Thompson; Master of Cere-
monies, Johnny Downs.

NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN—Universal: Vivian
Kenway, Rex Harrison; Rikki Krausner, Lilli Pal-
mer; Col. Kenway, Godfrey Tearle; Sandy Duncan,
Griffith Jones; Jennifer Calthrop, Margaret Johnson;
Fogroy, Guy Middleton; Jill Duncan, Jean Kent;
Lady Parks, Marie Lohr; Sir Hubert Parks, Garry
Marsh; Sir John Brockley, David Horne.

POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE, THE—
M-G-M: Cora Smith, Lana Turner; Frank Cham-
bers, John Garfield; Nick Smith, Cecil Kellaway;
Arthur Keats, Hume Cronyn; Kyle Sackett, Leon
Ames; Madge Gorland, Audrey Totter; Ezra Liam
Kennedy, Alan Reed; Blair, Jeff York.

SMOOTH AS SILK—Universal: Mark Fenton,
Kent Taylor; Paula Marlowe, Virginia Grey; Susan
Marlowe, Jane Adams; John Kimball, Milburn Stone;
Don Elliot, Danny Morton; Stephen Elliot, John
Litel; Fletcher Holliday, Samuel S. Hinds.

SO GOES MY LOVE—Universal: Jane, Myrna
Loy; Hiram, Don Ameche; Magel, Rhys Williams;
Percy, Bobby Driscoll; Josephus, Richard Gaines;
Garnet, Molly Lamont; Bridget, Sarah Padden;
Emily, Renie Riano; Mrs. Meade, Clara Blandick;
Theodore, John Gallaudet; Raymond, John Phillips;
Weldon, Bruce Edwards; Willis, Howard Freeman;
Committee Men, Wheaton Chambers and Pierre Wat-
kin.

SUSPENSE—Monogram: Roberta, Belita; Joe,
Barry Sullivan; Harry, Eugene Pallette; Frank, Al-
bert Dekker; Max, George E. Stone; Ronnie, Bonita
Granville; Nora, Edit Angold.

TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON—M-G-M: Abi-
gail Chandler, Kathryn Grayson; Martha Canford
Chandler, June Allyson; Olstrom, Lauritz Melchior;
'’Spike,” Jimmy Durante; Lawrence Tyburt Patter-
son Jr., Peter Lawford; Wrigley, Ben Blue; Aunt
Jennifer, Isobel Elsom; Uncle Jonathan, Harry Hay-
den: Mr. Lawrence Tyburt Patterson Sr., Thurston
Hall; Mrs. Lawrence Tyburt Patterson Sr. Nella
Walkei ; Ossifish, Gino Corrado.

WIFE OF MONTE CRISTO, THE—PRC: De
Villcfort, John Loder; Countess of Monte Cristo,

Lenore Aubert; Danglars, Charles Dingle; Maillard,

Fritz Kantner; Antoine. Eduardo Ciannelli; Count
of Monte Cristo, Martin Kosleck; Lucille, Eva Gabor;
Bonnett, Fritz Feld.

Did you know
DANA ANDREWS
is a preacher’s kid?

Did you ever hear

that preacher’s kids

are little devils?

Dana will tell you about

his own deviltry

when he ran away from
the parsonage

NEXT MONTH



Copyright IQ45, Joi. Schlit-x. Brewing Cc., Milwaukee
,
If 'is.

When you serve SCHLITZ to

your guests, it says more plainly than

words, “We want you to have the

best.” Where friendly

glassware filled with

Schlitz beams a cordial

greeting, even the tick

of the clock seems to

say “You’re welcome.”

JUST

THE /<ISS

OF THE HOPS

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOLfS



The Gift That Starts the Home
Sweethearts know— happier marriages
begin with a Lane Hope Chest romance.
For Lane says: "I love you forever.” It’s

the beginning of life’s sweetest dreams
come true.Whether you plan a traditional

or modern home, you’ll find a Lane to

harmonize, for Lane Chests are available

in many beautiful styles and woods, at a
wide range of prices.

It’s Love for Keeps with Lane

—

The Only Tested AROMA-TIGHT Chest in the World

Your precious, lifetime treasures are safe with
Lane. It’s the only chest that has all these
guaranteed Moth Protection features: 1.
Tested aroma-tight protection. 2. Exclusive
aroma-tight features. 3. Built of %-inch aro-
matic Red Cedar in accordance with U. S,
Government recommendations. 4. New,
waterproof. Lane-welded veneers will not peel.
5. Chemically treated interiors even aroma
flow, prevent stickiness, and add life to the
chest. 6. Free moth insurance policy written
by one of the world’s largest insurance com-
panies. The Lane Company, Inc., Dept. K,
Altavista, Virginia. In Canada: Knechtels,
Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.

STARTs

Subject to OPA i

' CQ ings. Slightly higher
in Canada.

Other Lane Chests

at Popular Prices

To Men and Women in Ihe Armed
Services: If you wish to buy a Lane
Cedar Chest and do not know name of
Lane dealer where chest is to be de-

livered, write us.

For the Bride

No. 2120. This chest beautifully com-
bines American Walnut and Walnut
stump with exotic Oriental wood and
African Zebra wood. Has Lane pat-

ented Automatic Tray.

I AMPliAIV Cm HOPE CHEST

No. 2087. American Colonial design. Lovely

Honduras Mahogany exterior with top rubbed to

soft satin finish. Equipped with Lane patented

Automatic Tray.

A MILLION MAIDENS YEARN FOR THIS ROMANTIC LOVE GIFT
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